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GOVERNOE'S MESSAGE.
Members

of the Legislature:

Tn attempting to comply with the time-honored custom

which requires

a

governor upon his inauguration to address

the general court regarding the matters of state which

have

it

will

to consider, I shall avoid, as far as practicable, specific

recommendations, and content myself with a brief statement
of

what information I have, and

of the principles

which I
which

believe should govern us in the performance of the duties

we have assumed.
STATE FINANCES.

The

report of the state treasurer discloses a highly satis-

factory condition of the state finances.

June

1,

1902, was $839,200.

Of

this

The

total

funded debt

amount $3,700 was

over-

due, and $450,000, the balance of the municipal war loan of

1872, maturing between January 1, 1903, and January 1, 1905;
an overdue bond of 1873 of $500, library bonds to the amount
of $175,000 due July 1, 1911, and $75,000 due July 1, 1913,
and Agricultural College loan bond amounting to $135,000,
due July 1, 1913, make up the total. Other liabilities of the
state are various trust funds amounting to $813,574.37, a
school fund of $14,825, and two small items, making $1,669,-

071.30.

To

ofFset these liabilities there were, cash

615.12; securities from the

Thompson

estate,

on hand, $575,$329,443.76; and

due from railroad corporations, $7,580.06; a total of $912,638.94.

The

balance, $756,432.36, was the net indebtedness

of the state.

The

state tax of $425,000,

which has already been voted for

the years 1902 and 1903, with the other revenues from corpo-

3

rations and miscellaneous sources, will yield sufficient surplus

above the regular expenses to meet the obligations that mature
on and before January 1, 1905, and from that time until July

The

1911, no part of the debt will become due.

1,

ordinary

revenues of the state from sources other than the direct ta^
are about $250,000 annually,

and the current expenses, besides

interest, are about $525,000; the interest charges after the debt
that matures January 1, 1903, is paid, may be reckoned at

$50,000 more, making $575,000.
It therefore appears that with due regard for the taxpayers

and a consequent avoidance of extravagant, appropriation, to
which the treasury surplus is always a temptation, the state tax
can be reduced $100,000, leaving that amount

to

be distributed

and towns in addition to what they now receive
to the
from the collections of the state treasurer from corporations,
and relieving to that extent the burdens of local taxation, which
cities

are the heaviest that our people have to bear.

At
est

different times the state has accepted trust funds, inter-

on which

it

has obligated

itself to

pay perpetually

stitutions designated as beneficiaries.

the Benjamin

Thompson fund

The

to the in-

largest of these

for the benefit of the

is

New

Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts,
which was originally $363,823.32, and has been, and is to be,
increased by the state until January 30, 1910, when it will
amount to $797,181.67, on which 4 per cent interest, or $31,887.27, must be paid to the institution annually.
Other trust
funds will on that date (January 30, 1910) bring the total

amount
est

to nearly a million dollars, involving

an annual inter-

charge of $40,000.

It

ment

has been suggested that in order to prepare for this paythe state tax should be left as

the surplus

the interest

it is, $425,000, and from
we should accumulate a sinking fund,
on which will meet that upon the trust funds.

it

will yield

This involves the taxation of the present to pay the debts of
the future, and the

embarkment

business,

—that

sums

money, which

of

is,

banking

of the state in the

the investment and

management

I think should be avoided.

of large

If

we pay

we

as

go,

and while we are going cancel all war debts and
incurred to meet emergencies, leaving to

other obligations
those

who

will succeed us to provide for their expenses,

shall do our

we

whole duty in that regard.

As suggested,

it is

to be constantly considered that the state

tax cannot be reduced nor a sinking fund provided unless
appropriations are rigidly kept wathin the limits of wise econ-

omy. The calls for state aid are very many and very urgent,
and they multiply each year. They are all made upon the
plea that the public good demands them, and they should be
carefully scrutinized, and responded to to such an extent as
will return to the people of the state, as a whole, value received

for the
It is

money

appropriated.

always to be considered that hearings upon petitions

Those

for appropriations from the state treasury are ex parte.

who hope

to profit

by such grants are often the only ones to

The many who pay the taxes are too busily engaged
and saving money with which to meet the demands

appear.

in earning

of tax collectors to present their opinions to the legislature,

but

it is

clearly our duty to constantly bear in

mind

that

we

are the servants of the masses, that what they cannot afford

they should not be compelled to pay for by any act of ours.

In the past the
scale; they

state expenditures

have been profuse.

have not been on a niggardly

In

my judgment

not exceed in the near future those of the
if I

can prevent

it

they shall not.

last

they should

two

The argument

and

years,

that

we

are

getting out of debt, that our revenues from the taxation of

and telephone companies are
and that we can therefore afford what we
year, is more specious than sound.

railroads, insurance, telegraph,

steadily increasing,

could not

last

It is true that the corporation taxes are constantly increased,

and that the

interest charge disappears as the

war debt

is

can-

celed, but these changes should be for the benefit of the great

body of taxpayers rather than the favored few.

In restricting

ourselves to expenditures that are just and necessary,

enough that we refuse

it is

not

to authorize obligations in support ot

new undertakings which

are presented in the

name

of educa-

6
tion, charity,

able promise.

and material progress, but which are of questionIf there are offices that can be dispensed with

\Wthout injury to the public, they should be abolished. If
there are projects and plans which have secured state approval

and have proved to be too costly, they should be abandoned.
It is no part of our duty to drive home entering wedges that
have been

set into the state treasury.

SAVINGS BANKS.

The savings banks that withstood the storms of 1893 and
1894 are steadily recovering from the depression of that period
and are now on safe ground. The amount due their depositors
increased from $57,078,433.15 in 1901 to $60,349,862.29 in

1902, a gain of $3,171,429.14, and their assets from $66,846,-

692.53 to $70,725,954.79, a gain of $3,879,262.26.

With

this

and with their
conservative investment policy, which seeks safety rather than
high rates of interest, they merit the confidence which they

margin

of guaranty they are

command among

those

who

more than

solvent,

intrust their savings to their

man-

agement.
Thirty-one banks were in process of liquidation January 30,

The

1900.

assignees have

made

final distribution of the assets

and closed their accounts.
Four others have paid dividends since June 30, 1902, and will
The aggregate dividends to
soon be taken from the list.
depositors have ranged from 60 to 100 per cent, averaging
of thirteen of these to stockholders

To

about 80 per cent.

must be added

even with this the

The

the average shortage of 20 per cent

interest since the institutions
loss is

failure of these

much

were closed, but

smaller than was apprehended.

banks has

left localities

without savings-

with other considerations, has

bank accommodations, and this,
induced some national banks to open accounts with
to

whom

bank

a .small rate of interest

business.

It is

is

depositors,

paid, thus doing a savings-

charged that such deposits, while legally

taxable to the owners as

money

in

hand, escape the taxation

which those in savings banks are compelled to bear, and are
therefore unjustly favored, and it is also claimed that this

growing

practice,

places

in

where there are sound savings

banks, diverts business which they were chartered to do and

have a right

It

to.

suggested that the national

is

banks

should be required to make returns which will disclose to the
local assessors the

that they

may

ownership of the interest-bearing deposits,

be taxed at the local rates, which would un-

doubtedly result in their withdrawal and investment elsewhere.

In the brief time since the subject was called to
I

have been unable

unless

it

satisfy

to

myself that this

be so extended as to include

able under our laws, but I ask for

it

my

attention

is

advisable

deposits that are tax-

all

your careful consideration,

savings-bank interests, which

as it deeply affects the

it

is

the

true policy of the state to protect.

The building and
amounting

loan

to $1,740,116.64:,

which

associations,

have

assets

and 28,867 shares outstanding,

are apparently sound and successful,

EAILKOADS.

The steam

railroads of

New Hampshire

nently fixed in three great systems,

all

of

appear to be perma-

which have tide-water

terminals in other states and far-reaching western connections.

Of the 1,190 miles of line, 1,038 miles are operated by the
& Maine Railroad, 100 miles by the Maine Central, and
52 miles by the Grand Trunk. The consolidations by which
this grouping has been effected, and earnings have been distribBoston

uted over great systems, have been of great advantage to our

who have
accommodations and rates that could not have been afforded
them if the roads had not been united, and were obliged to
people, especially those of sparsely settled sections,

bear the expense and depend upon the earnings of independent
operation.

I

am

not aware that the corporations in control

perform their duty
any demand for an extension of the

of these roads are refusing or neglecting to
to the public, that there

is

existing lines, or that any radical changes in the laws relating
to steam railways are needed or will be asked for.

Since January

1,

1902, the electric track mileage has in-

creased from 138 to 226 miles, and the capitalization of these

from $2,964,339 to $5,659,683. A beginning has
been made upon about twenty miles more, and there are charters covering about 150 miles of line that have not been used.

enterprises

Such expansion of development and opportunity evidences the
soundness of the street railway policy, which is formulated in
our statutes and faithfully carried out by our authorities to

whom

has been committed the execution of those laws.

MANUFACTUKES.
Manufacturing constitutes the chief industry of New
shire, with $88,943,325 invested, employing 76,667
earners in 1901, to

whom

were paid in wages and

Hampwage-

salaries $30,-

160,446, and marketing a product to the value of $111,933,030,
an increase of $8,503,477 over the previous year. In the en-

actment of laws bearing upon this great industry, consideration should be given to the rights of capital as well as to the
rights of labor.

There should

be careful study of the

also

upon the welfare of the people
professions established around
various
industries
and
in
engaged
manufacturing plants, constituting our thrifty cities and vileffect of proposed legislation

lages.

The

state of

New

Hampshire, in

common

with other

states, has established a bureau of labor for the investigation
The report
of conditions existing between capital and labor.

recently issued by the bureau will give the result of

its investi-

gation in various important matters.

AGRTCULTUKE.

The 29,324 farms

of the state, which, including equipment,

are valued at $5,842,096, furnish

employment

to 38,782 people,

or 21 per cent of the population of the state, while as

more people

This industry

port.

and

are directly dependent

is

is

upon agriculture

only second in value to manufacturing,

entitled to greater consideration

its relative

many

for sup-

magnitude would

indicate.

by the legislature than
It is

not expected that

any other industry,
you
but it is important that no unjust burdens be placed upon the
farmers of the state, in taxation or otherwise, by the enactment
will discriminate in favor of this or

of laws having for their object the public welfare.

Eecent changes

in agriculture require a better

make

the science in order to
will

doubtless consider the

knowledge

knowledge of

the industry profitable, and you

means

of imparting this

Board

chief function of the State
state department,

and

also of the

of Agriculture,

special

This

important as any educational work.

as

is

the

an important

Dairymen's Association and

Horticultural Society, voluntary associations given state aid.

The Grange

is

vigorous organization of 35,000

a

out state aid that
better farming

among

members with-

exerting an influence of great value for

is

methods and increased intelligence and culture

the rural people.

There are many reasons for protecting and promoting
culture in legislative matters so far as

is

agri-

consistent with other

state interests.

AND GAME.

FISH

The

fish

and game

interests

have become an important factor

in the state's development, and the rigid enforcement of wise

laws

although

is essential,

it

may seem

erty rights of individual owners.

number

The

to infringe

upon prop-

legislation reducing the

of fish hatcheries was in the right direction,

and the

general closing of public waters against fishing through the
ice is looked upon with favor by true sportsmen and those
having the advancement of the fish and game interests of the

The 70,000

state at heart.

acres of water in

New Hampshire

afford an opportunity for producing a vast quantity of food

material and unlimited sporting facilities under wise legislative action.

The marked

increase in deer

and their frequent

appearance are evidence of the practical working of wise laws
protecting them.

the fish and

game

I call

your attention to the importance of

interests of the state.

FORE.STRY.
If

New Hampshire

resort state,

it

is

is to

retain her

for the preservation

as a summermeans be employed

supremacy

essential that practical

and extension of our existing

The work undertaken

forest area.

thus far has been chiefly directed to secur-

ing a more rational treatment of the forest cover by the larger

10
promoting public

landowners and lumbering concerns, and

to

sentiment in favor of forest preservation.

It is el-aimed that

the

time has arrived for affirmative action on the part of the state
through its forestry commission by co-operating with landowners,
both to secure needed restrictions in the harvesting of the tim-

now standing and to take steps to reclaim with forest
growth many areas which are now naked or unproductive. It
ber crop

is also

suggested that as preliminary to future work in scien-

tific forestry,

and

measure calculated to stimulate an imme-

as a

diate wider interest in the attractiveness of our

is

a

mountain

for-

the completion of the topographic survey in those sections

ests,

This work was begun by

matter of no small importance.

the general government

many

years ago, but was never com-

pleted because other states, by co-operating to share the ex-

pense of the work, have secured the

You

of the field workers.

and other proposed means
constantly bearing in

first

will give

of

claim upon the services

due consideration to those

promoting the forestry

mind the

interests,

peculiar importance of forest

preservation to various industries of the state, and wisely dis-

criminating between extravagant measures and those that will

probably yield a cash return commensurate with the expense
involved.

KOADS.

The building and maintenance

of roads that will adequately

meet the reasonable requiremeiits
is

The

shire.

state has

and

of our citizens

important in the progress and development of

made annual appropriations

visitors

New Hampfor

mountain

roads and has constructed a section of stone road near the coast.

With

these exceptions the roads of the state have been con-

etrueted

and repaired under

provided by local taxation.
15,58.2,

forty-seven

local

authority and with funds

The mileage

of roads

is

given as

towns having over one hundred miles

each, and one town three hundred miles.
You will have submitted for your consideration various plans for providing state
aid for roads in rural towns and for the construction of roads
between populous sections of the state. The importance of
good roads to tlie development of the summer industry, and

11
policy
their value to the residents of the state, suggest a liberal
approprimoney
the
far
Thus
subject.
the
with
dealing
in

ated by the state has been with reference to no fixed system,
but in response to demands from various localities. To whatever extent the financial credit of the state is involved in secur-

ing better roads, action should be based upon a recognition of
the interests of the rural towns as well as of populous centers,

and should require the payment of a Just proportion of the
cost of the roads by the taxpayers of the locality where roads
are constructed, and by the abutting landowners whose propThis involves a fixed state policy in place of
erty is enhanced.
the uncertain policy heretofore prevailing.

volved in the execution of such
to be derived

by the people of the

polic}^

a

The expense

in-

and the advantages

state therefrom, are the fac-

upon

tors to be considered in legislating

this

matter to which

I invite your attention.

THE SUMMER INDUSTRY.

The

peculiar advantages of

New Hampshire

as a health

and

pleasure resort render a consideration of the subject a matter
of importance.

Eight million dollars annually expended in

summer

tourists, and three million dollars already
expended here by people from outside the state in building,
equipping, and adorning summer homes, generally replacing

the state by

decaying structures, yield a revenue to a large number of people,

while the presence of

summer

rural life through increased social

summer

industry

is

visitors adds a charm to
and mental recreation. The

not of a nature to require state supervision

work of various departments is closely connected with it.
Whatever contributes to giving wider publicity to the healthful conditions and scenic attractions of the
state, to more plentiful fish and game and extended forest
cover, to better roads and more attractive roadsides, to the
or control, yet the

health and safety of rural
this

important industry.

advantages of
at the St.

in

development of

life,

will aid in the

An

intelligent presentation of the

New Hampshire

as a health

Louis Exposition, at moderate

more widely extending the fame

and pleasure resort,
would be useful

cost,

of our state in this respect.

12
STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.

The work
little

of the State

need he said of

it

Board

of

Health

the board, and largeh^ through

is

so well

known

that

During the existence

at this time.

of

important sanitary

its efforts,

laws have been enacted; efficient local boards of health have

been established; the public educated to a greater degree than
ever before in the restriction and prevention of many diseases,
iii

the dangers of unsanitary environment, in the evils of con-

taminated water supplies, and on

many

other subjects inti-

mately connected with public health. The board has large executive authority in the

management

of epidemic diseases,

and

many

Its

in this respect has been of material aid to

towns.

indirect sanitary supervision of our summer-resort localities

an especially valuable work.
state

In addition to

its

is

duties as a

board of health, the board also has charge of the registra-

tion of xital statistics, and in 1889 was constituted a Board
of Commissioners of

Lunacy;

it

renders, therefore, three reports

to the legislature, containing the details of the

work

in these

several departments.

INSUEAXCE.

One hundred and

thirteen

ffre

insurance

companies are

authorized by the insurance department to do business in

Hampshire.

The

entire

business transacted by these

panies in the state for the year ending

December

New
com-

31, 1901,

was $111,531,480.96, upon which premiums amounting to $1,456,852.36 were received and losses amounting to $875,264.93
Twenty-four life insurance companies during the
same period collected premiums to the amount of $1,556,680.95, and paid losses amounting to $723,688.17.
Eight
fidelity and surety and seventeen casualty companies wrote policies amounting to $29,392,117, upon which premiums were
received amounting to $149,826.15, and losses were paid
amounting to $49,835.42. Thirty-five fraternal beneficiary
were paid.

associations

received

in

in losses $341,448.54.

assessments received by

and paid
premiums and
authorized companies and asso-

assessments $382,627.88,

The
all

entire

amount

of

13
ending December 31, 1901, was
amount paid the state treasurer
authorized companies for fees and taxes for same period

ciations for the business year

The

$3,583,438.78.

entire

by all
was $65,033.35. The companies authorized to do business here
include some of the best in the country, and good risks can
find ample protection.

NATIONAL GUARD.

The National Guard oonsists of one brigade of two twelvecompany regiments of infantry, one four-gun light battery, one
The
troop of cavalr}', a signal corps, and a hospital corps.
present strength of the force

The

1,244 enlisted men.

is

state

110 commissioned

officers

camp ground, the

arsenal,

the regimental stables are in excellent condition.

It is

and
and

reported

that two regimental mess-halls are needed to replace those built
years ago and

now

enforced in

matters pertaining to the National Guard has

all

The

in poor condition.

rigid discipline

resulted in a degi'ee of efficiency in military tactics that reflects

great credit

upon those

in

command, and must be pleasing

to

the people of the state.

EDUCATION.

The

educational department of the state government has been

given increased responsibilities in recent years by the enact-

ment
upon

of laws bearing

upon education and imposing new

the department.

The enforcement

duties

of the truancy law,

the designation of high schools and academies entitled to receive tuition

from towns under the

act of 1901,

and determin-

ing the apportionment of money appropriated for the support
of schools in

towns entitled

toi

state aid

under

thfe

act of 1899,

enable the department to exert an influence for the cause of

education heretofore
lative action has

unknown

been wise

is

in the state.

year and increased average attendance.
facilities

New

That such

legis-

manifested in the longer school

The

rural educational

have been broadened with no injury or injustice

Hampshire's general educational

facilities.

to
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STATE PRISON, INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, NORMAL SCHOOL, STATE
HOSPITAL, AND SCHOOL FOR FEEBLE-MINDED CHILDREN.

You

will

be furnished with the reports of those in charge of

the State Prison, the State Hospital, the

Normal School, the

Industrial School, and the School for Feeble-Minded Children,

inform yon of the work, condition, and wants of"
all of which the state is under obligation
So
to sustain without niggardliness and without prodigality.
far is I can learn they are well managed and there is no reason

which

will

these institutions,

Their

for changing the laws which govern their operation.
financial needs,

if

any, should be carefully investigated and

intelligently provided for.

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE.
Dartmouth College provides

for the higher education of

New

Hampshire, apart from that given by the Agricultural College,
the academies, the high schools, and the Normal School, and of
the students in Dartmouth, 188 from

the academic department.

The

New Hampshire

are in

cost to the college of education

per man, as calculated by the officers, is $250 a year, which
would make the cost of educating the New Hampshire contingent $47,000. Deduct from this sum the amount received from
tuition paid by them, and from scholarship moneys the income
of which is devoted to New Hampshire students, and the bal-

ance of cost of educating
is

$27,055, which

The

state of

is

New Hampshire men

above receipts

paid from the income of invested funds.

New Hampshire

higher education that

has established a policy in

liberal.
It requires towns
pay high school tuition for resident students who attend
approved high schools elsewhere; it contributes liberally to the
is

exceedingly

to

support of the Agricultural College in order that students

may

have special instruction at reasonable rates; it maintains the
Normal School that teachers may obtain proper education and
training; and while the Agricultural College and the Normal
School are state institutions, under state control, as Dartmouth
not, it seems just and consistent that, as New Hampshire is

is

freed by this college from supporting a similar institution of

15
its

own,

expenses

it

should

when

its

to some extent contribute to Dartmouth's
income from other sources is insufficient.

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.
derives its chief financial support

The Agricultural College

from the national government, receiving annually therefrom
$25,000 for instruction and $15,000 for the support of the experiment station connected.
ing these appropriations, the
vested in

tlie state

Under the acts of congress makmanagement of the institution is

through a board of trustees, and the state by

annual appropriation and the interest on trust funds contributes
about $10,000 to

In 1910 the income from

maintenance.

its

the Benjamin Tliompson trust fund will be available, anioimt-

The

ing to $31,887.2? annually.

are those relating to agriculture

studies taught in this college

and the mechanic

arts

and

those pertaining to the various industries connected therewith,
yet the prominent object in view in the establishment of the
institution through the enactment of laws

the action of those

who have made

was the advancement

men

it

A

its

support,

by educating and training

of agriculture

in this great science.

where

by congress, and by

bequests for

committee will

visit the college,

will be learned that the state, in proportion to its

wealth, has been liberal in providing the buildings forming the
basis of a magnificent institution dedicated primarily to the

I urge

cause of agriculture.

you

become familiar with the

to

condition and needs of this college, and to take such action
as will

make

the institution especially influential in promoting

and successfid along the
founders and benefactors.
agriculture,

line

contemplated by

its

AUTOMOBILES.
There

is

a

widespread, earnest, and just feeling that some

restrictions or regulations should

be put upon the use of out

public highways by automobiles.

These vehicles have come

to us

by the evolution of the age and are to be accepted as im-

provements, but

when

are unquestionably a

recklessly used, as they often are, they

menace

to life

and property and

a terror

16

who have

to our citizens,

and are entitled

built,

to;

the use

of,

roads and streets from which they are debarred by fear of meet-

While no one would close our thorough-

ing these machines.

fares against such carriages,
will

some reasonable

legislation

compel their owners to respect the rights of others

able.

I

commend

is

which
desir-

the subject to your careful consideration.

LIQUOR LAWS.

The people

of this state

have been very generally forced by

observation and experience to the conclusion that our statutes
relating to the sale of intoxicating beverages have failed, in
cities and towns, to accomplish the purposes for
which they were enacted, and there is therefore a very widespread demand for a change in these laws.
No subject has

our larger

been more thoroughly considered or
the people than

this,

and no

is

better understood by

was more promi-

local question

nently an issue in the recent election, which resulted in our

assignment to the positions we occupy, in which we are the
servants of the people,

any

as

the

of

and
Most

us

matter.

who

are

of

individually as
wiser

collectively

you have

than

all

come here

interested
of

us

in

oommissioned

by your constituents to bring about changes in our statutes
which will make them more effective in restraining and regu-

aud thereby

lating the trafiic in intoxicants,
is

possible, the

manifold

evils of

co-operate with you in what you

lessen, so far as it

intemperance.

may do

I shall gladly

in obedience to this

mandate, by approving any well-considered enactment in which
formulated the judgment of the good citizens of the state.

is

LABOR LEGISLATION.

Much

of the prosperity of

"

New Hampshire

has been due to

the amicable relations that have generally existed between cap-

and labor, which have worked together to promote their
mutual interests. Some differences have arisen between wageworkers and their employers which have caused temporary
ital

suspensions of production, but we have been free from the pro-

longed and destructive labor wars that have paralyzed industry,

17

and

skill,

enterprise,

making

ishing labor elsewhere.

,

capital unprofitable

This

and impover-

to be credited to the intelli-

is

gence and fairness of both parties, and is full of promise for
the future, in which only the optimist can fail to see disastrous possibilities unless there
sion

which

is

is a spirit

must hereafter depend mainly,
heretofore,

such

of justice

and conces-

lacking in some sections of the country.

upon the character

we have

We

so successfully

done

of our people to save us

from

as

evils.

Nevertheless something has been, and more doubtless can

and whatever

will reduce the hours

be, effected

by

of labor

otherwise safeguard our workers without crippling

iot

legislation,

employers and impairing their ability to furnish work and

pay wages, or unnecessarily abridging the right of every man
of sound mind to work when, where, and upon what terms he
pleases, should be enacted.
as we are, far away from the bases of manufacturing
and the principal markets for manufactured products,
and therefore at a disadvantage as compared with others, it
is not to be expected that we can lead the way in making laws

Located

supplies

to limit the time the people shall labor or in instituting other

desirable reforms.

If

we keep

abreast of, or very close to, those

more favorably situated, it is all that can reasonably be demanded. We have thus far pursued a conservative course, and

We have not only
it to have been a wise one.
had comparative exemption from strikes and lock-outs, but our
wage-earners are as well paid, and in every way as well treated,
Factoiy operas those engaged in the same lines anywhere.
the result proves

atives, especially,

leave

who

seek

Kew Hampshire and

when they can

toi

find openings.

and appreciated that there

better their condition, do not

go to other

These

is little

states.

They come here
known

facts are so well

disagreement between the

great majority of our wage-workers and broad-minded, fair-

That a few unreasonable and over-greedy
and professional agitators who live by stirring up
strife, stand in the way of a peaceable and satisfactory solution
of the labor problem here, by the enactment of such laws as

dealing employers.
capitalists,

18
good

will be for the

of all concerned,

is

not to be denied, but,

with these ignored as they should be, the great mass of our employed and employers can, I believe, be trusted to meet upon

common and

safe

have serious

difficulty in

ground, and I do not apprehend that you will

making the

statutes

conform

to the

wishes of both.

CONCLUSION.
In conclusion, allow

me

to assure

you

of

my

earnest co-oper-

ation in all legislative matters having for their object the welfare of the people of

New

Hampshire.

In our deliberations

mind the fact that we represent the people
by whose suffrage we occupy our various positions and to
whom we must make return of our stewardship when our
duties have ended.
I think we understand that the interests

we should bear

in

of the people will be best served,

It will be well to also bear in

more

to be feared from too

tion,

and that

am

it is

confident that

the people of

New

mind

the fact that there

much than from

too

all

is

little legisla-

safe to let unnecessary legislation wait.

I

legislative matters coming before you

and that you will reach such wise
redound to your credit and to the welfare of

will receive careful attention,

conclnsioins as will

and the honor and dignity

by the enactment of but few laws.

of the state best maintained,

Hampshire.

STATISTICS
RELATING TO THE

NEW HAMPSHIRE

STATE PRISON

TOGETHER WITH THE

EEPORTS OF THE CHAPLAIN, PHYSICIAN,
AND TREASURER

TWO TEAES ENDING NOVEMBER
190:3.

VOL.

I.

-

-

-

-

PART

IX.

30,

Manchester, N. H.
printed by the john b. clarke
:

1902.

co.

OFFICEES NOVEMBEE

30, 1901.

PRISON COMMITTEE OF THE GOVERNOR'S COUNCIL.

Hon.

JAMES

Hon.

EDMUND

TENNANT, Epsom.
TEUESDELL, Pembroke.
Hon. LOEING B. BODWELL, Manchester.
B.

E.

"WARDEN.

CHAELES

E.

COX.

DEPUTY WARDEN.

FEANK

J.

SAXBOEN.

PHYSICIAN.

EALPH

GALLIXGEE, M.

E.

D.

chaplain.

Eev. E. E.

WILKEXS.

STEWARD.

GUY

C.

MAEDEX.

HALL OFFICER.

EDWAED

J.

SULLIVAX.

OVERSEERS OF SHOPS.

JOSEPH MAETIX.

FBAXK DAY.

MAESHALL C. EVAXS.
MAETIX A. HADLEY.

EUGEXE WHITTIEE.
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GUARBS.

PERLEY

B.

DAVID 0. EAND.
JOHN 0. FOED.
WILLIAM C. ROBIE.

PHILLIPS.

AETHUR H. HILL.
JOHN G. BLODGETT.

NIGHT WATCHMEN.

GEOEGE

0.

PILLSBUEY,

NATT WIG GIN,

Hall.

Shop.

ENGINEER.

CHAELES

A.

DUEGIN.

MATRON.
Mrs.

GEOEGIANNA

A.

POTTEE.

MESSENGER.

WILLIAM

G.

SHACKFOED.

OFFICEES NOVEMBER

PEISOlSr

Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

30. 1902.

COMMITTEE OF THE GOVERNORS COUNCIL,

JAMES

TENNx\NT, Epsom.

B.

EDMUND
losing

TRUESDELL, Pembroke.
BODWELL, Manchester.

E.

B.

WARDEN.

CHARLES

E.

COX.

DEPUTY WARDEN.

FRANK

J.

SANBORN.

PHYSICIAN.

RALPH

GALLINGER, M.

E.

D.

chaplain.

Rev. E. R.

WILKINS.

STEWARD.

GUY

C.

MARDEN.

HALL OFFICER.

EDWARD

J.

SULLIVAN.

OVERSEERS OF SHOPS.

MARTIN A. HADLEY.
EUGENE WHITTIER.

JOSEPH MARTIN.

FRANK DAY.
PERLEY

B.

PHILLIPS.

255
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GUARDS.

AETHUE

H. HILL.

EICHMOND

JOHN"

BLODGETT.

LEWIS

G.

WILLIAM

C.

K. SKINNEE.
TEBEAU.
KEELEE A. McLEAN.

EOBIE.

B.

NIGHT WATCHMEN.

GEOEGE

XATT

0.

PILLSBUEY,

Eall.

T\T:GGIN", Shop.

ENGINEEE.

CHAELES

A.

DUEGIN.

MATEON.
Mes.

geoegianna

a.

pottee.

MESSENGER.

WILLIAM

G.

SHACKFOED.

EEPORT OF PRISON COMMITTEE.
In accordance with established custom, the prison committee
of the executive council herewith

makes

its

biennial report

on the condition of the state prison.
Frequent visits have been paid to the institution by the
committee and the members desire to acknowledge the invariable courtesy which has been accorded them as well as every
facility for a

Cox and

thorough inspection of the prison by Warden

his able assistants.

It is a pleasure to state that

he

has in every instance immediately met and placed in operation any official recommendation, and that the committee feels

that the state possesses in

him

a

model

official,

thoroughly

versed in prison methods and discipline, to whose indefatigable
efforts the

country

is

high reputation of the institution throughout the

mainly due.

It will be seen

from the appended report of the warden that

the number of prisoners has not been large enough to

make

prison self-sustaining but such a criminal condition

is

be deplored from a sentimental standpoint.
also

advanced in

price, thereby increasing to

the

not to

Food stuffs have
some extent the

due economy and prudence have been
employed in the purchase of supplies and their distribution,
due care for the health and moral welfare of the inmates hav-

cost of maintenance, but

ing been fully considered.

The recommendations
tive council for the

of the prison

committee of the exec-

two years ending November

30, 1900, re-

garding the construction of porches over the doors at the
entrance to the north wing from the prison yard to protect

the

men from

falling

snow and

ice

during the winter months,

the painting of the prison halls, the repairing of steam pipes,

and the overhauling

of the

plumbing in the prison tenement
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block have

all

been adopted by the present administration and

successfully put into execution

and operation.

Special im-

provements have been made in the laundry during the past two
years.
The former roof, which had become greatly rotted from
steam, has been removed and a

taken

new and

substantial roof has

Ventilators to carry the steam from the

its place.

room

have been installed and have proved very successful in operation; a

new washing machine and extractor have been intronew and modern bathtubs have been put in

duced; and eight

which had out-

service for the convicts, replacing the old tubs

grown

New plumbing

their usefulness.

The

duced where needed.

work

has also been intro-

report of the warden covers the

in detail.

The committee

heartily indorses the

the warden relative to

new

recommendations of
and steam fittings,

boilers, engine,

and would urge upon the incoming legislature that the interests of economy and safety will be materially promoted by an
appropriation for this purpose.

The committee would

also

recommend

that grill

work,

similar to that in place in the guard-room, be installed in the
cell

corridors.

be recalled that during the present

It will

administration one prisoner committed suicide by leaping from
the top floor over the low protecting railing to the ground floor,
a

number

of feet below,

and

it

would not be a

for a convict to hurl a guard or others to the

difficult

matter

same place on a

sudden impulse, or when suffering from temporary aberration.
The expense would not be very heavy and the protection of

would be fully guaranteed.
from the insufficient water supply still
remains, although the committee has done all in its power to
come to some agreement with the officials of the water system
the

officials as

well as the prisoners

The danger

of

Concord.

arising

Pipes suitable for

high pressure service are

already in place in the highway, but the service

The matter

is

is still

refused.

and it is to be
take some action in

a source of grave apprehension

sincerely desired that the legislature will

the premises at

its session of

The committee

is

1903.

of the opinion that the state should pass

legislation for the care

and protection

of discharged prisoners.
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to the present laws in vogue, the
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warden has in

discretion the providing of each discharged convict with a

money not exceeding

of

in

amount

three dollars, and a suit of
It will at

once

cheer to the

man

clothes appropriate to the season of the year.

be apparent that this gratuity brings

who

his

sum

little

has been confined in the prison for a

number

of years

and whose home is at some distance from Concord, and it has
been the habit of the warden to secure what financial assistance
he could from the Prisoners' Aid Society. At such a stage in

man has a greater need of encouragement than at
any other period, and the committee would recommend that a

his career a

sum

sufficient to give

him

a start in

life

be placed within the

reach of the warden, whose acquaintance with the prisoner

whose term has expired would furnish him with knowledge

amount

to the

of the

sum

as

appropriated that the said prisoner

should be intrusted with.

The committee

is

also of the opinion that the rule of

mitting general visitors to

Eollins and his executive council,

operation as

The

it

not ad-

the prison, adopted by Governor

should be continued in

has during the present administration.

reports of the warden, chaplain, treasurer,

and physician

give detailed information as to the existing condition of the

prison and need no criticism from the committee beyond the

statement that in each instance they are fully acceptable.

At

the 1901 session of the legislature, the following act was

passed and signed by Governor Jordan:

An Act Rexative tc
Be

it

Sedsttences to

the State Prison.

enacted iy the Senate and House of Representatives in General

Court convened:

Section 1. When a convict is sentenced to the state prison
otherwise than for life, or as a habitual criminal, the court imposing the sentence shall not fix the term of imprisonment, but
shall establish

a

maximum and minimum term

for

which said

be held in said prison. The maximum term shall
not be longer than the longest term fixed by law for the punishment of the offense of which he is convicted, and the minimum
term shall not be less than the minimum sentence now provided
convict

by law.

may
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Sect. 2. Any convict sentenced as aforesaid, whose record of
conduct shows that he has faithfully observed all the rules of
said prison, and has not been subjected to punishment, shall be
entitled to release from said prison upon the expiration of the
minimum term of his sentence, and he shall then be given a
permit to be at liberty therefrom during the unexpired portion
of the maximum term of his sentence. Said permit shall be
issued by the governor and council upon such terms and conditions as they shall estalish. Any convict whose record of conduct shows that he has violated the rules of said prison may be
given a like permit at such time as the said governor and council
shall determine after the expiration of the minimum term of his
sentence. The governor and council may revoke any permit
given in accordance with this section at any time before the
expiration of the maximum term for which it was issued, and
they shall revoke it when they havei knowledge that the person
to whom it was granted has been convicted of any ofEense punishable by imprisonment. If the holder of a permit, issued as
aforesaid, violates any of its terms or conditions, or violates any
law of the state, before the expiration of said maximum term,
and is convicted thereof, either before or after such expiration,
said permit shall be void.
Sect. 3. When a convict, who has been sentenced to the state
prison, in accordance with the provisions of this act, receives
an additional sentence under said act, such additional sentence
shall take effect upon the expiration of the minimum term of the
,

preceding sentence.
Sect. 4. When a convict is held in the state prison upon two
or more sentences imposed under this act, he shall be eligible
to receive permit as authorized in section 2, when he has served
a term equal to the aggregate of the minimum terms of the
several sentences, but he shall be subject to all the provisions of
this act until the expiration of a term equal to the aggregate of
the maxincium term of said sentence.
Sect. 5. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with this act
are hereby repealed.

At

a meeting of Governor

on August

5,

Jordan and his executive council

1902, the following form of parole, based upon

the act quoted, was adopted:

.
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HAMPSHIRE.

[Seax.]

No...,

who is held in
No
Whereas,
ihe State Prison in Concord, in the county of Merrimack, upon a
years,
days, nor less
sentence of not more than
years,
days, the maximum term of which
than
will expire on the
day of
19....; and w^hereas the minimum term of said sentence has expired, now, therefore, the governor and council of said state,
by virtue of the authority conferred upon them by the statutes
of said state, do issue to him this permit to be at liberty during
the remainder of said maximum term of imprisonment, unless
before its expiration said permit shall be revoked, or become
,

,

void.

The person to whom this permit is issued shall observe the
following terms and conditions upon which it is granted:
1.

2.
3.

He
He
He

shall not violate
shall

any law of

this state.

not lead an idle or dissolute

shall report to the

or in person once in

3

warden

life.

of the state prison

by

letter

months.

Dated at Concord, this
day of
hundred and
By order of the Governor and Council,
.

.

in the year nineteen

Secretary of State.

KOTICE.

The governor and council may revoke this permit at any time
before the expiration of the term of sentence.
The violation by the holder of this permit of any of its terms
or conditions, or the violation of any law of this state, shall of
itself make void said permit.

The

brief period during

which

this

law has been in operation

has been sufficiently long to demonstrate that additional legislation

is

needed

if

proper oversight

sons paroled, and

if

given are to be enforced.
to permit of any

is

to

be maintained over per-

the conditions under which releases are

member

The

prison staff

is

not large enough

thereof being absent from his regular

duties for the purpose of keeping informed as to the conduct of
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persons paroled or of securing the enforcement of the penalty
for a violation of the conditions of release, viz., a return to
prison.
If the full benefit of the indeterminate sentence is to be

must be made for assistance in securing employment in surroundings which are helpful.
All of which is respectfully submitted by
secured, provision

JAMES B. TENNANT,
LOEING B. BODWELL,

EDMUND

E.

TEUESDELL,
Committee.

REPORT OF WARDEN.
To His Excellency

Gentlemen,

—

the

Governor and the Honorable Council:

I respectfully submit the following report of

the affairs of the state prison for the two years ending

Novem-

ber 30, 1902:
Statistical tables relating to the history

and crimes of the

and showing the number received, pardoned, paroled,
discharged, and removed to other institutions are hereto appended. These tables show that the average daily population
during the time covered by the report has been one hundred
and fifty. With such a small number of prisoners it is not
possible to pay the entire expense of maintaining the instiOf course the unitution from the proceeds of their labor.
convicts,

versal advance in the price of food supplies has increased the

expense, and under the existing contract for the employment

men no

of the

creasing the

seventy

increase in income can be

number employed.

men

made except by

in-

hundred and
labor would pay for all

If there were one

available for work, their

the ordinary expenses of the institution, even at the present
cost of supplies.

It

cannot be doubted that

the interest of the state to have the
small rather than to have

its

number

it

is

better for

of its criminals

penal institution entirely

self-

and I believe that the expenditures of all departments have been made with the strictest economy consistent
with due care for the health and moral welfare of the prisoners.
sustaining,

The

situation, however, requires attention in considering the

appropriations which must be

made by

the next general court.

have been enabled to complete nearly all of the additions
and repairs which the last prison committee deemed necessary.
I

New

approaches from the prison yard to the north and south

wings have been

snow and

ice

built,

which afford the men protection from

during the winter months.
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They

are very bene-
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New bathtubs for the convicts
ficial and humane additions.
have been added; new plumbing has been put throughout the
prison block; new water pipes have been put in all the buildings;

and

all

the

cells,

both wings, the hospital, the chapel, the

Most
work was done by the convicts.
The engine and boilers and the steam fittings have been in
constant use for more than twenty-two years, and require constant attention and repair to be kept in condition for use.
Both economy and safety require a general overhauling and

wash-house, and the center building have been painted.
of this

repairing of this part of the plant.

Indeed,

it

seems that new

and modern engine and boilers should be installed.
That the water supply remains the same as when I made my
last report is due to no want of attention on the part of the
This matter

prison committee.
sion,

is still

a source of apprehen-

but the jDrison committee are doing

remedy

and I can but express

it,

my

all

in their power to

thanks for their earnest

efforts in this behalf.

may

"What

be termed the

New Hampshire

system of

pline has been substantially maintained since

warden, and

it

seems sufficient to say that under this system

trouble with the convicts has been practically

more than
express

thirty years.

my

disci-

I have been

In

this connection I

unknown

for

wish to publicly

appreciation of the high degree of care and

effi-

ciency displayed by the various officials in the performance of
their several duties.
I invite your attention to the reports of the treasurer, chaplain,

and physician

for the details of the financial condition of

the institution, and of the moral and physical welfare of the
convicts.

To His Excellency

the Governor and the honorable council,

my

thanks are due for your confidence and support. Every
need of the institution and its inmates has been given your
careful consideration, and

work under your

it

has been a pleasure to carry on the

direction.

CHARLES

E.

COX,
Warden.

STATISTICS FOE

1900-1901.

Whole number

in prison December 1, 1900
Eeceived from courts from December 1, 1900, to
November 30, 1901

Whole number

in prison during year

Whole number discharged during

153
60

213

year, viz.:

Discharged by expiration of sentence

54

Pardoned
Died

1
1

56

Whole number

in prison

November

30, 1901, viz.:

Males

155

Females

2

157

AGE WHEN COMMITTED.
Under 20

years

18

Between 20 and 30 years
Between 30 and 40 years
Between 40 and 50 years
Between 50 and 60 years
Over 60 years

63

44
17

14
1

157

SOCIAL RELATIONS,
Married

52

Single

105

157

265
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HABITS OF LIFE.
Claim

76

to be temperate

Admit themselves

81

to be intemperate

157

EDUCATION.
135

Eead and write
Eead only

5

17

Neither

157

CRIMES COMMITTED.

Arson
Attempt

3
7

to rape

1

Accessory to arson

Adultery

1

Burglary

39

Breaking and entering
Breaking, entering, and stealing

20

3

1

Breaking and stealing
Forgery

•

•

5

Highway robbery

3

Incest

1

Larceny

9

5

Murder
Murder,

first

degree

Murder, second degree
Manslaughter, first degree

Manslaughter

Eape
Eobbery

1

15
1
1

17
5

Stealing cattle

1

Stealing sheep

1

Stealing

3

Stealing from person

5

Stealing horse

6
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Tramp

267
2

Unnatural

cand lascivious act

1

157

NATIVES OF THE FOLLOWIXG COUNTRIES:
Suited States
England

115
2

Ireland

5

Germany

2

Canada

Xova

19

Scotia

5

France

1

Italy

1

Hungary

1

Asia

1

.

,

Scotland

1

Austria

1

China

3

157

.EXGTH OF SEXTENCE.
Life

2

50 years

1

48 years
45 years

1

30 years

8

25 years

3

20 years

8

]

18 years

1

15 years

8

12 years

2

11 years

1

10 years

8

9 years, 2 months, 24 days

1

8 years

2

7 years

7

2
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6 jrears, 1
6

5 years, 2
•5

month, 2 days
days

'*'

4 years

29

3 years

months

2 years, 1 day

1 year, 1
1

2
1

13

2 years
1 year, 6

1

18

years

2 years, 6

2
1

years

months
day

year

7

14
8

15?
Daily average popnlation

147

STATISTICS FOE 1901-1902.
Whole number

in jwison

December

1,

1901

Eeceived from courts from December

November

1,

157
1901, to

1902

30,

Whole number

53

in prison during the year

Whole number discharged during

210

year, viz.:

Discharged by expiration of sentence

38

Paroled

8

Pardoned

2

Transferred to the

New Hampshire

State Hospital.

.

Died

2
7

57

Whole number

in prison

November

30, 1902, viz.:

Males

151

Females

2

153

AGE WHEN" COMMITTED.
Under 20
Between
Between
Between
Over 50
Over 60

years

15

20 and 30 years

60

30 and 40 years

47

40 and 50 years

17

years

13

vears

1

153
SOCIAL RELATIONS.
Married

51

Sinde

102
153

269
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HABITS OF LIFE.
Claim

to

be temperate

Admit themselves

70

to be intemperate

83

153

EDUCATION.

Eead and write
Read only

139
4

20

Neither

153

CEIMES COMMITTED.
Adultery

2

Arson

2

Assault with intent to

kill

Attempted rape

2
9

Bigamy

1

29

Burglary

Breaking and entering

2

Breaking, entering, and stealing

18

P'orgery

4

Highway robbery

2

Incest

1

Larceny

20

Murder

4

14

Murder, second degree
Murder, tirst degree
Manslaughter, first

1
degi'ee

Manslaughter, second degree

Rape
Unnatural and lascivious
Robbery
Stealing sheep

2
1

16
act

1

8
1

Stealing

1

Stealing from person

2

Stealing horse

6

Tramp

4
153
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NATIVES OF THE FOLLOWING COUNTRIES:
United States

105

England

4

Ireland

5

Canada

21

Nova

Scotia

3

Italy

1

Austria

3

Asia

1

Germany

2

New

3

Brunswick

Scotland

2

Hungary

1

Finland

1

Porto Rico

1

153

DEFINITE SENTENCES.
Life

2

50 years

1

48 years

1

45 years
30 years
25 years

1

8

20 years

7

3

18 years

1

15 years

7

12 years

2

11 years

1

10 years

7

9 years, 2 months,

24 days

1

8 years

1

7 years

5

6 years

2

years

11

5

4 years

2

3 years

14
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2 years
1 year, 3

days

83

INDETERMINATE SENTENCES.
MINIMUM SENTENCE.

REPORT OF CHAPLAIN.
To His Excellency

Gentlemen,

—

the

Governor and the Honorable Council:

I have the

honor of submitting

to

yon the

following report:

There are no nnusnal oecnrrences

My

your attention.

make

profitable to the inmates

and

to

which

I

need

to call

duties as chaplain I have endeavored to

by Sabbath ministry and per-

am

encouraged by assurances on the part
of some that they have been helped to a better life.
sonal visitation,

I

I

have revised and reprinted the catalogue of books in the

adding new books and rebinding many more yet val-

library,

uable works.
tion

and

It

a great help to inmates in giving informa-

is

calling their attention to other things than self

and

their surroundings.

The

educational privileges afforded the prisoners are enjoyed

greatly,

and have been wonderfully profitable. Some have
Their joy over the acquisition and

learned to read and write.

who have helped them in their struggles are
But the effect upon them as men we may never
estimate.
During their convict life it is a great blessing;
book is their constant companion during all the hours

gratitude to those

unbounded.
fully

their

spent in their

cells.

It also furnishes a certain criterion

by

which we may form some opinion of the man, and the hopefulness of his reform
a

man

from the books he constantly

seeks.

If I find

deeply interested in books of a moral tone, seeking light,

and studying works that instruct and lead to a different and
better life, I have good ground to believe that his professions
are truthful,

and I may cherish hope that he

is

in the path of

reformation.

In conclusion,

I

tender thanks to the prison committee for

the vacation given ine, to the warden, deputy, and associated
officials for

constant assistance and courtesy.
E. E.

WILKINS,
Cliaplain.
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EEPOET OF PHYSICIAN.
To His Excellency

Governor and the Honorable Council:

the

—

Ge^ttlemex, I herewith submit my report covering the
two years ending Xovember 30, 1902:
During this time we have escaped all epidemics and diseases

A

of a contagious nature.

large

number

of the

men

enter the

institution in poor condition, but in the vast majority of cases

their

improvement

highly for

is

marked from the beginning, which speaks
and hygienic condition and likewise for

sanitary

its

the quality of the food.
in

It is particularly pleasing to

This improvement of course

they improved daily.
it

and, again,

it is

very rare that consumption

inmates even after years of confinement.

two ways:

the cells are

First, the

men

This

man comes

to

to a

man, and

me

this year.

explainable

excellent.

It is

expressing the vnsh to "lay off"

it is

employed, for they are better

The death

is

are kept actively at work; second,

They enjoy

simply because he wishes to shirk work.

work almost

only tem-

contracted by the

is

commodious and the ventilation

very seldom a

is

very rarely occurs in institutions of this kind;

porar}^ but

in

note

two cases entering with consumption well developed that

their

fortunate that they are kept

off in

every respect.

rate has been high, one

dying

last year

In Kelliher, Eivard, and Davis were three

and seven

men who

had been broken down by hard drinking and fast living,
Eivard's case in particular being hopeless from the day he
Lang AYang had been a confirmed opium eater for
entered.
Hatch
years and his constitution was completely shattered.
Avas stricken with parah'sis while at work one morning, and
died a few days later.

Briggs committed suicide by hanging.

I wish to take this opportunity to express to the officials

2ny thanks for

tiieir

kindness and assistance.

274
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have eight deatJis to report:
Alphonso Boucla died September 25, 1901, age 37, phthisis.
Thomas Larock died January 1, 1902, age 23, phthisis.

I

George H. Briggs died April 17, age 47,

suicide.

Cornelius Kelliher died March 23, age 27, pleuro-pneumonia.

Peter Rivard died April 21, age 4G. organic disease of the
heart.

Lang Wang

died

May

16, age

36, organic disease of the

heart.

John H. Hatch

died

June

4,

age 43, cerebral embolism.

A. J. Davis died August 29, age 66, dropsy.

RALPH

E.

GALLINGER,
Prison Physician.

TEEASUEEE'S EEPOETS.
To His Excellency

Gentlemen,
the

—

I

the

Governor and the Honorable Council:
the honor respectfully

have

following report

the

of

financial

New Hampshire
November 30, 1901:

count of the
year ending

to

transactions

State Prison

for

submit
on ac-

the

fiscal

RECEIPTS.

Cash on hand December

1.

1900.

.

$5,601.82

.

16,261.60

Convict labor
Subsistence (board of

2,802.50

officers)

107.10

Incidentals

Water,

Rent
Board

fuel,

77.62

and light

332.50
of

United States prisoners.

.

55.81

.

$25,241.95

Total receipts

DISBURSEMENTS.
$10,540.09

Overseers

Deputy warden

1,200.00

500.00

Physician
Subsistence

5,536.18

Incidentals

668.43

Insurance

150.00

Care of land and grounds

140.73

Clothing

996.57
37.12

Repairs

Water,

fuel,

and

2,441.03

light

125.26

Furniture

276
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:
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$191.94

Hospital supplies

165.60

Diseharffed convicts

$22,692.95

Total disbursements

Cash on hand

2,549.00

$25,241.95

The

following are the earnings and expenses of the insti-

November

tution for the year ending

30, 1901

EARNINGS.

Labor of convicts from December
1900, to December 1, 1901

Rent
Board of United States
Gain on inventorv

1,

$16,352.80
332.50

prisoners.

55.81

.

725.60

$17,466.71

EXPENSES.

Deputy warden's

$1,200.00

salary

Physician

500.00

Overseers

10,540.09

Clothing

996.57

Discharged convicts

165.60
125.26

Furniture
Subsistence (net)

Water,

fuel,

and light

2,733.68
2,363.41

(net)

191.94

Hospital supplies

37.12

Repairs

561.33

Incidentals (net)

Insurance

150.00

Care of land and grounds

140.73

Total expenses for the year

Excess of expenses over earnings.

$19,705.73
.

2,239.02

$17,466.71

STATE PRISON REPORT.
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Financial Conbition.
assets decembee

1,

Cash on hand
Provisions,

11)00.

$5,601.83

on hand, as per

etc.,

in-

3,609.03

ventory

Due from

contractor

convict

for

1,317.80

labor

Total assets December

1900

1,

$10,528.65

ASSETS DECEMBER

1,

Cash on hand
Provisions,

1901.

$2,549.00

on hand, as per in-

etc.,

4,334.63

ventory

Due from

contractor

for

convict

1,406.00

labor

Total assets Decem.ber

1,

1901

$8,289.63

Decrease in assets

2,239.02
'-

$10,528.65

SOLON

A.

CAETER,

Treasurer of State Prison.

To His Excellency

Gentlemen,
the

following

count of the
year ending

—

I

the

Governor and the Honorable Council:

have

report

of

the

honor respectfully

the

financial

New Hampshire

November

State

EECEIPTS.
1,.

1901

Convict labor

.

$2,549.00

3,073.94

199.73

Incidentals
fuel,

.

16,903.20

Subsistence (board of officers)

Water,

.

and

light

submit
on

Prison for the

29, 1902:

Cash on hand December

to

transactions

30.90

ac-

fiscal

STATE PRISON REPORT.
Eent
Board of United States prisoners.
Care of land and grounds
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$32-2.00

94.65

.

23.50

$23,196.92

Total receipts

DISBUESEMEXTS.
$10,533.28

Overseers

Deputy warden

1,200.00

500.00

Physician

5,610.32

Subsistence

855.68

Incidentals

Clothing

1,165.16

Discharged convicts

135.00

Care of land and grounds

114.75

Eepairs

Water,

6.70
fuel,

and

2,062.61

light

Furniture

309.43

Funeral expenses

7.00

Hospital supplies

182.11

Total disbursements

Cash on hand December

$22,682.04

1,

1902

514.88

$23,196.92

The following

and expenses

are the earnings

tution for the year ending

November

of the insti-

29, 1902:

EARNINGS.

Labor of convicts from December
1901, to December 1, 1902
Eent
Board

of

United States prisoners.

1,

$16,756.00
322.00
.

.

94.65

$17,172.65

EXPENSES.

Deputy warden's

salary

$1,200.00

Physician

500.00

Overseers

10,533.28

STATE PRISON REPORT.
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Clothing

$1,165. 1()

Discharged convicts

135.00

Furniture

309.43
2,536.38

Subsistence (net)

Water,

fuel,

and light (net)

3,031.71

182.11

Hospital supplies

Eepairs

6.70

655.95

Incidentals (net)

Funeral expenses

7.00

Care of lands and grounds (net).

.

.

91.25

.

Loss on inventory

107.85

Total expenses for the year

$19,461.82

Excess of expenses over earnings.

2,289.17

.

$17,172.65

Financial Condition.
assets decembee

1,

Cash on hand
Provisions,

etc.,

$2,549.00

on hand, as per

in-

ventory

Due from

4,334.63
contractor

convict

for

labor

1,406.00

Total assets December

1901

1,

ASSETS DECEMBER

Cash on hand
Provisions,

etc.,

$8,289.63
1,

1902.

$514.88

on hand,

as per in-

ventory

Due from

1901.

4,226.78
contractor

for

convict

labor

1,258.80

Total assets December

1,

1902

Decrease in assets

$6,000.46
2,289.17

$8,289.63

SOLON

A.

CARTER,

Treasurer of Stale Prison.

REGISTER OF CONVICTS.

I
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NEW HAMPSHIRE AGRICULTURE

REPORT
BOARD OF AGRICULTURE
FROM

JANUARY

Bv N.

1.

J.

1901,

TO JANUARY

1,

1903

BACHELDER, Secretary

CONCORD,

N. H..

Cbe IRumtorD press.
1903.

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
Organized August

MEMBERS

23, 1870.

1901-1902.

His Excellency Chester B. Jordan.

Joseph B. Walker, President
*JoHN D. Lyman, Vice-President
George H. Wadleigh
.

.

E. Bishop

.

Charles E. King
Daniel C. Westgate
Herbert O. Hadley
Charles B. Hoyt
Joseph D. Roberts
N. J. Bachelder,
*

Died July

31, 1902.

.

.

....
....
....
....
....
....

Thaddeus W. Barker

Edward

.

.

.

.

Secretary.

Concorde
Exeter.
Tilton.

Nelson.

Bethlehem.
Whitefield.
Plainfield.

Temple.
Sandwich.
Rollinsford.

GENERAL REPORT.
STATE OF

NEW

HAMPSHIRE.

Hoard of Agkicultuue,
Concord,

To His Excellency

The
1,

the Governor

report of the State

1901, to January

aniKirv

1,

1903.

the Honorable Council:

Board of Agriculture from January

1903,

1,

and

.I

is

herewith submitted

:

Agricultural Societies.
The foraiation and promotion of agricultural societies are
the duties imposed upon the State Board of Agriculture
by statute law, and the influence of the board has been exerted

among

Agricultural fairs

in this direction.

known

now

include a prosperous

Concord State Fair, six county
or district fairs, and about fifty town exhibitions. The Granite
State Dairymen's Association and the New Hampshire Horticultural Society receive aid from the state, and have been successful in promoting the dairy and horticultural interests.
state exhibition

as the

Numerous poultry

associations are active in the interest of the

poultry industry.

The formation

tion, bee keepers' association,
live stock association,

elation,

great

have been

farmers'

of a wool growers' associamarket gardeners' association,

creamery association, and forestry asso;

favored but not yet accomplished.

organization

known

The

as the Patrons of Hus-.

baudry has been given hearty recognition by the Board of
Agriculture, and the friendly relations existing between the

board and the grange have been of mutual advantage.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
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Farmers' Institutes.
Farmers' institutes have been held as follows

:

1901.

New

Ii)swieh

March 22

Stewartstown

October 31

Groveton

Rve

November
November
November
November

.

Haverhill

Bethlehem

Weare

1

6

7
8

December 26
December 27

Antrim
1902.

Dunbarton

January 23
January 24
February 13

'Chichester

Dover
Kindge
Londonderr

March 18
March 27

Lisbon

September 25

Lyme

September 26
September 30
October 2

Tam worth
Unity
Cornish

October

Swanzey
Mario w
Wentworth

October

7

October

8

3

October 14

Canterbury

October 16

Warner

October 17

Roll ins ford

October 21

Meredith

October 23

Milford

October 29

'

Each

institute consisted of

two sessions, and the speakers

included the secretary and members of the Board of Agriculture, a representative of the

agricultural college, the lecturer

of the State Grange, and specialists from within and outside

the state.

The attendance averaged about one hundred at the
The instj-

afternoon and two hundred at the evening sessions,

SECRETARY
tiites

were

generally

upon

held
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invitation

subordinate

of

granges, the members of which contributed to the exercises,

and aided

in various

ways

making the

in

institutes a success.

Several addresses delivered at institutes will be found

in this

report.

Public Meetings.
Public meetings were held

in

connection with the Granite

State Dairymen's Association at Claremont in December, 1901,

and

ings were

Field meetings were held

December, 1902.

at Littleton in

Hampton Beach
mona grange, July

at

in

connection with East Rockingham Po-

31, 1901, and July 30, 1902.

well attended, the meeting at

These meet-

Hampton Beach

in

1902 being as large a gathering as ever assembled for an agricultural meeting in the state.

Old Home Week.
His Excellency Governor Rollins originated a

Board of Agriculture, recognizing

its

movement

Home Week,

and the
advantages to the rural

early in 1899 for the observance of Old

in it.
The secrewas made secretary of the state Old Home
Week Association, and combined the duties of the two offices
No additional compensation was
in promoting the movement.
received, but a small amount for printing and postage necessary to promote the formation of local societies and stimulate
a general interest in the affair was appropriated from an unexpended fund available for promoting the resources of the
About one hundred Old Home
rural sections of the state.
Week meetings were held in 1901 and 1902, and a brief account of each will be found in this report. The Old Home

sections of the state, took an active interest

tary of the board

Week movement

has been of

interests of towns,

estates by former residents of

come

a

permanent

material aid in promoting the

and has resulted
affair in

in the

purchase of many

New Hampshire.

It

has be-

our state.

Contagious Diseases of Animals.

The Public
confer upon

Statutes and
the secretary

action of
(jf

the cattle commission

the Board of

Agricultin'? the

NEW HAMPSHIRE AGRICULTUEE.
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authority to enforce the law relating to contagious diseases of

animals and the action taken has been

in

continuation of the

During the vears 1901
we have inspected 580 stables and condemned and
415 tuberculous cattle and 53 glandered horses.
statement of this work will be found in this report
head of Cattle Commission.

and 1902"

policy previously followed.

Fertilizer

destroyed

A

detailed

under the

Inspection.

lu accordance with the statutes the Board of Agriculture

has exercised supervision over the sale of commercial fertilizers
in the state.
in

No

commercial

fertilizers are

allowed to be sold

the state unless the manufacturer has procured a license of

the state treasurer, countersigned and approved by the secretary

of

the

State Board of Agriculture.

The approval of

applications for license are based upon the analysis of goods

manufacturer applying for a license.

of the

of each year an agent of the board

towus

in

is

In April or

sent into at least

May
two

each county with instructions to draw from the stock

of dealers a sample of each brand offered for sale, and this ins[)ection is continued until at least

applying for a license

is

sampled.

are sealed and sent to the

one brand of each company

The samples thus obtained

New Hampshire Experiment

Station

Durham, where analyses are made. In 1901 the goods of
11 manufacturers, composed of 106 brands, were sampled in
the above manner, and in 1902 the number of manufacturers
was 8 and the number of brands 80. The result of this inat

spection and the analyses will be found in the report.

Rural Development.
The

Board of Agriculture
measures for the development of the rural sections of
the state through immigration, which was known as the
" abandoned farm" movement, and was copied to more or less
extent in all the New England and several middle states. The
effort made in New Hampshire under this legislation has been
mainly in the direction of advertising the state as a health and
legislature of 1889 authorized the

to take

pleasure resort, and securing the occupancy of abandoned and

SECPvETAKY

S
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other farms as summer homes, believing
<lesirable

most

to be the

tliis

for which these places

purpose

IX

could

be utilized.

During the ten years which this work has continued, over one
hundred thousand pamphlets have been distributed in the leading cities of the country, and several thousand letters of inquiry have been given a reply.
The press has been freely
utilized in promoting this enterprise, resulting in giving widespread publicity to the advantages of the state for summer
homes. The Old Home Week movement, referred to elsewhere, was indorsed and vigorously supported as a means of
still further promoting the interests of the
rural sections
through the improvement of the old homesteads by present
owners or their sale to otiiers with financial resources to
improve and adorn them.
Imitation Dairy Products.

The

made

legislature of 1899

it

the duty of the State

Board

of Agriculture to enforce the law regulating the sale of imitaThis work was continued during 1901

tion dair}^ products.

with the success experienced in the previous year.

dorsement of the so-called Grout
practically identical with the
<.'olor

requirement

Agriculture

is

in this

ment of nearlv

all

bill,

The

en-

bv congress, which

New Hampshire

is

statute so far as

concerned, has relieved the State Board of

matter.

Tiie national law has the endorse-

agricultural organizations,

societies,

and

the agricultural jiress, as well as every dairy organization in
tlie

country.

It

forcement and

should be given a fair

trial

and an honest en-

found equal to the expectations of

if

moters, will settle

tlie

its

pro-

matter of fraudulent sale of imitation

<lairy products.

Financial.

The members

of the Board of Agriculture receive no com-

pensation for services as members but receive actual expenses.

The expenses

in the various

departments, except salary of sec-

retary and printing, which are fixed by law and over which the

board has no jurisdiction, have been as follows

:

NEW HAMPSHIRE AGRICULTURE.
1901
DR.

General expenses

$235.65-

.

Enforcement of oleo law

311.55

Fertilizer inspection

421.85

Expenses of institutes
Winter raeetins: and field meetino-

322.17

.

463.39
1,754.59-

CR.

By

,200.00

license fees, sale of fertilizers

Fines

in

280.00

oleo prosecutions

$1,480.00

Net expenses

$274.59

1902.
DK.

General expenses

Feeding

$303.57

.

350.11

stuff inspection

673.01

Fertilizer inspection

Expenses of institutes
Winter uieelino; and field

1.229.15

.

359.58

ineetinsi

$2,915.42

By

license fees, sale of fertilizers

.

B}' license fees, sale of feeding stuflfs

.

$1,515.00

.

320.00
$1,835.00

Net expense

1,080.42

Immigration Account.
lOOl.

Clerical

Old

and postage expenses
expense

Home Week

$865.08
300.00
$1,165.08

SECRETARY
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1902.
Clerical

Old

and postage expenses
expense

....

$804.75
300.00

Home Week

61,104.75

An

itemized exhibit of the foregoing expenditures has been

approved by the governor and council and vouchers for
items are on

all

file.

In Conclusion.

of

While there is no material change in the general condition'
Kew Hampshire agriculture since our previous report, we

are convinced that there

is

no retrograde, but rather an ad-

some particulars. The necessity of progressive and
up-to-date methods in the management of farms is more apparent than ever, and instruction in the adoption of those methods seems to be the most important duty of the state in the
vance

in

interest of agriculture.

summer home

ing and

The development
interests

is

of the

summer boardlife in many

awakening new

and stimulating greater

agricultural communities,

activity on

account of the added markets for farm crops, and the greater

demand

improvements of various kinds. The imporrural community and intelligent rural
citizenship to the welfare of the state as a whole will justify
careful attention to all matters of legislation bearing upon rural
for rural

tance of a prosperous

afifairs

that discrimination

may

not be

made against

the great

industry of agriculture to the detriment of the people engaged
therein,

and

to the detriment of the state.

N. J.

BACHELDER,

Secretary State Board of Agriculture^

ADDRESSES
INSTITUTES

AND MEETINGS.

GOVERNOR JORDAN'S ADDRESS AT HAMPTON.
I thank 3'ou for
I thank you for this spontaneous welcome.
your cordial invitation to myself and staff, for without the latter I must confess I would not feel entirely secure on this

coast so noted in the early history of the colonists for san-

guinary

strife.

True, as

its

guest, I might witli propriety

claim protection from the board, yet you must remember that
the fighting days of your honored and honorable president, as

and
them for counsel, wisdom, learning, and
Their Yorktowns, Valley Forges, Chepultejiecs,
direction.
Shilohs, Gettysburgs, and San Juan Hills are mostly behind
them, and they are now, in their mellow and ripened years,
imparting knowledge from their well-filled storehouses to
well as of your senior vice-president, are well-nigh spent,

we must now look

those of us

who

to

so

much need

it.

If I turn to the knight

errant whose white plume has so oft been seen in

New Hamp-

shire far in advance of the conquering hosts of almost every

honorable calling, he informs
rubicon

;

me

that he proposes to do

;

that he, too, has passed the
as I

am

that he and friends have launched

me

that he has done about

all for

me and such

and of activity and now if I cannot
get ashore I may as well drown.
In vain do I turn to the most excellent secretary, whose fertile brain, resourceful energies, and unlimited power for work
and achievement have accomplished so much of good for our
upon the sea of

politics

am

told he

state, for I

is

a candidate for the high office of

governor, and as long as he remains
will

land, in the

camp

am

of the

in

that way, to the casual

know wliether he is on sea
enemy or the house of a friend.

not seem to

observer he

or
I

pleased to see him safely back from the arid plains of the

West, where corn and votes are more plenty.
I do, however, feel some protection from your Oberon quartette, the sweet sirens, the Loreleis of tiio occasion, who, with
their harps of a thousand strings, seated on tiie pure and sublime cliffs overlooking all approaches, charm away the evil
and entice and beautify and inspire only the good.

—
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But, after

be upon

my

all,

my
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chief reliance in

generals and colonels.

war and in peace must
rod and my staff,

Thy

they comfort me.
I have been asked by your president to speak to 3'ou a few

He suggested that I talk on foi'estry, but my friend
Bryant has already discoursed upon that theme, and so there
His long
is scant need that I say anything upon the subject.
study, careful thought, and intelligent observation of the matter have made him authority, and his happy and eloquent
manner of statement, as you can well bear me witness, renders
minutes.

him a delightful speaker.
You are holding your first
tury.

Is

one?

I

am aware

reminiscitory.
in years,

day and meeting of the cen-

field

not wise to survey in part the work of the last

it

It

of the tendency of

men

past sixty to be

can but be beneficial to those more advanced

and useful

to the

younger ones, who look upon our

achievements more as a matter of course, to recall the ways
by which we have come to these wonderful privileges and
opportunities, this glorious heritage.
if

you

will,

Behold for a moment,

our feeble beginnings, our rapid strides, our mar-

velous growth in

every walk of

all

life,

material things, the great progress in

and then

tell

me,

if

you dare, that our

fathers were not right, their sons not just, and God, the ruler

of nations and the holder of destinies of worlds, not on His
throne.

Within the memory of some here railroading began, and now
we have 200,000 miles of steam railroad in the United States.
Telegraphs, telephones, cables,

all

the infinite wonders of elec-

tricity yet in their infancy of development, modern ships, mod-

ern appliances of every nature, in every department of

have come

in the last fifty years.

life,

In that period more has been

done to alleviate suffering, mitigate pain, and make the system
of right living understood than in the previous five thousand
Our ministers, preachers, and teachers were quick to
j'ears.
catch the spirit of the age, the onward movement among the
masses, and to adjust themselves and their methods to it, until
now our educational system is a marvel to all beholders and
participants.

Our highest

local

item of expenditure

is

for

schools, to educate the sixteen million boys and girls in this

GOVERNOR JORDAN
land of ours.
of

all

its

S
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In addition to tins, the nation gave a sixteenth

vast domain to the schools of the

West and South.

Besides, under the Morrill act of 1862, for which, with almost
solitary prescience, that great statesman for five years fought,

the several states and territories received from the general

government land grants worth in 1899 about fifteen million
found and maintain agricultural colleges. These
buildings, their grounds and equipment, are now worth in

dollars, to

money over

sixty million dollars, to say nothing of their other

priceless values to our boys

and

girls,

and consequently

to the

country.

The

state appropriations for these

colleges

now about

is

$3,000,000 annually, and the cash annual income from these
grants and lands

is

over S6, 000, 000.

In

all

the land there

have been founded sixty-four colleges, with about 40,000 students, and 3,000 professors and instructors.
In his long and monumental service for his country,

among

the great measures Mr. Morrill instituted for the benefit of the

was greater or grander or will be more lasting
Hampshire's share in the grant was nearly
$100,000.
She has a nice college, splendidly equipped and
managed, a large farm, and more than one hundred students.
The curriculum of studies is broad, catholic, and well selected.
Her graduates quickly find large fields of usefulness. The
range of their scholarship is wide, and the quality practical.
The world needs just such men and women as are being sent
out from these institutions.
The education they obtain is liberal and useful, and physical and mental force are not burned
out in getting it.
Therefore, strong men and women go forth
well equipped for what awaits them here or elsewhere on the
republic, none

than

New

this.

stage of the world's great theatre.

Not only our farmers, our 25,000 grangers of New Hampgood citizens as well, should be interested

shire, but all other
in

promoting the interests of this college and

for

are

The world is moving
made upon those who can do
to-day.

nian
globe.

have

cry

for

comes

help

Twenty-six
declared

in

up

from

fast.

quarter

great nations in convention

favor of the

arts

it

stands

The Macedo-

things.

every

all

Great demands

of peace.

of

the

assembled

The

conti-
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nents

being bound together

are

by bauds of

The

steel.

lowest depths of old ocean are vibrating with the iutelligeuce
flashed from

shore to shore, and, better

intelligence will
pest,

still,

soon the same

be carried high above storm, cloud, and tem-

from person to person, capital to capital, by the subtle,
agency now being fast developed by man. The calls

invisible

upon our nation are unlimited. We have reached a commanding position, and our word among the powers of earth is law.

We

We

should be careful of the word.

nents the world over.

The

lar possessions are unlimited

are subduiug conti-

agricultural resources of our insu-

—

sufficient to

keep

all

our people.

emblem of power, civiliziation, protection, and
Christianization half way round the globe. Teach men to be-

Our

flag is the

loyal to

it,

Now

Many
wrong

and true to

all it

represents.

a word as to forestry
of

:

our well-disposed

lines.

people

proceeding

are

upon

Their motives are good, their object worthy,

but they see our forests fast being stripped, and they say
stop

Timber has become valuable.

it.

Owners cannot be

dispossessed upon the ipse dixit of anyone.
taken,

it

If their lands

are

must be by due process of law, with reasonable

compensation.
It

seems to me that much can be done by wa}' of education.

First, disabuse

the average

man

value in a tree except to burn.

of the idea that there

Most

is

na

of us older farmers were

brought up with the notion that the laud was the main thing, and

we were rid of the trees and got crops into the soil,,
was for us. This was, in a large sense, true in pioBut conditions have changed more rapidly than
neer days.

the quicker

the better

it

our preconceived opinions.

Meetings must be had, and be made attractive enough

to get

out the farmers, the lumbermen, and instruction be given so

Newspapers and
plain and clear that all may understand.
pamphlets should be brought into requisition that there may be
Confidence is a
line upon line and precept upon precept.
plant of slow growth, but
that
that

it

must be gained.

we convince these men that we
we mean their good as well

country.

It is

necessary

are friends, not enemies
as ours,

;

and that of the

Get the lumbermen, the landowners, timber

kings.

GOVERNOR JORDAN
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together and have " a heart to heart" talk with them,
of them will not be found unreasonable.

— most

If they can be

to see that systematic, intelligent cutting will

redound

i

made

to their

advantage they will not be long in agreeing to such a method
as will give them as much money, and more lumber than
present processes.

Another

effort

Here

is

a

fruitful

field

for cultivation.

should be made to induce farmers and

all

land

holders to plant trees on denuded lands, hillsides, mountains,

and worn-out pastures. Thousands upon thousands of acres
would be worth much more to grow trees on than for present
purposes offer an inducement by legislation to these people
for an abatement of taxes in some measure proportionate to
the number of trees of certain kinds planted and made to
live.
The matter has a hundred tentacles reaching in as many
directions.
Some of them should get hold of our people.
We must remember, however, that we are a new country,
only a century and a quarter old, and cannot be supposed to
have the knowledge, the interest, of those countries which
have made forestry a study and a care for a thousand years.
Schools should take up the subject and teach it to our children,
who learn more readily than older ones filled with the prejudice derived from a lifelong course in the wrong.
I was glad to see a nice course in forestry marked out at
our Agricultural College, and that there was a competent
teacher in Professor Rane, who has already acquired no little
distinction in his work. But there are not enough of him.
He
needs to be multiplied. One man in that line cannot do what
is necessary for four hundred thousand people.
His work is
in the right direction and should be encouraged.
The woods,
the forests, of our later acquisitions are most valuable
richer
and better than those at home. Let us care for them, protect
them, and profit by sad experiences here.
The Philippines already have a forestry commission. The
other possessions must soon have. We need, the world needs,
their rare and serviceable wood.
Consult the National Forestry Bureau, just established in
the department of Agriculture at Washington.
Two hundred
thousand dollars is appropriated for expenses. Superintendant
;

—

Price will gladly aid you.

The

national government will sup-
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plement your worthy efforts. Ask advice how best to maDage
forests.
Private owners of over 3,000,000 acres have ah-eady
Forty-seven million acres more of forest preserves
it.
need managing. Ask further as to planting and producing
trees.
To protect forests from fires, and in some states from
browsing animals, and the thousand pests which destroy trees
and shrubs, is a great problem. Two hundred men are now
in this governmental branch of forestry.
And now, kind friends, without entering into the discussion

asked

of the question concerning forest results on health, climate,

water-power, pleasure, utility, profit, its effect upon the fish
and game of the state, and the revenue therefrom, and all the
finer spun threads that flow out from the subject, I will leave
the matter to other hands.
I

am

deeply interested, and rejoice with you

in

every effort

to better present conditions, to stay the ravages of the destroyer,

and

to

properly teach

men

the

Work,
money are

more correct way.

reasoning, education, persuasion, legislation, and

wanted.
I thank you, Mr.

Chairman and

friends, for kind attention.
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THE GEOLOGY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
BY

New Hampshire

H. HITCHCOCK, LL. D.

C.
is

known

familiarly as the Granite state,

because her solid rock foundation consists of that rock together with the harder siliceous minerals, disposed in crystal-

arrangement which are associated with it. These rocks
are now subdivided into several classes of which granite composes only one. For our present purpose it will be sufficient
to speak of only five main divisions
(1) Granite proper. (2)
line

:

(3) Gneiss. (4) The harder schists, usually
characterized by the presence of a hydrous mica.
(5) Mica

Granite foliated.

schists.

While the primitive crust of the earth may

(1) Granite.

have been constituted of

this rock its manifestations in

New

masses of igneous origin derived
from deep-seated sources, but now raised above the original
These would seem to have
surface in mountainous altitudes.

Hampshire

are limited to

been fissures in the crust through which the melted rock
pushed forth. Such has been the origin of smaller areas like
Pawtuccawa, Moose mountain in New Durham and Brookfield,
Red hill, Moultonborongh, and the larger Ossipee mountains.
Still larger

areas are those of the Pilot range and Stratford
Ammouoosuc, and the generalAVhite

peaks, north of the Upper

from Conway to Franconia, but south of the
Within the map limits appear similar
areas wholly or partly in Vermont as Mt. Ascutney, Kilburn
peak at Bellows Falls, Mt. Mouadnock, opposite Colebrook,
the Marshfield and Essex county extensions.
The granite division comprises true granite, hornblende

Mountain

district

Presidential range.

;

granite,

syenite,

porphyry, and gabbro.

Something may be

learned of their inter-relations by observing their positions in
In the lowest valleys, particuthe great Pemigewasset area.
larly near the

borders of this area of three to four hundred
is a normal granite with the three con-

square miles, the rock

and feldspar, uniformly disThis variety has been
termed the Comuay granite, because it is very abundant and
stituent minerals, quartz, mica,

tributed and rather coarsely grained.

10
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well characterized in that town.

It is often of a reddish cast,

and tends to disintegrate after long exposure to atmospheric
agencies.
It is because of this readier tendency to decompose
that is due the existence of the White Mountain notch and the
8aco valley. There are rocks harder than granite, and these
will endure, remaining as the mountainous borders of the

denuded valleys, while the softer material has been excavated
and transported, sometimes to the far-away ocean.
The Conway granite has a wider spread than any of the
other kinds, and seems to be disposed like a horizontal blanket
a thousand feet thick.
Above it is another mass similarly disposed generally,
in

in

which the feldspar

numerous well-formed

spotted aspect.

crystals,

is

scattered throughout

so as to give the rock a

The rock occupies

a smaller area than the

named, and being particularly abundant and well characterized in the town of Albany, receives the name of that
tow^nship.
It often equals in thickness the Conway rock, and
overlies it in a somewhat horizontal arrangement. Other granitic masses overlie the Albany rock, usually in more restricted areas. Thus there is the Chocorua granite, best developed
but not confined to the mountain of that name. There are
first

batholites

—a

term applied to deep-seated eruptive masses of

—

of syenite in Cherry mountain, Mts. CrawOver the
Tremout, Passaconaway and Tripyramid.
two first named granites occur the porphyries, drab or red
compact feldspars.
This rock may carry fragments of the
underlying granites, but more fragments of slate, or an earlier
formed porphyry, all of them evidently torn from previously
existing ledges when the erupted material exuded through

uniform material
ford,

—

crevices.

Mountains of porphyry are exemplified in the Twins, CarriLafayette, Mounts Moat and Pequawket (north Kearsarge) and consist of porphyry full of slaty fragments resting
upon the Albany and Conway granites. The Twins show the
whole series in better development, and there is an extensive
area of red porphyry upon their southeast side, where Red

gain,

Rock brook
ries

flows over the ledges.

This

will

be the site of quar-

of red porphyry for an ornamental stone

years have passed away.

The executors

before

many

of General Grant's
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will endeavored to procure a block of this stone from which a
sarcophagus might be manufactured to be placed on the mausoleum enclosing his remains, preferring it to any other rock

iu the

whole country, but the

site

was too inaccessible to be

reached without too great expense.
The distribution of these eruptions indicates that

theN'

all-

constituted a single igneous mass,

located beneath schists,.

which overflowed at the surface

lava from a modern vol-

cano.

like

magma

After the cessation of activity the fused

and crystallized according to

its

depth.

The

cooled

surface

flows-

must have cooled rapidly like volcanic glass. Portions lower
down became porphyritic, and the deepest parts displayed
amorphous quartz mixed in with the more fusible mica and
The compact
feldspar, corresponding to the Conway granite.
porphyry represents the glass. Similar sections iu regions of
enormous degradation indicate that a corresponding order is
manifested iu the volcanic discharges of modern times. Hence
it is probable that an enormous denudation has taken place in
the White Mountains, whereby the sedimentary cap and the
porphyries have been removed from the whole igneous area.
In recent years geologists are talking about " contact phe-

nomena,"
granite.

illustrating further

the true

igneous character of

If this rock were once fused, marks of heat should

show themselves where

it

came

material capable of being affected.

indurated, and

silicified,

in

contact with any

Thus

while a rock, like

other-

clay would be baked,

some older

granites,

would not be affected, because it had itself once been fused
and the classic illustrations of these contacts is found upon the
south side of Mt. Willard, near the Crawford House.
The chief rock of the mountain consists of mica schists,
At the top, and on the
well shown at the gate of the Notch.
southeast precipitous slope,
granite which once

filled

is

the northern end of the

the whole valley.

A

little

Conway

west of the

summit of Mt. Willard a vein of Albany granite about three
hundred feet wide has forced its way between the Conway
Because of its heated
granite and a mass of earthy slates.
character it altered the slates, indurating and pervading them
with volatile silica and boron trioxide, so that the rock

become a horustone containing a surplus of

silica

has

and very

NEW HAMPSHIRE AGRICULTURE.
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many minute tourmalins, a mineral consisting partly of boron.
The Conway granite on the east side of the vein has not been
altered.

The

granite of the vein exhibits dihexagonal crystals

of quartz together with sharply-defined crystals of feldspar

immediately adjacent to the walls, but not in the interior, as if
the minerals tended to crystallize along the borders of the mass.
Following the lower wall along the precipitous southern slope
of the mountain overhanging the railroad, one may see an interesting " mixed zone," or breccia, composed of the slates and

other previously- existing rocks cemented by the feldspathic

paste exuding from the heated stream.
Illustrations of similar

and related character can be found

adjaceut to every one of the granite areas found in the state.
Then, the slates in the Saco valley are full of the mineral
andalusite which has been developed there because of the prox-

The same appear upon the carriage road up
Mt. Washington, upon Mt. Tom, the breezy Pequawket, over
near the town of Rochester, upon the masses of Mts. Kearsarge and Monadnock, and in the staurolites of Charlestown,
Cornish, Enfield, and other towns in the Connecticut valley.
Another case is that of the immense granite veins producing

imity of heat.

merchantable mica

in

Grafton, Alexandria, Groton, etc.

The

action which caused the development of clearest crystals of

quartz and feldspar upon Mt. Willard has

made

the large min-

accumulate along the sides of these veins, and thus
enable the workmen to excavate the " glass" with as little cost
The walls also show many crystals of tourmalin
as possible.

erals to

and induration.
over the rock

is

In the case of the hornblende schist of Hanproved to have been an igneous mass only

because of the thermal changes on either side occasioned by
The granite of Cata-

contact with an intensely heated mass.

mount

hill,

Haverhill,

is

of a superior quality next to the

outside rock.
If one investigates the structure of
above cited granite batholites he will find nothing resembling stratification. There may be vertical, inclined, and horiVisit the
zontal seams or joints, but no apparent structure.
great quarries at Concord, Milford, or Fitzwilliam, and it will

(2) Foliated granite.

all the

be discovered that the rock may be quarried

in blocks that split

THE GEOLOGY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
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in a

Tlie

workmen know
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feature and

tliis

cut the rock to required dimensions because of the existence of

"

Imagine the agenc\' wliich proto be continued, and divisional
planes will presently become visible, and thus will be produced
The rock will have a grained appearthe schistose structure.
ance, the crystals will be arranged with their flat faces parallel
There
to each other, and thus a cleavage is easily afforded.
are quarries in Nashua, Lebanon, etc., where this structure is
very evident, to which the term foliation has been applied. In
general appearance a foliated granite does not differ from gneiss,
All schists are examples of foliation, and
a schistose rock.
the significance of the word is derived from the ability of the
rock to be cleaved in one direction.
the

duced

rift," as

this

it

is

called.

tendency to

split

There are several large granite areas

in the state

character-

ized by the presence of foliated planes, particularly near the

Such are the curious porphyritic granites
and some protogenes and these have heretofore been called
gneisses, and were supposed to have been originally stratified,

outside boundaries.

;

but investigation

nomena of

proves

that thev

or fragments of adjoining rocks.

how

exhibit the contact phefilled with
inclusions "

eruptive masses, and also are

It is

'

'

not easy to understand

these fragments can be so abundant, except upon the sup-

position of the presence of an igneous paste.

the

Geology of

New Hampshire

(1878)

In the report of
these

porphyritic

gneisses were regarded as the fundamental rock of the state

;

and the other masses, termed Bethlehem gneisses, were regarded as of great age in fact, it was suggested that these
rocks belonged to the Laurentian, the oldest Archeau. That
suggestion was based upon the fact of the occurrence of these
same rocks in typical Archeau areas. Since then a different
view has arisen the masses seem to have been erupted through
crevices and have disturbed the enclosing Paleozoic strata, as in
Cheshire county. Quite naturally the disturbing agency cannot
be older than the strata disturbed, and therefore the porphyFurthermore the
ritic rocks must be later than the Archean.
masses of lelated rocks in t\'pical Archean areas are found to
have been erupted in later ages hence the premises upon
which the earlier conclusion was based fails to be available.
;

—

—
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It does not follow,

however, that there can be no porph^'ritic

granites in the Archean, and

these areas in

The

largest of

AGRICULTURE.

it is

more than

likely that

some of

New England may still be referred to that age.
these areas in New Hampshire follows the water-

shed between the Connecticut and Merrimack river basins and
has the anticlinal altitude, flanked by the same lake gneisses

upon both

sides.

Thus

it

behaves

an

like

older

stratified

terrane.

and thence
Lake Wiunipiseogee has the shape of a loop or fishhook.
There are no finer displays of the peculiarities of these rocks
Tiie area extending from Waterville to Meredith

to

elsewhere

The Germans

in the state.

call

it

Angn-eye-gneiss,

because the large crystals of feldspar, with associated plates of

dark mica, give the aspect of eyes staring from the ledges at
the passers-by. These feldspars are often what are termed twin
crystals

;

they have been divided in the middle, and one

has been rotated half wa}' around the
reflects light in

An

two diverse

circle

;

directions.

important suggestion has been made to show the genetic

couuection of the eruptive and foliated granites.

It

is

amount

is

comparatively small the

When greater, the parts next the
When greatest, the entire mass
will

also

explain

how some

rift

con-

When

ceived that pressure has been exerted upon each mass.
its

i)art

so that each bunch

only has been inclined.

borders have been foliated.
has l^ecome foliated.

gneisses

may have

This

originated.

Originally they were granites and the pressure occasioned by
elevation has induced a foliated structure scarcely distinguishable from that of gneiss.

A

simple

structure.

experiment

Take bunches

curds, or dough.

will

illustrate the origin of

a

fissile

of plastic substances like clay, putty,

Scatter through them scaly bits

mica, and subject to pressure.

of iron or

After flattening, the mass will

cleave in directions at right angles to the pressure exerted.

Furthermore, the

scal}^

will still be induced.
will

minerals

The

may

be left out, and the cleavage

original granite

induce the tendenc}' to cleave

;

is plastic.

at first in

Pressure

seams not

visible,

and later in foliated planes. Hence pressure is adequate to produce the lines of structure in gneisses and schists which a generation since weie generally ascribed to original stratification.
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is

granites

is

the

most

fact

strongly

that
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the

foliation

marked near the

making sections across the central area of
it was always difficult to find evidences of
structure in the center. In the Hanover-Lebanon batholite
of protogene there was found to be a difference in mineral
constitution between the interior and the borders.
The center
abounded in porphyritic crystals, the flanks represented
In

borders.

porphyritic gneiss

the best

material for

granite imperfectly foliated, and

concentricity

is

manifested

in

all

the

So much

portions were seen to be very schistose.

outside

those foliated granite areas

was mentioned as a marked feature of mineral arrangement in the supposed ancient gneisses. But the doctrine of
continued sustained pressure will explain all the phenomena.
It also suggests the greater age of the foliated above the
that

it

ordinary eruptive masses.

The question

Gneiss.

(3)

will

different from foliated granites?
lieve

that

extensive

terranes

next arise, Are the gneisses

Yes, there
of

gneiss

originally sandstones or conglomerates.
is

best to regard

tlie

New England

And

As

which

were

for the present

Our

it

studies into the geology of

have led to the measurement of

series of parallel sections across the states of

and Vermont.

reason to be-

so-called Lcike Gneisses of the State Re-

port as of sedimentary origin.

northern

is

exist

a

New Hampshire

the terranes have a general northerly and

southerly course these lines cross them at right angles.

Pains
have been taken to collect numerous specimens to illustrate
every variety of rock along these lines, and to arrange them

upon shelves in the Butteifield ]\Iuseum at Dartmouth college,
manner that will readily exhibit the geographical positions

in a

of the

several groups, expressed in colored

studying these sections,
clines

of

it

pi'ofiles.

Upon

appears that several parallel anti-

gneiss are disposed over the territory

of

the two

The most westerly follows the line of the Green
Mountains.
The next is comparatively limited, running from
Halifax to near Windsor, Vt. The third is more extensive,
states.

upon the Connecticut slope in Cheshire, Grafton, and
Coos counties, from the neighborhood of Keene to Milan.
Another range lies on the Merrimack slope, expanding greatly

lying

NEW HAMPSHIRE
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Winnipiseogee lake basin.

the areas

all

AGRICULTUllE.
This

is

the most typical of

— consisting of well-defined massive gneiss, recog-

nized by the presence of numerous segregated veins and the
universal

degradation

of the

ledges through glacial action.

Another important area enters the state
lies

Manchester, reaching to Deerfield,

in
if

Mason and undernot to Harrington.

The thorouglily crystalline character of these rocks is well
shown at Manchester, where the material has been used for

No one can fail to be impressed
by the granular structure of this gneiss, as shown in the walls
Except in Berlin and Milan this saccharoiof the City hall.
dal aspect is nowhere better displayed in the state. Sometimes
foundations and buildings.

beds of white limestone occur in these beds. The last important range of this gneiss extends from Pelham to Sandown.

The conclusion derived from our studies is, therefore, that
New Hampshire is an ancient gneiss,
well planed down by the force of erosion, and disposed

the foundation rock in

in

four parallel areas trending east of north.

It is the

rocky

upon wliich all the later sedimentary groups have
been laid down, and through which the eruptive granites and
traps have been extraded. These gneisses are not rich in minerals or of special interest apart from their general structure.
This group of rocks was first
(4) Hydro-mica schists.
A narrow belt commences
studied in the adjoining states.
near Bellows Falls, crops out close to the Connecticut river up
to Haverhill, when it rapidly expands in proceeding north, and
spreads over most of the state north of Umbagog lake. It is
even broader in Quebec and Maine. These rocks are usually
platform

of

a greenish cast, consisting of sandstone, chlorite schists

with intercalated diabases and protogenes. In the
shire report they were called Huronian.

Huronian or Cambrian, or both,

is

now

New Hamp-

Whether they

are

a matter of scientific

discussion.*

With

this

Connecticut range

is

included upon the

map

the

* The area in the eastern part of Rockingham and Strafford counties adjacent to the seashore represented upon the map as belonging to this group, is
so referred as a matter of convenience. These rocks have never been properly studied. Portions of them seem to be of Cambrian age, and other sections correspond to the Merrimack group, which by some late writers isplaced considerably higher in the scale.
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more central portions of

the state, or from Alstead to Franconia, which carry most of
the enormous veins of coarse granite worked for mica.

Tliere

are other areas characterized by the presence of the mineral
andalusite,

as

Monadnock

about IMounts

and

Kearsarge,

Rochester, etc., which are grouped in this division, also a fer-

ruginous rock
field

in

the valley of the Contoocook between Green-

and Hopkinton.

The expanse above Haverhill has been termed the AvimonooMining Field because of the presence of important veins of

suc

copper and gold ore, which have been wrought intermittently
during tlie past thirty years. Patient and persistent effort will

undoubtedly reward workers
(5)

Mica

the state

schists.

in this field.

More than

a fourth part of the area of

underlaid by mica schists, upon both sides of the

is

eruptive granites of the White Mountains, over

much of Merand Rockingham counties, and parts of
Hillsborough and Cheshire.
The normal rock is a plain mica
schist, where the mica is of the species rauscovite prettily disseminated in blotches through the schists. The local terms of
Montalhan and Hockingham were applied to these areas in the
rimack,

State

Strafford,

Report.

The

first

are

best

seen in the Presidential

range of the White Mountains where the lack of vegetation
enables visitors to appreciate the nature of the rocks.

Rockingham

The

schists are notable for their tendency to produce

mountains, as Temple, Pack Monadnock, Lyndeborough, and

towns of Epsom, Pittsfield, Strafford, and Farmington.
draw the line between these two kinds of rock.
The one seems to be only a variety of the other in an advanced
stage of mineral development.
It has been suggested that
some of these schists are repetitions of the califerous mica
schists in a metaraorphic condition
and again that same
argillitic band may be as late as the carboniferous.
in the

It is difficult to

;

FOSSILIFEROUS ROCKS, MOSTLY SILURIAN.

Our labors in the geological field were abundantly rewarded
1870, when discoveries were made of Silurian corals in Littleton, and the fact duly sent by telegraph to the Dartmouth
•Scientific Association.
The value of the discovery was not
in

3
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properly appreciated at
increase
areas.

the

first

fossiliferous

Some

;

at

and every year of study tends to
the expense of the crystalline

other strata are

now included

because fossils have been found

Such

the state limits.

AGIIICULTUIIE.

in

them

in this

category,

in localities

outside of

group called calcifis on the Vermont
our state at Colebrook

in particular is the

erous mica schist, whose main development
side of the Connecticut

The

and Claremont.

— appearing

fossils

found

in

in this terrane are

related to the calciferous

;

mostly

The Coos group

graptolites of the lower Trenton period.

and possibly the quartzite of

is

this

age along the Connecticut river may prove to be the direct
continuation of the auriferous conglomerate of the

suc mining

Ammonoo-

field.

The most definite fossils belong to the Niagara period of the
Upper Silurian. The best locality in Littleton is upon Fitch
There are the favosite, cup and chain corals; two trachiagasteropoa two trilobites,
Dalmaina and Lirhas, and otiiers of less consequence. It is
hill.

opods, a Pentamerus and Leigula

;

;

same age with
Our terrane con-

interesting to note that these rocks are of the

those exposed to view
sists of

the

the Niagara gorge.

sandstones, slates, and limestone, and
Besides

towns.

Fitch

hill

have been seen near the -Lisbon

line,

adjoining

fossils

in

is

in

traceable into
Littleton,

the

on Parker brook,

on the Jackson place, Clark's limestone, and upon both sides
A study of the dips indicates that

of Blueberry mountain.

Blueberry mountain

— sandstone

is

a syndinal witli the rocks disposed thus

at the base, next limestone

with slates,

coarse

congbmerate, and finally upper dark slates of great thickness.
Probably the higher strata may prove to be of Devonian age,
like some of the related rocks at Bernardston, Mass.
In tracing out the continuations of slates and sandstones,
great ditiiculties

are occasioned by

the

conditions produced by metamorphisra.

be seen

in Littleton,

much more

clianges

Two

in

mineral

illustrations

may

and the action indicated there may be so

intense elsewhere that

the

rock will be

hardly

from the Fitch locality
the slates came in contact with an igneous diorite which has
altered through contact, the homogeneous rocks into novaculite
The igneous rock indurated and semi-fused the
or honestone.
recognizable.

In following up the

hill

THE GEOLOGY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,
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charged material does not extend many feet away
from the boundary. From Parker brook, west of the village
cemetery, in proceeding northerly, there has been an irfusion
of silica into the slates, producing many surfaces of drusy
slate, as the

quartz or a general

there

may

altering

silicification,

the

rocks

be seen a growth of the quartz grains
The rounded grains of quartz lying

into crystals.

bath attracts particles of

silica to itself,

into

a

Elsewhere

capable of use for milling purposes.

buhrstone,

in

sandstone

in a siliceous

which singularly build

In like manner enlarge-

up crystals upon an amorphous
ments of feldspar crystals have been observed.
In the whole district there is a large amount of silicified
rock termed argillitic schist and Lyman schist in the Report,
Careful analyses
which may have originated from a slate.
core.

have shown a close similarity

in the

percentages of the several

ingredients.

Early statements about the dips of these later rocks near
the Connecticut are being modified by recent discoveries

appears that the true position was not understood.

A

— as

it

vigor-

ous compression has obliterated the lines of stratification and
made the planes of cleavage so prominent as to have been mis-

This accounts for the general absence of

taken for strata.
fossils,

but thus far there has been no modification of the con-

clusions as to the relative position of the terranes.

The range

of slate entering

now been

Guilford, has

Vermont from Massachusetts,

in

traced past Bellows Falls to connect

with the range east of the calciferous, in Claremont, Hanover,

Another range of

and Lyme.

slate,

extending from Plainfield

and Thetford to
more easterly line. Mica
slates are also found to contain staurolites and andalusite crystals, and thus to be allied to some of the mica schists described

across

Connecticut through Hartford

the

Newbury, may be a

above.

Much

repetition of the

further study will therefore be required before

the geology of these fossiliferous rocks can be satisfactorily

elucidated.

Since writing this sketch

it

has occurred to

andalusite mica schist group as developed in the

an

argillite

— most

that the

may

be a metamorphic representa-

likely

the equivalent of one of the

Kearsarge, and other areas
tive of

me

Monadnock,
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Where

slates.

those slates have come in

contact with granite, large andalusite crystals have been pro-

duced and the resultant rock

is

very like the one in the more

eastern areas,

THE
I

ICE AGE.

have commonly remarked to

my

classes that

some proof

of the former presence of the great glacial ice sheet can be rec-

ognized

in ever}^ section

of the

state, so that those

for these evidences cannot fail to find them.

the ledges

may have become

The

who seek

striation of

obliterated, but the general round-

ing and smoothing will remain with the rough edge in the lee

movement. Sand plains are but the ice-borne debris
washed out from some form of till or moraine, and river
of the

terranes

may

melting of the

This

is

represent ancient flood plains at the time of the
ice.

not the place for a lengthy sketch

The

outline will be stated.

When

— only the scantiest

State Report abounds

in details.

was nearly complete the whole
state was covered by part of an enormous glacier, supposed to
have started from Labrador. It flowed into the valley of the
St. Lawrence, and at first pushed southerly through the valleys
Later it
of Lake Champlain and Hudson river to the sea.
completely filled up the St. Lawrence basin and moved southeasterly over the whole of New England, even the highest sumThe more western portion
mits of the White Mountains.
crowded over the Adirondack region in New York, where the
striae and transported boulders indicate a movement to the
southwest. The Champlain-Hudsou valley represents the middle line of movement
due south and the overflow traveled
in the divergent southeast and
southwest directions. It
geological

history

—

—

needs a statement of

all

these facts to

hend the grandeur of the phenomenon
only beginning to understand

enable us to compre-

— so

mighty that we are

it.

The mountainous region of Labrador is less elevated than
White Hills. Why then should this immense ice sheet
have been able to move up hill in the two divergent directions?
It is possible that the relative elevations may have been differthe

ent in early times, or else the snowfall accumulated upon the
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became mountains

of ice whose summits overtopped the Novanglian eminences,

and thus there was a downward slope from the Lawrentides
over Mount Washington and thence to the sea. When the
time for the melting of the ice had arrived the glacier became so reduced as to be unable to pass the dividing ridge,

and then the movement changed, following the slopes of the
ground both northerly and southerly and there were level
glaciers down the Ammonoosuc, Connecticut, Androscoggin,
Saco, and Merrimack rivers as well as the slopes towards Montreal and Quebec.
Explanations have proved that every peak and coll of the
White Mountains have been glaciated in a southeasterly
direction, and the summit exhibits blocks of stone that have
been carried up hill. Every mountain in the state will show
the same fact to be true. Of late we are beginning to discover

—

the terminal moraines of this great ice-sheet, in northeast and

southwest
ment.

lines, across the state or at right

One

very far north seems

angles to the move-

have extended from the
great Androscoggin lakes across to AVilloughby in Vermont,

many of
damming
line

these bodies

of water owing their existence to the

of the preglacial streams by the moraines.

recently

traced out,

north side of Mt.
river,

to

may extend from

Adams, through

Anotlier

the valley on the

the upper part of Israel's

past Quebec junction, Whitefield, Bethlehem junction

and Littleton.

Deep

valleys have been

of land on the railroad between

filled

near the height

Littleton and Whitefield.

A

extends from Conway past Tamworth to
Sandwich, the wash from which has produced the sand plains
third

marked

line

of Madison, Tamworth, and Ossipee.

Still

another moraine

blocked up the drainage from Winnipiseogee lake through the

Cocheco valley, so that the water is now compelled to move
seaward down the Merrimack instead of the Piscataquis.
Of course the animals and plants that flourished in those icy
times must have been like those living to-day in Greenland.
Above the level of 4,000 feet above the sea among the White
Mountains, there are fifty species of plants and a large number of insects identical with those now living in Labrador and
Greenland, but not now found below this altitude. The con-
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ditions are favorable to the continued existence of tiiese organ-

isms and therefore they still survive. The area is sometimes
compared to a prison. The insects are like convicts. They
may come to the doors and windows of their habitation and
These
look out, but cannot survive in the regions outside.
areas are true relicts of the glacial age.

;
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THE p:conomical use of fertilizers.
BY PKOF.

At

first

thought,

cue, of whicli

little

tlie

F.

W. MORSE.

subject of fertilizers seems a Iiackneyed

new can be

said

;

but no subject connected

with the art of agriculture should be considered hackneyed,
it may be discussed in a manner lacking in originality.
make no claim that my treatment of the topic to-day bears
any evidence of originality on the contrary, I hope that many
in the audience before me have had experiences which corroborate the statements that I am to make.

although
I

;

To

use fertilizers economically one must always use them in

accordance with the laws governing the growth of plants

must have heat, light, air, water and food
just
amount of each, neither too little nor too much of
any one thing. Failure to follow these conditions means either
a stunted or a diseased plant, and waste of material.
To be sure we cannot control the seasons we must take
the sunshine and the clouds, the frost and the drought as each
comes.
But we can modify their effects a little in some cases,
in others much, and we must adapt our crops to those conditions that are beyond our pou'er to mitigate.
We must learn
the relation which each of these great natural powers bears to
For illustration, let me speak
the plant that we wish to grow.
of a farmer, who told me a short time ago that he had set out a
hundred peach trees but that his farm was so situated that it
was exposed to eaily fall and late spring frosts, and he was
afraid that they might fail.
Did that man expect to be able to
modify the climate of his farm? Evidently not, because he
feared his crop would be a failure. Then why did he go against
nature, knowing that his conditions of heat and moisture were
ill suited to his crop, instead of raising a crop that would be
plants

the

;

right

;

;

indifferent to frosts, or one that could be developed in a short

growing time?
Dr. Sturtevant attempted to grow 200 bushels of corn on an
acre of ground

;

but was obliged to conclude that

not sunlight enough in our

New

England summer

tliere

to

was

permit

such a development of the plant as would be needed for such
a production of leaf and stem and

ear.

Since then such a
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crop has been obtained

son

To

South Carolina, where the hot sea-

in

some weeks longer.

is

we must conform in our selecwe cannot modify their conditions with-

the laws of heat and light

tion of crops, because

out great expense.
In our

supply of air

the

field culture,

regulated simul-

is

taneously with the regulation of the moisture conditions.

Two

cannot occupy the same space at the same time, and

bodies

in their pores air and water, so that too little
would mean too much water unless the soil were so dense
that neither could penetrate it, in which case, plants would

our soils hold
air

have

little

show

of existence.

Moisture or water

a condition of plant growth that should

is

much attention from the farmer as the fertilizers.
When we think of the seasons of the past five years with
their alternations of moisture and drought, we cannot fail to

receive as

realize the value of water in crop production.

Moisture we can control

form to

in

great measure, and

where we cannot regulate

it,

do wonders

Tillage and drainage

we must con-

it.

in

improvement of

the

moisture conditions.

We

should not think of moisture merely

the plant

but also

;

amount of water
fertilizer to

in

in

its

in

relation to

a soil has an

important influence on the

be used.

All the food which plants take up from the soil

when dissolved

in

water.

A scanty

plant not only thirst but starvation.
in the soil, the

more of

its fertilizing

is

absorbed only

water supply means to the

The more water

there

is

constituents will there be

dissolved and placed at the disposal of the crop.
fields

its

relation to fertilizers, because the

I

have seen

which, after years of continuous cropping, have had their

crops increased by a ton of hay to the acre, by a wet season
like the

one just past.

of water

;

That extra ton of hay was not made up

there were potash and phosphates and litne in that

hay, which had been dissolved out of the

soil

by the abundance

of moisture.

In times of drought fertilizers must be readily soluble to be

most effective but
forms seem equally
;

in

seasons of copious rains the less soluble

effective with the others.

THE ECONOMICAL USE OF FERTILIZERS.
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amount
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of water needed by different crops varies cou-

is

dependent upon the number of plants per acre,

of leaves and the extent to which their roots spread

These conditions have received too little
knowledge is being gained every day.
Plants also require more water at some stages of growth than
the gi'eatest amount being needed from the formaat others
This is the
tion of tlie buds to the filling out of the fruit.
period of greatest activity in building new cells and transferring material from leaves and stem to flowers and fruit.
A shortage of water at this stage of growth cannot be remedied later, and is little modified by an abundance earlier, because plants conform to their surroundings. The rapid shrinkage in size of ripe strawberries in a summer drought is a common illustration of the effect of this law, and the high price of
through the

attention

;

soil.

but more

;

corn this winter

is

a forcible one.

"While heat and sunlight must be considered in order that our

crops

may

be adapted to the existing conditions, we should use

every effort to modify and control our supply of soil moisture,

even to the extent of adding to
be done at a

by irrigation whenever

between water and

If the relation
in

it

it

can

profit.

mind, hoeing

will

the growth of weeds

fertility will

only be kept

not be looked upon as drudgery caused by
;

but as a saving in cash outlay for feed-

ing stuffs and chemicals.

To

get a knowledge of the conditions governing the applica-

tion of fertilizers to our crops, in order to

conform to them

in

our general farm practice, we can do no better than to study
the

effect of different fertilizers

on a given crop.

To do

this

made through successive seasons
in order that we may determine the

requires that trials shall be

and on a variety of soils,
actual results due to the fertilizer, after eliminating those due
to temperature and sunlight, air and moisture.
Such average
results, to be of value, must have few exceptions, since exceptions

To
the

mean

special cases.

reach such results requires time because we cannot shorten

seasons on the one hand

nor extend them on the other.

"We, experiment station workers, are

some, and not at

all

by others.

I

followed implicitly by

do not know which class

•
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achieves the greater success or suffers the worse failure.
I

do

liold that the really

successful practical

common. Both
They do not jump

investigator have traits in

and clear reasoners.

man and

But

the safe

are keen observers
at conclusions

;

but

are quick to see the relations between facts and to note details

which escape the majority of men.
theories

;

but

it is

fertilizing the soil

ments than
ence

in

it

is

to

men

Practical

often scorn

no more theoretical to plan out a method of
after an extensive series of careful experi-

buy a wood

lot after several 3'ears experi-

cutting lumber.

Our experiment

stations have

now been

established for peri-

ods of time ranging between twelve and twenty-five years.
field experiments with fertilizers have been caron at some of them for ten or more successive years. At
others, cooperative experiments with fertilizers have been tried
on numerous farms. vSuch a multiplication of results, under
different conditions of heat and sunlight and moisture, is worth
analyzing to see if any general result can be obtained from the

Systematic

ried

series.

The

first

fact that should be noticed in any system of fertil-

produce crops

izer experiments, is the capacity of the soil to

without manure.

It is an exceedingly barren field that will not

produce something without the application of
yield, as I

have said,

and as a

rule,

field,

is

fertilizer.

This

affected by the variations in moisture,

more proportionally than on a

since the solubility of the soil constituents

is

well-fertilized

usually

much

less than that of the fertilizer ingredients.

In cooperative experiments on thirty-one different farms

in

and in Massachusetts, the yield of corn per acre on
unmanured land has ranged from five bushels to sixty-seven
bushels.
These figures are extremes, however, and the more
common yield has been from twenty to thirty-five bushels.
The poorest soils and the richest soils were in general unthis state

former on account of their low yields even with
and the latter because of the comi)aratively small
increase due to fertilizers. Such a series of facts shows us that
poor soils may need something besides fertilizers. In short,
they need building over, by tillage and the addition of humus.
profitable, the
fertilizers,

On

the other hand,

we can see that

it

may

be unprofitable in
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general farm practice to add manure to a

Another fact that stands out
in

all

;

cooperative experi-

in these

is

the

common

failure of

any single
Potash

produce a profitable increase.

was the element which made the best
izer

it.

fortj'-two, principally corn, but also

including potatoes and oats,
fertilizer constituent to

capable

field that is

of producing more than an average crop without

ments, numbering

Zi

effects as a single fertil-

but the three elements, nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and pot-

ash together, almost invariably produced the

As

maximum

results.

a result of these forty-two experiments scattered over

New

Hampshire and Massachusetts, and corroborated by
numerous station tests and the testimonials of practical farmers, I believe that in general, if we use chemicals alone, it is
best to apply a mixture that will add to tiie acre about thirty
pounds of nitrogen, fifty to fifty-five pounds of available phosphoric acid, and seventy-five pounds of potash. This means
about one thousand pounds of high grade mixed fertilizer,
which usually carries with

it

an excess of phosphates.

The following high grade chemicals
of eight hundred pounds

will

give

a weight

it in

:

50 pounds nitrate soda.
50 pounds sulphate ammonia.

150 pounds dried blood.

400 pounds acid phosphate.
150 pounds muriate potash.

The nitrogen

is

the total cost
It

ought

is

most available forms for continuous
and potash are of the best materials, and

in the

action, the phosphate

about Si

3,

plus the freight.

to be needless to

justification in the results of

say

tliat tlijere

appears to be no

experiments for the

fertilizer with

one to two per cent, of nitrogen, eight to ten per cent, of available phosphoric acid, and two per cent, of potash, which is still
so

common

in

our

list

tliis

an unusually large number of brands containing over
cent, of potash, which is

The

of fertilizers sold in the state.

manufacturers, however, have placed on our market

more

in

year

five

per

accord with the needs of our

crops.

These numerous

experiments showed

another important

NEW HAMPSHIRE
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Sometimes the chemicals and sometimes the stable
manure produced the largest cro|), although the manure, at
result.

the rate of five cords per acre, contained on the average four

times as

much

nitrogen, and one and one half times as

phosphoric acid and potash as was contained

much

the chemicals,

in

and theoretically should have produced the greatest yield every
The best results with stable manure were obtained with
lots which showed more than an average pi'oportion of potash.
Now, in general, stable manure is low in potash because a
time.

large proportion of that material in the food

is

the digestive organs and excreted in the urine.

quently often lost by lack of absorbents

in

dissolved
It is

b}'

conse-

the stable or by

leaching from manure piles exposed to the weather.

At

the market price of chemicals, and a valuation of S3. 00

to S5.00 per cord for the

manure, the chemicals almost invari-

ably gave the most profitable returns in the value of the single crop.

These facts, viz., the excessive amount of nitrogen in
manure and the cost of manure compared with that of chemicals when applied to hoed crops, has led to trials with reduced
quantities of manure supplemented by potash salts.
If we
can save a cord of manure worth So. 00, and by adding a bag
of muriate of potash, costing one half that, get a greater yield
of corn,

we

shall

be using fertilizers with more economy.

Several successive experiments at the Massachusetts experi-

ment station have produced just such

results.

The advantage

of chemicals over manure for grain crops in a judicious rotation has also been

planned

in

shown

in

a different wa}'

another series of experiments

from those which we have been

discussing.

Continuous experiments for ten years have been conducted
Ohio and Indiana experiment stations.
Plots have
been fertilized continual!}' in the one case with the average
at the

;

quantity of chemicals, and in the other, with stable manure

containing as nearly as possible equivalent quantities of the

important fertilizer constituents.
Crops have been
grown in a rotation consisting of corn and wheat and grass.
The grain crops got the most benefit from the chemicals, while
three

the grass did better on the plots receiving stable manure.

THE ECONOMICAL USE OF FERTILIZERS.
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another set of plots the same crop was grown continu-

manure nor chemicals could
maintain the yield at a uniform rate year after year for ten

ously, with the result that neither

Neither was there as ranch of the

years, or scarcely five.

in the crop grown continuously on
same plots as there was in the succession of crops. In
some cases at least one third of the fertility was wasted by
trying to grow the same crop year after year on the same

applied fertility recovered
the

On

ground.

when

the other

hand, in the rotation experiments,

clover was used as one of the hay crops, more nitrogen

was recovered

in the total

amount of crop obtained

years than had been added during that period

in

in

five

the ferti-

lizers.

Now

we have here a

series of facts

which harmonize with

each other although obtained from different sources.

The

differences between the effects of

manure and chemicals,

the trials with a combination of the two, and the comparative
results of rotation

and continuous cropping, show us that for
we must use both manures

the economical use of fertilizers

and chemicals and also a rotation of crops.
The rotation
should, if possible, include clover, or some similar plant, as
one of the succession.

To

carry out this plan perfectly requires us to study our

manure

piles, that losses

may

not take place there, losses that

are imperceptible to the eye, but which have been

shown by

the aid of chemistry and bacteriology.

The conditions

of growth required by the different crops in

a given rotation must also be learned, and the probable adaptability of

them to our individual

fields.

Clover, for instance,

deep tap roots, requires a moister soil than corn with
its widespreading surface roots.
It is a difficult problem to
cultivate a leguminous plant in any rotation on light land suswith

its

ceptible to short droughts.

college farm clover

is

On

the strong clay soil of our

pretty sure to start sooner or later in

almost every season, now that the

and enriched wiih potash-bearing

soil

has been well plowed

fertilizers to reenforce the

store of natural potash in the soil.

Our

light,

easily-dried soils

must

either be

made over by

repeated applications of manure, muck, and rye for the sake
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of increasing the vegetable matter, which holds water like a

sponge, or crops must be selected which can produce
the constituents of fertilizers

is

not enougli,

cooperative experiments on lauds of

Besides

been discussing,
scientific

crops.

productive capacity.

general system of fertilization which I have

tiie

tain special

little

profit-

The addition of
as shown in the

able returns under the existing conditions.

wish to

I

call attention for a

moment

to cer-

uses of fertilizers, which are founded on careful

observations and also on practical trials on market

use of soluble chemicals

It is the

by applying them

in the

in

developing crops

form of top-dressing.

If there ai)pears to be a deficient

growth of a crop owing to

the lack of available food, as in the case of drought or insufficient manure,

much

benefit

may

frequently be derived from a

small application of nitrate of soda, acid phosphate, and muriate of potash.

If

any one of them

should feel sure that there

is

a

is

used alone, the user

plenty of the other substances

For grass, an application of such salts
in the spring, before the soil has begun
One hundred pounds of nitrate, with fifty
to dry out mucii.
pounds each of phosphate and muriate, will be especially beneficial if later there comes on a drought.
On vegetables, where the ground is well supplied with fertilizer or manure in the usual form, repeated experiments have
shown the value of a hundred weigiit of nitrate of soda per
already in the

soil.

should be marie early

acre, applied just before or early in

stimulating

blossoming season,

tlie

in

both earliness and yield, probably because the

nitrate is especially

needed for new

cells at this stage of great

it might, and probably would, cause a development of leaf and stem, or a " run-

If applied too early,

activity in the plant.

ning to vines," especially

if

there was an abundance of pot-

ash. This treatment has proven especially valuable on tomatoes.
I will briefly

sum

at the basis of

lie

up, in closing, the principal facts which

an economical use of

The laws governing

fertilizers.

the growth of plants

must be studied

and obeyed.

One crop grovrn continuouslv on
of fertilizer, but a rotation of crops
all

of the manurial constituents

the
is

same

field

is

wasteful

economical, since nearly

may be recovered.
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The most economical use of fertilizers is to combine stable
manure and chemicals in a rotation of crops, which should, if
possible, include clover or other legumes in the series.
Soil

moisture and fertilizers are intimately related because

of the solubility of the latter in the former, and

economy

in fertilization

therefore

can be reached only by thorough

till-

age and conservation of the water.

Onr

state

value of

is

its

above the average of the United States

agricultural

in

the

products per individual worker, but

we are surpassed by many

states, several of

which can pro-

duce larger quantities per man, owing to fertile soil and the
Our system of small farms prevents much
use of machinery.
increase in the use of machinery, and so lessening the

of workers.

But

it is

number

far better to so skilfully handle our soil

and so thoroughly study our conditions that we can increase
man and also increase the workers.

our value per
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SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT OUR FORESTS.
BY PROF. JOHN DUNCAN QUACKENBOS.

Every one having at heart the welfare of New Hampshire
must have followed with absorbing interest the discussion of
measnres lately suggested for the preservation of her foiests.
desolation of the White Mountain timber lands

The impending

has aroused the indignation of thousands of Americans.
Waterville region, which feeds

tiie

romantic

Mad

The

river,

is

and a railroad is slowl}' pushing toward
the base of Mt. Osceola and of Sandwich Dome, whose rich
growth has fired the greed of the speculator and the manuSooner or later the himbertiian's axe must desolate
facturer.
also the great northern forest belt stretching from Colebrook
There would seem to
to the borders of Canada and Maine.
be no method of staying the destruction otiier than the purchase by the state, or by the national government, of all the
menaced territory but the peo[)le of New Hampshire have
similarly threatened,

;

not yet been brought to realize the significance of denudation,

and are treating the forestry question with characteristic conCould the}' but be impressed with the belief (!)
servatism.
that the destruction of their forests implies a crippling of the
state's

most valuable industry,

viz., the

mer guests, who now spend annually
ten millions of dollars, and (2) that

in
all

entertainment of sum-

New Hampshire

about

the evils of diminished

and irregularly dispensed water supply to the natural river
channels must inevitably follow the loss of the forest covers,
seriously hampering the manufacturing interests, they would

demand

legislative action looking to a scientific administration

of the imperiled districts.

WHAT
The Society

IS

DOING AND

WHAT CAN BE DONE.

for the Protection of

New Hampshire

Forests,

have the honor to be a vice-president-at-large, has
been organized, not only in the hope of rousing our people to
a sense of the importance of the present crisis, and of inter-

of which

I

esting the visiting population, but also for the purpose of giv-

ing practical instruction to farm-holders and owners of timber
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society, of whicli

ex-Goveiuor Rollins

is

president, and Secre-

tary Hay, Byron Chandler, Arthur Fuller of Exeter.
•Churchill, Allen

Winston

Chamberlain, with many other men of national

was decided to employ a
$1,000 per year, to
give lectures throughout the state, and also visit lumbermen
and others owning pieces of timber, for the purpose of inThis man is to
structing them how to cut most economically.
be at the call of our farmers and lumbermen free of expense,
and the Boston & Maine Railroad has agreed to furnish him
Thus there is a chance that scattered masses
transportation.
reputation, are vice-presidents,

it

practical graduate forester, at a salary of

of forests
est crop

may be kept

is

standing, while a generous annual for-

guaranteed to their owners.

Mr. Bachelder's success
shire farms for

member

summer

in selling the

abandoned

residences (and Mr.

New Hamp-

Bachelder

is

a

of the executive committee of our society) must de-

pend largely on the integrity of the forests. It has been
found that two distinct classes of purchasers apply for deserted
farms the local speculators in lumber, who buy at low prices
and saw the trees into boards, and city visitors, who pay munificently for this kind of property, and not only care for the

—

standing timber, but apply themselves enthusiastically to the

Mr. Bachelder has already been

afforestation of waste lands.

instrumental

in

disposing of about one thousand farms to buy-

Moreover, large tracts have recently
tlie second class.
passed into the safe hands of wealthy investors, there lieing in
ers of

the central part of the state, owing to the decline of agricultu-

hundreds of square miles more of forest-covered

ral interests,

area than in

1850.

This

is

especially true of the

Sunapee

region, where Mr. Corbin alone rescued from the chance of

destruction

some 25,000 acres of magnificent

forest lands.

Colonel John Hay, on the opposite shore of Sunapee lake, has
given a long lease of

life

to

another valuable tract

;

I

have

some four hundred acres of my own largely growing to forests
and many others, not natives of the state, have bought prop;

erty in the vicinity, to keep the trees standing.

On

the neigh-

boring slopes of Kearsarge, white pines acquire a diameter of
inore than
4

two

feet

in fifty

vears

;

in

the Adirondacks, under
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most favorable conditions,
five

it

requires one hundred and twenty-

years for these trees to attain similar proportions.

In

Sunapee one may raise a mighty forest on a^
denuded area. This region is one of several isolated pine and
balsam grown sections, in which the tourist, when driven from
the denuded White Mountain district, may still find the rest
half a life time at

and health which evergreen forests confer. May the lovers of
New Hampshire air and scenery purchase summer homes in
our state and let the forests grow.
Large farms, with the buildings standing, may still be
bought from $600 to $3,000, according to the location. The
secretary of the State Board of Agriculture will mail to any one
upon application a pamphlet on the lakes of New Hampshire,
with a

list

of the farms for sale in the vicinity of each.

Who-

ever buys one of these farms and saves its wood lot from the
axe will, while receiving full value for the mone}' invested, be
a contributor toward the reafforestation of a region that for
attractiveness is without superior. Let the thousands of Amer-

who have a personal
Hampshire judiciously invest
icans

interest

a small

in

the welfare of

sum each

in the

New

enchant-

ing central section of the state, and not only will the permanence of the forest be guaranteed, but a vast park will eventually take

form, occupying some 2,000 square miles, and conSquam, Ossipee, Newfound,

taining Lakes Winnipiseogee,

and Sunapee, settled and improved by refined people, affordits mountain ranges a variety of altitudes from
500 to 3,000 feet, adapted climatically to every constitution,
ing through

and full of interest throughout
and the naturalist.

to the

geologist, the botanist^

A WORD OF CAUTION AND ADVICE.

And now
vacation,

a

who

word to the thoughtless

city

people out for a

mutilate the white birches, those " fairies of the

wood," as the red men called them, which grace our roadsides
and lake margins. You will note them everywhere, disfigured
by ruthless hands. The response often made to one's kindness in throwing open his place for the pleasure of visitors, is
It is as inexcusable,
this wanton destruction of his property.
as immoral, as the maiming of one's cattle or the appropriation
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of his silver spoons.

has excellent laws for

The

the punishment of such vandalism.
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penalty for injuring

any tree to an extent less than $15, is a fine of $20 or 60
days in jail, or both for injury over $15, it is $100 fine or a
year in jail, or both. I urge you all to do your part toward
;

creating a public sentiment against

all

desecrators of our forest

beauty.

And

then the cutting of our roadside trees, the trees that

marr}' their branches overhead

much by summer

that profit so

for

miles.

visitors

Surel}' the

towns

can afford to purchase

these border strips and keep intact the foliage that shades the
traveler and delights

him with

dancing sun-images. It is
and romantic mountain roads
and refinement of the country have
its

largely on account of her forest

that the wealth, intellect,

summer resorts of New HampHence it would be a policy most suicidal to neglect so
simple a means of pleasing and retaining this desirable eleso largely crystalized about the
shire.

ment, as the

little

care and expense

involved

in

caring for the

shade of our roads. The highest interest the farmer can obtain
for the value of his timber is the money so freely given by his

summer

boarders.

The greatest source

non-manufacturing towns
village streets,

The

their

of prosperity to our

charm of their roads and
well-timbered slopes and lake shores.
lies in

the

majestic pines, the stately elms, the restful maples, the

rugged spruces, are an attraction to the worn-out

city worker,

a stimulant to the exhausted brain and nervous system. Spare
the trees, which standing

are so excellent an investment to

the individual and to the state, and which play so divine a part
in the

physical, mental,

and even

spiritual

elevation of

man-

kind.

FORESTS AS SANITARY FACTORS.

But

there

is

a

more serious aspect

ing forests are sanitary factors.

to the question.

The reduction

Stand-

of forest cov-

ered area disturbs natural conditions and so bears a distinct
relation to the increase

and spread of disease.

me to ask your attention briefly then
To Forests as Climate Makers and Modifiers.
To Forests in their Relation to the Fall and

Permit
1.

2.

tion of Rain.

Distribu-
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To
To

3.
4.
1.

to

Bv

Forests as Reservoirs of Pure Air.
tlie

Psychic Influence of Forests.

cliraute

is

the conditions

state of the atmosphere in regard

meant the
tliat

make

it

favorable to liuman welfare.

of these are the temperature of the air,

The most important

the amount of moisture the air contains, and the character of
the winds.

The temperature of the air in and immediately about a
forest is lower in summer and higher in winter than that of the

A

neiofhboring o|)en,

piece of woodland, therefore, tends to

cool the surrounding country during the hot months, and to

warm

it

when winter cold

Moreover, not only are

prevails.

themselves slow to absorb heat and slow to part with
it, but their foliage intercepts the rays of the sun by day, thus
keeping the subjacent air from being rapidly warmed, and
trees in

interferes similarly

receives

its

with

heat radiation by night.

sun, and jiartly by return

from the earth, a forest

during

the hours of sunshine and

treeless

area.

rapidlv

;

As

the air

temperature partly by direct radiation from the

land

Cleared

is

cooler

warmer by night than a

absorbs

and

gives

out

heat

hence the fluctuations over a deforested region are

wide, and thus

favorable to the induction of pulmonary and

enteric diseases that arise from sudden chilling of the body.

Besides, since the open fields are hotter by day and colder at
night than adjacent forests, a wholesome circulation of air

is

induced, the current setting outward from the forests during
the day and towards the forest after sunset, in conformity to

same principle which explains the plienomenon of land
and sea breezes. The hotter the summer, the more salutary is
the

this effect.

Thus

the action of forests

is

clearly in the line of

sudden changes of tem|)erature, a:id so they render
Whatever modifies the extremes of
the climate more equable.
heat and cold is an influence in the interest of public health.
This forests most conspicuously do, contributing further to the
iuiiibiting

salubrity of a given region through their reduced soil temperature

in

summer

summer;
soil

the

difference

temperature

between the maximum of
and in tlie open has been

in the forest

observed to reach fourteen degrees Fahrenheit. 'J'he denser
compose it, the greater the in-

the foliage of the trees that

—
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fluence of the forest in regulating the general soil temperature.

The common spruce
the spruce
of every

tiiat

is

the most important actor in this

community

it

invades, in that

the farmer to market this tree that
factor, in that

drama

has become the prey of the pulp mill, that curse

it

offers

it

is

inducements

to

so precious a sanitary

employs no labor, and

defiles with its filthy

refuse every water course in the state.

The atmosphere always contains a variable amount of va[)or.
The warmer the air, the greater its capacity for carrying tliis
vapor, and the greater its absorbent power for heat.
A layer
of air heavily charged witii moistni'e serves as a screen to inter-

cept terrestrial radiation

means

;

whereas, a low degree of humidity

active radiation of solar energy, chilling falls of tem-

night, and a wide dail}' fluctuation.
Hence,
atmosphere contains an average amount of vapor,
the daily range of temperature is not so varied.
The uniform

perature

when

at

the

humidity of forest

by a

leaves and
tion

air,

especially spruce forest air, conditioned

regulated transpiration and eva|)oration from the

nicely

forest floor,

from the

and necessary besides to the extracgaseous products on which

air liy the trees of the

they subsist,

insures

vicinity of our great

Once more,

a

measurabl}'

wooded

forests

equable

climate

in

the

areas.

prevent sudden and extreme changes

of weather by acting as wind-bi'eaks.

They

are mechanical

obstacles to the progress of storms and tornadoes, which spend
their fury in traversing forest-covered regions.

of

wooded

districts

(trees are electrical

from disastrous
conductors)

is

hail

The immunity

and thunder storms

proverbial, as

is

also the

stable condition of the atmosjjhere on their lee sides.

FORESTS

Do
here.

THEIR RELATION TO THE FALL AND DISTRIBUTION
OF RAIN.

IN

Facts are not absolutely convincing

forests create rain?

Change of

conditions

is

rainfall

coincident with

change of forest

not necessarily a result of the latter, for there are

great cosmic influences working to modify rainfall that science
as yet

ill

understands.

moisture-laden
currents of

air

currents

Anything,

however,

that

intercepts

of air, or determines the mixture of

differing in temperature, favors precipitation.
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Forests do both

;
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they are the natural condensers of atmos-

The cause of rain is the cooling of a volume of
The vapor of a warm current wafted over a forest

pheric vapor.

damp

air.

and striking the overhanging, cold, moist air stratum and the
cooler trees, is likely to condense and be precipitated in a
local shower. And, vice versa, a current colder than the moist
stratum above a forest causes condensation of the vapor in
In either
that stratum, and precipitation of rain is the result.
case, saturated air

now has shown

is

As

cooled dynamically.

Professor Fer-

:

" While the forest may not everywhere increase precipitation
over its own area and near it, yet the presumption is that large
systems of forest growth over extensive areas alternating with
open fields may establish sufficient differences in temperature
and moisture conditions and in air currents to modify, if not
in quantity yet in timely and local distribution, the fall of
rain."

For the aqueous vapor from a forest may be transported for
a considerable distance before

dew

its

temperature

point and precipitation occurs.

And

is

reduced to the

the effect of such

of rain on climate, and hence on the health of

precipitation

the community, must

be well

known

to

all.

A

climate can

never be critically cold where the number of rainy days during
Although the question of forest influence on
the year is large.
rainfall

to be

is

far

from being satisfactorily disentangled,

it

seems

— by reason of their
humidity, and the mechancurrents — extensive forest

established that at high altitudes

lower temperature, greater relative
ical obstruction

they offer to air

The
areas do conspicuously augment the local precipitation.
lesson may well be applied to the White Mountain region.
But whatever the
rain

that

is

effect

of forest cover on the quantity of

precipitated, the experience of observers in all

parts of the world attests the action of forests as conservators
of the fallen rain

waterflow.

and melted snows, and as retarders of the

Forests are the cisterns in which Nature stores the

water fed by her hand so uniformly and lavishly to the springs
and streams. Their importance as preservers of an abundant
supply and promoters of an even distribution of water, cannot
be overestimated from the sanitary as well as the agricultural
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In forest districts, four fifths

treasured up

on cleared areas, four
unchecked evai)oration, and
secondly through rapid run off. The low temperature and high
relative humidity of forest air antagonize evaporation, which
is further held in check by the overhanging foliage and the
of the water that falls
fifths

wasted,

is

protection

first

afforded

winds.

dessicating
forest shade

onl}-

is

is

;

through

by the crowns and tree trunks against

The

it

is

times as great

dense

in this

soil,

way may be

Prevention of evapoia-

the open.

in

a

from uncovered

and the whole quantity of water dissipated
five or six

beneath

evaporation

soil

one half what

phenomenal reservoir of moisture.
The water remains where it falls. Springs that would disappear were the forest removed, and streams that would

tion alone renders the forest a

dwindle to stonv channels

the sun, preserve a perennial

in

flow.

Another conservative action

to

is

l^e

found

in

the soil cover-

under the shade, aud
so capable of imbibing and retaining moisture as well as of
retarding the flow of rain and melting snows.
l>y storing up

ing a forest floor, which

kept porous

is

the water in

the spongy soil about

cally keeping

it

tiieir

back while protecting

it

roots,

evaporation, forest trees tend to distribute

uniformly

in the

waterflow

is

and mechani-

by their leaves from
it

gradualh^

and

In a denuded region, the

natural conduits.

irregularly dispensed, rushing periodically in tor-

rents to the valleys, swelling the streams to dangerous proportions,

and carrying

off soil

in

generous measure to the sea.

Reckless denudation of mountain slopes,
tained and equally distributed the rainfall,

cause of Indian and Chinese famines.
again, and

the springs

normal regular

Who

whose forests
is

re-

accepted as the

Let the forest grow up

reappear, and the rivers resume their

flow.

does not know that the "White Mountain region, with

covering and unfailing springs, gives birth and permanent nurture to theSaco, the Androscoggin, the Merrimack,
and the Connecticut, which turn more machinery than any

its forest

other four rivers of their size

know

that

rivers

must cease

if

in

the world ?

the vast forests of the

Who

White Hills are

does not

cut, these

to turn wheels during a large portion of the
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But

year?

The

this is uot all.

public health

menaced by

is

freshets on the one side and subsidence ou the other.
tions in the level of running rivers

Fluctua-

and of subsoil waters (no-

ticeable in the changing depth of wells) are a fruitful

source

High streams reach out to objectionable drainage and become polluted, uot infrequently with typhoid poison
hence the danger of freshets after a prolonged drought.
of sickness.

;

The drying
for the

of overflowed lowlands implies superior conditions
development of malarial fevers which prevail in seasons

of extreme low water.

You

will

uot expect

me

to retail scien-

and ouL-of-date views regarding the influence of
In those places where trees
forests as preventives of malaria.
have been cut, malaria has not increased, nor has it been
stamped out unless the grouud has beeu given up to cultivation.
On the other hand, I can find no well-attested example
tifically false

of a diminution of malarial disease through
trees.

Intensely malarious districts

Rome

are the site of magnificent pine

river bottoms

the planting of

neighborhood of

the

woods to-daj'. Exposed
and edges of low water are unhealthy, not he-

cause they directly

induce

malarial

less resistant to

infection,

but because

and so make the sysinroads of the bacteria and protozoa that

through their miasms they lower

tem

in

constitute disease germs.

They

vitality,

give opportunity through the

pools and puddles left by the receding water for the breeding
of disease

— disseminating

insects.

There

is

no more ineon-

testably estaljlished scientific fact than that malaria

by mosquitoes.

A

The modus

mosquito of the anopheles type (a native of

shire,

by the way),

is

injiciendi is as follows

conveyed

:

New Hamp-

bites an infected person, sucking into its

body with the blood the malarial organism, an animal paraIn the stomach of the mosquito
site known as plasmodium.
during the next seven days this organism develoi)s, penetrates
into the salivary duct and the proboscis, and is thus transferred
in a specially virulent form to the lilood of the next person
bitten.
Here it lives on the coloring of the red corpuscle, and
reproduces its kind by sporulation, contemporaneous with
which is the malarial cycle of chill, fever, and sweat. Quinine
poisons the protoplasm of the offending parasite.
ests

In that for-

promote a continuous flow of water at a constant level

SO.ME
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through settled districts, they tend to limit the spread of malarial

disease by restricting the habitat of the larvae and nymphse

Moreover, mosquitoes

of malarial mosquitoes.

only in

still

or almost stagnant water.

live

and breed

Whatever then serves

in motion is a hygienic factor above all price, and
do forests. Nature's chief instruments of hydraulic sanitation.
The interests of the manufacturer and the health seeker,

to

keep water

this

neither of

whom wants

all his

water at once or wants

stag-

it

nant, are here identical.
3.

Forest

FORESTS AS RESERVOIRS OF PURE AIR.

air is relatively

pure

air.

The rank-scenting ozones

and balsamic aromas, Nature's great
oleo-resins of

tlie

peutic value in pulmonary disease
in

its

purifiers

;

the volatilized

evergreen trees, with their admitted thera;

the plant-humidity, charged

passage to transpiration through the leaves and green

shoots with antiseptic and other principles healing to lung, enriching to blood, recuperative to exhausted nerve organs

exhilarating quality of the forest

air,

at

;

the

once invigorating,

soothing, appetizing, soporific, and generally inductive of that
rapid interchange of tissue that constitutes

body and then of mind
forest region the

— have

Mecca

long

made

the

health,

first

of

New Hampshire

of consumptives, an^emics, nervous

and sufferers from malarial and
immediately improved. But the
air from forests is more than a mere wholesome gaseous food.
It contains no dust, and is practically free from micro-organisms.
The dust suspended in ordinary air composed of
spores, bacteria, moulds, diatoms, pulverized earth from the
roads and soil, soot, dried debris, and excrement is a prolific
cause of eye and throat affections, and when breathed into the
lungs sets up an irritation of the air cells favorable to the reception and growth of the tubercle bacillus, the source of
pulmonary consumption. It has been estimated (by Dr. Atkin)
invalids, hay-fever patients,

other cachexia.

Nutrition

is

—

—

that every cubic inch of air in the living

room of a

city

house

carries thirty million such dust particles, in a city street three
million, in the

fewer

open country only two thousand, and infinitely
Here the soil, temperature, and

in the heart of a forest.

moisture conditions are incompatible with free bacterial devel-

—
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there
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no organic matter

is

in

the air for pathogenic

germs to thrive npon, and comparatively little wind to waft
them from place to place. Careful investigation shows bacteria
to be from twenty-three to twenty-eight times less abundant in

Thus forests tend to prevent
movements of epidemics they

forest than in open country air.

the inception and check the

;

determine a measurable immunity from disease, and

in

the light

of these facts, no one can question their sanitary significance.

The

three hundred thousand

summer visitors who come among
and mental energies, come

us every year to renew

their physical

because of the

New Hampshire

and the

Amid

life

the

air puts into

the exaggerated

stitution of the

conditions,

forests put into the air,

them.

human

demands made upon

the physical con-

race by prevailing social and business

has come to be recognized that the prolonged

it

man on

the earth is contingent upon his betterment
power of physical resistance and capacity for eager and
Municipal departments, backed by popviolent progression.
ular interest, are contributing to the maintenance and improve-

existence of
in

ment of physical standards
parks, which,

if

in

our

cities

through the public

sanitary requirements are fully met, should

time

cover twenty-five per cent, of the town areas.

Surely,

that public concern should centre in a vastly

more important,

it is

because more widely reaching, instrumentality for the preservation of high grade sanitary conditions, viz., the forest cover

that remains to us on these

New Hampshire

mountains which

none, not even owners, have a moral right unadvisedly to destroy,

when such destruction jeopardizes

the health of exist-

ing communities, both urban and rural, as well as of generations yet to be.
4.

But there
ical

is

PSYCHIC INFLUENCE OF FORESTS.

another way in which forests influence the physwho sojourn among them for a season

health of those

impression of the aesthetic and the moral sensibility. Life
beneath the branch breaks the shackles of mental tension, frees
from depression, agreeably diverts the self-centered mind, and

through inspiration of the subliminal personality accentuates
the various automatic procedures that condition fulfilment of

—
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and hence of

purpose thereafter.

I

cell

nutrition

first,
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and of moral

hold the fascination of the forest to be

a sanitary factor paramount.

I

speak of the tranquilizing

power of the cathedral groves in which song and white-throated
sparrow, blue-headed and red-eyed vireo, bay-winged bunting,
hermit thrush and winter wren, voluptuous minstrel, make
music such as art knows not. I speak of the charm that lures
to aesthetic passiveness, that proclaims the divine principle of
leisure, that urges the following after nothing for a while, that

submergence of the objective life in the rest and
its accompanying development of
singular powers of mental, moral, and spiritual expression
invites the

reverie of the forest with

communion with Nature, gazing through
the sky.
The

the hours devoted to
interlacing

branches into the sinipleness of

aspect of the forest
effect

is

picturesque, that

on the imagination

beauty

is

sedative

;

is

is,

wildly free, and

correspondingly animating.

but here

tiie

its

Mere

environment not only inclines

Such stimulation

to repose of mind, but stimulates as well.

the mentally weary require; and hence
brain and woe-tied heart alike discover

is

it

among

that the jaded
the forests and

mountains of the Granite state a solace as grateful as it seems
These foi'ests stand, too, as an inspiration to

inexplicable.

There

high resolve .ind noble endeavor.

is

a savage rugged-

ness in the granite ledges crested with sombre spruce, an in-

enthroned on the levin-scarred peaks that
push above the pines, quickening the perceptions, unfettering
thought, elevating and transporting the soul. There is a bygone sweetness about the wildwood roads carpeted with pine
needles and shaded by resinous boughs, mayhap flanged by

si)iring ancientness

crumbling walls or ampelopsis-muffled ruins,
part of the wild nature around them

all

— silent

fast

becoming

thoroughfares,

blossom-painted lanes, that whilom were pressed by busy feet
and rang with merry laughter. There is a weird beauty tinctured with sadness that breathes from the forest-hidden hamlets
from the lichen-blurred
of the dead, where early settlers sleep
gravestones of black slate crouching from human sight amid
unwithering clumps of immortelle an " awful loveliness " as
Shelly read it, the record of that " wakening to truth from life's

—

—

unquiet dream."
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Fortunate are they whose leisure

permits them to tarry
dreamy Indian summer of October, and watch the
of autumn deepen over these forests.
The climate is

througli the
flush

then at

The days,

its best.

if

ever, are perfect. Tlie hillsides,

ablaze with crimson and gold, mirror their glories

The sun

tionless lakes.

pomp

is

wont

to

in

mo-

the

go to glade amid purple

or throned in pillared clouds of flame

;

and a rosy

lilac

after-glow gives mysterious lustre to the twilight hour between

sundown and moon dawn. The rose gleam lingers in the
gloaming and fades to amethystine gray, until the soul is
spelled with all the witchery of wood-glooms.
Bold were he who would venture amid the solitude of the
forest,

material expression to what Wordsworth
Abbey " as

to give

poetically apprehends in " Tinteru

"A

presence that disturbs

me

with

tlie

joy

Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,

Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man:

A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought.
And

rolls

A lover of

through

all

things.

Therefore

I

am

still

meadows and the woods,
And mountains, and of all that we behold
From this green earth — well pleased to recognize
the

In nature and the language of the sense,
The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse,
The guide, the guardian of my heart, and soul

Of

all

my

moral being.

so
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ROAD MATERIALS.
BY PROF.

J.

W. VOTEY,

In studying the conditions bearing on the question of the

improvement of the
districts,

one

is

higlivvays

led to regard the

running through the country

improvements

as of three classes in this order of importance

tl)at
:

are needed

First, the im-

provement of the drainage system second, the reduction of
and third, the introduction of more durable road material
the complete improvement of a road involving attention
;

grades

;

—

to all three.

A

well-drained road of poor material

is

often a

much

road than a poorly-drained road of excellent material.

better
If but

one class of work can be done on a particular piece of road
that should always be drainage, if needed, and the road buildmotto should be drainage first, last, and always. If severe
grades exist on a road, as they do so often on the hilly roads
of this and the adjoining states, they should be improved as
er's

them or avoiding them, and
no work of rebuilding the road-bed with new material should
ever be done on a grade that can be reduced, as it is a sheer

rapidly as possible by reducing

waste of money.

The same amount

of

money expended

in

reducing the grade furnishes a much more valuable and more

permanent improvement of the road.

The country road

builder with his limited funds and liis
equipment is frequently led to believe by the arguments put forward for good roads that the main work involved

insufficient

consists in rebuilding his road-beds with material presumably

beyond his reach, and overlooks the facts that two more necessary forms of work are entirely feasible under present conditions, and so he contents himself with following the well-tried
but sure to be repeated methods of dealing with the roads
established by his forefathers.

The value of a road in any community depends very largely
upon the character of the material of which it is constructed
good and permanent roads cannot be built from material of a
soft and yielding nature that is easily crushed or disintegrated.
;

One

of the

most perplexing problems that confronts one

in
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dealing with the improvement of the country roads

that o^

is

providing road material suitable for the purpose that shall

be'

same time very high in durability and very low in cost.
Could the question of economy be eliminated from the road
problem matters would be much simplified. Almost any mari
can build a fairly good road if you provide him with unlimited
funds, but it requires the experienced hand to produce the
same results without the funds. In improving the roads in
the country districts to-day economy must be considered to the
last degree or no results are possible.
Methods of work that
are feasible and entirely successful in the cities and the wealthy
at the

country districts cannot be applied to the poorer country sections or the

towns.

hill

In investigating the question of what constitutes suitable
road material,

it is

necessary to consider

tions are under which such material
it

has to

is

and what agencies tend

resist,

are of two classes,

—

first,

what the condiwhat forces
destroy it.
These

first

to be used,
to

that due to the traffic over the roads

second, that due to the weather or climatic conditions.

wear or injury

to a road

from the

traffic

comes

either

;

The

from the

crushing or grind action of the wheels, or from the blows of the
horses' hoofs with their steel shoes.

may

directly crush the material of the

porting power of the

material

is

A

heavily loaded wheel

roadway,

insufficient,

or, if the sup-

it

may

cut into

the road surface and thus disturb or break up the road-bed.

To

prevent this the load must be distributed over a wider area,

which means wider

tires, or the supporting power of the matemust be increased. A wheel not too heavily loaded tends
to compact and improve the road as a roller.
A dirt road may
be sufficiently strong to endure the wear and support the traffic
of the comparatively light loads of farming operations, but fail
entirely under the heavy loads of the lumber and stone indusrial

tries.

The

disintegrating effect of the action of the horses*

hoofs on the road

is

plainly evident wherever the travel

fined to a single line
entire road surface

;

is

con-

the distribution of the travel over the

lessens the injury from both the horses

and the wheels while the harder the road material and the
it is compacted, the better it is able to resist both of the
above actions.
;

firmer

ROAD MATERIALS.
The

effect of the

weather and the climate

vere on most of our roads than that of

4T
is

traffic.

much more seThe climate of

New Hampshire

and Vermont is a trying one for the roads y
summer remove from the road-bed the moisture necessary for the bond of the road material so that the
surface ravels and becomes covered with loose stones
the
frost of the winter disturbs the foundation of the road and
loosens and separates the road materials so that the roads are
easily broken up in the springtime
the rain does still greater
the droughts of the

;

;

damage

to the roads, especially those in the hilly districts, the

water falling on and flowing over the surface may wash away
of the lighter material of the roadway needed for preserv-

all

ing the bond and protecting the surface, while on the undrained
hill

roads the road

rush of the water

itself is

down

frequently torn to pieces by the

the center of the road.

The unstable

nature of the ordinary road material becomes very apparent in

— loam

and sand are of too yielding a characIn many hill towns one half of
the annual expense of caring for the roads is caused by the
storms, and this is due either to faulty drainage or to poor road
material.
The problem of road maintenance in the country
would be extremely simple if there was no necessity of guarding against damage from water.
Another effect of imperfect drainage is seen wherever water
this connection,

ter

to withstand

such force.

stands under a road-bed as in such a case the supporting power
of both the foundation and the wearing surface

is

destroyed,

no matter of what material the road is made.
The character of the unimproved country roads is determined
in a large measure by the quality
for road purposes
of the
natural material of the roads, which is the same as the natural
soil of the region through which the road runs.
Thus, roads
on clay bottoms are sure to be poor for six weeks every spring
and fall, and the roads in the sandy valleys will be nearly as
bad in the summer months, but in the sections where the formation is of a gravelly nature or certain kinds of loam the

—

—

complaints of poor roads are not as frequently heard.

The

close connection

between the character of a road as deits original location was recog-

termined by good material and
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nized some time ago as seen from the following report* of a
state official

equal,

it is

"Other

nearly sixty years ago:

being

things

desirable to locate roads with reference to the

terials for their construction, especially since a sparse

ma-

popula-

seldom do more than make the roads of the materials
on the spot. In a certain county, where the numerous hills of
the drift above the general level of the clay are much elongated
tion can

in

a north and south direction, the sides of these hills imraedi-

above the clay, obviously present the l)est sites for roads
for this elevation is moderate and
which run north and south
attended by easy grades, and the materials removed would be
such as are needed for a covering for those [jortions of the
roads which necessarily pass over clay. Neither these, how-

;ately

;

any principles of public convenience, have

ever, nor indeed

generally determined the location of most of the roads
part of the state."

.

.

.

"

It is not,

in

this

therefore, surprising

that roads thus located, in a region wiiich presents the greatest

natural obstacles, so far as materials are concerned, to good
-roads, should be fairly entitled to the epithet of execrable dur-

Fortunate indeed

ing the greater portion of the year.

it is

for

such roads, that during our long winters nature kindly spreads
a mantle over their defects."

The

materials of which roads are

rebuilding them
•gravel,

may

made

or that available for

be roughly classified as sand, clay, loam,

and broken or crushed stone.

Sand and

clay alone can hardly be considered as desirable

materials of which to build new roads although each
a useful purpose in road repairs.
-dition

may

A

sand road

in a

may serve
damp con-

su|)port fairly well very light traffic, but the

road when thoroughly dried by the summer's heat

same

no
and expenIts condition may be improved by
sive road to travel over.
any means which tends to retain the moisture and to bind the
sand together. Much drainage is not needed here and shade
support whatever, and

is

desirable

;

it

becomes a very

will give

difficult

a coating of clay or hard-pan properly applied

may

give a desirable road lasting for years, but better results

will

be secured

if

a loamy or clayey gravel

is

used or a stone

road constructed.
*

From

2d Report, Geology of Vt.,

1846,

by

C. B.

Adams.
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Clay for a road material is of just the opposite nature to
if it can be kept in a dry condition it makes an excel-

sand

;

npon wiiich the wheels of the heaviest traffic make no
when, however, it becomes moist or saturated
with water it cannot be depended upon to hold its place under
pressure but is likely to assume that familiar pasty condition
that gives no support to traffic, and an additional objection to
the material is that it is very retentive of moisture and exDrainage of
tremely slow in recovering its dry condition.
some form is necessary in the first improvement of a clay road
and for further treatment a coating of sand applied at intervals
if, however, the traffic is heavy
will usually give good results
a more substantial road-bed may be needed which can only be
secured by the use of gi-avel or stone.
Loam is a material that in certain forms and in certain conditions of moisture makes an excellent road for the country
A road of this character. is
districts where the travel is light.
always i)leasant to ti'avel over, better liked by a team than the
smoother but border gravel or stone roads. In my own state
there are townships having natural roads of this material where
the complaints of poor rf)ads are never heard but these same
roads have a wide reputation for fine wheeling and driving. It
is unnecessary to remark that the same roads are well looked
the drainage, grades, and maintenance are attended to.
after,
lent road

impression

;

;

—

A

discussion of

road building

is

tiie

question of the materials suitable for

usually confined to the two materials, gravel

and broken or crushed stone, as being the best adapted for the
purpose, both on account of economy and durability authori;

ties

differ,

Some

however, as to the relative merits of these two.

insist that gravel

roads are npt economical

and that nothing but stone roads should be

in

the end

built while others

of equally long but different experience favor the construction

of gravel roads in certain localities and under certain conditions.

a

Where

the question

gravel road,

a choice between a stone road or

is

either being ]iossible,

would choose the stone road
the country districts usually

;

—

but that
it is

probal)ly both parties
is

not the situation in

a gravel road or nothing.

All roads built of gravel have not been a success, neither

have

all

those built of broken stone
5

;

the relations of traffic,
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quality of material, and method of construction have not always

been satisfactorily adjusted

condemned because

neither class of road should be

;

of special cases of failure due, perhaps, to
It is not

the use of poor material or faulty construction.

much

a question of which material

is

used as

it

is

so

the proper

selection and right use of such material.

Now

as to the durability of gravel roads

— some experienced

have preferred gravel to crushed stone for park
the many miles of excellent gravel roads in the country

engineers

roads

:

districts of

New England and

material for such purposes

elsewhere attest the value of this
in

;

the sections of

Vermont best

noted for good roads, the roads are built of gravel and I pre-

sume

same

the

true of

is

New Hampshire

;

exam[)les without

nuujber might be given to show that for the light travel of certain country districts where roads must be built at the lowest
possible

cost,

not understand
those
ate

gravel

me

answers well the requirements.

as preferring, in

of crushed stone
advantages of the

l)uilt

tl>e

but

conditions,
future, of

the

I

;

I

all

fully

Do

cases, gravel roads to

understand and appreci-

latter for certain situations

and

believe that the improvement, in the near

roads through the country districts of

New

Hampshire and Vermont, where the population is small, the
traffic liglit, and the property valuation extremely low, must
depend upon tiie use of the gravel beds of such districts where
these exist rather than upon the use of the more expensive
broken stone.

The name

gravel covers a wide range of material of varying

much so-called gravel is
degrees of excellence for road work
if the gravel contains a large
utterly unfit for use on a road
;

;

amount of

either loam, clay, or sand, or

of a soft or rotten character

is

composed of stone

wliicli easily crusiies

and quickly

grinds to dust when placed on a road sucli material
rable.

not easily crushed.
it is

may

is

undesi-

Tlie gravel should be of a tough, hard, durable quality
If the gravel

is

taken from a hank or pit

often sharp and anguhsr and packs well in the road, but it
contain so large a mixture of loam or other material as to

render

it

unfit for use.

The round,

the pit, but

it is

more

difficult to

clean, hard pebbles of the

more durable than those of
compact or bind such material

river or stream gravel are usually
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road and requires often the addition of a slight amount

in the

of loam, clay or clayey gravel to accomfilish this.
is

coarse

If a gravel

should be screened or raked over so that no stone

it

over two inches

in

diameter

cannot be had

will

be used on the road.

where a road is to be
improved it may be necessary to make use of stone either
broken by hand or crushed by machine, if a crusher is available.
If gravel

Roads

in the locality

suitable for country use can be built of stone without the

expense by laying

aid of a crusher at comparatively slight

down

a foundation of

stone or roughly broken ledge stone,

field

placed by hand and covering with a three or four inch wearing
coat of stone, broken by hand or with a coat of gravel or even

loam.

Opinions

demned by some and approved by
limestone

;

while trap rock, that

purpose, varies widely

With

road work of the

differ as to the relative merits for

various stone or rock formations available

in its

all

granite

;

con-

is

and the same with

otiiers

agree

is

the best for the

character from different locations.

granites the coarse grained softer stones, containing a

large percentage of mica, are too friable and easily crushed and

hence unsuited for heavy

traffic,

but the fine grained stronger

stones usually give good satisfaction.

The limestones with low

crushing strength rapidly grind into a disagreeable powder

under heavy

but those of high crushing strength

traffic

make

and have the special advantage of
cementing or bonding strongly together. =* " Stone that is suitable to be used in r^ad making should be hard, fine grained, and
absorb but little moisture, but more than all else should possess
excellent

the

road

material

in

lacking which

quality of tougliness,

coarse grained or porous

consequence

frost

;

will disintegrate

breaks, the better

traffic
it

will

;

is

worthless

;

if

under the action of water and

resistance to crushing and attrition

stand the action of

is

needed

to with-

the less flaky and more cubical

compact.

actual service in the position where
is

it

moisture to enter and

will allow the

it

The
it is

best test of stone

to be

it

is

used but as this

usually aot possible on account of the time involved other

more rapid methods have

to be

depended on.

Laboratory tests

reveal facts of importance, and the results of such tests enable
*

Vermont Highways,

1894,

by the writer.
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one with a knowledge of mineralogy and road work to form an
opinion as to the probable endurance of the specimens under
examination."
In building stone roads

in the

country sections we cannot go

into too great refinement in selecting our material, unless such

roads are to be

macadam

or telford built under skilled supervi-

sion, but are forced on the ground of economy to take the

material nearest at hand unless this

purpose.

The

is

obviously unfit for the

stones collected from the fields or taken from

many

the roadside walls offer in

places an abundant supply of

inexpensive material as the only expense involved
handling, and this

may

that of

is

often be contributed by the farmers in

order to secure the double advantage of having an improved

road by their premises and their

fields cleared

from stone.

Any

enterprising farmer ought to be willing to contribute a considerable

amount of such work as he

well

is

compensated for

it

in

the increased value of his farm from having the improved road

passing

it

and from the annual saving

in

carrying on his farm-

ing operations over such a road.

many towns

In

furnisii a

quarry owners
if

the waste heaps of the stone quarries will

supply of material at no expense but the hauling and

may

be persuaded to furnish part of this work

the road to be improved

supply can be obtained

it

is

on their

may

line of travel.

If

no other

be necessary to go to the nearest

ledge for the stone needed, but the expense of quarrying need

not be so great as to prevent the use of such stone.

The

selection of suitable material for road construction

matter of very great importance

another equally important and that
material in the roadway.

Good

is

road work, but there

in

is

a
is

the proper use of such

material will not

make

a good

road unless properly handled and materials and money are easily
wasted by faulty methods of construction. In order to secure
the best results from the material to be used, the road on which
it is

to be placed should be properly prepared before the mate-

rial is

applied.

A

hard, dry bottom

is

necessary with shoulders

at the sides to confine the material to the width to be

and

to permit of its being firmly con)pacted.

struction great importance

is

In

improved

macadam

con-

attached to the securing of a firm

foundation which will give support to the road metal and pre-
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sure to occur

is

if

the bottom

is

principle should be applied in the construction

of country gravel roads wherever

it is possible.
Shoulders are
Deeded at the sides to prevent a waste of material by being
crowded into the side ditches and to hold it in place so that it
may consolidate under traffic or a roller, if used. A road

machine can be used

to great

advantage

in

preparing and shap-

ing a foundation for a road of either gravel or stone.
In a properly built road-bed the material should be so firmly

compacted and bound together that the surface of the stones
are in close contact and the voids filled making the road practically water-tight, hence the water cannot soak through and
loosen the bond nor soften the bottom
the stones are so locked
;

together that they are not easily displaced but instead they support each other and distribute the load from the wheels
through the mass and prevent the breaking up of the road-bed.
Loose stones that are easily moved by the traffic or by frost

have no place

dumping

in a road-bed.

A

mistake

is

frequently

made

in

and covering with
earth, as the frost is almost certain to push them to the surface
unless the bottom is drained or the stones carefully placed and
wedged together. Another common mistake is in dumping
gravel on a rounding road surface with nothing to confine the
field

stones loose

material at the sides

;

in

a wet road

before the travel over the road can com-

pact the gravel the water runs through and softens the foundation into which

much

of the gravel

is

lost in addition to that

wasted at the sides.
In order to secure the best results from using either gravel
or stone in a road two things are necessary
able binding material and a road roller.

— the

use of a suit-

If the material is not

naturally of a self-binding character, stone dust or chips, sand,

loam may be added, but if clay, it should
much would damage the road. A road
roller is an absolute necessity to good road work
more necessary, in fact, than the road machine or any other tool and its use
is required in the construction and maintenance of the common
dirt roads as well as those of gravel or stone.
Every town
should own one or more such rollers they will pa}' for themclay, fine gravel, or

be used sparingly as too

—

;

selves every year

if

properly used.
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Good roads cannot be made from such

worthless material as

that scraped from the side ditches, nor from sods or similar

vegetable matter liable to decay.

handle good material than

it

It costs

no more to have and

does poor. While the former con-

fers a benefit the latter is an injury to good roads.
Many
towns have contented themselves with repairing their roads

with worthless material, miscalled gravel, when excellent material

was available but

its

been made to find such.

unknown as no
Nature has not located

presence

effort
all

had

of the

good gravel beds or stone supplies between the road fences.
A systematic search of every town should be made to find the
deposits of good road material and control of these by the town
should be secured by purchase or rental

;

if

these deposits are

scattered about the town or located in each district or division
will

make

it

the haul shorter and the cost of road l)uilding corre-

spondingly

less.

Since the selection of a suitable material for road construction

is

a matter of so great importance, and

its

neglect involves

each year the waste of many thousands of dollars
state,

it

should be the especial care of

supervisor to see that the poor material

everj'^

in his

in

every

road agent or

roads

is

replaced

as rapidly as possible with something more durable and that

whatever new material
purpose for which

it is

is

used should be well suited for the

intended.
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THE RELATION OF AGRICULTURE TO THE PROGRESS OF THE CENTURY.
BY PROF. THOMAS
Great changes are taking place
material condition of the people.
at ten years of age, of physics
to the happiness

and well being

F.

HUNT.

in the social, educational,

and

Your grandchildren know more

and other sciences which contribute
of the race, than

your grandparents

did at seventy.

Our

textile, iron,

and

steel industries,

our hotels, our newspapers,

our railroads, our express companies, our street railways, our bicycles,

our postal service, the telegraph, the telephone, and the other

graphs and phones, the manifold and ever-increasing application
of steam
all

and

electricity to the arts

and industries of life, deserve
them and they deserve to be

the praise that the orator can give

repeated over and over again to our children in the quiet of our
fireside.

It is not

You
to

my

purpose to-day, however, to speak of these things.

Reading and

are already quite familiar with them.

what others have had

however, suggested to

me

the pi-opriety and desirability of discuss-

ing the relation of agriculture to this Baron

My theme

is

listening

to say about the nineteenth century, has,

one that might

command

Munchausen

progress.

the abilities of the most

gifted orator, but from the lack of ability I must be content to

present

my

subject in a simple, straightforward fashion.

THE IMPORTAXCE OF AGRICULTURE.
Agriculture

is

the basis of

duction of the fisld

is

all ])rosperity.

our richest inheritance.

An

abundant pro-

"The

first

neces-

mankind," says Atkinson, " is an abundant supply of food
material," which is strikingly ilkistrated by the fact that, to-day,
sity of

nearly half the service of the railroads consists in moving food
materials.

As

surely as agriculture

just so surely has the
this

advancement

is

the basis of all prosperity,

in agriculture

wonderful nineteenth century's creation.

much

to claim that agriculture alone has

progress because

it

is

been a factor
It

in

would be too

been responsible for

this

the result of every force existing or which

ever has existed for the betterment or de^jradation of

human

soci-
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ety, but, in

my judgment

the progress of agriculture has played a

much more important part than
THE

At

AGRICULTURE.

is

generally recognized or conceded.

AND GROWTH OF THE UNITED

SIZE

STATES.

the beginning of this century half the present territory of the

United States was under the Spanish flag. " The United States
nowhere crossed the Mississippi and nowhere touched the Gulf of
Mexico." It now extends from Maine to the Philippines and from
Alaska to Porto Rico. It has an area twice that of the old Roman
empire and three fourths that of the whole continent of Europe.
In the year that Ohio was admitted into the Union, there was
no state with one fourth the present population of Ohio nor any
Chicago, which did not

city one fourth the size of Cincinnati.

then exist, contains over a million and a half of souls. !New York
and Brooklyn combined did not then have a population half the
while to-day Greater New York ranks second
size of Columbus
But the growth in population has not been confined
to London.
We love to talk of our wonderful
to the Western hemisphere.
growth in this country and we may be pardoned for doing so, but
let us remember that the increase in population of Paris since
;

Chicago was founded has been greater than the present
ulation

of

Let

Chicago.

population in

London

in

us

remember

New

York.

Let us remember that

there was but one city on the Western hemisphere that

1800.

1890 equal

pop-

one hundred years has been greater than

the total i^oindation of Greater

lation in

total

increase in

the

that

to the increase in

had a popu-

population of Berlin since

There must be some cause for

population and especially of our great

this

marvelous growth of

cities

on both continents.

Sjmij of the forces which are to be mentioned presently have, at
least, in

some measure brought about this result.
No man can predict the
this growth ended.

Nor has

except, perhaps, as did the small boy.

ths five-year-old boy,

— " My

little

The

result

polite visitor said to

man, what

will

you be when

you grow up?" The small boy pondei-ed over the question a
while and gave the only certain answer possible '• I '11 be bigger,
:

sir,"

he replied.

IMPROVEMENT IN PLANT PRODUCTION.
Wlien the century opened, the American farmer had tried every
plant which is now of sufficient commercial importance to be
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—

enumerated in the census, with one or two trifling exceptions, of
which sorghum may be mentioned. No remarkable improvement
has been made in the varieties of our staple farm products. I
cannot assert that any better wheat, corn, oats, or hay were raised
in 1900 than were raised in 1800, but there has been an almost
phenomenal improvement in fruits and vegetables and in the minor
In all those luscious
products of the field, orchard, and garden.
and appetizing things that add so much to the enjoyment of the
table and the general health of our people we excel by far all

former generations.

IMPROVEMENT IN LIVE STOCK.
Dm'ing the time of George Washington, not a breed of horses,
cattle, sheep, or swine, as

they exist to-day, were within the borders

of this country with a single exception.

There are now twelve

breeds of horses, besides ponies, an equal number of breeds each

and

of sheep and swine,

at least

twenty breeds of

cattle.

It

was

well after the century opened that a horse trotted a mile in the

then phenomenal time of three minutes.

Now

a young

man

even do his courting with a horse that cannot go better than
although this fact
of a

young man

is

won't
that,

surely difficult to understand, as I never heard

in a

hurry

to get to the

end of his destination at

this interesting stage of his affairs.

Star Pointer, 1

:

59;^,

has a record of less than two minutes.

Fourteen thousand and ninety-one horses have made a trotting
record of 2 30 or better
:

made

;

a pacing record of 2

five
:

thousand two hundred horses have

25 or better.

now make more and better beef in two and one half years
five years when in 1817 Shorthorns, Herefords,
and Devons were imported. The improvement in milk production
Cattle

than they did in

has been equally phenomenal.

The first permanent importation of Merino sheep was made in
1802 by our minister to Spain. But our sheep of to-day are quite
different from the sheep of yesterday.
Statisticians tell us that
as late as 1840 the average weight of a fleece in this country was
less than two pounds and that now it is over six pounds
notwith;

standing the fact that sheep have been domesticated for forty
centuries.

We

owe Spain a debt

of gratitude for the flocks of

eheep we received from her shore between 1800 and 1810 through
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we owe a still greater debt of
American breeder for the improvement he has

the enterprise of our diplomats, but

gratitude to the

made in these sheep.
The railsplitter of
ears

was expected

the

heavy-jeweled bundle of

when held up by the
way to the short-nosed,

days, which

earlj'^

has given

to balance,

ham and

lard of the present day.

IMPROVEMENT IN DAIRYING.
The method

of

making butter

at the beginning of the century

improved over the method employed by the Arab
when he carried his supply of milk in a goatskin upon a camel's
back and thus discovered the art of butter making. Our grandmothers and even our mothers fed one fourth of the butter of the
milk to the calves and pigs, having obtained the residue by slow
and laborious methods. Our sons are now taught to remove

was very

little

from the fresh milk and to do
2,500 pounds of milk
taught to control the growth of the

practically every particle of butter
so with scarcely

any labor

They

per hour.

at the rate of

are also

bacteria which affect the flavor.

THE PLOW.

The American and European farmer

of the eighteenth century

understood the principle upon which the plow worked as
did the Egyptian fellah in the days of Rameses II.
Jefferson, after his return

from

little

as

Thomas

his mission to France, first called

the attention of the world to the fact that the plow consisted of

Charles Newbold of

two wedges.

New

Jersey patented the

first

plow in 1797, and after spending, as he alleges, $30,000
in trying to get it into use, abandoned the attempt, because the
farmers declared the iron poisoned the soil and prevented the
cast-iron

growth of crops.

It

was not

of the century that they

In England,

it

is

said

until the close of the first quarter

came

into general use in this country.

that Sir Robert Peel as late as

1835

presented a farmers' club with two iron plows of the best construction.

On

his next visit, he

found the old plows with wooden

mold boards again in use. " Sir," said a member, " we tried the
iron, and be all of one mind, that they make the weeds grow."
They were quite right. Weeds always grow best on good soil.
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SUGAR.
It
in

was only a few years before the first permanent settlement
country at Jamestown and Plymouth that Queen Eliza-

this

Sugar was too expensive a

beth sweetened her tea with honey.

luxury for even the queen of England.
great

commercial

products

of

the

changed from an expensive luxury

It

is

to

a

now one

Sugar

world.

common

of the

been

has

necessity in

every householdIt was not until 1795 that sugar was manufactured from beets,
and not until thirty-five years later in France and forty years
later in Germany that the manufacture of sugar from beets
became a commercial enterprise. Half a century later more than
lialf the sugar of the world was jjroduced from beets.
Beets,

which half a century ago contained

six

per cent, of sugar, have

been so imjiroved by selection that twelve to eighteen per cent,
can be depended upon in commercial enterprises, and

exceeded in individual cases.

is

often

While sugar was nowhere common

as a food a hundred years after the discovery of America,

now

consumed sixty-three jjounds annually for each man,
woman, and child in this country.

there

is

HARVESTING HAY.
During the
a

scythe and

first

quarter of this century, the hay was cut with

raked by hand.

invented in 1824.

The revolving hay rake was
mower had been invented

Prior to 1831, no

which contained the necessary elements of success, and
until

about 1845 that

it

became a practical

years, the farmers of the United States have

it

was not

In recent

success.

mowed

over fifty

Such a hay harvest does not occupy the
American farmer, on an average, probably, over ten days, so
that five million acres would be mown daily during the season
throughout the United States. A man that would mow with a
scythe and rake with a hand rake one acre of grass in one day
would work much harder than the average farmer of to-day.
To cut and gather into shocks some of the recent hay crops of
the United States according to the method in vogue when John
Quincy Adams was president would, therefore, for ten days each
million acres of grass.

year require the services of one third of

all

the

men

of military
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age in the United States.
present

army

It

would

take twenty times our

to get the hay ready to be hauled to

mow

or stack.

During a recent summer we prosecuted a foreign war. Were
it not for the mowing machine and hay rake, our soldiers would
not have been in Cuba, Porto Rico, and the Philippine Islands.

They would have been required in the American hay fields.
The work that is now done by one man and a boy, sitting on
mower and rake, only a generation ago required the severest toil
of ten

had

men and women

to

while the housewife and her daughters
If the

prepare the food for ten instead of two.

hay

loader and the horse fork have not reduced the need of men,
they have, at least, reduced the hard labor.

HARVESTING SMALL GRAIN.
But the improvement

in

handling hay must yield the palm to

the improvement in handling the small grains.

With our improved plows and pulverizers we prepare the soil
much easier but much better. With our grain drills,
we sow the seed not only much more evenly but also at a much
more uniform depth. The method of harvesting wheat and
not only

barley in the year of our Declaration of Independence

with that pictured upon the tombs

beginning of

tlie

identical

By

the

century the cradle had in America, but not in

Europe, generally supplanted the
In 1831

is

of ancient Egypt.

sickle.

a practical grain harvesting machine was built by

Cyrus H. McCormick of Virginia.

It

had the large drive wheel,

the platform, the guards, the reciprocating knife,

the divider

and the reel of the present day machine. Manning of New
Jersey and Hussey of Cincinnati were in the field with similar
machines at about the same time. In 1849 the Mann harvester
was brought out, having a series of endless bands for carrying the
grain to the side of the machine after

it

was

In 1858 the Marsh harvester was used.

cut.

The machine

depos-

ited the grain on the side, but instead of being

bound by auto-

matic machinery, the sheaves were bound by two

men

who were

alternately

carried upon a platform attached to the machine.

In 1873

the Locke wire binder

marks the next step

in the

evolution of the binder, while the substitution of cord for wire
the next year completes the essential featiires of our

modern
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the Centennial Exposition of

1876 it was one of the startling cimosities of that great show.
By 1880 the binder had become an accomplished fact, and an
economic force but little realized then and but imperfectly understood now.

Do you

realize that every

realize that

bundle of wheat that was bound in

to be bound by hand ?
Do you
you subtract fifty years from that, every acre of
be cut by hand? Do you realize that if you sub-

the United States in 1870

had

if

grain had to

was harvested had

tract fifty years more, every straw that

cut with no better implement than the sickle

With the

sickle

a bandwin of seven

to be

?

men

could cut, bind, and

shock two acres a day, or two sevenths of an acre each per day.

By

the machinery

now

in use in California,

it

has been computed

that " the products for three hundred days' labor of one man, cor-

responding to

a year's work, has been in some seasons over

15,000 bushels of wheat."
If the crop of

1900 had had to be harvested by the methods of our
it would have required the services of every

Revolutionary fathers,

man

of military age in the

United States for at least three weeks.

Andrew Jackson
was president, it would take the entire population a week. To
have harvested the small grain crop of 1900, according to the
Even

if

harvested by the method employed when

methods

of our Revolutionary fathers, every minister, every law-

yer, every physician, every merchant, every manufacturer,

every laborer in every
five,

city,

and
between the ages of eighteen and forty-

would have been required in the harvest

ulations,

field.

The

which could not have existed, of Greater

vast pop-

New

York,

Chicago, Philadelpliia, Boston, and every other city, village, and

hamlet must have been poured into the country.

But how,could
Every railroad employ^
from president to track hand every engineer, conductor, and
brakeman would have been in the harvest field. During harvest
time, as of old, all other work of the nation would of necessity
they have been poured into the country

?

;

have been suspended.
It has

Civil

been asserted, and I think truthfully, that the issue of the

War

depended upon the invention of the reaper.

authority than the Scientific

American

No

less

an

asserts that close students

of the political history of our country lay the preservation of the
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to the fact that the reaper allowed the gathering of the har-

and the progress and development of the Northwest

vests

to

proceed diiring the time of the great rebellion.

But

this is not all.

to sixteen bushels of wheat per day per man
was considered a good average. When the threshing

Threshing eight
with a

flail

machine was

Ohio in 1831, it was not only a
was stubbornly opposed by all farm laborers.
They claimed," says Bateman, " it as a right to thresh with a
6rst introduced into

great curiosity but
*'

it

and regarded the introduction of machinery to effect the
same object in a few days which would require their individual
exertion during the whole winter, not only as an innovation of a
time-honored custom, but as absolutely depriving them of the
means of obtaining an honest livelihood. At a later date, when a
reaper had been introduced into a field of ripe wheat as a matter
flail

of experiment only, every one of the harvest hands deliberately

marched out of the

field

and

told

the proprietor that he might

secure his crop as best he could, that the threshing machine had

deprived them of their regular winter work twenty years ago and

now

the reaper would deprive them of the pittance they otherwise

could earn during harvest."

How short-sighted they were. No class had gained so much
from the introduction of labor-saving machines as did those who
did the labor.

The

reason

we

are so

much

better off to-day, the

reason we have the luxuries and comforts beyond the fondest

dreams
each

of

man

former generations,
has been

laber-saving devices.

is

due

to the fact that the labor of

made so much more effective through these
The humblest citizen shares in this improve-

ment. Not all share alike and not all share equitably, but each
gener^ion sees the race probably sharing more equitably than any
generation whicli preceded

it.

COTTOX.

Next

to"

an abundant food supply, the most important material

need of mankind

made

of wool

is

and

clothing.
of flax.

The

clothing of the ancients was

In the United States there are

now

manufactured three pounds of cotton for every pound of wool,
flax, and silk combined.
The culture of cotton became one of the
world's industries upon the invention of the cotton gin by Eli
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after the discovery of America.

In

1784, eight bales of cotton, 4,000 pounds, was confiscated at Liver-

much

pool on the ground that so

cotton could not have

grown

year over four, not thousand, nor million, but

billion pounds.

area devoted to cotton in the United States

is

corn, hay, wheat,

and

United States

place.

which

All other crops hold an insignificant

oats.

raises about

of cotton exceeds in value the

one half the cotton of the world,

combined value

it is

on cotton

a third greater. It

is

Our export

of our export of

wheat, flour, and corn by over a billion dollars.
words,

The

exceeded only by

almost exclusively by colored labor.

liaised

is

in

Since 1890, the United States has raised in a single

America.

Or, in other

asserted by the leading authority

that "the cultivation of the cotton plant, the

statistics

and the distribution of its products afford
employment to a much larger amount of capital and labor than
any other branch of mechanical industry."
Lord Macaulay is reported as sjiying, " What Peter the Great

manufacture of

its fiber,

make Russia dominant,

did to

Eli Whitney's invention of the cot-

ton gin has more than equaled in

its relation to the progress and
power of the United States." Those of you who have read
Grant's Memoirs will remember that he attributes the permanence
and extension of slavery and the war between the states to the

"

increase of the culture of the cotton.

Grant,

"probably had

much

to

The

cotton gin," says

do with the

of

justification

slavery."

What

does this

the cotton gin

mean

many

to

you and to me
would have

of us

?

to

It

means that but for

dress in rags.

We

would suffer from the heat of summer through the lack of nothing

and from the cold of winter from the lack of
It means, for example, that we would wear no

but woolens,

enough woolens.
underclothing.

white

It

means that we would not to-day be dressed
and cuffs.

in

shirts, collars,

INDIAN CORN.
I have tried to sketch a

few of the more striking aspects of our
Time will permit me to mention

century's growth in agriculture.

but a few other points.

While the

cultivation

and harvesting

of the corn plant has not

been improved in a manner equal to that of our small grains, yet
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the importance of this great American cereal has only been real-

The world now

ized in the last century.
as

wheat and at about one half the

cost,

raises about as

much corn

notwithstanding the great

improvements in the culture of the latter. We raise in Indian
corn the same food material on half the area and at half the cost
as

compared with any other

tries before the discovery of

staple crop

known

This

America.

is

to civilized coun-

a fact of the deepest

significance.

The potato

is

another plant that the Western hemisphere con-

Two hundred

tributed to civilized nations.

bushels contain about

The

four times the food value of fifteen bushels of wheat.

have thus been increased.

bilities of soil

fore, thus far

been a greater factor in

possi-

has, there-

food supply of Europe

Timothy and tobacco must,

than in America.

among

tlie

The potato
also,

be reckoned

the minor plants of economic importance which the dis-

covery of America contributed to the race.

What

force, or forces, has

brought about the wonderful changes

about which volumes have been, and

Among

the forces which

may

opment

of fresh, fertile,

and

many more might be, written

be mentioned are

:

first,

land

easily-tilled tracts of

?

the develsecond,

;

the adding of new food products to the world's dietary by which
a pound of food can be produced with less labor; third, the invention of

machinery for

tilling

both old and

new land and

for the

manufacture and transportation of its products.
Through the application of machinery, animal labor has

But by far the most

sened man's labor.
the use of iron has

ing daughters,
gas,

oil

and animals

made
and

do,

it

significant fact

possible to harness coal,

gas, to the world's work.

man

and

What

its

is

les-

that

labor-

coal, oil,

does not need to do.

a fact well understood by scientists that most

all energy
comes from the sun's rays, and that the usual method of applying
that energy is through the carbon that the plants take out of the
atmosphere under the influence of the sun's rays. It is the aniNow the only difference between
mal's only source of energy.
the carbon in the crop of 1901 and that of the coal in the mine

It is

or the oil or gas in the bowels of the earth,
older.

crop.

was not from the crop
The date has been lost.
It

time when

man

It

is

that the latter

is

was from a former
was stoi'ed up awaiting the

of 1901.

It

should be developed to that stage of enlighten-
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and

of this great

beneficial

power.
"

The dominion

and industry," says a promiRecent
indicate that gunpowder is the least of

of peace, order,

"rests upon coal, iron, and gunpowder."

nent writer,

events would seem to

Coal

them.

king.

is

IN

We

CONCLUSION.

have seen that were the crops of 1900

to be

harvested as in

man

the time of our Revolutionary fathers, every able-bodied

of

would be required to gather
them.
The forces I have described have made it possible for
men and women to devote their lives to art, music, and literature,
whose energies were formerly required to produce sufficient food
military age in the United States

and raiment for mankind.

Growing two blades

made

but one grew before has

it

possible for

spend the heated season performing
in

in roof

of grass

where

men and women
gardens of

cities,

suburban parks, whereas formerly the husband labored

to

or

in the

harvest field for some farmer at moderate wages, while the wife
in the cabin

Why

this

hard by toiled to prepare a humble meal.
wonderful development of railroads and other forms

of rapid transit

The

?

sible for a portion of

a portion distributes

What

is

forces I have mentioned have made it posmankind to produce food and raiment while
it and mankind at the same time.

causing the marvelous growth of our cities ?

one person in twenty-five lived

Now

about one person

soil.

cities in the

In 1800,
United States.

four lives in cities of over 25,000 inhab-

in

nearly one half the population live in incorporated

itants, while

Why?

places.

in

Because they are no longer needed

to

till

the

Forty per cent, of the population can raise food enough for

everybody in

this

country and at the same time furnish three

Our

fourths of our exports.

fine public buildings,

our twenty-

and hotels, our
of these same forces.

story business blocks, our magnificent theaters
palatial private residences, are the results

Why
sphere

has

daughters
longer

woman been

brought to something like her proper

Why

do our

tliey

are no

well-known

public

Because she has time for self-education.

?

fill

needed

the
at

public school-rooms ?

the

spinning-wheel.

Because

A

woman is reported to belong to thirty-two women's clubs. How
do women find opportunity to devote their time to this work?
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Because men now make their raiments

at

one hundreth part the

cost for labor required a century ago.

Why
l)een

have we made such rapid advances

made

while other

possible for

men

men

in

science

It has

?

work
them with food, raiment, and

to devote their lives to this

in return furnish

Every discovery thus made tends to lessen the burdens
mankind and thus pave the way for still greater achievements.
In like manner the scientist has been of untold benefit to the till-

shelter.

of

ers of the

soil.

He

has taught the farmer that his

soil is

not only

a storehouse but a laboratory. The principles of plant growth
and the action of plant food have been studied. The discovery
of the action of bacteria in conserving and adding to the nitrogen
of the soil by the bacteriologist has not only lengthened the ultimate period of life upon the globe, but has added directly to the
prosperity of the fanner.

Modern guns manned by Spanish ignorance and
went

to the

bottom of the ocean.

superstition

Twentieth-century guns can-

not be successfidly operated by fifteenth-century tars. Modern
guns require the highest education, training, and skill of an
American naval soldier. Modern farming requires altogether a
different kind of education, training, and skill than was required

one hundred yeais ago

to

make

it

successful.

Brainy as well as brawny farmers have made American farmit is.
No considerable tract of land was ever subdued
and cultivated by such an intelligent, energetic body of men as
have tilled the farms of the United States for 250 years or more.
Their intelligence and their energy was a prime factor in grasp-

ing what

ing

and developing the forces that for untold centuries have

awaited the hand of intelligent man, and their continued

intelli-

and energy will ever be this country's safeguard in
material, political, and moral affairs.
When America was discovered, the Indian population of the
United States was about that of Cincinnati. It was all the popuUnder improved and imlation of that kind it would support.
proving agriculture in the hands of educated men and women, it
is destined to support many hundred millions of happy and prosperous people. It is destined to become, in the hands of an educated, intelligent, energetic people, the most prosperous, the most
powerful, and the most humane nation upon the face of the globegence,

skill,
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I cannot bring myself to close this address without a single

more especially as it relates to the New
England farmer, even though it may seem impertinent on the part
For a couple of centuries after the landof a stranger to do so.
ing at Plymouth the New England farmer, while subject to all
the hardships incident to a pioneer life, was without competitors.
At the close of the eighteenth century there began an immigration
into the Ohio valley of such amazing proportions as to cause genuine alarm on account of the loss of the fresh young blood of the
glance into the future,

Eastern

states.

In the fourth decade of the nineteenth century the construction

and railroads made it possible to send farm products
Thus began a competition between the
Western and Eastern farmer that has continued in ever-increasing
of canals

into the Eastern markets.

intensity almost,

if

not quite, to the present time, to meet which

have been necessary very material changes in farm methods on
the part of the

New

England farmer.

It

was

not,

however, until

the introduction of steam navigation by the lakes, and the combination of railroads in the trans-continental lines, which began in

1869, and the invention of the

self

binder, coincident with the

opening of the vast treeless plains west of Chicago, which for centuries

have lain ready for the plow, and on which millions of

bushels of wheat, oats, and corn could be produced by turning
the furrow, and millions of cattle and sheep could be raised with-

out cost for land, that the full force of this competition was
Still

another factor has deeply affected

New

England

felt.

agricul-

" Everything seemed to be changed after the war," was

ture.

made by one of your former citizens. To
many a farm home sent a son who never returned.
The war depleted many a village of its best blood. The South is

the

comment

recently

save the Union

not the only part of the United States that

is

just recovering

from

the war.

Last

May

I had the following to say concerning the general

outlook for agriculture in the United States
fifty

:

"

Two hundred and
By

years ago the Puritans started in to subdue a continent."

eighteen hundred the United States nowhere touched the Gulf of

Mexico and nowhere crossed the Mississippi, much less had our
and our civilization reached these limits. By 1850
we had acquired our present continental territorial limits, Alaska

agriculture
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West and Northwest was

yet an undiscovered country.

agriculturally

In 1875 central Iowa, at present

one of the finest agricultural areas in the world, was a wilderness.

we have swept

Since that time

We

operations.

the continent with our agricultural

have rolled up against the Pacific coast with such

force that the shock has sent us thousands of nailes across the
sea.

The elements
great,

fertile,

that have entered into the problem have been a

treeless,

admirably adapted

and

easily

subdued plain

a climate

in

one of which, maize,

to cereal productions,

produces twice the food per acre of any cereal

known

to the

America improved
machinery, including the steel plow, the mower, the self binder
and the thresher transcontinental steam transportation and a
people of high intelligence and great energy.
nations

civilized

before the discovei'y

of

;

;

;

Do

all

the elements in the problem

The animals upon

still

exist

?

Let us look a

and ranches of the United
States increased with such rapidity between 1875 and 1892 that
in the latter year we had, not only the largest number of animals,
but much the largest number in proportion to population Ave have

moment.

had

the farms

in forty years.

Now

Since that time the

look at the other side of the shield.

animals upon the farms and ranches of the United States have
decreased with such almost lightning rapidity that in 1900, eight
years later, we had not only
portion to

The

less,

but

much

population than we have had

at

less, live

any time

stock in pro-

in forty years.

increase in acreage of cultivated crops between 1870 and

1890 was likewise greater than the increase

in population.

The

increase in acreage of cultivated crops in the past thirty years

is

was the total acreage in 1870. In other words, we
have subdued more of Nature to the uses of man since 1870 than
we had been able to do in the two centuries of our history hitherto.
In the last thirty years we have doubled our population and we

greater than

have more than doubled the area of our cultivated crops. Shall
we be producing two blades of grass in the place of one that

grows to-day when the population has again doubled ? Or will
our inability to produce the two blades prevent population from
doubling ? It is not here asserted that the two blades of grass
wiU be produced. I believe, however, it is possible to do so, but
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if it is to

than

be done

found

in a vastly different

keep up with the increasing population
the

in

way

tliirty years.

any immediate evidence that the cultivated area may

Is there
fail to

must be accomplished

it

has been done in the past

it
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The

Washington.

Department

of the

statistics

?

The evidence

is

Agriculture

at

of

cultivated area has not actually decreased, as

has the number of farm animals, but the area has decreased in
proportion to population about ten per cent, since 1890, and

now

in proportion

less,

than

to population,

it

is

has been at any

time in twenty years.

But how can

this

be

Regard for a moment our unparalleled

?

the effect of a decrease in acreage, by all

prosperity.

If this

means

have some more decrease.

let us

is

decade of the seventies has
as during the years

1895

this

to

The

Not

the seasons have been propitious.

reply

simply that

is

since the last half of the

country had such yields per acre

1899.

In no other

five

years since

has the farmer received such large returns in crops for labor

A single illustration will indicate what this really
means: The average yield of corn per acre for the five years,

expended.

1895

to

1899

than for the

inclusive,

was three and two tenths bushels more

five years just

This

preceding that period.

is

an

This means an annual increase of

increase of fourteen per cent.

250,000,000 bushels of corn from the same acreage,

—

if

used in

more than half enough to bread the nation. All
the golden metal mined in the same period in the United States
place of wheat

would not begin
grain,
It

—the

to

buy to-day merely the increase in

gift of prodigal

this

golden

Nature.

would be indeed pleasing in this connection to relate that
in yield had resulted from the investigation of our

this increase

experiment stations and teachings of our agricultural colleges.

To make

make the wish father of
may have modified slightly,

such a statement would be to

the thought.

Doubtless such agencies

and when the teachings of the

stations

have been put

in general

practice will largely affect the result, but as surely as the rains
fall

and the

seasons.

frosts

Some

fine

come, we

may

morning we

heads of our (no breakfast

expect a series of unpropitious
will

wake up

to find the scare

complete without

it) newspaper
have been changed, and that accounts of wars and industrial
is

combinations have been relegated to the second page.
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A few
to this

days ago a gentleman wrote me from Chicago referring
prophecy and the alarming drought which was prevailing

throughout the West, that I might,

if

conditions

continued, be

subject to the treatment accorded the Salem witches.
If the statements

which I have made are the

lieve they cannot be controverted,

ditions

it is

facts,

and I be-

obvious that the old con-

which have prevailed for nearly three centuries are

The day

for-

highway robbery agriculture has passed.
The Eastern farmer will no longer have the same fierce competition from the Western farmer. The West now has its own to care
The Eastern farmer must prepare to feed his own great
for.
cities more fully than he has ever done before.
ever gone.

These

of

New England

science and the

characterized

unknown, and

hills

and

valleys,

intelligence, energy

its citizens,

will be

and

made

through the teachings of
thrift that

have always

to bring returns hitherto

their blessings shall flow to all

mankind.

OLD HOME WEEK.

OLD HOME WEEK, AUG.

17-24,

1901.

ANNUAL MEETING.
A

well-attended and enthusiastic meeting of the

New Hamp-

Old Horns Week Association was held in Concord, April 17.
The report of the secretary showed forty-four Old Home Week
meetings held in the state in 1899, and seventy-six in 1900. The
reports made by the delegates at the annual meeting indicate that
shire

a meeting can be held with but slight expense

After
to

have Old

Home Week

if

so desired.

was unanimously voted
commence this, and subsequent years,
August, which brings it August 17 to

full consideration of the

matter

upon the third Saturday in
24 inclusive this year. The following
1901:

it

officers

were elected for

President.

Ex-Gov. Fraxk W. Rollins,

Concord.

Vice-Presidents.

Joseph B. Walker
Joseph D. Roberts

Concord.
Rollinsford.

Chakles B. Hott
Charles McDaniel
T. Nelson Hastings
George T. Ckuft

Sandwich.
Springfield.

Walpole.

Bethlehem.

Gordon Woodbury
True L. Norris

Manchester.

Portsmouth.

.

Richard Pattee
Sidney B. Whittemore
.

New Hampton.
Colebrook.

Treasurer.

Harry H. Dudley

Concord.
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Secretary.

Nahum

Bacheldeb

J.

.

.

.

Concord.

Executive Committee.

Edward

N. Pearson
William H. Stinson
Henry H. Metcalf

CITY

....
....
....

Concord.

Dunbarton.
Concord.

AND TOWN CELEBRATIONS.
AN DOVER.

H.A.Weymouth; vice-presidents, W. A. Bachelder,
Carr secretary, W. A. Shaw treasurer, E. B. Merrill.

President,
C. E.

;

;

" I cannot recall a day in

Andover

so enjoyable and full of intown historian in reference to Old Home Day,
1901. The week began with huge bonfires Saturday evening upon
Kearearge, Tucker mountain, Cilley hill, and the Plains. Sunday
morning Rev. T. J. Lewis preached an appropriate sermon, and
in the evening a layman's meeting was held.
Dr. H. A. Weymouth presided, a chorus choir of town singers furnished music,
and addresses were made by W. A. Bachelder, Deacon Weymouth
of Laconia, W. B. Durgin, and N. J. Bachelder.
Wednesday
terest," said the

was Old

Home

Day.

The attendance was

the largest on record,

almost every house in the place showing bunting and

flags,

while

Bryant's grove, where the exercises were held, was very prettily

trimmed.
its

The Franklin Military Band furnished music.

After

concert in the morning at the grove, Prof. C. L. Clay read

let-

from former residents, among them E. M. Edmunds, Butte,
Mont.
Charles W. Watson,
F. L. Batchelder, Stafford, Conn.

ters

;

;

and Dr. F. P. Batchelder, Boston, Mass. At
noon dinner was served to three hundred in the grove, and twice
Greenville,

as

111.

;

many enjoyed

a basket picnic.

The

exercises of the afternoon,

conducted by President Weymouth, were as follows

Rev. T. J. Lewis

;

short addresses

the oldest resident of the town
try of Hooksett

;

;

:

Prayer by

by John R. Eastman, Jesse Baker,
Rev. Lyman Hall, Richard Lan-

John Wesley Bean, Rev. Angelo Hall, Frank J
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Morton, Charles L. Clay, N. B. Bryant, Rev. Luther

Bachelder, and others. The programme
was interspersed with music by the band, singing by the young
people of the town, and closed with the singing of " Auld Lang
Syne " by the audience, accompanied by the band. Another band
concert was given on Church square in the evening, followed by
fireworks, illuminations, and an Old Home Day ball in Union

Keneston,

W. Adams

hall.

ATKINSON.
President,

Herbert N. Sawyer

Emerson, George A. Page
Miss M. A. Page

;

;

;

George E.

vice-presidents,

secretary, J.

M. Goodrich

executive committee,

treasurer.

;

Herman Noyes, Mrs.

Lucy E. Nesmith, Eugene E. Sawyer.
Atkinson's first celebration of Old Home Week was in 1901,
and the result surpassed all expectations. On Sunday services
were held in the Congregational church, the speakers being Rev.
Joseph Kimball of South Hampton Rev. B. H. Morse of Centerville, Mass; Rev. Clarence Pike of Mansfield, Conn.; Rev. A. C.
;

and Francis Coggswell of CamThere was special music by the church choir,
assisted by Mrs. William Thornton of Somerville, Mass., and by
Tuesday was the day of
the Atkinson Grange male quartette.
the celebration, and those in attendance crowded the Academy

Swain

of

bridge,

Cambridge, Mass.;

Mass.

hall to the doors

A basket

and overflowed upon the grounds.

dinner was served at noon, followed by literary exercises, interspersed with music

by Edney's orchestra of Haverhill, Mass.

President Sawyer of the Old

Home Week

Association presided

over the carrying out of the following progi'amme
the Rev. A. C. Swain of Cambridge, Mass.

solo,

;

:

Invocation,
"

Our Dear

"Atkinson Fifty
Old Home," B. I. Page of Haverhill, Mass.
Years Ago," a paper written by William C. Todd and read by
Mrs. Grace N. Sawyer reading. Miss Elsie C. Whitaker solo,
;

;

"

The Old Home

of

My

;

Childhood," by

son of To-day," George P.

Dow

;

J.

original

Clark of Exeter, read by Mrs. Sawyer;
Friends of Long

Ago ? " Miss Abbie

M. Goodrich

;

"Atkin-

poem, by Sarah Noyes
solo,

"Where Are

the

F. Chandler of Haverhill,

remarks by the Rev. Joseph Kimball of South Hampton
reading, by Mrs. Robeson of Brookline,
Mass.; solo, "The Old Oaken Bucket," Miss Chandler.

Mass.

;

reading. Miss Whitaker

;

;

;
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At Alexandria
evening of Old

AGRICULTURE.

came on Wednesday
At Alton, on Thursday evening of

the annual lawn party

Home Week.

Home Week, a gathering was held at the town opera house,
with music, readings, and a " general social good time."

Old

BOSCAWEN.

Almon G. Harris;

vice-presidents, E. Raymond, J.
Frank L. Gerrish treasurer, George W.
Fisher; executive committee, John C. Pearson, E. H. Mattice,

President,

E. Colby

secretary,

;

;

Mrs. E. P. Carter.

Boscawen called her children home on Wednesday, and nearly
one hundred from beyond the town limits accepted the invitation.

The

" old-timers " of the

company were Col. Enoch Gerrish of
Concord and Charles Cogswell of Haverhill, Mass., while those
coming from the greatest distance were Rev. J. H. Larry and
family of Cumberland Gap, Tenn., and jMrs. E. W. Willard and
Flags waved welcome from end to end of

children of Toledo, O.

the mile-long, elm-shaded village street, and at the church a reception

was held for an hour prior to the basket dinner. After the
came the speech-making, Hon. John C. Pearson presiding.

picnic

Addresses were made by Rev. A. A. Berle of Brighton, Mass.
Rev. J. H. Larry of
Cumberland Gap, Tenn. Rev. Millard F. Johnson of Nashua
Rev. Harold E. Wilson of Middletown, Conn. Dr. A. C. Alexander, and Col. John C. Linehan.
The last named spoke upon
Prof. Clarence Carroll of Worcester, Mass.

;

;

;

the town's military record, showing that a majority of the adult

males of

tlie

enrolled

"The

town served

War

in the Civil

in the

War

in the

of the Revolution,

one hundred and forty-eight Boscawen

Union

and that

men were

Rev. Dr. Berle's subject was

service.

Town," and he urged his
money and build your home and make
your own town. Keep up the school and

Rehabilitation of the Country

hearers to "spend your

your improvements

in

be willing to be taxed for

it,

and count the school teacher's salary

Make

as the best investment possible.
of the past live again in the

women who
England.

shall

new

stream from

the magnificent traditions

race of capable

this

town

young men and

to the colleges of

New

Ally our church with every forward movement, and

do not hesitate

new power and

to try experiments, if these are needful, to
vitality into the life of

bring

both church and town.

:
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the town meetings,

Provide for frequent meetings other than

where matters can be discussed

in

a general way, and where

various ideas can be brought to the attention of the people."

BRIDGEWATER.
President, Albion B. Dalton

secretary, J. E. Fifield.

;

Bridgewater had a lofty and

on Bridgewater or Peaked

Wednesday was

hill.

Home Day, and

annual Old

far-visible bonfire

the attendance

Saturday night
the town's third

was large and the
At noon

In the forenoon baseball was played.

enjoyment great.

two hundred people partook of dinner

W.

town

hall,

The

exercises of the afternoon

Rev. L.

in the beautifully-trimmed

Warren

Prescott of

giving the invocation.

were presided over by Albion B.
Dalton, and included addresses by Luther B. Pillsbury, Somer-

ville,

Mass.;

Rev. Austin S. Garver, Worcester, Mass.;

Joseph L. Boardman, Newton, Mass.
minster, Mass.

;

Rev. Lucien

W.

;

Rev.

Daniel B. Martin, Leo-

Prescott,

Warren

;

Albert P.

Worthen, Boston, Mass. Prof. George H. Brown, Cambridge,
Mass. and E. K. Marsh, Waltham, Mass. Songs were given by
the choir and by Effie Phinney Mudge, and recitations by Caro;

;

line

Foye Flanders.

Philadelphia, Pa.

;

Letters were read from Levi D. Brown.

F. A. C. Nichols, Sacramento, Cal.

Webster, North Wilbraham, Mass.

;

and

J. S.

W.

;

P.

Brown, Crete, Neb.

BROOKLINE.
Brookline's Old
attended, and

all

Home Day

picnic at

Lake Potanipo was

well

present seemed imbued with the spirit of the

day, recalling sweet memories of the long ago.

The programme

Address of welcome, Pres. Martin A. Rockwood
prayer, Rev. H. J. Foote singing, *'Auld Lang Syne " address

consisted of

:

;

;

and original poem. Rev. John Thorpe; singing; address, Rev.
H. J. Foote singing addresses, George Henry Jefts of Fitchburg, Mass., and Col. William H. Stinson of Goffstown
song,
" Home, Sweet Home." Potato, sack, and running races were
participated in, Eddie O'Heren being the victor in all three, and
Master Arthur Nye secured the prize in the tub race, competing
•with Master Harry Powers.
;

;

;

At

the next meeting of the Brookline grange an interesting dis-

cussion was held as to the future of Old
benefits that have resulted

from

it

Home Week and

in the past.

the
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The Bedford

Ladies' Circle held an " old

home gathering

" un-

some time previous to Old Home Week. Bonfires were kindled in Belmont at the appointed hour at Gardner's
grove and in the Jamestown district. Bow ushered in the week
der

auspices

its

with one of the largest bonfires in the state on Pleasant
hill,

place
the

named

so

is

fire,

View

honor of Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy, whose birth-

in

Many people came from a distance
at its foot.
and songs were sung and a corn roast enjoyed.

to see

CANDTA.

The Candia

club

is

an organization whose membership

is

limit-

ed to natives and residents of Candia, and which holds semi-an-

Home Week and in Boston
some time during the winter. Its 1901 summer gathering was
held on Thursday of Old Home Week and was a great success.
Nearly two hundred members of the club were present during the
exercises which began with a reception in Moore's hall and the
adjacent grove from 10 A. M. to 1 p. m., followed by dinner at
nual meetings, at Candia during Old

W, Sargent conducted the post-prandial
which began with a poem by Sam Walter Foss, the huAnother poem was read by Wilson
morist, a native of Candia.
Palmer and written by Mrs. Walter Dolbeer, who is over eighty
1:30.

President Jesse

exercises,

Her grandson. Master Langley, also participated
programme, giving a recitation. Mrs. Francis D. Rowe
read still another poem, vocal selections were rendered by Mrs.
Hattie Lane, of Haverhill, Mass., and addresses were made by
Wilson Palmer, of Lexington, Mass., Luther Emerson and Alanson Palmer, of New York city, the Rev. Mr. Curtis, pastor of
the Congregational church, the Rev. Charles Hubbard, of Boxford, Mass., and Representative Moses F. Emerson, of Candia.

years of age.
in the

CANTERBURY.

At Uplands,
Thursday

of

in

Old

the

town

Home Week

of Canterbury, there

was held on

a reunion of all the families con-

nected with the old Hill's Corner school

district.

An

attendance

two hundred resulted and the occasion was one of great pleaThere are now nine school children in this district, but
sure.
once there were one hundred, and two families on one occasion
It is resent nineteen children to school in an old pung sleigh.
of

I
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lated that

ed

when the

last

one had disembarked a bystander shout-

" Better shake the buffaloes, there

:
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may

be another in there."

After a splendid picnic dinner such anecdotes as this were told by
the score in the

Worsted church,

of wide

the exercises of the afternoon were held.

and unique fame, where
Hon. James O. Lyford,

naval officer of the port of Boston, presided, and the speakers included Col.
of

Belmont

Thomas
;

Cogswell, of Gilmanton

of Sturbridge, Mass.,

friends, solos

"

The

First Set-

Letters were read from absent

were given by Mrs. Alida Cogswell True and John

Glines, and recitations

Mabel

;

who read a paper upon

and Their Homesteads."

tlers

Hon. E. C. Bean,
and L. B. Chase,

;

Rev. C. F. Roper, of Winchester

by Master George Peverly

Dow and

Miss

Ingalls.

CHESTER.
E. Robie vice-presidents, Nathan GoldEdwards secretary, George A. Hosley treaGeorge S. West executive committee, Addison Bean, W.

President, Francis

;

smith, A. F. B.
surer,

;

;

;

B. Underbill, Charles J. Eastman.

Chester was favored with auspicious weather conditions for

Old

Home Day

on Thursday, and the attendance was large.

its

At

An hour
formed on the square, with George A. Hosley
as marshal, the Derry brass band furnishing music and Bell post,
G. A. R., acting as escort. The line of march was to Tiiayer's
field, where athletic sports were contested, the winners being as

9 A. M. the church bells began a half-hour's ringing.
later a procession

follows

:

Wilcomb, second
second

;

second

;

Woodbury Marston,

Four-mile bicycle race,

Purington, second

;

;

100-yard dash,
shot put, J.

W.

W.

E. Spragg,

Chesbro,

men's potato race, Orvin Warren,
boys' potato race,

Fred

Bartlett,

first,

first,

first,

first,

first,

W.

Roy

A, H.

T. Owen,

Harris West,

Clarence Johns,

second.

At noon the procession reformed and marched to Wilcomb's
common where a bountiful collation was served, followed by a
band concert. At 1 p. m., President F. E. Robie introduced as

W. Morse, of Boston, and his remarks
were followed by the Rev. George S. Chase, of Warren, Me.,

orator of the day George

Gerry Hazelton, of Milwaukee, Wis., George W. Stevens, N, S.
Morse and others. These exercises were interspersed with selections by the band and singing by the Eureka quartette consisting
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W.

of Messrs. C.

W.

The

Smith.

W. Quimby, W. L. Martin, aud E.
number on this programme was the sing-

Scribner, J.
closing

ing of an original ode written for the occasion by the president of
the Old

Home Day

Association.

CHICHESTER.
Charles E. Garvin
vice-presidents, Herbert T.
George M. Murray secretary, John L. T. Shaw treaCharles A. Langmaid
executive committee, Walter S.

President,

;

Leavitt,
surer,

;

;

;

Langmaid, Otis T. Maxfield, Oliver F. Davis.
Old Home Week was observed for the first time in Chichester
by the lighting of a fire on Garvin's hill, Saturday evening, August 17, from which place over thirty fires could be seen in the

On

neighboring towns.

the afternoon of August 24 the citizens

assembled at the town hall to greet the returning sons and daughters of Chichester

and

to listen to

consisting of prayer, Rev.

President Charles E. Garvin

;

music,

Harry Foss Lake, of Pembroke
Jr., of

band

;

address,

piano solo, Mrs. Elisha James,

;

address, Henry H. Metcalf, of Concord;
poem, Jeremy L. Sanborn
address Rev. Elislia
of Concord
music, Pittsfield band reading, Mrs. Lila

Brookline, Mass.

Williins,

address of welcome.

;

Pittsfield

;

Home

Old

M.

a very interesting programme,

James Riclimond

;

;

;

Frencli, of Pittsfield

and Truman Maxfield,

;

remarks,

W. A.

of Pittsfield.

Swain, of Lynn, Mass.,

Col.

True Sanborn, a

vet-

eran who won distinction for himself and did honor to his native

War, made some very interesting remarks and
taken by him from the battle-field. America
was then heartily sung by all. After a benediction by Rev. Mr.
Patterson of the M. E. church the band played several selections
On account of
in the open air while supper was being served.
rain in the evening, the illumination, band concert, and fire works,
town

in the Civil

exhibited

many

which were

to

relics

have been held at the Garvin Hill farm, were omit-

ted.

CONCORD.
President,

ning

;

Harry G. Sargent
George H. Moses
;

secretary,

Concord's third and best Old

vice-president, Charles R. Cor;

treasurer, William F. Thayer.

Home Day

celebration was held

on Tuesday, almost the entire city suspending
for the occasion.

The

its

exercises were held at the

week-day

life

Concord State
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Fair grounds and the Concord street railway put
the crowds in attendance.

The

new branch
accommodate

its

to the grounds into use for the first time in order to

literary exercises were held in

the forenoon, beginning at 11 o'clock, and were called to order

by

Mayor Sargent who introduced Judge Charles R. Corning as presiding officer.
The principal address was given by Winston
Churchill, of Plainfield, who spoke upon " The Backward Wave
Other speakers were Hon. George A. Marden,

of Emigration."

Judge Alvah K. Potter, of Lockport, N. Y.,
The last named gentleman sad that
and Kon. N. J. Bachelder.
Old Hjnie Week "means a closer relation with the world by a
of Lowell, Mass.,

who have wandered
means kindling anew the fires of love and regard for
the old farm home, that have been smouldering in the hearts of
the absent sons and daughters since wandering away from the
sort of telephonic connection with our people

away.

It

*********

parental roof.

"It means a better appreciation by our own citizens of the
advantages that surround them. We have heard so much about

who have emigrated from
who have failed, that
among our young people that

the success of the bright boys and girls

New

Hampshire, and so

the idea has

about those

little

become too prevalent

they must go to other localities

assemble upon Old
as

we have here

shire society

if

Home Week and

to-daj',

tliey

listen

would succeed.

extolling the character of

and the rugged grandeur

We

to eloquent speeches

New Hamp-

of her granite hills.

The

old farm seems dearer to us, the opportunities for our abilities

more numerous, and the old
on earth after

all.

New

Hampshire home the best spot

This appreciation

will lead to better roads,

of our grand natural
and a more liberal policy on the part of the state in
supporting roads and schools and in making the industrial advanIt means a better state."
tages of the state known.

better rural

schools,

better

apnreciation

scenery,

In the afternoon the

New

England Amateur Athletic Union

annual championship games on the grounds as a part of
the Old Home Day programme, with a tremendous crowd in
held

its

attendance.

In the evening a brilliant display of fireworks closed

the celebration.

The Second Regiment band furnished music

throughout the day.
7

;
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COR?aSH.

Executive committee.

W. H.

Child, Josiah Davis,

George L.

Deming.

The

Old People's Assowas held on Wednesday of Old Home Week
Twice as many people attended as
in the Congregational church.
ever before, there being by actual count 570 present, of whom 300
were over 50 years of age, more than half being from out of town.
ciation

twenty-fifth anmial gathering of the
of Cornish,

Nine over 80 years

of

age were present, the oldest being 87.

The forenoon was devoted to a reception and a bountiful repast
was served at noon. The afternoon programme opened with an
anthem by the choir, followed by Scripture reading and remarks
by Rev. W. F. Grant, and prayer by Rev. C. V. French. W. H.
Child gave the address of welcome and Rev. M. J. Duncklee the
Short addresses were made by Rev. J. W. Williams,
response.
Maiden, Mass. Hon. Alfred Comings, Cairo, 111. and Wallace
P. Thrasher, Plainfield. Letters were read from Hon. S. L.
Powers, Boston J. T. Breck, Lebanon Rev. James Rowell,
Hon. S. S. Robinson, Michigan, and others. Poems
California
were contributed by Miss Carrie Gay, North Charlestown l\lrs.
Ira Rowell, Claremout Mrs. H. M. Ayers, Hartsgrove, Ohio;
and Mrs. Moore, of Hudson, Mass. and songs by Mrs. Helen
Bates, of New York city, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Hook, of Warner,
Mrs. O. S. Bagbee, of Meriden, and a male quartette. W. H.
Child read the obituary record of the year and Rev. Mr. Wellman
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

offered the benediction.

CllOTDON.
President, Steven

W.

Gilraan; vice-president,

secretary and treasurer, Milon C. Cooper

Steven

W.

;

Edgar W. Davis

executive committee,

Gllman, Milon C. Cooper, Jolin'C. Loverin.

Croydon opened Old Home Week with several bonfires, the
largest on Pennyroyal hill. Tuesday was the day for celebration,
and by noon six hundred sons and daughters of the town had
Dinner was served at 12 o'clock and at 2 the
assembled.
exercises were held in the church, which was beautifully decorated
with flowers. Steven W. Gilman presided with grace and dignity
over the carrying out of the following programme Prayer, by
Rev. Mr. Matthews, of Grantham the reading of letters by the
:

;
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clerk of the association,

M.

C. Cooper, from
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Asa

AV. Davis, Rev.

L. H. Elliot, and others, in response to invitations extended to
attend the meeting

;

address of welcome by Rev. Mr. Heath,

pastor of the Croytlon church
Sibley of a

poem

by Mrs. Frank A.

the reading

;

Edward A. Jenks

written by

;

statistics

regard-

ing the aged people of Croydon, accompanied by appropriate re-

Mabel A. Sargent; cornet solo by Rev. IMr.
Heath; a select reading by Mrs. Fred Putnam, of Lowell; a song
by Gustavus Allen a duet by Mrs. E. B. Cutting and Mrs. A.
W. Cutting, daughters of the late Dr. Williams Barton a solo by
Mr. Rice, of Worcester, Mass. tlie address of the occasion by
Mrs. Augusta Cooper Bristol, of New Jersey remarks by James
B. McGregor, of North Newport, who was one hundred years old
September 6, and by Wilbur H. Powers, of Boston. These
exercises were interspersed with singing by the Croydon choir,
with Miss Mabel Cooper as accompanist, and also several selections
by a quartette composed of E. J. Richardson, Miss Alice Ransom,
marks, by Mrs.

;

;

;

;

,

and Mrs. Richardson,
Grantham.

At West Canaan

and

Newport,

of

the village

common was

decorated and a

play of fireworks given at the opening of Old

Canaan a basket

picnic

Hanaford.

Dr.

of

dis-

Home Week.

At

was given on Wednesday, by the M. E.

Sunday-school.

DANBURY.

The

ladies of the Baptist Benevolent Society, at

an Old

Home Week

which was a

fair

Danbury, held

on Thursday afternoon and evening,

gi-eat success in

every particular, one hundred dollars

being netted for the benefit of the church.

The

hall

was decor-

ated with bunting, and contained handsome booths of various

The programme included addresses by Dr. Gile

descriptions.

New

of

London, Stillman Clark, and Dr. L. V. Knapp flute solo,
M. A. Paris: recitation, Mrs. Celestia Eastman; and grapho-

phone

;

selections

by George Bean of Boston.
DEERFLELD.

President,
S.

Robinson

John
;

J. Cilley

;

executive committee, George
Swett.

vice-presidents, J.

secretary, C. R.

Brown

;

H. Morrison, John

treasurer, E. T.

W. Brown, James H.

Chase

Prescott,

;

Byron

;

84
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Bonfires on
Deerfield.
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Mount Delight

hills

ushered in Old

Home Week

Sunday, and Tuesday

all

hands, to the number of six hundred,

The

joined in a basket picnic at Vesey's grove, Pleasant pond.

Epsom

brass band discoursed music

Eppings played baseball, and a large
to all

in

Religious services were held morning and evening on

who wished.

John

all

day, the Deerfields and

flotilla

gave a free boat ride

J. Ciliey, the president of the association,

George W.
Brown, Charles W. Prescott of Raymond, John H. Burbank of
Boston, George and Carl French of Danvers, Dr. Towle and WV. B. Tilton of Deerfield, and others. Mrs. Lewis Prescott and
acted as master of ceremonies, and the speakers were

Miss Young also entertained the audience with

:

select readings.

A

double quartette rendered selections specially fitting for the occa-

much to the enjoyment of all, and the songs sung by the
French brothers and a friend were particularly amusing.

sion,

five

DERRY.
President, George S. Rollins
secretary, O. S. Bartlett
tive committee, Charles

;

;

vice-president, Alvin J.

treasurer, William J.

W.

Kingsbury

Seavey
;

execu-

Abbott, C. S. Campbell, Charles Bart-

lett, Volney H. Moody, F. J. Shepard, E. W. Rowe, H. A. Hill,
John E. Webster, Mrs. E. N. Whitney, Miss Messer, Miss E.
Bertha Clark, Mrs. Sarah Frye, S. Howard Bell, Madame Hen-

rietta E.

Drake.

Darry celebrated on Saturday, August 24, at the pavilion on the
President George S. Rollins
shores of Beaver or Tsienneto lake.
called the gathering to order at 10 30 in the morning, and Rev.
Richard T. Wilton offered prayer. After a selection by the Rossini Ladies' quartette of Manchester, the address of welcome was
given by Judge C. W. Abbott. Other speakers were Rosecrans
:

W.

John C. Chase, Capt. L. R. Pillsbury, James P.
Henry S. Warner, Mark F. Hill, and William T. Morse.
After more music by the quartette and the Derry brass band, the
meeting adjourned for dinner. The afternoon was given over to
Pillsbury,

Callalian,

the former residents, and a committee elected in the morning,

William P. Clark of Nashua, Charles
J.

Warren Bailey

for organization

presidents, J.

:

of Somerville,

made

W.

Hill of Springfield,

President, Charles 'M. Floyd of Manchester

Warren

and

the follownng apjjointments
;

vice-

Bailey of Somerville, Mass., and John L.

;
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Cunningham

of Boston,

Mass.

;

secretary, Mrs. F. J.

executive committee, Fannie Webster
Tyrie.

85
Shepard

Ray and Mattie Brown

In the absence of Mr. Floyd the meeting was presided
Bailey of Somerville, Mass. Prayer was

over by J. Warren

offered by Rev. George S. Chase of

made a

Warren, Me.

pleasing address of introduction, and

speakers of the afternoon were

Mass.; Mrs.

Myra Clark

P. Dickey, of Milton

Henry Cunningham,

;

:

Rev.

Thomas

of Boston, Mass.

;

the other

Tyrie, of Attleboro,

Grinnell, of Beloit, Wis.

N. C. Randlett,

Mr. Bailey

among
;

Rev.

of Haverhill, Mass.

Myron
;

Rev.

Mrs. Sponsey Hutchinson,

On Sunday. August 25, Old
were preached by Rev. Thomas Tyrie and by Rev.

of Kansas, and others.

Home seimons
J. W. Adams.

DUNBARTOX.

Home Day was Saturday, August 24.
was as enjoyable, though not as elaborate, as its predecessors,

Dunbarton's third Old
It

and the rain late in the afternoon cut short a very pleasing programme. The Dunbarton band, James Gregory, leader, gave a
concert before dinner which was partaken of in true picnic fashion.
After dinner came baseball and other sports and the speaking,
which was presided over by John B. Ireland, president of the day.
Prayer was offered by Rev. W. A. Bushee, and addresses made
by Rev. E. O. Jameson of Boston, Joseph Burnham of Chicago,
Rev. T. C. H. Bouton of Henniker, Senator Henry E. Burnham
of Manchester, Col. John G. Crawford of Manchester, and Col.
William H. Stinson of Goffstown. A number of Old Home Week

from out of town were present, while among the old people
met were three couples over eighty years of age, Col. and Mrs.
Samuel B. Hammond. Mr. and Mrs. Moses Hadley, and Mr. and
visitors

Mrs. John O. Merrill.
EPSOM.
President,

Warren Tripp;

win R. Yeaton

M. Towle

;

Heath, True

;

secretary, J.

H. Dolbeer

all

;

treasm-er,

executive committee, Walter H. Tripp, Mrs. R.

W.

W.

Center.

Epsom's third observance of the Old
was held in Tennant's grove at Short
surpassed

EdBenjamin

vice-presidents, Dariel Yeaton,

expectations in the

way

Home Week
Falls,

anniversary

on Wednesday, and

of attendance

and enthusiasm.
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The Epsom

brass

AGRICULTURE.

band furnished music throughout the day, and

au excellent dinner was served under the supervision of the

For the

ladies.

the afternoon J. H. Dolbeer called the gath-

exercises of

and Rev. Mr. Blue made the opening prayer.

ering to

order,

Clayton

H. Fowler gave the address of welcome, and then the

programme was placed in the hands of the president of the day,
The Old Oaken Bucket" was sung, and an interWarren Tripp.
''

esting sketch of the old meeting-house and

Mrs. Blake Cass, was read by

J.

service, written

its

by

Then followed a

H. Dolbeer.

by Gen. John B. Sanborn, of St. Paul, Minn., a
Epsom, who made a plea that in some way the bones of
Major Andrew McClary, who fell at Bunker Hill, be removed to
Epsom, and a monument erected to the memory of that Revolu-

felicitous address

native of

At the close of his address Rev. M. Tetley sang a
and a poem, written for the occasion by Mrs. R. W. Heath,

tionary hero.
solo,

was read by

INIrs.

Burnham, of Manchester,
White sang a duet.
Franklin, George Abbott of Con-

James Tripp.

E.

J.

delivered an address, and Misses Leighton and

Brief addresses by John
cord,

Lang

of

and others followed, and the formal exercises closed

singing of "

My

Childhood's

v/ith the

Home."

FITZWILLIAM.
President, George

L.

Byam

ecutive

;

H. Fairbanks;
A. Boyce

secretary, Z.

committee,

Chester

vice-presidents, E. L. Stone,
;

treasurer, C.

Phillij)s,

Haskell

;

ex-

Webster

Firmin,

Julius

Towne.
Fitzwilliam's

Old

Home Day

Avas

Thursday, but on the previous

evening former pupils of grammar school No.
a reunion with one hundred and

musical and literary programme was given

Mrs. Helen Smytherman Fisher

;

5, in the

present.

fifty

town, held

The following
.

Instrumental mxisic,
singing, " Home Again," by
:

Mrs. C. D. Bigelow, Grace Putney, Mrs. Hattie Cummings,
Andrew Lawton, and Edward Fairbanks piano and cornet accom;

paniment by Mrs. Laurence and Leroy Gilson prayer, Rev. John
address of welcome, Hon. A. Blake
response, Evard
Colby
Whittemore. of Hudson, Mass. speeches, John M. Parker and
;

;

;

;

Samuel Kendall. Interesting letters were read by Mrs. Hattie Davis
Cummings, from Mrs. Eunice Bryant Stannard, of Wisconsin
Henry W. Kendall, of Chicago George French, of Andover, Me
;

;

:

OLD ho:me week.
and T. D. Jenkins,
read letters from

of

W.

New

York.
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Miss Grace M. Putney also

Fannie
Webster Rugg, of Michigan Miss Julia A. Bradley, of East Jaffrey Cynthia Allen, Everett Bowman, of Lake Pleasant Sarah
A. Brown, of Lawrence, Kan. Anna Carter Blodgett, of Llano,
E. Dickinson, of Amherst, Mass.

;

;

;

;

;

Isaac F. Paul, of Boston Sarah Adams, of Byers, 111.
Percy A. Carter, of Armour, So. Dak. A reading, " Whistling
in Heaven," was given an effective rendering by Mrs. Sarah Carter
Whitcomb, and was warmly applauded. The regular programme

Tex.

;

;

;

closed with the singing by the quintette and audience of "

Auld
Frank Felch, brought up for
meeting's consideration the question of a permanent organiza-

Lang Syne."
the

tion.

It

The

was voted

presiding officer,

to

form such an organization, and the follow-

ing committee was elected to take the entire matter in charge

Frank Felch, D. H. Firmin, C. B. Peny, Hattie Haskell Davis,
M. Parker, Mrs. Ida L. B. Paul, and George A. Parker. The
exercises of the evening closed by the singing of " Come, Cheerful Companions."
On Thursday a basket picnic and general good
J.

time were the features of the day.
FRANCESTOWiN-.

Edson H. Patch vice-president, George K. Wood
Maria A. Richardson treasurer, Mrs. Emily Henexecutive committee, George F. Pettee, Dr. E. D.

President,

;

secretary. Miss

derson

;

;

;

Stevens, Mrs. P. L. Clark.

The town of Francestown combined its Old Home Day, on
Thursday, with the centennial of Francestown Academy, founded
in 1801, when there were but eleven dwellings in the village.
At
the semi-centennial, in 1851, the orator was Gen. Franklin Pierce.

On this occasion it was County

Solicitor James P. Tuttle, who gave
Edson PL Patch acted as master of
ceremonies, Rev. W. R. Cochrane offered prayer, and Mrs. Mabel
A. Bailey read a poem for the occasion by T. L. Bradford, of Philadelphia.
This was in the forenoon. At noon dinner was served
in the town hall to one hundred and fifty, after which the toastmaster, C. B. lioote, of Northampton, called upon the following
"The Science which Should Become our Country," Gen. C. C.
Andrews, of Minnesota; " The School Bell," J. A. Woodward, of
" The Old and the New," ex-Gov. David H.
Lyndebovough

a most interesting address.

:

;

;;
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Goodell, of Antrim " The Physicians," Dr. H. D. Gould, of New
" Ideals in Education," A. J. George, of the Newton
Boston
;

;

High school " Our Insurance Men," A. L. Keyes, of Milford
" The Boys of '61 to '65," Gen. C. W. Stevens, of Nashua "Old
Memories," Henry Manning poem, " The Academy," Mrs. F. A.
D. Atwood. On Friday, pupils in the academy under Prof. H. S.
;

;

;

In the morning

Cowell, held their fourth quinquennial reunion.

Professor Cowell called the

roll

and one hundred and

fifteen re-

Hon. E. W. H. Farnham gave the address of welcome,

sponded.

and Hon. George E. Bales, of Wilton, responded. Songs, recitaAfter dinner,
tions, and piano solos were also on the programme.
and a social hour, the exercises were resumed in tliis order Poem,
"Absurdity of Post-prandial Exercises," Mrs. Rebecca W. Marlowe " Our Family," C. S. Colburn " Our Doctors," Dr. A. J.
Todd, of Manchester; "Our Pedagogues," W. A. Woodward, of
Rockport, IMass. " The Twentieth Century Schoolmistress," Mary
:

;

;

;

L. Epps, of Athol, Mass.

;

"Our

Dentists," P.

W.

Soule, of

Mon-

"Newspaper Men," G. A. Chapin, of Woi'cester, Mass.
" Insurance Men," A. L. Keyes, of Milford "A Voice from the
Mountain Farm," Rosa Colburn Prescott, of Francestown " Our
Natives," Dr. J. P. Rand, of Monson, Mass. reading, Mrs. W.
solo, Mrs. John Woods, of ManRussell, of Merrimack, Mass.
son, Mass.

;

;

;

C

;

;

chester; violin obligato,

C.

A. L. Keyes, of Milford

Cummings and Mrs. Annie

day were brought to a close
old-fashioned sociable in the town hall.
cises

duet, Mrs. Ella

;

E. Heald, of Milford.

of the

in the

The

exer-

evening with an

FREEDOM.
President, S.

W. Fowler;

vice-presidents, E.

F. Huckins; secretary, E. T.

executive committee, George

Merrow
I.

;

I.

treasurer,

Towle, George
F. C. Tyler;

Philbrick, R. G. Foster,

W. A.

Bartlett.

Freedom had a diversified Old Home Week programme, one of
main features being three games of baseball, the home nine

the

beating Sanbornville and Kezar Falls, but losing to North Conway.
The presentation of the drama, " Comrades," was another entertaining

number on the programme.

On Sunday, Rev.

Week sermon

to

a large congregation.

Old

Home

J.

H. Mug-

Old Home
Night was ob-

ridge, pastor of the Christian church, preached the
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Prayer was offered by Rev. Mr. MugMusic was furnished by the Oberon quartette of Laconia,
and by Deveraux's orchestra of Kezar Falls, Me. Addresses
were made by Frank M. Bennett, Esq., of Holhs, Me., Hon. Frank
served Thursday evening.
ridge.

Wood,

C.

Kezar

and Dr. S. A. Mc Daniel, of
were read from absent friends who

of East Boston, Mass.,

Falls, Me.,

and

letters

were unable to attend.

FRANKLIN.

The

Christian church at Franklin recognized the spirit abroad

in the state,

W.

R9V. L.
ing,

among

by a service especially for the old people. The
Phillips,

pastor,

preached to a large congregation in the morn-

those present being twenty-five people over seventy

years of age, eight over eighty, and two over ninety.

In the

evening a praise service was led by the choir, past and present,
while the circumstances connected with the authorship of

hyms was given by

many

of

H. Powell spoke of the
music connected with the Christian church, where he served as
leader nearly fifty years.
Miss Clara E. Rowell gave a paper of
reminiscences, which was gathered from the older people, of the
the old

the pastor.

J.

changes in town and church since the church was

A letter from

J. P. Jewell, for

many

built in 1838.

years superintendent of the

Sunday-school, was read, and Mrs. Betsey Brown, ninety-four

years old, told in a clear and interesting

way her

recollections of

going to church in a log house, and later in a framed barn.

GRAFTON.
President, Burt

M. Valia
Barney

;

;

W. Dean;

secretary,

Willis

vice-presidents,

M. Hoyt

;

executive committee, Fred Gage,

Eben Gove, Henry
Almon H.

treasurer,

W.

C. Rollins,

Guy

C.

Haskins.

Eureka Grange, No. 69, of Grafton, chose August 22, as the
day of Old Home Week to celebrate with a basket picnic at
Davis's grove.
Lunch was served for visitors from out of town
and a programme of speaking and music was prepared, with
Congressman Cyrus A. SuUoway and Barron Shirley, Esq., of
Franklin, on the list of speakers.
Grafton band furnished music
during the day and after the exercises there were sports in the
best

village.

;
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GRANTHAM.

Home Week

was the date of a notable event
town of Grantham, the presentation of a
The
library building to the town by L. D. Dunbar of Enfield.
exercises of dedication were presided over by Dr. H. A. Hannaford, and were opened with prayer by Rev. C. T. Matthews.
Addresses were made by Attorney-General Edwin G. Eastman, of
Exeter, and by Hon. Wilbur H. Powers, of Boston, after which
the donor formally presented the library to the town and a speech
of acceptance was made by Rev. Mr. Matthews.

Wednesday

of

Old

in the history of the

GREENLAND.
President,

John Porter Weeks

Lord, Mrs. Isaac

W.

Gilbert P.

treasurer,

vice-presidents,

;

Carr; secretary,

Hoyt

;

executive

Miss M.
committee,

George W.
Holmes;

I.

Elmer

D.

Moulton, Charles H. Brackett, William M. Haines, William R.

Weeks, William A. Odell.
Greenland observed Old Home Day on Wednesday by a
A chowder
picnic at Weeks's grove, Bayside, an ideal place.
dinner was served at noon, after which there was a general social
good time the Strathams beat the Greenlands at baseball and
The Sunday previous a sermon
various sports were enjoyed.
appropriate to Old Home Week was i)reached by the venerable
;

Rev.

Edward

Gilford and
fires at the

Robie, D. D.

Gorham were among

the towns that lighted beacon

opening of the week, on Belknap mountain in Gilford

and on Mount Moriah in Gorham. Gilmanton come near to an
Old Home Week celebration in its fourth annual fair of the
Ladies' Aid Society, held at the old Smith meeting-house and the
adjoining grounds on Thursday, August 15. The twelfth reunion
of Company C, Sixteenth Regiment, New Hampshire Volunteers,
was held at Greenville on Tuesday of Old Home Week.

HANCOCK.
President,
secretary,

G.

F.

Weston;

Ware
Mrs. W.

Mrs. Minnie

executive committee,

George W. Goodhue.

vice-president,
;

treasurer,

E. Putnam,

Maro

S.

Brooks;

Mrs. Lewis Hunt

William D. Fogg,

.
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Hancock celebrated Old Home Day on Wednesday with a
by the Hancock cor-

picnic dinner in Goodhue's grove, a concert

net band and afternoon exercises in the church, presided over by

Weston, of Providence. R.

Prof. George F.

I.,

a

summer

resi-

dent.

Upon

taking the chair he

commanded

''

to take seats upon the platform

Deacon Henry Knight,

:

" the following persons

Rev. Albert Bowers, of Ohio

;

Deacon B, D. Hills, of
Columbus, O. Charles Pearson, of Brooklyn, N. Y. Rev. J. L.
Seward, of Keene Mr. Stephen Duncan, of Melrose Highlands,
Mass. Dr. W. H. Weston, of New York city Prof. Morris W.
Mathes, of Harvard College Rev. Will P. Hardy, of California.
Tiie exercises opened with a prayer by the chaplain of the day,
Rev. Albert Bowers address of welcome by the president singing, quartette, " The Old Oaken Bucket," Mrs. Putnam, Mrs.
Farly, Messrs. Robinson and Wliitaker address on forestry, with
especial reference to roadside embellishments, H. F. Robinson
original
duet, "Whispering Hope." Mrs. Putnam, Mr. Ferran
poem, by Mrs. Loie Whitcomb Willis, of Glenwood, N. Y. quarof Peterborough

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

" Only a

Dream

Old Home," Mrs. Farly, Mrs. Putnam, Messrs. Whitaker and Robinson banjo solo with encore.
Miss Lizzie Hay ward short addresses by gentlemen on the platform quartette, New England anthem composed for the occasion
by James Taviston and dedicated to Frank W. Rollins Mrs.
tette,

of the

;

;

—

;

—

Weston, Mrs. Putnam, Messrs. Whitaker and Robinson.

HANOVER.
President, John

M.

Fuller

William G. Hurlbutt

Edward P.

Storrs

B. Hurlbutt,

;

Henry

;

vice-presidents,

J.

Horace F. Hoyt,

Daniel B. Russell

executive committee,

;

treasurer,

Asa W. Fellows, Ozro

Weston.

Home Sunday was

Old

;

secretary,

observed in Hanover by appropriate

services at the historic college church.

On Wednesday

exercises

were held at Hanover Center, with at least four hundred present.
The morning was spent socially, with lunch at 1 P. m., and at

A

2 the formal programme.

Mrs. T.

Again

"

offered

W. Praddox, opened
;

Dr.

W.

J.

chorus, under the leadership of

the meeting with a selection "

prayer; John

JNI,

Fuller,

Home

Dartmouth College,
president of the Hanover Old

Tucker, president of

;;
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Home Week Association, delivered the address of welcome
Samuel W. Smith sang " Down on the Suwanee River " Dr. C.
E. Quimby, Dartmouth, '75, of New York, gave some very pleasant reminiscences of Hanover and its people as he knew them
Mrs. C. H. Hoyt sang " My Childhood's Home " Rev. J. E.
;

;

Badger, of Waitsfield, Vt., in his address laid much stress on the
value of the Old Home Week celebrations, in that by improving
the

home

chorus

they materially strengthened the country

life

sang " Jerusalem,

W.

my

Glorious

Home "

the

;

addresses

;

fol-

'65, of San Francisco
and Dorrance B. Currier, of
Hanover the audience sang " America." During the meeting
the seats of honor were occupied by twelve old residents of Han-

lowed by Mr.

D. Walker, Dartmouth,

Rev. H. A. Stimson, of

New York

;

;

whom was seventy-eight,
and the average age almost eighty-seven.

over, the youngest of
nine,

tlie

oldest eighty-

HENNIKER.
vice-presidents, Curtis B.
Edward N. Cogswell
George C. Preston secretary, John H. Falvey treasurer, Bion E. Gale
executive committee, David E. Huntington,
Arthur G. Preston, George H. Dodge, Jennie Noyes Dodge, Ade-

President,

;

Childs,

;

;

;

line F. Cogswell.

Home Week

Henniker was well started by a beautiful
On Sunday Rev. A. S. Walker, pastor
of the Congregational church, preached from the text, " Come
home with me and refresh thyself." Sons and daughters of the

Old

bonfire on

Craney

in

hill.

town from half a dozen
D. E. Burns

selection, orchestra

;

C. H. Bouton

;

solo,

Miss Julia M. Goss

Aim, and

"A Dream
;

The

returned for the week.

states

lowing programme was carried out on Wednesday
;

:

fol-

Prayer, Rev.

address of welcome. Rev. T.

of Paradise," with violin obligato,

reading, " Old

Home Week,

its

History,

Harry B. Preston; selection, orchestra adaddress, Willis
violin solo, Eugene Stone
dress, W. D. Fellows
G. Buxton singing, " When the Corn is Waving," E. F. Campbell and quartette
poem, Rev. N. F. Carter, read by Col. L. W.
Possibilities,"

;

;

;

;

;

Cogswell
addresses

;

selection,

orchestra

address. Dr. Jacob Scales

;

by former residents

;

singing " America,"

After the exercises there was an exhibition by the
ment.

;

short

audience.

fire

depart-

;
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HOLLIS.

Andrew H. Spaulding

President,

W.

Tenney, George

Albert F. Hildreth

treasurer,

;

vice-presidents,

Hardy, Marcellus
;

J.

executive

Powei's

Ralph E.
and

secretary

;

committee, Charles

W.

Hardy, Sullivan E. Kimball, Charles S. Spaulding.
Hollis's Saturday night bonfire was on Strathmore hill.
On
Sunday Rev. S. L. Gerould preached upon " Our Indebtedness to
the

Home." A reception was tendered the Old Home Week
Wednesday morning, at the town hall, and at 12:30 a

visitors

dinner was served

At

in the

lower hall to over three hundred people.

the close of the dinner, Mr. A. H. Spaulding, jjresident of the

day,

made

the address

welcome and introduced Rev.

of

S. L.

F. A. Hubbard, of Greenwich, Conn.,
toast, " Influences and Characteristics of the

Gerould as toastmaster.
responded in the

Old Homesteads." Dexter Greenwood, of Hoboken, N. J., spoke
on "The Environments and Achievements of our Fathers," and
was followed by Col. Melvin O. Adams, of Boston. Miss Hattie
M. Blood read a selection, and was followed by a song by the

The afternoon was
wound up with a
Nashua and the Hollis nine. The

This closed the exercises in the

choir.

hall.

given to out-door sports of various kinds, which

game between

baseball

Woman's

the

Relief Corps gave an entertainment in the evening at

the hall, which consisted of reading by Miss Bertha L. Colburn,

Trow

music by the

sisters of

The

three-act drama, "

Nashua, and the presentation of the
Thursday evening the

Ugliest of Seven."

alumni of Hollis high school held their triennial reunion.

HOPKINTON.
President, H. G. Chase, of Chicago,
J.

W.

Tingley,

Concord

;

delpliia.

Pa.

S.

Rev. Louis Ellms,

111.

Rev.

recording secretary. Prof. A.

Kimball

;

;

;

vice-presidents.

Thomas

W.

Rev.

Drumm,

of

Goodspeed, of Phila-

corresponding secretary, C. C. Lord
directors, T. J.

J.

;

Putney, chairman, and

treasurer, J.
fifty others.

Hopkinton people held a basket picnic on Thursday, in Chase's
After dinner a permanent organization was effected, and

grove.

President Chase, after a brief introductory address, introduced as
the speakers

of

the day, Rev. G. H. Tilton, of

Rev. Louis Ellms, of Hopkinton

;

C.

C

Woburn, Mass.

Lord, historian of the
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town

of

Hopkinton

who read an

;

Mrs. Harriet S. C. Atwater, of Philadelphia,

poem

and H. H. Kimball, of Washington,
was read from Hon. R. H. Tewkshury, of
Lawrence, Mass., and after the benediction by Rev. Mr. Ellms the
company dispersed. Music was furnished by the HopkintonD. C.

original

;

A cordial letter

Contoocook band, E. G. Runnells, director.

HUDSON.

The Cummings family held its annual reunion at Hudson on
Wednesday of Old Home Week, with a large attendance. President Kimball Webster gave an address of welcome, and remarks

were made by Enoch Cummings, eighty-five years of age, Hiram
Cummings, Reuben Cummings, and Rev. W. J. Atkinson. A

programme

of songs

and recitations was reudei'ed, games were
Merrimack enjoyed, and the day closed

played, boating on the

with the reading of an original poem, written for the occasion by

Mrs.

Mary

F. Hosley, of Brockton, Mass.

KENSINGTON.
President, Capt. Caleb

W. Hodgdon

Rowe, Charles E. Tuck; secretary,
William Inglis

;

;

vice-presidents, Harrison

Thomas H. Balke

;

treasurer,

executive committee, Joseph N. Austin,

Frank

A. Mace, and George B. Shaw.
On account of the hay harvest on the marshes, Kensington
advanced Old

Home Week

a

little,

and held

its

celebration on

In the morning there was a ball game

Thursday, August 15.

between Kensington and Hampton, the home team winning 7 to

From 12

to

2 a bountiful dinner was served in the town

6.

hall,

three hundred and twenty-five persons partaking of the repast.

Then followed

interesting exercises, which included an invocation

by Rev. David Eraser of Rowley, Mass., former pastor of the
Kensington Congi-egational church address of welcome by Caleb
W. Hodgdon, president of the Old Home Association singing
by a quartette; a guitar solo by Miss Josephine Ba'.ts; solo by
Miss Abbie E. Brown, " The Old Home on the Farm " and sevHarold F. Blake of Haverhill, Mass., spoke on
eral addresses.
;

;

;

" People I
ditions "
ser

;

made

Knew When

Capt. Elijah

Boy
M. Shaw
a

pertinent remarks

;

;

" Cyrus O.

Brown, on " Old Traof Nashua and Rev. David Era-

George

W. Green

of Exeter gave a

;
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and Rev. F. H. Buffum

of Salisbury, the prin" Links of a Chain."
The
exercises closed with the singing of "Auld Lang Syne " by the

cipal speaker, took

for his subject

company, and a benediction.

town

An

evening concert and ball at the

hall closed the celebration, which

attended than

its

was much more largely

two predecessors.

LEMPSTER.
President,

Andrew J.
Hurd

secretary, Susie B.

Mitchell; vice-j)resident, C. N.
treasurer,

;

George

Krook

W.

Hurd.
Dinner was served

Tuesday was Old Home Day in Lempster.
noon in Grange haU to nearly two hundred. The afternoon
exercises opened with the singing of " Home, Sweet Home."
Rev. Mr. Felch offered prayer, and Mrs. Jennie Olmstead gave
at

an address of greeting, the resjjonse being
ley of Moorhead, Minn.

Walter Beckwith, Salem, Mass.
C. H. Chase, Chicago

;

made by George Per-

Letters of regret were presented from

B. T. Wheeler, Boston

;

;

Rev.

Dr. Levi Taylor, Connecticut, and Wilson

Illinois.
Addresses were made by Hon. H. W. Parker of
Claremont; Professor Morse of Connecticut; Dr. Allen of Hol-

Smith,

yoke, Mass.

Rev. Messrs. Hooper, Quimby, and Felch, and P.
Marlow. Original poems were read by George Bancroft
Griffith and Charles Lowell, the latter seventy-seven years of age,

Fox

;

of

wore when he was seventeen.
George Perley gave a vocal solo, a quartette, Messrs. Booth,
Noyes, Benway, and Olmstead, sang, and the exercises closed
with "Auld Lang Syne " in chorus.

attired in a suit of clothes that he

LISBON.

(Sugar
President, E. Hildreth

Dexter; secretary.
tive

May

;

Hill.)

vice-presidents, F.

Bowles; treasurer,

committee, Perley Smith, Mrs. Lizzie

H. Bowles,

W. K.

E.W.Bowles; execuM. Bowles, Mrs. J. C.

Pickering.

of

There was a large assemblage at Sugar Hill, Lisbon, on Friday
Old Home Week. After music and prayer by Rev. W. H.

Blount, the president of the day, E. Hildreth, gave an address of

welcome, to which D. L. Guernsey responded.

Miss Bertha Hil-

;
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dreth gave a historical sketch of the
Hill,

first

and Mrs. Effie Bowles and Mrs.

settlement of Sugar

Mary

T. Hildreth read

Poems were read by Jessie
Whipple, and by Mrs. Richardson, a summer visitor. Letters
from absent friends who could not be present were read, that
from Mrs. E. A. Young of Maine being in the form of a poem,
read by Miss Verna M. Bowles. A letter from C. 10. Bowles of
Simon Bowles,
Janesville, Wis., was read by Mrs. L. M. Bowles.
spoke on " Old Time Singing Schools," and the large choir, under
papers upon the schools of the past.

the superintendence of Darius Quimby, illustrated his remarks as
pupils of those schools by singing old pieces after the old fashion.

Mrs. Lizzie Bowles read a paper on " Household and NeighborSimon Bowles sang an Old Home Day solo,
hood Customs."
and later all sang "The Old-fashioned Bible." The benediction
was given by Rev. S. S. Nickerson.

LONDONDERRY.
vice-presidents, Rev. J. P. Frye
and treasurer. Reed Paige Clark
committee, William H. Crowell, Frank E. Avery,

President, Rev. S. F. French

James L. Brooks
executive

;

secretary

;

William P. Nevins.
Londonderry opened the week with a basket picnic at the town
house on Saturday. Music was furnished by an orchestra, and
there was an attendance of several hundred.

Brief addresses

were made by a large number of the older residents of the town,

and reminiscences were contributed by many of the visitors. On
Sunday union services were held in the Presbyterian church at
the centre of the town, present and past members of Londonderry's clergy taking part.

Gordon
vice-president and secretary,
George S. Metyo executive committee, J. F. Elliott, Fannie D. Storrs, Auburn L. Simmons.
Old Home Week was ushered in at Lyme by monster bonfires
on Cutting hill, Pinnacle, Holt ledge, and Lamphere hill, which
were visible for miles. On Thursday the exercises began at 10 30
in the morning, with prayer and address of welcome by Rev. C. E.
Gordon, followed by the singing of " America." Poems by Mrs.
President, Charles E.

Sidney A. Converse

;

treasurer,

;

;

:

OLD HOME WEEK.
G. P. Amsden and by Mrs. S.

Amy

Temple

;
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S. Converse, the latter

read by Mrs.

a song by Mrs. Sophronia Squires of Boston

cornet band, completed the

was served

to five

programme

Manchester

Charles

;

C

Manchester

of

Claflin

Dinner

of the morning.

M. Kellogg

Rev. C. H. Daniels, D. D., of Boston

;

and

hundred, after which the exercises were resumed

with brief informal speeches by Rev. H.
Falls, Vt.

;

Lyme

an historical address by P. H. A. Claflin, with music by the

;

;

Mclndoes

of

H. A. Dike of

Balch of East Providence, R.
Rev.

W.

I.

S.

;

F.

E. Mousley of Quechee, Vt.

;

and O. W. Dimick of Watertown, Mass. Solos by Mrs. Squires,
and an original poem by Mrs. R. R. Gilbert Chandler of Lunenberg, Vt., read by Mrs. W. S. Ba ch, were interspersed.
The
chui'ch was beautifully and tastefully decorated under the direc-

The day

Mrs. C. E. Gordon.

tion of

closed with

a social and

promenade.
Lancaster had an Old Home Week gathering of the Scott, Lang,
and Harriman families to the number of forty-six, one lady of
eighty-seven

making the journey

to be present.

At Lee

held on Friday evening of Old
field's

by carriage

Home Week

in

Grange

annual picnic, conducted by the Ladies' social

near enough to Old

At

of ten miles

in order

a literary and musical entertainment was

Home Week to

Litch-

hall.
circle,

be counted as one of

its

came

events.

young lady. Miss Christabel Allen, was determined
week should not pass without observance in that town, so
she gave an Old Home Week bonfire party on Saturday, with a
corn roast and other features.
Littleton, a

that the

MAJJCHESTER.

The

First Methodist Episcopal church of East Manchester was

the only organization in that city to take any note of Old

Week,

its

celebration being held on Sunday.

was of a rather varied nature, but decidedly

Home

The programme

interesting.

In tie

forenoon, the pastor, Rev. C. H. Farnsworth, preached an appropriate sermon,

and a short

historical address

was given by Rev.

At the session of the Sunday-school interesting
addresses were made by several members, the remarks being of a
reminiscent nature.
The programme concluded in the evening
Irad Taggart.

with talks by Joseph Kidder, George

T.

ham, Isaac P. Huse, and Rev. Charles F.

McAllister, E. J.
Elliott.

Burn-
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MARLBOROUGH.
President, Merrill

A. Wallace
son

;

;

Mason

;

executive committee.

W. H. Aldrich, A.
Ward treasurer, E. P. RichardW. Tennej', J. H. Kimball, S. E.

vice-j)residents,

H. H.

secretary,

D.

;

Partridge.

Marlborough's third annual Old Home Day and town picnic
was held on Tuesday, in Richardson's grove, on the shores of
Cumming's pond, with an attendance of nearly one thousand, including many from abroad. After a basket lunch at noon, President Mason called the company to order, and prayer was offered

by Rev.

J. L. Merrill,

borough.
delivered

of Fitchburg, Mass., formerly of Marl-

"America" was sung, and the address of welcome was
by Luther Hemenway, the response coming from Rev.
Miss Helen Wiswall gave a

Alexander Wiswall of Upton, Mass.
recitation,

Mrs. M. E. Osborne of Keene an original poem, and

vocal music was contributed by William

Nye and Orson Mason

Keene, by E. P. Richai'dson of Marlborough, and by a
quartette, consisting of Mrs.

Interesting remarks were

Hon.

J.

W.

of

ladies'

Mason, Mrs. Holt, and Mrs. Pease.

made by

L. E. Tilden of Marlborough,

Converse of Boston, Col. Francis

W. Parker

of Chi-

cago, Rev. Charles L. Merrill of Steubenville, Ohio, and Granville

Wardwell

of

Keene.

preached an Old

The following Sunday Rev. Claudius Byrne

Home Week sermon

at the Methodist Episcopal

church.

MARLOW.
Marlow's 1901 celebration took the form of a very successful
reunion of the teachers and students of the old Marlow Academy.
It

was held on Wednesday, August 28, when,

at nine o'clock in

the morning, the church bell rang to call the pupils together, as

was the custom prior to the final closing of the school in 1889.
Elgin A. Jones, of Marlow, principal of the school in 1878, presided, the Scriptures were read by Prof. Lucien Hunt, of Gorham,
Me., principal in 1847-'49, and prayer was offered by Rev. George
L. Lowell, of The Weirs, principal in 1888. The morning was
passed socially, and at one o'clock the banquet was served. Dr.
Carl L. Allen, of Holyoke, Mass.. conducted the post-prandial
exercis3S,

Principal

which included the following responses
of

the

Academy," Professor Hunt

;

to toasts

"

The

:

"

The

Assistant

;

OLD HOME WEEK.
Teacher," Miss Alice Taggart, of
Horatio. Colony, of

Keene

"

;

The
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INIan chaster

;

Influence of the

"The

Parent,"

Academy upon

Town," Perley E. Fox, of Marlovv "The Old Lyceum,"
" The Bright Scholar," Prof.
George A. Mayo, of Alstead
"
H. C. Wood, of Aurora, Neb.
The DuU Scholar," Prof. George
Winch, of Manchester " The Social Life of the Academy," A. F.
Howard, of Portsmouth " The Clergy," Rev. H. O. Williams,
" The Law," Hon. Ira Colby, of Claremont
of Ashmont, Mass.
the

;

;

;

;

;

;

" Medicine," Dr. A.

W. Mitchell,

of Epping " Business," George
London, Conn. Exercises at the church
followed, with music by the Philharmonic Trio, of Boston, and
addresses by Judge Silas Hardy, of Keene E. M. Smith, of

Tinker,

F.

of

;

New

;

and Rev. Mr. Lowell. A
souvenir number of the Eveninrj Stur, the old lyceum paper, was
read by Miss Clara E. Upton, of Nashua, and Miss Taggart. In
the evening an informal reunion and musicale was held, and Mrs.
Peterborough

Sarah

;

P. E. Fox, of

J. Fish, of

Marlow

;

East Alstead, read the history of the academy.

Eight of the old principals of the academy and one assistant were
present during the day.

MERRIMACK.
President, Walter Kittredge
ing,

;

F. A. Gordon; secretary,

vice-presideats,

George F. Spald-

A. A. Platts

treasurer, E. E.

;

Parker; executive committee, George A. Bean, John G. Read,
Guy H. Greeley.

No formal programme was arranged for Old Home Day in
Merrimack, but a good number of former residents assembled at
the town hall on Friday, and enjoyed music and speeches of an
impromptu nature.
MIDDLETON.
President,

Twombly

;

William

secretary,

F.

Hanson

George H. Cook

vice-president,

;

;

Samuel

treasurer, Mrs. Frederick

A. Orne executive committee, Mrs. Warren H. Whitehouse,
George M. Kimball, Mrs. Alvah J. Stevens.
;

On Sunday Rev. R. W. Drawbridge, of Medway, Mass., a
former resident of Middleton, preached an Old Home sermon, the
choir of Union furnishing music.
On Thursday more than five
hundred people enjoyed the exercises, morning and afternoon, the
banquet at noon, and dancing in the evening. The literary and
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musical programme was as follows

Rowell

prayer, Rev^. R.

;

:

Voluntary,

M. Drawbridge

;

Mrs. Charles

remarks, by the presi-

Home

address of welcome, Miss A. Mae Jones chorus. "
Again" poem, " The Poet's Lament," Mrs. W. M. Lord

dent

;

;

Miss
tion.

Pollen

Willey

;

violin selection,

Miss M. B. Gallagher

Miss Annie Kimball

singing, quartette

;

;

solo,

;

;

recita-

;

violin selection,

Recess until 2 30 o'clock. Afternoon exercises
Chorus, " America " address of welcome. Miss Jones old settler's

Miss Kimball.

:

:

;

;

story,

Miss Millicent Penney

;

violin selection.

W. Drawbridge

marks, history of Middleton, Rev. R.
Misses Runnels and Tanner
ing, quartette

closing

hymn,

;

remarks, Frank R. Marston

remarks, original poem, Mrs.

;

"

God

Miss Kimball

be with you

till

;

re-

duet,

;

;

sing-

W. H. W. Colomy

;

we meet again."

MILTON.

The annual Old
Old

of

Of

was held on Tuesday
Hon. and Mrs. E. W. Fox.
people present one himdred and

Folks' reunion at Milton

Home Week

at the residence of

the two hundred and fifty

more than sixty years of age, and fifty-one more
The house and grounds were tastefully decorated,
tent was fitted up as a museum of antiquities.
At

forty-three were

than seventy.

and a large

dinner two ancient round tables, with fittings to correspond, were
occupied by eleven octogenarians.

Fox gave an address

of welcome, to

of Exeter, responded.

After dinner Miss Edwina
which Hon. John D. Lyman,

Joseph Swasey, of Rochester, told some
gave an appropriate song, and recited an

pleasant experiences,

Addresses were made
original poem by A. J. Hayes, of Union.
by Rev. E. K. Amazeen, of Bow Lake Hon. H. L. Worcester,
mayor of Rochester Rev. C. B. Osborne, of Milton and Rev.
;

;

E.

W.

;

Churchill, of Milton

Mills.

A tableau,

"

The Goddess

of

Liberty," singing, and prayer by Rev. Mr. Churchill, concluded

the programme.

An

music during the day.

old-time

All the

fife

and drum corps discoursed
England states were repre-

New

sented in the gathering, also California, Kansas, Minnesota,

New

York, Philadelphia, and Washington.

MONT VERNON.
Mont Vernon began

its

celebration

at the

end of Old

Home

Weeli, with a concert by the First Regiment band of Nashua, on

OLD HOME WEEK.
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Heavy

Saturday afternoon, the twenty-fourth.

rains spoiled the

elaborate illuminations planned for that evening, but

many

social

festivities,

including concerts, vaudeville, and dancing, were car-

ried out.

Sunday morning an Old Home Week sermon was

preached in the church by the pastor, Rev. H. Porter Peck, and
very largely attended laymen's service was held,

in the evening a

presided over by Hon. George A.
of the

Home Week

town Old

Marden

Lexington, Mass., read the Scriptures

Mass,

of Somerville,

Boston, sang
solo;

and

addi'esses

Hume, Hon.

;

Edwin A. Bayley of
Deacon Harlan P. Conant

offered prayer; Mrs. Allston Williams of

Miss Grace Whitmore of Boston, played a violin

;

Salem, Mass.

of Lowell, the president

Association.

were made by Hon. Henry P. Moulton of

City Solicitor

;

Charles

.1.

Thomas M. Babson, Hon. Harrison

Noyes, and Col.

J.

Payson Bradley of

Boston, closing with the benediction by Rev. Mr. Peck.

NELSOX.

The meeting

of the

Nelson School Association was held on the

afternoon and evening of August 13, followed the next day by the

annual town picnic, one of the best on record.

Music was

fur-

nished by a band, and the speakers included Gen. Simon G. Grif-

M. Robbins

of Keene, J.

fin

of Cambridge, Rev. J. L. Seward,

Rev. A. E. White, Rev. E. N. Hardy, Will Hardy, Rev. E.

W. Parker

Phillips, Col. F.

of Chicago, Dr.

W.

Webster Hardy

of

Boston, Granville Wardwell of Keene, and several others.

NEW DURHAM.
President, D.

M.

Phillips

;

vice-president, A.

J.

Chamberlin

;

Sherman E. Phillips; treasurer, John Dorr executive
committee, John Dorr, F. W. Coburn, Jr., E. E. Berry, John B.

secretary,

;

Chamberlin.

New Durham

celebrated on Thursday at

Temperance

hall on

the Plains, with a picnic dinner at noon, followed by exercises.

Joy offered prayer, and President Phillips gave a corS. S. Parker and J. F. Cloutman of Farmington.
gave historical addresses, and Miss Georgia O. Berry read a poem.
Letters were read from absent friends, and J. E. Berry rendered
Rev.

J. F.

dial greeting.

several solos.

At

the close of the i)rogramme officers were elected

for the ensuing year.

;
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NEW HAMPTON.
President, Richard Pattee
secretary,

Kate T. Piper

Kate T. Piper,

W,

;

Walter R.

vice-president,

Dow

executive committee, Richard Pattee,

;

R. Robie, F. A. Emerson, L. Harper, George

Huckins.

New
the

Home Day

Hampton's Old

centennial anniversary of

on Wednesday was likewise

Dana

the old

meeting-house, re-

some years since through the efforts of the late Rev. A. J.
Gordon of Boston. After a dinner in the grove the large number
present sought the church where on the doors of the old-fashioned
pews were placed neatly written cards of the former owners, so
that more than one gray-haired man and woman occupied the old
D. Thyng, Esq.,
seat in which they sat with their parents.
called for order, and the more formal exercises of tlse day opened
with singing by a volunteer choir and prayer by Mrs. A. J. Gordon. The dominant theme of the programme was the life and
service of Elders Dana, Perkins, and Magoon, who lived near by
and for many years preached in the curiously shaped pulpit.
Hearty and eloquent tributes were paid to their memory. Several members of the Dana family were present, and a grandson,
R. N. Dana of Lakeport, spoke for them. Mrs. M. W. Shapleigh
of Ashland, daughter of Elder Perkins, made a touching and adstored

C

mirable address.

Some

well-written sketches of old scenes in this

W. Smith were

part of the town by Mrs. K.
of

Laconia,

who followed them with a

read by E. C. Lewis

tribute to

New

Hampton's

two military heroes, Gen. B. Frank Kelley and Capt. Warren M.

how

Kelley, and an account of

the sturdy

men

of the old times

harvested one Sunday night fifteen acres of burnt ground rye with

There was

their sickles.

O. F.

Dow and Mr. H.

also

Gordon read a magazine
band, on the

good talking by K.

Woodman

F.

article

New Hampton

W.

Smith, Esq.,

of Beverly, Mass. Mrs. A. J.

prepared by her deceased hus-

witch and her remarkable prophecy.

NEW LONDON.
President, Baxter

Gay

;

secretary and treasurer, A. J. Sargent

executive committee, J. E. Shepard, E. E.
C. E. Shepard,

New

W. A.

London's Old

Adams,

F. P. Messer,

Messer, E. A. Todd.

Home Day

exercises

were held

in the

town

;

OLD HOME WEEK.
The programme was

hall on the afternoon of Thursday.

Invocation, Rev. Dr. Bullen

lows:
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;

as fol-

singing, '"America,"

the

choir; address of welcome, the president; address, Rev. Dr. Sill;

address, Professor

MeKean

of

Colby Academy

;

reading, Miss

Royce of Washington, D. C. address. Rev. Dr. Bullen address
and poem, Maj. C. W. Stevens of Boston address. Dr. Bartlett
singing, " God Bless Oar Native Land," choir
of New York
;

;

;

;

benediction. Dr. Bullen.

NEW

New

Ipswich made

pleasure entirely-

parade of

fire

its

Old

IPSWICH.

Home Day on

Friday an occasion of

In the morning there was a prize

drill

and

companies, followed by a play out, in which West

Townsend and Ashby, Mass., won

the

first

and second

prizes.

In

the afternoon there were athletic sports and baseball games, and
in the

evening a ball at the town hall closed the day.

NEWPORT.

The Newport Old Home Week Association voted not to celein 19[)1, but th3 Red Schoolhouse Association held its

brate

annual meeting and picnic on Saturday in the pine grove adjoining the old

schoolhouse in District No. 7.

The Rev. Father

Hooper, aged eighty-four, gave a sketch of the schools of seventyfive years ago, while those of twenty-five years ago were described

Simeon Whittier, aged eighty -five,
J. Emerson.
" floored the crowd " in spelling, and there were other reminis-

by Prof. C.

cences and singing and recitations for two hours.

NOBTHFIELD.
Executive committee, E.

Kate Forrest, Maj. Otis
Northfield's first Old

C

J.

Young, Mrs. Carrie Morrison, Miss

Wyatt, Frank

Home Day,

•

J.

French.

on Wednesday, was the most

successful occasion in the history of the town.

Two

thousand

people assembled at the fair gi-ounds, where the old Northfield
church, dating back to 1794, was the headquarters for the exercises.

These began at ten

in the

morning, with an address of

Young. The quartette of Shaker women from
Sampthe community at East Canterbury sang, and Rev. C.
son offered prayer.
Letters of regret were read from Gov. dieswelcome by E.

J.

C

;
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Hon. Napoleon B. Bryant, and the Rev. B. A.

Rogers, of Texas.
sang. Miss
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Mrs.

Emma

Carlton

Parker, of

Franklin,

Gertrude Leavitt and Grace Loverin gave appro-

and George and Florence Bryant, of Havei-hill,
Rev. N. P. Philbrook,
Lucius Hunt, of Gorham, Me., and Rev. D. C. Knowles, D. D.,
made brief addresses. Then came the dinner hour, after which
priate I'ecitations,

Mass., played upon the violin and piano.

the exercises opened with a solo by Elida Cogswell True.

Col.

William A. Gile was the orator of the day, and Mrs. L. R. H.
Cross, of Concord, gave a historical address and read a poem.
Prof. Craven Laycock, of Dartmouth College, and Hon. James O.
Lyford were other speakers, and the musicians who took part in
the mDrning programme were demanded again in the afternoon.
The Tilton cornet band played at intervals during the day.

NOKTH HAMPTON.
President, I. H. Lamprey vice-presidents, Albert E. Locke,
Gaorge L. Garland; secretary, Miss Josephine M. Drake treaexecutive committee, Fred L. Shaw,
surer, George A. Page
Arthur E. Seavey, J. Allan Fenwick.
;

;

;

North Hampton's

first

Old

Home

Day, on Thursday, although

not planned as an elaborate affair, was an unqualified success.

was held

in

It

Hobbs's grove, with three hundred present, dinner

served on the picnic plan, games and sports, and informal literary
exercises, presided

included

over by Irving H. Lamprey.

Rev. T. V. Haines,

French, of Exeter, Dea.

Francis

speakers

R. Drake, Maj. Charles A.

Stott, of Lowell, Mass., for thirty years a

Mr. C. Charles Hayes,

Tiie

D. H. Evans, Mr. Sperry

Rev.

summer

resident,

and

of Dover.

PEMBROKE.
vice-presidents, Edmund E.
George P. Cof ran
secretary, Bert G. Spaulding
John K. Robinson
executive committee, Charles E.
treasurer, Thomas D. Avery
Cashing, Samuel D. Robinson, Charles P. Morse, George W.

President,

Truesdsll,

;

;

;

Fowler, Mrs. F. S. Whitehouse, Mrs.

W.

Edward M. Fowler, Mrs.

A. Lamb.
Pembroke's third annual Old Home Day, on Tuesday, was
The Suncook cornet band opened the
another great success.

;

OLD HOME WEEK.
day with a concert, and
out:

day
Old

noon dinner was served in Cochran's

at

programme was carried
Opening address. Hon. M. H. Cochran, president of the
invocation, Rev. J. M. Ohnsted singing, double male quaraddress of welcjme, Hon. John G. Tallant
solo, "The

grove.

;

tette

At
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the auditorium the following

;

;

;

Home

of

My

Knox

Childhood," Mrs. Annette K.

;

reading,

"We're Coming Back for Home Week," Mrs. James H. Osgood;
selection, " Wandering Back," double male quartette
music,
band addresses by Harry Lake John H. Dolbeer, of Epsom
Rev. J. M. Blue, of Epsom John Lang, of Fi*anklin and David
;

;

;

;

;

F. Dudley, of Concord

now

drich, at the

music, band

who were unable

old residents

Aldrich,

;

;

letters

;

to attend

read from several

— one from Mrs. Olive N.

residing in Santa Rosa, Cal., one from David Al-

same

place, one

from Fred B. Eaton, and one from

Joseph Kidder, of Manchester; song, Mrs. James H. Osgood;
selection, double

male quartette, "

Home Again

audience joining and also the band

"

;

"America," the

benediction. Rev. Paul E.

;

Bourne.

On Friday the annual meeting of the Pembroke Academy
Alumni Association was held, and the old board of officers, headed
by Hon. Henry M. Baker, of Bow, as president, re-elected. A
banquet was served in the town hall at noon, and post-prandial
speeches made by Mr. Baker, Hon. Joseph Kidder, of Manchester, Postmaster Knox, of Manchester, Prof. Isaac Walker,
Jacob E. Chickering, Mr. Coult, of Auburn, Martin H. Cochran,
Eugene S. Head, of Hooksett, Edwin A. Smith, of ALanchester,
George P. Little, Harry B. Lake, and Harold F. Cheney.
PETERBOROUGH.
President, E. M. Smith vice-presidents, William Ames, Alvin
Townsend, E. H. Taylor, Charles Scott, T. B. Tucker, M. L.
;

Morrison, J. Q. Adams, G.

W.

L. Farrar, A. T. Sprague,

Butler, C. S. Pierce, William IMoore

;

W.

S.

secretary, C. A. Jaquith

F. Brennan executive committee, G. P. Dustan,
H. F. Nichols, C. H. Foster.

treasurer, J.

;

Peterborough's splendid observance of Old

Home Week

began

with a great bonfire and fireworks on the summit of Pack INIonad-

nock mountain.

Thursday was the day selected for special obboomed out

servance, and at five in the morning the old cannon
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a salute.
the

Battery

village
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was gaily decorated for the occasion, and

band, of Worcester, Mass., gave concerts during

A

the day and evening.

clambake and old-fashioned dinner were

The

served at noon, to the great satisfaction of the large crowd.

formal exercises were held in the opera house before a large
audience.

The proceedings were opened

prayer by Rev.

De

1:30

at

Forest SafBord, pastor of the

m., with

p.

Baptist church.

Judge E. M. Smith, president of the Old Home Day Association,
delivered an address of welcome, and was followed by Rev. Arthur A. Blair, of Hudson, N. Y., a former resident, the orator of
the day.
Mr. Blair's address was of a historical and reminiscent
Rev. Everett D. Burr, of Boston, spoke for the "Suburban

nature.

Neighbors," and
Residents."

George

S.

Rev.

Frederick B. Mott, for

the

Summer

"

Other speeches were made by Rev. George Dustan,
Morrison,

and

The programme was

others.

inter-

spersed with selections by the band, and singing by a local quartette.

PIERMONT.
President, G. H.

Dodge

;

Reneau

vice-presidents, L.

;

secretary, O. B. Stanley

;

treasurer, G.

M.

Robie, Charles

W. Stanley
W. E. Ford.

ex-

;

ecutive committee, H. E. Morrison, A. Barton,
Piermont's second Old Home Day was celebrated on Wednesday in a most pleasing manner. Dinner was served to three hun-

dred and twenty-five people, and interesting exercises followed

under the direction

of

President

Reneau.

The programme

opened with orchestral music and a recitation of

Miss Bessie Drury.

welcome by

Dr. William Child gave a historical address,

and other speakers included Gen. George Rogers Rev. W. E.
Marden, of Philadelphia Rev. W. A. Converse, of Lyme E.
Payson Evans, of Philadelphia Robert Evans, of Boston George
Hudson, of Munsonville Frank Dodge, of Denver, Col. Charles
Bixby, of Somerville, Mass. and Samuel T. Page, of ManchesReadings were given by Mrs. Lillian Rogers, and songs by
ter.
a male quartette, by Miss Lois Goodwin, and by Sumner Hodg;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

An enjoyable event of the day was a lunch party given by
Hon. Henry H. Palmer, aged seventy-eight, to some of his colleagues in the New Hampshire state senate of 1895, and to other
don.

friends.

;
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PITTSFIELD.

Hiram A. Tuttle

President, Hon.

vice-presidents, S. J.

;

low, N. S. Drake, Dr. F. H. Sargent, William P.

Adams

;

Winssecre-

George E. Lovejoy treasurer, Edward K. Lane executive
committee, Henry W. Osgood, Dr. E. O. Carr, M. Harvey Nutter,

tary,

;

;

John F. Harvey, Henry W. Drake.
Pittsfield's first Old Home Week celebration, combined as it
was with the dedication of the Carpenter public library, formed
one of the most elaborate and important observances in the Old

Home

On

history of the state.

Saturday evening a baker's dozen

of bonfires were kindled at eight o'clock,

and were answered from

the village street by the pealing of bells and the glare of hundreds

On Sunday union services were held in the
morning at the Free Baptist church, conducted by Rev. E. W.
Ricker, and addressed by Rev. Ithamar W. Beard, of New York,
and Rev. G. 0. Wiggin, of Hampton and in tlie evening at the
of red fire torches.

;

;

Congregational church, conducted by Rev. G. E. Lovejoy, with

W.

prayer by Rev. E.

Ricker, benediction by Rev.

and remarks by these laymen

W. J.

Malvern,

H. Porter Smith, of Cambridge,

:

Mass.; John T. Hill, of Greenwood, Mass.; George E. Foss, of
Springfield, Mass.; Rev.

and Dr. E. L. Carr,

Edwin Bromley,

of Pittsfield.

of Providence, R. I.

A chorus choir

sang at both

ser-

vices.

Wednesday, the great day, was ushered in by a salute and bell
Chief Marshal N. M. Batchelder formed the

ringing at sunrise.

parade in

line at

9 30, in a splendid display.
:

Chief

among

its

features were floats illustrating the women's costumes of a century,

modes of travel from the piUion to the automobile,
and the farming implements of ancient and modern times. The
procession moved to the railroad station, where the invited guests
of the occasion were received, and thence to the site of the library
building for the holding of the dedicatory exercises. These opened
with music by the Second Regiment band, of Concord, and the
chorus choir. President Tuttle delivered the opening address, and
introduced the donor of the building, Hon. Josiah Carpenter, of Manthe progress in

chester,

town.

who formally made

his gift to the representatives of the

In their behalf, Frank D. Hutchins, chairman of the board

of selectmen, accepted the gift,

and Frank E. Randall, chairman.
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spoke for the library trustees, to

whom were handed

the keys of

Resolutions of thanks were presented

the building.

Clerk F. D. Osgood and unanimously adopted.

Town

by

The prayer

of

dedication was offered by Rev. G. E. Lovejoy, and an anthem sung
choir, after which United States Senator Henry E. Burnham, of Manchester, delivered an eloquent dedicatory address.
A poem, written by Mrs. Mary H. Wheeler, vpas read by Mrs.
Winifred Lane Goss. This was followed by a cornet solo by A. F.
Nevers brief remarks by Judge David Cross and Mayor W. C.

by the

;

Clarke, of Manchester
J.

W.

;

Gen.

J. B.

Sanborn, of Minnesota

Webster, of Maiden, Mass.

Winslow, of Pittsfield

;

;

;

doxology by the assembly.

Dinner was

Home

served to 1,500 people at noon, and at three o'clock the Old

Week

Prof.

Dr. E. L. Carr and S. J.

exercises were held on the campus.

After music by the

Second Regiment band, the choir sang " Welcome Home," and
prayer was offered by Rev. Dr. Michael Burnham, of St. Louis.

Ex-Governor Tuttle delivered an address of welcome. Senator
Gallinger followed with an interesting address, and after a cornet
solo by Arthur F. Nevers, Mrs. Hattie F. T. Folsom read a poem

Mary H. Wheeler. A historical
men was read by S. J. Winslow, and

written for the occasion by Mrs.

sketch of noted Pittsfield
brief

remarks were made by

brick, Esq., of Boston,

J. K. Berry and Eliphalet F. Philand H. N. Hurd, Esq., of Manchester, who

traced their ancestry to Pittsfield families.

with "

The

exercises closed

Home, Sweet Home."

In the evening at eight o'clock a reunion of the alumni of Pittsfield

Academy was

sisted of overture

The

held in the opera house.

by the band

Rev. G. O. Wiggin

;

;

exercises con-

selection, chorus choir

cornet duet, Messrs. Nevers and

vrelcome by Dr. E. L. Carr

;

prayer.

;

Keane

;

addresses by Prof. C. A. Bunker, of

Peacham, Vt. Prof. E. C. Sargent, of New Haven, Conn. Prof.
William Hodgdon, of St. Louis, Mo. and others duet for clarinet
and trombone, Messrs. Tozier and Webster poem written by
Mrs. Abbie Brooks, read by Mrs. Nellie Winslow Sargent reading of letters from absent members selections by the band. A
season of social intercourse followed. During the week decorations
were elaborate and general, and a large number of historic sites
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

were marked with appropriate tablets. The proceedings
week were later published in a handsome pamphlet.

of the

;
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PLAINFIELD.

Alvah

President,

B.

Thrasher; secretary,
Miller

Mary

Chellis

Hattie

S.

;

vice-president,

Bugbee

Wallace

treasurer,

;

P.

Edwin R.

executive committee, Jason F. Johnston, Carlos D. Colby,

;

L. Chellis.

had the high honor of being the only town in the
Gov. Chester B. Jordan among its Old Home Day
Thursday was the day for the celebration, which was
In the morning
Richai'ds hall, at the village of Meriden.

Plainfield

state to count

guests.

held at

there was a reception, with

music, and

an

address by Winston

After dinner Governor Jordan spoke

Churchill, the novelist.

Rev. Charles H. Richards, D. D., of Philadelphia, gave the ora-

and there were speeches by Hon. W. T. Perkins
and Hon. Wilbur H. Powers, of Boston; Congressman Frank D.
and Col. Converse J. Smith, of Concord.
Currier, of Canaan
Vocal selections by a quartette and soloists were interspersed. In

tion of the day,

;

the evening, through the generosity of Colonel Smith, there was a

display of fireworks and a general illumination.

At Portsmouth the dwellers in the Christian Shore
sum of money and had band concerts, fireworks,
Wednesday evening.
RAYMOXD.

raised a

district
etc.,

on

James M. Healey; vice-presidents, Charles W.
Wesley Poore secretary. Rev. A. H. Thompson treasurer, Olney T. Brown executive committee, O. W. Fellows, S. M.
Blake, Mrs. Laura Healey, Mrs. Georgie Scribner.
The opening observance of Old Home Week took jilace at Raymond Sunday, when appropriate exercises were held at the ConPresident,

Prescott,

;

;

;

The church was taxed to its utmost capacity.
The Odd Fellows and Rebekahs, the Relief Corj^s, Junior O. A.

gregational church.

M., and Daughters of Liberty, attended the services in a body.

The exercises consisted of prayer, Rev. John D. Folsom music
readmg of communication and preliminary remarks by Rev. A.
H. Thompson singing by choir of sixteen voices sermon on
" Our Home," by Rev. A. M. Osgood, of Clinton, Mass.
bene;

;

;

;

;

diction,

Rev.

W. A.

Patten, of Kingston.

In the evening there

was a praise service, followed by a general meeting. INIonday
was given to the renewal of old acquaintances during the day and

;:
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At

a bonfire in the late evening.

7 P. M. was held the annual

reunion of Rev. George S. Chase's pupils of 1860, at the Congregational church,

when

the following exercises were carried out

Prayer, Rev. J. D. Folsom

come. M. E. Greene

;

;

singing, quartette

;

address of wel-

response, Rev. George S. Chase

;

singing,

Harriman reminiscences, Violette
Smith Tilton singing, quartette poem, Celia Chase Colby remarks by former teachers, pupils, and invited guests singing,
" God be with you till we meet again "
benediction, Rev.
George S. Chase. Tuesday was the great day, with concerts by
the Raymond band morning, afternoon, and evening.
Decoraquartette

;

reading, Miss V. A.

;

;

;

;

;

;

tions

were general and the attendance of home comers large.

formal receptions in the church parlors and on the lawn were

lowed by the formal exercises
Rev. Charles N. Tilton

;

in the church, including

Infol-

prayer by

address of welcome, President Healey

Gilman H. Tucker, of
miniscences, by David Henry Brown
response, Col.

New York
;

;

;

historical re-

poem, by Walter Leroy

sports, and
John M. Gove, of Concord;
Lieut. J. E. Cram
Miss Ida H. Fullonton, of Lewiston, Me.
Stephen Holt, of Epping Mi"s. Lizzie Dearborn Tyler, of ExeN. Tilton, of Manchester;
ter; William B. Blake, and Rev.
and Rev. A. M. Osgood. On Wednesday Companies A, B, and I
of the Eleventh New Hampshire Volunteers held their annual
reunion, bringing the town's celebration of Old Home Week to a

After dinner

Fogg.

brief

tliere

were baseball and other

remarks by Wesley Poore

;

;

;

C

fitting close.

RYE.

The selectmen

of

Rye

sent out

handsome

invitations for that

Home

Day, on Wednesday, at Jenness Beach
grove.
The result was a great success. A clambake and shore
dinner were served at noon, after which John D. Marston made a

town's

first

Old

and introduced as the speakers of the
day James McE. Drake, of Boston Dr. Edward Otis, of Boston Col. Morris C. Foye, of Portsmouth Dr. Eaton, of Wisconsin
Hon. Emmons B. Philbrick, and John F. Eraser, of
Rye. The arrangements for the day were in charge of the sebrief address of welcome,

;

;

;

;

by the school board and by efiicient reception
and dinner committees. The naval band of Portsmouth furnished

lectmen, assisted
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SALISBURY.

M. D.

President, A. A. Beaton,

Jolm Shaw;

Little,

;

vice-presidents,

Thomas D.

Green; treasurer, B. W.

secretary, Charles A.

Sanborn.

The

largest crowd and the most successful celebration ever held
town was the verdict on Salisbury's Old Home Day at the
Heights on I'hursday. In the morning Salisbury defeated Frank-

in

Dinner was served in Senator Gallinger's grove
and soon thereafter the literary programme opened with

lin at baseball.

at noon,

Rev. F. H. BufEum offered prayer,
and Dr. A. A. Beaton gave the address of welcome. T. R. Little,
for the committee on invitations, read many interesting communications from absent former residents.
Brief addresses were

music by the Franklin band.

made by Rev. Arthur
H. Sargent,
ner

of the

Luther B.

;

Little,

D. D., of Dorchester, Mass.

Boston Transcrijd
of

Little,

;

New York

George

;

Walter Sargent,
city

;

Rev.

J.

H.

of

War-

Bliss, of

Webster; Prof. John R. Eastman, of Andover; Charles E. Foote,
of Penacook
Rev. J. W. Bean, George Caswell, of Cambridgeport, Mass.; Charles E. Hayes, of Manchester; and Rev. F. H.
Buffum and the speaking closed with a brilliant oration by Sen;

;

ator Jacob

The

H. Gallinger.

exercises were interspersed with

music by the band and by Boston vocalists, A. A. Cole, H.
Smitli,

W

and Alex. McDonald.

SANBORNTON.
President, E.

B. Lane

son

;

;

W. Lane

secretary,

;

vice-presidents, Otis Sanborn,

George

W.

Patten

;

George

treasurer, Lowell

Han-

executive committee, Chase B. Brown. Rev. J. N. Perrin,

E. J. Trowbridge.

AU
Home

roads in Sanbornton led to the town hall on Friday, Old

Day, when the chui'ch

bells rang.
Moulton's band gave a
10 30 in the morning, President Lane called
order for the enjoyment of the following programme Music,

concert,
to

and then,

at

:

:

by Moulton's band prayer, Rev. W. J. Vile address of welcome,
a poem, E. W. Lane, president song of welcome, male quartette
music, the band address. Prof. George H. Perkins of the University of Vermont, Burlington song, George A. Leavitt, quar;

;

;

;

;

;

tette

chorus

;

music, the band.

At 2

p.

M.

:

Music, Moulton's
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band

Patten

song, George A.

;

address, Hon. J. A. Greene of Laconia

;

Wadleigh

song, Mrs. Oscar S.

W.

George

secretary's report,

;

Leavitt, quartette chorus

AGRICULTURE.

Lee

address, Prof.

;

of natural science in the Provincial normal school of

music, hy the band

;

song, quartette

body

;

;

Scotia

;

The Old Red
Home, Sweet Home," every-

principal normal school, Worcester, Mass.

Cradle," George A. Leavitt

Nova

address, Prof. E. H. Russell,

;

song, "

;

Russell, teacher

song, "

;

music, the band.

President, Roscoe S. Mills

Fred W. Brown

;

:

vice-presidents,

T. Grover; executive committee,

Goodwin, George LeClaire.
Saturday was Sandown's Old

A.

S.

Sanborn,

Horace
Penning Sanborn, Charles W.

secretary, Nellie C.

Sanborn

Home

;

treasurer,

Day, and a large company

gathered at the grove of James Hunkins on the shores of Lake
Baseball and other games were played during the day,

Philip.

and

evening dancing was enjoyed.

in the

afternoon was as follows

:

Selection,

The programme

band

of the

prayer, Rev. C. H.

;

Smith; singing, "Auld Lang Syne"; address of welcome, George
response, Charles J. Eastman of Chester duet, Mr.
S. Sanborn
and Mrs. Shaw of Boston " History of Sandown," Mrs. Alva S.
Sanborn solo, " My Old New Hampshire Home," Mrs. C. C.
;

;

;

;

Russell; paper. Prof. Arthur H. Clough of Pittsfield, Mass., read

by Mrs. E.

W. True;

remarks, Joseph L. Clough of Nashua, who

spoke for the summer residents of Sandown

remarks, Mrs. Wil-

;

by Miss Agnes Hunt
singing, "America."
of East Oakland, Cal.
On Sunday Rev.
A. B. Howard of Danville preached an Old Home Week sermon
lis

P. Odell,

who

also read a letter written
;

in the old

meeting-house

to

a large congregation.

SANDWICH.
President, Charles B. Hoyt vice-presidents, A. S. A. Oilman.
Henry F. Dorr; secretary, E. Q. Marston treasurer, E. M.
Heard executive committee, S. B. Wiggin, J. S. Quimby, Mrs.
E. M. Heard, Dr. A. B. Hoag, Miss Susan Sherman, Mrs. Paul
;

;

;

Wentworth.

The third observance of Old Home Week in Sandwich was a
marked success. The circular sent out by the committee of invi-

.
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unique.
At the top of the page, in connection with
some views of Sandwich scenery, was the portrait of Elisha Marston, who was one hundred years old on the 9th of September.
The public exercises were held Thursday afternoon in the town
hall, which was well filled, many being obliged to stand.
C. B.
Hoyt was president of the day, and gave the address of welcome.
Prayer was offered by Rev. Warren J. Moulton of New Haven,
Conn. Very intei*esting addresses were made by John B. Hoag
Mrs. Emma Bedee Gulliver of Brooklyn,
of Woburn, Mass.
N. y. Horace L. Hadley of Ohio ex-Mayor Charles W. MarsMiss May Evans, president of the Lake
ton of Argentine, Kan.
Erie Female College, Painsville, 0., and Perry E. Jewell of Laconia.
John Lee Ambrose sang two appropriate songs. In the
evening there was a social reunion. On Sunday there were Old
Home services at the Methodist church. The pastor was assisted
by Rev. Warren J. Moulton, and there was special music.

tation was

;

;

;

;

SOMERSWORTH.
President, Hartley

S.

Chapman

;

vice-presidents,

Frank E.

Libby, Mrs. A. F. Thwing, Mrs. H. M. Blood, S. A. Seavey
secretary, Miss

Mary Eastman

treasurer, R. F. Hanson
execuFrank G. Chapman. Haven Doe. C. A. Dunn,

tive committee,

A.

J.

;

;

Seavey.

Somersworth's

The

occasion.

first

observance of Old

Home Week was

a gala

decorations were the most extensive and beautiful

mass
were praised and appreciated by
Old Home Week services were

in the history of the city, the entire business portion being a

of color

and bunting, and

the great

number

the}^

of visitors.

held in the Congregational church on Sunday, Rev. J. E.
giving the address.

Dame

Rev. G. N. Dorr offered prayer. Rev. D. B.

Martin read the Scriptures, Mrs. Olive Hill Houston gave a solo,
and a large chorus choir rendered several selections. Wednesday
was Old Home Day. In the forenoon a long trades procession
of seventy finely decorated teams passed through the pi'incipal
streets.

An

extensive sport

programme was next

in order, includ-

ing bicycle and foot races and hose-laying contests.

Home Day
dent

The Old

exercises proper were held at Central park.

Chapman

of the

Old

Home Week

gathering to order, and introduced

Presi-

Association called the

Mayor Haven Doe. who gave

;
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The meeting was then turned over

the address of welcome.

to

Miss Mary Chapman, who acted as chairman most gracefully,

Many

were read by her, after which she

letters of regret

intro-

duced as speakers Rev. Father Thomas Wallace of Lewiston, Me.
Mrs. L. A. W. Fowler Prof. George P. Tibbetts of Northamp;

ton, Mass.;

and Hon. Oliver

Henry Hyde read poems

W. Shaw

Minn.

Rev.

written for the occasion by Miss

M. P.

of Austin,

Rollins and Mrs. Adelaide Cilley Waldron.

Songs by the chorus

and Daniel Hodsdon were interspersed in the programme, which

"Auld Lang Syne."
In the evening band concerts
and fireworks concluded the celebration.
closed with

SOUTH HAMPTON.
vice-presidents, George W. Fitts,
Jacob Eaton
Eugene Noyes secretary, Joseph J. J. Sawyer treasurer, Frank
M. Jewell executive committee, Frank 0. Towle, Frank P. For-

President,

;

;

;

;

saith,

Samuel M. Prescott.

South Hampton had

its

Old

Home

celebration

Wednesday.

Jacob Eaton, president of the association, conducted the exercises,

which began at 11 30
:

dale, Mass.,

made

Jewell with a

W. French

Rev.

A. M.

LaRoy

F. Griffin of Roslin-

the invocation, and was followed by Miss

solo, "

Sing

Me

the Old Songs Again."

Dora

Prof. Geo.

Brooklyn delivered an address, and as original
P. Whitehouse. now in Asheville, N. C, was
read.
Rev. Mr. Griffin spoke, and solos were sung by Miss Julia
A. Floyd and Miss Milly Downing. Letters from sons of the
of

poem by Phineas

town were read, and the exei'cises closed with the singing of
" Home, Sweet Home." The dinner in Barnard hall was followed
by a social reunion and by addresses in the town hall by L. D.
Philbrick of Salem, Mass., Samuel C. Prescott, an instructor at
It was a
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and others.
most enjoyable celebration.
SPRIISrGriELD.

shall P. Clark

;

McDaniel

Moses O. Boyce,
treasurer, Marexecutive committee, Amanda M. McDaniel, Ella

President, Charles

Charles E. Bailey

;

;

vice-presidents,

secretary, Florence L. Clark

M. PhHbrick, Marcella

;

Hill.

Rev. Alvah H. Morrill preached the occasional sermon at the

;
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Old Home Week service in the Sjiringfield church, Sunday,
August 18, Rev. C. T. Matthews, Rev. William S. Morrill, and
Rev. George Tewksbury assisting in the services. The choir was
reenforccd by former members.
The church was tastefully decorated with potted plants and cut flowers. The regular Old Home
Day celebration was held on Monda}-, Aug-ust 19, in the town hall,
which has receutl}' been repaired. The first thing which attracted
the attention on approaching the building was the greeting,
" Welcome Home," over the doorway.
The hours before noon
were pleasantly spent in forming and renewing friendshijis, followed by dinner, which was served to a large number of people.
In the afternoon the president, Charles McDaniel, called to order,
and read letters in response to invitations to " come home " from
H. H. Messer, Mrs. Lettie Langley, W. W. Stevens, Rev. R. Perkins, and Rev. Lorin Webster.
Springfield's sons and daughters
returned this year from California, Wisconsin, Texas, Georgia,
special

Island. Massachusetts, and all parts of New Hampshire,
and a good number responded bi'iefly to the president's call for
speeches.
A poem written for the occasion by Rev. H. F. Snow
of Talapoosa, Ga., was read by Mrs. I. A. Colby, and during the
afternoon vocal solos were rendered by Mrs. F. D. Hall and U.
The evening was devoted to a musical and literary
L. George.
entertainment as follows Mandolin solo, Arthur Metcalf recitasolo, Irene McCullom
reading, Elwin Philtion, Ruth Currier
"
brick solo. Miss Clara George dialogue, " A Neighborly Call

Rhode

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

violin solo,

Havene Quimby

reading, Mrs.

;

Mary

Follansbee

;

U. L. George song, children's chorus reading, Mrs. Libbie
The hall was filled to overflowing
Cass solo. Miss Lelia Flagg.

solo,

;

;

;

with an interested audience, and at the close of the programme
ice

cream, cake, and lemonade were served, the proceeds being

used toward repairs in the town

hall.

SURRY.
President,

Myron H. Porter

secretary and treasurer,

;

vice-president, Charles

Frank E. Nesmith

;

H. Blake

executive committee,

Charles H. Blake, F. F. Field, Cyrus Kingsbury.
Surry's third

Old

Home

Day, on Tuesday, showed no dimi-

nution of interest from former years.

After a basket picnic at

noon a programme was presented, including address of welcome
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by Rev.

W.

F.

Whitcomb

;

AGRICULTURE.

an original poem written for the occa-

by Nellie Porter Harvey and read by Kate Porter songs by
Gertrude Conley and a quartette and recitations by Margaret
Porter, Shirley Harvey, Robert Harvey, Ethel Newton, and Mrs.

sion

;

;

Wliarton Wilcox.

Swanzey's annual town picnic was held on August 29, and was

The Weare family met

as great a success as usual.

at

Seabrook

the twenty-eighth, and the Wiggin family at Stratham the same

day.

On

the latter occasion a granite memorial was placed in

position at the grave of Gov.

President,

Thomas

Henry W. Hay ward

burn, Herbert O. Hadley

James M. Holden

;

;

"VViggin (1635-1667).

vice-presidents, Willis

Nahum

secretary,

A. Child

;

W.

Col-

treasurer,

executive committee, Martin H. Fisk, Herbert

;

O. Hadley, Arthur F. Rockwood.

Home Day, on Wednesday, was one of the most
and important of the week's observances, in that it saw
the dedication of two handsome monuments, both erected in memTemple's Old

interesting

ory of fallen heroes who served their country well.
cated to the pioneers of 1758 and to the Temple

War

One is dedimen who served

was uncovered in
Both were
The exercises of the day began at
the gifts of the townspeople.
10 30 in the morning with a concert by the Temple cornet band.
A banquet was served to one hundred and fifty invited guests and
in the

of the Revolution, while the other

honor of Gen. James Miller, of Ltindy's Lane fame.

:

others

at

noon, after which the formal exercises of dedication

were held under the direction of Hon. H. O. Hadley. The monuments were gracefully presented to the town by Nahum Child,
chairman of the town committee, and were accepted by W. W.
Hon. Charles H.

Colburn, chairman of the board of selectmen.

Burns of Wilton delivered the oration of the day, a brilliant
effort, and Hon. Cyrus H. Little of Manchester, speaker of the
house of representatives, spoke in behalf of the
speakers were Mrs. William Gerry Slade of

Nelson V. Titus of
Daughters of 1812

;

Boston,

representing

Col. William

Oakes

senting the Bunker Hill Association

;

state.

Other

New

York, and Mrs.

the

United States

of Chelsea, Mass., repre-

Reuben L. Reed,

historian.
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of Lexington, Mass.,

Maj.

D. E. Proctor of Wilton, Col. George C. Gilmore of Manchester,

Gen. Daniel M. White of Peterborough.

An

interesting incident

not on the programme was the presentation to the town, by Reuben

wood gathmade famous by

L. Reed, of a gavel composed of thirty-one pieces of

ered from buildings, ships, or other structures
historic association.

WASHINGTON.
President,

Albert T.

^V^right

;

vice-presidents,

Charles

A.

Sumner N. Ball treasexecutive committee, J. Frank Crosby,

Peaslee, Alton V. Farnsworth

;

secretary,

;

urer, George D. Trow
Frank P. Newman, Isaac W. Curtice.
Washington's second Old Home Day, on Wednesday, was so
largely attended that the capacious town hall could not accommodate the people, and the exercises were held on the green. After
a band concert at 10 o'clock in the morning, a large chorus sang
a welcome, and Rev. Gilman Rice gave the invocation. The address of welcome was made by President Wright, and the response
by Dr. Dinsmore of Keene. The Powers brothers sang, Mrs. M.
E. Hixson gave a select reading, and Charles Lowell, seventy-nine
;

colonial costume, rendered

years of age, dressed in

poem.

an original

After dinner the ladies' quartette sang. Rev. C. T. Reekie,

and Miss Trecartin,
Walter Russell, of Deering, read

of Londonderry, gave an excellent address,
of Boston,

gave a vocal

solo.

a poem, Fred B. Richards, of Lyndeborough, spoke briefly, and

Duncan and Miss Kitty Gage,
York. The exercises closed with the singing of "America."
ball game between AVashington and Lempster ended the day.

reminiscences were given by Mrs.
of

A

New

President, Da\ad Cross

Mayo

;

vice-presidents,

George Simons, Levi

Margaret M. Clark executive committee, George H. Eastman, John W. Hanson, Hiram
M. Felch, Mrs. Medora E. Currier, Miss Ida G. Adams, Edmund
B. Laney, Joseph

;

secretary, Mrs.

;

Barnard, Harry Simons, Eben L. Page, Alfred Osborne.

Weare

celebrated

people and

on Thursday, with a great outpouring of

much enjoyment.

from Manchester

in

Upon

the arrival of a special train

the morning a parade was held, headed by

;
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Milton Gove, aged eighty-two, and Mrs. E. Paige
tume.

lowed

in colonial cos-

Decorated bicycles and teams, ancient and modern,
in

a long

After the repast Judge Cross opened the

dinner was served.

fol-

School reunions occupied the time until

line.

lit-

erary exercises with a felicitous speech, and called upon for brief
addresses Charles J. Hadley, of Manchester
of

Newport, R.

I.

;

Prof. Julien Hunt, of

Judge John P.

Paige, of Lynn, Mass.

;

and Hon. Jesse Gove,

of Boston.

;

W.

Herbert

Gorham. Me.

;

Lull,

Elwood

Manchester

Bartlett, of

Mrs. Medora E. Currier read

two poems, one by Mrs. Abby Johnson Woodman, of Danvers,
Music was furnished by
Mass., and several letters of regret.
Derry's orchestra and the Snowden quartette of Hillsborough.

The day

closed with a dancing party in the

town

hall

and various

family reunions.

WEBSTER.
President, Rev. Arthur Little, D. D.

;

Moody

vice-presidents,

A. Pillsbury, Ira A. Call secretary, Sarah E. Sawyer treasurer,
executive committee, Irvin A. Burbank
Charles F. Sanborn
;

;

;

Rev. Harvey C. Sawyer, Tyler C. Sweatt.

Almost the

entire population of

nual Old

Home

pauket.

The

Webster turned out for the anof Lake Winne-

Day, Wednesday, on the shores

exercises opened with the Doxology,

president, Rev. Dr. Arthur

by the

led

Dorchester, Mass.

Little, of

Rev.

Harvey Sawyer offered prayer, and remarks were made by Rev.
J, H. Bliss Deacon Francis B. Sawyer Rev. Joseph Cogswell, of
Ashburuham, Mass. Walter Sargent, of Warner Dr. Melvin T.
Luther B. Little, of New
Stone, of Troy Hon. Warren Abbott
York city Capt. David Burbank W. W. Burbank and Henry
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Letters of regret were read.

H. Austin, of Boston.
E. Sawyer recited

"The Old Oaken Bucket." and

Miss Sarah
the exercises

closed with "America."

WESTMORELAND.
President,

Willard

Bill, Jr.

;

vice-presidents,

George

J.

Ben-

nett, George S. Aldrich; secretary, William J. Reed; treasurer,
Leach executive committee, E. L. Nims, F. A. Knight,
H.

C

;

Allen A. Barker.

Westmoreland Old Home Day observance, on Wednesday, renewed old acquaintances from 9 to 11 30 o'clock in the morning.
:
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hundred, after which the literary ex-

town hall began at two o'clock with the playing of
a piano solo by Miss Cora Patten, of Somerville, INIass. invocation
by Rev. H. E. Rouillard address of welcome by the president, Willard Bill, Jr.
response by I. W. Derby, of Boston double quartette by local singers, "Welcome to All" poem. "Old Home Week,"
by ]Mrs. C. E. Dlnsmore, of Barre, Vt., read by the secretary,
William J. Reed. Of the many letters received only two were
read, one from Mrs. M. M. Bradford, of Rutland, Vt., ninety-four
years of age, and one from A. F. Cliamberlain, of Cliicago. Others
unread were mentioned address by Prof. George S. Ormsby, of
Xenia, O. tenor solo and recall, by William 0. Hutchins, of
Keene poem, " The Old Town Hall," by A. A. Chickering, of
Turner's Falls, Mass., read by Rev. H. E. Rouillard instrumental
duet, violin and piano and recall, by Mr. Gary of Haverhill,
speech by Dr. G. S.
Mass., and Miss Bertha Bro\vn, of Boston
Albee, of Worcester, Mass. and F. A. Knight closed by a song,
" Old Home Day," written by a former townsman, J. E. Hall, of
ercises at the

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Brattleboro, Vt.

WHITEFIELD.
E. King;

President, C.

Barnet

;

vice-presidents, F.

secretary, F. B. Lewis

tive committee,

P.Brown,

treasurer, A. B. Elliott

;

;

S.

H.

execu-

Mrs. A. E. Sartwell, Rev. J. S. Harrington, D. M.

Aldrich.

Old

Home Week was

ushered in by a large bonfire on the

highest point on Kimball

The Whitefield

hill.

brass

band was

present and furnished music for the occasion and about two hun-

dred citizens were present besides
look House," located near by.
prietors of the Overlook

guests from the " Over-

&

Son, pro-

House, are deserving of much praise

for the beautiful

manner

illuminated, as

added very much

it

many

Messrs. Levi Bowles

in

which their house and grounds were
to the occasion.

Sunday morn-

ing a large and interested congregation assembled at the Free
Baptist church and were treated to a very practical and able ser-

mon

prepared for the occasion by the pastor, Rev.

The church was handsomely

J. S.

Harring-

Wednesday, August
21, was the day set apart for the observance of Old Home Day,
and in accordance therewith a meetino; was held in the town hall

ton.

decorated.

;
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where the following programme was successfully
Mr. C. E. King, president of the

carried out under the direction of
association

Selection, orchestra

:

selection, orchestra

prayer, Rev. J. S. Harrington

;

address of welcome, Rev.

;

poems, written for the occasion by Levi

J. S.

Harrington

W. Dodge and

;

;

E. H.

Weston, read by Miss Florence Bray; "Home Needs," Prof. A..
D. Pinkham song, Mr. R. B. Eastman; recitation, Mrs. Matilda
;

Glines

;

"

Pinkham

;

Some Aspects of Education
selection, orchestra

Chase, Rev. Solomon Cole
S.

Crockett

;

;

"

song, Mr. R. B.

Present," Mi\

Asa

W.

Within City Walls," Mr. Edward

Eastman

Russell;

C.

Miss M. Grace

in the Past,"

minute speeches, Mr. A.

five

;

;

" Whitefield, Past and

selection,

Notwith-

orchestra.

standing the exercises were unusually long and the hour late before

they were brought to a close, yet the entire audience patiently
waited, and eagerly listened to every remark made, and very

re-^

luctantly went away, voting this, the second observance of Old

Home

Day, a success, and mentally resolved never

to discontinue

the observing of the occasion as the years roll round.

WILMOT.

Emons

President, Beniamin
hue,

Herbert

Warren

S.

Clay

F. Langley

F. Flanders, Mrs.

;

;

Fred E. Good-

vice-presidents,

secretary,

Mrs. L. M. Carr

treasurer,

;

executive committee, Mr. and Mrs. Charles

;

Fred E. Goodhue, John H. Tewksbury.

Although Thursday was cloudy, fully five hundred people assembled at the Wilmot camp-ground to observe Old Home Day.

Among them
The main

were many former residents now located elsewhere.

The preacher's
and the exwith interest by all who

feature of the day was a basket picnic.

stand was tastefully decorated with flags
ercises in the afternoon

were present.

were listened

The programme was

ing, "

to

and

flowers,

carried out as follows

:

Sing-

Old Hundred," congregation prayer. Rev. Mr. Nelson
remarks by the president, Benj. Emons, giving a brief history
singing, " To Thee, O Country," male quartette
of the town
;

;

address. Rev. L.
J.

;

M. Keneston,

O. Teele, Boston

;

singing. "

Brattleboro, Vt.

Home

;

remarks, Hon..

Again," children

;

remarks,

Simon Greeley, who is ninety-four years old and the oldest person living in town singing, ladies' quartette remarks, William
Thompson, Ipswich song^ Alden Youngman, Merrimack re;

;

;

;
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;

Fulton, Manchester
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singing, "America,"

congre-

benediction. Rev. T. S. Lewis.

WINCHESTER.
President, Granville Wardwell

Levi Saben

Guernsey

;

secretary,

;

vice-presidents,

James T. Burnap

Bliss,

William H.

LaFell Dickinson. Fred

executive committee,

;

James H.

treasurer,

;

D.

Lesure, C. B. Mansfield, D. C. Stearns, D. H. Thompson, A. E.

Howard, C.

J. Fosgate.

W.

A. Alexander.

As many as 1,500 people enjoyed Winchester's picnic and Old
Home Day on Wednesday. Two baseball games between Keene
and Winchester and dancing afternoon and evening were the
and the literary

features of entertainment outside of the dinner,
exercises which were as follows:

Rev. E.

J.

Wardwell

;

Deane, of Hinsdale
song, Messrs.

;

original

"America";

prayer,

Leonard, Mason, Woodbury, Saben

remarks. Dr. G. C. Hill, Dr. Ira

song by chorus

Singing,

address by the president, G.

;

W.

Russell, of Keene,

poem, by Dr. V.

and others

W. Leach

;

;

;

songs by

Mrs. Andrews Sprague, of Peterborough, A. L. Saben, of Man-

A. B. Woodbury, and W. W. Ball. A number of
were read from former residents who were unable to be

chester, Mass.,
letters

present.

WINDHAM.
President, Horace Berry
vice-presidents, J. Arthur Nesmith,
John H. Dlnsmoor secretary, George H. Clark treasurer, William L. Emerson executive committee, Joseph W. Dinsmoor,
Augustus L. Barkei', George E. Seavey.
;

;

;

;

An

unexpectedly large number of former residents and de-

Windham families came back for Old Home Day in
town on Wednesday. After dinner in the town hall President Berry directed the carrying out of an interesting programme,
scendants of

that

opening with prayer by Elder Samuel Campbell, of Derry.
dresses were

made by William

of Wallingford, Ct.

;

C. Harris

;

Judge

J.

Ad-

R. Campbell,

Joseph P. Crowell, of West Windham
Prof. Cassius S. Campbell, of

Mrs. Augustus Berry, of Pelham

Derry

;

;

;

and Rev. James A. P. Hughes,

of

Nelson, Mo.

Songs

were interspersed, including a solo by Mrs. Frank A. Hardy, of
West Derry.
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WOLFEBOROUGH.
President, Hon. Sewall

W.

Abbott

Martin, Hon. Charles F. Piper

;

vice-presidents,

secretary, Bert

;

James H.

W. Parker

exec-

;

Henry F. Libbey, Joseph Meader, RoUin

utive committee. Dr.

Jones, Benjamin F. Burleigh, Oscar L. Young.

Home Week was one of the
and most gorgeous on record. It began Saturday evening at Wolfeborough Falls, where two great bonfires, a drum
corps, and red fire combined to make an enthusiastic inception of
Wolt'eborough's celebration of Old

greatest

Young

the week.

lawn
Sunday morning Brewster

ladies of the Free Baptist church gave a

party and furnished refreshments.

Memorial

hall

service, in

which

L.

was packed with worshipers at the union religious
all the local clergymen participated. Rev. Edgar

Warren preaching

Old
day

Home Week

week and a

of the

At

it in.

in

the evening.

salute of

New

ten o'clock the parade, the finest of the year in

Hampshire,

Edward

of Monday was the
Tuesday was the festal
twelve guns at daybreak ushered

The event

the sermon.

ball

left its starting point,

punctual to the minute.

Col.

B. Dickinson was the chief marshal, and the long line,

headed by Pease's band of Laconia, included the local camp of
Sons of Veterans, the fire department, and a great array of floats
and turn-outs, from pony carts to six-horse teams. Prizes, three
in each division, were

awarded for the best appearing teams, the

most unique and original teams, and the best decorated
hayrack, and competition

was

keen.

float or

Decorations of business

houses and residences were general, an especial feature being the
arch twenty-four feet high erected by the Kingswood Club on

South Main

street

tent on the

At

opposite Glendon.

Abbott called a throng of

hundred

fifteen

1 p. m.. President

to order in the large

Here the programme included

academy grounds.

:

Music by the band invocation, Rev. Allen C. Keith singing of
" Home, Sweet Home," by the audience address of welcome.
Miss E. Alice Brown song, Miss Helen Stevenson address,
Hon. Charles E. Hill, of Newark, N. J. short speeches by W.
;

;

;

;

;

;

F. McClintock, chairman of the Massachusetts highway commission

;

District Attorney

Henry

F. Hurlburt, of Lynn, Mass.

Dr. Wasson, of Newark, N. J.

Dodge,
Parker

la.
;

;

song.

;

Hon. Lorenzo

Miss Estelle Stevenson

singing by the audience, "

;

Coffin,

jioem, Bert

Auld Lang Syne."

;

Rev.

of Fort

Wiggin
Mean-
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while an interesting series of athletic sports, including baseball,
entertained an even larger crowd outside.
reception

In the evening a social

and general illumination closed the day, a splendid

success.

"WOODSTOCK.
President,

W.

Sawyer,

F. A. Fox

;

Elmer E. Woodbury vice-presidents, Albert W.
Hunt secretary, E. E. Woodbury treasurer,
;

L. E.

;

;

executive committee, Mrs. Bertha Currier, Mrs.

Anna

Morrill, E. L. Bell.

Woodstock celebrated on Friday

near the

at Fairfield grove

old meeting-house, and the occasion was a very animated and
pleasing one.
full,

The

was as follows

day's programme, which was carried out in

Forenoon

:

— Prayer,

pastor of the Woodstock Baptist church

by E. W. Deane

of Maiden, Mass., a

"America," chorus and congregation

;

;

Rev. C. S. Whitman,
selection, a cornet solo,

summer

resident singing,
address on " Old Home,"
;

Rev. C. S. Perkins, pastor Freewill Baptist church of North

Woodstock song, " Home of My Childhood," Miss Nellie P.
of Woodstock
address by the president of the day, Elmer E. Woodbury of Woodstock. Afternoon Singing, chorus
addresses. Rev. J. E. Johnson of Philadelphia, a native of this
town, now a summer resident, and William Wells of New York
singing, " Coronation." chorus and congregation
selection, Eva
Baston of Woodstock singing, Miss Bryant and Miss Alice M.
Peaslee selection, Mrs. A. W. Currier
cornet solo, Mr. Deane.
At Wai-ner, a party of summer residents and others climbed
Monument hill and built a huge bonfire, counting as they did so
twenty-four other distinct blazes here and there upon the horizon.
At West Concord the Congregational church held an Old Home
service on Sunday, at which the hymns of half a century and
more ago were sung, and historical addresses were made by the
pastor. Rev. H. M. Goddard, and by Hon. Joseph B. Walker. A
;

Bryant

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

former pastor, Rev.
service,

gation.

C

F. Roper, of Winchester, assisted in the

and many past members

of the parish

were

in the congre-

.

OLD HOME WEEK, AUGUST

16-22,

1902.

OFFICERS OF THE STATE ASSOCIATION.
President.

Frank W. Rollins

Concord.

Vice-Pres idents.

Joseph B. Walker
Joseph D. Roberts
Charles B. Hoyt

.

Concord.

.

Rollinsford.

.

Springfield.

Sandwich.

Charles McDaniel
T. Nelson Hastings

Walpole.

.

Elmer E. Woodbury
Gordon Woodbury
True L. N orris

Woodstock.
.

Manchester.

Portsmouth.

....

Richard Pattee

New Hampton.

C. T. WiGGLJJ

Colebrook.

Treasurer.

Harry

H. Dudley

Nahum

J.

Concord.
Secretary.

Bachelder

Concord.

Executive Comviiftee.

Edward

N. Pearson

William H. Stinson
Henry H. Metcalf

CITY

Concord.

Dunbarton.
.

Concord

AND TOWN CELEBRATIONS.
AC worth.

The annual reunion of the Slader family on the 19th made up
celebration in Ac worth.
Dinner was served to a hundred,

the
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after

which Orville L. Slader of Providence, R.

programme of toasts, music, etc.
made by Mrs. Bowers of Bellows

The report

a

Ellen Osgood, of Claremont, in

Falls, Vt.,

memory

I.,

presided over

was
and a poem by Miss
of Necrology

of those

who

rest in the

was read by Miss MyraChatterton. Miss Annie
Hayward of Harwich, Mass., gave a recitation, and music was
furnished by Mr. and Mrs. Allen of Boston, Dr. Cummings of
Concord, Miss Gertrude Cummings and Miss Nellie L. Woodcity of the dead,

bury.

Impromptu speeches were made by Rev. G. A. Bennett,

Dr. J. E. Toye, Dr. Cummings of Concord, Dr. Allen of Holyoke,

who was resident physician in Acworth for fifteen years,
Mr. Allen of Boston, Mr. Kempton of Newport, H. N. Hayward,
and others. The exercises closed hj the singing of " America" hy
Mass.,

the entire audience.

ALEXANDRIA.
Alexandria's Old

Home

Day, celebrated on Saturday, Septem-

was a trifle belated, but none the less enjoyable. The Grafton cornet band gave a concert in the forenoon, dinner was served
at noon, and in the evening Gale's orchestra furnished music for
dancing.
The afternoon programme, presided over by H. E.
Song,
Wells, master of Cardigan grange, was as follows:

ber

7,

"America," by the grange choir; address of welcome, A. F.
Cheney reading, Mrs. Laura Emery song, " Old New Hampaddress, Sylvester B. Sleeper
speech,
shire Home," choir
George R. Drake of Manchester; reading, "The Settler's Story,"
Rev. A. H. Reed; closing address. Rev. A. H. Reed.
;

;

;

At Alstead

;

the Congregational Sunday-school celebrated Old

Home Week by

holding

its

annual picnic

at

Lake Warren, Wed-

nesday.

AMHERST.

The King's Daughters

of

the

Congregational church took

charge of Amherst's observance and on Wednesday evening of

Old

Home Week

illuminated Fuller's

vnth lanterns and bonfires.

A

grove at Lake Babboosic

delightful musical

rendered by Louis Clark and son, Mrs.

programme was

A. K. Woodbury of

Nashua, Mrs. Oscar Shaffer of Boston, Bert Chandler, and Miss
Elizabeth

Hayward

of Boston.

OLD HOME WEEK.
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the annual reunion of the

Harvell family, held on Thanksgiving daj^ for twenty-nine years

Wednesday of Old Home
There were twenty-eight members of the family present
and dinner was served under a tree a century old.

previous, but this year transferred to

Week.

Old
call

Home Week

Antrim was marked by the annual

in

Presbyterian church on Thursday.

of the

In

sjiite

roll-

of the

rain the attendance reached 200 at both the forenoon and after-

noon

services.

The

roll-call

was held

in the

morning and

in the

afternoon addresses were given by various members of the church.
It is

more than a century old, had
ever had any other pasAll are dead except the present incumbent. The church

remarkable that

had but four
torate.

this church,

pastors, no one of

whom

has had three meeting-houses.

AISDOVER.

Andover

started

Old

Home Week

brilliantly with a

tremen-

dous bonfire on Kearsarge mountain, seven large ones on other
heights,

and many

Thomas

J.

of lesser magnitude.

Sunday morning Rev.

Lewis, pastor of the Congregational church at East

Andover, preached a special sermon and the
the evening service addresses were

girl choir sang.

made by W. A.

At

Bachelder, Dr.

H. A. Weymouth, N. J. Bachelder, Horace Campbell, W. B.
Durgin, and Rev. Angelo Hall. The annual reunion of the Davis
family was another feature of Sunday. Thursday was Old Home
Day proper. Dinner was served at noon and in the afternoon
the church was crowded with an appreciative audience.
The
Franklin military band furnished music. Rev. T. J. Lewis gave
the invocation, and Prof. John R. Eastman the address of welcome. The other speakers included Prof. John D. Quackenbos
of New York, Senator Jacob H. Gallinger of Concord, Barron
Shirley, Esq., of Franklin, Prof. C. L. Clay of Harvard, Mass.,

and Prof.

memory
an Old

J.

F. Morton.

of the late

Home

ball

Dr.

Weymouth gave an

Hon. Napoleon B. Bryant.
was given at Union hall.

address in

In the evening
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ATKINSON.

At Atkinson

special religious services

were held in the Con-

Sunday morning and evening. Rev. George
H. Scott, pastor of the church, presided, and in the morning the
George N. Cross of Exeter, Prof. T. B.
speakers were Prof.
Rice of Haverhill, Mass., and Rev. E, B. Pike of Brentwood.
Additional speakers in the evening were Prof. 0. B. Lord of

gregational church

New

Orleans, and Rev. Joseph Kimball

Special

Haverhill.

of

musical programmes were arranged for both services and the
Monday evening Professor
church was beautifully decorated.
Cross gave his illustrated lecture on "Beautiful New Hampshire."
the Moody family held their first reunion in twenty-

On Tuesday

The town celebration was held the same day
The forenoon was given over to the renewing

one years.

Academy

hall.

old acquaintances

At 2

noon.

A

and friendships.

o'clock

the

dinner was enjoyed at

president of the association called to

order and presented the following program
orchestra of Haverhill, Mass.
of Haverhill, Mass.

;

at

of

solo.

Selection, Edney's

:

address, Morris D. Clark,

;

M.

D.,

Miss Abbie Chandler of Haverhill,

Mr. Nathan B. Sargent of Methuen, Mass.
Mr. Benjamin Morse of Fall River, Mass. address,
Mr. Francis Coggswell of Cambridge, Mass. solo, Mi*s. M. G.

Mass.

;

address,

;

flute solo,

;

;

Calef of Haverhill,
of Atkinson,

]\Iass.

;

historical sketch of the early families

by George A. Page.

A

selection

by the orchestra

closed the exercises of the day.

At

the instance of the ladies of the Village

Home Day

Society Bath celebrated Old

Improvement

on Thursday in the

groves of Mrs. D. K. Jackman of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., which

were decorated with the national colors for the occasion. At
10 A. M. the exercises opened with the following programme:
Music, St. Johusbury orchestra;
Porter; singing, "

invocation, the Rev. Isaac
"
address of welcome,

Home, Sweet Home

;

poem, Will Carleton music, orchestra; hisaddress, Will Carleton
tory of Bath, Z. N. Hutchins
music,
Dinner was served at 1
orchestra; oration, S. B. Page.
Responses
o'clock with Stanley E. Johnson as toastmaster.

A. N. Blaudin

;

;

;

;

;
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made as follows Mrs. Isaac Porter, " The VilImprovement Society " Mrs. Lillian Carpenter Streeter,
" Reminiscences " Napoleon Morrison, "The Ladies " Jonas

to toasts were

:

lage

;

;

;

"Farms"; Sherburn Sanborn, "Bath

Miuot,

as

a

Birth-

Deacon Moses Lang, "Reminiscences of Father
Southerland " John Child, " The New Barn " T. S. Woods,
" When the Man Comes Home " A. N. Blandin, " The Man
Who Staj's at Home"; Dr. G. E. Davenport, "Adopted
place";

;

;

;

Home";

"Seen from

the Outside";
was Mr. Carleton's
great-grandmother who, in her little apron, carried dirt upon
the large rock just below the village, and there planted the
That rock is one
first seeds ever planted in tlie town of Bath.
the Rev. I. C. Porter,

"The

Carleton,

AVill

Old Rocks."

It

of the old landmarks of the town.

BELMONT.

Belmont ushered in its first observance of Old Home Week
bonfires on Reservoir hill and other lofty points.
Wednesda}' afternoon was the time and Hall's opera house
the place of the formal celebration, the programme for which
with

was

as follows

:

Selection, orchestra

H.

Philips; address of welcome, Dr.

;

Rev. E. H.

pra^'er, the

S.

" Old New
Bean;
Miss Florence

Beckford

;

Hampshire Home," quartette;
vocal solo.
Catherine M. Johnson
"
Yachting
Lyford
Glee," quartette;
Adams; remarks, J. O.
reading.
Col. J. M. Sargent
remarks. Prof. E. G. Moore
historical sketch, E. C.

reading,

;

;

;

remarks. Col.

Thomas Cogswell;

selection, orchestra; remarks,

Thomas T. Wells; reading, Helen M. Bean; election of
cers;

" Home, Sweet Home," quartette

;

offi-

benediction.

UOSCAWEN.

The

secretary of the

Boscawen Old Home Week Association

"Boscawen Old Home Day was observed
Aug. 19, 1902. It was in many respects the most successful
More of the old residents came back to
of any we have held.
reports as follows:

look over the familiar places, and

neighbors and

playmates of their

grasp the hands
3'outh.

I

think

nearer being an ideal meeting than any previous.
10

of
it

the

came

Our town

;;
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who were on

people

the

AGRICULTURE.
committees took a

several

livel}'

more especially the programme committee. Our president, Dr. A. C. Alexander, gave us a fine address of welcome.
Mr. Charles H. Ames, a Boscawen boy, held the attention of
the audience for forty minutes on his trip around the world.
Dr. Arthur Little of Dorchester, Mass., was very interesting
and was well received. Dr. A. A. Berle of Brighton, Mass.,
who has a summer home with us, kept us good natured. Hon.
interest,

John C. Linehan and Rev. Millard F. Johnson also favored us
The music was fine. We had a rare treat in
with remarks.
Miss Georgia Atwood of Chicago, a daughter of one of our
town girls, who rendered several selections on the harp. Yocal
music was given by Dr. A. C. Alexander, Miss Marion Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Jackmau, Mr. Almou G. Harris, and IMiss Louie Harris.
Thanks were given to Hon. John C. Pearson for his untiring
efforts.
The audience all seemed to have a good time and to
be ready for an invitation to come again in 1903."
During Old Home Week the Ayers association held its
annual gathering with Mr. A. R. Ayers at North Boscawen,
members coming from Rhode Island, Pennsj'lvania, and
Missouri.

BRENTWOOD.
Brentwood celebrated Old Home Day Thursday
gregational church, with the following programme
12 m., dinner; 1:30 p. m.,
and remarks invocation, John H. Wales,
ing, "America," by the people; address of
ident of the association, Joseph R. Rowe
C. S. Stevens, Kingston, and Freeman

social hour;

M.

tenor solo, Clarence

W. H.

paper,

Collins,

Exeter

Me.

Pollard, Kennebunkport,

"Brentwood

Morrill, Exeter

;

;

;

Con-

10 a. m.,

speaking, singing,

Manchester

;

J.

in the
:

;

sing-

welcome, the pres;

response, Charles

Marston, Boston
reminiscences, Dr.

selection, quartette

Soldiers in the Revolution," Katherine L.

solo,

Mildred F. Daniels, Amesbury, Mass.

;

paper, A. A. A\^adleigh, Boston; selection, quartette; remarks.

Dr. J.

W.

Beau, AVest Medford, Mass.

messages from absent friends; Old

by Emily Sanborn

Hills, Chester

;

;

selection, quartette

Home Day poem,

selection, quartette

;

written

paper,
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F. Eugeuia Jewell, Manchester; five-minute speeches
izens of the town

3

p. M., ball

ident,

;

singing,

game.

The

Joseph E. Eowe

Charles B. Snj-der

;

;

"Auld Lang

Sj'ne,"

In'

cit-

by the people

officers of the association are

vice-presidents, Charles O.

;

Pres-

:

Swain and

secretary and treasurer, Rinda S. Dudley;

chairman of the executive committee, John Lake. The secretary writes: " ManjMetters have been received by the association since our gathering in appreciation of the efforts of our

people; and a counterpart

earnestly desired another 3'ear."

is

BRIDGE WATER.
Bridgewater observed her fourth Old
day, August 21.

Dinner was served

invocation by Rev. Lucien

W.

at

Thurs-

noon, followed by an

Prescott of Warren, after which

President John E. S. Fifield called the
the following

Home Day on

programme was given:

company

to order

Singing,

"America";

and

poem, "Old Home Greeting," by Miss Lizzie Whittemore,
read by Mrs. Joseph Morse remarks by Albert P. "Worthen
and Joseph L. Boardman of Boston poem, Chas. ^Y. Johnson, Roxbury, Mass. sketch of first settler in town b}' Frank J.
Barnard, Everett, Mass.; reading, "The Old Gray Horse,"
by Mrs. Scott W. Fletcher of Lakeport; remarks, "What this
Day Means to Us who left Fifty Years Ago," Rev. Mr. Prescott
of Warren
duet, " For You we are Praying at Home," Mrs.
Fred Pillsbury and Mrs. Joseph INIorse
remarks b}' Rev.
Austin S. Gawer of Worcester, Mass., and John B. Batchelder
whistling solo by Dorothy Dalton. Officers elected
of Tilton
Sherman S. Fletcher, president David T. Atwood, secretary
J. E. S. Fifield, Fred R. Pillsbury, Arthur H. Morrill, execu;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

tive committee.

BROOKLINE.
Bonfires were kindled in Brookline

Sunday morning union

on Saturday night, and

religious services were held in the

gregational church with a sermon

b}'

Con-

Rev. F. D. Sargent of

Putnam, Conn., a former pastor. Friday was Old Home Day,
and a thousand people enjoyed the exercises. Main street was
attired in holiday dress and the Ashby band furnished music.
At 11 o'clock exercises were held in the church, as follows:
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Prayer, Rev. H. E. Covell

Mrs. Hattie

Charles Stickney

;

companiment, L.

''

Home Again,"

Mabel Tucker Badger

organist,
S.

Powers, Harry Powers

quartette,

;

violin ac-

;

address of wel-

oration. Judge E. E. Parker, his
" Brookline (formerly Raby ) in and during the

come, Clarence R. Russell
subject,

singing,

;

Mrs. Mabel Gilman, Eddy Whitcomb,

Stiles,

;

Revolution;" original poem. Miss Edith Barber.

After din-

and witty speeches were made by Rev. F. D. Sargent, Prof. James Peabody of New York, G. H. Jefts of Fitchburg, .James A. Horton of Greenfield, Mass., J. F. Hutchinner bright

son of Lexington, Judge E. E. Parker, David Hobart, Rev.
George Hardy of Ashburnham, Hon. Franklin Worcester of
Hollis, Frank Burge.
A baseball game and athletic sports
with band concerts occupied the afternoon
and dancing, the
;

evening.

Home Day

"While no Old

celebration

was held

in Bristol

beacon bonfire was kindled upon Bristol Peak, 1,785
sea level.

feet

a

above

Sixteen other beacon lights were visible from this

eminence.
CANDIA.

The Candia
Old

club conducted the Old

This club was the

in Candia.

Home Week by

to their childhood

first

Home Week

celebration

organization to observe

a midwinter visit of

many former

homes, a dinner being served

in

residents

Boston

in

The reunion of the club this year was
held in the town hall on Wednesday, August 27, and was presided over by Moses F. Emerson of Candia, vice-president of
the club.
A reception in the forenoon was followed by dinner
honor of the event.

and interesting post-prandial exercises.
CANTERBURY.

The Shaker community

Home Week
one of the

this

hills

at

year for the

East Canterbury celebrated Old
first

near their village.

were entertained.
of great interest

time, holding a picnic

Many

upon

guests and visitors

In the evening a characteristic programme

was

carried out,

some

special music for the

occasion being worthy of more than passing mention.

;
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CHARLESTOWN.
Old Home Da}' in Charlestown was ushered in at
morning of Friday, August 22, b}' the ringing of bells.
reception was held in the town hall at 10 :30, followed by

The

first

7 in the

A

The Bellows

dinner at the Unitarian church parlors.

A

band furnished music.

Falls

great crowd packed the hall for the

exercises of the afternoon, which opened with prayer by Rev.

T. D, Howard.

A

Rev. E. T. Blake

;

poem

b}'

Lieut.

Miss E. A. Webber was read by
E. Hunt gave the address of

W.

welcome with response by Prof. James A. Tufts of Phillips
Exeter academy.
Allan C. Reed gave a histor}' of Faithful
lodge, A. F. and A. M.
Col. Samuel Webber, the wellknown mechanical and civil engineeer, spoke on his recollections of Charlestowu 50 j^ears ago.

William Sawyer, M. P., 84 years

old, of Sawverville, Que.,

a descendant of Peter Labaree, who, with the Johnson family,

was taken prisoner by

the

Indians here in 1754, delivered a

Hon. Stephen Salisbury of Worcester, a descendant of the Dean family, which was among the
eai'ly settlers, spoke on his early recollections of the town.
Five-minute speeches were made by Rev. T. D. Howard, Rev.
E. T. Blake, Hon. Robert M. Colburn, and others.
In the
evening there was a band concert and dance at the town hall.
The officers of the association are Lucius K. Thayer, president
S. T. Seaile, W. E. Hunt, vice-presidents; Miss Jane Labaree,
secretary; Wesley Fisk, treasurer
Mrs, H. E. Corbin, Gilbert L. Richardson, Timothy Callahan, executive committee.
very interesting address.

;

CHESTER.

The town of Chester appropriated $50 for Old Home Day
and received many times its worth in pleasure and profit.
Wednesday was the day celebrated. The church bells rang at
9 A. M.
At 10 a procession was formed with G. A. Hoslej' as
chief marshal and proceeded to Thayer field, where athletic
sports were held.
From 1 to 3 o'clock the congregation was
entertained with the following

band and audience

;

programme

:

Music, "America,"

prayer, the Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro

;

ad-
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dress of welcome

b}'

the president, F. E. Robie

G. Robertson;

remarks, the Rev. J.

Wells

;

music, baud

Somerville, Mass.

;

AGRICULTUilE.

;

;

reading,

music, baud

Mrs.

;

Carrie

remarks, the Rev. Mr. Woodbridge of

M. Teuney

song, Mrs. O.

;

remarks, the

Rev. George S. Chase of Warren, Me., the Rev. Chester J.
Wileomb of Greenfield, Gerry Hazelton of Milwaukee, Wis.,

WashThe
C,
exercise was "Old Hundred" and "Auld Lang Syne"

C. S. Wileomb, N. S. Morse, George C. Hazelton of

and Judge George Everett of Laconia.

ington, D.
closing

Baseball and a band concert closed the day.

by the baud.

An

interesting side issue of the

day was a reunion of old pupils

of Chester academy, resulting in the formation of a permanent

Chester

Academy Alumni

Association.

CHESTERFIELD.
Chesterfield celebrated on Friday at Silverdale on the shores

of Spoft'ord lake.

At

were present. The
programme were addresses by Edwin

least 1,000 people

principal features of the

D. Mead of Boston, who annually returns to his native town for
the summer John C. Kuhlke, New York, a summer resident for
eleven years Col. H. B. Titus of Brattleboro, Vt. and Judge
H. H. Wheeler of Vermont, and in addition there were band
concerts by the Hinsdale band in both the morning and after;

;

;

noon.
bj'

The

celebration

was brought

a grand illumination in which

to a close in the evening

many

of the scores of cot-

was a
Arrangements
for the entire day were in charge of the selectmen, George S.
Fletcher, Arthur M. Davis, and Fred J. Harris, and the school
committee, Mrs. Ella M. Puffer, Frank L. Houghton, and
tagers participated, but of which the leading attraction

splendid

display of fireworks on the

island.

Richard T. Cobb.
CHICHESTER.
Chichester ushered in the week with bonfires, and on Sunday
listened to an Old

Home sermon

by Rev. James Richmond, of
In the evening a

the Congregational church, in the morning.

mass meeting was held in the Methodist chui'ch. Tuesday
was the great day, and many from abroad were present as a
result of the labors of the committee on invitations, Hon.
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H. Carpenter, chairman. The exercises were held in
Langmaid's grove, and the principal addresses were given by
Harr}^ Lake and Mrs. Dow, children of Moses R. Lake, once
a prominent resident of the town.
Good music was inter-

Cliarles

among a number of brief speeches by present and past
The officers of the association are Charles E. Garpresident; Charles A. Laugmaid and James A. Rich-

spersed

residents.
vin,

mond, vice-presidents; J. L. T. Shaw, secretary; J. L. Sanborn, treasurer; Walter S. Langmaid, H. T. Leavitt, George
W. Lake, George W. Lane, O. T. Maxfield, O. T. Davis, and
J. Frank Towle, executive committee,
CONCORD.

Bad weather compelled

the

abandonment

or

of the out-of-door features of Concord's Old

postponement

Home Day

on
Thursda}^ but the literary programme was a rich enough treat

make

Hon. Joseph B. Walker called the meeting to
1
30 in the afternoon, and introduced
•Judge Charles R. Corning as presiding officer.
Mayor Harry
G. Sargent gave the address of welcome, and Frank P. Hill,
of the Brooklyn, N. Y., public library, responded.
The orator of the day was Judge Henry p]. Howland of New York,
who said in part: "Without any disparagement to the rest of
New England, the sous of New Hampshire are justified in their
love for their native state, and the}- need no urgent invitation
to

up.

order in Pheuix hall at

:

to seek a revival of the inspiration

from her past.

which they have acquired

It is a little state with a great history.

The

men, and what a nursery of giants
this little state has been.
She has given birth to Webster,
Cass, Greeley, Dix, Count Rmnford, Woodbur}', Dana, and a
host of others who have extended the fame of America wherewealth of a nation

is in its

ever the English language
to enlarge
ers

upon

is

spoken.

Time

will not allow

the finest, fairest product of us

all

me

— the moth-

and maidens who bloomed and blossomed within her bor-

ders."
CORN'ISri.

At Cornish

tlie

was celebrated

in

twenty-sixth annual old people's gathering

connection with Old

Home Day

on AVednes-
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Twent3^-six 3'ears ago, through the efforts of the Rev.

day.

J. P. Jackson, the former at that time pastor of the

and Mrs,

Congregational church,

now

of Merrimac, Mass., the old peo-

and throughout the quarter cennearest Aug. 20, a similar
This yeav over 250 invitations were
gathering has been held.
Over 700 peosent out, and 200 of them were responded to.
ple held their first gathering,

tury since then, on the

Wednesday

ple gathered in the Congregational church to attend the exer-

One hundred and fifty elderly people took dinner
The exercises opened with music by a

cises.

together at noon.

double male quartette

;

Scripture reading, the Rev. Mr. Heath,

pastor of the Congregational church

Adams, Meredith

;

invocation, the Rev. R.

address of welcome, Josiah Davis

;

sponse, the Rev. J. P. Jackson, Merrimac, Mass.
secretary,

Wm.

H. Child

;

solo,

Mrs. R.

Adams

;

re-

report of

;

;

address,

Winston Churchill address, the Rev. J. W. Wellman, Jamaica
solo,
Plain, Mass.
address, Mr. McClary, Windsor, Vt.
Mrs. 0. S. Bugbee, Meriden select reading, Chas, E. WillThe following officers were chosen for the
iams, Boston.
coming year: Executive committee, W. H. Child, Josiah
The exercises closed with singing
Davis, Geo. L. Deming.
by the assemblage, "God be with you till we Meet Again,"
and benediction by the Rev. J. P. Jackson. A vote of thanks
was extended to Winston Churchill, through whose courtes}^
Charles E. Williams of Boston was present and furnished
entertainment.
A bouquet of flowers was presented to the
Rev. J. P. Jackson, the founder of the old people's movement,
also a bouquet to Henry Gould, who was present and who is
;

;

;

;

the oldest person in town, his age being ninety-three years.

Seven

different states

were represented by those who attended

the exercises.

DEERFIELD.

In Deerfield Old

Home Week opened with a union religious
On Monday the former teachers and

on Sunday.

service

pupils of School District No. 6 held a reunion, addresses being

made
and

bj'

W.

W.

E. King, George Waldo Browne, G.

V. B. Tilton.

W.

Stevens,

Horace C. Churchill was president of

OLD HOME ^VEEK.
the day,

and a poem

for the occasion

Stevens of Haverhill.
folks'

The

Monday

while Tuesda}^

concert,

night
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was given by Mis. Ida
was devoted to an old

was Old Home Da}^

propei'.

exercises were held in Deerfield grove, and were presided

over by Rev. G. F. Bradford.

The orator

of the occasion

was

Harrison S. Beau of Boston, and poems were read by Mrs.

M. G.

Gallisou of Lawrence, Mass., and Mrs. Dudley Stevens

Mass.

of Haverhill,

vocal music

b}^

The

exercises were

the Schubert

Male

interspersed with

quartette.

DANBLRV.

At Danbury

special religious services were held on

at the Baptist church, with excellent music,

"The Home"
sewing

circle

b}^

Chester Howe.

conducted a

On Tuesday

successful

Sunday

and a sermon upon

fair,

the ladies'

an entertaining

programme being presented.

Reunions which added interest

to

Old

Home Week

in

Derry

were those of the alumni of Pinkerton academ}^ and of the

Webster famih'.

The town Old Home Day was observed

at

Beaver lake on Thursday, with music by the Derry brass band.

The

exercises opened at 10

W.

Abbott, president of the Old

:

30 with an address

b}^

Home Week

Hon. Chas.

Association.

The address of welcome was by Hon. Leonard H. Pillsbury.
The response was b}^ Rev. Hallah H. Loud of East Concord,
a former pupil at Pinkerton academ}'.

made by

Brief addresses were

James
George Brickett of Dorchester, Mrs.
Fanny Webster Ray of Haverhill, Mrs. H. A. Dinsmore of
Boston, William T. JNIorse, and Col. William S. Pillsbury.
In the evening literary and musical exercises were enjoyed at
the town hall.
The programme included selections by Madden's orchestra, a vocal solo b}' J\Irs. Donald Browne, reading
by Miss Mabel McKay, piano solo by Miss S. R. MacIMurphy,
vocal solo by Charles A. Sefton, an Old Home Week address
by Ernest L. Abbott, address upon "The Psychological and
Moral Bearings of Old Home Week," by Prof. Ednuind R.
then

Prof. George A. Dicke}' of Newburyport,

F. Savage of Lowell,
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Angell, aud address upon

Week

in

"How

they Celebrated Old

Mont Vernon," by Rev. Donald Browne.

was enjoyed by

a large

number

Home

Dancing

until a late hour.

DUNBARTON.

A

heavy downpour of rain considerably changed the elaboprogramme for Dunbartou's fourth Old Home Day, but
the grand old town achieved another success just the same.
At 10 in the forenoon of Thursday the Dunbartou band gave
a concert, followed at 11 :30 b}'^ a bicycle parade. Dinner was
served in the town hall aud at 2 p. m. the exercises opened in
the Congregational church.
John B. Ireland presided and
introduced as speakers Col. William H. Stinson of Goffstown,
Rev. Edward M. Parker of Concord, Rev. W. S. Emery of
Tilton, Rev. F. H. Buffiim of the Baptist church, Sherman E.
Burroughs, Esq., Hon. Henry M. Putney, aud Senator Henr}'
E. Burnham of Manchester, and Prof. William H. Burnham
of Worcester, Mass.
The speaking was varied by delightful
music, closing with " Auld Lang S^aie."
rate

EPSOM.

Epsom's fourth observance of Old Home Day exceeded in
and in attendance any of its predecessors. The exer-

interest
cises

were held, as usual, in the grove at Short Falls, with

music by the Epsom baud.

After dinner the company gath-

ered about the speaker's stand and Rev. J.

M. Blue

offered

Hon. Warren Tripp, president of the association,
welcomed the company and introduced Harry F. Lake of
Pembroke, who gave an eloquent address. A paper by Mrs.
Priscilla W. Heath on the " Social Customs of Fifty Years Ago,"
was read by Mrs. Sarah L. Tripp. Other speakers were
Hiram A. Holmes, who gave a history of the mills of the town
Gen. John B. Sanborn of St. Paul, Minn., Curtis B. Childs of
Henniker, John A. Lang of Roshudale, Mass., Frank E. Randall of Pittsfield, Dr. Barstow of Kingston, Mass., and Martin
On Thursday the new library
H. Cochrane of Pembroke.
and on
building was dedicated with appropriate exercises
prayer.

;

;

Friday a tablet which had been erected by the ladies of the
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upon which the

first

church

was uuveiled.

built,

FRAXCESTOAVX.

At Francestown Old Home Da}' was fittingly observed Tuesday with a literar}' entertainmeut iu Twain hall, and a basket
The programme consisted of impromptit speeches, an
picnic.
ode written and read by Mrs. Luc}" Patten, and a poem by Mrs.
Flora Dodge Atwood of New Boston.
FITZWILLIAM.
Fitzwilliam's Old

Home Week

opened Wednesday night

with the second annual reunion of the teachers and pupils of

Among the speakers were Samuel
No. 5.
York, Dr. O. H. Bradley of East Jaffrey,
and Samuel Kendall of Fitzwilliam. On Thursday the annual
town picnic was held at Laurel lake and was a success iu spite
school

district

Symonds

New

of

The programme

Prayer by Rev. A.

of the

weather.

Holmes

of the Congregational church of Fitzwilliam

:

of welcome by Levi A. P^uller of Marlborough

;

music

;

bj'

W.

address
the

Red

Men's band of Winchendon, 20 pieces
reading by Miss
Blanche Fiske of Winchendon music by the band remarks
by Rev. Mr. Clark of the Methodist church at Fitzwilliam
Depot, Rev. A. W. Holmes, and Rev. A. W. Ackerman of
;

;

;

Portland, Ore.

FREEDOM.
Baseball was a great feature of Old

Home Week

at

Freedom,

home team playing five games and winning them all. On
Sunday an appropriate sermon was preached by Rev. J. H.
Mugridge. Monday was visitors' day. Tuesday evening a
drama, "A Woman's Honor," was presented by local talent.

the

On Thursday
followed

b}'

an informal reception was held iu the forenoon,

dinner and a reunion.

In the evening the newly

organized Freedom club of Boston furnished the programme,

Frank C.
by John O. Godfrey of East Bos-

consisting of an address of greeting by President

Wood, an

historical address

ton, musical selection

by the Imperial Male quartette of Boston^
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aud readings b}' Miss Morse of Dorchester.
ing an Old Home Week ball was given.

On Friday

even-

GILMANTOX.
Gilraanton's Old

Home Day

gathering was held Thursday at

Smith meeting-house, with dinner

the old

in

Locust grove.

Remarks were made by Col. Thomas Cogswell, Dr. Dudle}'^ of
Abington, Mass., A. H. Hatch of New York, and others.
Frank L. Ham of Boston read an original poem and musical
selections were given.

GILSUM.

The

celebration of Old

Tuesday.

Home Day

in

Gilsum occurred on
filled and

In the afternoon the town hall was well

an excellent programme carried out, opening with prayer by
Rev. Sylvanus Hayward of Southbridge, Mass., a native of

Music was furnished by a selected choir and addresses
b}^ Rev. Mr. Hayward, Rev. W. E. Renghaw of
Lynufield, Mass., Rev. Charles Hayward of Ludlow, Vt., Rev.
Myron W. Adams, Ph. D., dean of Atlanta university, Charles
Kingsbury, M. D., of Medford, Mass., Hon. Charles E. Hull
of Salem, TIL, and Louis E. Guillow of Boston, Mass. Letters
from absent friends were read by the secretary. In the evening the hall was the scene of an enjoyable and informal reGilsum.

were nnade

ception.

GRAFTON.

Home Day was

celebrated Thursday afternoon, Aug.
owing to the rain. The programme was as
follows
Prayer, Rev. J. B. Aldrich
singing. South Grafton
male quartette
address of welcome, George Barney violin
solo, Mrs. Annie Smith and Harold Smith
address. Prof. J.
Warren Smith, Columbus, Ohio, formerly of this place singing
by the Smith family; address, Sam Smith, Lowell, Mass.;
speaking, Stella Davis
singing, Mrs. Annie Smith
letter
from L. E. Kimball of Lowell, Mass., read b}' H. G. Dean;
singing, South Grafton male quartette
singing by the audience, "Home, Sweet Home"; after which the band played
several pieces.
A good time was enjoyed by all present, and

Old

21, at

Barney

hall,

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.
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of old residents returned to spend

the

day

at

former home.

GREENLAND

The
fulfil

picnic appointed

for

Thursday

at

Greenland failed to

previous expectations in regard to numbers,

in conse-

quence of the unfavorable weather of the morning, which for
a while alternated with sunshine and light showers.

However,

about 130 gathered at the Bay side and began the day's prospective enjoyment

in

the delightful spot appointed for the

out-of-doors celebration, but

all

spacious, well-kept barns at the

had

finally to

Weeks

prietors did ever^'thiug possible for the comfort

the picnickers

;

and

all

adjourn to the

farm, where the pro-

and pleasure of

brought back an appreciative report

of the day's doings.

HA3IPT0X.

No

formal Old

Home Day

celebration

was held

in

Hampton,

but some interesting reunions were held there during the week.

One was the second annual gathering of an association made
up of those who were born in Hampton in the year 1835.
Fifteen were present, some coming from as far distant points
as Florida and Missouri.
The compau}^ were the guests of
Mrs. Elizabeth D. Berry.
Another memorable and unique gathering was that of five
brothers, who met together at Hampton Beach on Saturday for
the first time in their lives.
The brothers, whose ages ranged
from 55 years to 78 years, and whose ages collectively numbered 327 years, had individually met before, but never in
their lifetime had they ever all met together. The five brothers,
their residences and their ages, who participated in this first reunion, are: Stephen S. Shannon, Salem, N. H., aged 78
Charles O. Shannon, Edgertou, Wis., aged 74 years,
years.
Frank W. Shannon, Plaistow, N. H., aged 63 years. Walter
Henry M.
S. Shannon, Maiden, Mass., aged 57 years.
Shannon, Haverhill, Mass., aged 55 years. The reunion of
the brothers was planne'd by Charles O. Shannon, tlie second
oldest,

who

Wisconsin.

for the past half century has been a resident of
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HANCOCK.

At Hancock the local band gave a pleasing concert from 1
At that hour the gathering was called to order by
p. M.

to 2

the president,

G-eo. F.

Weston, A. M., of Providence, R.

I.

Rev. C. H. Chapin invoked a blessing and the choir sang

The

several selections.
well

The

received.

greeting were
G. Thompson of

president's Avords of

address, by

Prof.

J.

Fitchbnrg, was a rare combination of wit, the highest literary

and the tenderest sentiment. Rev. J. L. Leonard of
Keene made a strong plea in the interest of a proposed historical society.
Z. W. Brooks, 90 years of age and the town's
only remaining sou of a Revolutionary sire, was called upon
for remarks and responded by courteously saluting the audience.
The association reorganized with M. S. Brooks of Brookline,
merit,

Mass.,

president;

Helen Pettenwood, vice-president;

Mrs.

Mrs. A. C. Ware, secretary; G. W. Goodhue, treasurer; A.
B. Stone, Mrs. C. H. Duncan, Nellie M. Walsh, executive
committee.

HAVERHILL.

At

Haverhill, on

Wednesday

of Old

Home Week,

exercises

were held commemorative of the centennial of the
street bell," the

first

"Ladd

church bell in the entire north country.

Music was furnished by a select choir and by Nat Westgate
Post band. Henry S. Baile}', Esq., presided and Rev. C. L.
Skinner gave an address of welcome, witii response by Fred
P. Batchelder of Lynn, Mass.
Miss M. Grace Woodward of
West Newton, Mass., gave the historical address and there
were appropriate exercises by the children. Dinner was
served to 350 and a reception was held in the evening. As the
result of the success of the celebration and of suggestions by
William F. Whitcher, Esq., and Chester Carleton, a committee
was appointed to take in charge the matter of a town observance of Old

Home Week

in 1903.

HOLLIS.
Hollis burned an

Sunday Rev.

S.

immense

bonfire on Saturday night.

On

L. Gerould preached an appropriate sermon

;
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and special music was rendered. Tlmrsday Ava's Old Home
Day, and all things, the weather included, combined to make
it

At 10

a great success.

at the town hall and

o'clock a public reception

many former

was held

residents from other states

were present to renew their acquaintance and revive
former experiences
bountiful dinner

conversation.

in

was served

in the

banquet

Immediatel}' following this

people.

At 12:30

president of the local association,

their

o'clock

a

about 300

hall to

Andrew H. Spaulding,
made a short address of

welcome and introduced the Rev. S. L. Gerould as toastmaster.
Among those who responded to toasts were Judge Frank J.
Worcester of New York and Rodney J. Hard}^ of Arlington,
Mass. Miss Louise Stebbins of Boston rendered a violin solo.
There was also music by the choir and a vocal solo by William
In the afternoon sports were entered into with a
Burbee.
good deal of enthusiasm under the direction of Dr. George S.
Hazard and George W. Woodin. A ball game was played
between a Hollis nine and a Nashua team, resulting in favor

C

of

Nashua by a

score of 7 to 6.

HOPKINTOX.
Hopkinton's observance of Old

Home Week

opened with a

union religious service on Sunday, Rev. George H. Tilton of

AVoburn, Mass., preaching the sermon.

Home Day and

the celebration

was held

Wednesda}^ was Old
in

Chase's grove with

a dinner at noon, followed by these exercises
song,
leader

;

:

Selection,

band

;

"Home, Sweet Home," the compan}^ C. M. Crowell.
prayer, the Rev. Mark Tisdale of Contoocook
selec-

tion, the

;

band

address of welcome, H. G. Chase, president of

;

reading of letters from former residents of the
town by C. C. Lord and the Rev. T. J. Drumn brief remarks,
ex-Governor Rollins, who was warmly received
address,
Robert H. Tewksbury song, "Old Oaken Bucket," double
quartette
poem. Miss Lavinia AVeeks, read by C. C. Lord
singing, "America," the company, led by the band; remarks,
the association

;

;

;

;

;

the Rev. C. E. Harrington of AValtham, j\Iass.

;
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HUDSON.

Hudsou opeued Old Home Week with an

inspiring religious

on the common at the Center, all three
of the local pastors making addresses.
The night before a
beacon bonfire blazed from Barrett's Hill. On Friday a bounservice in the great tent

teous dinner
follows
tra

;

:

was served, followed by

Prayer, Rev. F. P. Chapin

;

interesting exercises as

selection,

address of welcome, Kimball Webster

quartette

;

M. Merriman

addresses. Rev. T.

Wilton orches-

selection.

;

Smith

of Cambridge, Rev.

N. M. Warren of the Central Park Baptist church. New York,
Winn of Bennington, Mrs. Susan Greeley Ireson of
Lakewood, N. J., Rev. F. P. Chapin of Hudson; readings,
Miss Maud Harvey, Miss Julia Peck, Miss Lettie Shephers,
Miss Lettie Ryan, Worcester songs, Mrs. Anna Morris, Miss
Marion Walsh original poem, Mrs. Mary F. Hosley, Brockton reading of a letter of regret from Isaac Blodgett of
Rev. Fred

;

;

;

Boston.
LEE.

Old

Home Week

on Wednesday

in

hill.

Lee was ushered

in

by a rousing bonfire

On Wednesday, August

and single men of the town played baseball

At noon dinner was served in
At 2 p. m. Grange
l)eople.

town
hall was

the

20, the married
in the

hall to
filled

carriages with people being gathered about the

morning.

more than 300
to overflowing,

windows

to

lis-

by Newmarket orchestra, C. B. Edgerly, leader; introduction of president by B. F.
Davis; invocation. Rev. William Beard; greeting song, chorus
of children address of welcome by President John C. Bartlett;
ten to the following

programme

:

Selection

;

W. Lees selection by a double quartette
young ladies reading of letters by Mrs, Susan Lane, from
Hon. Thomas J. Davis of Duluth, Minn., Jasper Randlett of
Dover, Mrs. Bernice Russell of Newton Centre, Mass., and
solo, Miss Edna Bartlett
Prof. Ira Iloitt of San Francisco
selection by orchestra; remarks by Charles S. Cartland and
George E. Durgin of Dover, Dr. Frank A. Davis of Boston,
John O. Bartlett of Dover, Rev. W. S. Beard of Durham, Rev.
Mr. Young of Newmarket, and Rev. Daniel Evans of Camresponse by Rev. J,
of

;

;

;

:

OLD HOME WEEK.
bridge, Mass.
quartette

;

;

solo,

Miss Nellie Wiggin

reading, Mrs. Harold

Bartlett and

Wiggin

Nellie

"America," by

all

;

York
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;

;

selection

selection

by double

duet. Misses

by orchestra

;

Edua
song,

present.

LEMPSTER.
Lempster's celebration of Old Home AVeek on Friday was
most successful. The gathering was at the East village and
the morning hours were spent in social enjoyment b^'^ those
present.
At noon dinner was served in the town hall to all
invited guests, while the townspeople enjoyed a basket picnic.

Hiram Parker,

as president of the

day, called the gathering to order in the

M. E. church, which

Promptl}'' at

2

p.

m. Mr.

had been finely decorated for the occasion, and after a few
words of welcome presented Dr. W. P. Beckwith of Salem,
Mass., who delivered a fine address. He was followed by
Dr. C. A. Allen of Holyoke, Mass., with reminiscences of
people of Lempster mountain fifty years ago.
An original
poem was read by Hon. H. H. Metcalf of Concord; and other
speakers were Hon. H. W. Parker of Claremont, Dr. Levi C.
Taylor of Hartford, Conn., Perley E. Fox of Marlow, and
others.

LON'DOXDERRY.

By

a vote of the Old

Home

Da}^ committee

observe the day in Londonderry

church Sunday, August 17.

it

was decided

to

a religious service at the

b}^

The

Nearly 400 were present.

committee in charge are to be congratulated in securing Rev.

George Avery of

New

York, who gave a most interesting and

helpful address, taking for his text ''Hope," and handling
in

masterly manner.

a

Organ

voluntary^,

The programme was

Mrs. Cyrus Martin

;

as

it

follows

doxology, choir and

congregation; invocation, Rev. C. T. Reekie; anthem, choir;
reading scripture. Rev. S. F. French

congregation
tices,

solo,
solo.

;

hymn No.

;

prayer, Rev. J. P. P'rye

;

22, choir and

response, quartette

;

no-

by each pastor; address of welcome, Rev. C. T. Reekie;
Mr. Harry A. Gilcreast; address. Rev. George S. Avery
Miss Lucie Tucker, King's Chapel, Boston address, Rev.
;

;

11
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Adams

Lucien H.

;

quartette

singing,

French; hymn No. 178,

AGRICULTURE.

ciioir

;

prayer, Rev. S. F.

and congregation

benediction,

;

Rev. J. P. Frve.

At Lyme
proper with

the

fine

weather bureau opened up Old

The

weather.

old church

was

Home Day

tastefully

trimmed

Upon

with goldeurod as well as with other cut flowers.

the

grounds outside the church was a motto, laid with small stones
and painted, " Old Home Day, Welcome, 1902." Lyme cornet

baud and the grange orchestra furnished appropriate music
The programme for the day was well carried out and was as follows At 10 30 a. m. music, Lyme cornet baud chorus, " My Childhood Home " music, orchestra
throughout the day.

:

:

;

;

invocation, the Rev. B.

"My

W.

Webster,

Lyme

;

Centre

;

quartette,

Native Home," Fred A. Raudlett, Prof. F. L. Gibson,

Mrs. S. A. Converse, and Mrs. Elmer Blood music, orchestra
solo, " Dreaming of Home and Mother," West S. Balch
ad;

;

;

dress of welcome, Sidney A. Converse

Mrs.

Sophrouia

Amsden;

Squries

address,

"The

;

poem
Gifts

of

solo.

;

Departed Daj's,"

welcome,

Mrs.

G. P.

of the Nineteenth Century,"

Hovey Allen of Boston; solo, " Farewell, My
Native Home," Mrs. Leou Melviu music, Lyme cornet band.
At noon a beautiful repast was served in Church hall. In
Hymn, "America,"
the afternoon the programme was:
congregation; music, orchestra solo, Mrs. Henry R. Barnes;
poem, "Stay on the Farm, Bo^^s," Mrs. Sarah S. Converse,

the Rev. Fred

;

;

read by Mrs. C.

W.

Bailey; selection,

Lyme

Centre choir;

poem, "Our Fallen Hereos," Mrs. R. R. Chandler; solo,
"The Mighty Deep," Prof. F. L. Gibson; recitation, W.
H. Clark; duet, " Sweet Visions of Childhood," Mrs. Sophronia Squires and Mrs. S. A. Converse.

After these came vol-

untary and extemporaneous remarks by various people.

The

" Sweet Good-B3'e,"
and music by Lyme cornet band.
Over 600 people attended
the exercises.
A reception and promenade in the evening
closing exercises

consisted of singing,

brought the annual event to a close.
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MADISON.

Madison commemorated the 50th anniversary
same time observed their
Old Home Day celebration on Wednesday, August 20. The

The

residents of

of their town's incorporation and at the
first

committee
ilhistrated

in

charge issued their invitation in the form of an

souvenir

week, a brief

booklet, giving

town, a

histor}^ of the

the

list

programme of

the

of places of interest in

Visitors were received
the vicinit}', and a business director^'.
on Saturday and a bonfire was kindled in the evening. On
Sunday Rev. L. L, Harmon preached an Old Home Week sermon and a sacred concert was given in the evening. On Wednesday a picnic dinner was enjoyed and addresses were made
by Josiah H. Hobbs, Esq., and others. The Chocorua band
Baseball games were played in the afternoon
furnished music.

and entertainments held

in the

evening throughout the week,

the celebration closing with a ball on Friday night.

Burke was president, and James O. Gerry
committee

in

John H.

secretary', of

the

charge.

MANCHESTER.

The only observance
chester took place on

East Manchester, the

of Old

Home Week

Sunday
citj^'s

ing been founded in 1829,

in the city of

at the First

M.

Man-

E. church in

oldest religious organization, hav-

The

pastor. Rev. Charles

N. Farns-

worth, presided, and in the morning a sermon was preached by

W. Dockrill of Lawrence, Mass., a former pasHe was followed b}' Joseph Kidder, who was born in

Rev. Charles
tor.

now Manchester in 1819. Before the Sunday-school
made by Isaac Huse, Jr., Robert Fisher, and
A. S. Lamb, the last named being the school's first superinThe speakers in the evening included Prof. William
tendent.
H. Huse, Edward J. Buruham, and Albert L. Clough.

what

is

addresses were

MARLBOROUGH.
This year for the

Week

first

time Marlborough opened Old

with union religious services on

McCoUester preaching

the sermon.

Home

Sunday, Rev. S. H.

On Tuesday

the chief ex-
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week were held
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in the

town

hall, Ha3'es's

baud

Presideut Partridge called the meeting to

furnishing music.

order and Rev. A. J. Smith offered prayer.

The address

of

welcome was given by Leon A. P'uller, with a splendid response
by John W. Cameron of Boston. Miss Helen Wiswall gave
recitations and Rev. Albert Chase of New York brought the
speakiug to a close.
Supper folloAved the literary programme.

MARLOW.

Home Day was

Marlow's third observance of Old

held on

Thursday, August 21, iu Jones's hall. Rev. F. O. Tyler gave
the invocation and President G. F. Gee the welcoming address.
Alfred F.

Howard

of Portsmouth

gave a very able address
close

attention of the

Chas. P. Tinker of

was the orator of the day and
which held the

iu a historical vein,

Other speakers were Rev.

audience.

New York

city,

Geo. Tinker of

New

Lon-

don, Conn,, Dr. Butler of Chesterfield, J. Q. Jones, Perley E.

Fox, Rev. F. O. Tyler, aud E. A. Jones. The singing of duets by
Misses Weeks and Wright and solos by Miss Weeks aud Rev.
F.

O. Tyler were

afternoon hours
speakers

much enjoyed.

were devoted

and singing.

to

After a basket lunch the
reminiscences by various

In the evening the

hall

was again

thrown open and a concert given by the band interspersed
with singing and instrumental music.

There were also read-

ings by Mrs. Avis Petts Williams and Mrs. Gertrude Wheeler,

and a monologue by Miss Marguerite Upton, that were appreciated.

MASON.

Mason observed Old Home Day Thursday

with a parade, con-

baud of mounted Indians, floats representing Columbia and Uncle Sam, the Philippines, the thirteen original
states, and Priscilla and John Alden, and many barges and
teams.
Willis Hosmer was marshal of the day. Rev. D. E.
Adams, master of ceremonies, and Mrs. F. N. Ingersoll assisted.
Remarks were made by Mr. Adams, Rev. John Reid of Greenville,
Rev. Fred Robinson of Pawtucket, R. I., Edwin
Hosmer of Sudbury, Mass., Jason Russell aud Capt. O. A.
Hamlett of Washiuaiton.
sisting of a

:
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MIDDLETOX.
Micldletou celebrated Old

Home Day

ou Tbursda}' with

erary exercises forenoon and afternoon and a ball

m

lit-

the even-

In the forenoon the programme opened at 10, in the

ing.

church, with an organ voluntary by Miss Mj'rtle Johnson, an

Mark Stevens, and an address of welcome
by the president of the Old Home Week Association, William F.
Hanson. The chorus, " My Old New Hampshire Home," was
sung by all present. Miss Annie Kimball of Milton gave a
violin selection, followed by an address by Hon. John Kines of
Dover, readings b}' Charles F. Marble, Miss JNIae Belle Gallagher of South Waterboro, Me., and Mrs. W. M. Lord; a
duet by Misses Stevens and Runuells, and the song, " Dearinvocation by Elder

by Mr. E. C. Pease. Dinner was served
The spread was an elaborate one. At 2 30
another literar}' programme was given in the church.
After
the singing of "The Old Oaken Bucket," remarks were made
by E. C. Pease, who with Mrs. Pease followed with a duet,
" Home, Dearest Home." There were readings b}' Mrs. W. H.
W. Coloni}' and Miss M. Pevney and solos by Miss Rosa Turner,
Mrs. Henry Stevens, and Miss Helen Willey. Remarks were
made b}' B. P. Chesley of Farmiugton and Rev. Mr. Peacock
of New Durham,
The exercises closed with " Home, Sweet
Home," all joining.
est Spot ou Earth,"
in the

town

hall.

:

MILTON.
Fairly to be counted within the range of Old

Home Week

observances was the ceuteiiuial of the town of Milton, celebrated on Saturday, August 30.

The night before

there

was

a grand bonfire on Teneriffe mountain and a centennial ball.

Saturday morning's sun was greeted with cannon and bells

and water sports and band concerts were early in
At 10 o'clock a parade was held under Major Charles
J. Berry as marshal.
At noon the new town clock was started
for the first time and dinner was served.
From 2 to 4 in the
afternoon were held the commemorative exercises as follows
Music b}^ Hanson's American band address of welcome, Mr.
and

field

progress.

;
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Alberto. Matbes
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address of president of the day, Hon. E.

W.

John M. Lowell, Haverhill, Mass;
singing, " Coronation"; original poem. Rev. Frank Haley;
singing, "America"; original poem and short address, Mr.
Joseph P. Swasey, Rochester; historical oration, Mr. Arthur
Auld Lang Syne "
Thad Smith short addresses singing,
benediction. Rev. John Manter, Rochester,
Then came more
band concerts, salutes and ringing of bells, and, in the even-

Fox;

invocation, Rev.

'

;

;

'

;

ing, fireworks.

MONT VERNOX.
Without doubt the most beautiful observance of Old Home
Avas the coaching parade held at Mont Vernon on Sat-

Week

the 23d.
It was fully equal to the famous White
Mountain coaching parades of years gone by, a gay pageant of
handsomely adorned vehicles, drawn by fine horses, passing

urda}'^,

through the tastefully decorated streets of the village.

J.

Frank Wellington of Boston was marshal of the day and the
First Regiment band furnished music. In the evening there was
a magnificent illumination and a dancing party at The Grand.
Sunday morning Rev. A. A. Berle, D. D., of Brighton, Mass.,
preached an Old Home Week sermon and in the evening a
laymen's service was held, Hon. George A. Marden presiding,
and Hon. Charles H. Burns of Wilton giving the principal
address.

NASHUA.

and most ambitious Old Home Day celebration
was held at Nashua on Thursday, The previous Sunday appropriate church services were held, the sermon being
preached by Rev. Daniel March of Woburn, Mass., an oldtime pastor.
Thursday morning the Patriarchs Militant gave

The

largest

of 1902

a parade.

In the afternoon the exercises were carried out in

Lawndale gardens in spite of the pouring rain.
The programme opened with music by the chorus under the
the theater at

G. Hood, followed by a selection by the First
Hon. Edward H. Wason acted as president
of the day. Rev. Cyrus Richardson offered the invocation, and
direction of E.

Regiment band,

OLD HOME AVEEK.
the address of

welcome was given by Mayor Milton A. Taylor.

Brief speeches followed by Col.

man,

J,

M.
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Dana W. King,

Charles Hol-

V. C. Gilmau, Gen. E. S. Greeley of

Fletcher,

New

Haven, Conn., and Elwiu G. Preston of Boston. At this
point Governor Jordan and his staff arrived from Peterborough,
being escorted to the grounds by the Nashua battalion, N. H.
N. G. Gen. Charles H. Burns of Wilton gave the oration of
the day, followed by Congressman Currier and Governor
Jordan. Thomas G. Banks of Watertown, Mass., a former
resident, was the last speaker and the benediction was pronounced by Rev. Fr. Millette. In the evening thousands of
people went to the south end of the city, where, on Godfrey
heights, a pyrotechnical display was held, consisting of many
Immediateh' following the fireworks the huge bonfire was lighted. The fire was made of
1,200 railroad ties, 25 cords of wood, 120 bales of shavings, 5

beautiful pieces of fireworks.

cords of slabs, 300 barrels, 100 tar barrels, 50 street railway
poles,

besides quantities of other iufiammable material.

entire

mass "was constructed

into a conical shape

The

Wheeler, superintendent of the city farm.

by Noah

W.

fire

The

by Fred A.
was lighted

Roby, who has been a resident of Nashua for 86

years.

NELSOX.

The Nelson School
gathering Aug.

12.

dent, R. H. Kittredge
tary,

association held a very successful annual
Officers
;

were elected as follows

:

W. Osgood

;

vice-president, G.

Mrs. Delia Osgood; treasurer,

W.

B. Tolman.

Presisecre-

On

the

was held and was, as
usual, a great success.
An especial feature was a witty poem
by Dr. Webster O. Hardy of Boston, on " The Benefits of
Old Home Week."
following day the annual town picnic

NEW LONDON.
At New London's Old Home Day on AVeduesday the programme was one of the best. It included prayer by Rev. Dr.
BuUen, a poem by Miss Susie Gay, song by Charles Hersey
Everett of Providence, R.

I.,

oration by Charles

Hayes of

152
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Manchester, piano solo by Miss Wbitcourt, poem by Mrs. Ed-

win Fellows, address by Rev. N. W. Colby of Manchester,
reading by Mrs. Luc}' Sbepard Burpee, and remarks by several
visitors.

NEWPORT.

The sixth annual Red Schoolhouse picnic serves to keep
Newport in the list of Old Home Week towns.
The entertainment consisted of remarks by the president,
Sanford H. Bascom, followed by Charles J. Emerson, Bela
Graves, C, M. Brown, and others. Mrs. Irving E. Glidden of
Natick, Mass., read a poem in fine style entitled " School in ye
Olden Time" and there was a poem by Willis Edwin Ilurd,
"We Never Know" a poem by S. A. Tenney, "Old School
Days"; and an impersonation, " Aunt Dinah," by Mrs. Abbie
;

;

S. Bartlett of Claremont, finely rendered.

NEW

IPSWICH.

At New Ipswich Old Home Day was observed Friday. A
was held in Obear's grove. Speeches
and singing were followed by excellent music by the Townsend
At noon a basket picnic was held in the grove.
cornet band.

large social gathering

Old friends met and manj^ old scholars of the Appleton academy were present. The band gave a concert on the green in
the evening.

NEW HAMPTON.

New Hampton

observed her fourth Old

nesday, August 20,

Chapel

in

hall.

Home

Da}' on

Wed-

Richard Pattee, presi-

dent of the association, presided, and pra3'er was offered by

Rev. George L. White.

Lewis of Laconia, Dr.

J.

The speakers included Col. E. C.
J. Smith of Boston, Hon. Joseph

H. Walker of Worcester, Mass., and K. W. Smith, one of
New Hampton's oldest citizens. H. W. Berry sang and Mrs.
Winnifreda L. Turner recited two appropriate poems. The
president in his address made the practical point that the way
to perpetuate the Old

Home Week

celebration

is

to interest the

children by giving them parts in the programmes.
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NORTH HAJIPTOX.
North Humptou's second annual Old Home celebration, on
Wednesday, was a red letter day. Hobbs grove was the place
and after a picnic dinner good speaking was enjoyed, presided
over by Irving H. Lamprey. Those making addresses were
Elias H. Marston of Boston, Sperry French of Exeter, and
Major Charles A. Stott of Lowell, Mass. A letter of regret
was read from Judge Calvin Page of Portsmouth.

XORTHWOOD.
Northwood's grand Old

Home Day

on Friday opened with

a parade of decorated teams, which started at

U

:

30 at East

Northwood and passed through Northwood Center and North-

wood Ridge

The procession was headed
Samuel
by
cit}"
N. Gerrish was chief
marshal.
parade,
from 10 to 11, a
the
conclusion
of
the
At
band concert was rendered in the grove. The remainder of
the morning was devoted to a ball game on the academj'
grounds between Northwood and Strafford teams. The game
was won by Northwood, 18 to 14. Prior to the dinner, which
was an elaborate affair, given in Academy hall from 11:30
until 2, a reception was held.
The town reception committee consisted of
Samuel W. Gerrish, Samnel G. Hoyt,
Albert B. Moore, John M. Moses, Ivory B. Hill, Fred E.
to Harvey's island.

band.

the Rochester

:

The exercises
on the island opened shortly' after two with an overture by the
band, followed by prayer by Rev. H. C. Fay of Lexington,
Mass.
"America" was then sung. Hon. A. O. Brown of
Manchester officiated as president of the day and gave the address of welcome.
The response was b}' Rev. G. A. Foss of
Wakefield.
Between baud selections a poem was given by
William F. McKenzie of Northfield Ridge. Hon. G. AV. Cate

Trickey, Edville V. AVatson, Fred R. Caswell.

of

Amesbury

the meeting
several,

delivered the principal address.

became informal, and

among

the

llrst

brief

to si)eak being

After a recess

remarks were made by
Rev.

II.

C. Fa}'.

Tlie

town folks and visitors made merry at Grange hall. East Northwood, at night, when the annual Old Home AVeek concert and
ball

were held.
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NEW DURHAM.

A

New Durham's Old Home Week
was the dedication at the Ridge of a
new church vestry, or chapel, recently built by the mother
church of the Free Baptist denomination. The dedicatory
exercises took place at 10 a. m.
The opening Scripture reading and prayer were by Rev. J. F. Joy.
Rev. E, W. Cummings preached the sermon, and the consecrating prayer was
offered by Rev. D. M. Phillips.
There were remarks by several clergymen and church members. From 12 until 2 a basket
picnic diuner was served in the vestr}'^, after which the people
feature of

siguificant

celebration ou \Yeclnesday

assembled

in the

Home

church for the Old

AVeek exercises.

The organ voluntary was by ]Mrs. John Tash, and was followed by a song by Mrs. Carrie Eldgerly of Cambridgeport,
Mass. Prayer was offered by Rev. Mr. Cnmmings. H. G.
Chamberlain, president of the Old

made

the address of welcome.

C. L.

Pinkham

of Alton.

A

Home Week

Association,

The main address was by Rev.
feature of interest was the sing-

ing by a quartette, which used to sing at the Ridge church fifty

Several hymns were sung by this choir, which was
composed of Mrs. Henry Jenkins of Farmington, treble, Mrs.
C. W. Taple}' of Farmington, alto, Mr. Sands Roberts of
Farmington, tenor, Mr. J. Y. Berry of New Durham, bass.

years ago.

NOTTINGHAM.

Nottingham celebrated Old Home Week with a large bonon Saturday night, August 16, on Nottingham square. The
fire was started at eight o'clock and, by the glow of the firelight, old-time songs were sung and speeches made by old residents.
Sunday morning service was held in the Universalist
church, conducted by Rev. Allen Brown.
In the evening service was conducted by Rev. AmaGerrish at the Baptist church.
Special music at both services.
Tuesday there was an oldtime picnic at the town hall with a social hour in the morning
followed b}' a good dinner, and in the afternoon fine addresses
President, James H.
by many old residents. The oflicers
fire

:

Kelsey

;

vice-presidents, Charles J. Ramsdell, Scott Daniels;

OLD ho:me week.
secretary, Elizabeth

son

W.

Cilley

executive committee,

;

;
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Mrs. Albert Wat-

treasurer,

Moore

Dr. Fred Fernalcl,

Tuttle,

James H. Kelsey, 2d.
PEMBROKE.
Old

Home Day

at

Pembroke was ushered

in

Tuesday with low-

ering skies, but everything else was favorable for a good time.

Many

sons and daughters of old Pembroke, having returned to

help celebrate the day of days, early began to assemble at the

where the exercises were opened with a baud conSuncook band from 11 to 12. From 12 to 1 30 a
basket picnic was held, coffee and lemonade being furnished

town

hall,

cert by the

free to

all.

programme was carried
M. Olrastead introduction, Hon. John
president of Pembroke Old Home Week Associa-

At

2 p. m. the following

Prayer, Rev. J.

out:

G. Tallant,
tion

:

;

address of

;

W.

welcome, George

Fowler;

selection,

Hon. Arthur G. Whittemore
of Dover; reminiscences, Hon. John M. Cochrane of Southbridge, Mass.; "Pembroke, 1861 to 1865," Hon. Martin H.
Cochrane of Pembroke " My Boyhood Days in Pembroke,"
" The Old Singing
ex-Gov. Hiram A. Tuttle of Pittsfield
" The First
School," .John A. Lang of Roslindale, Mass.
Meeting-house," by Rev. Paul E. Bourne " My Chums," by
double male quartette

address,

;

;

;

;

;

Mrs. Julia F. Eaton of Boston, Mass. baritone solo, " Old
Folks at Home," by Charles Labelle " Pembroke Academy
in Its Early Days," by Hon. Joseph Kidder of Manchester;
;

;

remarks by O.

1).

Knox

of

Manchester.

PENACOOK.

Two school reunions were pleasant features of Old Home
Week in Penacook. One was of former teachers and pupils of
Penacook academy, and the other of the old-time students at
institute at Boscawen Plain.
Features of the latter
were addresses by Albert Smith of Worcester, Mass., Mrs.
Marianna Wood Robinson of Sioux City, Iowa, John Collin of
Mason City, Iowa, James L. Gerrish, Warren F. Abbott, and
Henry F. Pearson of Webster, and others.

Elmwood

;
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PETERBOROUGH.

The

celebration of Peterborough's third annual Old

Day Thursday was

Home

up to the standard of former years,
although the exercises were interrupted at times by intermittent
showers. Each succeeding year increases the number of returning sons and daughters to the town and this year's crowd
exceeded by far the two previous years. Tlie town was
in its most beautiful attire, the business places and man}' prifully

A

vate residences being decorated for the occasion.

large

Putnam grove said, " The town of
Peterborough bids you Welcome," and a banner across Main
Old Home Day
street with six-foot letters said " Welcome."
opened with a salute of ten guns at sunrise. The parade inbanner over the entrance

to

cluded Governor Jordan and
dinner

in the

staff,

grove at 11 o'clock.

and was followed by a

The

free

exercises in the opera

house included addresses bv Governor Jordan, Congressman

and Rev. Frank G. Clark of Plymouth. The First
Regiment band of Boston furnished music. The day was one
of the most successful ever held in Peterborough.
Currier,

PLAINFIELD.
Plainfield,

on Friday, maintained the reputation of

cessful series of Old

Home Day

meetings.

its

suc-

All met at the old

hall at 10 30 A. m. and the exercises were opened by
music furnished by the Meriden band Rev. A. J. Bailey offered

town

:

;

pra3'er, the

address of welcome was given by Daniel C. West-

gate, president of the Old

Home Week

Association, and the

response was made by E. E. Leighton, attorney, of Clare-

mont.

The

rest

programme was as follows
Song,
male quartette; letter from E. W.

of the

"Little Boy IMue,"

:

b}'

address b}'^ Winston Churchill
Mrs. O. S. Bugbee gave (a) " Tlie Old Home Where I Lived
Long Years Ago," (b) "Sweet Alice, Ben Bolt"; John E.

Westgate, a son of Plainfield

Frost read
critic

coln,

an original poem

and author of the

life

gave a short address

M. Freeman Chandler
was sung

;

;

of

;

Norman Hapgood, dramatic
Washington and a life of Lin-

an original

hymn by Mrs.

Elizabeth

of Strafford, Vt., a Plainfield daughter,

to the tune of

"America," and an adjournment was

OLD HOME WEEK.
made

Grange

to

hall,
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where dinner was served to all. The
30 with a musical selec-

afternoon exercises were opened at 2

:

Merideu band, then came the after-dinner programme,
Tlie prowith Ora C. Davis of Meriden as toastniaster.
"When I
gramme
Solo, " To Sevilla," Miss A. Baile}'
Was a Boy," Josiah G. Davis of Cornish toast, subject not
tion by the

;

:

;

named. Rev. Dr. Charles Richards of Philadelphia; musical
W. Colburu toast, " Old Times in Plainfield,"
O. W. Burnap of Lebanon. This programme was extended
by addresses and reminiscences given by returning sons and
daughters, and in the evening an open-air concert was given by
selection by

the

Windsor (Vt.)

;

military band.

POKTSMOUTH.

The

residents of Christian Shore, Portsmouth, fittingly ob-

served Old

Home Week

the schoolhouse.

Friday night on the vacant

The leading

He

Mr. William H. Smith.

Maud

spirit in

lot

adjoining

the observance was

had as able assistants Misses

Eva Winn, and it
was largely through the untiring work of these young women
that the celebration was such a success.
At 7 "20, when the naval band began its concert, the residences of Sidney H. Winn and Ernest H. Trefethen were handsomely decorated with bunting and Chinese lanterns. During
the evening Mr. Winn kept open house and entertained many
of the old-time residents.
The band concert lasted for two
hours, and then the observance was brought to a close by
Trefethen, Myrtle Cook, Myrtle and

:

a brilliant display of fireworks.

RAYMOND.

At Raymond union

religious services were held

evening of Sunday, Rev. J.

W.

morning and

Scribner of Loudon giving the

sermon at the former. Monday evening the pupils of George
Tuesday was the chief
S. Chase held their annual reunion.
day of the celebration. Exorcises were held in the church,
the Raymond band and Eureka quartette furnishing music.
Rev. J. D. Folsom offered prayer and J. M. Ilealey, as president, made an address.
Col. Oilman H. Tucker of New York
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was the orator of the day, and other addresses were made by
Rev. A. Morrill Osgood of Gloucester, Mass., William B.
Blake and Rev. Charles N. Tilton of Manchester, Dinner was
served at noon, after which there were horse races and a baseball game at the driving park, and a teachers' reception at the
In the evening a ball was given at the hall, and on
church.

Wednesday evening
in

aid

the celebration closed with a fine concert,

of the library building fund, at the

summer home

of

Colonel Tucker.

RICHMOND.

The first observance of Old Home Day by the people of
Richmond was held Frida}^ Aug. 22, in a pine grove on the
farm of Jerahmeel Allen, where an old-fashioned muster was
The weather was fine and a
held in 1824, or thereabouts.
large crowd was in attendance to meet the friends of "Auld
Lang Syne." The dinner was of the basket picnic order. The
literary exercises were in charge of Mr. Frank Amidon, president of the Old Home Week Association. The young people's
Rev. Kimball Clark offered prayer
Brief but
and the audience sang " Home, Sweet Home."
interesting remarks were made by Voluey Piper of Templeton,
Mass., James Burnap, William Flint of Winchester, A.
H. Bullock, and Rev. Mr. Clark. Mrs. Nellie Prescott gave
An excellent poem,
a recitation which was much enjoyed.
written for the occasion by Miss Clara Bolles, was finely
orchestra furnished music.

rendered by Miss Evel^Mi

Amidon.

Letters were read from

absent ones.

RINDGE.

At Rindge Old Home Day was observed Thursday with a
union picnic at Lake Monoraouac.

The Congregational church
West Riudge and the

united with the Methodist church at

Sunday-school at East Rindge, and with the cooperation of
the grange and the public a very creditable event was enjoyed.

During the day there were literary exercises at which Rev.
Granville Yager, pastor of the Congregational church, and
Deacon H. E. Wetherbee spoke, and there was also singing.
The chief amusement was pitching of quoits and croquet.

;
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ROLLINSFORD.

Old

Home

pleasant,

Da}' ou Saturday, the 16tb, in RoUinsford,

social reunion

of old

friends and

relatives.

afternoon programme was as follows: Singing,

Home

shire

Song," choir; invocation, Rev.

J.

''

was a

The

New HampH. Roberts,

M. E. church, South Berwick, Me. singing, "Our
Childhood's Home," choir address of v^^elcorae, Pres. J. D.
pastor of

;

;

"Oh, Columbia, We Love Thee," choir;
Robert Doe; singing, "Auld Lang Syne," choir
address, Prof. E. A. Pugsley
singing, " Old Granite State,"
choir
presentation of cake from women of RoUinsford to exGov. Frank W. Rollins, the presentation speech by J. D. RobRoberts; singing,
address,

;

;

erts,

response by Mr. Montgomery Rollins; singing,

Sweet Home,"

Home,

'•

choir.

After these exercises

the

people

wended

their

way

to

RoUinsford cemetery, where, on the site of the first church in
the parish of Somersworth, the women of RoUinsford, under

Annie W. Baer, had erected a tabmarking the spot.
After an invocation by Mrs. Fannie W. Yeaton and a song
b}' the choir, the tablet was unveiled by four little girls, Ellen
Rollins, Helen Plumer, Clara Roberts, and Marion Brown.
Mrs. Annie Wentworth Baer gave an interesting address re-

the able leadership of Mrs.
let

garding the early parish history. The exercises closed with the
singing of " America " and a prayer by Mrs. Yeaton.
The
people then went to the athletic

field close

by where a programme

of sports was carried out.

RYE.

The Old Home Week exercises in Rand's grove at Rye on
Thursday afternoon were brought to a sudden close by a
heavy downpour of I'ain, after a large num])er had gathered to
enjoy an old-fashioned basket picnic.
Much on a parity with
Old Home Week gatherings, however, was the annual meeting of
the Locke Family association, held

Wednesday, August

27, in

The association, composed of descendants of
Capt. John Locke, who was killed by Indians, Aug. 26, 1696,
while reaping grain on his Rye farm, is one of the largest

Rye's town

hall.

and most zealous of similar bodies.
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SALEM.
All the Sunday-schools of the town joined in a picnic at
Canobie Lake, on Friday, Salem's Old Home Day. The Old

Home Week
officers

Association of the town elected

Fred O. Wheeler

President,

:

selectmen

in

at

office

the time of

;

the following

vice-presidents,

celebration

the

secretary,

;

Frank D. Davis treasurer, John C. Crowell executive committee, John P. Atwood, Charles S. Woodbury, Daniel S.
Emery.
;

;

SALISBURY.

In the spacious and beautiful grove which

summer

is a

part of the

H. Galliuger, Salisbury's Old Home Day celebration took place Wednesday.
In
the forenoon Salisbury and Warner crossed bats on the baseball field, the home team losing by a score of 8 to 6.
A grand
town picnic in the grove held the close attention of all from
12 :30 until 2 o'clock, when the public exercises were called to
order by James Shaw, president of the day, who directed the
following programme Prayer, the Rev. Irving W. Coombs
address of welcome, James S. Shaw response, Hon. John
Foster, Manchester essa\% Mrs. Nellie Oliver Shaw addresses
by U. S. Senator J. H. Galliuger, Charles L. Clay, Andover,
Mass. Isaac Sawyer, Boston W. A. Baciielder, Andover
Charles E. Foote, Penacook Prof. John R. Eastman, Andover solo, A. A. Coll, Dorcester, Mass.
solo. Master John
estate of United States Senator J.

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Lambert, Franklin.

The Old Home Day organization was as follows: President,
John S. Shaw; vice-presidents, the Rev. J. W. Bean, Thomas
D. Little, George E. Fellows, Daniel J. Caleff secretary,
C. A. Greene treasurer, Buran W. Sanborn
executive com;

;

mittee, T.

W.

;

Little,

E. H. Buzzell, B.

W.

Sanborn.

SANDOWN.
Saturday, August 23, was Saudown's Old

was ushered

in

with

Home Day,

which

lowering clouds and frequent showers.

The Hampstead cadet band made

its

appearance early and

on the arrival of the morning trains many had gathered at the
hall

;

the grove on the shore of

Lake

Phillip

had been prepared
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aud a stage built and decorated, but it was too wet. The
ruorDing between showers was devoted to sports, tug of war,
potato race, etc., and at the noon hour, when called to order,
about 300 had gathered. The meeting was presided over by
the president. Roseoe

programme

S. Mills,

Invocation,

:

who presented the following
Fogg
singing,

Rev. Lewis N.

;

"•Hurrah for Old New P^ngland " address of welcome, Alva S. Sanborn response, C. Paiks Pressey, Hampsinging, quartette, ilr. F. W. Brown, George M.
stead
Griffin, Mrs. C. TI. Knights, Mrs. J. W. Levering, "My
reading of a letter from Rev. H. E.
Childhood's Home"
Chandler, a former pastor, by Mrs. A. S. Sanborn singing,
" America " lunch was served l)y efficient waiters to all, a
social hour enjoyed and at 3 o'clock a ball game between
the Hampsteads and Danvilles was played, resulting in a victory for the latter an Old Home dance was held in the evenSunda}' afternoon at 2 o'clock
ing and was well attended.
about four hundred gathered at the old meeting-house, built
children,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

W. H. Morrison
Mass. Many beautiful flowers decorated the
altar and the choir sang old hymns accompanied b}' bass viol,
organ, and cornet.
in

1774, to listen to an address by the Rev.

of Brockton,

SANDWICH.
In accordance with the expressed desire of the town by

appropriation of S50, Sandwich Old

Home Week was

its

fittingly

Tuesday, August 19th, was set
" and would have been
celebrated by large excursions on Squam lake, Whiteface
and Chocorua mountains had the rain not prevented. Wednesday at 2 r. M. five hundred or more gathered at the town
hall to enjoy the " reunion."
D. D. Atwood, chairman of the
executive committee, cal'ed the meeting to order.
Overture
was rendered by Hlaisdell's orchestra from Concord prayer.
Rev. E. B. Stiles singing, doxology, by the people. C. B.
Hoyt, president of the association, was tlien introduced and
warmly welcomed the returning sons and daughters of Sandwich.
Addresses by John B. Hoag, Woburn, Mass., Rev.
George E. Lovejov, Pittsfield, Paul Wentworth, Sandwich,

observed for the fourth time.
apart as

"Lake and Mountain Day,

;

;

12
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Miss Ellen Sweat, AYellesley, Mass., Rev. Edmund Vittiim,
Iowa; solos were rendered bN' Miss June Smith,
Haverhill, and Miss Lillian Thompson, Maiden, Mass. "The
Old Oaken Bucket" and "America" were sung by the auMiss Isabelle Forbush recited a part of the poem
dience.
" Mount Chocorua," written by Judge David H. Hill, late of
Sandwich. A reception in the evening with an equally large
attendance closed one of the most successful Old Home
Gi'innell,

Week

anniversaries ever held.

SHELBURNE.

Home Week

opened on Sunday with
Me. Tuesday
morning the exercises of Old Home Day were held in the grove,
Rev. Edward P.
the Gilead cornet band furnishing music.
Green offered prayer; President Henry E. Ingalls gave an address of welcome, and Judge A. R. Evans presented a valuaOther addresses were made by Governor
ble historical paper.
Chester B. Jordan and Professors Wright and Emerton of
Harvard college. Dinner was served at noon, and in the afShelburne's

first

Old

a sermon by Rev. C. S.

Cummiugs

of Auburn,

ternoon athletic sports were held and a baseball

game

played.

SOUTH HAMPTON.

Wednesday was Old Home Day at South Hampton and an
The annual dinner was held at BarAt
2
o'clock literary exercises were held in
hall
noon.
nard
at
adthe town hall, consisting of prayer by Rev. J. E. Dame
interesting celebration.

;

dress of welcome by Joseph J. J.

Sawyer, chairman of the
board of selectmen address by Benjamin R. Jewell on " One
of the Oldest Families" and an original poem by P. P. Whitehouse, president of the association and the presiding officer of
;

;

Short addresses were also made by Rev. Mr. Dame,
the day.
George French of Brooklyn, N. Y., and Leroy Philbrook of
Salem, Mass. Miss Blanche Dame gave a violin solo.
;

spkingfh<:ld.

Old

Home Week

observed

in

was very successfully and appropriately
The services on Sunday were of
and attended by quite a number of the former

Springfield.

special interest,

OLD HOME WEEK.
residents.

The

in

made by Rev. A. H.
and by Rev. C. T. Matthews, the reg-

principal addresses were

Morrill, a fornoer pastor,

The musical

ular pastor.
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a pleasing manner.

selections by the choir were rendered

On Wednesdaj^, Old Home

Da^',

grove meeting was held, with speaking and general good

a

fel-

There was served a bountiful collation. The grove
meeting was presided over by the president of the Old Home
Week Association, Moses O. Boyce. The day was fittingly
lowship.

b}-^ an entertainment in the town hall which was filled by
an audience that seemed well pleased by the varied programme,
made up of vocal aud instrumental music, readings, recita-

closed

tions, etc.

The evening meeting was presided over by Vice-

President Elwin Philbrick,

in the

absence of the president, and

programme ice cream
and cake were served and a general social time enjoyed until
at the close of the literary part of the

a late hour.

SUNAPEE.

The initial recognition of Old Home Week in Suuapee was
Sunday at the M. E. church. In the morning the pastor, Rev.
G. N. Dorr, spoke from the words, ''My Father's House."
The Sunday-school met in a body, and Mrs. E. M. vSmith gave
an interesting review since

its

organization, speaking of

its

and of the different superintendents, one of whom, George H. Bartlett, has served the school

growth,

its

beneficial results,

In the evening historical events
connected with the town and church were taken up, George
Dodge first speaking of the incorporation of the town and of

nineteen years in succession.

its

different

names.

He was

followed by Rev. John Young,

Dr. G. A. Young, John Z. Bartlett, and George H. Bartlett.

The

choir furnished music which

and

it

was in keeping with the day,
was the general expression that the day had been most
enjoyable and helpful, the hope being expressed that more observance would be made of Old Home Week next year.

SUGAR HILL.
Sugar

Hill continued its successful series of

celebrations on Friday, a beautiful day.

and there

1 1

Old

Home Dav

in the

drum corps, marched to
dedicated a monument to the meraorv

a procession, headed by a
tery

At

morning

the ceme-

of Ebene-

;
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A sketch of his life
zer Eastman, a Revolutionary soldier.
was read by his great-great granddaughter, Miss Ina Parker of
After dinner exercises were held in the town hall,
Whitefield.
which was crowded to its utmost capacity. The programme
Song, " The Old Fashioned Bible," choir prayer. Rev. S. S.
Nickerson address of welcome, Simon Bowles; response, Dr.
D. W. Cooley, Antrim poem written by Mrs. E. E. Young of
Old Orchard, Me., read by Miss Verna Bowles; letters from
absent friends read by Mrs. Lizzie R. Bowles papers by Mrs.
F. R. Bowles, Bertha Hildreth, Lucy R. Dexter, Mrs. J. G.
Moore address by D. L. Guernsey. After a concert and the
serving of refreshments in the evening, old-time games were
played and the celebration closed with a genuine spelling
school.
Mrs. Vienna Bowles, 91, was the oldest person
:

;

;

;

;

;

present.

SURRY.
its custom of the three preceding years, Surry celemost successful Old Home Day, August 20. There
were about 400 at the exercises in Carter's grove. The programme included music by a quartette prayer by the residing
address of welcome by Dea.
pastor. Rev. W. F. Whitcomb
H. O. Streeter song by Gertrude Conley recitation by Marsong by Junie Britton and Bertha Wilber
garet Porter
solo by Mrs. Emma Wilder
recitation by George Conley
recitations by Ruth Carpenter, Shirley and Robert Harvey
music by Misses Ellis, Randall, and Marshall, and reading by
Mrs. Helen J. Wilcox. Remarks were made by Rev. W. E.
Renshaw, Rev. Sylvanus Hayward, Dr. Charles Kingsbury,
George H. Hill, Hon. Charles E. Hull, and George E.
Newman. An unusually large number of former residents and
descendants returned for the occasion.

Following

brated

its

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

SWANZET.

Swanzey's annual town picnic and Old Home day celebration
was held in Whitcomb's grove on Thursday. The WestSwanzey brass band furnished music, and J. H. Knight presided.
Addresses were made by Rev. Robert Bennett, George E.

Whitcomb, Rev.
A. Fuller and Mr.

Virgil

Blackman of Townsend, Mass., Levi
of Marlborough.
J. H. Knight

Woodward
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aud Geoi-ge A. Seavei' were the committee in cliarge this year
Miss Eva Whitcomb, E. B. Holbrook, and Frank E. Handy
were chosen as committee for next 3'ear.
;

WALPOLE.

On account of rain Wa! pole's Old Home Day was postponed
from Tuesday to Wednesday, when band concerts were given
At

aud dinner served.

2 in the afternoon a long

aud

interest-

ing series of athletic sports were begun, followed by baseball.

In the evening Rev. J, J. Lewis of Boston gave a lecture in
the towu hall on "

The Old Granite

fireworks were

The

State."

decorated during the day and illumiuated

in

was
when

village

the evening,

shown bv Hon. T. N. Hastings.

Temple's fourth Old Home Week celebration on Aug. 21
began at 10 o'clock with a concert by the Temple cornet band,
A. F. Rockwood, leader. After dinner a choice programme
was carried out in front of the church. President W. W.
Colburn gave an address of welcome, followed by prayer b}'
Rev. George F. Merriam of New York. Vice-President H. O.
Hadley then wielded the gavel and the audience was highly
entertained with short addresses from James Furgerson, Esq.,
of Brooklyn, N. Y., Charles King of Boston, Professor Cornell
of Cushing academy, Ashburnham, ]Mass., Hon. Reuben L.
Reed of South Acton, Mass., Historian Dexter Foster, Esq.,
of Illinois, Dr. Daniel Putnam of Cleveland, Ohio, Dr.
Edward Kimball of Washington, D. C, Rev. George F.

Merriam of

Md.

;

New

York, and Hon. Charles

Esq., of Wilton

;

Mrs. A. O. Barker of Wilton sang the " Old

Oaken Bucket," and
Griffin

close

Hill of Baltimore,

an original poem was given by George Sullivan Buss,

of Boston.

b\'

a solo

The

was rendered by Mrs. Alice P.

literary exercises

the audience singing

from H. O. Hadley

were brougiit to a

" America," and an invitation

to return again

next year.

WARNER.

At Warner on Tuesday

of Old

Home Week was

second triennial reunion of students, teachers, and

held the

ollicers of

;
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Simouds Free High scbool.
as follows

:

Orchestra

The afternoon programme was

pra\'er,

;

AGRICULTUUE.

Rev. C. L. Fowler

address of welcome, Prin. F. S. Libbey

orchestra

;

;

address, Prof. C. J.

;

Emerson paper, Miss Florence O.Bean, '85 singing, "Nearer,
My God, to Thee " address, J. M. Barton, Esq. paper. Miss
Clara A. Putnam, '83; orchestra; recitation. Miss Alice S.
Rand, '03 address, George H. Sargent, '83 orchestra five;

;

;

;

:

;

;

minute speeches; "America," by audience.

At 6 o'clock a banquet was served after which the followprogramme was rendered Orchestra prayer, Rev. Samuel
Eaton
vocal solo, Mr. Fred pj. Kendall
poem, Mrs. Alice
Farnum Woodbury, '79 impersonation, Mr. Kendall address,
reading, Mrs. Nanc3' Bean Rogers, '92
George M. Clough
ing

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

vocal solo, Mr.

minute speeches

;

Kendall
;

paper,

;

Arthur L. Willis, '88

;

five-

impersonation, Mr. Kendall.

WASHINGTON.

On Saturday night, beginning Old Home Week, a bonfire in
W. J. Fletcher blazed from Lovell's mountain.
On Sunday an Old Home sermon was preached at the Baptist
charge of C.

church

Old

in

The programme

East Washington.

Home Day, was

come from town

as follows: 10

by

bell,

old

a.

sexton,

of Tuesday,

ringing

m.

wel-

John L. Safford

Oaken Bucket,"
'' Old
French
greeting address,
President I. W. Curtice
response, A. F. Simonds
solo.
Prof. B. E. Newman; 11 a.
address, Hon. Ira B.
m.
12 sr.
Bradford; singing, " Auld Lang Syne";
basassembly called to order;
chorus

;

invocation. Rev.

singing,

C. V.

;

;

;

ket lunch;

1

m.,

p.

visitors; singing;
V.

3

Band
p,

concert

m.,

singing

;

baseball

reminiscences,

;

game,

Washington

Mario w.
WEBSTER.

On Sunday,

in

chester, Mass.,

when
field

Webster, Rev. Arthur
occupied the pulpit

in

Little,

D. D., of Dor-

the church he attended

a boy and spoke to a large congregation.

meeting of the Old

Home Week

The

the grounds of the South Penacook club on Friday.

basket dinner the president,

fourth

Association was held on

Dr. Arthur Little,

After the
called the

assemblage to order and prayer was offered by Rev. M. Tis-
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Dr. Little's intiodiictory remarks were

the singing of

"

My

New Hampshire Home,"

Old

by Mr. Charles Delmont of Boston

;

remarks were made by

Walter Sargent and T. D. Little; Mr. and Mrs. J.
H. Jackman of Penacook sang a duet, and Capt. D. A.
Macurdy and Mr. James Stott of Billerica, Mass., made brief

Messrs.

These were followed by songs from Mr. Delmont
and remarks from several who had returned for the day.
At the meeting last year Francis B. Sawyer suggested that
the "Old Meeting House," erected in 1791 ought to be preserved.
Others present emphasized the idea and some made
Interest in the project and
contributions for that purpose.
funds for the repairs increased during the year and a comThe contract
mittee was chosen to have charge of the matter.
for work stipulated that it should be finished before '• Old
Home Day," 1902, and Dr. Little called on James L. Colby for
a report of the building committee, and followed this statement by a brief history of the building. He spoke of the
principles for which it stands, the memories it brought to his
own mind, and the loving regard felt for it by those now so
widely scattered, as shown by the funds so promptly and
addresses.

generously forwarded.

The

exercises closed with the singing of

•'

America."

WESTMORELAND.
Westmoreland's Old

Home Day, August 21, was to have been
& Farr grove, with athletics in the

celebrated in the Barker

afternoon and dinner on the picnic plan, but heavy showers

prevented and the literary exercises were held

At

1

in

the town hall.

o'clock the president, Willard Bill, Jr., called the meet-

ing to order, and every seat in the hall was taken.

A

local

John Burt, Mabel Holland, Kirk W. Wheeler,
and Mr. Mark, sang " Only a Dream of the Old Home." Mr.
" My Old New
Bill gave an interesting historical address.
Hampshire Home " was sung by William J. Reed. Rev.
George H. French spoke upon "Old Home Day." The quartette sang " Come Where the Lilies Bloom."
Rev. J. L. Seward of Keene, who passed two years of his life as pupil and
assistant teacher at the Westmoreland Vallev academv, delivquartette, Mrs.
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It is hoped that the citizens
form a society to take np work perpetuating historical inci-

ered a very interesting address.
will

W. O. Hutchins
Walter Hutchins of North Adams, Mass., Miss
Emma Hutchins of Boston, Mrs. Edward Messenger of Keene
(known as the Hutchins quartette), sang "Annie Laurie," with
" The Old Cider Mill," an original poem by A. W.
variations.

dents of the town upon the lines he snggested.
of Keene,

Chickering of Greenfield, Mass., was read

by Mrs. G. H.
A. A. Whitman gave a pleasing entertainment on his
phonograph. The exercises closed by singing, to the tune of
"•Old Hundred," a poem written for the occasion by J. E. Hall of
Brattleboro, in which the entire audience joined.
The athletic exercises were then conducted by Dr. J. A. Craig, and
were very creditable to those who took part, so much so that
it was decided to offer prizes next Old Home Day.
Nearly
half the people present were from out of town.
French.

WEST LEBANON.

West Lebanon

celebrated Old

Home Week

for the first time

Friday, under the auspices of the Ladies' Fortnightly club.

Addresses were delivered by Mrs. Charles Woodbury, Rev.
George A. Wilkins, and Dr. Milton S. Woodman, and plans
were made for forming an Old

Home Week Association

to pro-

vide for suitable future observance.
VriLMOT.

In spite of the rain several hundred people attended Wilmot's Old

The

Home Day

exercises at the

principal address was
for

Officers

Emons
W. M.

;

ensuing

the

year

are

:

vice-presidents, T. J. Graney,

Pillsbury

;

M. E. camp ground.

by Bert E. Holland of Boston.
President,

Benjamin

H. S. Clay;

secretary',

treasurer, Miss Harriet

M. Woodward

;

ex-

ecutive committee, F. E. Goodhue, Mrs. F. J. Messer, Mrs.

M.

James R. CurThe Old Home Week entertainment given by the young

F. Tewksbury, Miss Harriet K. Whittemore,

rier.

ladies in the

shower.

A

town
fair

hall

proved a success

sum was

realized.

in spite

of the thunder
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WINCHESTER.

Old Home Dav at Winchester was a success in every wa}'.
The day, Wednesday, was perfect, the crowd large and happy,

and the speaking and singing excellent.

gramme was

New York

Tiie following pro-

C. P. Tinker of

afforded: Invocation, by Rev.

city

;

song, by a quartette consisting of Miss Dox"i

Swan, Mrs. F. D. Lesure, A. B. Woodbury, and A. L. Sabiu.
D. C. Stearns, president of the Old Home Week Association,
then introduced Rev. Heni'y W. Bennett, D. D., of Anderson,
Ind.
Dr. Gardner C. Hill followed with an address in which
he mentioned the names of many prominent residents in the
early years of the town history.
The speeches were followed
by a duet by the Woodbury brothers; solo, Sirs. Josie Mansfield Sprague
address, Granville Wardwell
address, George
F. Tinker, New Loudon, Conn. music, W. W. Ball address,
Pliney Jewell, Hartford, Conn.
solo, '' Old New Hampshire,"
by its author, W. P. Chamberlain of Keene chorus, quartette
and the assembly remarks, Rev. C. F. Roper; original poem,
A. L. Sabin, followed by a solo by the same gentleman remarks, Rev. C. P. Tinker and C. J. Harris, closing with
"America," by the assembly. Dr. G. C. Hill and his former
pupils, numbering 35, formed an association with a view of
holding annual gatherings.
The next one is to be held in
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

West Swanzey

next year.

WINDHAM.

Windham's Old Home Day, Wednesday, was successfully
hall and adjacent grounds.
The weather
was perfect, and large numbers of townspeople and former

observed at the town

residents gathered for a renewal of old acquaintance.
picnic dinner, the formal exercises

After a

were presented by George

H. Clark, acting president of the Old Home Week Association.
Mr. Clark's opening address gave inspiration to the occasion.
Prayer was offered by the pastor, Rev. Albert Watson Mr.
Joseph P. Crowell, one of the oldest residents, gave the address
of welcome; Rev. James A. D. Hughes of Nelson, INIissouri,
responded in a manner that gave occasion to indulge in merriment a historical address relating to customs and the con;

;
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venieuces of former years was given

Marshall of Everett, Mass.

;

by Deacon George S.

Rev. Albert Watson spoke

in a

happy manner and Mrs. Mary C. Berry of Pelham added
choice thoughts which gave a fitting conclusion to the addresses
several songs appropriate to the event

were
Fannie Pike Hardy
and Mrs. Kate E. Hughes Plummer of Londonderry, Rev.
Albert P. Watson of Bedford, and Isaac A. Cochran of Melrose, Mass.
a poem written by Mis. Mary Davidson Merriam
of Lawrence, Mass., was read by Mrs. William D. Cochran.
Mrs. Merriam was a granddaughter of " The Rustic Bard."
of the afternoon

;

rendered by a quartette, composed of

i\Irs.

;

A

noteworthy guest was Mrs. Pillsbury,

who was born

in

Windham

in

7iee

Sarah Sargent,

1809.

WOODSTOCK.

August 21 was agreed upon by the committee for the observHome Day, but owing to the backward season the summer boarders overrun the towu during the
month of Auo;ust, necessitating the abandonment of all other

ance of Woodstock's Old

business in order to

take care of them.

Therefore, writes

President E. E. Woodbury, the committee were obliged to take
the best course open to them which was to

home comers be

recommend

that all

entertained by their respective friends.

The

townspeople were very reluctant about giving up the public
exercises, for the " Old Home Day " idea has become well
rooted
ever,

among
to

the citizens of Woodstock.

It is

planned, how-

hold public exercises in 1903 on a more elaborate

was planned for in 1902, thereby making up in a
measure for the disappointment caused by being obligeti to
abandon the celebration this year.

scale than
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S.
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Lancastei

Concord.

.
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B.
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.
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Laconia.
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.

REPOET.
To His Excellency

The

report

the

of the

from January

1,

Governor and

to

the Honorable Council:

State Board of Cattle Commissioners,

1901, to January

1,

1903,

is

herewith sub-

mitted, together with suggestions upon the previous action of
the board and

recommendations for

its

future policy.

Preliminary to the report, we publish the provisions of the
Public Statutes governing the board of cattle commissioners,

and amendments subsequently enacted.

CHAPTER

113,

PUBLIC STATUTES.

UNITED STATES INSPECTORS.
Section

1.

The governor

is

authorized to accept on behalf

of the state the rules and regulations prepared by the commissioner of agriculture under and in pursuance of section three
of an act of congress approved

May

29, 1884, entitled

"An

act for the establishment of a bureau of animal industry, to

prevent the exportation of diseased cattle, and to provide

means for the suppression and extirpation of pleuro-pneumonia and other contagious diseases among domestic animals,"
and to cooperate with the authorities of the United States

in

the enforcement of the provisions of such act.

Sect.

2.

The

inspectors of the bureau of animal industry of

the United States shall have the right of inspection, quaran-

and condemnation of animals affected with any conta-

tine,

gious, infectious, or communicable disease, or suspected

of.

being so affected, or that have been exposed to any such disease

;

and for these purposes are authorized and empowered

enter upon any ground or premises.
call

on

sheriffs, constables,

They

power
assist them

shall iiave

and peace ofBcers

to

to

to
in
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the discharge of their duties in carrying out the provisions

and it is made the duty of said offithem when so requested. Tlie inspectors shall
have the same powers and protection as peace officers wliile
engaged in the discharge of tlieir duties.
Sect. 3. All damages and expenses incurred under the
of said act of congress

;

cers to assist

preceding sections shall be paid by the United States, and in

no case shall

this state be liable for

any part thereof.

STATE BOARD OF CATTLE COMMISSIONERS.

Sect.

The

4.

the master of the

secretary of the state board of agriculture,

New Hampshire

state grange of the Patrons

of Husbandry, and the secretary of the state board of health,
for the

time l)eing, shall constitute a board, to be

the state board of cattle commissioners.

board
cil,

fill

it

office until the
in the

board

Sect.
the

5.

known

vacancy

as

in the

occur, the governor, with the advice of the coun-

shall

shall

If a

by appointment, and the appointee shall hold
vacancy in the office occasioning the vacancy

is filled.

The board

existence of

shall

make

contagious and

investigations in regard to
infectious diseases

domestic animals within the state, and

may make

among

regulations

prohibiting the introduction into the state of animals so dis-

eased, and controlling or prohibiting their transportation, and

such other regulations as the board deems necessary to exclude or arrest any such disease, and ma^' modif}' or

amend

its

regulations as the circumstances shall require.

Sect.

G.

The board may employ

agents and servants to aid

in the

skilled veterinarians

and

i)erformance of the duties

assigned to the board.
Sect.

7.

Any

person or corfjoration who shall violate any

of the regulations of

tlie

board shall be fined not exceeding

one hundred dollars.
Sect. 8. The compensation
shall be audited

and

fixed

and

expenses of the board

by the governor and council, and

from the state treasury, but all expenses incurred
under the pi'ovisions of this chapter shall not exceed ten
thousand dollars in anv one vear.
shall be paid
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CAUE AND DISPOSITION OF DISEASED ANIMALS.
Sect.

Selectmen

9.

sliall

cause

horses

all

glanders or other contagious disease, and

iufected

with

other domestic

all

animals infected with contagious diseases, or which have been

exposed to such diseases, to be collected

some

in

suitable

place or places and kept isolated from other animals so long

may

as

be necessary to prevent the spread of the diseases.
10. In the

Sect.

performance of the duties prescribed by

the preceding section, the selectmen shall be governed

regulations and directions that

may be made

l)y

the

or given on the

subject by the state board of cattle commissioners.

Sect. 11.

the

The

state board of cattle commissioners, or,

if

have not taken cognizance of the case, the selectmen of

the^'

town

which the animal

in

is,

may order any domestic

animal to be killed and buried, which,

in

the oiduion of a vet-

erinary surgeon selected bv them, has a contagious or infectious disease.

Sect. 12.

The owners

of animals so killed shall be entitled

town the value of such animals in their diseased condition, if they had been owned in the state three
months at least before the disease was detected. The state
board of cattle commissioners or the selectmen, as the case
may be, shall cause the value to be ascertained by the appraisal of three competent and disinterested persons selected
by them, who shall be sworn to the faithful discharge of their
to recover of the

duties.

Sect. 13. In case the owner

may appeal by

is

aggrieved by the appraisal,

supreme court within thirty
days after he is notified of the api)raisal. He shall notify the
town of his appeal, and enter and prosecute it as he would if
it
were a civil action at law wherein the same amount of
he

petition to the

damages was claimed, and judgment
in like

shall be

rendered therein

manner.

Sect.

14.

If

upon such appeal he recovers

a larger

sum

than the appraisei's awarded him, he shall recover his taxable
costs

;

otherwise he shall pay costs.

Sect.

1.5.

All

damages and expenses incurred under

six preceding sections, except

the

expenses incurred by the state
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board of cattle commissioners,
the
to

instance

first

it

from the state treasury.

audit

sliall

be paid by the town in

but four fifths thereof shall be reimbursed

;

The governor and

council shall

claims tlius presented, and the governor shall draw

all

his warrants

upon the treasurer for the amounts allowed,

in

favor of the towns entitled thereto.

PKECEDENCE IN AUTHORITY.
Sect.

16. In cases

where United States inspectors, state

commissioners, and selectmen, or any two of such boards,
take action with reference to the same subject matter under
the provisions of this chapter, they shall have precedence in
authority in the order above named.

penalties in certain cases.
Sect. 17.

Any

person or corporation

the state, between the twentieth day of

who

shall bring into

May and

the twentieth

day of October, any Texas or Cherokee cattle that have not
been kept north of the Ohio or Missouri river during the
winter immediately

preceding, shall be fined not exceeding

twenty-five dollars for each animal so brought into the state.

The term Texas

or Cherokee cattle shall be construed to

the native cattle of

Texas and Louisiana and the

known under those names.
Sect. 18. Any person who shall expose,

mean

classes of

cattle

or

suflfer

to be

exposed, in any highway', public place, or pasture, any horse
affected

by the disease known as glanders,

exceeding

fifty dollars for

shall be fined not

each offense, for the benefit of the

where the offense is committed.
Any person exposing any domestic animal as
aforesaid, affected with any other contagious or troublesome
disease, shall be fined not exceeding twenty-five dollars for

town or

city

Sect.

19.

each offense, for the benefit of the town.
Sect. 20. It shall be the duty of selectmen and police
officers of

three

towns

preceding

in

which any of the offenses mentioned

sections

offenders to be prosecuted.

shall

be

in the

committed, to cause the

:
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AMENDMENT OF 1893.

At the session of the legislature of 1893 the following
amendment was passed
Section 1. The owners of cattle killed by order of the state
:

board of cattle commissioners shall recover of the state one half
the value of such animals upon a basis of health, said value to be
ascertained by a disinterested ai)praisal, provided they have

been owned

in

the state three

months

at least before the dis-

ease was detected.

Sect.

2.

All acts and part of acts inconsistent with this act

are hereby repealed, and this act shall take effect

upon

its

passage.

The following order was

issued under the law

State of

New

:

Hampshire.

Board of Cattle Commissioners.
Concord, April

1,

1895.

To Boards of Selectmen
In order to avoid

Hampshire

misconstruction of the statutes of

for the suppression of contagious diseases

New

among

animals, boards of selectmen, before taking action, will please
report such cases as appear of sufficient importance to need
attention, to the state board of cattle commissioners, giving

as full description of
getiier with the

This board

name
will

symptoms and condition
owner and location

of the

as possible, toof the animals.

give attention to cases reported, and take

such action under the statutes as their importance seems to

demand.
Respectfully,

A. WATSON, President.
HACHELDER. Secretary.

IRVING
N.

J.
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QUARANTINE REGULATIONS.
The following order

in force

is still

State of

New

:

Hampshire.

Board of Cattle Commissioners.
Concord, July

General Order No.

14, 189G.

o.

General Order dated January 11, 1892, and General
1st.
Order dated January 19, 1892, are hereby repealed.
All persons and companies are hereby prohibited from
2d.

New Hamp-

bringing or driving neat cattle into the state of

from this board.
All neat cattle brought or driven into the state of
3d.
New Hampshire under a permit from this board, are hereby

shire without a permit

in quarantine upon arrival in the state until identified
and released.
4th.
Selectmen of towns and cities of New Ham{)shire are
hereby authorized to seize and hold in quarantine any neat
cattle coming into the state without a legal permit, and notify

placed

this

board at once of such action.

5th.

Permits to bring or drive neat cattle into

shire will be issued only

upon the

New Hamp-

result of the tuberculin test,

and reported under such regulations and forms
upon application to this board.
This order is issued under authority of chapter 113 of
6th.
the Pnblic Statutes of New Hampshire, and all violations will

to be applied

as will be furnished

be vigorously prosecuted.
This order shall take
7th.

effect

on the fifteenth day of

July, 1896.

A. WATSON, President,
BACH ELDER, Secretary,

IRVING
N.

J.

Board of

The following explanatory
tion with the

above order

:

circular

Cattle Commissioners.

was issued

in

connec-
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Hampshire.

Board of Cattle Commissioners.
To

Whom

The

It

May

qiuirantiue

commissionei's

Concern

:

regulations issued hy the boai'd of cuttle

of the

state of

outside of the state are

cattle

New Hampshire agaiust all
made necessary by the action

same

line by the authorities of other
Evidence has been submitted to this
board that animals, failing to pass the test and therefore
debarred from those states, are being brought into New Hamp-

already taken in

New

shire

England

the

states.

and are contributing to our milk supply, to the injury
New Hampshire dairy

of the healthfuluess and reputation of

products.

Persons desiring to bring cattle into

New Hampshire

will

be furnished upon application with the necessary blanks upon

which to forward the result of the
by any person who is satisfactory
of the state in which the test
state the cattle will be

is

identified

practicable by this board or

its

test,

said test to be

made.

made

commissioners

to the cattle

Upon

arrival in this

and released as soon as

representative.

In making the report of the tuberculin test, when applying
for

a permit, both the original and dui)licate reports are to

made out and forwarded

be

to

this

without

office

being

detached from the blank permit.

BOARD OF CATTLE COMMISSIONERS,
Concord, N. H.

MODIFICATION" OF QUARANTINE ORDER.
State of

New

Hampshire.

Board of Cattle Commissioners.

General Order No.
General Order No.
fied as

follows

On and
will

3,

4.

dated July 14, 189G,

is

hereby modi-

:

after this date, unless otherwise ordered, neat stock

be admitted to the state of

New Hampshire

for pasturage

or for domestic use under the following conditions:

:

NEW
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Applications for permit to bring cattle into

New Hamp-

must be made upon

for domestic use

shire for pasturage or

blanks furnished by this board.
2.

The owner

or drover of said cattle must state upon said

application that they are brought into the state for pasturage,

or for domestic use.
3.

The owner

or drover of said cattle must furnish upon

said application the certificate of a veterinarian,
ular

who

graduate of a veterinary institution, or who

mended by

a reg-

is

is

recom-

the cattle commissioners of the state from which

the cattle are sent, stating that the cattle have been subjected

and no symptoms of tuberculosis

to a physical examination,

or other contagious disease are found.
4.

Applications from

must also state that

Massacliusetts

the cattle have been tagged by the Massachusetts Cattle

Com-

mission, which will entitle them to return to that state with-

out reexamination, and must be indorsed
the

in

Massachusetts Cattle Commission, or

by

this respect

an agent of said

commission.
5.

This order

will

take effect April

1,

1897, and remain in

force until revoked by this board.

N.
Secretary

New Hampshire Board

The following explanatory
with the modification order

Statk of

The

BACHELDER,

circular

was issued

in

connection

:

New

Board of Cattle
To Owners and Drovers of

J.

of Cattle Commissioners.

Hampshire.
Comaiissioners.

/Stock

inclosed order modifies the previously existing regula-

tion in regard to bringing neat stock into

pasturage, inasmuch as

it

New Hampshire

for

allows a physical examination instead

of requiring the tuberculin test.

The

application for permit

must be made to the board upon the application furnished by
this board, and no neat cattle can be legally admitted for
pasturage until said application has been properly

filled

out

:

:

(.'ATTLE

and

filed

commissioners" REPORT.
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with this board, and the permit issued in due and

In short, this order simply allows the report

regular form.

of the ph^'sical examination to be
of the report of the
cattle into

filed

with this board instead

tuberculin test, and a permit to bring

New Hampshire

for pasturage or other purposes is

just as necessary as before the issuing of this order.

Selectmen and other

officials

have

full

authority to proceed

against violators of this and the i)revious order as modified, the

same as before, and

all

parties will govern themselves accord-

ingly.

N. J.

BACHELDER,

Secretary Neiv Hampshire Board of Cattle Commissioners.

INSPECTION SERVICE.

While the law enacted
the

executive

to

officer of the

govern

this

matter confers upon

state board of health, the state

board of agriculture, and state grange, the authority
suppression of contagious diseases
yet

all

action taken and

in the

among domestic animals,

money expended has been with

the

approval of the several organizations named and by the advice

Every case coming to the attenand such action taken
Ail applications to tlie
as the policy of the board demanded.
board for inspection of herds within the state have been given
attention by forwarding to the parties making application a
blank form of which the following is a copy
of the governor and council.

tion of the board has been investigated

APPLICATION FOR CATTLE INSPECTION.
,

To

the

Board of

190

.

Cattle Commissioners,

State of Neio Hampshire,

Concord.

Gentlemen
inspection of
tile

:

—

I

my

hereby

make

application

for

an

herd of cattle, in regard to which

following: statement

official

I

make

NEW
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HAMPSHIltE AGIUCULTURE.

M}' entire herd consists of
First noticed

Symptoms
These

symptoms

cattle.

of disease

about..

noticed are

cattle are at

my

miles from

stable located about

the nearest railroad station.
If the board considers an investigation advisable,

a physical examination finds sufficient
losis

in

symptoms

and upon

of tubercu-

the herd to warrant, in the opinion of the board, the

application of the tuberculin test to the herd, I hereby authorize its application

by the board.

I

understand the esiienso

of making an inspection to be entirely

and

that, according to law,

value of

I

am

one half the health

animals condemned by the test and destroyed

all

the presence of myself, or that of
disinfect the stable,

accordance

in

borne by the board,

to receive

with

my

agent.

in

agree to

I also

and take other precautionary measures
the instructions of the cattle commis-

sioners.

(Signed)

P. O. Address

This plan has been strictly adhered to except

an occa-

in

sional case where arrangements had been previously

made

to

inspect herds in the immediate vicinity of the person apply-

and there was not time to have the blank forwarded and
The inspection would then be made without the
formal application, as it required no extra expense. Other
ing,

returned.

exceptions have been in the case of applications from boards
of health, or in the suspected existence of glanders in horses,

both of which have generally had prompt attention.
All applications for inspection in official form, as indicated

above, have
conditions

ordered.

had careful consideration by the board, and if
warranted, an official inspection was

reported

The conditions

referred to are

symptoms

of a con-

These applications have generally been given
attention in the order in which they were received, and as
soon as the exigencies of the case seemed to demand. We
tagious disease.

CATTLE commissioners' REPORT.
have not undertaken
in

to reach cases
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where haste was necessary

order to arrive before the death of animals, and have not

paid for animals that have died before arrival of

tlie

inspector.

We

have constantly held that the law did not contemplate,
primarily, the reimbursement of owners for animals about to
die, but that the first object

was to destroy such animals as

were endangering the health of animals and human beings,
and, incidentally, pay tlie owner such recompense as is provided by the law.

We

be tuberculous from a

have destroyed
all

of receiving official notice, and

many

in the last

animals found to

cases within thirty days

condition, and have attended to

this period,

all

physical examination, whatever their

of tliem within one half

but have been to no undue haste

has not ])een the practice of the board to

It

get to animals

to

stages of the disease.

make

inspection in a town immediately after a previous
to

make

a second
visit,

but

seemed
work the

the inspection as soon as the circumstances

to warrant, using discretion

in the

matter.

In this

most distant sections of the state have had equal attention
with the central, and no inspection has been withheld on
account of an}' extra expense in reaching the herd. The
applications made to the board during 1899 which, upon consideration, were worthy of an investigation, and which are
on file as the authority of the board for ordering investigations, are as follows

:

OWXEES OF STABLES INSPECTED,
,

Jan.

1901.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
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1901, Jan. 12.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

A(i

RiCrLTURE.

M.

23.

S. Pierce,
A. H. Caldwell,
J. M. Fuller,
A. C. Stewart,
Wm. T. Smith,
Asa Porter,
H. P. Howe,
L. B. Downing,
George Sliattuek,

23.

Frank L. Wilson,

28.
28.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Richard B. Eastman,

12.
17.
17.

17.
17.
17.

17.

W. W.

Hill,

Cyrus Young,
Fuller
J. A.

& Keddie,

Brown,

13.

Levi W. Fisher,
Mrs. Mattie J. Oilman,
K. A. Huse,
G. E. Holbrook,

13.

W.

1.

4.

13.
14.
18.

18.
19.

21.
21.

24.
25.
26.

E. Howe,
George A. Bell,
Walter Hartford,
J. H. Derby,
S. G. Kelley,
E. F. Noyes,
E. A. Chase,
Geo. E. Frost,
J. E. Cai'ter,
W. J. Hajjar,
A. D. Denuison,

26.

PerleyA. Todd,

27.

F. C. Gould,
H. O. Hadley,
W. E. Davidson,
J. E. Wilkins,

27.
27.
4.
4.

Amanda M. Lane,

4.

D. H. Goodell,

4.

Solomon Schurman,

13.

Mrs. C. C. Beam an,
H. Livingston,

16.

18.

John E. Rines,
H. F. Dodge,
Fred A. Harmon,

18.

Jules Pellerin,

19.

Asa Ames,

19.

Mrs. C. C. Beaman,

19.

20.

Robert Work,
Lewis Morrill,

20.

John

21.

Willis O. Hadley,

16.
16.

Scott,

Hollis

Amherst
Hanover
Hanover
Hanover
Hanover
Hanover
Hanover
Hinsdale
Berlin
Jefferson
Enfield
Littleton

New

Boston
Candia
Reed's Ferry
East Unity
Milford

Amherst
Nashua
Goffstown

Bow
Lyme
New Hampton
Hampstead

Warn er
North Hampton
Concord

Windham
NeAv Boston

New

Boston
Colebrook

Temple
Temple
Milford

Stratham
Antrim
Portsmouth
Cornish
Concord

Boscawen

Mont Vernon
Freedom

Lyme
Piermont
Cornish
Cornish
Canterbury

Concord

Temple

CATTLE COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
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1901,

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

HAMPSHir.E AGRICULTURE.

George E. Bliss,
Moses Gelo,
A. P. Emerson,

Warren Abbott,
10.

10.
10.
10.
10.

10.
10.
10.
10.
11.

11.
11.
15.

15.
16.
16.

16.
17.

18.

20.
21.
21.
21.
22.

22.
22.
22.
23.

25.
27.
27.
28.
28.

29.

31.
31.
1.

4.
7.

8.
8.

13.
13.
14.
14.

George L. Warren,
L. M. Tolles,
A. P. Kendall,
J. N. Hayden,

John Wood,
Fred G. Steele,

Lyme
Lyme
Hampstead
Penacook
Lee
Hudson
Nashua
HoUis
South Merrimack
Hudson

P. B. Annis,
D. F. Maclntire,
Charles W. Towle,
Irving P. Fitts,
W. S. Clement,
M. Hajjar & Co.,

Nelson Ordway.
George F. Brooks,
D. Howe,
H. O. Chase,
O. D. Sawyer,
L. M. Eobie,
Mrs. D. W. Russell,
Jesse Johnson,
A. F. Hutchinson,
D. Waldman,
A. H. Nichols,
G. H. Locke,
W. F. Forbush,
A. G. Gordon,

Litchfield

Auburn
Candia

Hanover
West Derry

Windham
West Hampstead
Pittsfield

Lancaster

J.

E. S. Pease,
Clarence Blodgett,
Frank A. Harmon,
George E. Bobbins,
A. E. Brown,
D. W. Scott,
Mrs. E. A. Stevens,
Ephraim Fuller,
C. L. Bean,
E. F. Carr,
H. O. Chase.
L. C. Farwell,
Joseph Laperriere,
James E. Whitney,

H. S. Mudgett,
Frederick Noyes,
Arvin G. Baker,
W. F. Gilmau,
H. E. Hoit,
Harriet E. Edwards,

Weare
Weare
Piermont
Wilton
Orford
Chichester

Concord
Cornish
Hoj)kinton

West

Chesterfield

Merrimack
Orfordville
Orfordville

Freedom
Greenville

Lyme
Deerfield
Jefi'erson

Francestown
Orford
Henniker

Temple
Manchester
Wilton
Intervale

LandafF
Mar low
Unity
Bethlehem

Windham

CATTLE commissioners' EEPOKT.
1901,

June
June
Juue
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
July
July

1-1.

15.
15.

15.

A. M. Philbrick,
E. J. Farley,
W. P. Farley,
A. H. Caldwell,

17.

Charles J. Bell,
W. P. Annis,
Joel Wellington,

17.

Thomas Hoag,

17.
25.

Will H. Grey,
E. E. Foss,
A. B. Goodrich,

27.

J. F.

15.

15.

21.

28.

W^

E. Parks, Jr.,

Mayo,

F.

5.

Orrin Nutter,
F. J.

Aug
Aug
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Eastman,

2.

July 6.
July 8.
July 8.
July 9.
July 13.
July 15.
July 15.
July 15.
July 16.
July 30.
July 31.
Aug. 3.
Aug. 5.
Aug. 5.
6.
6.
7.
7.

Home,

Joseph Eamsey,

W.

A. Knight,

H. C. Knowles,
Bartlett Martin,
C. H. Hubbard.
A. J. Morrill,

Blanchard Brothers,

Milford
Hollis
Hollis

Amherst
Hollis

Hudson
Eindge
Whitefield

Wilton
Strafford

Lebanon
Springfield

Warren
Sandowu
Ossipee
Centre Harbor

Benton
Peterborough

Belmont
Suncook
Orford
Whitefield
Greenfield

L. P. Lamprey,
E. P. Stillings,

Sandwich

H. W. Chellis,
P. M. Lord,
George H. Hart,
H. O. Chase,

Meriden
Duubarton

Meadows
Nelson

We are

Emore Dennis,
F. E. Glover,
A. A. Crosier,
C. H. Allison,

Preston Brothers,
Joseph Courcy,

Cammetts,
F. McGuire,

14.

S. S.

16.

Thomas

Sept. 3.
Sept. 3.
Sept. 3.
Sept. 5.
Sept. 5.
Sept. 5.
Sept. 5.
Sept. 5.
Sept. 5.
Sept. 6.
Sept. 9.
Sept. 14.
Sept. 13.
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C. B. Perkins,

Orford
Littleton

Lancaster

Durham
Henniker
Hillsborough Bridge
Exeter

Eindge
Jackson

George Colby,
F. A. Edgerly,
F. A. Prescott,
E. A. Armstrong,
J. H. Hall,
J.

Bow
Wolfeborough
Francestown
Whitefield

Nashua

W. Kenedy,

Wilton
Wilton

E. O. Barrett,

Morris Hurlihy,
Bert A. Maxfield,

Fred Eich,
B. F. Lang.

W.

E. Parks, Jr.,

AVilton

Gilmanton

Lyme

New

Boston

Warren

190
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r.tia,

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
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Heuuiker
Warren
Wilton
Piermont

E. N. Cogswell,
W. E. Parks, Jr.,
A. N. Holt,
L. M. Robie,

c.
7.

9.

13.

Frank P. Eand,
W. L. Moore,
Byron Ambrose,

13.
13.
14.

Nortbfield

West Derry
Deerfield

Francestown
Colebrook

Alvin Avery,
S. T. Noyes,
L. D. Kennesoii,

IG.
18.
19.

E. A.
E. E.
P. J.
E. E.

19.
20.

20.

Savage,
Council,

23.

Eogers,
James. E. Foote,

24.

J.

20.

Jefferson
Wbitefield

Hilclretb,

Lancaster

Hudson
Cbester

Portsmoutb
Henniker
Colebrook

A\^. Emery,
George Hilliard,
Zenas Dexter,
Garland & Roacb,

25.

25.
25.
26.

E. S. Underbill,

27.
28.

Louise Eussell,
F. A. Pusbee,

Wbitefield
Wbitefield

Piermont
Soutb Sutton

Lyme

FINANCIAL STATEMENT,

1901.

COMPENSATION" FOR ANIMALS DESTROYED.

203 tuberculous

cattle (one balf liealth value)

$3,539.00

38 glandered horses (diseased value)
Total paid for animals destroyed

SERVICES

W.

T. Russell,

190.00

.

.

.

83,729.00

AND EXPENSES OF VETERINARIANS.*

Nashua

:

Services

Expenses

$110.00
44.80

S154.80
R. J. Macguire, Concord
Services

Expenses

S?455.00

286.81
741.81

Expenses of veterinarians include Ijilling and burying
mals, and railroad, hotel, and livery expenses.

condemned

ani-

:

NEW
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George

W.

:
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Copp, Taftonborougli

Services

Expenses

.....

$35.00
31.60

S66.60
B.

M.

Flint,

Lyme:

83.00

157.21

37.00

29.5<

35.42

235.59

16.00

22.56

7.00

H. N. Fling, Lancaster
Services

$10.00

10.00

:

CATTLE CO.MMESSIONER8 REPORT.
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H. B. Dunton. Manchester
Services

So.OO

Expenses

2.00

S7.00

G. A. Clark, Franklin

:

Services

B. Frank Atwood. Lisbon

S2..50

2.o0

S3.00

3.00

:

Services

81,609.06

OTHER EXPEXSES.
Services and expenses of appraisers
Clerical expenses

S186.50
500.00
686.50

Total expenses for the year

OWNERS OF STABLES INSPECTED,

5,024.56

194
1902, Jan.
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1902,

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

.

HAMPSHIIfE A(tRICULTURE.

28.

F. AVebster,
Geo. L. Jaquitb,
H. E. Hoitt,
Thomas P. Piper,
P. E. Hanscom,

28.

S.

31.

C. A.

22
23
24
26.

31.

H. Abbott,
Langmaid,
George C. Evans,

31.

J. P. Davis,

2.

W.

P.

Howe,

Adams &

G.

W^iltou

Chichester
Jeifersou

Manchester

B. Brooks,
Morrill Bros.,
C. E. Dorr,

W.

Bethlehem
Tuftouborough
Glen

Jefl'erson

Prank

I.

Sandwich
East Jaffrey

Sou,

C. Taylor,

Mrs. David Brown,
A. Kemi?,
S. L. Moody,"

James

Whitefield'

Whitefleld
Jefferson

Derry
Sanbornton
Tiltou

Rindge
Eiudge

10.

B.

W. Adams,

Plainfield

10.

Henry Sauborn,
John McClary,
John A. Boutelle,

Lebanon
Hudson
Amherst
Nashua
Premout

12.

12.
12.
14.

20.

21.
26.

D. B. Lazelle,
E. D. Sanborn,
E. C. Sturgis,
A. L. Thayer,
E. M. Bray,

Portsmouth
Gilsxim
Whitefield

27.

T. T.

Baker,

Lancaster

28.

W. H. Wheeler,
Henry Waterman,
John E. Dame,

Jefferson

28.

July
1.
July
1.
July
1.
3.
July
July
3.
3.
July
3.
July
5.
July
July 10.
July 11
July 12
July 14
July 15.
July 17.
July 18.
July 22.
July 22.
July 23.
July 23.
July 23.
July 23.

Oliver Maudigo,
Pred A. Prescott,
C. A. Wright,
P. A. Holbrook,
P. Chandler,
H. H. Spates,

J.

Eush

Chellis,

Maria D. Epps,
George Holm an,
G. Thompson,
Chas. E. Brown,

J.

S. T.

Noyes,

Rush Chellis,
J. W. Powler,
Wm. W. Thomas,
G. H. Locke,
A. Wilcox,
A. B. Eaton,

Henry

David Young,
H. H. Prye,

Lebanon
Lee
Deerfield

Francestowu
Amherst
Amherst
Wilton
Salem
Claremont
Milford

Eiudge

Lyme
Deerfield

Colebrook
Claremont

Epsom
Tuftouborough
Hopkinton
Newport
Greenville
Greenville

Wilton

CATTLE (OMMISSIONEKS
1902, July

itEI'OET.
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^EW
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1902, Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

29.

30.

30.
30.
31.
1.
1.

5.

ha:mpshii;e AGiiicri.TrKE.

Philip Dubois,
E. P. Kelso,

D. Arthur Richards,
G. S. Peavey,

D. M. Pratt,
Beckley,
Philip Le Court,
F. M. Aldrich,

Elwin McClauthau,

11.
11.

Ira B. Hill,
H. P. Clark,

11.

J.

12.

F.Davis,
L. Sawyer,
W. D. Tuttle,
N. J. Bartlett,
Caleb B. Clark,

12.

George W. Coburu,

12.

C. Jeaunatte,

19.

19.

H. O. Hadley,
S. H. Abbott,

19.

A. O. Childs,

24.

Lewis Proveueher,
L. M. Straw,
George O. Turner,

11.

12.

25.
25.

2.

G. H. Locke,
E. E. Hall,
George F. Armstrong,
Prescott B. Emerson,
George M. Batchelder,
E. H. Russell,
Nathan O. "Woods,
Edison McAllister,
C. H. Watts,
C. W. Piper,
Baker Brothers,
A. M. Kelley,

3.

Mabel Addison,

26.
26.

28.
28.
28.
28.
28.
28.
29.

29.
1.

Goffstown
Greenfield
Whitefleld

Derry

J. B.

10.

11.

Nashua
Whitefleld

3.

J. C.

5.

W.

5.

J.

Taylor,

New

Ipswich
Lisbon
Peterborough

Durham
Lyme
Jefferson

Salisbury

Andover
Warner

Windham
Hollis

Nashua
Temple
Wilton

Mason
Derry
Lancaster
Jaflrey

Hopkinton
Whitefleld

Windham
Salem
Wilton
Greenville

Wakefleld
Fitzwilliam

Londonderry
Hooksett
Henniker
Hill
Hill

Milford

S. Pillsbury,

Derry
Chester
Wilton
New Boston

9.

D. Fiske,
C. F. Mellendy,
Reed Brothers,
Thomas Burke,

9.

Hannah

8.
8.

Elliott,

Moulton,

12.

S. B.

13.

18.

A. P. Keyes,
E. S. Underhill,
Lemuel Fuller,
W. S. Stetson,

18.

Ben Maxfield.

15.

16.

Bartlett

Greenville
Whitefleld

Nashua
Piermont
Amherst

Nashua
Loudon

CATTLE COMMISSIONERS
1902, Dec.

18.

S. S.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dee.

18.

W.

19.
19.

Levi Spaulding,

19.

P. T. Bennett,
O. S. Kimball,

20.
20.
23.

Antrim
Keene

Sawyer,

F. Wallace,
A. C. Clougb,

20.
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REPOIIT.

Haverhill

Stoddard
Farmington
Alleustown
Bradford

Sullivan Stevens,
J. B. ^Yhittiel•,
E. M. Bray,

Deerfield
Whitefield

Canaan

24.
24.

Austin Hopey,
T. Jackson,
Mrs. D. W. Russell,

24.

W.

E. Elliott,

Mason

25.

C. O. Healey,

Raymond

24.

2a.

Mason
Wilton

Nelson Merchant,

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

Bedford

1902.

COMPENSATIOX FOR ANIMALS BEvSTROYED.
212 tuberculous cattle (one half health value)
15 glandered horses (diseased value)
Total paid for animals destroyed
SERVICE.S

AND EXPENSES OF VETERINARIANS.

|:4,004.3()

75.00
$4,079.30

:
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.....
.....
.....
.....

George G. MacGregor, Whitefiekl
Services

Expenses

Walter B. Loring, Milford
Services

Expenses

:

S71.0U
81.17
«il52.17

:

$47.00
19.00
66.00

L. Pope, Jr., Portsmouth

Services

Expenses

:

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

F. V. Barrett, Peterborough

Services

Expenses

James Hart. Concord
Services

Expenses
A.

J.

Expenses

Services

29. .50

:

§58.50
25.59

84.09

$54.00
36.75

90.75

:

.

•

.

R. F. Moore, Laeonia

Expenses

3.50

:

Herrick, Epping
Services

$26.00

.

.

S15.00
6.00

21.00

:

$10.00
2.50

12.50

C. E. Burchsted, Exeter

Services

Expenses

i!!5.00

2.00
-.00

A. C. Dodge, Manchester
Services
C. P. Bugbee,

Services

Expenses

12.00

S12.00

.....
.....

Keene

:

S3. 00

4.15
I

George E. Chesley, Rochester
Services

Expenses

.lo

:

.....

$(3.00

4.00

$10.00

.\\

CATTLE commissioners' REPORT.
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(1THER EXPENSES.
Foot-aiul-iiioutli disease

expense

.

Clerical expenses
INIiscellaneoiis

S14.50

.

.....
....

Services and expenses of appraisers

159.42

.

.

500.00
16.00

expenses

$689.92
Total expenses for the year
All

itemized

exhibit of

the

.

6.425.81

.

foregoing

expenditures, with

accompanying- vouchers, has been submitted to the governor

and

couiu;il, api)roved.

and placed on

file.

ADMISSION OF CATTLK.

New Hampshire
was furnished have been

Permits for the admission of cattle into

whenever the requisite

certificate

issued to the number of 203, admitting about 3,000 animals.
The railroads have cooperated with the board in the enforcement of the quarantine regulations established, and but few
violations have come to the attention of the board.
It seems

necessary to retain the quarantine regulations as long as the
states around us maintain and enforce similar regulations.

FOOT-AND-MOUTH
Foot-and-mouth disease made

its

1)ISEA.SE.
appearance

in

IVIassacliu-

was not recognized
as such until late in November and after it had been spread to
numerous localities in that state, as well as to Vermont, Rhode
Island, and Connecticut.
setts probably as early as June, 1902, but

On November

26, 1!)02, Dr. Austin Peters, chief of cattle

bureau of Massachusetts, wrote this board,
munication, that
ing

in

in his

in

reply to u

com-

opinion the disease which was prevail-

Massachusetts was foot-and-mouth disease.

About

that

time Dr. D. E. Salmon, chief of biiieau of animal industry,
sent several expert veterinarians to Massachusetts to examine
the cases,

nounced

when

the nature of the outbreak was officially an-

to be contagious foot-and-mouth disease.

:

NP:W HAMPSHIKE AGRICULTURE.
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Upon

aunouncement the board issued

receipt of this official

the following order

State of

New

Hampshire.

BoAKD OF Cattle Commissioners.
Concord, N. H., November 28, 1902.

To Transportation Companies,
Owners, and Others :

Gentlemen:

By authority

their Agents, Stock Dealers

of

"An

Act

to

and

Constitute a

State Board of Cattle Commissioners," approved April

1891,

7,

you are hereby notified that a contagious malady known as
" foot-and-mouth disease," exists in animals in Massachusetts,

Rhode

same is
communicated to cattle,
sheep, goats, and other ruminant animals, and to swine, and
Island, Connecticut, and Vermont, and as the

readily (and without restraint rapidly)

as

we

are advised that the disease

is

spreading

in certain local-

named, it is
Ordered, that no cattle, sheep, goats, or other ruminating

ities in the states

animals, or swine, shall be permitted to enter the state of

New

Hampshire from the states of Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, or Vermont until this order is revoked.

Any

person, firm, or corporation violating this order will be

prosecuted according to law.
It is

expected that

all local

authorities, as well as every citi-

zen interested in the welfare of the state,

enforcement of

this

will

cooperate

in the

order to exclude a disease which might

otherwise result in an immense

loss to the

people of

New

Hampshire.
Per order of the board,

IRVING

A.

WATSON,
President.

N.

J.

BACHELDER,
Seci-elary.

Under same date as the above order the United States government placed an interstate quarantine upon the states of
Massachusetts, Vermont, Rhode Island, and Connecticut.

CATTLE commissioners' kepout.
On December

20:5

3 a governinent inspector, in tracing the infec-

Methnen, Mass., found an infected herd just over the
line in the town of Salem, N. H., and tlie board was promptly
notified of tlie facts.
On that date Dr. D. E. Salmon, chief
of bnrean of animal industry', recommended to Secretary Wilson
that the quarantine order be extended to include the state of
New Hampshire. Upon receipt of this information a representative of the board interviewed Dr. Salmon, at his headquarters in Boston, and assured him that if the proposed quarantine order could be withheld, the board would cooi)erate with
the government in stamping out the disease in New Hampshire
to the extent of assisting in the inspection of herds and in
establishing rigid quarantine in whatever localities the disease
should appear. With this understanding the proposed government quarantine on the state was withheld.
To cover the situation at Salem and vicinity the following
quarantine order was issued
tion in

:

State of

New

Hampshire.

Board of Cattle Commissioners.
QUARANTIXE OrDER.
CoxcORi), N. H., Decemljer

Whom

To

it

May

Concern

4. 1902.

:

By virtue of chapter 133 of the Public Statutes, notice is
hereby given that " foot-and-mouth disease " exists in a herd
of cattle in the town of Salem,

ease

is

New Hampshire

of a very contagious nature and

is

;

spread

that this dis-

among

cattle,

sheep, and swine through numerous avenues of contact with
the infection, and even by visitors to infected premises
fore,
1.

shall

it is

;

there-

ordered

That

all cattle,

remain

in

sheep, and swine upon infected premises

quarantine until released by

cattle, sheep, or

otlicial

order.

No

swine shall be removed from or brought upon

such premises without written permission from this board.

No

product of the stable, including manure, hay, straw, utensils,
etc., shall

be removed or disposed of, exce^jting as directed by

this board.

:SEW HAMPSHIRE AGRICULTUKE.
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2.

All persons, excepting those having the immediate care

of the animals and such as have legal

official

bidden to

premises, or to

infected

visit

herds or

authority, are for-

trespass

thereon.
3.

No

be held

from
4.

auction or public sale of cattle, sheep, or swine shall
in the

towns of Salem or

i'elliam without jiermission

this board.

All persons are forbidden to drive or transport any cattle,

sheep, or swine over any public highway, or to turn the same

upon any unfenced land,

in

the towns of

Salem and Pelham,

without permission from this board.
5.

The owner

swine

iu

or person in charge of any cattle, sheep, or

which ''foot-and-mouth

who has reason
or in which

there

may

be

presence of the disease,

is

may appear, or
may be infected,

disease"
animals

to believe that said

symptoms

to lead

him to suspect the

hereby directed to notify this board

immediately.

Pending the issuing of special instructions the provisions
New Hampshire
where " foot-and-mouth disease " may appear.
G.

of these regulations will apply in any town in

7.

by

This order

this

will

be in force from

its

date and until revoked

board, and any violation of the same will be prosecuted

according to law.

(Signed)

IRVING

A.

WATSON,
President,

N.

J.

BACHELDER,
Secretary.

On December 5 the Salem herd, consisting of fifteen cows,
was examined by a representative of this board, together with
several government veterinary surgeons and an appraiser.
Arrangements were made and the animals slaughtered on the
following day, and the extensive work of disinfection begun.
On December 10 a herd consisting of eleven animals, in
Hudson, was found to l)e infected with foot-and-mouth disease.
Immediate action was also taken in this case and the
local quarantine was extended to include this town.
The animals were placed in strict quarantine and subsequently slaughtered, followed by disinfection of the premises.

20o

CATTI.E CO.MMISSIONEHS' IIKPOUT.

On December
l)oite(l

12 a case of foot-and-moiitli disease was le-

from Hancociv,

in

The

a stable with one otlier cow.

was examined In' a representative of this board
and a government veterinary surgeon, when both animals were
found to be infected. They were immediately quarantined and
a day or two later were destroyed.
On December 20 another herd in the town of Hudson was
reported to be infected with the malady.
A representative of
the board visited the herd on the following day, and found eight
cows, seven of them showing symptoms of the disease. The
town already being in quarantine, an order was served, as in
the other instances, upon the owner of the cattle, as follows
following da}'

it

:

All persons, excepting those having the immediate care of
the animals and such as have legal official authority, are forbidden to visit infected herds or premises, or to trespass
thereon.
All persons having the care of infected animals, or others
living on the premises who go into the infected stables, oi'
barns, are prohibited from visiting other stables, barns, or
sheds where cattle, sheep, or swine are kept.

This herd was disposed of

in the

same manner as

the others

and the premises disinfected.
In every instance the infection has been traced to an infected

herd or locality

in

the state of Massachusetts.

The board has caused
to

to be

examined numerous other herds

which cattle from Massachusetts, i)articularly from infected

localities,

have been brought during the past two months

;

but

no disease has been found.
All infected herds are being destroyed by autiiority of the
United States government, seventy per cent, of the health valuation of the cattle being paid to the owners.

All expenses con-

nected with disinfection and incidental work are also assumed

by the United States government. The cost to the state has
been only for inspection work, which thus far has been small.
CIJNCI.L'SIONS.

Our experience and study

in

the

suppression

of

bovine

tuberculosis convinces us that the enforcement of proper sanitary measures for preventing the development of the disease

NEW HAMPSHIRE
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as

AGRICULTURE.

important as destro3'ing diseased animals.

A

stable

once thoroughly infected with tuberculous germs is a very prolific source of the disease, even years later, unless thoroughl}'

We

disinfected.

have given directions to the owner of every

stable inspected in regard to the action required in the matter

of ventilation, light, exercise of animals, and disinfection, and

have regarded

Many

this as the

most important part of the work.

stables have been visited ver\' recently to ascertain

the suggestions have been carried out, and

we found that

if

the

changes suggested have been invariably made, and that the
sanitary conditions

proved.

of

those stables have

Quite a thorough investigation

been greatly imof

the

conditions

existing in the sections of the state where the disease has been

found the most prevalent, reveals the fact that progress has
been made in its suppression, and that in some of these towns

The

no trace of the disease has been reported for years.

adoption of preventive measures and the destruction of such
tuberculous animals as a careful physical examination reveals,
is, in

the opinion of the board, the wise policy to follow in this

matter.

No

course, however radical and expensive, can eradi-

cate the disease,

and where such a course has been

tried

it

has

been soon abandoned.

We

believe the state should cooperate with the cattle owners

to the extent

now

practised in preventing the spread of the

removing and destroying diseased animals.
This course has required the expenditure of but little more
than one half the amount of money appropriated, but as much
has been expended as the board deems wise. Under the present policy the expenditures are expected to be about the same
disease and

in

in the future.

Respectfully submitted,

IRVING A. WATSON, President,
N. J. BACHELDER, Secretary,
Board of

Cattle Commissioners.

FERTILIZERS.

FHRTILIZERS.

FERTILIZER INSPECTION IN

1901.

In iiccordaace witli the public statutes, samples of the different brands of fertilizers, licensed to be sold in this state,

were collected under the supervision of the secretary' of the
state

board of

were made at the

ment

agriculture.

The

New Hampshire

analyses of the samples

College Agricultural Experi-

Station, under the direction of

Morse.

JNIr.

W.

L. Barker of the

its

chemist, Mr. F.

New Hampshire

assisted in collecting the samples, and Messrs. H.

W.

college

A. Clark,
and A. L. Sullivan performed the analytical
work. One hundred and six brands of fertilizers were colFour of these brands only were deficient
lected and analyzed.
in their composition to sucii an extent as to lower their valuation below that guaranteed.
In other cases there were deficiencies in one constituent, but small enough to be offset by
Potash and available phosexcesses in other constituents.
phoric acid were tiie constituents which were oftenest deficient,
but almost always only one of these was below the guarantee
in an}' one fertilizer, and this deficiency was made up by an
excess of the other; that is, if potash was found to be lower
than the guarantee, available i)hosphoric acid proved to be

W. W. Braman,

higher.
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ANALYSES OF ASHES AND OTHER FERTILIZING MATERIALS SENT
IN FOR EXAMINATION.

WOOD

ASHES.

Composition expressed in pounds per

100.

SENT FROM.
Moisture
Moisture.

Walpole...
Lancaster.
Hinsdale..

Rochester

Greenland

Dover
Stratham..

Hinsdale..
Walpole...

Grange

18.97

Phosphoric
j^^.j^

Soluble
potash.

Total
potash.

FERTILIZERS-
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MIXED FERTU.IZER.
Chicago Fertilizer Co.'s Bone.

Bloo>.l,

and Potash, sent from

Rollinsford.

Nitrogen,

1.88 per cent.

Available phosphoric acid.

9.50

"•

11.90

"
"

Total,

Potash,

1.78

FERTILIZER INSPECTION IN
The same general plan adopted
1902 with the following result:

in

1902.

1901 was continued

in

C

2W
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ACT TO REGULATE THE SALE OF FERTILIZERS.
Enacted

Section

1.

Every

fertilizer material

lot or

in 1901.

parcel of commercial fertilizer or

sold or offered or exposed

for sale within

accompanied by a plainly printed statement,
clearly and truly certifying the number of net pounds of fertilizer in the package, the name, brand, or trade-mark under
which the fertilizer is sold, the name and address of the manufacturer or importer, the location of the factory, and a chemithis state shall be

cal

analysis stating

the

percentage of nitrogen, of potasli

soluble in distilled water, of phosphoric acid in available form
soluble in distilled water, and reverted, and of total phosphoric
acid.

Sect.

2.

Before any commercial

fertilizer is sold or offered

or exposed for sale, the manufacturer, importer, or party

causes
file

it

who

to be sold or offered for sale, within this state, shall

with the secretary of the board of agriculture a certified

copy of the statement named

in section

one of

this act,

and

shall also deposit with said secretary, at his request, a sealed

glass jar or bottle containing not less than one
fertilizer,

accompanied

b}'

an affidavit that

it is

pound of the
a fair average

sample thereof.
Sect.

3.

The manufacturer, importer,

brand of commercial

agent, or seller of any

fertilizer or fertilizer material shall

pay

brand on or before the first day of March, annually,
to the secretary of the board of agriculture an analysis fee, as
follows, namely
ten dollars for the phosphoric acid, five dollars for the nitrogen, acd five dollars for tiie potash, contained
or claimed to be in the said brand of fertilizer, but the fee
for any brand shall not exceed fifteen dollars; provided, that
whenever the manufacturer or importer shall have paid the fee
herein required, any person acting as agent or seller for such
for each

:

FERTILIZERS.
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manufacturer or importer shall not be required to pay the fee

named

in this section.

No person shall sell or offer or expose for sale in
any pulverized leather, hair or wool waste, raw,
steamed, roasted, or in any form as a fertilizer without an
Sfxt.

4.

this state

explicit printed certificate of the fact conspicuously affixed to

every package of such
Sect. 5.

any
the

Any

fertilizer.

person selling or offering or exposing for sale

coraraercial fertilizer without the
first

statement required by

section of this act, or with a label stating that said

fertilizer contains a larger

percentage of any one or more of

the constituents mentioned

in said section than is contained

therein, or respecting the sale of which all the provisions of

the foregoing sections have not been fully complied with, shall
forfeit fifty dollars for the first offense

lars for each

Sect.

6.

and one hundred dol-

subsequent offense.

This act shall not affect parties manufacturing or

importing fertilizer for their own use and not to

sell

in

this

state.

Sect.

7.

The

secretary of

the board

annually cause to be analyzed at the

of agriculture shall

New Hampshire

College

Agricultural Experiment Station one or more samples of every

commercial
sale

fertilizer or fertilizer material sold or offered

under the provisions of this

act.

for

Said secretary shall

cause a sample to be taken, not exceeding two pounds

in

weight, for said analysis, from any lot or package of such fertilizer or fertilizer material,

which may be

in

the possession of

any manufacturer, importer, agent, or dealer in this state
but said sample shall be drawn in the presence of the parties
in interest or their representatives and taken from a parcel or
a number of packages, which shall not be less than ten per
cent, of the wliole lot sampled, and shall be thoroughly mixed
and then divided into equal samples and placed in glass vessels and carefully sealed and a label placed on each, stating
the name or brand of the fertilizer or material sampled, the
name of the party from whose stock the sample was drawn,
and the time and place of drawing, and said label shall also be
signed by the person taking the sample and by the party or
parties in interest, or their representative present at tlic draw;

NEW
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ing and sealing of said samples
shall be retained

by the

;

one of said duplicate samples
and the other by the party

secretai\y

whose stock was sampled and the sample retained by the secfor comparison with the certifled statement
named in section one. The result of the analysis of the samples shall be published from time to time, together with. such
;

retary shall be

additional information as circumstances
of bulletins by the

New Hampshire

periment Station and
of agriculture.

may

advise, in reports

College Agricultural Ex-

in the biennial report of the state

board

All parties violating this act shall be prose-

cuted by the secretar}' of the board of agriculture.

Sect.

8.

The amount

of license fees received by said secre-

tary by virtue of this act shall be paid by him to the treasurer

New

Hampshire. The treasurer of the state
pay from such amount, when duly
approved, the moneys required for the expense incurred in

of the state of
of

New Hampshire

shall

making the inspection required by
provisions thereof.

this act

and enforcing the

Said expenses shall include

tho'se

incurred

for laboratory expenses, chemical supplies, traveling expenses,

and other necessary matters.
This act shall take effect July first, nineteen hundred and one, and all acts and parts of acts inconsistent with
printing,

Sect.

9.

this act are hereby repealed.

CATTLE FOOD

INSPECTION.

AN ACT TO REGULATE THE SALE OF CONCENTIIATED COMMERCLAL FEEDING-STUFP^S.
Exacted

Section
shall

state

Eveiy

1.

niiiiuifactuier.

coiupauy, or person,

any concentrated

used for feed-

coniiiiercial feeding-stuff

ing farm live stock, shall furnish with each car or other

shipped

bulk and shall

in

ing-stuff,

affix to

amount

every package of such feed-

a conspicuous place on

in

who

or expose for sale or for distribution in this

offer,

sell,

1901.

in

the outside

thereof, a

plainly printed statement clearly and truly certifying the nunil)er

pounds

of net

name

in

the package sold or offered for sale, the

or trade-mark under which

sold, the

tiie article is

name

of the manufacturer or shipper, the place of manufacture, the
place of business, and a chemical analysis stating the percent-

ages

it

contains of crude protein, allowing one per centum of

to equal six and one fourth per centum of protein,
and of crude fat, both constituents to be determined by the
methods prescribed l)y tlie association of official agricultural
chemists. Whenever any feeding-stuff is sold at retail, in bulk,
or in packages belonging to the purchaser, the agent or dealer,

nitrogen

upon request of the purchasei',
statement named
Skct.
as

'2.

used

The term

in

shall furnish to

him the

certified

in this section.

this

'•

concentrated commercial feeding-stuffs,""

act, shall include

linseed meals,

cottonseed

meals, pea meals, cocoanut meals, gluten meals, gluten feeds,

maize feeds, starch feeds, sugar feeds, dried brewer's grains,
malt sprouts, hominy feeds, cerealine feeds, rice meals, oat
feeds, corn
feeds, and

and oat chops, ground beef or
all

include hays and

straws,

the

scraps, mixed

fish

other materials of similar nature

;

whole seeds nor

but shall not
tiie

unmixed

meals made directly from the entire grains of wheat, rye,
barley, oats, Indian corn, buckwheat and broom corn
neither
;

shall

it

include wlioat. rye, and buckwiicat brans or middlings.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
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not mixed with

otlier
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substances, but sold separately, as dis-

commerce, nor pure grains ground together.
Before any manufacturer, company, or person
Sect. 3.
shall sell, offer, or expose for sale in this state any concentrated
commercial feeding-stuffs, he or they shall, for each and every

tinct articles of

feeding-stuff bearing a distinguishing

name

or trade-mark,

file

annually during the month of December with the secretary of
the board of agriculture a certified copy of the statement specithe preceding section, said certified copy to be accom-

fied in

panied, when the secretary shall so request, by a sealed glass

pound of the feeding-stuft'
and the company or person fur-

jar or bottle containing at least one

to be sold or offered

for sale,

nishing said sample shall thereupon make affidavit that said
sample corresponds within reasonable limits to the feedingstuff which it represents, in the percentage of protein and fat

which

contains.

it

Sect. 4.

Each manufacturer, importer, agent,

any concentrated commercial feeding-stuffs,

shall

or seller of

pay annually

during the month of December to the secretary of the board of
agriculture a license fee of twenty dollars.

Whenever a manu-

facturer, importer, agent, or seller of concentrated commercial

feeding-stuffs desires at any time to sell such material

and has

not paid the license fee therefor in the preceding month of

December, as required by
fee

prescribed

amount

herein

this section, he shall

before

pay the license

making any such

sale.

The

of license fees received by said secretary pursuant to

the provisions of this section shall be paid by him to the treas-

New Hampshire. The treasurer of the
Hampshire shall pay from such amounts when
duly approved the moneys required for the expense incurred in
making the inspection required by this act and enforcing the
provisions thereof.
The secretary' of the board of agriculture
shall report bienniall\' to the legislature the amount received
pursuant to this act, and the expense incurred for salaries,
urer of the state of

state of

New

laboratory expenses, chemical supplies, traveling
printing,

and other necessary matters.

Whenever

expenses,
the

manu-

facturer, importer, or shipper of concentrated commercial, feed-

have filed the statement required by section 1 of
and paid the license fee as prescribed in this section.

ing-stuff' shall

this

act

CATTLE FOOD INSPECTION.
no agent or

seller of

shall be required to

Sect.

The

5.
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such manufacturer, importer, or shipper

file

such statement or pay such fee.

secretary of the board of agriculture shall

annually cause to be analyzed at the

New Hampshire

College

Agricultural Experiment Station, at least one sample, to be

taken

in

manner hereinafter prescribed, of

the

ever}'

concen-

trated commercial feeding-stuff sold or offered for sale under

the provisions of this act.

Said secretary shall cause a sample

not exceeding two pounds in weight, for said

to be taken,

any

package of such commercial feedingof any manufacturer,
importer, agent, or dealer in this state
but said sample shall
be drawn in the presence of the parties in interest, or their
analysis, from

stuff

lot or

which may be

in

the possession

;

representatives, and taken from a parcel or a

number of pack-

ages, which shall not be less than ten per centum of the whole

sampled, and shall be thoroughly mixed, and then divided

lot

two equal samples, and placed in glass vessels and careand a label placed on each stating the name of the
party from whose stock the sample was drawn and the time
and place of drawing, and said label shall also be signed by the
person taking the sample, and by the party or parties in interest
or their representatives at the drawing and sealing of said
samples one of said duplicate samples shall be retained by the
secretary and the other by the party whose stock was sampled,
and the sample or samples retained by the secretary shall be
into

fully sealed

;

for

comparison with the

of this act.

'J'he

certified

result of the

statement named

in section

3

analysis of the sample or sam-

ples so procured, together with such additional information as

circumstances advise, shall be published

in

reports or bulletins

from time to time.
Sect.

6.

Any

manufacturer,

importer,

or

person

who

or expose for sale or for distribution in this

shall

sell,

state

any concentrated commercial feeding-stuff, without com-

offer,

plying with the requirements of this act, or any feeding-stuff

which contains substantially a smaller ])ercentage of the constituents than are certified to be contained, shall, on conviction

a court of competent jurisdiction, be fined not more than
one hundred dollars for the first offense, and not more than
Iwo Inindred dollars for each subsequent offense.
in

NEW HAMPSHIRE AGRICULTURE.
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Sect. 7.
Auy person who shall adulterate any kind of
meal or ground grain with milling or manufacturing offals, or
any other substance whatever, for the purpose of sale, unless
the true composition, mixture, or adulteration thereof

is

plainly

marked or indicated upon the package containing the same or
in

which

sells,

it

is

offered

for sale; or any person

who knowingly

or offers for sale, any meal or ground grain which has

been so adulterated unless the true composition, mixture, or
adulteration

is

plainly

marked or indicated upon the package

containing the same, or in which
fined

offered for sale, shall be

it is

or more

not less than twenty-five

one hundred

than

dollars for each offense.

Skct. 8.

Whenever

said secretary becomescognizant of the

violation of any of the provisions of this act he shall prosecute
shall be the

duty of

upon thus ascertaining any violation of

this act,

the party or parties thus reported
said secretary,
to

;

but

it

forthwith notify the manufacturer, importer, or dealer in

writing,

and give him not

than thirty days thereafter

less

which to comply with the requirements of

this article

;

in

but

there shall be no prosecution in relation to the quality of any

concentrated commercial

feeding-stuff

found substantially equivalent to the
in

if

the

certified

same

shall be

statement named

section 3 of this article.

Sect.

9.

This act shall take

effect

December

first,

nineteen

hundred and one.

FEEDING-STUFF INSPECTION.
The same general plan adopted under the

fertilizer

law was

followed in the action taken under the feeding-stuff law.

Charles B. Hoyt visited

all

samples of the goods for sale

same

Mr.

sections of the state and secured

to the experiment station

in the

at

analyzed under the supervision of

markets and forwarded

Durham where they were
Prof. C. W. Morse, chief

chemist of the station with the following results

:
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1902.

Protein.

Fat.

Guar-

Guaranteed. Found.! anteed.

The H-O

Co.'s Poultry Food
Chicago Gluten Meal
Cotton Seed Meal, Macon, Ga
Blatchford's Calf Meal
Bowker's Animal Meal
Beach's Meat and Bone Meal, Star
Brand
Victor Corn and Oat Feed
Buckeye Wheat Feed
Cotton Seed Meal, Chapin & Co..
Green Diamond Brand
Vim Oat Feed
Cleveland Flax Meal
Haskell's Oat and Corn Feed
Cotton Seed Meal, Bluff Mill, Ark
Linseed Oil Meal
Page s Poultry Food
Cleveland Flax Meal
Cotton Seed Meal, Rome, Ga
(Jotton Seed Meal
Linseed Oil Meal
Snow Flake Mixed Feed
Quaker Dairy Feed
Bradley's Meat Meal
Buffalo Gluten Feed
American Poultry Food
H-O Dairy Feed."
H-O Horse Feed

17.94
32.69
42.02
25.37
37.62

17.
38.

43.
26.
30.

31.50
8.66
17.50

30.
9.

43.

7.5
36.
12.
43.
38.
25.
36.
4343.
38.

14.
40.
28.
14.
18.
12.

39.82
7.00
39.69
9.38
43.31
38.81
27.75
35.50
41.19
44.87
39.40
16. 90
13.32
49.00
25.82
13.75
17. 50
11.81

5.44
2.53
10.27

4.51
10.74
10.
4.

4.7

6.2
9.
1.

10.
2.

9.

9.
1.

3.

4.5
4.5
4.5

10 61
4.04
4.89

9.76
3.70
2.22
6.53
9.17
2.12
9.39
1.82
9.85
8.55
1.57
4.68
3.62
11.12
3.58
6.21
4.49
4.25

Fred W. Morse,
Chemist.

NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE GRANGE,
1Q02.

POMONA AND SUBORDINATE GRANGES.

OFFICBRS.

Nahum

Bachelder, Concord.
O. Hadley, Temple.
Lecturer, Henry H. Metcalf, Concord.
Steward, Gilbert A. Marshall, Lancaster.
Assistant Stea-ard, Joseph H. Jackmax, Penacook.
Chaplain, John Thorpe, Brookline.
Treasnrer, Joseph D. Roberts, Dover.
Secretari/, Emri C. Hutchinson, Milfoid.
Gate Keeper, Wesley Adams, West Derry.
Ceres, Mrs. Arabell C. Rooers. Tilton.
Pomona, Mrs. Flora J. Miles. Twin Mountain.
Flora, Miss Josephine M. Drake, North Hampton.
Lady Assistant Steward, Mrs. Elena B. C. vSmith. Ashland.
Master.

Ocerseer.

J.

Herbert

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Nahum

J.

Bachelder,

ex-officio.

Concord.

Benj. F. Burleigh, V/olfeborough.

Ellery E. Rugg, Keene.
Daniel C. Westgate. Plainfiekl.
Emri C. Hutchinson, ex-officio. Miiford,

LIST OF DEPUTIES.
general deputy.
Charles B. Hoyt, Center Sandwich.

SPECIAL deputies.

William D. Baker, Rumney.
Sidney B. Whittemore, Coleln'ook.

James M. Healey, Raymond.
George R. Drake, Manchester.
Walter H. Tripp, Epsom.

Sccretanj.
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POMONA DEPUTIES.
District

No.

1.

John A. EJgerly,

District

No.

2.

Charles S. Ford, Lebanon.

Tiiftonborougli.

DISTRICT DEPUTIES.

John H. Noyes, Plaistow.
Ivan C. Wekl, Durham.

No.

1.

No.

2.

No.

3.

Benjamin F. Hanson, Somersworth.

No.

4.

Albion R. Hyde, Northwood Narrows.

No.

5.

H. Taylor Heath,

No.
No.

6.

Richard Pattee,

7.

Cyrus Downing, Wentworth.
Fred H. Bowles, Sugar Hill.
William A. Cowley, East Concord.

No.
No.

8.
9.

Bristol.

New Hampton.

No. 10.

Irving T. Chesley, Concord.

No. 11.

Augustine R. Ayers, North Boscawen.

No. 12.
No. 13.
No. 14.

Albert M. French, Gilsum.

No. 15.

Milton E. Osborn, Peterborough.

No. 16.

John D. Whitney, West Rindge.
A. H. Spaulding, Hollis.

No. 17.
No. 18.
No. 19.

Frank P. Fisk, Milford.
D. Minot Spaulding, Keene.

Charles J. Hadley, Manchester.

George H. Parker, Newport.

No. 22.

H. B. Converse, Claremont.
W. Farnum, Francestown.
J. F. Elliot, Lyme.

No. 23.

Leroy

No. 24.
No. 25.

E. E. Bishop, Littleton.

No. 20.
No. 21.

J.

Severance, Lakeport.

28.

Benjamin F. Burleigh, Wolfeborough.
John S. Quiniby, Sandwich Center.
James Drew, Dover Point.
George D. McDuffee, Dover.

29.

Charles Flanders, Brentwood.

No. 26.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

E.

27.

30.

Charles F. Wiggin, Colebrook.

31.

J.

32.

Judson A. Potter. Groveton.

E.

Mclntire, Lancaster.

—

POMONA GRANGES.
1.

HiiiiiSBOROUGH CouxTT, Milford.
Greenfield

2.

;

E.

W. Stevens,

— Fred B. Athertou, master,

lecturer,

Bedford

;

John T.

Robertson, secretary, Bennington.
Eastern N. H., Straftbrd. B. Frank Hanson, master, SomMrs. Anna G. Weeks, lecturer, Eochester
ersworth
Mrs. Hattie B. Locke, secretary. North Barriugton.
Merrimack County, Concord. Herbert L. Brown, master,
Canterbury Depot
J. H. Jackman, lecturer, Peuacook
Warren Abbott, secretary, Penacook.
Belknap County, Laconia. Leroy J. Severance, master,
Lakeport Mrs. Kate A. Gilman, lecturer, Laconia Mrs.

—

;

3.

;

—

;

•4.

;

—

;

;

Isa M. Severence, secretary, Lakeport.
5.

—

Northern N.
ton

;

H., Littleton.
E. E. Bishop, master, LittleMrs. C. H. Gould, lecturer, Franconia L. F. Beau,
;

secretary, Littleton.
6.

—

Cheshire County, Keene. D. Minot Spaulding, master,
Mrs.
Keene Mrs. Addie F. Hamilton, lecturer, Keene
Ella F. Kugg, secretary, Keene.
Mascoma Valley, Lebanon. Alpheus A. Hurlbutt, master,
Lebanon Mrs. Bertha D. Martin, lecturer, WestCanaan
Mrs. Florence L. Clark, secretary, West Springfield.
Carroll County, Ossipee Corner. A. J. Hamm, master.
Leighton Corner
John A. Edgerly, lecturer. Mirror
Lake Mrs. Flora B. Haley, secretary, Moultouborough.
Sullivan County, Newport. Almon E. Clark, master, East
Acworth; Mrs. L. May Wheeler, lecturer, Lenipster: Mrs.
;

7.

;

—

;

8.

;

—

;

;

9.

—

Etta F. Gove, secretary, Newport.

West Rockingham, Hampstead.

Jay M. Goodrich, master,
Atkinson; John H. Noyes, lecturer, Plaistow; Eugene D.
Sanborn, secretary, Fremont.
11. East Rockingham, Exeter.
Irving H. Lamprey, master.
Rye Beach; Miss Josephine M. Drake, lecturer. North
Hamilton; Charles Flanders, secretary, Brentwood.
10.

—
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12.

—

SuNcooK Valley, Pembroke.
Walter H. Tripp, master,
Short Falls; John H. Dolbeer, lecturer, Short Falls;
Oscar

13.

14.

15.

A(JKICULTUHE.

J.

Chase, secretary, Deerfiekl Center.

Grafton County, Riimney. — H. L. Cotton, master. Warren;
Mrs. Susie C. Atwood, lecturer. West Eumney: W. H.
Cook, secretary, Eumney.
Uppek Coos, Colebrook. — Frank Blodgett, master, Stewartstown; Mrs. E. W. Dauforth, lecturer, Colebrook;

Eansom Harriman, secretary, Colebrook.
Andkoscoggtn Valley, West Milan.
Judson A. Potter,

—

master, Groveton; Mrs. Lillian Cole, lecturer. Crystal;
IG.

17.

Miss Bertha M. Taylor, secretary, Milan.
Fred H. Bowles, master.
Sugar Hill; Mrs. Lizzie M. Bowles, lecturer, Siigar Hill;
George F. Savage, secretary, Lisbon.
Lake and Valley, Bristol. H. Taylor Heath, master, Bristol; Eichard Potter, lecturer, Ashland; Mrs. Jennie N.

Ammonoosuc Valley, Lisbon.

—

—

McMurphy,

secretary, Biistol.

SUBORDINATE GRANGES.
1.

GiiiMAN, Exeter.

— Kezekiab

Scammon, master; Mrs. Annie

L. Eowe, lecturer; C. Chas. Hayes, secretary.
4.

—

Merrimack Eivek, Canterbury. Ira W. Stone, master,
Penaeook; James Frame, lecturer; P. C. f'lougli, secretary.

5.

7.

8.

9.

LovELL, Washington.

— Sumner

X. Ball, master; Mrs. So-

phia Carley, lecturer; Albert T. Wright, secretary.
Granite, Milford, Frank P. Fisk, master; Mrs. Hannah
M. Fisk, lecturer; Walter B. Loring, secretary.
SuiiiiivAN, Newport.
George A. Gove, master; Frank A.

—

—

Reed, lecturer; Miss Ada Pi. Tenney, secretary.
James Durward, master; Mrs.
CijARejiont, Claremout.
Florence M. Messer, lecturer; Erastus C. Bailey, sec-

—

retary.
10.

11.

12.

13.

Souhegan, Amherst.— a. ^l. Wilkins, master; Mrs. V. K.
Dodge, lecturer; ^[rs. A. K. Peaslee, secretary.
Frank A. Connell, master; Miss Lettie
Hudson, Hudson
V. Shejiard, lecturer; Miss (lertie A. Merrill, secretary.
HoiiLis, Hollis.
S. M. Spalding, master; Miss Bertha M.
Hayden, lecturer; Annie V. Colburn, secretary.
Nashita, Nashua.
Mrs. Dora T. Putnam, master, E. F. D.
No. 1; Mrs. Ella Perkins, lecturer, 4 Paige Ave. Nettie
H. Trenholm, secretary, 30 Summer street.
Pinnacle, Lyndeborough. Charles L. Perham, master, Wilton; Mrs. S. Kate Swiuington, lecturer, Wilton; L. Nute
Woodward, secretary, South Lyndeborough.

—

—

—

;

18.

19.

—

Cold Riveh, Acworth. — Almon

E. Clark, master, East AcMiss Gertrude G. Cummings, lecturer. South
Acworth; Henry A. Clark, secretary, South Acworth.
Advance, Wilton. Henry H. Putnam, master; Mrs. Mary

worth;

20.

—

A. Rideout, lecturer; 'Mvh.
21.
23.

Mary

S. Flint, secretary.

Prospect, Mont Vernon.
Greenfield, Greenfield. Mrs. Lura M. Hopkins, master;
Mrs. Jennie Hopkins, lecturer; Mrs. Lottie E. Athertdn.

—

secretary.
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—

Cornish, Cornisb. J. B. Chadbouine, master, Windsor,
Vt. Mrs. Jennie L. Lear, lecturer. South Cornish; Mrs.
Ella I. Richardson, secretary, Cornish Center.
Frank Blodgett, master; John
27. North Star, Stewartstown
25.

;

—

G. Tewksbury, lecturer; O.

J.

Poore, secretary.

—

31.

Thornton, Merrimack.
Geo. A. Beau, master; Reed's
Ferry; Grace W. Sullivan, lecturer. Reed's Ferry; I.

32.

Oak

33.

John Hancock, Hancock.

34.

Miller, Temple. John E. Colburn, master; Mrs. Nettie
C. Hadley, lecturer; D. C. Bragdon, secretary, Wilton.
Peterborough, Peterborough. Orvis K. Fairbanks, master;
Mrs. Hattie A. Ames, lecturer; Miss Hattie C. A^ose, sec-

Sumner Lindsey,

secretary. Reed's Ferry.
Francestown. James T. Woodbury, master;
Mrs. Stella Duncklee, lecturer; Mrs. Cora W. Patch, sec-

—

Hill,

retary.

—

Sanford M. Tarbell, master,
Peterborough; George H. Fogg, lecturer; Mason T. Whit-,
aker, secretary.

35.

—

—

retary.
36.

Watatic,

New

Ipswich.

— William E.

Preston, master,

Village; Mrs. Ella T. Moore, lecturer.

Bank

Bank

Village; G.

R. Jaquith, secretary, Ashby, Mass.
37.

Nutfield, Derry.
F. Hill,

— Orson S.

lecturer;

Bartlett, master; Mrs. Lizzie
Miss Emily B. Clarke, secretary. East

Derry.
39.

Bear Hill, Henniker. — Walter

A. Connor, master. West
Henniker; Miss Addie F. Cogswell, lecturer; Mrs. Charlotte A. Wilkins, secretary.

—

40.

Uncanoonuc, Goflfstown. Charles A. Davis, master; Mrs.
Annie Stevens, lecturer; Mrs. Georgia F. Martin, sec-

41.

Wolf

retary, R. F. D. No.

Roy
42.

44.

Hill, Deering.
B.

Bowen,

1.

— Arthur

O. Ellsworth, master; Le-

lecturer, Hillsborough Bridge; Mrs. Liz-

zie G. Locke, secretary.
Stark, Dunbarton. Lewis N. Page, master, Goft'stown, R.
F. D. No. 1; Mrs. Nettie I. Waite, lecturer. Concord, R.
F. D. No. 2; Mrs. Grace V. Ryder, secretary, Goffstown,
R. F. D. No. 1.
Londonderry, Londonderry. Arthur H. Cross, master;
Mrs. Harriet L. Mack, lecturer; Clarence W. Goodwin,

—

—

secretary.

SUBORDINATE GEANGES.
46.

— Edmund

Nakragansett, Bedford.
chester, P. O.

Box

B.
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Hull, master,

241; Mrs. Miuuie S.

Mau-

Meleudy.

lec-

turer; Miss Evelyn A. Stevens, secretary.
47.

Warren Pond,

Alstead.

—Leslie P. Forristall, master; Hope

Lovell, lecturer, Drewsville; Flora E. Smith, secretary.

— G.

48.

Lancaster, Grange.

49.

W.
Monroe, Monroe. — W.

50.

White Mountain,

—

51.

Winnipesaukee, Meredith.

— W.

A. Marshall, master;

Miss Jennie

R. Stockwell, secretary.

Marshall, lecturer;

E. Emery, master; Mrs. Maria
Emery, lecturer; Walter Gleason, secretary, Mclndoes,
Vermont.
Littleton.
Olin J. Mooney, master; Mrs.
D. C. Phillips, lecturer; Ella A. Bean, secretary.

Isabel A. Gilraan, lecturer;

H.
Miss

master; Mrs.
Gertrude Watson,

Neal,
S.

secretary.
52.

Mount Belknap,
port;

Gilford.

— Ansel

Mrs. Francena M.

F. Gove, master, LakeSanborn, lecturer, Laconia;

Martin M. Cole, secretary, Laconia.
53.

Joe English,

New

Boston.

— Fred C.

Brown, master; Mrs.

Alice A. Searle, lecturer; Miss Elsie G. Warren, secretary.
54.

Wyoming, South Weare.
L. Page, lecturer;

— Denton Dearborn,

Mrs.

Eliza M.

master; Eben
Colburn, secretary,

Biverdale.

—

55.

Ammonoosuc, Swiftwater. John A. Xoyes, master; Mrs.
Lucy Burnham, lecturer; Miss Lillian Wright, secretary.

56.

Union, Hopkinton. Chas. S. Goodrich, master. Concord,
li. F. D. No. 1; Miss Elsie D. Bohauau, lecturer, Contoocook, K. F. D. No. 1; Leown H. Kelley, secretary. Concord, E. F. D. No. 1.

58.

—

Bradford, Bradford. — Jonathan Merrill, master; Mrs. Susan B. Ayer, lecturer, South Newbury; Marshall Eaton,
secretary.

— H. P.

60.

Grafton Star, Hanover.

62.

M. Fuller, secretai-y.
Morning Star, Lyme. Sidney A. Converse, master; Mrs.
Lucinda D. Amsden, lecturer; Mrs. Fannie S. Goodell,

Flint, master; Mrs. Hattie

A. Stone, lecturer; J.

—

secretary.
63.

—

Valley, Hillsborough. Fred -\. McClintock, master; Mrs.
Mary M. Barnes, lecturer, Hillsborough Bridge; Miss
Fannie M. Burnham, secretary, Hills1)orough Bridge.
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65.

68.

69.

Crown

—

Charles F. Foss, master,
Point, Strafford Corner.
1; Mrs. Mary F. Brock, lecturer,

Rochester, E. F. D. No.
Rochester, E. F. D. No.

1;

Rochester, E. F. D. No.

1

Mascoma, West Canaan.

Frank E. Scruton,

secretary,

—

Fred E. Wilson, master, Lockehaven; Mrs. Delia G. Foster, lecturer, Enfield; Mrs.
Belle Webster, secretary.
Eureka, Grafton. John E. Smith, master; Mrs. Emma M.'

—

Martin, lecturer; Henry M. Valia, secretary.
Willis G. Dresser, master, Enfield
70. MoNT Calm, Enfield.
Center; Mrs. Mary A. Fisher, lecturer, Enfield Center;

—

71.

Val M. Clough, secretary. West Canaan.
Blazing Star, Danbury. Will N. Buttrick, master Miss
Bertha Farnum, lecturer Mrs. Hattie Huntoon, secre-

—

;

;

tary.
72.

—

Indian River, Canaan. Horatio A. Gilman, master Miss
Addie Barney, lecturer Mrs. Ola M. Wilson, secretary.
Golden, Lisbon. E. C. Atwood, master Mrs. Viola CutGeorge E. Powers, secretary.
ler, lecturer
Deerfield, Deerfield Center. Woodbury J. Harvey,
Mrs. Kate M. King, lecturer Mrp.
master, Deerfield
;

;

73.

—

;

;

74.

—

;

;

M. Prescott, secretary.
Mount Hope, Laudaff. J. E. Hall, master, Lisbon
Lillian

77.

—

Mrs.
H. N. Whitcher, lecturer C. D. Bolton, secretary.
Olive Branch, Hebron. —Charles D. Jewell, master,
Groton B. F. Estes, lecturer Albert E. Moore, secre;

;

79.

;

;

tary.
80.

Bow Lake,
Mary

81.

83.

Strafi"ord.

— Smith

E. Harvell, lecturer

;

W.

Caswell, master

Wm.

A.

;

Mrs.

Brown, secretary.

—

CocHECO, Dover. James M. Hayes, master, Dover, R. F.
D. No. 3; Miss Alice G. Baker, lecturer, Dover, R. F.
D. No. 3; Mrs. Calista A. Willand, secretary, Dover, E.
F. D. No. 3.
Sp AFFORD, West Chesterfield. Geo. O. Cobleigh, master
Perley A. Richardson,
Mrs. Mary L. Smith, lecturer

—

;

;

secretary.
86.

—

Rochester, Eochester. Leonard E. Wentworth, master
Miss Anna G. Eogers, lecturer Mrs. Hattie Wilkinson

;

;

Eoberts, secretary.
87.

—

Kearsarge, Wilraot. William M. Thompson, master,
WilmotFlat; Mrs. F. J. Messer, lecturer, WihnotFlat
Fred E. Longley, secretary, Wilmot Flat.

;

SUBORDINATE GRANGES.
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—

HiGHiiAXD Lake, East Andover. Mrs. Electa Flanders,
master
Miss May Hersey, lecturer Miss Kathryn
;

;

Mannion, secretary.
90.

—

Lawrence E. Davis, master, Bradford
George L. Flanders, lecturer Miss Kate S. Hardy, sec-

Warner, Warner.

;

;

retary.
91.

—

SuTTOX, Sutton. Warren F. Morgan, master Mrs. Eva
J. Chadwick, lecturer Mrs. Ethel E. Morgan, secretary.
;

;

93.

Camptox, Campton.

—John M. Pulsifer, master, Plymouth

Mrs. A. H. Merrill, lecturer

Henry

;

;

E. Stickney, secre-

tary.
94.

EzEKiELi Webster, Boscawen.

—

Levi P. Fisher, master
Mrs. Myrtie Fisher, lecturer Mrs. Eliza J. Bent, sec;

;

retary.
95.

Xew London, Xew London. — Mrs.

Jennie
master Mrs. Elizabeth T. Kiel, lecturer
Mae McConnell, secretary.
;

B. Messer,
;

Miss Abba

—

96.

Forest, Stoddard. Charles H. Merrill, master. So. Stoddard; Miss Harriette Taylor, lecturer, So. Stoddard ;
Mrs. Grace G. Taylor, secretary. So. Stoddard.

97.

Catamount,

Mary

Pittsfield.

Bryant,

A.

— Louis

lectiirer

A. French, master

;

Miss

A. Lincoln Osgood, secre-

;

tary.
98.

Antrim, Antrim.

—

J.

Merrill, lecturer
99.

Leon Browne! 1, master Warren W.
Miss Linda Hutchinson, secretary.
;

Harmont, Sanbornton.

—

Otis S. Sanborn, master, Laconia,
Mrs. Sarah P. Bailey, lecturer, Franklin Falls,
K. F. D.; Geo. C. Ward, secretary.

E. F. D.

100.

;

;

—

Daniel Webster, Webster. Tyler C. Sweatt, master,
Penacook, Route 16 Luther C. Putney, lecturer, Penacook. Route 16; Henry Dodge, secretary.
Crystal Lake, Gilmanton Iron Works. Elmer .T. Lord,
;

101.

—

master
Elbridge G. Clough, lecturer
Shannon, secretary.
;

102. McCii.^RY,

103.

17

S.

—

;

Monadnock, Dublin.
Kate A. Townsend,
secretary.

Winfield

Mrs. Annie M. Fowler, master.
Mrs. Susie Tripji, lecturer. Short Falls ;
J. Lawrence, secretary.

Epsom.

Short Falls
Mrs. Luella

;

— Elmer
lecturer

H.
;

Eaves, master
Mrs.
Miss Sarah F. Townseud,
;
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Mrs.
Baetlett, Salisbury. Edwin D. Little, master
Myrtie M. Forsaith, lecturer John W. Folsom, secre;

;

tary.

—

Lake, Cheslaam. Artliur W. Seaver, master Miss
Bertha C. White, lecturer, Harris ville Mrs. Mary E.

105. Silver

;

;

Parker, secretary.
106.

—

West

Mason. Joseph A. Morse, master.
Townsend, Mass. Charles H. Wheeler, lecturer
Nellie F. Amsden, secretary.

Fkuitdale,

;

107.

—

;

Mrs.

Pemmigrwasset, Hill. Frank W. Foster, master Mrs.
Jennie Blake, lecturer Miss Minnie Martin, secretary.
Franklin, Franklin Falls. George W. Drake, master,
Franklin Mrs. Martha Hancock, lecturer Miss Ida
M. Soloman, secretary, Franklin, box 305.
;

;

108.

—

;

109.

;

—

EuMFORD, E. Concord. William A. Cowley, master, Concord Miss Mabel R. Staniels, lecturer, Concord Mrs.
Lizzie M. French, secretary, Concord, Route 5.
Friendship, Northfield. Arthur M. Lord, master, Tilton
Mrs. Susan H. Foss, lecturer, Tilton Mrs. Clara A.
;

110.

;

—

;

;

111.

Lang, secretary, Tilton.
Pembroke, Pembroke. George H. Colby, master, Suncook;
George B. Lake, lecturer, Suncook; Frank T. Cheney,

—

secretary.
112.

—

SuNAPEE Lake, So. Newbury. Forest J. Folsom, master,
Newbury; Mrs. EUaE. Folsom, lecturer, Newbury; John
H. Gillingham, secretary.

113. Capital,

Concord.

— Solon

Metcalf, lecturer

114.

Thompson street.
Golden Rod, Swanzey.
Belding, lecturer

115.

D. Bugbee, master Henry H.
Mrs. Rose W. Flanders, secretary, 30

;

—F.

;

W.

Stone,

master

;

L.

L.

L. E. Stone, secretary.

;

—

Granite Lake, Nelson. Fred M. Murdough, master,
Munsonville Mrs. F. Mabel Dunn, lecturer, Munsonville
C. B. McClure, secretary, Munsonville.
Mount Washington, Whitefield. Frank B. Brooks, master
Mrs. James Goodwin, lecturer Mrs. Millie E.
;

;

116.

—

;

;

Shattuck, secretary.
117.

Lawrence,

Belmont.

— Brock

Lillian K. Gilman, lecturer
secretary,

Box

78,

Laconia.

Dearborn, master
Mrs.
Mrs. Hattie A. Lamprey,
;

;

;
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118.

Maklborough, Marlborougli.
Mrs. Lizzie

119.

— Herbert C. Conant,

W. Eichardson,

Ward, secretary.
Baknstead, Center Barnstead
Jolin H. Jenkins, lecturer
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lecturer

—

;

master
Mrs. Mattie A.

;

C. Luellyn

;

Ham, master

;

Lizzie N. Foss, secretary.

—

Laconia, Laconia. Mrs. Isa M. Severance, master, Lakeport Mrs. Hattie Hadley, lecturer Miss Annie Hadley,
secretary, Lakeport.
121. LouDox Surprise, Loudon.
George W. Eowell, master,
Xorth Chichester Miss Olive G. Batchelder, lecturer
Alvah L. Morse, secretary.
Ivan C. Weld, master H. H. Lam122. ScAMMELL, Durham.
120.

;

;

—

;

;

—

123.

;

Lucien Thompson, secretary.
Nevv- Hamptox, New Hampton.
Charles D. Thyng, masMrs. Etta Tilton, lecturer Hadley B. Wortheu,
ter
son, lecturer

;

—

;

;

secretary.
12-4.

king

Evy

;

—

X. M. Davenport, master, StarrMrs. Josie L. Kenison, lecturer, Starrking Mrs.

Starr King, Jefferson.

;

C. Cotton, secretary, Starrking.

—

Walpole. Waldo A. Burt, master, Westmoreland Depot Mrs. Eetta M. Eamsey, lecturer Ira W.

125. WAiiPOLE,

;

;

Eamsey, secretary.
126. Lebanox, Lebanon.
Chas. S. Ford, master Miss Laura
Dean, lecturer Mrs. Martha Slayton, secretary.
127. Massabesic, Auburn.
Hugh J. Crombie, master Mrs.
Mary L. Emery, lecturer Leslie Wheeler, secretary.
128. Lake Shore, Wolfeborough.
Benj. F. Burleigh, master
Miss Mabel E. Fullerton, lecturer Mrs. Clara F. Bur-

—

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

leigh, secretary.

129.

—

AsHUELOT, Gilsum. Frank E. French, master Mrs. Edith
T. French, lecturer
Mrs. Mary A. Hammond, secre;

;

tary.

—

MouNTAix, Tuftonborough. Charles E. Ham, masCharles A. Wiggin, lecturer, Ossipee Miss Bertha H.
Hersey, secretary. Water Village.

130. Os.siPEE
ter;

131.

;

—

Cheshire, Keene. M. Orland Siiaulding, master Mrs.
Addie F. Hamilton, lecturer Charles S. Aldrich, sec;

;

retary.
132.

—

Chichester, Chichester. Charles
Mrs. Mary W. Garvin, lecturer
retary.

E.
;

P.

Garvin, master
LeC. Towle, sec-
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Wantastaquit, Hinsdale. George P. Slate, master Mrs.
Cora H. Smith, lecturer Mrs. L. J. Davis, secretary.
Walter B. Hart,
134. Marshall P. Wildee, East Eindge.
master Mrs. Alice Dunn, lecturer Israel H. Truman,

133.

;

;

—

;

;

secretary.
135.

Jaffrey, Jaffrey.
lia

T.

— George

Fassett,

G.

McCoy, master

E.

lecturer,

Jaffrey

;

;

Mrs.

Mrs. AdeClara A.

Laurence, secretary, E. Jaffrey.
136.

—

ExcELSiOK, Marlow. George F. Gee, master Warren M.
Davis, lecturer Mrs. Catharine Fox, secretary.
;

;

137. Riverside,
caster,

Eoute
138.

2;

—

Mrs. Mary S. Britton, master, LanMrs. Emma Wells, lecturer, Lancaster,
Mrs. B. F. Shores, secretary, Scotts.
Dalton,

Eoute

2

;

—

Great Meadow, Westmoreland. James A. Craig, master;
Mrs. Lenna B. Cobleigh, lecturer. Ware's Ferry Geo.
;

J.

139.

Bennett, secretary.

Arlington,

— David

Winchester.

Carlos C. Davis,

lecturer;

Mrs.

C.

Stearns,

master;

Louisa Scott, secre-

tary.

—

140.

Freedom, Freedom. Mrs. Valeria S. Bucknell, master;
Mrs. Vina Fowler, lecturer; Miss Madaline Taylor,

141.

Amoskeag, Manchester. Charles J. Hadley, master, 212
Ash street; Mrs. Eachel B. Eeid, lecturer, 261 Manches-

secretary.

—

ter street

mont
142.

143.

;

Mrs. Idella

J.

Ferguson, secretary, 478 Bel-

street.

—

Center Tuftonborough.
George W.
Copp, master, Melvin Village; Mrs. Mamie F. Lamprey,
lecturer; Mrs. Josie E. Young, secretary.

TUPTONBOROUGH,

—

Atkinson, Atkinson. Jay M. Goodrich, master; Mrs.
Susie A. Goodrich, lecturer; Wilbur F. Wilson, secretary.

144.

SuNAPEE Mountain, Goshen.

— Ealph W.

Johnson, master,

Mt. Sunapee; Mrs. Julia Crane, lecturer; Mrs. Lizzie

M.

Bartlett, secretary, Mill Village.

145. Pistareen, Spoftord.

— E.

A. Safford, master, Chesterfield;

Mrs. Ella Puffer, lecturer, Chesterfield; M. E. Chandler,
secretary.
146.

—

Pequawket, Conway. C. E. Blanchard, master. No. Con
way; Miss Martha Lewis, lecturer. No. Conway; Andrew D. Davis, secretary. No. Conway.
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147.

Almon Twitcbell, master, No.
Richmond, Richmond.
Riclimoud; Miss Gertie Cummings, lecturer, No. Richmond; Daniel B. Aldrich, secretary, No. Richmond.

148.

HooKSETT, Hooksett.

— Stejjhen

Julia A. Colby, lecturer;
tary, Concord,
149.

Route

4.

Granite State, Newton.

—Joseph W.

C. Locke, lecturer;

Stella

G. Kimball, master; Mrs.
C. Saltmarsh, secre-

Warren

Locke, master; Mrs.

Everett M. Bartlett,

secre-

tary.

—

Grasmere. Bert D. Paige, master, Goflfstown;
Mrs. Florence Greer, lecturer; Frank P. Stevens, secretary, Manchester, R. F. D. No. 3.

150. Junior,

151.

Meriden, Meriden.
Nathan R. Andrews, master; Mrs.
Mary A. Pennimau, lecturer; Morris G. Peuniman, secretary.

Andover.

152. BiiACKWATER,

Stella
153.

M. Stone,

— Everaud

C.

Perkins,

Solomon Dodge,

lecturer;

master;

Jr., secretary,

Honor Bright, East Sullivan.-— Leston F. Davis, master;
Mrs. Rua A. Fifield, lecturer; Arthur H. Rugg, secretary.

154. FiTzwiLLiAM,

Mrs. Anna

— Geo.

Fitzwilliam.

S.

Phillij^s, lecturer. State

Emerson, master;
Line; D. F. White,

secretary.
155.

Merrt Meeting,

156.

SuKRT, Surry.

—

Alton.
Ai T. Gilmau, master; Mrs.
Sadie A. Currier, lecturer; Mrs. Ella F. Bassett, secre-

tary.

— Hollis Vr.

Harvey, master; Miss M. Ethel

Brittion, lecturer; Francis F. Field, secretary.

—

157.

Trojan, Troy. John H. Congdon, master; Mrs. Estella
Buckwold, lecturer; Charles H. Congdon, secretary.

158.

Mount

—

Israel, Sandwich.
A. S. A. Gilmau, master, CenSandwich; Mrs. Charles B. Hoyt, lecturer, Center
Sandwich; Miss Evelyn Russell, secretary, Center
Sandwich.
ter

—

159.

Lincoln, West Swauzey. Arthur F. Kirkpatrick, master;
Mrs. Grettie Chesley, lecturer; Mrs. Carrie E. Young,

160.

Carroll, Ossipee.

secretary.

— Harry

ton's Corner; Mrs.

man's;

J. E.

Mary

Hodgdon,

D. Wentworth, master, LeighF. Abbott, lecturer, Wood-

secretary.
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—

master, NewNewmarket; Mrs.
Grace B. Dudley, secretary, Newmarket.
Newfound Lake, Bristol. Frank G. Bartlett, master;
A. N. McMurpliy, lecturer; Mrs. Jennie N. McMurj)liy,

Jekemiah Smith, Lee. Jolin
market; George A. Dudley,

Bartlett,

C.

lecturer,

—

secretary.

—

163.

Hampstead, Hampstead. Cecil E. Mills, master; Mrs.
Anna Emerson, lecturer; Miss Pearl M. Hunt, secre-

164.

Crescent Lake, No. Barn stead. B. Frank Dow, master;
Coran Iv. Davis, lecturer; Cliarles E. Walker, secretary.
CnocoRrA, Tamwortli. Francis P. Hemic, master; George

tary.

165.

—

—

Mrs. Lucy A. Cook, secretary.

F. Batchelder, lecturer;
166.

—

Patuccoway, Nottingham, E. F. Gerrish, master, South
Lee; Mrs. Lizzie Watson, lecturer; Miss Maria E. Kelsey,

secretary.

—

Edward L. Rowe, master, Candia, R. F.
D. No. 1; Mrs. Carrie W. Critchett, lecturer, Candia Village; Mrs. Victoria M. Eowe, secretary, Candia, E. F.
D. No. 1.
Benjamin R. Wheeler, master; Mrs. Susan
168. Salem, Salem.
A. Cluflf, lecturer; Daniel A. Abbott, secretary.
Miss Dusaxa W.
169. Chester.
J. C. Eamsdell, master;
Crawford, lecturer; F. E. Robie, secretary.
170. Winnicutt, Stratham.
Geo. L. Barker, master; Frank
H. Pearson, lecturer; Mrs. E. F. Cushman, secretary.
167. Candia, Candia.

—

—

—

171.

Hampton Falls, Hampton
ter;

Mrs.

J. T.

Falls.

— Benj.

W.

Elkins, mas-

Batchelder, lecturer; Frank S. Greene,

secretary.
172.

Keeneborough, Brentwood.
Clara A.

Abbott,

— John

lecturer;

Lake, master; Mrs.
Miss Abbie M. Robinson,

secretary.

—

173.

Kensington, Kensington. Henry W. Brown, master;
Mrs. Sarah E. Towle, lecturer, Amesbury, Mass.; John

175.

OssiPEE Lake, Ossipee. D. J. Merrow, master, Moultonville; E. W. Hodsdon, lecturer, Centerville; W. S.

F. Gill, secretary.

—

Chase, secretary, Centerville.

—

Newiugton. Mrs. Laura E. Drew, master,
Dover Point; Miss Mary Frink, lecturer; Miss Martha
Coleman, secretary.

176. PiscATAQUA,

SUBORDINATE GRANGES.
177.
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—

Kingston, Kingston. Mi's. Carrie B. Marsh, master; Mrs.
Edith Woodman, lecturer; George W. Edney, secretary.

—

Union, Sanboruville. Mrs. P. L. Garland, masMiss R. B. Garland, lecturer; Mrs. J. E. Lang,

178. LovELii
ter;

secretary, AVakefield.

—

Newmarket, Xewfields. Geo. W. Pendergast, master,
Newmarket; Miss Lillian M. Burley, lecturer, New-

179. So.

market; Mrs. A. A. Smith, secretary.
180.

Fremont, Fremont.

Luna

—

Herbert B. Wilbur, master; Mrs.
Sanborn, lecturer; Mrs. Mary M. Sanborn,

A.

secretary.

—

181.

Sandown, Sandown. Mrs. Nellie C. Sanborn, master;
Miss Gertrude S. Pillsbury, lecturer, East Harapstead;
Mrs. M. Louise Sargent, secretary.

182.

Windham, Windham. Herbert C. Eussell, master. West
Windham; Mrs. Joanna C. Nesmith, lecturer; William

—

L. Emerson, secretary.

Rockingham, Ejjpiug.

—John S.

Ladd, master; Frederick
Grace A. Ladd, secretary.
ISi. Penacook Park, W. Concord.
John E. Cole, master;
Miss Bertha L. Holbrook, lecturer; George W. Phillips,
183.

T. Johnson, lecturer; Mrs.

—

secretary.

—

185.

Centennial, Barrington.
George W. Locke, master;
Miss Annie S. Tuttle, lecturer; Mrs. Myra N. Water-

186.

Plaistow, Plaistow.

house, secretary.

Lydia E.
187.

Danville, Danville.

M.

J.

— Edmoud

Bartlett, lecturer;

Dimond,

—F. C.

H. Noyes, master; Mrs.
Wallace Keezer, secretary.

Quimby, master.

So. Danville;

lecturer; A. B. Sargent, secretary.

No.

Danville.
188.

—

Y. E. Atwood, master. West Rumney;
Mrs. C. A. Craig, lecturer, Rumney Depot; William G.
Cook, secretary, Rumney Depot.

RuMNEY, Rumney.

189. BoAv,

Bow.

— Robert Upton,

cord; Mrs.

Myra

master, R. F. D. No.

3,

Ballon, lecturer, E. F. D. No.

3,

cord; Miss Ethel G. Watson, secretary, 20G So.
street,

190.

Main

Concord.

Sugar River, North Charlestown.
Mr.s.

ConCon-

—

W. E. Hunt, master;
H. W. Jenney, lecturer; Miss Mary A. Jenney,

secretary.
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M. L. Wake, West Eindge.
Frederick L. Barrett,
Whitney, secretary.

193.

—Joliu

lecturer,

Lewis W. Nute, Milton.

— Fred

D. Whitney, master;
Eindge; Mrs. Alta M.

P. Jones,

master;

Mrs.

Lizzie 0. Fall, lecturer; Charles H. Cole, secretary.
194.

HiKAM

E.

Egberts Eollinsford.

— Mrs.

Fannie W. Yeaton,

master, Dover, E. F. D. No. 2; Mrs. Mary G. Bennett,
lecturer, Dover, E. F. D. No. 2; Geo. H. Yeaton, secretary, Dover, E. F. D. No.
195.

Greenland, Greenland.

—W.

2.

E. Weeks, master; Miss An-

nie L. Berry, lecturer, Greenland Dei^ot; Mrs.

Mary L.

Berry, secretary, Greenland Depot.

—

196.

Silver Mountain, Lempster. Fred A. Barton, master;
Walter E. Haydock, lecturer; Mrs. Susie B. Hurd, sec-

197.

MorLTOKBOROUGH, Moultonborough.

retary.

master; Mrs. Wiunifred

—

Harry O. Haley,
Eichardson, lecturer; Mrs.

S.

Flora B. Haley, secretary.
198.

199.

200.

—

WiNNESQUAM, East Tilton. Fred A. Currier, master; Mrs.
Alfred M. Foss, lecturer; W. H. H. Eollins, secretary.
Wentworth, Wentworth. —-J. B. Foster, master. West
Eumney; Miss Alice A. Wells, lecturer. West Eumney;
Miss Katie B. Foster, secretary. West Eumney.
Warren, Warren. C. H. Arnold, master; Mrs. Annie B.

—

Perry, lecturer; S. S. Bartlett, secretary.
201.

Cherry Mountain,

Carroll.

—Wm. F. Hobbs,

master,

Twin

Mrs. Flora J. Miles, lecturer. Twin Mt. Mrs. Leona Eosebrook, secretary. Twin Mt.
203. Bethlehem, Bethlehem.
Fred N. Howland, master; Mrs.
Etta Howland, lecturer; Arthur W. Nourse, secretary.
Weslie H. Fisk, master; Miss
20i. Charlestown, Charlestown.
Claribel Greenwood, lecturer; H. E. Corbiu, secretary.
Frank E. Marston, master;
205. Henry Wilson, Farmington.
Mrs. M. E. W. Colomy, lecturer; Mrs. Sara H. Waldron.
Mt.

;

;

—

—

—

secretary.

—

206.

Garnet Hill, Center Harbor. Mrs. Lizzie M. Webster,
master; Mrs. M. Lillian Hanson, lecturer; Mrs. Mabel

207.

Bennington, Bennington. Charles F. Buruham, master;
Mrs. Annie Fleming, lecturer; Mrs. Martha E. Knight,

F. Leighton, secretary.

—

secretary.

SUBORDINATE GRANGES.
208. Lafayette, Fraueouia.

Elmer E. Temple,

— Clarence H.
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Gould, master; Mrs.

lecturer; Mrs. Clarence Gould, sec-

retary.
209.

—

XoRTHwooD, Northwood Narrows. Miss Clara L. Emerson, master; Mrs. Rose Quimby, lecturer; Miss Mattie
B. James, secretary.

210. PiN'K Granite, Xortli Haverhill.

— Mrs. Luella X.

master; Miss Mai:de Wilmont, lecturer;

Kimball,

W. W. Coburn,

secretary.
211.

Brookline, Brookline.- Albert T. Pierce, master; Miss
Mamie E. Eockwood, lecturer; Mrs. MaryE. Eockwood,

212.

Haverhill, Haverhill.

secretary.

— G. H. Steveus,

master; Mrs.

Mary

L. Stearns, lecturer; Mrs. X. Delia Carbee, secretary.
213.

Eatmoxd, Eaymond.

—

James M. Healey, master; Mrs.
Georgie Scribner, lecturer; Miss Annie L. Healey, secretary.

—

Mrs Mary M. True, master;
Mrs. E. M. Blake, lecturer; Mrs. Mabel Morse, secre-

214. MoosiLAiJKE, E. Haverhill.

tary.

215.

MorNTAix Lacrel, Xorthwood. —-Leslie W. Gate, master;
Mrs. Emily B. Mason, lecturer; Miss xilice L. Chesley,
secretary.

—

216.

CoNTOocooK, Coutoocook. J. Frank Cowern, master; Miss
Edna A. Symonds, lecturer; ]\[rs. Annie E. Harden, sec-

217.

Mohawk, Colebrook,

retary.

ter;

Mrs.

Emma

— Mrs.

Emeline

C.

Whittemore, mas-

G. Havriman, lecturer; Irving

Wood-

row, secretary.
218.

—

Mt. Gardner, ^Voodsville. John G. Marstou, master;
Abiel Chamberliu, lecturer; Mrs. Jennie C. Franklin,
secretary.

—

Piermont. Piermout. Orlo B. Stanley, master; George H.
Eeueau, lecturer; Mrs. Addie Curtis Blair, secretary.
220. Mascot, Gorham.
F. C. Wood, master, Randolph; Miss
EflSe M. Wood, lecturer, Randolph; Mrs. F. C. Wood,
secretary, Randolph.
221. Lake, Suuapee.
Mrs. L. A. B. Dodge, master; Mrs.
Blanche Werry, lecturer; George Dodge, secretary.
222. Sugar Hill, Sugar Hill.
Elkanah Hildreth, master; Mrs.
Lizzie M. Bowles, lecturer; Mrs. May P. Bowles, secre-

219.

—

—

—

tary.
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Charles F. Wiggin, master; Mrs.
Chatmau, lecturer; Charles W. Brackett, secre-

223. CoiiEBKooK, Colebrook.

Emma

AGRICULTURE.

tary.

—

224.

Columbia, Columbia. Mrs. Fred Stodclarcl, master, Colebrook; Mrs. Allan Gray, lecturer, Colebrook; Fred S.

225.

Dover, Dover.

Prince, secretary, Colebrook.

—Ellery M.

Amanda

Mrs.

S.

Felker, master, Belknap street;
Young, lecturer; Miss Grace M. Clem-,

ents, secretary, E. F. D. No. 1.
Fkontiee, "West Stewartstown. William F. Allen, master;
Mrs. Albert Weeks, lecturer, Canaan, Vt. Miss M. E.
Andrews, secretary, Canaan, Vt.
Herman Miles, master. Crystal; Miss
227. Eden, W. Milan.
Jennie Lary, lecturer; Miss Mary H. Roberts, secre-

—

226.

;

—

tary.

—

Andeoscoggin, Milan. F. H. Sweetser, master; Mrs. Diana Coffin, lecturer; Miss Bertha M. Taylor, secretary.
229. Pilot, Stark.— W. T. Pike, master; Mrs. S. R. Veazie,
lecturer; Bertha O. Kimball, secretary.
230. Unity, Unity.
Philip E. Ham, master, Claremont; Mrs.
228.

—

Mary

C

Burt, lecturer; Grey S. Hall, secretary.

—

Errol.
A. E. Bennett, master; Mrs. Mary E.
Thurston, lecturer; Lewis C. Bragg, secretary.

231.

Umbagog,

232.

Blue Mountain, Grantham.
Croydon; Mrs. Evelyn

—Edgar

W.

Griffin, lecturer;

Davis,

master,
Mrs. Eosina K.

Perkins, secretary.
233. Eye,

Eye.

—Edgar

Mary W. Sawyer,

Rand, master. Eye Center; Mrs.
Eye Beach; Mrs. Clara O.

J.

lecturer,

Walker, secretary. Eye Center.
234.

—

Blow-Me-Doavn,
ter;

Plainfield.
Frank J. Chadbourue, masMrs. Ada M. Daniels, lecturer; Daniel C. Westgate,

secretary.
235.

236.

237.

238.

—

AuKOKA, Pittsburg. Henry Johnson, master; Andrew
Hawes, lecturer; Edwin S. Keach, secretary.
Mount Cube, Orfordville. Harry E. Morrison, master;
Mrs. Frances B. Morrison, lecturer; Mrs. M. W. Cushman, secretary,
Lyman, Lyman.— D. H. Miner, master; Miss C. H. Miner,
lecturer; Mrs. Fred Foster, secretary, Pattenville.
Steatfobd, Stratford. A. L. Wheeler, master; Mrs. Ida
Curtis, lecturer; Geo. B. McC. Eich, secretary, Maid-

—

—

stone, Vt.

SUBORDINATE GRANGES.
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Plymouth, Plymouth.

— "William
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H. Wells, master; Mrs.

Ira 0. Mitcliell, lecturer; Ira C. Mitchell, secretary.
240.

Lampkey Eivee, Xewmarket.
ter;

— Ernest

P.

Pinkham, mas-

Albert E. Stevens, lecturer; Joseph Pinkham, sec-

retary.

—

241.

NAriiKEAG, Litchfield. Amos Saunders, master, Hudson,
E. F. D. No. 1; Mrs. Mary B. Center, lecturer, Hudson,
K. F. D. No. 1; Mrs. Anne A. Bancroft, secretary, Manchester, K. F. D. No. 5.

242.

Mount Peospect,
Mrs.

S.

C.

Lancaster.

Howe,

—

J.

E.

Mclntire,

lecturer, Kiverton;

master;

L. E. Hosmer,

secretary.

—

Pelham. Mrs. M. Hillman, master; Mrs. Grace
Colman, lecturer; Miss Mary E. Hobbs, secretary.
245. Jewel, Columbia.
Herbert Lock, master. So. Columbia;
Mrs. Lilla Fitts, lecturer. So. Columbia; Miss Georgia
Hapgood, secretary, So. Columbia.
244. Pelhaii,

—

246.

Mount Dustox, Wentworth

—

Ernest T. Bennett,
Mrs. Belle Cameron, lecturer; E. A. Storey, secretary, Wilson's Mills, Me.
Location.

master, Wilson's Mills, Me.

;

—

247.

Clarksville, Clarksville. Irving G. Young, master; Mrs.
Lilla B. Young, lecturer; Mrs. N. E. Young, secretary.

248.

The Weirs, The Weirs.— Willis

G. Watson, master; Mrs.

Belle Staniels, lecturer; Mrs. Eliza D. Morrisou, secretary.

249.

250.

—

Park, Cornish Flat. Edwin L. Child, master; Mrs.
M. Hunt, lecturer; Mrs. Lucy C. Weld, secretary.

North Hamptox, North Hampton. — Arthur

E. Seavey,

master; Mrs. Gertrude A. Haines, lectiirer; H.
prey, secretary,

Maud

I.

Lam-

Eye Beach.

—

251.

Strawberry Bank, Portsmouth. Eobert Patterson, master; Mrs. Annie M. Cook, lecturer; G. P. Smallcon,
secretary, 69 Market street.

252.

DusTiN Island, Penacook. Willis E. Muzzey, master.
Concord, Eoute 5; Mrs. Maria L. Eolfe, lecturer, 45
Water street; Mrs. Abbie E. Noyes, secretary, 43 Elm

—

street.

253.

West Thornton, Thornton. — J,

A. Kendall, master,

W.

Thornton; Mrs. O. A. Weeks, lecturer, W. Thornton;
Miss Helen Shores, secretary, W. Thornton.

—
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Cape Hokn, Northumberland.
ter,

—

Samuel P. McLeod, masGroveton; Mrs. Lucy York, lecturer; Miss Lena M.

Wentworth, secretary, Lancaster.
255.

Gkoveton, Groveton.

—

J. A. Potter,

master; Miss

Mary

B.

Tibbetts, lecturer; Mrs. Cora Hayes, secretary.

—

North Stratford. Mrs. B. A. Bowker, master, Coos;
Mrs. Leslie Shoff, lecturer, Bloomfield; Miss Harrietts

256. Coos,

Hinman,

secretary, Coos.

—

257.

Pkentice Hill, E. Alstead. Clinton J. Gates, master;
Mrs. Ella L. Banks, lecturer; Mrs. Nettie M. Gates,

258.

Squam Lake, Ashland.

secretary.

—

No. Woodstock. Merton H. Sawyer, master;
Mrs. Jennie E. Hunt, lecturer; Wilbur L. E. Hunt,

259. Profile,

secretary.
260.

Ocean Sede, Hampton.

— Warren

H. Hobbs, master; S.
Hampstead; Mrs. Martha W.

Albert Shaw, lecturer,

Brown, secretary. Box
262.

1.

New Dukham, NewDurham. — George D. Burnham,
Charles Evans, lecturer. Dexter; Mrs. F.

master;

W. Coburn,

Sr., secretary.

263. NuBAUNSiT,

Mary

Harrisville.

—Albert

J. Upton, master; Mrs.
Miss Harriet Tuttle, secretary.

Silver, lecturer;

—

26-i.

Somerswokth, Somersworth. F. G. Chapman, master,
Box 782; Mrs. M. Mills, lecturer, Berwick, Me.; H. H.

265.

Banner, East Rochester
Elihu A. Corson, master; Mrs.
Eva Walsh, lecturer; Mrs. Sabra J. Corson, secretary.

266.

Pasquaney, Bridgewater.

Box

Brackett, secretary.

—

ris

W. Hammond,

49.

—Frank

H. Tilton, master; Har-

lecturer; Mrs. Clara P. Fifield, sec-

retary.
267.

Cardigan, Alexandria.
Clara A. Bullock,

— H.

Elgin Wells, master; Mrs.
Miss Emogene B. Roby,

lecturer;

secretary.
268.

Purling Beck, E. Washington.
master; Mrs.

Mary Book,

— Mrs.

lecturer; C.

Maria

W.

J.

S.

Pratt,

Fletcher,

secretary.
269.

Peaked

—

Hill, Gilmanton. Charles L. Chase, master;
Miss Sadie Orange, lecturer; Mrs. Laura Vamey, secre-

tary.

SUBORDINATE GRANGES.
270.

253

—

Independence, N. Grotou. Fred Kidder, master; Mrs.
Lucy E. Dodge, lecturer, Grotou; Dauiel Kidder, secretary.

—

Chester E. Mayuard, master,
Mrs. Susie E. Quimby, lecturer,
Leavitt's Hill; Albert F. Sanborn, secretary, Leavitt's

271. Pkogkessive,

Deerfield.

Eaymoud, Eoute

1;

Hill.

272.

Pleasant YALiiEY, Milton

273.

Loudon Center, Loudon Center. Albert E.
master, Loudon Eidge; Miss Etta B. Perkins,

Mills.

—

Loudon; Loren A. Currier,
274.

secretary,

Colcord,
lecturer,

Loudon.

—

Hillsborough, Hillsborough. Arthur M. Whitney, master. West Deering; Miss Jennie E. A^ickery, lecturer,
Hillsborough U. V. Miss Edith M. Crooker, secretary,
Hillsborough U. V.
Good Will, Seabrook. J. L. Smith, master, Smithtown;
Miss Georgia A. Milton, lecturer; Miss Annie M. Per;

275.

—

kins, secretary.
276.

Weare, North Weare.
Mrs.

Mary

F.

— W.

S. B.

Herbert, master, Weare;
Mrs. Bern ice H.

Simonds, lecturer;

McKellii^s, secretary.

—

277.

Gen. Stark, West Manchester. Clarence A. Eobinsou,
master, Manchester, E. F. D. No. 2; Mrs. Ida J. Barnard,
lecturer, Manchester, Box 283; Mrs. Etta M. Fullerton,
secretary, Manchester, Box 283.

278.

Greenville, Greenville. Mrs. Martha A. Kimball, master; Miss Violet L. Wort, lecturer; Mrs. Minola Hale,

279.

Glen, Bartlett.— Alvah W. Burnell, master, Glen; Mrs.
Edna Abbott, lecturer, Glen; Mrs. Augusta Burbauk,

280.

Dorchester, Dorchester. Henry M. Merrill, master;
Mrs. Lydia M. Schoolcraft, lecturer, Cheever; Azro H.

—

secretary.

secretary, Glen.

—

Schoolcraft, secretary, Cheever.
281. Enterprise,

Box

Salem Depot.

190; Mrs. Annie B.

— Edward

E.

M. Stevens,

Noyes,

lecturer,

master.

Box

137;

Miss Helena Bailey, secretary.
282.

Derry, W. Derry.
G.

McMurphy,

secretary.

—John

F.

lecturer;

McKay, master; Eev. Jesse
Miss Elizabeth M.

Messer,

254
283.
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Beavek, W. Springfield.— Chas. P. Hill, master; Mrs.
Addie A. Felch, lecturer; Chas. E, Bailey, secretary,
Sjaringfield.

—

Mills.
George H. Gould, master;
Mrs. lua E. Bartlett, lecturer; Oren T. Colby, secretary.
W. B. Burnell, master;
285. Saco VAiiiiEY, Center Conway.
Francis H. Parsons, lecturer; John F. Stott, secretary.
Albert J. Peaslee, master,
286. Dekryfield, E. Manchester.
Bural Boute No. 6; Mrs. Mary F. Bean, lecturer, 728
Massabesic street; Mrs. Gertrude E. Philbrook, secre284.

BocKLAND, George's

—

—

Merrimack street.
E. Weare Henry E. Eaton, master; Mrs.
Emma A. Straw, lecturer; Susan M. Hopkins, secretary.
Mt. Livekmobe, Holderness. Edwin J. Sleeper, master;
Mrs. Winnie L. Willoughby, lecturer; Mrs. Ida M.
tary, 429

287.

288.

Halestown,

—

—

Cox, secretary.
289. Beelin, Berlin.

—

Baker's Eivek, W. Bumney. Lewis Hall, master; Miss
Susie J. Bay, lecturer; Mrs. Myrtie E. Wells, secretary.
291. Pike Station, Pike Station.— George S. Smith, master;
Mrs. H. T. Pike, lecturer; Emile Blank, secretary.
Mortemer B. Buzzell,
292. WicwAS Lake, Meredith Center.
master; B. Jennie Buzzell, lecturer; Anna G. Sinclair,
290.

—

secretary.

NKW HAMPSHIRE
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Hon. N.

J.

Bachelder, Secretary State

Concord, N.

Sir
the

:

H.

Board of Agriculture,

:

I herewith transmit the report of the transactions of

New Hampshire

Horticultural Society for

tlie

years 1901

and 1902, as required by the Session Laws of 1901.
Very respectfully,
W. D. BAKER,
Secretary.

;

NEW HAMPSHIRE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

OFFICERS.
President, C. C.
Vice-President,

W.

Secretary,

Shaw, Milford.
John W. Farr,

Littleton.

D. Baker, Quincy.

Treasurer, T. E. Hunt, Lakepoit.

Pomologist, Prof. F.

W. Rane, Durham,

Prof. H. H. Lamson, Durham.
Entomologist, Prof. C. M. Weed.

Mijcologist,

executive committee.
G. A. Wason,

New

Boston.

Harvey, Plttsfield.
Capt. E. M. Shaw, Nashua.

J.

T.

directors.

G.

F. Beede, Fremont; J.

Smith, Meredith
Pittsfield

;

E.

;

M. Shaw, Nashua

Charles McDaniel, Springfield

D. Howe, Lancaster.

IS

M. Hayes, Dover; George

L. T. Haley, Wolfeborough

;

;

F.

;

J.

F.

T. Harvey,

C. Gowing, Dublin

T. S. Pulsifer, Plymouth

;

J.
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BY-LAWS OF THE NEW HAMPSHIRE HORTICUL-

TURAL SOCIETY.
Article

Name. — This

organization

I.

shall

be

known

as

New

the

Hampshire Horticultural Society.
Article

—The membership

Members.

those persons, male or female,
ture

in

any of

II.

of this Society shall consist of

who are
who

branches, and

its

articles of the association

—The

shall subscribe to the

and pay the membership

Article
Officers.

interested in horticul-

fee.

III.

officers of this society shall consist of a pres-

and ten directors,
and the president and secboard of directors ex-officio.

ident, vice-president, secretary, treasurer,

one from each county
retary shall be

in the state,

members

of

tiie

Article IV.

—The

Meetings.

annual meeting

siiall

be held

in the

month

may be held at
and directors may deem

of October at Manchester, and special meetings

such time and place as the president
advisable.

Article V.
Elections.

major vote

—The

officers shall

be chosen by ballot and

meeting and shall hold

at the annual

year or until others are elected

office for

by
one

in their stead.

Article VI.

—

The board of directors shall have power to fill
Vaccuicies.
any vacancies occurring at any time in the board of officers.
Article VII.
Membershij) Fee.

—The

annual fee for membership

society shall be one dollar, and for a
shall be five dollars.

life

in

membership the

this

fee

;
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Article VIII.
President.

—The

president shall preside at the meetings of

the Society and also at the meetings of the directors
rect the secretary' to call
shall

of

approve

all

all bills

;

shall di-

meetings, either annual or special

all

before they are paid and keep an account

orders drawn on the treasurer.

Article IX.
Vice-President.
of the president

do

—The vice-president shall

when

for

perform all duties
any reason the president is unable to

so.

Article X.
/Secretary.

— The

perform

secretary shall

all

the duties in-

cumbent on his office.
He shall draw and countersign all
orders drawn on the treasurer shall keep an accurate account
of all meetings held, and present to the directors a yearly
;

report of the doings of the society.

Article XI.
Treasurer.
all

—The

money paid

treasurer shall receive from the secretary

to the society

quested by the directors.
of

all

money

and

He

shall deposit the

shall

same as

re-

keep an accurate account

received or paid and shall

to the directors each year at the annual

make

a detailed report

meeting of the society

and shall
pay no bills

or at such other times as the directors shall decide

produce a voucher for each expenditure.
without an order from

tiie

He

shall

president and countersigned by the

secretary.

Article XII.

— The

meet as soon as possible
and shall have general
supervision of tlie business of tiie society and perform all
duties devolving upon them by any article in the by-laws.
Directors.

directors

shall

after the annual meeting of the society,

Article XIII.
Compensation of

Officers.

—The

officers of the society shall

receive their actual traveling expenses for time spent in per-
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their duties,
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and the secretary and treasurer

shall

receive such additional compensation as the directors shall de-

termine.

Article XIV.

Amendments.

— These

may

amended by a two
any meeting of the
society, provided that a notice of the proposed change was inthe

thirds vote of

by-laws

members present

be

at

serted in the call for said meeting.

ANNUAL FIELD MEETING,

1901.

At the invitation of Messrs. J. E. Batchelder and G. W.
Parker of Wilton the annual field meeting of the New Hampshire Horticultural society was held at their farms, August 1,
1901.

The

and

response thereto over two hundred persons were

in

secretary sent out the usual printed

invitations,
in

attendance.

and invited guests were met at
who had
teams in readiness to convey them to the farms. The morning
was most profitably spent by the visitors in inspecting the
vineyard of Mr. Batchelder, and the peach, plum, and cherry
orchards of Mr. Parker, as well as the plots of small fruits

The members

of the society

the Wilton depot by Messrs. Batchelder and Parker

grown by both.
Mr. Batchelder had seventeen

varieties of grapes,

but the

Concord, Worden, Brighton, Wyoming Red, and Delaware
seemed to be the varieties most generally grown. Mr. Batchelder used wire trellises, and the vines were carefully pruned

and trained.

Fruit was allowed to grow only on the vines

trained on the two upper wires, and these were heavily loaded.

Spraying was carefully attended to, and good cultivation and
fertilization given, and the result was a crop of over twenty
tons annually of grapes of such superior size and quality as
to command a higher price in the markets than the New York
grapes.
of Mr. Parker were a surprise to the
and contained several varieties. A three and four

The peach orchards
visitors,
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was one of the most interestand intelligent pruning

effects of clean cultivation

were very noticeable

in

the remarkably thrifty appearance of

the trees.

There were about 500 plum trees, mostly of the Japanese
which were literally loaded with choice fruit. The
cherries, also, showed that the same careful hand attended to
them.
A few mulberry trees were set out in the cherry
'•
The birds
orchard " for the birds," as Mr. Parker said.
do n't trouble the cherries when they can get mulberries, and
birds are our best friends," said Mr. Parker.
Much astonishment was expressed by the visitors at the
extent and fine quality of these orchards and vineyards.
At the noon hour the visitors sat down to a sumptuous
repast furnished by Messrs. Batchelder and Parker and memvarieties,

bers of the society living in the
in

a

fine

grove

vicinit}',

near the house.

the tables being set

After dinner President

Sliaw called to order, and after a few well chosen remarks

and purposes of the society, introduced
Mr. O. B. Hadwen, president of the Massachusetts Horticulrelative to the objects

tural society,

who spoke very

entertainingly.

Brief addresses

were also made by Hon. Joseph Kidder and Mr. H. H. Herrick of Manchester, Hon. C4eo. A. Wason and Capt. E. M.

Nashua, Prof. F. W. Rane and Dr. H. H. Lamson
at Durham, Hon. D. E. Proctor and
Mr. G. W. Parker of Wilton, Rev. John Thorpe of Brookliue,
But all too soon came
Secretary W. D. Baker, and others.
train time, and the teams were again taken to the depot after
a most cordial vote of thanks had been given Messrs. Batchelder and Parker for their kind entertainment.

Shaw

of

of

the

State college

SEVENTH ANNUAL FRUIT EXHIBIT.
This exhibit was held at Claremont, October 23,

2-1,

and 25,

1901, and considering the almost unprecedented scarcity and
in most sections of the state, the
was very successful, over 500 plates of fruit being
placed upon exhibition, and there was also a large and merit-

poor quality of the apples
exhibit
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orious exhibition of vegetables and grains, as well as canned

and a fine display of flowers. The attendance was very
and visitors expressed much surprise at the extent and
variety of the fruit shown, and especially at its excellent
fruit

large,

quality.

Thursday evening an informal meeting was held, at which
Way of Claremont gave a very pleasing address of
welcome, during which he most earnestly advocated the more
Dr. O. B.

extensive use of fruit, especially apples, as an article of food,

speaking particularly from a physician's standpoint.

Mr. Geo. F. Whitcomb of Claremont presided at the meetand with a few brief remarks introduced President C. C.
Shaw, who spoke briefly of the objects and purposes of the
society, and also words of encouragement at the high standard
attained by New Hampshire fruit, especially apples.
He
emphasized the importance of not only largely increasing the
quantity, but of continuing to improve the quality.
He then
called upon Hon. George A. Wason of Nashua to respond
ing,

in

behalf of the society to Dr.

Way's eloquent address of

welcome.

Mr. Wason was very happy in his remarks, paying a high
compliment to the display upon the exhibition tables and the
energy evinced by the people of Claremont and vicinity in
getting together such a fine exhibit.

Prof. F.

Wm.

Rane

of

Durham was next

introduced, and

spoke at some length upon horticultural subjects

in general,

and especially upon the possibilities of horticulture in New
Hampshire, the necessity for thorough culture, spraying, careful selection for the markets, and aiming to produce the kind
of fruit best adapted to the locality, both as regards climate

and soil and also market demands, and closed by giving a
most cordial invitation to hold the next exhibit of the society
at Durham.
Secretary W. D. Baker was called upon, and
spoke

briefly

along the

lines

of

requirements for exhibits.

Remarks were also made by Mr. J. McC. Ayer and others.
The premiums offered by the society for meritorious exhibits
of

fruit,

follows

:

vegetables,

plants,

and flowers were awarded as
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GENERAL, EXHIBIT OF FUDIT.
First,

John M. L. Aver, Claremont.

Second, C. V. Paddock, West Claremont.
Third, George F. Whitcomb, Claremont.

APPLES.

Exhibit of autumn apples, not less than six varieties.
First, C.

V. Paddock, West Claremont.

Second, John D. Aver, Claremont.

Alexander,

first,

C. E. Putney, Claremont.

Alexander, second, Mrs. Mary C. Dodge, Claremont.

Fameuse,

first,

A. J. Pierce, Claremont.

Faraeuse, second, George F. Whitcomb, Claremont.

Gravenstein,

first,

John McC. Aver, Claremont,

Gravenstein, second, C. C. Shaw, Milford.

Maiden's Blush,

first,

C. V. Paddock, AVest Claremont.

Maiden's Blush, second, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
Mcintosh Red, first, Mrs. Mary C. Dodge, Claremont.

Mcintosh Red, second, A. J. Pierce, Claremont.
first, John McC. Ayer, Claremont.
Porter, second, O. D. Blanchard, Claremont.
Rambo, first, John McC. Ayer, Claremont.
Twenty Ounce, first, George Mann, Claremont.
Twenty Ounce, second, C. V. Paddock, West Claremont,
Foundling, first, George F. Whitcomb, Claremont.
St. Lawrence, first, C. V. Paddock, West Claremont.
Holden Pippin, second, George F'. Whitcomb, Claremont,
Porter,

Exhibit of winter apples, not less than ten varieties.
First, C,

V, Paddock, West Claremont.

Second, John D. Ayer, Claremont.
Third, George F. Wiiitcomb, James Durward, Claremont.

Baldwins,

first,

P. C. Kenney, Claremont.

Baldwins, second, John

McC. Ayer, Claremont.

Ben Davis, fiist, C. V. Paddock, West Claremont.
Ben Davis, second, John McC. Ayer, Claremont.
Danvers Sweet, first, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
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M. A.
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Nott, Claremont.

Spitzeuburg, second, John

McC. Ayer, Claremont.

John McC. Ayer, Claremont.
Fallawater, first, George F. Whitcomb, Claremont.
Golden Russet, first, C. V. Paddock, West Claremont.
Golden Russet, second, John McC. A,ver, Claremont.
Summer Queen, first,
C. Shaw, Milford.
Gilliflower, first, James Durward, Claremont.
Gilliflower, second, George Mann, Claremont.
Hubbardston, first, C. V. Paddock, West Claremont.
Hubbardston, second, M. A. Nott, Claremont.
Jonathan, first, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
King, first, John McC. Ayer, Claremont.
King, second, C. V. Paddock, West Claremont.
Mann, first, C. V. Paddock, West Claremont,
Mann, second, George F. Whitcomb, Claremont.
Mother, first, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
Peck's Pleasant,

first,

C

Spy, first, Solon Gould, Claremont.
Spy, second, C. V. Paddock, West Claremont.

Newton Pippin, first, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
Nodhead, first, John McC. Ayer, West Claremont.
Pewaukee, first, C. V. Paddock, West Claremont.
Pewaukee, second, George F. WhitcoiTib, Claremont.
Pound Sweet, first, P. C. Kinney, Claremont.
Pound Sweet, second, George Mann, Claremont.
Blue Pearmain, first, C. V. Paddock, West Claremont.
Blue Pearmain, second, John McC. Ayer, Claremont.
R. I. Greening, first, John McC. Ayer, Claremont.
R. I. Greening, second, Lewis Gay, North Charlestown.
Roxbury Russet, first, John McC. Ayer, Claremont.
Roxbury Russet, second, C. V. Paddock, West Claremont.
Stark, first, James Durward, Claremont.
Tolman Sweet, first, John McC. Ayer, Claremont.
Tolman Sweet, second, C. V. Paddock, West Claremont.
Wagener, first, George F. Whitcomb, Claremont.
Yellow Bellflower, first, George Mann, Claremont.
Yellow Bellflower, second, liarnard O'Neil, Claremont.
Bethel,

first,

C. V. Paddock,

Red Canada, second, George

West Claremont.
F. Whitcomb, Claremont.
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George F. Wliitcomb, Clareniont.
George F. Whitcoinb, Clareniout.
PLUMS.

Yellow Gage, first, C. E. Evans, Claremoot.
Blue Gage, first, C. E. Evans, Claremont.
QUINCES.

Orange,

first,

John M. Howe, Clareniont.

Orange, second, P. C. Kinney, Clareniont.
PEARS.

Display of pears not

less tlian ten varieties.

Shaw, Milford.
Beurre Deil, first, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
Reurre Hardy, first, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
Beurre d'Anjou, first, F. E. Freeman, Claremont.
Beurre d'Anjou, second, Mrs. Mary C. Dodge, Claremont.
Duchess, first, George F. Whitcomb, Claremont.
Flemish Beauty, first, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
Lawrence, first, Lewis Gay, North Charlestown.
Lawrence, second, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
Louise Bonne de Jersey, first, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
Onondaga, first, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
Paradise d'Automme, first, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
Seckel, first, Lewis Gay, North Charlestown.
Seckel, second, E. D. Hall, ]Milford.
Urbansite, first, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
Vicar, first, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
Winter Nelis, first, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
Keifer, first, Lewis Gay, North Charlestown.
Keifer, second, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
First, C. C.

VEGETABLES.
General exhibit,

first,

C. A. Evans,

Claremont

James Durward, Claremont.
Egyptian Beets,

first,

Francis Quimliy, Claremont.

;

second,
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Egyptian Beets, second, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.

Eclipse Beets,

Eclipse Beets, second, James Durward, Claremont.

Edmnuds
Edmunds

Beet,

first,

C. A. Evans, Claremont.

Beet, second, Barnard O'Neil, Claremont.

Sugar Beet,

first,

Mangel Wnrtzel,

C. A. Evans, Claremont.
first,

C. A. Evans, Claremont.

CABBAGES.
All Seasons,

C. A. Evans, Claremont.

first,

All Seasons, second,
Flat Dutch,

first,

James Durward, Claremont.

P. C. Kinney, Claremont.

Flat Dutch, second, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Poller's Brunswick, first, O.

D. Brown, Claremont.

Fotler's Brunswick, second, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
first, James Durward, Claremont.
Red, second, C. A. p]vans, Claremont.
Savoy Cabbage, first, Barnard O'Neil, Claremont.

Red,

Savoy Cabbage, second, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Stone Mason, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Stone Mason, second, James Durward, Claremont.
Winningstadt, first, James Durward, Claremont.
Wiuningstadt, second, C. A. Elvans, Claremont.
CARROTS.

Dacvers Carrots, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Danvers Carrots, second, James Durward, Claremont.
Long Orange, first, James Durward, Claremont.
Long Orange, second, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Short Horn, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Short Horn, second, James Durward, Claremont.
Cauliflower,

first,

C. C. Carr, Claremont.

A. Evans, Claremont.
James Durward, Claremont.

Cauliflower, second, C.

Celery,

first,

SWEET CORN.
Potter's Excelsior,

Mexican,

first,

first,

C. A. P^vans, Claremont.

C. A. Evans, Claremont.

Stowell's Evergreen,

first,

James Durward, Claremont.
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C. A. Evans, Claremont.

Rice Pop Corn, second, O. H. Brown, Claremont.

Tom Thumb

Corn, C. A. P^vans, Claremont.

Other variety corn,

first,

James Durward, Claremont

FIELD CORN.

Eight Rowed,

first,

Mrs. G. E. Gay, Nortii Charlestown.

Eight Rowed, second, James Durward, Claremont.

Twelve Rowed, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Twelve Rowed, second, C. C. Carr, Claremont.
Wheat, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Oats, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Buckwheat, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
BEANS.

Golden Wax, first, J. E. Ellis, Claremont.
Golden Wax, second, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
White Pea, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Yellow Eyed, first, J. E. Ellis, Claremont.
Yellow Eyed, second, Lewis Gay, North Charlestown.
Horticultural, first, Lewis Gay, North Charlestown.
Horticultural, second,
A. Evans, Claremont.
Field Peas, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Cucumbers, first, G. F. Wliitcomb, Claremont.
Egg Plant, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Kohl Rabi, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Watermelons, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Watermelons, second, G. F. Whitcomb, Claremont.
Citrons, first. C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Citrons, second, James Durward, Claremont.
Red Onions, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Red Onions, second, James Durward, Claremont.
Silver Onions, first, James Durward, Claremont.
Yellow Danvers Onions, first, C. C. Carr, Claremont.
Yellow Danvers Onions, second, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Hollow Crown Parsnips, first, Barnard O'Neil, Claremont.
Hollow Crown Parsnips, second, James Durward, Claremont.
Long White Parsnips, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Large Dutcii Parsni[)s, first, James Durward, Chueniout.

C
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Sugar Pumi)kins, first, Francis Quimby, Claremont.
Sugar Pumpkins, second, James Durward, Claremont.
Peppers, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Field Pumpkins, first, James Durward, Claremont.
Field Pumpkins, second, A. P. Messer, Claremont.
TOMATOES.
Livingston's Perfection,

Red Cherry,

first,

F. L.

Quimby, Claremont.

C. A. Evans, Claremont.

first,

TDRNIPS.

White Swede, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
White Swede, second, James Durward, Claremont.
Yellow Swede, first, James Durward, Claremont.
POTATOES.
Display' of,

Display

first,

C. A. Evans, Claremont.

of, second,

Early Rose,

first,

George F. Whitcomb, Claremont.

C. A. Evans, Claremont.

Early Rose, second, G. F. Whitcomb, Claremont.
Display of, third, Sara Clow, Claremont.
Beauty of Hebron, first, Sara Clow, Claremont.

Beauty of Hebron, second, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Snowflake, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Charles Downing, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Green Mountain, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Other named varieties, first. Rush Chellis, Claremont.
SQUASHES.

Hubbard, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Hubbard, second, George F. Whitcomb, Claremont.
Marblehead,

Gem,

first,

C. A. Evans, Claremont.

C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Winter Crookneck, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Golden Bronze, second, C. A. P^vans, Claremont.

Perfect

first,

CANNED FRUIT.
Exhibit of canned

fruit, first,

C. A. Evans, Claremont

ond, Mrs. G. E. Gay, North Charlestown

Claremont.

;

third,

H.

W.

;

sec-

Frost,
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Can Peaches, first, C. E. Evans, Clareraont.
Can Peaches, second, Mrs. H. W. Frost, Claremont.
Can Pears, first, Mrs. Kate "Walcott, Claremont.
Can Pears, second, Mrs. G. E. Gay, North Charlestown.
Can Plums, first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Can Plnras, second, Mrs. H. W. Frost, Claremont.
Can Apples, first, Mrs. H. W. Frost, Claremont.
Can Apples, second, Mrs. G. E. Gay, North Charlestown.
Can Strawberries, first, Mrs. G. E. Gay, North Charlestown.
Can Strawberries, second, Mrs. Kate AValcott, Claremont.
Can Blueberries, first, Mrs. F. M. Gunn, Claremont.
Can Blueberries, second, Mrs. Kate Walcott, Clareraont.
Can Raspberries, first, Mrs. G. E. Gay, North Charlestown.
Can Raspberries, second, Mrs. F. M. Gunn, Claremont.
Can Cherries, first, Mrs. G. E. Gay, North Charlestown.
Can Cherries, second, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Can Tomatoes, first, Jessie E. Ellis, Claremont.
Can Tomatoes, second, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Can Currants, first,
Can Currants, second.
Can Rhubarb, first, Mrs. Kate Walcott, Claremont.
Can Rhubard, second, Mrs. H. W. Frost, Clareraont.

Mrs. G. E. Gay, North Charlestown.
A. Evans, Claremont.

Display of

Jellies, first,

Display of

Jellies, second, C.

Jellies, third, Mrs. Kate Walcolt, Claremont.
Apple Jelly, first, Mrs. G. E. Gay, North Charlestown.
Apple Jelly, second, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Crab Apple Jelly, first, Mrs. G. E. Gay, North Charlestown.
Crab Apple Jelly, second, C. A. Evans, Clareraont.
Grape Jelly, first, Mrs. G. E. Gay, North Charlestown.
Currant Jelly, first, Mrs. Kate Walcott, Claremont.
Currant Jelly, second, Mrs. G. E. Gay, North Charlestown.
Blackberry Jelly, first, Mrs. G. E. Gay, North Charlestown.
Blackberry Jelly, second, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Raspberry Jelly, first, Mrs. G. E. Gay, Nortii Charlestown.

Display of

;
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PICKLES.

Assorted Pickles, first and second, divided, C. A. Evans,
Mrs. F. C. Bailey, Claremont.
Sweet Pickles, first, Mrs. F. C. Bailey, Claremont.
Sweet Pickles, second, Mrs. Kate Walcott, Claremont.
Piccalilli, first,
Piccalilli,

Mrs. G. E. Gay, North Ciiarlestown.

second, Mrs. F. C. Bailey, Claremont.

Cucumbers, first, Mrs. Kate Walcott, Claremont.
Cucumbers, second, Mrs. C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Tomato Catsup, one half first, C. A. Evans, Claremont.
Tomato Catsup, one half first, Mrs. Gay, North Charlestown.

Tomato Catsup,

second, Mrs. Bailey, Claremont.
FLOVTERS.

General exhibit cut flowers,

first,

C. A. Evans, Claremont

second, James Durward, Claremont.

Exhibit of Begonias,
Dahlias,

first,

first,

Jessie E. Ellis, Claremont.

C. A. Evans, Claremont.

Verbenas, first and second, divided between C. A. Evans
and James Durward.
Chrysanthemums, first, John M. Howe, Claremont.
Double White Chrysanthemums, first, Mrs. Lyman Lozo,
Claremont.
Pansies, first and second, divided between C. A. Evans and
Barnard O'Neil.
Sweet Peas, first, C- A. Evans.
Nasturtiums, first, C. A. Evans.
Coleus, first, Mrs. Melissa Way.
Begonia, first, Mrs. M. A. Nott.
Rex Begonia, first, Mrs. M. P. Bailey.
Marauta, gratuity, Mrs. Alta Gould.
Century Plant, gratuity, Mrs. D. F. Cutting,
Umbrella Plant, gratuity, Mrs. H. W. Frost.
Yellow Tuberous Begonia, Mrs. C. H. Long.
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ANNUAL SUMMER MEETING.
The annual summer meeting

of the

New

Hampshire Horticul-

was held at Sanbornton, August 12, 1902, at the
farm of Joseph N. Sanborn. The date first named for the gathering was a week earlier, but was changed on account of the lateness of haying operations, and, as events have proved, but little
was gained on that account, for there was a large amount of hay
yet to cut, and many were kept away from the meeting by the

tural society

necessity of caring for this important crop.

Mr. Sanborn's farm is located about three and one half miles
from Winnisquam station, in a northwesterly direction, which
brings it nearly west and across the bay from Laconia.
It is on
high land, but the roads are good and the hills are not serious
obstacles to travel.

A fair-sized audience
inspect,

gathered in the forenoon and looked over

members of the society were invited to
were entertained and many were surprised by what
The farm is rocky. The owner would not deny this,

the grounds, which

and

they saw.

tlie

all

and probably he knows

it

as well as

anybody

many

that trees, vines, small fruits of

kinds,

and the surprise is
and beds of flowers
;

could be so disposed as to have the appearance of being either
natives of or fitted on purpose for the particular places which they

occupy.

Of apples there are too many

varieties for profitable pro-

There are many
more of grapes, and more raspberries and blackberries than can be mentioned in a brief report.
The grounds about the house are ornamented with flowers, many
of them such as are often found in fainiiers' gardens, and all showing care and intelligent culture.
Experts and those who were
interested in any class of fruit had many questions to ask, and
found Mr. Sanborn ready to impart information on almost any
duction, but put out largely as experiments.
varieties of peaches

and plums

;

matter relating to fruit culture.

Mr. Sanborn has been on the farm about forty years, and
with his own hands, put out

all of

has,

the fruit stock in sight with the

exception of a few of the oldest apple trees, and these he has
grafted, so that practically the work

After a

is all his.

trip of general inspection the

house, and those

who were

people gathered at the

not otherwise provided for were treated
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a

fine

lunch with hot coffee while discussing what they had seen

and keeping up

their process of

drawing information from the

will-

and by the time the lunch was

dis-

ing entertainer.

Teams continued

to arrive,

posed of and the group photographed by an enterprising
audience had gathered which would surprise

many

artist,

an

who

are

people

not aware of the interest taken in horticultural matters in this
state,

and

to find so

many

people gathering at a secluded farm

house at the end of the road showed that their appearance there

was not the result of accident nor mere idle curiosity.
Other ceremonies being over the people were invited to a grassy
spot under a venerable Baldwin tree, and President C. C. Shaw
gave a brief address, giving the history of the society and stating

He

its objects.

had been fears that the production of

said there

apples in this state would be overdone, but that such fears were

and
we had not engaged in

groundless, for our fruit was the best produced in the world,

many

there were

countries with which

He said that within a few years our exhad increased seventy-three per cent. He also
referred to the fact that our larger towns and many of the hotels
were supplied with vegetables brought from Boston markets, when
w^e should supply all that were consumed in the state.

trade in such products.
ports of apples

Mr. Sanboi'n, the host

of the day, next gave a hearty address of

welcome, relating something of the details of

his experiences

on

the farm, and expressing great satisfaction at being able to show
results to so

The
a

man

many who were

equally interested.

president next called on George A.
well

known

in

many

Wason

of

New

Boston,

branches of agricultural matters, being

a large farmer, formerly master of the State grange and at present one of the trustees of the State college

remarks were

brief,

at

Durham.

His

but showed a deep interest in the matters

under consideration.

Mr. Coe
flowers.

of

Laconia spoke a good word for the cultivation of

Prof. F.

W. Rane

of the experiment station at

Durham

spoke on the importance of properly preparing fruit or vegetables
for market.

He

also

made some remarks on

the seed question

which while meeting with general favor among his hearers, were
contrary to the claims put forth by professional seed growers. He
said they

had learned that they could not depend on seeds pur-
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chased from outside, and had adopted the plan of saving their own

and vegetables.

seeds, flowers

In

this

way they could keep up a

constant improvement in any desired direction, and be sure of

what they were
W. D. Baker

cultivating.

of Quincy, secretary of the society, said the best

peaches in the world were grown in this

state,

crop of the state was and should be apples.

up about

in native seedlings, such as spring

than in trees purchased from nurseries.

but that the great

He had more
fields

faith

and roadsides,

These seedlings he would

graft with desirable varieties such as were adapted to the location
or the market.

Prof. H. H.

Lamson

of the state experiment station gave an

interesting talk on the fungus diseases of plants, showing,

from

samples gathered near where he stood, the effect of scab on apples

and

briefly outlined

One

such enemies.
to

plum

the

rot.

work done

combating

was

in relation

said this should be treated with

Bordeaux

interesting point brought out

He

;

at the station in

the

mixture, spraying twice before blooming and three times after, at
intervals of ten or twelve days.

Black knot should be cut

off

and

burned.
J.

W. Sanders was

grafting.

another speaker

The Rev. Mr. Good^vin

gardening experience, which

who favored

told an

native trees for

amusing story of

his

the impression that the

weeds
had got ahead of him. F. P. Redfield of Laconia made some entertaining remarks, and suggested the formation of an exchange
of plants and seeds among the people in the vicinity.
He had
left

many

valuable varieties which he wanted to give away to such as
would appreciate them, and he invited all to call at his place.
Brief remarks along the same lines were made by several others,
and the meeting was regarded as being satisfactory beyond expecta-

tions, considering the

unfavorable circumstances.

Fully half of the audience was composed of ladies, but as the
first

one called on for remarks fled into the house, no further

attempts were

Among

made

in that direction.

those present were Joseph F. Smith of Meredith, Wil-

liam Eastman of Sanbornton, Dr. Ward, George F. Mallard, Fred
Keasor, and William C. Marshall of Laconia, Luther Morrison of

Sanbornton, and others.

No

definite
19

arrangements were made, but there was talk of hold
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ing the next exhibit of the society at Durham, where people could
see the
ing.

sion

work

of the station

and inspect the new agricultural build-

This met with general favor on account of the good impres-

made on

the hearers by the

men from

that institution

who

were present.

EIGHTH ANNUAL EXHIBIT AT DURHAM.
October

The

22, 23, 24, 1902.

day was almost entirely devoted to making preparawas quite lai'ge, the exhibit of vegetables especially being one of the finest ever shown at any of the
society's exhibits.
The morning of the second day was largely
occupied in installing the numerous exhibits.
first

tion for the exhibit which

Prof. F. William Rane, at whose invitation the society held the

meeting at Durham, arranged a
third days of the meeting

fine

and much

program for the second and
was due to his

of the success

untiring efforts.

The meetings were held in Thompson hall, and President C C.
Shaw presided in his usual happy manner, and the tact and pleasant way in which the various speakers were introduced added
much to the interest of the occasion.
The first meeting was called to order by President Shaw and
prayer was offered by Rev. David H. Thompson of Raymond.
President Charles S. Murkland of the State college then gave a

most cordial address of welcome to the
the

common

interests in the objects for

tions were working,

growing in

and the yield

many times
known as a

of

He expressed
now bear only

referred to

the belief that
cider

if all

of fruit

the na-

apples were grafted,

marketable apples in the state was increased

over what
fruit

He

and spoke hopefully of the future

this state.

tive apple trees that

society.

which the two organiza-

it

now

is,

the

state

would become so well

growing state that there would be more demand

j

New

Hampshire apples than there now is and that the mar-!
He spoke of the
fruit would never be overrun.
for
choice
ket
importance of common things which may seem small in themselves but are of great value to the business as a whole, and
for

j

thought more attention should be given to the
which the man or his farm or his market was best

specialties
fitted.

for
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President C. C. Shaw, in responding to Dr. Murkland's address,
said that the society felt complimented in having the privilege of

meeting with the college for the second time, having held a

meeting at Durham a few years ago.

some

of the early efforts of

some

of the

field

The speaker referred to
members in hehalf of the

establishment of the State college and the

change of sentiment
and spoke enthusiastically
for the future of horticulture in general and fruit growing in particular.
He acknowledged the valuable assistance which had

which had taken place

in

been given the society at

regard to

its

it,

various

meetings by the professors

connected with the college and closed by again expressing the

The next
who gave an

thanks of the society for the cordial welcome received.
speaker was

W. W. Rawson

of Arlington, Mass.,

and thorough address on market gardening, including some
Being in the business on so extensive a scale, his results and experiences were not all apjlicable
to the small farmers and market gardeners in this section of the
state, yet many hints were thrown out which would apply in all
cases.
A spirited discussion followed in which James M. Hayes
of Dover and H. F. Hall of Durham took leading parts and drew
as well as imparted valuable information along the line of work
presented by the speaker.
able

new

points in the seed business.

Dr. G. M. Twitchell of Augusta, Me., editor of the Maine
Farmer, was called on and gave a brief but very encouraging and
interesting talk on the future of fruit culture and farming in New

England.

The afternoon

session of the

ciety, like that of the

which was a

little

New

Hampshire Horticultural

so-

morning, was most interesting. The weather,

lowery in the morning, doubtless keeping

many

away who would otherwise have attended, cleared away in fine
shape and the audience was much larger than in the forenoon.
The hall was very well filled, there being a goodly number of ladies in the audience.

President

Shaw called the meeting to order and introduced AlDurham as the first speaker of the afternoon. He

bert Demeritt of

spoke very favorably of the grafting of the native trees and gave

some practical results of such grafting by the late Benjamin
Thompson, who made it possible for the college to exist in its
present state.
The Baldwin apple is the only one that can be
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They are tlie best and are known world
known in all of the European markets and if we
as many we should have ten times as many buy-

profitably raised here.

wide.

They

are

raised ten times
ers."

Mr. Demeritt gave some

interesting facts concerning an or-

chard of his own setting in 1876 which

year produced an

this

per tree for 150 trees.

He

urged upon the
Baldwin apple trees, as
there is no fruit so much used so many days in the year by so
many people in so many places as the Baldwin apples.
No
orange grove or any other fruit orchard is more widely known than
If this whole town were set out to Baldwin apples the
the apple.
average of

five barrels

young men the

advisability of setting out

place would be the garden of the world.

At

the close of

Mr. Demeritt's remarks Professor Rane read a

telegram from Hon. N.

J.

Bachelder stating that he could not be

present but would come the next day.

G.

W.

He

Parker of Wilton was the next speaker.

spoke on

the subject of orchard management.

Mr. Parker said that at his home the farmers met and exchanged notes and when he was called to the stage to make a
speech to men that knew more than he did he felt out of place.
"

The

first

thing to consider

is

location in fruit growing.

speak more particularly of peaches, for that
I love to eat the sunshine in a peach.

money which

it

paring to set the trees corn

Prune the

trees well,

is

root

I will

the fruit I raise.

I love the peach for the

Peaches paid for

brings me.

is

my

farm.

In pre-

a good crop to use the year before.

and branch, before

setting.

well after setting and then cultivate and feed well.

Prune

This applies

I repeat, cultivate well, keep the weeds out and
mulch is needed sow oats or peas to plow in the next spring."
In answer to questions as to varieties he said " I raise Elberta, Old
Nixon, Mountain Rose, and Crawford. Elberta is not of so fine a
Get a crop three years in five. Old Nixon
flavor as Crawford.
I set trees 14 by 16
is a sure tree but Elberta is not as hardy.
I plow in spring and
feet. If set closer they need more pruning.
to all fruit trees.

if

a

:

do the rest of the cultivating with the spring-tooth harrow. Prefer
Japanese plums are preferable to

to cultivate clean to the trees.

European

varieties.

Professor

I never saw black rot on Japanese plums."

Rane gave

quite

an interesting talk

ing more peaches in this section.

in favor of rais-
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Alfred N. Clough of Greenland was then introduced and gave
an instructive talk on picking fruit for market. He said that he
believed that the question of picking should be given with the

He

preparing of the stock.

here spoke of the currant industry at

some length, giving his method of growing and picking this fruit.
" Fruit is put up in baskets.
We pick it at three different times.
Speaking of
soon as

it

the

apples,

tree

should begin

cutting off of a branch later.

dropped should be picked up

In picking apples

first,

shaped as

to be

Buds pinched

comes from the nursery.

off

save the

that have

all

then what can be reached from

the ground should be picked, working up toward the top of the
tree.

Care should be taken in picking and in having no inferior

apples going in with the No. 1 apples."

Rane then spoke of the fact that Mr. Clough came to
first came to Durham and he advised him to raise
currants and from his advice he had gone into the business and he
would like to know how many berries he had got from an acre.
Mr. Clough said that he commenced growing currants six years
Professor

him when he

ago and that he had harvested 6,000 quarts from an acre of four-

He

year-old plants.

He

tree form.

raised bush form as the

wind breaks

off the

thought the Fay and Wilder the best varieties.

Professor Powell of Washington spoke in favor of raising currants in

young orchards while growing

as a

means

of

paying for

the use of ground.

Obediah Hadwin, president of Massachusetts Horticultural
was called upon for a few remarks. The

society, being present,

speaker said that his orchard had grown from seed of his

own

That he had budded and planted every

tree

planting in 1840.

The apple

himself.

year round.

the best fruit grown, as

is

Fruit trees need good

are a good crop to

grow

long lived peach trees

if

it is

soil

and

it

lasts

nearly the

cultivation.

in the right location.

Peaches

In order

to

have

better to plant the stones than to reset

the trees.

Mr. Gilbert, jiresident of Maine Horticultural society, was
upon but said that he had but just come in and was unpre-

called

pared to say anything at this time.

He

asked to be excused for

the time being at least.
Prof. C.
scale.

He

M. Weed,

of

the college, then spoke on the

said in part: "Judging

from certain

facts

San Jos^
and con-
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could not reasonably expect to always remain free of

the different insect pests which have thrived to the south of us, as

a few specimens of insects had been discovered in this vicinityAll trees should be inspected before being bought to guard against
introducing any of these

covered in Manchester,
is

The San Juan

pests.
this

state,

scale has been diswhere the experiment station

experimenting on some trees to find some remedy for the

The

plague."

professor emphasized the need of being careful in

buying trees and the importance of a law requiring a

certificate of

inspection on all trees offered for sale in the state.

Professor Powell followed Professor Weed, stating in general
that the best i*emedy for the pest was thorough spi'aying and careful care of trees.

The programme

for the afternoon being exhausted, the meeting

was thrown open for volunteers.
Lucien Thompson spoke favorably of the Baldwin apple, and
of the care to be used in putting apples

up for market.

Trees in

orchards do not do as well as isolated trees around the walls and
beside the road.

Hampton spoke

in a very pleasing and harsome prices which he had received for
some vegetables, interspersing his remarks with some pleasing

Mr. Lamprey

of

monious manner,

telling of

anecdotes.

After some short remarks from others present, the meeting

adjourned

till

evening, and the large audience spent some time in

and vegetables and inspecting some of the
of fruit trees shown by Dr. Lamson.
The evening meeting was held in the hall in the science building,

examining the

fruit

diseased fruit and

wood

for the purpose of getting better facilities for the illustrated lecture.

The
Ayers

The

hall

first

item on the programme was an address by Philip

was

filled to its

of Concord, forestry secretary for protection of

shire forests,
shire."
state is

on " Forestry and

Mr. Ayers
still

receive as

said in part

covered by forests.

much

its
:

Significance to

it is

W.
New HampNew Hamp-

" Thirty-seven per cent, of the

The growth

attention as any other crop.

importance to food, as
in

utmost capacity.

of the forest should

Wood

is

next in

used for fuel, in houses, furniture, and

many ways. The first requisition is the starting of the forest
As to the white pine, it should be started in nursery beds

right.
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The spruce

like other crops.

is

dif-

covered with virgin spruce, which

still

grows on the mountains and on thin soil. The large pulp mill
companies protect the forests to a certain extent, for their plants
are very extensive and when once' estahlished cannot be easily
removed, and they protect their young growth that in a few years
they may cut the same territory over again. The large lumber

He

companies cut clean on the mountain slopes."

now going on

which territory

then spoke of

White Movmtains,
he thought should be protected by legislation, and

the extensive operations

in the

as the state cannot be expected to do all of this work, congress

should be asked to take care of this very interesting tract of tim-

ber land.

Two

distribute seeds

things the people of the state should do

and

trees

;

second, assist in every

way

:

First,

possible to

Mr. Ayers then showed a large
and tree
This lecture was very instructive and of great value to

secure legislative protection*

number

of pictiu'es showing different phases of forestry

growth.

those interested in the preservation of the forests.

The next featui'e of the evening was an illustrated lecture on
Landscape Gardening," by J. Woodward Manning, horticultural
Mr. Manning first read quite a lengthy paper
expert, of Boston.
on " Landscape Gardening, its Ancient Origin and Practice in
"

Cliina

and Japan, and Some

He

Successful Practice."

of the

Many Requirements

spoke of the gardening of

for its

all of

the

foreign countries, from the earliest history to the present time.

and gave a good idea of the
and gardens of all ages.
The third and last day of the New Hampshire Horticultural
Early the visitors were
society dawned bright and pleasant.
astir looking over the college buildings and grounds, being shown

The

illustrations

were very

fine,

architectural design of lawns

the most interesting features of the place by accommodating professors.

On

the arrival of the 8

:

15 train for Madbury some twenty

or twenty-five professors and visitors boarded

it

for a visit to the

under construction, 800 feet of the house
being complete and filled with growing plants loaded with the
most beautiful blossoms, which elicited the admiration of all.
Elliott rose houses, there

Returning from their

visit

to

Madbury they repaired

to

Thomp-

son hall for a continuation of the programme.

The audience

of the

morning was composed

of representative
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and although not

as large in

num-

ber as the day before, the meeting was a valuable one, as those

men

and experience, and the speakers
men who could talk from
experience and give practical and comprehensive talks on subjects
of the greatest importance to New Hampshire farmers.
President Shaw, of the society, called the meeting to order, and
introduced as the first speaker of the meeting Everett S. Whittepresent were

were

all

of ability

progressive and intelligent

more, superintendent of Stonehurst farm, Intervale.

The

subject

Mr. Whittemore's remarks was the " Selection and Cultivation
Mr. Whitteraore is a practical young farmer of
of the Potato."
the state, a native of the potato-growing section, and a graduate
of

of the

New

Hampshire

college.

His remarks were interesting

and timely.
Burton A. Corbett of Colebrook, potato seedsman, was to have
been present and talked on " Why Some Varieties Degenerate,"
but in his absence Dr. H. H. Lamson of the experiment station
gave some practical results of spraying and treating potatoes for
Spraying thoroughly done will be of great service in preblight.
venting blight and rot, but will not entirely prevent it. If poorly
done,

it is

labor wasted.

E. Batchelder of Wilton was the next speaker, who gave an
interesting talk on " Grape Culture and Some Varieties Adapted
J.

New Hampshire."
Mr. Gilbert, president of the Maine Horticultural society, was
introduced, and spoke of horticulture in a general way and alluded
to

to the art of exhibiting to get the best results.

He

also spoke of

the vegetable exhibits, and complimented the society for the ex-

His was one of the most practical
and was listened to with marked attention.
This brought the meeting to chapel time, and the students came
in for this daily exercise, which was conducted by Professor Pettee.
After chapel exercises the meeting again resumed the programme. Mr. Archibald Smith of Boston, manager of the seed
department of James Breck & Sons, was called to the platform,
and spoke on the subject of the " Importance of Good Seeds."
This paper was an exhaustive one of the subject, and of great value
cellent exhibit displayed.

talks of the meeting,

to all

on the

growers of crops.
subject.

Quite an interesting discussion followed

:
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This closed the exercises of the forenoon, and a recess was
taken for dinner.

The afternoon meeting was

called to order at 1 :30 o'clock by-

President Shaw, who introduced Mr. J. T. Harvey of Pittsfield, as
" a man who had set out 9,000 fruit trees and 6,000 small fruits

Mr. Harvey gave a

the past spring."

account of his experience in this

brief but very entertaining

line,

and many valuable points

were gathered by the audience, whose

close attention

he held

throughout his address.

The next speaker was

Prof. F. A.

horticulturist Massachusetts

Waugh

of Amherst, Mass.,

Agricidtural college, whose subject

was " Plum Culture," which was treated

in a very able

manner,

giving results of numerous tests of the various popular varieties of

European plums

The many

as well as the

more recent Japanese plums.

questions that were asked showed that the subject

had been treated

in such a

way

as to create great interest in the

audience.

A

brief talk

lowed Professor

on rose culture, by Mr. Elliott of Madbury,

Waugh 's

address,

fol-

and the beautiful American

Beauty roses which were on exhibition from

his greenhouses

were

conclusive evidence that the methods employed by Mr. Elliott and
his superintendent,

Mr. Robert Miller, were most

successfid.

The next address was by Prof. G. Harold Powell, Washington,
D. C, assistant pomologist United States department of agriculture.
Professor Powell's subject was " The Fruit Industry of the
United States," and the speaker showed that he was thoroughly
familiar with his subject.

One

of the

most interesting and

val-

uable parts of his address was in relation to the experiments being

conducted by the government in investigating the subject of cold

Pane on
work in the West and also at the college, and by Sec. W. D.
Baker on cold storage for fruit at the Pan-American Exposition.
The premiums offered by the society for exhibits of fruit, vegetables, plants, and flowers, were awarded by Mr. O. B. Hadwen,
president of the JMassachusetts Horticultural society, and Mr. Z.
A. Gilbert, president of the Maine Pomological society as expert
judges, and were as follows
The exhibits made by the New Hampshire college and W. W.
Rawson of Arlington, Mass., and also the fruit shown by the Masstorage for fruits, which was supplemented by Professor
similar

sachusetts Agricultural college, were for exhibition only.

;
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PREMIUM LIST DURHAM EXHIBIT,

1902.

APPLES.

Summer Queen, first, F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.
Display o£ Autumn Apples, first, W. D. Baker, Qulncy.
Display of Autumn Apples, second, F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.

Autumn

W.

Strawberry, second,

D. Baker, Qulncy.

Fameuse, first, W. H. Rogers, Quincy.
Fameuse, second, George Simons, Weare.
Gravenstein, first, D. W. Watson, Durham.
Gravenstein, second, C. C. Shaw, Milford.

Maiden's Blush,

first,

F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.

W. Watson, Durham.
Mcintosh Red, first, F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.
Mcintosh Red, second, D. W. Watson, Durham.
Porter, first, F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.
Maiden's Blush, second, D.

Red

Bietighemier,

first,

F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.

Twenty Ounce, first, Charles Bickford, Quincy.
Twenty Ounce, second, D. W. Watson, Durham.
Wealthy,

first,

F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.

Wealthy, second,

Wolf River,
Wolf River,

J.

first,

W.

Sanders, Laconia.

E. H. Wells, Quincy.

second, F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.

General exhibit of winter apples,
second, Geo. Simons,

Baldwin,

first,

Weare

;

first,

third, F. P.

W.

D. Baker, Quincy

Whitehouse, Rochester.

George Simons, Weare.

Baldwin, second, J. T. Harvey.

Ben
Ben

Davis,

first,

George Simons, Weare.

Davis, second, J.

Colvert,

first, J.

Danvers Sweet,

W.

Sanders, Laconia.

P. Wallace, Quincy.
first,

Esopus Spitzenberg,

C. C. Shaw, Milford.
first,

Geo. Simons, Weare.

Esopus Spitzenberg, second,
Fallawater,

first, J.

J.

W.

E. Tibbetts,

Fallawater, second, G. P.

M.

Sanders, Laconia.

Madbury.

Clai'k,

Quincy.

Golden Pippin, first, John A. Paulson, Farmington.
Golden Pippin, second, W. H. Rogers, Quincy.
Golden Russet, first, D. W. Watson, Durham.

^
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Golden Russet, second, Miss H. A. Harris, Quincy.
Granite Beauty, first, George Simons, Weare.
Black Giiliflower, first, J. F. Harvey, Pittsfield.
Black Giiliflower, second, F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.

Hubbardston,

first,

W.

Hubbardston, second,

Hunt
Hunt

Russet,

first,

D. Baker, Quincy.
D. Hooper, Quincy.

J.

F. P. Wbitebouse, Rochester.

W.

Russet, second, J.

Jonathan,
King,

first,

Sanders, Laconia.

C. C. Shaw, Milford.

first,

B. J. Reed.

Rumney.

King, second, John A. Paulson, Farniington.

Mann, first, George Simons, Weare.
Mann, second, J. W. Sanders, Laconia.
Spy,

first,

George Simons, Weare.

Spy, second, J. D. Hooper, Quincy.

Newton

Pippins, first, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
Nodhead, first, W. D. Baker, Quincy.
Nodhead, second, J. B. Reed, Rumney.
Pewaukee, first, W. E. Richardson, Quincy.
Pewaukee, second, G. P. M. Clark, Quincy.
Peck's Pleasant, first, George Simons, Weare.
Pound Sweet, first, George Simons, Weare.

Pound Sweet,

second, F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.

Blue Pearmain,

F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.

first,

Blue Pearmain, second,

Roxbury Russet,

first,

C

W.

C. Shaw, Milford.

D. Baker, Quincy.

Roxbiu'y Russet, second, George Simons, Weare.

W.

R.

I.

Greening,

R.

I.

Greening, second, F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.

Stark,

first,

0.

first,

W.

D. Baker, Quincy.

Draper, Quincy.

Tolman Sweet, first, J. F. Harvey, Pittsfield.
Tolman Sweet, second, George Simons, Weare.
Wagener, first, F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.
Wagener, second, John A. Paulson, Farmington.
BelLflower,

first,

F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.

Bellflower, second, J. E. Hackett, Dover.

Crab Apples,
Red Canada,

first,
first,

W. D.
W. D.

Baker, Quincy.
Baker, Qaincy.

Grimes's Golden, second, F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.
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GRAPES.
Concord,

E. Batchelder, Wilton.

first, J.

Delaware,

first, J.

E. Batchelder Wilton.

Delaware, second, C. C. Shaw, Milford.
Brighton,

Niagara,

first, J.

Pocklington,
Clinton,

first,

E. Batchelder, Wilton.

first, J.

C.

^

E. Batchelder, Wilton.

first, J.

E. Batchelder, Wilton.

c

M
^

C Shaw, Milford.
PEARS.

Beurre Bosc,

first, J.

W. Mooar,

Manchester.

Beurre Bosc, second, L. M. Tuttle, Manchester.
Beurre Clargeau, first, J. W. Mooar, Manchester.
first, D. W. Watson, Durham.
Beurre d'Anjou, second, J. W. Mooar, Manchester.
Duchess, first, J. W. Mooar, Manchester.
Duchess, second, L. M. Tuttle, Manchester.

Beurre d'Anjou,

Howell,

first, J.

Lawrence,

first,

W. Mooar, Manchester.
W. Watson, Durham.

D.

Lawrence, second, F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.
Seckel, first, F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.
Sheldon,

W. Mooar,

first, J.

Manchester.

Sheldon, second, F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.
Goodell,

first, J.

W. Mooar,

Manchester.

Keifer, second, F. P. Whitehouse, Rochester.

VEGETABLES.
General exhihit of vegetahles,

Egyptian Beets,
Eclipse Beets,

first, J.

first, J.

Beets,

Sugar Beets,

Mangel Wurtzel,

W. Watson, Durham.

J. E. Hackett, Dover.

first,

first, J.

E. Hackett, Dover.

E. Hackett, Dover.

Eclipse Beets, second, D.

Edmunds

first, J.

E. Hackett, Dover.

E. Hackett, Dover,

first, J.

E. Hackett, Dover.
E, Hackett, Dover.

All Seasons Cabbage,

first, J.

Red Cabbage,

E. Hackett, Dover.

first, J.

Savoy Cabbage, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.
Savoy Cabbage, second, D. W. Watson, Durham.
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Danvers Carrots, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.
Danvers Carrots, second, D. W. Watson, Durham.
Short Horn Carrots,
Cauliflower,

first, J.

E. Hackett, Dover.

first, J.

E. Hackett, Dover.

W. Watson, Durham.
W. D. Baker, Quincy.
first, W. D. Baker, Quincy.

Cauliflower, second, D.

Cranberries, Cape,

first,

Cranberries, Native,

Concord Sweet Corn, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.
Cory Sweet Corn, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.
Evergreen Sweet Corn, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.

Premo Sweet Corn,
Oats,

first, J.

first, J.

E. Hackett, Dover.

E. Hackett, Dover.

Barley,

fii-st,

J. E. Hackett,

Dover.

Golden

Wax

Beans,

E, Hackett, Dover.

first, J.

Horticultural Beans,

Cranberry Beans,

Pea Beans,

first, J.

first, J.

first, J.

E. Hackett, Dover.

E. Hackett, Dover.

E. Hackett, Dover.

Imp. Y. E. Beans, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.
Cucumbers, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.
Kohl Rabi, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.

Red Onions,
Red Onions,

first, J.

E. Hackett, Dover.

W. Watson, Durham.
Yellow Danvers Onions, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.
Yellow Danvers Onions, second, D. W. Watson, Durham.
second, D.

Hollow Crown Parsnips, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.
Long White Parsnips, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.
Large Dutch Parsnips, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.
Pumpkins, first, D. W. Watson, Durham.
Display of Potatoes,

E. Hackett, Dover.

first, J.

Early Rose Potatoes,

first, J.

E. Hackett, Dover.

Beauty of Hebron Potatoes, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.
New Queen Potatoes, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.
Fillbasket Potatoes,

first, J.

E. Hackett, Dover.

Burbank Seedling Potatoes, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.
Green Mountain Potatoes, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.
Green Mountain Potatoes, second, John E. Paulson, Farmington.
Turban Squashes, second, D. W. Watson, Durham.
Golden Bronze Squashes, first, D. W. Watson, Durham.
White Egg Turnips, first, J. E. Hackett, Dover.
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS.
Display of Carnations,

first,

Display of Roses,

W. H.

first,

Display of Cut Flowers,

C.

first,

Display of Potted Plants,

W. Howe,

Elliott,

Dover.

Madbury.

Robert Paterson, Portsmouth.

first,

Arthur James, Durham.

CANISTED FRUIT, ETC.

Canned
Canned
Canned
Canned
Canned
Canned
Canned
Canned
Canned
Canned
Canned
Canned
Canned
Canned

Peaches,

Mrs. F.

first,

W.

Rane, Durham.

Peaches, second, Mrs. H. F. Hall, Durham.

Plums,

Mrs. H. F. Hall, Durham.

first,

Plums, second, Mrs. F.
Pears,

first,

W. Rane, Durham.

Mrs. H. F. Hall, Durham.

Pears, second, Mrs. Arthur James,

Strawberries,
Blueberries,

first,

Durham.

Mrs. Arthur James, Durham.

first,

Mrs. F.

W.

Rane, Durham.

Blueberries, second, Mrs. H. F. Hall.

Raspberries,

first,

Durham.

Mrs. H. F. Hall, Durham.

Blackberries,

first,

Mrs. H. F. Hall, Durham.

Gooseberries,

first,

Mrs. H. F. Hall, Durham.

Currants,

first,

Mrs. H. F. Hall, Durham.

Currants, second, Mrs. F.

Jar Apple Jelly,

first,

Jar Crab Apple Jelly,
Jar Cucumber Pickles,

W.

Rane, Durham.

Mrs. Arthur James, Durham.
first,

first,

Mrs. F.
Mrs. F.

W. Rane, Durham.
W. Rane, Durham.

Piccalilli, first. Miss Jennie Ham, Durham.
Tomato Catsup, first, Mrs. H. F. Hall, Durham.
Tomato Catsup, second, Mrs. F. W. Rane, Durham.
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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT,
Durham, N.

H.,

November

Hon. George A. Wason, President of

tJie

i,

1902.

Board of

Trustees
Sir,

— In

the

biennial report

herewith presented will be

found detailed statements of the financial condition and transactions of the college, description of the courses of study,
lists of instructors and students, and also transcriptions of the
two annual reports of the Experiment Station, the latter being
reports forwarded to the office of Experiment Stations, Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. These latter
reports, and the financial statements covering the administration of the funds appropriated by the national government
for the use of the college, have been approved by officers designated for that purpose by the Department of Agriculture,
and the Department of the Interior.
During the two years special efibrt has been devoted to
strengthening the department of agricultural instruction and
practice in the college.
The demand for instructors in the

similar departments in other colleges has

us to maintain the high standard for

among

the institutions of

its

made

which

it

difficult for

this college stands

kind throughout the countrv, but

the difficulty has not been insurmountable.

Notwithstanding

numerous changes forced upon us bv the inducements
oflered to our instructors by colleges with many times the
amount of money we have at our disposal, our agricultural
taculty is in the foremost rank in character and ability. And

the

our courses in agriculture are almost exact reproductions of

recommended by the Department of Agriculture at
Washington, and by the American Association of Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations.
those
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should be understood, however, that neither the method

It

is fixed and final.
Old problems are still unsolved, and new questions rise from
day to day.
Perhaps the most persistent perplexity is that involved in
the attempt to adjust the balance between instruction and

nor the substance of agricultural instruction

between instruction

training,

in agricultuial theory

and

train-

ing in agricultural practice.
.

Beyond question

new

atively

demand

the

for teachers, in

this

compar-

educational department, has given the college

courses a certain scholastic character which they would not

have had

if

the actual practice of farming had alone entered

This college,

the consideration.

into

men who wished to teach
same time men who wished to farm.
To satisfy this twofold demand the

had

to train

and

once liberal and

at

technical, having in view the broader requirements of

dents and of the profession of agriculture
agricultural and

at the

college has for several

years maintained a four years' course,

more exclusively

has

the others,

like

agriculture,

less

a

;

two

its

stu-

years' course,

exacting in point of

scholarship, having in view the conditions and the needs of

students intending to engage in farming but for reasons unable
to

pursue the

full

collegiate course

course often weeks, for
instruction in the

;

and

men and women

practice of dairying,

These

latter

short

compact, practical
of any age desiring

cattle-breeding, ele-

management of

mentar}' veterinary practice, and the
crops.

a

courses,

closely

soils

parallel

and

those

which have been so beneficial in other states, notably Wisconwould respectfully recommend that
sin and Michigan.
I
special stress be laid upon these short courses, and that every
available means be used to bring to the attention of the people

tiie

opportunities

tlius afforded.

In the farm department

berculosis

among

sentative of the cattle

ty-two
test.

cattle,

suffered

greatly from tu-

After conference with a repre-

it was decided to kill twencondemned by the tuberculin
presence of the disease was unmis-

commission

they having been

In every case the

takably

we have

the cattle.

shown by post-mortem examination.

Fifteen head

AND THE MECHANIC
of grade and thoroughbred
chased, the selection being

Every

etlbrt

is

ARTS.
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cattle

have been pur-

Durham
made by

being put forth

to

Harry Hayward.
prevent further loss from
Prof.

tuberculosis, or from other contagious or infectious diseases.

The department
in

of mechanic arts, with

its

distinct courses

mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, and chem-

ical

engineering, taxes

its

resources to the utmost in provid-

ing adequate instruction and the requisite apparatus.

The

division of electrical engineering imperatively needs an additional instructor.

The department

of horticulture

is

in

good condition, with

The

the possible exception of the greenhouses.

old green-

house, built with the smallest possible outlay, has been increasingly expensive because of

In

its

present condition

it

is

its

frequent need of repairs.

doubtful

if it

would be wise

to

The newer greenhouse sutlers
somewhat from the shade of the new building. It would be
wise, if the funds could be secured, to build a new and more
modern house south-west of the new agricultural building.
attempt

For

this

The

repair

to

it

again.

purpose $5,000 would be needed.

old creamery building has served

the past, but

it

its

purpose well

in

has never been quite satisfactory, less so than

ever since the creamery and the course in dairying have de-

veloped to their present proportions.

As

soon as possible

a

well designed and well equipped

building should be supplied to meet the pressing demands of
this

department.

The

building provided by the legislature of 1901 is rapapproaching completion. The contract price was $30,000.
This, however, did not provide for the substructure,
idly

for the

new

boiler and pipe line, nor for grading.

necessary to
appropriation.

$15,000

is

appeal

to

the

coming

legislature

It

for

will

be

further

For the purposes thus indicated the sum of

imperatively needed.

The building itself is notably solid and substantial, thoroughly built and equipped, so far as it has been completed,
and admirably adapted to the purposes for which it was provided, namely, instruction in agriculture and horticulture.
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In our present circumstances, wholh- lacking as we do in
accommodations for young women, our student body is almost
exclusively a body of young men.
It is useless to offer young

women
them

the advantages of the college without providing for

suitable

accommodations and proper supervision.

have emphasized this matter

in previous reports.

It

I

does not

seem expedient at this time to ask the legislature to provide
dormitory and the facilities for instruction in domestic
economy, music, and the various handicrafts now open to
women. But this matter should not be lost sight of, and at
the earliest possible moment the necessary facilities above
a

indicated should be secured.

Through

the efforts of the students,

nearly $1,500 has been pledged for a

thought best

to lay

this

mainly, the

gymnasium.

sum
It is

of
not

matter before the legislature until

every other possibilitv has been exhausted.
the necessary amount, about $10,000

may

It

is

hoped that

be secured by pri-

vate subscription.

Respectfully submitted,

CHARLES

S.

MURKLAND,
President.
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TREASURER'S GOVERNMENT REPORT.

Name

of

Institution,

Nkw

Thp:

College

Hajipshire

of

Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.
Post-ojfice,

Durham

State,

;

New

Hampshire.

Report of treasurer of said institution,

to

the

Secretary of

Agriculture and the Secretary of the Interior, of amount received

under act of congress of August 30, 1890,
agriculture
thereof, to

and

the

mechanic

aid of colleges of

in

and of the

arts,

disbursements-

and including June 30, 1901.
Receipts.

Received from the United States government

825,000.00

.

Disbursements.
Disbursed for instruction and
In agriculture, as per schedule

facilities

A

In mechanic arts, as per schedule

:

84,533.57

.

B

In English language, as per schedule

6,030.85

C

3,134.28

.

D

In mathematical science, as per schedule

2,300.20

In natural and physical sciences, as per schedule
In economic science, as per schedule

F

E

2,064.27

.

Total expended during year
I hereby certify that the

6,936.83

825,000.00

above account

is

correct and

true,

and, together with the schedules hereunto attached, truly represents the details of expenditures for the period
tion

and by the

named, and that said expenditures were only

in agriculture, the

mechanic

arts, the

institu-

to instruction

English language, and the
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various branches of mathematical, physical, natural, and eco-

nomic

science, with

inclnstries of life,

ing to

my

best

special reference to their application in the

and

such instruction, accord-

to the facilities for

knowledge and

belief.

(Signed)

Walter M. Parker,
Treasurer.

Schedule A.

— Dishursements
such

for

for facilities

for instruction in Agriadture,

instruction,

during

the

and

year elided

June 30, 1901.
P'or instruction, viz.

I.

For

the

salaries of

:

Professor of Agriculture,

(1)

$1,000; (2) Professor of Agricultural Chemistry, $500; (3)
Instructors in Agriculture,
S2,822.28

For

II.

.

$4,322.28

.

facilities, as

For apparatus,

stock,

follows

:

and materials

For text-books and reference books

.

.

.

.

.

64.16

.

147.13

$4,533.57

Total

Schedule B.
and for

— Disbursements for
facilities

instruction

in

for such instruction,

Mechanic Arts,
during

the

year

ended June 30, 1901.

For

I.

For the

instruction, viz.

:

salaries of (1) Professor of

gineering,

chine

$1,766.65;

Work, $1^000;

work,

$800

;

(4)

Mechanical En-

MaWood-

Instructor in

(2)

(3) Instructor in
Instructor

in

Drawing,

$1,328
II.

For

$4,894.65
facilities, as

follows

:

Apparatus, machinery, stock, and material

.

.

970.85

For text-books and reference books

•

.

165.35

Total

.

$6,030.85

11
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C — Disbursements

Schedule

instruction

for

in

English Lan-

guage^ and for faciJities for such instruction, during the year

ended June 30,

For

I.

For the

instruction, viz.

:

p^nglish

salaries of Instructors in
facilities, as follows

For

II.

WOl.

Language

§2,966.34

.

167.94

:

For text-books and reference books

.

.

§3,134.28

Total

Schedule D.

—

Disbursements

and for facilities for
year ended June 30, 1901.
Science,

For

I.

instruction, viz.

in Mathematical

for instruction

such

instruction,

:

.

§1,700.00

.

.

576.00

.

.

24.20

For the salary of the Professor of Mathematics
For the salary of Instructors in Mathematics

For

II.

facilities, as

during the

follows

:

For text-books and reference books

.

§2,300.20

Total

— Disbursements for

Schedule E.
and for

facilities

instruction in Physical Science,

for such instruction, during the

year

ended June 30, 1901.

For

I.

For

the

instruction, viz.

salaries

§1,442.50

;

of

( 1 )

:

Instructors

(3) Instructor in Chemistry, §625
II.

For

facilities, as follows

For apparatus,

Physics,

stock,

;

.

.

.

§4,067.50

.

.

.

544.90

.

.

190.37

.

§4,802.77

:

and material

For text-books and reference books
Total

in

(2) Professor of Chemistry, §2,000

.

r
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E

Schedule

(2).

— Dishursements for

instruction in

and for facilities for such
year ended June 30, 1901.

instruction^

Science^

For

I.

instruction, viz.

For

facilities, as

the

:

For salaiy of Professor of Entomology and Zoology
For salaries of Instructor in Botany
II.

Natnrcd

during

follows

$1,500.00

.

.

.

480.00

.

.

.

154.06

:

For text-books and reference books

S2, 134.06

Total

—

Disbursements for instruction in Economic SciSchedule F.
ence, and for facilities for such instruction, during the year

ended June 80, 1901.
I.

For

instruction, viz.

:

For Professor of Economic Science and History
II.

For

facilities, as

follows

^2,000.00

.

64.27

:

For text-books and reference books
Total

.

.

.

$2,064.27
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TREASURER'S 'GOVERNMENT REPORT,

iVa??ie

Institution,

of

The New Hampshire College of

Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.

Durham;

Post-office,

Report of treasurer of said
Agriculture

New

State,

Hampshire.
to the Secretary

institution,

and the Secretary of the

Interior,

of amount

of
re-

ceived under act of congress of August 30, 1890, in aid of colleges of agriculture

ments thereof,

to

and the mechanic arts, and of the disburseand including June 30, 1902.
Receipts.

Received from the United States government

.

,

$25,000.00

Disbursements.
Disbursed

for instruction

and

In agriculture, as per schedule

lacilities

A

In mechanic arts, as per schedule

.

.

B

In English language, as per schedule

.

C

:

.

.

6,757.15

.

3,319.39

.

2,006.00

.

In mathematical science, as per schedule D
In natural and physical sciences, as per schedule
.

In economic science, as per schedule

F

$4,648.04

.

.

.

E

6,181.85

.

2,087.57

$25,000.00
I hereby certify that the above account is correct and true, and,
together with the schedules hereunto attached, truly represents
the details of expenditures for the period and by the institution

named, and that said expenditures were only to instruction in
agriculture, the mechanic arts, the English language, and the
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various branches of mathematical,

nomic science, with
industries of

ing to

my

life,

and

and eco-

physical, natural,

reference to their application in the

spe(rial

to the facilities for

best knowledge and

such instruction, accord-

belief.

(Signed)

Waltkk M. Parker,
Treasurer.

— Disbursements for

Schedule A.

instruction in Agriculture,

for facilities for such instruction, during the year ended

and
June

30, 1902.

For

I.

For

instruction, viz.

of

the salaries

$666.64;

(3)

Instructors

(4)

Professor

$500;

Forestry,

Horticulture, $326.66;

in

Dairying,

1,607.27;

For

Agri-

in

of HorticulInstructor

(5)
(6)

Instructors in

Instructor in

(7)

erinary Science, $422.54
II.

Agricultural

of

Professor

$272.50;

and

ture

Professor of Agriculture

(1)

(2)

Chemistry, $500;
culture,

:

.

.

Vet-

.

.

.......

facilities, as

follows

:

For apparatus
For text-books and reference books

.

.

.

B.

— Disbursements for

and for facilities for
June 30, 1902.
I.

For

For the

salaries of

59.60

$900

$1,350;

$650

;

,

Mechanic Arts,

during the year ended

:

(1)

(4)

instruction in

instriiction

Professor of Mechanical

$2,000

Work, $1,000

work,

ing,

sucli

instruction, viz.

Engineering,
chine

292.83

$4,648.04

Total

Schedule

$4,295.61

;

;

(2)

MaWood-

Instructor in

(3) Instructor in
Instructor

in

Drawing,

(5) Instructor in Electrical Engineer-

$5,900.00

AND THE MECHANIC ARTS.
For

II.

follows

facilities, as

15

....

:

Apparatus, stock and materials

For text-books and reference books

.

.

S710.96
146.19

.

$6,757.15

Total

Schedule

C.

— Disbursements

for instruction in Enrjlish Laninstruction, during the

guage^ and for facilities for such
year ended June 30, 1902.

For

I.

instruction, viz.

:

salaries of Instructors in English

For the

For

II.

facilities,

as follows

Language

:

For text-books and reference books

.

.

.

Schedule D.

— Disbursements for

instruction, viz.

in

instruction

and for facilities for such
year ended June 30, 1902.
Science,

For

206,24
$3,319.39

Total

I.

$3,113.15

Mathematical

instruction, during

the

:

For the salary of the Professor of Mathematics
the salary of Instructors in Mathematics

For

.

.

$1,700.00

.

300.00
$2,006.00

Total

—

Disbursements for instruction in Physical Science,
Schedule E.
and fur facilities for such instruction, during the year ended

June 30, 1902.

For

I.

For the

instruction, viz.

salaries of (1

(2)

:

Instructors in Physics,

Professor of Chemistry, $2,000

structors in
II.

)

For

Chemistry, $625.01

facilities, as

follows

.

;

$664

(3)

;

In-

.

.

$3,289.01

:

For apparatus, stock and materials

.

.

.

516.95

For text-books and reference books

.

.

.

178.83

Total

$3,984.79

COLLEGE OP AGRICULTURE
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Schedule E

(2).

— Disbursements

for

instruction

and for facilities. for such
year ended June 30, 1902.
Science,

For

I.

instruction, viz.

in

Botany

salaries of Instructor in

For

II.

the

:

For salary of Professor of Entomology and Zoology

For

Natural

instruction, during

facilities, as follows

.

.

$1,500.00
.

480.00

:

For apparatus, stock and materials

.

.

.

105.68

For text-books and reference books

.

.

.

111.38

$2,197.06

Total

Schedule F.

— Dishur

sen tents

for instruction

and for facilities for such
ended June 30, 1902.
ence,

I.

F/or instruction, viz.

in

:

For Professor of Economic Science and History
II.

For

facilities, as

follows

.

$2,000.00

.

87.57

:

For text-books and reference books
Total

Economic Sci-

instruction, during the year

.

.

$2,087.57

AND THE MECHANIC
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ARTS.

TREASURER'S REPORT.
To

and

the President

Trustees of the Neiv

Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts

Your

treasurer

He

in

treasury Jul}-

Special state appropriation

S225.ll
3,000.00

.

2,500.00
5,000.00

.

Hampsliire bond;

4,800.00

Annual government appropriation
Government appropriation, law of 1890

....

Rents

Hamilton Smith fund
Balance

at College

130.25

1,

119.89

1901

6.68

sales

Dairy, cash sales

7,897.97

701.50

sales

742.43

Horticulture, cash sales

10.00

Bailey prize

Bookstore, sales

535.41

.

899.45

Students' fees

B. R. Estrada

116.73

.

C. R. Morel

United

work
Sundry

76.74

......

States

government

fertilizer

Note account

15,000.00

25,000.00

400.00

.

July

Mechanic Arts, cash

Farm, cash

annual

2,716.50

State appropriation, law of 1895

New

thirty-fifth

:

1900

1,

Income from Conant fund
Annual state appropriation

Interest on

his

ended June 30, 1901.

charges himseli as follows

Halance

submits

respecttiixUy

report, for the year

Hampshire College of

:

co-opei"ative

and water analysis

fees

200.00

428.80
8,550.00

§79,057.46

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
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He

credits himself as follows

port, p. 24.)

1900.

:

(See President's Re-
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1900.

ARTS.
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TREASURERS REPORT,
To

and Trustees of

the President

the

Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts

Your

treasurer

respectfully

report, for the year ended

He

submits his

thirty-sixth

1901

.

.

$13.07

.

.

.

2,577.50

.

.

.

3,000.00

Special state appropriation

.

.

.

7,500.00

in treasury

annual

:

Income from Conant fund
Annual state appropriation

Balance

College of

June 30, 1902.

charges himself as follows

July

New Hampshire

:

1,

Special state appropriation, building fund
(A)

15,000.00

Interest on

New

Hampshire bonds

.

Annual government appropriation
Government appropriation, law of 1890
.

.

Hamilton Smith fund

Balance at college July

Farm, cash

sales

1,

Dairy, cash sales

Bookstore, cash sales
States

1901

.

.

.

.

....
....
.

Horticulture, cash sales

United

25,000.00
86.68

Rents
Interest

4,800.00
15,000.00

.

.

.

.

.

.

400.00
89.33
1,024.67

6,422.82

732.86
1,278.35

government co-operative

work

100.00

Real estate rents

.

.

.

.

Bailey prize

.

Miscellaneous sales

Mechanic Arts,

sales

.

.

.

....

10.00

.

.

.

83.82

.

.

.

.

19.31

.

Sundry

and water analysis

fertilizer

.

.

Forestry, sales

Note account

9.75

1,038.84

Students' fees

fees

3.80

592.50
14,900.00

$99,683.30

AND THE MECHANIC
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ARTS.
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June

2.

2.

Schedule No. 32

"

9.

10.

"

19.

"

23.
27.

.
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ARTS.

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT.
Summary of I'ransadions from June

30, 1900,

to

June 30, 1901.

GROSS RECEIPTS.
Received from Walter

M.

Parker, treasurer

.

.

$79,057.46

GROSS PAYJIENTS.

$23,005.24

Instruction

Experiment Station

15,483.36

.

Stock and material

4,534.19

Miscellaneous payments

Balance unexpended

36,021.60
13.07

.

879,057.46

Charles

S.

Mlrkland,
President.

We

have examined reports, and

find

them correctly

cast

and

properly vouched for.

(Signed)

rosecrans w. pillsbury.
James E. Shepard.
January 13, 1902.

24

O
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REPORT OF THE PURCHASING AGENT.
CiiAKLKS 8. MuKKLANi). President.
Sir

:

111

aceordauce with your reque.st

statement of

receipt.--

and

expenditure.'^ for

I

.submit the tbllowiug

tlie

fiscal

year ending

June 30, 1901.
Respectfully,

Fredkkick C. Keith,
ParchasiiH/ Afjent.

INCOME.

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
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Recapitulation
Experiment

station

— Expenditures.

......

815,483.36

Agricultural and Horticultural departments, Morrill

6,239.99

and miscellaneous

8,411.28

Dairy department

Farm department

1,747.21

Horticultural department

1,584.48

Mechanic Arts department

.

6,915.06

English language department

3,134.28

Mathematical Science department

2,300.20

Chemistry department

3,038.04

.

Natural Science department

.

2,291.67

Physics department

2,415.56

Economic Science department

2,064.27

Modern language department

498.47

Curator's department

922.49

.

Library department

Power and

615.12

service department

6,887.10

Miscellaneous accounts

....

8,752.38

Sundries

5,743.43

Balance

in

treasury

13.07

$79,057.46

AND THE MECHANIC ARTS.

EXPENDITURES.
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ARTS.

EXPENDITURES.— Continued.
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EXPENDITURES.— Continued.
Hatch
fund.

Brought forward
MISCELLANEOUS ACCOUNTS.

$15,483.36

Morrill
fund.

General.

Total.

$25,000.00

$30,605.76

$71,089.12

Continued.
Printing
Real estate purchases
Real estate rents

Smith

sclidlarshiiis
and fees

Tuitiiin

823.32
131.00
103.20

$312.50
187.50

V. Smith paviiients
Sniytli

hunk fund

Smyth

prizes

125.00
15.75
100.00
22.50
228.62
662.45

Students' fees

Traveling e.xpenses
Trustees' expenses

SUNDRIES.
Notes paid with interest
Express paid by treasurer
Treasurer paid for indoi'sement

5,740.42
.16

stamp

.85

Treasurer paid for box for filing
schedules
Excess of receipts over expendi-

2.00

tures

13.07

7,968.34

Total

$15,483.36

$25,000.00

3,574.10

i

$79,057.46

Balance as per Treasurer's Report June 30, 19U1, $13.07.

See page 19.

The above
fiscal

report, covering the financial transactions for the

year ending June 30, 1901,

is

respectfully submitted.

Charles

S.

Muekland,
President.

I
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ARTS.

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT,
Summary

of Transactions from June 30,

1901,,

to

June 30,

1902.
GROSS RECEIPTS.
Received from Walter

M. Parker,

treasurer

.

.

899,683.30

grOss payments.

$23,193.77

Instruction

Experiment Station

.

.

.

Stock and material

.

.

.

.

.

Miscellaneous payments
<

Balance unexpended

<.

'

(

Building fund

^

,

n

15,592.50

3,597.16

47,001.65
10,164.00

,

(Teueral tund

, .i

<

t>

134.22

§99,683.30

Charles

S.

Mi rklaxd,
President.

We

have examined reports, and find them correctly cast and

properly vouched for.

(Signed)

rosecrans w. plllsbury.
James E. Shepard.
October 15, 1902.
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REPORT OF THE PURCHASING AGENT.
Charles
Sir

S.

Mukkland,

President.

In accordance with your request I submit the following

:

statement of receipts and expenditures for

tlie

fiscal

year ending

June 30, 1902.
Respectfully,

E'rederick C. Keith,
Purchasing Agent.

INCOME.
Hatch
fund.

Balance July

1,

Morrill
fund.

$13.07

1902

Income from Conant fund.

fertilizer

$13.07

2,500.00
5,000.00

1897
vSpecial state appropriation.

State appropriation, building fund (^i)
Annual government appropriation

Total.

2,577.50
4.800.00
3,000.00

Interest on state bonds
Annual state appropriation
law
State appropriation,

Sundry

General.

15,000.00

$15,000.00

and water

analyses

15,592.50

592.50

Government appropriation,
law 1890
Real estate committee, L.

July 1, 1901
Note account
Farm cash sales
Creamery, cash sales
Horticulture, cash sales

86.68

400.00
89.33
14,900.00
1,024.67
6,422.82
732.86
1,278.35

,

Book

—

store sales

government co-operative work

U.

25,000.00

825,000.00

Thompson, treasurer
Interest H. Smith fund
Balance on hand at college,

S.

100.00
9.75
1,038.84
10.00
83.82
3.80
19.31

Real estate, rents
Students' fees
Bailey prize
Miscellaneous sales

Mechanic

Arts, sales

Forestry sales

—

59,077.73

Total income for the
year

fiscal

$15,592.50

$25,000.00

$59,090.80

$99,683.30

AND THE MECHANIC ARTS.
Recapitulation
Experiment Station
Anfricultural

,

departments,

miscellaneous

— Expexditcres,
S15,592.50

.

.

35

Morr

11

and
2,108.70

.

Dairy department

7,824.41

Farm department

2,045.20

Horticultural department

Mechanic Arts department

Power and

3,026.13
6,036.50

.

service department

5,186.17

Electrical Engineering department

1,598.69

English language department

3,319.39

Mathematical Science department

2,125.39

Chemistry department

3,404.08

Zoology department

1,804.67

Botany department

513.16

Physical Science department

1,102.43

Economic Science department
Modern language department

2,087.57

Library

....

544.32
283.00

Secretary of faculty

New

75.80

agricultural building

4,836.00

.

Military department

.

133.91

Curator's department

.

583.31

Miscellaneous accounts

Notes paid and

8,082.65
17,071.10

interest

Balance

in treasury, building

Balance

in treasury,

fund

$10,164.00

general funds

134.22

10,298.22

§99,683.30
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EXPENDITURES.
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EXPENDITURES.—

ARTS.

Continued.
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EXPENDITURES.—

Continued.
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EXPENDITURES.—
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ARTS.

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES FROM
BUILDING FUND.

Income.
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PRESIDENT

GOYERNMENT REPORT,

S

The New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the
Mechanic Arts.

Durham, N. H., September
Report of the president

1901.

1,

to the secretary of agriculture

and the

secretary of the interior, as required by act of congress of April

30, l8rJ0j in aid of colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts.

CONDITION AND PROGRESS OF THE INSTITUTION FOR THE YEAR

I.

ENDED JUNE

30, 1901, ESPECIALLY

1.

Changes

2.

Purpose., structural character.,

in coarse or

methods of instruction.

and

cost

of neiv buildings or

additions to buildings.

No

important change

in the

courses or methods of instruction

has been made.

At a

recent session of the legislature an appropriation of thirty

thousand dollars was made for a building devoted

work has

adequate, and
II.
1.

to the uses

This amount

the agriculture and horticulture departments.

of

not

not begun upon the building.

RECEIPTS FOR AND DURING THE YEAR ENDED JuNE 30, 1901.

Balance on hand July
all

indebtedness

1,

1900, over and above

(excluding funded debt,

if

any)
2.

is

State aid
(a)

^225.11
:

Income from endowment granted by

(b) Appropriation for current expenses
(c)

state
.

.

.......

8,000.00

Appropriations for building or for other special
purposes

2,500.00

AND THE MECHANIC ARTS.
Federal aid

:

(a)

Income from land grant, act of July

(b)

For experiment

(c) Additional

Fees and

i6

all

18C2

§4,800.00

March 2, 1887
of August 30, 1890

15,000.00

2,

stations, act of

endowment,

act

other sources

....

25,000.00
23,532.35

879,057.46

Total

EXPENDITURES FOK AND DURING THE YEAR ENDED JUNE

III.

30, 1901.

(Not necessarily a balance sheet as compared with Division II
above.)
1.

Instruction in the subjects specified in section 1,

2.

Instruction in all other subjects, if any, not

August 30, 1890

act of

tioned in question
trative

treasurer's,

(president's,

3.

Experiment Station

.827,041.87
men-

adminis-

;

secretary's,

....
.....

librarian's

vice, fuel, light, etc.)

.

.

of this series

1

expenses

.

salaries,

clerical

ser-

15,483.36

879,044.39

Total

IV.

36,519.16

PROPERTY YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1901.

Value of buildings, 884,016.24; of other equipment, 849,220.
Total number of acres, 343

;

acres under cultivation, 100

used for experiments, 70; value of farm lands, 820,500
of

all

endowment

funds, 842,500.

•lune 30, 1901, 8,800;

V.
1.

Number

acres

of bound volumes,

pamphlets, 5,700.

FACULTY DURING THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1901.

College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts:

Preparatory classes

....
...

College and special classes

Total, counting none twice
2.

;

amount

;

Number

.

of staff of Experiment Station

Males.

6

25

.

.

27

.

.

15
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VI.

STUDENTS DURING THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1901.

......113

Males.

Preparatory classes

....

Collegiate and special classes

Post-graduate courses

Number

.

.126

What

13

of students that pursued courses in agriculture, 46;

8a.

(It

will equal the
2.

1

1

mechanical and electrical engineering, 31
tics,

1

11

.

.

Total, counting none twice
1.

Females.

12

not expected that the

is

sum

;

military tac-

of the

figures

number of students given above.)

degrees and

how many

of each kind were conferred in

1900-01?

On men, 11
On Avomen,
3.

B. S.
2

;

ID.

Sc.

B. S.

What and how many

honorary degrees were conferred

1900-01?
4

M.

Sc.

;

1

Ph.

D

CHARLES

S.

MURKLAND,
President.

September

1,

1901.

in
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ARTS.

PRESIDENTS GOVERNMENT REPORT.

The New Hampshire College

of Agriculture and the
Mechanic Arts.

Durham, N. H., August, 1902.
Report of the president to the secretary of agriculture and the
secretary of

tlie

interior, as required

by act of congress of April

30, 1890, in aid of colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts.

condition and progress of the institution for the year

I.

ENDED JUNE

30, 1902, ESPECIALLY

1.

Changes

2.

Purpose,, structural character,,

additions

to

January

in

course or met]iods of instruction.

and

cost

of new buildings, or

huildings.

1,

1902, Prof. William D.

Gibbs entered upon the

duties of professor of agriculture and director of the

Experiment

Station.

A

course of lectures upon the

Treatment " has been added

"•

Diseases of Animals and their
formerly given in agri-

to the courses

culture.

A building
ing,

and

to cost thirty

ture and horticulture.

For

of thirty thousand dollars
II.
1

.

thousand dollars

will be devoted to the uses of the
this

is

in process of build-

departments of agricul-

purpose a special appropriation

was made by

the legislatiu-e of 1901.

receipts for AND DURING THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1902.
State aid

:

(a) Appropriation for current expenses

purposes

.

.

.......

{h) Appropriation

for

building or other

$8,000.00

special

17,500.00

)
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Federal aid

(a) Income tVom laud grant, act of July 2, 1862

$4,800.00

endowment, act of August 30, 1890
(c) For experiment stations, act of March 2, 1887
Fees and all other sources

15,000.00

(b) Atlditional

....

Total

25,000.00
29,383.80

$99,683.30

EXPENDITURES FOR AND DURING THE YEAR ENDED .TUNE

III.

30, 1902.

(Not necessarily a balance sheet as compared with Division II
above.

....

1.

Instruction in the subjects specified in section 1,

2.

Instruction in

August 30, 1890

act of

all

other subjects,

tioned in question
trative

treasurer's,

(president's,

librarian's

3.

adminis-

clerical ser-

IV.

.......

$89,385.08

PROPERTY YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1902.

Value of buildings, $84,016.24
Total number of acres, 343
used for experiments, 15
all

47,719.71
15,592.50

Experiment Station
Total

of

;

secretary's,

....

salaries,

vice, fuel, light, etc.)

$26,072.87

any, not men-

of this series

1

expenses

if

endowment

;

;

;

of other equipment, $51,167.

acres under cultivation, 100

value of farm lands, $20,500

funds, $42,500.

Number

;

;

acres

amount

of bound volumes,

June 30, 1902, 9,435; pamphlets, 6,500.
V.
1.

li'ACULTY

DURING THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1902.

College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts

:

......19

Males.

Preparatory classes

2.

College and special classes

.

.

Total, counting none twice

.

.

Number

of staff of Elxperiment Station

.

.19
.

16

Males.
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for

completing and furnishing the buildings.

1S93 the college was moved from

its

first

Accordingly

home

at

in

Hanover

Durham,
The general government of the college is vested in a board
The governor of the state and the presof thirteen trustees.
to its present location at

ident of the college are trustees ex officio

college elect one trustee

by the governor of the

;

and

state,

all

;

the alumni of the

other trustees are appointed

with the advice and consent of

the council.

The

college

is

executing the trust reposed in

it

by giving

instruction in the various courses described in this catalogue,

which are included under the prescribed heads of " agriculture " and " the mechanic arts."
The income for the current year is from the following
sources:

From

the federal

the federal land grant of 1S62, $4,800; from

government under the

act of 1SS7, $15,000, to be

applied only for use of the Agricultural Experiment vStation

;

from the same source under the act of 1S90, $25,000; and
from the state, $10,500; and from various other sources,
about $5,000.

At the last session of the legislature the sum of $30,000
was appropriated for the erection and equipment of a new
building for the agricultural and

This building
solid

as

it

is

horticultural departments.

nearly ready for occupancy, and

and substantial, thoroughly
has been completed.

built

is

notably

and equipped,

so far

"
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GENERAL INFORMATION,
The New Hampshire College
claanic Arts
It

Me-

part of the public school system of the state.

its

agricultural, mechanical engineering, electri-

stands, in

cal

of Agriculture and the

is a

engineering, technical chemistry, and general scientific

courses, in the

same

relation to the high schools that the high

grammar

schools stand to the

schools, and that these in turn

stand to the elementary schools.

In other words,

it is

a con-

tinuation of the grades of the public school system of
state,

the

with special reference to the industrial pursuits, and, in

the courses that are provided as described elsewhere in this

catalogue,

aims

it

to

give a practical training that shall

student to deal with the problems of

fit

the

life.

TUITION.

The

tuition fee

is

$60 per year, although numerous scholmany New Hampshire students.

arships give free tuition to

SCHOLARSHIPS.
Thei'e

$40

and

are

twenty-five Conant

tuition,

$60,

—

total,

assigned under the following conditions
1.

They

are to be given to

paying

scholarships, each

These

$100.

are

to

be

:

young men taking an

agricul-

tural course.
2.

ship,
3.

Each town
and JafiVey

in
is

Scholarships

Cheshire county

not

taken

faculty.

entitled to

one scholar-

by students from

county, and those in excess of the

be assigned

is

entitled to two.

to agricultural

Cheshire

number of towns,

are to

students at the discretion of the

;
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Hanover
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of thirteen trustees.
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ident of the college are trustees ex officio
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the alumni of the

college elect one trustee; and

all

by the governor of the

with the advice and consent of

state,

other trustees are appointed

the council.

The

college

is

executing the trust reposed in
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by giving

instruction in the various courses described in this catalogue,

which are included under the prescribed heads of " agriculture " and " the mechanic arts."
The income for the current year is from the following
sources:

From

the federal land grant of 1S62, $4,800; from

the federal government under the act of 1SS7, $15,000, to be

applied only for use of the Agricultural Experiment Station
from the same source under the act of 1S90, $25,000; and
from the state, $10,500; and from various other sources,
about $5,000.

At the last session of the legislature the sum of $30,000
was appropriated for the erection and equipment of a new
building for the agricultural and

This building
solid

as

it

is

horticultural departments.

nearly ready for occupancy, and

and substantial, thoroughly
has been completed.

built

is

notably

and equipped,

so far
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GENERAL INFORMATION,
The New Hampsliire College
chanic Arts
It

stands, in

cal

of Agriculture and the Me-

is a

part of the public school system of the state.

its

agricultural, mechanical engineering, electri-

engineering, technical chemistry, and general scientific

courses, in the same relation to the high schools that the high

schools stand to the

grammar

schools, and that these in turn

stand to the elementary schools.

In other words,

it is

a con-

tinuation of the grades of the public school system of
state,

the

with special reference to the industrial pursuits, and, in

the courses that are provided as described elsewhere in this
catalogue,

it

aims

give a practical training that shall

to

student to deal with the problems of

fit

the

life.

TUITION",

The

tuition fee

is

$60 per

arships give free tuition to

year, although

numerous

many New Hampshire

schol-

students.

SCHOLARSHIPS.

There are twenty-five Conant scholarships, each paying
and tuition, $60, total, $100.
These are to be
assigned under the following conditions

—

$40

:

1.

Thev

are to be given to 3'oung

men

taking an agricul-

tural course.
2.

ship,
3.

Each town
and JaftVey

in
is

Scholarships

Cheshire county

not

taken

facultv.

entitled to

one scholar-

by students from

county, and those in excess of the

be assigned

is

entitled to two.

Cheshire

number of towns,

are to

to agricultural students at the discretion of the

;
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There are twenty-four
each senatorial

district.

Senatorial

$60.

senatorial

scholarships,

Each scholarship

scholarships not

filled

is

to

— one

pay

for

tuition,

can be assigned to

students from other localities at the discretion of the facult}'

they are open to students

in all courses.

Early application should be made for

They

will be reserved for those respective

until i\ugust

I

wise assigned

the-se

scholarships.

towns and

of each year, after which they

districts

mav be

other-

for the vear.

These scholarships are given

for the

purpose of aiding

who

deserving students, and will be withdrawn from those
use tobacco or intoxicating liquors, or
deserving.

Janitorships,

work on

show themselves not

the farm, etc., also fur-

nish assistance to a considerable extent.

Througli the generosity of the

Durham,

the

sum

late

Mr. Hamilton vSmith, of

of $10,000 has been given to the college to

Smith scholarships.
" The income thus accruing to the college shall be given
to the graduate of an approved high school or academy who
shall, upon examination, be judged to have the most thorough
preparation for admission to the college; provided^
That this income shall be paid to the student to whom it
is awarded, in eight semi-annual payments, at the time appointed for the payment of term bills and,
" That if the student receiving this scholarship shall at any
time prove un worth}', in the judgment of the facultv, bv reaestablish the Valentine

••'

;

son of defective scholarship or charactei", he shall

forfeit

his

claim to the student most deserving; and,

" Th;it
to be a

if

the student receiving this schohirship shall cease

member

of the college, the income from this fund, for

the unexpired term, shall be

deserving,

in

awarded

to the student

most

character and scholarsliip."

These scholarships, yielding $500 each, became available
applying for examination in 1S9S, and to one student

to those
in

each succeeding class.

Competitive examinations for
at

the

this scholarship will

be held

college at the time of the entrance examinations in

September, and

at

no other time.
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— Through the generosity of the

late

ex-Governor Frederick Smyth, the following prizes have been
offered

two

:

to the

prizes,

members of

the senior

and junior

classes,

one of twenty dollars and the other often,

for the

on subjects connected with agriculture or the mechanic arts also three prizes, one of twenty, one of fifteen,
and one of ten dollars, for excellence in oratory. To the
members of the sophomore and freshman classes, two prizes
for reading, one of fifteen and one of ten dollars.
Since the
death of ex-Governor Smvth the prizes have been continued
by Mrs. Marion C. Smyth.
best essays

;

II.

Bailey Prize.

and E. A.

— Dr.

C. H. Bailev, of Gardner, Mass.,

Baile\-, B. S., of

Keene, N. H.,

offer a

prize of

ten dollars for proficiency in chemistry.

—

III.
Erskine Alason Memorial Prize. Airs. Erskine
Mason, of Stan^ford, Conn., has invested one hundred dollars
as a memorial of her son, a member of the class of 1S93, the
income of which is to be given, for the present, to that mem-

ber of the senior class

ment during

who

has

made

the greatest improve-

his course.

ESTIMATE ox EXPENSES.

Tuition

Text-books
Fees*

Room

......
......
......
.....

Free

rent, including fuel

Board, $3 to $3.50 per w-eek, for thirtyfiveweeks

105.00

to

122.50
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Rooms may
Most of

be obtained either furnished or unfurnished.

rooms

the

are in suites, and are in buildings provided

with heating apparatus and bath-rooms.
college has no rooms for students.
For further information, address New Hampshire College,
Durham, New Hampshire.

The

COURSES FOR WOMEN.

Women
down

attending the college

in the

for all students.

and

in the

The

any course

elect

laid

They may omit manual

labor on the farm

shop, and substitute other studies.

general

course, with

pared for women, and
be

may

curriculum, subject to the conditions prescribed

arranged

in

is

its

electives,

planned

so

languages,

literatuie,

is

specially pre-

special courses

tiiat

history,

may

philosophy,

drawing, biology, and manual training.

The

courses in agriculture and chemistry atibrd opportuni-

ties for the

study of the natural sciences, and the engineering

courses offer

exceptional

advantages

in

mathematics and

physics.

POST-GRADUATE STUDY.

The

college offers opportunities for post-graduate study in

agriculture, biology, chemiistry, and engineering.

After the satisfactory completion of an appropriate

amount

of post-graduate work, advanced degrees will be given.

SPECIAL STUDENTS.

Any

person of mature years

student, by vote of the faculty,

may be admitted
upon presenting

as a special
satisfactory

evidence of ability to complete the desired course of study.

ATTENDANCE.
All

regular students

are

required to attend chapel

rhetorical exercises, and to register for the required

of exercises per

tend military

week

drill.

;

all

and

number

male students are required

to at-
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BILLS.

Tuition and fees are payable in advance,
stallments: one on the

on the

first

dav of the

first

in

two equal

in-

term, and the other

fall

day of the winter term, of each year.

ELECTION OF STUDIES.
Every student must, on the Satuiday before the

each

last in

term, notify in writing the secretarv of the facultv of his elec-

Any

tions for the term following.

student who, having

make

his elections, desires to change, shall

made

application to the

facultv in writing, with a statement in full of his reasons.

Any

student

who

fails to

fore the date mentioned,

fill

out his elective slip on or be-

must pav

a fine of

one dollar before

he can be registered for the studies of the next term, unless

he has previouslv obtained from the secretarv of the facultv a
written excuse for delav.

Xo

student shall be registered in anv class until he has

completed three fourths of the woH-c of the preceding year,
and all the work required up to the beginning of that year.

SUNDAY SERVICES.

On Sunday

the college chapel exercises are held at five

o'clock in the afternoon.

At

this

vesper service the president

of the college usually gives a talk upon some topic of vital
interest to the higher life of the student

Although the onU' church
gational,

is

it

in

attended by citizens of

sectarian lines are never drawn.

and with
ings,

its

regular services,

bodv.

Durham

its

It

is

is

all

nominallv Congi'e-

denominations, and

convenientlv situated,

Sundav-school, praver-meet-

and joung people's meetings,

it

offers

ample opportu-

nity for religious observance.

SITUATION AND RAILROAD CONNECTIONS.

Durham

Western division of the Boston
from Boston, and about
midway between Rockingham Junction and the city of Dover,

& Maine
being

five

is

situated on the

railroad, sixtv-two miles

miles from the latter place.
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BUILDINGS.

THOMPSON' HALL.

Thompson
of 128

feet,

Hall, the main

college building, has a

length

exclusive of a porte-cocJiere 40 feet long, and a

width of 93 feet in the widest part. It is built of granite and
brick, and has three stories besides the basement.

The basement

for controlling the heating
soil

room

contains an armorv, a locker

for ath-

purposes, a shower-bath, a blower-room, with apparatus

letic

and ventilation of the building, a

physics laborator}', a lavatory, and looms used for storage.

One

half of the

first

floor

is

devoted

to the library,

which

is

provided with a large, well-lighted reading-room for papers

and magazines, a reference room for special work, a librarian's room, a delivery-room, and shelf space for fifty thousand

The remainder

volumes.

rooms

recitation

room

On

for

the second floor are
laboratories,

for biology,

losophv, and

On

floor

first

is

used for offices,
a w^aiting

won)en.

zoological

rooms

of the

mathematics and history, and

for

more

the

offices,

botanical

the

drafting-room,

and

and

recitation

mechanical engineering, agricidture, phi-

modern languages.

the third floor

is

the large hall used as an auditorium,

two Hterary society rooms, and the bell-bov's room.
The building is lighted by gas and electricitv, and provided
with the most approved system of lieating and ventilation.

CONAXT

JIAI.L.

[Chemical and Phvsical Laboratories.]

Conant Hall contains

tiie

ing.

It

is

a

substantial

and lecture rooms

lal)oratorics

for instruction in chemistry, plivsics,

and

electrical engineer-

brick buihiing, 92

three stories high, including the basement.

x 70 feet, and
It

is

heated bv
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by gas and

electricity,

Water,
and
blast are supplied through pipes wherever needed, and the
lecture rooms in addition have switches controlling both dynamo and battery currents, and arragements for stereopticon

and provided with

a

system of thorough ventilation.

gas, high pressure steam,

hydrogen, ox\gen, vacuum

illustration.

The basement

contains

a

small workshop, the batterv,

photometer, photographic, and comparator rooms, a clock

room protected bv double walls against changes

in temperaroom, and a water and gas laboratory provided
with the necessary fixtures and appliances.
The first floor, with the exception of one room, is occupied

ature, an acid

by the physics department.
It contains the mineralogical
laboratory, which is provided with tile-covered desks and
other facilities for blowpipe analysis; the junior physical
laboratory
an apparatus room
a reading and reference
an
i-oom for physical and electrical books and periodicals
electrical laboratory, from the neighborhood of which masses
of iron have been excluded, so that magnetic measureiuents
can be made with a good degree of accuracy and the physical lecture room, which is provided with all necessary con;

;

;

;

For optical experiments, the
room can be darkened bv means of special window-shutters,

veniences, as before mentioned.

operated from one of the lecture desks.
A stone pier between the two desks makes it possible to use delicate instru-

ments.

The second
department.

floor

It

is

given up

entirels'

to

a qualitative laboratorv, a private laboratory, a

polariscopic and spectroscopic work, a lecture

with

and

facilities as

a

room

the

chemical

contains storerooms, an organic laboratory,

dark room

for

room provided

before described, a quantitative laboratory^

for the delicate

chemical balances and most im-

portant reference works.

The

laboratories are fitted up with the most modern accesand with special reference to the kiml of work to he
performed in each.
sories,

5
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SHOPS.

These have been built in order to provide facilities for
working of wood and metals. The buildings are constructed on the " slow-burning" principle, with
The rooms
thick walls, and heavy, continuous plank floors.
are all well lighted and well ventilated.
The main building is 42 x io6 feet, and two stories high,
The basement is used as an
with a basement 31 x 42 feet.
The largest room on the first
engine room and laboratory.
floor is the machine shop, where there is opportunity for
practice in the operation of working metals b}' cutting tools,
On this floor a
both by hand work and by machinery.
The second floor is mainly occupied by
lavatory is provided.
a wood shop, iri which the common branches of carpentr}',
joinery, and pattern making are taught.
Practice is given in
the use of carpenters' tools, and in the care and operation of
the machines of most general use in wood-working.
Joined to the main shop building and on a level with its
basement is a one-story building, 40 x 100 feet, containing
the boiler room, repair shop, forge shop, and foundry.
There are four boilers, aggregating two hundred and forty
horse-power, which furnish steam to all the college buildings,
A brick chimney
wherever needed for heating or power.
ninet3'-five feet high cairies away the waste gases from the
instruction in the

furnaces.

In the forge shop instruction

tempering, and riveting, and

is

in

given
t!ie

in

f"urging,

taught to mold and cast from the various patterns

wood

welding,

foundry the student

made

is

in the

shop.

NESMITH HALL.
Nesmith Hall,

a brick building

two

used for the work of the Agricultural

stories

in

height,

is

Experiment Station.
It contains offices and working rooms, a reference library, and
chemical, entomological, bacteriological, and microscopical
laboratories.
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DAIRY.

The

dairy building

structure of one and

a woodeji

is

half stories, with basement.

It

one

contains six rooms equipped

manual training in milk testing, milk and cream pasteurcream ripening, butter-making, and the care and management of dairv machinery.
for

izing,

The

first

floor is used for receiving milk

On

arators.

this floor

is

the laboratory for milk testing.

ripening vats,

and

for the

also the office of the instructor

The basement

churns, and refrigerators,

sep-

and

contains the

together with the

engine.

BAKNS.

The
which

cattle
is

basement.

barn

wooden structure, the main portion of
two stories in height, with a large

feet,

L 40 x 100 feet, with a baseThis barn is a model structure,
an expense of about ten thousand dollars.
It has
It

has a one storv

ment under two
erected at

a

is

50 X 100

thirds of

it.

head of cattle, which are
There are the necessary divisions for storage of hay, grain, and seeds, and rooms for milk,
scales, ensilage cutter, and repair shop.
In addition there is
There are two silos,
a cold storage room and a feed room.
each having a capacity of about one hundred and twenty-five

accommodations

for about sixty

provided with sanitary

stalls.

tons.

A

second barn

storing hay and

is

used by the agricultural department for

implements, and

stabling

the department

horses.

A third barn, about 30 x 60 feet, is used at present for
keeping the horses and implements employed by the horticultural

department.

GREENHOUSES.

The

college has

span and 2^ x 100
tions into

two greenhouses.
feet in

dimensions.

three compartments, each

The main house
It is

is

even

divided bv parti-

of which

is

piped for

steam and has special arrangements for controlling the temperature, so that the

rooms are well adapted

tion with different kinds of plants.

for

experimenta-

The second house

is

25 x 45
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and is utilized for growing various kinds of foliage
and flowering plants, especially those used for outdoor decorations in summer. The first house mentioned is mainly used
In the fall one division is
in winter for forcing vegetables.
given over to chrysanthemums, and sometimes violets and
feet,

carnations are

grown here throughout

The houses

the winter.

This
and

are both accessible from a good sized potting house.
also contains an office

and

tools;

at

one end

and room
is

a

for seed-boxes,

room devoted

to

scales,

photography.

LABORATORIES AND EQUIPMENT.
AGRONOMY'.
This department
seeds, a

is

provided with

number of

large

a collection of plants

lantern-slide

illustrations,

and

grass

The soil physics
and other illustrative material.
with balances, a soil compacting
is equipped
machine, apparatus for determining the specific gravitv and
The college farm is
the water holding capacity of soils.
equipped with a variety of farm implements and machinery,
including cultivators, plows, wagons, planters, rollers, and
The farm with its 300 acres has a variety of soils,
harvesters.
charts,

laboratory

and

offers excellent opportunities for practical

demonstrations

of the principles of this science.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY.
Tile college barns, live stock and dairy are
the

work

in

animal husbandry.

representative

of the

cattle

Guernseys, Jerseys,
the proposed
live-stock

new

room

The

lierd

following

Holsteins,

will

be

breeds

utilized for

composed of
:

Avrshires,

Durhams, and grades.

agricultural building

brought before the class

all
is

it

is

provided where animals

for inspection

In

expected that a

may be

and criticism.

HORTICULTURE.

The greenhouses,
for

orchards, and grounds offer opportunities

demonstrating the theories advocated

Manv

in the lecture

varieties of different kinds of fruits are to be

room.

found

in
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the orchards.

The

bearing.

eties yielded
ries,

These are young, but some are coming uito
past year the plum orchard of some sixty variheavy crop.

a

and small

fruits are all

Many

Station.
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Grapes, peaches, apples, cher-

being grown

much

given to methods of culture and varieties.
fruits,

shrubs, and floricultural plants

collection of Vilmorin charts

A collection of lantern
ture

is

is

is

owned

Experiment

at the

vegetables are raised, and

attention

A

practiced.

b}-

slides illustrating the

is

Propagation of
fine

this

department.

work

in horticul-

continually being enlarged.

COLLEGE FOREST.

A

beautiful tiact of

by the

college.

It is

sixt\-

acres of old forest growth

tional opportunities for studying forestry.

Durham

is

owned

located close at hand, and offers excep-

The country about

New England,
sowing of seeds, and general

presents forestry conditions typical of

and the transplanting of
questions of forestry

trees,

management may here be

studied in

Nature's laboratorv.

Through

the courtesy of leading manufacturers of dairy

and creamery appliances all available space is filled with
various forms of cream separators, milk coolers, churns, and
other appliances.
Reid's latest pasteurizer, and the Disbrow
combined churn and worker, the only machines of the kind
in New Hampshire,
have also been secured for the benefit
of dairy students.
The most approved appliances for milk
testing form a part of the regular equipment.
Steam is supplied by the large boilers at the power-house, and a new
twelve horse-power engine adds to the efliciency of the de-

—

partment.

milk

is

—

In addition to the product of the college herd

received from about twenty-five farms in

vicinity.

Through

this

Durham and

arrangement the college

is

able to

furnish plenty of milk for practice work, and to provide for
a most thorough

managfement.

and practical training

in dairy

and creamery
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MECHANICAL ENGINKERING.
The basement and

westerly rooms of the main shop build-

ing are used as engine room and mechanical laboratories, and

power

contain the forty horse-power engine which furnishes

shops and electric lighting of the college buildings

for the

engine;

shaft-governor, slide-valve

pump; and

the large

water under

a

a

direct

compound duplex pump which

head of

fifteen feet

;

a

steam

acting

receives

through an eight-inch pipe

from a reservoir one half mile distant, and forces it through
underground mains to the various hydrants and buildings, or
through nozzles for measurements during tests. This pump,
with

its

long supply pipe, a ten-inch stand-pipe, and a 6,000-

gallon stand-pipe, furnish apparatus for an extensive series of

hydraulic experiments.

It

is

and other necessary equipment

Among

fitted

for

with indicator motions

complete duty

tests.

50,000-pound Olsen machine
with the necessary tools and measuring instruments for tension, compression, and transverse tests; a 2,000-pound wire
machine an indicator tester a marine gas engine a Westother apparatus

;

;

pump

inghouse air-brake
a

surface

a

is

;

steam and gas engine indicators

;

;

condenser with a capacity of 3,000 pounds of

steam per hour,

with a

fitted

5^^

x S x 7

air

pump; and

the

usual supply of scales, gauges, thermometers, and small ap-

The three sectional boilers, and the one hundred horsepower horizontal return tubular boiler, with the 95-foot brick
stack are used for boiler tests and flue gas analysis by means
paratus.

of an Orsat gas apparatus, a pyrometer, and thermometers

reading to 1,000 F.

The

ventilating fans and engines of the

various buildings, as well as the

and

in

Opportunity

is

given for the

machine or engine, but
tion and operation.
In

addition to

excursions are

when
to

new engines

the electrical laboratory,

the

made

to

instruction
to

creamery
testing.

not only to test the

familiar with

given in the

power

its

construc-

laborator\-,

and
made, thus enabling the student

various outside

practicable, tests are

become

student

become

at the

are available for

plants,

familiar with various types of engineering practice.
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SHOP.

This occupies the larger puul of the second story of the
It is supplied with benches and the necesmain building.
sary tools to accommodate twenty students at one time.
Other equipment consists of a circular saw, board planer,
buzz-planer, jig-saw, speed-lathes,

a

large

pattern

maker's

molding and boring attachments.
A stock and
pattern room on the same floor provides storage for lumber,
patterns and unfinished work.
The course in woodwork
consists of practice in carpentry, joinery, cabinet-making and
Much of the advanced work consists of making apturning.
paratus and cabinets for use about the college.
Following
lathe with

this

work

the coinse in

is

being given

to

pattern-making, special attention

methods of design.

MACHINE SHOP.

The equipment

is

as follows: seven engine

lathes,

a

inch X 6-foot speed-lathe, built by students; a vertical

14-

drill,

by students; a 30-inch Flather planer; a uni\ersal millmachine with gear-cutting and spiral attachments;
shaper; power hack saw; twelve benches with vises; and a

built

ing

large

number

of small tools, including micrometer, calipers,

and gauges necessary for accurate work.
The lathes in the
wood shop were built here, and several more are in process
of construction.

FORGE SHOP.
This contains thirteen Sturtevant down-draft forges with
anvils and necessary tools.

The

blast

to

the forges

is

fur-

nished by a No. 4 blower, and tlie smoke carried awav by a
60-inch exhauster.
These are diiven by a 3 x 5 vertical
engine.

The

student

is

taught the principles of forging,

welding, and tempering of iron and steel.
Special attention
is given to accuracy of dimensions as well as of shape and
finish.
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FOUNDRV.

The foundry
flasks,

tools.

tion with the course in

and

casts

shop.
are

a furnace, molding benches,
Foundry work is taken in connecpattern-making, and the student molds

supplied with

is

and bench

from the patterns he has constructed

Castings are

made on "

test

made

and

in iron, brass,

the

in

alloy,

wood

and

tests

bars " of each.

PHYSICS AND ELECTRICITY.

The

physical laboratory

is

equipped with

of the usual apparatus for laboratory
illustration, to

which

chased or made
In the junior

apparatus

for

in

will

a

good collection

work and

lecture

room

be continual!}- added pieces pur-

the college shop.

laboratory of physics there has been added

studying absorption phenomena and the com-

parison of spectra of films, liquids, metals, etc.

;

for

ing the angles of crystals and indices of refraction
fying the laws of refraction and total

;

measurfor yeri-

leflection of light;

for

determining the moment of inertia of xaiious forms of speciinens.

In

electricit\-

and

magnetism,

the

equipment

instrimients of high precision and of the

latest

includes

forms, such

magnetometer for studying the intensity of the earth's
magnetism
a universal tangent gahanometer capable of
assuming a variety of forms and measuring currents from a
small fraction of an ampere to one hundred amperes; a high
grade four-spool Thomson reflecting gahanometer; a Ryan
electrometer for tracing pressure and current waves; a standard ballistic galvanometer; an Ayrton & Perry's variable
as: a

;

standard of self-induction, as well as others of less accuracy

elementary work
a complete photometer equipment for
comparing incandescent and arc lamps, and the distribution
of light from the latter for botli open and inclosed arcs a

for

;

;

small

low-potential

alternator belted

testing

to a

unit,

consisting

direct current

of a universal

motor, and capable of

adjustment to be driven from either the direct or alternating
side a low-potential transformer, either side arranged to be
;
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-connected to the universal alternator or to the secondary of
the transformer on the li<2^hting system;
illustrating the various

methods of

bank of lamps for
from mains for

a

distributing-

lighting systems, or artbrding loads in obtaining characteristics, efficiencies, etc.

;

and standard forms of voltmeters and

ammeters.

For more stricth* electrical engineering work, the department has the five-hundred-light alternator used in lighting
the college buildings, a direct current '' exciter " chnamo, all
apparatus of a complete

the

fifty-five-light

Edison

isolated

and incandescent lamps, and stand-

electric lighting plant, arc

ard forms of voltmeter, ammeter, and transformer.

dynamo

In the

laboratory, a Westinghouse junic)r engine

has been installed.

It is

capable of developing about twenty-

three-brake horse-power undei' one lunidred pounds steam

This engine, being on

pressure.

of steam

line

pipe,

is

expected

practically independent

a

regulation of the main line shaft to

from which power
to

A

is

maintain good

to

which

it

speed

belted,

is

and

delivered to countershafts, and thence

dvnamos and workshops of the department.
wood and metal working tools, and a 14-inch,

the various

of

set

bed Flather engine

S-foot

have been purchased for

with complete

lathe,

attachments,

this shop.

CHEMISTRY.

The

several chemical

latest

Each

forms of apparatus required for

work.

Besides

all

modern

laboratories are

commodious, and well equipped.

is

its

in

design,

supplied with

tiie

particular kind of

necessary glass and porcelain ware, this

includes water baths, drying ovens, combustion, muffle and

assay furnaces, platinum dishes and crucibles, polari scope,
spectroscope, balances, lantern, and other lecture appliances,
etc.

ZOOLOGY.

The

zoological laboratory

microscopes, dissecting
collections.

the birds of

The

New

latter

is

tools,

well

supplied with aquaria,

charts,

reference books, and

include a representative display of

Hampshire, and

a very large

collection of
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the

insects

New

of the

arranged

state

tables have recently been

in

added

glass covered boxes.
to

the

eqnipmcnt of

this laboratory.

BOTANY.

The

botanical laboratory

is

supplied witli a good

herba-

rium, microscopes, and the other necessary appliances.

SURVEYING.

The surveying

instruments are sutficient in number and of

the most approved pattern.

DRAWING.
For free-hand model-drawing and for mathematical drawis a good supply of geometric models; and for freehand industrial drawing the nucleus of a good collection
ing there

consisting of geometric vase forms, plaster casts

exists,

of

ornament, details of human form, antique sculpture,

historic

well as vases and common objects.
The models for
machine-drawing are few, but the various machines of other
departments are available for this work.
There is the beginning of a good working library.
as

MUSEUM.
Tlie

museum had

the state

for a nucleus the collections

geological survev.

made from

various sources.

To

this

made during

additions have been

Man}' specimens are being

col-

lected to illustrate zoology, especially entomology.

LIBRARY.

The

library of the

bound volumes and
part of these are

working

six

college consists of about ten thousand

thousand pamphlets.

A

considerable

new and expensive books, making good

libraries for the diflerent

departments of instruction,

including economic science and English and American

liter-

ature.

Students

also

have the free use of the

Durham

public

library of about seven thousand well selected volumes.

The

college supports a reading-room, which

plied with the leading

American and foreign

is

well sup-

periodicals.
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ARTS.

FOUR YEARS COURSES.
AGRICULTURAL COURSE.
This course

is

arranged especially for the general educa-

and scientific training of students to fit them in various
economic branches, such as agronomy, animal husbandry,
biology, agricultural chemistry, entomology, forestry, horticulture, veterinary science, etc.
Graduates are supposed to
be qualified to take positions such as farm superintendents,
foremen, stock raisers, dairy farmers, creamery managers,
dairymen, superintendents of estates, parks or cemeteries,
fruit growers, gardeners, florists, nurservmen, landscape gardeners, foresters, poultrymen, ranchmen, etc.
It is expected that these same men will be equally prepared,
depending upon individual tastes, to take positions as teachers and assistants in colleges and experiment stations.
The aim is to give a broad general foundation of pure and
Laboratory methods are used in connection
applied science.
with lecture and recitation work.
Seminary courses are also
given, especially for seniors and advanced students.
tion

BIOLOGICAL DIVISION OF THE AGRICULTURAL COURSE.

The

biological division of the agricultural

the benefit

of those students

study of some

who

desire to

phase of natural histoiy.

It

positions as teachers of botany and geologv in

and colleges, entomologists

for

inspectors of nursery grounds, etc.
the student

pursues the

course

make

experiment

During the

a

is

for

special

leads to

such

high schools
stations,
first

state

two years

regular studies of the agricultural

course, but in his junior year he begins to specialize in bot-

any and zoology, a considerable proportion of his time during
the rest of his course being given to these subjects.

;
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CHEMICAL DIVISION OF THE AGRICULTURAL COURSE.

The work

of this division

thorough grounding

especially intended to give a

is

in the principles of

chemistry as applied

and agricultural chemical anah'ses, and to train
the student thoroughly- in all kinds of manipulation required

to agriculture

of the chemist in experiment stations, large dairy establish-

ments, fertilizer works,
Instruction

laboratory,

is

etc.

mainly by personal supervision in the

given

accompanied by

lectures,

themes,

recitations

and, as in the course in technical chemistry, the studies are

arranged

to

meet

t!ie

needs of the individual.

ing to take this course will elect, with the

Students wishadvice

of the

week of chemical work
during the junior year, and eight hours per week during the
senior year.
Two 3-ears of German will be required, and
French is recommended to be taken by students intending to
instructors in charge, seven hours per

enter the division.

COURSE

IN

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.

Mechanical engineering
struction, care,

is concerned with the design, conand operation of machinery.

The special studies are mathematical, including a large
amount of drawing; technical, pertaining directly to the professional work of the engineer; and general.
The study of the scientific principles underlying the work
:

accompanied throughout the course by
and scientific research, by training in the use of tools for working wood and
metals, and by experimental tests and demonstrations in the
mechanical, chemical, and physical laboratories.

of the engineer

is

actual practice in

mechanical operations

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING COURSE.

The electrical engineering course is intended to meet the
demands of a young man fitting himself for practical and professional engineering, in connection with the various applications of electricity.
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of lectures, recitations, and laboratory work, the

subjects of the course are brought to the attention of the stu-

dent in such a manner as

emphasize not only the present

to

needs of the practician and engineer, but to give him the

groundwork

him to grasp and understand the
number of problems that require solu-

that will enable

constantly increasing
tion.

The

instruction aims to impart a complete practical and

knowledge of the best modern types of electrical
machines and appliances, and the methods of designing,
building, and operating them.
The rapid progress in recent years in applying electricity

theoretical

to

commercial uses, renders

difficult, if

it

one wnthout a technical education
intrusted with

its

more responsible

COURSE
This course

is

to

not impossible,, for

gain prominence and be

positions.

TECHNICAL CHEMISTRY.

IX

intended

to

for the career of a professional

fit

chemist or chemical engineer, and to give a good foundation

and independent chemical research.
is imparted by lectures, recitations, and a large
amount of carefully supervised laboratory work. The laboratory course is largely an individual one, and the work of each
student is conducted with reference not only to the particular

for original

Instruction

object he may have in view, but also to the acquirement of a
broad knowledge of chemical science. The student is given
a thorough training in German and French, to enable him to

read with ease the chemical literature;
in

a

thorough grounding

mathematics, necessary for advanced theoretical chemistry

or

chemical engineering; a

somewhat

special

engineering work, both

and

thorough imdergraduate training

limited

amount of

mechanical and electrical;

in theoretical and
encouraged to develop the power
of solving chemical problems by independent thought through
the aid of the reference works and chemical periodicals which

a

He

applied chemistry.

the library contains.
ries afibrd

unusual

is

The

large and well furnished laborato-

facilities for

chemical work.
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GENERAL COURSE.
The

general course in

response to the

made

for

women.

It

until in its present

was established
should

provisions

by an extensive scheme of

form

upon

original form

that special

in

be

has been broadened and improved by

additional studies, and

liberal education

its

demand

it

offers to either

a scientific basis."

men

or

elections,

women "

a

:
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO FOUR
YEARS' COURSES,
All candidates for admission to college must present
factory testimonials of
I.

satis-

good moral character.

Arithmetic, Including the metric system.

Algebra through quadratic equations, including radand fractional and negative exponents.
III.
Plane and Solid Geometry.
II.

icals,

IV.

Physics.

— Gage's or Carhart & Chute's,

or an equiv-

alent.

V.

Botany.

— Gray's Lessons, sections

and sections iS and
edge of

19, or

classification,

common

i

to 15 (inclusive),

an equivalent, with some knowl-

and experience

in

the analysis of our

flowering plants.

Physical Geography.

VI.

History of the United States.

VII.

— Channing's Students'

History of the United States, or an equivalent, with

four

hundred pages additional reading. Constitution of the United
States.
This is to represent not less than three exercises per
week during one year of the high school course.
VIII.

History

of Greece.

— Myers'

larger

work,

or

an

equivalent.

IX.

History of

Rome

to S14.

— An

adequate preparation

would be represented by Myers' Rome, its Rise and Fall, and
Chapters I to VI, of M^'ers' Middle Ages; or by Allen's
Roman People, and Emerton's Introduction to the oSIiddle
Ages.
X.
prose.
It is

French or German.
Composition.
expected that the

— Grammar.

student will give two years to the

preparation of the language otlered.
as follows

Translation of simple

The requirements

are
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In French the- applicant is expected to be faniih'ar with the
whole subject of French grammar, and to be able to translate
from English into French simple connected passages based
on one of the books read. More stress, however, is placed on
the translation from French into idiomatic English.
The
student should read at least four hundred pages. The following

books are recommended

:

Liboulaye Contes Bleus (Meath); Colin, Cjiites

1.

Co.); Super, French Reader; Rollins, French Reader

et

Saynetes (Ginn

&

(AUyn & Bacon).

Halevy, L'Abbe Constantin; Merimee, Colomba; Erckmann-Chatrain
2.
Le Conscrit de 1813; Dumas, LaTulipe Noire; Daudet, La Belle Nivernaise;
Berthet, Le Facte de Famine; Sand, La Mare au Diable.

In

German

the student will be held responsible for the con-

jugations of strong and

weak

verbs, the declensions of articles,

nouns, adjectives, and pronouns, the elements of svntax, the
uses of the modal auxiliaries, antl the translation from

German

of simple connected

tion the applicant

must have translated

lish

into

pages of simple German prose.

recommended
1.

passages.
at

least

In

Engaddi-

two hundred

The following books

are

:

Huss, German Reader (D. C. Heath

&

Co.); Andersen, Marchen;

German Reader (Allyn& Bacon).
Hillern, Hoher als die Kirche; Riehl, Der Fluch der Schonheit;
2.
Storm, Lnmensee; Gerstacker Irrfahrten (Henry Holt); Heine, Die Harzreise; Freytag, Aus dem Staat Friedrichs des Grossen.
Brandt,

English.

XI.
aration

in

— l\vo

English,

careful study.

No

sets of

one

for

books are prescribed
reading,

the

other

for

prep-

for

more

candidate will be admitted whose work

is

notably defective in points of spelling, punctuation, idiom, or
division

two parts
I.

into paragraphs.

Reading.

reading.

The examinations

will consist of

:

The

— A certain number

of liooks will be set for

candidate will be required to present evidence

of a general knowledge of the subject-matter, and to answer

simple questions on the

lives of the autliors.

Tiie form of

examination will usually be the writing of a paragraph or two
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considerable

him
is

in the

number

to
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be chosen by the candidate from

perhaps ten or

fifteen

The treatment

examination paper.

desijrned to test the candidate's

power of

—

set

before

of these topics

clear and accurate

expression, and will call lor only a general knowledge of the
In place of a part or the whole of

substance of the books.
this test, the candidate

present an exercise book, properly

by his instructor, containing compositions or other

certified

written

may

work done

in

connection with the reading of the book.

In preparation for this part of the requirement
that the candidate shall

have been instructed

important

it is

in

the funda-

mental principles of rhetoric.

The books

set for this part of the

examination will be

:

Roger de Coverley Papers in "The Spectator";
Tennyson's Princess; Scott's Ivanhoe;
George Eliot's Silas Marner; Coleridge's Rime of the Ancient Mariner;
Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice and Julias Q-esar; Carlyle's Essay on
In 1903-1905, The

Goldsmith's

Sir

Vicar of Wakefield;

Burns; Lowell's Vision of Sir Launfal.

Study and Practice.

2.

— This part of the examination pre-

supposes the thorough study of each of the works named in
In addition the candidate

this division.

mav

be requiied to

grammar

answer questions involving the

essentials of English

and composition.

answer such questions

Inability to

will

be

considered a suflicient ground for refusing admission.

The books
In

1

set for this

part of the examination will be

903-1 905, Shakespeare's Macbeth;

:

Burke's Speech on Conciliation

with America; Macaulay's Essays on Milton and Addison; Milton's L' Allegro,

II

Penseroso, Lysidas, and Comus.

is advised in Plane Trigonometry, also.
Admission will be refused to candidates failing in English,
or showing marked deficiencies in spelling and punctuation.
Candidates for advanced standing are also examined in the
studies that have been pursued bv the class which thev pro-

Preparation

pose

to enter.
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A

certificate

accepted

work done by
and

;

a

high school will be

an examination, upon any subject required

Everv

for admission.

used

from an academy or

in place of

certificate

must

state the

amount of

the student, his proficiency, and the text-books

in case

it

is

not evident that the student

is

thor-

oughly prepared, an examination will be required.
Certificate forms will be furnished on application.
In place of an examination, the college will accept a
cate

indicating

the

satisfactory

certifi-

completion of the second,

third, or fourth of the courses of study for high schools

recom-

mended by the State Educational Council, and adopted by
the State Teachers' Association at

its

meeting

in

Manchester,

October, 1901, provided such high school is on the list approved by the State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

Monday and Tuesda}'
and
the
Tuesday
and Wednesday
before Commencement,
the
first
term.
Candidates
will prebefore the beginning of
with
credentials
on
the
first
day
of the
sent themselves
their
The

times for examination are the

examination.

See Calendar.
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ARTS.

REQUIREMETNS FOR GRADUATION FROM
FOUR YEARS' COURSES.
The degree

of Bachelor of Science will be conferred upon

who complete
The regular work

those

final

the

examinations,

a four years' course or

its

equivalent.

of the senior class, including the regular
is

completed

at

4

p.

m. on the Tuesday of

week preceding Commencement; and each member of

the class

may

receive a statement of his standing at the ofiice

of the secretary of the facultv at

Wednesday.

2

p.

m. on the next day,

All work required for graduation must be com-

pleted by. 6 p. M. of the Saturday of the

Each candidate

for a

same week.

degree must prepare a thesis on some

subject relating to the studies he has taken.
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DESCRIPTION OF STUDIES,
For

the Courses of

Study

page 104

see

et seq.

AGRICULTURE.
The

rapid development of this science has

cific

Accordingly these studies

heads.

following groups

made

it

neces-

broad subject of A_^riculture into more spe-

sary to divide the

will

be found in the

Agronomy, animal-husbandry,

:

dairy-hus-

bandry, forestry, and horticulture.

AGRONOMY.
1.

Elementary Agriculture.

Lectures, recitations,

2.

practical exercises

on the fundamental principles

This course forms the foundation for the courses that

of genera! agriculture.
follow

and

Sistv exercises.

it.

Txventy exercises.

General Agriculture.

Lectures, recitations, and practical exercises on the general
ture

and the fundamental

3.

field

of agricul-

principles.

Farm Equipment.

Forty-Jive exercises.

Lectures and recitations upon selecting, planning, and equipping farms;

planning and erecting farm buildings; farm vehicles and machinery; power,
water, and drainage;
buildings;

leveling

implements,

4.

practical exercises in

drawing plans of farms and farm

and laying drains; dynamometer

tests

of wagons and farm

etc.

and

Soils

Fyveuty exercises.

Fertilizers.

Lectures, recitations upon the origin, formation, kinds, and physical properties of soils
tilizers,

and

their

erties of several soils,

and

improvement by

drainage, and irrigation.

fertilizers,

cultivation, natural

and

artificial fer-

Practical exercises in testing physical prop-

determining the relation of

and making mechanical

analysis.

soils to

heat, moisture, air,

AND THE MECHANIC ARTS.
5.

Farm Crops.
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TJiirty exercises.

Lectures and recitations upon the history, production, marketing, and harvesting of farm crops.

6.

growing and dried specimens
and other forage crops.

Practical exercises with

of farm crops, including grasses, clovers,

Thirty exercises.

Agricultuial Seminary.

This course consists of the study of current agricultural literature.

Each

student will prepare abstracts, reports, or essays upon assigned articles, books,
bulletins,

7.

and various

agricultural problems.

History of Agriculture and Rinal Economics.
T-iventy exercises*

Lectures upon the history of agriculture, present agricultural methods in
various countries, cost and relative profits of various farm operations and
systems.

ANIMAL INDUSTRY.
1.

Sheep. Mutton, Wool, Swine, and their products.

Thirty exercises.

A

comparative study of the breeds; selection, care, and management of

sheep under various conditions; different grades of wool, and their uses and
value, the comparative quality

and value of the various portions of the mut-

ton carcass; the raising of early lambs.

A

study of the breeds and types of swine; the selection and

management

of breeding stock; the preparation of swine for exhibition; the influence of

food upon pork products; bacon and

ham

curing.

Lectures, recitations, and

practice in judging.

2.

A

Breeds of Beef Cattle.

Forty-Jive exercises.

study of the breeds and breed type; a study of beef type from the stand-

point of the

demands of

the market;

the

method of beef production; the

preparation of cattle for sale and exhibition; the

and

their treatment.

3.

The

common

diseases of cattle,

Lectures, recitations, and judging practice.

Breeds of Horses.
history, development,

Thirty exercises.

and characteristics of draft horses; outlines of

heavy horses demanded by the market; the production and preparation of
draft horses for the market;

ing and hitching.

the training and the proper

method of harness-
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Light horses, their history, development, characteristics, and uses;

the

and marketing bus, cab, and saddle horses; the
selection of stallions; the care and management of brood mares; the care of
the foal.
Lectures, recitations, and judging practice.
breeding, training,

fitting,

Thirty exercises.

Principles of Stock Feeding.

4.

The laws
of foods;

of nutrition, conditions affecting the palatability and assimilation

the effect of foods upon animals and animal products;

of foods, and conditions affecting digestibility.

ibility

the digest-

Lectures, recitations,

and laboratory work.

Breeds of Dairy Cattle.

V
A

history

Forty-Jive exercises.

and development of the breeds of dairy

cattle;

the formation of

herds; the value of pedigree in the selection of dairy cattle; the rearing of
the dairy calf;
recitations,

the

common

and practice

diseases, their cause

and treatment.

Thirty exercises.

Principles of Breeding.

6.

The

value of selection in improving and maintaining a high standard of ex-

cellence in farm stock; variation,

under various conditions,

ation

Lectures,

in judging.

its

extent and cause; heredity, and

Lectures,

etc.

recitations,

its

oper-

and assigned

readings.

Stable

7.

Management and Hygiene.

Stables, stable

equipment and management, ventilation, drainage; groom-

care of harness and wagons, etc.

ing;

Tu^enty exercises.

Lectures.

BOTANY.
1.

Thirty exercises.

Structural Botany.

Lectures and laboratory work on the minute structure and physiology of
plants, with special reference to the higher forms.

Open only
2.

A

to those

who have taken

the

preparatory Botany or

means of

lectures

and laboratory work of some of the more immeans of preventing

portant fungous diseases of cultivated plants, and the
their injuries.

Open only

to

students

equivalent.

Tzventy exercises.

Plant Diseases.

study by

its

who have

co77ipleted

Botany

i.

.
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3.

Advanced Courses.

Fortv-five exercises.

a.
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Open only

h.

Thirty exercises,

TJiirt)'' exercises.

c.

have shoion special proficiency in Botany.

to those luho

CHEMISTRY.
1

.

Inorganic Clieniistry.

Forty-fi'ce exercises.

Lectures and recitations on general and theoretical chemistry, illustrated

by experiments,
problems
2.

charts, specimens, lantern views, etc.

Itiorganic Chemistry.

Course 2

is

a continuation

on the metallic elements,
Open only
3.

Solutions of chemical

be required.

will

TJiirty exercises.

of Course

I,

but the time will be mainly spent

their metallurgy, salts, etc.

students ivho have completed Course

to

i.

Organic Chemistrw

Txveiity exercises.

Course 3 will consist of lectures and recitations on the chemistry of the car-

bon compounds, together with the study of

their properties

by means of speci-

mens.

Open only
4.

to

students 7oho have completed Courses i

Qiialitative

and

2.

Chemical Analysis.

Course 4 consists of laboratory practice, with occasional lectures. The stuis expected to become proficient in the separation and detection of the

dent

common

acids

and bases, and

keep a

to

tice in the writing of reactions,

and

will

full set
till

of notes.

He

out numerous

will

slips

have praccontaining

questions bearing upon his work.
Ope7i only to students

5.

a. Cliemistry

who have completed Course

of Plant Growth.

The composition of plants

at different stages of

necessary for their development.
try

Courses
b.

i, 2,

and

i

Forty-five exercises.
growth, and the conditions

This subject must be preceded by Chemis-

3.

Food and

Nutrition.

Ttventy exercises.

These subjects include the composition of foods, and the animal body; the
assimilation of the former by the latter, and the principles underlying a
rational diet.

This subject should be preceded by Course 5a.
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6.

Txvcuty exercises.

a. Industrial Ciiemistry.

Course 6a consists of lectures on chemical manufactures, such as sugar,

sodium carbonate,

fertilizers,

sulphuric

lantern views; and trips to the leading

glass, matches, paints, dyes,

acid,

The

soaps, illuminating gas, petroleum, etc.

lectures will be illustrated by-

New England

cities, to

examine import-

ant chemical manufactures, will be taken as far as practicable.

Tiventy exercises.

b. jMetalliirgy.

Course bh consists of lectures describing the processes employed
smelting of the ores of iron, lead, copper, zinc,

silver, gold, etc.,

methods used in refining these metals. The lectures are
opticon and by specimens of metallurgical products.
Open only

7.

Advanced

Course

work

to those

7

who have completed Courses

i

in

the

and upon the

illustrated

by stere-

and 2.

Qiiantitative Analysis.

extends through the year, and

in the laboratories of agricultural

intended

is

to

the student for

fit

experiment stations,

fertilizer

works,

and for the duties of the puljlic analyst. This
course will be made to fit the end which each has in view, and will be largely
an individual one. For those students in the Chemical Division of the Agricultural Course the analyses made will tend in the main toward agricultural
iron works, sugar refineries,

products, fertilizers, mucks,
stuffs,

sugars, etc.

etc.,

marls, manures, dairy products,

For the student wishing

to enter

waters, food-

metallurgical works, the

analyses will be in the main upon iron, steel, and other metals, ores, limestones,
slags, alloys, fuels, etc.
will

to

As a preparation

for

be done on poisons, foods, drugs, urine,

meet the wants of the individual student.

etc.

the study of medicine,

Other

lines will be

Each student

will

work

arranged

be given some

practice in all of the branches of agricultural, metallurgical, medical, sanitary,

and

industrial chemistry, in

order to lay a

which may be required of him.

A

provided.

A

foundation for any future work

short course in gas analysis will also be

portion of the time of the last two terms

is

given to work bear-

ing upon the preparation of a graduating thesis.

Open only
8.

students

who have completed Course

Organic Chemistry.

Course

and

to

8, for

in the

4.

Thirty exercises.

students in the Chemical Division of the Agricultural Course,

Technical Chemistry Course, consists of laboratory practice by the

students in preparing and purifying products relating to their respective lines
of work.

Open only

to those

7vho have completed Course j.
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etc.

Thirty-jive exercises.

The work

consists of the

study

of

current

chemical

which

literature,

is

mainly in the German language, with recitations once a week throughout the
year.
etc.,

Each student will be expected
upon assigned articles.

Open
10.

to

students taking Course

to prepare abstracts, reports, criticisms,

7.

T^centy exercises,

a.

Physical Chemistrv, Lectures.

h.

Theoretical Chemistry, Lectures. 7\fenty exercises.

The work

consists of

advanced study of chemical theory.

Practical exper-

iments will be performed, with the aid of the student, in the determination of

vapor density, molecular weights, specific heat,

etc.;

and the study of isomor-

phism, diffusion of gases, solutions, molecular, and atomic volume, the chemistry of space, etc., will

take up

much

Course 10 conies in alternate years

who have completed Courses

/, 2,

of the time.
'd'ith

Course

6,

and

is

open

to

students

and j.

DAIRY HUSBANDRY.
1.

The Study

of Dairy l^reeds.

Fortv-Jive exercises.

Recitations and lectures on the origin, history, distribution, characteristics,

and standards of excellence of pedigreed breeds of cattle, with
and individual animals for the dairy

adaptability,

special reference to the selection of breeds

herd.

2.

The

vStudy of Dairy Feeding;.

TJiirtv exercises.

Recitations and lectures on animal nutrition, the composition and value of
various foods, and the kind and

amount of food

best adapted for milk produc-

Students are required to prepare proper feeding rations.

tion.

3.

Txventy exercises.

Milk.

Lectures and recitations on the secretion, nature, and composition of milk,
its

uses and value as an article of food.

tions influencing the quality of milk

4.

It also

deals with causes

Milk Testing.

Forty jive

Lectures and recitations on the history and principles

and

its

and condi-

and the Care of milk on the farm.

exercises.

of the Babcock

test

application on the dairy farm, and in the creamery or milk inspector's

laboratory.
testing milk

Under the guidance of the instructor the student will practice
and its products until competent to perform the work for himself

or for others.

In connection with the lactometer the

subject of practice in estimating milk solids.

test

will

be

made

the
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5.

Dairy Bacteriology.

Forty-Jive exercises.
more important facts
and practice in pasteurizbutter-making; also in making and

Lectures, recitations, and demonstrations covering the
in the relation of bacteria to dairying.

Instruction

ing milk and cream for market and for
using starters, and ripening cream.

6.

Management

of Dairy Machinery. Forty-Jive exercises.

Lectures on the construction, operation, and care
appliances.

Each student

is

required to

makes of cream separators and

to operate

of dairy and creamery

take apart and

them

carefully

assemble leading

and

efficiently,

and

present a written description of each, with a record of capacity and efficiency

under his management.

7.

Butter-making.

Forty-Jive exercises.

Text-book study, recitations and lectures are supplemented by practice in
the creamery.

The

student

is

trained to perform

thoroughly understand the details which

make

all

parts of the

work and

to

possible the production of fine

butter.

S.

Creamery and Dairv Management.

Students are taught the method of keeping creamery and dairy accounts,

and

will

be required to present sample accounts covering a period of one
Plans of dairy buildings and creameries are also required, with

month.

esti-

mates for building and equipment.

DRAWING.
These courses are of an
mathematical branches of

industrial nature,
this subject.

and include both free-hand and

They aim

to cultivate accurate obser-

and manual dexmaking the graphic records. The immense value of drawing as a
means of expression is coming to be more and more fully recognized.
Two and one half hours' work is counted as one exercise.
The work of the first two terms is required of all regular students. This

vation, careful thinking in applying the underlying theories,
terity in

includes elementary free-hand industrial drawing, and mathematical drawing,

by means of instruments.
is

elective,

I.

a.

The advanced mathematical and machine drawing
The advanced free-hand drawing is

prescribed for engineering courses.

and may be taken only by those with adequate preparation.

Industrial

Drawing.

Fijty- three exercises.

b.

TJiirty-Jive exercises.
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Additional Course for

Women.*

Tiveiity-tzco exercises.

c.

Free-hand drawing
models,

common

and

Fifteen exercises.

d.

and

in outline

objects,
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ARTS.

in

light

casts of historic

and shade, from geometric

ornament; use of instruments;

geometrical drawing; lettering and figuring; orthographic projection; ele-

mentary perspective; working drawings.

Industrial

2.

Drawing.*

T'xuetitv exercises.

a.

details of building construction;

design;

ing;

life;

still

pencil sketch-

projection drawing.

Descriptive Geometry and Drawing.

3.

Thirty exercises.

a.

TJiirty exercises.

b.

Light and shade draw'ing from the cast and from

c.

Ticenty exercises.

b.

Thirty exercises.

Recitations and drawing exercises in the solution of problems in plane
solid geometry, by

means of orthographic
d.

and

projections.

Tzcenty exercises.

Recitations on shades, shadows and perspective, with exercises in perspec-

drawing.

tive

Course j

is

open only

to those

who have passed Mathematics

Mechanical Drawing.

4.

a.

2.

Jliirty exercises.

Orthographic projection; lettering and figuring; working drawings; trac-

and

ings

b.

blue-prints.

Seventv-jive exercises.
d.

Working drawings and drafting-room
5.

a.

Industrial

Thirty exercises.

c.

Thirty exercises.
practice.

Drawing.*

Forty-five exercises.
c.

b.

Fifty exercises,

Thirty exercises.

Study of architectural detail;

design;

perspective; historic ornament.
*

Elective.

use

of color;

pencil sketching;
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Drawing and History of

6.

Painting.

Forty-Jive exercises.

a.

c.

Antique figure from
colors;

Thirty exercises,

b.

Thirty exercises.
drawing, use of water

casts, pencil sketching, charcoal

study of the history of painting.

ENGINEERING.
Recitations,
table,

Thirty exercises.

Surveying.

1.

and

and

field-work,

level

plotting,

plane-

Mechanism.

2.

Thirty exercises.

a.

including compass, transit,

work.

b.

c.

and exercises

Recitations,

Tiventy exercises,

Txvoitv exercises.
in

drawing outlines of elementary combinations

of parts of machines, with special reference to the relative motion of the parts,

forms and modes of connection.

their

Course 3

3.

is

open only

to those

who have taken Drawitig

Mechanics of Engineering.

Thirty exercises.

a.

j.

b.
c.

Courses

3^/

and

3/'

Fifty exercises,

Fifty exercises.
recitations in Statics

and Dynamics;

who have taken Mathematics

i to 5, inclusive.

are devoted

to

Course 3c to Mechanics of Materials.
Course j
4.

is

open only

to those

Materials of Construction.

Sixty exercises.

Recitations on the production, properties, uses, and preservation of engi-

neering materials.

Course 4
^.

a.

is

open only

to those

who have taken Course jc and Chemistry

2.

Steam Engineering.

b.
Forty-fve exercises.
c.
Thirty exercises.

Thirty exercises,

Recitations and lectures on Thermodynamics, Boilers, and Valve Gears

Cou
Course

and

2.

j

is

open only

to those

who have taken Courses ja,

jb,

and Physics

i

.
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Forty -jive

Hydraulics.

6.

Course 6

is

open only

to those

Dynamos and

7.

who have taken Course

exercises.

5.

Electro-motors.

Forty-Jive exercises.

a.

93

ARTS.

TJiirty exercises,

b.

Thirty exercises.

c.

Lectures and quizzes on the construction and theory of dynamos and electro-motors, direct current and alternating.

Course 7
matics I

to

is

open only

to those

who have taken Physics

4 and Mathe-

Mechanical Laboratory.

8.

TJiirty exercises.

a.

i to

J

Thirty exercises,

b.

Tit'enty exercises.

c.

Tests of materials, boilers, engines, pumps, indicators, etc.
Cotcrse

9.

8

open only

zvho have taken Courses i to 5.

to those

Forty

Machine Design.

Course g

is

open only

who have taken Courses j and

to those

exercises.
4.

Mechanical Engineering.

10.
a.

is

Engines

Thirty exercises.
and Refrigerating
Thirty exercises.

and Pavements,

Thirty exercises.

Multiple expansion engines.

Gas

b.

and

Hot

Air

Machinery.
Roads,

11.

wStreets,

Recitations and lectures on construction and maintenance of paved, macad-

amized, and gravel roads, with discussion of laws relating thereto.

Electrical Engineering.

12.

Forty-Jive exercises.

a.

c.

A

careful study

is

made

b.

Sixty exercises,

Forty-exercises.

of the principles and methods employed in teleg-

raphy, telephony, and electric signaling; the transmission of electric energy
for lighting

and power purposes, by

phase systems; the electric railway,
practical

and multiand operation, and the

direct current, single phase,
its

installation

management of dynamos and motors.

In connection with this course

it

is

intended to

make

excursions to repre-

sentative stations and plants, as a supplement to the class-room work.

Course 12
7,

a

to

c.

is

open

to

those

loho

have taken Engineering 7 a7id Physics

94
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ENGLISH.
Rhetoric.

1.

Thirty exercises.

a.

c.

2.

all

all

exercises,

One each term.

students registered in the

Sophomore

class.

One each term.

students registered in the Junior class.

One each term.

Three Original Declamations.

Required of
5.

all

Three Original Declamations.

Required of
4.

Twenty

Three Themes.

Required of
3.

b.

Tzventy exercises.

students registered in the Senior class.

Early English.

Forty-Jive exercises.

Study of authors.
6.

Twenty

Elizabethan Writers.

exercises.

Study of authors.
7.

Writers of the Restoration and the French Inflnence.

Twenty
8.

Victorian Writers.

9.

American

exercises.

Forty-jive exercises.

Literature.

jFV/V)' exercises.

Lectures and study of authors.

FORESTRY.
I

.

The

Arboriculture and Forestry.

Twetzty exercises.

use of trees for shelter, shade, and ornament, and their propagation.

Value of

trees for timber.

of forests upon

soils,

crops,

How
and

to

improve existing woodlands.

climate.

Influence

Establishment and management of

plantations of forest trees.

3.

Advanced Forestry.

Thirty exercises.

Theoretical and practical work to enable a student to prepare for forestry
practice.

Open only

to

students having taken

Course

i.

AND THE MECHANIC ARTS.
a. Arboriculture

One

afternoon

is

ami Forestry.
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Txvf.uty exercises.

reserved each week. for a practical exercise to accompany

this course.

FRENCH.
*Courses

German

i,

2,

and

3

are

taken in Freshman year by students

Essentials of French

1.

who

offer

for admission.

Grammar and

speaking and writing French.

tice in

reading with prac-

Dictation.

Forty-Jive exercises.

Grammar

2.

poems

to

continued.

memory.

Simple

committing of
Thirty exercises.

stories,

Dictation.

Reading of Modern French Prose,

3.

translation

English into French of connected narrative.

from

Dictation.

Thirty exercises.
4. Reading and translation of ^Modern Prose, Composition,
Poems.
Torty-Jive exercises.

Reading, Translation, and Composition continued.

^.

Thirty exercises.
6. French Prose, History, and Travel; Composition based
on some book read in class.
Thirty exercises.

7.

French Prose. Sight Reading.

Forty-Jive exercises.

Hugo, Balzac, Sand.
8.

9.

Thirty exercises.

Classical French.

Corneille, Racine,

and Moliere.

General Review of French Literature.

Outside read-

ing; sight work.

GEOLOGY.
1.

Elementary Geology.

Thirty exercises.

2.

Mineralogy.

Thirty exercises.

A

short course in blowpipe analysis, followed by laboratory practice in the

determination and study of minerals, with special reference to their economic
value.

Course 2

is

open only

to

those

who have taken Chemistry

i anit 2.
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GERMAN.
*Courses

French

i, 2,

and 3 are taken

in

Freshman year by students who

offer

for admission.

German Gramuiar.

1.

jectives,

Declension of

articles,

nouns, ad-

and pronouns; verbs, weak and strong.

of simple stories; conversation.

Reading

Dictation.

Forty-Jive exei'cises.

Verbs, model auxiliaries,

2.

position, Reading,

essenti.nls

and Translation

;

Com-

of svntax.

Poems.

Dictation.

TJiirty exercises.

Reading, Translation, and Composition; Sight Trans-

3.

4.

German Prose

tion based

s,.

Thirty exercises.

Dictation.

lation.

of the Nineteenth Centur}-.

on some book read

German Prose

in class.

of the Nineteenth Century continued.

Fhirty exercises.

Composition, outside reading.
Easier v\'orks of Lessing and

6.

Composi-

Forty- five exercises.

Composition.

»Schiller.

TJiirty exercises.
7.

Masterpieces

of

German

Lessing

Literature.

and

Schiller.

German

Ballads and Lyrics.

5.

Goethe.

9.

General review of German Literature, outside reading.

HISTORY.
In the courses in history an important place
torical

reading carried on

in

cases a considerable part of the
Coitrses I to

J and

is

given to his-

the reference room.

work

is

In

some

written.

Coiirses 4 to 6 arc

given on

alter-

nate years.
tliroughoiit the courses in French and German will be to train
make practical use of these languages. Considerable stress is
laid, therefore, on reading aloud, dictation, and paraphrasing the assigned
texts.

*The aim

the students to
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History of Europe from S14
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to 159S.

Recitations and

Forty-Jive exercises.

collateral reading.
2.

History of Europe from i59Stoi7i5.

collateral reading.

3.

History of Europe from i7i5toi7S9.

collateral reading.

4.

Political

tations
^.

and

Recitations and
Thirty exercises.

Recitations and
Thirty exercises.

and Constitutional History of England. ReciSixty exercises.

collateral reading.

History of Europe from

1

7S9

The French

1S15.

to

Recitations and collateral reading.

Reyolution.

Thirty exercises.
6.

History of Europe since 1S15.

Recitations and collat-

Thirty exercises.

eral reading.
7.

and Constitutional

Political

History

States from 17S3 to 1S50.
8.

and Constitutional

Political

of

the

United

Sixty exercises.
History of

the

United

Thirty exercises.

States since 1S50.

HORTICULTURE.
1.

Principles of Horticulture.

Txveiity exercises.

Lectures, recitations, and practical exercises on the fundamental principles
of general horticulture.

follow

2.

This course forms the foundation of the courses that

it.

Olericulture and Seed Growing.

Lectures

and

recitations.

Henderson's Gardening

References

for Profit, Brill's

:

Forty-Jive exercises.

Green's

Vegetable Gardening,

Seed Growing, and various special

pamphlets.

Open only
3.

The

to those

having completed Botany

i.

Greenhouse Alanagement.
construction and

forcing-house.
struction.

management

References

:

of greenhouses;

Tiventy exercises.
crops of the vegetable

Bailey's Forcing Crops, Taft's

Greenhouse Con-
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4.

Pomology and

References

Forty-jive exercises.

Viticulture.

Downing's Fruit and

:

Thomas' Ameri-

Fruit Trees of America,

can Fruit Culturist, Barry's Fruit Garden, Fuller's Small Fruit Culturist.

Open only
5.

to those

having completed Botany 2 and Zoology j.

Plant Breeding and Evolution of Domesticated Plants.

Ttventy exercises.
Lectures and recitations upon the laws governing plant
6.

life.

Twenty

Horticultural Seminary.

exercises.

This course consists of the study of current horticultural literature and
various advanced horticultural problems not heretofore touched upon.

7.

Landscape Gardening and Floriculture.

Twenty
of

The principles of aesthetics as applied
home grounds, including management

to natural scenery;

exercises.

the

adornment

of house plants, climbing vines, and

flovi^ering bulbs.

a.

Principles of Plant Growth.

This course

One

is

Forty-five exercises.

elementary, and points to the fundamentals of horticulture.

afternoon each week

is

reserved for a practical exercise to accompany

this course.

b.

Vegetable Gardening and Seed Growing.
Forty-jive exercises.

This course aims to familiarize the student with modern methods of vegetable growing.

Soils, varieties, culture,

marketing, enemies,

etc.,

are studied.

Lectures, recitations, and laboratory work.

c.

Greenhouse Management.

The aim

of this course

is

to

fit

men

to

Thirty exercises.
understand and become familiar with

the practical as well as the theoretical principles of running a greenhouse.

more common forcing and general greenhouse crops and
Lectures, recitations, and laboratory work.
d.

The

Fruit Growing.
culture, classification,

fruits are

taken up for study in

student with modern
small or berry

fruits.

fruit

The

plants are studied.

Forty-jive exercises.
and

identification

of our leading commercial

this course, the object

being to familiarize the

growing, both the large or orchard

fruits

Lectures, recitations, and laboratory work.

and the
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ARTS.

MATHEMATICS.
1.

Algebra completed.

2.

*vSolid

•

Seventy-five exercises.

_

Geometry, with advanced course.

Forty
3.

Plane and Spherical Trigonometry.

4.

Analytic Geometry.

5.

(rt!)

exercises.

J^'fty exercises.

Seventy-five exercises.

Differential Calculus, {b) Integral Calculus.

6.

Astrononi}-.

7.

Differential Equations.

S.

Qiiaternions.

I

Meteorology.

One hutidred

exercises.

Forty

exercises.

,

Thirty exercises.

Twenty

exercises.

METEOROLOGY.
.

Thirty exercises.

Recitations and lectures on wind systems, precipitation, humidity, laws of

storms and tornadoes, and methods of prediction of atmospheric changes.

MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS.
I.

Military Drill.

Practical instruction in drill

Four
3.

exercises

per

and gymnastic

exercises.

^oeek throughoul the course.

Militar\- Tactics.

Theoretical instruction in

drill

regulations and the elementary principles of

military science.

One

exercise

per week throughout

the

Freshman, Sophomore, and yunior

years.

PHILOSOPHY.
1.

Thirty exercises.

Logic.

Lectures and recitations.
2.

Psychology.

Open only
*

to

students

Forty-five exercises.
who have maintained a high average in

Coiirse i.

Elective for those entering unprepared in this subject.

.
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3.

Thirty exercises.

Ethics.

Lectures and recitations.

Open only

to

who have maitttained a high average

students

iti

Courses i

and 2.
4.

Elements of Philosophy.

Open only

who have maintained a high average in Courses

students

to

Fifty exercises.
i

and 2.
5.

Forty

History of Philosophy.

Open only

to

students

exercises.

who have maintained a high average in Course

4.

PHYSICS.
Thirty exercises.

Mechanics.

1

2.

(«) Heat,

3.

Sound.

4.

Electricity

Courses
instruction

i,

is

2,

Forty-five exercises.

Light.

(/>)

Tzventy exercises.

.

3,

Forty exercises.

and Magnetism.

and 4 are a general introduction

to

the subject.

The

given by recitations and lectures, the latter being illustrated by

experiments and stereopticon.
5.

Elements of Least Squares and the Precision of Aleas-

urements.
6.

a.

Fortv-Jive exercises.

Physical Laboratory.

Thirty exercises.

h.

Thirty exercises.

The work consists in the experimental veriiication of the laws of physics
and the determination of physical constants, a few of the investigations being
the following The analytical balance, the law of the pendulum, harmonic
motions of translation and rotation, specific heats, latent heats, expansion of
gases, law of lenses, candle-power of lights, velocities of sound in air and
:

metals, the intensity of the earth's magnetism, the resistance of wires and voltaic cells, the e.

Courses

m.

f.

of batteries, etc.

j and 6 are

taken consecutively

and

are open only

to those

have passed in Courses i, 2, j, and 4. Students in engineering
have passed in Mathematics i to j, inclusive-

who

f?iust also

.
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Theoretical Electricity.

7.

a.

Forty-Jive exercises.

c.

Thirty exercises.

Forty-Jivc exercises,

d.

e.

The

Thirty exercises,

b.

.

Thirty exercises.

course includes the subjects of electro-statics, magnetism, and electro-

dynamics, as treated mathematically, the study of electrical measuring instru-

ments and methods, and the theory of periodic currents.
Course 7

is

open only

to those

zako have passed Courses i to 6.

Applications of Electricity.

8.

Forty-Jive exercises.

a.

The

principles

and methods employed in

resistance of wires

by ammeter and

A

considered.

and

Thirty exercises.

b.

batteries, e.

m.

f.

electrical

measurements

electrolysis, use of the voltmeter, etc.

brief study will be

made

— such

as

of batteries, current measurement

—

will

be carefully

of the dynamo, motor, transformer,

primary and secondary batteries, arc and incandescent lamps, and the general
principles of electrical distribution.

Course 8

9.

a.

is

open

to those

who have taken Courses

i to 4.

Electrical Laborator\-.

Tiventy exercises.

b.

Twenty

exercises.

This work consists of the various uses of the Wheatstone Bridge; the

cali-

bration of galvanometers, ammeters, etc.; the measurement of high resistances, capacities, and inductances;

incandescent and

arc lamps;

the determination of the candle-power of

the study of direct and

alternating

dynamos and motors; the efficiencies of a transformer under
power measurements by watt-meter, etc.
Course g

neering

is

open only

to those

who have passed in Physics

current

different loads;

i to 7,

and Engi-

7.

See also Engineering.

POLITICAL SCIENCE.
I.

An

Political

Economy.

Fifty exercises

elementary course, with lectures upon some of the practical questions

of the day.
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Laws

3.

Thirty-three exercises.

of Business.

Recitations supplemented by lectures and the discussion of cases.

American Constitutional Law.

3.

made

Forty-ttvo exercises.

Law, which is supplemented by
Supreme Court. Special attention is given
the connections between American constitutions and American political

Use

is

of Pomeroy's Constitutional

the decisions of the United States
to

history.

4.

A

Advanced

Political

Economy.

Thirty exercises.

consideration of such subjects as banking, bimetallism, and

tariff legisla-

tion.

Open only

to those

who have taken Course

Advanced

5

Open only

Political

Economy.

who have taken Courses

to those

International

6.

i.

Thirty exercises.
and 4.

i

Law.

Thirty exercises.

SHOP WORK.
Three hours' work

1.

a.

Work

in

in the

shop

Wood

is

Shop.

Thirty-seven exercises.
c.

reckoned as one exercise.

h.

Ttuenty-Jive exercises,

Thirty exercises.

Exercises in carpentry work, joinery, and pattern making.

2.

Work

in

Machine Shop, Forge

Sliop, and Foundry.

Exercises in bench work, machine work, and shop measurements, forging,

molding, and casting.

a.

Forty-Jive exercises.

c.

Thirty exercises.

d.

e.

Tduenty exercises.

f.

b.

Thirty exercises.
Thirty exercises,
Txventy exercises,
Thirty exercises,

h.
g. Forty-five exercises.
Thirty exercises.
i.
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ARTS.

ZOOLOGY.
1.

A

Introductory Zoology.

Fortv-jive exercises.

general introduction to the study of animal

life,

by means of lectures and

laboratory dissections of the principal types.

2.

A

Animal Biology.

T'vcenty exercises.

general study of the nature and processes of animal

attention to heredity, variation, development,

Open
3.

A

to

students 'vko have taken

Course

Entomology.

life,

with special

and mental powers.
i.

Thirty or fifty exercises.

review of the classification, structural characters, and biological relations

of insects, with a special study of those injurious to cultivated crops

domestic animals, and of the means of preventing their

Open only
4.

to those

zvho

have taken Courses i and

Economic Ornithology.

and

injuries.
2.

Thirty exercises.

Lectures on the relations of birds to agriculture, and. their relations to each
other and to other organisms.

Course
5.

4.

is

open only

to

students loho have taken

Comparative Anatomy.

Courses

i, 2,

and

j.

Tzi-c7ity exercises.

Lectures on anatomy and physiology of domestic animals.
6.

xVdvanced Zoology.

Averaging four
Course 6
year.
those

is

exercises a zveek for a year.

intended for those students who

It 7vill usually be modified to suit

who have completed all preceding

elect

Zoology for their senior

individual needs.

Courses,

and shown

Open only

to

special proficiency

in Zoology.

7.

Zoological Bibliography.

One
Open only

to

exercise a zveek for a year.

students taking Course 6.
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COURSE OF STUDY AND SCHEDULE OF
HOURS,

For

details see Description

Chapel exercises: 11.50

of Studies.

daily, except that

exercises are held at 5 p. m.

Attendance

is

on Sundays the
required of

all

students.

Military
to 12.30.

drill

:

Military Science

Attendance

Rhetoricals

required of

all

:

is

Wednesdays,
students.

i.

required of
12

to

all

M., T., Th., F., I3
male students.

12.30.

Attendance

is
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ARTS.

FRESHMAN YEAR.
For all Four-Year Courses,
first term.
Exercises per week.

— English la
Algebra — Mathematics
Rhetoric

.

i

Shop Work and Drawing
Drawing Drawing la

—
fHistory — History
French — French

— Shop

i

la and

Drawing la

or 4

i

or

Work

.

)

German — German

i

\

— Mathematics 2
Military Tactics — Military Science
*Solid Ge<)metry

2

second term
Rhetoric

— English

id

.

— Mathematics 3
Shop Work and Drawing — Shop Work
Drawing— Drawing id
fHistory — History 2 or
French — French 2
or German — German 2
Military Tactics — Military Science 2

Trigonometry

i/>

and Drawing

id

.

5

)

)

THIRD

— English
fSurveying— Engineering
Mechanics — Physics
fBotany— Botany
tShop Work — Shop Work
fAgronomy — Agronomy 2
I Horticulture — Horticulture
fDrawing— Drawing
fHistory — History 3 or 6
French — French 3
or German — German 3
Military Tactics — Military Science
Rhetoric

ic

.

i

i

.

.

I

ic

i

^.a

]

i

2.

* Optional.
f In the

Work.

first

and second terms History

It is also

taken by students

In the third term Shop
to

who

is

taken by

women

are prepared for

Work and Drawing

in place of

Shop

advanced work.

are taken by students intending

complete either of the Engineering Courses or the Course in Technical

Chemistry; Botany

is

taken by

all

other students.

Agriculture and Horticul-

ture are taken by students intending to complete the Agricultural Course.

History

is

taken by students intending to

complete the General Course.

Students in the General Course also elect between Surveying and
culture.

Horti-
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COURSE IN AGRICULTURE.
Sophomore Year.
FIRST TERM.
Exercises per week.

Farm Equipment
Olericulture

—Agronomy

3

.

— Horticulture 4
—Zoology

Introductory Zoology

Heat and Light

— Physics

Inorganic Chemistry

German

—German

Military Tactics

One Theme

2

i

.

— Chemistry

4

.

— Military

— English

i

.

.

Science

2.

SECOND TERM.
Soil Physics

— Agronomy

4

Arboriculture and Forestry

.

— Forestry

i

—Zoology 2
Comparative Anatomy — Zoology
Sound and
— Physics 3 and 4
Inorganic Chemistry — Chemistry 2
German — German
Greenhouse Management— Horticulture
Military Tactics — Military Science 2
One Theme — English
Animal Biology

5

Electricity

5

.

.

.

.

2.

THIRD TERM

—
—Zoology 3
Plant Diseases — Botany 2
Organic Chemistry — Chemistry 3
Stock Feeding

Animal Husbandry

2

Entomology

Electricity

and Magnetism

.

— Physics

—German 6
Military Tactics — Military Science 2
One Theme — English
German

.

.

4

.

2.

Junior Year.
•Technical studies may be elected in place of courses in English and
Philosopliy of Junior and Senior years in the Agricultural Conrse.
FIRST term.

— Horticulture 4
Chemistry of Plant Growth — Chemistry 5^
Ornithology — Zoology 4
Pomology

.

.

.

.
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French
or

.....
—

— French 4

Am.

Political History

Chemical Laboratory
*Early English
Physiological

History 4

— Chemistry 4

— English
—Animal Husbandry
5

.

.

.

Anatomy

Military Tactics

One

ARTS.

— Military

Original Declamation

.

5

Science 2

— English

^.

SECOND TERM.

Food and
*Logic

Nutrition

—Chemistry

— Philosophy

—Geology
— French

Geology

French

i

^l>

.

i

5

— History
—Chemistry 4
*Elizabethan Writers — English 6
General and Special Patholog)' — Animal Husbandry 6
Greenhouse Management — Horticulture 3
Military Tactics— Military Science 2
One Original Declamation — English
or

Am.

Political History

5

Chemical Laboratory

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3.

THIRD TERM.

—

Farm Crops 7 Agronomy 5
Political Economy
Political Science

—
— English

* English Literature

French

— French

6

.

Modern History

or

Mineralogy

.

.

— History 3

.

.

— Geology
— Military Science 2
2

i

7

.

.

.

Military Tactics

One

Original Declamation

— English

3.

Senior Year.
FIRST TERM.

Breeds of Live Stock

—Animal Husbandry
— Agronomy 6

Agricultural Seminary

.

—
Science
Science 2
—
*English Literature — English S
Psychology — Philosophy 2
One Original Declamation — English
Constitutional

Laws

Law

of Business

Political

Political

.

.

4.

3

)

'

4
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Principles of Breeding

—Animal Husbandry 4

SECOND TERM.

Plant Breeding

— Horticulture

Dairy Husbandry
International
or

Law

Astronomy

......
—
5

.

Political Science 6

— Mathematics 6
Philosophy — Philosophy
.

or Elements of

*Ethics

— Philosophy 3

Advanced

One

4

.

Political Science

Original Declamation

4

.

.

— English

.

4.

THIRD TERM.
Rural Economics

—Agronomy

7

.

Agricultural or Horticultural Seminary

Landscape Gardening

fRoads

— Engineering

— Agronomy 6

— Horticulture 7

or Horticulture 6

.

11

— Philosophy
— Meteorology
fAdvanced
Economy —
fAdvanced Forestry— Forestry 2
One Original Declamation— Enghsh
fHistory of Philosophy

fMeteorology

i

5

.

.

.

.

Political Science 5

Political

.

4.

COURSES IN ENGINEERING.
Sophomore Year.
FIRST term.
Exercises per week.

— Mathematics 4
Descriptive Geometry — Drawing 3^
Heat and Light— Physics 2
German — German 4
Shop Work — Shop Work 2a
Mechanism — Engineering za
Military Tactics — Military Science 2
One Theme — English
Analytic Geometry

5

2

.

.

.

.

2.

SECOND TERM.
Differential Calculus

— Mathematics 5^

Descriptive Geometry

— Drawing

—

Sound and Electricity Physics
German German 5
Shop Work Shop Work zb
Mechanism Engineering 2h

—

.

—
—

.

.

3/'

3 and 4
.

.

.

— Military Science 2
— English

Military Tactics

One Theme

2.

tElect

9 exercises.
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THIRD TERM.
Integral Calculus
Electricity

German

.....

— Mathematics 5^

— Physics 4

.

........
—
y
.......
.....

and Magnetism

— German 6

..

.

Descriptive Geometry and Perspective

— Engineering 2c
Military Tactics — Military Science
One Theme — English
Mechanism

Drawing

Drawing

2

and

31^/

.

2.

JtiNiOR Year.

Throughout the year Shop Work is taken by Mechanical Engineering
dents and Theoretical Electricity by Electrical Engineering students.
FIRST term.

— Engineerint
— Chemistry
— Physics ja

Mechanics of Engineering
Inorganic Chemistry

i

Theoretical Electricity

3"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Least Squares and Precision of Measurements

—

Steam Engineering Engineering 5'?
Dynamos and Electro-Motors Engineering

— Physics

.

—
— Shop Work 2d
Military Tactics — Military Science 2
One Original Declamation — English

....

Shop Work

.

"ja

.

3.

SECOND TERM.
Mechanics of Engineering

— Engineering

— Chemistry
Physical Laboratory — Physics 6a
Inorganic Chemistry

3/'

2
.

—

Steam Engineering Engineering 5^
Dynamos and Electro-Motors Engineering

—

Theoretical Electricity

— Physics

— Shop Work 2e
— Military Science
One Original Declamation — English
Shop Work

"jb

"jb
.

Military Tactics

.

.

2
3.

THIRD TERM
Mechanics of Engineering

— Engineering ^c

—Geology 2
— Physics 6b
Steam Engineering — Engineering 5c
Dynamos and Electro-Motors — Engineering
Theoretical
— Physics
Shop Work — Shop Work 2/
Military Tactics — Military Science
One Original Declamation — English
Mineralogy

.

Physical Laboratory

Electricity

.

.

.

"jc

2

3.

"jc

.

.

.

5

stu-
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COURSE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.
Senior Year.
first term.
Exercises per week.
Materials of Construction

— Engineering 4

.........
.........
.......
......
.......
.........
.

— Engineering 6
or French — French 4
Mechanical Drawing— Drawing
Mechanical Laboratory— Engineering 8«
Chemical Laboratory — Chemistry 4
Hydraulics

41^

— Shop Work 2^
One Original Declamation — English
Shop Work

4.

SECOND TERM.

— Engineering 9
— Engineering 8^
Mechanical Engineering— Engineering \oa
or French — French
Chemical Laboratory — Chemistry 4
Drawing— Drawing 4c
Machine Design

.

Mechanical Laboratory

5

.

.

.

.

Shop Work

One

— Shop Work

2/1

Original Declamation

.

— English

4.

THIRD TERM

— Engineering

Mechanical Engineering
or French

— French

Mechanical Laboratory
Political

Thesis

—

6

.

.

lo/'
.

— Engineering 8^

.......
—
....
Economy

Political Science

Drawing Drawing 4^/
Shop Work Shop Work

2?

One

— English

—

Original Declamation

.

4.

i

.

.

.

.

.

4
3

3
5

2
2
3

Ill
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COURSE

IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
Sexiqr Year.
FIRST TERM.
Exercises per week.

Materials of Construction

— Engineering

— Physics
Mechanical Drawing — Drawing

Theoretical Electricity

Mechanical Laboratory
Electrical Engineering

4

']d

4^

— Engineering

%a

— Engineering 11a

...

— French 4
— Engineering 6
Chemical Laboratory — Chemistry 4
One Original Declamation — English
or French

Hydraulics

.

4.

SECOND TERM

—Physics 9a
— Engineering xib
Mechanical Laboratory — Engineering
Theoretical
— Physics
Chemical Laboratory — Chemistry 4
Mechanical Engineering — Engineering \oa
or French — French
...
Electrical Laboratory

Electrical Engineering

8/'

Electricity

ie

5

One

Original Declamation

— English

4.

THIRD TERM.

— Engineering Sf
— Engineering \2c

Mechanical Laboratory
Electrical Engineering

or French

— French 6
— Physics

Thesis
Political

.

.

.

.......
—

Electrical Laboratory

Economy

9/^

.

Political Science

I

.

— Engineering \ob
One Original Declamation — English
Mechanical Engineering

4.
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COURSE IN TECHNICAL CHEMISTRY.
SoPHOiMOKE Year.
FIRST TERM.
Exercises per week.

— Mathematics 4
Descriptive Geometry — Drawing ^a

2

German — German 4

3

Analytic Geometry

.

.

Inorganic Chemistry

5

.

— Chemistry

i

3

Heat and Light

— Physics 2

Military Tactics

— Military Science 2

One Theme — English

3

.

I

2.

SECOND TERM.
Difterential Calculus

— Mathematics 5^
— Drawing 3^

.

Descriptive Geometry

German — German

5

.

.

.

.

— Chemistry 2
Sound and Electricity — Physics 3 and 4
Inorganic Chemistry

Military Tactics

One Theme

— Military Science

— English

2

2.

THIRD TERM.

— Mathematics 5^
— Geology 2

Integral Calculus

Mineralogy

— German 6
— Chemistry 3
Electricity and Magnetism — Physics 4
Military Tactics — Military Science 2
One Theme — English

German

.

.

Organic Chemistry

.

.

2.

Junior Year.
FIRST TERM.

Chemistry of Plant Growth

Shop Work

—

.

2«

French 4
Mechanics of Engineering

French

— Chemistry 5«

...
....

— Shop Work

.

— Engineering

— Chemistry 4 and
— Military Science 2
One Original Declamation — English

Chemical Laboratory
Military Tactics

3.

7

yi
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SECOND TERM.

— Chemistry
Industrial Chemistry — Chemistry 6a
Mechanics of Engineering— Engineering
French — French
Military Tactics — Military Science 2
One Original Declamation — English

Chemical Laboratory

7

....

5

3/^

3.

THIRD TERM

— Chemistry 7
— Chemistry
Mechanics of Engineering — Engineering y
French — French 6
Military Tactics — Military Science 2
One Original Declamation — English
Chemical Laboratory
Metallurgy

6l>

.

.

.

....
3.

Senior Year.
FIRST TERM.

— Chemistry
— Chemistry 8

Chemical Laboratory
Organic Chemistry

7
.

— Chemistry 9
Steam Engineering — Engineering 5^
Chemical Journals

.

Application of Electricity

One

— Physics Sa

Original Declamation

— English

4.

SECOND TERM.

—^Chemistry and Thesis
— Engineering 5^
Chemical Journals — Chemistry 9
Physical Chemistry — Chemistry 10a
Applications
— Physics
Chemical Laboratory

7

.Steam Engineering

.

of Electricity

One

Original Declamation

?,b

— English

.

4.

THIRD TERM.

— Chemistry
—Chemistry 9

Chemical Laboratory
Chemical Journals

Theoretical Chemistry
Political

Economy

Meteorology

One

—

and Thesis

7
.

— Chemistry

lO;^

Political Science

— Meteorology
— English

Original Declamation

i

i

.

.

.

.

4.

.
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GENERAL COURSE.
Sophomore Year.
first term.
Exercises per week.
Introductory Zoology

i

3

— German 4

German

Heat and Light

3
3

or 4,

i

— Mathematics 4
—Military Science 2

Geometry

Military Tactics

One Theme

i

— Physics 2

— History

or Analytic

3

— Chemistry

Inorganic Chemistry

History

—Zoology

— English

4 or

5
i

2.

SECOND TERM.

German

— German

5

.

Inorganic Chemistry

.

.

— Chemistry 2

—

Sound and Electricity Physics 3 and 4
History History 2 or 5
*Animal Biology Zoology 2
Industrial Drawing Drawing 2a

—

—

—
— Mathematics 5«

Differential Calculus

Forestry

—Forestry
— Military Science 2
i

.

Military Tactics

One Theme
*

— English

Elect

2.

17 exercises.

THIRD TERM.

German

— German 6

Electricity

..........
—

and Magnetism

Physics 4

— History 3 or 6
Entomology — Zoology 3
History

3
2

—
—

Military Tactics

One Theme
*

— Mathematics

Elect

3
t^li

— Military Science 2

— English

2.

10 exercises.

3
3

Organic Chemistry Chemistry 3
Industrial Drawing Drawing 2b
Integral Calculus

3

.......

5
i
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Junior Year.
first term.

French

— French

American

....
—
...
....
—

4.

.

Political History

*Early English

—

— English

History 7

5

.

.

*German German 7
Chemistry of Plant Growth

Economic

—
—

Ornithology

.

Chemistry 5^
Zoology 4

.

Chemical Laboratory Chemistry 4
Least Squares and Precision of Measurements
Drawing Drawing 5^

.... —

—

— Mathematics
— Military Science 2
One Original Declamation — English
Differential Equations

Physics 5

7

Mflitary Tactics

'i.

*

Elect

9 exercises.

SECOND TERM.
French

— French

American

5

.

Political History

.

.

— History 8

— English 6
— Philosphy
German — German 8
Geology — Geology
Food and Nutrition — Chemistry
Elizabethan Writers
Logic

I

.

.

.

.

.

i

.

51')

Chemical Laboratory — Chemistry 4

—Physics 6a
— Drawing 5^
Quaternions — Mathematics 8
Military Tactics — Military Science
One Original Declamation — English
Physical Laboratory

Drawing

.

•

2 or

.

2

*

Elect

3.

8 exercises.

THIRD TERM

— French 6
Mineralogy— Geology 2
Writers of Restoration— English
Economy —
Science
Military Tactics — Military Science 2
One Original Declamation — English
Drawing— Drawing 5^
Chemical Laboratory — Chemistry
Physical Laboratory— Physics 6d
German — German 9
French

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

7

Political

Political

7

.

.

*

Elect

9 exercises.

i

3.

5
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Senior Year,
first term.

English ^ required ; sixteen exercises
Constitutional

Laws

of Business

French

,

Law

— French

—

—

Science

Political

elective.

n

Political Science 2

5

,3

7

— English 8
— Philosophy 2
Chemical Laboratory — Chemistry
Advanced Zoology— Zoology 6
Advanced Botany — Botany 3

.........
.......
........
—
.....
—
............
—
..........
—
.........

Victorian Writers

3

Psychology

3

7

Original Declamation

3
%

Drawing da

Drawing and History of Painting

One

3

4

English

4.

Thesis work

2

SECOND TERM.

English 4 required ; sixteen exercises

elective.

French French 8
Astronomy Mathematics 6
International

Law

—

—

Advanced

Political

......
—
....
.......
........
........
—
.....
—

Political Science 6

Elements of Philosophy
Philosophy 3
Ethics

—
—

— Chemistry

.

.

.

3

.

5

3

4

3

7

3
3

3

Drawing bb

....;......
—
........
..........
—
........
.........
—
.......

Original Declamation

Thesis work

.

.

Political Science

Advanced Zoology Zoology 6
Advanced Botany Botany 3
Drawing and History of Painting

One

.

— Philosophy 4

Economy

Chemical Laboratory

3

4

English

-^

4.

i

or 2

THIRD TERM.

English 4 required ; fotirteen exercises

elective.

American Literature English 9
French French 9
Meteorology Meteorology i

—

Roads

— Engineering

11

Philosophy 5

History of Philosophy

Advanced

Political

Economy

—

—

Political Science 5

Chemical Laboratory Chemistry
Advanced Zoology Zoology 6

—
—

One

—

Original Declamation

Thesis Work.

.

,

.

,

3
3

3

4
3

3
3

.....
.......
........

Advanced Botany Botany 3
Drawing and History of Painting Drawing
Landscape Gardening Horticulture 7
Advanced Forestry Forestry 2

—

.

7

5

—

— English 4

.

6^:

3
3
3
3

HOURS OF STUDY.

FRESHMAN CLASS FOR
Term

ALL FOUR YEARS' COURSES.
Day
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TWO

is

YEARS' COURSE

m

AGRICULTURE.

It
This course was establislied by the legislature of 189^
to the study of practical and theoretical agriculture,

devoted

and the natural sciences which are closely related to successfarming. At least ten hours each week are spent in practical exercises, which, so far as possible, are educational in
This work is done on the farm, or in the
their nature.
ful

garden, barn, greenhouse, or shops.

The

course

is

open

to

who

" students

can pass

and

a fair

reasonable examination in reading, spelling, writing, arithmetic, English

the

grammar, and the geography and

United States."

A

will

certificate

history of

be a\yarded for

its

completion.

OUTLINE OF STUDIES.
First Year.
FIRST TERM.
Exercises per week.

— Agronomy
Plant Growth — Horticulture a

Elements of Agriculture

.......
—
.......
.....

Principles of

Algebra

Grammar

4

i

English

.

Grammar and Composition

Drawing
Animal Husbandry
Military Tactics

— Military Science 2

SECOND
Dairying

Animal Husbandry
Algebra

Grammar
Chemistry

Drawing
Military Tactics

— Military

Science 2

TER>r.

4
3
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THIRD TERM.
Botany

Commercial
Physics

Algebra

..........
.............
..........
.......
—

Fertilizers

Animal Husbandry

Military Science

Military Tactics

2.

Second Year.
FIRST TERM.

—Agronomy 3
— Horticulture
Introductory Zoology — Zoology
Farm Equipment

Vegetable Growing

b

......
i

English

Geometry
Fruit Growing
.

.

^

.

.

— Horticulture d
Military Tactics — Mihtary Science 2
SECOND TERM.

— .\gronomy 4
Winter Gardening— Horticulture
Arboriculture and Forestry — Forestry a
Comparative Anatomy — Zoology
Animal Biology — Zoology 2
Soil Physics

.

c

5

......
......
.

English

Geometry
Farm Bookkeeping
Military Tactics

.

.

.

.

— Military Science 2
THIRD TERM

— Animal Husbandry
Growing
Entomology Zoology 3
Stock Feeding

Fruit

ICnglish

....

2

—
......
—

Plant Diseases

Botany 2

— Agronomy
Military Tactics — Military Science 2

Farm Crops

Note.

The schedule

5

of hours will be posted on the bulletin board

5

2

6
2
2
i
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TEN WEEKS' WINTER COURSE

IN AGRI-

CULTURE.

The

college ofters a

ning Tuesday, January

Winter Course in Agriculture, begin6, and continuing until Friday, March

20, 1903.

No

entrance examination

the course should possess a

The

studies offered

are

is

required, but students taking

common

school education.

dairying,

stock-feeding,

winter-

and entomology, with
the creamery, barn, greenhouse, or wood-shop.

gardening, wood-working, forestry,
practice in

A

fee of five dollars will be

The expense

of the course

Room, and board,

charged for

may be

ten weeks.

tuition.

estimated as follows:

13'

AND THE MECHANIC ARTS.

TEN WEEKS' COURSE IN DAIRYING,
This course
Course

offered

is

of dairying.

specialty

with the

connection

in

young men who wish

in Agriculture, to
It

designed for those

is

to

Winter

make

who

a

are

specially desirous of mastering the art of butter-making, or

who

wisii

to

become

fitted for

dairying

is

In

of manager or
Hampshire, where

position

the

superintendent of a creamery.

New

carried on to a great extent in the sale of milk for

the city markets, this course

especially valuable as a train-

is

ing for those operating farm-dairies.

The Course in Dairying begins January 6, 1903, and closes
20, The subjects taught are butter-making, milk-test-

March

milk and cream,

ing, pasteurzing

farming,

dairy chemistry, and

dair\'

care

bacteriology, dairy

of steam engines and

boilers.

The creamery
teurizer,

and

is

equipped with separator, milk-tester, pasmaking butter and prepar-

tools required in

all

ing milk and cream for market.

Requirements
Course

for

admission are the same as for the Winter

in Agriculture.

ESTIMATE OF EXPENSES.

Room

rent, ten

weeks

Fee
Books

at

$1.00

.

at

$3.00

.

.

Total

For

.

.......
.......
......

Board, ten weeks,

circulars

courses address

or

New

further

information

.

$10.00
30.00
5.00
3-00

$48.00

concerning these

Hampshire College, Durham, N. H.

—

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION,
This department of the college is provided for by the
at an annual expense of fifteen thou-

National Government,

sand dollars.

The Act
" That

it

of Congress provides,
shall

be the object and duty of said Experiment

Stations to conduct original

researches or verify experiments
on the physiologv of plants and animals; the diseases to
which they are severally subject, with the remedies for the

same; the chemical composition of useful plants at their difstages of growth
the comparative advantages of
rotative cropping, as pursued under a varying series of crops
ferent

;

;

the

capacity

of

new

plants

or

trees

for

acclimation

chemical composition of manures, natural or

experiments designed
crops of

dift'erent

to

test

their

the

artificial, \Yith

comparative

effects

on

kinds; the adaptation and value of grasses

and forage plants; the composition and
diflerent kinds

;

digestibility of the

of food for domestic animals; the scientific

and economic cjuestions involved in the production of butter
and cheese; and such other researches or experiments bearing
directly on the agricultural industry of the United States as
may in each case be deemed advisable, having due regard to
the varying conditions and needs of the respective states and
territories."
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Da}-,

June

5,

1901.

1901,

the following

:

Bachelors of
in

Edwin
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ARTS.

.Science.

agriculture.

Price Jewett, Lakeport.

George Jay Penneo, Hampstead.
Edson Albert Straw, Pittsfield.
IN

TECHNICAL CHEMISTRY.

Charles A. Hunt, Nashua.
IN

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.

Charles Henry Courser, Warner.

Robert McArdle Keown, Pomona, Fla.
IN

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

Henry Harold Calderwood, Nashua.
Harry Willis Evans, Portsmouth.
Harry Gilbert Farwell, Keene.
IN

GENERAL SCIENCE.

Alice Emerson Dorr, Dover.

Gowan, Dover.
Elmer Eugene Lyon, \Ventworth.
Harold Morrison Runlett, Durham.
Ella Gertrude

Doctor of Science.
Ned Dearborn,
189S.

Tilton

(B. S.

Dartmouth, 1S91),

M.S.

—

—
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Honorary Degrees.
The degree

of

M.

Sc.

was conferred upon

*Hon. Joseph Kidder, Manchester.
Hon. Lyman D. Stevens, Concord.
Ex-Gov. John B. .Smith, Hillsborough.
Ex-Gov. Hiram A. Tuttle, Pittsfield.
Gov. Chester B. Jordan, Lancaster (LL. D. Dartmouth).

The degree
Professor

of Ph. D.

was conferred upon

John H. Tanner, Cornell University.
Certificates.

Certificates of graduation

agriculture

were awarded

from the two years' course

to

Charles Nicklin Blodgett, Hebron.

Harry Douglas Verder, Hollis.
Rufus Leonard Cushman, North Adams, Mass.
*

Deceased.

in

—
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On Commencement

Day, June

degrees were conferred

4,

1902.

1903,

:

Bacpielors of Science.
in

agriculture.

John Chester Kendall, Peterborough.
Abiel Abbott Liv^ermore, Wilton.

George Enoch Aleriill, Newburyport, Mass.
Eugene Pierce Runlett, Durham.

TECHNICAL CHE]M1STRY.

IN

Arthur Lyon Sullivan, Suncook.
IN

Edwin W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.

Gilmartin, Nashua.

Charles Abbott Payne, Portsmouth.
IN

GENERAL COURSE.

Mary Doe, RoUinsford.

Master of

vScience.

Albert F. Conradi, Durham.

Honorary Degrees.
The degree
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

of

M.

Sc.

was conferred upon

David H. Goodell, Antrim.
Frank Jones,* Portsmouth.
John D. Lyman,* Exeter.
John VV. Sanborn, Wakefield.
Charles H. Sawyer, Dover.
Joseph B. Walker, Concord.
*

Deceased.
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following
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Certificates of graduation

agriculture

were awarded

from the two years' course

to

George R. Brew, Durham.
Carroll Winfred Farr, North Weare.

George Fletcher Hills, Hollis.
Walter Eugene Qiiinby, Deerfield.
Walter Phelps Tenney, Chester.
Robert Eben Whittier, Deerfield.
Edward Carlyle Wilson, Wilton.

in
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ARTS.

1901.

PRIZES.

Given by Hon. Frederick Smyth.
Reading:

Speaking:
ist.

Everett G. Davis.

ist.

3d.

Harry W. Evans.
Howard M. Wiggix.

2d.

3d.

Arthur R. Merrill.
Raymond L. Lunt.

SMYTH PRIZE ESSAY.
1st.

Edwin

P.

Jewett.

2d.

Charles H. Courser.

BAILEY PRIZE.
Given by Dr. C. H. Bailey, of Gardner, Mass., and
E. A. Bailey, B. S., of Keene.

Charles A. Hunt.

ERSKINE MASON MEMORIAL PRIZE.
R.

SENIOR

McA. Keown.

STANDING

HIGHEST IN THE MILI-

TARY DEPARTMENT.
Charles A. Hunt.

WINNER OF INDIVIDUAL PRIZE
Charles Emery Robertson.

DRILL.
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PRIZE RECORD FOR

SMYTH

1902.

PRIZES.

Given by Hon. Frederick Smyth.
Reading:

Speaking:
I

St.

2d.

3d.

Alfred Conner.
Melvin J. White.
Carroll W. Farr.

ist.

3d.

Castine C. Swanson.
Charees E. Robertson.

BAILEY PRIZE.
Given by Dr.

C. H. Bailey, of

Gardner, Mass., and
Keene.

E. A. Bailey, B. S., of

Arthur Lyon Sullivan.

ERSKINE MASON MEMORIAL PRIZE.
Mary

Doe.

SENIOR STANDING HIGHEST IN THE iMILITARY

DEPARTMENT.
Edwin W. Gilmartin.

WINNER OF INDIVIDUAL PRIZE

DRILL.

Wilfred Gordon Brierly.

HONORABLE MENTION.
Elmer Seth Savage.
The Valentine Smith
Morris A. Stewart,

Arthur

L.

Fuller,

scholarships are held by
'03.

'04.

William O. Robinson,
John D. Clark, '06.

'05.
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ARTS.

ROSTER OF THE BATTALION OF CADETS.
For 1901-1902.
Major E.

W. Gilmartin.

First Lieutenant

and Adjutant E.

W. Burbeck.

and Qiiartermaster R. H. Rollins.
Sergeant Major F. L. Hill.

First Lieutenant

Company A.
Capt. G. E. Merrill.

A. A. Livermore.
2d Lieut. R. A. Cushman.
I St Sergt. M. A. Stewart.
1st Lieut.

Sergeants.

Company

B.

Capt. J. C. Kendall,
ist Lieut. H. M. Lee.

2d Lieut. E. F. Bickfor d
I

St

Sergt.

M.

J.

White.

Sergeants.
Brown.

F. L. Hadley.

F. R.

A. Conner.
H. D. Batchelor.

D. A. Watson.
A. N. Otis.

C. E. Robertson.

P. E.

Corporals.

DeRochemont.

Corporals.

A. L. Fuller.

y.

E. Goodrich.

T. J. Laton.

P.

A. Campbell.

W.

L. J. Marsh.
B. be B. Bradford

A. Barker.

L. Ashton.

Musician.
E. G. Davis.

Musician.
R. D. Towle.
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ROSTER OF THE BATTALION OF CADETS.
For

1903-1903.

Commandant, Captain V. A. Caldwell,
.Seventh Infantry U. S.

Major E.

First Lieutenant

i

and Adjutant M.

Capt. H. D. Batchelor.
St

Lieut. D.

2d Lieut

W.

A. Watson.
A. Barker.

J.

White.

Company

Company A.

I

A.

W. Burbeck.
B.

Capt. E. F. Bickford.
1st Lieut.

T. J. Laton.

3d Lieut. P. A. Campbell.

Sergeants.

Sergeants.
A. L. Fuller.
A. Richardson.

First Sergt. L. Ashton.

Sergt. S.
Sergt. B.

De

Sergt.

First Sergt.

B. Bradford.

Corporals.
E. D. Savage.
C.

W.

H.

J. Pettee.

Farr.

C. O. Dodge.

Sergt. J. E. Goodrich.
W. G. Brierly.

Corporals.
F. R. Pickering.
G. H. Hill.
J. L. Randall.

D. A. A. Durward.
S. B.

Musician.
E. E. Hall.

Hay den.

Musician.
R. M. Osborne.
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STUDENTS;^=

a—Agricultural Course c—Course in Technical Chemistry e e— Electrical
— General Course me — Mechanical Engineering
Engineering Course
Course. Sophomoi-es and Juniors in the Engineering Courses are designated
by e only. Freshmen are not classified in courses.
;

;

;

fir

;

POST GRADUATES.
Name.
Bartlett,

Mary

Residence.

Blaisdell, B. S.

Conradi, Albert Frederick, B. S.

Dearborn, Ned, M.

S.

Biology

Durham.
Durham.

Biology

CLASS OF
Name.
Courser, Charles

Henry

Dorr, Alice Emerson

g

Evans, Harry Willis

e e

m

e e
e

The Nashuway
The Nashuway

Dover.

Mr. Hancock's

Dover

Gowen, Ella Gertrude g

Dover.

Hunt, Charles Lund

N'ashua.

Edwin Price a
Keown, Robert McArdle

Lakeport.

Jewett,

m

e

Pomona, Fla.

Lyon, Elmer Eugene^?-

Wentworth.

Penneo, George Jay a

Hampstead.

Rollins,

Norman

Allen

e

Runlett, Harold Morrison

Straw, Edson Albert a

g

Name.

g

Gilmartin,

Edwin W.

The Nashuway
Nesmith Hall

Thompson Hall
The Nashuway
Mr. Caverno's

Concord.

Kappa Sigma House

Durham.

Mr. Runlett's

Piitsfield.

CLASS OP
Doe, Mary

Mr. Sawyer's
Mrs. H. A. Mathes's

Keene.

c

Room.

Xashua.
Warner.
Portsmouth.

Farwell, Harry Gilbert e e

Biology

1901.

Residence.

Calderwood, Henry Harold

Subject.

Epping.

1902.

Residence.

Room.

Salmon Falls.
Nashua.

Salmon Falls
The Nashuway

Kendall, John Chester a

Peter borouirh.

Lee, Harry Moulton a

MoulionborougJi.

Durham Club
Kappa Sigma House

e

*As the report previous to this was made Nov. 1, 1900, this catalogue necesnames of all students connected with the college between
Nov. 1, 1900, and Nov, 1, 1902.

sarily contains the
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Lewis, Rutherford Burchard

e

Livermore, Abiel Abbott a
Payne, Charles Albert

York, N. Y.

Mr. A. Meserve's

The Nashuvvay

Wilton.

Newburyport, Mass. Kappa Sigma House

George Enoch

Merrill,

New

The Nashuway

Portsmouth.

e

Durham.

Eugene Pierce a
Sullivan, Arthur Lyon a
Runlett,

Mr. Runlett's
Mr. A. Meserve's

Suncook.

CLASS OF
Name.

1903.
Room.

Residence.

Batchelor, Harry David c

West Upton,

Bickford, Edgar Forest e

Rochester.

Brown, Frank Ray

Durham.

e

Burbeck, Everett William
Church, John Edwin

il/rtJ5.

Haverhill.

e

Durham.

e

Kappa Sigma House
Thompson Hall
Mr. Brown's

Kappa Sigma House
Mr. Runlett's
Hall

Davis, Everett Garfield a

Newtnarket.

Hadley, Frank Lurlin

Durham.

Mrs. Iladley's

Concord.

Kappa Sigma House
Kappa Sigma House

Rollins,

e

Ralph Harvey

e

Linwood g
Elizabeth Gertrude^

Sargent, Carl

Penacook.

Snell,

Lee.

Mr. H. B. Snell's

Stewart, Morris Archer c

Dover.

Watson, David Albert a

Durham

White, Melvin Johnson^

Farmington.

Wiggin, Howard Moody

Stratham.

e

CLASS OP
Name.

Pittsfield.

e

Bradford, Baury de Bellerive

Edward

e

Portsmottth.

Nottingham.

Joseph

Worcester, Mass.

Comeau, Alphy Joseph c
Campbell, Percy Anderson a

Durham.

Nicholas

Folsom, William Charles
Goodrich, Joseph Ezra a
Gray, George William

George Herbert
Frank Lester a
Hobbs, Henry Bailey
Hill,

Litchfield.

Exeter.

e

Fuller, Arthur Levi e

Hill,

Room.
Mr. Hancock's

if

Meserve Hall

Dover.

Cushnian, Robert Asa a

Elliott,

Nesmith Hall

Milton, Mass.

Bowley, Charles L.

Cilley,

Mr. Watson's

Kappa Sigma House

Farmington.

Berry, Elverton C.

Carleton, Walter

Meserve Hall

1904.

Residence.

Barker, Walter Allen

Strafford

e

Dr. Grant's

Kappa Sigma House
Durham Club
Kappa Sigma House
Exeter

Marlborough Depot. Kappa Sigma House
Newmarket.
Newmarket
New Durhani.
The Mystic
Dover.
Pittsfield.

Amherst.

Hampton.

The Mystic
Kappa Sigma House
Mr. Keith's
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Mrs. G. E.

Jewett, Reginald Sise c

Portsmouth.

Lord, Ethel Stone

SouthBerwick, Me.

^'•

Thompson

South Berwick

Low, William

Rockport, Mass.

Mrs. Mathes's

Mac

Middlelmry,

Mrs. Wright's

Murtry, Friend Alonzo

Vt.

Marsh, Levi Joseph a

Pclham.

Merrill, Arthur Ronello a

No. Bridglon, Me.

Otis, Albert

Noah

Mr. Chesley's

Dtirhatii.

e

Peabody, Harry Eugene

Kappa Sigma House
Durham Club
Q. T. V. Hall

Pittsfield.

Webster.

The Nashuvvay

Patten, Louis Carroll

Candia.

Dr. Grant's

Rochemont, Percy Ellis de e
Richardson, Samuel Ambrose
Tinkham, Frank Alvin

N^eiuitigton.

Pearson, Robert Hale

e

Intervale.

Towle, John Moulton

Nezvmarket.

Tuttle, Charles

Leo

Westfield,

e

Kappa Sigma House
Newmarket

Mass.

Waterhouse, Fred Joseph a

Barringtoii.

Whittemore, Byron

Pittsfield.

CLASS OF
Name.
Bickford, Edgar Charles
Brierley, Wilfrid

Conner, Alfred

e

Gordon

1905.
Room.

Pittsfield.

Dr. Grant's

Durham.

Mr. Bickford's
Meserve Hall
Meserve Hall

Dover.
Newfields.

g

The Mystic
Mrs. Davis's

Residence.

Ashton, Leander a

Strafford Hall

Exeter

Exeter.

e

Mr. George Stevens's
Prof. Parsons's

Graftoti.

Tasker, Frederick Alerande

Towle, Robert Duncan

Dr. Grant's

Charlestozon.

Meserve Hall

Henry
Cory, Merton Maine

Rockingham.

Davis, B. Frank

Goffstoum.

Meserve Hall

Dearborn, Jenness Stevens a

Siincook.

Dodge, Cleon Orestes

Siinapee.

Durham Club
Durham Club

Chesiey, John

Frost,

Thompson

NasJuia.

Edward Charles

flail

Dr. Grant's

Concord.

George, Henry Clinton

Nezvmarket.

Meserve Hall

Haley, Sumner Abbott

East Barringtoii.

Haley, Waldron Butler

East Barrington.

Durham Club
Durham Club

Mass.

Meserve Hall

Hayden, Silas Bryden
Hayes, Harry Linwood
Hayes, Warren Chauncey
Hazen, John Lovelaud
Heath, Fred Harvey
Knight, Harold Nims
Laton,

Thomas

Leighton,'
Littlefield,

Jefferson e

Warren
Erwin Melvin

So. Natick,

Exeter

E'.xeter.

Durham.
Norwich,

Mr. Hayes's
Vt.

IVarner.

Marlborough.
jVashua.

Haverhill, Mass.
e

Dover.

Mr. Bickford's
Mr. Bickford's
Mr. Schoonmaker's

Kappa Sigma House
Strafford Hall

Nesmith Hall
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Lord, Edward Oliver,

Jr.

Roxbiiry, Mass.

Mr. E. M. Moirill's

Moreton, Joseph Wesley
Morgan, George Luther

Medford, Afass.
Pembroke.

Strafford Hall

Columbia.

Dr. Lamson's

Durham.

Prof. Pettee's

Ada Amelia

Noyes,

Horace James
Pickering, Fred Roberts ^
Pettee,

Piper,

Barnstead.

Mark Fernald

Straiham.

Putney, Fred Silver

Hopkinton.

Randall, John Leslie

Lee.

Robinson, William Orren

Marlborottgh.

Russell,

Harry Union

West Derry.

Durham.

Savage, Elmer Seth

Lancaster.

Edward Seymour

Greenland.

Shaw, Everett Simeon
Stokell, Reginald Carroll

Llampton.

Swanson, Casline Caroline

Medford, Mass.

Exeter.

True, Henry Olin

East

Wiggin, Josiah Benjamin

Andover.

LLaverhill.

CLASS OF
Name.

Residence.
Pittsfield.

Batchelder, Charles

So.

Barnes, Stewart Kenrick

William Edward

Leo
Berry, EUerton Cloutman
Burnham, Rayworth
Campbell, Samuel Francis
Black, Dennis

Campbell, Willis C.

Stratham
Prof. Scott's

Mr. Schoonmaker's

Meserve Hall
Prof. Parsons's

Kappa Sigma House
Strafford Hall
Strafford Hall

Exeter

Mr. Hayes's
Mrs. Hadley's
Prof. Scott's

1906.

Adams, Samuel Taylor
Armstrong, Percy Edwin

Belleville,

Dr. Grant's

Lee

Robertson, Charles Emery
Seavey,

The Mystic

Milford.

Room.
Mr. Hancock's
Mr. Schoonmaker's

Hampton.

Walpole.

Hinsdale.

Pettee's Block

A/Nashua.

DeMeritt Hall

Farmington.

Antrim.

Windham.
Windham.

Clement, Clarence E.

Derry.

Clarke, John Dustin

jVashua.

Converse, Ernest Luther

Am/ierst.

Pettee's Block

Pinkerton Hall
Pinkerton Hall

Pinkerton Hall

DeMeritt Hall

Crawford, Elizabeth Blaine

Southbridge, Mass.

Davison, Earl B.

Lisbon.

DeMeritt Hall

Dearborn, Joseph Jewell
Densmore, Frank Benjamin
Durward, David A. A.

Suncook.

DeMeritt Hall

No. Charlestown.

Mrs. Sanders's

Claremont.

Mrs. Sanders's

Mrs. Sanders's

Edwards, Frank Andrew
Farr, Carroll

Winfred

A^ew Boston.
No. Weare.

Fiske, Ralph

Brown

Kensington.

Prof. Nesbit's

Mrs. Sanders's
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Foss, Grace

Tamson

Franklin, Neil Starr

Garland, Albert

Raymond

Gooch, William Safford
Gooch, George Webster
Govven, Ralph

Edward
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Durham.

Mr. Loring Foss's

Bernardston, Mass

Mrs. Morse's

Kappa Sigma House

Farmington.
Exeter.

Exeter

Exeter.

Exeter

Stratham.

Hall, Erie Earle

East Barrington

Hardy, Edwin Davis
Johnson, Montague

Nashua.
Nashua.

Jenness, Cyrus Fremont

Gonic.

Lamson, Charles James Frank
Raymond Lewis
Marden, Walter Leroy

Dover.

Nesmith Hall

Portsmouth.

Mrs. Mathes's

Lunt,

Merrifield, Charles

Henry

Mudgett, Orlo Dudley

Norwood, Edgar A.
Osborne,

Raymond Marden

Pierce, Butler Libby

Pike,

Mahlon Arthur

Pettee's Block

DeMeritt

Exeter.

Exeter

Charlestown.

Meserve Hall

Gilmanton.

Meserve Hall

Rockport.

Peterborough.

Mr. Morrill's

So. Yariiiotith.

Raymond

Prof. Scott's

Dover.
Worcester, Mass.

Edwin Jay

Pettee's Block

Enfield Center.

Reed, Ralph Samuel
Roberts, Ernest

Plall

Kappa Sigma House

Purrington, Walter Fuller

Roberts,

Mr. George Stevens's

Mr. Morse's
DeMeritt Hall

Laconia.

Dr. Grant's

DeMeritt Hall

Rollinsford.

Small, William Clifford

Nashua.

Roy Vance
Woodard, Julius Seth

Barrhigton.

Mrs. Sanders's

Woodsville.

DeMeritt Hall

Swain,

The Mystic

PREPARATORY STUDENTS.
Name.

Room.

Residence.

Blodgett, Joseph French

Hebron.

Hoitt House

Blood, Fred Albert

Somersworth.

Mrs. Davis's

Chesley, John

Henry

Rockingham.

Dr. Grant's

Dearborn, Jenness Stevens

Stincook.

Estrada, Benito Rodriguez

Puerto Principe, Cuba.

George, Henry Clinton,

N'ewmarket.

Newmarket

Hall, Erie Earle

East Barrington.

Mr. Stevens

Harris, Vincent Colby
Maynard, Ethel Rose
Morel, Cirilo Rodriguez

Ha7iover.

Noyes,

Ada Amelia

Robertson, Charles Emery

Tinkham, Frank Alvin

Mr. A. Meserve's

Nesmith Hall

Mrs. Davis's
Mr. L. Thompson's

Barrington.

Puerto Principe. Cuba. Mr. A. Meserve's

Mr. Dearborn's

Columbia.
Buffalo,

Grafton.

N.

Y.

Prof. Parson's
Prof. Parson's
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TWO

YEARS' COURSE.
CLASS OF

Name.

1

901.

Blodgett, Charles Nicklin

Hebron.

Lee Robert
Verder, Harry Douglass
Wilkins, George C.

Colebrook.

Covell,

Name.

Hoitt

Mr. A. Meserve's
Q. T. V. Hall

Peterborough.

1902.

Room.

Residence.

Brew, George R.

Lowell, Mass.

Cushman, Rufus Leonard
Farr, Carroll Winfred
Hills, George Fletcher
Leary, Eugene Arthur

No. Adams, Mass.

Lord, Edward Oliver,

Jr.

Mason, George H.
Phillips, Charles

Waldo

Strafford Hall

Salem, Mass.

Mr. A. Meserve's

N'ew London.

Mr. Caverno's
Whitcher's Block

Atkinson.

West Ruinney.

Smith, Ivan John

Cornish Center.

Tenney, Walter Phelps

Chester.

Thompson, Lewis Raymond
Weeks, Thornton Norris
Whittier, Robert Eben
Wilson, Edward Carlyle

Lee.

Mrs. Sanders's

The Mystic

Deei'field.

Mrs. Waierhouse's
Mrs. Sanders's
Mrs. Thompson's

Mr. Runlett's

Greenland.

The Mystic

Deerfield.

Strafford Hall

Wilton.

Braver River Corner , N.

CLASS OF
Name.

Mrs. Hadley's
Mrs. Sanders's

Hollis.

Quinby, Walter Eugene

Archibald Francis

Meserve Hall

Weare.

N^o.

House

Prof. Parsons's

Hollis.

CLASS OF

Wyman,

Room.

Residence.

S.

1903.

Residence.

Room.
Meserve Hall

Harry Garfield
Durvvard, David A. A.
Edwards, Thorne L.
Foss, Herbert Knowlton

Dover.

Herbert, Charles Garfield

Pelham.

Mr. Bickford's

Manning, George Grover

Boston, A/ass.

Strafford Hall

Nixon, James Henry

East Brentwood.

Perkins, Norris Bartlett

Meredith.

Mr. Bickford's

No. Weare.

Mr. Bickford's

Brierley,

Sawyer, Moses

Hugo

Claremont.

Durham Club

Chicago,

Strafford Hall

Lll.

Durham.

Hampton,

Swain, Roscoe F.

So.

Woodbury, Herbert Melzon

.dtkinson.

Mr. Loring Foss's

The Mystic

Hampton
The Mystic

So.
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CLASS OF
Name.

Teniple.

South Hampton.

Wesley Pillsbury

Sanborn, Ernest Noyes
Shurbert,

1904.

Residence.

Fiske, Harry Martin
Flint,
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Laconia.

Henry Marston

Smyth, Harry Wilson

Northtvood Riage.

West Concord.

SPECIAL COURSE.
Name.
Barker, Willie Lincoln
Bassett, Nellie

Mary

Grace

Residence.

Subject.

Stratham.

Agriculture

Drawing

Durhai7i.

Exeter.

Biology

Biology

Dunham, L. Helen
Dunham, Samuel Ellis

Durham.
Durham.
Durham.

Ebbitt, Richard

Manchester.

Grout, Harry T.

Exeter.

Calef,

E.

Coe, Margaret Alice

Hadley, Nellie G.

Durham.

Keith, Carleton A.

Boston, Mass.

Little,

Ralph Dearborn

Nesbit, John Robert

Dairying

Drawing and Shop Work
Drawing
Agriculture

Mrs. Sawyer's

Salisbury.

Shop Work
Biology

N'eiujields.

Roberts, John Harry

Drawing and Shop Work
Chemistry
South Berwick, Me.

Rollinsford.

Ross, Chester Blanchard

Sanborn, Harriet E.

N'ezvjields.

Shenton, Charles Marshall

Nashua.

Stone, Charles

Mechanical Engineering

Milton, Pa.

W.

Pease, Nellie

Zoology and Mathematics

Edwin

South Berzvick, Me.

Biology

The Mystic
Chemistry, Zoology

Helen M.
Tootell, Doyle Frederic
Whidden, Ernest Cooper

Hampshire Road.
Dover.

Machine Shop

Wright, Julia

Exeter.

Biology

Street,

]\L

Biology

Exeter.

Mech'l Engineering

WINTER AND DAIRY COURSE.
1901.
Name.
Brierley,

Residence.

Harry Garfield

Camp, Harry Newton
Cater,

Harry Burton

Downs, E. Allen

Dover
Exeter

Burpee, Leroy Blake.
.

Etna

.

North Harrington
Alstead

1

;
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Howe,

........
......
........
........
.......

N

C.

Hurd, Harry Robert

North Hampto7i

Lamprey, Ernest Batchelor
Phillips, C.

Alstead

Peterborough

W

Leavitfs Hill

Roberts, James A.

.

Peabody
Woodbury, Herbert Melzon

Tuttle, Clarence

Rochester

Haverhill

Atkinson

1902.
Fiske, Ralph

Brown

Kensington

.

Holt, Harry Walter

South Lyndehorotiqh

.

Wentivorth

Jones, William Marlin

Peterborough

Kendall, Louis E.

Milford

Savage, Arthur Barron

Westgate, Frank M.

Pike's Station

.

Durliam

Woodbury, Frank Pliny

SUMMARY.
Graduate Students

Four Years" Course

:

Class of 1901

14

Class of 1902

10

Class of 1903

14

Class of 1904

36

Class of 1905

41

Class of 1906

46

Preparatory Students

Two

Years' Course

Class of

1

90

4

Class of 1902

16

Class of 1903

II

Class of 1904

5

Special Students

22

Students in Winter and Dairy Courses

19

Twice

classified

.......

Students from November, 1900, to November, 1902

254

245

—
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REGISTER OF GRADUATES.
BACHELORS OF SCIENCE.
Note.— The arrangement is: (e) Name in full, (b) Later degrees taken, (c)
Residence at time of entering college, id) Occnpatiou, etc. (e) Present
residence. *Dead. It is earnestly requested that each graduate inform the
Secretary of the Faculty of any changes that should be made in this list.
1871.

William Preston Ballard, Concord.

Lewis Perkins, Hampton.

Farmer.

P. O.

Box jg,

Concord.

Contractor.

JO/ Lake Avenue, Neiuton Highlands, Mass.
Charles Henry Sanders, Penacook.

Merchant.

Penacook.
3

1872.

Edwin

Bartlett, Bath.

Harness Business.

Frank Alexander White, Bow.

Farmer.

Route

4,

Concord.

2

1873.

Frederick Erasmus Eldredge, Kensington.

James Fred

.Smith,

A. B., A.

M. (Dartmouth, 1885),

Principal

School.

Charles Henry Tucker, Plaistow.

of

High

Campbell, Cal.

Carriage Woodworker.

24 Highland

Street,

Amesbury, Mass.

3—
1874.

Millard Fillmore Hardy, Rev., Nelson.
* Henry

Graduated Theo.

Inst.,

Ct.,

1878.

West Townskend,

Pastor of Cong'l Church.

Abbott Sawyer, North Weare.

Vt.

—*i

2
1875.

Walton Herman Aldrich, M. D. (Univ. X. Y. City, 1880), Troy. Physician
and Surgeon.
Marlborough.
Frank Pierce Curtis. Grocer.
Fitchburg, Mass.
Frank Veranus Emerson, Lebanon. Manager Emerson Edge Tool Company.
East Lebanon.
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Charles Webster

Hardy, M. D.

(Mo. Med. Coll., 1881), Marlborough.
20b So. Main Street, Ottawa, Kansas.
Fruit Grower and Market Gardener.

Physician.

Harvey

Jewell, Winchester.

Cromwell, Conn.
*Charles Ormille Leavitt, Lebanon.

*John Loney McGregor, D. D. S. (Phila. Dental Coll., 1877), M. D. (Dartmouth, 1883), Whitefield.
Kimball, Minn.
Eliel Peck, Lebanon. Merchant.
Walpole.
Ira William Ramsey, Walpole.
Orlando Leslie Seward, Keene. Artist.
28^ Church Street, Keene.
Emery Mason Willard, Harrisville. Druggist, 15 Union Street, Boston, Mass.
jog Hewlett Street Roslindale, Mass.
I I

— *2

1876.

Herbert Cyril Aldrich, Troy.

Real Estate and Orange Grower.
Cypress Avenue, Ridlands, Cal.

Edmund Lawson Brigham,

Jaffrey.

Mechanic.

Joseph Warren Butterfield, Westmoreland.

Farmer.

Arthur French Chamberlain, Westmoreland.
Chicago,

(>j42

111.

Anson Ballard

Cross, Holyoke, Mass.

N'orth Montpelier, Vt.

Partner of Edson Keith

Kimhark Avenue,

&

Chicago,

Co.,
III.

Contractor and builder.
IVilmington, Vt.

Warren Webster Kimball, Troy.
Daniel Deeth Parker, Fitzwilliam.

Troy.

Merchant.

With Heywood

Bros.

&

Wakefield Co.

Box ^6, Gardner, Mass.

7—
1877.
Chelsea, Indian Ter.
RoUin Kirk Adair, Indian Territory. Merchant.
* Homer Brooks, M. D. (N. Y. Horn. Med. Coll., iSSi), Franconia.
John Washington Carson, Mont Vernon. School Supt. and Land Surveyor.

Francestown.
*Charles Otto Chubert, Troy.

*Charles Albert Edwards, LL. B. (State Univ., Iowa, 1880), Keene.

William Francis

Flint,

Richmond.

Land Surveyor,

Horticulturist,

Clinton Camillus Hall, Westmoreland.

Forestry

Winchester.

Expert.

Farmer.

John Goodrich Henry, M. D. (Dartmouth, 1880),

East IVestmoreland.
Chesterfield.

Physician.

Wiiichendon, Mass.

Charles Pitkin HoUister, North Montpelier, Vt.
George Mirick Holman, M. D., Fitchburg, Mass. Teacher.
60S Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
Charles Appleton Hubbard, Troy. Treasurer United Fruit Company.
Board of Trade Building, iij State Street, Boston, Mass.

.
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Bee Keeper and Farmer.
Bracken, Comal Co., Texas.
Insurance and Real Estate.
14 River Street, Hudson, Mass.

Carlos Augustus Wheeler, East Calais, Vt.

Everard Whittemore, Fitzwilliam.

13— *4
187S.

Ezra Eastman Adams, Manchester.

*Elmer Kilburn, Marlovv.
Charles

Edward Record,

Contractor and Builder (Green

Fitchburg, Mass.

houses a specialty)

7j>

Green

Street,

-

Leominster, Mass.

3-* I
1879.

Charles Hardy Bailey,

M. D. (Dartmouth, 18S1).

Physician.

Gardner, Mass., Station A.

With American Writing Paper
Company.
Holvoke, Mass.
Lucius M. Cragin, Lempster. Farmer.
Springfield, Vt.
*Nathaniel Cutler Holmes, Jaffrey.
Fred Charles Parker, Lempster. Commercial Traveler, 23 Union St. ConAcivorth.
cord, N. H.
George Henry Wilkins, ^L D. (N. Y. Horn. Med. Coll., 1883), Amherst.
Physician.
306 Walnut Street, Nei.utonville, Mass.
Richard Clinton Chapin, Chicopee, Mass.

6—*

I

iSSo.

Charles Harvey Hood, Derry, Milk Business.

2 Benton Road, Sotnerville, Mass.
I

—

1881.

Edwin Thomas Aldrich, Troy.

General Insurance Agent.

Henry Lyman Barnard, Troy.

Clerk.

Bridgmans

Block, Keene.

Troy.

*George Jordan Boardman, Lawrence, Mass.
Edwin Franklin, Bristol, Harwinton, Conn. Miller and Farmer.
Ascutneyville, Vt.

Artemas Terald Burleigh. Farmer.
Franklin.
Frank Dana Ely, Cavendish, Vt. With Vermont Marble Company, Electrician.

Proctor,

Sanford Eugene Emery, LL. B. (Albany
Vt.

Attorney at Law.

Law

Proctorsville,

Charles Herbert Hazen, Hartford, Vt.

Vt.

School, 1886), Proctorsville
Vt.

Farmer and Market Gardener.
Bethlehem.

Frank

P.

Marston, Hartford,

\^t.

With International Paper Company.
Wilder, Vt.

_
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William Augustus Megrath, M. D. (Dartmouth, iS86), Cavendish, Vt.

PhyLoudon.
Fred Tovvnsend Stanton, Strafford. Farmer.
Strafford Corner
Victor Hugo Stickney, M. D. (Dartmouth, 1883), Tyson, Vt.
Physician and
Surgeon.
Dickinson, N. Dakota.
Samuel Austin Wallace, Ph. G. (Boston School of Pharmacy, 1886), West
sician.

Hartford, Vt.

Druggist.

Crookston,

George Herbert Whitcher, Strafford. Director of the
cultural Experiment Station, February 22, 18SS,
Professor of Agriculture of the

November

i,

1894.

New Hampshire

Minn.

New Hampshire

Agri-

November

1894;

to

i,

College, June, 1887, to

District Superintendent of Schools,

August

1900.

i,

Durham.
14

— *i

Harvey Lincoln Boutwell, LL. B. (Boston University, 1886), Hopkinton.
Attorney at Law, 209 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
J7 Pierce Street, Maiden, Mass.
Dana Justin Bugbee, North Pomfret, Vt. Mining in Colorado.
A^orth Pomfret, Vt.

Robert Fletcher Burleigh, M. D. (Dartmouth, 1887), Franklin. Physician.
South Braintree, Mass.

La Forrest John Carpenter, Surry.
Edwin Preston Dewey, Hanover.

(^^^ff

Civil

Street,

City Hall,

George Andrew Loveland, LL.
Vt.

Maiden, Mass.

Engineer.

B. (University of

Long Beach,

New York,

Cal.

1886), Norwich,

Section Director, United States Weather Bureau.
State

Ujtiversity, Lincoln, N'eb.

John Wright Mason. Hanover.
Harlan Addison Nichols, Derry. County Physician.
*Frank Elmer Thompson. Stark.

Fort Stockton, Tex.
9

— *I

18S3.

Elmore Ferdinand Arnold, M. D. (University City of New York, 1885),
Londonderry, Vt. Physician.
A^eio York, N^. Y.
Frank Landor Bigelow, Proctorsville, Vt. Instructor in Mathematics and
Sciences, Goddard Seminary, Barre, Vt., 1883-86.
Business.
Rutland, Vt.
Frederick Stocks Birtwhistle, Troy.

ment General
Noice D.

Bristol,

Electric

Electrical

Company, 44 Broad

Harwinton, Conn.

Frederick Plummer Comings, Lee.

South Yarmouth, Mass.

Engineer, Foreign Depart-

Street,

N. Y.

Scenic Photographer.
Trustee,

Troy.

Logan, Ohio.

1S93— Principal High

School,
Lee.
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Frank Harry Follansbee, Canaan.

Railway Mail Clerk.
41 Sharon

Adams
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ARTS.

Street,

Weit Medford, Mass.

Clark French, P^anklin Falls.

James Edgar Gay, Tunbridge, Vt. Woolen Manufacturer.
Elmer Daniel Kelley, Franklin Falls. Farmer and Business.

Cavendish,

Ft.

44J Central Street, Franklin Falls.
Alvah Benjamin Morgan, Canaan. Registered Druggist.
Woodstock, Vt.
William Lincoln Whittier, Deerfield. Machinist.
Charles Minot

Woodward, Hanover.

8 Hardy Street, Beverly, Mass.
Teacher of Science, Corsicana High

School.

Corsicana, Texas.

*Ernest Smith Cummings, Lee.

Fred Carlos Davis, South Reading, Vt.

Lawyer, Dealer

in

Real Estate, and

Farmer.

Springfield, Vt.

Sylvester Miller Foster, Riverhead, N. Y.

Cashier Riverhead Bank, and Coal

Dealer.

Riverhead, N. Y.

Herbert Harvey Kimball, M.
Assistant Editor

(Columbian University, 1900), Hopkinton.

S.

Monthly Weather Review.

Moses Bisbee Mann, Benton.

U.

S.

Weather Bureau.
Washington, D.

C.

Inspector of Customs.

II Hancock Street, Maiden, Mass.
George Milton Moore, Plymouth, Vt. Real Estate, Insurance Agent.
Litdlow,

Ziba Amherst Norris, Lyme.

5S7-593 Washington

Vt.

Dealer in Groceries and Provisions.

Street,

Dorchester, atid

j^g-jjj Dudley

Street,

Roxbtiry, Mass.

Edwin Chapin Thompson, Lee.

Section Director U. S. Weather Bureau.

J Allen Street,

San Juan, P. R.

8—*

I

George Ellsworth Adams, Weston, Vt. Merchant.
Vernal, Utah.
Ruel Seabury Alden, Lyme. Superintendent of College Farm, 1895-97.

Farm Superintendent.
Box ijj, N'oi-th Uxbridge, Mass.
Walter Eugene Angier, C. E. (Dartmouth, 1887), West Swanzey. Resident
Engineer, Thebes, 111.
Office jO 78th Street, Chicago, III.
Edward Alonzo

Bailey,

West Swanzey.

Phillips Greenleaf Bickford,

Andrew Walter

Brill,

Fire Insurance

With George Holbrook & Co.
5j Pine Street, Keene, A'. H.

Lyme.

Riverhead, L.

I.

Company, 76 William

With North
Street,

British

New York

and Mercantile

City.

Hempstead, N. V.

.
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Paul Cuff Brooks, Boston, Mass.

Frank Jay Emerson, Epping.
Allen Hazen, Wilder, Vt. Consulting Engineer.
.SV.

George Mayo MuUins, Londonderry.

PattPs Building, 220 Broadivay, N. Y.

Attorney at Law.

Fourth and yefferson
Albert Henry

Wood, Lebanon.

Streets, Papillon,

Framingham, Mass.

Grain Merchant.

II
1

Frank Albert Davis,

Neb.

Associate Professor of Agriculture, 1890-94.

AI.

B.,

M. D. (Boston

1897, '^98), South Lee.

University School of Medicine

81^ Beacon

Physician.

James Ellsworth Harvey, Surry.

—

886.

Street, Boston,

Mass.

Clinton, Mass.

Photographer.

Employe du governement a

Belezar Stoianoff Ruevsky, Sistova, Bulgaria.
Direction de la Statistique.

Sojia,

la

Bulgaria

Madison Templeton Thurber, M. D. (Dartmouth, 1890), Webster. Physician.
95 Savin Hill Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Edward Hills Wason, New Boston. Attorney at Law.
146 Main Street, Nashua.
George Pillsbury Wood, Lebanon. Draftsman and Clerk, Department of the
Navy.
3407 Holmead Avenue, Washington, D. C.

6—
1887.

William Sprague Currier, Norwich, Vt. Local Forecast Official in charge
U. S. Weather Bureau, Toledo, Ohio.
U. S. Weather Bureau Office.
Arthur Woodbury Hardy, C. E. (Dartmouth,

1889),

Hopkinton.

Chief

Inspector Stock Insurance Companies.

240 La Salle Street, Chicago, III.
Salesman for Grand Union Tea Com-

George Albert Sanborn, Rochester.

Rochester.

pany.

Hiram Newton Savage,

Member Am.

(Dartmouth), White

C. E.

Soc. C. E.

;

River Junction, Vt.;

Chief Engineer San Diego Land and

Town

and Otay Railway Company;
Chief Engineer in charge Sweetwater Water Company ; Consulting
Engineer Southern California Mountain Water Company; Consulting

Company; Chief Engineer National

City

Natio7ial

Engineer General Practice.

Bion Leland Waldron, Strafford.

Observer U.

S.

City,

Cal.

Weather Bureau.
Columbus, Ohio.

5—
1

888.

Melvin Burnside Carr, North Haverhill.
Herbert Grant Davis, South Lee.
Transportation Company.

Manager

Lawrence Gas, Electric, and
Ford Street, Ogdensburg, N. V.

St.

/
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Gerrish, Webster.

Assistant
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Paymaster

Proprietors of

for

Merrimack River. 66 Broadway, Lo~iVell,Mass.
William Nelson Hazen, C. E. (Dartmouth, 1890). Chief Draftsman for the
Structural Iron and Steel Co., Bush Street and B. & O. R. R.
the Locks and Canals on

Pittsburg, Penn.

Edward David O'Gara, Hanover. Farmer.
George Elmer Porter, M.D. (Dartmouth, 1892), Hartford,
A/aretigo,

George Jonathan Sargent, Canterbury.

&

New

Sy^ Broadway,
S.

Wayne

Co.,

N. Y.

Engineer with Warnig, Chipman

Civil

Farquhar.

John Warren Smith, M.

Hanover.
Vt., Physician.

(1900), Grafton.

York, N. Y.

Section Director U. S.

Bureau, in charge Columbus, Ohio, and of Ohio Section.
turer in Meteorology at Ohio State University.
George Elwin Walker, Littleton. Farmer.

Weather

Special Lec-

Columbus, Ohio.
Littleton.

9—
Fred Harvey Colby, Hopkinton.

Fruit Grower.

Prosser, IVash.

Linwood Carroll Gillis.
*Louis Jerome Hutchinson, Norwich, Vt.
John Lawrence Norris, Lyme. Norris Brothers, Groceries and Provisions,
1673-1679 Washington Street, Boston, 529-535 Dudley Street, Roxbury,
and 587-593 Washington Street, Dorchester, Mass.
6
Charles Walter Earl Scott, Winchester.

David Elmer Stone, Hartford, Vt.

Fred Washburne, West
Department.

IVorcester Square, Boston, Alass.

INIechanic.

Darrington, Wash.

Grain Merchant.

Framitigham Center, Mass.
With Sargent & Co., Foreman of Foundry
j6 Carmel Street, A^e^o Haven, Conn.

.Springfield.

7

— *i

1S90.

John Young Jewett, C. E. (Dartmouth,
Metropolitan Water Board, Boston.
Clinton, Mass.

Elihu Quinby Sanborn, Webster.

Mass.

Dam

Gilford.

Civil

Engineer.

and Aqueduct Department,

402 Chestnut

Joseph Franklin Preston, Hanover.
Clarence Ira Slack, Norwich, Vt.

1895),

Street, Clinton,

Mass.

Boston, Mass.

Clerk.

Machinist.

Contoocook.

Bookkeeper with N. E. Hollis, Boston,
II Windsor Road, West Somerville, Mass.

4—
1S91.

Ernest Gowell Cole, Hampton.
E. G. Cole
Russell

Marden

&

Postmaster and Merchant under firm name

Hampton.

Co.

Everett, Chester,

Lawyer.

1^2 Market
11

Street,

A'ewark,

A',

y.
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Edward Payson
Company.

Stone,

Chemist With Baton Rouge Sugar

Canaan Center.

Baton Rouge, La.

3—
1892.

Percey Lovejoy Barker, C. E. (Dartmouth, 1894), Milford. Assistant Division Engineer, Pennsylvania Division, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.
yersey Shore, Penn.
Fred Driggs Fuller, Hanover. Assistant Chemist, New York Agricultural
Experiment Station.
84 Lyceum Street, Geneva, N. Y.
Lebanon.
Arthur Benezette Hough, Lebanon. Dairy Farmer.
Edward Monroe Stone, C. E. (Dartmouth, 1894), Marlborough. Civil

Engineer with Henry A. Wolcott.

^g Pearl

Street,

Hartford, Conn.

4—
1893.

Wilton Everett Britton, Keene. State Entomologist and Entomologist of the
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station.
/j/7 Boulevard,

Frank John Bryant,

Enfield.

Hewitt,

Charles Elbert

New Haven,

M. M.

E.

(Cornell,

13-21 Park

Engineer and Contractor.

Conn.

Lebanon.

Teacher.
1895), Hanover.

Row

Electrical

Building, Netv York City.

Heating and VentiCharles Lincoln Hubbard, M. E. (1895), Fitzwilliam.
lating Engineer, 93 Federal Street, Instructor in heating and Ventilation
in

American Correspondence School, 156 Tremont

Street, Boston, Mass.

283 Central Street, Auburndale, Mass.
Civil Engineer and Surveyor.

Orrin Moses James, Northwood.

Nortlrwood Narroivs.

Arthur Whitmore Smith, M.
Instructor in

(Wesleyan University, 1895), Norwich, Vt.
Physics and Electrical Engineering, Tulane University of
S.

N'eiv

Louisiana.

Orleans, La.

6—
1894.

Bert Sargent Brown, Hanover.

Llanover.

Livery Stable Proprietor.

Keene.
Fred Willis Gunn, Keene. Farmer and Fruit Grower.
Frederic William Howe, Hollis. Professor of Chemistry.
State Normal School, Fratningham, Mass.

3—
1895-

Frank Stanley Adams, Gilsum.

Frank

Clifton

Britton,

With Vermont Farm Machine Company.
56 Pine Street, Bellows Falls,

Keene.

Superintendent

Belchertown, Mass.

Creamery.

Henry Elmer

Vt.

Belchertown Cooperative

Hill, Plainfield, Vt.

With

the Arizona

Lumber Company.
Flagstaff,

Charles Arthur Trow,

Mont Vernon.

Arizona.

Athens, Henderson Co.,

4—

Texas.

—

.
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1896.

Manager of Peerless Manufacturing Com-

Lewis Harris Kittredge, Keene.
pany.

119'i

Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
I

1897.

Harlan Winifred Barney, Grafton.

Business.

333 Walnut
Carrie .Augustus Bartlett, Lee.

Mary

Street, Maitchester.

Teacher.

Blaisdell Bartlett, Epping.

South Lee.

Instructor Pinkerton

Academy.
Derry.

Science Teacher, High School.

Walter French Buck, Manchester.

Pawtucket, R.

Farmer.

Arthur Willard Colburn, Dracut, Mass.
Carrie Lydia Comings,

Irving Lyford Dennett.

Durham.

,

I.

Dracut, Mass.

Teacher Woonsocket High School.

g4 Blackstone Street, Woonsocket, R.
New York Glucose Company.

I.

Chief Engineer,

Edgewater, X. J.
*Mary Elizabeth Comings (Mrs. I. L. Dennett), Durham.
Elwin Henry Forristall, M. Sc, 1900, Columbia. Manager of Walker Gordon
Laboratory Company's Farms.
Charles River Village, Mass.
Teacher in Manual Training and Sciences,
Leslie David Hayes, Durham.
Ryan High School.
JS4 Fisk Street, Appletoti, Wis.

John Norton Hunt, Peterborough.
Ellery Dunbar Jenkins, Lee. Chemist, Lowell

Peterborough.

P.

Woodruff Mason, Stamford, Conn.

Company.

Fertilizer

O.

Box

loj, Lowell, Mass.

Medical Student, Columbia University.

New
Roscoe Hart Shaw, Milton. Instructor

With

Claflin Bros.,

Mining Engineers.

Nome
Delbert

City.

Madison, Wis.

So. Hall,

Charles William Vickery, Dover.

York

in Chemistry, University of Wisconsin.

Amos Wheeler, South Ashburnham,

Mass.

City, Aalska.

Teacher.

Rye.

Superintendent Stonehurst Farm.

Everett Sidney Whittemore, Colebrook.

Stonehurst Farm, Lntervale, N.

17— *

LL.

I

1898.

*Richard Cole Butterfield, Westmoreland.

Helen Buzzell Lee.

Route ^, Dover.

Teacher.

Bernice Elisabeth Caverno (Mrs. E. H. Hancock), Durham.

Durham.

Burton Albert Corbett, Colebrook.

Colebrook

Farmer.

Alfred Caverly Durgin, Lee. Farmer and
James Alfred Foord, Walpole. Assistant
Agriculture, Cornell University.

Fruit Grower.
in

Lee.

Dairy Husbandry, College of

J7 East Avenue,

Ithica,

N.

V
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John William Fullerton, Somersworth. Paymaster with Great Falls Woolen
Soviersworth.
Company.
Arthur Given, Durham. Assistant Chemist, U. S. Department of Agriculi<)37 13th Street N. W., Washington, D. C.
ture, Bureau of Chemistry.
Edward Henry Hancock, Belmont. Instructor in Mechanism and WoodDurham.
work, New Hampshire College.
Mabel Lucy Hayes, Durham. Teacher of Business Course in High School.
iS Washington Avenue, Winthrop, Mass.
Tomokichi Hirokawa, B.
bari,

Japan.

S.

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology), lama-

Instructor in Physics

and

Electrical Engineering.

Kyoto, Japan.
Harry Clinton Mathes, Newmarket. Mail Clerk. 23 Belknap Street, Dover.
Herbert Fisher Moore, M. E. (Cornell, 1899), Penacook. Instructor in
Machine Design, Sibley College, Cornell University.
J 12 Stewart Avenue, Ithaca, N. Y.
Draftsman with Taft-Pierce ManufacGerry Austin Morgan, Goffstown.
turing Company.
gs Blackstone Street, Woottsocket, H. I.
Harry Putnam Richardson, Milford. With the John Hancock Insurance
Company.
346 East Thirty- Second Street, Paterson, N. y.
Ashland.
Fred Dexter Sanborn, Ashland. Paper Box Manufacturer.
Fred Webster Smith, Franklin Falls. Foreman SuUoway Mills.

With Great

Benjamin D. Tolles, Somersworth.

Franklin

Falls.

Falls Manufacturing

Com-

Somers7Vorth.

pany.

18— *

With the General

Henry Clark Baker, South Yarmouth, Mass.
Company, 502 Tradesmens' Building.
Harry Everett Barnard, Nashua.

Chemist

I

Electric

Pittsburg, Pa.

for the State

Board of Health,

Concord, N. H.
Edward Clement, Nashua. Mining Engineer, Mechanical and
Constructing Engineer, Bingham Consolidated Mining and Smelting
Company, Bingham Copper and Gold Mining Company, King Mining
Company.
y 00 McCornick Building, Salt Lake City, Utah.
State Laboratory of Hygiene.

Harrison

Irving Atvvell Colby, Exeter.

Instructor in

Willis Daniel Farley

Hayden,

Machine Design, Sibley College,

703 East State Street, Ithaca, X. Y.
Superintendent Middlebrook Farm.

Cornell University.
Hollis.

Dover.
Frederic Libbey Horton, Dover.

William Elmer Hunt, Nashua.

Company.
107 Park Street, Lynn, Mass.

With General
First

fantry.

Louis Hobart Kenney, Pownal, Me.
River Ship and Engine Company.

Electric

Lieutenant Eighth United States In-

Camp

Skagivay, Alaska.

Draftsman, Engineering Division Fore

Quincy, A/ass.

—
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(Mrs. Herbert F. More.)

112 Stewart Avenue, Ithaca, N. V.

Harry Nelson Putney, Franklin.

Pomfret Centre, Conn.

Dairyman.

Arthur Zebulon Norcross, Rindge.

Machinist B.

& M.

R. R. Shops.
Concord, N.

Grammar

Etta Lillian Simpson, Durham. Principal

School.

H.

Aciishnet, Jl/ass.

12
1900.

Power Department

Herbert Prescott Andrews, Hollis.

Company.
David Burns Bartlett, Manchester.

404g Jl/organ

Louis Transit

St.

Street, St. Louis, Jl/o.

Teacher.

2JO Harrison Street, Manchester, N. H.
Durham. Teacher.
Athol, 3/ass.
Blanche Mary Foye, Durham. Teacher in Milford High School.
Milford.
Charles Elliot Page Mathes. With Wetherbee Allis Company, Clothiers.
4j6 Central Avenue, Dover, N'. H.
Edward Emil Nelson, Nashua. Mining Engineer. With Bingham Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company, and Bingham Copper and Gold
Mining Company, Dalton and Lark Mine.
Bingham, Utah.
Alvena Pettee, Durham. Student, Columbia University.
i2§o Amsterdam Avenue, N'ew York City.
Francis Burnham,

Marie Livingstone Robertson, Buffalo, N. Y.

(Mrs. Benjamin N. Duggar.)
202 Hitt Street, Cohanbia, Mo.
Walter Noah Shipley, Nashua. Testing Department, General Electric Company.
bo8 Western Avemie, Lynn, Mass.
Charles Edwin Stillings, Somersworth. Testing Department General Electric
Company.
jS Mall Street, Lynn, Mass.

John Ernest Wilson,

Hollis.

With H. A. Holden,

Electrical

4j Warren

Boston.

Robert Morrill Wright,

Hill.

Principal

Grammar

School.

Belmont,
12

1

Henry Harold Calderwood, Nashua.

Contractor,

Street, Bosto7i,

Mass.
A^.

H.

—

90 1.

With H. G. Cameron &

de Tula Estado de Vera Cruz, Mexico.

Co.,

Hacienda
Nashua.

Henry Courser, Warner.
Alice Emerson Dorr, Dover.
Charles

Harry Willis Evans, Portsmouth. Engineering Department, General Electric Company.
67/ Western Avenue, I^ynn, Mass.
Harry Gilbert Farwell, Keene. With the General Electric Company.
Ella Gertrude

Gowen, Dover.

Giving Lessons

77 Grove Street, Lynn, Mass.
in Cookery.
i^ Lexington

Charles

Lund Hunt, Nashua.

Infantry.

Street,

Dover.

Second Lieutenant Twelfth United

States

fort Duchesne, Utah.
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Edwin

Price Jewett, Lakeport.

Assistant

Superintendent Walker Gordon

Laboratory Farms.

Plainsboro, N. y.

Robert McArdle Keown, Pomona, Fla.

Draftsman with Kidder Press ComDover.

pany.

Elmer Eugene Lyon, Wentworth. Teacher. Connecticut School

for Boys.

RIeriden, Conn.

George

Penneo, Hampstead.

J.

Hampstead.
With Clark

Farmer.

Harold Morrison Runlett, Durham. Wholesale Shoe Business.
Hutchinson Co., 121 Duane

Street,

New York

Durham.

City.

Albert Edson Straw, Foreman of Box Factory.

Ashland.

13—
1902.

Mary Doe, Salmon Falls.
Edwin W. Gilmartin, Nashua.

Rtiral Route No.

Kendall,

C.

Dover.

Com-

7 V^ine Street^ Lynn, Mass.

pany.

John

2,

Testing Department, General Electric

Peterborough.

Assistant

in

Dairy Husbandry, North

Carolina College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.

West Raleigh, N.

C.

Harry M. Lee, Moultonborough.
Abie) A. Livermore, Wilton.
George E. Merrill, Newburyport, Mass.
Charles A. Payne, Portsmouth.

Testing Department, General Electric

Eugene

Com-

77 Grove Street, Lynn, Mass.

pany.
P. Runlett,

Durham.

Graduate Student,

New Hampshire

College.

Arthur L. Sullivan, Suncook.

9—

TWO
Lyman

YEARS' COURSE IN AGRICULTURE.

Charles Stratton, HoUis.

(1897.)

Superintendent Dairy Farm.
Brightivood, D. C.

Charles Wesley Martin, Durham.

(1898.)

Bellman, Hotel Raymond, Pasa-

dena, Cal.

Temple.
George Henry Wheeler, Temple. (1898.) Farmer.
Newmarket.
Fred Joseph Durell, Newmarket. (1900.) Farmer.
Lyme.
Harry Alvin Elliot, Lyme. (1900.) Clerk Grain and Feed Store.
Llollis.
Edward Augustus Hills, Hollis. (1900.) Farmer.
Farmer.
Epsom.
Albert Cate Knowles, Epsom.
(1900.)

Robert Hale Pearson, Webster.

(1900.)

Charles Nicklin Blodgett, Hebron.

(1901.)

Harry Douglass Verder, Hollis. (1901.)
Rufus Leonard Cushman, North Adams, Mass. (1901.)
George R. Brew, Lowell, Mass. (1902.)
Carroll W. Farr, North Weare.
Student in four
(1902.)

New

Hampshire College.

years' course,
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(1902.)

Walter E. Quimby, Deerfield.

Walter P. Tenney, Chester.

(1902.)
(1902.)

Thornton X. Weeks, Greenfield.

(1902.)

Robert E. Whittier, Deerfield.

(1902:)

Manager

of

Dairy Middlebrook

Farm.

Edward

Dover.

C. Wilson, Wilton.

(1902.)

SUMMARY.
Graduates, Bachelors of .Science, 1S71-1902
Graduates,

.....

..........
...........
.......
...........
...........
...
...........
...........
.......
...........
...........
........
...........
...........
............

Two

Years' Course

.

.

.

.

.

Agriculturists

Architects

Business Pursuits

.

.

Chemists

Clergyman
Civil,

Mechanical, Electrical, and Mining Engineers

.

.

.

238
19

42
i

53

4
i

23

Draftsmen

5

Lawyers

5

Manufacturers and Mechanics

Mining

Physicians

Post-Graduate Students

Teachers

Unknown

United States

Army

United Slates Weather Bureau

Dead

16

4
13
3

29
23
2

6
15
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF GRADUATES,
Adams, E.
Adams, G.
Adams, F.

E., 1878.

Brooks, P.

C., 1885.

E., 1885.

Brown, B.

S.,

Bryant, F.

J.,

1895.

S.,

W.

Adair, R. K., 1877.

Buck,

Alden, R.

Bugbee, D.

Aldrich,

1885.

S.,

C,

Aldrich, H.

W.

1876.

H., 1875.

1894.

1893.
1897.

F.,

1882.

J.,

Burleigh, A. T., 1881.

Burleigh, R. F., 1882.

Aldrich, T. E., 1881.

Burnham, Miss

Andrews, H.

Butterfield, J.

Angier,

W.

Arnold, E.

1900.

P.,

E., 1885.
F.,

1883.

F., 1900.

W., 1876.

C,

*Buttertield, R.

1898.

Buzzell, Miss H., 1898.

Bailey, C. H., 1879.

Calderwood, H. H., 1901.

Bailey, E. A., 1885.

Carpenter, L.

Baker, H.
Ballard,

C,

W.

1899.

P., 1871.

Barker, P. L., 1892.

Carr,M.

1882.

J.,

B., 1888.

Carson, J W., 1877.
Caverno, Miss B. E., 1898.

Barnard, H. L., 1881.

ChamberHn, A. F., 1876.
Chapin, R. C, 1879.

Barney, H. W., 1897.
Bartlett, Miss C. A., 1897.

Clement, H. E., 1899.

Barnard, H.

E., 1899.

Bartlett,

Miss M.

Bartlett,

D.

B.,

B., 1897.

1900.

*Chubert,

CO.,

1877.

Colby, F. H., 1889.
Colby,

I.

A., 1899.

Bartlett, E., 1872.

Cole, E. G., 1891.

Bickford, P. G., 1885.

Colburn, A. W., 1897.

Bigelovv, F. L.,

Comings, Miss C.

1883.

Birtwhistle, F. S., 1883.

Blodgett, C. N. (2 year), 1901.
*Boardman, G. J., 1881.
Boutvvell, H. L., 1882.
Brew, G. R. (2 year), 1902.
Brigham, E. L., 1876.
Brill,

A. W., 1885.

Bristol, E. F., 1881.

Comings, F.

L., 1897.

P., 1883.

*Comings, Miss M.

Courser, C. H., 1900.
Cragin, L. M., 1879.
Cross, A. B., 1876.

*Cummings, E.
Currier,

W.

S.,

S.,

N. D., 1883.

Curtis, F. P., 1875.

Davis, F. A., 1886.

Britton,

W.

E., 1893.

*Brooks, H., 1877.

Davis, F.

C,

1884.

Davis, H. G., 1888.

*Dead.

1884.

1887.

Britton, F. C., 1895.

Bristol,

E., 1897.

Corbett, B. A., 1898.
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I. L.,

1897.
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1S77.

J. G.,

Dewey, E. P., 1882.
Doe, Mary, 1902.

Hewitt, C. E., 1893.

Dorr, Miss A. E., 1901.

Hills, E.

Durell, F.

(2 year), 1900.

J.

Hill,

H.

E., 1894.

A. (2 year), 1900.

Hills, G. F. (2 year), 1902.

Durgin, A. C, 1898.

Hirakawa, T., 1898.

*Edwards, C. A., 1877.

*Hollister, C, P., 1877.

Eldredge, F. E., 1873.
Ely, F. D., 1881.

Holman, G. M., 1877.
*Holmes, N. C., 1879.
Hood, C. H., 1880.

Emerson,

F.

Horton, F.

Emerson,

F. V., 1875.

H. A. (2 year), 1900.

Elliot,

Emery,

J-,

18S5.

S. E., 1881.

Evans, H. W., 1901.
Everett, R. M., 1891.

W.

Farr, C.

(2 year), 1902.

Farwell, H. G., 1901.

W.

Flint,

F.,

1877.

L., 1899.

Hough, A. B., 1892.
Howe, F. W., 1894.
Hubbard, C. A., 1877.
Hubbard, C. L., 1893.
Hunt, C.

A., 1901.

Hunt,

J.

Hunt,

\V. E., 1899.

X., 1897.

FoUansbee, F. H., 1883.

*Hutchinson, L.

Foord,

James, O. M., 1893.

J. A.,

Forristall, E.

1898.

H., 1897.

J.,

Jenkins, E. D., 1897.

Foster, S. M., 1S84.

Jewell, H., 1875.

Foye, Miss B. M., 1900.

Jewett,

French, A. C, 1883.

Jewetl, E. P.,

Fuller, F. D., 1892.

Kelley, E. D., 1883.

Fullerton,

Gay,

J.

J.

W., 189S.

E., 1883.

Gerrish, E. C., 1888.

Gilmartin, E. W., 1902.

1SS9.

1890.

J. Y.,

Kendall,

1

J. C.,

901.

1902.

Kenney, L. H., 1899.
Keown, R. McA., 1901.
Kimball, H. H., 1884.

W. W.,

Gillis, L. C., 1889.

Kimball,

Given, A., 1898.

*Kilburn, E., 1878.

1876.

Govven, Miss E. G., 1901.

Kittredge, L. H., 1896.

Gunn,

Knowles, A. C. (2 year), iSoo.

Hall,

F.

W., 1894.

CO.,

1877.

*Leavitt, C. O., 1875.

Lee, H. M., 1902.

Hancock, E. H., 1898.
Hardy, A. W., 1887.
Hardy, C. W., 1875.
Hardy, M. F., 1874.

Lyon, E.

Harvey,].

Mann, M.B.,

E., 1886.

Hayden, W. D.

F., 1899.

Livermore, A. A., 1902.

Loveland, G. A., 1882.
E., 1901.

1884.

Mark, Miss G. A., 1899.

Hayes, L. D., 1897.

McGregor,

J. L.,

Hayes, Miss M.

Marston, F.

P.,

L., 189S.

Hazen, A., 1885.
Hazen, C.H., 1881.
Hazen, W. N., 1888.

1875.

1881.

J. W., 1882.
Mason, W., 1897.

^L1Son,

Martin, C.

*Dead.

W.

(2 year), 1898.
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Mathes, C. E.

P.,

Slack, C.

1900.

Mathes, H. C, 1898.

Megrath,

W.

I.,

1890.

Smith, A. W., 1893.

Smith, F. W., 1898.

A., 1881.

Merrill, G. E., 1902.

Smith,

Moore, G. M., 1884.

Smith,;. W., 1888.

Moore, H. F., 1898.
Morgan, A. B,, 1883.

Stanton, F. T., 1881.

Morgan, G. A., 1898.
MuUins, G. M., 1885.

Stillings, C. E.,

J. F.,

1873.

Stickney, V. H., 1881.
1900.

Stone, D. E., 1889.

Nelson, E. E., 1900.

Stone, E. M., 1892.

Nichols, H. A., 1882.

Stone, E. P., 1891.

Norcross, A.

Stratton, L. C.

Z.,

1899.

(2 year), 1897,

Norris, J. L., 1889.
Norris, Z. A., 1884.

Straw, A. E., 1901.

O'Gara, E. D., 1888.

Tenney, W.

Parker, D. D., 1876.

Sullivan, A. L., 1902.
P.

(2 year), 1902.

Payne, C. A., 1902.

Thompson, E. C., 1884.
^Thompson, F. E., 1882.
Thurber, M. F., 1886.

Pearson, R. H. (2 year), 1900.

Tolles, B. D., 1898.

Peck, E., 1875.

Trow, C. A., 1895.

Parker, F.C., 1879.

Penneo, G.

Tucker, C. H., 1873.

1901.

J.,

Perkins, L., 1871.

Verder, H. D. (2 year), 1901.

Pettee, Miss A., 1900.

Vickery, C. W., 1897.

Porter, G. E., 1S88.

Waldron, B.

Preston,

Walker, G. E., 1888.

J. F.,

1890.

Putney, H. N., 1899.

W. E. (2 year),
Ramsey, L W., 1875.

Quinby,

Record, C.

Wallace, S. A., 1881.
1902.

E., 1878.

Richardson, H.

L., 1887.

P., 1898.

Washburn, F., 1889.
Wason,E. H., 1886.
Weeks, T. N. (2 year), 1902.
Wheeler, C. A., 1877.

Robertson, Miss M. L., 1900.

Wheeler, D. A., 1897.

Ruevsky, B.

Wheeler, G. H. (2 year), 1898.

S.,

1886.

Runlett, E. P., 1902.

White, F. A., 1872.

Runlett, H. ^L,I90I.

Whitcher, G. H., 1881.

Sanborn, E. Q., 1890.
Sanborn, F. D., 1898.

Whittemore, E.

Sanborn, G. A., 1887.

Whittier, R. E. (2 year), 1902.

Whittemore,

E., 1877.

W.

S.,

1S97.

Sanders, C. H., 1871.

Whittier,

Sargent, G.J., 1888.

Wilkins, G. H., 1879.

Sawyer, H.

Willard, E. M., 1875.

A., 1874.

Savage, H. N., 1887.
Scott, C.

W.

Seward, O.

E., 1889.
L., 1875.

Shaw, R. H., 1897.
Shipley,

W.

N., 1900.

Simpson, Miss E.

L., 1899.

L., 1883.

Wilson, E. C. (2 year), 1902.

Wilson,

J. E.,

1900.

Wood, A. H., 1885.
Wood, G. P., 1886.
Woodward, CM. ,1883.
Wright, R. M., 1900.

*Dead.

.
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SPECIMEN ENTRANCE EXAMINATION
PAPERS. FOR FOUR YEAR COURSES.
ALGEBRA.
1.

Define algebra,

plain positive

of fractional

quantity,

exponent.
ExGive the signification

coefficient,

and negative quantities.
and negative exponents.

2.

Add

3.

Multiply

faxs

Illustrate.

— ^ay/x and 3bx- — |axi-|-4b.
(— 4ab),

(3v^ab),

(— 2v'^^),

(3^/— ab),

(-av/b);(v/.^).
4.

Find the prime factors of

x*'

+ y^

x~^

—y~^

x"'" -|-

x"'— 2.

Reduce

,,

——y
1

1

K.
^

„

,

asbic?

-,

ya

j

-|-

1

fractions
to equivalent
i i.
rn
^
b as-j-b^
i

.

having rational denominators.
6.

Solve for

.V

23— = 5^"^^ — —
5

and

v
-

ax

-\'

5.

— (|xn"5)3, (X —
3ax- — 2x
3b =
Solve for

9.

Insert

7.

(x

3

=z2.

by

Perform operations

2a-j-3a-)-.

y)^,

,

ax

bv

indicated.

10.
c

o.

-(-

A

miles in

x.

two arithmetical means between

crew can row

d hours

<?

miles in

/>

against the stream.

c

and

d,

down

stream, and

Find the

rate in miles

hours

per hour of the current, and of the crew in

still

water.

ARITHMETIC.
1.

Define arithmetic, fraction, per cent., interest, propor-

tion, decimal.
2.

From 34

3.

3.014 X27.900-^ .047.

take li-|-if.

V 4
5/^3i—

•

6

TT*
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Two men engage in business. One puts in $1,000 for
months; the other $3,000 for 15 months. They gain
$500. How shall it be divided between them?
6. Find the simple, annual, and compound interest on
$i,3oo for 3 years, 3 months, and 7 days, at 6 per cent.
5.

13

7. If 3 men
many days can

in

3

3 days can cut 10 acres of grass, in

men

cut 8 acres under

how

same conditions?

Find square root of 31407.396.
Define meter, gram, liter, stere.
A box is 2 meters long, 1.5 meters wide, and 5 deci-

8.
9.

10.

What

meters high.

is its

capacity in liters?

BOTANY.
What

1.

what

are the three principal parts of a plant, and

does each do for the plant?
2. What is the embryo.?
Of what parts does
Where does the root originate? What part of the

it

consist?

root takes

food material from the soil?
3.

What

are the principal steps or periods in the

his-

life

tory of a plant?
4.

Define node, internode, petiole, peduncle, stipule, bract,

compound

axil of leaf,
5.

Draw diagrams

ovate;

of the

lanceolate

(6)

following leaves:

serrate;

(c)

lobed

;

(a)

entire

(d) palmately

(e) pinnately pai'ted.

cleft;
6.

leaf.

Draw diagrams

of the following forms of inflorescence

:

raceme, spike, head, umbel, cyme.
7.

Name

five of

tlie

earliest

blooming plants of

Hampshire and
8. To what

families do the following plants belong:

cumber, peach,

lettuce,

clover,
9.

which have

New

their flowers in catkins.

cu-

cabbage, potato, corn, onions, celery,

strawberry?

How would

a pine
10.

five

and

a

What

you distinguish between an elm and an oak,
hemlock, an ash and a hickory?
is

the diflerence between a fruit and a seed?

.
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ARTS,

ENGLISH.
The composition must be corr.ect in
and p2inctiiatio7i.

spelling',

grammar

I.

Select any

of the following topics and write a short

four

composition on each
1

The speech

2.

Priam

3.

The Story

of Nestor.

in the

Roger

:

Tent of Achilles.

of the Caskets.

Church.

4.

Sir

5.

Characteristics of Dr. Primrose.

6.

The Return of the Knight.
The Robbery of Silas ]SIarner.

7.

at

II.

Omit
1.

2.

3.

one.

Alacbeth and Lady Macbeth compared.

The supernatural in " Comus."
From the standpoint of Macanlay, compare

ISIilton

and

Addison.

This part of the examination presupposes the thorough
study of each of the works

may

tion the candidate

named

in this division.

In addi-

be required to answer questions in-

grammar and composition.
answer such questions will be considered a suffi-

volving the essentials of English
Inabilitv to

cient

ground

for refusing admission.

FRENCH.
1.

(i?)

singular,

First person

Synopsis:
aller; third

singular,

plural, Jinir.

(6)

third

vo7iloir ;

Principal

parts,

fairc, vcniry mettrc, voir, prendre.
2.
Translate: (i) Have you given him any monev?

This book
a

is

week ago.

better than

(4)

I

mine.

(3)

have no sugar.

They

(5)

lost their

Give

me

(2)

mother

this pen, if
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you please.
(6) I shall see him to-morrow, and he will give
it to me.
(7) I fear that you will lose the money which I
have given to vou.
(S) She has gone to Boston to-day, but
she will be in Durham to-morrow.
(9) The woman whom
we have seen in the garden is very young. (10) He arrived
(Write out the date.)
in America June 4, 1S99.
3.

Translation at sight.

4.

Translate:

du

fusil

(a)

II

parlait encore

Orlanduccio,

d'

et

second coup partit a sa gauche, de

tait

homme

par un

tire

Tunc, celle

:

a
.

la

ment

en

la

lame de son

qui

et

Les deux balles
lui

traversa

couchant en joue

;

le

'1

ajus-

atteign-

1'

bras gauche,

I'autre le frappa

il

le

dessus

stylet, s'aplatit

Le

et

ne

lui

fit

qu'une

tomba immobile le
cuisse, et le canon de son fusil s'abaissa un instant;
releva aussitot, et, dirigeant son arme de sa seule

long de sa

main

le

autre cote du sentier,

poitrine, dechira son habit, mais, rencontrant heureuse-

contusion legere.

mais

Orlanduccio,

d'

qu'il lui presentait

1'

flamme

vit la

il

meme temps un

n'avait point aper^u

qu'il

poste derriere un autre mur.

irent

quand

presque en

droite,

il

feu

fit

bras gauche d'Orsa

sur

Orlanduccio.

La

de son en-

tete

nemi, qu'il ne decouvrait que jusqu'aux yeux, disparut der-

mur. La fumee

sortie de son arme montait lentement
aucun mouvement derriere le mur, pas le plus
leger bruit.
Sans la douleur qu'il ressentait au bras, il
aurait pu croire que ces hommes sur qui il venait de tirer
etaient des fantomes de son imagination.
[Merimee, Colo mba.]
(b) Cela vient des nouveaux maitres de Longueval, deux
Madame Scott et Miss Percival.
Am^ricaines
Retenez bien leurs noms et priez pour elles ce soir.

riere le

vers

le ciel

;

.

Puis

il

.

.

se sauvait, sans attendre les

remerciements

;

a trav-

champs, a travers les bois, de hameau en hameau, de
chaumiere en chaumiere, il allait, il allait, il allait
Une
ers les

.

sorte de griserie lui

montait au

passage, c'etaient des cris de joie
louis d'or tombaient,

comme

cerveau.
et

.

.

Partout sur son

d'etonnement.

Tons

ces

par miracle, dans ces pauvres

mains habituees a recevoir de

petites

pieces

de

monnaie

—
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des folies, des vraies folies

ne se connaissait plus.

II

il

;

donnait a ceux-la

[Halevy, L'Abbe Constan-

qui ne deniandaient pas.

tin.]

GERMAN.
Synopsis third person singular, singen.

(b)

Translate:

2.

mother

(i)

a princess.

is

jov of their parents.
(4)

The

terday

gehen, halten, lesen,

Principal parts of brechen,

(a)

1.

schlagen.

letter

vv'as

The
(3)
(3)

which

3'ou

bov's father is a count, and his
Good, industrious children are the
Does his sister give him the book
gave me is on the table. (5) Yes.^

the fourth of September, 1901.

(6)

The sun

has

and the moon is rising.
(7) Have you already forgotten
what you promised? (S) If you had come, you would have
heard good music.
(9) I am obliged to go to Berlin, but I
should like to go to Paris. (10) She told us that her husband
set

was dead, and
3.

that she had no

Translate:

(a)

horte er die heftige

Wie

Stimme

er

money.
hinunter

in

das

Hotel kam,

eines der Kellner oder des Wirts

und eine bittende Frauenstimme dazwischen; und als er
neugierig geworden, hinzutrat, um wenigstens zu sehen, was
bemerkte er eine junge, sehr einfach, aber
Dame, deren Gesicht ihm merkwiirdiger

es dort gebe,

sauber gekleidete

WeibC bekannt vorkam,
Thriinen in den

berstehenden

die sich

schiichtern

Augen gegen den

und mit groszen

ihr unverschiimt gegenii-

Oberkellner verteidigte.

— \_Ge7'staecker

Irr-

fa/irtoi.']

Zwei lange Jahre waren vergangen, die ersten ReformTage waren an Breisach voriibergezogen, Hans batte sich durch nichts beirren lassen,
(b)

ationskiimpfe, viel schwere

unverdrossen hatte er weiter gearbeitet, ohne nach rechts
oder nach links zu

schauen, und endlich im

Jahres 1^26 erschien er auf

Werk

als vollendet.

dem Rathaus und

Sommer

des

erkliirte

das

\^HiUern^ Hoeher^ als die Kirc//e.~\

—
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Elisabeth setzte sich unter eine iiberhiingende Buche

(c)

und

lauschte

aufmerksam nach

alien vSeiten
Reinhardt sasz
Baumstunipf und sah schweigDie Sonne stand gerade iiber ihnen
;

einige Schritte davon aufeinem

end nach ihr hiniiber.
es

;

war gliihende Mittagshitze

;

kleine goldgliinzende, stahl-

blaue Fliegen standen fliigelschwingend in der Luft

um

sie

horte

her ein feines Schwirren und

man

tief

rings

;

Summen, und manchmal

im Walde das Hiimmern der Spechte und das

Kreischen der andern Waldvogel.

S^Storni^ I]umensee.~\

GRECIAN HISTORY.
Give an account of the voyage of the Argonauts.
a map showing Asia Minor, Alacedonia, and the
principal Grecian cities.
3. Locate, and with a sentence for each describe the following: Bosphorus, Arcadia, Cyprus, Olympia, Syracuse,
Thebes, Lesbos, Propontis, Salamis, Babylon.
1.

Draw

2.

Sketch the

4.
tus,

lives of the

following

:

Pvthagoras, Pisistra-

Tyrtaeus, Lycurgus.

5.
6.

Give
Give

a brief
a

account of the Peloponnesian war.

brief account of the

Expedition of the

Ten

Thousand.
7. Give an account of the life and work of Herodotus.
8. Explain the principles of the Stoics and of the Epicureans.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
now
now

seed-time, or harvest-time, in the Transvaal.^

1.

Is

it

2.

Is

it

3.

Describe the climate of Havana,

dav, or night, in Manilla?

Pekin,

and

Cape

Nome.
4.

State the causes of the variations in season,

climate,

day and night.
5.

Describe the trade winds.

6.

What ocean

Banks?

Why?

currents produce the fogs on the

Grand
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ARTS,

Bay of Fundy ?

7.

What

8.

Describe the principal j^hysical divisions of the United

causes the high tides in the

States.
9.

10.

Describe the largest river-system in the world.

Show

between

relationship

the

physical features and the occupations of

New
its

Hampshire's

people.

PHYSICS.
1.

What

Show how

motion?

is

A pendulum

has become of the energy

by

illustration that

able.

point of

at the highest

In what two

it

motion
its

possessed

is

path

purely relative.
at rest

is

;

energy when transformed

ways may we recognize

not

what

Show

when moving?
all

avail-

a force?

The

is

mass of a given train is one million pounds; how much work
must the engine do simply to get the train up to a speed of
an

thirty miles

straight lever,

hour, regardless of resistance?
ten

A

uniform

balances at a point three feet

feet long,

from one end; when twelve pounds are hung from this end,
and an unknown weight from the other, find the unknown
weight, if the lever itself weighs eight pounds.
2. Outline the accepted theory of heat.
What is meant
by the temperature of a body? Explain what occurs when a
pond freezes over, and show how fish-life is preserved bv this
provision of nature.. Explain conduction, convection, and

radiation of heat.
3.

What

relation

obvious distinction?

darkroom?
a bather than

water

to

is

there between heat and light?

How

How much
it

What

the path of light revealed in a

is

deeper

is

water immediately under

Describe the appearance of

appears to be?

one looking outward from the shore.

Explain the

decomposition of white light by a prism.
4.

In

what does sound have

of the transmission of sound.
farther at night than by

harmonics of

day?

its

origin? Explain the nature

Why

can sounds often be heard

Explain what

a vibrating string.

is

meant bv the

.
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5.

Describe the mariner's compass.

Why

does not

a freely

move bodily toward the north magpole? Explain how water may be decomposed by an

floating magnetic needle
netic

electric current.

Why are

not birds on a telegraph wire killed

by the passage of a current?

PLANE GEOMETRY.
Define equal, equivalent, parallel, perpindicular, paral-

1.

trapezoid,

lelogram,

mean proportion,

proportional,

third

Give theorem of limits.
two parallels are cut by a transversal the

limit of a variable quantity.

Theorem

2.

If

:

alternate interior angles are equal.

The sum

3.

of the angles of any polygon

right angles taken as

many

is

equal to two

times, less two, as the polygon

has sides.
If the non-parallel sides of a trapezoid are equal,

4.

its

diagonals are also equal.
If the

t;.

sum

the

number of

sides of an inscribed

of the alternate angles

is

polygon

equal to as

is

even,

many

right

angles as the polygon has sides, less two.
6.

If

any two chords be drawn through a fixed point within
product of the segments of one chord is equal to

a circle, the

the product of the segments of the other.
7.

gle

is

If

two of the medians of

5. The number
how many ?

of diagonals of a polygon of b sides

ROMAN
1

a triangle are equal, the trian-

isosceles.

What

do we actually

is

HISTORY.

know

about the early history of

Rome ?
2.

What were

the early

Roman

laws of debtor and cred-

itor?
3.
4.

Give the history of the first Punic War.
Give a brief but comprehensive account of each of the

following: Citsar, Cicero, Catiline, Jugurtha, Sulla, Pyrrhus,

Cleopatra, Mithridates, Vespasian.
5.

Give an account of the founding of Constantinople.
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fuUv the causes of the decline of the

Roman

Empire.

which be^r upon Roman

7.

Give the

8.

Locate, and with a sentence for each describe the

lowing

facts

Pontus,

:

Adriatic,

agriculture.
fol-

Caucasus, Cyprus, Rhine, Rhone, Sicily,

Armenia, Constantinople, Syracuse.

UNITED STATES HISTORY AND CONSTITUTION.
A.
Give

full

statement of collateral reading.
B.

I.
Give an account of Coronado's expedition, stating the
approximate time of it.

3.

Give

a brief account

supremac}' in England

;

of Virginia during the Puritan

of Maryland

;

of ^Massachusetts.

Albany congress of 17^4? Who
was the most important member? What plan was proposed?
What objections were made? What results followed?
3.

What was done

at the

4. Give a brief account of each of the following, stating
what great service lie rendered to the United States: Thomas
Paine, Samuel Adams, John Jav.
5.

Explain the principal points about the Treaty of Ghent.
about the principal things that led to the

What was done

war? Give the leading
6.

facts about the Hartford Convention.
Explain the principle involved and the importance of

each of the following: Ordinance of 17S7, Wilmot Proviso,

Dred Scott
7.

case.

17S9 explain when and

Starting with

tion has

been made

how each

addi-

to the territory of the Unitetl States.

C.
1.

State fully the provisions for

amending

the constitution

of the United States.
2.

State fully the provisions for electing the president of

the United States.
3.

State the qualifications, the term and the election pro-

visions for senators; for the
resentatives.

memi>ers of the House of Rep-
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THIRTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT,
The

tliirteeuth

annual report of the

New Hampshire

College

Agricultural Experiment Station, for the year ending October 31,

1901,

is

hereby respectfully submitted.

The

reports

Departments

will be found in Bulletin 87, published in

1901, which

will

of

the

November,

be sent to any address upon application.

Charles

S.

Murkland,

Acting Director.

ANNUAL STATP:MENT
Of

the

New

Hatch Fund of the

ture and the

Mechanic Arts,

for

Hampshire College of Agriculthe year ending

Receipts.

June 30, 1900.
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supplemp:ntary statp:ment.
Receipts.

Balance on hand

Cash received

......

for analysis of fertilizers, water, etc.

854.56

428.80

$483.36
.
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REPORT OF THE YICE-DIRECTOR.
The year has been marked by progress
work.

Several experiments have been

all

lines of station

brought

to a successful

in

conclusion, some of which have been reported in recent bulletins.
Interest in station publications
mailing-list

now

is

quests from other states for our

numerous during

steadily increasing, as

requires nearly 11,000 copies to

its

it.

our

There-

bulletins liave been especially

the year, indicating a general

the station work and of

fill

appreciation of

individuality.

In addition to the regular series of bulletins, there was begun
this

year the publication of a series of technical bulletins, which

contain the results of investigations of value to scientific workers
in agriculture

;

but are not yet of popular interest.

tins are printed in limited editions

while the supply

At

the

and

will be sent

These
to

bulle-

applicants

lasts.

beginning of the

quarter of the year the nearly

last

simviltaneous resignations of the agriculturist and associate agriculturist, required the writer to

expei'iments in the

were successfully

finished

and

tion of results is necessarily

The changes
numerous, due

assume temporary charge of the

The experiments

agricultural department.
all

data secured

much

in the station staff

;

but the publica-

delayed.

during the year were unusually

in part to the larger

incomes of the institutions

in

the larger states.

C. ^V. Waid, assistant horticulturist, resigned February lo, to
accept a similar position in the Ohio Agricultural Experiment
Station.

W.

F. Fiske, assistant entomologist, resigned

March

9, to

ac-

cept the position of assistant state entomologist in Georgia.

C.

W.

Burkett, agriculturist, resigned August

1, to

accept the

chair of agriculture in the North Carolina Agricultural and

chanical CoUetre.

Me-

.
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Marion

lines, assistant in

3, to accept

U.

S.

an appointment

animal husbandly, resigned August
in the

Bureau of Animal Industry,

Department of Agriculture.

F. S. Johnston, associate agriculturist, resigned August 20, to
accept a similar position in Purdue University, Indiana.

D. B.
is

instructor in the State

H. P. Richardson,
15, and

September

Bartlett, assistant biologist, resigned

now an
is

now

in

Normal

1

,

and

School.

September

assistant agriculturist, resigned

charge of the poultry department at the North

Carolina Agricultural and Mechanical College.

H. F. Hall was appointed assistant horticulturist April 1
A. F. Couradi was appointed assistant entomologist July 1.
Alexander Williams was appointed herdsman August 20.
The bulletins issued during the year are
:

No. 80. Inspection of

Fertilizers in 1900.

No. 81. The Insect Record

By

for 1900.

No. 82. Feeding Farm Horses.

By

By Fred W. Morse,
M. Weed.

Clarence

Charles

No. 83. The Value of Meadow Muck.

Wm.

Burkett.

By Fred W. Morse.

By Frank Wm. Rane.
Cankerworm. By Clarence M.

No. 84. Forcing Dwarf Tomatoes.
No. 85. Remedies

for

the

Weed.

Growing Watermelons in the North. Part
Watermelons.
By Frank W^m. Rane.
No. 87. Thirteenth Annual Report.
No. 86. Part

II.

I.

Classification of

Technical Bulletin, No. 1.

An

Annotated Catalogue of the

By Wm.

Butterflies of

New

Hampshire.

F. Fiske.

Technical Bulletin, No.
Classification of

2.

American Muskmelons.

By Frank Wm. Rane.

Technical Bulletin, No. 3.

The Food of
Ned Dearborn.

the Myrtle Warbler.

By Clarence M. Weed and

Respectfully submitted,

FRED W. MORSE,
Vice-Diredor^
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Elected September

l,
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.
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FOURTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT.
ANNUAL STATEMENT
Of

tlie

Hatch Fund of the New Hampshire College of AgriculMechanic Arts, for the year ending June 30, 1901

ture and the

Receipts.

Cash receiver
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SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT.
Receipts.

Balance on hand

Cash received

for analysis of fertilizers, water, etc.

$592.50
S592.50

Expenditures.
Heat, light, water, and power

Chemical supplies

Labor

.

.....
.......

Contingent expenses

(fire

insurance premiums)

$21.99

:
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REPORT OF YICE-DIRECTOR.
To Charles S. Murkland^ President

By

the resignation of the director, Prof. William

Angust

31,

has become

it

report of this station, and

mit the following

The

I,

my

D. Gibbs,

dutv to prepare the annual

theiefore, have the

honor

to sub-

:

Agricultural

Experiment

vStation

has been seriously

handicapped during the year now closed, bv the repeated
changes in its Agricultural Department, which prevents continuity of
in

work and completion

a lack of material for

importance

to the

of experiments, and results

bulletins

farmers of the

in

subjects of

paramount

state.

The other departments are each doing their full share of
work in research and practice and the bulletins of the station
are in continuous demand both \vithout and within the state.
But the men

those departments cannot well take up the

in

notes gathered in the Agricultural Department, collate them

and write out the
further the

work

results in a bulletin,
in their

own proper

and

at

the

same time

lines.

William D. Gibbs was elected director and agriculand entered upon his duties January i, 1902; but
resigned September i to accept a larger field in Texas.
Prof. Harry Hay ward, ]M. S., was appointed agriculturist,
September
1902.
Mr. Herbert M. Tucker was appointed superintendent of
Prof,

turist

i

,

the farm, April
IVIr.

i,

Lucian A.

1902.
Hill,

A.

B., assistant chemist,

March

15,

1902.

Mr. Arthur L. Sullivan, B.
tember

Nine

i^,

S.,

assistant chemist,

Sep-

1902.

bulletins in

the regular series

durinof the year as follows

:

have been published

-
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No. 88. Inspection of

Fertilizers, 1901

,

Anal3'ses of Ashes.

By Fred W. Morse.
No. 89. The Squash Bug. By Chuence M. Weed.
No. 90. Insect Record for 1901. By Clarence M. Weed.
No. 91. Killing Woodchucks with Carbon Bisulphide.
By Clarence M. Weed.
.

No. 92. Silage Studies. By Fred W. Morse.
No. 93. Cold Storage of Apples. By F. William Rane,
Herbert H. Lamson, and Fred W. Morse.
No. 94. Remedies for Fleas. By Albert F. Conradi.
No. 95. How to grow a Forest from Seed. By F. W^illiam
Rane.
No. 96. Fourteenth Annual Report.

Two
namely

bidletins have been

added

No. 4. The Acetylene Light
William Rane.
No.

to

the Technical Series,.

:

5.

in the

Greenhouse.

By. F..

Bibliography of Birds in their Economic Rela-

tions to Agriculture.

The Experiment

By Clarence M. Weed.

Station has also undertaken for the present

the publication of a series of pamphlets on Nature Study for
the use of the teachers in our public schools.
these,

So

far three of

bv Prof. Clarence M. Weed, have been issued and bear

the following titles:

No.
No.
No.

2.

The Pollination
The Mission of

3.

Plant Travelers.

I.

of Flowers.
the Birds.

Six press bulletins containing abstracts of regular bulletins

and notes on their contents were

newspapers,

also issued to the

in order to insure that the information

reached as

many

people-

These press bulletins have resulted in requests
for large numbers of copies of the regular editions.
The reports of the difterent departments are appended.
as possible.

Respectfully submitted,

FiJED

W. Morse,

Vice- Divector

and

Cliemist...
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THE ACIDITY OF CORN SILAGE.
FRED W. MORSE.
For several years, whenever thei'e was an opportunity, the
Department of Chemistrv has pursued the study of the acids
The total acids were determined at frequent interin silage.
vals during several seasons, and the nature of the acids studied
as

much as was possible in the titne.
To determine the total acids, a sample

of silage fresh from

grams was macerated with
hours in the cold. The water was

the silo, weighing from looto 500
sterilized

water for several

then filtered and the acid determined in an aliquot of the

whole, by titration with standard alkali, and the percentage,
for

convenience, calculated as acetic acid.

The

silage

was

cut

in

the

customary lengths of three

fourths of an inch.

The

results obtained in different seasons

and with

different

varieties are given in the foUowinsf table.

Total Acids hi

Corn Silage.

Sanford corn, crop of 1S95.
Six daily samples,

December

17 to 24, 1S95

Average

:

1.05%
1-23%
.96%

Highest

Lowest

acetic acid.

Six samples, January 15 to^February 5, 1S96

Average
Highest

Lowest

One sample

....
....
....

i.izcjo

acetic acid.

1.32%
.80%

April 3, 1S96

Four samples, December 7-1 S, 1896,

Average

.....

i

year old.

i-54%

acetic

acid
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Learning corn, crop of 1895.

Seven samples, February

Average
Highest

March

.....
20, to

12, 1S96.

-67%

Lov^est

Mosby's

acetic

acid.

"
"

84%
50%

Prolific corn, crop of 1895.

.....

Five samples, March 17

Average
Highest
Lowest

to 31, 1S96.

-82%

acid.

acetic

"

93%
76%

"

Sanford corn, crop of 1S96.

Three samples, February 12

Average

to 26, 1897.

.....

i-95%

acetic

acid.

1.47%

acetic

acid.

Learning corn, crop of 1896.

Three samples, March
Average

.....
5 to 18, 1897.

The results of these two years show a marked variation between the two years and between the varieties, more particularly Sanford and Leaming.
In the pursuance of these studies it was noted that no
regularity in amounts of acid occurred, and as soon as
an opportunity occurred another series was taken up using
as much care as possible to have uniform conditions of
procedure during the course of the analyses.

The

study

on the crop of 1899, consisting of Leaming
Two sets of samples were taken each time, one from
corn.
the surface of the silo between feeding periods and the other
The maceration
not less than six inches below the surface.

was made

with water was conducted under uniform conditions.
Invariably the surface acidity was lower than that below
the

surface,

1.03%

and average

results

acetic acid respectively.

were .83% acetic acid and

The

results of the series of
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twentv-two determinations, running from October 17 to February 21, showed that maximum acidity occurred during No-

vember, and was practically constant during December, January, and February, and lower than in November.

The

actual results obtained during the season are given in

the following table, the figures being for acetic acid and aver-

aged from the samples obtained from the surface and below
the surface.

1

Per cent.
October

17,

1899

0.74

1
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1901, calculated from the lactometer readings and

fat

percent-

by Babcock's formula. During 1901, and in other
years when samples were more than twenty-four hours old,
the gravimetric method was employed.
The tests appear in the following tables, and probably
show the composition of Ayrshire milk with respect to fat
and total solids as well as is possible. The animals must be
regarded as fully representative of the breed, and the number
of cows in each herd is sufficiently large to insure a fairly
ages,

average period

of lactation.

3. 48

The

general average for

fat

to 4.40,

The percentages of

and those of total

from

all

solids

from

fat

range

11. 71 to 13.27.

the tests given, 3. 88 per cent, of

and 12.55 percent, of total solids.
In scanning the columns of total solids and daily yield,

one cannot avoid the conclusion that some of the herds are
developing the quantity of milk at the expense of quality.
In the tests for 1901— '02, it was found that in the case of
twenty-one cows whose periods of lactation allowed a com-

and second months, fifteen gave the
month, and thirteen produced the
The table shows
higher yield of milk in the second month.

parison

higher

of the

fat

test

first

in the first

this result very clearly.
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SUMMARY OF AYRSHIRE MILK

OWNER.

Date.

TESTS.
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HERD OF

Number

Date.

of co\vs.

E.

J.

FLETCHER,

Fat.

April, 1901

4.06

May,

4.13

June,

1901
1901

4.02

July, 1901

August,

3.90

1901....

September,

1901

October, 1901

November,
December,
January,

March,

1901
1901

1902

February,

.

.

.

.

1902..

1902

386
4.40
3.95
4.08

3.87
4.11

4.09
3.95

1901-1902.

Solids

not

fat.

8.60

8.64

Total
solids.

12.66

Daily

milk yield
in lbs.
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COMPARISON OF MILK YIELD AND PER CENT. OF FAT
FIRST AND SECOND MONTHS OF LACTATION.
MILK YIELD FOR

TWO

DAYS.

IN

THE

PER CENT. FAT.

Cow.
1st

mo.

2d mo.

2d mo.

Gladiola

69.3

71.6

3.10

3.15

lona S

71.0

74.5

4.25

4.00

Gebio

68.3

80.3

4.20

3.45

OkeMar

72.2

82.5

4.30

3.60

Gada

80.8

77.1

3.50

3.10

Yucca

74.5

71.0

3.60

3.80

Liikolela

82.0

95.9

3.50

3.20

Olah

86.9

72.7

3.20

3.20

Xoa

76.8

93.5

3.40

3.40

Miss Olga

72.9

89.7

4.40

3.95

Biona

87.5

87.6

3.45

3.20

Freda

50.3

67.5

3.50

3.40

Hinda Douglas.

80.0

81.0

3.75

4.00

Himona

80.0

85.5

5.50

3.85

Durwood

86.5

88.0

3.95

3.70

Collinwood

83.0

87.0

3.70

3.90

Cad's Victorien

55.5

66.0

4.15

3.20

Cad's Beauty.

89.0

83.0

5.80

4.00

Banjo Music

91.0

73.0

4.80

3.40

Ramona

75.0

66.0

4.30

4.15

Belle Nixon

82.0

75.0

4.00

3.40

..
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
Professor Gibbs, during bis connection witb the depart-

ment, continued the cooperative experiments with the U. S.

Department of Agriculture, which were begun

One

of these lines, viz., experiments with

last

year.

worn-out grass

lands has been terminated this year by the lack of funds at the
disposal of the Division of Agrostology to continue the work.

The experiments
year

with clover seed will be continued next

at the request of the

Division of Botany,

In addition to

these experiments, there were begun three series of plat ex-

periments, viz.

A

(i)

:

series

of twenty-two

systems of rotation of crops,

A

(3)

plats,

series of eight plats, to

ing the distance between plants

Thirty plats devoted

(3)

ears and for silage.

This

with eleven diflerent

be continued four years.

to

determine the
in

effect

corn sown for the

to variety tests of corn,

was

series

of varysilo.

both for

practically a failure, be-

cause of the weather conditions throughout the season.
All the plats were carefully harvested, and

all

tlata

and

notes filed for Professor Gibbs's successor.

A

series of

dynamometer

tests

during the preparation of the

which

are on

with harrows was conducted

fields in the spring, the data

of

file.

DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE.
The work

in this

department, while similar

to that of previous years, has

the

work already alluded

to

in

many ways

been greatly enlarged.
in

Besides

previous reports, which has

been continued if not completed, new problems have been
taken up.
During the past season quite a beginning was
made in studying the possibilities of the wholesale markets
Besides growfor horticultural produce from small growers.
few crops that were thought advisable for testing for

ing

a

this

purpose, an experiment was begun to determine the best

methods of packing vegetables

for the

market.
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an educational feature, a large display of the produce

station was exhibited at the Rochester fair, the New
Hampshire Horticultural Society's Annual Exhibit, and the
Durham Grange Fair. This display consisted of a laige col-

from the

lection of both fruits

and vegetables.

A feature

of the display

was an exhibition of methods of packing
work with muskmelons has been continued, but more
for

line of fertilizer

The
in the

experiments, and tracing the origin of varie-

Besides the testing of

new

experiments on comparative

tests

ties.

market.

varieties of potatoes,

some

of potato fertilizers, ready

mixed versus home mixed, were begun. The use of legumes
was continued. Notes previouslv begun on tVuits and other vegetables have been greatlv
added to and a large number of photographs for purposes of
illustration have been taken.
Three bulletins have been
The working up
issued bv the department during the vear.
as an orchard cultivated crop

of notes from experiments for publication has been greatly

hindered from the fact that the head of the department has

had
to

to carrv extra

its

work

in the

Department of Agriculture due

frequent changes.

This being an apple season we had a large crop, of which
216 barrels have been sold and shipped, and the remainder

We grew about three acres of potatoes benumerous varieties in our trial grounds. The yield
was very good varieties used were Early Rose, Washington,
and Green Mountain. Thev have averaged us about seventyfive cents a bushel for those sold, and we have still on hand
about 400 bushels.
We set out about one-fourth acre of
celery, and have on hand in pits, ready for sale, about 2,500
bunches.
Early in the season we sold about two thousand
are in storage.
sides the

;

heads of early spring cabbages, a quarter acre each of beets,
cucumbers, and lettuce, and during the season we also disposed of about one acre each of marrow squash, sweet corn,

About an acre of muskmelons were
was not a favorable one for them,
although we secured some returns.
The orchards were kept
under cultivation, and bush beans were largelv planted in

peas, and bell peppers.

planted, but the season
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We

them.

sold about 250 bushels of strin^ beans during the

season from these orchards, and the plants were then turned

under
r'ies

for the benefit of the orchards.

Currants and raspber-

yielded a fair crop, but the strawberries were very poor.

Plums

did fairly well,

many

of the varieties not fruiting last

year, bearing well this season.

We

put out about an acre

and a half of tomatoes. The season was a poor one for this
crop, and our extra work did not allow us to give it the attention in spraying and culture that is needed for best results.
The crop paid well, however, and we got good returns for
green fruit that was picked and housed until we were able to
The last shipment was sent to Boston
grade and pack it.
during November.
It required about one thousand bushel-boxes for our shipment of vegetables during the season, besides the barrels used
for cabbage, squash, etc.

The sales of the year have amounted to $876.26 as compared with $846.59 in 1901 and $662.50 in 1900.
If to this
amount is added the present value of produce already on
hand

at

current

prices,

which should bring approximately

$600, the sales would be $1,476.26.
In order to make a creditable exhibit

at the fairs the

men

worked until nearly twelve o'clock at night for over a week,
washing and grading vegetables, without extra compensation.
Never has more real interest been taken in the work than was
shown by those who assisted us this season.
An addition of thirty feet was made to the horticultural
barn this fall in order to have room for a packing shed for
fruits

and vegetables.

This

is

a great addition

and one much

needed, as there has been no space available for this work
heretofore.

Throughout the year very efficient aid lias been rendered
by Mr. Harry F. Hall, assistant horticulturist.
F. W'm.

Ranh,

Ho rticuliji rist.
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THE ORIGIN OF VARIOUS VARIETIES OF
AMERICAN MUSKMELONS.
BY

The work

F.

RANE.

WiM.

of studying out the origin and history of

standard, well

known,

all

our

American muskmelons has

cultivated

been given considerable attention.

The following

is

pub-

what is accumulated at present:
While the varieties of American muskmelons have received
attention by the New Hampshire Station * and an attempt at
classification made,f it was thought that by a close investiga-

lished as a record of

into the origin of each

tion

might be obtained
of development.

The

writer

sent

letters

more

to

tion in regard to their various
:

leading seedsmen

informa-

for all possible

introductions of muskmelons,

date of introduction, description and photograph of the

where originated, by whom, whether

original fruit,
cross,

sufficient data

or less the phvla or line

of our

all

throughout the country, asking them
viz.

perhaps

vaiiety

to indicate

and

if

so

its

parentage, etc.

He

also

a

wrote

known
many

to

large growers throughout the country for similar assistance in

tracing the origin and

histor_\'

of this

fruit.

Some

of our lead-

ing agricultural and horticultural papers assisted likewise by

publishing

a notice free

of charge asking for similar informa-

and each of the Agricultural College and Experiment
Station horticulturists was consulted and asked to cooperate
in the work.

tion,

From

these

received.

various sources a very liberal

Many

not introduced anything of their

most of those offered

known

response was

seed firms were frank to say that they had

to the

own

originating, and even

public were not of any definite

crossing, but variations or strains

which had been

Some were supposed

brought out through selection.

crosses from the fact that other varieties,

seedling or strain seemed to resemble, had been
by.

Seedsmen, growers, and
*Bulletins Nos. 52 and

72.

be

grown near

horticulturists imited
t

to

which the chance

Technical Bulletin No.

2.

in

not
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only giving

me

the advantage of their

many

but in giving addresses of

data,

own

experience and

persons

whom

thev

believed might assist me.
It

has been interesting in accumulating this data to get the

ideas of growers as regards the development of this fruit.

Some seem

to think there is

nothing grown to-day that begins

compare with the olden-time

to

varieties,

while others see

vast improvements.

All authorities seem to agree that the
originated in the orient, and even to-day

among the peoples of Persia,
The muskmelon is very easily

muskmelon doubtless
it

forms a staple

arti-

and Egypt.
susceptible of mixing where
varieties are adjacent, and through this means many strains
and types have been brought out. The evolution of the culcle

tivated

American

muskmelon

Italy,

is

claims that Columbus brought the

interesting.
first

One

writer

seed to this country.

There are very few instances on record of

direct introduction

of varieties in earlier times.

vears

In

recent

the

United

Department of Agriculture has introduced many,
which may have a marked influence in the future. The
famous Cassaba or Persian variety is said to have been introduced directly from Smyrna to the light soils of lower New
Jersey, where it has flourished and become noted for its
sweetness and fine flavor.
It is believed that most of our
thin-skinned, finely netted, and highly flavored varieties are
States

The rougher or hard-skinned varieties,
commonly grown in France, Italy, and other
European countries, and known in this country as cantaloupes or rock melons, may have had a similar origin but

of Persian origin.
like

those so

have been developed

dift'erently.

The muskmelon most commonly known

to America is, we
While some cantaloupes are
now and then varieties showing the

believe, of the Persian type.

grown, and there are

cantaloupe characteristics, they nevertheless do not meet with
as great success.

There has been more
melon during the past

attention given to breeding the
ten years than ever before.

muskWhile
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many

of the earlier varieties are

rapidly taking their places.

As

still

standard,

wijth

mav

are

new environment

in

country that our present cultivated muskmelons are what
be termed

strictly

an American product.

much correspondence

After

inadequate.
eties

new ones

other European fruits,

conditions have so changed under the
this
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was thought

It

would be found

Very few

to

the data at

that a large

hand seems \erv

number of our

varieties are of

known parentage; but
known

largely chance seedlings or strains of well

Much

vari-

be of definite origin, but they are not.
instead are
kinds.

was obtained through the two
Chauncey P. Coy & Son, proprietors of the Elk horn Valley Seed Gardens, and Frank T.
Emerson, general manager of the Western Seed and Irrigagation Company, both of which are at Waterloo, Nebraska.
These firms are large growers of muskmelon seeds, and supply them for our principal seed houses.
When any of the
general information

large wholesale seed firms of

seed firms have obtained or originated a

same over

turn the

The

writer

is

new

unable

to tabulate

and

table

toward

have sold three varieties of muskmelons

to the

houses

that end

"

We

they

the data as completely as

desirable, but offers the following quotations

that

variety,

to these firms tor future supplies.

:

first

The Banquet muskmelon was
in the hands of a gardener, who could give us no
about it save that he had grown it for a good many

catalogued them.

found by us
information

years, and had

first

secured his seed from some other farmer

or gardener.

We

could not trace the matter back, and can-

not -say

where or when the

variety

first

appeared.

The

Green-fleshed Osage came from a variety called the Grand

View (which was nothing more or less than an impure strain
Emerald Gem). While inspecting a crop of the Grand
View we found a single vine bearing six well developed
melons of an entirely difierent type
we picked the melons
of

;

and next season planted the seed, and neither the first season
nor at any time since have we found so much as one single
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It came absolutely pure and true
worthy of note that this green-meated
a yellow-meated sort.
We had only to
continue planting until we had sufficient seed to sell, and
then we sold it to Johnson & Stokes, who named it Greenfleshed Osage, because of its similarity in size and shape to
the red-meated Osage.
The perfected Delmonico was sold
by us to Peter Henderson & Co.. after some five or six years
of selection continued from a
sport or impurity found in a
field of their Delmonico.
This sort kept reverting to the
parent type, and was very hard to get pure and true to the
new form. We have, at one time and another, saved and

impurity in this variety.

and
variety came from
from the

start,

it

is

'

'

continued cultivation for several years, on distinct

t3-pes

of

melons (usually sports found in fields of other sorts) to the
number of twenty or thirty, only to find at last that the type
we were working for could not be perpetuated. We have
been working for eight years on a type of muskmelon in
which each melon contains both yellow and green meat intermingled, but we have not yet succeeded in getting the
variety sufficiently established to sell for introduction.
This
was produced from a patch in which alternate hills were
planted to different varieties, and curiously enough is the
result of crossing in this manner two y^'Z/o'tt'-meated varieties.
We also note that the impurities that we throw out of our
yearly trials of this cross are green-meated, and we have not
yet found any melons in the cross with wholly yellow meat.
W^e cannot offer any explanation of this fact, nor of what we
have said about the Green-fleshed Osage."

Chauncey

p.

Coy & Son,
Nebraska.

LONG ISLAND BEAUTY MUSKMELON.
'introduced 1S93.

"

A

Island.

variety of the
It is

densely netted.
is

slightly

Hackensack type, originated on Long

of very superior quality, with green flesh, and
In shape

it

more ribbed, and

resembles the Hackensack, but
is

decidedly the most attractive

AND THE MECHANIC
looking melon
beautiful

it is

we have

Besides being the most

ever seen.

also the earliest of

it

melon of the season.

it

This gives

Out of

all.

cluding every standard variety,
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a collection in-

produced the

first

ripe

especial value for market-

gardeners."
J.

M. Thorburn & Co.,
Nexv

Toi-k.

MILLER CREAM MELON.
" This melon was originated bv John D. Miller of Elmyra,
in the year 1S7S, it being doubtless the result of cross

N. Y.,

between
the seed

melting

The

Sill

Hybrid and Cassaba.

cavity being very small,

vine itself

a

is

has a very thick flesh,

salmon color, and
and of a green color.
strong grower and is very productive,

The

in quality.

It

rind

is

of a

is

thin

the ground being covered with fruit.

This was

first

cata-

logued by us in the year 1SS5."
Jas. J. H.

Gregorv & Sox,
Alassac/iusetts.

The Osage we

believe to be an improved selection from
Cream, which was introduced by J. J. H. Gregory of
Marblehead, ISIass., who can tell 3'ou more about its origin.
" The Osage Gem is a cross between the Osage and Netted
Gem, and was very carefully made by one of our Michigan
growers.
The Paul Rose was bred by Mr. Rose, being a
•'

Miller's

carefully

selected

Osage, and has

type of small, solid, round, thick-meated

a little

more netting than the type of Osage

which we use."

Vaughan's Seed Store,
Illinois.

"
in

I

have never given anv attention

to

muskmelons except

attempting to cross melons bv cucumbers, or more partic-

ularly to influence the flavor by the application of
pollen.

In this

I

cucumber

was never successful."

Fred W. Card,
Rhode Isla/id.
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"

We

are the intiodiiceis of the

We

Lemon.
belong

musknieloii family, as

the

to

Vine Peach and Gardetv

do not think, however, that they would really
the\'

are not usually

eaten in the natural condition, but are preserved or pickled.

We

liave

never been able to get them perfectly pure. There are

always some

fruits

which are large

in size

and appear

way between cucumber and muskmelon, and we

to

be mid-

are inclined

think that this vegetable is from a hybrid, or cross between the muskmelon and cucumber, but we do not know
where they originated. The Vine Peach we found mentioned
in the Chicago liitcr-Occmi al)out fifteen }ears ago, and we

to

who mentioned

this new vegetable and obThey have since then been
renamed \'egetable Orange or Mango Melon by some of the
The Garden Lemon was sent us by one
eastern seedsmen.
of our southern customers who had no name for it but sim-

wrote

to the lady

tained

all

of her stock of seed.

ply thought that

we would

be interested

in

It is

it.

not really

as desirable as the \'ine Peach."

Iowa .Sked Co,
loxva.

"

introduced the winter melon

I

named Eden, and

also

have brought into prominence the famous Russian winter

muskmelon named Khiva (Agri. Dept. No.
N. E. Hansen muskmelon (Dept. No. 116).
strictly

with winter melons, and

I

am

1,14),

and the

My business is

the only one

who

has-

commercial success in that line. Have done quite a
business with the United States Department of Agriculture
in testing, and have sold them hundreds of dollars' worth of

made

a

seeds."
J. F.

Brown,
Utah.

"We

get

all

our cantaloupe seed from Rocky Ford, Colo--

rado."

A. Sarbough,
California.
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We

•'

have introduced only one muskmelon, our Ideal.

Vvas originated by Professor Price of the

and Mechanical College, College
us the entire interest in

already
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named

it

it.

the Ideal,

It

Station,

interesting

is

when we

that

Professor Price suggesting the same name.

wiiich

we

parents

The

arc acquainted.

we

still

find

flesh

we had

received a letter from
It

is

ductive, very sweet, and of better flavor than any

occasionally

It

Texas Agricultural
Texas, and he sold

is

one with green

a

vellow, but

rich

flesh,

very pro-

melon with

as one of

its

was grecn-fleshed."

Geo. Tait & Sons,
Virgiiiia.

" Regarding
say that

it

has

faction in the
varieties

the

New

Orleans Market muskmelon would

been the only muskmelon

immediate

vicinity of

Xew

that

Orleans.

do not succeed so well, thev have no

gave

satis-

Northern

taste the first

vear and must be acclimated to be of any market value. Even

New Orleans Market muskmelon does not produce the
same sweet melon if the seed was grown North. Our tiack-

the

ers are therefore very anxious to

procure this seed genuine

and of southern production.
The melon grows to a large

size, larger

Ilackensack,

is

scalloped and

deeply

than the large

verv roughly netted.

Flesh pale green to yellow, very deep, juicv, exceeding!}'
sweet, and of a delicious flavor."

E. \V. ElCHLING,
Louisia77a.

" The variety of melon called Large California Nutmeg'
is a variety that was grown for many years by a melon
grower on the Sacramento River and was formerly known as
'

the

'

It is

we

Runyon Melon.'

We

never heard

its

the best large shipping Canteloupe that

cannot find anything

u

in the

East

to

history or origin.

we know

of and

correspond with

it.

It

210
is

a very large,
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oblong melon,

solid,

of a nutmeg character

and of a very fine flavor. It is considered the best late shipping melon in California and commands the highest price.
" We have taken hold of this melon for the last two years,
as it was partially run out, and have selected the seed so as to
bring up the quality."

Cox Seed

Co.,

California.

.
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Variety.
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Introducer.

Year.

Extra Early Hackensack.. Selected Hackensack Henderson
Henderson
Larije Early Hackensack..
Burpee
Early Prolilic Nutmeg
Burpee
Melti'd (Jem
Selected Netted Gem Rocky Ford Growers
Rocky Ford.
jSelection of Miller's Vauglian
Osage

18S1
..

Cream

I

Emerald Gem
Green Citron

Burpee

188G

Landretli
•lohnson & Stokes

Norfolk Button

White Japan X Or-,Price& Knickerbocker
ange Christiana
Cassaba X Large Cal-; Burpee

Surprise

Bay View

187G
1877

ifornia

Grand Rapids
Chicago

iSIarket

Brown Seed Co

Chance seedling

i

[Selection
treal

Mon-j Vauglian

the

;

Montreal Market
New Orleans Market
Baltimore Market
Anne Arundel

Burpee
C-

i

[Cliaiace

seedling

Selc(;tion

j.T.

Baltimore

J.

|

Nutm(!g

Champion Market
Perfection
Princess

Cream

ISill's

Hybrid

X

1872

.Burpee
iMaule
|.J. & S

IChance seedling
j

Miller's

W. Eichling
Bolgiano & Son
Bolgiano & Son

18S7

Gas-. Gregory

1885

saba

'

I

Missouri
Irondequoit

'Accidental sports

'Vicks
j

Banquet
Tip Top

Banana,
Shum way's Giant
Osage Gem

Golden Eagle
Defender

Burpee
Selection

of

GrandiJ.

Vaughan
Accidental sport

Landreth

|

F. Hurd
Sliumwav

;

i

jCross

Osage X Netted Vaughan".

Gem

{

iSport of Paul Rose.

.

Burpee
Ferry

.

Burpee
Selected Jenny Lind. Henderson
Selected Jenny Lind. J. & S.

Jersey Belle
Shiiipcrs' Delight
Norfolk Button

Chance seedling.

Home

Grand View

Henderson

!

[Selection of Osage. .. |Vaugiian
'Selection of Emerald
i

Perfected Delmonico

1878
1893

iSelected Hackensack|Tliorburn

Newport

Paul Rose

1897

^Ferry

j

SwiM't

&S

j

iSport of Peerless

Matchless

Delmonico

1894

Livingston
I

View
McCotter's Pride
Paul Rose
Extra Early Roof...
Long Island Beauty

1892

Chance cross of Amer- Ferry
ican and European.]
Chance seedling
Henderson

Cosmopolitan

Melrose
Green-rteshed Osage

iLandreth

Gem

Sport of Delmonico.. Henderson
Imported from Syria. iHenderson
I

i

Carmes
Oklahoma

I

cross Rocky J. W. Tetrick & Son.
Ford and Hackensack
Khiva Winter
Foreign
IF. Barteldes & Co..
Large California Nutmeg..! Run yon Melon
|Cox Seed Co
Runyon Melon
Chance seedling
Cox Seed Co
Ideal
iKnown cm.ss (?)
'Geo. Tait & Sons
New Early Hackensack. .. Selected Hackensack Burpee

Chance

j

i

I

.

1887
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DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY,
The work

in this

heretofore laid
insects

department has followed closely the

down

for

lines

onr investigations of the injurious

and other animals of the

Three

state.

lines of

work

have been completed and bulletins issued upon them, while

new

several

lines

have been begun.

Eight bulletins have been issued by
t!ie

year, the titles of

this

which are given

department during

in the list

of publica-

tions.

Many

investigations of

life

remedies have been made

histories

and experiments with

in the case of the following insects:

The San Jose or Pernicious Scale.
The Cabbage Worm.
The Striped Cucumber-beetle.
The White Fly of Greenhouses.

New
The

Hampshire Mosquitoes.
Potato Flea-beetle.

Oyster-shell Bark-louse.

The Cankervvorm.
The

results in several

of these cases are nearly ready for

publication, while in the

others further time

is

needed for

their completion.

The most

notable development in our

work during

the year

has been the discovery of the Pernicious or San Jose Scale in
our state.
This is one of the most dreaded orchard pests, and
it

will be fully discussed in a bulletin at an early day.

work of

the department I have had the efficient
Mr. Albert F. Conradi, while during the summer months assistance in economic work was rendered by Mr.

In

all

the

assistance of

A. R.

Merrill.

Clarence M. Weed,
Ento77iolosrist.
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DEPARTMENT OF BACTERIOLOGY.
During the past year

this

department has been engaged

in

work of studying the fungous diseases of plants and their
treatment.
The especial diseases under consideration have

the

been the peach
sooty spot,

leaf-curl

brown

the diseases of the apple

;

rots aft'ecting the mature fruit
and melons.
The most notable fact in regard
;

the past season

— scab,

and canker, also the various
downy mildew of cucumbers

spot, leaf spot,

was

to

fungous diseases during

Dur-

the serious outbreak of apple-scab.

ing the past ten years, the scab, while aft'ecting certain susceptible varieties

more or

damage. vSince about
been rather difficult to

Spv apples

less,

has not caused very serious

189=^, in the

find

vicmitv of

Durham

it

sufficiently affected with the scab to serve as

illustrations of the disease;

has

Baldwin, Greening or Northern
but during the

summer

good

of 1902,

became unusuallv abundant and did a large amount
many varieties which usuallv sutler
among them the standard varieties mentioned above.

the scab

of damage, attacking
little,

The outbreak seems

to

have been widespread.

cause, the prevailing weather conditions
the most probable one.

The most

x-\s

to

would appear

to

the

be

striking feature of the

weather was the unusually low temperature which prevailed,
while the

rainfall

was abundant but hardlv

to

be considered

excessive.
It is difficult to

outbreak but

it

estimate the

would seem

amount of

safe

to set

it

loss
at

caused bv this

from one fourth

one half of the crop. Our experiments on the Bakhvin
demonstrated the efficiency of the Bordeaux mixture in the
prevention of the disease. The scab attacks the foliage of the

to

apple as well as the
leaves last season

fruit,

but a proportionate increase on the

was not observable.
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Another disease of the apple, which was more abundant
than usual, was the leaf-spot, a fungus distinct from the scab
and characterized by the presence of numerous small circular
brown spots on the leaves. This disease was generally prevalent and from several localities was reported as causing a
Tiic brown spot on the
serious dropping of the foliage.
Baldwin appeared to be less abundant than on some previous
bearing years.

Peach

leaf-curl did not

rot of the

Brown

develop to a serious extent.

peach and plum, while serious, did not appear un-

usually so.

Downy mildew

of the cucumber and muskmclon, which

first of August, 1901, and did so much
damage, did not attack the vines this year till about two weeks

appeared about the
later,

when

it

rapidly destroyed them.

In our experiments in

Bordeaux mixture proved very
the sprayed vines remaining in good condition till

ti^eating this disease

effective,

killed b}'

the frost.

Of

the potato diseases the late blight or rot did

age throughout the

state.

much dam-

In the station field spraying with

Bordeaux mixture largelv prevented the disease
II.

as usual.

H. Lam SOX,
Bacterioloo-ist.
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METEOROLOGICAL REPORT,
Observations for the year, July i, 1901, to July 1, 1902,
have been continued as usual, and have been under the imme-

New Hampshire

diate charge of R. L. Limt,

Signal

of 1904, as observer.
the

for

succeeding

night

and dav.

College, class

of the weather

been

have

displayed

The observations taken have been the

throughout the vear.

same

flags, indicative

as in previous vears, viz.

:

S A. M. and

S

M. readings

P.

of barometer with attached thermometer; of staniiartl, maxi-

mum

minimum thermometers, ami

and

direction for

of wet

bulb ther-

growing season. The average wind
the day, the amoimt of cloudiness, the precipita-

mometer throughout

the

and the snowfall, including the depth
ground each dav of tlie winter, were also

tion in inches of water

of

snow on

the

noted.

March was

the most remarkable

month of

above the average

for

seven years past.

The

the year.

temperature was 8 degrees and the precipitation

The

2

total

inciies
rainfall

month was 7.2S inches which was the greatest for th.e
year except December,
On the other- hand November ami June were relatively cold
months, with an average of 5 degrees each below the mean.
for the

November

also had the greatest deficiencv in rainfall, viz.

:

3

August and May were the driest months, but there
was no marked lack of rain during the whole year.
As usual, Julv was the hottest month and it contained an

inches.

imusual hot spell lasting

The

first

frost did

for ten

not occur

davs from July 14 to July 24.
October iS, September and

till

October both having quite uniform temperatures. The winter
whole also lacked extremes of temperature and there was
For the first time
very little sleighing through the season.
for a series of vears a considerable bodv of snow fell in
December, but it did not remain for anv length of time.
as a

C. H. Pettee,

Meteo roloP'ist.
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A
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X.
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RKCOlll). .IlLV.
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5iJ'

^V.

ARTS.
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liidl.

liAKOMi

iKi:

125 Fkkt Ahox k Ska Lkvki,
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Lat. 43°

S'

N.

AND THK MECHANIC

KiicoTvi).
LoN(;. 70°

Ar(;rsr.
'jfj'

\V.

219

AHTS.

iihu.

r.AKd.MKTKi:

iJ'i

Fkki AitovK Ska Lkvki.

Prbcipitation.

Hcinarks.

<

I

H
N.

Ni ght.

.26

W.

Partly cloudy M«ii

ers.

.35

Clomly

Mean

N. W.

Cloiuly

teiiiiieraturc, .";i.
Ma.xiiijuiii teuM'erature, 88; date.

Cloiuly

Cloudy

m,

.48

Cloudy

X.

Clear

S.
S.
S.
S.

Cloudy

.Sum.

slit.

[

:5<1,
intli.
18th,
28lli, 2J»tli, 30lli.

Greatest

daily

I

Nuuiher of day.s
<lfiudy
with .01 inch or
Partly cloudy

more

precii>itation, 4; clear, 10:

('lear

Partly cloudy

partlv cloudy,
Partlvch)udv
cloucfy, 7.
Clear
Partly cloudv Observations taken at 8.1.5 a. in.
Clear
Aug. 5: obser\ aClear
tions taken at
Ck-ar..;
8.30 a. in. .\uff.
Clear
Partly cloudy
:

E.

Ni

|

Clear
rani^e, 31; date,
Clear
20th.
Partly cloudy Tot al prccijiilatioii, 1.08 inches.
Clear
(Treatest pieciiiiiaClear
tioii in 24 hours,
Clear
Clear
4s; date, •J4tli.

N. E.
N. E.
S. E.
S. E.
S.
S. E.

24tli.

|

AV.

4.30 a.

77.

iiiiniiniuii

Partly cloudy Miniuniin teniperatiiro, 55; (hite,
Clear

S. \V.
S.
S.

S. E.
S. E.
S. E.
S. E.
S. E.
S. E.
\V.

111.

ti'iniKTaturc,

Clear

8. E.
S. E.

AS'.

4 p.

iiia.\iiniim

Clear...

^V.

Show

11

S.

W.

i

I

1

1.08

'Including rain, hail, sleet, and melted snow,
t Trace.

l'.3.
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LaT, 43°

8'

N.
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RECORD, SEPTEMBER,
Long. 7°

56'

W.

ARTS.

1901.

Barometkii

1"2.')

Fkkt Above Ska Lkvel.
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8'

X.

.
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.")()'

W.
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1901.

Bai'.omktkk

\2')

Kkkt Auuvk Ska Lkvki.

Precipitation.

Ktuiarks.

S.
8.33 p.

111.

2 a. in.

Niffht.

6 a. ni.

.53

W. Cloudy

\.

W.

Clear...
N. \V. Cloar...
N. \V. Clear...
N. W. Clear..

.18

W.
W.

S. \V.
S.
S. K.
S. E.

10
II

Ni

IJ
la

U

S.

2 p.

III.

Xiglit.
5 p. III.

230
.10

17

is
19

Ni.ght.

S.

21

miiiiiiuun

temperature, 42.5.

Mean temperature,

I

52.15.

'

i&Iaximiim temper'

Partly cloudy
Clear
Partly cloudy?
Clouilyt

76:

date,

1st.

Minimum

temper-

ature. 31:

date,

19th.

I

Greatest
daily
raniie,34on I8tli.

Cloudy

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

ature,

;

I

'Total

precipita-

tion. 3.21 inclies.
Greate.'<t precipitation in 24 hours.
2.30:
date, 14tli
and iSth.

Nuniher

of

days

with .01 incli or
Partly cloudy
more i>rerii>itation.C;clear days,
Clear
Clear
22: nartly cloudy,
S. W. Clear
3: cloudy, G.
Dates of killintj
N. \V. Clear
frost, 28, 29. 30.
N. W. Clear
S. W. Clear
W.
Clear
S.
S. W. Clear

•_><>

23

iMeaii

Clear

W. Cloudy

X

N. W.
N. W.
N. W.
N. W.
N. \V.
N. \V.

•-'0

maximuni

temperature, 61.8.

I

Clear.

N. E. Clouily
N. W. Clear
S.
Clear
N. NV. Cloudy"

NiirhV.

ir>

IG

gilt.

Mean

iClear.

S.

Ni ght.

24
•25

26
27
28
29
30
31

Sum.

3.21

•

Including rain, hail, and melted snow.
t
+

Trace.

Dense fog morning and evening.
*• Foggy morning.
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8A

Lat. 43°

8'

N.

AND THE MECHANIC

i:i-:COHI),

NOVEMIiEU.

Long. 70° 56' W.

225

ARTS.

l!Hil.

Barometek

120

Fkkt Above

Sk.v

Level.
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Durham, Strafford County, N. H.

8

A

Lat. 43°

8'

N.

AND THE MECHANIC ARTS.

RECORD, DECEMBER.
Loxu. 70°

oG'

W.

19(il.

Bakometkk

125

Fkkt Ahovk Sea Level.
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Durham, Strafford County, X. H.
8A

Lat.

43"^ 8'

X.

AND THE MECHANIC ARTS.

RIXORD, JANL'AKY,
Long. 70"

56'

W.

1902.

Barometer

125

Feet Above Sea Level.
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Durham, Strafford County, N. H.

Lat. 43"

S'

X.

AND THE MECHANIC

RECORD, FEBRUARY,
Long. 70"

56'

W.

ARTS.

231

1902.

Barometer

125

Feet Above Sea Level.
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Durham, Strafkoud County, X. H. Lat.

8 A.

M.

8 P.

M.

43" 8' N.

AND THE MECHANIC ARTS.

RKCORD,
Long. 70"

Til

56'

ARCH,
W.

19i.)2.

Barometer

12-7

Feet Above Sea Level.
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Durham, Strafford County, X. H.

SA

Lat. 43o

S'

N.

AND THE MECHANIC

RECORD, APRIL,
J>ONG. 70"

.56'

W.

ARTS.

1902.

Bakometkk

125

Feet Above Sea Level.
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Durham, Strafford Counts, N. H.

Lat. 43o

8'

X.

AND THE MECHANIC

RECORD, MAY,
LoxG. 70°

56'

W.

237

ARTS.

1902.

Barometer

1'25

Feet Above Sea Level.

Precipitation.

Remarks.

She v.6 a.

m.

Show

Tr'ce

ers.

i

12 a.
ers.

Sliowlers.

m.

.10
.08
.03
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Durham, Strafford County, X. H.

8A

Lat. 43o

8'

N.

AND THE MECHANIC

239

ARTS.

lilX'OUU, JUNE, 1902.

LoMG. 70^56' W.

Barometer

Feet Above Sea Level.

12.5

Precipitation.

Remarks
i

<

~c

I

=•:

'O

1

2

Night.

Shower.lTr'cel

3
4
5
6

Nitrht.

Shower,

Show

ers.

8

Show
Show

ers.
ers.

9
10

Show

7

t

.20
.40

22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

S.

W.

N.

\V.

Clear
Clear
Clear

W.
ers.

JMean maximum
temperature,
70 66.

Mean minimum

temperature,

51.43.

Mean temperature,
Cl.25.

'

Maxiniiun temper-

AV.

.05

Showiers.

.13

Morning Shower.

Show 'ers.

.21
.62

ature,90:date.3d.

Minimum

Partly cloudy
Partly cloudv

S. \V.
S. K.
S. E.
S.
S. E.
S. \V.

ature,

Cloudy

Show

ers

p.m.

.05

1.05

Between

11-12

p.m.

.02

.A£t'ri2a.

m.lOa.m,

.94

precipitation, 4.04 inches.
(Greatest precipitation in 24 liours,
1.05: date. 21st.

Cloudy

Clear
Clear
Clear
N. NV. Clear
Number of days
W.
Clear
with .01 inch or
N.
more precipitaS. E. Clear
X. W. Clear
tion. 12; clear,22;
partly cloudy. 4:
N. W. Clear
W. Partly cloudy cloudy, 4.
S.
Clear
Dates of thunderstorms. 4th, 16th
S.
Clear
W. Clear
hail. 4th.
N. W. Clear
At 3 p. m. on the
4th was a heavy
S.
iCloudy
Partly cloudy! shower accompaS.
;

I

nied

1

by

I

I

Sum

date.

Total

Clear

W.
N. W.

9.36 a. m.; 9 p. ui.

temper-

39;

1st.

N.

20
21

S. W. jClear
S. W. Clear
S. W. Clear
S. E. Clear
S. ^V. Clear
S. W. Clear

i

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1

I

hailstones.

4.04

Including rain. hail,

sleet,

and melted snow.

large
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DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
1903

PREFACE,
In the following account

have aimed to present,
species, for

I

acquaintances
birds as

I

know that to be important to the person seeking new
among birds second, such items relating to the food of
;

in

their dissection

served as a sort of sauce to

trinsic value perhaps, have, at least,

and,

;

though not of much

personal observations, which,

last, certain

vicinity,

the time and place of occurrence of each

have gathered from time to time

I

Durham and

of

birds

of the

tirst,

the labor more agreeable to the writer, by helping

him

in-

make

to re-enjoy

the pleasures of other days afield.

While

have made no systematic attempt to describe birds,

I

their identification,

I

have thought

points that have helped

sometimes

The

list

miles of

me

to

it

well to mention, here

distinguish

and

for

there,

between species that are

easily confused.

of birds actually

Durham numbers

known

to occur within a radius of

252, of which

the supplementary

list

is

list

presented in every instance.

In

many names

of certainties, and

I

that will ulti-

cherish

the hope

But to

that local observers will undertake the task of transference.

any who do

so, let

me

in

my

of possibilities are

mately be transferred to the

twenty

have examined, either

being included on, in

the tlesh or mounted, 240. the other 12

opinion, reliable evidence, which

I

urge the desirableness of certainty.

Ornithol-

ogists prefer to doubt everything of which they have not ocular proof,

therefore let no pains be spared to substa)itiate all assertions.

mind, that a moderate

in

infinitely better

Among

I

which

can

be depended

Bear

upon,

is

than a long one under suspicion.

those to

collections,

list

whom

I

am

indebted for permission to examine

must mention Mr. S. A. Shaw of Hampton, Mr. Joseph

Turner of Portsmouth, Mr. William M. C. Philbrick of Kittery, ?klr.
George Wentworth of RoUinsford, Mr. George H. Yeaton of Rollinsford, Mr. George F. Wentworth of Dover. .Mr. Walter O. Shute of

Newmarket, Mr. John H. Elkins of Exeter, and Mrs. Oliver Di.xon of
Eliot.
I

have followed the nomenclature and sequence of the A. O. U.

check-list,

second edition, to which the numbers

refer.

NED DEARBORN.
New

H.A.MPSHIRE

AND THE

College of Agriculture

.Mecha.n'IC .Arts, February 23, 1903.

THC BIRDS OF DURHAM

A.\D

\'ICIXITY.
Order PYGOPODES.
Family PODICIPID.-I:.

Colymbus

Holuocll's Grekk.

holboellii.

Holboeir.s, or the

Red-necked Grebe,

and November on Great Bay, where

Along the coast

and May.
the winter.

It

upon

vegetable matter are taken in

diflering from the

also

October

and

but aquatic insects

varying quantities.
or salt,

Dabchick

in

be found in April

be found at any time during

fish,

larger bodies of water, either the fresh

and streams,

may

likely to

it is

feeds principally

common

rather

is

it

2.

prefers

to the smaller

that respect.

in

unusual to see several together during the

It

fall

It

is,

not

is

At

that

in plain

gray

migration.

time old and young alike are in traveling dress, that

the

ponds

without the reddish brown neck characteristic of the nuptial dress,

from which

it

Colymbus

receives one of

is

a

fall

and spring

winter resident along the coast.

more peaceful

ever, to the
is

so easy as

it is

here.

seems

It

Its

food

is

size

similar to the Dabchick, but

its

acute

prefer

to

similar to

Great Bay, and a

how-

the sea,

where the choice

that of the

Red-necked

abundant here than either of the other grebes.

It is less

by

3.

visitant at

interior waters, at least,

Grebe.
it is

names.

Horned Grebe.

auritus.

The Horned Grebe

its trivial

it

In

can be instantly distinguished

bill.

Podilymbus podiceps.

Pied-billed Grebe.

6

The Dabchick, or Pied-billed Grebe, is the most common grebe
we have, as well as the easiest to observe, on account of its habit of
frequenting the smaller bodies of water.

It

here in summer, but begins to appear by the

remains

till

nearly or quite

November.

It

is

not generally found

first

of September and

feeds on aquatic insects

grass and other vegetable matter growing about water.
achs, from
fibers,

fall

birds,

which

I

and

Three stom-

have examined, contained vegetable

remains of insects, and feathers from their own breasts.

They

BIRDS OF

10
come

regularly

Oyster

main

to

College

the

When

river.

DURHAM AND

one

good feeding ground

They

for da3's if undisturbed.

adroit

are

and

mill-pond,

the

reservoir,

a

finds

VICINITY.

hiders,

will

it

re-

and when

approached gradually, swim slowly, quite without apparent concern,
till

some

object intervenes,

when they disappear

as

if

by magic.

Family URINATORID/E.

Gavia imber.
The Loon

Loox.

7

only a passer-by with us though

is

larger bodies of fresh water not

The

our coast.

many

A

miles inland.

spring migration takes place in

breeds

it

the

in

few winter off

May and

then more

The autumnal movement takes place
in October and November.
The food of loons consists almost
wholly of fish, which by their prodigious swimming powers they

or less are seen on Great Bay.

are able to overtake

and capture.

erful of the divers.

The length

This

is

the largest

the distance he can cover while out of sight

uncommon

and most powand

of time one can stay under water
is

astonishing.

summer, loons which

to see, along the coast in

It

not

is

for

some

They usually come near the
when killing time, as they seem
rising every now and then to stretch

reason are not in condition to breed.

shore to feed and retire further out
literally to

do as they

their v.'ings, as

if

float about,

weary of indolence yet powerless* to prevent

If

it.

enough to find a loon bathing he will enjoy an
animated spectacle.
Although living in water its whole life long, it
one

is

fortunate

actually devotes a portion of

its

time to bathing.

I

was once enter-

tained for the greater part of an hour on a fine July morning by such

a scene.

It

was yet

early,

and as

the edge of a quiet arm of the sea,
ablutions.

He would

came out of some woodland

I

length on the water,
them vigorously, sendand making a noise that was

stretch out his neck

head half under then spread his wings and
ing the water flying in
audible

many

all

rods away.

the surface, and, throwing
bath.

After doing this a

his wings, then settle

Gavia lumme.

to

observed a loon performing his

I

directions

full

flap

Again, he would thrust his head beneath
it

quickly upward, give himself a shower-

number

of times, he would rise

back and begin

all

and

flap

over again.

Red-throated Loon.

i i

Red-throated Loons are found along the coast in considerable
abundance during the migration season, but more particularly in the
Adults appear toward the end of September; later comers are
fall.

DURHAM AND

BIRDS OF
immature

They

birds.

Many

lar habits.

when properly cooked

— though

They

to use a

saying, "tastes differ."

Shooting sea- fowl

Hampton some
told,

loons, but of simi-

of both species afe killed for food every year.

are said to be quite palatable
trite

common

are smaller than

11

VICINITY.

an occupation about our waters every

is

men

twenty-five

are thus employed,

At

fall.

averaging,

I

am

Each man takes a

about a hundred birds each, on good years.

boat and a number of decoys, and rows out to a place where the birds

He anchors the decoys, and then places the boat
windward where he maintains his position by slow
rowing.
When a bird is seen to be approaching, the gunner lies
down in his boat which is left to drift slowly towards the decoys.
If it comes within shooting distance he rises and risks a shot for what
are likely to fly by.

a

little

it

may

way

to

The combined

bring.

wave, wind, and wing

effect of

estimate that this sort of shooting

difficult to

is full

so

is

of hazard.

Family ALCID.E.

Fratercula

arctica.

Puffin.

13.

Puffins are regular winter visitants off our

ported

common

at Isles of Shoals last winter.

most of the

that

local collections lack

The

few are killed.
blue,

and yellow

Cepphus

is

them,

bill,

its

coast.

Examples
it is

it

even

27.

it is

often called,

are shot

occasionally

is

a winter

by duck

Its

winter dress contains

at a distance

much

from other spear-billed

red feet are also a prominent characteristic of a fresh

water-fowl.

Its

specimen.

It is

somewhat smaller than the Thick-billed Guillemot,

being only thirteen or fourteen inches in length.

food,

— red,

not good for food, being too strongly

flavored with fish to be palatable.

white, which distinguishes

for

bright colors

Black Guillemot.

hunters at Hampton, though

to the other

re-

fact

infer that comparatively

with

Guillemot, or Sea Pigeon as

on the

I

Judging from the

diagnostic.

gryile.

The Black
visitant

—

deep, narrow

They were

coast.

members

of family Alcid^.

Its habits are similar

Whether

flying,

or diving

or floating lazily over the rollers, their stay with us

When

period of waiting.

a

is

spring comes the waiting ends, and they

hasten back to their northern homes.

Uria iomvia.

Brunnich's Murre.

Brunnich's Murre, or Guillemot,

from November
the Piscataqua.

until

is

March, and sometimes comes

November

;

regularly found along the

26, 1899, one entered

to

.

coast

Great Bay and

Mr. Palmers

fish

12

DURHAM AND

BIRDS OF

Two

wier in Oyster river and was taken alive.

shot at about the same time.
of murres that

fall,

There seemed
appeared inland

for they

Winnipesaukee and adjacent waters

The stomach

shot.

me

by

contained four

it

auk's

may be
tail is

fish,

flight

as far as

Lake

numbers

that

many were

The

general

similar to that of the Razor-billed

which

its tail,

is

Auk,

square, while the

distinctly tapering.

Razor-billed Auk.

another winter bird that

is

be an unusual

at least

each about four inches long.
is

readily identified by

Alca torda.
This

in such

other specimens were

to

of one of the Oyster-river specimens examined

appearance of this murre
but

VICINITY.

is

32.

found

in

more or

less

abundance

on the coast every year from November to March. I have not learned
that it visits Great I5ay, though I presume that it does so.
The bill
of this auk varies greatly in size at different seasons.
In spring the
maxilla

name

increased in height, making the

is

Razor-bill.

and then

is

bill

quite deep,

In autumn the maxilla has lost

only an ordinary acute

beak, not

its

whence the

nuptial addition,

unlike that of the

guillemot.

Alle

alle.

Dovekie.

This diminutive auk,
in winter

along the coast.

34.
less

than nine inches in length, only appears

They

by gunners
them down with an
oar.
I
have known of a few instances in which an individual has
been blown a considerable distance inland by northeast storms. It
is by no means rare, and almost every collection of birds made near
the sea has at least one.
They are said to feed largely on crabs,
shrimps, and other small Crustacea.
are occasionally killed

and fishermen, who are sometimes able

to strike

Order LONGIPENNES.
Family STERCORARIID.E.
Parasitic Jaeger.

Stercorarius parasiticus.
This

is

the only jaeger that

I

have found trace of

37.
in

this vicinit}'.

Mr. Shaw has one in his collection, which he obtained at Hampton.
Its

general appearance except

gull, but its

its

color, is

quite

similar to that of a

dark brown dress and lengthened middle tail-feathers are

entirely different from any of our gulls.
and occurs here as onlv a winter visitant.

It

breeds in the high north,

BIRDS OF
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Familv LARID.-E.
Kittiwake.

Rissa tridactyla.
The Kittiewakes

They

November.

1st of

the

common

are

40.

winter residents, appearing here by

are

more

plentiful

in

early

and

late,

than in mid-winter, as the majority continue southward in their mi-

They stick pretty closely to the ocean, but sometimes come
One was shot on Newmarket river November 10, 1900.

gration.

inland.
is

It

most readily distinguished from other species, regardless of
iiind toe, the place where the toe

plumage, by the absence of the

ought

be bearing only a small knob.

to

Larus glaucus.
The Glaucous

Gull

one of the winter

is

that rarely falls into the

hands of

different collections ai)OUt here,

being

that

procured

it

Gull.

(".i.alcous

I

some years

Lai'us marinus.

visitants

along the coast

In examining eight

local collectors.

have found only one Glaucous Gull,

the possession of Mr. S. A.

in

42.

since in the

Shaw

who

of Hampton,

month of May.

(^reat Black-i!ackf.i) (iuLL.

47.

This handsome gull comes from the north as early as the middle of

October and may be seen
tlie

.Most of the

winter.

beaches from that time on through

at the
fall

birds are

They may

but adults are not rare.

young

in

the

brown plumage,

often be seen standing on the

shore, singly or in groups, just where the remnants of the breakers

cease their shoreward flow and turn back.
gulls,

In

company with herring

they follow the fishermen for the refuse from their cleaning

tables which

is

thrown overboard.

of their usual caution,

in

their
feet

the

is

size.

Larus argentatus.
is

much

lose

schooner

being our largest gull except the Glaucous Gull, which

about the same

This

to the

This gull measures upwards of two and a half

rush for garbage.
in length,

At such a time they

and come quite close

common

Herring Gull.
species seen

flying

51a.

over the Piscataqua and

Great Bay, or resting high on the water like unladen ships waiting for
a fair wind.

They begin

the last of April.

I

to

come

early in October,

and remain

till

never saw^ them more abundant than on the 20th of

the latter month, 1898, though

I

saw none afterward that spring.

The
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reaches here about the

flight

first

comers being adults, which appear white
ones

in their

VICINITY.

November, the

of

at a

earliest

The young

distance.

gray plumage are so unlike their elders as to seem of a

While many pass the day on inland water, they

ferent race.

Though

to sea to spend the night, out of the reach of harm.
gulls

generally hunt singly or in widely scattered flocks,

social

when

and

at rest,

morning meal

after the

dif-

go

all

herring

they are

the gulls in the

all

neighborhood may be seen congregated on a sandspit or an isolated
bit of

They

marsh.

within gunshot
witli

keen eyes

are very

they

if

know

down from

but more often they

aloft,

alight

a piece of floating garbage, which they tear into pieces with

beside

their powerful

hooked beaks, and devour

Larus delawarensis.
This gull

is

may be

which

is

fall

ages, but

all

migrant.

bright chrome,

Larus Philadelphia.

54.

closely resembles the last

smaller, and,

when

60.

Hampton and elsewhere on

coast in August, September, and the early days of October, but

of the latter month.

often seen after the middle

its

flesh-color.

it is

Bonaparte's Gull.
at

cap-

by the color of the webs of

— on the Herring Gull

common

is

It

somewhat

is

a glance

identified at

Bonaparte's Gull

at leisure.

Rixg-billkd Gull.

a spring and

species in color at

feet,

to come
They fly over the water, watching
may serve as food. They sometimes

anything that

for

catch fish by diving

tured,

wary and never allow a man

it.

the

is

not

occasionally

It

is

seen at Great Bay, but does not come so regularly as some of the
winter gulls.

It is

much

smaller than the other gulls found here,

being only about thirteen inches long,
length of a herring gull.

prominent hooked
Its

tip

Its

and angular outline of a

movements remind one of a

our only

summer gull

the end of

its

stay.

— hardly more than

quite slender,

bill is

it

half the

and lacks the

typical gull bill.

tern rather than of a gull.

Being

cannot be mistaken for any other, except near

This species

is

said to eat insects to a consider-

able extent.

Sterna caspia.

Caspian Tern.

This, our largest tern,
that he has observed

it

is

an irregular

now

in

visitor.

but twice at Hampton.

plumage, were killed there in the
is

64.

fall

Mr. Shaw's possession.

Mr. Shaw

Two,

The skin
Though almost

of '99.

in

tells

me

immature

of one of them
as large

as

a

DURHAM AND
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bill and long, acute wings charand also the regular tern way of taking its prey by

has the spear-like

it

acteristic of terns,

dashing

headlong into the water, and quickly rising again

tinue

coursing to and fro above the waves.

its

Common

Sterna hirundo.

Common

Terns are not

Ti:un.

70.

be seen here

likely to

in

that time they are confined to their nesting places,

fall,

It is

of the

be seen

to

when

is

in

in spring

on

its

northward

and again

flight

in the

birds are

for terns in

August and early September.

low, so that the broad

flats

strong currents round the island

water

as at

much abroad, impelled by the early impulses
migrating instinct.
The mouth of Hampton river is a favorite
all

hunting ground
tide

midsummer,

none of which are

though they are known to breed both north and south of

this region,
us.

to con-

— the terns assemble

to

— which

watch

is

When

the

and there are

are partially covered,

only a peninsular at low

for the small fry

shallows.

The

terns are masters of the art of flying.

along with

bill

down, and eyes

hurrying over the

As they move

on the water, now hovering,

fixed

now dashing down almost to the water, saving a wetting at the last
instant when a quick eye has seen the quarry dart away, holding the
course regardless of flaws in the wind, dropping like a plummet when
opportunity
to the

off"ers

the right chance,

management of

their

without any apparent attention

all.

wings.

I

have watched one of these

and again he came

to the same
moment, would drop like a meteor so
close to the planking that it was a wonder he didn't hit it.
In spite
of a stiff breeze and a moving target, he made no mistake about the

terns fishing beside a wharf.

.Again

place, and, after hovering a

wharf, though

1

think he failed sometimes to get his

terns breed abundantly

group

off the coast of Ma.ssachusetts.

rocky shore or

among

fish.

Common

on the island of Penikese, one of the Elizabeth

They

nest

the grass in a sheep pasture.

over the end of the island where the nests are,

indifferently

on

As one walks

the air seems

filled

with the old birds, which dive spitefully at the intruder, and keep up

such a din of discordant cries that his ears quickly become weary.

The

which these terns fish is surprisingly large. At
some twelve miles from Penikese, it is the usual thing
near sunset to see terns coming from still further up the coast, each
with a small fish held crosswise in its bill, making the home journey
with supper for their young. As soon as the young are able to fly
they are taken to the feeding grounds and taught to fish for themselves, though they are still fed for some time, and may often be seen
territory over

Woods

Holl,
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on the rocks while their parents are hunting for food. They
" fowls of the air" and do not float about on the water

resting

are essentially

They

like gulls.

and

feet but little, as

on the wing
they

dive by the force of their descent through the air

are out of sight only for a

moment. They seem

to use their

webbed

they do not rest on the surface as gulls do, but

when they come

at once,

shaking

up,

oft'

rise

spray as

the

fly.

Sterna antillarum.
The Least Tern

74.

of rather irregular occurrence.

is

one

in his collection

size

it is

but reports

it

as

uncommon

at

Mr. Shaw has

Hampton.

In

hardly larger than a swallow, being but nine inches or less in

and

length,

Least Tr^RN.

is

therefore readily recognized, as

all

the other terns found

here are more than a foot long.

Sterna fuliginosa.
In Stearns's

concerning this species,

N. H., about Sept.
range

is

Sooty Tern.

New England

75.

Bird Life, part

II, p. ;i7;i,

one may read,

of " a fine adult male, taken at Newmarket,

14, 1878,

by Mr. D. C. Wiggin."

Its

normal

tropical.

Order TUBINARES.
Family PROCELLARIID^.

Puffinus gravis.

Greater Shearwater.

89.

In the collection of birds belonging to Mr. William

M. C.

Phil-

brick of Kittery, Me., who, by the way, has by far the largest, as well
as the

most systematically arranged, private collection of curios of all
I ever examined, I found a specimen of the Greater Shear-

sorts, that

water that was taken near Portsmouth.

Oceanodroma leucorhoa.
Although petrels are
season,

I

Leach's Petrel.

strictly birds of

106.

open ocean, out of breeding

have evidence that they sometimes stray into

unwonted

places, in the skin of a Leach's Petrel killed in Oyster river,

The man who shot
Mr. Shaw also has one in

ber, 1898.

duck."

Hampton.

Its

it

said

Novem-

"it was swimming like a

his collection

which he procured

at

presence here in the river was undoubtedly due to a

storm a few days previous.
moderately forked

tail.

This petrel may be recognized by

its

DURHAM AND
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Wilson's Petrel.

Oceanites oceanicus.
This petrel

somewhat

found one specimen,

by

from Leach's

distinguished

is

inferior size.
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untrommon

not

It is

109.

square

its

and

tail

our coast.

otT

have

I

in .Mr. I'hilbrick's collection at Kittery.

okdeu

.sti:(;.-\xofode.s.

Fa.milv Sl'LID.-K.

Gannet.

Sula bassana.
Ciannets

come down from

117.

breeding grounds, along the coast

their

northward, at the approach of winter, and are likely to be seen at any
time from then until spring.

In

they

size

rival

Gull, thus being one of our largest .sea birds.

swim with

Black-backed

the

They both

and

fty

ease, their general habits being similar to those of gulls.

Family I'H.VL.ACROCORACID.t:.

Uouble-cuested Cor.mokant.

Phalacrocorax dilophus.

120.

Shags, as the cormorants are indiscriminately called, are not infre-

quent

fail

forty

Usually not more than two or three

migrants to Great Bay.

appear there

at a time,

came and stayed

abundant, but only

in

though

in

October,

autumn, as

tance,

When

on the water,

a flock of about

the coast they are more

swimming very much

their color

They

they are not seen.

in spring,

divide their time between flying and
Gulls.

1900,

On

there several days.

and

profile as

like

seen

Herring
at

a dis-

remind one of loons.

Order ANSERES.
Family AXATID.-E.

Merganser americanus.

America.v Merganser.

129.

The Sheldrake, as he is commonly called, is frequently seen on open
The cold has no terrors for him. Though sheldrakes

rivers in winter.

are here

all

winter, they are

again early in March.
his

The

most abundant
adult

male

predominating white plumage, as he

particularly

shows a

when he

beautiful

is

illuminated

b\'

December, and

very conspicuous with

floats

on the cold blue water,

sunshine.

combination of colors.

green, the shoulders are black,

late in

is

rump and

In the hand, he

His head
tail

is

dark, glossy

gray, other parts white.
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except the abdomen, which has a sahnon tinge.
legs are

As one

vermillion.

The

bill,

and

feet

takes such a creature from the water,

he cannot help feeling that he has come into the possession of one of
Fall birds are mostly dull colored females, or

earth's rarer beauties.

They

young males which resemble them.
though

I

feed almost wholly on fish,

once e.xamined one, killed in March, which had swallowed

an enormous bullfrog.

Merganser

Red-breasted Merganser.

serrator.

The Red-breasted Merganser
and
it

its

Bay

finds Great

ser?-ator,

americamis.

or spring.

of the two species cannot be distinguished

In hand, however, they

within the depth of the

much

bill,

are

quickly told apart

In serrator the nostril

noticing the position of the nostril.

is

is

embellished with a crest not found on

is

The females

It

colored in

it is

however,

out of hand.

the nostril

taste, and it may be
somewhat smaller than the
genefal very much like it.
The

sufficiently salt to suit its

fall

preceding species, but

is

by

back

or less, of the feathers, while \1\a7nericanus

farther from the feathers.

Lophodytes cucuUatus.
Hooded Mergansers
its

closely confined to the ocean

immediate vicinity than either of the other mergansers, though

found there any

male

more

is

130.

are not

tributaries in late fall

and

Hooded Merganser.
uncommon

131.

visitants to Great

early spring.

Bay and

Sometimes they come

and again into Salt river quite near the village.
November, 1900, three females were taken at one shot by Mr.
Palmer but a little way below the bridge by the sawmill. In examining the stomach contents of one of these specimens I found it to
consist of two small minnows {Funduhis) and an immense number of
In the same bird was a tapeworm, seven inches long,
fish vertebrae.
into the mill-pond

In

which lay approximately lengthwise of the abdominal cavity, its
head in contact with the duck's liver. Adult males, which are one of
our handsomest water birds, are relatively few, as compared with
females and young males in immature plumage.

These mergansers
shore, the

home

divers, remaining

swimming near
They are expert
considerable time, and when not

are usually seen in small flocks,

of the minnow,

submerged

when

for a

feeding.

feeding frequently engaged in a kind of play, diving,

performing various antics in a most engaging manner.

splashing, and
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.Mallard.

132.

Mallard Ducks are of irregular but not rare occurrence, according
to .Mr.

Shute of Newmarket, who

Bay.

A

now

pair

in the

ha.s

taken them repeatedly on Great

College collection were killed there and

mounted by him some years ago. They usually are found in company with Black Ducks. It is a common species in the west, where
it is

The green-

considered one of the choicest ducks for the table.

headed domestic drake

The

wild I\Iallards.

is

of Mallard origin,

its

ancestors having been

food of the Mallard consists of seeds, roots,

mollusks, small Crustacea and insects.

Anas obscura.
This species

is

Black. Duck.

They begin

winter resident on the coast.

grounds further north, early
not appear

from the ponds back

I

come from

and

is

a

their breeding

September, but the main

in

A

little

in the

flight

does

after sunset they

may be seen

flying over,

country, where they have spent the day

which

to Great Bay,

in seclusion,

to

fall,

October, when hundreds resort to the fresh and brackish

till

waters in this vicinity.

vicinity.

133.

abundant on Great Bay, spring and

is

their feeding

ground

in

this

not less than two hundred flying over this

have seen

one time, going down to feed. Market gunners persecute
them mercilessly and several hundred are annually killed at Great Bav

village at

alone.

After ice begins to form they depart

stay during the day,

coming

northward migration

is

species which

almost wholly.

I

into

at its

for the sea

the rivers nights

height

have investigated have contained

One showed bulbous

where they

The

feed.

Stomachs of

April.

in

to

this

vegetable matter

grass roots another was filled
and among them was a larval
insect, apparently dipterous.
They are fond of feeding on the bottom
where the water is shoal enough for them to reach down as they float.
They dabble a great deal, in the same manner as domestic ducks. In

with polygonum and sedge

;

seeds,

pleasant weather they are inclined to be quiet after the sun

on rainy days they are active

all

day long, and the harder

it

is

up, but

rains the

happier they appear to be.

Chaulelasmus strepera.
This

is

Gadwall.

one of the rarest ducks on our

only a very few have been killed at
five years.

which were taken on

said to be rather solitary
in large flocks,

and

135.

Mr. Shaw states that

Hampton during

Mr. George Wentworth has

pair of spring birds,

list.

the past twenty-

in his collection at
Little

Bay.

retiring in its habits,

Dover, a

The Gadwall

is

never associating

and generally preferring secluded shores to open water.
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Mareca americana.
Another rare
spring and

visitant.

Shaw has been
has.

This Teal,
is

similar to that of Black Ducks.

is

Green-winged Teal.

cousin, the Blue-wing,

like its

Querquedula
little

month with

usual

more common.
same bill of fere.

Both are

the

This

is

contains one which he took at

at

Hampton.

Its

great

Hampton.

all

which

bill,

is sufficient

included in

which give

tail,
it

Aix sponsa.
The number

Its

food consists princi-

142.
fall

to the lot of a

is

about three

to identify

Insects,

it.

at a

Its

food consists of

worms, mollusks, seeds,

143.

of

it

and

fall

migrants.

Its

long neck

a peculiar swan-like grace, enable one

long distance.

Wood

late years, so that

gunner

some years ago
inches long, and

its diet.

Pintails are rather scarce spring

to recognize

now and then one

Pintail.

Dafila acuta.
and tapering

140.

a male taken in autumn

both animal and vegetable matter.

and grass are

is

and seeds.

Shaw has

quite broad at the tip,

species, this

Mr. Shaw's collection

September.

a rarity that does not often

is

Air.

Of the two

ducks and have practically the

Shoveller.

Spatula clypeata.
Shoveller

159.

of irregular occurrence.

not seen here very often, but

in the early part of

pally of insects, mollusks,

The

us.

river

is

Blue-winged Teal.

discors.

duck

here about.

common

Baldpates have been

mounted and

its

happens along

used to be

Hampton Mr.

Nettion carolinensis.
October

it

in late years

fairly

In twenty years of collecting at

food

Its

137.

Old gunners say

able to get but one, a female, which he

few and far between.

still

Baldpate.

on Great Ba3% but

fall

VICINITY.

Duck.

Wood Ducks

144.

found here has greatly diminished of

now become actually scarce.
October, on Durham river adjacent

they have

I

have

them in
to Mr.
Samuel Hoyt's field, where several oaks are standing on the bank of a
Here they obtain acorns in abundance from the bottom of the
pool.
river, where the water is so shallow that they can pick them up as
Some years ago, Mr. Walter Shute of Newthey idly swim about.
market found a Wood Duck's nest on the ground at the base of a tree

several times seen
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They

some reason

that custom

was not followed

are quite at

home

in

branch with the utmost

usually nest in hollow trees,

perchin'g

trees,
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confidence.

but for

They

in this instance.

and moving from branch

to

They have a good

of

deal

and when driven out from a hiding place seldom fail to
return high overhead to ascertain the cause of their fright. This duck
curiosity,

easily takes the lead in point of beauty, as the adult drake is unsur-

passed in style or coloring.

have seen them here

I

autumn from

in

In spring they

may be

seen any time after the middle of March until late in April.

Their

the last of August

OTt?;/;/

on

the

till

first

of November.

contains the regulation fare— insects, grass, mollusks, and so

—sought by

They

the river ducks.

all

A

acorns, chestnuts, beechnuts.

are particularly fond of nuts,

stomach

once examined was

I

filled

with white oak acorns.

Aythya americana.
The Redhead,
fame,

is

Redhead.

146.

cousin to the noted Canvas-back

first

a migrant sometimes taken in autumn.

It

of epicurean

a

is

common

and along the coast of the middle Atlansomewhat out of its normal range. I have found

species through the interior,
tic states,

but this

is

several specimens in local collections.

Aythya

marila.

Scaup Duck.

148.

found

Blue-bills, as they are locally called, are frequently

Bay during the migration

periods.

Many

are

shot

at

Great

market, but

for

they do not bring a high price as they are usually of a rank flavor.
In autumn they appear in October and remain about a month.
spring they are here again, for a week or two in April.
largely

upon mollusks.

The

only stomach that

I

little

eel-grass

In

subsist

have examined

took from a specimen killed on Great Bay in October.

much sand, a

They

I

contained

It

and four small gastropods.

Scaups

usually keep well out from shore, v.iiere they dive for their food with

much

facility.

Aythya
As

affinis.

to the

Lesser Scaup Duck.

abundance of

this species

I

149.

am unable

to state definitel}-,

it appears to be less common than its larger relative, the American or " Big " Scaup.
Gunners do not always distinguish between

but

the two species, and

one in

I

am

not sure of their evidence.

his collection, however,

which speaks

for itself.

other habits of this species are similar to those of the
it is

usually associated.

Mr. Shaw has

The food and
last,

with which
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Aythya
I

VICINITY.

Rixg-xecked Duck.

collaris.

150.

have found but one specimen of this duck, a

in the

on

fall,

F. VVentworth of Dover.

It is

Whistlers, as this species
is

termed, are

is trivially

They

open water.

homes.

Mr. George

apparently one of our rarest ducks.

remain in Great Bay and Piscataqua
their northern

b}-

American Golden-eye.

Clangula americana.

wherever there

male taken

fine adult

— Piscataqua — and now owned

Bay

Little

151.

common

in winter

and

ordinarily appear in winter,

till

Many of them do

March, when they depart

for

not go very far north, however,

the Maine lakes.
They
away from shore in places
where the water is sufficiently shoal for them to go to the bottom for
their food, which consists chiefly of mollusks, crustaceans, and

as they are

known

to breed about

some of

are rather shy ducks, and usually keep well

aquatic insects, though

I

have found traces of vegetable matter in

go in flocks of a dozen or less. They
good part of the day, going down and coming up continually,
one or two at a time, so there is generally one or more at the surface
Their narrow-pointed wings make, as
to keep an eye out for danger.

They

their stomachs.

usually

feed a

they

fly,

may be heard

a whistling sound, which

distance,

and which has gained

for

them

at

a considerable

name.

their vernacular

Whistler.

Clangula islandica.
This species
of

is

Barrow's Golden-eye.
Mr.

of irregular appearance.

Dover, has the only specimen that

I

152.

George Wentworth

have found, a

male

fine

which was shot some years since on Little Bay. The most noticeable
difference between this species and the last is in the shape of the
on the Whistler it is circular,
white spot on the side of the head
;

while on this bird

it is

a crescent.

Charitonetta albeola.
This species
coast from
larc^er

is

merit their

They
trivial

153-

a frequent visitor both on

October

than a dove.

Whistlers.

Buffle-head.

till

April.

They

are

Great Bay and on the

small,

being but a

little

Their habits and coloration remind one

are very agile, diving so quickly

when shot

of

at as to

name, Dipper, by which they are best known.
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Olu-squaw.

Old-squaws may be seen

fall

154.

and spring on

Ac-

our tide waters.

all

cording to the older gunners, they are greatly decreased in numbers
within the last

fifty

They

years.

frequently go

female, and a prettier sight can hardly be seen

squaws on the wing.

They

are small,

always reminds

flies

me

The name, old-squaw, and sundry

passenger-pigeon.

terms such as " old-wife," " old-Injun," " scolder,"
applied to this duck in acknowledgement of
said to foretell storms,

male and

dainty creatures, graceful as

doves, and the profile of the male as he
the

pairs,

in

than a pair of Old-

and when

its

etc.,

volubility.

their cries are heard

of

other

have been

They

are

coming up from

the water farmers prepare for bad weather.

Histrionicus histrionicus.
Harlequin Ducks, often styled

Harlequin Duck.
••

lords

155.

and ladies" because of their

trim build, and striking patterns and contrasts of color, are not rare at

Hampton in winter, but I can find no trace of them inland. Mr.
Shaw has three or more in his collection, one being an adult male.
They are expert divers, and scarce enough to be prized by the gunner
so fortunate as

to capture

one.

Small

and mollusks are said

fish

to constitute their chief fare.

Somateria

dresseri.

American Eider.

160.

The American Eider is of irregular occurrence at Hampton.
Shaw has an immature male which he took there several winters
It is

not found inland, being e.xclusively a marine species.

pal food

is

This species

like the

King Eider.

American Eider

is

162.

only an irregular visitant on

Mr. Shaw has a female which he shot

the coast.

females of the two species closely resemble each
color, but the distribution of feathers at the

at

Oidemia americana.

base of the

common

in

On

in size
bill

and

enable
163.

American Scoter.

scoters are a salt-water group,
fresh water.

The

Hampton.

other

one to distinguish between them immediately.

them on

Its princi-

shell fish.

Somateria spectabilis.

The

Mr.
ago.

and

it is

unusual to find any of

Great Bay, American or Black Scoters are

September and October, and again

in

spring, though
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never so abundant as on the coast.
but

in the fall,

when winter

x-lt

conies on they

VICINITY.

Hampton they are plentiful
move farther south. They

are here again in April on their return journey to their arctic homes.

The male

wholly black, and the female has no white either on head

is

may be

or wing, by which both sexes
scoters.

All the scoters feed chiefly

Oidemia deglandi.
This coot

shell-fish.

Wiiite-\vi.\gi£d Scoter.

found under similar

is

distinguished from the other

upon

165.

conditions as the

last,

and

about the same numbers according to gunners who shoot them.

in

Iloth

sexes have a distinguishing mark in the white wing-bar, which

is

not

found on either of the other coots.

Oidemia

Surf Scoter.

perspicillata.

166.

Surf Scoters, or Skunk-headed Coots, as they are locally termed, are
plentiful at

Hampton and elsewhere on

the coast, spring

are not unfrequently found on Great liay.

Newmarket

river in the spring of

I

have a

and

pair,

fall,

1900 by Mr. Shute, which are the

The

only ones ever seen in fresh water by that veteran duck hunter.

food of this species

is

and

killed in

Old and

similar to that of the other scoters.

young have more or less white on the head but none on the wings.
All coots are much hunted both for sport and profit, though their
flesh savors rather too strongly of fish to

Brismatura rubida.
This

little

home
food

Mr. Shaw has
I believe, is not very common.
summer plumage, and one or two more in winter
It is quite as much at
collection, all taken at Hampton.

diving, but insects

and

is

likely

to

are also eaten to

the

some

their migrations.

.Alore

Its

bottom by

extent.

Canada Goose.

172.

wild geese, are frequently seen

they pursue

be seen anywhere.

nature, procured from

and mollusks

Branta canadensis.

as

167.

in

chiefly of a vegetable

Canada or

with every one.

Ruddv Duck.

in fresh water as salt

is

in favor

migrant,

one adult male
dress, in his

be

or

in

November and

less

of them

April

annually

and instantly become the centre of attraction for
numerous gunners, who are continually on the watch for passing water
If they
They are easily tamed, and make interesting pets.
fowl.

alight in Great Bay,
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liO

have access to no more water than they need to drink they do not appear to

thrive

Mr. Shute of Newmarket

the less.

which he winged on Great Bay,

lias

iiad a pair.

They have the run
no more shy than ordinary poultry. The food of

of his lawn, and are

for several years.

this species is chiefly vegetable, consisting of grass, seeds

and aquatic

plants.

Branta bernicla.

Brant.

173.

Brant are somewhat irregular but by no means rare visitors to Great

Bay and the Piscataqua, both spring and

fall.

I

have seen several speci-

mens from the bay, and Mr. Shute tells me that he sees more or
of them flying every year, though they do not always alight.
On
coast they would be e.xpected to occur oftener than
at

Hampton does

It is said to

Brant

not indicate

it,

as they are

feed largely on eel-grass

here, but

less

the

inquiry

not often taken there.

and other marine

plants.

The

considerably smaller than the Canada goose, and has no

is

white whatever on

its

head, though adults have a spot of white on the

side of the neck, near the throat, the

young having the head and neck

entirely black.

Olor

The appearance
I

can

Whistling Swan.

columbianus.
cite

only one

of a wild swan here

Some

ca.se.

is

iSo.

an extraordinary event, and

years ago one was

wounded and cap-

tured alive on Great Bay by Mr. Harry Chajjman of Newmarket, who,

being a market gunner, was glad to swap
for a goose,

which he knew better how

covered from

its

wounds, and was kept

ber 16,

alive

Another was

finally killed for the table.

it

with one of his neighbors

The swan

to dispose of.

for

some

killed in

Great Bay, Decem-

Caswell, of Newington.

1902, by Herbert

re-

time, but was

It

is

now

in

the college collection.

Order HERODIONES.
Family

Botaurus lentiginosus.
Bitterns find a

home

east of Wheelright

Barrington.
bittern's taste.

Here

American Bittern.

in the extensive

pond
is

ARDEID^.

in

lying to the north-

Lee, and from thence to the ponds of

a vast tract of

Excepting

swamps

marshy solitude

in the migrating season,

bitterns about the salt water.

190.

They come north

just suited to a
I

have not found

in

April and stay
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October.

until well into

when

I

found one on the

The latest record that
Hampton marshes.
Bitterns are very

considerable later than that.
if

knew themselves

they

odd

birds, acting as

and other vermin,

frogs

crooked necks and stooping forms giving them a dejected

their long,

they see a

man

when

the grass; but,

behind,

away through

at a distance they steal guiltily

surprised, they fly off with a frightened squawk,

looking backward as they go to see

dangling

October 14,

swamps and marshes, where they

stalk watchfully about in search for hapless

If

is

presume they stay

I

are not so fond of the shore as herons,

but prefer the seclusion of grassy

look.

have

I

be the homely, loose-jointed, awkward

to

They

creatures they really are.

VICINITY.

if

they are pursued, their legs

awkward, disheveled haste.

their

in

The heavy

sound emitted by them, not unlike that produced by driving a stake
into soft soil with a maul, has given rise

This sound

driver."

often heard

is

where bitterns are breeding.

The

common name, "

to its

morning and evening
nest, whicli

is

made

in

stake

spring

of grass,

is

placed on the ground.

Ardetta
Though
shire

Lkast Bittek.n.

exilis.
this is

191.

New Hamp-

an irregular and rather rare visitor in

has been found in the Connecticut valley, also near Concord,

it

One taken at the latter place some years ago by
now in that gentleman's collection.
It is a bird easily
overlooked, and may be more plentiful than even bird hunters realize.
At all events it has been found in Maine and New Brunswick a number of times, and observers in this section may entertain a hope of
and

at

Hampton.

Mr. Shaw

is

adding

it

are the

months

to their list of bird acquaintances.
in

which

Great Blue Herons are
I

most

common

The

flats

mill-pond,

They
of

tall,

fish,

stomach opened by
beetle.

They

frogs,

me

till

Bay

are

to

November they
all

this

are not

and the muddy

feeding grounds for
difficult

and other species of the heron family

crustaceans,

and

contained remains of

are still-hunters.

summer

breed here.

keen-eyed and wary, and exceedingly

The food of

to approach.

consists

are

accustomed

the college reservoir,

of the salt rivers and Great

them.

194.

migrants, and occasional

believe, they are not

In April and early May, and from August

uncommon.

August and September

likely to be seen.

Great Blue Herox.

Ardea herodius.
residents, though,

it is

Stealth

is

insects.
fish

in

A November

and a hydrophilid

every

movement

as

BIRDS OF
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they cautiously step along, raising each foot and placing

utmost deliberation,
around, and

the while keeping a

all

Tliey build huge nests in

beneath.

human

selecting a site remote from

that

have known about

I

Ardea

pines, usually

in

communities elsewhere, nests

have been solitary.

in this state

Amkiucan Egket.

egretta.

196.

This beautiful heron, nearly as large as the
from

tall

habitation, regardless of proximity

Although they often build

to water.

with the

it

sharp outlook above,

Great Blue, but white

a resident of the south, and only accidentally strays

tip to tip, is

However, one was shot by Mr.

United States.

to this part of the

New-

Charles Perkins of Newmarket, on the river about a mile above

market

village, in the

mounted.

summer

was an adult

It

of 1897.

in very

I

good

saw the bird

after

was

it

This heron has a

feather.

common

grievance with

The

man sought the eagle's pinions with which to construct the
head dress embalmed upon our copper coins while modern

red

ferocious

woman

the

IJald

Eagle against certain Americans.

;

finds

no

the gauzy plumes of the Egret.

less joy in

Ardea virescens. Green Heron.

20 1.

Green Herons are common along Oyster
from

May

through September.

of small pines and hemlocks.

time before they attempt to

They nest regularly
The young are out of

fly.

At

as nimbly as squirrels.

which push

that

remaining

tips,

been accustomed

to seeing only their stupid

early in August,

i

feet

They were

discovered a family
all

near the

some

attached to

from the skin.

astonishing to see what expert climbers these herons are,

grove.

thick growths

the nest for

period they have a peculiar hoary

out on their

it

in

I'iscataqua

running through the tree tops almost

appearance owing to the baby down
feathers,

and the

river

the

It is truly

when one has
One day

ways on shore.

of these

nest, standing

young birds

in

a

quietly about fifteen

above the ground, though evidently quite av/ake and intent on

my movements.

After

looking -them over a few minutes

I

decided

young heron also, and
that I would catch one and take him back to camp to exhibit.
I went
up to the pine in which one of them was standing, and shook it
He did nothing of the sort,
vigorously, expecting to see him tumble.
that the rest of the party

would

like to see a

but, instead, flopped into the next tree, ran across

next,

him.

and before
But

I

I

was

shook a

fully

tree or

aware of

his intentions

two near where

I

last

it,
I

flopped into the

had

lost sight of

saw him and soon
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had him going again. This time he was evident)}- startled, for his
time was double quick, and in less than a minute I had completely
him, and though

I
shook all the trees in the vicinity I
him again. I learned something about Green Herons
that day that I never dreamed of before, and, I am bound to confess,
I have held them in higher regard ever since.
The spring plumage of

lost track of

failed to find

this

heron

They

sects, larval

be compared with the young of

truly beautiful, not to

is

autumn.

and

feed principally on small

crustaceans and in-

fish,

adult.

Black-ckownkd Night

Nycticorax nycticorax neevius.
Hekon.
Quawks

202.

as they are popularly called,

or

to

use

the

I

name,

local

May until October.

Buttermunks, are abundant summer residents from

have seen them come on the 2d of May, flying high, and arriving at

Great Bay
erable

morning

in the

numbers

at the

exact time of their departure.

numbers

large

in quite

One

of their

may be seen

view of the ground.

pines

the

in

high and

feet

cannot state the

near Great Bay.

on the Newington

Durham.

shore directly opposite Adams's point,

from forty to seventy

are here in considI

For several years they nested

at different localities

deserted communities

They

about sunrise.

at

beginning of October, but

These pines

the nests are

among

are

the lower

not usual to see more than

branches, in

full

one nest in a

This heronry was occupied in 1897. Another one,
189S, is in Newmarket on the west shore of the bay near

inhabited in

tree.

This

the draw-bridge.

The

pines.

It is

'

nests

are

a

in

is

the

in

mi.xed growth

this

last

heronry

the cotton-mills at Newmarket,

from

by

are said

French

who made

and
more

oaks

average

not

The herons

than twenty feet from the ground.

been driven from

of small

and do

pines

a

it

to

have

operatives

mill

practice

to

spend their Sundays in prowling about the woods and shooting
the herons for fun.
Whether there is still a breeding place about
the

bay

generally resorted

to

by

these

herons,

I

cannot

say.

Night herons, as their name implies, are nocturnal birds, not much
seen on the shore during the heat of the day except when the >oung
are first

parents.

on the wing and demand a good deal of attention from their
Whoever would find them feeding must take early morning

or twilight for his time.
if

he

will

take

the

It

is

trouble

not
to

difficult

visit

shore, where they roost during the day.

ence

in

coloration

to

find

them,

however,

pine woods, adjacent

between vouns: and

to

the

There

is

adult,

which confuses one

a decided differ-

—
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The

the bird in both plumages.

youncj

in

the

crown and back of the adult and, moreover, are
much spotted with white, making them look decidedly speckled.
Both immature and adult birds are characterized by the same slatylack the black

fall

blue ground color, and
species of heron that
in

May

neither

can

found here.

is

be

well

The

taken

for

any other

food of a specimen taken

consisted of fish and shrimps, aquatic beetles

and worms
Another stomach from a bird taken
September, contained three nematode worms, and remains of

fish

in

and shrimps predominating.

shrimp or other small crustaceans, tender grass shoots, and several
dycotyledonous seeds, partially sprouted and devoid of husks.

Order PALUDICOL^.
Family RALLID.€.

Clappkr Rail.

Rallus crepitans.

211.

There is a specimen of this rail in the College collection that was
brought to Portsmouth some years since by a southwest gale and
dropped on the flats near the city, where it was knocked over by a
clam digger.
to

As we

are considerably north of

be classed among the accidental

its

normal range,

Virgi.via Rail.

Rallus virginianus.

it is

visitors.

212.

Virginia Rails are regular visitants to the marshes along the coast,

and sometimes breed

Hampton, according

at

has seen at least one nest there.
in

May

till

late in

among

September.

to

Mr.

Their season here

As

A. Shaw, who

S.

lasts

from early

a family the rails are timid birds,

and weeds of marshes, and seeking safety
flying, so that if one would make their
acquaintance he must search for them diligently and with more or less
persistency, before he can drive them from cover.
living

the rank grass

by running oftener than by

Porzana Carolina.
I

Soka.

214.

have not been able to find any direct evidence that the Carolina

Rail, or

Sora, nests in this section, but

visitor to the

marshes

all

it is

at

least

an abundant

along the coast in September, and sometimes

At Hampton a few years ago one was killed
which had only one wing, the wound inflicted by the
loss of the other wing being entirely healed.
Where the bird spent
obtained at Great Bay.

in the spring,

the winter

is

a mj-stery.
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Yellow

Porzana noveboracensis.
I

cannot learn that this

September.
inches long.

the smallest of

It is

The

Shaw

section

this

in

I

have been able to find

is

in

Hampton.

at

Purple Gallinule.

lonornis martinica.

of

first

family to visit us, being but six

its

only specimen that

the collection of Mr.

215.

only rarely seen, about the

is

it

Rail.

been observed

has

rail

except at Hampton, where

VICINITY.

218.

A Purple Gallinule was killed at Rye some years since and mounted
by Mr. Joseph Turner of [Portsmouth. Another specimen has been
taken at VVilland's pond, Dover, according to Mr. George F. Wentworth of that city. These two are the only instances of this gallinule's
presence in this vicinity that

I

can

The

cite.

coot in general appearance, though they are a

no scalloped membranes on

gallinules resemble the
little

and have

smaller,

In habits they are similar to

their toes.

rails.

2I9.
Gallinula galeata. Florida Gallinule.
.Mr. George Wentworth of Rollinsford has an immature specimen of
this species, which he killed by a brook near his house some years
since.
This species, like the last, is to be accounted among our rare
visitants.

Fuliea americana. Amekicax Coot.
The Coot, or Mud Hen, is most likely to be

221.

seen

the last of August and the middle of October.

with a jerky motion of
of

Generally,

its feet.

seclusion

among

sometimes one

is

A

it

head as

swims

well

but

beating time for the movements

if

keeps close to marshy shores, where

finds

it

the grass and rushes that grow in shallow water; but

found out in clear

to approach especially
to hide.

its

between

in the fall
It

coot's

when

sailing.

It is

not

a

difficult

out from shore, where there

stomach which

I

is

bird

no place

once opened contained

bits of

amount of sand.

grass and a considerable

Order LIMICOL.-E.
F.\MiLY

Crymophilus

fulicarius.

The Red Phalarope
along the coast.

PHALAROPODID^.

is

Red Phalarope.

sometimes seen during the

Gunners

tell

me

that

it

222.
fall

seldom comes ashore, but

generally seen flying over the sea or floating with the
sionally,

migrations

however, they are seen on the

drift.

is

Occa-

beach in company with
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I

specimen of

liave found, in iMr.

found one other specimen

in

Phalaropus lobatus.
The Northern Phalarope
who is now in

RoUinsford,

his collection,

the

who

at

I

Northkrx Phalarope.
rarely seen.

is

killed

223.

Mr. George Wentworth of

his eighty-second year,
fifty

Maine

and who has been

years, has three of these phalaropes

from a large flock

off

Wells Beach,

line.

claim to have seen

it.

P'amilv

RECURVTROSTRID.t:.
Black-necked Stilt.

Himantopus mexicanus.
Some
necked

summer
Mr. Shaw

years ago a
Stilt

to

visitor at

Hampton

of

226.

Rye Beach brought
to be

a Black-

mounted.

It

mounted, but what became of the bird or the man who brought
have not been able to ascertain.

comes

also

Portsmouth.

He never saw this species before or since. Of
younger collectors whom I have questioned, I have found none

just over the
all

which he

killed late in October.

Mr. Turner's collection

observing birds for more than
in

Shaw's collection at Hampton, one

which was

this phalarope,
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It

is

was
it,

I

one of the rarest birds that

to our shores.

SCOLOPACID.C

Family

Philohela minor.

American Woodcock.

This much persecuted bird
cause of

its

unfortunate

is

steadily decreasing in

It is

traits.

228.

numbers be-

a table delicacy, and therefore in

It will lie to a dog, and is easily killed by
demand by epicures.
Between the gourmandjand the sportsa gunner who is a fair shot.
It is among the
to extinction.
highway
the
on
is
woodcock
man the
first

spring arrivals, the earliest appearance that

April

I.

It

may be heard on

ground, uttering

its cry,

which

I

have recorded being

April nights and mornings, near low
is

not unlike the

call

of a Night

Hawk.

minutes, darting
It is especially erratic at such times, calling a few
into the air, circling around,

and dropping down as

departed, almost into the very tracks that

course of the brook in the rear of

by woodcock when migration

is

it

Thompson
going on.

precipitately as

previously occupied.
hall

is

up
it

The

frequently visited

Some

years

ago

Mr.

Albert Demeritt found a woodcock's nest, but such a find is not common. Although a few natives may be seen in August and Septem-
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from the north does not reach us

twentieth of October.

In

summer woodcock

where they iind plenty of shade,

and worms

soft earth

about the

until

often frequent cornfields

—

desiderata

all

from the woodcock's standpoint.

Later they return to the alder runs

and other moist, tangled

When

autumn

places.

the leaves begin to

fall

rains inundate low lands, they retire to higher ground,

they find cover

among

the dense growth

and

where

of gray birches, pines, and

scrub apple trees, which have sprung up on

many

neglected

farms.

Like the partridge and quail, they have a way of startling their would-

be murderers when they take

flight.

The two

outer wing feathers,

which are short and narrow, produce a whistling sound, that makes a
green hunter forget his mission until
is

placed on the ground

among

my

have found

I

nest

230.

both

a migrant of regular occurrence in

is

brackish marshes.

Its

Wilson's Snipk.

Galinago delicata.
This Snipe

too late to shoot.

it is

pines or other dense bushes.

it

fresh

and

here on the 7th of May, which

only spring record, and at various times in the

fall

is

between Sep-

Sometimes it remains very late, and
17 and October 25.
Mr. Shaw has once observed it at Hampton about the middle of
December. I have several times seen snipe feeding on moist ploughed
tember

sundown and on foggy days. They visit the Newmarket
Great Bay every season, and sometimes are found about
They depend upon their color to protect them
College reservoir.

land after

marshes
the

at

from observation, and only

Macrorhamphus

as a last resort.

fly

Dowitcher.

griseus.

This Snipe regularly comes to the beach
20 and 25,

numbers.

where

It is

also

it

may be found on

common

and September, though

I

Stilt

find

one

in

in

considerable

have not been able to get any exact dates.

Sandpipers appear to be
I

Hampton between May

the sand

during the autumnal migration, August

Micropalama himantopus.

migrants.

at

231.

^Ir.

Stilt Sandpiper.
fairly

regular, but not very

233.

common

Shaw's collection that was taken at

Hampton, and I read that Mr. William Brewster once secured ten
Rve Beach during a few weeks in August.

at
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Knot.

Tringa canutus.

234.

The Knot, Robin Snipe, or Red-breasted Sandpiper, as it is variously
called, is a large, handsome sandpiper of regular, and fairly common
occurrence along the coast spring and

their

It

fall.

is

the

of

largest

its

Adults are quickly recognized by the reddish-brown color of

tribe.

under

parts,

which

is

usually suggested at least on immature

specimens.

Purple S.vndpiper.

Tringa maritima.

The Purple Sandpiper
and early

late in the fall
I

have examined,

tion of years.

I

235.

an uncommon migrant, usually appearing

is

in spring.

In eight

local

collections

which

within a few miles of the sea, and the accumula-

all

One

have found but two specimens.

of these

possession of Mr. George VVentworth of Rollinsford,

who

is in

killed

the

it

in

January, while hunting for Eider Ducks.

Pectoral Sandpiper.

Tringa maculata.
The

Pectoral Sandpiper

a

is

common

one of the few which sometimes pass

They

latter part of

remain
20,

after

and as

in considerable

are likely to be seen at

any time between the

August and the middle of October, though as
September.

I

a rule few

have recorded them as early as August

10.
Sometimes they may be found on
more often on shores or marshes bearing scat-

October

as

late

is

numbers across

though not with the same regularity as

the itnerior of the state,

nearer the sea.

239.

migrant on the coast, and

the mud-flats, but far

tered herbage.

Tringa fuscicollis.

White-rumped Sandpiper.

240.

White-rumped, or Bonaparte's Sandpipers, are abundant spring and
autumn migrants along the beaches, coming and going with the tide
of shore birds that pass this

way

semi-annual journeys to and

fro.

Tringa
The

bairdii.

Baird's Sandpiper.

is

is in

Stearns and Coues"

"New

on their

241.

only evidence of this Sandpiper's presence that

able to lind

which

as a miscellaneous family,

I

have been

England Bird

Life'"

in

cited a record from the Bulletin of the Nuttall Club, Vol. VI,

page 61, to the

effect that

Beach. August 26th, 1880.
continent, and
18

its

Mr. H. M. Spelman secured two
Its

normal range

occurrence here on the coast

is
is

at

Rye

the interior of this

unusual.

.
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Least Sandpiper.

Tringa minutilla.
This gentle

common
August

Sandpiper

little

inland, where there

twentieth of August.
or mud-flats, and

is

242.

abundant along the coast, and rather

is

plenty of mud, from

is

The main

well into September.

till

VICINITY.

may be found on sandy shores,

It

middle of

the

comes about the

flight

bare marshes,

company with Plovers

usually seen in

or

other

sandpipers.

Red-backed Sandpiper.

Tringa alpina pacifica.
The Red-backed Sandpiper
is

another spring and

is

said to occur in tolerable abundance, coastwise,

collections that have

specimens,

— one

been made

in this section,

in the possession of

243a.

migrant, that

fall

though

in all the

have found but two

I

Mr. Turner of Portsmouth, and

the other in Mr. George Wentworth's collection at Rollinsford.

Semipalmated Sandpiper.

Ereunetes pusillus.
This

and

little

early in

common on
Thev

Sandpiper

is

September
the

flats at

are here at the

abundant, during the
the beaches.

at

Hampton during

same time

hardlv

be

though

this

the

week

first

much

species look

distinguished one from the

August

latter half of

have found them very
in

as the Least Sandpipers,

The two

are often found together.

I

246.

September.

and the two

alike,

and can

other before they are shot,

averages somewhat the larger, and

is

usually

grayish

The feet, however, are
above, while the Least Sandpiper is brown.
distinctive, the Semipalmated having webs between the bases of all
of

its

front toes, while the other has

Ereunetes occidentalis.
In
at

my

private collection

Hampton October

I

10,

Western Sandpiper.

have a specimen of
1899.

wounded and thereby delayed
species,

which

is

no webs whatever.

this

247.

sandpiper taken

was a female that had been
on her southward journey.
This
It

a bird of the western portion of this country, occa-

sionally strays this

way

in the fall of the year, far

more often than

is

would appear only as an
ordinary Semipalmated Sandpiper which happened to possess an
When compared with a series of skins of the
unusually long bill.
realized, probably, as to the casual notice

semipalmated bird

its

excess of

bill

is

it

plainly apparent.

It is

simply

a Semipalmated Sandpiper that has lived in the western and north-

western regions for so

many

generations as to become slightly differ-

entiated from the eastern form.
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Saxdekling.

Calidris arenaria.

248.

The Sanderling

is distinctively a "beaclrbird," belonging by color,
and custom to the sandy shore. Its gray fall plumage is so
harmonious with sand, that it easily escapes notice wiien at a litile

structure,

distance.

Its feet,

instant evidence of

They

hind toe.

having only three toes

are

common

very

Hampton and other beaches

at

during the latter part of August and the

Limosa
rare in

New

while

England.

white

that he

common enough
The only

markings,

being therefore

Limosa haemastica.
The Hudsonian Godwit
rence on our coast.

size

I

The Godwits

rump.

and by

towards the

spring.

till

their bills

it

the

251.

somewhat

to be taken in

Goose

Bird,

irregular occur-

October

at

on account of

which are long and turned

Yellow-legs, as

to be found in

November,

Actual

September

from

Hamp-

its

white

are distinguished from sandpipers by their large
slightly

5

in

Greater Yellow-legs.
this

species

is

commonly

considerable numbers,

wherever there are marshes or

August

distinguished

upward

tip.

The Winter
is

is

it

coverts.

tail

a migrant of

is

have known

Totanus melanoleucus.
gunners,

west and south,

Hudsonian Godwit.

locally called the

it is

in the

actual occurrence of this bird

readily

Hudsonian, which has white upper

ton, where

249.

I know of, is related by
Mr. William Brewster, who
saw one shot some years since at Rye.
It has no

about here, that

me

of September.

Excepting the Sickle-billed Curlew,

the largest of the shore birds.

tells

first

iMariujcd Godwit.

fedoa.

The Marbled Godwit,
is

the Plover's, furnish

like

identity, as this is our only sandpiper lacking a

its

They

flats.

254.

on

my

fall.

are here from the last of

autumn, and about the middle of

dates and places

by

called

spring and

record read:

May

in

Hampton.

and October 27: Great Bay, May 13; Barrington.
It is a favorite with sportsmen on account

Swain's pond, Sept. ig.
of

its

large size,

and the ease with which

it is

decoyed.

The stomachs

of two Yellow-legs taken at Barrington in September contained small

predaceous diving beetles and dragon

fly larvas.
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Totanus

Lesser Yellow-legs.

flavipes.

The Lesser

Summer

or

Yellow-legs,

and September, but beach gunners

when

in haste to

keeps

far to the

VICINITY.

reach

255.

common

a

is

migrant in August

they never see

sa}-

in the spring,

it

northern breeding grounds,

its

probably

it

eastward of our coast, in a direct course from southern

to northern shores.

In

food and general habits

its

it is

similar to the

Greater Yellow-legs.

Helodromus

Solitary Sandpiper.

solitarius.

256.

Sandpipers may be found common, singly or in small
August and September, and again in the last half of May and

Solitary
flocks, in

early June,

They

—

one instance a pair remained

in

Hampton

at

till

June 10.

frequent grassy shores and inundated marshes or meadows, in

preference

to

sandy beaches.

Like the Yellow-legs

they are

real

waders, frequently going into water quite up to their bodies, in their
search

The

aquatic insects and larvte.

for

Solitary

and Spotted

Sandpipers are the only sandpipers commonly seen about fresh water.

They may be

distinguished

they

as

by the

fly

having the outer rectrices mainly white, while
piper's

Willet.

This large Sandpiper, which measures a
Yellow-iegs,

readily

is

and semipalmated

known by

feet.

coast, generally seen in

It

is

hill

little

blue legs,

more than the Greater
its stout,

if at

trilled cry

May and

it

is
is

a

common summer

the grass,

it

calls

Occasionally

mornings

in the

I

have twice

once on the twenty-ninth of August.

it

Its

is

which

it

On many

a familiar object in

gentle ways have found favor with the

the "little turkey," because, as

suggests her favorite poultry.

clear trilled whistle,

261.

of a migrant going over the village, once on the

the fields and pastures.

who

bill,

resident on the

not often seen here.

farm nearer the mountains, this trim bird

housewife,

straight

all.

shot on the marshes in August or September, and

eleventh of
a

its

258.

Bartramian Sandpiper.

The Bartramian Sandpiper
high lands of this state, but

heard the

Solitary

a rather irregular migrant along the

autumn,

Bartramia long-icauda.

is

the

there are no white feathers.

tail

Symphemia semipalmata.

one

tail,

the Spotted Sand-

in

utters as

breeding season.

He

The

it flies

it

runs through

small boy knov.'s the

high overhead on

observes

its

anxiety

for

still

the

young during the hay harvest, and after the fields are
cleared of their burden, and left brown and bare, he is able to find

safety of

its
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them abundantly on the
begin to leave the

in this bird, is not easy to

water

them " Plovers."

calls

August, and the

The anomalous

of October.

first

He

hills.

hills in
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flight

continues

account

for.

A

water bird that avoids the

Buff-bueasted Sandpiper.

This Sandpiper

in all

it

my

searching, and that one

in the possession of .Mr.

Joseph Turner of Portsmouth.

Actitis macularia.

Spotted Sandpipek.

The Spotted Sandpiper

the only one of

is

with us during the summer.

It

its

flats

may be seen
the

is

to stop

home

sight along

as they

made

fly

make

many Spotted Sandpipers.

is hail

and

as

air

They

is

a ver}-

deep in

if

habit.

are

farewell to the disturber.

I

a

Great

common

rail

The

nest

is

ground, usually at no great distance

was much amused one day while rambling along the

shore near Adams's Point, to see

two of these

fence waiting for ebb tide,

back to their beloved

when

home

shores, and their cheerful peet, weet, toeet, tveet, uttered

its

on a

It

bobs on, seemingly by force of

in a slight depression in the

patiently

its

now and then

so, for

and assume a preoccupied

its tail

of

away,

from the water.

tides

tribe to

exposed by the retreating tide

busy bird, energetic to a degree, yet not wildly

Bay

263.

a capital feeding ground in this neighborhood.

meditation, while

I

is

a bird of the shore rather than

is

of the marsh, and the extensive

it

262.

one of the rarest that appear on our coast.

is

have found but one specimen of

it

the

relation of structure to habit, realized

a curiosity.

is

Tryngites subruflcollis.

offer

They
till

mud

again.

It

"pipers"

standing

when they might go

was during a season of high

the ordinary shore line was well under water, and the idle

waiting of such ordinarily active birds seemed almost pathetic.

Numenius

longirostris.

The Long-billed Curlew,
It is

Long-billed Curlew.

or Sickle-bill,

a coast bird seldom seen.

I

is

264.

the largest of

its

family.

have found but two specimens, in

my

perigrinations among the ornithologists of this locality.
One is
owned by Mr. Turner of Portsmouth and the other by Mr. George
Wentworth of Rollinsford.

Numenius hudsonicus. Hudsonian Curlew.
This Curlew
but

it

is

usually found coastwise in

belongs to the

list

265.

August and September,

of irregular visitants, and a

whole season

may pass when even vigilant gunners do not see a single specimen.
The Curlews are distinguished from the sandpipers by their superior
size

and decurved

bills.
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Family CHARADRIID.-E.

Squatarola squatarola.
The

common

told that at

shore birds seen only during

Hampton

they generally

have found several specimens

This Plover

is

fly

low.

its

and

rarely

in the collections

a regular, though

middle of October, 1900, there was a

As

It

am

I

assured by Mr.

one

am

272.
visitant

About the

Hampton, from which

flight at

a usual thing, gunners infrequently report

prefers lowly herbaceous marshes to

Aegialitis vocifera.

I

have examined.

I

an abundant,

scarcely

is

come ashore.

along the coast in May, August. September, and October.

several were secured.

it,

migration.

American Golden Plover.

Charadrius dominicus.

it.

(270.

Black-bellied Plover, or Beetle-head, as gunners call

of the less

I

Plover.

Bi-ack-uellied

sandy shores.

Killueer.

273.

Wentworth

Rollinsford

of

that

years

Mr. Turner has also told

Killdeers nested regularly on his farm.

ago

me

boyhood days they bred about the marshes near Portsmouth, and that their cry, killdee, was a familiar sound. Now, they
that in his

are infrequent spring

and

fall

visitors,

younger generation of shore gunners.
small flock

came

to

Hampton some

unknown

to

many

.According

to

Mr.

of the

Shaw, a

with a heavy storm

years since,

December, and remained through the following January and
February.
Most of the time they stayed among the rocks about
Boar's Head though they sometimes fed in the roads.

late in

Aeg-ialitis

Semipalmated Plover.

semipalmata.

The Semipalmated, or Ring-neck Plover, as
abundant on every beach, and not uncommon in

it

is

.

274-

often called,

is

suitable localities at

considerable distances from the sea, during the latter half of August

and

early September.

twenty-fifth of August.

of

May.

Their migration

The

Incessant persecution has

a

man

to

come openly within

difficult to see

at

its

height

made them wary, and

ply their craft, seemingly oblivious of

nevertheless good judges of a

is

about the

spring wave passes us about the middle

fair
it.

their

surroundings,

while they

they

are

shooting distance, and rarely allow

Their light gray backs render them

against a background of sand.
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Piimng Plover.

Aegialitis meloda.

277.

This Plover appears to be a regular migrant along our coasts
far less

it is

abundant than the Ring-neck.

bred at Wells Reach, but at present

where

believe

I

am

I

told that

:

but

formerly

it

does not do so any-

it

in this region.

Fa-MILV .APHRIZID.E.

Tl knstone.

Arenaria interpres.

2S3.

Turnstones regularly migrate, spring and
are always comparatively few in numbers.

fall,

along the coast, but

They

are most likely to be

seen on rocky shores in August or September.

Although resembling

sandpipers in their general appearance, they are to be distinguished

by their

bills

which are rather strong and acutely tipped.

Order GALLIX.t.
TETRAOXID.-E.

Fa.milv

Colinus virginianus.
While the Quail
from year
than

fifty

is

a

Bob-white.

In the

to year.

289.

permanent resident,
fall

its

numbers varv greatly

of 1897 they were plentiful, not less

living within a radius of

and

next two years quail were scarce.

for the

fully as

abundant as

and consequently

partridges,

In

Quail have less food

in 1897.

suffer

Com-

two miles of the college.

paratively few were shot, yet in the spring they were nearly

1900

all

gone,

they were

resources

more from deep snows.

than

This

is

the reason sometimes assigned for the scarcity of quail in northern

New

England, but

it

seems

to

me

hardly applicable here, as there

is

always an abundance of food above the snow, in the great quantities
of barberries remaining on the bushes
eat freely.

They

which

I

on

all

winter and of which quail

and seeds and are freand pastures rather than woodland.
Ten quail,
have examined, had eaten grasshoppers, spiders, crickets,

quenters of

live principally

insects

field

cutworms, stink bugs, ground beetles, leaves of white clover, rag-

weed seed,

The

barberries, poison-ivy berries, black alder berries,

and

oats.

oats were found in birds taken in the highway after a snowfall,

and were undoubtedly procured from horse droppings. Quail depend
upon their protective coloration to escape observation. They skulk
whenever they can, but when there is no chance to run away unobserved, they remain motionless until an intruder is almost upon them

—
;
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When

before they flush.
for a few feet as

if

maybe

heard from

more or

less of a
is

do go. however, they

the\-

The

clear whistled

April

till

" I'm Bob-white
During

two broods

none the

less

a summer.

It

The Ruffed Grouse,

this time
far

They

are prolific breed-

and frequently rearing

common

thing to find flocks in

tlian half

grown.

in the

is

(Bauasa

habitat of the Canadian form

300.

New England

or Partridge, as

This region

resident.

with

of the male

Ruffed Grouse.

Bonasa umbellus.
common

a

is

September, which are not more

a

'"

sitting,

about a dozen eggs for a
in

vertically

he becomes
away from his
cheerful on that account, and his

August.

wanderer and sometimes strays

whistling continues with undiminished vigor.
ers, laying

rise

shot from a catapult, and then speed away

perple.xing swiftness.

family, but he

VICINITY.

people

call

it,

is

border land between the

and that of

Jtutbelhis togata)

umbellus proper, and the majority of the birds can hardly be said to

As

be either the one form or the other.

Canadian form predominates.
than one

will

be distinctly tawny

and one or two

more than

will

;

the majority will have gray tails

have been killed

but two full-grown males with tawny

tails.

— though

twigs

I

in this vicinity,

have examined

and have found

Females average browner

of the " partridge"

The food

nuts, leaves,

berries,

however, the gray

have gray backs throughout.

thirty that

than the males.

a rule,

Out of a dozen specimens not more

is

chiefly vegetable

insects are often eaten

In the crops and gizzards of twenty-four Ruffed Grouse
the following kinds of food

smooth sumach

dogwood

White

:

laurel,

also

berries,

sheep

the following insects:
is

partridge-berries

:

leaves of the follow-

red clover, apple, crowfoot, goldenrod,

the following buds:

There

Seeds of herbs, red and white oak acorns,

choke cherries, black cherries, blackberries, blue-

clover,

dandelion,

:

by them.

have found

maple seeds, barberries, apples, thorn apples,

withe-rod berries,

berries,

ing

berries,

I

sorrel,

everlastings,

sheep

barren strawberry

;

and

Hazel nut, rock maple, apple, birch; also

Caterpillars, grasshoppers,

considerable variation in the

here from year to year, owing chiefly,

I

and

number of

crickets.

partridges found

believe, to weather influences

on the eggs and young. In spite of being persistently hunted they
It
hold their own, their education having kept pace with the times.
is interesting to note that more than a hundred years ago fears of the
extinction of this species were entertained by "certain epicureans,"
Now that the
according to Belknap's History of New Hampshire.
practice of snaring is so nearly abolished by wholesome statute, I

BIRDS OF
see no reason
entice

why

this
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king of our

and disappoint sportsmen

game
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birds

indefinitely.

may

not continue to

Their color

such

is

that only under exceptional circumstances can they be seen at twenty

They

yards, so long as they remain motionless.

rarely

long enough for a hunter to get into position for a

lie

to a

are past-masters in the art of keeping a tree between themselves

They

their pursuer.

wing-shooting

is

brushy places, and

in

live

and

so swiftly that

fly

man who

hazardous, though to the

dog

They

shot.

fair

shoots for the fun

of shooting, more than for count, they offer great sport.

Although

partridges do not migrate, in the accepted sense of that term, yet they

movements according to season.
named above will at once suggest that a

are accustomed to certain periodic

An

inventory of the food

change of abiding place

Leaves are

at certain times is neces.sary.

eaten the year round, and are foUnd in most of the bird's haunts.
early .summer insects

them

attract

the alder

to

In

runs.

September and October are spent

berry patches are sought.

In

August
in

such

miscellaneous growths as are found on deserted farms, as for instance
in

an old orchard, where have been allowed to grow gray birches,

and here and there a black cherry tree.
During the winter
months we find them where thick pines and patches of barberry bushes

pines,

are contiguous.

.A.

famous winter resort

for

them

is

the tract of bar-

berry and juniper-burdened soil extending from the village to Adams's
Point.

The

partridge's nest

is

usually placed at the

base of a

ently with a view to having only one line of approach,
is

always faced as the old bird

when approached,
with as

little

certain she

is

She

good a nose

for

Though

more than once,

I

I

I

not

leave

when she

this

her

line

nest,

away

glides

have seen a well-trained

grouse as any dog living, pass at a

six feet of a partridge

her presence.

will

discovered,

demonstration as possible.

pointer, with as

walk within

till

sits.

appar-

tree,

and

on her nest without being aware of

have never been able to

suspect the sitting bird gives off

test
little

matter

this

or no scent.

Order COLUMB.^.
Fa.milv

Ectopistes migratorius.
Although

I

COLUMBID.-E.
Passenger Pigeon.

have kept out a weather eye

315.

for all sorts of birds,

not seen a single Wild Pigeon during the last twenty years, and
it is

hardly entitled to a place on a

ever will be again.

list

Though decreasing

of the birds of
in

have

I

I

fear

Durham, or

numbers, pigeons were not
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rare

up
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to within twenty-five

killed or

even seen

article of food, they

when

and many

nuts and grain were ripe.

is

This section used

much

fell

This pigeon

smaller,

it

bears

be

to be

As

victim to net and gun.

were one of the household staples,

with the Mourning Dove, to which
but the dove

have not known one to

I

for at least fifteen years.

a favored resort for pigeons,

an

years.

VICINITY.

in the fall,

sometimes confounded

is

some resemblance

in form,

and lacks the splendid coloring of the

Wild Pigeon.

Moukxixg Dove.

Zenaidura macrom-a.
The Mourning,
rence.

or Turtle Dove,

is

316.

of irregular but not rare occur-

In 1898 several were seen at various times between April and

the middle of December, the fifteenth of the latter
latest date of

its

occurrence

flushed the vibration of
noticeable.

its

is

wings makes a whistling sound that
very busy with

an occasional hasty glance around

pied,

it is

easily

approached.

rest in preference to

month being the

When

have been able to record.

has fed on weed seeds, whenever

It

and while on the ground
for

I

When

its

I

is

very

have observed

it,

gleaning, stopping only

When

for danger.
satisfied,

it

thus occu-

goes to a tree for

remaining on the ground.

Order RAPTORES.
Family CATHARTID.-E.

Black Vulture.

Catharista urubu.

326.

In the spring of 1887 or 1888 a Black Vulture appeared at the
of Oliver Dixon, butcher, at Eliot, Me.
days, feeding on slaughter house refuse.

It

It

home

remained there several

alighted on the

wood

pile

and outl)uildings with the utmost freedom, evidently not realizing that
it was beyond the precincts of southern protection. Mrs. Dixon finally
had it shot, and now is pleased to) show the mounted skin to any one

who may wish

to see

it.

Family FALCONID.E.

Circus hudsonius.
The Marsh Hawks

Marsh Hawk.

331.

uncommon. Their habit of harrying
and meadows brings them into notice where-

are rather

for their prey over fields

ever they range, and therefore their abundance

mined than

that of our other hawks.

characteristic of this species

is its

is

more

The most

readily deter-

noticeable color-

white rump, which

is

usually to be

DURHAM AND
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seen as the bird

and serves

flies

Hawk

food of the Marsh

is

to identify
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The

at a great distance.

it

mice

generally exemplary,

forming a

Sometimes, however, they fall
and destroy birds and even poultry. I know of one
instance where a .Marsh Hawk regularly levied on a farmyard for her
food, and was finally caught in a trap, but this was an exceptional
greater per cent than anything else.
into evil ways,

An

case.

adult female which

both right and

was

They

functional.

swamps.

I

came

my hand

to

in

August showed

ovaries of equal size, though only the

left

left

on the ground

build coarse nests

oviduct

in grassy

have seen them here from the middle of April to the

middle of October.

Hawk.

Siiaki'-shinnko

Accipiter velox.

332.

•

This vicious little hawk is rather common from April till late in
November. It is notorious as a killer of small birds and chickens,
and occupies a prominent place on our brief list of noxious l)irds.
have seen one pounce
I
Its audacity when hungry is astonishing.
on a chicken, right in the village, and wait till it had very deliberately fixed its claws in the chicken's back, eyeing at the same
time

man,

a

imaginable.

just across
I

the

weedy

of goldfinches that were feeding in a
precipitately

chase.

headed
every

Xo

in

greatest

insolence

he

but

directions,

all

They took

run.

singled

out

flight

one and gave

how that goldfinch turned, the hav>k was always
It seemed as if
mark and constantly nearing it.
tack of the little bird was anticipated by its relentless
for

pursuer.

I

matter

his

suppose

than a minute after the hawk's appearance

less

The

he had the goldfinch in his clutches.
within thirty feet of

my

face, yet

of the hawk's grasp, that
eight inches apart

;

I

I

;

I

luckless victim, one of its
like

could not perceive

wings

still

and descended

I

saw the birds about

his

to a wall,

his

spread, but the act of capture

The hawk's motion was not

a trick by sleight of hand.

till

it.

saw the triumphant murderer holding
little

arrested in the least, at the capture.

short distance,

scene was enacted

final

such was the lightning-like quickness

heard the cruel sound of claws in contact with

the goldfinch's pinions

was

with the

street,

once saw one of these hawks dash among a flock

He

momentum was
where he began

kept on straight ahead for a
reduced,
at

then turned about

once to enjoy the

fruit

of

hemlock woods

at

his labors.

Sharp-shinned Hawks build their nests
varying distances from the ground.

in pine or

Thev

are very noisy about their
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chosen home and

may be

ing by that means.

The

zest.

nest

is

found during the earlier days of nest-

easily

Both sexes attend

composed

like all true falcons,

Hawk

it is

{Falco colutnbartis')

about the same period as the

habits, but exceeds in size.

chickens

notoriously bad.

is

come out

last,

The Goshawk

is

333.
in

about the same numbers,

which

resembles in color

it

at

concealment.

Goshawk.

334.

not ordinarily found here in summer, but from the
it

may

occasionally be seen.

have observed but three of these hawks

four years

I

January,

899, another in

November

dissection, revealed chicken in

.Marsh

its

Hawk,

—an

In

adult seen in

same year, and an immature
This last one, upon
and stomach. As recorded

of the

female, which was shot September 28,

in the case of the

The young

of June.

first

of October until April or May,

1

often

latter,

placed in evergreen trees as a

Its nest is

of the shell about the

Accipiter atricapillus.

first

is

but the

record as a destroyer of birds and

Its

though seldom with any attempt

rule,

,

Cooper's Hawk.

This species occurs as a summer resident
for

and from the ground

smaller. This species

has the maxilla toothed, while veloxh2i?> not.

Accipiter cooperii.
and
and

house building with mucli

to

largely of sticks,

looks like a crow's nest, except that

confused with the Pigeon

VICINITY.

1900.

gullet
this

specimen had two ovaries of

equal size and similar appearance, but only the

left

oviduct was visible.

hawk has all the fierce persistency of the Sharp-shinned, and
Coopers hawk, and annually destroys much poultrj' and game. It is
the only hawk likely to be seen in the farmyard in winter.
This

Buteo

borealis.

Red-tailed

Red-tailed Hawk.

Hawks do

not nest about here so far as

knowledge of

to discover,

and from

them

suspect, however,

to.

I

a

Hills of Strafford, they

prefer

more broken

migrating

uncommon.

season,

They

hill

337.

their tastes,

I

I

have been able

should not expect

made about

the

Blue

As a
would be found breeding.
country than is found about here.

rule

they

March,

if

search were

September, and

October,

In

the

they are

not

are generally inoffensive hawks, content to feed

on

mice and other small quadrupeds, with an occasional frog or insect.

Now

and then they

kill

poultry, but not often.

here in winter.

birds,

They

and sometimes become a menace to
and are sometimes seen

are quite hardy

BIRDS OF

This
both

is

the

March

in

common "hen
till

may be
tail,

November.

It

it

which shows the alternate

a pastime,

Their plan of hunting
of a pasture or
first

many

soars

it

respects.

It

overhead by

its

and dark bands on the under

light

being silvery white beneath, giving no sugges-

The

habit of soaring, in which

for the

purpose of procuring food.

tion of the color of the upper surface.
is

food habits are practically

Its

resembles in

distinguished from the Red-tail as

Biiteos indulge,

woods from the

breeds anywhere in the larger woods,

Red- tail, which

side, the Red-tail's tail

339.

hawk'' see'n about the

evergreen and deciduous trees.

like those of the
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Red-shouldered Hawk.

Buteo lineatus.

last of
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and not

to perch in a tree that

is

meadow, where they

commands

wait, ready to

a wide view

pounce upon the

mouse or shrew or other small creature, that shows its unlucky
Insects are eaten by this hawk to a considerable extent.
The

head.

stomach of one

killed

me

by

mouse, a cutworm, a hairy

the last of

May

contained

caterpillar, a beetle,

bones of a

and a small

fly.

seen one of these hawks alight in the mill-pond, near shore,
the water was only a few inches

which

it

I

have

where

deep to catch some aquatic creature

found there.

Broad-winged Hawk.

Buteo platypterus.

343.

Broad-winged Hawks are not common, but they are not unlikely
appear at any time except winter, though

for the

to

most part they are

migrants. May, August and September being their

months of passage.
I found in Septemwas an immature male that had been shot and

The only specimen

that

ber, in IMadbury.

It

left

have seen in this locality

I

hanging by the roadside.

This species

is

poultry than either of the other Bideos. being

even

less harmful

more inclined

to

keep

to
in

the woods.

Archibuteo lagopus sancti-johaiinis.
legged Hawk.
Mr. Shaw reports
fall

hawk

this

migrant at Hampton.

frogs,

and

plumage has

by

its

legs,

a

number

and

late

a harmless devourer of mice, moles,

away from

of color phases,

which are feathered

347a.

to be a regular early spring

It is

similar vermin, rarely seen

its

American Rough-

it

to the toes.

tide water.

Although

may always be recognized
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Haliaetus leiicocephalus.

Now

VICINITY.

Bald Eagle.

352.

and then a Bald Eagle may be observed down by Great Bay

either at rest or soaring high overhead,

comparatively rare, for

do not average

but

such an occurrence

is

They

are

one a year.

to see

here at any season, looking for

be seen

likely to

I

which they

fish,

While they have an unenviable
reputation as parasites upon the Osprey, as a rule they catch fish on
their own hook, and undoubtedly procure most of their food by honest
efforts.
They are generally wary and difficult to approach, but on one
occasion, a few summers since, a fine adult specimen at Adams's
prefer above

other articles of diet.

all

Point allowed a whole barge load of nature students

examine him

The

majority of this species which

white head and

which

tail

is

The Pigeon

is

we

see are immature, lacking the

357.
migrant, usually appear-

a regular but rather scarce

ing in May. August, and September.

and color

In size

strong resemblance to the Sharp-shinned Hawk, but

and steady, rapid

flight

enable one to recognize

when in hand,
Sharp-shinned Hawk.

diagnostic,

bill is

account of the

Si'arkow^

Falco sparverious.
The Sparrow Hawk

is

a

spring record that
i.

I

I

opened was

Few

filled

pastures, perching

are

in

with

days.

the

A

after

fall

September

They hunt

the

in fields

on some high object where they can keep

hollow maple which stood

five

its

the

the earliest

is

seen in

grasshoppers, although

found a pair nesting near Piscataqua bridge.

contained

in

small numbers, but

April 13

watch of the ground beneath and around them.

It

while

flies;

360.

bird was killed at half past eight in the morning.

cupied house.

it

Insects constitute their principal diet.

stomach which

and

as

Hawk.

summer resident,
it is common.

have noted.

it

bears a

it

acute wings

its

was indicated

as

during the migration periods

October

and

the insignia of age.

Pigeon Hawk.

Faico columbarius.

toothed

alight

to

at a distance of fifteen rods.

in a pasture

On May
The

16, 1900,

nest

was

in

I

a

but a few rods from an unoc-

had been visited by some boys, who told

me

it

eggs and that the female had been sitting three or four

The boys

did not molest

seriously object to their coming.
in that vicinity several

nest and the hawks did not
was informed that a pair had been

the
I

summers, but that that was the

first

season
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they had occupied the maple.

I

was interested

female kept at a safe distance while

male dived at

tree, but that the

VICINITY.

me

4(

observe that the

to

was investigating the nesting

I

mariy times in the same manner

as an offended swallow, though without uttering a sound.

Pandion haliaetus carolinensis.
This locality

A.merican Osprev. 364.

a favorite hunting ground for Ospreys,

is

frequently seen coursing over the river

and bay, and

are

w'hich

perched

less often

They do not breed here, but,
when family duties engage

near the shore on a dead-topped tree.

excepting a few weeks in June and July,

most of them elsewhere, they are common from April

They dive

are completely

effort

tree, or as

to October.

they harry to and fro

from thirty to forty feet above the water.

at a height of

immersed

they usually

.surface,

from a

for their fish either

for a short time.

lie

for

still

Often they

come

they

an instant, and then,

with their long wings, rise and

writhing prey

When

fly

steadily away,

to the

by a great
bearing their

their talons.

in

Family HUBOXID.-E.
A.mkkican Long-e.ahed Owl.

Asio wilsonianus.
This owl

though

I

rather

is

common, and

have not yet found

be looked

for in pine

it

is

here in winter.

to

it

The

nest

is

ma}*

This owl's food con-

hunt sparrows which were going to roost

years ago Mr. Albert Demeritt found

house.

seasons

all

of mice, other small animals, birds and insects.

known them

A few

At

woods, especially those of younger growth, such

as are found adjacent to the college reservoir.
sists chiefly

366.

probably a permanent resident,

I

have

in the pines.

them nesting near

not unlike that of the crow in

its

his

external appear-

ance.

Asio accipitrinus.

Short-eared Owl.

367.

Short-eared Ow^ls are rather rare in this immediate neighborhood,
but on the marshes along the coast, they are more

common.

The food
But

habits of this species are substantially like those of the last.

hunting range

is

the other prefers high ground.
are quickly distinguished

inch or

more

The

by the ear

tw'o

Asios are similar in

tufts, 'u.'ilsonianus

in length, while those oi accipitriiuis are

a third as Ions:.

its

quite different, for this owl harries marsh-land, while
size,

having

tufts

but

an

not more than
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Barked Owl.

Syrnium nebulosum.

368.

Barred Owls are presumably residents during the year,

l^ut

have

1

seen them only in winter when they appear to be more abundant than

any other species.

Mice contribute largely

to their sustenance

shrews, birds, and insects are also taken to a limited extent.
is

usually built in a hollow tree

that

some time

A

in April.

moles,

;

The

nest

small female

to me in the spring of 1898, was so light colored as
snowy owl. It was smaller than any male I ever saw,
is well known, females are usually larger than males.

was brought

to suggest a

though, as

Nyctala tengmalmi richardsoni. Richardson's Owl.
Richardson's
species,

is

the rarest owl that

seldom seen anywhere

killed in the city of

worth of that

Dover, and now
In

city.

Saw-whet, though

it is

Just

fellows that

look for one.

They

is in

It is

an Arctic

years ago one was

Went-

the collection of Mr.

general appearance, this owl resembles the

slightly larger.

how abundant Saw-whets

little

Some

Saw-whi:t Owl.

Nyctala acadica.
such

its

have to record.

I

in this state.

371.

it

like

is

are,

is

372.

hard to say because they are

hunting for a needle

hay

in a

mow

are residents throughout the year, but like

all

to

of

their kind they are generally seen only in winter.

Their food habits are above reproach, mice and insects being the
larger part of their food.
first

was disclosed

to

I

have seen two here

me by some

in four years.

The

chickadees which were making a

good deal of disturbance in a small pine perhaps ten feet high. The
pine, which was quite dense, seemed literally alive with chickadees.
They would come into the tree from the farther side, pass through it
and come out looking alert and slick, all the while saying dee, dee, dee,
After each chickadee had passed through
as if very much agitated.
the tree, he would alight near by, for a moment, and then return to
take his place in this continuous performance of keeping a steady flow

of scolding titmice through the tree.

Look

as.

discern the cause of agitation, and presently,

when out popped
which he did with

a Saw-whet

Owl

I

I

would,

went close

in great haste to

alacrity, followed

I

could not
to the tree,

gain the woods,

by the whole troupe of chickadees.

but he evidently made
I waited, hoping they would find him again,
good his escape, for I heard no more complaint from his tormentors.
About the twentieth of March, 1899, we had a fall of several inches
of snow, followed by rain, which froze as it fell until a crust of ice
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was formed

days that

for ten

ice .sheet
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hold the heaviest man.

sufficient to

ued cold, and
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The weather

contin-

was an impassable barrier

between earth and air. The few land birds here suffered severely,
and undoubtedly many died, as even the tree trunks were more than
half covered and the branches were wholly encased.
Near the end
of this trying period, Mr. John

Drew found

a Saw-whet

read as he was returning one afternoon from Dover.

It

Owl

in

the

was unable

to

and he caught it. He tried to keep the owl alive, but it died
before morning, and by the kindness of its captor came into my
possession.
Dissection showed plainly that the bird had starved.
The ice blockade was as effective to mice beneath, as to birds above
it, but while it was death to the owl, it undoubtedly saved the life of
fiv,

many

a mouse.

Megascops

The Screech Owl
pine woods.

Screech Owl.

asio.

Its

shot at sight as

a permanent resident,

is

food

snakes, frogs, and

373.

worms
in

it is, it,

are on

its

common

bill

with

Bubo

certainly

it

It

is.

Instead of being

of our owls except

the

and treated as the

ally,

nests usually in hollow trees.

Great Horned Owl.

virginianus.

in

though mice, birds,

of fare.

all

Great Horned Owl, should be respected as an
friend

and not uncommon

largely insectivorous,

is

375.

may be seen
know of.
It is

Great Horned Owls are permanent residents, and
oftener here than anywhere else in the state that

I

commonly supposed that owls cannot see well in the daytime, but
any one who has tried to approach Great Horned Owls knows better.
There

is

not a bird on the

list

with keener vision even in sunshine.

They have alwa3-s been credited with acute hearing powers, and
nobody who has examined an owl's ear can doubt it.
However, I
have always been able to approach this species much nearer when
hidden by a large tree or other object than when exposed to view by
ever so little.
The whereabouts of these owls are often indicated by
crows, which cherish a bitter hatred for them, and probably with good
reason, as they are not above eating crow.
Whenever I have been
led to one of these owls

by the outcry of the crows,

noticed that the owl became aware of

were.

The only way

I

my

I

have always

presence before the crows

have succeeded in getting a good view of an

owl, under such circumstances, has-been to get near enough to see by

the actions of the crows about where the owl was, and then, throwing
19
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caution aside, to run forward as quickly as possible without any attempt
to avoid noise.

By

forgetting to

till I

This owl

though

fly,

is

it is

means

this

have been able to surprise them into

I

had stopped

one of the few

at close quarters.

which are distinctly noxious,

birds

not abundant enough to be of very

much importance.

Its

food includes poultry, game, and small birds, skunks, rabbits, rats,
mice, squirrels, insects, and

Fowls roosting out of doors are

fish.

Skunks are a common prey. One stomach

very likely to be attacked.

examined by me in November contained chicken bones and the remains
of at least two caterpillars of the species Eacles imperialis.
Two nests
Great Horned Owls breed regularly in this vicinity.
containing half grown young were found by Mr. D. B. Bartlett, April

One was

26, 1899.

woods,

in the college

years previously by a Red-shouldered

in

Hawk.

a nest

occupied two

Beside the young this

nest contained a skunk partially eaten, while on the ground beneath

were scattered the remnants of many meals.
parents showed an amount of finesse that

is

In this instance, the

worthy to be related.

The

two young were taken from the nest and placed on the ground near
Before
by, in the hope that the old birds would come and be shot.
long the hooting of an owl allured one of the young men on guard

away from

the young.

gradually receded as the

The hooting was at first near
man with the gun advanced.

companion who remained behind

at

hand, but

it

Presently, his

an eye on the prisoners was
swoop down and clutch one of the

to keep

surprised to see one of the parents

young in her talons, making off with it regardless of the hurriedlyaimed gun that roared at her back. On the same day the other
nest, containing young also, was found in the heavy timber owned
Both nests were in pine trees.
The eggs
by Mr. Albert Demeritt.
must have been deposited before the middle of March.

Nyctea nyctea.
The
is

beautiful

Sxowv Owl.

more often found here

in the state.

yield

no

less

Hampton
than

Many

376.

Snowy Owl, though

rarely seen alive

by most people,

anywhere else
and marshes have been known to

in the tide-water district than

sand-hills

fifteen in a single season,

when

but this

is

an exceptional

They
more often found in fall and spring than in midwinter, October
and November, March and April being their regular months here.
Ducks, grebes, auks, and other water fowl are sometimes killed by
record.

winters pass

there

is

not one to be seen.

are

them, but mice appear to be taken in greater quantities than anything
The milky whiteness which characterizes the aspect of this owl
else.
enables one to identify

it

at a glance.
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Surnia ulula caparoch.
The Hawk Owl

is

51
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an irregular winter

377a.

One

visitant.

recently shot

near Portsmouth was mounted by Mr. Turner, in whose possession

saw

I

Another, owned by Mr. Wentworth of Dover, was killed

it.

Thus

near Piscataqua bridge.

common

here,

it is

appears that

it

many

not so rare as

while

owl

this

un-

is

suppose.

Order COCCYGES.
Family CUCULID.-E.
Yellow-billed Cuckoo.

Coccyzus americana.

The Yellow-billed Cuckoo is an
Shaw has taken it at Hampton, and

have found

the central portion of the state. .Its food

it

in

same

as

essentially the

is

have usually found

I

Mr.

visitant.

once or twice

Although the two species look very much

woods.
be

next species.

of the

that

summer

irregular
I

387.

swampy
may

in

it

alike,

this

when near at hand by the bill which is more than
and also by the tail which is black beneath, except the
of each feather which is white.
identiiied

half yellow,
tip

Coccyzus erythrophthalmus. Black-billed Cuckoo.

388.

This is the cuckoo commonl}- seen in our orchards and thickets. It
comes from the south about the middle of May in 1898 and 1899 I
first saw it on the thirteenth, and in 1900 on the twentieth.
Most of
them go in September, though I have seen them as late as the fifth of

—

The Cuckoo

October.

worthy of
in

all

orchards engaged in

the thickets,

and goes

to

Edema and

is

a destroyer of caterpillars, and as such

encouragement.
its

In

May and June

others are found at

that

have often seen

In September

beneficent work.

where we are accustomed to see
the oak and hickory trees where

I

it

in spring

leaves

it

and summer,

caterpillars of the

season.

change of haunt with a change of food supph'.

This

is
it

is

genus

an evident

This cuckoo's nest

is

a slimsy structure of small sticks usually placed in a low pine or other

scrubby tree.

Family ALCEDINID^.

Ceryle alcyon.
Oyster river

is

Belted Kingfisher.

a famous hunting range for Kingfishers.

they do almost wholly upon
there

is

fish,

390.

Living as

they are able to'find food so long as

plenty of open water, and although the majority go south in

62
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some of

usually nests in

The

not surprising to see one at any time in the year.

northward movement reaches us about the twentieth of April.
especially noticeable in

the

A

pair

They

banks near Bunker's bridge.

are

September, when they are noisy and even

As a rule they are wary, and they have reason to be, for
more often shot at "just for fun."' They understand the
power of gunpowder very well, and usually keep at a safe distance,
though if left unmolested they become quite tame.
sportive.

no bird

is

Ohder
P'AiMILY

PICI.

VICIDJE.

Hairy Woodpecker.

Dryobates villosus.

Hairv Woodpeckers are tolerable
thougli they are not so plentiful that

-I

393.

common permanent
would agree

to find

The

woods and the timber

college

one on any

Downy Wood-

given day. Their food habits are not unlike those of the
pecker.

residents,

belonging to Mr.

lot

Albert Demeritt are the most favorable places to look for them that

know

of near the college.

spend most of their time

As a

The

the ground in

May.

Most of

is

usually

trees

made

by looking

the chips taken from

are simply brought to the door
is

nest

readily found

It is

large

I

and

woods, though orchard and roadside

in the

trees are not infrequently visited.

portion of a living tree.

they prefer

rule,

the

in a

dead

for chips

on

nesting hole

and dropped, so the ground beneath

whitened.

Dryobates pubescens.
This

is

the

common

Downy Woodpecker.

species so often seen associating with chick-

adees and nuthatches in cold weather.
will

come

to

the

394.

with

window-sill

It is

its

then

quite familiar,

friends to get

The
put out by bird lovers.
that are sometimes
June specimen contained four beetles, two centipedes,
A September specimen
ants, and two beetle larvs.
It is not addicted to any
adult and one larval beetle.
or size of tree, but searches

all

with equal diligence.

bits

and

of meat

stomach of a
two carpenter

had eaten one
particular kind

Any tree infested

by borers becomes the woodpeckers asylum. The holes he pecks are
small, and far less harmful than the borer that came out of it. Woodpeckers do not peck holes in sound trees, and whoever sees one at

work on

his tree

bird can remedy

may be
it

sure there

better than

is

it,
and that the
Woodpeckers should be

trouble with

he can.
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encouraged to

orchards, as they are

visit

The

protectors.

bed one

to

at

far less care

concealment.

most

its

well

I

in

efficient

surveying party at work on a

wood and

than those for nests, and no

of land which

lot

a Downv go
was one of a

I

had recently been

woodpecker came

Just at dusk a

timber.

He

and alighted on a decayed birch stub.

flying over the lot

and

which to sleep.

remember seeing

October night some \ears ago.

chilly

cleared of both

of

Both species excavate holes

Such holes are made with

made

one

nest of this species is.similar to that of the last,

similarly situated.

effort is
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hitched

about, pecking half heartedly, evidently disconcerted by our presence.

However,

after several

minutes of desultory pecking, he edged round

and popped into

to a Iiole

without further ceremony.

Arctic Three-toeu Woodpecker.

Picoides arcticus.

have been surprised

I

it

at the

abundance of

400.

woodpecker here.

this

During the winter of 1897-98 a local sportsman shot two females, one
of which was brought to me.
In the fall of 1899, four others were
recorded as follows:
October 3, a male, brought in by a gunner;
October 21, a female shot; November 16, a female seen

Those

male seen.

ber 20, a

killed

were

had never seen such a bird before, and were brought

The

tion.

found

were

living

found on pines or hemlocks.

in for identifica-

college pines.

In the spring of 1900

I

woods two hemlocks, recently dead, from which

were

All

Almost every collection which

examined contains one or more.
college

the

in

Novemwho

;

taken by gunners

have

I

found

in the

the outer bark

had been entirely removed during the preceding winter by these wood-

Their work

peckers.

found.

Arctic

is

distinctive,

Woodpeckers

and may be recognized wherever

are not

usually

shy.

They may be

recognized on sight by their color, the back being wholly black.

Sphyryrapicus varius.
I

have seen but three examples of

The

first,

fruit

September 30

was

Yellow-bellied Sapsucker.
this

woodpecker

402.

in four years.

a young bird evidently migrating, was feeding on sour
;

the second was in oak

an apple orchard October

woods May

2

;

gum

the third

These dates give a hint as to
5
Woodpeckers may be expected, as they are only
migrants here, though they undoubtedly breed no farther away than
the hills of Northwood or Stratford. Its food habits differ considerably
in

when

.

Yellow-bellied

from those of
vegetarian

—

its

congeners, inasmuch as

berries, seeds,

being consumed

freel\\

it

is

to

quite

an extent a

and the cambium layer and sap of trees
Trees having sweet sap are laid under a
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common name,

special contribution, wlience the bird's

Sapsucker.

have seen a black birch which a fomily of Sapsuckers had

I

tapped,

and were tippling at with great assiduit)'. The sap issued through a
number of holes which had been made in the bark, and was soon

The woodpeckers appeared

evaporated to a sweet syrup.

woods

remain

to

and came so
often for a taste of the sweet that it was rare when there was not at
But the feast was not enjoyed by the woodleast one partaking.
peckers alone, as many humming birds, bees and flies came for a
continually in the

in the

vicinity of the

birch,

share.

In size this woodpecker
told at a distance
cry,

which

is

the Hairy, though

is like

by the large white bar on

its

This giant woodpecker, nearly equal

readily

in size to a

its

woodpeckers.

Pileated Woodpecker.

Ceophloeus pileatus.

at

may be

common

wholly unlike that of any of our

Mr. Shute's collection

it

wings, and also by

405.

crow,

is

Newmarket contains one or two

a rarity.

that

were

taken at Lee some years ago, but there are few people about here that

have ever seen one, though a

little

birds and the racket he can
I

where there

farther inland,

The power

hard wood, they are not very uncommon.

make when hard

at

work

is

more

of one of these
is

astonishing.

have seen one on a dying oak, on a portion of which the bark was

He began low and
worked upward, throwing, right and left, strips of bark a foot long,
and gathering the insects as they hurried to secrete themselves. When
at work on resounding wood, his blows sound as if made by a carpenHis regular diet consists of Cerambycid beetle larvae,
ter's hammer.
or " borers"' as they are commonly termed, beetles, ants, and other
loose and gave shelter to more or less insects.

insects that find shelter on, or in trees.

sometimes eats

fruit,

and

I

summer and autumn he

In

have known one to come daily to a black

cherry tree for cherries.

Melanerpes erythrocephalus.

Red-headed Wood-

pecker.
This

is

406.

an abundant resident

in

immature plumage.

and neck,

its

recognized when
outer half of

The

adult

its

a

is

bluish-black back,
flying as far as

the west,

Hampton

believe Mr. Shaw's collection at

handsome

its

here.

bird, with its red

and white wing
one can see

wings, which are white.

the woods as others of

but a rarity

I

contains two specimens in

It

it,

tips.

It

head

may be

by the color of the

does not

live so

race, but prefers the orchard or

much

in

open grove.
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Flicker.

Colaptes auratus.

in

DURHAM AND

412.

a permanent resident, but few are to be found

pastures lying between Oyster river and

Adams's

Point are practically covered with juniper and barberry bushes, which
retain their fruit

and furnish an abundance of food

indefinitely

among which is the flicker,
when winter comes. I seldom

for

certain birds,

that otherwise must starve

or migrate

fail

on

this tract, regardless of the time of year.

November

the following dates:
6.

I

Thompson

hall, early in

abode

in

answer came

Hoyt's

.Mr.

Day

The

After that

I

An

back of

became very
in vain.

Apparently

while the three were

majority go southward during the

the northward

pasture,

heard no more complaint.

straggling along without any concerted

May

March

winter.

day he called

after

the one had stayed here through the winter,

migrants.

in

the twentieth of April, v.hen three others put in

till

an appearance.

time

a

the spring of 1S99, evidently

lonely as the weather grew warmer.

No

at

two

have recorded them on

20, January 22, February 14,

do not usually see more than one

individual that took up his

to find a Flicker or
I

first

movement.

wave of migration has passed.

half of October,

By the first of
The habits of the

Flicker are considerably different from those of our other woodpeckers.

Most of

its

with ants.
fruit

summer
many stomachs

food comes from the earth. In

in great quantities.

As

have opened

I

small fruits ripen, they are levied

of the sour

gum

consumed
crowded
upon. Cherries and the
ants are

that were

In fierce winter weather

are particular favorites.

Flickers frequently cling to the lee side of a good sized tree for shelter

from high winds.

may be

Itr.

nest

is

usually drilled out of a dead tree,

found while the work

easily

going on, by listening

is

subdued sound of pecking inside the

and

it

for the

tree.

Order .MACROCHIKES.
Family CAPRIMULGID.€.
Whip-poor-will.

Antrostomus vociferus.

417.

Whip-poor-wills come from the south about the middle of

remain

until late in

ance recorded
female.

The

tember 26.

I

in

September.

my

notes

is

latest date that

The

May
I

earliest

13,

when

date
I

May and

of their appear-

saw both male and

have observed one in the

have heard the well knovv-n

call

fall is Sep" Whip-poor-wilP' as late

as September 16. Their food consists of flying insects which arc taken

The Whip-poor-will

on the wing.
of
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seen, although

its

song

on or near the ground
water.

does not

It

is

in

It

Nighthavvk as far as

almost underfoot, but when flushed moves

Mr. Shaw tells me that he has
among rank ferns in mixed woods,

lining.

It

immense

its

and

rather than woodland,

relatives,

in

high toward the south, and by September

Though they go considerably

gone.

they are sometimes

They

record.

known than

is

usually

than Whip-poor-wills

May

9

my

is

earliest

feed exclusively on insects, which they capture on the

without the semblance of a nest.

branch of a tree they always
other birds do.

last

the last one

i

earlier

appear in spring.

to

and
more
week in

trees
their

loose flocks flying rather

Their eggs are laid on bare earth or rock

wing.
field

first

and frequent

and roost on
During the

the Whip-poor-wills.

August hundreds of them may be seen

white

420.

fences in exposed places, so they are far better
secretive

a

the

diagnostic.

rictal bristles are

rather than nocturnal,

are crepuscular,

p^istures,

is

from

distinguished

Nighthawk.

Chordeiles virginianus.
Nighthawks

nest

at a

can be seen flying by the absence of a

spot on each wing; in hand

fields

be

to

is

no particular

is

The only attempt

above them.

it

not often

passes the day

alighting.

but they someiimes deposit their eggs where there

mere hollow, without

does most

it is

low tangled woods, in the neighborhood of

found several nests at Hampton,
shelter, except trees,

It

woods, so that

in

everybody.

familiar to

fly till

well out of sight before

nocturnal.

is strict]}-

hunting along water courses and

its

sit

This habit

When

at

in

open pasture or

rest

on a

rail

or

lengthways, instead of crossways, as

may have come about when

their feet,

through disuse, grew too small and weak to hold them crossways a

branch

but probability

;

sleepers, their only

with the supposition that, being day-

lies

hope of continuation lay

in protective

resemblance

;

and as a result, we find them as gray as a lichen-covered log or stone,
and accustomed to lie lengthways of whatever they rest upon, to
appear the more like a part of the object that supports them.

Family

Ohaetura pelagica.
The annual

were

its

May

Chimney Swift.

residence of the

from about the
dates of

MICROPODID^.

first

of

May

appearance for the

5,

Chimney

until the
last

423.

Swift in this latitude

lasts

second week of September,

The

three years,

April 27, and April 30, respectively.

1898,

The

1899, 1900,
dates of

its
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disappearance for the same years were October

September
one, was

The October

12.

made by

September

4,

and

an exceptionally late
which came to town on the

record, which

a flock of about forty,

They spent

date mentioned.

i,

0<

is

the afternoon hunting

flies at

the mill-

pond, and during the afterglow following sunset came to the village

where

saw them

I

circling about

the house-tops,

with the evident

As dusk deepened they began

intention of going to bed.

to central-

movements around the large old-fashioned chimney in the
Time and again they wheeled around it,
house of Mr. Charles Hoyt.
and made feints at descending until, finally, one of the leaders raised
his wings like a letter V and dropped into the flue, followed by
ize

their

They went down

twenty-five of his comrades.

in

rapid succession

about eighteen inches apart, with as much precision as a body of

When,

trained soldiers.
to follow

its

and then the

leaders,

circling process

it

was

five

my

minutes, by

They

sight.

left

side, all the rest followed,

begun it continThese were evidently timid, for

the next descent was

only four remained outside.

till

one

to

was repeated. Every time round they made

When

a pass at the chimney.

ued

one lacked the courage or dexterity

at last,

and shot down

watch, before the last one dropped out of

morning and

early the next

I

saw no more

swifts

pair flying about the village in the afternoon.

On that day I saw
When night came

posted myself where

Hoyf s chimney

till

if it

the twenty-seventh of the following April.

I

could keep watch of Mr.

were a regular lodging place

for transient swifts.

I

a
I

to see

did not look

came and went in. I have seen
the same chimney, and have come to

in vain, for at the proper time they

other migrants since then

regard

it

visit

as a sort of Swift hotel.

Chimney

Swifts

live

on

flying

insects,

Diptera constituting a large part of their

bill

the

different species of

of fare.

They

fly

high

or low according to the location of their prey, and " bug hunters'" do
well to look ai swifts before going out with a net to catch

are always ready to take advantage

very quickh' wherever food
of them accompanying

driven up as the grass

wing has given the
allowed

its feet

is

plentiful.

I

have repeatedly seen dozens

a niowing-machine, feasting on the jassids
fell.

An

swift tireless

and legs

ble of holding the bird

They

flies.

of opportunity and congregate

to

on a

unvarying plan of taking food on the

powers of

flight,

weaken by disuse

into

at the same time
mere hooks, incapa-

and

roost, only sufficient to support its

weight

by the stiff' tail against a rough vertical surface. Few
birds are abroad so many hours of the day as swifts. When the young

when

assisted

are in the nest, their parents are

on the wing from daybreak

till

long
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not unusual to hear the roar of a swift coming

The young apparcome from the nest able to care for themselves, for, though I can
always make them out by their feeble flight, I have never seen one
swift attempt to feed another away from the nest.
The nest is made of small sticks, which are grasped in the bill and
snapped from dead branches of trees as the swift flies through. These
slicks are cemented to the wall and to one another by a sort of glue,
after other birds are asleep.

entl}'

secreted by two large glands

— one each side of the base of the tongue.

Family TROCHILID,^.

Trochilus colubris. Rubv-thkoated Hum.mingbikd.

428.

The Hummingbird, so well known by every one, and so neighborly
who cultivate flowers, is a hardier creature than many birds

with those

of larger size.

I

have seen

when but few

flowers are to

come, and as

late as

for subsistence

it

here as early as the thirteenth

it

May

of

be seen and many warblers are yet to

September 25.

If

it

depended on nectar alone

could not remain here so long by two or three weeks,

but stomach examinations plainly show that insects form a large part
of

its diet,

A

single

and thus we can account

stomach which

and some pollen

insects,

whether

voluntarily, or

were present,
I

I

it

for its long stay in the northland.

have examined contained fragments of

I

Whether the
grains.
came along with sundry

could only guess.

pollen

was

taken

hairy tibae which

After the beginning of September

have frequently observed them about the mill-pond, where there

were no flowers, flying near the shore, and now and then alighting.
It is

quite possible they were there for the purpose of catching insects,

though

I

cannot so state.

The

nest

is

made

June or early

late in

in

composed of felted cottony materials
and covered with gray lichens, such as grow on the trunks of trees. I
have found them nesting in beech, hemlock and apple trees. Although
the Hummingbirds are flying most of the time, yet their legs and
feet are sufficiently strong to hold them on a branch or telephone
wire.
Wires are as much to their liking as they are to swallows, and

July in a bush or tree.

so far as
ma}-,

rubv

my

It

is

observations go are their

commonest perch.

be easily distinguished at a distance.
tliroat,

Only

the

and onlv the female has white marks on

The sexes

male has

its tail.

the
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Order PASSERES.
Family TYRANXID.E.

Tyrannus tyrannus.

Kingbird.

444,

Kingbirds are very generally distributed over
that

is

They

not wooded.

in small flocks of

one or two

the past three years are:

In 1898 and 1900

usually

I

families.

May

saw the

is

all

sorts of country

in pairs,

and go south

^ly records of their arrival for

May

6,

and

i\Iay 9,

respectively.

one on the same date— September 11.

The only

flving insects for their food.

have examined was from a bird taken in August.

with large winged ants.

filled

bird

I

13,

last

They depend almost wholly on
stomach

come north

well

known.

one occasion

I

It

The audacious courage

fearlessly attacks

anything

and on

in feathers,

even saw a mother bird pounce down upon the back of

The

a cat that was running off with one of her young.
bird as a protector against the depredations of

orchard and farmyard

is

value of this

hawks and crows

They

generally acknowledged.

enemy

in

invariably

meet them with an

detect such intruders at a distance, and sally out to

attack so vigorous and persistent that the

The nervous

was

It

of the King-

is

glad to retreat.

is most
At times it is so pent up that the
bird becomes a veritable fury, and dashes upward toward the clouds,
crying fiercely, and ever and anon reaching a frenzied climax, when
its cry is prolonged into a kind of shriek, and its flight a zigzag of
blind rage.
These exhibitions are frequently given in the teeth of

irritability, characteristic

of

all

our flycatchers,

highly developed in this species.

the premonitory gust before a thunder storm, as

very elements.

Like

other

if

in defiance of the

birds which are usually unmolested

man, the Kingbird takes no pains

to conceal

its

often placed in an apple tree in a field or pasture,

nest,

which

is

by
very

or in an alder or

other small tree near water.

Tyrannus
In

verticalis.

New England

Arkansas Kingbird.

Bird Life, Stearns, p.

George E. Brown took a specimen of
is

13,

we

447.
are told that Mr.

this kingbird at Eliot,

Me.

It

an accidental wanderer from beyond the Mississippi.

Myiarchus

crinitus.

Crested Flycatcher.

452.

uncommon, but yet a regular spring and fall visitor. I have not found it here in Durham after the
first of June, though undoubtedly it breeds not far away, as it is comThis large, handsome flycatcher

mon,

locally,

is

rather

elsewhere in the state.

Like the Kingbird they

are
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every spring near the oak
I have found a pair
woods on the Madbury road, about a mile and a half from this village,
on the twenty-third of May. They remain in the vicinity for about a
weekj and then disappear. They go south in the latter part of August
usually seen in pairs.

so quietly that they are far less often

only

record

fall

They

is

nest in hollow trees, sometimes in orchards,

woods.

in the

have found them the most

I

My

observed than in spring.

August 23.
difficult

but more often
of the flycatchers

to approach.

Sayornis phoebe.

My
ally

Pewee

earliest record of a

common by

not the exact

or Phcebe,

Pewee's arrival

456.
April

is

i

site, at

once.

Most of them

October, a few stay through the

first

as late as the seventeenth of that

are gener-

gone by the first of
I have observed one

are

week, and

month.

In mild seasons the

comers are males, the females following a few days
the migration

They

.

the tenth, and select a locality for their nest, though

is

belated by a backward spring,

first

But when

later.

the sexes generally

of courtship between
come simultaneously,
I never saw any signs
them. The male, when he arrives first, selects his home 'and awaits
the coming of a mate (whether they mate here or elsewhere, I do not
It has
know), and when she appears there are sure signs of joy.
always seemed to me that the greetings are those of old associates
rather than those of new acquaintances, and for that reason I hold the
I well remember the meeting
opinion that they are mated on arrival.
The male had been on
of a pair and the subsequent proceedings.
hand for more than a week, sitting on the posts of the barnyard fence,
and, by the way, I know of
flirting his tail, and singing cheerfully,
no more cheerful sound on an April morning than the buoyant tones
of a Pewee.
It was about nine o'clock one sunny morning when his
The greetings were scarcely over before the
expected mate arrived.

—

male, by short flights and coaxing tones, began to approach the place

he had chosen

for

a nest.

It

was

in

the

shingle projecting out from the top ot a post.
to a place

on the fence nearest the barn, but

of persuasion before she would
left his

if

fly

cellar

on a

it

underneath.

to

be follow^ed, went

much coaxing, her

in to the

timidity

Time and again he
moment,

chosen spot alone.

was so

of

bit

required a good deal

place beside her on the fence, and, hovering for a

hoping

after

barn

He led her without difficulty

far

overcome that she

lowed, and, poising before the shingle, looked over

as

Finally,

the place,

fol-

but
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The

returned to the fence without alighting.
ever,

and she quickly returned,

and thereby express her
afterward,

this

several days

before

satisfaction with

nest was

the

the location.

the

begun.

haunts and come

primitive

Pewees

lived

in

to

among

rocks, banks of earth, or

become

Pewees,

swallows, and

it

have chosen to forsake

dwell with

man.

Formerly,

on shelves of

nested

Now,

the roots of upturned trees.

cleared,

and

was

though

the vicinity of water, and

since the land has

Frequently

shingle,

swifts are especially interesting, because the\
their

was broken, how-

ice

time to set foot on the shingle,

found them together on

I
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flying insects are

abundant

everywhere, they are no longer obliged to live by water-courses, and
while

many

still

do

so, yet

Very few indeed nest

many

and farmyard.

others live in field

in the old places.

Bridges and culverts are

resorted to by those which follow the water, while open sheds,

now
barn

utilized by very many.
They have
make-up peculiar to their tribe, evidenced by an incessant
jerking of the tail.
Although they do not essay to attack hawks, they
keep a sharp eye out, and give instant warning when such an enemy
cellars,

and abandoned houses are

the nervous

comes

in sight.

Contopus
The

Olive-sided Flycatcher.

borealis.

Olive-sided Flycatcher

is

459.

only a migrant here, though

it

breeds

more heavily timbered portions of the state. During the latter
of May and the first half of September it may occasionally be

in the

half

seen, generally on dead tops or branches of trees

in

unfrequented

places.

Contopus

Wood
woods.

Wood

virens.

Pewee.

461.

Pewees are abundant summer residents in orchards and
two of my records say the twentieth
late in May

—

They come

and twenty-fourth

— and

when

leave

in

September.

My

latest

record

is

saw three perched together in the dead top of a
tree apparently contented, and it may have been several days later
They usually spend the early part of the
before they finally left.
summer in the woods. After the young are on the wing, they come to
September

15,

I

the orchards and shade trees, and during August are sometimes one of
the

commonest

The

birds along our streets.

nest

is

a low, lichen-

covered structure, which looks so much like a natural growth on the

branch supporting
not at hand.

it,

that

it is

difficult

to

find

when

the old bird

is
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Yellow-bellied Fly-

flaviventris.

catcher.

463.

This species

Even

that.

only a spring and

is

it.

and once

trees.

It is

a

good

the neighborhood of

in

it

at

have seen

I

— once on the twenty-first of May,

have always found

I

running water, in low
let

one a year.

September, which dates may be accepted as

thirtieth of

time to look for

and uncommon

migrant,

diligent seavch will hardly reveal

but two here in four years

on the

fall

not a very shy bird, and will usually

an observer approach near enough to recognize

by

it

its

yellowish

eye-ring and breast.

Empidonax
If

a person

traillii

is

catcher, he will have

overlooked.

It is

a

the alder runs which

manners are
unlike

is

Alder Flycatcher.

little difficulty in

summer

466a.

and habits of the Alder Fly-

finding

it

;

otherwise,

easily

it is

resident, living exclusively near water

mark the course of brooks, or

—

swamps.

in

in

Its

distinctively those of a flycatcher, but its notes are quite

known

the well

only two

alnorum.

familiar with the notes

summer

calls of the

Wood

Chebec and

flycatchers which resemble

it

in

Pewee, the
Its nest

the least.

a thick, deeply cupped affair placed in an upright crotcli of a small

tree.

Empidonax minimus.
This

May

common

very regularly.

as not

Least Flycatcher.

The migration

takes place practically en masse

more than one or two days elapse

they are abundant.

The

after the first arrival before

departure takes place in August,

Though

date being the thirty-first of that month.
small and dull-colored,

orchard.
every time

It
it

sant motion.

is

467.

orchard denizen comes on or about the seventh of

it is

as prominent in

May

a veritable jumping-jack, jerking

says " chebec,''

The white

its

this

as
its

wings quivering, and

my

latest

flycatcher

any bird

head backward
its tail in

inces-

ring around the eye serves to distinguish

from other small flycatchers.
felted material, oftener in

Its nest is

is

in the

it

a well-made structure of soft

an apple tree than elsewhere.

Family ALAUDID/E.

Otocoris alpestris.

Horned Lark.

474.

The Horned or Shore Lark is a common migrant on the marshes
They are here by the last of
of Great Bay and along the coast.
Their
October, through November and more or less in December.
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Though seeds form

and April.

the

greater part of their food, they eat such iiKects as they are able to find.

Out of two December stomachs,

have taken no less than a dozen

I

Horned Larks

of different kinds.

are often associated

flies

Snow-

with

when both are engaged in the common pursuit of gathering seeds.
They sometimes follow the retreating tide on the shore, pecking busily
among the stones, but more often they are found on the ungrassed
portions of marshes in scattered flocks.
They are easily identified
as there is no other species of similar size and habits, except Snowflakes

flakes, here in cold weather.

CORVID.E.

Fa.milv

Cyanocitta cristata.

Blue Jav.

477.

The Blue Jay is
when nuts and corn

common permanent
Ten months
are ripe.

living slyly in thick

woods, getting a livelihood by

a

most

resident,

of the year he
fair

in
is

evidence
a sneak,

means or

foul,

September and October bring the
mast harvest, and the wily jay employs himself in the honest labor of

always acting like one in debt.

He

collecting nuts.

is

no longer a coward, but goes boldly about

business,

making the woods ring with

gether.

By November

frail affair

Jay

is

his

different bird alto-

—a

Cold
and again he drops

in the pines,

veritable fox in feathers.

His nest

is

a

of twigs in a small pine or hemlock in a dense thicket. This

an expert

of sounds

—a

the nuts are fallen and buried by leaves.

winds drive him to his old haunts
into his secretive ways,

his calls

vocalist.

he can

There seems

make, and

to

be no limit to the variety

captivity he

in

is

readily taught

to

imitate a considerable variety of sounds.

Perisoreus canadensis.
The Canada Jay
normal habitat.
v>ere killed at

at best,

is

Canada

Jav.

484.

down here so far from his
Shaw of Hampton states that two

quite out of order

Nevertheless, Mr.

Boars Head some years ago.

one of the rare

possibilities of

It is

only a casual visitant

autumn, when birds are more

given to roaming than at any other time of year.

Corvus corax
Ravens seldom
where

principalis.
visit

Northern Raven.

this locality,

and indeed,

in the state is at present exceptional.

me

their occurrence any-

have found none

in the

have visited, but Mr. George Wentworth of Rollinsthat he once saw one at Wells Beach.
Its large size and

collections that

ford tells

I

4S6a.

I

hoarse voice readily distinguish

it

from a crow.
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American Crow,

Corvus americanus.
Crows

live in this

here in abundance,
sons,

and a small

this a

them

flying

and seeking the pines again

when

They always

other sources

at night

during the

March,

Crows

and

and winter.

fall

about November

I

it,

Albert Demeritt shows:

spring

walking on his farm and saw two

crows

approached and found them locked
but fond.

Each had a claw

and

do not remember
their rule,

is

in an

morning Mr. Demeritt was
in

combat

a

in

He

field.

embrace that was anything

in the other's eye,

grip with true bull-dog tenacity.

I'he

i,

following incident related by Mr.

as the

One

the

and are models

are eminently social,

of propriety in their intercourse with one another.

is

it

the morning,

in

ever to have seen two crows fighting, but though harmony
there are exceptions to

food along

find

fail,

toward the river early

great wave of migration passes southward
late in

They breed

rendezvous during the migration sea-

ranging from six to twelve, remain in this

flock,

the salt rivers at low tide, even

northward

488.

corner of the state the year round.

make

immediate neighborhood every winter.
usual sight to see

VICINITY.

and was holding

Hatred had banished

his

and they

fear,

were picked up, carried to the house and exhibited to the members of

Crows have a regular
There was a roost

the family before they released their holds.

roosting place to which they repair every night.
early last

in the

fall

of Oyster river near

dense growth of small white oaks on the
its

mouth.

Later, they

came nearer

left

bank

the village to

some pines near the Burnham farm on the road to Durham Point,
They were in the habit of roosting close together, and some nights I
A crow
found nearly the whole flock, about thirty, in the same tree.
had been " winged " fell into my hands in April, i8g8, and I kept
him a few days with the intention of getting some idea of his food
He was confined in a small box, 13x20 inches. Resides a
capacity.
supply of corn and oats, which I kept before him all the time, I furtwenty to sixty per day as I could
nished him as many earthworms
that

—

—

conveniently procure.

minnows

After five days

I

varied his fare with the small

{Fiinduhis') so abundant in the creeks.

he devoured them greedily.

taste for fish,

for

mine a week

began a three days' experiment.

I

He

evidently had a

When
During

he

had been

this

week he

had become quite tame, and frequently ate in my presence. For the
two days preceding the experiment his food was largely fish, which

was the only kind of suitable food that I could find in sufficient quanwhich I kept alive
I laid in a stock of 412 grams of minnows,
and allowed Corvus to catch for himself from a basin of water. At
tity.
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night of the third day the last fish was gone, making the daily average

That

137 1-3 grams.

day

crow with a broken wing, kept

to say, a wil.d

is

supplied with what food he cared to eat every

in close confinement,

week, consumed approximately one

for a

during each of the three days succeeding.

of his

fifth

own

weight,

during this

also learned,

I

experiment, that crows regurgitate whole corn and indigestible parts
of insects, the time of regurgitation being from one to three hours after
eating.

Family ICTERID.-E.
Bobolink.

Dolichonyx oryzivorus.
Male Bobolinks put

my

on

earliest date

— but

note book^

The

before the females are seen.

The male

in spring.

is full

powers and

494.

an appearance early

in

usually ten

is

it

May

in

— May

its

is

i

or twelve days

habits of the sexes are quite different

of song, and

is

continually displaying both

good looks while the female is as modest in
deportment as she is in dress.
She keeps so closely in the grass that,
were it not for the aggressive attentions of Lord Robert, who pursues her
his vocal

his

;

with a determination that actually suggests violence, she would escape
notice altogether.

they arrive

Among

wane with

after

till

our birds the Bobolink easily

all

takes the lead as an ardent lover, and be
assiduity does not

do not mate

plain that Bobolinks

It is

the north.

in

said to his credit,

it

He

the assumption of family cares.

when

vides food for his children, and shows the greatest solicitation

he thinks
grass

his

stems

home

in a little

The

in danger.

is

hollow.

It is

ter.

The

parents

show

the

The young

are

many

utmost caution
to leave

ing, so that few are injured in that
retire to

corn and grain

moulting period

is

a humble affair of

and

rarely or

birds desire for a shelin

some distance from

usually able

is

usually in a field

never near a bush or rank weed, such as

the nest, always alighting at

nest

his

pro-

going to and from

and going

it

in

on

foot.

the nest by the time for hay-

When

way.

the grass

is

cut they

where they keep in seclusion
passed, after which the migration begins.
fields,

not later than the middle of August

when

have heard stragglers overhead as

late

the

first

as the

flocks

leave,

till

the

It

and

is
I

twenty-third of Sep-

tember.

Molothrus

ater.

Cowbikd.

The Cowbird comes

in

495.

March, generally

wings, demonstrating the old proverb about

This bird

is

20

notorious for two things,

in

company with Red"Birds of a

namely, for

its

feather.''

fondness for
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for its habit of depositing its

eggs in the nests of other birds, the young to be hatched and fed by

own progeny.

the victims of such imposition, to the neglect of their

They are not so common here in
mer as in some other localities.

the vicinity of the college in sumI

have found one Cowbird's egg in

the nest of a Yellow Warbler, near ThomjDSon hall, the

During the

latter part of

to localities furnishing

subsist after

summer

of June.

first

August, they assemble in flocks and repair

an abundance of seeds, upon which they mainly

time.

October before the

It is

them go

of

last

south.

Agelaius phoeniceus.

Red-wingeu Bl.\ckhikd.

The Red-winged Blackbird
coming

March,

early in

if

males on the

fifth

of April, but

is

favorable, usually but a day or

The males appear
I

first,

For instance,

later.

I

the females

saw

in

saw none of the other sex

1889

till

the

month. The males pass the time intervening between

thirtieth of that

their arrival

one of the "harbingers of spring,"

is

the weather

two behind the foremost Robins.
coming from two to three weeks

498.

and the coming of their mates, foraging in the fields. At
marshes and swamps, their summer haunts, are

that early season the

not free from

northern
spring as

ice,

and the females linger

in the

a very late one, owing to the ice storm which kept

year
9.

till

the

The

southland

till

their

home is habitable, so that we rarely see them in the fields in
we do the males. The date of appearance mentioned above is
first

nest

is

of April.

The preceding

all

a coarsely built structure near the ground

or in a small bush, frequently surrounded

by water.

As soon

as the

young

among

flags

After the young

are hatched, their parents are often seen in the newly

catching grasshoppers.

away that
came March

birds

year the males

mown

are strong, that

is,

fields

by the

middle of August, they begin their peregrinations, which end in their
Where the hundreds and thousands that
final southward movement.
breed in this state and northward stay from the time they leave their
nesting grounds till they finally go south I am not informed, but from
the time of their disappearance in August
rarely seen.

I

times between
of several

till

have observed flocks on the

late in

final

September one

is

migration at different

September 27 and November 11. In 1899 ^ flock
Red-wings, Cowbirds and Bronzed

hundred, including

Crackles dined in Mr. George Hoyt's cornfield on the twenty-fifth of
The only breeding place that I know of in this immediate

October.

vicinitv is in the

miles from here.

swamp

lying west of the

Newmarket road about two
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xMeadow Lark.

Sturnella mag-na.

501.

Larks are hardy birds, wintering regularly as

and appearing here

In four years

Mad bury

cipally

They

Lee.

on

insects,

The

advances.

weed or bush
late,

I

north as Cape Cod.

are very locally distributed,

and

have seen but one on the college
fields

have been told that they breed regu-

I

summer

are birds of the field subsisting in

and turning more and more

nest

far

have observed them several times in the

I

near the railroad station, and
larly in

They

March.

in

nowhere abundant.
farm, but in
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prin-

to seeds as the season

placed on the ground, without any regard to

is

Larks have an unfortunate habit of nesting

for shelter.

which probably accounts

in a

measure

for their scarcity,

as

I

have repeatedly known nests to be demolished by a mowing-machine
early in July.

cterus spurius. Okciiakd Oriole.
Mr. Geoge H. Veaton of Rollinsford has an

506.
adult male

species in his collection, which he killed in his orchard

This

since.

known

to be

is

of this

some years

the only specimen of the Orchard Oriole that

seen here.

Its

north than Massachusetts, where

Icterus galbula.

The Baltimore

I

have

normal range does not e.xtend further
it is

only locally found.

Baltimore Oriole.

507.

Golden Robin as it is popularly called is
one of the few birds that most people know, being brought into
prominence by its color, its song, and its pendent nest, so often
attached to the swaying branches of our village elms, and reminding
us of its charming personality through the long months of its absence.
i\lale Orioles which usually precede the females by a few days, have
sometimes come as early as the sixth of May. I have never seen one
later

Oriole or

than the sixth of September.

They

end of August.

beetles, bugs, etc.
cherries.

— and on small

The

nest

is

all

ants,

The young

filled v.ith

more or

less

con-

are flying early in July,

course of a week or so betake themselves to pastures where

and insects are

acquire a

new

plentiful.

dress.

There the young grow strong, and

After moulting, adults frequently return to

the elms and orchards, but as a rule the

and are more often found
their stav.

—

such as blueberries and black

usually placed so as to be

cealed from prying e\-es beneath.
in the

fruits,

once opened an August stomach that was

I

green peas.

berries

majority are gone before the

Occasionally they invade the garden, and commit depreda-

tions there.

and

The

feed on such insects as they find in trees

young ones

in out-of-the-way places

prefer seclusion,

up

to the

end of
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Rusty Blackbird.

Scolecophagus carolinus.
The Rusty Blackbird
ments

my

Spring,

this locality.

in

509.

The

an abundant and regular migrant.

is

following extreme dates from

May

VICINITY.

records give an idea of

March 13

seen,

first

;

its

move-

last

seen.

September 29; last seen, October 16. The
spring passage often lags, and it is not uncommon for a flock to
remain in one locality a week or two, but in autumn they show less
seen,

Fall, first

2.

inclination to linger.

Bronzf.d Crackle.

Quiscalus quiscula aeneus.
Although this blackbird

is

common

locally

in this

not happen to be one of the localities in which
it

here at

Durham

when

only

migrating.

pany with other blackbirds, but always
the other three species.

March

12,

and the

The

breeds.

it

It is

in le.ss

511b.

I

have seen

often found in

numbers than

earliest date that

I

till

or less

have observed

species

is

ground

the

it is

October 26, although Mr. Shaw reports

latest

Hamp-

the middle of January, in spite of the fact that there was

snow on

com-

either of

an exceptional case where one stayed about the cornfields of
ton

does

state, this

for

some time before

more
This

his departure.

as omnivorous as the Crow, devouring insects, seeds, grain,

or table refuse, with equal avidity.

of man, frequently building

green trees suitable

its

This grackle cultivates the society

nest in villages

when

there are ever-

for that purpose.

Family FRINGILLID.t.

Coccothraustes vespertinus.
The

Evening Grosbeak.

college collection contains a pair of

Evening Grosbeaks secured

from a flock of sixteen, by Mr. Shute at Newmarket,
ordinary range of this species

occurrence here

is

lies

514.

in

1890.

The

west of the Mississippi, and

its

wholly exceptional.

Pinicola enucleator.

Pine Grosbeak,

515.

numbers vary
Some seasons they are abundant from
greatly from year to year.
November until April, and again, not more than two or three can be
found in a whole winter. While here they feed on seeds of such trees

The Pine Grosbeak

as the white ash

The proportion

is

a regular winter visitant, but

its

and basswood, on buds of various trees and on apples.
known by their red color, is small, the

of adult males,

great majority being females or

young males. They are

gentle, unsus-

pecting birds, and readily come to the orchard and ornamental trees

and even

closelv about the house.
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Purple Finxh.

Carpodacus purpureus.
This finch

a

is

common summer

resident that

517.

now and then remains

winter, but generally leaves late in October

ail

The only noteworthy record

April.

69
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that

have

I

and returns early
is

in

of a pair which

I

observed here the fourteenth of February, 1898. They were evidently
a couple of wanderers, for certainly no regular migration takes place

The Purple Finch

here in February.

morning song, which usually
being one of the best

is

an eminent vocalist

is

delivered from the top of some

tall

;

its

elm,

hear.

I

Passer domesticus.

English Sparrow.

English Sparrows are pretty thoroughly disseminated throughout the
state.

find

I

them wherever there

is

even the suggestion of a

village,

and a public horse-shed without a flock of them is a curiosity.
This
village supports two clans of them
one, homing at the lower end,

—

near the old sawmill, and the other in the vicinity of the college.

This

latter flock has roosted in the

President Murkland's yard for a

watch them

and

night.

years.

in the corner
It is

of

interesting to

Naturally fussy, they are doubly so at bedtime,

retire.

only after

it is

clump of pines

number of

much

scolding that they finally settle

Although most of their food

is

down

for the

taken from the street, they are

when they are to be had
much hunting. I have known them to feed on ragweed seed
in company with Redpolls all winter, making it their chief diet.
In
summer they eat insects to a limited extent.
When spring

glad to avail themselves of various seeds,

without

advances

flocks are

the

purpose of breeding.
their

own

more or

Here

at

less

broken and scattered

Durham they

for the

are forced to look out for

nesting places, as there are not more than two or three bird

Such as are able

houses in town.

select

construct bulky nests of straw in trees.

hollow trees, while others

Last spring

located in hollow trees on the college grounds.

A

found two pairs

I

pair of Bluebirds

Whenever
came a Sparrow got inside and held the fort till the
invaders were repulsed.
The usurpation of the customary nesting
contested for one of the holes, but they were unsuccessful.
the Bluebirds

sites of respectable native birds is the greatest
little

Briton

is

crime that this miserable

guilty of.

Loxia cuvirostra minor.

American Crossbill.

This Crossbill while not nearly so rare as the

depended upon
I

to

ne.xt

521.

cannot be

appear at any particular time. During the past year

have recorded their presence

on the following dates:

April 23,
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May

6,

first

of these dates,

August

VICINITY.

September 24 and November 30- Previous to the
I had not observed a single one in three years.

6,

They were abundant

the

in

of 1899 up to December,

fall

majority at least went away.

I

of elm, apple, pine, spruce, and hemlock trees.

on the seeds of apples taken from a

live

in spring.

When

elm seeds are

they appear almost as

we

find

them only

uttered freely as
quite like a

in

at

trees.

it flies,

is

fallen,

home
The call

much

the

pile of

I

have known them to

pomace, several weeks

they go to the ground, where

as sparrows, though ordinarily

note of this Crossbill, which

cJiip, cJiip-chip, chip-cJiip-cIiip, in

is

voice

a

young chicken's.

Loxia leucoptera.

Wiiitewinged Crossbill.

This species has a more northern habitat than

Red

when

have found them feeding on the seeds

522.

its

near relative, the

and seldom comes to this corner of the
In the winter of 1899-1900, they came in great numbers, and
state.
were abundant from early in December till March, the last one to be
It
recorded in my notes appearing on the fifth of the latter month.
or

may be

American

Crossbill,

readily recognized after a person has

Indeed

like those of the Siskin.
cJie,"'

the

most

its

become

Red

notes, which are quite unlike those of the

common

cannot be distinguished from the similar

Whitewinged

Siskin Vvould

Crossbill says '•peep,'"

sa}' ''dear."'

During the

familiar with its

Crossbill, being

call

more

cry, ''che-c/ie, che-

of the Siskin, but

now and

then,

when

the

earlier part of their stay, they

later, when hemlock seeds are mostly
blown away, they feed on the seeds of the yellow birch.

feed chiefly on hemlock seeds

;

Acanthis hornemannii exilipes.
The Hoary Redpoll is a rare
One in Mr. Shaw's collection is
I

have found.

much

It is

Hoary Redpoll.

527.

winter visitor from the arctic region.
the only example of this species that

similar to the

common

Redpoll in

size,

but very

paler in color.

Acanthis

linaria.

Redpoll.

528.

As a

Redpolls are of very irregular occurrence as winter visitants.
rule, if

any come they are aoundant, but they do not average

oftener than once in three or four years.
in

November and remain

till

late in

They

March.

to

appear

usually begin to

come

In January, 1899, a flock

of about two hundred took possession of one of the college fields, and
for

daily, feeding on ragweed seed. They
numbers about the middle of March and I saw

two months they were there

began

to diminish in

BIRDS OF
none
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by Redpolls, and, when the ground

varieties of birch are largely eaten
is

The seeds

month.

after the twenly-lhircl of that
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covered with snow, are their main dependence.

1

have never seen

a Redpoll getting seeds from any of our coniferous trees.

Astragalinus
The

Amekican Goldfinch.

tristis.

Goldtinch, Yellow Bird, or Thistle Bird

nent resident.

It

eminently gregarious at

is

mid-summer when breeding

all

common perma-

seasons, though in

going on, the flocks are small.

is

and highway, only going

bird of the field, pasture,

529.
a

is

driven by hunger, to procure seeds from trees.

to the

summer

In

It is

a

woods when
the males

are conspicuous objects where thistles and dandelions are sending forth

The

plumed seeds.

their

nest

is

a neat

and compact structure usually

built in

a maple, and as a rule, near a dwelling.

delayed

till

young

to

late in the season, July or

Family cares are

even August, and

be in the nest the second week

September.

in

I

have known

The

winter

assumed by the first of October and then flocks begin to
increase in size.
Each flock finds a satisfactory feeding-ground,
where ragweed or some other herb with persistent seed abounds, and

dress

is

so long as the food supply holds

render them, while gleaning, very
is

not complete

till

Siskin

is

late in

and going

central

New

here.

its

its

It is

food

difficult to see.

533.

but

I

at

irregular,

and

coming in Octospend the summer in

usually a winter bird,

It is

During the
they
Its

have known

fall

it

it

to

visits

of 1899,

it

Durham now and then

was an abundant species

fall

Snow Buntings

in

autumn or

early winter,

become

make more

remain

any given

534.

on the sand-hills near the ocean

toward the end of October and remain

its

birches

Snowflake.

usually appear

frequently

reaches

when

general habits remind one of the Crossbills.

Passerina nivalis.

in

dress

fond of coniferous trees, the seeds of which furnish most

till

purveyors.

flight

The summer

May.

Hampshire, and suspect

at all seasons.

of

in April,

its

bare their dark winter suits

another visitant that only appears

generally long intervals.
ber,

is

Pine Siskin.

Spinvis pinus.

The

out, remains pretty closely in

So long as the ground

neighborhood.

till

the following April.

They

or less extended excursions inland, but rarely

locality

maximum

more
in

that a few hours.

November and

The southward

the majority go north
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While here they feed on seeds of various herbs.
I have opened contained only seeds and

March.

early in

DURHAM AND

December stomachs which

Their wings are larger than the wings of most finches, and

sand.

they

fly swiftly

and

easily.

The

sight presented by a

hundred snow-

and

flakes as they pass over a level stretch of land, alternately running
flying, is beautiful indeed.

Calcarius lapponicus.
The

Lapland Longspur.

536.

was
November, 1899, when I saw three at Hampton
Beach.
With them were Shore Larks and Snowflakes. Of the three
They fed largely on
species the Longspurs were hardest to approach.
the seeds of beach grass, and also when the tide was out, on the
only time in this vicinity that

on the

have observed

I

this species

thirtieth of

shore, though what they found there

did not ascertain.

I

ber stomach taken at Hampton, which

I

Plymouth, Mass.,

I

in

1900,

January,

A

NovemAt

opened, contained seeds.

found them associated with

Snowflakes in about the ratio of one Longspur to a hundred Snow-

The two

flakes.
till

after

fed and flew together.

I

did not see any Longspurs

two days of severe weather, when they came with a delega-

and joined the

tion of Buntings

flock of Buntings that

had been stay-

ing there.

Pooecetes gramineus.

Vesper Sparrow.

540.

The Vesper Sparrow is a common summer resident in fields and
smooth pastures. Its spring coming depends much upon the weather,
In 1898 the first record was
as is the case with other early migrants.
made March
1900

it

31

the next year none appeared

;

was the

and placed

nest

is

composed of

row

is

readily distiguished from

feathers which

tail

Junco.

grass,

I

show white

as

Few Vesper Sparrows remain

Annnodramus

princeps.

This sparthe

not unlike those of the

it flies,

later

is

Its

summer sparrows by
than October, but

I

have

on a crust of snow, so

Ipswich Sparrow.
like a faded,

regular migrant along the coast.

December.

It

November.

This sparrow, which looks
latter part

April 13; while in

observed one.

in a slight hollow.

our other

all

seen one contentedly hulling ragweed seed
late as the fourteenth of

till

first

and feeding on the ground.

essentially a ground-bird, nesting

outer

when

fifteenth of April

541.

overgrown Savanna,

They come

is

a

to the sand-hills in the

of October and the last are usually gone southward early in
I

have found

them common

in

Plvmouth, Mass., in
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They

pass northward

January, where they were evidently wintering.
in

March and

April.

I

have never seen them take other food than

the seeds of the coarse grass which grow.^ on the sand-hills.

Ammodramus

Savanna

sandwichensis savanna.

Sparrow.

542a.

Savanna Sparrows spending the spring
and summer on the brackish marshes adjacent to the Piscataqua and
While migrating
its tributaries and also on the sand-hills by the sea.
In this region

I

usually find

they frequent fields where ragweed

abounds.

them

have heard

I

singing their unmusical notes in the Oyster river thatch beds on the

eighteenth of April, and have found them plentiful in fields on the

twenty-seventh of October.

In

ways and general appearance the

its

Savanna resembles the Vesper Sparrow.

Both are skulkers, prefer-

ring to run out of sight, instead of flying, unless they are approached

The Savanna, however, has no white

too closely.

and the yellow

line

running from

its

bill

feathers in

its tail,

back over each eye, when

coupled with the distinctly spotted breast, enables a person to identify
it

after a little patient scrutiny.

Ammcdranius savannarum

Grasshop-

passerinus.

per Sparrow.

546.

The Yellow-winged

or Grasshopper Sparrow is very
and nowhere common. It is not a "brush"' sparrow, preferring on the contrary open fields or pastures, where there is now and

locally dis-

tributed,

then

an evening primrose or mullein stalk

deliver

its

stridulent apology for a

name Grasshopper Sparrow.
have found here

H. Yeaton of

is

a

The

who

the

it

I

Mr. George

near his home.

Sharp-tailed Sparrow. 549.

They

are rather difficult birds to

October.

the tide-water marshes.

study alive, for the reason that they secrete themselves in the

when approached, and

lie

very low

Zonotrichia ieucophrys.

till

everything

species, but

it is

is

tall

not so rare as

loves the seclusion of shrubbery

is

one of our

many suppose,

I

grass

quiet.

White-crowned Sparrow.

This plainly dressed, yet handsome sparrow

it

it

during the summer, and as

late as the fourteenth of

mon

and

perch on

common on
them abundant at Hampton

Sharp-tailed Sparrows are

have found

to

in the collection of

occasionally finds

Ammodramus caudacutus.

it

only trace of this sparrow that

mounted specimen

Rollinsford,

for

song, which has earned for

for the

554.

less

com-

reason that

and thus frequently escapes

notice.

It

is

VICINITY.

coming from tlie soutli the first week in May,
week of the same month. In autumn

a migrant here,

and leaving
I
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for the north the last

have not recorded their presence earlier than the twenty-ninth of

September, nor

Young

later than tlie tenth of October.

fall

birds do

not have the black and white crown of adults, but instead, the entire

crown

reddish brown with just a suggestion of a light stripe along

is

the median line.

The song

of this sparrow

common

the spring of 1900, in

May

notes of

tlie

In

the thirteenth to the

they were actually numerous, and

The song began

repeatedly.

rarely heard here.

From

unusual numbers for nearly two weeks.
twentieth of

is

with other birds, they remained in

heard them sing

I

with a whistle as pure in

tone as the

White-throated Sparrow, and ended with a vocal dimin-

uendo quite similar

to the

corresponding portion of the Vesper Spar-

row's song.

White-throated Sparrow.

Zonotrichia albicollis.
White-throated Sparrows,

like the

last

species, are only

here, although they breed at no great distance toward the

portions of the state.
of April
•till

have noted them here from the twenty-third
May, and from the twenty-third of September

The

the nineteenth of October.

mellow whistle, very agreeable
so

little

as he passes.

imen taken early

in

migrants

more elevated

I

the tenth of

till

558.

White-throat's song

to hear,

and

it is

is

a clear,

a pity that he sings

In the examination of a stomach from a spec-

May

I

was able

to identify besides

some grains of

sand, a scarabaeid beetle, a;nd a polygonum seed, which had been inadvertently swallowed without being hulled.

October.

I

have noticed what

I

I

have seen them partake

elder {Safnbitci/s canadensis) in

of the berries of the black-berried

do not remember

reported about this sparrow, namely, that

when on

to

have seen

hard,

smooth

ground itiualks with almost the gravity of a blackbird, while gathering seeds from underfoot; but

when

in a hurry, or

on grass land,

it

hops.

Tree Sparrow.

Spizella monticola.

559.

Tree Sparrows come from the north every autumn between the
one year their first appearance
twentieth and the thirtieth of October

—

was on the twenty-second, and twice it has been on the twenty-ninth.
The majority are gone southward by the middle of November, but
there are always
first

week

in

more or

April the

less of

them

to

be found

northward movement

one disappears between the

fifteenth

is

all

winter.

By

begun, and the

and twentieth of that month.

the
last
It
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fall

da}- that the
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appearance of

sparrow

this

is

almost

Chipping Sparrow leaves us

last

;

and

disappearance in spring agrees quite as closely with the

also that its

may be seen by comparing

Chippy's coming, as

the migration data of

This and the Junco are the only native sparrows

the two species.

found here in winter.

Chipping Sparrow.

Spizella socialis.

Chipping Sparrows begin

to

come

singly,

ment, these forerunners being followed

The

body.
is

earliest date of their

and the

April 15,

disappearing
instance

all

ture specimen,

their

northward move-

a few days by the main

autumn they

In

through October, adult birds going

The

of the year.

on

appearance that stands on

latest April 23.

next latest

my

record

are gradually

In one

first.

October 31, both young birds
record that I have is of a single imma-

have seen two here as

I

in

560.

late as

found with a flock of Tree Sparrows and Juncos feed-

ing on gray birch seeds

This sparrow has become

October 23.

attached to cultivated land, and places more confidence in mankind

than any other bird
frequently builds in

ing to

its

in

It

nests in every orchard, and

situation about the house, attend-

family cares quite unconcerned by the proximity of people.

Spizella pusilla.
This

our avifauna.

some convenient

Field Sparrow.

common summer

563.

resident, notwithstanding

its

trivial

name,

belongs to pasture lands, where sweet ferns and similar shrubbery

abound.

It

has a sweet plaintive whistle, consisting of three or four well

sustained notes at about the same pitch, which finally run into a rising
trill,

diminishing into silence.

The

nest

is

made wholly

of grass stems

and placed indififerently in a bush or on the ground. They feed on
the ground as a rule, though I have seen them eating gray birch seeds
in September.
The period of its residence here is the same as that
of the Chipping Sparrow.

Junco hyemalis.
The Junco

is

best

Slate-colored Junxo.

known

as a spring

and

567.
migrant, but a few

fall

October

always spend the winter here in suitable places.
earliest fall record of its

the date of
ber.

The

its

coming

appearance.

that

I

have made

Few remain

twentieth of that month.

In a single instance

is
I

is

the

been

middle of Novem-

after the

spring flight begins early in April and

5

this has twice

;

nearly over by the

have seen a female
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May. They breed on mountains

should expect to find them in summer

I

They

than the Blue Hills in Strafford.

even

are eminently social

in flocks,

mits.

have seen three " sports"' of this species,

I

over this

and may

breeding season, on their chosen sum-

be found

in the

all

not farther away

having

similar,

all

heads and necks partly white.

Song Sparrow.

Melospiza melodia.

581.

The Song Sparrow

is our
most abundant summer resident. It
and goes laie, keeping very close to the' limits of winter.
They are here in March as soon as there is a relaxation of cold
weather, and sing fervently in spite of their dismal surroundings.
I
have known them to be here on the eleventh, and again they have not
shown themselves till the twenty-fourth of that month, when the

comes

early

They

weather has been unfavorable.
tions,

and are

to

in this latitude.

wintering in

follow the coast in their migra-

be found near the ocean much longer than elsewhere
Indeed,

I

should not be at

some sheltered run

at

surprised to find

all

Hampton.

winter at Plymouth, Mass., in considerable numbers.
fall

occurrence that

I

have noted here

Their

on moist land, and a majority are found

30, which is more
Song Sparrows live

in

close proximity to water.

Every run, fresh or brackish, harbors them, and the same

Though they

in

latest

November

is

than a month after they cease to be common.

swamps and meadows.
ground, when there is

them

have found them

I

true of

is

usually build their nests on the

a wet season and the

meadows they

inhabit

are inundated, instead of going to higher ground, they simply take to

The name

the bushes and build their nests there, high and dry.
this

of

sparrow was advisedly chosen, for excepting the Fox Sparrow,

whose voice
in the

but rarely heard in this latitude,

is

song

its

is

unexcelled

kingdom of New England sparrows, and no other prolongs

its

singing season to any such extent.

Melospiza
Lincoln's
territory.

which

I

lincolnii.
is

I

Lincoln's Sparrow.

583.

the rarest sparrow that regularly migrates through this

have a single specimen, the only one

I

ever saw alive,

found in a young growth of deciduous trees in Newmarket,

near Great Bay, on the thirteenth of May.
the ground, and on

first

sight

I

two species look almost precisely
breast revealed

its

identitv.

took
alike

Its breast

it

It

was hopping about on

to be a

— the
— but a view of

Song Sparrow

on the back

has a tinge of

its

buff,

and

is

but
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heavy central blotch so conspicuous
Mr. Shaw of Hampton has a specimen which

lightly spotted, wholly lacking the

on the Song Sparrow.
he found feeding in his

field.

Swamp Sparrow.

Melospiza georgiana.
This species

often associated in

is

Though common,

Sparrow.

it is

its

584.

summer haunts with the Song
known because it

not generally well

dense tangles of brush in swamps, and

lives so exclusively in

retiring in its disposition as to

In the breeding season

be

become aquainted

difiicult to

noisy but unmusical

it is

;

so

is

with.

at other times

it

is

comes north a week or so later than the Song Sparrow, and goes south between the twentieth and the twenty-fifth of

usually silent.

It

October.

Passerella iliaca.
Fox Sparrows

Fox Sparrow.

585.

and fall visitants, abundant in their season,
woods and bushes as to pass unobserved by
the majority of people.
I have seen
them herein numbers on the
sixteenth of March, and have found them still common on the ninth
of April.
While it is difficult to state exactly just when such retiring
birds come and go, one may always expect to find them during the
last week in March and the first week in April.
In the fall I have
observed them on various dates between October 21 and November
They are not very particular as to what sort of woods they stay
13.
are spring

yet keeping so closely in

provided there be plenty of branches near the ground.

in,

the

In

spring of 1898, which opened early and gave us mild weather during
the latter half of March,
similar in character to
clearer,

Fox Sparrows sang

The Towhee,
find

regularity.

first

15.

bush.

The

587.

quite as often called,
its

is

of October, but
Its entire

Its nest is built

stay

I

is

have once recorded an
passed

on the ground, usually

voice of the male

is

among bushes

in the shelter of a

agreeable, though

its

notes are so

abruptly delivered that they can hardly be called melodious.
singing, he

an abun-

record for the last three

that its spring coming has occurred with an unequaled
Each year they came on the thirteenth of May. The

majority leave about the

briers.

it is

In looking over

adult male on October

and

is

louder and

Towhee.

or Chewink, as

dant summer resident.
I

is

being delivered with a force suggestive of a Purple Finch.

Pipilo erythrophthalmus.

years

This song

freely.

that of the Vesper Sparrow, but

is

accustomed

to

resort to a

When

somewhat elevated perch.
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Like sparrows in general, Chewinks eat seeds, chiefly, though

mer when they

are scarce

in sumand insects abundant, grasshoppers, beetles

and other insects are eaten

to a considerable extent.

A

stomach

single

from a young male taken August lo contained principally blueberries,
but there were also remains of a grasshopper, a beetle, and some kind
of bee or wasp.

Habia ludoviciana.

Rose-bkeasted Grosbeak.

This worthy bird has a
It

handsome;

is

"bugs."'
it

is

it

triple

a

local,

evidence

and

of

claim on the goodwill of mankind.

and

melodious singer:
Unfortunately

eats

distribution

its

now^here abundant in our state.

it is

it

potato

from both practical and assthetic standpoints

Therefore,

deserves every kindness.

what

595.

I

some-

is

have found no

breeding here in Durham, and have only seen an

its

occasional male in May, though of course a pair are likely to locate in
this

vicinity

any summer.

I

common at
May 14 is the

have found them rather

Exeter, in the village elms and adjacent orchards.
earliest date
first
I

on which

have noted

I

of September, though the}'

it,

and

I

have yet to see one after the

may remain

than that for aught

later

know.

Cyanospiza cyanea.

Indigo Bunting.

598.

Indigo Birds appear quite regularly within a day or two of the middle of May-,
localities.

Sei:)tember,

month.

and throughout the summer are
The southward movement takes

and

They

I

common

fairly

have not seen any after the twenty-sixth of that

feed on insects and seeds in proportion, varying with

the time of year.

One August stomach which
many seeds.

I

tained remains of one beetle and

become "tasseled"
in

it

aftbrds a favorite refuge

for

August and September they are oftener found

anywhere

else.

spicuous places

in suitable

place about the middle of

The

have opened conAfter the corn has

Indigo Birds, and
in cornfields

than

sexes differ widely in habit; males sing in con-

and never attempt

to secrete themselves, while their

They
Shaw of

sober-colored mates are always skulking about in the bushes.
build their nests in bushes not far from the ground.

Hampton

states that he

once saw a

set of

Mr.

Indigo Bunting's eggs which

were speckled, but that was an exceptional case, as they are ordinarily

unmarked.

The Indigo
morning

Bird enjoys hot weather.

He

does not sing

most birds do, but waits til! the sun is high,
when, from the top of a tree where the full heat of noon beats down
upon him, he repeats at short intervals his drowsy song.
early in the

as
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Piranga erythromelas.

Scarlet Tanagek.

more common than

Scarlet Tanagers are

where,

rule,

among

They

and

late

in front of

In the spring of 1900,

which

an unusual number of them were noted by

cold,

At one time

observers.

frequent decid-

the foliage, even the flaming red

of the male ordinarily escapes notice.

was

608.

generally supposed by

is

people unfamiliar with their notes and habits.

uous woods as a

79
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Thompson

saw no

I

less than three

The prolonged

hall.

males

all

maples

in the

cold prevented insects

from coming out of hibernation at the usual time, and also delayed
the hatching of their eggs, so that birds were reduced to sad straits
for food.

even saw Tanagers hopping forlornly about the

I

searching for something to eat.
south the

first

week

in

Tanagers begin

May, and most of them

to arrive

are

fields,

from the

gone by the

first

They moult twice a year like Bobolinks. In August the
males begin to show green patches on their red coats, and before

of October.

September
male in

is

my

gone there

the black wings and

here on the

fifth

seen.

tone and syllables

in

I

have a

of October, which has

of the nuptial dress but otherwise

tail

This Tanagers song

green.

olive

not a red feather to be

is

collection, taken

is
is

entirely
like the

more hurriedly delivered. When a person has
learned the Tanager's song and call note, cJiip, churr, he will have
Robin's, but

little

it

is far

trouble in finding him.

Family HIRUDINID.^E.
Prog-ne subis.

Purple .Martlx.

Martins are strangely

local,

favored by their presence.

doned

their early

ing to

human

for catching

winged

in their courteous

entertaining.

nesting sites.

standards,

only by Kingbirds.

It is

their benefit than

and while man}-

Durham

habitations in

artificial retreats for

villages

and farms are

They have quite abanhollow trees, and now depend on
They have several virtues, accordis

not.

among which

insects,

They

611.

are

good

and an antipathy

also have

many

looks, a propensity

for

hawks, exceeded

interesting wa3-s, especially

intercourse with one another, that bird lovers find

not strange then that more houses are erected for
are occupied.

They begin to appear about
month are all back at

twentieth of April, and by the end of that

the
the
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Although exceedingly particular

old stands.

ments, they often

visit

in the selection of tene-

houses which they have no intention of occupy-

Tree Swallows and Blue-

ing, to the anxiety of the existing tenants.

birds are thus often called to resist them, but never for long at a time.
I

observed an extraordinary case of

As

was passing a house

I

and

On

Swallows.

Cliff

June

this sort last

in

Northwood.

among some Martins

noticed a commotion

I

stopping to ascertain the cause

I

found that

the swallows had built several nests on the moulding under the eaves,

and

A

the Martins were uninvited guests.

that

Martin had taken

possession of one nest, and with his head sticking out of the entrance

was talking volubly
were not

le.ss

in

a manner that

Petrochelidon lunifrons.
Owing

made me

feel certain his

remarks

insolent than his act.

to their

extreme

unevenly distributed.

Cliff Swallow.

gregariousness Cliff

One

612.

Swallows are very

may have

farmer's barn

half a

hundred

nests ranged along beneath the eaves, while the barns of his neigh-

They begin

bors are destitute of them.
in

May

— the

fifth

soon engaged

in

is

the earliest

second of that month.

I

to

come from

have noticed them

repairing their curious

leave early in August, and

Swallows, though

I

mud

the south early

— and

nests.

are very

The majority

have never seen one later than the twenty-

In their habits and looks they resemble Barn

they lack the

forked

tail

of that species, but are

always readily identified by the brown spot on the rump.

Chelidon erythrogastra.

Barn Swallow.

613.

Barn Swallows are more abundant than any other species of
family and are quite evenly distributed.

They have

their

not the eminently

social nature that belongs to the Cliff Swallow, neither

have they the

intolerance for others of their kind, which the Tree Swallow exhibits
in the nesting season.

A

barn or shed

is

quite as likely to shelter a

single pair as more, though several pairs frequently live together in

harmony.
often

it is

last of

I

have known them to come as early as April 20, but more

a week later than this before they appear.

They

our swallows to depart in autumn, though they are

all

the

are

forced to

go comparatively early on account of a lack of flying insects, which
Only stragglers remain after
constitute the major part of their food.
My latest record is September 17.
the first week in September.
.
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Wliite-bellied, or Tree Swallow,

is

coming when the weather

my

fourth of April, according to

notes.

woodpecker holes, but not as a

in old

81

Tree Swallow.

Tachycineta bicolor.

arrive in spring,

VICINITY.

614.

the earliest of

It still

A

rule.

its

tribe to

suitable as early as the

is

now and

nests,

bird house

is

then,

more

to

and even a rat hole in the roof of a dwelling answers all
purposes.
It is a good fighter and engages in many a conflict, both
liking,

its

and defensive, with English Sparrows, Bluebirds, and Mar-

offensive

before they are

tins

They do

settled.

all

mud

not employ

in nest

building, as Barn and Cliff Swallows do, but limit their materials to dry

grass and

the

Soon

feathers.

of August, they

first

which

after the 3'oung are strong,

is

about

disperse and only an occasional one

all

is

The latest
over Hampton marshes

seen afterward, usually accompanied by Barn Swallows.
flight that

I

September

ever saw passed in a scattered flock
5,

1889.

Riparia riparia.
I

Bank i>wALLow.

do not know that there

ity.

Certainly

The

poses.

Durham

fact that

is

clay

616.

a family of

is

consistency for safe tunneling.

I

rarity of

is

sand banks of suitable

have never had an opportunity to

observe the time of their coming, though

company with other swallows toward

later

in this vicin-

they are the most local of the swallow family

undoubtedly due to the comparative

in

Bank Swallows

not what they require for mining pur-

I

have sometimes seen them

the end of

summer, but never

Bank Swallows

than the twentieth of August.

are not always

easy to distinguish from female Tree Swallows, but a Tree Swallow

does not have the dusky bar across

The

on the Bank Swallow.

grass, the cavity containing

it

nest

is

its

breast that

a slight aftair

is

always present

composed wholly of

varying in length from eight to eighteen

inches.

Fa.mily A.MPELID/E.

Ampelis cedrorum.

Cedar Bird.

619.

Cedar Birds are usually reckoned with the summer residents, but
they are quite able to withstand the cold of winter, and sometimes do
so.

On

the tenth of February, 1900,

contentedly preening themselves
after a

in

I

saw a

flock of twenty-eight,

an apple tree near

meal of red cedar berries from trees near by.
21

Thompson

On

hall,

the fifteenth
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of the following Marcli

I

saw

VICINITY.

thirty-five, dividing their time

between

some gray birches.
As a general thing, however, they are not seen much after the middle
of October, and do not appear again till about the tenth of April. They
eating cedar berries and whispering together in

are gregarious at
fruits

Before bird-cherries and other early small

times.

all

are ripe, they stay for the

most part

in the vicinity

where they perch on exposed branches and dart out

and other

insects with considerable address.

tony, and

when

fruits are

fit

till

July,

They

delight in glut-

gorge themselves to the

for eating, they

Parental duties are delayed

full.

of water,

after passing flies

when they

are prosecuted

with such dispatch that young and old are shortly companions at the

choke cherry
all

feasts, the

blueberry feasts, the black cherry feasts, and

the other feasts that are daily enjoyed.

tiful,

soft-voiced

epicures

— they

are

Graceful, indolent, beau-

the tip-tops of feathered

aris-

tocracy.

Fa.milv LANIID/E.

Lanius borealis.
This shrike

is

Nokthekn Shrike.

621.

a winter visitant, coming south in

November and

going north in April. Though the southward wave of migration passes
us, stragglers

are occasionally seen

throughout the winter.

found them near water oftener than elsewhere.

I

have

some-

Tl-.ough they

times pursue small birds, insects form the main element of their food.

They are accustomed to perch on a stake or a lone tree, which
them a good outlook, and scan the ground for insects.

Lanius ludovicianus.
The Loggerhead

is

Loggerhead Shrike.

afibrds

622.

an occasional summer resident, most

likely to

be seen in August after the young are on the wing and scattered
Its general habits are like those of the Northern Shrike,
abroad.

which

it

Its nest,
is

a well

resembles also in color, but

which

made

is

likely to

differs

from in

size,

being smaller.

be found in an apple or other scrubby

tree,

structure of sticks, lined with soft materials, quite cred-

itable to the builder.

There need never be any confusion

in the

mind

of an observer as to which of the two shrikes he sees, as this species
s seen only in summer, and the other only in late autumn, winter, or
early spring.

;
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Family VIREONID/E.

Red-eyed Vikeo.

Vireo olivaceus.
The

Red-eye

familiar

and shade

tree.

May

times of day from

For the

siderably.

May

8,

The

24.

an impartial seeker

is

song

Its

is

woodland, orchard,

in

a constant reminder of

August.

until

three years

last

624.

its

Its

presence at

its

May

record stands:

latest fall record that

September

liave is

1

all

spring coming varies con13,

May
The

15.

food habits of this vireo are of especial interest to the agriculturist, as
it

one of the few birds known

is

nest,

which

to destroy hairy caterpillars.

Its

suspended between the forks of a low branch, and

is

sometimes surprisingly near paths or highways,
posed of birch baik, though

one instance

in

is

usually largely

com-

have known newspaper

I

The song and call notes,
way of distinguishing the
hand, the narrow black and

to form a considerable part of the structure.

when once

learned, furnish

the readiest

When

vireos from one another.

near at

white lines above the eyes of this species serve to identify

Wakisling \'ireo.

Vireo gilvus.

Warbling Vireos are

less

627.

abundant here near the sea

a few miles inland, though they are very
tion seasons.

They

and elms of the
and

way and

common

in

summer than

during the migra-

are essentially village birds, preferring the maples

street to

late as they

it.

any

There they sing early

otlier situation.

from branch to branch, twisting their necks this

flit

peering in every direction for such insects and

that, while

They

larvas as infest foliage.

nest in town also, but select high sites

where the dangerous small boy cannot go.

1

have recorded their spring

coming on different dates between the fourth and the tenth of May
and their latest appearance has varied from the eleventh to the nineteenth of September.
The nest of this species is pendant like that of
all

the family, but ordinarily placed

much higher above

Yellow-throated

Vireo flavifrons.

the earth.

628.

\'ikeo.

The Yellow-throated Vireo breeds regularly at Hampton and more
or less commonly at Exeter, but it is infrequently seen here at Durham, even

in

migrating seasons, though

the

nesting occasionally.

I

have usually found

the foliage of deciduous trees.

noted this species

stomachs which

I

is

May

iS,

The

it

it

ought

earliest date

and the

latest

to

be found

near water, searching

on which

August 29.

I

have

Two May

have opened contained coleopterous, hemipterous,

and hymenopterous

insects.
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Blue-headed Vireo.

solita-rius.

The Blue-headed Vireo appears
diate locality, at least

it

629.

to be only a migrant in this

imme-

not ordinarily to be found here in the nest-

is

ing season, though in August

it

is

one need not go more than twenty or

often very

common.

However,

back from the coast

thirty miles

summer haunts. It is the first vireo to come north.
Even before the buds have swelled appreciably, the bold song of the
to reach its regular

Blue-head may be heard

in

the woods.

have twice recorded

I

presence on the twenty-seventh of April.

its

migrations are con-

Its

ducted so leisurely that we find them here nearly a month in spring,
and considerably more than that in autumn. Though lovers of woods
they are fond enough of town life, where there are plenty of trees.

common

elms of Exeter they are

In the old

movement.

I

have not recorded them

later

autumnal

during the

than the twenty-fifth of

September.

Vireo

On

Bell's Vireo.

bellii.

of

nineteenth

the

633.

November, 1897,

a cold, cloudy day, while

my

driving along the road leading to Piscataqua bridge,
attracted
it

by a small dull-colored

bird.

It

attention was

appeared to be chilled, as

from twig to twig of a tangled growth of poison ivy that

fluttered

overrun an old wall by the roadside.
of season, and

I

as the only sure

Such a bird was altogether out

immediately decided upon a post mortem examination

means of determining

its

identity.

It

proved to be a

specimen of BelTs Vireo, a species normally found on the prairies and
hitherto

unknown

in

New

England.

In size this vireo

college collection.

kind ordinarily found here.

Its

mounted skin

Its
is

much

now

is

general appearance

is

the vireo type

— much stouter

somewhat

its bill is

than a kinglet's.

Its

its

not unlike that

of the Ruby-crowned Kinglet, the main difference being that

white eye ring, no scarlet crown patch, and that

are also of a

in the

smaller than any of

it

has no

plainly after

throat

and breast

lighter shade.

Family MNIOTILTID.E.
Mniotilta varia.
This very

common

Black and White Warbler.

warbler has been seen here as early as the twenty-

seventh of April, though more often
the

first

lowed

week

in a

in

636.

May.

The males

few days by the females.

it

makes

its

appearance during

usually arrive

By

first,

the middle of

being

May

fol-

they are

BIRDS OF
paired, thouoh

often two weeks or

A

15.

was found dead

more before family cares begin

Thompson

at

it is

Hall in May, 1900, contained only the

family.

its

I

have

in

my

642.

to all the authorities that

have been able

1

New

Durham, May

this warbler that

24, 1898, which

have seen

I

alive.

It

Massachusetts, and

occasionally.

song,

Its

a

to consult,

Hampshire.

some low bushes by

collection a male taken in

at

as a rule,

trees.

Golden-winged

has not heretofore been reported from

localities in eastern

here

somewhat apart

woods

by no means uncommonly seen on deciduous

According

pond here

it

prefers evergreen

It

Helminthophila chrysoptera.
Warbler.
this species

is

This warbler's peculiar habit of creeping

about the trunks and larger branches of trees sets

from the rest of

have,

I

stomach from a Black and White Warbler which

remains of small beetles.

though

85
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Tlie latest record of this bird's presence that

in earnest.

September

it is
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the mill-

the only specimen of

is

regularly found in certain

is

pretty certain to be noted

is

monotonous

''

zee-zee-see-zee,''''

is

harsh, and so unlike the notes of our other birds, that a person with

some knowledge of songs

in

general will be quick to apprehend

its

presence in spring.

Helminthophila
This warbler

is

ruficapilla.
very

Nashville Warbler.

common, and

readily

645.

observed during the

spring migration, for then the male devotes considerable time to singing.

It

frequents sprout

larger growth.

I

eleventh of May.

land and

have recorded

The

flight lasts a

bushes,

Helminthophila celata.

New England

than woods

rather

week

or ten days.
at

A

few remain

Hampton.

Orange-crowned Warbler.

Bird Life," Vol.

p. 119,

1,

it is

the

Northern Parula

Warbler.
The

At

female was taken September 9, 1877.

Compsothlypis americana usnese.

648a.

Parula, or Blue Yellow-backed Warbler,

resident,

646.

stated that this

warbler has been found at Hollis and the Isles of Shoals.
latter place, a

of

appearance from the fourth to the

Mr. Shaw has found one nest

to breed.

In "

its

common

spring and

fall.

Its

is

a local

date of appearance

summer
is

quite

come on the eleventh,
of May, respectively.
The latest date on

constant.

In three successive years,

thirteenth,

and twelfth

it

has

.
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which

September

is

VICINITY.

Four

13.

stomachs

Pr.rula

have opened, contained hemipterous, coleopterous, hymenop-

I

and dipterous

terous,

it

DURHAM AND

were capsids and

The hemiptera

insects, beetles predominating.

tingitids,

and among the coleoptera were a ceram-

bycid and several chrysomelids.

In addition, one stomacli contained

and two lepidoptercus larva;. This warbler is usually found
grown, mixed woods.
It has been found nesting at Hampton,

a spider
in well

by Mr. Shaw, who has a nest

To one

in his possession.

with the architecture of this warbler, such a nest

unacquainted

a curiosity,

is

It is

moss {(Jsiiea) that is found suspended from the branches of trees in swamps, by winding it loosely
around a branch. The eggs are deposited in the "slack" underneath.
constructed of the

Dendroica

long, stringy

Yf.llow Warbler.

aestiva.

652.

Yellow Warblers are here sometimes by the fourth of May, and
from then on

till

September they are abundant

They

fresh water.

of the shyness so characteristic of

little

which

is

composed

neighborhood of

in the

frequent deciduous trees and bushes, and exhibit

many

largely of cottony materials,

fork, usually near the

ground but occasionally

Dendroica cserulescens.

The

warblers.

is

at a considerable height.

Black-throated

Blue

Warbler.
This species
If

654.
is

only a migrant, and generally

is

tially

a

state,

I

he

is

have found

summer home,

in its
it

to the twentieth

Though

usually able to see two or three.

woods bird

uncommon.

rather

an observer searches diligently from the fifteenth

of May,

nest,

placed in an upright

it is

essen-

in the higher portions of this

here in roadside trees quite as often as in the

woods

Dendroica coronata.
The

spring

movement

-Mvrtle Warbler.

655.

of this abundant migrant goes on so quietly

and with so little show of numbers that one is led to marvel at the
army of Yellow-rumps that overrun the orchards and pastures in October.
I have seen them here in spring as early as March 5, but that is
exceptionally early, and frequently
the migration

is

it is

northward about the middle of May.
late as

month

a

well in progress at this point.

on the eleventh of

that

I

month.

later

The

than that, before
last

of them go

have noted them plentiful as

My

earliest

fall

record

is
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September 19. They become abundant within a day or two of OctoI, and continue in great numbers for two weeks. By the twentieth
of October the majority are gone, thbugh a few remain till the first of
ber

November, and

I

have seen one at Hampton,

A

Sparrows, as late as November 30.

company with Tree

in

fortunate versatility of appetite

enables them to change their diet when the supply of insects wanes.

Their chief food while here consists of bayberries.
spring and

early

fall

specimens contain

nearer the extremities of winter, these

Stomachs of

besides

little

berries are eaten to a great

After the arrival of the large flocks in the

extent.

late

insects, but

fall,

they almost

constantly remain in the vicinity of patches of bayberry bushes.

have also observed them eating these berries

I

spring, even as late

in

as the sixth of .May.

The Black and Yellow

Wakblek.

.Magnolia

Dendroica maculosa.

or .Magnolia

Warbler usually

the tenth and sixteenth of iMay, and for a

common.

It is

trees or shrubbery,

study in the

and generally

nearer

the

accomplished

White

Mountains.

early, so silently that

field.

it

far

it

is

above the ground.

often escapes notice altogether.

common summer

residertts,

preference for deciduous shrubbery and sprout land.
their appearance

of the
is

is

a regular

Dendroica pennsylvanica. Chest.nut-sided Warbler.
Chestnut-sided Warblers are

and

evergreen

prefers

It

fairly

is

summer resiThe autumnal movement is

This species does not breed here though
dent

between

this active family,

seen not

is

arrives

week or ten days

one of the most vivacious of

proportionally difficult to

657.

I

659.

having a

have noted

on the eleventh of .May and within two or three days
comer they are usually plentiful. The nest

arrival of the first

placed in the fork of a bush, near the ground, often in one of those

tangles of brush and bushes which follow the clearing of a wood-lot.

Early in September they

fall

in

warblers, which surge through

soon

off

on

with the

great troop of migrating

our woodlands, and

all

together are

their long journey.

Dendroica castanea.

Bay-breasted Warbler.

660.

Bay-breasted warblers are regular migrants, but they are so few,
that the best observers often

fail

Durham,
twentieth of May.
There

to observe

three years' residence in

I

on the

is

them as they pass.

In

have seen but one, and that was
a week, beginning according to

^8
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between the twentieth and twenty-fifth of May whicli
might well be designated as " warbler week." Then, for a few days,

the season,

woods seem to be alive with them, and whoever will study warblers
main chance if he is not in the woods at sunrise.
Let
him go along the eastern margin of low woods, keeping just outside,
on grassland or in the highway where he can move about without
making much noise, and the birds will come to him to enjoy the
warmth of the rising sun, and moreover to catch the insects that are
active here before those deeper in the woods are astir.
The few
Bay-breasted Warblers that I have seen were all discovered in the way
They have always been in company with other
I have just advocated.
warblers, but I have never seen more than one at a time.
the

will miss his

Dendroica

striata.

Black-polls are
the

Di-ack-poll VV.vrblek.

common

twentieth and

spring and

the twenty-fifth of

66i.

They come between

migrants.

fall

May

— that

is,

simultaneously

with the Bay-breasted and Canadian Warblers, but they are

abundant than either of the
found

latter species.

far

more

Spring migrants are oftener

apple or maple trees on cultivated land, than in the woods.

in

I have usually seen them among gray birches and other
more or less scattered pasture trees. I have found them here in
autumn from August 31. until October 4.
The young birds have no
black on the crown, and are suft'used above and below with a yellowish
tinge, which renders them so unlike the adult male, the one usually

But

in the fall

seen

in spring, that

they are not leadily recognized.

Dendroica blackburnise.

Blackbuknian Warbler

In point of numbers, Blackburnian Warblers rank
species

come

among

but from the standpoint of beauty, none excel

first,

six in the

and while they are often

same

tree at once.

occurrence here in spring

is

solitary,

My

I

it.

662.

.

the scarcer

The males

have seen no

less

than

earliest record of this w-arbler's

the eleventh of

May.

As

a rule they

hemlocks and spruces preferred. They
the central portion of this state, and very probably

frequent evergreen woods,

breed sparingly in

do so here, though

I

have no data to

Dendroica virens.
There

when
spring.

is

still

snow

the song of this
Its earliest

this efiect.

Black-throated Green Warbler.
in the

woods, and the leaves are

common summer

appearance that

I

resident

is first

still

667.
in

bud,

heard in the

have recorded was on the

fifth
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I

autumn

In

have seen

it
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remains well into September, and

it

on the

in

month. Though

thirtieth of that

one
it

in-

shows

a marked preference for pine woods, its nest is sometimes found quite
away from them. I have a nest that was built in an apple tree, and
Mr. Shaw tells of one which he found at Hampton in a barberry bush.

The song
to

of this warbler

more or

tomed

to

roaming

Dendroica

always of the same character, yet subject

is

less variation.

a familiar aound to everybodv accus-

It is

afield in the springtime.

vigorsii.

I'ink

W.auulkr.

Pine Warblers begin to appear

in

671.

spring as early as the

on the list of warblers taken
coming, the Myrtle Warbler being first. F'or the

April, thus being second
their

after its

arrival

it

may be

pines for the summer.

White Creeper.

with

it.

It

is

the college reservoir.

I

falls

into the

its

it

to

summer denizen
have known it

one not already acquainted

of such pines as

remain

to

Dendroica palmaruin hypochrysea.
Warbler.
This species, which
in fields

are familiar.

on or near

Thompson

manner of the Black and
it one of our most

in

is

only a migrant,

Yellow

fairly

is

Pal.m

common

spring and

Palm Warblers love the ground and are generally seen either
I have observed them repeatedly in the pasture
back of

it.

hall,

now on

the grass and again in the barberry bushes

I

Their longest

have observed extended from the seven-

teenth of April to the eleventh of May.
their

presence

stomach of a specimen of
leaf,

the

Unlike others of this family with which we

and pastures.

stay in any one spring that

flies,

till

672a.

or scrub apple trees, searching actively for insects.

recorded

north of

lie

autumn

September.

thirtieth of

fall

sorts of

retires to the

song, which can hardly be told from

not disclose

will

a regular

it

color and quiet ways render

inconspicuous warblers, while

a Chipping Sparrow,

become warm,

frequently given to searching the crevices

It is

and then

Its dull

few weeks

first

sorts of trees, in all

all

the weather has

situations: but after

in the bark of trees,

seen in

of

fifteentii

in the order of

In a single

from September 20
this species taken in

and other undetermined

beetles,

remains of a hemipterous insect which

I

a

to

May
fly

could not

autumn

October

i.

I

have

The

contained May-

{wnscid) and the
identif)-.
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Ovex-bird.

Seiurus aurocapillus.

674.

The Oven-birds come with such regularity each spring tliat liave
come to regard the eleventh of May as their schedule date for arriving.
I have not seen them in the fall later than the twenty-third of September.
They belong to dense woods, regardless of the kind of trees, as
They walk over
they look for subsistence to the earth in particular.
I

the fallen leaves with an energetic dignity that
their quaintness is

branch after being disturbed, with

when

delivered in

distracting
bird gets

if

full

tail

name from

its

one sees the old bird leave

which

nest,

that

on the ground and
to discover unless

difficult

Watek-Thkush.

The Water-Thrush, Water Wagtail,

675.

Water Accentor,

or

as

is

it

always found near water, either by a brook or on

wooded shore of

the

built

is

it is

well-nigh

The Oven-

it.

Seiurus noveboracensis.

is

is

some other sound.

listening for

is

roofed with leaves and twigs, so

variously termed,

and

Their song,

beating time.

volume, has a piercing quality that

a person

its

quite amusing,

is

even greater as they parade up and down a naked

a pond, or in a

as early as the thirtieth of April, but

swamp.

difificult

It

swamps

the

in

is

to find

when

silent,

and

when the season of song is over one may as well look for a needle in
have never seen one later than
a haymow as for Water-Thrushes.
I

the twenty-si.xth of September.

I

have found them

in the

breeding

season in the swamps of Harrington and Lee, and during the
migration they usually
hall,

visit

and often remain there

Oven-bird

accustomed

it is

the

September

in

to

fall

the rear of

Thompson

for a fortnight.

Like the

brook

little

in

walk when on a smooth

surface, yet

it

hops from rock to rock, or from branch to branch, as readily as a
sparrow.

It

the margins of pools and brooks, and fre-

feeds from

quently takes bits of food that are floating on the surface.
sant wagging of

Geothlypis
If
it is

its

Coxxecticut Warbler.

agilis.

one knows just when and where to look
not

difficult

discovery.

first

land Yellow-throat that
favorable circumstances
will hide

if

inces-

678.

for this warbler

to find, but otherwise there are several

In the

The

suggests an agitated sandpiper.

its tail

it
;

place

it

looks so

would pass

further,

it

for

much

like a

I

believe

obstacles to

female Maty-

one unless seen under very

keeps close in the shrubbery, and

approached closely enough

for a

good look and
;

still

further
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conies to us only in the

fall,

the season of silence

many

almost unaided by the ear. and so
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when

the eye

birds pass unheeded.

to be distinguished from the .Maryland Yellow-throat

by

is

It is

white eye

its

and by the sides of its breast, which are heavily shaded with
are the earliest and latest dates
September 23 and October
olive.
ring,

1

on which

has

it

come

to

my

Molkninx; Warblek.

Geothlypis Philadelphia.
The .Mourning Warbler
ever see one.

of

its

first

presence that

I

week

all

in

June, igoo, which

have been able to

is

the only evidence

find.

Mai{vlanij Vellow-thkoat.

Geothlypis trichas.
Of

Miss Mary Calef of

living.

the skin of a male caught there by a cat some-

me

Exeter has shown

679.

a migrant so rare that very few observers

is

have never seen one

I

time during the

1

notice.

68

i.

the warblers found here, none are so numerous as the Mary-

There

land Yellow-throat.

is

hardly an alder run or a briar patch

one of these

that does not harbor at least

pessimists.

little

They

love

and go where you
will in this region of creek.s and brooks the fussy challenge and black
mask of the Yellow-throat is sure to greet you. As one regards the

a water-course for

little

as

if

its

insects

being interrupted,

it

almost seems

if

he had to close

imp scolding vociferously

at

But when,

it.

sing and rises to .some

little

tangles,

he would not look on the bright side of life, even

his eyes to avoid

to

and sheltering

all

undisturbed, he feels an impulse

half-prominent twig to utter his cheerful

song, he seems quite a different bird.

It is

the same, but the composition and accent

My

able.

earliest

is

note

surprising to

The

the variations in this song in different localities.

voice

is

always

sometimes unrecogniz-

spring record for this species

is

.May

1

1

.

They

are abundant up to the middle of September, and sometimes linger

October i
Of two stomachs of this species, one taken August 30
and the other September 24, neither contained any vegetable matter.
Their contents included spiders, dipterous larvae, coleoptera, hymen-

"till

.

optera,

and hemiptera.

of grass.

It is

The

for its construction or to feed
I

is

usually placed near water in a tuft

iier

is

complaining of

I

I

thought was amply

its lot.

was an immature male w-hich

Plymouth, Mass.

seen carrying material

young.

once saw a .Maryland Yellow-throat which

justified in
It

nest

hard to find, unless the bird

was surprised

I

found spending the w^inter

to hear the familiar plaint,

at

one

;
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morning
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in

far
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The sound came from

north.

a

rank weeds, where a number of Song and Tree Sparrows

patcli of

were gleaning a breakfast.

and sure enough, there

investigated,

I

was a Yellow-throat chumming with the sparrows, thougli what he
found

to eat,

I

do not know.

On New

Year's day the weather

Three inches of snow

decidedly cold.

had previously been bare, and the thermometer went down
degrees above zero, Fahrenheit, that night.

A gale from

brought rigorous weather.
schooners went ashore
the zero mark.

went

I

watching from day
hills

in the harbor,

the north was so severe that three

and the mercury was

The sparrows were

to day.

to four

The morning of the second,

search of the colony of birds

in

became

during the day, the ground

fell

in the lee

still

near

had been

I

of the sand-

unconcernedly getting breakfast, but what of their warbler com-

panion?

found him

I

at last, at the top of a bluff, facing the east

Cod Bay.

overlooking Cape

A

yet here, on a few inches of bare frozen earth, sheltered by

grass that was

still

and

bleaker scene would be hard to find

standing, was our pilgrim.

Probably

some dead
for the first

time in his life he was silent when there was a man in sight.
He
was evidently very cold, but he hopped about in a determined way,
if he meant to
sume he did so,

as

stick

influence of ocean
that

till spring, come what would, and I presnow was gone in a day or two under the
and there was not another bit of weather like

it

out

for the
air,

winter.

all

"Wilsonia pusilla,

Wilson's Waki^lek.

Wilson's Warbler, or Wilson's Black-cap,

migrants

that traverse

willows,

alders,

this

and other

is

685.

one of the

section, semi-annually.

trees

which grow

in

less

They

common
frequent

wet places.

I

have

them along the course of the brook between Thompand the mill-pond. I have seen them for the first time, two
years, on May 13.
The first arrivals that I have seen have

usually observed

son

hall

different

been males, the females coming somewhat
twenty-ninth of May, on which date

never noted
late in

which

May
I

their

fall

passage.

later, at least as late as the

have observed one.

The stomach

I

have

of a specimen taken

contained remains of a spider and various insects,

among

could recognize characteristics enough to identify a lampyrid

beetle, a small neuropter,

chodidce,

I

and

and the dipterous

Cecidoviyiidce.

families: Muscida:,

Psy-
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Sylvania canaiensis.
If
fifth

of May, he

may form

is

it

by no means

is

Caxadian Warbler.

686.
to the

twenty-

a passing acquaintance with the Canadian

not likely to meet

rare.
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one searches lowland woods from" the eighteenth

Warbler, otherwise he
time
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it

in this locality.

.At

that

company with other

usually seen in

warblers that arrive at the same time, though apparently rather from a

common

impulse, than a real social instinct. While

here, one does not have to

go more than

the mountains to reach the outskirts of

Setophag-a ruticilla.
The Redstart

is

and woods, usually
species,

upon

it is

though

687.

in the vicinity of

Like the two preceding

water.

a tly-catching warbler, subsisting to a considerable extent

affair,

The males

are often here
later.

The

by the tenth of May,
nest

is

a dainty cup-

usually built in an upright fork of a small deciduous

Redstarts are generally
I

toward

breeding range.

its

an abundant summer species, inhabiting thickets

flying insects.

tree.

only a migrant

.American Redstart.

and the females follow a few days
shaped

it is

thirty or forty miles

all

gone by the end of September,

have on one occasion noticed an adult male on the

fifth

of

October.

Family MOT.ACILLID.^.

Anthus pensilvanicus.
Pipits,

American

or Titlarks, are abundant

most noticeable

in

Pipit.

during their migrations, but are

autumn, w^hen they are

marshes almost continually from September
their arrival,

till

the middle of October.

are reached during the

tirst

week

in

697,

to

be found on the salt

15, the average

Their

October,

when

date of

maximum numbers
the

first

cold snap

sends the main host toward a warmer climate. Although the smoothly

mown

marshes around Great Bay and along the seaboard are their
grounds in this region, it is not uncommon to see

favorite feeding

them running about

is cut and shocked.
A
September had eaten eggs of some

cornfields after the corn

specimen shot

in a cornfield late in

undetermined

insect, a larval fly, a click beetle,

belonging

to the familv OtiorJivncliidcs.

and ten snout-beetles
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Family

Mimus
I

am

-Mockinghikd.

polyglottos.

703.

able to add the Mockingbird to this

immature specimen

killed at

list

Hampton, August

the possession of Mr. Shaw.
year,

VICINITY.

This

i)ird

on the strength of an

and now

24, 1900,

in

was evidently a young of the

and showed no indications of having been caged. The occurNew Hampshire is extraordinary, although

rence of a mockingbird in
I

have been informed that a pair bred regularly near Worcester, Mass.,

some years

since,

and

aught

for

I

know,

Almost every alder run and

May

coming

7

— the average time being four or

which then take a prominent place on
earth for insects,

but sing from

coarse, bulky structure,
frosts

I

days

five

summer home

have set down

for their

Insects form

later.

ripening of berries and other small fruits,

the

their chief diet until

718.

leafy thicket furnishes a

the earliest date

is

so.

Catiukd.

Galeoscoptes carolinensis.
for Catbirds.

do

still

is

their

a tree top,

menu.

They go

and the

nest,

bush or sapling.

built in a

to

which

the
is

a

After the early

come. Catbirds seek such moist runs as are

in

the shelter of

pines or other dense trees, where they stay well into September, and
I

have known individuals to remain

Toxostoma
The

same

my

latest,

10.

Its

according to the season.

had eaten a

home

its

in

705.

Brown Thrasher's residence with

as that of the Catbird,

October

the tenth of October.

Brown Thkasher.

rufus.

period of the

the

till

beetle, a

my

specimen which

caterpillar,

some dense bush, often a

The

practically

May

8, and
and seeds
once examined

fruits,
I

soil.

It

makes

Its nest is

solitary one, such as a scrub

apple tree, a barberry, or a thorn bush, though

placed on the ground.

is

and a small snake.

upland thickets, preferring dry to moist

usually built in

us

being

food consists' of insects,

A May

smooth

earliest record

it is

not infrequently

extensive tracts of pasture land covered

with juniper and barberry bushes, in this vicinity, offer famous retreats
for

Thrashers.

Thryothorus ludovicianus.
In the second edition of Minot's

England," Mr. Brewster

Rye Beach,

as follows

:

Carolina Wren.
*•

718.

Land and Game Birds of New

cites a record of the

" Mr Spellman has

occurrence of this wren at

also reported (Bull.

N. O.

DURHAM AND
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C,

Vol. VI., 1881, p. 54) seeing two birds, one of which he

Rye Beach, N. H., August
if

New Hampshire

occasional presence

ornithologists keep a sharp lookout,

announced anywhere

likely to be

is

sliot, at

Of course this is considerably
CaroliTia Wren, yet I have reason to

1S80."

7,

north of the normal range of the
believe that
its
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in

the

southern or central portions of the state.

Housk Wrex.

Trog-lodytes a'edon.

721.

While House Wrens are likely to be f"ound breeding anywhere in
locality, at the same time they are actually so scarce as to be
almost rare.
My only record of this Wren's appearance here relates
this

to a spring

migrant which

are certainly less

The

ago.
in

which

I

I

have seen none.

tumbled-down stone
ing brush.

now than they were fifty
have seen one are many less than

in this state

years in which

tions around here that

I

have not found

have visited.

I

of this species

to be looked for along

It is

is

agreeable to hear, yet inferior

Winter Wren.

to that of its relative, the

Olbiorchilus hiemalis.

Winter Wren.

722.

Winter Wrens usually journey northward through
the latter half of April.

any of the collec-

in

it

years

those

hidden by raspberry bushes and decay-

walls, half

The song

They

observed on the nineteenth of May.

I

common

They move along very

escape the notice of casual observers.

In the

during

this section

quietly,

and generally

they usually appear

fall

about the twelfth of October; few remain after the end of that inonth,

though sometimes they stay much

Mr. George F. Wentworth

later.

has seen a pair at Dover on the thirtieth of December, and Mr.
tells

he saw

cf one which

at

Hampton

Winter Wrens can be found here
mountains they are

The song

season.

and
lielp

is

to

in the

of this wren

is

stellaris.

breed at least as

this
far

the bird's presence

among

species,

north as
is

little

nearer the

to

that a listener cannot

keep his hold on the perch.

William Brewster

Rye Beach, N.

have

failed to

in

that

it

H.''

is

it.

page 76,

" known

to

This evidence of

of the fact that

support

724.

the second

New England,'"

informs us

sufficient, in spite

local ornithologists

volume and melody,

for

abandon

Minofs " Land and Game Birds of

note, concerning

Shaw

hardly think

Short-billed .Marsh Wren.

item from the pen of Mr.

edition of

I

summer, but a

marvelous

wondering how the singer manages

An

January.

be found in moist woods during the nesting

delivered with such an energetic

Cistothorus

in

all

inquiries
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Family

Although

should not be at

I

anywhere

in

spring longer than

about here, such would be an exceptional case,

record that

have

I

is

cold they join that well

September

known band

first

bird lovers during the winter.

week

much

note are

usual to find two or three

Its
all

keep up the

to

It is difficult

its call

as a

for,

The

May.

earliest

After the weather becomes

16.

feathers more subdued than a Creeper.

of search for food, and

in

of Chickadees, Nuthatches,

peckers, and Kinglets, which help so

It is

726.

surprised to hear of a creeper's nest

all

where they usually remain

Creepers are not seen after the

rule.
fall

else

U.-E.

Brown Creeper.

Certhia familiaris americana.

in the college pines,

1 1

Wood-

spirits

of

anything in

to imagine

color, its size,

mode

its

calculated to avoid notice.

moving along

same company,

in the

yet w ithout appearing to pa} any particular attention to one another.

But while ordinarily sober
ately enlivened.

well

I

of them, assembled in a

and

a mild

sides of the

game

it

as on

little

tree,

things they are sometimes moder-

oak grove, entertained

me

four

with songs

and went round and round, each out of the

The song was

of the same cjuality as the familiar

call

was louder and connected into almost a warble, quite a

The

pleasing effort.

much

all

of hide and seek, in which two birds took opposite

same

other's sight.

note, but

in

remember a bright February morning when

Creeper's progress depends on

its

legs quite as

wings, being on general principles not unlike that of

its

Both begin

flying squirrels.

at the base of a tree,

ascend

it,

dart off

obliquely to the base of another tree, and repeat the process indefinitely.

Family FARID.E.
Sitta carolinensis.

White-breasted Nuthatch.

The White-breasted Nuthatch

is

727.

a resident throughout the year.

more or less of an influx from the north, and during
They
that seasf^in they are more evenly distributed than in summer.
are not confined to the woods, but visit the village fruit and shade
In winter there

trees as

well,

is

and not infrequently nest

apple tree near the

Durham

post-office

in

people passed within two feet of the nest
also

known an

old nuthatch to rear her

The common

a ridge-pole of a barn.
or large branch, which

is

easily drilled.

A

there.

pair built

in

an

1898, so near a path that

many

young

times a day.

in a hole at the

nesting site

is

I

have

end of

a decayed stub
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Red-breastkd Nuthatch!

728.

Red-breasted Nuthatches are abundant winter birds

The

woods.

college pines

and the

coniferous

in

growth lying north

tract of smaller

of the reservoir support numbers of them every winter.

Unlike their

white-breasted cousins they rarely appear in public places, but are
easy to find by their

seen them here

them

in

call

notes,

summer, the

autumn being September

in

when they

earliest date

are sought.

on which

They breed

14.

I

I

have not

have observed

in the

the state and probably do so sparingly in this vicinity.

interior of

Their nest-

ings are similar to those of the White-breasted Nuthatch.

Parus

Chickadee.

atricapillus.

Chickadees are

common

735.

the year round, but most abundant in win-

when numbers come from farther north. Thev are the leading
spirits in each roving company of winter birds that one finds in the
woods. They are quick and alert, take delight in teasing an owl, and
are ready to sound the alarm at the appearance of a hawk, when their
ter,

associates, the Nuthatches

and Woodpeckers, would be as silent as
Although essentially insectivorous, I have observed
that they do not hesitate to devour such vegetable matter as bay-

so

many

berries

sticks.

and seeds of poison

for a nest, usually

One goes
the hole

in
is

ivy.

They peck

a hole in a decayed tree

near the ground, both sexes working alternately.

and comes out

directly with a chip in

its bill;

the instant

vacant, the other dives in and as quickly reappears with

another chip.

After steady labor for fifteen or twenty minutes both

go away a little while for rest and food but they are very industrious
and a nest begun is soon completed. Unlike Woodpeckers, which lay
their eggs on the bare floor of the cavity thev have excavated, Chickadees collect a large amount of hair with which they construct a soft,
;

w^arm nest.

While Chickadees are generally very peaceful among
is a week or so about the first of March when they

themselves, there

are inclined to be quarrelsome.

presume that

1

to

be the mating

season.

Family SYLVIID.t.
Reg-ulus satrapa.

Golden-crowned Kinglet.

Golden-crowned Kinglets are here
first
all

of October until the

of

in

May.

varying numbers from about the

Some

years they are

common

and again only a few remain through the season ofintensest
They frequent all kinds of trees impartially, and rarely stay

winter,

cold.

first

748.
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anvwhere more thnn a second or two while daylight lasts. In point
of restless activity, the Kinglets, this and the next species, rank next
to the

They

Hummingbird.

and

are constantly darting here

there,

a characteristic action being to hover for an instant beneath a leaf
or branch for the purpose of investigating the under side.

hovering attitude

is

warblers are mostly gone.
of this Kinglet

beauty spot, as

obvious.

is
I

The yellow
The males

are evidently conscious of this

The

that of the

and musical but rather abrupt, and quite

Rubv-ckow.\ed Ki.xglkt.

The Ruby-crowned Kinglet

a spring

is

and

fall

749.

visitant.

have

I

here on the twenty-ninth of September, and from then on

it

In the spring visit of this

about the twentieth of October.

until

inferior to

Ruby-crowned Kinglet.

Begulus calendula.
noted

I

singer did not devote

music but sang as he went about his hunting.

his entire attention to

clear

when

it

Once, on the eleventh of March,

heard a Golden-crowned Kinglet sing.

is

when
crown

or orange patch on the

have repeatedly seen them bow and expand

in the presence of the other sex.

The song

This quick,

diagnostic of the Kinglets in their season,

Kinglet, which begins about the twentieth of April, and lasts hardly

more than a week,

it is

mellow whistle, which

not unusual to hear

quite similar to those of
readily recognized by

its

song.

very pleasant to the ear.

is

golden-crowned

its

Family

has a brisk

manners are

relative, but

white eye ring, which

its

It

Its

is

it

may be

always noticeable.

TURD D^.
I

Hylocichla mustelinus.

Wood

The Wood
The only evidence of
from Mr. Shaw, who

to be rare this side of Massachusetts.

Thrush appears
its

Thrush.

presence that

I

755.

have been able to get comes

reports having once seen

Amesbury, the

also has a specimen taken at

first

it

at

Hampton.

He

town across the Mas-

sachusetts boundary.

Hylocichla fuscescens.
The "

Veerv."'

sentative of

its

Tawny,

tribe

Wilsons Thrush.

or Wilson's

erably shorter than the Hermit's.

which
last

I

have noted

week

in

it.

Thrush

which we have

May

The autumnal

September.

It

prefers

is

the

summer.

in

11,

is

756.

commonest

repre-

Its stay is consid-

the earliest date on

flight is practically

ended the

low, moist, deciduous woods.
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in a

nest, a bulky affair of coarse materials,

low bush.

species

It

is

and the Hermit, by

is

crown

olive from

when

sight, but

much

on the ground or

the light

is

right, the

fainter than those of the

and the back, rusty red throughout,
which

built

is

easy to distinguish between this

not always

breast spots are seen to be
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contrast with

in

rump.

to

Hylocichla ustulatus swainsonii.

OLivE-nvcKEij

Thrush.

758a.

Though Durham is within
home of this thrush, it is but
ity riy

or seventy miles of the

si.\ty

rarely .seen here.

I

summer

suppose the major-

over without stopping so near the end of their migration.

other words

we

are not a day's journey from the Olive-back's

and being of a business-like nature,
merely because

it

does not

after year, but not until the spring of

rewarded.

On

near sunset,
flights.

to

making

spot

have looked for

I

1900 was

that year,

I

my

lal)or

discovered one,

way across some

cultivated land bv short
was taking advantage of the approaching
go from one piece of woods to another, as it showed no incliI

its

.surmised that

it

Other observers, who had looked

nation to stop and feed.

long as

May,

the twenty-second of

In

home,

visit this historic

men.

a point of interest to

is

it

them year

dusk

Hermit,

the Hermit's,

I,

were not

less fortunate that spring.

in vain as

In the central part of

the state, where they are as rare as here, they were common for a
week or more. It is readily distinguished from the other thrushes by
its

back, which

is

dark olive throughout.

Hylocichla guttata
The Hermit Thrush
ally

be found

in the

is

HeriMit Thrush.

pallasii.
a

summer

plentiful

may

them

;

but

I

usu-

have never found

here as they are nearer the mountains.

earliest note of their arrival
is

759b.

pair or two

dense pines near the college reservoir, and other

similar growths are likely to shelter

them nearly so

A

resident.

dated April

in spring is

nearer the middle of that

month when they

5,

are

My

but as a rule
first

seen.

it

In

autumn the main flight occurs about the twentieth of October, though
more or less linger till well in November. Their food consists mainly
of insects and berries. In October I have known them to eat freely of
the berries of the

common

elder.

I

am

species in the woods, by the color of
in proper light.

The

tail is rusty, in

usually able to distinguish this

back and tail, if I can get it
marked contrast with the olive-

its

brown back and head. The breast, too, is rather heavily spotted, far
more so than that of Wilson's Thrush, the onlv other likelv to be seen

;
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as a vocalist that the

It is

song

Hermit deserves especial

doubly impressive because

it is

rendered in

the quiet hours of morning and evening, or during the

lull

following a

Its inspiring

notice.

summer shower, when

is

the clear, soul-stirring

melody of

this prince of

preachers comes up from the somber pines like a benediction.

Merula migratoria.
Robins are

found

to be

Amkkica.x Robin.
in this

I

summer

here.

corner of the state

Brief selections from

my

the year round

notes on the Robin for the

year 1898 present an average statement
are as follows:

all

here in winter are not the same that

believe those found

though

761.

of

its

They

movements.

February 14, a warm morning, Robins calling

pines east of the mill-pond; March 11, a large flock flew over

wave of migrants
is

completed

November

in

:

tree,

—

first

ended; April 25, a nest
while there is not yet a leaf on it

April 21, the migration

an apple

in the

is

southward

8, a springlike day. the last

flight

passed over

between eight and ten o'clock in the morning, five flocks aggregating
Robins seen here between December i and
about two hundred.
March i must be reckoned as winter residents, as migration waves do

There

not pass during that period.

and Robins are able

They

find

which

to

is

comparatively

little

snow here

spend the winter without especial hardship.

an abundant supply of barberries and red cedar berries on

to subsist,

from cold winds.

and plenty of dense pine woods
one

If

will

through the woods and pastures that

and Great Bav, he

between the Newmarket road

lie

almost certain to find Robins

is

to shelter tliem

take the trouble to search diligently

at

any time during

the winter.

Sialia sialis.

The

first

Bluebird.

Bluebird

766.

comes very

regularly

on or about the tenth

The main
bodv of migrants comes about April i, and for a week or so Bluebirds
are reallv plentiful, but when the final flight is passed they are sadly
The fall migration is practically ended by the twenty-fifth of
few.
of March, unless prevented by unusually severe weather.

October, and by the

first

of

November

the last one has disappeared.

So long

as insects are to be found in sufficient quantities, they consti-

tute the

Bluebird's principal diet, but,

various small fruits are consumed.

The

as

the insect supply wanes,

pale berries of the panicled

dogwood {Conuis paniadatus), which grows

in

this vicinity quite

abundantly, are eaten to a considerable extent in October.
that a bird

It is

a pity

so manifestly correct in every particular should not be

BIRDS OF
more abundant.
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Their numbers during migration

do not indicate

approaching extinction, but they are apparently leaving us for a more
satisfactory realm

somewhere

to the northward, quite possibly in the

newly cleared portions of northern Maine.

We

cannot blame them for

deserting us.

English Sparrows pre-empt their former nesting places

in hollow trees

and bird-houses, and

nest,

it is

Three years ago
erty,

hoping

them

visited
I

had

I

they rind a shelter and build a

also,

to induce

more Bluebirds

sure that a

to

spend the summer here.

at times to learn the success of

and

the eggs are laid.

put out a dozen nesting bo.xes on the college prop-

to climb, but before long,

rounds

if

too often despoiled by boys as soon as

after that

I

my

undertaking

;

I

at first,

an egg collector got to making the

had only

to see if the roof

box had not been occupied.

was on,

to

be

A SUPPLEMENTARY

Including

TO

Birds
BE

More or

Found Here.

Less

Likely
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Order PYGOPODES.

Cepphus mandtii.

Mandt"s (Guillemot.

This guillemot, which

is

28.

hardly more than a northern race of the

Black Guillemot, or Sea Pigeon, breeds from Labrador and Hudson
Bay northward, and appears ofl" our coast in winter.

Uria

troile.

This species
of

its bill is

Murre.
is

30.

similar to Brunnich's

not less than three times

its

Murre

in size, but the length

depth at the

nostril.

It is

a

scarce winter visitant off our shore.

Order LONGIPENNES.
Megalestris skua.

A

Skua.

35.

comer from polar regions.

rare

Stercorarius pomarinus.

Pomarixe Jaeger.

36.

This jaeger has a more northerly distribution than the Parasitic,
but

ought

it

be seen occasionally by those

to

who

follow the sea in

winter.

Stercorarius longicaudus.
This

is

Long-tailed Jaeger.

38.

another species likely to be run across at intervals by any en-

terprising naturalist

who

take ship in cold weather.

will

The

three species are to be distinguished from gulls by their dark
color,

though to separate them from one another without shedding

blood would be a more

difficult

Larus leucopterus.
,

This species

is

matter.

Iceland Gull.

said to be similar in size

ring Gull, except that the tips of

from the

Very

little is

in size to

and

its

43.

and coloration

wings are black.

to the
It is

Her-

a rarity

far north.

Larus kumlieni.

feet

last

brown

Kumlien's Gull.

known about

this gull.

the Herring Gull, has the
legs are pink.

45.
It is

a winter visitant, equal

tips of its

wings white, and

its
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Larus

The Laughing
head

Laughing Gull.

atricilla.

In size

it.

is

the Kittiwake, and

fall

small as Bonaparte's Gull, but

is

black

62.

as far south

least

at

have

I

its

off.

a resident of the Arctic regions that

seen spring and

is

like

summer, though

Sabine's Gull.

sabinii.

This Gull

it is

long way

will reveal its identity a

Xema

58.

Gull ought to be seen here in

found no trace of
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as

Long

is

occasionally

Island.

distinguished by a forked

It is

tail,

as

which

incised to the extent of about an inch.

Gelochelidon nilotica.
This

been killed

Sterna

Gulled-hilled Tekn.

a'southern bird that rarely strays to

is

at least as far

is

63.

England.

It

has

north as Grand Menan.

Forster's Tern.

forsteri.

Tills tern

New

69.

only a possibility, as at this latitude

fined to the interior of the continent.

One

it

is

chiefly con-

or two have been taken on

the Massachusetts coast.

Sterna paradissea.
Although

I

Arctic Tern.

had ever seen one,

it

is

it is

Its bill is

Sterna

a

little

less

must be found along the coast.

Common

than the

Tern, though

its tail is

dovigalli.

The Roseate Tern
Its bill is black,

is

Roseate Tern.
is

of casual

occurrence north of Cape Cod, but

sometimes visited by

except for a

little

72.

orange

it.

and undoubtedly ours

is.

at the base.

Hydrochelidon nigra surinamensis.

Black Tern.

-j-j.

unlikely that this tern will be found here, perhaps, yet

occurred in Maine and Massachusetts as a rare spring and
It is

In

longer.

carmine throughout.

the Maine coast

It is

on the

surely due to a lack of proper scrutiny

part of the observers, as that tern
size

71.

have been unable to find an Arctic Tern, or anybody who

fall

it

has

migrant.

an inhabitant of the interior and western portions of America.

Rynchops

nigra.

Bl.\ck Skimmer.

80.

The Skimmer must be an occasional passer off shore, as it is now
and then reported from Maine, though it is uncommon north of New
Jersey.
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Order TUBINARES.

Fulmarus

Fulmar.

glacialis.

Fulmars do not appear

common much

be

to

86.

but in winter more or less are to be seen

oft"

south of Newfoundland,

our coast.

In coloration

but their " double-barreled " nostrils

they resemble Herring Gulls,

The

prevent them from being thought gulls on close examination.

Fulmar averages nineteen inches long.

Fulmarus
This

is

a sub-species of the

occurrence, but from which

average length

is

last, to

it

which

it

similar in color

is

distinguished by

is

and

lesser size.

Its

94.

from the southern hemisphere.

visitor off the coast

Black-capped Petrel.

Mr. Henry \V. Osgood of

Pittsfield writes

me

one mile south of

Pittsfield,

Mr. Osgood and

now

is

August 31, 1895.

in the collection of

town of Chichester,
It

its

was mounted by

Dr. Brewer of Cambridge,

was evidently brought by a cyclone which

a day or two previous to

98.

that a Black-capped

Petrel was found in an e.xhausted condition in the

It

its

Sooty Shearw.ater.

Aestrelata hasitata.

Mass.

86a.

eighteen inches.

PuflBnus Strickland!.

A summer

Lesser Ful.mar.

glacialis minor.

visited that region

capture.

Order STEGANOPODES.

Phalacrocorax carbo.

Cormorant.

119.

This species occurs similarly to the Double-crested Cormorant, but
I

do not know of a capture or an observation of

it

within the limits of

this review.

Order AXSERES.

Mareca penelope.
This

is

the

Widgeon

Widgeon.

the shores of this country quite a

has

its

136.

known to straggle to
good many times. The adult male

of Europe, which has been

neck and the sides of

its

head chestnut, and

it

lacks the heavy

green patch behind the eye, which characterizes the male of the American

Widgeon

or Baldpate,
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Nettion crecca.
This

is
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138.

another trans-Atlantic fowl that sometimes inadvertently

comes to America. Its general coloration is very similar to that of
the Green-winged Teal, but it differs in lacking the conspicuous white
bar on each side of the breast.

Aythya

Canvas-back.

vallisneria.

147.

highly probable that the Canvas-back appears here at irregular

It is

intervals, in

autumn

at least.

Northern Eider.

Somateria mollissima borealis.
This

is

159.

a nortliern form of Eider, breeding in Greenland.

can

It

The

be distinguished from the American Eider only after capture.

two projections of the horny bill-sheath, toward the top of the head,
and acute, on this species, in contrast to those on

are parallel, narrow,

which are divergent, broad, and rounded

dresseri,

Chen hyperborea
This

is

nivalis.

a rare visitant to

New

at the end.

Greater Snow Goose.

169a.

England from the

Adults,

interior.

excepting their black primaries, are entirely white.

Chen

caerulescens.

Blue Goose.

169.

This species nas been taken once or twice

Anser albifrons gambeli.

i

in .Maine.

American White-fronted

Goose.

171a.

Another possible visitant from the
New England.

interior.

Only a few have been

taken in

Branta nigricans.
The

Pacific

England, and

Bl.a.ck

Brant.

form of our Brant.
it is

It

not impossible that

174is

accredited to southern

it

may be found

be distinguished from our Brant by a broad white

here.

collar,

New

It is

to

broken be-

hind in the middle of the neck.

Odrer HERODIONES.
Plegadis autumnalis.
This

is

a casual

Glossy

186.

Ibis.

wanderer from the south.

In October, 1858, an

adult specimen was taken at Alton by Dr. Charles Palmer of Ipswich,

Mass.

(American Naturalist, i87i,p. 120.)
New England states.

several times in other

It

has also been taken
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Ardea candidissima.

A

rare, casual visitor

The

Little

from the south that

Blue Heron has been taken

is

lias

been observed

Little Blle Heron.

and presumably occurs here
the Atlantic coast

197.
in

Nova

and Connecticut.

Scotia, Massachusetts

Ardea cserulea.

VICINITY.

New

Maine and Massachusetts

intervals.

at rare

normally

in

200.

Its

northern limit on

Jersey.

Order PALUDICOL^.

Grus mexicana.

Saxuhill Crane.

206.

In looking over the birds of Mr. Turner, taxidermist, Portsmouth,

discovered a Sandhill Crane,

Mr. Turner stated that
state,

Rallus eleg-ans.
rail is

was shot

it

This specimen

about 1896.

This

in

still

strings, with

at Lovell's
is

now

Pond, Wakefield,

this

in the college collection.

King Rail.

208.

seldom found north of the Middle

rence in Maine and other

I

wires protruding.

New England

states, but its occur-

states entitles

it

to a place

on

this list of possibilities.

Order LIMICOL/E.
Recurvirostra americana.

New

American Avocet.

225.

Brunswick, Maine, and Massachusetts each have records of the

Avocet"s appearance within twenty-five years.

Macrorhamphus scolopaceus.

Long-billed Dowitcher.
2^2.

This

is

the form

Snipe in the west.
stances as the

which replaces our Dowitcher, or Red-breasted
It

common

Tringa ferruginea.

ought to be found here under the same circumspecies,

though

far less

abundantly.

Curlew Sandpiper.

244.

This wanderer from the old world has been taken a number of times
at ditferent points

on the

New

England coast, both spring and

fall.

DURHAM AND
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Pavoncella pugnax.
The Ruff

109

VICINITY.

Ruff.

260.

European sandpiper that has been found at various
Its appearance nearest this
points along our New England coast.locality, so far as I know, has been at Newburyport marshes, where a
(Brewster, American Naturalist,
female was killed, May 20, 1871.
a

is

1872, p. 306.)

Numenius

Eskimo Curlew.

borealis.

This curlew

is

quite certain to be taken

migrating seasons.

It is

266.

now and then during

the

an abundant breeder in Laborador, but

route to and from appears to

northeast storm in September

lie

to the eastward of our

likely

is

to drive

more

shore.

or less of

its

A

them

ashore.

Haematopus

A

rare

.Vmericax Oyster-catcher.

palliatus.

bird this side of

New

Jersey, yet

it

286.

has been taken as

far

north as the Bay of Fundy.

Order RAFTORES.
Turkey Vulture.

Cathartes aura.
The Turkey

been recorded from Maine, Vermont and

\'ulture has

Massachusetts, and

likely to

is

later.

327.

Swallow-tailed Kite has been observed several times in Massa-

chusetts,

and

was seen

in 1875,

at least

once

Swainson's

in

New

Hampshire,

at Franklin,

where one

by Mr. George Stolworthy of that town.

Buteo s-wainsoni.

it

be taken here sooner or

Swallow-tailed Kite.

Elanoides forflcatus.
The

325.

Hawk

Swainsons Hawk.

is

342.

not a resident this side of the Ohio river, but

has been found in Maine and Massachusetts, and hence of course

is

a possibility here.

Aquila cbrysaetos.
The Golden Eagle
parts of this state,
sibilitv.

is

Goldex Eagle.

349.

a rarity, even in the mountainous, unsettled

and here

it is

not more than an unlocked for pos-
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Gvkfalcox.

Falco rusticolus.

354.

Tliere are thought to oe four varieties in boreal America, which

sometimes
in

New

They vary

in

color from black to white, but

may

— they are about two

long

always be identified by their large

— and

Three of them have been taken

visit the states in winter.

England.

siz.c

feet

the distinctly toothed cutting-edge of the upper mandible.

Black Gyrfalcon, sub-species obsoletus, was killed neariMilford

in

A

1891,

and mounted by Mr. James F. .Melzer of that town.

Duck Hawk.

Falco peregrinus anatum.
The Duck Hawk
shire,

not rare in the wilder portions of

is

and presumably occurs here

New Hamp-

at irregular intervals.

Great Gkav Owl.

Scotiaptex cinerea.
This

356.

370.

a rare straggler from the Arctic regions in winter.

is

larger than the Great

Horned Owl and

Okder

lias

no ear

is

PICI.

A.mkkican Threk-toed

Picoides americanus.

It

tufts.

Wood-

pecker.

401.

This species, otherwise known as the White-backed, or Ladder-

backed Three-toed Woodpeckei", has been taken

at

Webster. X. H.,

and Lynn, Mass.

Order PASSERES.
Quiscalus quiscula.
I

Purple Grackle.

ton, this state, .September 13, 1902.

whose corn was
grackles,
left

I

suffering from

At the

solicitation of a farmer

the depredations of a

undertook to repulse the enemy.

I

large flock of

was successful.

They

nine dead and did not return. Out of nine there were two that were

unmistakably of

this

Field Columbian

Museum

I

511.

take pleasure in recording here the occurrence of this bird at Til-

believe this to be the

New

Hampshire.

Its

The

skin of one

is

No. 13,446 of the

Chicago: the other

is

in

form.
at

first

my

possession.

record of the occurrence of this grackle in

normal range

is

from southern Massachusetts

southward east of the Alleghanies. As evidence that blackbirds sometimes

and

move northward during

final

the interim between their seggregation

southward movement,

this capture

is

of especial interest.
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Acanthis linaria

A

DURHAM AND

Molbcell's Redpoll.

holbceliii.

variety slightly larger than linaria,

distinguishable,

with which

it

Ill

VICINITY.

528a.

and with a longer

however, out of hand, from the

common

not

bill,

Redpoll

associates.

Gkeatek Reupoll.

Acanthis linaria rostrata.

scSb.

Another variety occurring under the same circumstances as the

last.

decidedly darker than linaria, and larger, averaging 54 inches in
length.
Both of these varieties are likely to be found any •' Redpoll
It is

winter."

Ammodramus

He.nslow's Spakkow.

henslowii.

This sparrow has been found breeding

Mr. C. F. ("roodhue, and quite
all it will

as

its

at Salisbury, this state,

may be found here.
some particular swamp

likely

probably be confined to

regular habitat

547.

If

or

by

found at

meadow,

farther south.

is

Ammodramus caudacutus

nelsoni.

Nelson's Sparrow.
549a.

This

is

of our Sharp-tailed Sparrow that breeds

a sub-species

the Mississippi

valley, but

coast in migrating time.

has been taken along the
It

is

larger than caudacutus proper,

sharply striped on the back, and with chest and sides deep

Ammodramus caudacutus

subvirgatus.

in

New England
more

bufi".

Acadla.v Sharp-

tailed Sparrow.

549b.

Another sub-species of the Sharp-tailed Sparrow, which replaces
Maine and the Provinces.
It is similar to caudacutus

the type in

proper in
bill.

salt

size,

but

This variety

is

is

to be

and a smaller

found during the migrations on the

marshes.

Guiraca cserulea.
According
this

paler in color, has less streaks,

said

to

Blue Grosbeak.

597.

Chamberlain (NuttalPs Ornithology. 1896, p. 372)
in Massachusetts, Maine, and New

Grosbeak has been taken

Brunswick.

Piranga ludoviciana.

Louisl^xa Tanager.

This tanager has been taken in Maine and Massachusetts.
accidental visitor from the Great Plains.

607.
It is

an

112
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Slm.mer Tanager.

Pirang-a rubra.

Summer Tanagers

have been seen at Franklin,

New

have been taken in

6io.

Specimens

this state.

Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Massachusetts.

Their ordinary habitat

southeastern

the

is

United

portion of the

States.

Bohk.mian Waxwing.

Ampelis garrulus.

The Bohemian Waxwing,
rarely

shows

itself in

New

This vireo breeds

in

wanderer.

implies, is a

It

a possibility any winter.

it is

Philadelphia Vireo.

Vireo philadelphicus.

to

name

as its

England, yet

6i8.

626.

White Mountains and Maine, and ought

the

be found here occasionally

migrating period.

in the

Warbling Vireo that

close a resemblance to the

it

bears so

It

likely

is

pass

to

unnoticed.

White-eved Vireo.

Vireo noveboracensis.
The White-eye
all

is

the evidence of

A

rare.

its

single report of

one found

presence in the state that

regularly to Massachusetts

621.

I

at Franklin is

have.

Helminthophila pereg-rina. Tk.wessee Warbler.
Tennessee Warblers breed

the north

in

this

way

Webster.

Dendroica

Cape Mav Warbler.

tigrina.

The Cape May Warbler,
likelv to

like the

be found here sooner or

Dendroica palmarum.
This
It

647.

and must pass

Mr. Goodhue has found them

twice a year, yet they are rarely seen.
at

comes

It

and Nova Scotia.

is

belongs

last,

later.

It

but

week of September, according

650.

a rare

migrant

it

to

that

is

has been seen at Webster.

Palm Warbler.

the form of which the Yellow
in the interior,

is

Palm

672.
is

made

a sub-species.

appears quite regularly during the last

Mr. Brewster (Land and

Game

Birds

of New England, 2d ed., p. 469).

Thryothorus bewickii.
There

is

a specimen of this

Bewick's Wren.
wren

the writer at Alton, April 25, 1890.

seen elsewhere in

New

England.

719.

in the college collection, taken
I

am

not aware that

it

by

has been
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Hudsonian Chickadee.

Panis Hudsonicus.

740.

Hudsonian Chickadees are residents of the northern portion of this
and irregular visitors to more southerly parts. They have been

state,

taken both in Massachusetts and Connecticut.

Hylocichla
This
fall

is

Gkav-cheeked Thrush.

aliciae.

a northern species that

migrant, though

Hylocichla
Bicknell's

it

alicise bicknelii.

Thrush breeds

Both

May.

this

in

and the

and

neither
is

buflf

cheeks and

buflf cheeks

is

last

23

Bicknell's Thrush.

757a.

White Mountains, and is sure to
search the woods the last

must be taken

to be certainly distin-

The Olive-back

has a yellowish eye

7 to 7.5 inches long.

The Gray-cheek has

nor eye rings and

colored like the Gray-cheek,

6.75 to 7.25.

the

and early

my knowledge.

will persistently

guished from the Olive-back.
ring

late spring

has not yet been taken here to

reward the bird student who
of

must occur as a

-ji-j.

Init

is

7.5 to S inches long.
is

smaller,

Bicknell's

having a length of

INDEX,
COMMON NAMES.
Acadian Sharp- tailed Sparrow-

116

1

.

1I

INDEX.
Gadwall

117

'9

Gull, Iceland

(lallinule, Florida

30

Gull,

Purple

30

Gull,

•7

Gull, Ring-billed

'3

Gull, Sabine's

.

(jallinule,

Gannet
Glaucous Gull

.

Glossy Ibis

107

Godwit, Hudsonian
Godwit, Marbled

Golden Eagle
Golden-crowned Kinglet
Golden-eye, American
.

S5

American

7'

Goose, American White-frontei

107

Goose, Blue

107
,

Goose, Canada

Snow

Goose, Cireater

Goshawk

24

.

107

44
6S

.

Grackle, Bronzed

no

Grackle, Purple

Grasshopper Sparrow

Gray-cheeked Thrush

73

"3

Great Blue Heron

26

Great Gray Owl
Great Horned

1

49
1

(Greater Shearwater

107

Greater Yellow-Legs

Grebe, Holbcell's

9

Green Heron
Green-winged Teal

.

.

u

44

Marsh

.

42

.

46

Pigeon

110

Red-shouldered

45

Red-tailed

44

Sharp-shinned

43
46

Sparrow
Swainson's

.

Henslow's Sparrow

.

Hermit Thrush
Heron, Black-crowned Night
Heron, Great Blue
.

Heron, Green

Heron,

Little

7S

Grouse, Ruffed

40
II
.

109
II

99
28
26
27

.

Blue

Heron, Snowy

.

Herring Gull

.

108
108
'3

Hoary Redpoll
Holbcell's Grebe
Holbcell's Redpoll

70
9
.

.

1 1

18

9
62
95

.

68

Grosbeak, Rose-breasted
Guillemot, Black

45

.

Hooded Merganser
Horned Grebe
20
IK Horned Lark
House Wren
68

.

45

Duck

.

Pine

Guillemot, Mandt's

Cooper's

.

.

Blue

Grosbeak, Evening

American Rough-leggec
Broad-winged

27

.

Grosbeak,

35

9

Grebe, Horned

Grebe, Pied-billed

Hawk,
Hawk,
Hawk,
Hawk,
Hawk,
Hawk,
Hawk,
Hawk,
Hawk,
Hawk,
Hawk,

1

16

Greater Snow-Goose

10

.

.

Owl

Greater Redpoll

Grosbeak,

10

105
1

.

Harlequin Duck

Golden-eye, Harrow's
Goldfinch,

14

'05

.

Hairy Woodpecker

97

Golden-winged Warbler

105

Tern

Gull-billed

35
109

104

Laughing

Gyrfalcon

35

104

.

Kumlien's

Hudsonian Chickadee
Hudsonian Curlew
Hudsonian Godwit
Hummingbird, Ruby-throated

"3

.

37

.

35

58

104

Gull, Bonaparte's

14

Ibis,

Gull, Glaucous

13

Iceland Gull

Gull, Great Black-backed

13

Indigo Bunting,

7S

Gull, Herring

i^

Ipswich Sparrow

72

.

.

Glossy

107

104

118

INDEX.

Jaeger, Long-tailed

1

Jaeger, Parasitic

Jaeger, Pomarine
Jay, Blue

.

04

Martin, Purple

12

Maryland Yellow-throat

Meadow Lark

104

.

.

t-o

Merganser, American

63

Merganser, Hooded

Junco, Slate-colored

75

Merganser, Red-breasted

Killdeer

3«

Jay,

Canada

.

Mockingbird
.

Mourning Dove
Mourning Warbler
59 Murre
I

Kingbird

59

.

t

Kingbird, Arkansas

King Eider

Murre, Brunnich's

Kinghsher, Belted
Kinglet, Golden-crowned

Kinglet, Ruby-crosvned

Myrtle Warbler

97
98

King Rail

108

Kite, Svvallow-lailed

109

Nashville Warbler

.

Nelson's Sparrow

'

Nighthawk

]

Northern Eider

Kittiuakc

Knot

Northern Parula Warbler
I

Gull

Kunilien's

104

Northern Phalarope

I

Lark, Horned

.

62

Northern Shrike

I

Lark,

Meadow

67

.

Nuthatch, Red-breasted

I

Laughing Gull

.

Leach's Petrel

.

'05

26

Least Flycatcher

62

Least Sandpiper

34

Least Tern

16

Lesser Scaup

.

Duck

Lesser Yellow Legs
Lincoln's SparrowLittle

Blue Heron

106

Old-squaw
Olive-backed Thrush

I

Olive-sided Flycatcher

Orange-crowned Warbler

!

Oriole, Baltimore
I

Oriole,

21

36

37
108

Long-tailed Jaeger

104

Oven-bird

Loon

10

Loon, Red-throated

10
III

.

Mandt's Guillemot

Marbled Godwit
Marsh Hawk
.

87
19

104
35

42

Hawk

Owl, American Long-eared
Owl, Barred
Owl, Great Gray
i

Owl, Great Horned

Owl, Richardson's
I

!

Owl, Saw-whet

.

Owl, Screech

.

Owl, Short-eared
I

I

Magnolia Warbler
Mallard

.

Owl, American

82

72

Orchard

Osprey, American

j

76
loS

Loggerhead Shrike
Long-billed Curlew
Long-billed Dowitcher
Longspur, Lapland

Louisiana Tanager

Nuthatch, White-breasted

16

Least Bittern

Lesser Fulmar

.

Northern Raven

'.

!

Owl, Snowy
Oyster-catcher, American

i

!

I

[

Palra Warbler

.

Parasitic Jaeger

Pectoral Sandpiper

.

INDEX.
Petrel, lilack-capped

119

120
Shearwater, Greater

INDEX.
.

INDEX.
Warbler, Black-throated Green

121

ERRATUrvl.
Page 105.

For GidkU-hilled Tern read Gull-hilled Ttm.
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LA^YS.

relating to insurance in
515

;

EEPOET OF THE INSURANCE COMMISSIOXEE.
^TATE OF

M-:\V IIAMPSHlIiE.

Insukance Department,
(uNcoKi),

To

Governor

Hin: Exeellency the

ending December

1,

1902.

:

Tlic thirty -third iuniuai ivport of
tor the year

May

^'l.

tlie

insurance commissioner,

herewith respectfully

T.'Ol, is

submitted.
It

contains abstracts of the statements of

l>anies
state,
ing-

and associations
accompanied

l)y

all

insurance conr

lo transact business in the

authori/.e(l

the usual schedules and tabulations giv-

their condition on the date mentioned.

Fire Ixsi'hance.

CHANCES

among companies

Clianges
sijice

THE YEAR.

DL'RINtr
of

other

Withdrawn from
American, of
of

states

and countries

the publication of the last report are as follows:

England

:

New York

:

Manhattan, of

Lancashire, of England

Thuringia, of CTcrmany

;

(ierman Alliance, of

Xew

The (lerman Alliance

:

New York

Magdeburg,

of

;

Lion,

Germany

Netlierlands, of Holland.

Admitted

is

to the State.

York.

conducted on the stock plan, and

possesses a paid-up capital of

¥128,000.

the State.

•'^40

0,000,

and gross

assets

of

Eepoet of the

viii

Do m estic Compan ies.
change has taken place among companies mcorporated

ISTo

under the laws of

this state.

XUMBEK OF ALL AUTHOEIZED FiRE INSURANCE COMPANIES
Apiul

1902.

1,

.......
.......
......
Companies.

Stock

Oi New Hampshire
Of other states
Of other countries

Total stock companies

6

49
28

83

Mutual Comjjanies.

New Hampshire

19

tow'n mutuals

Grange and county mutuals
Domestic cash mutuals

Mutuals of other

3

.

2

.

6

states

30

Total mutual companies

....

Total stock and mutual companies

The number
119

as

;

companies
all

of authorized companies

compared with

— one

of

last year, this

on April

makes

1,

113

1901, was

a net loss of six

other states and five of other countries,

conducted on the stock plan.

Financial Condition of All Authorized Fire Insurance Companies.
The

financial condition of all authorized fire

mestic,
tuals,

and of other

on January

1,

states

and countries, stock and cash mu-

1902, was as follows

Domestic companies (6), paid-up capital
Foreign companies (T7), paid-up capital
Total paid-up capital

companies, do-

.

.

*

.

:

,475,000.00

.

•I'l

.

43,252,875.00

.

•S'44,677,875.00

Insurance Commissioner.
domestic companies

Gross

assets,

Gross

assets, foreign

companies

Liabilities,

.

.

.

84,815,607.25

.

.

.

254,509,102.55

....

Total gross assets

except capital, domestic companies

Liabilities,except capital, foreign companies

Total

except capital

liabilities,

ix

.

.

.

8259,324,709.80
81,931,671.56

127,014,332.48

8128,946,004.04

Surplus as to policy-holders, domestic companies

82,883,935.69

Surplus as to policy-holders,

com-

foreign

panies

,

Total surplus as to policy-holders
l^y surplus to policy-holders

127,494,770.07

.

8130,378,705.76

meant the surplus over

is

added to the amount of the paid-up capital

liabilities

amounts

.

.

are available,

if

;

all

for both

necessary, for the paj-ment of

loss

claims.

This

is

a

good shoAving for the

thorized to do business in

New

fire

msurance companies au-

Hampsliire, on April

1,

1902, as

well as encouraging for their policy-holders.

New Hampshire

Business of all Authorized Fire
Insurance Companies for 1900 and 1901.

The business

of both years

is

given in order to show an

in-

crease or decrease.

The
in

different classes of

companies are grouped by themselves

order to enable the reader,

who

does not desire to

examme

the abstracts, to acquire a knowledge of their transactions.

domestic companies,

town mutuals.
1900.

Risks written

Premiums
received

.

.

.

....

and

1901.

8607,556.00

8689,243.00

7,025.25

7,145.09

assessments

Repoet of the

X
Losses paid

.

Risks in force

.

.

.

.

.

.

#6,009.52

$5,691.TT

3,037,566.00

3,076,408.00

GRANGE AND COUNTY MUTUALS.
1900.

Risks written

Premiums

.

12,440,231.00

.

.

....

1901.

$2,743,692.00

and assessments

23,744.42

53,053.40

Losses paid.

.

.

.

32,854.75

34,992.94

Risks in force

.

.

.

11,164,648.12

11,173,018.70

received

CASH MUTUALS.
1900.

1901.

.

.

$3,222,573.57

13,180,262.57

Premiums received

.

.

49,980.92

49,300.48

Losses paid

.

.

35,213.93

25,196.76

70.45

51.11

Risks written

.

.

Losses paid to premiums

.

STOCK COMPANIES
1901.

1900.
.

.

$32,216,083.23

$37,033,464.46

Premiums received

.

.

427,651.97

445.180.35

Losses paid

.

.

296,576.96

268,533.16

69.35

60.32

Risks written

.

.

Losses paid to premiums

.

,

NEW HAMPSHIRE COMPANIES WITHIN

TOTAL BUSINESS OF

THE STATE.
1901.

1900.
.

.

$38,486,448.80

$43,646,662.03

Premiums received

.

.

506,502.60

554,679.32

Losses paid

.

.

370,655.16

359,397.65

.

73.17

64.79

Risks written

.

.

Losses paid to premiums

COMPANIES OF OTHER STATES.
1901.

1900.

Risks written

.

Premiums received
Losses paid

.

.

.

$39,582,519.13

$45,616,920.87

.

.

515,068.86

626,949.10

.

309,509.08

369,264.61

60.09

58.89

.

Losses paid to premiums

.

Insukance Commissioner.

xi

COMPANIES OF OTHER COUNTRIES.
1901.

1900.

Risks

v.i-itten

.

.

.

Premiums received

.

.

Losses paid

.

.

Losses paid to premiums

824,880,292.14

%22,3T2,898.06

275,273.04

275,223.94

.

151,511.09

150,602.(3(>

.

55.04

54.72

.

TOTAL BUSINESS TRANSACTED WITHIN THE STATE
AUTHORIZED COMPANIES.
1900.

Risks

Avritteii

.

.

Premiums received

.

.

Losses paid

.

.

.

1901.

>'102,949,565.76 i5'lll,581,480.96

.

Losses paid to premiums

1,207,844.40

1,456,852.36

831,675.33

875,264.92

64.08

60.01

.

In reviewing the foregoing tabulations
there

is

but

little

ALL

I5Y

difference

in

the

will be seen that

it

amount

of business trans-

acted within the years 1900 and 1901 by the town mutuals and

On

the county and cash mutuals.

gam.

the whole, there

is a little

In risks Avritten, the com^Danies of other countries

about one million and a

amount

made a gain of over
other states made a gain of

of risks written,

the companies of

The

The domestic companies,

lialf.

fell off

in the

five millions,

and

six millions.

entire gain in the business in the state during the year

was about nine
previous year
ten were

The

millions.

wasm

1899,

'i^lOS, 674,181.06

—the
;

the

largest

amount written

m

any

figures that year of risks writ-

amomit written

in

1001 was

8111,581,480.06.
It

will be noticed, also, that there

among each
to

class

during the past year.

premiums received

in

is

The

in losses

ratio of losses paid

1000 was 64.08, and for 1001, 60.01.

Considering the experience of the
it

was a decrease"

3*ear

throughout the country,

gratifying to find that the loss ratio has been lowered

slightly in this state.

This

is

most agreeable disappointment

contrary to expectation, and a

for all concerned.

—
:
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The

first

in 1852.

insurance report on

in this office

file

No

It gives the business of 1851.

.

was published

companies incor-

porated under the laws of other states and countries,

fire, life,

or otherwise, were then obliged by law to file statements Avith
In consequence no mention is made of
this department.

them

Under the system then

in the report.

in

vogue there

Supervision was exerwere three insurance commissioners.
All
were conducted on
companies
only.
cised over domestic

The commissioners divided

the mutual plan.
ably,

on the

lines

of

assigning himself one.

the

old

congressional

The names

iMutual,

Columbian,

districts,

each

of the companies printed

in the report mentioned, twenty-one in

Union

the state, prob-

were as follows

all,

Atlantic,

Belknap,

Cheshire

County, Hillsborough, People's, Rockingham Farmers', Cocheco,
Grafton, Granite, Farmers & Mechanics', Great Falls, Carroll

New

Merrimack County, Portsmouth,
New England Farmers'. Later
there were added the Ashuelot, Lake, Nashua, Amoskeag, j\IanCounty,

Hampshire,

Equitable, Rockingham, and

chester, Rochester, Farmington, Concord, Dover, Patrons', Barnstead,

Bedford,

Bow,

Candia,

Dunbarton,

Hollis,

Loudon,

Lyndeborough, Milford, Northwood, Pembroke, Piermont, Sanbornton, Strafford, Sutton, Unity, Weare, Capital, Exeter,
Indian Head, ^Etna, American jNIanufacturers', Antrim, Home
^Manufacturers', Phoenix, State,

Tilton

&

forty-five,

in

all.

Northfield,

New London, Orford, Sunapee,
New Durham, and Grange

Westmoreland,

which, added to the number given, makes sixty-eight

What

enumeration.

are

Of

known

as cash mutuals are

the twenty-one

first

named

mcluded

in the

in the report of

1852 but two survive, namely, the Merrimack County and the
Rockingham Farmers'. Of all the others but nineteen town
mutuals, abstracts of whose statements appear in this report,
the Grange and the two cash mutuals, the Concord and the

Of the

&

now exist.
doing business
now
town mutuals

Manufacturers

Merchants',

incorporated in 1816, the youngest

m

1887.

the oldest was

The Grange began

Insurance CoM3irssioNEE.

xiii

business in 1888, and the Concord and ^Manufacturers
chants', respectively, in
It is
larly,

evident that the companies did not

as the

names

still

Bow

Mer-

of four,

file

statements regu-

namel}-, the Hollis, Avhich began

Canterbury and the Sutton in 1849, and
in 1850, do not appear in the report.
These four are

business in 184tJ,
the

&

1885 and 1886.

in existence.

tlie

The mutual companies

did not confine their business to

New

in those early

Hampshire.

One

days

of them,

Union Mutual, of Concord, had risks in force on January 1,
Of this amount but
1852, to the amount of 86,525,170.67.
#1,284,848 was witliin the state. This is a million in excess of
the risks in force of any domestic mutual company for the year
ending December 31, 11)01, and is evidence of how largely property was insured by companies of this class half a century ago.
The company divided its risks into four classes, namely, farmers",
mercantile, manufacturers', and village.
Considering the situation to-day, it seems queer that back in those times farm risks
were deemed more desirable than village risks. The by-laws of
several of the companies forbade the writing of insurance on
As late as 1868 the New Hampshire mutual comthe latter.
in force in round numbers to the amount of
risks
panies had
the

twenty-live millions of dollars.

Although foreign companies were not authorized to do busiNew Hampshire, they were here in active competition

ness in

with the state mutuals.

mended

The commissioners frequently recomhome

the enactment of laws for the protection of the

companies from the encroacliments of the foreign companies,
but the latter held their ground

;

the only response to the ap-

peal of the commissioners being the passage of a law obliging

them

to

file

statements annually with the insurance department.

This was done for the

first

time in 1868, and abstracts of them

published in the iiisurance report for that year.

While the commissioners favored

legislation for the protec-

tion of domestic companies, they deplored the steady increase

Report of the

xiv
in losses

which exceeded those

in

good stock companies.

They

attributed this condition partly to the officers, who, they wrote,

much

"are often quite as

profitably for themselves,

Again

ostensibly are."

manage the business
whose servants they
a certain company that

interested to
as for those

the}"

wrote of

" the officers for the last three or four years have practically

done no business for the company save to receive their

common

Criticisms like these were

those good old times.

would not apply
class
least,

in the insurance

salaries."

reports of

It is therefore pleasant to note that

they

any of the domestic companies of the same

to

now

in existence, for all appear to be well conducted
no complaint has been made to the contraiy.

;

at

Abstracts of the statements of thirty-three companies incor-

under the laws of other states and countries were

porated

printed in the report for the year 1868, giving the busmess of

1867.

From

these statements the outlook

The

tioned being 95.55.

companies at work
in 1875,

when

was anything but

companies, the loss ratio for the year men-

flattering for the

largest

in the state in

number

of authorized foreign

any one year before 1884 was

abstracts of seventy-nine were published in the

The number ranged

report of that year.

frc-m thirty-three in

1867 to sixty in 1884. Regardless of the fact that the foreign
companies were admitted to the state, the commissioners in
1869 made another apjDcal to the people of New Hampshire to
patronize their

own companies, and thus^keep the money

This, too, in the face of the fact that the companies

New

out nearly every dollar they received in

although many years playing a losing game,

home.

had paid

Ham23shire the

However, the foreigners tightened

year previous.

at

makmg

their grip,
little

or no

money.
In 1885 the passage of the valued policy law resulted in the

withdrawal from

New

mutual companies.
returned, the

first

the commissioner

m

Hampshire

of all the foreign stock

Believing they had

commg

made

back in 1889.

and

a mistake they

In welcoming them

Ins report for that year said

:

" Their com-

Insurance Commissioner.
punitive experience with
to us

from year to year,

better law."

tlie

In

tlie

old

two

tables:

first,

it

comes

demonstrate which

order to test this the experience of

New Hampshire

from 1867

from 1881> to lUOl, inclusive.
all tliose

and the new, as

will practically

autliorized foreign companies in
in

l;n\"

XV

to

By

is

is

all

given here

1884, inclusive; second,

foreign companies

not incorporated under the laws of

New

is

meant

Hampshiie,

wlietlier of other states or of other countries.

EXPERIENCE OF COMPANIES OF OTHER STATES AND COUNTRIES IN NEW IIAMPSIIIRK FROM 1SG7 TO 188-t, INCLUSIVE.
o s

.

1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
188-i

ear.

=w .S

33
oO
61
54
50
50

Risks written.

Preiiiiunis

Losses paid.

received.

$223 ,804.44

$213,859.59

95 55

121,201.36
225,324.81
354,441.10
230,131.08
269,914.78
403,766.83
266,189.34
390,011.80
381,351.94
267,595.23
360,848.58
314,945.16
247,631.23
355,596.48
360,723.15
350,234.28
277,867.30

38.32
61.19
95.34
51.46
62.39
S2.'M
53.01
69.20
70.03
57.69
86.37
76.64
57.74
78.48
67.97
62.67
50.61

$5,391,634.00

66.81

56

$33,267 ,871.67
34,102 ,522.00

55
70
66
63
64
66
63
62
62
59
57

34,505 ,813.00
39,568 ,073.00
39,149 ,711.00
35,776 ,890.00
33,816 ,838.00
33,225 ,596.00
35,560 ,719.00
37,232 ,004.00
42,794 ,351.00
44,574,331.00
38,751 ,383.00

316 ,273.45
368 ,181^72
371 ,739.67
447 ,172.21
432 ,571.63
486 ,079.53
502 ,074.11
563 ,.586.02
544 ,548.76
463 ,808.28
417 ,764.92
410 944.44
428 819.57
453 093.54
530, 060.89
558, 824.93
548, 980.71

$482,326,102.67

$8,069,529.82

Ratio of risks to premiums, 1.67,

.

XVI

Repof.t of the

EXPERIENCE OF SAME COMPANIES FROM
SIVE.

1889 to 1901,

INCLU-

Insukance Commissioner.

xvii

and the new, as it has come to us, practically demonstrates which is the better law.
For nine years,
between 1867 and 1884, inclusive, the loss ratios were 67.97,
rience with the okl law

69.20, 70.03, 76.64, 78.48, 82.96, 86.37, 95.34, 95.55.

The highest

loss ratio in

any one

3-ear

among

companies from 1889 to 1901, inclusive, was

From 1867

New

authorized

1900, 64.08.

to 1871, five years, inclusive, the risks written in

Hampshire were not printed

premiums covers the

The

ratio of losses

from 1867

entire period

The

This will

the reports.

in

account for their omission in the tabulation.
to

all

m

to 1884, in-

premiums received to
written covers the period between 1872 and 1884, inclueighteen years.

clusive,

risks

The

sive, thirteen years.

ratio of

cost of insurance for the first period,

The

namely, 1872 to 1884, inclusive, thirteen years, was 1.67.
cost of insurance for the second period, namely,

was

inclusive, tliirteen years,

1.33.

It

1889

to 1901,

can therefore be seen

that high rates and high loss ratios were the rule from 1867 to

1884.

The

Oliver Pillsbury was

late

In the text of his

1870.

appointed

rein given to agents in placing risks.

creased losses.
:

"

this

and a reckless

between companies he attributed the inIn his report of 1872 as well as in 1873 he

Over-insurance

fraudulent
It

as well as the loose

To

of competition

spirit

said

commissioner in

report he deplores the excessive

which was 95.34,

ratio of that year,

loss

first

was

is

doubtless another

fi'uitful

his conviction that this, as a cause of fires,

placed at the head of the

list.

should be

His remedy was to limit the risk

to three fourths of the value of the property insured.

he

source of

fires."

In 1874

again deplores the increase of- losses, the ratio for 1873

One

being 82.96.

needless, disgusting,

would have
offices.

it

of

the causes of

fires

he gives as

"The

and wasteful practice of smoking."

Again, in 1876, he comments on over-insurance.

his oj)inion

He

stopped in shops, stores, storehouses, and in

more than one half

of the losses are

In

due to con-

Repoet of the
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trived carelessness or use of the torch

mends the three-fourths
These comments are
he

is

and, again, he recom-

;

limit.

In 1879

practically repeated in 1877.

mortified at the loss ratio for 1878, the figures given by

him being

ommends

87.22, pays his respects to over-insurance, and rec-

In 1881 he expressed

the three-quarter limit again.

his opposition to the valued policy law, for the reason, as he
it,

that " owner and agent

company and thus rob the

From

may combine

put

together to plunder the

public."

appointment to the time of the passage of the valued policy law, in his reports, he comments as described, dehis

ploring the losses, attributing

and

them

largel}' to over-insurance,

indirectly to insurance agents.

So much space is taken in order to show the great improvement in the fire situation in New Hampshire since 1885.

What

the cause

of

it

may

be

is

needless to discuss

that there has been a change for the better

There

is

no evidence

of a conspiracy

is

;

the fact

undeniable.

between owners and

agents to rob the companies since 1885, neither has any com-

made to the insurance department by
any representative of the insurance companies.
The most destructive fires occurrmg in the state since 1885
have not been attributed to incendiarism carelessness in handplaint of this nature been

;

ling inflammable substances, non-enforcement of building con-

struction laws on the one part,

ments on the

other,

and the absence

of such enact-

improper wiring of buildings since the

introduction of electricity, and exposure have been the great

causes of

fires in this state.

The most

direful results were predicted

on the passage of

the valued policy law, but the contrary has happened.

The experience of one of our domestic companies
given in order to show the same results

is

also

:

Risks written

Premiums received

.

.

.

1S72 to 1SS5, inclusive.

1886 to 1900, inclusive.

$^68,166,756.00

8218,401,391.00

785,978.00

2,467,470.90

:

Insukance Commissioner.
Losses paid

.

.

•'?444,773.95

.

Ratio risks to premiums

xix
-$1,197,299.04

.

1.15

l.lo

Ratio jn-emimns to losses

56.58

48.52

The experience of a foreign mutual is
company of other states

also given as a repre-

sentative mutual

1SV2 to 1S84, inclusive.

1889 to 1901, inclusive.

.^9,391,017.00

815,114,170.00

153,054.11

212,174.11

97,461.83

84,726.23

Risks written

Premimus received
Losses paid

.

Ratio risks to premiums
Ratio premiums to losses

Valued
The comparative
ized

fire

P<jlicy

Law

1.63

1.40

63.67

39.95

Kxperiexce.

tables giving the experience of all author-

insurance companies, domestic, of

other states and

other countries, in this state since the enactment of the valued
policy law in 1885, are continued.

Table 1 contains the risks written, premiums received, and
the losses paid, with ratios of each from 1870 to 1884, inclusive.
sive,

Table 2 gives the experience from 1886 to 1901, incluwith

ratios.
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experience

tables

of

the

domestic assessment

XXI

mutual

companies are also continued.

TOWN MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES.— BUSINESS OF
TIIIRTY-TWO YEARS.

XXll

Refokt of the

GRANGE AND COUNTY

JklUTUALS.— BUSINESS OF

YEARS.

FOURTEEN

*
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FOREIGN FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES AUTHORIZED TO DO BUSINESS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE FROM 1SG8 TO l!>tj5, INCLUSIVE.
jEtna, Conn.*
Atlantic, Mass.
Atlantic. K. I.
All.any, X. Y.
J Etna, N. Y.

Andes,

<

New York

Home, Conn.
Home, Ohio.

Putnam, Conn.
Phonix, Conn.*

Jliile \-

)hio.

People's, Mass.

Leather, ^lass.

Prov. WashiUL'lon, K. I.*
Phenix, N. Y.*

Ilumlioldt, Ohio.

Hudson. N.Y.
Hamburg M., Germany.
Hamliurg 15., (Germany.*
Ins. Co., No. Am., Penn.*

Amazon, Ohio
Atlantic I'c I'acitic. 111.
Atlas, Conn.
Alliance, ^lass.
American Central, 3Iiss.

Piicilic. Cal.

Pennsylvania, Penn.*
Penn Fire, Penn.
People's, N. J.
People's, Penn.

Ins. Co., State of Penn.*
International, N. V.
Iude|iendent, ^lass.

Bay State, Mass.
Beekman. N. Y.
Bowerv, N. Y.

England.*
Kansa», Kan.
Kenton, Ky.
Lorillard, N. Y.

Planters', Tenn.
Prescott, 3lass.*

Phdiiix, England.*

luijierial.

X. Y.

British America, Canada.
Banjror, Maine.
Continental, N. Y.*

Liverpool. London

Citv, N. Y.

Occidental, Cal.
Orient, Conn.*

Holvoke Mutual, Mass.

Alleniania, Ohio.
Alps, Ohio.

BulValo".

Hartford, Conn.*
Howard, N. Y.*
Hanover, N. Y.*

Queen, England.*
Qnincv ^lutual, ^fass.*
Roger Williams, R. I.

[Eng.-*

Globe Republic, Mass.
Royal, England.*
I..ancashire, Kiigland.*
Royal Canadian, Ctinada.
Revere. Mass.
London A: Lancashire.*
Corn ExchanL'e, 111.
Rochester German, N. Y.*
Lion, England.*
Cleveland, Ohio.
Commonwealth, Mass.
London A: Prov., England. Springfield F. it M.,Mass.«
Security, N. Y.
Counecticnt River, Conn.
La Caisse Gen'l. France.
Schenectadv, N. Y.
Clay, Ky.
La Conliance, France.
State. N. Y:
Commercial I'nion, Eng.^ Metropole, France.
Compa-rnie de Pe., France. Standard, N. Y.
Citv of London. Eng.*
Manhattan, N. V.
Star, N.Y.
Citizens', I'enn.*
Market, N.Y.
Dwelling House, Mass.*
St. Nicholas, N. Y.
Equitable F. »t M., R. I.» Momimental, Md.
St. Paul F. & M., Minn.
Shoe \- Leather, Mass.
Merchant^', Conn.
Exchanire, Mass.
Merchants', P. I.»
Scottish Com., England.
Elliott, Mass.
Metropolitan, N.Y. [Mass.- Surtblk. Mass.
Fireman's, N. Y.
First National, Mass.-^lerchants 4^ Farmers',
Shawnuit, Mass.
Fire Insurance Ass'u,Eng Mechanics I'c Trader-)', La. State, I'enn.
Franklin. I'cnu.*
3Ieriden, Conn,
Staiuhinl Fire of England.
Fireman's Fund, Cal.
^lerchants' 3Iutual, Mass. Scotti>h Union, England.*
Merchants', N. J.*
Sun Fire of England.*
Fitchburg, Mass.*
Manufacturers', N. Y.
Faneuil Hall, Mass.
Triumph. Ohio.
Fire Association, ]*enu.*
Manufact's' F. it M., Mass Traders A: Mech's', Mass.*
Franklin, Ind.
Traders', III.
Norwich, Conn.
FarraiTut, N. Y.
Trans-Atlantic, Germany.
North American, N. Y.
Girard F. I'c M., Penn.«
North America, Conn.
Union. 3Id.
Guardian, England. *
United States F. & M., Md.
Narraffansett, R. I.
Germania, N. Y.
Niairara, N. Y.*
Union, Me.
A-

London Assurance, Kng.*

Connect icnt. Couu.*
City, Conn.

,

.

German, I'enn.
National. INIass.
German-American, N. Y.* National. Maine.
Conn.
Gloucester, Mass.
Guaranty, N. Y.
Glol)e,

Globe. Ma>s.
Guardian, Peuu.
Home, N. Y.*

Northern. England.*
National, Conn.*
National, Penn.
[En
North Br. & >Iercantile,

North Missouri, Mo.
Newark, N. J.*

I'nion, Cal.

Union, Penn.*
United Firemen's, Pa.
AVestern, N. Y'.
Watertown, N. Y.
Westchester, N. Y.»
AVashington F. & M.,Mass.«
Youkers, N. Y.

In the Slate on passage of Valued Policy Law in 1SS5. All of them withdrew from
the state after the enactment of that statute.
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Fire Statistics.
Table 22 gives the usual
in the state but one

em

that was a small lumber

;

town

in the north-

part of the state.

Under the requirements

chapter 115, Public Statutes,

of

the selectmen or firewards of towns and
cities are

and

of the same,

on the

first

of the

closes
fires

file

made

returns

for the period ending

following interestmg facts

was 261, which
were

:

as follows

oil stove,

From

:

;

dis-

The whole number

of

Classified, the causes of
fire-crackers,

boiler,

and gasoline

hot ashes, three each

analy-

July 1

seventeen less than the number returned

is

naphtha, electric wire, and friction, one each
ing brush,

re-

a record

An

days of January and July of each year.

fire

tlie

They

fires.

who make

the report with the insurance commissioner

for the corresponding period of 1900.
fires

chief engineers of

tlie

obliged to investigate the causes of

port their findings to the town or city clerks,

sis

occurring

statistics relatiug to fires

Returns were received from every town

during the year 1901.

stove,

;

gas stove,

explosion, burn-

two each

;

smoking and

spontaneous combustion, four

;

children

and matches, five carelessness, six lightning, burning out
chimneys, and lamps, seven each; incendiary, eleven; overheating, twenty sparks, twenty-one
exposure, thirty-five defective chimneys, thirty-six
unknown, sixty-nine.
The entire estimated loss on buildings, $190,228, and contents, J|184,204, was $374,432, which was $31,300 less than
the amount of losses for the same period in 1900.
The number of buildings totally destroyed was 92, and the
number partially destroyed was 167 total, 259. Their character, with the estimated value, the amount of insurance thereon,
and the estimated loss, with the estimated value of their contents, the amount of insurance thereon, and tlie estimated loss
was as follows
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

Hotels, 9

;

value, $57,500

contents, value, $5,800

;

;

insurance, $31,400

insurance, $4,500

;

;

loss,

loss,

$12,896

$1,776.

;

;

Insurance Commissioner.
Barns and

stables,

816,009

loss,

18; value, 819,330
87,987

contents,

;

xxv

insurance, 813,075

;

85,807

insurance,

;

loss,

;

$3,411.
Siiwmills, 9

;

value, 821,900

355; contents, 812,250
Storehouses, 7

;

insurance, 83,980

;

insurance, 86,620

;

value, 88,200

;

loss,

;

insurance, 87,100

contents, value, 844,645; insurance, 840,017

Tenement
$19,200;
82,750

loss,

;

houses,

loss,

all partial,

83,896;

11

;

;

;

86,101

;

841,076.
;

85,800;

value,

loss, 819,-

loss,

loss,

value, 830,300

;

contents,

insurance,
insurance,

1,064.

Dwellings, 135; value, 8250,728

883,717

;

812,250.

contents,

insurance, 8173,668

;

value, 874,400

insurance, 837,300

;

loss,

;

loss,

;

829,359.

Grocery

#7,095
$13,944.
;

stores, 6; value,

contents,

value,

815,500

818,900

;

:

insurance, 812,900

loss,

;

insurance, 815,250

loss,

;

Other stores, all partial, 3 value, 88.3,000; hisurance, 846,000 loss, 8317 contents, value, 811,500 insurance, 89,700
;

;

;

;

;

81,138.

loss,

The amount returned
figures are not given.

for losses paid l)eing incom[)lete, these

The

losses,

except on buildings totally

destroyed, are largely estimated, and in consequence

is

it

be-

lieved the figures given exceed the actual value.

SECOND PERIOD.

The whole number
uary

1,

1902,

is

330

period of 1900.

;

the causes

Classified,

boiler, boiling tar, gas-jet,

of

fires

furnace, three each

:

rats

two each

;

overheating and incendiary, ten each

ning, fifteen each

thirty-one

;

;

carelessness, eighteen

unkno^^ni, eighty

;

;

from

:

;

fur-

hot ashes,

and matches, children and

matches, spontaneous combustion, four each;
five

Avere

naphtha, electric wire, one each

nace, fire-crackers, thawing water-pipes,
oil stove,

months ending Jan-

of fires for the six

an increase of 62 over the corresponding

;

;

gasoline

stove,

sparks and light-

defective chimneys,

exposure, one hundred and ten.

:
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The estimated
$352,423

;

in

on buildings was $346,180 on contents,
$698,603, which was an increase of $297,433

loss

all,

;

over the losses occurring in 1900.

The number of buildings totally destroyed was 128, and
total, 415.
the number partially destroyed was 287
The character of the buildings totally or i)artially destroyed,
with the estimated value, the amount of insurance thereon, and
;

the estimated loss, with the estimated loss of the contents, the

amount

and the estimated

of insurance thereon,

was

loss

as.

follows
Hotels, 4

;

value, $42,400

contents, value, $8,300

Barns and
loss,

loss,

$19,840

stables,

;

;

insurance, $31,300

insurance, $4,193

;

loss,

$17,764

;

$3,587.

30; value, $21,700; insurance, $13,570

j

msurance, $6,130

;

contents, value, $12,623

;

;

loss,

;

$7,792.

Sawmills, 5

;

value, $10,500

contents, value, $4,900
Storeliouses,

2;

;

$150

insurance,

loss,

;

$10,500

;

insurance, $150; loss, $4,900.

$2,700; insurance, $4,000;

value,
value,

contents,

$2,700;

;

$17,992;

insurance,

loss,

$25,000;

loss,

$17,992.

32;

Stores,

$63,187

;

$272,000;

value,

contents, value, $169,391

$180,350;

loss,

insurance, $101,370

loss,

insurance,
;

;

$125,566.
Dwellings, 152

$121,370

;

;

value, $303,637

insurance, $212,675

;

contents, value, $88,085

;

insurance, $44,831

;

;

loss,

loss,

$40,161.

County farm
loss,

buildings, value, $25,000

;

msurance, $19,600

;

$25,000.

GristmHls, 2

;

value, 83,200

contents, value, $5,500

;

;

insurance, $2,000

insurance, $100

The experience during

loss,

;

loss,

$3,200

;

$5,500.

the six months ending January 1,

1902, was not pleasant for the

owners of propert}' burned.

;

fire

insurance companies or the

Several of the

sorely, and eight of the towns.

cities

were struck

Insurance Commissioner.

The

losses in tlie eleven eities for

follows: on buildings, 8104,074

;

xxvii

the entire year were as

ou contents,

>«1

48,581

;

total,

^253,-2.')r>.

The

h)sses in

ou contents,

towns were, on

tlie eit^ht

><l»jT,137

•'?28T,ii4T.

total,

;

buiUlin^fs,

><1

20,810;

Total insurance loss

for the whole year in nineteen cities and towns, 8541,202.

Of

the above footing about

This

totally destroyed.

the

being adjusted

of the

fifth
in

the only chiss of risks settled under

is

the valued

re([uirenienls of

was about one

25,000 was losses on buildings

><1

jtolicy

entire

loss,

and the amount

law,

the balance, 8410,000,

the ordinar}' manner.
Liii: Insiicance.

There has been no change
the publieation of the

last

in

this class of

report, the

companies since

nuiiibt-r

remaining the

aame, twenty-four.
1900.

Premiums received (Ord.)
Premiums (Ind.)
.

ToUil premiums

81,H17,:^11.26

.

205,338.03

231«,30"J.09

.

81,305,924.17

81,550,080.95

8021,405.48

8051,470.68

Losses paid (Ord.)

Losses paid (Ind.)

.

.

.

70,153.05

72,212.09

Total losses paid

.

8091,619.13

8723,088.17

The

first

abstracts of statements of life insurance companies

complete were published
folio

inoi.

81, 100,585.54

wmg

in the insurance report of

and on January

1,

1902

of companies

Gross assets

.

Premiums received

Number
shire

The

:

lSt',0.

Number

1809.

tabulation gives their condition on January 1, 1809,

of agents in

.

.

.

o4

1902.

24

.

8108,914,603.00

81,752,710,412.00

.

549,102.52

1,550,080.95

New Hamp186

903
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The
is

increase in assets from

1869

to 1902, thirty -three years,

In round numbers, from one hun-

somethmp^ wonderful.

dred and nine millions to one billion seven hundred and

two

fifty-

millions.

on the globe there

It is a question if

can make a similar shoA\ing.
the good

management

is

another nation that

It is a marvel, evidence alike of

of the companies, the thrift of the people,

of the country since the close of the civil

and the prosperity
war.

Three of the larger companies doing business in this state on
January 1, 1869, possessed gross assets on that date of $49,739,219.94.

On

January

had increased

1902, the assets of the same companies

1,

to $974,055,666.97.

companies that are authorized to do business
here are incorporated under the laws of other states.
No comAll of the

life

management or their treatment of their New
Hampshire policy-holders has been made to the department

plaint as to their

The experience

during the past year.
to teach people seeking

paid

life

of the last decade

ought

insurance that indemnity must be

for.

None

are better aware of this fact

the late assessment

life

companies,

now than the managers of
and it may be said as well

managers of not a few of the other associations dependThe evidence to
ing on assessments to meet their obligations.
prove this is found in the efforts being made to make an equitof the

able rating for the
associations,

and

members

in itself is

tions in the past.

of all ages connected with their

an acknowledgment of miscalcula-

The companies authorized

to

do business in

under the direct supervision of their respective insurance departments, and are all in good condition.
this

state are all

Fidelity and Sueety Companies.

The experience

of the fidelity

state during the year

1901

is

and surety companies in

as follows

:

tliis

Insurance Commissioner.
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1900.

Number

of companies

Risks written

.

.

.

rremiums received

.

.

Losses paid

.

.

.

The companies

IttOl.

8

7

.

so,;332,01 1.0(1

>=T,:'.!t2,lT«).00

l8,2ol.UU

22,-HM).20

4,G75.40

G34.73

.

have made an increase

of this chiss

risks

in

premiums received, •"54,256.20 and
a decrease in losses of •'54,040.67.
Hut two of tlie eight companies autliorized to do business in New Hampshire experienced
written of '^51,870,165; in

any

;

h)sses in the state durini,^ the year 11>01.

The American Bonding
was admitted during the
change.

^V

Trust Company of Baltimore, Md.,

year,

otherwise there has been no

All of those companies, with one exception, confined

their transactions to

without the

fidelity

and surety business

The one exception does

state.

without, but not within the state.

witliiu

and

a burglary business

This comjjany applied for

authority to transact that business in the state in addition to
that of fidelity and surety.

This privilege was denied

it

by

the insurance commissioner; his refusal was I)ased on the discretion he believes

that

it

is

was contrary

to the courts.

No

given him

l)y

the statutes, on the

to public policy.

ground

The comi)any appealed

decision has been given on the date of the

printing of this report.

Casualty Companies.

:
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The

1901 passed a law raising the tax on the
and casualty companies from one to two per cent on the
gross premiums received, less reinsurance and return premileo'islature of

fidelity

ums.
Permission to continue the transaction of

fidelity

and surety

business within the state was denied one of the companies of
this class

on April

1,

1901.

An

appeal was taken to the courts,

but no decision had been reached on the date of the issuing of

The refusal of the privilege asked for was based
this report.
on the discretion the commissioner beheves is placed in him by
the statutes, on the ground that it was contrary to public policy
and surety business ^ith that of employers'
and other more hazardous branches transacted by sev-

to associate fidelity
liability

eral of the casualty companies.

The commissioner

believes that the experience of one com-

December 31, 1901, as given
following tabulation, taken from the " Argus Chart,"
pany

for the year ending

dence of the soundness of the position he has taken
Departments.

m

the

is

evi-

:

Insurance Commissioner.
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surety department, added to the losses paid, there Avould be a

net prolit of '¥85,500.05.

can be seen

how

to allow the c(»nq)any to continue

tlie

From

showing

this

it

manifestly unfair

it is

transaction of tidelity

and surety business in tliis state. "Were tlie result the oppoand eaeli de[»artnient obliged to meet its own obligations
from its premium receipts, one of two things would follow
surety rates could Ik* decreased, or, wliat would be better still,
the surjdus of tliat <lepartment eould be increased to meet con-

site,

tingent

amount

the

lial)ilities,

nature of the

business,

principle of this

is

it

is

of

which, mi

impossible

recognized in

thorized to do a marine business.

to

accoiuil

of

detern»ine.

the

The

insurance c(»mitanies au-

iire

Under our hiws

the reserve

of the latter must be double that of the ft)rmer, on account of
its

liazardous nature.

Some

states in their laws liave

gone beyc^id

tliis, in

obliging

authorized companies to limit their transactions within their
borders to one kind of bushiess.

Experience has proven this

to be wise and prudent legislation.

Assessment Casualty Companies.

The number

companies of this class remain the same.

of

1901.

1900.

Number

of

Income

companies

T

7

$37,451.44

.

.

649,674.34

.

.

22,431.18

22,332.92

Certific'tes in force (4,094)81,769,775.00

(2,966)81,416,825.00

.

Losses paid

Several of the associations of this

the laws of their

own

the occasion of no

class,

incorporated under

state as fraternal associations, have been

little

annoyance to the insurance department

during the past three years.

'One of the conditions in their

contracts was that unless the insured or his physician notified

the company at

its

home

office

within ten days from the begin-

ning of the sickness, or the occurrence of the accident,

all

ben-
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efits

were

While

forfeited.

this

stipulation

may have been

inserted in the policy originally from honest motives,

its

opera-

tion proved to be just the opposite.

These companies were licensed on April

1, 1901, on condiwould be eliminated from the new
policies issued in New Hampshire, and not enforced among the
holders of old certificates in force. This agreement was broken.
Several cases of violation, one of which was most brutal, were

tion that this stipulation

The comi^anies

called to the attention of the commissioner.

were given the alternative to comply with the condition on
which they were licensed, or have their authority revoked.

They receded from

the position taken, and for the last half of

1 901 no complaint has been heard against them.

Fraternal Beneficiary Associations.
Income

....

Losses paid

.

m

Certificates

.

force

Three companies

One

1000.

1901.

1346,660.70

-^382,627.88

(186) 337,218.80

(538) 341,448.5-1
23,065

22,431

.

of this

class

were admitted to the

state in

them was refused a renewal of license, as its
condition was not deemed satisfactory.
It had done no business in the state up to January 1, 1902.
Taking into consideration the methods of some of the asso1901.

of

ciations, classing

themselves as fraternals, one

paraplirase the well-known saying of

is

Madame

tempted to

Roland's, " O,

what liberties are taken in thy name "
In November, 1891, the present commissioner, then but two
months in office, had a circular letter printed and mailed to each
member-elect of the legislature, as well as to the governor and

Fraternity,

!

the honorable council.

Therein he called their attention to the character of the
various bond, investment, and

endowment companies with which

the state was flooded, and asked for the enactment of a law

Insurance CoivonssiONER,
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bringing them under the supervision of the insurance depart-

The response

ment.

was the enactment of the
Under its requirement associations of
exempt from supervision, were obliged to
to his appeal

well-known Barber law.
kinds, hitherto

all

secure Hcense from the insurance connnissioner in order to continue the transaction of business, and such license was not
granted unless " the commissioner was satisfied that they were

and worthy of pubhc patronage."

reliable

Practically the effect of the operation

of

law was to

tliis

drive out of the state a horde of companies and associations

whose methods,

to say the least,

of the legitimate

were financially unsound.

associations then at

work

in the state

All

were

authorized to continue the transaction of business here, and

applymg

others of the same character of other states

all

for ad-

mission received license.
Several of the larger

and the International
Hampshire a profitable

endowment

orders, like the Iron Hall

Fraternal Alliance,
field

in

which

considering

to work,

New

and longing to

return, through the aid of paid counsel, succeeded in securing

the passage of a law for the government of fraternal associations

m

The
for the

1895.

was to nullify the act of 1891, secure admission
endowment orders, and remove all others from the su-

intent

pervision of the insurance department.

In the

commissioner had no discretion wliatever
tically the

was

in the first

and

lodge plan, witli a
to be

except

this,

the

prac-

only difference between the act of 1891 and 1895
last sections of the latter.

tion defined a fraternal association as an

and

;

new law

ritual, a representative

managed

The

first sec-

organization on the

form of government,

for the benefit of members,

and not for

profit.

The

and parts of acts inconsistent with this act, and exempted from all supervision. Masonic,
Knights of Pythias, Red Men, and similar associations, as well
last section repealed all

acts

.
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as orders confining their

membership

some particular

to

class,

profession, sect, order, or trade.

The immediate

was the

result of the passage of this act

ap-

plication of the Iron Hall, the International Fraternal Alliance,

and several other orders
business in

Xew

same

of the

class for license to

The commissioner, being

Hampshire.

m

do

doubt

as to their right to receive authority, referred the matter to the

attorney-gene ral

A

hearing was held, at which were present representatives of

the associations named.

After the presentation of the argu-

ments, the attorney-general said that he would consider the

When

question and send a decision to the commissioner.
decision arrived, the substance of
sioner

was

satisfied

was

m

satisfied that

the}*

that, if the

section 1, chapter 86,

duty to license them.

his

was

commis-

that the orders in question were of the

character as described
it

it

the

Laws

of 1895,

The commissioner was

not

were of that character, refused to license

them, basing his action on the fact that the expense account of
the associations proved to his satisfaction that they were managed, not for the benefit of the

but for the profits of the

members

officers

or their beneficiaries,

and managers.

Application Avas made to the court, by counsel of the companies, for a
license.

mandamus

to

compel the commissioner to issue

Hearings were postponed from one reason or another.

Before one was reached the companies died a natural death.

Meantime

all fraternal

associations applying for admission were

licensed the same year, 1895.

On

filing their first

statements

in the early part of the year following, the commissioner found

among not

a few of the newer associations, the expense of management could hardly be classed as fraternal, as it ranged from
forty to sixty per cent of the income.

Another act was passed the same

amendment

to the

.admission of

j^ear in the

shape of an

Barber law, providing requirements for the

assessment

life

and casualty companies.

Com-

panies of this class were obliged to pay the same fees and

Insurance Commissioner.
taxes as

all

insurance companies.

xxxv

Fraternal associations paid

neither fees nor taxes, save five dollars annually for renewal
of

Under

license.

tioned were

the

notitied that

circumstances,
if

the companies

they desired to

men-

do business in

New

Hampshire they must re-enter under the assessment act
same fees and taxes companies of that
Some of the companies complied with
class were subject to.
Several refused, but still continued the transacthis demand.
A warning having- been issued,
tion of business in the state.
notifying persons who were workuig for one of these companies
ill the state that they were liable to arrest for violation of the
insurance laws, the company made a formal application for ad_
mission as an assessment company.
License was denied.
It
then applied for admission under the fraternal act. Again
license was denied.
Then, under the advice of counsel, the
managers claimed a right to do busmess in New Hampshire, on
the ground that associations like theirs were exempt from the
described, and pay the

supervision of the insurance department, because they confined
their

membership

ter 86,

Laws

missioner replied,
theirs

they

were exempt from the requirements of the act quoted,
remained under the requirements of chapter 56, Laws

still

of 1891.

1901

Odd

Fclhnvs, and quoted section 15, chapwhich has been cited. To this the comthat while it was true that associations like

to

of 18U5,

Before the controversy was ended the legislature of

convened.

amending the

A

bill

was prepared

b}-

the

commissioner

same discretion over
the associations admitted under that act as he had alreadjpossessed over all other insurance companies and associations.
The substance of this act was that he was not obliged to grant
license to a new company or renew the license of an old one,
unless he was satisfied that it was reliable and worthy of public
patronage.
In relation to the seeming conflict between the two
acts, the contention of the commissioner was this
L'nder the
law of 1891 all associations and orders were under supervision.
The act of 1895 placed a certain number of the associations of
act of 1895, giving iiim the

:
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the character

named

m

section 1 under

its

requirements, leav-

all the others where they were originally under the requirements of the act of 1891.

ing

The company failed to receive the mandamus applied for,
and was consequently not licensed. It continued to work here
still in violation of law, until its agent was arrested, tried, and
Smce then nothing has been heard of its operations in
The decision of Chief Justice Blodgett was pubin full in the "Monitor" of June 6, 1901.

fined.

the state.
lished

The
with a

is organized on the lodge })lan,
and a representative form of government, is not

fact that an association
ritual

always evidence that

it is

fraternal in the sense implied in sec-

tion 1 of the law of 1895.

Several of the associations ad-

mitted as fraternal at the time of the'jDassage of the law would

not liave been admitted had the commissioner been as well

aware

tlien as

of the

he

is

now

of their financial methods.

same character have been licensed

As an

illustration, in the

year ending December 31,

since.

statement of an order

last,

are

filed for tlie

two departments, one headed

insurance, the other fraternal society department.

those accounts were not separated, being

Under the head

But none

all

Heretofore

classed as frater-

of fraternal, the

disbursements for sick

benefits, funeral benefits, contributions,

and fees refunded were

nal.

returned as li'193,921.49.

The expense

of

management account

same period was -1522,424.29. The ratio of expense
to income was 99.93, and the ratio of expense of management
The actual income during the
to benefits paid was 264.34.
Three items
year, less borrowed money, w^as #502,102.92.
of expense, namely, wages of employees, salaries of organizers,
and organizing work, foot up to #323,840.70. It is evident
for the

from these figures, if they are correct, that this association,
judging from the expense account, has been doing its business
practically as regular insurance companies are doing, and at a
greater cost.
It is needless to say that

it

was not the intent

of the law-

Insurance CoM>nssiONER.
makers of

this state to place

exactions on the

unnecessary burdens or vexatious

management

associations, neither has

it

of benevolent or real fraternal

been the course of the present com-

missioner during his term of

mate

xxxvii

In order to protect

office.

legiti-

which are complying with the
requirements of the fraternal laws, they should not be compelled to compete with those of which the one mentioned is a
associations of this class

type.

Of Gp:neral
The premium

receipts of the insurance companies for the

year 1869, the date of the

premium

Interest.

receipts of

all

and the

filing of the first statements,

authorized insurance companies and

associations for the year ending January

1,

1902, are given in

order to sliow the increase of business since the

first

named

date.
18G9.

Life insurance companies

.

Fire insurance companies

.

1901.

8549,162.52
316,773.45

•'t'l,

1,456,852.36

.....
.....

Fidelity and suret}' companies

Casualty com2)anies

Assessm't casualty companies
Fraternal associations

.

.

.

22,490.20

.

.

127,335.95
37,451.44

.

8865,935.97

556, 680.95

382,627.88
83,583,438.78

Receipts and Expenditures.

The income

from the insurance companies and
June 1,
1902, and the expense of the insurance department for the
year ending June 1, 1901, were as follows:
to the state

associations, domestic

and

foreign, for the jeav ending

RECEIPTS.

Annual fees, X. H.
Annual fees, N. H.
Certificates,

fire

companies (33)

.

8150.00

fraternals

.

.

35.00

N. H. companies

.

.

63.00

8248.00

Report of the
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Admission

fees (2 fire companies)

Admission

fees (3 fraternal)

$90.00
30.00

.

1120.00

Annual
Annual
Annual
Amiual
Annual

fees, foreign

companies (84

fire)

$1,720.00

and casualty (24)
companies (24)

1,698.00

fees, fidelity
fees, life

fees,

494.00

.

140.00

assessment casualty (7)

fees, fratenials

(27)

160.00

.

4,212.00

Agents' licenses, fraternal (8)
Agents' licenses, contiiient'l casualt}' (55)
Agents' licenses, steam boiler (5)

88.00

275.00
50.00

.

Agents' licenses, miscellaneous (3,685)

7,370.00
7,703.00

two

Sale,

sets of blanks

iB2.00

Sale, fifteen insurance reports

18.75

Service of process (25)

50.00

Copy

Incidentals

State

....

4.00

of records

Mutual

Co., Mass., tax of

.45

1894

13.76
88.96

Total receipts from fees

Tax on premiums,

$12,371.96

.

foreign companies

37,811.39

Totals from fees and taxes

Tax on

capital N.

,183.35

H. stock companies

Total paid state treasurer by

The income
ending June

all

14,850.00

companies

$65,033.35

of the insurance department is given for the year
1,

1902.

which follow are given

The expenditures
for the year ending

report of the state treasurer
nually, consequently

it

is

for the

of the

June

1,

department
1901.

year ending June

The
1,

an-

w^ould be impossible to give the expen-

Insueance COMlvnSSIONER.
ditiire for the

XXXIX

year ending June 1 of the present year.

Tlie

item under the head of receipts as the tax of the State Mutual
of Massachusetts is accounted for in this way
The said com:

On retiring from
Hampshire the amount due for the tax on premiums was
unpaid.
A bill for the same was sent to the company's

pany was

reinsiu-ed

by another

in that year.

New
left

office.

among

The person having charge

of

its

affairs

the papers last year, sent a check for the

insurance commissioner, which explains

its

finding this

amount

to the

appearance in the

year's income.

EXPENDITURES.

One copy PuIjUc

Statutes

.

American Express Company
New England Telephone Company
Denison Mfg. Co., tubes and envelopes
Stationery and supplies
.

Telegraph

Expense of commissioner

to

Traveling expenses
Blanks,

etc.

.

Stamps and. envelopes

.

$479.51
Printing statement blanks, etc
Salary of commissioner

.

Salary of clerk

3,511.39

Total expense of insurance department

The expense

.

.

$'3,990.90

for printing the report of 1901, which, in the

usual order of business, should appear in this report, was in-

cluded in the report of last year, the state printer issuing the

same ahead
This

of the usual time.

will account for the

seeming reduction

of the department for this year.

necessary.

An

in the

expenses

explanation was deemed

:
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Among

Peculiar Situation.

requirements of ch'apter 169, Public Statutes,

the

relating to foreign insurance companies are the following
"

Section

No

1.

insurance company, not organized under the

do insurance business within the state
has obtained a license from the insurance commissioner

laws of this state, shall
unless

it

authorizing

it

" Sect. 5.

to

do

so.

Before license

is

granted to a company

it

shall

with the insurance commissioner a certified copy of its charand by-laws, and a full statement, under oath, of its president and secretary, showing the financial standing and condi-

file

ter

tion of the company," etc.

Compliance with these conditions enables the commissioner
whether or not the company

to determine

do busmess
Domestic

Twelve
is

years' experience in the

serious,

dangerous to people seeking protec-

tion for their property within

now

demand

tlie

insurance de-

commissioner in saying that the situation

justifies the

in this respect

interests

in a condition to

insurance companies are not subject to these

fire

requirements.

partment

is

in this state according to law.

and their
domestic companies

and without the

same safeguards

for

state,

provided for those of other states and countries.

Under the requirements quoted,
to visit

the foreign

company is obliged

or correspond with the commissioner before

it

can do

any business. In their absence the commissioner is obliged to
hunt for the domestic company, which can, under present laws,
begin business when and where it pleases without tlie formality
With a New Hampshire
of filing papers or procuring license.
charter in theu- possession the owners can locate the business
office

in

any place between

New York

and

New

Orleans, and,

exempt for
insurance
comall
supervision
of
the
months
or
a
year
from
six
Meantime it can write insurance on property in its
missioner.
own peculiar way, without license, wherever it can find patrons in
until

its

hiding place

is

discovered, be practically

Insurance Commissionee.
any

state of the

Union.

This condition of

fire

and without the

within

affairs is discredit-

good name of our repinsurance companies which are doing business

able to the state and an injury to

utable stock

xli

state

the

compliance with the laws

in

thereof.

That

this statement is not

overdrawn the experience

of the

past year will show.

A

insurance charter issued some j^ears ago, the property

fire

New

of

Hampshire

parties,

was sold

in August, 1900, or thereabouts.

was

it

New York Jews

to several

Their object in securing

it,

was for the purpose of writing insurance on propNew York for people of that nationality who could not

said,

erty in

procure

in other companies.

it

How much

truth there was in

this statement can be

determined from the fact that

seeking bushiess

over the country.

all

quired domestic companies to

file

Had

it

had been

the statutes re-

the papers mentioned

and

secure license before beginning business, the commissioner could

keep informed in relation to their conduct as he
section

9,

chapter 167, Public Statutes.

As

absolute ignorance of the existence of the
quiries

it

is

required by

was, he was in

company

until in-

were made of him sometime between January and

April, 1901, by parties in Buffalo, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston,

and elsewhere,

as well as

New York,

as to its financial

company had

filed a certificate

from

standing.

On
with

up

investigation he found the

the state treasurer, to the effect

capital of -"^10,000.

ident clerk,

whose

as the office of the

He

also

was printed on the policies.

it

possessed a paid-

had chosen a resConcord, whicli was also given
found that

was in
company in its

office

that

No

it

circular letters, and, as well,

business whatever was done

in this olfice, although the policies issued

by the company pur-

ported to be signed there.

In response to inquiries made, the clerk mentioned informed
the commissioner that the company possessed assets of •S'SojOOO,

and that

it

intended to increase

its capital stock.

He

also

gave

Report of the
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of the president and secretary of the company
number of the New York office. The comand
and
missioner appeared before your excellency and the honorable
council in the latter part of May, 1901, to explain the situation,
and was authorized to go to New York to examine the com-

him

the

names

the street

pany's

On June

affairs.

as the office of the

no president, no

11, he

company

secretary.

went

to the address given

in that city.

He found no

The man who occupied

him

office,

the place,

a note-broker, said he had acted as president of the company
for a time, at the request of a friend, but that he

business whatever for the company.
all

had done no

(His name was signed to

the pohcies issued up to that date.).

No

company
He could not give the office of the comor for the compan}'.
He said he knew abpany, he could not name the secretary.
The commissioner then went to the
solutely nothing about it.
business had been transacted in his office by the

address of one of the stockholders and foundy after two hours'

was one of two men who were conductTheir names did not appear
They were told
in any printed matter issued from their office.
search, that this person

ing the busmess of the company.

by the commissioner that he represented the insurance department of New Hampshire, and that he was there to examine the
company. While expressing pleasure at hearing this, they said
it would not be convenient to have it done on that day, as

and treastown, but next day they would have books,

neither books nor assets were available,

urer being out of
assets,

and

tlie

secretary

officers all present.

Next day

at the

hour appointed the commissioner

ent with an assistant.

Again the examination had

w^as pres-

to be post-

poned, as the treasurer could not be reached on that day.
day, the third after his arrival, the commissioner

were present.
icies

bank

The

certificate

Next

assistant

books were shown save the register of

issued, and, possibly, the

stubs attached.
in a

No

and

poli-

of stock book, with

assets consisted of a certificate of deposit

in possession

of the treasurer.

This the commis-

Insurance
;sioner

did not look

at.

CoMivassiONEfi.

There was nothing

xliii

to verify

it,

and

experience had taught him to beware of certificates of deposit

With

unless there was something tangible behind them.
dition like this the commissioner -considered there

thing to do.

He had

been in the

office

a con-

was but one

three times in three

He could find nothing to examine, and, from what he
days.
had seen and heard, he discovered a great deal to condemn. He
therefore told the two parties in charge that when he returned
to New Hampshire he should apply to the court, through the
attorney-general, for the annullment of the company's charter on
statutory grounds.

This he did before his return.

Counsel for the company, however, delayed a hearing on the
question until March

1,

the commissioner to be

postponed until March

The company was

On

1902.

2:)resent at
8,

when

account of the

inal)ility of

the hour ai)pointed

the

first

hearing

was

it

was

held.

represented by the counsel mentioned.

was again postponed to IVIarch 22, in order to allow the
cers time to be present.

On

Its counsel

offi-

was
the com-

the latter date the hearing

held at the place appointed, but none of the

pany appeared.

It

made

a

officers of

motion to dismiss the

peti-

ground that the evidence did
This motion was
denied by the judge, and the case was referred to a higher
tion of the commissioner, on the

not justify the forfeiture of the charter.

court for decision.

What

the commissioners examination developed was this:
That a charter for a fire insurance company, issued by the
legislature in 1887, "To be located in this state," had been

New York city.
That the company was located

sold to parties in

in that city in violation of the

•condition quoted.

That the policies issued by the company bore the names of
two persons resident in New York, as president and secretary.
That these two persons, on their own admission, had not
qualified for these offices, and

connected with them.

had not performed any duties

Report of the Insurance Commissioner.
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That the

policies issued purported to be signed

by the

presi-

dent and secretary mentioned in the city of Concord, N. H.
Tiiat no policies
cord, N.

had been signed

in the

reputed

office in

Con-

H.

He found no

no secretary, no books, and no

office,

assets,

save

the certificate of deposit, not examined.

No

show

records to

and the

officers

chosen

that the
in

company had been organized

accordance with the requirements of

the statutes of this state.

No

records to

had been

all

show

that the purported cash capital of '|!lO,000

paid in before the certificates of stock were issued^

as required by the statutes.

No records to show that one dollar of the paid-up capital
had been turned over to the treasurer and applied to the use of
the company.
No records to show the income and expenditures of the
company from the date of its reorganization in 1900 to June
14, 1901.

So much space

is

devoted to this matter for the reason that

one or more charters of

fire

insurance companies are held by par-

and a recurrence of the situation described
should be prevented by legislative enactment. The good name
of the state, the reputation of our domestic fire insurance comties

in this state,

panies,

and the welfare of the people without

the state, seeking insurance,

demand

as well as within

this.

JOHN

C.

LINEHAN.
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Exposure
Sparks

Oil stove

Matches
Lightning
Burning out chimney.
;

.

.

Gasoline stove
Boiler
Fire-crackers

Lamps

Gas stove

Carelessness
Children with matches.
Spontaneous combustion.

Naphtha

Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total

number

pipes.

Explosion
Burning brush

Overheating
Incendiary
.

of Causes.

Thawing out water
Smoking
Hot ashes

Unknown
Defective chimney

Ixxxiii

of fires

insurance on buildings
insurance on contents
loss on buildings
loss on contents
insurance paid on buildings
insurance paid on contents

Electric wire
Friction

261
$526,563.00
332,365.00
190,228.00
184,204.00
103,736.00
128,253.00
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Ixxxvii

Sumviary of Causes.

Exposure

Spontaneous combustion
Hot ashes
Lanterns

Unknown
Defective chimney.
Carelessness

Oil stove

Furnace

Lifrhtnins:

Sparks
Overheating.
Incendiary

11

of fires

insurance on buildings
insurance on contents

on buildiug-s
loss on contents
insurance paid on buildings
insurance paid on contents
loss

pipes.

Boiler
Boiling tar

Gasoline stove
Rats and matches
Children and matches.

number

Fire-crackers

Thawing out water

Lamps

Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total

.

Gas jet
Naphtha
Electric wire

330
$020,377.00
604,032.00

346,180.00
352,423.00
239,659.00
215,446.00
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NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN MUTUAL

FIRE
Abstracts

of

INSURANCE
Aknttax

Eeports,

COMPANIES.

with

Detailed

Statesiecvts ,of

Resources ajjd Liabilities, for the Year ending

December

31,

1901.

[These companies charge no cash premiums, but rely entirely upon
assessments on deposit notes to pay losses and running expenses. The
business of the Town Mutuals is generally confined to the limits of the
town, and their risks are upon dwellings, farm buildings, and their
contents principally.]

New Hampshike Town Mutual

2

[Dec. 31,

BARNSTEAD MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Commenced

EuFus

S.

business June

company's

in

1857.

Chahles E. Waiker,

Foss, President.

ASSETS, DEC.
Cash

17,

Secretary,

31, 1901.

office

$63.60

LIABILITIES.
None.

IXCOME.
Received from premiums and policy fees
Balance on hand Dec. 31 of previous year

$150.56
35.04

Total net resources

$185.60

EXPEXDITUEES.
Paid for losses during- the

j'ear

$32.50

for salaries and fees of officers and employees

30.00

for incidental expenses

54.50

for

filing"

statement

5.00

Gross cash expenditures

$122.00

GENERAL ITEMS.
Amount.

Risks outstanding Dec. 31, 1900
Risks written during the year

$201,363.00

Prem. Notes.
$12,399.13

43,785.00

2,627.10

Total
Eisks terminated during the year

$245,148.00

$15,026.23

22,600.00

1,356.00

$222,548.00

$13,670.23

Amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

XiDBses incurred during the year

Date of

last assessment.

May

5,

32.50
190O.

Amount

collected

Largest sum insured in a single risk
Rates charged for insurance:
Premium note, six per cent of amount insured.
Cash premiums, four per cent of premium note.
Policy fee, one dollar.

241.58
1,500.00

FiKE Insueance Companies.

1901.]

BOW MITL'AL
George W. Colby,

INSURANCE COMPANY.

P^IRE

Commenced

3

business March

16,

ISoO.

George W.

President.

ASSETS, DEC.

31,

SiroRT, Secretary,

1901.

Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks
Cash in the hands of agents, reported

$9.00
1.00

7.54

Gross assets

$17.54

LIABILITIES.
None.

INCOME.
Received from premiums and policy fc^es
Balance on hand Dec. 31 of previous year

$21.62
8.00

Total net resources

$29.62

EXPENDITURES.
Paid for salaries and fees of
for filing statement

officers

and employees

$3.25
5.00

Gross cash expenditures.

GENERAL ITEMS.
Amount.

Risks outstanding- Dec. 31, 1900
Risks written during the vear

$52,140.00

Prcm. yotea.
$2,607.00

12,250.00

612.50

Total
Risks terminated during the year

$64,390.00

$3,219.50

10,575.00

528.75

$53,815.00

$2,690.7d

Amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Largest sum insured in a single risk
Rates charged for insurance:
Premium note, five per cent of amount insured.
Cash premiums, three per cent of premium note.
Policy fee, twentv-five cents.

1,500.00

.

New

HajSipshiee

Town Mutual
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CANDIA MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Commenced

Benjamin

F.

business April

25,

1859.

Moses

Lang, President.

ASSETS, DEC.

F.

Emekson,

Secretaiy.

1901.

31,

Cash deposited in banks

$187.00

LIABILITIES.
None.

INCOME.
Eeceived from premiums and policy fees,

from

$66.43

interest from, all sources..

6.16

Total income
Balance on hand Dec. 31 of previous year.

$72.59
167.06

$239.65

Total net resources.

EXPENDITUKES.
Paid for salaries and fees of officers and employees.
for incidental expenses
for filing statement
Gross cash expenditures.

$26.25
1.40

5.00

$32.65

GENERAL ITEMS.
Amount.

Risks outstanding Dec. 31, 1900.
Risks written during the year.
Total

Risks terminated during the year.

Amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Date of last assessment, August, 1895.
Largest sum insured in a single risk
Rates charged for insurance:

Premium

Amount

note, six to eight per cent of

$6,099.75

23,275.00

1,436.00

$120,440.00

$7,53.5.75

17,665.00

1,085.00

$102,775.00

$6,449.85

collected...

299.83
1,850.00

amount

Cash premiums, two per cent of premium note.
Policy fee, fifty cents.

Prem. Notes.

$97,165.00

insured.

Fire Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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CANTERBURY MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Commenced

James Frame,

business July

1849.

Axbert

President.

ASSETS, DEC.
Cash in companj''s

i,

31,

F.

Dbew,

Secretary.

1901.

$26.69

office

LIABILITIES.
Xone.

INCOME.
Keceived from premiums and policy fees
from assessments on premium notes
from cash loans to the company

$51.40
234.09
225.00

Total income
Balance on hand Dec. 31 of previous year

$510.49
92.67

$603.16

Total net resources

EXPENDITURES.
Paid for losses during- the year
for collecting- assessments
for salaries and fees of officers and emploj-ees
for making assessments
for borrowed money and interest
for incidental expenses
for filing statement

$315.00
4.66

13.00
2.50

232.89
3.42
5.00

$576.47

Gross cash expenditures

GENERAL ITEMS.
Amount. Prcm. Notes.
$7,519.74
$128,400.00

Risks outstanding Dec. 31, 1900
Risks MTitten during the year
Total
Risks terminated during the year

Amount

in force Dec. 31. 1901

Assessments laid on premium notes
Date of last assessment. June 1, 1900.
Largest sum insured in a single risk
Rates charged for insurance:

Premium

note,

fi^ve

to six per cent of

fee, fiftv cents.

1.512.60

$153,710.00

$9,032.34

24,675.00

1,463.50

$129,035.00

$7,568.84

233.14

Amount

collected...

233.14
1,800.00

amount

insured.

Cash premiums, two per cent of premium note.
Policy

25,310.00

6

New Hampshire Town Mutual
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HOLLIS MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Commenced

Edwabd Hahdy,

business June

Charles

President.

ASSETS, DEC.

1846.

1,

B. Richakdson, Secretary,

31, 1901.

Oash deposited in banks

$15.22

LIABILITIES.
Losses reported, not adjusted (estimated)

$50.00

INCOME.
Received from premiums and policj^ fees
from cash loans to the company
from all other sources

$35.98

Total income
Balance on hand Dec. 31 of previous year

$185.98

lOO.OO
50.00

.15

Total net resources

$186.13

EXPENDITURES.
Paid for losses during- the year
for salaries and fees of officers and employees

$160.00
18.00

for incidental expenses
for filing statement

5.25

5.00

.^

$188.25

Gross cash exi>enditures

GENERAL ITEMS.
Risks outstanding Dec. 31, 1900
Risks written during the year

Amount. Prem. Notes.
$198,035.00 $12,118.82
30,275.00

1,796.50

$228,310.00

$13,915.32

28,250.00

1,738.00

$200,060.00
Amount in force Dec. 31, 1901
Losses incurred' during the j'ear
Date of last assessment, October, 1900. Amount collected..
Largest sum insured in a single risk
Rates charged for insurance:
Premium note, six to ten per cent of amount insured.
Cash premiums, one per cent of premium note.

$12,177.32

Total
Risks terminated during the year

Policy fee, fifty cents.

210.00

510.00
2,000.0(1

FiEE Insurance Companies.

1901.]

LOUDON MUTUAL
Commenced

Horace

F.

T

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
business

November

17,

Caleb

Fletcuer, President.

ASSETS, DEC.

1877.

D. ^LAI^STO^^ Secretary.

31, 1901.

Cash in cornpany's office
Cash deposited in banks
Unp>aid assessments on premium notes

$59.31
67.64

15.50

Gross assets

$142.45

LIABILITIES.
None.

INCOME.
Received from premiums and policy fees
Balance on hand' Dec. 31 of previous year

$80.56
67.64

Total net resources

$148.20>

EXPENDITURES.
Paid for losses during- the year
for salaries and fees of officers and emploj'ees
for incidental expenses
for filing statement

$4.00'

10.75
1.50
5.00

Gross cash expenditures

$21.25

GENT:RAL ITEMS.
Amount. Prem. Notes.
$102,102.50
$5,105. 1^

Risks outstanding Dec. 31, 1900
Risks -written during the year
Total
Risks terminated during the year

Amount
Date of

in force Dec. 31, 1901

last assessment, Nov. 15, 1900.

Amount

17,712.50

885.62-

$119,815.00

$5,990.74

15,650.00

782.50:

$104,165.00

$3,208.24

collected...

Largest sum insured in a single risk
Rates charged for insurance:
Premium note, five per cent of amount insured.
Cash premiums, one half of one per cent of premium notePolicy fee, fifty cents.

408.00'

2,000.00

New Hampshire Town Mutual
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LYNDEBOROUGH MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY.
Commenced

Nathaotel

business June

1862.

Johx H. Goodrich,

T. McIntibe, President.

ASSETS, DEC.

2,

31,

Secretary.

1901.

Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

$16.85
100.80

$117.65

Gross assets

LIABILITIES.
None.

INCOME.
Eeceived from policy fees

$32.25

EXPENDITURES.
Paid for salaries and fees of officers and employees
for incidental expenses
for filing statement

$13.00
.12

5.00

Gross cash expenditures

$18.12

GENERAL ITEMS.
Amount. Prem. Notes.
$129,970.00
$7,798.20

Risks outstanding Dec. 31, 1900
Risks written during the year
Total
Risks terminated during the

Amount

1,223.82

$150,367.00

$9,022.02

18,405.00

1,704.30

$131,962.00

$7,317.72

.year

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Date of last assessment, July 27, 1900.
Largest sum insured in a single risk
Rates charged for insurance:

Premium

20,397.00

note, six per cent of

amount

Amount

collected..

insured.

Cash premiums, three per cent of premium note.
Policy fee, twenty-five cents.

115.79
2,000.00

Fire Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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MILFORD MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Commenced
F. J.

Kendall,

business July

1,

W. D. Sargent,

President.
.

ASSETS, DEC.

1861.

31,

Secretary.

1901.

Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks
Interest due and accrued

$16.37
3,170.16

25.28

Gross assets

$3,211.81

LIABILITIES.
None.

I

I^'Co^^E.

Keceived from premiums and policy fees
from, interest from all sources
from all other sources
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

$218.27
70.89
.14

$289.30
31 of previous

year

2,927.02

Total net resources

$3,216.32

EXPENDITURES.
Paid for return premiums

$3.12

for salaries and fees of officers and employees
for incidental expenses
for filing statement

24.75
1.42

5.00

Gross cash expenditures

$34.29

GENERAL ITEMS.
Amount.

Risks outstanding Dec. 31, 1900
Risks written during the year
Total

Risks terminated during the year

Amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Largest sum insured in a single risk
Rates charged for insurance:

Premium

note, ten per cent of

Cash premiums,
Policy

five

amount

Prem. yotes.
$16,339.00

38,705.00

3,870.50

$202,340.00

$20,209.50

37,510.00

3,751.00

$164,830.00

$16,458.50
2,000.00

insured.

per cent of premium note.

fee, seventy-five cents.

$163,635.00

New Hampshike Town Mutual
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NEW DURHAM MUTUAL
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FIRE INSURANCE

COMPANY.
Commenced business June

HoBATio

G.

Chambeelin,

4,

1887.

Eben

Fi-esident.

ASSETS, DEC.

E. Berry, Secretary^

31, 1901.

Cash deposited in banks
Interest due and accrued

$76.29
4.54

All other assets

41.00

Gross assets

$121.83

LIABILITIES.

Due

for borrowed

money and

interest

$34.71

INCOME.
Received from premiums and policy fees
from all other sources

$20.93
17.50

Total income

$38.43

EXPENDITURES.
Paid for losses during- the year
for return

$4.00

premiums

for salaries and fees of officers

1.88

and employees

20.00

for incidental expenses

1.75

for filing statement

5.0O

Gross cash expenditures

$32.63

GENERAL ITEMS.
Amount.

Prem. Notes.

Risks outstanding- Dec. 31, 1900
Risks written during the year

$68,520.00

$4,111.20

8,850.00

531.00

Total
Risks terminated during the year

$77,370.00

$4,642.20

5,900.00

354.00

$71,470.00

$4,288.20

Amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Losses incurred during the year
Date of last assessment, July 14, 1899. Amount collected..
Largest suna insured in a single risk
Rates charged for insurance:
Premium note, six per cent of the amount insured.
Cash premiums, three per cent of the premium note.
Policy

fee, fifty cents.

4.00

381.72
1,500.00

FiEE Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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NORTHWOOD :\IUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Commenced

Moses

business July

G. Jambs. Prenident.

1861.

SAiiuxL

.

ASSETS, DEC.

20,

S.

James, Secretary.

31, 1901.

Cash deposited in banks
Unpaid assessments on premium notes
Cash in the hands of agents, reported

$82.61
52.76
43.13

$178.50

Gross assets

LIABILITIES.
None.

INXOME.
Received from premiums and policy fees
from assessments on premium notes

$61.22
1,353.42

Total income
Balance on hand Dec. 31 of previous year

$1,414.64
3.19

$1,417.83

Total net resources

EXPENDITURES.
Paid for losses during- the year
for salaries and fees of officers and employees
for filing statement

$1,123.27

270.88
5.00

$1,399.15

Gross cash expenditures

GENERAL ITEMS.
Risks outstanding Dec. 31, 1900
Risks written during the year

$304,337.00

Prcm. Notes.
$16,539.21

48,255.00

2,611.75

Total
Risks terminated during the year

$352,592.00

$19,150.96

46.170.00

2,443.25

$306,422.00
Amount in force Dec. 31, 1901
Losses incurred during the year
Assessments laid on pTeminm notes
Date of last assessment July 1, 1901. Amount collected
Largest sum insured in a single risk
Rates charged for insurance:
Premium note, five to twelve per cent of amount insured.
Cash premiums, three per cent of premium note.

$16,707.71

Amount.

Policy fee, fifty cents.

1,123.27

1,406.18
1,353.42

2,000.00

New Hampshike Town Mutual
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ORFORD MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Commenced

George W. Lamprey,

business January

Beos^jamin F. Trussell, Secretary.

President.

ASSETS, DEC.
Cash, in

company's

26, 1886.

31, 1901.

$9.11

office

LIABILITIES.
None.

INCOME.
Received from premiums and policy fees
Balance on hand Dec. 31 of previous year

$82.34
2.41

Total net resources

$84.75

EXPENDITURES.
Paid for salaries and fees of officers and employees
for incidental expenses
for filing statement

$70.00
.64

5.00

Gross cash expenditures

$75.64

GENERAL ITEMS.
Risks outstanding Dec. 31, 1900
Risks written during the year

$124,265.00

Prcm. Notes.
$6,410.00

39,770.00

2,037.00

Total
Risks terminated during the year

$164,035.00

$8,447.00

43,975.00

2,239.55

$120,060.00

$6,207.45

Amount.

Amount
Date of

in force Dec. 31, 1901

last assessment, Sept.

6,

1900.

Amount

collected

Largest sum insured in a single risk
Rates charged for insurance:
Premium note, five per cent of amount insured.
Cash premiums, three per cent of premium note.
Policy fee, fifty cents.

314.22
2,000.00

Fire Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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PIERMONT MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Commenced
EC.

H. Palmer,

business February

ASSETS, DEC.
Cash in company's

25,

1871.

Aakon Bartox,

President.

31, 1901.

oflRce

$37.82

All other assets

Gross assets

Secretary.

50.00
'

$87.82

LIABILITIES.
None.

INCOME.
Received from premiums and policy fees
from assessments on premium notes

$118.18

Total income
Balance on hand Dec. 31 of previous year

$555.14

436.96

32.30

Total net resources

$587.44

EXPENDITURES.
Paid for losses during the year

$425.00^

for adjusting losses

3.00

for collecting assessments

10.00

for commissions

6.10

premiums
for salaries and fees of officers and emxiloyees
for making assessments
for return

10.94

82.00
5.00

for incidental expenses

2.58

for filing statement

5.00

Gross cash expenditures

$549.62

GENERAL ITEMS.
Risks outstanding Dec. 31, 1900
Risks written during the year
Total
Risks terminated during the year

Amount

in force Dec.

31,

1901

Amount. Prem. Notes.
$138,350.00
$9,251.22
45,010.00

2,788.36

$183,360.00

$12,039.58

57,804.00

3,898.69

$125,556.00

$8,140.89-

New Hampshike Town Mutual
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Losses inciirred during the j^ear
Assessments laid on premium notes
Date of last assessment, July 8, 1901. Amount collected....
Larg^est sum insured in a single risk
Eates charged for insurance:
Premium note, five to twenty per cent of amount insured.
Cash premiums, three per cent of premium note.

[Dec. 31,
$425.00

436.96
425.00
2,500.00

Policy fee, fifty cents.

SANBORNTON MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Commenced

Joshua

business

28,

Herbert

Lai^e, President.

ASSETS, DEC.
Cash in companj-'s

March

1874.

J. L.

Bodwell,

Secretary.

31, 1901.

$305.71

office

LIABILITIES.

Due

officers for services

and expenses

Incidental expenses

Gross

$27.00
6.00

$33.00

liabilities

INCOME.
Received from premiums and policy fees
from interest from all sources
Total income

$140.88
6.51

$147.39

Balance on hand Dec. 31 of previous year
Total net resources

423.32

$570.71

EXPENDITURES.
Paid for losses during the j^ear

$210.00

for comnaission?

13.00

for salaries and fees of officers and emploj^ees

37.00

for filing statement

Gross cash expenditures

5.00

$265.00

FiEE Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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GENERAL ITEMS.
Amount.

Risks outstanding- Dec. 31, 1900
Risks written during- the year

$120,782.00

Prcm. Xotcs.
$6,039.10

25,575.00

1,278.75

Total
Risks terminated during the year

$146,357.00

$7,317.85

26,760.00

1,338.0€

Amount in force Dec. 31, 1901
$119,597.00
$5,979.85
Losses incurred during the year
210.00
Largest sum insured in a single rislc
2,500.00
Rates charged for insurance:
Premium note, five per cent of amount insured.
Cash premiums, one half of one per cent of amount insured.
Policy fee, twenty-five cents.

STRAFFORD MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Commenced

Albert

business January

3,

1S53.

Hiram

A. Hais'son, President.

ASSETS, DEC.

S.

Hnx,

Secretary.

31, 1901.

Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

$20.80

319.82

Gross assets

$340.62

LIABILITIES.
None.

INCOME.
Received from premiums and policy fees
Balance on hand Dec. 31 of previous year
Total net resources

$52.72
17.05

$69.77

EXPENDITURES.
Paid for return premiums
for salaries and fees of officers and employees

$4.12
13.00

for incidental expenses

1.85

for filing statement

5.00

Gross cash expenditures

$23.97

New Hampshiee Town Mutual
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GENEKAL ITEMS.
Amount.

Risks outstanding Dec. 31, 1900'
Risks written during the year

$172,696.00

Prem. Notea^.
$10,384.33

21,809.00

1,269.79

Total
Risks terminated during

$194,505.00

$11,654.12

17,582.00

451.82

$176,923.00

$10,702.30

Amount

tlie

\car

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Date of last assessment. May 28, 1898.
Largest sum insured in a single risk
Rates charged for insurance:

Premium
Ca.sh

Amount

collected...

365.21
2,000.00

amount

note, five to ten per cent of

insured.

premiums, three per cent of premium note.

Policy fee, fifty cents.

SUNAPEE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Commenced

Almeron

B.

business February,

Erastus R. Boyce,

Abbott, President.

ASSETS, DEC.
Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash

in

company's

1886.

31,

Secretary^

1901.

§443.15

office

deposited in banks
value of notes, bonds, or other securities
in the hands of agents, reported

Gross assets

1,089.96

2,379.50
20.63

$3,873.24

LIABILITIES.
None.

INCOME.
Received from premiums and policy fees
from all other sources
Total income

Balance on hand Dee. 31 of previous year
Total net resources

$947.19
100.25
$1,047.44

298.25
$1,345.69

Fire Insurance Companies.

1901.]

IT

EXPEXDITUKES.
Paid for return premiums
for salaries

and

$22.91

fees of officers

for filing statement

and employees

192.50
5.00

•

Gross cash expenditures

$220.41

GENERAL ITEMS.
Amoutit.

Prcm. Notes.

Eisks outstanding- Dec. 31, 1900
Risks Avritten during the year

$263,630.00

$13,970.63

126,450.00

8,471.90

Total
Risks terminated during the year

$390,080.09

$22,442.53

103,725.00

1.442.50

$286,355.00

$21,000.03

Amountj

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Largest sum insured in a single risk
1,600.00
Rates charged for insurance:
Premium note, one and one third to thirteen per cent of amount
insured.

Cash premiums, one sixth to one and one third per cent of amount
insured.

Policy fee, one dollar.

SUTTON MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Commenced

Moses

L.

business September,

1849.

Daniel

Puxsetiry, President.

ASSETS, DEC.

31,

Cash in compan.y's office
Cash deposited in banks
Interest due and accrued

L.

Powers,

Seci-ctary.

1901.

$23.56
100.30
3.00

Gross assets

$126.86

LIABILITIES.
None.

INCOME.
Received from premiums and policy fees
Balance on hand Dec. 31 of previous jear
Total net resources

$44.80
12.78

$57.58

New Hampshire
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EXrEXDITL'RES.
Paid for salaries and fees of
for incidental expenses
for filing statement

and emploj'ees

officers

$28.00
1.02
5.00

Gross cash expenditures

$34.02

GENERAL ITEMS.
$90,910.00

Prcm. Notes.
$9,343.25

17,940.00

1,794.00

$108,850.00

$11,137.25

18,750.00

1,883.25

$90,100.00

$9,254.00

Atvouut.

Risks outstanding- Dec. .31, 1900
Risks written during the year
Total
Risks terminated during the year

Amount
Date of

in force Dec. 31, 1901

last assessment, ]May, 1900.

Amount

collected

Largest sum insured in a single risk
Rates chargetl for insurance:
Premium note, nine to thirteen per cent of amount insured.
Cash premiums, one and one half per cent of premium note.
Policy fee, fifty cents.

1,007.17
1,600.00

TILTON AND NORTHFIELD MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY.
Commenced

W. Smith

business December

10,

George

ITirx, President.

ASSETS, DEC.

1887.

S.

Piiilbrick, Secretary.

31, 1901.

Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

$53.18
750.21

Gross assets

$803.39

LIABILITIES.
I

None.

INCOME.
Received from premiums and policy fees
from assessments on premium notes

$60.50
1,028.81

Fire Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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Received from interest from all sources
from all other sources

$24.89
12.60

Total income
Balance on hand Dec. 31 of previous year

$1,126.80

•.

1,514.65

Total net resources

$2,641.45

EXPENDITUKES.
Paid for losses during- the year
for return premiums

$1,800.00
11.81

for salaries and fees of officers and emploj'ees

16.00

for incidental expenses

for

filing-

5.25

statement

5.00

Gross cash expenditures

$1,838.06

GENERAL ITEMS.
Amount.

Prcm. yotcs.

Risks outstanding- Dec. 31, 1900
Risks written during the year

$118,135.00

$5,90f5.75

11,000.00

550.00

Total
Risks terminated during the year

$129,135.00

$6,456.75

16,525.00

826.25

$112,610.00

$5,630.50

Amount

in force Dec. 31. 1901

Date of last assessment, Dec. 22, 1900.
Largest sum insured in a single risk
Rates charged for insurance:

Premium

note, five per cent of

Amount

collected...

1,028.81

2,000.00

amount

insured.

Cash premiums, one half of one per cent of amount insured.
Policy

fee, fifty cents.

AVEARE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Commenced

business January

W.

WiLLiAii T. ;Morse, President.

ASSETS, DEC.

5,

S.

1857.

B. Hekbert, Secretary.

31, 1901.

None.

LIABILITIES.

Due

officers for services

and expenses

$31.20

New Hampshire Town Mutual
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INCOME.
Received from premiums and policy fees
from assessments on premium notes

$221.91
1,612.22

Total income
Balance on hand Dec. 31 of previous year

$1,834.13
.60

Total net resources

$1,834.73

EXPEXDITUEES.
Paid for losses during the year
for adjusting losses
for collecting assessments
for commissions
for salaries

and

fees of officers

for,

incidental expenses

for

filin"'

$1,568.00
11.50
58.43

92.25

and employees

122.50
8.25

statement

5.00

Gross cash expenditures

$1,865.93

GENERAL ITEMS.
Amount.

Risks outstanding Dec. 31. 1900
Risks written during the year

$480,445.00

Prem. Notes.
$35,834.10

102,035.00

8,030.45

Total
Risks terminated during the year

$582,480.00

$43,864.55

86,465.00

6,570.30

$496,015.00

$37,294.25

Amount

in force Dec. 31, 1001

Losses incurred during the year
Date of last assessment, Nov. 26, 1900. Amount collected..
Largest sum insured in a single risk
Rates charged for insurance:
Premium note, six to twenty per cent of amount insured.
Cash premiums, two per cent of premium note.
Policy fee, fifty cents.

290.00
1,612.22

1,500.00

Fire Insurance CoirPANiES.

1901.]
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WESTMORELAND MUTUAL

FIRE INSURANCE
ASSOCIATION.

Commenced

Allen

business

May

15,

1876.

Wakren W. Shelley,

A. B.vkker, Frcsidcnt.

ASSETS, DEC.

Secretary.

31, 1901.

Cash in company's oflBce
Cash deposited in banks

$22.29
26.50

Gross assets

$4S.79

LIABILITIES.

Due

officers for services

and expenses

$20.00

INCOME.
Received from premiums and policy fees
Balance on hand Dec. 31 of previous year
Total net

$71.85
48.79

resources

$120.64

EXPENDITURES.
Paid for losses during- the year
for salaries and fees of oflficers and employees
for filing statement
Gross cash expenditures

$50.00
20.02
5.00

ST5.02

GENERAL ITEMS.
Risks outstanding- Dec. 31, 1900
Risks written during the year
Total
Risks terminated during the year

Amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Amount. Prcm. Xotes.
$61,045.00
$6,475.25
29,840.00

3,285.25

$90,885.00

$9,763.50

28,875.00

2.958.75

$62,110.00

$6,804.75

Losses incurred during the J'ear
50.00
Date of last assessment, Dec. 18, 1899. Amount collected...
838.32
Largest sum insured in a single risk
2,000.00
Rates charged for insurance:
Premium note, ten to fifteen per cent of amount insured.
Cash premiums, one fourth of one per cent of premium note.
Policj- fee, fifty cents.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
MUTUAL

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES.

Abstbacts

of

Akxtjal

Eeports,

with

Detailed

Statements of

Kesoukces and Liabilities, fob the Yeak ending

Decembeb

31, 1901.

[These companies rely upon assessments, instead of cash premiums,
payment of fire losses, and include the Grange Mutual Fire
Insurance Company, organized in March, 1888, whose membership is
W'hollj- Avithin the State Grange of the Patrons of Husbandry.]
for the

New Hampshire Mutual
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GRANGE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Commenced

Chakles McDa>'iei^

business July

20, 1888.

E. C. Hutchinson, Secretary.

President.

ASSETS. DEC.

31, 1901.

Cash deposited in banks
Unpaid assessments on premium notes
Gross assets

$4,584.70

200.00
$4,784.70

LIABILITIES.
Losses reported, not adjusted (estimated)
Losses resisted
Due officers for .services and expenses

Gross

$75.00
1,000.00

640.00
$1,715.00

liabilities

INCOME.
Received from premiums and policj' fees
from assessment.s on premium notes
from interest from all sources

Total net resources

$12,437.97
12,622.51

144.17

$25,204.65

EXPEXDITUEES.
Paid for losses during fhe year

$17,069.78

for adjusting losses
for collecting assessments

201.78

for commissions

702.75

for return

premiums

179.33

162.02

for salaries and fees of officers and employees

575.28

for

making assessments
for borrowed money

150.00

for legal expenses
for incidental expenses

934.70

for filing statement

Gross cash expenditures

152.37

486.94
5.00

$20,619.95

Fire Insukan'ce CoMrANiES.

1901.]
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GENERAL ITEMS.
Amount.

Eisks outstanding- Dec. 31, 1900
Risks written during the year

1,883,500.00

'

Total
Risks terminated during the year

Amount

Prcm. Xotcs.

$5,502,578.12 $165,077.34

56,505.00

$7,386,078.12 $221,582.34
1,718,918.42

in force Dec. 31, 1901

51,567.54

$5,667,159.70 $170,014.80

Losses incurred during the year
11,954.43
Date of last assessment, Nov. 23, 1900. Amount collected...
12,622.51
Largest sum insured in a single risk
2,500.00
Rates charged for insurance:
Premium note, three per cent of amount insured.
Cash premiums, three fourths of one per cent of amount insured.
Policy fee, fifty cents from assured, and tift}- cents from company.

MERRIMACK COUNTY MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY.
Commenced

Samvex Choate,

business March

President.

31,

I.

ASSETS, DEC.

1877.

A.

Burbaxk,

Secretary.

31, 1901.

•Cash in company's office

$50.23

Unpaid assessments on premium notes
Cash in the hands of agents, reported

5.04

6.24

All other assets

40.00

Gross assets

$101.51

LIABILITIES.
Losses adjusted and unpaid

$850.00

INCOME.
Eeceived from premiums and policy fees
from assessments on premium notes
Total income

Balance on hand Dec. 31 of pi-evious year
Total net resources

$291.86
2,181.90

$2,473.76
16.24
$2,490.00

New Hampshire Mutual
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EXPENDITUEES.
Paid for losses during the year
for adjusting losses
for collecting assessments

$1,507.00

12.60
76.07

for commissions

SO. 25

premiums
salaries and fees of officers and employees
making assessments

for return
for

for

for borrowed

money and

7.48

131.00
15.00

interest

553.33

for incidental expenses

52.04

for filing statement

5.00

Gross cash expenditures

$2,439.77

GENERAL ITEMS.
Amount. Prcm. Notes.
$633,064.00 $37,111.67

Risks outstanding Dec. 31, 1900
Risks written during the year
Total
Risks terminated during the vear

Amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

94,700.00

5,834.13

$727,764.00

$42,945.80

75,115.00

4,499. 60i

$652,649.00

$38,446.20.

Losses incurred during the year
Assessments laid on premium notes
Date of last assessment, Jan. 15, 1901. Amount collected..,
Largest sum insured in a single risk
Rates charged for insurance:
Premium note, five to seven per cent of amount insured.
Cash premiums, four per cent of premium note.
Policy fee, fifty cents.

2,357.00'

2,186.94

2,181.90
2,000.ODi

ROCKINGHAM FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY.
Commenced

Habeison

G.

Bueley,

business June

President.

ASSETS, DEC.
Cash in company's office
Unpaid assessments on premium notes
Cash in the hands of agents, reported
Gross assets

18,

1833.

Hejstey A. Shute, Secretary.

31, 1901.

$2,494.50
16,889.33
1,493.29^

$20,877.ia

FiEE Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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LIABILITIES.

Due

for

borrowed money

and; interest

$27,662.50

INCOME.
Eeceived from premiums and policy fees
from assessments on premium notes
from cash loans to the company

$1,163.56

24,355.60

16,465.00

Total income

$41,984.16

Balance on hand Dec. 31 of previous year

1,788.80

Total net resources

$43,772.96

EXPENDITURES.
Paid for losses during the year

$16,416.16

for adjusting losses

339.64

for collecting assessments
for commissions

536.79
299.98

premiums
for salaries and fees of officers and employees
for making assessments
for borrowed money and interest
for return

12.97

600.00
100.00

22,670.90
297.02

for incidental expenses

5.00

for filing statement

$41,278.46

Gross cash expenditures

GENEEAL ITEMS.
Eisks outstanding Dec. 31, 1900
Eisks written during the year
Total
Eisks terminated during the year

Amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Amount. Prcm. Notes.
$5,029,006.00 $290,297.50
765,492.00

48,658.99

$5,794,498.00 $338,956.49

941,288.00

55,159.84

$4,853,210.00 $283,796.65

Losses incurred during the year
Assessments laid on premium notes
Date of last assessment, Sept. 2, 1901, Amount collected...
Largest sum insured in a single risk
Eates charged for insurance:
Premium note, five to nine per cent of amount insured.
Cash premiums, three per cent of premium note.
Policy fee, fifty cents.

16,029.54

24,355.60

24,355.60
2,500.00

4

NEW HAMPSHIRE
CASH MUTUAL

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Compiled

from

the

Annual

Eeports,

with

Stateme>'ts

Assets and LiabilitiEvS, for the Yeak ending

December

31, 1901.

or

.

New Hampshike Cash Mutual
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CONCORD MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Organized August

Samuex

C.

29,

Commenced

1SS5.

Louis

Eastsiax, President.
Principal

business October

office,

C.

17,

18S5.

Meerlll, Secretary.

Concord.

L ASSETS.
Schedule of Stocks.
Par

STOCKS.
Boston & Albany R. R
Boston & Maine R. R
Chicago & Northwestern R. R
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.
Concord & Montreal R. R

New York

Central R.

R

R

Northern R. R
Pemigewasset Valley R. R
Pennsylvania R. R
St. Louis & San Francisco R. R
Amoskeag Manufacturing Co
Concord Gas Light Co
Eagle & Phenix Hotel Co
Manchester Mills
New Hampshire Spinning Mills
The Pullman Co
Standard Oil Co
Quincy Railroad Bridge Co
Mergenthaler Linotype Co
Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis R. R.
Total values

Value. Market Value.

$1,000.00

FiEE Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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Surplus
Gross

$57,309.04
liabilities,

including surplus

III.

$73,299.37

INCOME.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance and return premiums

$17,708.46

917.14

Net cash premiums received during the jear
Interest and dividends from all sources

$16,791.32
2,598.69

Gross cash income

$19,390.01

Contingent premiums received during the year,

$34,981.88.

EXPENDITURES.

IV.

Net amount paid for losses during the year
Commissions on premiums
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
Profits or surplus on terminated policies
Office and incidental expenses

$7,154.88
2,516.98
1,200.00
3,226.08

258.06

Gross cash expenditures

V.

$14,356.00

GENERAL ITEMS.
$2,225,493.29

Cash
Premiums.
$29,553.72

$59,001.22

1,137.273.57

17.708.46

34,981.88

$3,412,766.86

$47,262.18

$93,983.10

1,211,100.37

17,691.48

34,957.64

$2,201,666.49

$29,570.70

$59,025.46

Amount.

Risks in force Jan. 1, 1901
Risks written during the year
Total
Risks terminated during the year.

Amount

.

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Cash received of other companies for insurance
Losses incurred during the year
~

Contingent

Premiums.

1,671.33

6,968.59

Percentages of cash premium returned during the year as profit or
surplus:

Twenty,

thirty,

and

fortj-

NEW

per cent.

IL\MPSHIRE BUSINESS.

Risks -written during the j-ear
Cash premiums received
Contingent premiums therewith

$1,139,385.57

Losses paid during the year
Losses incurred during the year

6,904.19

17,109.93

33,818.02

6,722.91

New Hampshire Cash Mutual
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MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS' MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Organized December

Edward

G.

Leach,

29,

18S5.

Commenced

Principal

I.

Loans on mortgag-es of

business January

4,

Lyman Jackman,

President.
oflRce,

1886.

Secretary.

Concord.

ASSETS.

real estate (first liens)

$5,780.00.

Schedule of Stocks and Bonds.
STOCKS.

Par Tahtc. Market Value.

Concord & Montreal R.
Northern R. R
Boston & Maine R. R

R

$3,600.00

Fire Underwriters' Association
Capital Fire Insurance Co
Metropolitan West Side Electric Co

$7,100.00

1,300.00

2,275.00

1,500.00

2,865.00

100.00

150.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

2,700.00

2,216.00

$1,500.00

$1,650.00

2,000.00

2,160.00

BOXDS.
United

States

Government

New York & New England
Chicago, Burlington

R.

R

& Quincy

R.

R

200.00

260.00

Rutland R. R
Northern Pacific & Great Northern
Xenia Water Company
Denver Consolidated Electric Co

3,000.00

3,350.00

3,000.00

3,000.00

Metropolitan West Side Electric Co

3,000.00

3,000.00

Davidson Investment Co
Trust Co
Nebraska Loan & Trust Co

3,800.00

800.00

2,750.00

1,750.00

3.000.00

3,000.00

$38,450.00

$40,486.00

New Hampshire
Total

values

Market value of

stocksi

3,000.00

2.910.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

and bonds

$40,486.00r

Collateral Secltsities for Cash Loans.
Market Value. Amount Loaned.
Fire Insurance Co
Mortgage notes

Capital

Total market value and cash loaned

$6,000.00

$6,000.00

2,600.00

1,000.00

$8,600.00

$7,000.00

Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks
Interest due and accrued

Premiums

$7, 000.00'

1.53

21,252.62

274.57

in course of collection

3,904.20

Gross available assets
Assessable contingent premiums on outstanding risks,

$78,698.92
$110,538.58.

FiEE INs^EA^XE Companies.

1901.]
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LABILITIES.

II.

Losses adjusted, due and to become due
reported, but not adjusted

$5,161.84

Gross amount of claims for losses
Deduct reinsurance thereon

$6,661.84

1,500.00

500.00

Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums...
Due to other companies for reinsurance
Return premiums due on cancelled policies

$0,161.84
27,634.64

129.36
227.88

Profits or surplus due on terminated policies

382.78

Commissions on premiums in course of collection
Rents, taxes, salaries, and incidental expenses

551.61

Liabilities,

479.08

except surplus

$35,567.19

Surplus

Gross

43,131.73
liabilities, including-

surplus

UI.

$78,698.93

INCOME.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance and return premiums

$32,946.31
3,819.69

Net cash premiums received during the year
Interest received on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources

Income from

all

$29,126.62

451.35
2,317.87

other sources

459.50

Gross cash income

$32,355.34

Contingent premiums received during the year,

$65,588.28.

EXPENDITURES.

IV.

Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct amount received for reinsurance

Net amount paid for losses during the year
Commissions on premiums
Salaries and fees of officers and emploj'^ees
Profits or surplus on terminated policies.
Interest on borrowed money
Rents
Office and incidental expenses
'

Gross cash expenditures

$18,698.57

615.79
$18,082.78
4,283.57

3,190.04
2,763.51

77.70
500.00
1,334.21

$30,231.81

34

N. H.

Cash Mutual Fiee
V.

Ins. Cos.

GENERAL ITEMS.
Amount.

Eisks in force Jan. 1, 1901
Eisks written during the year

$4,776,598.00

Total
Eisks terminated during the year..

$6,849,425.00

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$4,183,162.00

Amount

in force Dec.

[Dec. 31, 1901.]

31,

Cash
Contingent
Premiums.
Premiums.
$64,654.76 $128,985.14

2,072,827.00

1901

32,794.14

$97,448.90 $194,573.42
39,804.30

2,666,263.00

79,284.22

$57,644.60 $115,289.20

172,404.00
$4,010,758.00

65,588.28

2,375.31

4,750.63

$55,269.29 $110,538.58

Cash received of other companies for insurance
Losses incurred during the year
Percentages of cash premium returned during the year as

3,400.92

19,892.27

profit or

surplus:

Ten, twenty, and forty per cent.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Risks written during the year

Cash premiums received
Contingent premiums therewith
Losses paid during the year
Losses incurred during the year

BUSINESS.
$2,010,877.00
32,190.55

64,381.10
18,292.57
19,882.27

NEW HAMPSHIRE
STOCK

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES.

Abstracts of

Anntjal

Eeports,

with Detailed

Stateme:nts

Assets and Liabilities, for the Year ending

December

31,

1901.

of

New

36

HampshiPvE Stock
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CAPITAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Incorporated March

Lyman Jackman,

10,

Commenced

1886.

business March

19,

1886.

Ch.arles L. Jackjian, Secretary.

President.

Principal

office,

Cash Capital,

Concord.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash, value of real estate, less incumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon

Schedule of Stocks and Bonds.
STOCKS.
Concord & Montreal
Page Belting

Par
R.

R

Co

Piano Co
Amoskeag Manufacturing Co
Nashua Manufacturing Co
Pullman Palace Car Co
Concord Real Estate Co
Amory Manufacturing Co
National Bank of Lebanon, N. H
Metropolitan West Side Elevated R.
Prescott

R

BONDS.
City of Concord
City of Dover
City of Portsmouth
City Water Co., Merrill, Wis
Winfield Water Co., Kansas

Grand Forks Gas & Electric Co
Metropolitan

West

Side Electric R. R. Co...

Denver Consolidated Electric Co

Town

of

Montrose,

Col

Nebraska Loan & Trust Co
New Hampshire Trust Co
Muscatine Mortgage & Trust Co
Central Loan & Debenture Co
Johnson Loan & Trust Co
Wichita Water Co., Kansas
City of Kingman, Kan., Water Co
Denver Consolidated Gas & Electric Co

Yahic.

$101,198.90
90,076.65
2,002.4S

.

FiEE Insurance Companies

1901.]

Cash in company's office
Cash depo-sited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course

37
$2,585.24
13,907.78
1.047.74

of collection,

less

$5,570.16

for

commissions, etc
Rents due and accrued

Due

for reinsurance

on

27,048.25

483.33

losses paid

313.41

Gross assets

Deduct ledger

$401,563.73
7,000.00

liabilities

Total assets

$394,563.73

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums.
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Return premiums
.

.

Reinsurance

5,729.94
6,029.60

$158,926.59

$200,000.00
35,637.14

Surplus as regards policy-holders
liabilities,

126,832.52

620.87

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities

Total

$19,713.66

235,637.14

including capital and surplus

$394,563.73

DfCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$255,717.05
110,076.82

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

$145,640.23
4,134.63

6,556.44
5,756.11

Gross cash income

$162,087.41

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid for losses— all fire
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees

$165,423.61
55,618.37

$109,805.24
4,000.00

32.543.88
11,426.95

New Hampshire
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State and local taxes

$7,261.53

Eents

700.16

All other payments and expenditures

9,326.53

Gross cash expenditures

$175,064.29

AND PREMIUMS.

RISKS

Premiums.

Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

$32,956,416.00 $374,713.17

245,927.61

20,910,121.00

Total

$53,866,537.00 $620,640.78

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

294,111.09

24,141,084.00

$29,725,453.00 $326,529.69
72,864.63

5,163,270.00

in force Dec. 31, 1901

$24,562,183.00 $253,665.06

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at jiar value
Dividends declared during the year (2 per cent)

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

$108,073.25
37,700.00

4,000.00

1901.

Fire risks written
received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

$3,737,058.46

Premiums

54,980.65

33,808.50
34,697.20

FIRE UNDERWRITERS' ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated December

Lyman

22,

1S86.

Commenced

business January

1,

Thomas M. Lang,

Jackm.^n, President.
Principal

office.

Cash Capital,

1887.

Secretary^

Concord.

$10,000.00.

ASSETS.
SCHEDrLE OF STOCKS AND BONDS.
Par Value. Market Value.

STOCKS.
Capital

Fire Insurance

Iowa Loan & Trust Co

Co

$14,500.00

$14,500.00

1,000.00

1,250.00

Fire Insurance Companies.

1901.]

Page Belting Co
Pullman Palace Car Co
National Bank of Lebanon, N. H
Metropolitan Elevated R. R. Co
Mergenthaler Linotype Co
Erie Telephone & Telegraph Co
New Hampshire Health & Accident Co.
United States Steel Co

BONDS.
Ellenburg City
City Water Company
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Pe R. R.
City of Huron
New Hampshire Trust Co

& Land Co
Muscatine Mortgage Co
Davidson Investment Co
Central Loan

$250.00

39

New Hampshire
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Paid-up capital
Surplus bejond

Stock

[Dec. 31,
$10,090.00

all liabilities

14,489.10

Surplus as regards policj'-holders
Total

liabilities, including- capital

$24,489.10

and surplus

$33,917.08

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$11,987.52
3,171.95

—

Net cash received for premium.s all fire
Eeceived for interest on collateral loans
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

$8,815.57

191.72
1,397.24

999.23

Gross cash income

$11,403.76

EXPEXDITUKES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$4,632.98
1,145.58

Xet amount paid for losses
Dividends paid stockholders

—

$3,487.40

all fire

GO0.00

Commissions and bi'okerage
Salaries and fees of officers and emploj-ees
State and local taxes
Eents
All other payments and expenditures

1,443.35

1,285.00

126.50

200.00
675.42

Gross cash expenditures

EISKS

$7,817.67

AXD PREMIUMS.
Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Premiums.

$1,382,874.00

$18,163.09

2,437,563.00

11,085.88

$3,820,437.00

$29,248.97

Deduct risks expired or terminated

2,495,262.00

.12,156.36

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$1,325,175.00

$17,092.61

93,665.00

1,512.00

$1,231,510.00

$15,580.61

Total

Xet amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value
Dividends declared during the j'ear (6 per cent)

$5,703.05
8,000.00

600.00

Fire Insurance Companies.
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1901.

Fire risks written
Preniiunis received

$2,437,563.00
11,0S5.88

Losses paid
Losses incurred

4,629.34

•.

5,653.45

GRANITE STATE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Incorporated July

Frank

17,

1SS5.

Commenced

Alfred

Jones, President.
Principal

business

office,

Cash Capital,

November
F.

12,

1SS5.

Howard,

Secretary.

Portsmouth.

$200,000.00.

Cash value of real estate, less incumbrances thereon.
Loans on mortg-asres of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon

$30,300.00
13,350.00

SciiEDrLE OF Stocks and Bonds.
Par

STOCKS.
Boston & Maine R. R
Concord & Montreal R.
Dover Gas Light Co

R

Wolfeborough Loan & Banking Co
Worcester, Nashua & Rochester R.

Boyos.
state of Massachusetts
Hillsborough County, N. H.
Rockingham County, N. H.
Columbia County, Wash....
Boston, Mass
Quincy, Mass
Maiden, Mass

Taunton, Mass
Newton, Mass
Manchester, N.
Portsmouth, N.
Dover, N. H
Nashua, N. H
Concord, N. H
Laconia,

H
H

H

N.
X. H
Peterborough, N.
Rutland, Vt
Burlington, Vt

Pittsfield.

Milwaukee, Wis

H

Value. Market Value.

$13,100.00

R

337.30

Neav Hampshire Stock
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Concord & Montreal R. R
Boston & Lowell R. R
Fitchburg R. R
Peterborough & Hillsborough R. R
Nashua Card & Glazed Paper Co
New Hampshire Trust Co
Eastman Freight Car Heater Co
Water, Light & Power Co., St. Cloud, Minn.
Total values

$25,000.00

[Dec. 31,

FiEE Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$265,134.08
67,905.37

Net amount paid for losses
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers

—

$197,228.71

all fire

12,000.00
59,818.77

and employees

11,,380.00

State and local taxes

8,039.52

Eents
All other

1,385.00

payments and expenditures

32,243.17

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$322,095.17

AND PREMIUMS.
Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Premiums.

$48,448,099.00

$574,414.61

34,287,201.00

447,882.72

$82,735,300.00 $1,022,297.33

Deduct risks expired or terminated

31,845,793.00

417,704.24

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsuretl

$50,889,507.00

$604,593.09

13,838,511.00

174,033.75

$37,050,996.00

$430,559.34

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value
Dividends declared during the year (6 per cent)

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written
received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

Premiums

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

$199,273.06
131,600.00
12,000.00

1901.

$12,271,639.00
172,815.44
117.094.85
131,706.55

New Hampshire
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NEW HAMPSHIRE
Incorporated July

Uberto

[Dec. 31,

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
7,

Commenced

1869.

business April,

1870.

Fkaxk W. Sargeant,

Crosby, President.

C.

Stock

Secretary.

Principal ofBce, Manchester.

Cash Capital,

$1,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
incumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon

$168,981.62

"Cash value of real estate, less

487,016.66
5,107.00

Schedule of Stocks and Bonds.
Par Yalue. Marlcct Vahte.

STOCKS.
Suncook Valley

R.

R. R
York Central &

R

Pennsylvania

New
New

York,

Hudson River R. R

New Haven &

R

Hartford R.

Norwich & Worcester R. R
Pemigewasset Valley R. R
Boston & Albany R. R
Boston & Maine R. R
Concord & Montreal R. R
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co
Maine Central R. R
Northern (N. H.) R. R
Fitchburg R. R
Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago R.
Illinois

Chicago,

R
Rock Islaiid &

Central

R

R.

Pacific R.

R

Chicago June. Ry. & Union Stock Yards Co.
Chicago & Northwestern R. R
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R. R
Merchants' National Bank, Manchester
Pemigewasset National Bank, Plymouth
First National Bank, Peterborough, N. H....
First National Bank, Concord, N. H
Liaconia National Bank, Laconia, N. H
Lancaster National Bank, Lancaster, N. H...
Lancaster Trust Co., Lancaster, N. H
Exeter Banking Co., Exeter, N. H
Amoskeag Manufacturing Co., Manchester...
Amory Manufacturing Co., Manchester, N. H.
Manchester Mills, Manchester, N. H
Quincy R. R. Bridge Co
Pullman's Palace Car Co
Manchester (N. H.) Gas Light Co
American Express Co
v

Adams

E.Kpress

Co

$4,000.00

$4,800.00

73,300.00

102,620.00

57,500.00

92,000.00

40,000.00

83,600.00

5,000.00

10,000.00

26,000.00

32,500.00

20,000.00

50,000.00

30,000.00

54,000.00

37,500.00

73,125.00

30,000.00

48,000.00

10,000.00

16,000.00

13,000.00

21,190.00

10,000.00

14,000.00

20,000.00

36,000.00

66,000.00

85,800.00

26,400.00

36,960.00

20,000.00

25,000.00

40,000.00

80,000.00

22,000.00

35,500.00

13,000.00

16,250.00

6,000.00

8,400.00

5,000.00

6,500.00

8,000.00

24,000.00

1,700.00

1,700.00

5,000.00

6,250.00

2,500.00

2,500.00

1,000.00

1,100.00

10,000.00

17,000.00

3,300.00

4,455.00

40,000.00

40,000.00

20,000.00

40,000.00

30,000.00

60,000.00

2,000.00

12,000.00

10,000.00

19,000.00

10,000.00

18,000.00

FlEE IXSUEAXCE COMPANIES.

1901.]
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BOXDS.
United States Government
City of Cleveland, Ohio
City of Columbus, Ohio
City of Ashtabula, Ohio
City of East Portland. Oregon
City of Seattle, Washington
City of Moorhead, Minn
State of Georgia
Central R. R. Co. of New Jersey

Watertown & Rome R. R
New York & New England
Boston, Concord

R.

&

R

Montreal R.
Montreal R. R

R

Concord &
Fitchburg R. R
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R. R
Grand Rapids, Holding & Saginaw R.
Chicago, Burlington ac Quincy R. R
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R. R
Union Pacific R. R
Northern Pacific R. R
Oregon Short Line R. R
Michigan Central R. R

Montana Central R.

.'.

R

R

Lehigh Valley Terminal Railway Co
Utah & Northern R. R
Cincinnati, Richmond & Muncie R. R
Northern Pacific, Great Northern
West End Street Railway Co
Manchester Traction, Light, Heat % Power Co.
Hillsborough County, N. H

$25,000.00

$27,750.00

50,000.00

51,000.00

10,000.00

10,500.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

25,000.00

30,000.00

10,000.00

10,500.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

10,000.00

11,500.00

30,000.00

36,400.00

10,000.00

11,000.00

20,000.00

21,700.00

50,000.00

60,000.00

140,000.00

148,400.00

40,000.00

42,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

8,000.00

8,800.00

53,000.00

55,250.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

10,000.00

10,500.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

35,000.00

41,250.00

35,000.00

35,700.00

25,000.00

29,250.00

25,000.00

29,500.00

12,000.00

13,800.00

25,000.00

26,250.00

170,000.00

161,500.00

5,000.00

5,050.00

25,000.00

26,250.00

15,000.00

15,000.00

Co

25,000.00

26,000.00

Minneapolis Gas Light Co
Central Loan & Land Co
National Loan & Trust Co
Nashua Card & Glazed Paper Co
Grand Forks Gas & Electric Co
Minneapolis General Electric Co
Swift & Company, Chicago
American Telephone & Telegraph Co
Erie Telegraph & Telepdione Co

20,000.00

20,000.00

13,700.00

9,200.00

Adams

E.xpress

Total

values

Market value

7,860.00

5,895.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

25,000.00

25,500.00

25,000.00

25,500.00

30,000.00

30.000.00

15,000.00

15,000.00

$1,864,760.00 $2,374,195.00

of stocks

and bonds

$2,374,195.00

COLLATEEAL SECn?ITIES FOR CaSH LoANS.
Market Yalue. Amount Loaned.
Swift Refrigerator Trans. Co

$32,500.00

Exeter Manufacturing Co., pref
Exeter Manufacturing Co., bonds
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R. R., pref

12,000.00

American Woolen

24,500.00

Swift

Co.,

pref

& Company
Total

market value and amount loaned

$25,000.00

21,300.00

25,000.00
33,250.00

'

25,000.00

15,150.00

$138,700.00

$105,000.00

.
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Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of

Stock

[Dec. 31,
$105,000.00
629.56
197,888.03
5,887.46

collection, less $4.3.326.18 for

commissions, etc

129,978.53

Gross assets

$3,474,683.86

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of
Return premiums

$190,087.82
g-ross

premiums.

1,215,269.34

17,330.47

Reinsurance

8,111.79

$1,430,799.42
Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$1,000,000.00
Paid-up capital
1,043,884.44
Surplus beyond all liabilities

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

2,043,884.44

including capital and surplus

liabilities,

$3,474,683.86

IXCOME.
Cash received

for gross

premiums

$1,863,371.60

Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

415,124.63

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortgage and collateral loans....
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Gross cash income

$1,448,246.97

32,474.87

98,634.28
18,645.83

$1,598,001.95

EXPEXDITUEES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

11,109,110.40

188,279.64

Net amount paid for losses— all
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries

and fees of

officers

fire

and emploj'ees

State and local taxes
All other

payments and expenditures

Gross cash expenditures

$920,830.76
100,000.00

361,074.71
68,741.84

54,457.61

100,347.38
$1,605,452.30

Fire Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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and premiums.
Premiums.

Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

$211,217,571.00

$2,458,408.33

153,000,179.00

1,845,100.85

$364,223,750.00

$4,303,509.17

Deduct risks expired or terminated

140,267,700.00

1,711,930.32

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$223,956,050.00

$2,591,578.85

13,956,584.00

161,040.16

$209,999,466.00

$2,430,538.69

Xet amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during- the year
Company's stock owned bj' the directors, at par value
Dividi^nds declared during" the j-ear (10 jjer cent)
Amount loaned to officers and directors
Amount loaned to stockholders not officers

$930,132.54
233,000.00
100,000.00
2,S50.00

4,000.00

Amounts deposited

for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

Georg-ia

of Deposits.

Liabilities.

$11,500.00

$7,228.10

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

BUSINESS IN

«

1901.

Fire risks written
received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

$17,510,732.00

Premiums

194,285.70
10T,i:)1.09

115,488.93

PORTSMOUTH FIRE ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated October

Fraxk

27,

1SS7.

Commenced business November

Alfred

Joxes, President.
Principal

office,

Cash Capital,

F.

1,

Howard,

1SS7.

ficcretary.

Portsmouth.

$50,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of

real estate, less

incumbrances thereon

$16,500.00

New
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Ha3ipshiee Stock

[Dec. 31,

Schedule of Stocks axd Bonds.
STOCKS.
& Montreal
Worcester, Nashua &
Concord

Pur
R.

R

Rochester R.

R

Talue. Market Value.

$2,000.00

$4,040.00

3,000.00

4,650.00

$4,000.00

$4,358.80

4,000.00

4,440.00

BONDS.
Boston

&

R

Lowell R.

Chehallis County,

Wash
Wash

Columbia County,
Concord & Montreal R.
Dover, N.

R

H

Duluth Transfer Railway Co
Eastman Freight Car Heater Co
Evansville Electric Railway
Fort Plain. N. Y., Water Co
Hillsborough County, N. H
Maiden, Mass
Manchester, X. H

Manchester Street Railway
State of Massachusetts
Newton. Mass
Pittsfleld,

N.

H

Portsmouth, N. H
Rockingham County, N.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Ohio, Water
United States
Tiffin,

H

2,103.50

3,000.00

3,339.60

2,000.00

2,153.80

5.000.00

3,000.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

2,000.00

5,000.00

5,667.00

10,000.00

11,472.00

5,000.00

5,384.50

5,000.00

5,183.00

2,000.00

2,225.00

10,000.00

11,914.00

1,500.00

1,621.35

8,000.00

8,759.50

3,000.00

3,267.60

3,000.00

3,322.50

5,000.00

5,000.00

3,000.00

3,270.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

2,000.00

2,0,50.00

$112,500.00

$119,222.15

Works

Water, Light & Power Co
Xenia, Ohio, Water Co
Total values

2,000.00

Market value of stocks and bonds

$119,222.15

Collateral Securities for Cash Loans.
Market Value. Amount Loaned.
Burton Stock Car Co

Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of
commissions, etc
Gross assets

Deduct ledger

liabilities

Total assets

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

$.5,000.00

271.81
1,006.75

686.81
collection,

less

.$288.02

for
1,212.78

$143,900.30
2,000.00

$141,900.30

Fiim:

1901.J
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LIABILITIES.
tJneamed premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums....
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expen.ses
Return premiums
Ciross liabilities, except capital anil surplus

$50,000.00
all

liabilities

S2.297.90

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

7.71

156.01
S0,G02.40

I'aid-up capital

Surplus beyond

$9,438.68

liabilities,

132,297.90

including capital and surplus

$141,000.30

l.VCOMK.
Cash rpceivod for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiUTEs

J9,772.66
3, 13$. 62

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
from all other sources
Income from all other sources

$6,034.04

Interest and dividends

5,398.73
1,712.63

Gross cash inconje

$13,745.40

KXPENDITUKES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$6,564.45
1,331.34

Xet amount paid for losses
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage

— all

fire

$5,233.11

4,000.00
1,459.84

and fees of oflBcers and employees
State and local taxes
All other paj-ments and expenditures
Salaries

250.00
1,843.03

3,864.76

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

.*]r).()50.74

AND PREMIOrS.
Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated.

."

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Xet amount
4

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Premiums.

$2,091,634.00

$23,271.08

860,532.00

10,329.90

$2,952,166.00

$33,600.98

708,991.00

9,309.55

$2,243,175.00

$24,291.43

477,351.00

5,414.07

$1,765,824.00

$18,877.36

.

Neay Hampshire Stock
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[Dec. 31,

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value
Dividends declared during the year (8 per cent)

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

$6,6S4.7G

26,000.00
4,000.00

1901.

Fire risks written
Premiums received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

$758,137.00
9,065.98
5,727.14

5,847.45

STATE DWELLING HOUSE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Incorporated October

Solon A. Carter,

17, 1885.

Commenced

business October

23, 1885.

Obadlvh Morrill,

President.

Principal

office.

Cash Capital,

Secret ary.

Concord.

$15,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon

Schedule of Stocks and Bonds.
STOCKS.
Indian Head National
Page Belting Co

Par Value.

Bank

Red Oak Investment Co
Internaticnal Loan & Trust Co
Peterborough R.

R

New Hampshire

Real Estate Co
Western Union Telegraph Co
Denver & Southwestern R. R

American Woolen Co
National Salt Co
B07\'DS.

Kansas City Investment Co
,.
Johnson Loan & Trust Co
South Antrim Village
Lancaster Water
City of Concord, Refunding Water
Concord Street Railway
Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic Ry.
,

Total

values

$1,430.00
9,800.00

104.67

FiEE Insurance Companies.

1901.]

Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's ofQce
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Eents due and accrued
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$16,016.00

203.03
10,378.28

180.75
21.33

;

All other assets

259.09

Gross assets

$38,393.15

LIABILITIES.
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums ....
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses

$5,608.53

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
Surplus bej'ond all liabilities

$5,847.35

$15,000.00
17,545.80

Surplus as regards policy-holders

Total

liabilities,

238.82

32,545.80

including capital and surplus

$38,393.15

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$2,946.70
170.35

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
deceived for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

$2,776.35

638.53

885.31
195.89

Gross cash income

$4,496.08

EXPENDITUEES.
Net amount paid for

losses

—

all fire

$122.24

Dividends paid stockholders
Dividends to policy-holders
Commissions and brokerage

1,638.00

595.08
555.06

and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
All other payments and expenditures
Salaries

182.33

181.02
854.29

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$4,128.02

AND PREMIUMS.
Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Premiums.

$1,142,660.00

$11,222.62

318,335.00

2,946.70

$1,460,995.00

$14,169.32

.

N. H. Stock Fiee Ins. Cos.
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Deduct risks expired or terminated
Net amount in force Dec.

31, 1901

[Dec. 31, 1901.]
$302,285.00

$2,952.26

$1,158,710.00

$11,217.06

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value
Dividends declared during the year (9 per cent)
Amount loaned to officers and directors

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written
received

Premiums

Losses paid
Losses incurred

NEW

HAJMPSHIEE,

$122.24
8,900.00
,

1,350.00
4,000.00

1901.

$318,335.00
2,946.70

122.24
122.24

FIRE

AND FIRE-MARINE

INSURANCE COMPANIES
OF OTHER STATES.

Detailed Abstracts from the Anxuae Statements of the Ffre
AND FiRE-:MaP.IXE IXSLTIANCE COMPANIES OF OTHER STATES,
arthoeized to do business in the state of
Hampshire, showing their Condition on

THE 31ST Day of December,

1901.

new

Fire and Fire-Maeine
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[Dec. 31,

iETNA INSURANCE COMPANY.
Habtfokd, Conn.
Incorporated June,

WrLLiAM

B.

1819.

Commenced

business August

17,

1819.

William H. King,

Clakk, President.

Cash Capital,

Secretary.

$4,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon....
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection
Agents' debit balances secured
Gross assets

$230,000.00
12,600.00

196.00
12,181,832.02
3,600.00

2,917.60
1,024,625.40

375.00
538,360.87

431,323.07
$14,425,829.96

Deduct agents' credit balances
Total assets

353,881.59

$14,071,948.37

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums
Eeclaimable on perpetual fire policies
Commissions and brokerage
Eeturn premiums and reinsurance

$555,553.74
3,410,123.43

76,714.15

134,590.22
80,754.13

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$4,257,735.67
Paid-up capital
$4,000,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
5,814,212.70
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

$9,814,212.70

$14,073,948.37

Insurance Companies.
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INCOME.
Marine
and Inland.

Fire.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return pre-

miums
Not cash received for premiums

$5,706,741.93

$466,918.26

1,446, 379. U5

124,440.12

$4,260,361.98

$342,478.14

$4,602,840.12

Received for interest on mortgage and collateral loans...
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Deposit premiums received on perpetual fire risks, $7,448.58.

Gross cash income

1, LSI. 00

493,379.05
370,336.72

$5,467,686.89

EXPENDITURES.
Marine
and Inland.

Fire.

Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid

for losses

$3,099,482.68

$173,747.27

527,528.97

56,868.55

$2,571,953.71

$116,878.72

$2,688,832.43

Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage

700,000.00

and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
All other payments and expenditures

306,389.43

780,216.02

Salaries

Deposit premiums returned on perpetual

fire

139,309.02
357,549.93

risks, $1,227.50.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$4,972,296.83

AND

PRE^IIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Premiums.
$7,104,261.89

488,277,599.00

5,771,164.47

.$1,111,751,790.00 $12,875,426.36

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

Fire Risks.

$623,474,191.00

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Perpetual risks in force

467,829,349.00

5,328,621.74

$643,922,441.00

$7,546,804.62

77,309,341.00

954,430.37

.$566,613,100.00

$6,592,374.25

$3,365,723.00

$80,751.73

Fire and Fiee-Maeixe
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Marine and
Inland Risks.
$7,611,705.00

Premiums.
$235,397.55

132,226,940.00

408,269.38

$139,838,645.00

$703,666.93

120,273,679.00

430,697.97

$10,564,906.00

$372,968.96

1,809,063.00

45.096.35

$8,755,303.00

$227,872.61

and inland losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value..
Dividends declared during the year (171/2 per cent)

$2,812,276.27

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during- the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year

Deduct amount reinsured

Xet amount

in force

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire, marine,

Amount

loaned to officers not stockholders
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

220,900.00
700,000.00
3,600.00

Value
Liabilities.

of Deposits.

State or Country.

Canada

$149,224.72 $130,347.52

Georgia

27,125.00

91,748.29

Oregon

,"9,500.00

15,550.76

Virginia

51,485.00

57,122.52

Arizona
New Mexico

17,100.00

6,670.55

11,.j00.00

4,911.47

BUSINESS IX
Fire

ri<?ks

Premiums

written
received

Losses paid
Losses incurred

XEW

UA:MPSHIRE,

1901.

$4,601,917.00
64,390.46
37,533.62
41,762.66
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AGRICULTURAL INSURANCE COMPANY.
Watektowx, N. Y.
Incorporated

A. H.

Sawyer,

1S53.

Commenced

business February,

Prraidrnt.

"W.

Cash Capital,

1853.

H. Stevexs, Secretary.

$500,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate,- less encumbrances thereon....
Loans on mortg-ag-es of real estate (tirst liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Mai'ket value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Due for reinsurance on losses paid

$337,400.00
775.211.50
27,975.86

724,665.62

239,244.18
4,185.11

133,230.69
11. 854. 65

2,930.66

All other assets

165,922.72

Gross assets

$2,422,620.99

Deduct ledger

liabilities

12,637.11

Total assets

$2,409,983.88

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents balances unsecured

?4,7S4.S-4

receivable
Depreciation of ledger assets

26,429.89

Bills

2,089.80

Total items not admitted
Total admitted assets

$33,304.53
$2,376,679.35

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
L'nearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums

$100,254.01
1,144,891.00

Gross liabilities except capital and surplus
$1,245,145.01
Paid-up capital
$500,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
631,534.34
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

1,131,534.34

$2,376,679.35

.
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INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$1,653,971.61

566,340.44

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortgage and collateral loans...
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Gross cash income

$1,087,631.17
55,296.47

33,561.67
5,486.33

$1,181,975.64

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses

$743,435.93

Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid for
Dividends paid

221,754.36

losses

— all

$521,681.57

fire

stockholders

50,000.00

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
All other payments and expenditures

224,838.27
99,775.37

49,211.66
91,454.64

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$1,036,961.51

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

$2,268,563.00

164,453,500.00

1,653,972.00

$409,642,800.00

$3,922,535.00

159,510,000.00

1,540,215.00

$250,132,800.00

$2,382,320.00

10,515,800.00

92,538.00

$239,617,000.00

$2,289,782.00

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount in force Dec.

31,

1901

Premiums.

Fire Riski.
$245,189,300.00

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value.
Dividends declared during the year (10 per cent)
Amount loaned to officers and directors
Amount loaned to stockholders not officers

$554,874.00
.

.

90,500.00
50,000.00
12,250.00
3,120.00
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Amounts deposited

for the exclusive protection of
holders in other states or countries, as follows,

policj-viz.:

Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

lAahilitics.

Virginia

^28,620.00

$32,569.00

Georgia

11,800.00

19,133.00

Oregon

62,500.00

8,788.00

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written

Premiums

$276,400.00

received

4,059.99

Losses paid
Losses incurred

1,414.00
1,180.00

AMERICAN CENTRAL INSURANCE COMPANY.
St. Louis,
Incorporated February,

George

1833.

Mo.

Commenced business February,

T. Cram, President.

John

Cash Capital,

IT.

1853.

Adams,

Hecrctary.

$1,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first
Market valtie of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in companj-'s office
Cash deposited in bank
Gross premiums in course of

liens)

$58,666.66
2,381,575.00

478,000.00
15,370.78

123,124.54

collection, less $23,542.82 for

commissions, etc
Bills receivable, not matured, taken for premiums

Gross assets

133,409.35
1,392.00

$3,191,538.33

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent

$117,402.23

premiums

785,394.20

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
$1,000,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
1,288,741.90

$902,796.43

of gross

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

2,288,741.90

$3,191,538.33

Fire "and Fire-Marine
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INCOME.
gross premiums

Cash received for
Deduct reinsurance,

rebate,

$1,456,814.17

and return premiums

Net cash received for premiums

— all

2S0,286.H

$1,176,528.03

fire

Interest and dividends from all sources
Inome from all other sources

65,674.90
62,473.80

Gross cash income

$1,304,676.73

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$698,928.59
83,629.65

Net amount paid for losses— all
Dividends paid

$01.1,298.94

fire

stockholders

7"), 000.00

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employee.^^
State and local taxes
Eents
All other payments and expenditures

227,020.42
76,492.59

28,001.13
5,000.00

118,946.58

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$1,143,759.66

AND

PRICMIUMS.
Fire

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

liifikfi.

Premiums.

$138,630,744.00

$1,518,877.20

133,569,983.00

1,478,628.50

$272,200,727.00 $2,997,505.70

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

122,168,425.00

1,323,560.43

$150,032,302.00

$1,673,945.27

8,559,327.00

103,156.89

$141,472,975.00

$1,570,788.38

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value...
Dividends declared during the year (71/2 per cent)
Amount loaned to officers and directors
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states -or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

Oregon
New Mexico

of Deposits.

Liaiilities.

$56,500.00

$5,294.45

10,000.00

6,379.34

$665,527.27
171,600.00
75,000.00

286,000.00

.
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Fire risks written
received

$494,577.00

Premiums

7,406.02

Losses paid
Losses incurred

'.

4.44

14.04

AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY.
Boston, Mass.
Incorporated June

Francis Peabody,

12,

1818.

Commenced

business June

He>'KY

Prcsidait.

Cask Capital,

S.

18,

1818.

Bean,

Secretary.

$300,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,

$611,618.50
596.60
32,293.06
3,344.50
less $15,527.64 for

commissions, etc

61,639.66

Gross assets

$709,492.33

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
L'nearned premiums at fifty per cent of g-ross premiums.
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Eeturn premiums
Reinsurance

4,299.65

11,737.09

$275,147.32

$300,000.00
134,345.00

Surplus as regards policy-holders
liabilities,

215,035.35

5,626.02

Gross liabilities, exept capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities

Total

$35,449.21

including capital and surplus

434,345.00

$709,492.32

FiEE AND Fike-Marine
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INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$369,858.13
87,861.51

,

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Interest and dividends from all sources
Income from all other sources
Gross

cash

$281,996.62
21,316.34

14,671.50

income

$317,984.46

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$163,338.22
24,402.39

Net amount paid for losses
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage

—

fire

all

$138,935.83
18,000.00

67,865.84

and fees of officers and employees
and local taxes

19,315.18

Salaries
vState

8,793.20

Rents
All other payments and expenditures

2,140.00

22,124.82

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$277,174.87

AND PREMIUMS.
Fire Risks.

$38,051,898.00

Premiums.
$408,776.51

37,670,375.00

422,567.29

$75,722,273.00

$831,343.80

29,499,845.00

320,303.23

$46,222,428.00

$511,040.57

6,987,308.00

80,967.87

$39,235,120.00

$430,072.70

Fire losses incurred during the year
Compan3''s stock owned by the directors, at par value..
Dividends declared during the year (6 per cent)

$163,974.83

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount in force Dec.

31,

1901

MISCELLANEOUS.

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written

NEW

HAMPSHIRE,

46,000.00
18,000.00

1901.

$431,212.00

Premiums received

5,574.36

Losses paid
Losses incurred

4,911.29

5,058.49
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AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY.
Newark, X.
Incorporated February

E. 0.

DoREMUs,

20,

1S46.

J.

Commenced business

Prcsidevt.

J.

Cash Capital,

April 1,,1846.

H. Wordex, Secretary.

$600,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less enciimbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $12,543.07 for
commissions, etc
Eents due and accrued
Bills receivable, not matured, taken for premiums
Gross assets

Deduct ledger

$246,000.00
1,760,728.91

26,969.13
1,596,970.00
3,849.36

79,521.15
18,879.56

155,790.42

702.80
109,183.18
$3,998,594.51

liabilities

2,912.96

Total assets

$3,995,681.55

ITEMS XOT admitted.

American Insurance Company's stock owned by company
Total admitted assets

$70,000.00
$3,925,681.55

LIABILITIES.
Xet amount of unjjaid
Unearned premiums at

losses

per cent of gross premiums
Dividends to stockholders unpaid
Dividends to i)olic3--holders unpaid
fifty

$106,619.27
1,443,059.11
2,068.10

697.00

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$1,552,473.48
Paid-up capital
$600,000.00
Surplus bej'ond all liabilities
1,773,208.07
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

2,373,208.07

$3,925,681.55
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INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$1,734,663.37

462,908.48

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortg-ages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

$1,271,754.89

85,881.34
64,587.27
45,236.47

Gross cash income

$1,467,459.07

EXrENDITUEES.
Gross amount paid
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$718,237.31

for losses

115,582.55

Net amount paid for losses
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries

and

fees of officers

—

$602,654.76

all fire

61,872.25

293,677.34

and employees

84,168.58

State and local taxes
All other paj'ments

42,624.74

and expenditures

140,602.63

Gross cash expenditures

EISKS

$1,225,600.30

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$283,406,725.00

$2,917,007.31

173,488,425.00

1,761,638.77

$456,895,150.00

$4,678,646.08

Deduct risks expired or terminated

150,463474.00

1,494,805.54

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

.$306,431,976.00

$3,183,840.54

25,138,816.00

297,662.32

$281,293,160.00

$2,886,178.22

Net amount in force Dec.

31,

1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Eire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value
Dividends declared during- the year (10 per cent)
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

Oregon

of Deposits.

LiaUlities.

$50,000.00

$1,674.92

$637,062.70
60,490.00
60,000.00

.
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Fire risks written

Premiums

$321,763.00

received

3,797.94

Losses paid
Losses incurred

1,482.09

•

1,627.74

ASSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA.
New York
Incorporated February

RoBEBT

C.

Kathbone,

25,

1897.

President.

City.

Commenced business
R.

Cash Capital,

April

1,

1897.

Bleecker Ratiibone,

Secretary.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,

$433,750.00
64,682.17
1,166.67
less $17,561.70 for

commissions, etc

71,183.58

Gross assets

$570,782.42

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid
Unearned premiums at
Return premiums

losses
fifty

$34,470.00

per cent of gross premiums.

7,079.07

Reinsurance premiums

23,127.22

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
$200,000.00
Surplus bej-ond all liabilities
94,590.20
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

211,515.93

$276,192.22

294,590.20

including capital and surplus

$570,782.42

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

Net cash received for premiums all
Interest and dividends from all sources
Gross cash income
5

fire

$582,037.94
179,061.37

$402,976.57
11,798.65

$414,775.22

•

FiKE AND Fiee-Marine
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EXPENDITURES.
Marine
and Inland.

Fire.

Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid for losses

$273,762.26

$27.60

54,854.89

37.31

$218,907.37

—$9.71

$218,897.66
24,000.00

Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries

and

fees of officers

121,392.61

and employees

3,635.00
9,607.43

State and local taxes
All other paj-ments and expenditures

3,707.31

$381,240.00

Gross cash expenditures

EISKS

AND PREMIUMS.
$32,806,466.00

Premiums.
$352,343.41

53,761,834.00

617,527.23

$86,568,300.00

$969,870.63

40,317,021.00

455,093.58

$46,251,279.00

$514,777.05

9,372,440.00

91,745.19

$36,878,839.00

$423,031.86

Eire, marine, and inland losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value
Dividends declared during the year (12 per cent)

$234,576.66

Fire Risks.

In force Dec, 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount in force Dec.

31,

1901

MISCELLANEOUS.

BUSINESS IN
Eirq risks written

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

78,600.00
24,000.00

1901.

$61,619.00

Premiums

received
Losses paid

917.11

Losses incurred

118.44

118.44

Insurance Companies.
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BOSTON INSURANCE COMPANY.
BosTox, Mass.
Incorporated December

Ransom

23,

1873.

Coipmenced business January

20,

Thomas H. Lord,

B. Fulleu, President.

Cash Capital,

1874.

Seeretary.

$1,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon....
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's oflRce
Cash deposited in banks
Interest due and accrued

8.616.61

1,606,276.15

15,000.00

13,477.16

682,670.92
3,929.29

Bills receivable

Due

$20,000.00
1,256,150.00

89,272.0.3

for reinsurance on losses paid

4,319.35

Gross assets

$3,699,711.51

ITEMS not admitted.
Bills

recievable

$5,797.15

Agents' debit balances unsecured
Premiums more than three months due

Total items not admitted

39,814.56
11,426.42

$57,038.13

.'

Total admitted assets

$3,642,673.38

LIABILITIES.

Ket amount

of unpaid losses

Unearned premiums at
Unearned premiums at

per cent on fire risks
100 per cent on marine

$195,024.36

50

$435,076.81
rislis

232,703.36

Total unearned premiums
Commissions and brokerage
Reinsurance

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
$1,000,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
1,744,596.11
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

667,782.17
24,773.78
10,496.96

$898,077.27

2,744,596.11

$3,642,673.38

Fire and Fike-Marine
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31,,

INCOME.
Marine
and Inland.

Fire.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return pre-

miums
Net cash received

for

premiums

$801,637.90

$1,203,793.73

257,953.31

220,016.03

$543,684.59

$983,777.70

$1,527,462.29'

Received for interest on mortgage and collateral loans...
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

Gross cash income

44,526.11
75,569.73-

77,526.79

$1,725,084.92

EXPENDITURES.
Marine
and Inlarid.

Fire.

Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid

for losses

$444,668.75

$566,504.31

64,003.98

116,189.64

$380,664.77

$450,314.67

$830,979.44

Dividends paid stockholders

130,000.00'

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes

245,463.49
133,740.21
43,988.83

Rents
All other payments and expenditures

12,650.00
115,189.18

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$1,512,011.15

AND PREMIUMS.
Fire Risks.

In force Dec.

31,

1900

Written or renewed during the J'ear
Total

$85,341,437.00

Premiums.
$915,150.97

80,651,759.00

846,640.22'

$165,993,196.00

$1,761,791.19

Deduct risks expired or terminated

68.673,746.00

741.785.17

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$97,319,450.00

$1,020,006.02

14,772,634.00

149,852.40

$82,546,816.00

$870,153.62

Net amount in force Dec.

31,

1901

.

Insurance Companies.
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ilariiic

Premiums.

$6,602,899.00

$426,154.2-1

162,851,627.00

1,111,254.37

$169,454,526.00

$1,5137,408.61

162,797,158.00

1,134,396.31

$6,657,368.00

$403,012.30

327,965.00

21,169.21

$6,329,403.00

$381,843.09

•

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year

Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

and

Inland Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

69

in force

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire, marine, and inland losses incurred during- the jear $1,034,293.17
93,800.00
Companj-'s stock owned by the directors, at par value.
Dividends declared during- the year (13 per cent)
130,000.00
5,500.00
Amount loaned to stockholders not officers
.

BUSINESS IN

NEW

IIAMrSHIRE.

.

1901.

Fire risks written
Premiums received

$547,545.00
10,196.13

Losses paid
Losses incurred

5,875.04

9,143.55

BRITISH-AMERICAN INSIRAXCE CO^rPANY.
New York
Incorporated February,

E.

J.

KxowLEs,

1S9S.

City.

Commenced

business February,

1898.

Joseph M. Biggert,

President.

Cash Capital,

Secretary.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection
Premiums more than three months

Gross assets

$274,125.00
18,255.09
1,950.00

34,529.27

due, ?435.05.

$328,859.36

FiEE AND Fire-Marine
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LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fiftj^ per cent

$15,452.51

•.

premiums

84,795.88

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$200,000.00
Paid-up capital
28,610.97
Surplus beyond all liabilities

$100,248.39'

of gross

Surplus as regards policj'-holders
Total

liabilities,

228,610.97

including capital and surplus

$328,859.36

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

Net cash received for premiums
Interest and dividends from

all

— all

$252,036.88
70,544.91

$181,491.97

fire

sources

7,881.64

Gross cash income

$189,373.61

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$91,689.68
7,771.05

Net amount paid for losses— all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
Rents
All other payments and expenditures

$83,918.6?
47,321.70^

4,608.86
1,900.46

91.16
8,148.51

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$145,989.33

AND PREMIUMS.
$8,908,162.00

Premiums.
$78,839.34

21,384,282.00

252,036.88

$30,292,444.00

$330,876.22

12,131,908.00

145,267.61

$18,160,536.00

$185,608.61

972,627.00

16,016.84

$17,187,909.00

$169,591.77

Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

.

IxsunAXCE Companies.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value....

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

BUSINESS IN

$90,615.52
179,000.00

1901.

Fire risks written
received

$43,238.00

Premiums

635.87

Losses paid
Losses incurred

303.54
303.54

CALEDONIAN-AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY.
New York
Incorporated December

1897.

24,

City.

Commenced

business March

24, 1S98.

N. A. McNeil, Secretary.

Chaei-es H. Post, President.

Cash Capital,

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,
commissions, etc
All other assets
Premiums more than

$292,200.00
7,059.18
1,985.41
less $2,215.82 for

6,683.06

2,122.89
three

months due,

?392.57.

Gross assets

$310,050.54

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid
Unearned premiums at

losses
fifty

per cent of gross premiums.

Gross liabilities except capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
86,790.12

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

$10,902.33
12,358.09

$23,260.42

286,790.12

$310,050.54

Fire axd Fire-Marine
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INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

Net cash received for premiums all
Interest and dividends from all sources
Income from all other sources

$179,183.91
127,232.71

$51,951.20

iire

11,390.63
5,900.53

Gross cash income

$69,242.35

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$109,278.52
22,602.20

Net amount paid for losses— all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
Rents
All other payments and expenditures

$86,676.32
5,632.81
4,865.22
3,221.60

283.27
3,712.64

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$104,391.86

AND

PREMIU:\rS.

$17,787,143.00

Premiums.
$161,541.69

15,703,775.00

160,556.23

$33,490,918.00

$322,097.92

16,184,773.00

143,850.14

$17,306,145.00

$178,247.78

15,095,282.00

153,531.58

$2,210,863.00

$24,716.20

Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
ovi'ned hj the directors, at par value

$81,139.81

Company's stock

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written

Premiums

received

Losses paid
Losses incurred

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

4,500.00
1901.

$30,574.00
562.26

109.80

734.80

Insurance Companies.
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COMMERCIAL UXIOX FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
New York
Incorporated October

A. H.

1890.

30,

City.

Commenced business

Wrat, Preskhnt.

C. J.

Cash Capital,

April

1,

1891.

Holman,

Secretary.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of .stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,
commissions, etc
Premiums more than

$287,798.75
1,663.16

10,446.79
1,113.75
less $7,882.21 for

36,703.34

months due,

three

$376.44.

Gross assets

Deduct ledger

$343,725.79

liabilities

5,417.15

Total assets

$3.38,308.64

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid
Unearned premiums at
Keturn premiums

losses
fifty

$19,090.00

per cent of gross premiums

530.07

Contingent reserve

2,000.00

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
$200,000.00
Surplus bej'ond all liabilities
34,305.f.0
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

82,382.97

$104,003.04

234,305.60

including capital and surplus

$338,308.64

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

Net cash received for premiums all
Interest and dividends from all sources
Gross cash income

|272,171.9S
131,152.77

fire

$141,019.21
9,230.62

$150,249.83

.
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EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$135,782.95
54,838.79

Net amount paid for losses— all
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries

and

fees of officers

$80,944.16

fire

10,000.00
31,633.02

and emploj-ees

3,724.93

State and local ta.\es
All other pa3'ments and expenditures

5,105.47
3,873.61

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$13r>,2S1.19

AND TREMIUMS.
$26,246,937.00

Premiums.
$255,844.54

25,790,012.00

271,164.62

$52,036,949.00

$527,009.16

26,761,859.00

266,112.13

$25,275,090.00

$260,897.03

9,936,433.00

96,131.08-

$15,338,657.00

$164,765.95

Fire Risls.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during- the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value.
Dividends declared during the year (5 per cent)

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written
Premiums received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

$77,751.16
.

.

7,500.00
10,000.00-

1901.

$25,250.00

218.58

15.00.
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CONNECTICUT FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Hartford,
Incorporated June,
J. D.

Browne,

1S50.

Con:^.

Commenced

business July,

Charles

Prcsidait.

Cash CAriTAL,

1850.

R. Bcet, Secretary.

$1,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumliranees thereon....
Loans on mortg-ages of real estate (first liens)
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $65,650.00 for
commissions, etc
All other assets

$217,000.00
1,193,750.00

2,297,840.00

443.07
392,159.74

102,230.00
115,188.71

Gross assets

$4,318,611.52

LIABILITIES.
Xet amount of unpaid losses

Unearned premiums

at

fiftj-

$270,043.62

per cent of gross premiums..

1,919,635.32

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$2,198,678.94
Paid-up capital
$1,000,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
1,119,932.58
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

2,119,932.58

including capital and surplus

$4,318,611.52

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$2,849,168.07

472,031.40

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
,'

Gross cash income

$2,377,136.67

59,206.50
97,279.16
39,389.51

$2,573,011.84

Fire and Fiee-Marine
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EXPENDITUEES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid for

$1,496,205.95

133,479.54

losses

—

$1,362,726.41

all fire

Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries

and

fees of officers

100,000.00

499,920.84

and emploj^ees

174,028.34

State and local taxes

72,878.46

Rents
All other

10,250.04

payments and expenditures

161,945.86

Gross cash expenditures

EISKS

$2,381,749.95

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or i-enewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$311,400,037.00

$3,603,911.34

228,707,070.00

2,813,097.85

$540,107,107.00

$6,417,009.19

193,473,344.00

2,345,202.52

$346,633,763.00

$4,071,806.67

18,242,493.00

232,536.02

$328,391,270.00

$3,839,270.65

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value
Dividends declared during the year (10 per cent)

$1,450,899.41
27,400.00

100,000.00

Amount
Amount

loaned to officers and directors
loaned to stockholders not officers
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

15,000.00
6,000.00

Value
State or Country.

Canada

of Deposits.

$101,000.00

LiahiJifics.

$52,955.00

Georgia

11,400.00

8,342.00

Oregon

55,990.00

26,389.00

BUSINESS IN
Eire risks written
Premiums received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

$568,800.00
8,591.06

6,494.38

7,494.56

Insuhan'ce Companies.
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CONTINENTAL INSURANCE COMPANY.
Xew York
Incorporated November,

F. C.

1852.

City.

Commenced

Moore, P resident.

business January,

1853.

Edward LAimiNG,

Cask Capital,

Secretary^

$1,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in companj-'s office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $63,000.00 for
commissions, etc
Rents due and accrued
Premiums more than three months due, $333,425.34.

Gross assets

$1,106,250.00
50,910.00

911.33
8,802,020.00
4,316.84

825,733.32
73,175.57

734,136.11
1,558.64

$11,599,011.81

LIABILITIES.

Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums..
Unpaid scrip ordered to be redeemed
Interest due and unpaid
Dividends to stockholders unpaid
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Commissions and brokerage
Reinsurance
Contingent reserve

$407,409.41
4,540,605.05

28,335.00
6.089.34

75.00
15,000.00

122,311.34
11,500.00

300,000.00

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$5,431,385.14
Paid-up capital
$1,000,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
5,167,626.67
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

6,167,626.67

$11,599,011.81

Fire and Fire-Marine
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INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$5,719,034.35

797,149.42

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other soiirces
Income from all other sources

$4,921,884.93
2,330.17

376,674.42
535,297.04
$5,836,186.56

Gross cash income

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$2,898,015.78
249,161.95

Net amount paid for losses— all
Dividends paid stockholders
Scrip redeemed in cash
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries

and

fees of officers

$2,648,853.83

fire

249,925.00
145.00
1,030,748.19

and emploj-ees

356,332.08

State and local taxes

148,238.70

Rents
All other

7,760.00

payments and expenditures

280,519.66

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$4,722,522.46

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$902,460,369.00

$8,471,143.80

611,682,411.00

5,793,536.75

$1,514,142,780.00 $14,264,680.55

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

565,676,911.00

4,909,408.28

$948,465,869.00

$9,355,272.27

23,970,326.00

274,062.17

$924,495,543.00

$9,081,210.10

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value..
Dividends declared during the year (2yo per cent)

Amount loaned

to officers

and directors

$2,684,656.49

159,400.00

250,000.00
1,000.00

Insurance Companies.
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deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

Amounts

Tahte
of Deposits.

State or Country.

Georgia
Virginia

Oregon
New Mexico

BUSINESS IX

LiaUlitics.

$10,000.00

$77,508.74

50,000.00

73,762.46

50,000.00

17,173.18

10,000.00

6,222.57

NEW HAMPSHIEE,

1901.

Fire risks written
received

$2,449,214.00

Premiums

39,004.56

Losses paid
Losses incurred

30,883.93
31,226.18

DELAWARE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Incorporated April

10,

1S35.

Commenced

business August

6,

1S35.

Hexry Lylburx,

"Tattxall Pauldixg, President.

Cash Capital,

Seeretary.

$702,875.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgag-es of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral seciirities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $26,010.24 for
commissions, etc
Eents due and accrued
Bills receivable, not matured, taken for premiums
Agents' debit balances
All other assets
Gross assets

Deduct ledger

liabilities

Total assets

$200,500.00
127,700.00
1,795.42

955,713.01
50,000.00

490.14
68,515.75
12,622.57

85,139.35

608.34
2,851.66

39,583.88
4,405.73

$1,549,925.85
3.16

$1,549,922.69

FiEE AND Fire-Mabine
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LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty jjer cent of gross premiums..
Reclaimable on perpetual fire policies
Dividends to stockholders unpaid

Surplus as regards policy-holders
liabilities,

588,360.77

113,902.79
77.00

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$702,875.00
Paid-up capital
86,137.13
Surplus beyond all liabilities

Total

$58,570.00

$760,910.56

789,012.13

including capital and surplus

$1,549,922.69

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

Net

ca.sh received for

premiums

—all

$901,075.06
219,912.71

$681,162.35

fire

Keceived for interest on mortgage and collateral loans
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Deposit premiums received on perpetual fire risks, $10,199.92.

Gross cash income

7,919.72

39,450.13
53,642.29

$782,174.49

EXPENDITUEES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$445,630.90
53,699.86

Net amount paid for losses
Dividends paid stockholders

—

$391,931.04'

all fire

21,086.25

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and emploj-ees
State and local taxes
Rents
All othA" paj^ments and expenditures
Deposit premiums returned on perpetual

fire

170,760.67
62,575.46
25,967.71
8,185.48

55,361.32
risks, $3,946.36.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$735,867.93

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

.$131,181,914.00

$1,390,813.75

80,008,696.00

890,980.44

$211,190,610.00

$2,281,794.19

Insurance Companies.
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Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901
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$86,470,435.00

$939,480.80

$124,720,175.00

$1,342,313.39

13,736,988.00

184,489.58

$110.9S3,1S7.00

$1,157,823.81

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stoclv owned by the directors, at par value..
Dividends declared during the year (3 per cent)
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

$389,242.00
61.925.00
21,086.25

Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Georgia

lAabilities.

$10,600.00

BUSINESS IN

NEW

HAINIPSHIEE,

1901.

Fire risks written
Premiums received

$256,323.00
5,041.98

Losses paid
Losses incurred

2,153.65

2,154.00

EQUITABLE FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE
COMPANY.
Pkovide.nxe, E.
Incorporated

Fred

"W.

May,

1S59.

Commenced

I.

business September,

1860.

James E. Tillinghast,

Atinold, President.

Cash Capital,

Secretary,

$400,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $14,065.31 for
commissions, etc
6

$124,000.00
134,550.00
520,027.00
70,000.00

190.83
44,938.09

87,726.96

Fire and P'ire-Matiine
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Eents due and accrued

$1.14,5.00

All other assets
Premiums more than three months due,

531.95
$1,095.54.

Gross assets

$983,109.8.3

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums
Unearned premiums

$55,700.00

at 50 per cent on fire risks
at 100 per cent on marine risks

$379,298.07
5,829.08

Total unearned premiums
Keturn premiums
Keinsurance

385,127.15
2,500.00

500.00

All other liabilities

3.024.50

Gross liabilities, except ca]iital and surplus
$400,000.00
Paid-up capital
130,252.12
Surplus beyond all liabilities
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including- capital

$440,857.71

530,252.12

and surplus

$983,109.83

INCOME.
Mariirr
Fire.

.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return pre-

miums
Net cash received for premiums

and

Tnlniir).

$659,964.05

$17,692.10

108,152.23

948.00

$551,811.82

$16,744.10

Eeceived for interest on mortg-age and collateral loans..
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

Gross cash income

$568,555.92
10,300.50
18,398.70

31,679.90

$628,935.08

EXPEXDITUEES.
Fire.

Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid

for losses

Marine
and Inland.

$344,300.17

$5,715.14

30,066.46

127.84

$314,2.33.71

$5,587.30

$319,821.01

Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage

23,000.00

123,238.88

Insurance Companies.
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Salaries

and

fees of officers
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and employees

$39,:?80.64

20,070.69

State and local taxes
All other iiayments and expenditures

Cross cash

39,362.06

expenditures

RISKS

$569,873.23

AND PREMimiS.
$.59,442,953.00

Premiums.
$659,902.55

56,414,107.00

074,611.78

$115,857,060.00

$1,334, 514.33

46,568,726.00

542,749.58

$69,288,334.00

$791,764.75

3,040,495.00

33,168.61

$')f..247,S:i9.00

$758. -.96. 14

Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
^Vritten or rent-wed durin-.'- the year

Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In fi»rce at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

.Marine and
Inland Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed durin"- the vear
Total

Prciniiims.

$106,693.00

$5,864.78

1.174,218.00

18,595.05

$1,280,911.00

$24,459.83

Deduct risks expired or terminated

1,127,200.00

13,823.07

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$153,711.00

$10,636.76

3,000.00

75.00

$l.")0.7n.00

$10,501.70

and inland losses incurred during the year..
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value....

$333,792.01

Net amount

in force

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire, marine,

Dividends declared during- the year

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written
received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

Premiums

(7

per cent)

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

84,000.00
28,000.00

1901.

$122,850.00
1,712.73

127.95
127.95

FiKE AND Fire-Marine
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FIRE ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Incorporated March
]•:.

27,

1S20.

Commenced

business September

1,

Benjamin T. Herkness,

C. iRviN, Prc&tdcnt.

Cash Capital,

1817.

Secretary.

$500,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
]«.rarket value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash dei^osited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $146,348.54 for
commissions, etc
Eents due and accrued
Due for reinsurance on losses paid

$512,100.00
1,371,570.49

30,141.99
3,132.919.25

66,850.00
28,973.76

244,355.94
28,838.48

741,892.38
2,660.86

8,564.33

Gross assets

$6,168,867.48

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.

Company's stock owned by company

$13,175.00

Total admitted assets

$6,155,692.48

LIABILITIES.
Xet amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent
Eeclaimable on perpetual

$415,565.66

of gross

premiums

fire policies

Return premiums
Reinsurance

2,468.892.15
1,906,027.47

112,974.16

101,325.40

Gross liabilities, except ca]3ital and surplus
$5,004,784.84
Paid-up capital
$500,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
650,907.64
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

1,150,907.64

$6,155,692.48

1901.]
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INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$4,309,904.43
1,012,954.87

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortijage and collateral loans..
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Deposit premiums received on perpetual flre risks, $62,763.56.
Gross cash income

$3,296,949.56
88,750.51

154,988.40

25,752.20

$3,566,440.67

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$2,302,329.24

218,294.94

Net amount paid for losses— all
Dividends paid stockholders

.$2,084,034.30

fire

200,000.00

Commissions and brokerag^e
Salaries and fees of oflicers and employees
State and local taxes
All other payments and expenditures
Deposit premiums returned on perpetual

798,142.19
230,440.09
95,448.29
168,219.53

fire risks,

$98,237.45.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$3,582,284.40

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31. 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$410,081,756.00

$4,793,767.96

340,732,328.00

4.359,881.82

$751,414,084.00

$9,153,649.78

Deduct risks expired or terminated

311,574.332.00

3,815,637.01

In force at the end of the year
amount reinsured

$439,839,752.00

$5,338,012.77

31,726,108.00

400.228.46

Net amount

$408,113,644.00

$4.9.17,784.31

$80,856,198.00

$2,075,092.68

Deduct

in force Dec. 31. 1901

Perpetual risks in force

:NnSCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during- the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value
Dividends declared during- the year (40 per cent)

$2,223,716.90
29,300.00

200,000.00

Fire and Fire-Marine
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for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, -siz.:

Amounts deposited

Value
Liabilities.

of Deposits.

State or Country.

Virginia

Georgia
Oregon
Xew Mexico

BUSINESS IX

$29,000.00

$51,145.93

11,300.00

57,864.00

60,000.00

24,222.25

11,000.00

9,889.38

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

$1,587,040.00

Fire risks written
Premiums received

24,403.61

28,990.25

Losses paid
Losses incurred

34,692.68

FIRE INSURANCE

COMPANY OF THE COUNTY

OF PHILADELPHIA.
PiiiLADELrniA, Pa.
Incorporated

May

31, 1S32.

Commenced business

CiiAKLEs E. Peck, President.

Cash Capital,

April

19, 1833.

E. A.

Law,

Secretary.

$400,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection
Rents due and accrued
Due for reinsurance on losses paid
Perpetual deposits in other companies
.

Gross assets

$74,665.00
210,050.00
2,774.42

564,068.00

28,200.00
322.76
37,103.90
34.38

51,161.67

185.00
18.76
6,526.13

$981,110.02

—

Insuran'ce Companies.
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liabilities.
Net iiiuonnt of uiipaiil losses
riieanifd piviniiiiiis at fifty per cent of gross premiums
KcciaimaUle on pt-rpetual tire policies
C ummissiuiis
ami hrokcraifc

dross

liabilities,

except capital ami surplus

l'ai(l-up capital

Surplus beyond

170.193.55

227,106.10
12,700.44
$43S,7l!>.33

$400,000.00.
all

liabilities.

142,:{yi.G9

.Surplus as rcfjards policy-holders

Total

$28,028.24

liabilities,

j42,.'i91.69

including capital and surplus

$981,110.02

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct relnsuranee. rebate, and return premiums

Net cash rccciv«'d for j)remiums— all

$350,103.70
81.502.02

$20S,G01.68

fire

mortgage and i-ollateral loans..
dividends from all other sources

U'eceived for interest on

12.709.17

Interest an»l

2.!. 807. 47

Income from

all

other .sources

4, .106.97

Deposit premiums received on perpetual Arc

llrnss

rislts.

$4,851.52.

cash incdUH'

$.'?09,4s."i.29

KXPENDITLKKS.
Gross nmouiU paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid for
Dividends paid

$152,2S9.0o
20.417.56

losses

all

fire

$l.Tl.S.'il.49

stockholders

24,000.00

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of otticers and employees
State ami local taxes

07. .",40.85

12.')'>9Al

0.278.22

JJents
All other

1.800.00

payments, and expenditures

Deposit premiums returned on perpetual

21,ol0.89
tire

rislvs.

$S, 110.16.

Gross cash expenditures

RLSKS

$269,.'540..56

AND

I'lJOIIUMS.

,

In force Dec. ?A, 1000
Written or renewed during the year

Total

Fire Risks.
.$2S,.5.32.079.00

Premiums.
$.U1,249.70

.30,490,470.00

338.003.43

$39,022,549.00

$669,253.13

Fire and Fire-Makine
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Deduct risks expired or terminated

[Dec. 31,

$25,295,021.00

$289,228.41

$33,727,528.00

$380,034.72

3,499,290.00

39,637.60

$30,228,238.00

$340,387.12

$10,351,357.()(»

$250,764.88

Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value....
Dividends declared during the year (6 per cent)

$140,523.23

In force at the end of
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount
Perpetual

in force

year

tlie

Dec.

31. 1901

in force

rislvs

MISCELLANEOUS.

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

133,700.00
24,000.00

1901.

Fire risks written
Prejniums received

$354,228.00
4,490.97

Losses paid
Losses incurred

1,841.30
1,842.98

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
San Fbancisco, Gal.
Incorporated

William

J.

Duttox,

May

3,

1863.

Commenced

business June

18,

1863.

Louis Weinmans, Secretary.

President.

Cash Capital,

$1,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
encumbrances thereon

Cash
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,
value of real estate, less

commissions, etc
All other assets

Gross assets

Deduct ledger

liabilities

Total assets

$553,700.00
277,775.00

liens)

5,592.70

2,550,927.00

230,000.00
10,532.26

280,176.95
1,702.46
less $64,400.75 for
^
'

584,099.00
20,106.95

$4,514,612.32
53,060.39

$4,461,551.93

Insurance Companies.

1001.]
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LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at
Unearned premiums at

DO per cent

100 per cent

$212,0S1.7G
on fire n'sks
on marine risks

?1, 508.012.33

107,043.30

Total unearned premiums

1,615. 055. 6o

$1,827,137.39
Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$1,000,000.00
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities
1,634,414.54

Surplus as reg-ards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

2,634,414.54

including capital and surplus

$4,4(J1,551.93

INCOME.
Fire.

Casli received for gross

premiums

Marine
and Inlnnd.

$2,776,339.08

$948,015.44

784,465.35

583,920.55

$1,991,873.73

$364,094.89

Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return pre-

miums
Net cash received

for

pr.miuma

$2,355,968.62

Heceived for interest on mortgage and collateral loans..
Interest and dividends from all other sources....Income from all other sources

Gross cash income

25,887.76

117,384.60
20,694.70
$2,525,935.68

EXPENDITURES.
Fire.

Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Marine
and Inland.

$1,195,323.05

$490,669.46

207,447.95

289,247.87

$987,875.10

$201,421.59

Net amount paid for losses

$1,189,296.69

Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries

and fees of

officers

120,000.00

32S.229.30

and employees

State and local taxes

Kents
All other

244,167.58
71.539.86
8,400.00

payments and expenditures

Gross cash expenditures

207,059.91
$2,168,693.34

Fire and Fire-Marine
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AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Total

Premiums.

Fire Risks.
$251,411,689.00

$3,026,269.43

229,763,212.00

2,866,043.74

$481,174,901.00

$5,892,313.17

Deduct risks expired or terminated

198,524,443.00

2,423,229.03

In force at tlie end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$282,650,458.00

$3,469,084.14

35,799,511.00

453.059.50

$246,850,947.00

$3,016,024.64

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Marine and
Inland Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during- the year
Total

Premiums.

$10,533,193.00

$339,095,83

126,400,168.00

995,091.01

$136,933,361.00

$1,334,186.84

Deduct risks expired or terminated

126,109,220.00

940,297.36

In force at the end of the year

$10,824,141.00

$393,889.48

5,715,255.00

201,889.59

$5,108,886.00

$191,999.89

Deduct amount reinsured
Net amount

in force

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire, marine, and inland losses incurred during the year.. $1,224,684.23
Companj^'s stock owned by the directors, at par value...
97,900.00
Dividends declared during the j-ear (12 per cent)
120,000.00
Amount loaned to stockholders not officers
5,000.00
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

Value
State or Country.

Oregon

of Deposits.

Liabilities.

$56,000.00

$29,537.64

Virginia
Georgia

55,800.00

25,579.50

13,950.00

53,184.81

New_ Mexico

10,000.00

12,505.00

BUSINESS IN
Eire risks written
received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

Premiums

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

$567,354.24
8,085.91
5,837.63
5,551.08
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FIREMEN'S INSURANCE COMPANY.
Newark, N.
Incorporated December

Daniel H. Dunham,

3,

1855.

J.

Commenced

business December

A.

rrrsid^nt.

Cash Capital,

II.

3,

1855.

Hassinoer, Secretary.

$1,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's otlice
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $21,724.89 for

$132,378.60
1,268,091.03
17,287.58

1,258,425.00
1,449.33

commissions, etc
Rents due and accrued
Due for reinsurance on losses paid
Premiums more than three months

due, $554.80.

Gross assets

$2,778,333.49

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses

$60,483.76

Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums..
Unpaid scrip ordered to be redeemed

477,169.68

Interest due

Return premiums
Reinsurance

1,887.00

494.22
11,940.53
7,501.87

FiKE AND Fire-Marine
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Eeceived for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

$62,920.83
51,843.39

11,964.48

Gross cash income

$717,156.13

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$325,211.78
22,631.78

Net amount paid for losses— all
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage

$302,580.00

lire

100,000.00

142,487.92

Salaries and fees of officers and employees

34,417.00

State and local taxes

25,249.24

All other

payments and expenditures

42,600.90

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$647,335.06

AND PREMIUMS.
$94,283,699.00

Premiums.
$831,211.80

68,450,775.00

722,865.25

$162,734,474.00

$1,554,077.05

48,633,295.00

548,207.65

$114,101,179.00

$1,005,869.40

6,083,934.00

51,530.03

$108,017,245.00

$954,339.37

Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the j'ear
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value..
Dividends declared during the year (10 per cent)

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written
Premiums received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

$326,402.75
313,150.00
100,000.00

1901.

$513,709.03
7,123.86
1 544.17
1 544.17

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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FRANKLIN FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
PlIILADELPIIIA, Pa.
Incorporated April

Jame.s

\V.

1829.

22,

Commenced

Ezra

-McAli.tstkr, Presidcul.

Cash Capital,

business June,

1829.

T. Ckessox, Secretary.

$400,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortg-ag-es of real estate (first liens)
Interest clue and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of coljection.
commissions, etc

Gross

$228,000.00
11S,,398.00

1,775.97

2,500,127.50

55,500.00

3,455.95
57,305.40
54.99

less $19,429.08 for

72,383.72
$3,087,001.53

a.«sets

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid
Unearned premiums at

$49,750.3&

losses
fiftj-

Keclaimable on perpetual

per cent of gross premiums..

fire policies

534,635.81
1,015,985.34

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$1,600,371.54
Paid-up capital
$400,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
1,086,629.99
Surplus as regards polic^'-holders
Total

liabilities,

1,486,629.99

including capital and surplus

$3,087,001.53

I^'COME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$719,953.88
146,403.71

Net cash received for premiums^all fire
Eeceived for interest on mortgage and collateral loans..
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Deposit premiums received on perpetual risks,

Gross cash income

$573,550.17
9,164.57

109,517.59
6,304.51

$5,846.73.

$698,536.84

FiRB AND Fire-Marine
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EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$353,036.87
22,135.02

Net amount paid for losses

— all

$.330,901.85

fire

80,140.00

Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage

130,032.71

and fees of officers and employees
and local taxes
All other paj-ments and expenditures
Salaries

35,775.00

State

24,445.19

84,413.60

Deposit premiums returned on perpetual risks,

$41,305.61.

$GS5,708.35

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

AND PREMIUMS.
$93,191,031.00

Premiums.
$994,177.27

61,944,343.00

740,171.89

$155,135,374.00

$1,734,349.16

57,262,699.00

665,077.53

$97,872,675.00

$1,069,271.63

5,217,157.00

58,860.74

,$92,655,518.00

$1,010,410.89

$51,195,046.00

$1,105,384.91

Fire Risks.

In force Dec.

31,

1000

Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated..*
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Perpetual risks in force

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value
Dividends declared during the year (20 per cent)...

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written
Premiums received

Losses iJaid
Losses incurred

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

$343,528.08
19,500.00

-80.000.00

1901,

$195,276.67
3,323.79

2,136.67
2,140.67

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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GERMAxX ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY.
New York
Incorporated Tebruary,

1S97.

City.

Commenced

Adolpii a. Strohn, President.

business February

S,

1S97.

Ciiaf.les G. Smith, Secretary.

Cash Capital,

$400,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
company's office
Ca.sh deposited in bank
(iross premiums in course of collection,

$984,502.00

Cai^h in

2.40

91,510.79
less $35,167.28 for

commissions, etc

52,162.29

Gross assets

$1,128,177.43

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses

$63,400.57

['ncarned premiums at fifty per cent of

premiums

243,302.72

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
$400,000.00

$306,703.29

Surj-jlus

beyond

all

i^fross

liabilities

421,474.19

Surplus as regards policj-holders
Total

liabilities, including- capital

821.474.19

and

.surplus

$1,128,177.48

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

Xet cash received for premiums all
Interest and dividends from all sources
Income from all other sources

?454,190.S0
82,053.50

fire

$372,137.24
37.765.25
21,388.41

Gross cash income

$431 290.90

EXPEXDITUEES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

X'et

amount paid

for losses— all fire

$208,171.34
1,597.12'

$206,574.22

FiKE AND Fire-Marine
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$24,000.00

Dividends paid stockholders
Comnaissions and brokerage

81,692.35

and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
All other paj-ments and expenditures

2,187.50

Salaries

23,240.50
90.60

$337,785.17

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

AND TREMIUMS.
$51,893,721.00

Premiums.
$394,796.09

50,393,927.00

464,207.20

$102,287,648.00

$859,003.29

45,082,196.00

372,397.84

$57,205,452.00

$486,605.45

Fire losses incurred during the year
Dividends declared during the j'car (6 per cent)
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policy-

$225,197.46

Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during- the rear
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
Net amount

in force Dec, 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.

holders in other states or countries, as

24,000.00

follov^'s, viz.:

Value
State or Country.

Oregon
Virginia

of Deposits.

Liabilities.

$08,500.00

.$5,286,87

24,300.00

12,637.72

BUSINESS IN N-EW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written
Premiums received

$23,685.00
154.38

GERMAN AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY.
New Yokk
Incorporated March,

City.

Commenced

1872.

\YiLi.iAi[ N. Kre^sei?, Presidi'ut.

Cash Capital,

business March

7, 1872.

Chakle,s G. Smith, Secretary.

$1,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon,,..
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)

$15,000.00
13,000.00

IxsTRANCE Companies.

1901.]
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Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds

$173.00
8,171,530.00

Cash in companj-'s office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
dross iiremiums in course of collection,
commissions, etc

5,182.42

475,875.91

'

5,110.27
less .$150,820.29 for

582,745.13

Gross assets

$9,268,036.73

LIABILITIES.
Xct amount of unj)aid losses
Tnearned premiums at tifty per cent of gross premiums..
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Iteturn

premiums

$522,512.00
2,994,083.98
13,861.38
4,068.60

Keinsurances

125. .'591. 8:;

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$3,659,917.79
Paid-up capital
$1,000,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
4,608,718.94

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

5,608,718.94

including capital and surplus

$9,26S,6.';6.7:;

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return

$5,876,546.40

premiums

2,396,794.50

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

$3,479,751.90

Tvcceived for interest

520.00
319,439.7.'!

173,669.20

Gross cash income

$3,973,380.83

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid for losses
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage

$2,698,314.76

799,754.03

—

all fire

and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
Salaries
I^^nts
All other

$1,898,560.73

300,000.00
590,407.99

195,011.76

102 439.11
31,'l05.27

payments and expenditures

Gross cash expenditures

307,329.30
$3 .424.854.16

Fjre and Fire-Marine
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RISKS

[Dec. 31

AND PREMIUMS.
Premiums.

Risks.

Fi)-c

In force Dec. ;U. 1900
Written or renewed duringr the j'ear

$793,499,0)60.00

$0,522,940.96

069,430,867.00

6,009,155.07

$1,402,930,527.00 $12,532,096.03

Total
risks expired or terminated

588,703,407.00

5,088,452.25

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$874,227,120.00

$7,443,643.78

187,268,276,00

1,445,475.80

$686,958,844.00

$5,988,167.98

Deduct

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during- the year

Company's

owned by

$2,049,189.73

the directors, at par value....

117,600.00

Dividends declared during the year (30 per cent)
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

300,000.00

stoclv

Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Georg-ia

Liabilities.

$13,400.00

$47,641.97

Oregon

67,000.00

29,407.00

Virginia

60,300.00

39,732.45

BUSINESS IN

NEW

irAMPSIURE,

1901.

Fire risks written

Premiums

$1,280,464.00

received

13,342.34

Losses paid
Losses incurred

9,633.50
6,568.56

GERMANIA FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
New Yoek
Incorporated March,

1S59.

City.

Commenced

Hi'(;o ScHXTMANX, Preside)} t.

busii^ess

March,

1859.

Charles Ruykhaver,

Cash Capital,

Secretary.

$1,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon....
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)

$667,324.27
383,500.00
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Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in compauj'^'s office
Cash deposited in bank
Cash in hands of department managers
Gross preminms in course of collection,

$9,012.92
3,882,439.25
12,441.83

155,715.54
28,207.95
less $2,823.67 for

commissions, etc
Kents due and accrued

14,827.63
2,221.65

Agents' debit bahiiices

215,520.75

Gross assets

$5,371,211.79

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses

Unearned premiums

$104,635.25

(Jross liabilities, except capital

Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond

premiums

at tifty per cent of gross

and surplus

$1,809,907.16

$1,000,000.00
all

liabilities

2,561,304.63

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

1,705,271.91

liabilities,

3,561,304.63

including capital and surplus

$5. 371, 211. 79

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$2,128,951.00
462,094.53

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
(iross cash

$1,666,856.47
18,316.36

151,225.87

202,064.52

income

$2,038 463.22

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Xet amount paid for losses— all
Dividends paid stockholders

$899,312.42
129,958.19

fire

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
^^°*^
All other payments and expenditures
Gross cash expenditures

$769,354.23
150,000.00

344 337.60
141,388.10
51,403.62

21,449.35

104,661.30
$1,582,584.25

FiKE AND Fire-Maeine
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KISKS

AND

PREMIU:MS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured
in force Dec. 31, 1901

Premiums.

Fire Risks.
$406,257,132.00

$3,212,449.21

250,236,851.00

2,132,573.54

$656,493,983.00

$5,345,022.75

219,739,580.00

1,736,061.02

$436,754,403.00

$3,608,961.73

22,022,593.00

198,417,92

$414,731,810.00

$3.410.54;;.bl

Deduct risks expired or terminated

Net amount

[Dec. 31,

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Coniiiany's stoclv owned bj' the directors, at par value
Dividends declared during the year (15 per cent)
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyImlders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

$792,417.87
217,300.00
150,000.00

Value
Slate or Country.

of Deposits.

Liabilities.

(Georgia

$26,000.00

.$20,323.54

^irginia

53,663.00

18,751.88

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written
received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

$260,870.00

Premiums

3,496.54

489.84
509.04

GREENWICH INSURANCE COMPANY.
New York
Incorporated

Masox

May

5,

1834.

City.

Commenced

a. Stone, President.

business January

1,

1835.

John Keegax,

Cash Capital,

Secretary.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds

$340,000.00
1,388,825.00

Insurance C'OMrANiEs.

11)01.]

Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Oross premiums in course of collection,
commissions, etc

101
$1,565.15
17,6."J4.41

500.00
less $37,500.00 for

175,552.80

All other assets

102,052.16

ross assets

$2,026,149.53

(

i

Deduct

leds-er

113,525.26

liabilities

Total assets

$1,912,624.26

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fiftj' per cent of gross premiums
Keclainiable on perpetual fire policies
Duo and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
IJetnrn

premiums

13,858.11

(iross liabilities, except capital

and surplus

Paid-up capital

beyond

$1,593,488.74

$200,000.00
all

119,135.52

liabilities

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

931.50
5,000.00

11,657.91

Ift'insurance

.Surplus

$238,496.45
1,323,544.77

liabilities,

319,135.52

including capital and surplus

$1,912,624.26

INCOME.
Fire.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return pre-

miums
Net cash received

for

premiums

Marine
and Inland.

$2,130,741.18

$228,578.74

534,089.93

25,783.66

$1,596,651.25

$202,795.08

$1,799,446.33

and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Interest

50,599.49
55,284.70

Gross cash income

$1,905,330.52

EXPENDITURES.
Fire.

Cross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid

for

losses

Marine
and Inland.

$1,084,729.09

$118,640.70

163,166.10

13,907.10

$921,562.99

$104,733.60

$1,026,296.59

Fire and Fire-Makine
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[Dec. 31,

Dividends paid stockholders

$20,000.00

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
Eents
All other payments and expenditures

365,7:)1.95

130,585.23
46,688.61

12,000.00

170,394.89
$1,791,717.27

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$310,384,527.00

$2,240,376.14

210,646,724.00

2,052,6.52.10

.$521,031,251.00

$4,299,028.24

185,256,788.00

1,634,199.90

$335,774,463.00

$2,664,828.34

34,157,749.00

325,102.08

.$301,616,714.00

$2,339,666.26

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year

Dedut amount reinsured
Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Marine and
Inland Risks.

PrrmiKmyt.

$2,698,179.00

$102,174.05

43,340,200.00

218,870.25

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Total

.$46,038,379.00

.$321,044.30

Deduct risks expired or terminated

42,811,829.00

209,363.55

In force at the end of the year

.$3,226,550.00

$111,680.75

253,990.00

3,222.44

$2,972,500.00

$108,458.31

Deduct amount reinsured
Net amount in force

:miscellaneous.
and inland losses incurred during the year.
$1,097,827.84
Companj-'s stock owned by the directors, at par value
85,075.00
Dividends declared during the year (10 per cent)
20,000.00
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policj'holders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

Fire, marine,

.

Value
State or Country.

of Depo-nits.

LiaMlities.

Georgia

$10,900.00

.$24,961.98

Virginia

10,900.00

19,884.20
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Insurance Companies.
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BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

1001.

$1,073,871.00

Fire risks written
received

11,313.82

Premiums

6,290.57

Losses paid
Losses incurred

0.760.13

FIANOX'Ki: l-IKE

INSURANCE COMPANY.

New York
Incorporated April.

lK,".i'.

Citt.

Commenced

business April,

1852.

Joseph McCord,

Charles A. Shaw. J'nsidml.

Cash Capital,

Secretary.

$1,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
nterest due and accrued
1

Oross premiums in course of collection, less $69,357.58 for
commissions, etc
Kents due and accrued
Due for reinsurance on losses paid
Premiums more than three months due, $7,811.51.
Gross assets

$450,000.00
3,500.00
14.58

2.356,299.24

80,307.54
50,748.31

15,587.50

317,066.15
1,299.99

33,394.60

$3,308,217.01

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses

Unearned premiums at
Keturn premiums

fifty

.$232,.';o3.46

per cent of gross premiums..

1.995.62

Heinsurance

71.700..">3

(iross liabilities, except capital

Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond

and surplus

$1,693,554.55

$1,000,000.00
all

liabilities

614,663.36

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

1,387,504.94

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

1,614,663.36

$3,308,217.91

Fire and Fike-^Iarine
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[Dec. 31,

INCOME.
Cash

received

for

gross

premiums

$2,647,057.11

Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

849,046.21

Xet cash received for premiums— all fire
Received for interest on mortgrages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Gross

ca.'^h

$1,798,010.90

175.00
86,807.83

79,804.95

income

$1,964,798.68

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$1,420,374.46
233,522.03

Net amount paid for losses
Dividends ])aid stockholders

—

all

$1,186,852.43

fire

80,000.00

Commissions and brokerapfe
Salaries and fees of ofiicers and employees
State and local ta.xes

358,691.19
138,321.51
63,302.67

Rents
All other payments and expenditures

15,937.00

132,924.78

(iross cash expenditures

RISKS

$1,970,029.58

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31. 1900

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$289,167,391.82

$2,940,872.23

267,751,891.64

2,747,205.77

$556,919,283.46

$5,688,078.00

223,697,912.71

2,368,916.65

.$333,221,370.75

$3,319,161.35

55,465,623.78

544,151.47

$277,755,746.97

$2,775,009.88

Written or renewi-d during- the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the j^ear

Company's stock owned

$1,165,963.46

the directors, at par value
Dividends declared during the year (8 per cent)
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
bj-

Talue
State or Counirij.

Georgia
Virginia

of Deposits.

LiaMlities.

$11,400.00

$28,355.03

59,000.00

32,994.23

205,500.00
80,000.00

Insurance Companies.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1001.

Fire risks written

$802,954.63

Premiums received

12,579.07
C.731.84

Losses paid
Losses incurred

7,685.17

IIARTFOni)

FIIII-:

INSl

KA\(

COMP.VXY.

i:

Hautixjbd, Con>'.
Incorporated May,

IJeorce

L.

1810.

Commenced

business August,

Chase, Pirsidrnt.

P. C.

Cash Capital,

1810.

Royce, Secretary.

$1,250,000.00.

ASSETS.
encumbrances thereon.
Loans on mortfrajifes of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
C.Tsh value of real estate, less

<;ross

premiums

.....

$942,500.00
79.3,200.00

11,305.85
8,132.555.91
4,800.00

47,160.57

677,999.63
47.72

in course of collection, less $113,325.00 for

commissions, etc
Rents due and accrued
Agents' debit balances
Due for reinsurance on losses paid
All other assets

642,175.00
1,483.42

876,080.06
16,443.29

24,738.36

Gross assets

$12,170,489.81

LIABILITIES.

amount of unpaid
Unearned premiums at

>'eT

losses
fifty

$1,096,391.33

per cent of gross premiums.

.

6,769,385.56

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$7,865,776.89
Paid-up capital
$1,250,000.00
•Surplus

beyond

all liabilities

3,054,712.92

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

4,304,712.92

$12,170,489.81

Fire and Fire-Marine
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INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$11,614,027.12
1,960,244.09

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortgage and collateral loans..
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Gross cash income

$9,653,783.03
40,106.73

316,833.95
20,473.14

$10,031,195.85

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$5,634,638.25

391,815.34

Net amount paid for losses— all fire
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of ofiicers and employees
State and local taxes
All other payments and expenditures

$5,242,822.91

400,000.00
1,707,772.30

567,851.83

198,288.82
1,096,635.53

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

.$9,213,371.39

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
AVritten or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.
Premiums.
$969,605,774.00 $11,016,985.87

1,019,068,207.00

$] ,988,673,981.00 $22,631,012.99

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

11,614,027.12

in force Dec. 31, 1901

748,100,591.00

8,856,697.23

$l,240,573,.390,O0 $13,774,315.76

18,580,689.00

235,544.64

$1,221,992,701.00 $13,538,771.12

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value
Dividends declared during the year (32 per cent)

.$6,075,881.18

186,600.00
400,000.00

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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Amounts deposited

for the exclusive protection of policj'holders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Vahie
State or Country.

LiaMJities.

of .Deposits.

Canada

$160,204.00 $137,015.61

Georgia

10,600.00

Virginia

55,387.50

78,217.73

100.000.00

28,168.62

10,000.00

11,952.15

Oregon
New Mexico

BUSINESS IN

107,529.77

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written
Premiums received

$1,985,137.00
29,809.25

Losses paid
Losses incurred

14,953.25

16,102.07

HOME INSURANCE COMPANY.
New York
Incorporated April,

John H.

1853.

City.

Commenced

business April

13,

1853.

A. M. Bttrtis, Seeretary.

AYA.snBiTU^'. President.

Cash Capital,

$3,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first Hens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $01,676.78 for
commissions, etc
Bills receivable, not matured, taken for premiums
Agents" debit balances
Premiums more than three months due, ?3, 864.51.

Gross assets

Deduct ledger

liabilities

Total assets

$1,633,892.06

128,750.00
2.587.00

11.024,960.00
743,517.01
51,076.04

263,428.62
182.25
450,287.07

$15,198,680.05
4,487.10

$15,194,192.95

Fire and Fiee-Marine
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LIABILITIES.
Xet amount of unpaid

losses

$771,640.68

Unearned premiums at 50 per cent on fire and inland risks
Unearned premiums at 100 per cent on marine risks

14,829,820.00

104,087.00

Total unearned premiums
Reinsurance

4,933,897.00

455,532.39

$6,161,070.07
Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$.'3,000,000.00
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities
6,033,122.88

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

9,033,122.

including capital and surplus

liabilities,

$15,194,192.95

INCOME.
Fire.
Casli received for gross

premiums

Marine
and Inland.

$8,477,129.00

$517,509.58

2,845,922.46

286,823.23

$5,631,206.54

$230,686.35

Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return pre-

miums
Net cash received

for

premiums

Received for interest on mortgage and collateral loans...
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other .sources

Gross cash income

$5,861,892.89
16,353.87

419,651.84
254,355.29
$6,552,253.89

EXPENDITURES.
Fire.

Gross amount paid for losses

Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid

for losses

Marine
and Inland.

$4,378,098.80

$280,819.81

1,405,520.16

174,725.76

$2,972,578.64

$106,094.05

$3,078,672.69

Dividends paid stockholders

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
Rents
All other payments and expenditures
Gross cash expenditures

390,000.00
1,037,663.19

409,784.90
183,630.85
56,982.96

511,547.73
$5,668,282.32

Insueance Companies.
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and premiums.
Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Premiums.

$1,052,418,506.00

$9,658,942.00

923,613,699.00

8,524,049.00

$1,976,032,205.00 $18,182,901.00

Deduct risks expired or terminated

803,194,937.00

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force

7,151.184.00

$1,172,837,268.00 $11,031,807.00

Dec. 31, 1901

209,645,118.00

1,635,100.00

$963,192,150.00

.$9,396,707.00

Muriiir

ittiil

inland Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during- the year

Premiums.

$19,451,706.00

$540,192.00

69,208,374.00

561,216.69

$88,660,080.00

$1,101,408.69

69,521,264.00

582,450.69

$19,138,816.00

$518,958.00

5,768,791.00

151,939.00

$13,370,025.00

$367,019.00

and inland losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value

$3,463,054.43

Dividends declared during the year (13 per cent)
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

390,000.00

Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Xet amount in force

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire, marine,

146,500.00

Yalue
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Virginia

Georgia

126,000.00

119,002.93

Oregon

62,500.00

47,211.45

BUSINESS IN
Fire

Liabilities.

$56,000.00 $125,723..50

ri.sks Avritten

Premiums

received

Losses paid
Losses incurred

NEW

HA:\IPSHIRE,

1901.

$3,337,442.00

40 189.37
32,312.13

40 540.72

FiBE AND Fire-Maeine
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AND MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY.
San Francisco, Cal.

Incorporated

Wjm.iaai

J.

Button,

September,

1864.

Commenced

business,

Stephen D,

President.

Cash Capitai.,

1864.

Ives, Secretary.

$300,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less enenmbrances thereon
Loans on mortg-ag-es of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrned thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash n company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
i

Gross premiums in course of collection, less $20,964.50 for
commissions, etc
Gross, assets

Deduct ledger

$140,250.00
2.32,985.00

1,549.40

508,305.00
40,000.00
18,684.33
92,747.43

144.00

124,694.20
$1,159,359.36

liabilities

1,526.69

Total assets

$1,157,832.67

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at
Unearned premiums at

on fire risks
100 per cent on marine risks
50 per cent

$32,705.04
$519,923.09
25,405.56

Total unearned premiums

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
$300,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
279,798.98

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

545,328.65

$578,033.69

579,798.98
$1,157,832.67

.
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Ill

INCOlSfE.
Marine
and Inland.

Fire.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return pre-

miums
Net cash received

for

premiums

"$831,614.25

$107,671.36

221,818.62

19,365.36

$609,795.63

$88,306.00

$698,101.63

Ueceived for interest on mortgage and collateral loans.
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

.

.

G ross cash income

20,836.65
17,055.54
8,282.54

$744,276.36

EXPENDITURES.
Marine
and Inland.

Fire.

Gross amount paid for lasses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Not amount paid

:

for losses

$.340,747.61

$74,727.89

59,643.77

1,518.89

$281,103.84

$73,209.00

$354,312.84

Dividends paid

stockholders

36,000.00

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
Rents
All other payments and expenditures

120,918.10
80,727.30
18,400.11

4,380.00

34,340.95

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$649,079.30

AND PREMIUMS.
Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
\YritTen or renewed during the year

Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

$57,300,204.00

Premiums.
$747,838.32

63,249.990.00

869,731.24

$120,543,194.00

$1,617,569.56

50,269,815.00

677,867.18

$70,273,279.00

$939,702.38

6,628,026.00

99,856.19

$63.645.3.53.00

$839,846.19

Fire and Fire-Maeine
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Marine and
Inland Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during- the year

Prciiiiiuns.

$2,043,555.00

$50,132.37

11,590.209.00

107,056.84

$13,639,824.00

$163,189.21

Deduct risks expired or terminated

11,962,669.00

111,142.28

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$1,677,155.00

$52,046.93

93,650.00

5,558.40

$1,583,505.00

$46,488.53

and inland losses incurred during the year..
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par vahie....

$352,527.57

Total

Xet amount

in force

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire, marine,

Dividends declared during- the year (12 per, cent)
Amount loaned to oificers and directors

1,400.00

36,000.00
6,000.00

Amounts deposited

for the exclusive ijrotection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Oregon

Liabilities.

$19,700.49

.$51,100.00

BUSINESS IX

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written

Premiums

$54,241.30

received

1,006.80

Losses paid
Losses incurred

1,513.11
1,513.11

INDEMNITY FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
New Yobk
Incorporated,
J.

City.

Commenced

1S97.

:\roNTGOMEKY Haee, President.

Cash Capital,

business, 1898.
J.

H. Burger, Secretary.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value
Cash

in

of stocks

company's

and bonds

office

$330,806.25
150.15

.

IIS
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Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $5,462.07 for
commissions, etc
for reinsurance on losses paid

$19,290.91
2,350.00*

20,104.36.

•

Due

1.51

Gross assets

$372,703.18

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums.
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Return premiums
Reinsurance

10r),209.90>

2.739.09>

996.11
876.41

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
40,349.04

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

$10,532.63'

liabilities,

$126,354.14

246,349.04

including capital and surplus

$372,703.18

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

Net cash received for premiums
Interest and dividends from

Income from

all

all

—

$275,320.17
92,743.09

all fire

$182,577.08;

sources

7,867. 28-

other sources

15,335.25«.

Gross cash income

$205,779. 61L

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$165,447.08
33,017.32

—

Net amount paid for losses all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
Rents
All other payments and expenditures
Gross cash expenditures

$132,429.76".

37,183.71.
15,208.547,523.04-

1,638.61
10.105.42;
$204,089.08.'

Fire and Fjee-Makine
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AND PREMIUMS.
$17,002,535.00

Premiums.
$190,949.37

23,562,780.00

275,257.63

Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
"Written or renewed during the year

Total

$40,625,315.00

$466,207.00

Deduct risks expired or terminated

17,713,081.00

204,143.25

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$22,912,234.00

$262,063.75

3,964,878.00

51,643.94

$18,947,356.00

.$210,419.81

Net amount

in force

Dec.

31,

1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Companj's stock owned l\v the directors, at par value....

BUSINESS IN

NEW

HAMrSHIPvE.

$133,526.14
3,500.00

1901.

Fire risks written
Premiums received

$36,450.00
448.71

Losses paid
Losses incurred

442.07
442.07

INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA.
Phu-adei-phia, Pa.
Incorporated April

14,

1794.

Commenced

business, 1792,

Grkville E. Fryer,

Charles Platt, Pnsidait.

Cash Capital,

Secretary.

$3,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash deposited in bank
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $36,000.00 for
commissions, etc

$858,462.90
1,447,623.80
10,543.05
5,328,985.00

77,500.00
1,147,601.51

266,000.00

Insurance Companies.
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matured, taken for premiums

$40,128.74

1901.]
Bills receivable, not

Due for reinsurance on
Book accounts

losses paid....'

14,909.92
19,887.39

Agents' debit balances

831,836.19

".

Gross assets
Deduct ledger liabilities

$10,043,478.50
22,988.61

Total assets

$10,020,489.89
ITE5IS >'OT

Bills receivable, past

ADMITTED.

due

$280.00

Total admitted assets

$10,020,209.89

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid
Unearned premiums at
Unearned premiums at

losses

$716,500.00

per cent on fire risks
100 per cent on marine risks

r.O

$3,455,250.82

312,251.25

Total unearned premiums
Reclaimable on perpetual fire policies

3,767,511.07

709,243.60

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
$3,000,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
1,767.235.22
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

$."),253,254.67

4,767,235.22

including capital and surplus

$10,020,489.89

INCOME.
Fire.

Cash received

for gross

premiums

Marine
and Inland.

$5,912,685.38

$2,161,864.31

1.220,832.96

414,724.42

$4,691,852.42

$1,747,139.89

Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return pre-

miums
Net cash received

for

premiums

$6,438,992.31

Received for interest on mortgage and collateral loans
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Deposit premiums received on perpetual fire risks, $21,196.60.

Gross cash income

91,726.35

228,109.53
65,198.40

$6,824,026.59

Fire and Fire-Marine
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EXPENDITURES.
Marine
and Inland.

Fire.

Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid

for losses

$3,061,524.56

$1,351,709.42

247,205.31

370,451.48

$2,814,319.25

$981,257.94

$3,700,577.19

Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage

.-360,000.00

1,265,586.43

Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes

398,292.81
189,406.85

Rents

20,701.08

All other paj'ments

and expenditures

Deposit premiums returned on perpetual

309,029.29
fire risks,

$16,577.28.

Gross cash expenditures

.$6,338,593.64

RISKS AND PREMIUMS.
In force Dec. 31. 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$670,469,812.00

$6,000,807.31

570,135,310.00

5,907,685.38

$1,240,605,122.00 $12,508,492.69

Deduct risks expired or terminated

584,762,450.00

5,162,050.47

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$655,842,672.00

$7,346,442.23

40,716,817.00

435,922.57

$615,125,855.00

$6,910,519.65

$3ri,504,812.93

$846,217.72

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Perpetual risks in force

Marine and
Inland Risks.

Premiums.

$5,245,841.00

$235,708.40

362,058,660.00

2,152,564.31

$367,304,501.00

$2,388,272.71

362,052,474.00

2,076,021.46

$5,252,027.00

$312,251.25

and inland losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value

$3,953,755.19

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
Net amount in force

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire, marine,

88,110.00

.
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Dividends declared during the j'ear (12 per cent)
Amount loaned to officers and directors
Amount loaned to stockholders not officers
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of
holders in other states or countries, as follows,

$360,000.00
7,700.00

65,000.00
policj'viz.:

Value
State or

of Deposits.

Coiiiitri/.

LiahiUties.

$11,300.00

$46,569.38

Virginia

56,180.00

35,361.95

Oregon
New Mexico
Canada

60,000.00

14,771.30

10,360.00

11,352.50

124,320.00

85,386.85

Georgia

BUSlNESvS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

$4,709,452.00

Fire risks written

Premiums

67,451.49

received

45,655.00

Losses paid
Losses incurred

53,862.18

LAFAYETTE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
New York
Incorporated February

Allex

^^'.

Adams.

City.

Commenced

10, 1S9T.

business February

Edward

Presidnit.

Cash Capital,

11,

1897.

H. Betts, Secretary.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,
commissions, etc

$341,900.00
64,627.03
3.158.33
less $27,167.97 for

81,503.93

Gross assets

$491,189.29

LL^BILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses

Unearned premiums

at fifty per cent of gross

$24,946.64

premiums.

Reinsurance
Gross

liabilities,

242,641.48
1,399.67

except capital and surplus

$268,987.79

Fire and FmE-MARiNE
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Surplus beyond

[Dec. 31,

$200,000.00
22.201.50

all liabilities

$222,201.50

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities, including- capital

and surplus

$491,189.29

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

Net cash received for premium.s all
Interest and dividends from all sources

$515,647.92
106,968.18

$408,679.74

fire

9,599.13

Gross cash income

$418,278.87

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$234,687.48
9,157.66

Net amount paid for losses— all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
All other payments and expenditures

$225,529.82
123,837.43

2,055.00
5,671.10
1,754.16

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$358,847.51

AND PREMIUMS.
$24,589,692.00

Premiums.
$277,196.81

46,942,914.00

581,520.13

Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

$71,532,606.00

$858,716.94

Deduct risks expired or terminated

30,835,586.00

362,877.91

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$40,697,020.00

$495,839.03

1,121,208.00

11,556.08

$39,575,812.00

$484,282.95

Net amount in force Dec.

31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value

$234,887.36
113,200.00

.
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1901.

Fire risks written

Premiums

$146,443.00

received

2,331.40

Losses paid
Losses incurred

175.08

225.08

MERCANTILE FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE
COMPANY.
BosTox, Mass.
Incorporated February

George

11,

1S23.

Commenced business May,

1823.

James Simpson,

R. Rogers, PrcHiiUnt.

Cash Capital,

Secretary.

$400,000.00.

ASSETS.
Loans on mortcrages of real estate
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued

(first

Gross premiiims in course of collection,

liens)

$184,100.00
1,374.65

419,394.00
40,000.00
5,527.00

34,955.92
3,301.48
less $10,484.99 for

commissions

64,253.70

Premiums more than

three months due, $1,572.09.

Gross assets

$752,906.75

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses

$27,773.16

Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of g-ross premiums.
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Return premiums

174,817.81

Reinsurance

Surplus as regards policy-holders
liabilities,

6,133.80
4,751.75

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
$400,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
137.012.10

Total

2,418.13

including capital and surplus

$215,894.65

537,012.10

$752,906.75

Fire and Fire-Marine
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INCOME.
'Cash received for gross premiums
.Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

Xet cash received for premiums

—

$443,089.17
222,923.49

$220,165.68

all fire

"Received for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources

13,450.26

Income from

96,189.37

6,987.66

other sources

all

Gross cash income

$336,792.97

EXPENDITURES.
amount paid for losses— all fire
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage
^Salaries and fees of officers and employees
:State and local taxes

$125,333.96

IS^et

16.000.00

62,838.74
24,021.97
7,267.40

Uents

4,094.87

All other payments and expenditures

18,020.84

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$257,577.78

AND PREMIUMS.
$37,724,452.00

Premiums.
$396,259.13

44,107,447.00

489,569.25

.$81,831,899.00

$885,828.38

29,589,796.00

310,639.57

$52,242,103.00

$575,188.81

22,169,773.00

225,553.17

$30,072,330.00

$349,635.64

Fire Risks.

In force Dec.

31,

1900

"Written or renewed during the year

Total

Heduct

risks expired or terminated

In force at the end of the year

Deduct amount reinsured
Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
~FiTe losses

incurred during the year

Company's stock ov\ned by the

$136,286.00

directors, at jpar value ....

Dividends declared during the year (4 per cent)
Amount loaned to officers and directors

BUSIA'ESS IN
Tire risks written

Premiums

received

Losses paid
liDsses incurred

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

146,900.00
16,000.00
14,000.00

1901.

$525,527.00
5,250.84
3,587.83

2,156.36

.
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THE MERCHANTS INSURANCE COMPANY.
Neavabk,
Incorporated February
<j.

Lee Stout,

18,

1858.

liT.

J.

Commenced

business April

IS,

William H. Guekin,

President.

Cash Capital,

1858.

Secretary.

$400,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon

300,700.00
3,908.07

Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash In company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,

545,950.00
2,735.31

44,156.00
1.945.00
less $22,986.68 for

commissions, etc
Eents due and accrued
Due for reinsurance on losses paid
All other assets
Premiums more than tbree months due,

$203,915.65

118,305.31

487.33
1,785.44

6,145.36
$3,782.80.

Gross assets

$1 ,230,033.47

ITEMS XOT admitted.

Suspense accoimt

$1,028.74

Total assets

$1,229,004.73

LIABILITIES.
Xet amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums.
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Eeturn premiums
Reinsurance

$95,256.37

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
$400,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
155.519.15

$673,485.58

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

533,173.28
11,177.20

21,488.31
7,390.42

555.519.15
$1,229,004.73

FiEE AND Fire-Marine
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INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$1,109,038.09

423.240.88

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortg-ages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

$685,797.21
15,053.74
,31,016.16

41,176.15

Gross cash income

$773,043.26

EXPENDITUEES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$590,467.49
63,618.23

Net amount paid for losses— all fire
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes

$526,849.26
24,000.00
127,604.62
107,402.52
42,267.63

Eents
All other payments and expenditures

5,545.00

42,861.67

Gross cash expenditures

EISKS

$876,530.70

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$157,642,974.00

$1,562,232.38

97,011,799.00

1,089,389.00

$254,654,773.00

$2,651,621.38

Deduct risks expired or terminated

112,670,915.00

1,313,557.76

In,force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$141,983,858.00

$1,338,063.62

33,027,439.00

261,717.05

$108,956,419.00

$1,076,346.57

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value
Dividends declared during the j-ear (6 per cent)

$528,074.75
79,625.00

24,000.00

.
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Amounts deposited

for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
.Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Oregon

Liabilities.

$54,250.00

BUSINESS IN

$12,154.38

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written
Premiums received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

$529,239.00
8,056.98
2,480.21
3,098.71

NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Hartfoed,
Incorporated June

James Nichols,

4,

1S69.

Co>>'.

Commenced

business December

1,

1871.

B. E. Stillman, Secretary^

Presidait.

Cash CAnxAL,

$1,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in companj^'s office
Cash deposited in bank
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $84,779.42 for
commissions, etc
Agents' debit balances secured
Gross assets

$399,053.32
647,715.00
3,627,469.00

667.73
319,574.00

185.220.58
244,737.37
$5,424,437.00

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fiftj- per cent of gross premiums.
Contingent reserve
Gross

liabilities,

$362,677.55
2,410,644.40

25,000.00

except capital and surplus

$2,798,321.95
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Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond

[Dec. 31,

$1,000,000.00
1.626,115.05

all liabilities

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

$2,626,115.05

including capital and surplus

$5, 424. 4.37. 00

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$4,704,779.88
1,240,854.97

—

all fire
]S'et cash received for premiums
Received for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

$3,463,924.91
39,628.00
153,302.10
15.619.35

Gross cash income

$3,672,474.36

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount

$2,159,108.69

407,228.25

i^aid for losses

—

$1,751,880.44

all fire

Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage

120,000.00
651,599.21

Salaries and fees of oificers and emploj-ees
State and local taxes
All other

207,625.59
115,088.22

payments and expenditures

378,864.93

Gross cash exjienditures

RISKS

$3,225,058.39

AND

PRE:MIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
"Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Rislcs.

Premiums.

$470,251,802.00

$4,611,944.44

520,605,644.00

4,794,779.88

$990,857,446.00

$9,406,724.32

Deduct risks expired or terminated

391,259,277.00

3,719,379.20

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$599,598,169.00

$5,687,345.12

92,930,104.00

866,056.31

$506,668,065.00

$4,821,288.81

Net amount in force Dec.

31,

1901

I
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miscellaneous.
and inland losses inciirred during the year.
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value....

$1,867,068.12

Dividends declared during the year (12 per cent)
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

120,000.00

Fire, marine,

.

93,700.00

Talue
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Virginia

Liabilities.

$50,000.00

$29,648.64

Georgia

11.000.00

25,938.24

Oregon
New Mexico

01,500.00

20,367.79

10,000.00

9,325.06

BUSINESS IX

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written

Premiums

$1,728,414.00

received

20,094.17

Losses paid
Losses incurred

14,340.87

15,224.77

NATIOXAL-STAXDARD IXSURAXCE COMPAXY.
New York
Incorporated February

R.

Bleecker Rathboxe,

14, 1S06.

City.

Commenced

Ehil

President.

Cash Capital,

business February

20, 189C.

G. Piepee, Secretary.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,

$423,650.00
101.427.79

,

1,083.33
less $17,972.05 for

commissions, etc

76.432.02

Gross assets

$602,593.14

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums.

$35,581.00
.

212.263.23
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Eeturn premiums
Reinsurance

$10,675.31
24,488.58

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$200,000.00
Paid-up capital
119,585.02
Surplus beyond all liabilities

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities, including- capital

$283,008.12

310.585.02

and surplus

$602,593.14

I^'COME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reiusurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

Net cash received for premiums all
from all sources

$626,019.97
221,071.70

$404,948.27

fire

Interest and dividends

13,242.11

Gross cash income

$418,190.38

EXPENDITURES.
Marine
and Inland.

Fire.

Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid

for losses

|285,912.61

$55.20

69,125.93

66.71

$216,786.68

—$11.51

$216,775.17

Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage

24,000.00

121,768.18

Salaries and fees of oflRcers and emj^loyees

3,215.00

State and local taxes
All other

11,017.41

payments and expenditures

3,147.64

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$379,923.40

AND PREMIUMS.
$31,932,641.00

Premiums.
$344,531.78

56,024,251.00

661,912.96

$87,956,892.00

$1,006,444.74

40,177,398.00

460,551.13

$47,779,494.00

$545,893.61

10,549,003.00

121,347.13

$37,230,491.00

$424,546.48

Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

.
.
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miscellaneous.
Fire, marine, and inland losses incurred during- the year.
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value.
.

Dividends declared during the year

BUSINESS IX

(G

$234,421.17
92,000.00

.

per cent)

NEW HAMPSHIKE,

24,000.00
1901.

Fire risks written

Premiums

$64,444.00

received

963.31

Losses paid
Losses incurred

13.37

13.37

NIAGARA FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Xew York
Incorporalpd July,

Harold Herrick,

ISoO.

City.

Commenced

business August,

1850.

George W. Dewey,

Prrsidmf.

Cash Capital,

Secretary.

$.")00,000.00.

ASSETS.
Loans on mortgages of real estate
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued

(first liens)

$328,926.49
6.347.26

2,377.475.00

636.96
211,464.44
4,324.99

Gross premiums in course of collection

265,420.14

Gross assets

Deduct ledger

$3,194,595.28

liabilities

2,171.67

Total assets

$3,192,423.61

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents' debit balances unsecured
Bills receivable, past due

Total items not admitted
Total admitted assets

$2,018.96
12,625.00

$14,643.96
$3,177,779.65

.
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LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses

Unearned premiums

$205,481.66.

premiums.

at fifty per cent of gross

1,443,242.01

16,978.23

Reinsurance

$1,665,701.90
Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$500,000.00
Paid-up capital
1,012,077.75
Surplus beyond all liabilities

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

1,512,077.75

including capital and surplus

.^.3,177,779.65

INCOME.
Cash received from gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$2,468,874.39
621.341.4,1

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

$1,847,532.94

12,255.76

90,602.95

215,866.48

Gross cash income

$2,100,258.13

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$1,141,971.65

292,311.56

Net amount paid for losses— all
Dividends paid stockholders

$1,149,660.09

fire

50,000.00

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
Rents
All other paj'ments and expenditures

367,748.38
157,846.21
53,168.44

18,866.47

123,922.96

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$1,921,212.55

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$327,460,221.00

$3,062,456.68

237,773,080.00

2,525,860.12

$565,233,301.00

$5,588,316.Sa

Deduct risks expired or terminated

225,261,026.00

2,308,436.62

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$339,972,275.00

$3,279,880.18

44,488,521.00

393,396.15

.$295,483,754.00

$2,886,484.03

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901
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miscellaneous.
Fire losses incurred during' the year
$1,182,313.06
Companj's stock owned by the directors, at par value
161,350.00
Dividends declared during the year (10 per cent)
50,000.00
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policy-

holders in other states or countries, as follows,

viz.:

Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Georgia

Liabilities.

$11,200.00

$2,821.18

Virginia

28,000.00

7,866.27

Oregon
New Mexico

09,500.00

405.50

1

BUSINESS IN

NEW

1,500.00

IL'\MPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written
received

$1,488,884.00

Premiums

24,793.16

Losses paid
Losses incurred

10,010.18
10,817.78

ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY.
Hartford,
Incorporated June

Cottpt.

Commenced business January,

28, 1S67.

James Wyper,

A. G. MclLWArNT:, Jr., Prcsidoit.

Cash Capital,

1872.

Secretary.

$500,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon....
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $36,402.39 for
commissions, etc
Due for reinsurance on losses paid
Bills receivable, not matured, taken for premiums

$78,925.21

120,900.00
3,744.16

1,704,397.12
2,938.98

99,852.77
22,627.97

123,498.99
1,677.24

44.0Q
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Agents' debit balances
All other assets
Premiums more than

Gross

[Dec. 31,
$714.61
5,000.00

three

months due,

|1,017.24.

$2,104,321.05

a.ssets

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums
Return premiums
Eeinsurance

$138,451.28

Gross liabilities, e.xcept capital and surplus
$500,000.00
Paid-up capital
713,987.59
Surplus beyond all liabilities

$950,333.46

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

806,737.23

225.61
4,919.34

1,213,987.59

including capital and surplus

$2,164,321.05

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$1,564,737.56
503,905.56

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

$1,060,832.00
9,753.38

70,651.58
3,394.69

Gross cash income

$1,144,631.65

EXPENDITURES.
Fire.

Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid

for losses

Marine
and Inland.

$961,696.72

$10,651.14

153,192.51

5,374.79

$808,504.21

$5,276.35

$813,780.56

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
Rents
All other payments and expenditures
Gross cash expenditures

233,882.09
79,644.00
32,712.51
6,643.80

101,415.31
$1,268,078.27

Insurance Companies.
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RISKS

AAD

PREMIUilS.
Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$207,441,540.00

$2,043,414.64

127,054,015.00

1,518,844.01

$334,495,555.00

$3,562,258.65

164,043,732.00

1,674,804.11

$170,451,823.00

$1,887,454.54

29,505,472.00

273,980.08

$140,946,351.00

$1,613,474.46

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during- the j-ear
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Xet amount
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in force Dec. 31, 1901

Mari)tc and

$417,975.00

Premiums.
$6,733.87

$417,975.00

$6,733.87

417,975.00

6,733.87

Fire, marine, and inland losses incurred during the year.
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value....

$740,691.31

Inland Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
"Written or renewed during the year

Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year

MISCELLANEOUS.
.

3,000.00

Amounts deposited

for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Virginia

LiaMUties.

$28,570.67

$10,112.89

Georgia
New Mexico

11,300.00

15,899.21

10,000.00

6,375.00

Oregon

45,000.00

6,630.33

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written

Premiums

received

Losses paid
Losses incurred

NEW

HA^HPSHIRE,

1901.

$1,025,941.00
14,590.09

12,714.20
9,869.20

.
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PELICAN ASSURANCE COMPANY.
New Yobk
Incorporated March

7,

1899.

City.

Commenced

A. D. Irving, President.

business

L. P.

Cash Capital,

May

1,

1899.

Bayakd,

Secretary.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,

$363,746.10
1,611.83

29,974.23
3,041.92
less $7,660.57 for

commissions, etc
for reinsurance on losses paid

25,489.10

Due

1,642.64

Gross assets

$425,505.82

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid
Unearned premiums at
Eeturn premiums

losses
fifty

$24,404.00

per cent of gross premiums.

6,013.79

Eeinsurance

2,473.00

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
89,707.82
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

102,907.21

$135,798.00

289,707.82

including capital and surplus

$425,505.82

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

Net cash received for premiums all
Interest and dividends from all sources
Gross cash income

fire

$268,028.94
74,432.61

$193,596.33
10,397.69

$203,994.02
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expendituees.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$95,949.24
9,512.45

—

Xet amount paid for losses all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
All other payments and expenditures

$86,436.79
50,228.56
4,580.04
5,769.47
9,792.63

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$156,807.49

AND PREMIUMS.
$17,296,131.00

Premiums.
$158,096.81

26,407,020.00

273,763.71

Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Total

$43,703,151.00

$431,860.52

Deduct risks expired or terminated

18,519,449.00

188,859.26

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$25,183,702.00

$243,001.26

4,550,454.00

37,186.83

$20,033,248.00

$205,814.43

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year

Company's stock owned by the

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written

Premiums

received

Losses paid
Losses incurred

$95,628.79

directors, at par value...

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

6,500.00

1901.

$43,322.00
662.71

381.26
381.26

.
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PENNSYLVANIA FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Incorporated March,

R.

Dale Benson,

1825.

Commenced business

April, 1825.

W. Gakdneh Ceo well,

President.

Cash Capital,

Secretary.

$400,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $4,000.00 for
commissions, etc

$209,500.00
738,633.33
0.918.01

3,908,826.00

107,700.00

212.45
129,926.60

797.61

338,149.54

Gross assets

$5,440,663.54

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid
Unearned premiums at

losses
fifty

Reclaimable on perpetual

$229,333.54

per cent of gross premiums.

1,822,617.84

862,904.74

fire policies

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$2,914,856.12
Paid-up capital
$400,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
2,125,807.42
Surplus as regards policj^-holders
Total

liabilities,

2,525,807.42

including capital and surplus

$5,440,663.54

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

$2,957,741.65
800,828.23

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Eeceived for interest on mortgage and collateral loans..

$2,156,913.42
46,827.26
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Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Deposit premiums received on perpetual risks,

$170,935.80
15,339.36
$35,918.45.

Gross cash income

$2,390,015.84

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses

$1,620,823.01

Deduct salvage and reinsurance

171,799.20

Net amount paid for losses
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage

—

all

$1,449,023.81

fire

100.000.00
503.016.93

and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
All other paj-ments and expenditures

94,916.00

Salaries

71,693.24

127,460.27

Deposit premiums returned on perpetual risks,

$20,506.86.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$2,346,110.25

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Premiums.

Fire Risks.
$389,275,537.00

$3,668,003.23

269,343,016.00

3,010,797.41

$658,618,553.00

$6,678,800.64

Deduct risks expired or terminated

247,716,459.00

2,568,112.45

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$410,902,094.00

$4,110,688.19

51,669,416.00

465,452.51

$359,232,678.00

$3,645,235.68

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value..
Dividends declared during the year (25 per cent)

Am.ount loaned to stockholders not

officers

deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Talue

Georgia

of ^Deposits.

55,400.00

100,000.00
4,0(J0.0O

Amounts

State or Country.

$1,477,438.33

Liabilities.

$11,200.00

$45,090.00

Virginia

22,400.00

27,412.00

Oregon

54,000.00

13,840.00
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NEW HAMPSHIRE,

BUSINESS IN

1901.

$609,620.00

Fire risks written
Premiums received

8,550.50
8,506.36

Losses paid
Losses incurred

9,306.36

PHENIX INSURANCE COMPANY.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Incorporated September

George

P.

Sheldon,

10,

1S53.

Commenced

business September

William

President.

Cash Capital,

A.

10,

Wright,

1853.

Secretary.

$1,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $6,819.79 for

70,600.00
1,146.64

4,987,809.00

77,500.00

613,154.54
5,266.66

38,645.49

commissions, etc
and accrued
Agents' debit balances

2,653.26

Ilents due

538,474.25
$6,903,249.84

Gross assets

Deduct ledger

$568,000.00

1,484.75

liabilities

Total assets

$6,901,765.09

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses

Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Eeturn premiums

liabilities,

2,485.17
1,696.27
2.189.54

Reinsurance
Gross

$346,184.37
3,667,913.42

except capital and surplus

$4,020,468.77

J
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$1,000,000.00
all liabilities

1,881,296.33

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

$2,881,296.32

including capital and surplus

liabilities,

$6,901,765.09

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$5,668,476.81

974,711.67

—

Net cash received for premium.s all fire
Keceived for interest on mortgage and collateral loans...
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Gross cash income

$4,693,765.14
7,920.53

133,579.07

117,997.69
$4,953,262.43

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$2,628,134.60

241,085.87

Net amount paid for losses
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries

and fees of

officers

— all

$2,387,048.79

fire
•.

and emploj-ees

347,106.79

State and local taxes

113,105.23

Rents
All other

100,000.00
931,801.41

39,172.23

payments and expenditures

358.661.44

Gross cash expenditures

$4,276,895.89

RISKS AND PREMIUMS.
In force Dec.

31,

1900

Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$577,104,255.00

$6,381,783.71

513,614,000.00

5,679,627.70

$1,090,718,255.00 $13,061,411.41

Deduct risks expired or terminated

384,186,210.00

4,310,819.26

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$706,532,045.00

$7,750,592.15

39,521,614.00

414,765.31

$667,010,431.00

$7,335, 826.<54

Net amount in force Dec.

31,

1901

Fire and Fire-^NIakine
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MISCELLANEOUS.
$2,494,617.66
Fire losses incurred during" the year
157,650.00
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value
100,000.00
Dividends declared during the year (10 per cent)
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

Value
Slate or Country.

Virginia
Georgia

Canada
Oregon

BUSINESS IN

of Drposits.

JAaMlitics.

$100,000.00

$45,687.61

11.200.00

82,608.93

112,000.00

95.712.00

56,000.00

5,741.95

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written

$1,545,316.00

Premiums received

14,741.65

Losses paid
Losses incurred

7,953.05
8,714.29

PHOENIX INSURANCE COMPANY.
Hartfokd, Cokk.
Incorporated May,

D.

W.

C.

Skh^ton,

1554.

Commenced

business June,

1854.

Edward Milligan,

Preftidciit.

Cash Capital,

Secretary.

$2,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon....
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in companj's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross pi'emiums in course of collection, less $62,416.74 for
commissions, etc
Rents due and accrued

$460,195.82
89,074.93
2,424.10

4,468,190.00

29,000.00
5,023.98

326,887.51
37,316.00

249,667.00
4,499.96

.
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Due lor reinsurance on losses paid
Agents' debit balances secured

$301.16
281,004.26

Gross assets

Deduct ledger

$5,953,674.72

liabilities

230.27

Total assets

$5,953,444.45

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums.

$454,788.57
2,301,378.38

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$2,756,166.95
Paid-up capital
$2,000,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
1,197,277.50
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilitiei;,

3,197,277.50

including capital and surplus

$5,953,444.45

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$3,771,844.79

554,026.68

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortgage and collateral loans
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Gross cash income

$3,217,818.11
5,388,71

249,528.83
28,966.04

$3,501,701.69

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

?1, 824, 572. 99

117,828.30

Net amount paid for losses
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers

— all

fire

and employees

State and local taxes

Rents
All other

$1,706,744.69

280,000.00

637,337.49
186,339.47
86,719.73

12,342.99

payments and expenditures

Gross cash expenditures

319,008.22
$3,228,492.59
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PKEMIIIMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Total

Premiums.

Fire Risks.
$411,549,798.00

$4,270,228.84

385,018,845.00

3,771,844.79

$796,568,643.00

$8,042,073.63

Deduct risks expired or terminated

325,222,760.00

3,208,934.31

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$471,345,883.00

$4,833,139.32

20,321,340.00

230,382.55

$451,024,543.00

$4,602,756.77

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year

Company's stock owned by the

$1,921,766.00

directors, at par value....

65,100.00

Dividends declared during the year (14 per cent)
Amount loaned to officers and directors
Amount loaned to stockholders not officers
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

280,000.00
50,000.00
59,000.00

Value
State or Country.

Oregon

of Deposits.

$56,000.00

Uabilities.

$14,928.34

Georgia

11,050.00

47,727.20

Canada

204,400.00

99,689.03

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written

Premiums

received

Losses paid
Losses incurred

NEW HAMPSHIEE,

1901.

$1,439,795.00
19,180.85

12,788.06
13,616.37
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PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON INSURANCE COMPANY.
Providence, R.
Incorporated.

J.

H.

De Wolf,

1799.

Commenced

I.

business, 1799.

President.

E. L.

Cash Capital,

Watson,

Secretary.

$500,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accnied

$1,784,935.00
1,748.02

118,477.42
8,353.62

Gross premiums in course of collection
Bills receivable, not matured, taken for premiums
Premiums more than three months due, $1,670.56.

Gross assets

240.958.83
33,978.61

$2,188,451.50

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Bills receivable, past

due

$140.00

Total admitted assets

$2,188,311.50

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at 50 per cent on fire and inland risks
Unearned premiums at 100 per cent on marine risks

$292,493.73
$922,466.30
57,065.32

Total unearned premiums

979,531.62

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$1,272,025.35
Paid-up capital
$500,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
416,286.15

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

916,286.15
$2,188,311.50
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INCOME.
Marine
and Inland.

Fire.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return pre-

?1,769,333.42

$681,152.93

526,434.94

249,821.71

$1,242,898.48

$431,331.22

miums
Net cash received for premiums

$1,674,229.70

Interest and dividends from, all other sources
Income from, all other sources

61,537.19

102,685.99

Gross cash income

$1,838,452.88

EXPENDITURES.
Marine
and Inland.

Fire.

Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid

$1,178,238.48

$417,913.88

205,540.51

179,943.03

$972,697.97

$237,970.85

for losses

$1,210,668.82

Dividends paid stockholders

50,000.00

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
Eents
All other payments and expenditures

334,190.23

105,926.03
47,701.28
6,506.92

59,311.42

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$1,814,304.70

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$188,375,062.00

$1,920,708.02

186,435,408.00

1,798,394.61

$374,810,470.00

$3,719,102.63

Deduct risks expired or terminated

173,789,330.00

1,575,905.81

In force at the end of the year

$201,021,140.00

$2,143,196.82

42,644,305.00

429,916.14

$158,376,835.00

$1,713,280.68

Marine and
Inland Risks.
$7,994,835.00

Premiums.
$262,689.49

159.900,862.00

692,046.73

$167,895,697.00

$954,736.22

Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

143
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Deduct risks expired or terminated

$159,023,874.00

$640,451.40

$8,871,823.00

$314,284.82

2,010,123.00

75,216.08

$(),861,700.00

$239,068.74

Fire, marine, and inland losses incurred during the year..
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value....

$1,310,738.43

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force

MISCELLANEOUS.
30,000.00

Dividends declared during the j-ear (10 per cent)

BUSINESS IN

50,000.00

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written

Premiums

$1,575,537.00

received

10,228.84

Losses paid
Losses incurred

2,283.61

2,134.18

QUEEN INSURANCE COMPANY OF AiMERICA.
New York
Incorporated September

Edward

F.

Beddall,

11,

City.

Commenced

1891.

Nevett

President.

Cash Capital,

business September
S.

11,

Baetow,

1891.

Secretary.

$500,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $108,091.19 for
commissions, etc
Eents due and accrued
Bills receivable, not matured, taken for premiums
Due for reinsurance on losses paid
Premiums more than three months due, $4,125.62.
Gross assets

,

$710,164.73
3,677,506.53
2,616.28

193,298.77
44.129.07

317.026.91
3,843.77

2,582.44

3,586.50

$4,954,755.00
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LIABILITIES.
Xet amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Return premiums
>

Reinsurance

Premiums paid

$228,719.43
1,784,761.98

34,743.06
18,344.44
7,618.77

in

advance

1,806.31

$2,075,995.99
Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$500,000.00
Paid-up capital
2,378,759.01
Surplus beyond all liabilities

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

2,878,759.01

including capital and surplus

$4,954,755.00

I^XOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

13,125,905.41

728,532.24

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Interest and dividends from all sources
Income from all other sources

$2,397,373.17

137,793.47
105,287.37

Gross cash income

$2,640,454.01

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid

for losses

$1,634,966.65

Deduct salvage and reinsurance

212,638.41

Net amount paid for losses— all
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage

$1,422,328.24

fire

100,000.00

418,404.46

Salaries and fees of officers and employees

189,207.03

State and local taxes

70,623.94

Rents
All other

20,650.67

payments and expenditures

185,349.55

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$2,406,563.89

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$339,792,330.00

$3,511,577.14

277,953,937.00

3,198,658.49

$617,746,267.00

$6,710,235.63

.
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Deduct risks expired or terminated

$262,892,067.00

$2,820,808.46

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$354,854,200.00

.$3,880,427.17

29,466,038.00

319,903.18

$.325,388,162.00

$3,569,523.99

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year

Company's stock owned by the

$1,407,456.83

directors, at par value.

.

7,500.00

.

Dividends declared during the year (20 per cent)
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyhoklers in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

100,000.00

Value
State or Country.

of Dvitoaits.

Canada

Liabilities.

.$285,010.00 $293,677.97

Oroji^on

58,055.00

Virginia

29,027.50

32,882.03

Georgia

11,611.00

66,088.53

Nebraska

25,000.00

10,277.18

DLSINESS IN

NEW

12,960.70

IIAMPSIIIKE,

1901.

•Fire risks written

Premiums

$803,720.00

received

13,262.04

Losses paid
Losses incurred

3,169.01
4,079.27

SECURITY INSURANCE COMPANY.
New Haven,
Incorporated April,

Charles

S.

1841.

Conx.

Commenced

business April,

Leete, President.

1841.

H. Mason, Secrrtary.

Ca-sh Capita!., $300,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon....
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
10

$79,600.00
199,488.78
1,869.72

619,906.73
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$10,500.00

Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued

133.87
77,124.16
2,239.54

Gross premiums in course of collection, less $27,028.87 for
commissions, etc
Eents due and accrued
'...

All other assets

110,721.57
139.17
7,129.29

$1,108,852.83

Gross assets

LIABILITIES.
Net amoimt of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at
Unearned premiums at

$81,935.44

per cent on fire and inland risks
100 per cent on marine risks

50

$494,619.77
9,6G4.77

Total unearned premiums
Return premiums
Reinsurance

504,284.54
16,479.50
5,074.64

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$300,000.00
Paid-up capital
201,078.71
Surplus beyond all liabilities

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

501,078.71

including capital and surplus

liabilities,

$607,774.12

$1,108,852.83

INCOME.
Fire.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return pre-

miums
Net cash received

for

premiums

Marine
and Inland.

$826,186.77

$77,029.78

243,502.05

12,621.14

$582,684.72

$64,408.64

Received for interest on mortgage and collateral loans...
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

Gross cash income

,

$647,093.36
10 797.62
25,576.05
2,919.65

$686,386.68

EXPENDITURES.
Fire.

Gross amount paid for losses

Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid

for losses

Marine
and Inland.

$357,132.61

$48,893.81

48,629.44

6,914.01

$308,503.17

$41,979.80

$350,482.97
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Dividends paid stockholders

$24,000.00

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
Kents
All other payments and expenditures

153,756.82
55,300.81
19,148.79

v

1,.-.00.00

42,915.82

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$647,111.21

AND PREMIUMS.
Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Premiums.

$91,173,100.00

$946,:'.:37.69

82,146,486.00

867,088.26

$173,319,586.00

$1,813,425.95

Deduct risks expired or terminated

63,584,031.00

694,774.20

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$109,735,555.00

$1,118,651.75

11,995,656.00

134,443.12

$97,739,899.00

$984,208.63

Net amount

in force

Dec.

31, 1901

Marine and
$576,293.00

Premiums.
$27,853.48

9,238,058.00

73,186.30

.$'.i.S14,351.00

$101,039.78

9,235,404.00

73,980.87

$578,947.00

$27,058.91

94.945.00

3,382.73

$484,002.00

$23,676.18

and inland losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value

$383,596.86

InJand Risks.

In force Dec. 31. 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire, marine,

Dividends declared during the year (8 per cent)
Amount loaned to officers and directors
Amount loaned to stockholders not officers

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written

Premiums

receired

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

69.000.00

24,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
1901.

$121,810.00
1,314.71
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SPRINGFIELD FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE

COMPANY.
Speingfield, Mass.
Incorporated,

A.

W. Damox,

1849.

Commenced

business, 1851.

W.

President.

Cask Capital,

J.

Mackay,

Secretary.

$2,000,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued

$222,325.00
554,450.00
13,623.23
4,084,040.00

21,375.00
8,610.34

409,699.06
27,308.37

Gross premiums in course of collection, less $108,667.20 for
commiissions, etc

434,668.82

Eeuts due and accrued
Due for reinsurance on losses paid

1,355.84

12,764.57

Gross assets

$5,790,220.23

LIABILITIES.
Xet amoimt of unpaid losses
L'nearned premiums at fifty per cent

$339,440.50

of gross

premiums

2,032,385.00

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$2,371,825.50
Paid-up capital
$2,000,000.00
Surplus bej-ond all liabilities
1,418,394.73
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

3,418,394.73

including capital and sur^alus

$5,790,220.23

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

$3,768,825.18

846,747.15

Ket cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortgage and collateral loans..
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Gross cash income

$2,922,078.03

32,155.14

157,305.97
49,315.44
$3,160,854.58
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expendituees.

'

Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$1,726,500.58

236,320.21

Net amount paid for losses—all fire
Dividends paid stockholders
Commi.ssions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
All other payments and expenditures

$1,490,180.37

150,000.00
561,822.08
121,964.57
97,215.85

830,430.95

Gross cash expenditures

PJSKS
In force Dec.

31,

$3,251,613.82

AND PREMIUMS.

1900

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$342,383,034.00

$3,439,430.24

313,578,672.00

3,923,493.87

"Written or renewed during the year

Total

$655,961,706.00

$7,362,924.11

Deduct risks expired or terminated

208,811,547.00

2,874,350.84

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$447,150,159.00

$4,488,573.27

44,999,994.00

423,803.27

$402,150,165.00

$4,064,770.00

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the j-ear
$1,615,683.19
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value
102,100.00
Dividends declared during the j'ear (714 per cent)
150,000.00
Amount loaned to stockholders not officers
22,275.00
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Georgia

Oregon
New Mexico

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written

Premiums

received

Losses paid
Losses incurred

NEW

LiaMlities.

$13,000.00

$14,401.09

65,000.00

20,765.24

10,000.00

10,692.52

HA^ilPSHIRE,

1901.

$1,294,677.00
23 354.12
14,039.34
11,884.51
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TRADERS' INSURANCE COMPANY.
Chicago, III.
Incorporated February,

TmES

J.

1S65.

Commenced

Lefens, President.

S.

Cash Capital,

business May,

1872.

A. Rotheumel, Secretary.

$500,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortg-ages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $18,191.55 for
commissions, etc
Rents due and accrued

128,200.00
3,770.40
1,958,781.90

13,400.00

931.01
170,564.35
8,217.04

158,031.58

88.50

^
All other assets
Premiums more than three months due,

21,193.19
$3,216.36.

Gross assets

Deduct ledger

$51,001.17

$2,514,239.14
9,156.27

liabilities

Total assets

$2,505,082.87

LIABILITIES.
Xet amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fiftj- per cent

$138,837.18

premiums

847,500.93

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
$500,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
1,018,738.76

$986,344.11

of gross

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

1,518,738.76

$2,505,052.87
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INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$1,672,133.64

452,283.43

Net cash received for premiums-^-all fire
Received for interest on mortg-age and collateral loans..
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other «;ourees
Gross cash income

$1,219,852.21
9,516.56

80,898.07
177,79.3.47

$1,488,060.31

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount

i)aid

$909,802.49
103,591.21

for los.ses— all fire

$806,211.28

Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of ofllcers

50,000.00

280,155.71

and employees

82,.368.i:>

State and local taxes

.

Rents
All other payments and expenditures

47,69.3.32

6,680.00

53,630.23

Gross cash expenditures

$1,326,738.67

RISKS .VND PREMIUMS.
In force Dec.
\^'ritten

31,

1900

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$124,998,110.00

$1,599,465.77

132,661,427.00

1,697,157. S3

or renewed during the j-ear

Total

$257,659,537.00

$3,296,623.60

Deduct risks expired or terminjfted

115,289,390.00

1,438,900.95

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$142,370,147.00

$1,857,722.65

11,546,064.00

162,708.78

$130,824,083.00

$1,695,013.81

Net amount in force Dec.

31, 1901

[MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value...
Dividends declared during the year (10 per cent)
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Liabilities.

Georgia

$13,900.00

$17,765.49

Oregon

54,250.00

4,046.51

$838,250.43
142,300.00
50,000.00

FiKE AND Fire-Marine
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NEW HAMrSHlRE,

BUSINESS IN

1901.

Fire risks written
Premiums received

$422,875.00
8,784.61

Losses paid
Losses incurred

3,938.60
4,000.09

UNITED FIIJKMEN'S INSURANCE COMPANY.
rniLADELPHIA, Pa.
Incorporated April

Robert

2,

1860.

Commenced

business April

Benihs

B. Beatii. rrcsiilmt.

Cash Capital,

J.

1,

18G1.

Sweenet,

Secretary.

$300,000.00.

ASSETS.
Ca.sh value of real estate, less

encumbrances thereon

Ijoans on mortpfag'es of real estate (first liens)

Interest due and accrued thereon

in

company'.s

dejiosited in

423,373.00
6,967.80

Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash
Cash

$211,200.00

733,486.00
50,000.00

office

4,970.84

hank

115,380,05

Interest due and accrued

483.14

Gross premiums in course of collection, less $15,038.86 for
commissions, etc
Rents due and accrued
All other assets
Premiums more than three months due, $2,152.72.
,

Gross assets

58,257.91

254.49
2,935.26

$1,607,309.09

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums
Eeclaimable on perpetual fire jwlicies
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Return premiums
Reinsurance
Taxes
Gross

liabilities,

except capital and surplus

$40,499.26
288,430.49

765,113.73
4,716.72
6,789.47

4,290.44
6,500.00

$1,110,340.11

Insurance Companies.

lijul.]

$300,000.00

i'aid-up capital

Surplus beyond

153

190,9CS.8S

all liabilities

Suri^lus as regards iiolicy-holders

Total

liabilities,

$490,968.88

including capital and surplus

$l,607.o09.09

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

Net cash received for premiums

—

$455,451.40
84,194.41

$.371,256.99

all fire

mortgage and collateral loans.
Interest and dividends from all other .'sources
Income from all other sources
IJcctivcd for interest on

Deposit premiums received on perpetual

(iross cash

fire

.

32,383.54
29,736.09
10,186.44

risks, 159,408.34.

income

$443,563.06

EXPENDITURES.

— all

Net amount paid for losses
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage

$206,694.44

fire

30,000.00
95,471.67

and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
All other payments and expenditures
Salaries

Deposit premiums returned on perpetual

28,842.16
13,013.69

35,012.64

fire rislts, |19, 057.24.

Gross cash expenditures

EISKS

$409,034.60

AND PEEMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
"Written or renewed during the year

Total

Fire Risks.
$52,885,765.00

Premiums.
$532,272.41

42,629,931.00

469,221.37

$95,515,696.00

$1,001,493.78

Deduct risks expired or terminated

35,232,492.00

368,855.43

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$60,283,204.00

$632,638.35

4,734,485.00

55,777.37

$55,548,719.00

$576,860.98

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

.

Fire and Fire-Marine
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Eire losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value...
Dividends declared during the year (10 per cent)
Amount loaned to officers and directors
Amount loaned to stockholders not officers

BUSINESS IN

NEW

HAMPSHIRE,

$222,756.82
84,480.00
30,000.00
10,700.00
19,000.00

1901.

$186,558.00

Fire risks written
Premiums received

2,818.58
1,049.00

Losses paid
Losses incurred

1,049.00

UNITED STATES FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
New Yoek
Incorporated April

W. W. UsDERHiLL,

1,

1824.

City.

Commenced business

April

9,

1824.

Samuel M. Craft,

President.

Cash Capital,

Secretary.

$250,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $26,663.21 for
commissions, etc
Due for reinsurance on losses paid
Gross assets

$46,000.00
309,200.00
2,307.70

272,145.00
5,382.14

7,108.85

627.08

97,966.41

752.52

$741,489.70

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums.
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Return premiums
Reinsurance
Gross

liabilities,

except capital and surplus

$65,089.61
256,974.37
1,166.00

32,734.40
20,597.67

$376,562.05
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1901.]
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond

$250,000.00
114,927.65

all liabilities

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

$364,927.65

including capital and surplus

$741,489.70

INCOME.
Marine
and Inland.

Fire.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return pre-

miums
Net cash received

for

premiums

$582,151.49

?40,901.04

225,165.08

3,632.16

$356,986.41

?35,268.S8

$392,255.29

Eeceived for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources.
Income from all other sources

13,870.30
8,728.02

3,662.00

Gross cash income

$418,515.61

EXPENDITURES.
Marine
and Inland.

Fire.

Gross amount paid for losses

Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid

for losses

$236,158.06

$28,248.89

36,065.18

2,045.99

$200,092.88

$26,202.90

$226,295.78

Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries

and

fees of oflficers

17,500.00

102,104.50

and employees.

28,815.01

State^and local taxes

9,771.11

Eents
All other payments and expenditures

7,000.00

35,592.93

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$427,079.32

AND

PEEMIIINIS.

$53,564,539.00

Premiums.
$540,418.90

57,434,876.00

612.159.69

$110,999,415.00

$1,152,578.59

47,072,737.00

487,397.42

$63,926,678.00

$665,181.17

Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year

FiEE AND Fire-Maehste
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Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dee. 31, 1901

[Dec. 31

$15,902,997.00

$183,260.81

$48,023,681.00

$481,920.36

Marine and
Inland Risks.
$1,082,508.00

Premiums.
$32,055.56

1,603,956.00

40,311.15

$2,686,464.00

$72,366.71

1,608,977.00

40,123.30

$1,077,487.00

$32,243.41

8,000.00

215.00

$1,069,487.00

$32,028.41

and inland losses incurred during the year.
Companj^'s stock owned by the directors, at par value
Dividends declared during- the year (6 1-10 per cent)
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

$240,522.23

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during"

tlie

year

Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire, marine,

.

55,400.00
17,500.00

Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Virginia

Oregon

BUSINESS IN

LiaMlities.

$13,950.00

$22,816.47

63,250.00

8,959.41

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written

Premiums

$266,260.00

received

3,109.66

Losses paid
Losses incurred

1,451.10

1^58.70

WESTCHESTER FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
New Yoek
Incorporated March

Geoege

R.

Cbawtoed,

14,

1837.

City.

Commenced business January

Morell

President.

Cash Capital,

O.

1,

Beown,

1870.

Secretary.

$300,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon.
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)

$260,250.00
519,497.50

iNsi

1001.]

KANLK Companies.
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$10,206.73

Interest due and accrued thereou
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash deposited in bank
Gross premiums in course of collection,

1,850,720.00

328,907.93
less $53,860.29 for
li.,litj.>ji

commissions, etc
Prenilums more than three months duf,

$14,020.90.

$3,153,178.53

Gross assets

LIABILITIES.
.\(.i

amount

of unpaid losses

Unearned premiums at

fifty

$17S,'J17.19

per cent of gross pi*emiums

1,418,340.24

$1,597,263.43
Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$300,000.00
Paid-up capital
1.255,915.10
Surplus beyond all liabilities

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

1,555,915.10

including capital and surplus

$:!.l"j.'!,17S.53

INXOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

12,427,267.22
536,320.14

—

Xet cash received for premiums all fire
deceived for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

$1,890,947.08

31,527.51
65,807.45

271,347.48

Gross cash income

$2,259,629.52

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid for losses— all
Dividends paid stockholders

?1, 256, 704. 80

153,100.38

fire

ommissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
state and local taxes

(

JJents

AH

other payments and expenditures

Gross cash expenditures

$1,103,604.42

48,000.00

422,825.56
118,213.61
46,810.67
3,241.75

167,419.67
$1,910,115.68

Fire and FniE-MAErNE
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EISKS

AND

PREMItnVIS.

In force Dec, 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$302,417,917.00

$2,708,695.79

234,409,571.00

2,385,913.14

$536,827,488.00

$5,094,608.93

203,046,772.00

1,972,051.54

$333,780,716.00

$3,122,557.39

30,457,055.00

285,864.91

$303,323,661.00

$2,836,692.48

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount in force Dec.

[Dec. 31,

31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year

Company's stock owned by the

$1,126,181.00

directors, at par value

98,100.00

Dividends declared during the year (16 per cent)
Amounts deposited, for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

48,000.00

Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Georgia

LiaMlities.

$11,200.00

$31,891.49

Virginia

16,000.00

22,500.11

Oregon

56,000.00

6,486.70

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written
received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

$587,593.00

Premiums

9,216.11
2,788.48

2,668.40

WILLIAMSBURGH CITY FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
New York
Incorporated March,

Marshall

S.

City.

Commenced business March,

1853.

Fkeberick H. Way,

Dbiggs, President.

Cash Capital,

1853.

Secretary.

$250,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)

$638,000.00
253,450.00

Insurance Companies.

lOui.]
Interest due
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and accrued thereon

$2,601.10

Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Ciross premiums in course of collection,
commissions
IJents due and accrued
Premiums more than three months

1,151,350.00

25,000.00
1,197.09

17,787.53
7,213.66
less $23,134.07 for

105,252.49
0,440. OS

due, $796. 7G.

(Jross assets

$2,208,358.55

LIABILITIES.
^et amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fift}' per cent of gross premiums..
Due ayd accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Iveinsurance

670,441.19
6,138.95
2,516.61

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Paid-up capital
$250,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
1,208.278.87
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

$70,982.93

liabilities,

$750,079.68

1,458,278.87

including capital and surplus

$2,208,358.55

I^xoM:E.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$955,462.62
167,412.23

—

Xet cash received for premiums all fire
Eeceived for interest on mortgage and collateral loans..
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Gross cash income

$788,050.39
10,892.52

47,306.77
140,254.77

$986,504.45

EXPKNDITUEES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$408,693.93

26,062.50

Net amount paid for losses
Dividends paid stockholders
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries

and

fees of officers

State and local taxes

—

all fire

and employees

$382,631.43
61,996.00

204,276.20
76,800.54
25,013.55

FiEE A^'D Fire-Marine
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Eents
All other

$16,500.00

payments and expenditures

71,093.63

Gross cash expenditures

$838,311.34

RISKS AND PREMIUMS.
In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Fire Risks.

Premiiiins.

$149,320,684.00

$1,299,392.06

99,511,510.00

990,020.99

$248,832,194.00

$2,289,413.05

Deduct risks expired or terminated

88,774,746.00

849,635.72

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$160,057,448.00

$1,439,777.33

95,511,010.00

98,894.94

$150,546,438.00

$1,340,882.39

Total

Net amount in force Dec.

31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Companj^'s stock owned by the directors, at par value
Dividends declared during the year (24 per cent)
Amount loaned to officers and directors

Amount

loaned to stockholders not officers
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of
holders in other states or countries, as follows,

$405,343.78
48,150.00
60,000.00
21,000.00
3,000.00

policj'viz.:

Value
State or Country.

Virginia

Georgia

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written

Premiums

received

Losses paid
Losses incurred

of Deposits.

Liabilities.

$13,500.00

$9,772.80

11,200.00

17,213.81

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

$695,613.00
9,235.95
1,564.05

1,592.80
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FITCHBURG MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
FiTCHBtTRG, Mass.
Incorporated March

Hekey

23,

Commenced

1S47.

business September

1,

Lincoln R. Welch,

G. Morse, President.

I.

lands mortgaged
Value
Value of buildings thereon
Insurance held as collateral

$70,000.00
34,675.00
$21,100.00

of

45,500.00
42,540.00

Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities

76,825.00
7,800.00

Cash in companj^'s office
Cash deposited in banks
Interest due and accrued

1,271.19

490.96
2,940.13

in course of collection

10,000.00

Eents due

340.50

Gross available assets

$204,342.78

Assessable contingent premiums on outstanding risks,

II.

$227,488.47.

LIABILITIES.

Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums.
Due or to become due for borrovred money and interest.
Profits or surplus due on terminated policies
Commissions on premiums in course of collection
Liabilities,

$3,389.88
.

.

.

.

•

except surplus

113,744.23
30,450.00
1,270.00
1,500.00

$150,360.11

Surplus

Gross

Secretary.

ASSETS.

Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances
Loans on mortgag-es of real estate (first liens)

Premiums

1847.

53,982.67
liabilities,

including surplus

ni.

$204,342.78

INCOME.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance and return premiums

Net cash premiums received during the year

$97,778.76
5,410.15

$92,368.61

1901.]

Insurance Companies.

Interest received on

mortgages
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$1,562.03

Interest and dividends from all other sources

3,148.86

Income from

4,154.41

all

other sources

Gross cash income

'

$101,23:».91

Contingent premiums received during the year,

$97,249.18.

EXPENDITURES.

IV.
Gross amount paid for losses
Dedui-t

amount received

$47,172.16

for reinsurance

91.77

Net amount paid for losses during the year
Commissions on premiums
Salaries and fees of officers and emploj-ees
Profit or surplus on terminated policies
State and local taxes
Rents
Interest on borrowed money
Office and incidental expenses

$47,080.39
14,701.11
6,760.18

22,486.33
2,003.61
1,200.00

314.53
16,678.28

Gross cash expenditures
V.

$111,284.48

GENERAL ITEMS.
Cash
Contintjcnt
Premiums.
Premiums.
$17,993,121.00 $239,166.50 $239,160.50

Amount.

Risks in force Jan. 1, 1901
Risks written during the year

7,041,859.00

97,249.18

97,249.18

Total
Risks terminated during the year

$25,034,980.00 $336,415.68 $336,415.68

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$18,193,313.00 $231,768.40 $231,708.40

Amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

6,841. r.iir.uo

298,578.00

104,647.28

4,279.93

104,647.23

4,279.93

$17,894,735.00 $227,488.47 $227,488.47

Cash received of other companies for insurance
Losses incurred during the j'ear
Percentage of cash premium returned during the year as

290.35
43,992.36

profit or surplus:
Twenty-, forty, and fifty per cent.

BUSINESS IX
Risks written during the year
Cash premiums received
Contingent premiums therewith
Losses paid during the j'ear
Losses incurred during the year

NEW

HA3IPSHIRE.
$1,031,091.00
13,903.77
13,899.35
6,219.16
8,159.66

Mutual Fire
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MERCHANTS AND FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY.
WoRCBSTEE, Mass.
Incorporated April

1,

Commenced

1846.

business January

1,

1847.

E. B. Stoddard, Secretary.

JOHX D. Washbubn, Presidmt.

I.

ASSETS.

Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Value of mortgaged premises
Insurance held as collateral

$57,482.35
39,862.00
|106,000.00
37,950.00

Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's oflRce
Cash deposited in banks
Interest due and accrued

Premiums

125,784.00
1,015.84

9,514.56

847.20

in course of collection

Loans on personal

7,092.11

securities

10,750.00

Assessable contingent premiums on outstanding risks,

$298,971.04.

Gross available assets

$252,348.06
II.

LIABILITIES.

Losses adjusted, due, and to become due
Losses resisted, including interest and expense

$1,009.29

632.58

Xet amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fiftj' per cent of gross premiums...
Eeturn premiums due on cancelled policies
Profits or surplus due on terminated policies
Commissions on premiums in course of collection
Liabilities,

except surplus

135.57
1,915.13

836.73

$154,014.83

Surplus

Gross

$1,641.87

149,485.53

98,333.24
liabilities,

including surplus
III.

$252,348.06

INCOME.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance and return premiums

Net cash premiums received during the year

$98,343.82
3,302.07

$95,041.75

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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received on mortgages
and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

$1,650.14

Intt'i-est

Interest

Gross cash income

5,S23.25

4.092.00

$100,607.14

•

Contingent premiums received during the year,

$97,885.94.

EXPENDITURES.

rV.

Net amount paid for losses during the year
Commissions on premiums
Salaries and fees of oflRcers and employees
Profits or surfjlus on terminated policies
State and local taxes
Uents
OlTice and incidental expenses

$28,613.12
14,412.61
7,220.00

39,646.93
1,663.38

600.00
4,484.63

Gross cash expenditures
V.

$06,640.67

GENERAL

ITEIMS.

Cash
Contingent
Premiums.
Premiums.
$20.r!01,770.00 $301,281.35 $301,281.35

Anwunt.

Risks in force Jan. 1, 1901
Risks written during the year

0.720.940.00

Total
$27,121,710.00
Risks terminated during the year
6,845,030.00

97,885.94

97,885.94

$.399,167.29 $.399,167.29

100,196.25

100,196.25

Amount in force Dec. 31. 1901 $20,276,680.00 $298,971.04 $298,971.04
Losses incurred during the year
28,557.00
Percentage of cash premium returned during the year as
profit or surplus:
Twenty,

forty,

and sixty per

cent.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Risks written during the year
Cash premiums received
Contingent premiums therewith
Losses paid during the 3'ear
Losses incurred during the year

BUSINESS.
$465,713.00
6,540.81
6,540.81
1,972.70
1,447.20

Mutual Fire
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MERRIMACK MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Akdover, Mass.
Incorporated February

Joseph A. Smart,

1828.

7,

Commenced

business April

Burton

President.

I.

S.

8,

Flagg, Secretary,

ASSETS.

Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Value
Value

of lands
of

mortgaged

buildings

$5,500.00
102,950.00
$51,100.00

thereon

144,900.00

Insurance held as collateral

115,200.00

Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in compan3''s office

121,535.00

425.09

Cash deposited in banks
Interest due and accrued

Premiums

4,208.06

2,875.63

in course of collection

Assessable contingent premiums on outstanding risks,

19,220.84
$401,606.94.

Gross available assets

$256,714.62
II.

LIABILITIES.

Losses adjusted, due, and to become due
Losses resisted, including interest and expenses

$4,709.90

47.41

Xet amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty -per cent of gross j^remiums...
Due or to become due for borrowed money and interest
Eeturn premiums due on cancelled policies
Profits or surplus due on terminated policies
Commissions on premiums in course of collection
Liabilities, except surplus

$4,757.31

200,803.47
10,000.00

162.25
7,130.78
3,054.89

$225,908.70

Surplus

Gross

1828.

30,805.93
liabilities,

including surplus

III.

$256,714.62

INCOME.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance and return premiums

Net cash premiums received during the year

$106,143.56
7,008.08

$99,135.48

Insukance Companies.
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Interest received on mortgages

Interest and dividends from

Income from

all

all

$5,410.72

other sources

5,507.25

other sources

Gross cash income

530.39
$110.oS;J.84

."

ContingeDt premiums received during the year,

|116,373.71.

EXPENDITURES.

IV.

Net amount paid for losses during the jear
Commissions on premiums
Salaries and fees of officers and emplojees
Profits or surplus on terminated policies
State and local taxes
Rents
Interest on borrowed money
Office and incidental expenses

$38,215.03
15,660.40
7,684.67

54,145.48
1.047.62

720.00
309.70
5,823.56

Gross cash expenditures
V.

$123,606.46

GENERAL ITEMS.

Risks in force .Jan. 1, 1901
Risks written during the year
Total

Cash
Premiums.

Contingent

Amount.

7,965,153.00

116,375.71

116,375.71

Premiums.
$28,095,138.00 .$422,978.69 $422,978.69

$36,060,291.00 $539,354.40 $539,354.40

Risks terminated during the year
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

8,819,148.00

135,620.54

135,02(1.54

$27,241,143.00 $403,733.86 $403,73:;.86

146,815.00

2,126.92

2,126.92

Amount in force Dec. 31, 1901 $27,094,328.00 $401,606.94 $401,600.94
Losses incurred during the year
38,004.41
Percentage of cash premium returned during the jear as
profit or surplus:
Twent}-, fort}-, and sixty per cent.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Risks written during the year
Cash premiums received
Contingent premiums therewith
Losses paid during the year
Losses incurred during the year

BUSINESS.
$333,192.00
3,373.39

3,416.27
1,002.55

1,005.50

Mutual Fire
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PROVIDENCE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Peovidence, K.
Incorporated, 1800.

Haedin

C.

Watees,

Commenced

business, 1800.

Benjamin M. MacDouqaix,

President.

I.

(first liens)

$66,650.00
396,160.00

208.35
40,243.36
2,798.28

in course of collection

6,077.33

Gross available assets

$512,137.32

Assessable contingent premiums on outstanding risks,

$284,121.54.

LIABILITIES.

II.

Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums..
I'rofits or surplus due on terminated policies
Commissions on premiums in course of collection
Eents, taxes, salaries, and incidental expenses
Liabilities,

except surplus

$190.25
141,545.72
2,473.74

772.73
1,354.63

$146,337.07

Surplus

Gross

Secretary.

ASSETS.

Loans on mortgages of real estate
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's oflBce
Cash deposited in banks
Interest due and accrued

Premiums

I.

365,800.25
liabilities,

including surplus

III.

$512,137.32

INCOME.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance and return premiums

$76,437.91

Xet cash premiums received during the year
Interest received on mortgages
Interest and dividends

Gross cash income
Contingent premiums

from

all

other sources

4,083.73

$72,354.18
3,924.50

13,981.27

$90,259.95
received during the year, $78,729.75.

IV.

EXPENDITUKES.

Net amount paid for losses during the year
Commissions on premiums

$23,287.41
7,539.56

Insurance Companies.
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and employees
on terminated policies

$10,605.00

Salaries aud fees of officers
Trofits or surplus

21,309.91

State and local taxes

2,149.71
1,436.00

lU'iits

Oftice

and incidental expenses

2, 273. 54

"

Gross cash expenditures
V.

Ilisks in force

Jan.

1,

$68,601.13

GENERAL ITEMS.
Contingent
Cash
Premiums.
Premiums.
Amount.
$25,S24,0S9.00 $276,107.80 $276,107.80

1901

j;i>Us written during' the year

7.525,141.00

78,729.75

78,729.75

$33,349,230.00 $354,837.55 $354,837.55
Total
70,716.01
70,716.01
6.679,116.00
Risks terminated during the year

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901..

$26,670,114.00 $284,121.54 $284,121.54
71,400.00

1,030.10

$26,598,714.00 $283,091.44 $284,121.54

Losses incurred during the year
Percentage of cash premium returned during the year as
prolit or surplus:
Twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, and sixty-five per cent.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

23,477.66

BUSINESS.

Risks written during the j-ear
Cash premiums received
Contingent premiums therewith
Losses paid during the year
Losses incurred during the year

$487,750.00
5,831.17

5,391.16

821.73

821.73

QUINCY MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Qtjtxct, Mass.
Incorporated March

Chakles a. Howla>-d,

22,

1S51.

Commenced

1S51.

Williaji H. Fat, Secretary.

President.

1.

business May,

ASSETS.

Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)

$21,300.00
69,700.00

.

.Mutual Fire
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Value of lands mortgaged
Value of buildings thereon
Insurance held as collateral

$73,500.00

112,000.00
85,700.00

and bonds

Market
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks
Interest due and accrued
Eents due and accrued
value of stocks

Premiums

$278,282.00
147,700.00

284.00
60,463.60
5,653.52

162.50

in course of collection

Loans on personal

11,633.42

securities

71,500.00

Gross available assets
Assessable contingent premiums on outstanding

$666,679.04
risks, $485,423.59.

LIABILITIES.

II.

L'nearned premiums at fiftj- per cent of gross premiums.
Profits or surplus due on terminated policies
Commissions on premiums in course of collection
Eents, taxes, salaries, and incidental expenses
Liabilities,

.

.

except surplus

4,000.00
1,848.75

450.00

$249,010.54

Surplus

Gross

$242,711.79

417,668.50
liabilities,

including surplus
III.

$666,679.04

INCOME.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance and return premiums

$133,013.67

Xet cash premiums received during the year
Interest received on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Gross cash income
Contingent premiums

364.83

$132,648.84
3,870.81

22,321.56

384.27

$159,225.48
received during the year, $134,269.84.

IV.

EXPENDITURES.

Net amount paid for losses during the year
Commissions on premiums
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
Profits or surplus on terminated policies
State and local taxes
OflBce and incidental expenses

Gross cash expenditures

$41,836.23
20,508.96
14,115.96
62,168.79
2,478.67

7,707.92

$148,816.53

Insurance Companies.

1001.]
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v.

Amount.

Risks in force Jan. 1, 1901
Risks written during the year

Cash
Premiuma.

Contingrnt

Premiums.

$33,589,702.00 $495,486.39 $495,486.39

.9,140,137.00

134,269.84

134,269.34

$42,729,839.00 $029,756.23 $629,756.23
Total
144,332.64 144,332.64
9,577,240.00
Risks terminated during the year

Amount in force Dec. 31, 1901 $33,152,599.00 $485,423.59 $485,423.59
41,186.23
Losses incurred during the year
Percentage of cash premium returned during the year as
profit or surplus:
Twenty, forty, and si.xty per cent.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

BUSINESS.

Risks written during the year
Cash premiums received
Contingent premiums therewith
Losses paid during the year
Losses incurred during the year

$250,292.0()

3,873.14
3,873.14
2,r)75.92

2,575.92

TRADERS AND .Mi:( HANK'S- Ml TCAL ITRE
INSURANCE COMPANY.
LowEt-L, Mass.
Incorporated June,

CHARLE.S C.

HuTcmNSON,

1S48.

Commenced

Prestdciit.

I.

business June,

1848.

Edwabd M. Tucke,

ASSETS.

Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks
Interest due and accrued

Premiums

Secretary.

in course of collection

90,540.60

532,136.75
6.000.00
2,950.93

7,111.50
3.7So.20

17,025.44

Loans on personal securities
Gross available assets
Assessable contingent premiums on outstanding

$14,250.00

10,000.00

$683,800.42
risks, {622,646.49.

Mutual Fire
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LIABILITIES.

II.

Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums...
due on terminated policies
Commissions on premiums in course of collection

Profits or surplus

Liabilities,

except surplus

4,423.72

2,404.04

$312,692.01

Surplus

Gross

$305,864.25

371,108.41
liabilities,

including surplus

in.

$683,800.42

INCOME.

Net cash premiums received during the year
Interest received on mortgages
Interest and dividends

Income from

all

from

all

$159,640.55
5,197.93

other sources

21,572.51

other sources

325.21

Gross cash income

$186,736.20

Contingent premiums received during the year,

IV.

$168,486.29.

EXPENDITURES.

Net amount paid for losses during the j'ear
Commissions on premiums
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
Profits or surplus on terminated policies
State and local taxes
Rents

$55,962.00
23,917.17

23,422.15
80,310.04

994.11
1,600.00

Gross cash expenditures

V.

$186,205.47

GENEEAL ITEMS.
Amount.

Cash
Premiums.

Contingent

168,486.29

168,486.29

Premiums.
$42,765,391.00 $647,068.13 $647,068.13

Risks in force Jan. 1, 1901
Risks written during the year

11,218,195.00

$53,983,586.00 $815,554.42 $815,554.42
Total
12,449,360.00 192,907.93 192,907.93
Risks terminated during the year

Amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

$41,534,226.00 $622,646.49 $622,646.49

Cash received of other companies for insurance
Losses incurred during the year
Percentage of cash premium returned during the year as
profit or surplus:

Tweniy,

forty,

and sixty per

cent.

505.24
55,962.00

1001.]
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KEW HAMPSHIRE
Risks written during the j'ear

Cash premiums received
Contingent premiums therewith
Losses paid during the year
Losses incurred during the j'ear
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BUSINESS.
$925,838.00
13,557.58

.

.

.j

13,557.58
3,508.09

3,508.09

FIRE

AM) riRH-MARIXE

INSURANCE COMPANIES
OF OTHER COUNTRIES.

UNITED STATES BRANCHES.
Detailed Abstracts from the Annual Statements of the Firk

AND FlKE-MaRINE INSURANCE COMPANIES OF OTHER COUNTRIES,
AUTHORIZED TO DO BUSINESS IN THE STATE OF XEW
Hampshire, showing their Contjitton on

THE 31st Day of December,

1901.
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AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
UNITED STATES BRANCH.
Aix-la-Chapelle, Gebmany.
Commenced business

United States,

in the

Resident Manager, J. A. Kelsey,

Deposit Capital,

1895.

New York

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash deposited in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued

$741,035.00
57.71

88,929.03

920.00

Gross premiums in course of collection, less $15,407.71 for
commissions, etc
Premiums more than

months due,

three

$1,326.79.

$927,897.43

Gross assets

Deduct ledger

95,725.2.'>

1,230.41

Bills receivable

49.30

liabilities

Total assets

.$927,848.13

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
L^nearned premiums at fifty per cent
Commissions and brokerage
Return premiums

$84,073.80

of gross

premiums

432.74
0,829.61

Reinsurance

2,248.65

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$200,000.00
Deposit capital
Surjjlus

beyond

liabilities,

$474,405.31

253,442.82

all liabilities

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

380,820.51

453,442.82

including capital and surplus

$927,848.13

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and -return premiums

Net cash received for premiums

—

all fire

$814,549.26
208,959.25

$605,590.01

Insurance Companies.
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Income from

tlividends
all

from

all

177

sources

$23,802.21

other sources

Received from borne

office,

35.70

|4, 485.00.

Gross cash income

$029,487.98

EXrENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$394,475.00
40,454.16

Net amount paid for losses

— all

fire

$354,020.84

Comnii-ssions and brokerage

124,054.78

and fees of otticers and employees
State and local taxes
Salaries

75,823.00
18,758.41

Itents

3,040.08

All other paynu-iits

Remitted

home

to

and expenditures
oflBcc,

39,856.22

$4,761.50.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$fil0.153.93

AND PREMIUMS.
Fire RUks.
$60,028,314.00

Premiums.
$779,419.62

60,673,400.00

812,450.11

$120,701,714.00

$1,591,869.73

58,060,036.00

761,700.88

$02,641,678.00

$830,108.85

5,094,393.00

68,467.81

.'?:j7..J47.2^:).00

.?7r,l. 041.04

Fire losses incurred during the year
AmoTints deposited for the exclusive protection of polic^'holders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

$384,004.79

In force Dec. 31, 1900
^Vritten or

renewed during the year

Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the jear
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

^[ISCELLAXEOUS.

Value
State or Country.

Oregon

$09,812.50

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written
Premiums received
Losses paid
Losses incurred
12

of Deposits.

LiabiJities.

$14,522.92

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

$150,493.00
3,051.47

4,612.45
4,009.20

FiEE AND Fire-Makine
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BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY.
UNITED STATES BRANCH.
Commenced

Geobge A. Cox,

business in the United States,

1874.

P. H. Snis, Secretary.

President.

Deposit Capital,

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Loans on mortfrages of real estate
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash dejjosited in bank
Interest due and accrued

(first liens)

$10,000.00
1,034,9P.S.77

50,953.64
0.558. 32

Agents' debit balances

193,927.0:i

Gross assets

$1,302,377.70

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at
Unearned premiums at

$74,016.07

on fire and inland risks
per cent on marine rislts

50 per cent

100

$733,763.39
2,864.98

Total unearned premiums

736,628.37

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
291.733.32
Surplus as regards
Total

liabilities,

$810,644.44

491,733.32

policj'^-liolders

including capital and surplus

$1,302,377.76

INCOME.
Fire.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return pre-

$1,329,392.57

$338,001.81

301,605.33

80,602.88

$1,027,787.24

$257,398.93

miums
Net cash received

Interest

for

premiums

and dividends from

Received from home

Gross cash income

office,

all

Marine
and Inland.

sources

$1,285,186.17
42,142.63

$41,070.73.

$1,327,328.80

Insurance Companies.
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expenditures.
ilarine

and Inland.

Fire.

Gross amount paid (or loBses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid

for

losses

^T2,&(9.66

1192,769.4$

62,S64.99

20,895.9$

|7i)9,7S4.67

1171,873.50

$881,653.17

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of ollioers and employees
State and local taxes
All other payments and expenditures

239,3-10.61

64,190.73
42,415.62
86.15S.70

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS
In

force

Dec.

31,

$1,313,769.83

AND PREMIUMS.

1900

Fire Risks.

Premiumt.

$122,080,923.00

$1,328,091.33

105,065,650.00

1,329,392.57

Written or renewed during the year
Total

$227,146,573.00

$2,657,483.90

Deduct risks expired or terminated

107,116,794.00

l,219,ir)i.56

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$120,029,779.00

$1,438,322.34

5,070,136.00

63,547.26

$114,059,043.00

$1,374,775.08

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Murine and
Inland Risks.

$1,970,938.00

Premiums.
$60,029.38

33,964,650.00

338,001.81

$35,935,588.00

$398,031.19

32,332,612.00

303,847.00

$3,602,970.00

$94,184.19

and inland losses incurred during the year

$846,741.85

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
Net amount

in

force

MISCELLA>-EOUS.
Fire, marine,

Amounts deposited

for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

California

Georgia
N'ew Mexico
Ohio
Virginia

of Deposits.

Liabilities.

$119,900.00

$37,882.22

11,650.00

18,224.16

10.000.00

8,049.00

110,775.00

43,861.07

23,344.07

21,195.45

Fire and Fire-Marine
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NEW HAMPSHIRE,
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1901.

Eire risks written
Premiums received

$575,650.00
7,785.07

2,344.92

Losses paid
Losses incurred

1,947.47

CALEDONIAN INSURANCE COMPANY.
UNITED STATES BRANCH.
Edinbxtkgh, Scotland.

Commenced

business in the United States, 1890.

Resident Manager,

Chakles H. Post, New York

Deposit Capital,

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $37,182.63 for
commissions, etc
not matured, taken for premiums
Agents' debit balances
Other assets

$281,315.67
1,338,200.00

518.48
68.815.88
12,120.80

124,414.84

694.73

Bills receivable,

621.28
10,266.43

Gross assets
Deduct ledger liabilities

$1,836,968.11

26,153.09

Total assets

$1,810,815.02

ITEMS not admitted.
Agents' debit balances unsecured
Furniture, fixtures, etc

Total items not admitted
Total admitted assets

$621.28
7,710.57

$8,331.85
$1,802,483.17

IXSUIIANCE COMPANTES.

1901.]
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LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums
Contingent reserve

$100,284.38

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
672,770.24

$929,712.93

."

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

759,428.55
10,000.00

872,770.24

including capital and surplus

$1.S()2.4'^;!.17

IXCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct relBsurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

Net cash received for premiums all
and dividends from all sources
Income from all other sources
Received from home office. $168,461.29.

Jl, 811, 188. 56

741,147.20

$1,070,041.36

fire

Interest

58,086.17
23,645.60

Gross cash income

$l,l.jl,773.13

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$1,022,476.19
162,148.18

—

Net amount paid for losses all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and emplo3ees
State and local taxes
Eents
All other payments and expenditures

$800,328.01
243,950.88
89,192.62
39,145.42
8,241.33

68,890.19

Gross cash expenditures

EISKS

$1,309,748.45

AND PKEMIUMS.

•

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$205,356,222.00

$2,080,820.45

170,240,347.00

1,808,021.52

$375,626,569.00

$3,888,841.97

Deduct risks expired or terminated

177,391,157.00

1,751,591.50

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$198,235,412.00

$2,137,250,47

48,104,594.00

618,393.33

$150,130,318.00

$1,518,857.14

Net amount in force Dec.

31,

1901

.

FiHE AND Fire-Makine
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:NnSCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

$908,146.93

Amounts deposited

Tahie
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Ohio
Georgia

Liabilities.

$111,500.00

$29,713.41

10,400.00

298.17

Virginia

26,750.00

113.17

Oregon

60,000.00

3,760.91

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written
Premiums received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

$761,878.00
12,819.41
5,813.65

8,745.64

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY.
(LIMITED.)

UNITED STATES BRANCH.
London, England.
Commenced

business in the United States,

Resident Manager, A. H.

1871.

Wrat, New York

Deposit Capital,

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon'.
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $78,587.33 for
.

commissions, etc

.

$888,148.69
232,500.00
4,060.41
1,841,385.00

3,984.11

381,073.53
1,166.66

495,571.91

Instkanck Companiks.

1901.]
Iltnt.s

(I

lie
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and accrued

$7,701.48

not matured, taken for premiums
PreiDlums more than three montba due, 115,037.00.

5,473.43

Rills receivable,

.'

Gro.s.s a.s.sets

Deduct ledger

$3,861,065.22
19,618.35

liabilities

$3,841,446.87

Total as.sets

LIAIHLITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
I'nearni'd

premiums

at

fifty

Keclaimable on perpetual
Return premiums
Reinsurance

Gross
DeiMisit

liabilities,

$401,615.00

per cent of gross

lire

policies

3,450.15
8.691.24

except capital and surplus

$2,020,688.49

$200,000.00
1,020,758.38

all liabilities

Suri)lus as regards policy-holders

Total

2,100,726.48

100,205.62

capital

Surplus beyond

premiums

liabilities,

1,220.758.38

including capital and surplus

$3,841,446.87

I^To^^I:.
Fire.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return pre-

miums
Not cash received

for

premiums

Marine
and Inland.

>3. 6^*0.889.64

1121,408.78

975,270.36

10.351.81

12,703,619.28

fill. 056.97

Received for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Deposit premiums received on perpetual fire risks,

$2,816,676.25
11,264.26

71,750.00
52,284.02
11,564.50.

Gross cash income

$2,951,974.53

EXPENDITURES.
Fire.

Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid for

losses

Marine
and Inland.

$1,936,846.01

$44,821.30

119,943.81

6,932.77

$1,816,902.20

$37,888.53

$1,854,790.73

FiEE AND Fire-Maeine
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Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
Eents
All other payments and expenditures
Remitted

to

home

office,

$556,056.82
138,897.29
91,991.17
24,123.07

249,824.73

$132,401.05.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$2,915,683.81

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$429,7.34,889.00

$4,080,123.03

353,263,746.00

3,777,479.04

$782,998,635.00

$7,857,602.07

Deduct risks expired or terminated

341,583,484.00

3,434,072.81

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$441,415,151.00

$4,413,529.26

32,217,223.00

270,126.05

$409,197,928.00

$4,143,403.21

$5,323,103.53

$111,339.58

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Perpetual risks in force

Marine and
Inland Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Premiums.

$809,090.00

$36,212.66

30,598,175.00

123,880.41

$31,407,271.00

$160,093.07

Deduct risks expired or terminated

29,783,480.00

89,610.80

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsiired

$1,623,791.00

$70,482.27

7,500.00

432.50

$1,616,291.00

$70,049.77

and inland losses incurred during the year..

$1,934,756.73

Net amount in force

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire, marine,

Amounts deposited

for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as folloAvs, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

Ohio

of Deposits.

$139,750.00

Liahilitics.

$86,160.62

Oregon

69,875.00

16,193.53

Virginia

69,875.00

47,888.55

Georgia

13,975.00

70,161.31

Insl'hance Companies.

1901.]

business in

new hampshire.

185
1901.

Risks written

$1,120,085.00

Preniiuins received

17,442.81

Losses paid
Losses ineurred

11,401.74

-.

11,351.74

AMnURG-BKK.MKX

lli;i:

IXSURAXCE COMPANY.

UNITED STATES URANCH.
llAMnuKO, Germany.
Commenced

business In the United States,

Hesidcnt .Manager, F. O.

Akkeld,

Deposit Capital,

1858.

New York

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,
^[aI•ket value of stocks

$1,335,670.84
30,000.00

83,214.90
16.354.16
less $35,271.18 for

commissions, etc
Agents' debit balances

94,485.30
2,581.20

Gross assets
Deduct agents' balances unsecured
Gross assets

$1,502,300.40
2.581.20

$1,559,725.20

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums

$101,385.00
1,048,248.05

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$1,149,633.05
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities.
210,092.15
Surplus as regards policj'-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

410,092.15
§1,559,725.20

FiEE AMD Fire-Marine
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INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

"Set cash received for premiums all
Interest and dividends from all sources
Income from all other sources

$1,768,440.94

333,577.42

$1,434,863.52

fire

51,813.91

631.58

Gross cash income

$1,487,309.01

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$955,317.06
55,991.93

Net amount paid for losses— all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
Rents
All other payments and expenditures

$899,325.13
270,435.66
121.238.90
39,551.45
12,674.91

'.

Remitted to home

office,

75,977.47

$60,054.86.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$1,419,203.52

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during- the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$163,024,.565.00

$1,984,783.65

139,899,505.00

1,769,302.48

$302,924,070.00

$3,754,086.13

125,222,358.00

1,574,241.51

$177,701,712.00

$2,179,844.62

6,812,373.00

83.348.51

$170,889,339.00

$2,096,496.11

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amoimt

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

Amounts deposited

Value
State or Country.

Georgia

of Deposits.

$11,600.00

Liabilities.

$25,272.00

Oregon

57,500.00

17,924.06

Virginia

31,200.00

68,329.00

$937,760.13

iNsuiiAXCE Companies.

lOOl.]

BUSINESS IN

Ni:\V

H AMPSUIRE,

187
1901.

Fire risks written

rremiums

$456,181.00

received

7,244.81

Losses paid
Losses incurred

2,152.21
2,202.21

I.Ml'KKIAL 1N>1 KAN(

i:

(

().\I

I'AN

V.

(LIMITED.)

INITED STATES BRANCH.
LoxT>ON, Enoi^nd.

Commencod
Rr-sidrnt

business in the United States.

T. D. Belfield.

]fitiiit</rr.

Deposit Capitai,,

ISSS.

New York

Citv,

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real e.-^tjite, less encumbrances thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $41,021.44 for
commissions, etc
Rents due and accrued
Premiums more than three months due, I9.75S.48.
Gross assets

$476,634.70
1,090,232.50
1,039.30

61,299.02
7,866.66

148.010.95
1,542.49

$1,795,625.62

LL\BLLITIES.
Net amount of unpaid
Unearned premiums at

losses

$119,175.32

per cent of gross premiums

869,102.79

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
607,257.51

$988.3GS.ll

fifty

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

807,257.51
$1,795,625.62

Fire and Fire-Marine
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INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

Net cash received for premiums
Interest and dividends from

—

$1,605,919.30

425,153.59

all fire

$1,180,765.71

sources
Income from all other sources
Received from home office, 1153,273.86.

39,211.83

all

26,609.07

Gross cash income

$1,246,586.61

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$934,193.74
83,111.90

—

Net amount paid for losses all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and emplo\-ees
State and local taxes
Rents
All other payments and expenditures
Remitted to home

office,

$851,081.84
231,245.13
92,322.31
52,964.21
7,331.43

95,834.52

$91,104.50.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$1,330,779.44

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$185,103,935.00

$2,009,487.87

128,706,551.00

1,580,303.67

.$313,810,486.00

$3,589,741.54

141,609,893.00

1,678,422.39

$172,200,593.00

$1,911,319.15

12,833,254.00

172,933.56

$159,367,339.00

$1,738,385.59

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the j^ear
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

Ohio

of Deposits.

Liabilities.

$134,250.00

$52,098.70

Virginia

55,937.50

18,882.51

Oregon

55,937.50

11,100.09

Georgia

11,187.50

21,483.29

$858,645.60

Insurance Companies.

1901.]

business in

new hampshire,

189
1001.

$203,o73.00

Fire risks written
Premiums received

3,534.44

Losses paid
Losses incurred

028.14

•

528.14

LIVERPOOL AND LONDON AND GLOBE INSURANCE
COMPANY.
UNITED STATES BRANCH.
Liverpool, England.
Commenced

business In the United States,

Resident ilanaricr, IlErvRY \V. Eatox,

Deposit Capital,

1848.

New York

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $178,875.52 for
commissions, etc
Rents due and accrued

$1,865,833.00
3,009,050.00

35,659.77
3,323,345.88

2,725.10

927,278.25
188.90

962,509.60
10,000.00

Bills receivable

806.82

All other assets

925.00

Gross assets

Deduct ledger

$10,138,322.32
761.43

liabilities

Total assets

$10,137,560.89

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses

Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums..
Reclaimable on perpetual fire policies

$582,914.04
4,048,629.85

315,914.19

Fire and Fire-Marine
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Net premium reserve under life department
Eeturn premiums
Eeinsurance
Due for contingent commissions

$81,303.88
55,000.00

178,480.66
20,000.00

$5,282,242.62
Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$200,000.00
Deposit capital
4,655,318.27
Surplus beyond all liabilities

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

4,855,318.27

including capital and surplus

$10,137,560.89

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$8,080,449.87
2,578,033.36

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Deposit premiums received on perpetual fire risks
Received from home office

$5,502,416.51

131,456.72
90,546.92
193,073.30
$6,039.35

258,726.46

Gross cash income

$5,917,493.45

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$4,377,085.15

607,536.48

—

Net amount paid for losses ^all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and emploj'ees
State and local taxes
Rents
All other payments and expenditures
Deposit premiums returned on perpetual

Remitted

to

home

$3,769,548.67

924,924.72
344,880.35
163,726.28
38,413.38

319,757.70

fire risks

office

$8,295.38

147,350.57

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$5,561,251.10

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$994,399,602.00

$8,491,140.64

854,656,804.00

8,199,861.84

$1,849,056,406.00 $16,691,002.48

Deduct risks expired or terminated

783,986,087.00

7,130,981.17

In force at the end of the year

$1,065,070,319.00

$9,560,021,31

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
Dediit

amount reinsured

Net amount in force Dec.

31, 1901

Perpetual risks in force

191

$153,542,005.00

$1,462,761.70

$911.')2S,314.00

$8,097,259.61

045.00

$332,541.00

.>'.t.s.j7,

•

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the jear
$3,841,388.62
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Ohio
Oregon

lAabilities.

$139,750.00 $110,535.58
69,875.00

32,592.31

Virginia

62,887.00

82,717.60

Georgia

13,975.00

78,069.59

New Mexico

10,858.00

9,309.01

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written

Premiums

$3,061,884.00

received

27,587.54

Losses paid
Losses incurred

14,175.57
12,495.57

LONDON ASSURANCE CORPORATION.
UNITED STATES BRANCH.
London, England.
Commenced

business in the United States,

Resident Manager,

Charles

L. Case,

Deposit Capital,

1872.

New York

Citj-.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
^Market value of stocks and bonds

Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued

$1,965,363 74

12 451 67
178.797.68
5,212.49

Fire and Fire-Marine
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Gross premiums in course of collection, less $43,541.89 for
commissions, etc
Bills receivable, not matured, taken for iiremiums
Due for reinsurance on losses paid
Gross assets

$254,587.01
10.27
7,298.63

$2,423,721.49

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at
Unearned premiums at

$144,358.96

on Are and inland risks
per cent on marine risks

50 per cent

100

1872,634.28
31.726.24

Total unearned premiums

Due and accrued

904.360.52

for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses

Commissions and
Beturn premiums

brolcerag'e

10.000.00

32.20
149.78

Reinsurance

29,170.64

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$1,088,072.10
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Surplus bej-ond all liabilities
1,135,649.39

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

1,335,649.39

and surplus

including- capital

.$2,423,721.49

INCOME.
Fire.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return pre-

$1,326,465.50

$738,942.06

273,439.58

374,237.49

$1,0.53,025.92

$364,704.57

miums
Net cash received for premiums

Interest and dividends from

Income from

all

all

Marine
and Inland.

$1,417,730.49
74,571.23

sources

other sources

13,724.53

Gross cash income

$1,506,026.25

EXPENDITURES.
Fire.

Gross amount paid for losses

Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid for losses

Marine
and Inland.

$665,370.89

$390,515.07

91,867.41

191,314.70

$573,503.48

$199,200.37

$772,703.85

Insurance Companies.

1901.]

CommisBions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
Rents
All other payments
Remitted to borne

$296,257.57
S.'].94S.96

41,542.59

•

13.785.00

and expenditures

OG. 464.49

office,

$286,749.56.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$1,274,702.46

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during- the year

Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$172,565,727.00

$1,504,231.95

150,153,048.00

1,388,925.72

$.322,718,775.00

$2,953,157.67

128,309,405.00

1,128,969.67

$194,409,370.00

$1,824,188.00

11,845,371.00

97,463.50

$182. .50:5,999.00

.?1.72r..724.50

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount
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in force Dec. 31, 1901

Marine and
$8,691,640.00

Premiums.
$51,267.97

120,082,506.00

773,210.74

Inland Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900

Written or renewed during the year
Total

$128,774,146.00

$824,478.71

Deduct risks expired or terminated

117,932,811.00

759,825.18

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$10,841,.335.0O

$64,653.53

4,075.221.00

23,575.26

S6. 766. 114. 00

$41,078.27

and inland losses incurred during the year..

$746,957.18

Net amount

in force

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire, marine,

Amounts deposited

for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
Sfaic or Countnj.

Georgia
Ohio

of Deposits.

Liabilities.

$11,212.50

$8,693.91

112,125.00

49,050.90

Oregon

56,062.50

8,781.78

Virginia

56,553.12

24,663.17

13
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BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIKE,

[Dec. 31,
1901.

Fire risks written
Premiums received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

$389,378.00
5,352.61
2,255.39
1,251.39

LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY.
UNITED STATES BKANCH.
Liverpool, England,
Commenced

business in the United States,

Resident Manager, A. G.

McIlwaine,

Deposit Capital,

Jr.,

1879.

New York

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Special deposit held by United States trustees
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $65,244.65 for
commissions, etc
Eents due and accrued
Bills receivable, not matured, taken for premiums
Due for reinsurance on losses paid

$300,000.00
1,809,943.41

17,676.23

80,874.76
50,000.00

22,360.84

245,059.10
2.258.63

4,346.92

10.427.89

All other assets

3,322.96

Premiums more than three months

due, $2,454.24.

Gross assets

$2,546,270.74

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Due from other companies
In hands of special agents

Total items not admitted
Total admitted assets

$662.24
925.56

$1,587.80

$2,544,682.94

Insurance Companies.

litoi.]
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LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fiftj- per cent of gross premiums
Eetuin premiums
Reinsurance
•.

$155,641.30
1,466,191.37
1,908.71

18,455.95

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$1,642,197.33
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
702,485.61
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

902,485.61

including capital and surplus

$2,544,682.94

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

Net cash received for premiums
Interest and dividends from

Income from

all

all

— all

$2,619,007.17

892,453.56

fire

$1,726,553.61

sources

77,807.48

other sources

18,117.50

Gross cash income

$1,822,478.59

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

*1, 362, 436. 58

288,725.18

—

Net amount paid for losses all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes

$1,073,711.40

329,760.21
150,865.28
50,246.38

liea^s

All other payments
Remitted to home

22,122.90

and expenditures
office,

126,656.01

$110,044.51.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS
^

$1,753,362.18

AND

.

PEE^nLTkfS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
T^oi^^

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$434,103,478.00

$3,380,770.59

281,410,522.00

2,612,551.04

$715,514,000.00

$5,993,321.63

314,906,250.00

2,612,685.56

$400,607,750.00

$3,380,636.07
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Deduct amount reinsured
Net amount in force Dec.

31,

1901

[Dec. 31,

$49,066,300.00

$448,253.23

$351,541,450.00

$2,932,382.84

MISCELLANEOUS.
$1,082,262.18
Fire losses incurred during the year
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policy-

holders in other states or countries, as follows,

viz.:

Yalue
of Deposits.

State or Country.

Virginia

Georgia
Ohio

Oregon
New Mexico

BUSINESS IN

LiahUitics.

$57,250.00

$17,698.46

11,525.00

23,139.96

139,500.00

63,949.26

69,750.00

24,784.66

10,000.00

5,960.62

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written

Premiums

$1,123,548.00

received

17,410.33

Losses paid
Losses incurred

9,519.78
9,514.49

MANCHESTER ASSURANCE COMPANY.
UNITED STATES BRANCH.
Manchestek, England.
Commenced
Resident Manager,

business in the United States, 1890.

Geobge

S.

A. Young,

Deposit Capital,

New York

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real

Market value

encumbrances thereon....
and bonds

estate, less

of stocks

Cash in compan3''s office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $46,422.30 for
commissions, etc

$4,282.77

1547 320.00
721.47
55 272.34
5 554.17

208,681.15

Insurance Companies.
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Bills receivable, not

Due

matured, taken for premiums

$448.10

for reinsurance on losses paid

Agents' debit balances
Preniiuma more than
(
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285.29
205.08

three

months due,

^6,750.36.

Jross assets

$1,822,770.37

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid
Unearned premiums at
Return premiums

losses
fifty

$187,024.10

per cent of gross premiums

1,034,693.69

174.02

Reinsurance

22,501.35

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$1,244,393.16
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
378,377.21
Surplus beyond all liabilities
Surplus as regards policj'-holders
Total

liabilities,

578.377.21

including capital and surplus

$1,822,770.37

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

Net cash received for premiums — all
from all sources
Income from all other sources

$2,116,491.10

703,774.27

$1,412,716.83

fire

Interest and dividends
Received from

home

office,

57,204.17
1,198.42

$299,460.00.

Gross cash income

$1,471,119.42

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$1,323,395.13

218,460.53

—

Net amount paid for losses all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and emploj-ees
State and local taxes
Kents
All other payments and expenditures
Remitted

to

home

office,

$1,104,934.58

287,630.45
92,274.63
51,578.75
10,556.05

84,381.90

$107,063.20.

Gross cash expenditures

$1,631,356.36
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EISKS

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
•

Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$221,342,751.00

$2,400,842.36

182,497,461.00

2,108,292.83

$403,840,212.00

$4,509,135.19

189,348,638.00

2,121.957.66

$214,491,574.00

$2,387,177.53

24,142,361.00

317,790.11

$190,349,213.00

$2,069,387.42

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount in force Dec.

[Dec. 31,

31,

1901

AnSCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
$1,121,396.56
for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

Amounts deposited

Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Georgia
Ohio

Liabilities.

$10,900.00

$25,293.99

109,000.00

64,391.65

Oregon

57,500.00

4,533.83

Virginia

54,500.00

13,638.18

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written

$805,668.00

Premiums

received
Losses paid

10,949.14
2,695.40

Losses incurred

3,372.19

MOSCOW

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

UNITED STATES BRANCH.
Moscow, Russia.
Commenced

business in the United States,

1900.

Resident Manager, Joirx R. Redfield, Hartford, Conn.

Deposit Capital,

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value

of stocks

Cash deposited in bank

and bonds

$687,150.00
7,595.65

Insurance Companies.
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clue and accrued
dross premiums in cour.se of collectiou, less $13,885.13 for
commissions, etc
liiteie.st

»'

CJross assets

$3,813.89

55,027.87

$753,587.41

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses

Unearned premiums

$110,010.02

at fifty per cent of gross

premiums..

Reinsurance

13,378.49

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
20,968.18
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

409,230.72

liabilities,

$532,019.23

220,908.18

including capital and surplus

S75.{,."S7.4

I

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

Net cash received for premiums all
from all sources

Interest and dividends
Received from liome

office,

J902,857.65
151,966.77

$750,890.83

fire

19,001.78

J91, 197.52.

Gross cash income

$770,552.06

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$431,661.69
2,126.57

Net amount paid for losses

— all

fire

.$429,535.12

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
All other payments and expenditures
Remitted

to

home

office,

241,117.00

850.00
2,825.97
3,044.00

$95,286.26.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$G77.:;7:3.09

AND PREMIUMS.
Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Premiums.

$68,604,570.00

$590,013.39

98,849,306.00

904,845.02

$167,453,876.00

$1,494,858.41

Fire and Fire-Marine
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Deduct risks expired or terminated

[Dec. 31,

$79,185,970.00

$676,396.96

$88,267,906.00

$818,461.45

Fire losses incurred during the year
for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

$483,258.84

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Amounts deposited

Value
of Deposits.

Slate or Country.

Ohio

$115,000.00

BUSINESS IN

Liabilities.

$19,575.09

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written
received

$271,554.00

Premiums

6,619.63

Losses paid
Losses incurred

2,728.59
2,139.77

MUNICH REINSURANCE COMPANY.
UNITED STATES BRANCH.
Bavakia, Germany.
Commenced

business in

Resident Manager,

tlie

United States,

1898.

Cakl Schreiner, New York

Deposit Capital,

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection
Gross assets

$1,772,772.50
220,957.31
10,337.50

98,428.24
$2,102,495.55

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums..
Gross

liabilities,

except capital and surplus

$279,609.00
1,285,899.24

$1,565,508.24

Insurance Companies.
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$200,000.00
all

liabilities

.'J.'JG.'JST.Sl

$530,987.31

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

$2. 102, 49'). 5')

including capital and surplus

INCOME.
Cash received

for

gross premiums

13.041.977.60

Dcduf-i reinsurance, rebate, and return

premiums

—

Net cash received for premiums all
and dividends from ail sources
Income from all other sources
Received from home office. 1246,000.75.

5C1.304.99

$2,4S0,fi72.61

fire

.')3,043.89

Interest

11,047.50

Gross cash income

$2,545,304.00

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

11,261,611.08
8.224.43

Net amount paid for losses— all fire
Commissions and brokerajfe
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
All other payments and expenditures

$1,253,386.65

078.250.98
12.457.45
4,427.11

10,231.33

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

SI. 05^, 753..'

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900

Fire Ri»ka.

Premiums.

$205,895,399.00

$1,491,121.52

270,900,378.00

3,028,105.39

$476,795,777.00

$4,519,226.91

235,061,563.00

1,947,423.44

$241,134,214.00

$2,571,798.47

Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year

BUSINESS IN
*

Reinsurance.

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

$1,346,282.65

1901.*

Fire and Fike-Marine
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NATIONAL ASSURANCE COMPANY.
UNITED STATES BKANCH.
Dublin, Irexand.
Cominenced business
Resident Manager,

George

jn the United States, 1899.

Kendall, Hartford, Conn.

E.

Deposit Capital,

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,

$422,322.50
2,449.07

53,642.75
1,565.00

less $29,891.08 for

commissions, etc

96,977.49

Gross assets

$576,956.81

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent
Keturn premiums

.$44,426.96

of gross

premiums..

21,568.67

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$200,000.00
Deposit capital
28,641.31
Surplus bej'ond all liabilities
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

282,319.87

$348,315.50

228,641.31

including capital and surplus

$576,956.81

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

Net cash received for premiums all
and dividends from all sources
Income from all other sources
Interest

Received from home

fire

$670,092.22
145,969.71

$524,122.51
15,340.41
16,445.11

office, $72,912.50.

Gross cash income

$555,908.03

Insurance Companies.
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expenditures.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$424,949.44
13,275.97

—

Net amount paid for losses all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of ollicers and emploj'ees
State and local taxes
Rents
All other payments and expenditure.s
Remitted

Gross

to

home

ea.sh

office,

$411,673.47
117,004.27
48,736.65
20,735.62
2,004.61

18,741.10

$237.74.

evpenditures

RISKS

$618,'^1»".72

AND PREMIUMS.
$46,129,631.00

Premiumg.
$550,358.31

52,726,619.00

687,668.63

$98,856,250.00

$1,238,026.94

45,937,028.00

553,155.86

Fire Ri^kJ).

In force Dec. 31, 1000
Written or renewed during- the j'ear

Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated

«

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

$52,919,222.00

$084,871.08

9,988,852.00

120,231.34

$42,930,370.00

$564,639.74

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written

Premiums

received

Losses paid
Losses incurred

NEW HAMPSIHRE,

$411,315.14
1901.

$560,486.00
8.671.75

6,038.55

6,038.55

Fire and Fike-Marine
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NORTH BRITISH AND MERCANTILE INSURANCE
COMPANY.
UNITED STATES BRANCH.
London and Edinburgh, Gbeat Bbitain.
Commenced

business in the United States, 1866.

Resident Manager, E. G. Richards,

Deposit Capital,

New York

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,

$4,533,604.00
19,301.72

270,966.56
53,854.00
less $110,343.62 for

commissions, etc

401,761.96

matured, taken for premiums
Due for reinsurance on losses paid
Bills receivable, not

All other assets
Premiums more tban three months due,

550.32
$15,180.96.

Gross assets

Deduct ledger

840.23
12,638.22

$5,293,517.01
7,346.64

liabilities

Total assets

$5,286,170.37

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums..
Reclaimable on perpetual fire policies

$381,246.73
2,215,339.93

10,398.51

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$2,606,985.17
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
2,479,185.20
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

2,679,185.20

$5,286,170.37

Insurance Companies.
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INCOME.
Cash received for rtoss premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$3,860,839.64
1,038,308.85

Net cash received for premiums— all fire
and dividends from all sources
Income from all other sources
Addition to tru.st fund furnished l\v home office

$2,822, .'>.30.79

Interest

Deposit premiums received

for

perpetual

14."),<')9.j.28

7i,:f39.06

826,738.29

Are risks, $6,795.00.

Gross cash income

$3,809,303.42

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$2,149,182.91

236,109.59

Net amount paid for lo.sses — all fire
Commissions and brokerage
.'Salaries and fees of officers and employees
.State and local taxes
.Ml other payments and expenditures
Deposit premiums returned on perpetual

Remitted

to

home

flro

$1,893,073.32
.'j49.995.99

174.796.61
90.323.79

182,906.38

risks

$1,145.00

office

4,630.08

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$2,891,096.09

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$460,465,347.00

$4,297,2.51.53

416,386,255.00

3,930,495.93

$876,851,602.00

$8,227,747.46

372,017,081.00

3,335,970.86

$504,834,521.00

$4,891,776.60

49,574,918.00

461,096.73

$45.j, 259,603.00

$4,4.';0.079.87

.'?:>.">.970.00

.$11,553.90

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Perpetual risks in force

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
$1,956,917.60Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

Ohio

Oregon

of Deposits.

Liabilities.

$138,000.00 $149,068.35
63,080.00

18,747.73

,
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$73,545.00

$30,965.24

Georgia

11,100.00

33,021.33

New

10,700.00

6,567.54

Virginia

Mexico

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written

$1,111,254.00

Premiums received

13,056.36

Losses paid
Losses incurred

7,116.79

'.

6,685,75

NORTHERN ASSURANCE COMPANY.
UNITED STATES BRANCH.
LONBOX, England.
Commenced

business in the United States,

Resident Manager,

Geoege W. Babb,

Deposit Capitax,

New

1875.

Yorlj City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $54,622.33 for
commissions, etc
not matured, taken for premiums
Premiums more than three months due, $4,863.19.

Bills receivable,

Gross assets

Deduct ledger

$130,000.00
2,273,140.00

348.21
123,756.02
5,882.79

304,435.72
7,826.5T

$2,845,389.31

liabilities

38,479.11

Total assets

$2,806,910.20

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums.
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Commissions and brokerage
Return premiums

$174,925.21
1,215,040.02

500.00
32.20

18,165.47

I
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Eeinsurance

$1,936.96

All other liabilities

337.75

$1,410,937.61
Gross liabilities, except cajDltal and surplus
$200,000.00
Deposit capital
1,195,972.59
Surplus beyond all liabilities

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

1,395,972.59

including capital and surplus

$2,806,910.20

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$2,074,405.84

544,487.55

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Interest and dividends from all sources
Received from home ofiBce, ?19,792.34.

$1,529,918.29
87,164.68

Gross cash income

$1,617,082.97

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$1,120,871.91

211,987.12

—

Net amount paid for losses all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of otficers and employees
State and local taxes
Eents
All other payments and expenditures
Remitted

to

home

office,

$908,884.79
249,664.85
95,560.47
53,627.52
14,966.56

135,345.09

$181,274.10.

Gross cash expenditures

EISKS

$1,458,049.28

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount in force Dec.

31, 1901

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$212,694,049.00

$2,116,937.95

210,669,069.00

2,172,375.94

$423,363,118.00

$4,289,313.89

181,166,480.00

1,756,081.37

$242,196,638.00

$2,533,232.52

11,978,378.00

103,152.48

$230,218,260.00

$2,430,080.04

Fire and Fire-Marine
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

$933,174.53

Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Ohio

$139,500.00

Liabilities.

$74,777.38

Virginia
Georgia

(i9,7.J0.00

17,297.82

13,950.00

33,140.41

Oregon
New Mexico

55,350.00

8,781.78

13,950.00

3,778.39

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written
Premiums received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

$759,325.00
9,072.72
4,368.61
3,662.81

NORTH GERMAN FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
UNITED STATES BRANCH.
Hamburg, Germany.
Commenced

business in the United States,

Resident Manager,

1893.

Adouph Loeb, New York

Deposit Capital,

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in companj^'s oflBce
Cash deposited in bank and in hands of trustees
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $20,870.58 for
commissions, etc
Due for reinsurance on losses paid

Gross assets

$52,500.00

261.32
256,350.00
1,393.74

75,941.63

479.16

51,850.08

792.53

$439,568.46

Insurance Companies.
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liabilities.
Net amount of unpaid losses

$31,389.92

Unearned premiums at

130.,')94.46

Gross

liabilities,

Deposit capital
Surplus beyond

fiftj*

per cent of gross premiums..

except capital and surplus

$101,984.38

$200,000.00
all

77,584.08

liabilities

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

277.r)S4.0S

including capital and surplus

$4r;9..".(iS.4ri

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$S37,653.93
290,168.53

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Keceived for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

$247,485.43
3,682.38
9,251.76
5,094.99

Gross cash income

$200,114.50

EXrENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$270,814.84
43,622.94

Net amount paid for losses

—

$227,191.90

all fire

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of oflRcers and employees
State and local taxes
Rents
All other payments and expenditures
Remitted to homo

office,

83,524.41

24.842.15
11,005.00
1,316.65

17,980.88

$16,300.63.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

i?.'?00.4G1.05

AND PRKMIUMS.
Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount in force Dec.
14

31, 1901

$45,885,717.00

Premiums.
$608,397.00

36,688,929.00

518,122.70

$82,574,040.00

$1,126,520.30

45,847,085.00

667,700.43

$36,727,561.00

$458,819.87

17,413,144.00

197,630.95

?10. 314.417.00

$201,188.92

FiKE AND Fire-Marine
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year

BUSINESS IN

$220,651.87

NEW HAMPSHIEE,

1901.

Fire risks written
Premiums received

$45,206.00
683.38

Losses paid
Losses incurred

41.43
41.43

NORWICH UNION FIKE INSURANCE SOCIETY
UNITED STx\TES BRANCH.
Norwich, England.
Commenced

business in the United States,

Resident Manager, J.

MoNTGOirERY Hare,

Deposit Capital,

1S77.

New York

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Loans on mortgages of real estate

(first liens)

Interest due and accrued thereon

Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,
commissions, etc
for reinsurance on losses paid
Premiums more than three months due,

$40,000.00
150.00
1,773,607.50
3,439.23

144.864.05
17,893.96
less $43,555.20 for

189,262.43

Due

1,826.51
$34,849.95.

Gross assets

$2,171,048.68

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Return premiums
Reinsurance
Gross

liabilities,

$149,464.77
1,299,879.18

17,005.69
5,009.93

2.640.18

except capital and surplus

$1,473,999.80

Insuranc?: Companies.
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Deposit capital
Surplus beyond
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$200,000.00
all

liabilities

497,048.88

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

$097,048.88

including capital and surplus

$2,171,018.68

rXCOXLE.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

J2, 887, 515. 16

607,7S1.37

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Received from home offlcc, J130,889.32.

$1,779.7:1:!. 79

l.SOO.OO

65.7SS.12
8,402.08

Gross cash income

$1,855,723.99

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid (or losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

11,553,404.77

135,457.42

—

Net amount paid for losses all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of otficers and emploj-ee^
State and local taxes

$1,417,947.35

341,967.15
147,3.']0.1S

46,846.12

Rents
All other payments
Remitted to home

18,120.30

and expenditures
office,

111,408.78

1116.471.07.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

S2.0S3.G2.J.88

AND

PREMILTMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
"Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount in force Dec.

31,

1901

Firr Risks.

Premiums.

$274,020,433.00

$2,701,459.54

227,283,407.00

2,401,299.54

$501,303,840.00

$5,102,759.08

215,813,936.00

2.216,489.55

$285,489,904.00

$2,886,269.53

27,537,330.00

286,511.17

$257,952,574.00

$2,599,758.36

Fire and Fire-Marine
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MISCELLANEOUS.
$1,423,068.5^
Fire losses incurred during the year
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policy-

holders in other states or countries, as follows,

viz.:

Value
of Deposits.

Slate or Country.

Ohio

Liabilities.

$108,750.00

$63,419.45

Oregon

54,375.00

17,412.65

Georgia
Virginia

10,875.00

29,328.96

38,115.00

25,288.66

New

10,100.00

7,398.26

Mexico

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

$770,155.00

written
Premiums received
Losses paid
Losses incurred
Fire

ri.sks

12,046.94
8,949.66

8,664.53

PALATINE INSURANCE COMPANY.
(LIMITED.)

UNITED STATES BRANCH.
London, England.
Commenced

business in the United States,

Resident Manager, A. H.

1900.

Wray, New York

Deposit Capital,

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,

$1,212,757.50
9.90

113,056.06
1,286.25

less $28,897.49 for

commissions, etc

Due from Palatine Ins. Co. (Ltd.) of Manchester
Due from Commercial Union Assurance Company
Gross assets

Deduct ledger

liabilities

Total assets

180,573.19
40,523.73

25.74
$1,548,232.37

55.62

$1,548,176.75

Insurance Companies.
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liabilities.
Net amount of unpaid losses

Unearned premiums
Return premiums

$104,441.00

at fifty per cent of gross

premiums..

12,769. GS

Reinsurance

10,189.85

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$200,000.00
Deposit capital
629,778.25
Surplus beyond all liabilities
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

590,997.97

liabilities,

$718,398.50

829.778.25

including capital and surplus

$1,548,170.75

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

Net cash received for premiums all
and dividends from all sources
Income from all other sources

11.453,180.03

442,620.56

$1,010,553.47

fire

29.550.00

Interest

Received from home

office,

2,504.46

170,350.00.

Gross cash income

$1,042,607.93

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

1260,449.99
30,074.93

—

Net amount paid for losses all fire
Commissions and brokerag-e
Salaries and fees of officers and emploj-ees
State and local taxes
Rents
All other payments and expenditures
Remitted

to borne office,

$230,375.06
221,288.62
54,700.75
26,030.18
5,763.27

59,694.66

$31,342.66.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$597,552.54

AND

PRElNnU^IS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year 1901..
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$146,787,020.00

$1,666,771.30

$146,787,020.00

$1,666,771.30

Deduct risks expired or terminated

29,260,218.00

318.848.21

In force at the end of the vear

$117,526,802.00

$1,347,923.09

FiKE AND Fire-Mahine
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$13,453,748.00

$165,927.16

$104.073,054.00

$1,181,995.93

Deduct amount reinsured

Xet amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

[Dec. 31,

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

$334,816.06

Value
of Deposits.

State or Country.

Ohio
Oregon

$108,875.00

LiaMlities.

$28,866.02

54,437.50

5,058.48

Virginia

54,437.50

9,221.71

Georgia
New Mexico

10,887.50

25,457.05

10,887.50

4,728.77

BUSINESS IN

NEW HA:MPSmRE.

1901.

Fire risks written
Premiums received

$302,350.00
3,260.62

Losses paid
Losses incurred

20.00

PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY.
(LIMITED.)

UNITED STATES EEANCH.
LO]SDON, Englajs'd.

Commenced

business in the United States,

Resident Manager, A. D. Irvixg,

Deposit Capital,

1879.

New York

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in companj-'s office
Cash deposited in bank and in hands of trustees
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $26,155.42 for
commissions, etc
Due for reinsurance on losses paid
Gross assets

$2,226,078.75

75.52

473,621.72
25,853.75

158,753.93
12,675.54

$2,897,059.21

Insurance Companiks.

1901.]
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liabilities.
Net amount of unpaid
Unearned premiums at
Return premiums

losses
fifty

$429,974.90

per cent of gross premiums..

1,808,207.64

12.294.09

Reinsurance

182.110.26

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$2,432,592.39
Deposit capital
?200,000.00
2f.4,4Gf).32
Surplus beyond all liabilities
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

464,460.32

including capital and surplus

$2.S0T.0.'i9.21

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premtums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return

4,239.991.77

premiums

—

Net cash received for premiums all
from all sources

1.338,743.96

$2,901,247.81

fire

Interest and dividends

7G,12.'?.70

Gross cash income

$2,977,371.51

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

12,537.914.74

701,625.12

Net amount paid for losses— all

$1,836,289.62

fire

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
Rents
All other payments and expenditures
Remitted

to

home

office,

509,507.77
142,221.86
74,730.29
17,256.68

236.371.22

$74,276.51.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$2, 810, 377.44

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dee. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$420,010,309.00

$4,090,742.88

440.SSS.755. 00

4,188,960.06

$860,899,064.00

$8,279,702.94

402,781,784.00

3,537,096.05

§458,117,280.00

$4,742,600.89

118,020,182.00

1,126,191.59

$340,091,098.00

$3,616,415.30

Fire and Fire-Makine
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MISCELLANEOUS.
$1,950,323.40
Fire losses inciirred during the year
Amounts dej)osited for the exclusive protection of policy-

holders in other states or countries, as follows,

viz.:

Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Ohio

Liabilities.

$108,750.00

$72,907.80

Virginia

21,7,30.00

38.S29.71

Georgia
Oregon

10,875.00

34,130.95

54,375.00

14,700.90

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written

Premiums

$1,764,421.00

received

16,180.39

Losses paid
Losses incurred

11,892.72
11,603.00

ROYAL EXCHANGE ASSURANCE.
UNITED STATES BRANCH.
London, England.
Commenced business
Resident Manager,

United States,

in the

1891.

Robert Dickson, New York

Deposit Capital,

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,

$1,333,171.25
1,522.52

33,431.78
16,903.39
less $33,056.16 for

commissions, etc
not matured, taken for premiums
Due for reinsurance on losses paid
Bills receivable,

Gross assets

118,373.81
3,250.88

4,000.55

$1,510,654.18

Insurance Companies.
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liabilities.
Net amount of unpaid
Unearned premiums at
Reinsurance
Due and accrued for

$105,939.55

losses
fifty

per cent o£ gross premiums..

17,777.97
salaries, rent,

and incidental expenses

and surplus

Gros!^ liabilities, except capital

Deposit capital
Surplus beyond

1,721.54

$636,215.59
$200,000.00

all

065,438.59

liabilities

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

510,776.53

liabilities,

865,438.59

including capital and surplus

$1,501,654.18

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

Net cash received for premiums
Interest and dividends
Received from home

from
office,

all

—

$1,253,855.62

404,498.28

$849,357.34

all fire

sources

49,023.56

1241.323.25.

Gross cash income

$898,380.90

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid for losses

$703,112.24
117,226.42

—

all

$585,885.82

fire

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of oflBcers and emploj-ees
State and local taxes
Rents
All other paj-ments and expenditures
Remitted to home ofBce,

168,256.10
72,845.30
30,088.07
6,742.16

35,598.06

$236,068.18.

Gross cash expenditures

$899,415.51

RISKS AND PREMIUMS.
In force Dec.

31, 1900

Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$115,814,998.00

$1,345,985.18

116,230.061.00

1,272,790.26

$232,045,059.00

$2,618,775.44

Deduct risks expired or terminated

108,574,502.00

1,185,384.13

In force at the end of the j-ear

$123,470,557.00

$1,433,391.31

Fire and Fire-:\Iarine
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Deduct amount reinsured

'.

Xet amount in force Dec.

31,

.

.

$19,893,672.00

$211,838.24

$103,576,885.00

$1,221,553.07

.

1901

[Dec. 31,

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policy-

holders in other states or countries, as follows,

$612,840.37

viz.:

Talue
Stale or Country.

of Deposits.

Liahilitics.

Oregon

$56,562.50

$16,060.00

Ohio

106,218.75

33,417.00

BUSINESS IN

NEW

HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written

Premiums

$336,241.00

received

4,031.12

Losses paid
Losses incurred

1,674.47
1,674.47

ROYAL INSURANCE COMPANY.
UNITED STATES BRANCH.
Liverpool, England.
Commenced

Managers

"V.

business in the United States,

E. Department,

&

Field

Deposit Capital,

1851.

Cowles, Boston, Mass.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon....
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's offices
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $136,922.93 for
commissions, etc

,

$2,143,090.05

184,000.00

637.92
3,644,402.91
1,903.88

564,073.41
37,978.31

709,829.08

Insurance Companies.
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Eents due and accrued
for reinsurance on losses paid

$11,642.00

Due

Premiums more than

5,801.19

months due,

three

Gross assets
Deduct ledger liabilities

$14,920.58.

$7,303,358.75

•

143.05

Total assets

$7,303,215.70

LIABILITIES.
Ket amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums..
Reclaimable on perpetual fire policies
Net premium reserve under life department
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Commissions and brokerage
Eeturn premiums
Reinsurance

$538,130.12
3,546,639.99

221,542.40
119,352.80
32,327.07
6,254.24

11,020.70

229.135.53

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$4,704,402.85
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Siirplus

beyond

all liabilities

2,398,812.85

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

2,598,812.85

including capital and surplus

$7,303,215.70

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

Xet cash received for premiums
Eeceived for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends

Income from

all

from

all

—

all

$6,605,302.97
2,542,865.05

fire

$4,062,437.92
7,898.59

other sources

141,232.97

other sources

232,007.59

Deposit premiums received on perpetual risks
Received from home oflSee

$5,937.90
1,669,173.10

Gross cash income

$4,443,577.07

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$3,645,156.17
979,131.63

—

Xet amount paid for losses all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes

$2,666,024.54

615,959.70
373,111.79
176,505.13

520
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Eents
All other

$36,844.60

pajments and expenditures

306,607.37

Deposit premiums returned on perpetual risks

Remitted to home

$11,811.82

office

1,798,376.71

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$4,175,053.13

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$937,726,756.29

$8,176,444.42

788,450,393.90

6,737,661.94

$1,726,177,150.19 $14,914,106.36

Deduct risks expired or terminated

749,896,778.49

6,215,153.72

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$976,280,371.70

$8,698,952.64

221,690,532.16

1,605,672.66

$754,589,839.54

$7,093,279.98

$9,379,750.00

$240,858.75

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Perpetual risks in force

^USCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year
$2,705,225.96
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
f^tatc

or Country.

Ohio

of Deposits.

LiaMlities.

$119,352.80 $335,049.20

Virginia
Georgia

59,676.40
11,935.28

30,751.72

Oregon
New Mexico

59,676.40

23,183.10

10,300.00

13,110.88

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written
Premiums received
Losses paid

Losses incurred

47,417.04

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

$2,955,368.49
33,609.58
22,008.69

21,944.81

Insurance Companies.
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SALAMANDRA INSURANCE COMPANY.
U^'ITED STATES BKANCH.
St. PETERSBtrRG", Russia.

Commenced
ReHidtnt Mamigcrs,

business In the United States,

Albert Wilcox &

Deposit Capital,

Co.,

1899.

New York

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash deposited in banks
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,

$496,000.00
243,312.04
9,115.44
less $6,862.19 for

commissions, etc

26,145.81

Gross assets

$774,573.29

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums..

$123,407.74

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
82,714.34

$491,858.95

Surplus as regards policj-holders
Total

liabilities,

368,391.21

232,714.34

including capital and surplus

$774,573.29

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Reduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

Net cash received for premiums
Interest and dividends

Income from

from

all

—

$950,138.74
204,868.14

$745,270.60

all fire

sources

18,852.63

other sources
Received from home office, ?25,00O.0O.

21,275.66

all

Gross cash Income

$785,398.89

EXPEXDITUEES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid for losses

$471,845.01
948.36

—

all fire

$470,896.65

Fire and Fiee-Marixe
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Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
All other payments and expenditures
Remitted

home

to

office.

$199,538.12
227.50
6,237.76

143.20

$90,000.00.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$677,043.23

AND PREMIUMS.
Fire Risks.

Total

$550,861.62

60,772,299.00

937,700.67

$110,250,654.00

$1,488,562.29

49,827,020.00

751,779.88

.$60,423,634.00

$736,782.41

Deduct risks expired or terminated

Net amount

Premiuvis.

$49,478,355.00

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year

BUSINESS IN

$519,351.06

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written
Premiums received

$202,280.00
3,464.16

Losses paid
Losses incurred

1,366.83
1,377.13

SCOTTISH UNION AND NATIONAL INSURANCE

COMPANY.
UNITED STATES BRANCH.
Edinbitbgh, Scotland.

Commenced
Resident Manager,

business in

tlie

United States,

1880.

James H. Brewster, Hartford, Conn.

Deposit Capital,

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Interest due and accrued thereon

$248,462.18
1,134,115.30

12,367.36

I

Insurance Companies.
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Market value of stocks and bonds
Loans on collateral securities
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,

223
$2,192,803.60
2,600.00

875.33

260,975.10
25,149.87
less $45,856.37 for

coniniissions, etc

284,528.23

All other assets

197,704.38

Cross assets
Deduct ledger liabilities

$4,359,581.35

500.40

Total assets

$4,359,080.95

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums
Keturn premiums
lieinsurance

$267,922.35
1,670,533.60

43,101.89

103,857.21

Cross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$2,085,415.05
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
2,073,665.90
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

2,273,665.90

including capital and surplus

$4,359,080.95

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

$4,004,029.00
1,936,564.38

—

Xet cash received for premiums all fire
Ueceived for interest on mortgage and collateral loans
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources
Received from home office, $25,880.48.
Gross cash income

$2,067,464.62
49,051.90
83,983.71
18.024.10

$2,218,524.33

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Xet amount paid for losses— all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and emploj-ees

$2,262,126.29

881,216.90

"

$1,380,909.39

440,764.59
95,320.78

Fire and Fiee-Marine
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state and local taxes

$93,508.19

Rents

4,128.00

All other payments and expenditures
Remitted to home office, ?4,228.42.

122,292.09

Gross cash expenditures

EISKS

$2,136,923.04

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$500,111,998.00

$4,463,970.16

403,582,380.00

4,059,033.60

$909,694,378.00

$8,523,003.76

Deduct risks expired or terminated

381,142,296.00

3,607,337.06

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$528,552,082.00

$4,915,606.70

160,861,538.00

1,574,599.49

$:!07,090,544.00

$3,341,007.21

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
$1,408,866.16
for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, vi/.:

Amounts deposited

Value
State or Country.

Ohio

of Deposits.

Liabilities.

$108,000.00 $106,203.37

Oregon

69,416.65

16,475.50

Georgia

10,575.00

23,099.54

Virginia

Canada
N'ew Mexico

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written
Premiums received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

55,387.50

26,796.00

171,644.00

144,591.68

10,000.00

6,398.12

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

$843,337.00
10,511.83
6,983.63

6,960.70
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SKANDIA INSURANCE COMPANY.
UNITED STATES BRANCH.
Stockholm, Sweden.
Commenced

business in the United States,

Resident Manager, C. F. Shallcross,

Deposit Capital.

1900.

New York

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,

$479,962.50
42.3,211.39

2,516.67
less $2,265.04 for

commissions, etc

5,052.03

Gross assets

$010,742.59

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums..

$118,663.21

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
212,731.21

$498,011.38

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

379,348.17

412,731.21

including capital and surplus

$910,742.59

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

Net cash received for premiums
Interest and dividends
Received from home

from
office,

all

—

$1,009,595.31

149,610.95

all fire

$859,984.36

sources

17,968.70

?200,000.00.

Gross cash income

$877,953.06

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid for losses
15

$401,024.31
6,516.02

—

all fire

$394,508.29

Fire and Fire-Marine
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$260,541.83

bi okeraffe

1,206.94

State and local taxes
All other payments and expenditures
Remitted

9,666.41

to borne office, ?S-},000.00.

$665,923.47

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

AND PREMIUMS.
Fire

liislis.

Pmniuma.

.'?4:!,5S1,276.97

$369,773.07

124,476,738.38

927,218,85

$168,058,015.35

$1,296,991.92

75.258,383.35

538,295.50

$92,799,632.00

$7.'-)S,696.36

Fire losses incurred during^ the year
for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

$455,015.18

In force Dec. 31. 1900
Written or renewed duriny the year

Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOrS.
Amounts deposited

Value
(>tate

or Countri/.

of Deposits.

Ohio

$138,583.33

BUSINESS IN

Linhilitirs.

$35,103.70

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fire risks written
received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

$1,030,563.57

Premiums

5,436.95

3,330.47
3,330.47

SUN INSURANCE OFFICE.
UNITED STATES BRANCH.
Lo>TX)x, England.

Commenced

business in the United States,

Resideut Manager, J. J. GriLE,

Deposit Capital,

1882.

New York

City,

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)

$250,000.00
188,000.00

LvsuiiANCE Companies.

1901.]

Int«re.st due and accrued thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,
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$1,S.)0.S3

1,098,447.50
1,711.31

240,354.85
10,744.08
less $31,010.01 for

commissions, etc
Kents due and accrued
Agents' debit balances secured
Gross

83,081.18
1,310.07

173,409.40

assets

Deduct ledger

$2,001,576.48

liabilities

3,022.04

Total assets

$2,657,954.44

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums..
Commissions and brokerage
Reinsurance

$193,091.93
1,472,254.95

4,738.54
8,628.56

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$1,079,313.98
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
778,040.46
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

078,040.46

including capital and surplus

$2,orj7,954.44

INXOME.
Cash received

for gross

premiums

$2,394,316.59

Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

554,294.20

—

Xet cash received for premiums all fire
Received for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

$1,840,022.39
9,080.00

00,130.15

84,499.40

Gross cash income

$1,999,731.94

EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

11,109,064.38

77,273.98

—

Net amount paid for losses all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees

$1,031,790.40

420,068.72
97,757.25

Fire and Fire-Marine
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State a»a local taxes

$54,689.49

Kents

21,011.04

All other payments and expenditures
Remitted to home office, ?125,150.00.

115,191.17

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$1,741,108.07

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$336,310,023.00

$2,895,545.76

234,952,095.00

2,391,071.26

$571,263,018.00

$5,286,617.02

226,951,040.00

2,124,235.96

$344,311,978.00

$3,162,381.06

24,050,604.00

217,871.16

$320,261,374.00

.$2,944,500.90

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year

Deduct amount reinsured
Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
$1,031,182.17
rire losses incurred during the j'ear
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

Value
state or Country.

Ohio
Georgia

of Deposits.

Liabilities.

$100,000.00

$71,535.55

10,900.00

22,564.72

Oregon

54,500.00

27,449.76

Virginia

11,345.00

13,217.13

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written
received

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1001.

$511,987.00

Premiums

9,633.39

Losses paid
Losses incurred

4,089.95
6,551.63

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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SVEA FIRE AND LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
(LIMITED.)

UNITED STATES BRANCH.
GOTHEXBVRG, SWEDEN.
CominoDced business

Resident Managers,

in the United States, 1SS4.

Weed &

Ken-nedy,

Deposit Capital,

New York

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's oflBce
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued

$553,293.75
78.73

110,076.32
4,314.57

Gross premiums in course of collection, less $22,485.91 for
commissions, etc
Bills receivable, not matured, taken for premiums
All other assets
Premiums more tlian three months due, 5757.50.
Gross assets

61,892.83
30,133.45
2,941.51

$702,731.18

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums..
Commissions and brokerage
Reinsurance

Surplus as regards policy-holders
liabilities,

8,373.02

385.50

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
140,073.43

Total

$60,093.05

353,806.18

$422,657.73

340,073.43

including capital and surplus

$702,731.18

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Interest and dividends from all sources
Received from home office, $69,000.00.
Gross cash income

$936,184.32
296,817.18

$639,367.14
19,688.03

$659,055.17

Fire and Fire-Marine
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EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance./.

$438,301.69
53,668.44

—

Net amount paid for losses all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and employees
State and local taxes
All other payments and expenditures
Remitted

to

home

office,

$.384,633.25

222,626.11

900.00
19,633.96

9,541.70

|16, 889.65.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$637,335.02

AND PREMIUMS.
$47,240,853.00

Premiums.
$676,704.10

62,717,351.00

913,514.68

.$109,958,204.00

$1,590,218.78

50,415,010.00

708.047.17

$59,543,194.00

$882,171.61

10,151,362.00

174,559.24

$49..391,S32.00

$707,612.37

Fire Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

$399,078.32
1901.

$149,160.00

Premiums

received
Losses paid

2,304.95

Losses incurred

1,780.91

1,780.91

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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THURINGIA INSURANCE COMPANY.
UNITED STATES BEANXU.
Erfurt, Germa:?t.
Commenced

business in the United States,

Resident Manager, F. G. Voss,

Deposit Capital.

New York

1S96,

Citv.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Market value of stock.s and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection,

$6.33,220.44

46.18
253,,'599. 77

4,261.05
less $47,717.74 for

commissions, etc

160,229.42

All other assets

14,984.40

Gross assets

$1,072,347.26

LLUJILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid
Unearned premiums at

losses
fifty

$22,636.72

per cent of gross premiums

Reinsurance

1,480.40

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
196.493.49
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

651,736.65

liabilities,

$675,853.77

396,493.49

including capital and surplus

iil, 072,347.

26

INCOME.
Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

Net cash received for premiums all fire
Interest and dividends from all sources

Income from

other sources
Received from home office, fll7,0S7.-J7.
all

Gross cash income

$1,412,442.80

407,403.35

$1,005,039.45

27,041.47
20,000.00

$1,052,080.92

FiEE AND Flre-ISIaeixe
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EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$723,271.90
49,902.61

—

Net amount paid for losses all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of oflRcers and emploj'ees
State and local taxes
All other payments and expenditures

$073,369.29
311,576.10
58,161.55
23,523.47
44,798.15

Gross cash expenditures

EISKS

$1,111,428.56

AND TEEMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$103,639,148.18

$1,099,452.20

108,780,884.61

1,448,837.06

$212,420,032.79

$2,548,289.26

93,270,099.79

1,174,301.47

$119,149,933.00

$1,373,987.79

5,065,101.06

70,514.48

$114,084,831.94

$1,303,473.31

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

j-ear

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the year
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, ^iz.:

$659,292.83

Value
State or Country.

Oregon

of Deposits.

$54,2.30.00

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written
Premiums received
Losses paid
Losses incurred

LiaMUties.

$19,135.67

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

$157,582.00
4,111.76

2,428.87
2,928.87

.

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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UNION ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
UNITED STATES BRANCH.
London, Engla^'d.
Commenced

business In the United States,

Resident Managers,

1891.

Hall & Henshaw, New York

Deposit Capital.

City.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Cash value of real estate, less encumbrances thereon
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Interest due and accrued
Gross premiums in course of collection, less $25,343.51 for
commissions, etc
Premiums more than

$200,000.00
1,125.638.00
0,279.21

48,569.54
9,938.14

110,391.79
three

months due,

$427.21.

Gross assets

$1,500,816.71

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at fifty per cent of gross premiums.
Return premiums
Reinsurance

$185,698.86

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Surplus beyond all liabilities
461,843.32

$838,973.39

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

651,039.91
783.31
1,451.31

661,843.32

including capital and surplus

$1,500,816.71

INCOME.
Cash received

for gross

premiums

fl,514,379.16

Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return premiums

—

Net cash received for premiums all
Interest and dividends from all sources

Income from

other sources
Received from home office, ?130,000.00.
all

Gross cash income

fire

456,592.52

$1,057,786.64
37,380.40
9,012.52

$1,104,179.56

FiEE AND Fiee-Maeine
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EXPENDITURES.
Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

$786,598.94
120,645.23

—

Xet amount paid for losses all fire
Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of oflicers and emploj-ees
State and local taxes
Kents
All other payments and expenditures
Remitted to home

office,

$665,933.74
257,303.70
60,929.92
35,358.12
1,500.00

57,708.55

1212,558.41.

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

51.078,754.03

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$141,700,307.00

$1,464,354.80

140,955,842.00

1,460,865.15

$288,650,149.00

$2,931,219.95

147,783,700.00

1,500,647.05

$140,872,389.00

$1,430,572.90

14,566,118.00

128,493.09

$126,306,271.00

$1,302,079.81

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire losses incurred during the j'ear
for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

$667,819.30

Amounts deposited

Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Ohio

Liabilities.

$139,500.00

$30,609.84

Virginia

09,750.00

25,946.48

Georgia

13,950.00

11,816.17

Oregon

69,750.00

8,994.00

BUSINESS IN
Fire risks written

Premiums

received

Losses paid
Losses incurred

NEW

HA3IPSHIRE,

1901.

$460,267.00
6,324.40
2,412.53

2,412.53

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY.
UNITED STATES BRANXH.
ToROTO, Canada.
Commenced

George

business in the United States,

A. Cox, President.

C. C.

Deposit Capital,

1874.

Foster, Secretary.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS.
Loans on mortgages of real estote (first liens)
Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in bank
Gross premiums in course of collection
Bills receivable, not matured, taken for premiums

$20,000.00
1,722,478.89

262.34
176,054.18
270,223.16

45,904.52

Gross assets

$2,234,923.09

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses
Unearned premiums at

$152,134.64

on

50 per cent

and inland

fire

risks

11,297,810.56

Unearned premiums at

100 per cent

on marine risks

32.967.08

Total unearned premiums

1,330,777.64

Gross liabilities, except capital and surplus
$1,482,912.28
Deposit capital
$200,000.00
Surplus be\'ond all liabilities
552.010.81
Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

752,010.81

including capital and surplus

$2,234,923.09

INCOME.
Fire.

Cash received for gross premiums
Deduct reinsurance, rebate, and return pre-

miums
Net cash received

for

premiums

Marine
and Inland.

$2, -595, 535. 77

|549, 653.54

666,882.30

76,877.53

$1,928,653.47

?472,776.01

$2,401,429.48

Received for interest on mortgages
Interest and dividends from all other sources
Income from all other sources

Gross cash income

1,300.00

70,985.81

170,853.02
$2,644,568.31

FiEE AND Fiee-Marine
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EXPENDITUKES.
Marine
and Inland.

Fire.

Gross amount paid for losses
Deduct salvage and reinsurance

Net amount paid

for

losses

$1,355,286.04

$348,284.56

73,941.81

23,353.62

$1,281,344.23

$324,930.94

$1,606,275.17

Commissions and brokerage
Salaries and fees of officers and emploj^ees
State and local taxes
Eents
All other payments and expenditures

466,858.20
92,390.00

60,962.92
4,025.00

143,443.03

Gross cash expenditures

RISKS

$2,373,954.32

AND TREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Fire Risks.

Premiums.

$216,.597,989.00

$2,167,447.91

257,797,542.00

2,595,535.77

$474,395,531.00

$4,762,983.68

223,149,464.00

2,144,158.60

$251,246,067.00

$2,618,825.08

13,140,013.00

127,666.54

$238,106,054.00

$2,491,158.54

Deduct risks expired or terminated
In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

Ket amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Marine and
Inland Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

$6,932,330.00

Premiums.
$169,133.86

61,041,284.00

549,653.54

$67,973,614.00

$718,787.40

Deduct risks expired or terminated

59,935,837.00

519,891.80

In force at the end of the year
Deduct amount reinsured

$8,037,777.00

$198,895.60

1,892,077.00

36,348.49

$6,145,700.00

$162,547.11

Net amount in force

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fire, marine,

and inland losses incurred during the year.

.

$1,582,114.52

Insukance Companies.
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Amounts deposited

for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Liabilitiea.

Georgia
Ohio

$10,200.00
111,250.00

62,309.12

Virginia

45,003.00

28,553.74

Oregon
California

BUSINESS IX
Fire risks written
Premiums received
Losses paid

Losses incurred

$23,377.71

54,350.00

7,604.02

119,900.00

99,7G0.S1

NEW HAMPSHIEE,

1901.

$1,426,023.00
13,021.38
7,730.78
7,673.7ft

FIDELITY AND CASUALTY

INSURANCE COMPANIES
OF OTHER STATES AND COUNTRIES.

Detailed

Abstracts

from

the

Ajs'nual

STATEME^'TS

of

fldemtt and casualty ln'srraxce companies of other
States and Countries, Authorized to do Business in
THE State of New Hampshire, Showtng Their
Standing and Condition on; the 31st

Day

of December, 1901.

the

Fidelity and Casualty
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LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
[Accident Department.]

Hartford,
Incorporated

Morgan

G.

May

Bulkeley,

1853.

28,

Contj.

Commenced

business January

Joel

President.

L.

1,

1891.

English, Secretary^

INCOME.
Premiums

collected during year:

Accident
Health

$1,285,250.73
79,874.23

Total

$1,365,124.96

Deduct reinsurance,
premiums:

abatement,

rebate,

Accident
Health
Total

and

return

$33,(562.24

1,485.06

deductions

35,147.30

Net cash actually received for premiums
Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$1,329,977.66
$1,329,977.66

31,

1900

69.5,233.99

Total

$2,025,211.6S

DISBURSEMENTS.
Gross amount paid for claims:
Accident
Health

$545,758.45
39,106.71

Total
Deduct salvages and reinsurances:

Accident
Health

$584,865.16

$2,869.70

Total deductions

Net paid policy-holders
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Medical examiners' fees
Salaries of officers and office employees
Taxes and fees

2,869.70

$581,995.46^

43.750.00

449.020.15
17,877.00
7,622.81

36,666.37
25,966.66

Instjkance Companies.
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Rent

$12,887.67

Legal and loss expenses
Furniture and fixtures,

8,653.90

advertising and print-

$3,989.42;

ing, $24,440,09

28,429.51

All other expenses

'.

20,242,36

(Total miscellaneous expenses, $651,116.43.)

Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

$1,233,111.89

31, 1901

$792,099.76

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

See Life Department.

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned i^remiums
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Gross

liabilities,

except capital

RISKS

$115,108.40
462,125.71
1,000.00

$578,234.11

AND PREMIUMS.
Accident and

Health

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

$160,114,620.00

Premiums.
$747,418.53

.182,67s, 199.33

1,365,124.96

Total
Deduct expirations and cancellations

$542,792,819.33

$2,112,543.49

359,794,200.00

1,222,730.90

$182,998,619.33

$889,812.59

1,368,000.00

5,666.25

$181,630,619.33

$884,146.34

In force at the end of the year

Deduct reinsured

policies

Net amount in force Dec.

31,

1901

RisJ:^.

IkllSCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year

BUSINESS IN
Risks written
Premiums received
Losses paid
Losses incurred
16

NEW

$605,583.28

HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

$909,550.00
4,362.26

3,042.49
3,027.49

Fidelity and Casualty
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OIERICAN BONDING AND TRUST COMPANY OF
BALTIMORE CITY.
Baltimore, Md,
Incorporated April

James Bond,

6,

1S91.

Commenced

business January

1895.

16,

Samuel H. Shbiveb,

President.

Cash CArrrAL,

Secretary.

$1,000,000.00.

INCOME.
Premiums collected during year
Deduct reinsurance, abatement,

$549,774.09

rebate,

and

return

premiums

63,093.91

Net cash actually' received for premiums
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans

$486,680.18

5,348.25

Collateral loans

13,307.75

Bonds owned and dividends on stock

29,612.80

Profits on securities actuallj' sold

1,590.65

From

3,077.93

all

other sources

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$539,617.56
31,

1900

1,554,096.43

Total

$2,093,713.99

DISBURSEMENTS.
Gross amount paid for claims
Deduct salvages and reinsurances

$213,024.13
42,993.39

Net paid policy-holders
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Inspections, fees exchange
Salaries of officers and office employees
Taxes and fees
^ent
Legal expenses
Furniture and fixtures, $4,615.56; advertising and print-

—

ing, $19,597.13

Losses on securities actually sold under cost

$170,030.74
80,000.00

108,342.49
32,727.11
1,148.80

53,484.23

32,707.04
8,315.88

10,985.00

24,212.69
9,510.22

Insurance Companies.
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All other expenses

$23,725.38

(Total miscellaneous expenses, $385,158.84.)

Total disbursements during the j'ear

Balance Dec.

$555,189.58
$1,538,524.41

31, 1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first

Loans on

$27,131.91
liens)

111,809.63

collateral securities

148,020.61

Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks
Bills receivable, secured

1,092,734.16
8,798.79

89,267.47

112,597.96

Total

$1,590,360.53

Deduct ledger

51,836.12

liabilities

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$1,538,524.41

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

$3,297.51
16,502.98

Collateral loans

2,446.46

Other assets

Market value

923.33

of

real

estate

over cost

(furniture

fixtures)

and
1.00

Market value of stocks and bonds over cost
Net amount of outstanding premiums
Total assets as per books of the company
ITEilS

13,032.28

77,127.32
$1,651,855.29

NOT ADMITTED.

Furniture and fixtures

$1.00

Total admitted assets

$1,651,854.29

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums
All other liabilities
Gross

liabilities,

except capital

$60,983.57
260,657.82
4,913.75

$326,555.14

.
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Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond

[Dec. 31,

$1,000,000.00

325,300.15

all liabilities

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

$1,325,300.15

including capital and surplus

RISKS

$1,651,855.29

AND PREMIUMS.
Surety Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

$425,805.78

127,822,010.09

570,717.54

$224,808,400.67

$996,523.32

102,815,637.77

466,764.44

$121,992,762.90

$529,758.88

Deduct expirations and cancellations....
In force at the end of the year
Deduct reinsured policies

Net amount

Premiums.

$96,986,390.58

8,443.25

in force Dec. 31, 1901

$121,992,762.90

$521,315.63

MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year

$170,030.74

Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value.
Amount loaned to officers and directors

*Amounts deposited

.

.

241,750.00
48,755.18

for the exclusive protection of policy-

holders in other states or countries, as follows,

viz.:

Talue
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Liahilities.

Virginia
Ohio

$26,750.00

$5,540.64

33,270.00

29,310.62

Alabama

54,000.00

2,098.22

BUSINESS IN
Risks Avritten

Premiums

received

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

$233,250.00
1,142.14

Deposited for the beuefit of all policy-holders in Tennessee, Georgia, New York,
Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Texas, and West Virginia, bonds and stocks to

New

the value of $536,100.00, par value.

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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AMERICAN SURETY COMPANY.
New York
Incorporated April

14,

1884.

City.

Comtnenced business April

H. U. Lyman, President.

15,

1884.

H. B. Ze^tely, Secretary.

Cash Capital,

$2,500,000.00.

INCOME.
Premiums

collected during year:

Fidelity

$593,069.32

Surety

613,279.49

Total

Deduct reinsurance,
premiums:

$1,206,348.81

abatement,

rebate,

and

Tetum

Fidelity

$58,122.52

Surety

133,575.99

Total deductions

191,698.51

Net cash actually received for premiums
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans

$1,014,650.30

236.00

Collateral loans

32,204.38

Bonds owned and dividends on stock
Other debts due the company

60,225.27
2,988.51

Rents

191,684.91

Profits on securities actually sold

73,082.65

From

71,105.36

all

other sources

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$1,446,177.38
31, 1900

5,017,262.84

Total

$6,463,440.23

DISBUESEMENTS.
Gross amount paid for claims:
Fidelity

$161,026.46

Surety

738,960.31

Total

$899,986.77

Deduct salvages and reinsurances:
Fidelity

$16,895.61

Surety

374,606.10

Total deductions

Net paid policy-holders

391,501.71

$508,485.06

Fidelity and Casualty
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Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Inspections

$200,000.00
56,207.69

185,320.12
2,498.37

Salaries of officers

Taxes and
Eent

[Dec. 31,

and

office

emploj'ees

181,802.96

fees

76,413.72
34,638.46

Legal expenses, $21,808.98; real estate expenses, $76,568.90
Furniture and fixtures, $5,266.88; advertising and printing, $20,521.08

98,377.88

25,787.96

Losses on securities actually sold under cost
All other expenses
(Total miscellaneous expenses, $917,347.70.)

15,405.62

40,894.92

Total disbursements during the year

$1,425,832.76

Balance Dec.

$5,037,607.46

31,

1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Book value

of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first
Loans on collateral securities
Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

$3,054,567.16
liens)

All other assets

2,500.00

60,654.62
1,618,962.85

1,216.18

296,327.08
19,525.07

Total

$5,053,752.96

Deduct ledger

16,145.50

liabilities

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$5,037,607.46

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on stocks and bonds

Rents due and accrued

$4,448.75
20,332.38

Market value of stocks and bonds over book value
Net amount of outstanding premiums
Total assets as per books of the

company

198,798.65
80,415.64
$5,341,602.88

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums
Gross

liabilities,

except capital

$278,262.61
591,552.89
$869,815.50'

Insurance Companies.
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Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond

24T

$2,500,000.00
1,971,787.38

all liabilities

Surjilus as regards policy-holders

Total

liabilities,

$4,471,787.35

including capital and surplus

RISKS

$5,341,002.88

AND PKEMIUMS.
$111,221,195.00

Premiums.
$504,103.02

139,504,879.00

579,331.35

$250,726,024.00

$1,083,434.37

133,597,656.00

574,767.95

$117, 12S.418.no

$508,606.42

Surcti/ Risks.

$199,520,466.00

Premiums.
$667,994.65

208,778,925.00

603,547.61

$408,299,391.00

$1,271,542.26

204, 815, .504. 00

606.429.25

.$203,483,887.00

.$005,113.01

Fidelity Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the

j-ear

Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations....
Net amount in force Dec.

31, 1901.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the 5'ear
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value...
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

$886,633.21

830,100.00

TaJue
State or Country.

Canada
New Brunswick

of Deposits.

Liahilitics.

$55,937.50

$5,922.13

9,700.00

571.21

Ohio
Mexico

32,550.00

32,991.35

57,081.50

48,219.38

Virginia

38.142.50

835.16

BUSINESS IN

Fidelity

Surety

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Risks

Premiums

Losses

Losses

written.

received.

paid.

incurred.

$464,250.00

$1,718.50

991 ,437.00

1,485.08

$1,455,687.00

$3,203.58

$137.60

!137.60

FroELiTY AND Casualty
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[Dec. 31,

CITY TRUST, SAFE DEPOSIT, AND SURETY

COMPANY.
PHTT.AnELFHIA, PA.
Incorporated June

Charles M. Swain,

1886.

4,

Commenced

business June

James

President.

Cash Capital,

F.

4,

1886.

Lynd,

Secretary.

$500,000.00.

INCOME.
Preimums

collected during year

Deduct reinsurance,
premiums

abatement,

$245,827.34

rebate,

and

return
25,863.25

Net ca.sh actually received for premiums
Cash received for interest on:

$219,964.09

]Mortgage loans
Collateral loans

3,834.75

58,467.43

Bonds owned and dividends on stock
Other debts due the company

19,771.00
10,767.04

Rents

From

15,274.19
all

other sources

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

8,272.15

$336,350.65
21,

1900

3,103,817.08

Total

$3,440,167.73

DISBURSEMENTS.
Gross amount paid for claims
Deduct salvages and reinsurances

$84,603.85
28,909.18

Net paid policy-holders
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Salaries of officers and office emploj'ees
Taxes and fees
Legal expenses, $4,972.50; real estate expenses, $20,562.73
Advertising and printing
Losses on securities actually sold under cost
All other expenses
(Total miscellaneous expenses, $257,399.50.)
Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

31, 1901

$55,694.67
29,961.00
14,808.87

56,181.73

63,193.40
15,797.13

25,535.23
5,942.50

111.85
45,567.79

$313,094.17
$3,127,073.56

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS

PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS

Book

value of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first
Loans on collateral securities
Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

$533,383.92
61,700.00

liens)

1,428,506.59

437,707.00
117,474.05

326,766.79

All other assets

221.535.21

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$3,127,073.56

6TUER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

$1,343.00

Collateral loans

15,191.00

6,352.00

Other assets

600.00

book value
Due for reinsurance on losses paid and renewals
Net amount of outstanding premiums

Market value of

real estate over

Total assets as per books of the

company

119,966.08
6,718.88

11,065.48

$3,288,310.00

ITEMS >'0T ABiaTTED.
Furniture and fixtures

$7,567.68

Total admitted assets

$3,280,742.32

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims'
Total unearned premiums

$102,008.54
134,257.84

Dividends to stockholders unpaid
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Commissions and brokerage
Due for reinsurance
Due depositors with interest

Gross liabilities, except capital
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities

liabilities,

1,500.00

45.00
2,306,689.08

$2,545,539.46

$500,000.00
235,202.87

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

39.00
1,000.00

including capital and surplus

735,202.86
$3,280,742.32

Fidelity and Casualty
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risks

[Dec. 31,

and premiums.
Fidelity Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

$89,508.47

28,081,333.33

88,132.72

$54,731,178.58

$177,641.ia

26,549,445.25

87,870.42

$28,181,733.33

$89,770.77

87,500.00

400.00

$28,094,233.33

$89,310.77

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year
Deduct reinsured policies

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901....

Surety Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

In force at the end of the year

$177,048.68

44,114,229.24

162,848.97

$89,736,219.29

$339,897.65

43,774,087.58

153,751.74

$45,962,131.71

$186,145.91

1,952,217.10

13,437.78

$44,009,914.61

$172,708.13

policies

Net amount in force Dec.

31, 1901

Premiums.

$45,621,990.05

Deduct expirations and cancellations

Deduct reinsured

Prcmi^lms.

$26,049,845.25

MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value...
Amount loaned to officers and directors
Amount loaned to stockholders not officers

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

$126,828.39
160,000.00
91,169.15

125,799.15

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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CONTINENTAL CASUALTY COMPANY.
Hammond,
Incorporated November,

C.

1S97.

Ind.

Commeuced

business December, 1897.

H. BuxKER, President.

A. A. Smith, Secretary.

Cash Capital,

$300,000.00.

INCOME.
Premiums

collected during year:

Accident

$1,308,159.23

Plate glass

1,571.35

Total

Deduct reinsurance,
premiums:

$1,309,730.58

abatement,

rebate,

Accident

and

return

$249,302.68

Plate glass

1,250.54

Total deductions

250,553.22

Net cash actually received

for

premiums

$1,059,177.36

Cash received for interest on:

Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock
Other debts due the company
Profits on securities actually sold
Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

9,316.96
5,508.00

61.10

982.15
$1,075,045.57

31,

1900

341,183.31

Total

$1,416,228.88

DISBUESEMEXTS.
Gross amount paid for claims:
Accident

$509,177.93

Plate glass

2,229.22

Total

$511,407.15

Deduct salvages and reinsurances:
Accident
Plate

$3,400.00

glass

Total deductions

Net paid policy-holders
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents

3,400.00

$508,007.15
22.500.00

139,047.69

Fidelity and Casualty
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Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Medical examiners' fees
Salaries of officers and office emploj'ees

Taxes and
Rent

$165,649.91
3,918.93

71,698.96

fees

9,700.63

7,362.70

Legal expenses
Advertising and printing
All other expenses
(Total miscellaneous expenses, $458,468.85.)

5,573.08

13,449.64
19,567.32

Total disbursements during the vear

$966,476.00

Balance Dec.

$449,752.88

31,

1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER
Loans on mortgages

Book

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

of real estate (first liens)

$205,110.87

value of stocks and bonds

88,405.38

Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

6,685.68

48,620.99

Bills receivable

369.13

Agents' debit balances
All other assets

22,067.75
84,271.51

Total

Deduct ledger

$455,531.31
liabilities

5,778.43

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$449,752.88

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds
Market value of stocks and bonds over book value
Net amount of outstanding premiums

$5,667.85
124.83
2,834.62

419,376.75

Total assets as per books of the company
ITEilS
Agents' debit balances, unsecured
Furniture and fixtures

Total items not admitted

Total admitted assets

Is'OT

$877,756.93

ADMITTED.
$22,067.75
5,932.29

$28,000.04

$849,756.89

.

Insurance Companies.
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LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums

»

$48,800.94
398,098.13

Gross liabilities, except capital
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities

$446,899.07
$300,000.00
102,857.82

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

402,857.82

including capital and surplus

EISKS

.f

AND PKEMIUMS.
Accident Risk,s.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during- the year

Total
Deduct expirations and cancellations....

Net amount

$104,242.08

103,281,654.00

1,692,760.35

$106,099,504.00

$1,797,002.43

56,541,970.00

993.013.38

$49,557,534.00

$803,989.05

5,451,000.00

7,792.79

$44,106,534.00

$796,196.26

policiesi

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Plate Glass Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed durin"' the year

Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations

Net amount

Premiums.

$2,817,850.00

In force at the end of the year

Deduct reinsured

849,750. 89

Premiums.

$142,452.00

$5,294.27

$142,452.00

$5,294.27

142,452.00

5,294.27

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value.

BUSINESS IN
Risks written

Premiums

received

Losses paid
Losses incurred

NEW

HAMPSHIEE,

$554,658.01
.

.

215,800.00

1901.

$549,530.00
15,709.06
5,312.78
5.312.7S

Fidelity a>d Casualty
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[Dec. 31,

EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY ASSURANCE
CORPORATION.
(LBIITED.)

UNITED STATES BRANCH.
LoNDOX, England.
Commenced

business in the United States,

Deposit Capital,

1881.

$200,000.00.

INCOME.
Premiums

collected during year:

Fidelity

$58,516.44

Accident
Health
Employers'

225,814.30
11,746.30
1.612,109.20

liability

Total

?1,908,186.24

Deduct reinsurance,
premiums:

abatement,

rebate,

return

$12,021.03

Fidelity

Accident
Health
Employers'

and

49,534.71
2,785.31

243.916.99

liability

Total deductions

308,258.06

Net cash actually received for premiums
Cash received for interest on stocks and bonds

$1,599,928.18

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$1.6,39,007.21

,30,079.03

31, 1900

1,316..532.66

Total

$2,955,539.87

DISBURSEMENTS.
Gross amount paid for claims:
Fidelity

Accident
Health
Employers' liability
Total

$32,958.87
71,607.49
3,624.89

534,551.38

$642,742.63

Insurance Companies.
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Deduct salvages and reinsurances:
Fidelity

Accident
Health
Employers'

17-14.92

76.50

liability

•

10,211.13

Total deductions

$11,032.55

Net paid policy-holders
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling' expenses of agents
Inspections

399,798.30
12,121.82

20,572.94

Salaries of officers

and

office

employees

Taxes and fees
Rent

37,697.76
39,781.13
20,634.18

Legal expenses
Furniture and fixtures,
ing,

$031,710.08

147,724.82

advertising and print-

$2,021.52;

$21,953.61

23,975.13

Eemitted to head office
All other expenses

99,84^.35
13,570.52

(Total miscellaneous expenses, $672,430.67.)

Total disbursements during the year

$1,447,433.03

Balance Dec.

$1,508,106.84

31,

1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Market value of stocks and bonds
Cash in companj-'s office
Cash deposited in banks
Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$1,433,717.50
1,800.00

72,589.34

$1,508,106.84

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on stocks and bonds
Xet amount of outstanding premiums

Total assets as per books of the company

$10,876.25

248,987.77
$1,767,970.86

LLA.BILITIES.

Ket amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums
Commissions and brokerage
Gross

liabilities,

except capital

$398,955,00
734,759,64
3,753,37

$1,137,468.01

Fidelity and Casualty
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Deposit capital
Surplus beyond

$200,000.00
430,502.85

all liabilities

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

[Dec. 31,

liabilities,

$630,502.85

including capital and surplus.

KISKS

$1,767,970.86

AND PEEMIUMS.
Fidelity Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year.

Premiums.

$5,222,600.00

$23,211.55

13.154,545.00

58,464.64

$18,377,145.00

$81,676.19

Deduct expirations and cancellations

7. 660,770. 0^^

34,047.86

In force at the end of the year

$10,716,375.00

$47,628.33

13,500.00

60.00

$10,702,875.00

$47,568.33

Accident Risks.

$30,290,120.00

Premiums.
$134,622.75

52,021,210.00

231,205.38

$82,311,330.00

$365,828.18

43,058,635.00

191,371.71

$39,252,695.00

$174,456.42

2,437,215.00

10,832.06

$36,815,480.00

$163,624.36

Total

Deduct reinsured

Net amount

policies

in force Dec. 31, 1901.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations.
In force at the end of the year

Dedut reinsured
Net amount

policies
in force Dec. 31, 1901.

Health Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year.
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations.
In force at the end of the year.

Deduct reinsured

policies

Net amount in force Dec.

31, 1901.

Premiums.

$1,217,490.00

$5,411.06

3,113,790.00

13,839.07

$4,331,280.00

$19,250.13

1,642,210.00

7,298.73

$2,689,070.00

$11,951.41

143,690.00

638.62

$5,245,380.00

$11,312.79

Employers'
Liability Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Prcmiutns.

$252,131,525.00

$1,120,584.54

368,127,560.00

1,636,122.50

$620,259,085.00

$2,756,707.04

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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Deduct expirations and cancellations

$339,302,830.00

$1,508,012.58

In force at the end of the year
Deduct reinsured policies

$280,956,255.00

$1,248,694.46

382,200.00

1,698.66

$280,574,055.00

$1,246,995.80

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year
for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

Amounts deposited

Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Ohio
Virginia

BUSINESS IN

NEW

Liabilifics.

$166,250.00

$67,835.13

13,562.50

5,642.20

HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

$857,690.30

Fidelity and Casualty
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FIDELITY AND CASUALTY COMPANY.
New Yokk
Incorporated March

20,

1S76.

City.

Commenced

business

Robert

•George F. Seward, President.

Cash Capital,

J.

May

1,

1876.

Hillas, Secretary.

$250,000.00.

INCOME.
Premiums

collected during year:
Fidelity and surety

$309,410.19

Accident

1,688.602.36

275,431.49

Plate glass

Steam

371,028.19

boiler

Employers'
Burglary

1,804,062.02

liability

406,574.55

Total

$4,855,108.80

Deduct reinsurance, abatement,
premiums:
Fidelity and surety

rebate,

return

$.54,432.56

Accident

497,485.68

Plate glass

Steam

and

37,081.68

boiler

Employers'
Burglary

99,851.73

330,075.82

liability

67,665.73

Total deductions

1,086,593.20

Net cash actually received for premiums
Cash received for interest on:
Bonds owned and dividends on stock
Other debts due the comiiany
Rents
Profits on securities actually sold

$3,768,515.60

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$3,952,363.72
31,

114,971.75
1,176.79

64,149.58
.3,550.00

1900

3,158,101.23

Total

$7,110,464.95

DISBURSEMENTS.
Gross amount paid for claims:
Fidelity and surety
Accident
Plate glass

Steam

Total

529,989.00
106,908.79

boiler

Employers'
Burglary

$42,637.43

liability

30,642.46

767,609.32
120,265.01

$1,598,052.01

.

Insurance Companies.

1901.]

Deduct salvages and reinsurances:
Fidelity and surety

$13,398.23

Accident
Plate glass

Steam

34.000.42
16,178.48

boiler

Employers"
Burglary

259

1,745.54

liability

".

1,206.34

825.93

Total deductions

$07,414.94

Net paid policy-holders

Cash paid stockholders

$1,530,637.07

for interest or dividends

5fi,250.00

Conimi.ssions to ag-ents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agcnt.s
Inspections

984.934.74

Salaries of oflicers and ofHce employees

272,794.68

Taxes and
Kent

189,829.61
i:?l,G58.95

fees

7G,,']77.19

38,856.07

Legal expenses, $2,528.96; real estate expenses, $21,095.30
Furniture and fixtures, $6,726.74; advertising and print-

23,624.28

ing, $45,091.52

51,818.26

Losses on securities actually sold under cost
Expense of loss adjustments and defense of suits
All other expenses
(Total miscellaneous expenses, $1,898,598.36.)

4,907.22

245,447.89
(")2,435.36

Total disbursements during- the year

$3,674,683.32

Balance Dec.

••?.!.

31, 1901

435.7S 1.63

Invested in the following:

AS.SETS,

Book value
Book value

AS

I'EK

LEDGER ACCOLWT.S.

unincumbered
of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks
of real estate

Bills receivable

24,521.43

183,382.28
4,441.82

Agents' debit balances
All other items

11,360.28
3.9S3.95

Total

Deduct ledger

$567,818.73
2,669,696.78

$3,465,210.27
liabilities

29,428.64

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

OTHER

.$3,435,781.63

AS-SETS.

Interest due and accrued on stocks and bonds
Hents due and accrued

$2,731.91

672.06

Fidelity and Casualty
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Market value of stocks and bonds over book value
Net amount of outstanding premiums

$614,292.22

351,959.62
21,034.50

Reserve reinsurance deposit
Total assets as per books of the

company

$4,426,471.94

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents" debit balances, unsecured
Bills receivable,

$5,117.37
4,441.82

unsecured

$9,559.19

Total items not admitted

$4,416,912.75

Total admitted assets

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums
Contingent fund
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Gross liabilities, except capital
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities

liabilities,

1,080,157.90
1,330,157.90
."^4, 4

Accident Risks.

Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year

Net amount

10,912.75

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Deduct reinsured

34,270.82
$3,086,754.85

including capital and surplus

RISKS

250,000.00

$250,000.00

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

$^17,116.66
1,9S5,337.37

policies

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Premiums.

$317,857,380.32

$1,117,773.59

559,791,475.71

1,694,994.08

$877,648,856.03

$2,812,767.67

509,490,363.12

1,589,065.34

$368,158,492.91

$1,223,702.33

25,000.00

69.50

.$36S. 133,492.91

$1,223,632.83

Employers'
LiahiUti/ Ri^ks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year

Premiums.

$188,201,000.00

$1,221,844.11

231,687,500.00

1,806,980.05

$419,888,500.00

$3,028,824.10

218,217,500.00

1,692,658.41

$201,671,000.00

$1,336,165.75

Insurance Companies.

1901.]

DediK-t reinsured policies

Net amount in force

Dcf*.

:;i

i

nn

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during- the year

Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year

Deduct reinsured
Net aiMoiint

policies
in

for.

i«

Tloo. 31, 1001

2G1

$05,000.00

$2,004.91

$201.f)Of>.OOO.no

$1,334,100.84

Fidelity Itisk^.

Prrmiiims.

$65,r>34,000.17

$200,270.88

82,302,337.17

308,723.39

$147,896,946.34

$605,000.27

87,721,960.17

348,230.93

$00,174,986.17

$250,709.34

6.'.,000.00

232.50

$00,in<>,9S0.17

$250,530.84

Plate Ciluas Uisks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during- the year

Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year

Deduct reinsured
Net

•iin..i.nf

policies
in

force Dec. 31, 1901

$219,400.04

10,987,083.99

275,745.15

$20,250,834.53

$495,241.79

10,592,133.64

255,187.16

$0,05s.700.fi9

Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations....
Net amount in force Dec.

31, 1901

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year

Deduct reinsured

policies

Net amount in force Dec.

31, 1901

$240,054.03

2,910.80

99.13

$9,655,784.09

$239,955.50

Steam Boiler Rink».

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Prrmiuma.

$0.2o:{, 150.54

Premiuma.

$110,702,003.50

$310,743.44

98,974,001.37

372.531.34

$209,076,004.87

$892,274.78

93,693,018.50

350.000.21

$115,982,980.37

$542,214.57

Burglary Risks.

Premiums.

$40,523,504.48

$303,229.24

56,407,235.00

411,268.92

$96,930,799.48

$714,498.16

47,867,147.81

359,003.54

$49,063,051.07

$355,404.62

80,003.00

542.76

$48,983,048.67

$354,801.86

.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value.
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
.

$1,530,637.07

175,800.00

.

Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Ohio

$106,320.00

BUSINESS IN

Liahilitics.

$92,442.29

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Risks

Premiums

Losses

written.

received.

paid.

$1,997,025.00

$6,057.58

8729.35

$729.35

1,060,000.00

5,971.28

1,842.52

1,842.52

Burglary

60,100.00

441.31

5.57

5.57

Plate glass

49,246.00

1,225.18

442.59

442.5d

1,016,000.00

3,281.83

S4, 182,371.00

§16,977.18

82,020.03

$2,020.03

Accident

Employers'

Steam

liability.

boiler

FIDELITY

Losses
incurred.

AND DEPOSIT COMPANY.
Baltimore, Md.

Incorporated February,

1S90.

Commenced

business June

1,

1890.

Harry Nicodemus,

Edwi>' Waefiexd, President.

Cash Capital,

Secretary.

$2,000,000.00.

INCOME.
Premiums
Deduct

collected during year

reinsurance,

abatement,

$1,231,057.77

rebate,

and

return

premiums

Net cash actually received for premiums

24,998.96

$1,206,058.81

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
Cash received
Rents

From

all
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on bonds and stocks

inr interest

$145,363.43
38,035.89
79,328.51

other sources

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$1,468,786.64

'.

31,

4,283,941.71

1900

Increase of capital during 1901

1,200.000.00

$6,952,728.35

Total

DLSl'.UKSEMENT.S.
OroBB amount paid for claims
Deduct 6al vages and reinsurances

1491,461. Co

41,312.71

Net paid policy-holders
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents
Inspections and adjusting
Salaries of officers and ofTice employees
Taxes and fees
Rent
Legal expenses, $18,959.11; real estate expenses, $11,540.89
Furniture and fixtures, $2,370.81; advertising and printing, $18,275.47

$450,148.94
244,963.25

323,523.60
50,129.45
92,736.13
52,378.19
8,524.92

30,500.00

20,646.28

All other expenses

70,290.53

(Total miscellaneous expenses, $893,692.35.)

Total disbursements during the year

$1,343,841.29

Balance Dec.

.'?.-),f,08,8S7.06

31,

1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Book value of real estate unincumbered
Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's oflfice
Cash deposited in banks

$600,000.00
4,621,243.00
52,582.74

335,061.32

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

$5,608,887.06

OTHER ASSETS.
Net amount of outstanding premiums
Total assets as per books of the companj-

$S2,906.9O
$5,691,794.05

.
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LIABILITIES.

Net amount

of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums
.

$208,244.84
704,698.55

.

Gross liabilities, except capital
Paid-up capital
Surplus be3'ond all liabilities

$912,943.39
$2,000,000.00
2,778,850.06

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities, including-

RISKS

4,778,850.66

capital and surplus.

AND PREMimrS.
FidcUty Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

in force Dec. 31, 1901

$713,473.24

230,735,624.00

889,424.66

$405,344,533.00

$1,602,897,90

215,541,946.00

804,911.09

$lS!t.8n2,5S7.00

$797,986.81

Surety Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Premiums.

$87,192,374.00

$587,023.54

40,122,390.00

322,163.95

$127,314,264.00

$909,187.49

36,242,371.00

297,777.21

$91,072,393.00

$611,410.28

Deduct expirations and cancellations

Net amount

PremUans.

$174,608,909.00

Deduct expirations and cancellations

Net amount

$5,691,794.05

in force Dec. 31, 1901.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year
Companj's stock owned bj^ the directors, at par value....
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

Virginia

Ohio

Alabama
Cuba
Utah
Vermont
Great Britain

of Deposits.

Liatilities.

$39,250.00

$19,912.62

34,050.00

$374,242.65
539,600.00

1901.]

Insurance Companies.
business in

new hampshiee,

265
1901.
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Cash received for interest on stocks and bonds
Eeceived from home office
From all other sources
Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

[Dec. 31,
$2T.0S0.00

245,825.04
7,171.16

$1,288,038.19
31, 1900

631,627.12

Total

$1,919,665.31

DISBUESEMENTS.
Net paid

$599,097.30

polic.y-holders

Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Inspections

6,000.00

273,751.34
99.740.91

10,460.98

Salaries cf officers and office employees

Taxes and fees

1,500.00

23,704.17

Legal expenses
Advertising and printing

8,004.36

Eemitted to home office
All other expenses

10,945.37

1,241.45

5,577.02

(Total miscellaneous expenses, $429,.348.58.)

Total disbursements during the year

Balance December

$1,040,022.90
$S79.r,42.41

31, 1901

Invested in the follovdng:

ASSETS, AS PEE

Book value

of stocks

Cash in company's

LEDGEE ACCOUNTS.

and bonds

$634,391.67
230,488.75

office

Agents' debit balances

14,761.99

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$879,642.41

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on stocks and bonds
Market value of stocks and bonds over book value

Net amount of outstanding premiums
Total assets as per books of the

$8,338.00
7,934.08

170,053.95

company

$1,065,968.44

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums
All other liabilities

Gross

liabilities,

$295,654.55
408,764.25
6,270.00

except capital

$710,688.80

Insurance Companies.
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Deposit capital
Surplus bejond

$200,000.00
155,279.64

all liabilities

Surplus as regards
Total

267

ijol

icy-holders

liabilities, including' capital

EISKS

$355,279,64

and surplus

AND PKEMimiS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year

Deduct reinsured
Net amount

$1,065,968.44

policies

in force Dec. 31, 1901

....

Accident Risks.

Prerniums.

$18,507,500.00

$104,845.18

23,942,900.00

149,993.45

$42,450,400.00

$254,838.63

25,80r),750.00

182,930.01

$16,643,650.00

$71,908.62

1,802,250.00

1,997.02

$14,841,400.00

$69,911.60

Emploi/cra'

$62,625,000.00

Premiums.
$553,018.59

73,622,000.00

877,744.71

$136,247,000.00

$1,430,763.30

68,705,000.00

758,728.68

.$67,542,000.00

$672,034.62

Liability Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

$2,833,007.72

Premiums.
$49,327.09

3,968,255.80

87,686.77

$6,801,263.52

$137,013.86

3,194,529.46

58,698.17

$3,606,734.06

$78,315.69

13,858.81

395.05

$3,592,875.25

$77,920.64

Marine Risks.
$971,789.00

Premiums.
$52,793.52

10,160,333.00

55,381.55

Plate Glass Risks.

In force Dec.

31,

1900

Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the j-ear

Deduct reinsured

policies

Net amount in force Dec.

31,

1901

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

$11,132,122.00

$108,175.07

Deduct expirations and cancellations

10,175,893.00

96,629.77

In force at the end of the year

$956,229.00

?ll,.'i45.30

Tot-al

Fidelity and Casualty
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Deduct reinsured
Net amount

policies

in force Dec. 31. 1901

[Dec. 31,

$746,368.00

$.3,678.54

$200,801.00

$7,866.76

MISCELLANEOUS.
Lcsses incurred during- the year

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMrSHIRE,

$599,097.30
1901.

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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Cash received for interest on:
Bonds owned and dividends on stock.
Other debts due the comi)any
Profits

From

oji

$10,950.00

218.43

securities actually sold

961.03

other sources

all

1,843.75

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$270,030.52
31, 1900.

334,709.77

Total

$604,740.29

DISBURSEMENTS.
Gross amount paid for claims:
Accident
Employers' liability
Burglary

150,614.69
3,04S.91

19,105.22

Total

?72,768.S2

Deduct salvages and reinsurances:
Accident
Employers' liability
Burglary

S337.50

5.00

Total deductions

342.50

Net paid policy-holders

$72,426.32

Coniniissions to agents

GS.0G0.48

Medical examiners' fees
Salaries of otlicers

Taxes ami
Eent

and

2,840.86

office

employees.

23,952.89

fees

5,091.85

542.48

Legal expenses
Furniture and fixtures,

1,026.70
.$10.5.

l.'j;

advertising and

print-

ing. $,'),145.7S

5,340.93

All other expenses

13,979.00

(Total miscellaneous expenses, $120,835.19.)
Total disbursements during the year

$193,261.51

Balance Dec.

$411,478.78

31, 1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER
Loans on mortgages of real estate
Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash deposited in banks

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.
(first liens)

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance.

.$25,000.00

349,382.00
37,096.78

$411,478.78

.
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OTIIEU ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:
Mortgages
Stocks and bonds
Other assets
Net amount of outstanding premiums

$250.00
3,091.65

31.00

19,760.07

Total assets as per books of the company.

$434,011.50

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums
Contingent reserve
.

$22,295.21
99,182.97

.

5,000.00

Gross liabilities, except capital
Deposit capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities

$126,478.18
$250,000.00
58,133.32

308,133.32

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus.

RISKS

$434,611.50

AND PEEMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Accident Risks.

Premiums.

$56,281,875.00

$78,464.59

232,028,448.00

197,233.26

$288,310,323.00

$275,697.85

Deduct expirations and cancellations

166,607,832.00

163,822.82

In force at the end of the year

$121,702,491.00

$111,875.03

38,855,000.00

12,221.63

$82,847,491.00

$99,653.40

Deduct reinsured

policies

Net amount in force Dec.

31, 1901

Emploijcrs'

$110,000.00

Premiums.
$124.00

8,290,000.00

81,410.67

LiabiUty Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year.
Total

$8,400,000.00

$81,534.67

Deduct expirations and cancellations.

1,048,000.00

12,864:67

In force at the end of the j'ear...

$7,352,000.00

$68,670.00

10,000.00

25.00

$7,342,000.00

$68,645.00

Deduct reinsured

Net amount

policies

in force Dec. 31, 1901.

Insurance Companies.
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Burglary Risks.
$4,237,094.00

Premiums.
$36,477.70

5,023,311.00

39,706.49

Total
Deduct expirations and cancellations

$9,260,405.00

$76,184.19

5,725,475.00

46,994.43

In force at the end of the year
Deduct reinsured policies

$3,534,930.00

$29,189.76

80,000.00

324.63

$3,454,930.00

$28,865.13

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses Incurred during the jear

BUSINESS IN

NEW

$82,734.42

HAMPSIilEE,

1901.

Fidelity and Casualty
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Cash received for interest on:
Mort.yage loans

$93.00-

Bonds owned and dividends on stock

18,406.00

Other debts due the companj'
Kents
Profits on secui-ities actually sold
Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

1,410.94

816.24
1,842.00

$176,078.03
31, 1900

694,690.04

Total

$870,768.07

DISBUKSEMENTS.
Gross amount paid for claims
Deduct salvages and reinsurances

$39,947.47
7,211.10

Net paid policy-holders
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents

$32,736.37
4,020.20

18,460.16

Inspections

12,969.91

Salaries of officers

and

office

employees

32,873.47

Taxes and fees
Kent

5,267.79
6,667.49

Legal expenses
Advertising and printing
Remitted to home office
All other expenses

768.46
4,099.70
3,491.46

7,621.90

(Total uiiscellaneous expenses, $92,749.08.)

Total disbursements during the year

$128,976.91

Balance Dec.

$741,791.16

31,

1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first
Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

$29,642.23
liens)

All other items

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

1,000.00

645,158.50
1,538.13

62,296.48
2,155.80

$741,791.16

M
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OTHER ASSETS,
and bonds...
Market value of stocks and bonds over book value.
Net amount of outstanding ijremiunjs
Interest due and accrued on stocks

$2,855.0a
1,336.50
6,633.61

Total assets as per books of the company.
ITEilS

$752,616.^*

XOT ADMITTED.

Furniture and fixtures
Depreciation from cost of above ledger assets to bring
same to market value

$2,155.80

5,292.25

Total items not admitted

$7,448.05

Total admitted assets

$745,168.22

LIABILITIES.
Xet amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Continp-ent reserve

Gross

liabilities,

Deposit capital
Surplus bej-ond

89,319.09
1,003.34
5,000.00!

except capital

$144,673.54
$200,000.00
400,494.68

all liabilities

Surplus as regards policy holders
Total

$49,351.11

liabilities,

600,494.68;

including capital and surplus.

EISKS

AND

PEEMIIIMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the j-ear
Total

Fidelity RisJcs.

Premiums:

$42,251,631.00

$163,572.97-

58,330,786.00

186,706.77-

$100,582,417,00

$350,279.74

47,852,556,00

145,609.58;

$52,729,861,00

$204,670.16:

7,488,132.00

26,031.98:

$45,241,729,00

$178,638.18;

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year

Deduct reinsured

policies

Net amount in force Dec.

31,

$745,168.22^

1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value.
18

$28,685.

167,870.00
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Amounts deposited

for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Lialilities.

$17,070.00

$2,802.13

Virginia

NEW

BUSINESS IN

HAMPSHIEE,

1901.

Kisks written

Premiums

$237,100.00

received

6-16.99

HARTFORD STEAM BOILER INSPECTION AND
INSURANCE COMPANY.
HARTrOKD, COKK.
Incorporated June,
J.

186G.

Commenced business

M. Allex, Presidait.

October, 1866.

J, B.

Cash Capital,

Pierce, Secretary.

$500,000.00.

INCOME.
Premiums
Deduct

collected during year

reinsurance,

abatement,

?1,294, 592.20

rebate,

and

return

premiums

153,713.13

Net cash actually received for premiums

$1,140,879.07

Cash received for interest on:

Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock
Other debts due the companj^
Eents
Profits on securities actualh' sold

From

all

other sources

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

23,359.26
84,675.01

3,469.44
2,896.30

25,000.00
3,239.97

$1,285,679.05
31,

1900

Total

2,379,717.85

$3,665,396.90

DISBUESEMENTS.
Net paid policy-holders
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents

$111,449.56
80,000.00

292,602.22

Insurance Companies.
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$123,322.13

Inspections

423,818.03

Salaries of officers and office employees

52,887.50

Taxes and fees
Rent

25,645.52
4,833.33

•

Legal expenses, $1,434.80; real estate expenses, $1,344.66
Furniture and fixtures, $5,264.55; advertising and printing, $35,641.04

2,779.46

40,905.59

Losses on securities actually sold under cost
All other expenses
(Total miscellaneous expenses, $977,665.65.)

7,817.79
3,054.08

Total disbursements during the year

$1,169,115.21

Balance Dec.

$2,496,251.69

31,

1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Book value of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

$38,750.00
510,345.00
1,796,892.32
7,663.00

142,631.37

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$2,496,281.69

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on mortgages
Market value of stocks and bonds over book value
Net amount of outstanding premiums

Total assets as per books of the company

$14,742.34
132,222.68

237,479.73
$2,880,726.44

LIABILITIES.
Ket amoiTut

of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums

Gross liabilities, except capital
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities

$45,121.51
1,645,476.92

$1,690,598.43

$500,000.00
690,128.01

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

1,190,125.01

$2,880,726.44
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KISKS AND PREMIUMS.
Premiums.

Steam Boiler Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during

tlie

$324,845,444.00

$2,939,904.21

134,499,981.00

1,311,166.85

$459,345,425.00

$4,251,071.06

107,344,465.00

1,099,899.71

$352,000,900.00

$3,151,171.35

year

Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

$126,511.36
85,450.00

Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

HabllHies.

$31,500.00

$26,844.05

Virginia

BUSINESS IN

NEW

IIAMrSHIRE,

1901.

Risks written

Premiums

$1,052,959.00

received

11 ,629.44

Losses paid
Losses incurred

14,215.62

17,032.95

LAWYERS' SURETY COMPANY.
New York
Incorporated March

Joel

30,

1892.

City.

Commenced

business April

1,

1892.

Joel Rathbone,

B. Erhaj?dt. President.

Cash Capital,

Secretary.

$500,000.00.

INCOME.
Premiums
Deduct

collected during year

reinsurance,

abatement,

$99,592.33

rebate,

and

return

premiums

Net cash actually received for premiums

16,810.55

$82,781.78

Insurance Companies.
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Cash received for interest on:
$13.20

Mortpan-e loans

Bonds owned and dividends on stock
Other debts due the company

23,948.18

348.56

•.

Kents

From

353.50
all

3S0.25

other sources

Total income

Net or

$107,825.47
734,083.96

ledprer assets Dec. 31, 1900

$841,909.43

Total

DISBURSEMENTS.
Gross amount paid policy-holders
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Salaries of officers and office employees
Taxes and fees
Rent
Legal expenses, $3,672.97; real estate expenses, $289.92..
Furniture and fixtures, $622.39; advertising and printing, $3,101.43

12,500.00
1,738.95

6,769.09

40,248.24
2,176.17

6,400.00
3,962.89

3,723.82

Losses on securities actually sold under cost
All other expenses
(Total miscellaneous expenses, $84,690.15.)
Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

$7,380.46

31, 1901

1,600.00
5,570.99

$92,070.61

$749,838.82

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.
Book value of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first
Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

$8,200.00

liens)

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

440.00
716,191.72
1,130.15

23,876.95

$749,838.82

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds
Other assets

$15.40
3,480.62

110.37

.

.
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Eents due and accrued
Market value of stocks and bonds over book value.
Net amount of outstanding premiums
Total assets as per books of the

$39.00
22,242.68
8,145.85

company

$783,872.74

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums

$10,000.00
42,387.53

Dividends to stockholders unpaid
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Commissions and brokerage

Gross liabilities, except capital
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities

liabilities,

4,439.28

209.14
$69,535.95

$500,000.00
214,336.79

Surplus as regards policj'-holders
Total

12,500.00

714,336.79

including capital and surplus

$783,872.74

RISKS AND PREMIUMS.
Fidelity Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year...
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
Net amount in force Dec.

.

.

31, 1901...

$1,532,699.99

$8,096.65

$1,532,699.99

$8,096.65

93,000.00

203.83

$1,439,699.99

$7,892.82

Surety Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

in force Dec. 31, 1901.

Premiums.

$48,192,111.83

$78,161.98

59,976,471.83

92,124.61

$108,168,583.66

$170,286.59

54,077,049.83

93,404.34

$54,091,533.83

$76,882.25

Deduct expirations and cancellations
Net amount

Premiums,

MISCELLANEOUS.
t

Losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned bj' the directors, at par value.

BUSINESS IN
Risks written

Premiums

received

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

$7,380.46
.

.

126,100.00

1901.

$480,123.00
262.50
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LLOYDS PLATE GLASS INSURANCE COMPANY.
New York
Incorporated August,

1SS2.

City,

Commenced

business September,

1882.

Charles E. W. Chambers,

Wir.i.iA>r T. \VooDS, President.

Cash Capital,

Secretary.

$250,000.00.

INCOME.
Premiums
Deduct

collected during year

reinsurance,

abatement,

?448,459.49

rebate,

and

return

premiums

23,330.37

Net cash actually received for premiums..
Cash received for interest on stocks and bonds
Eents

.$425,129.12

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$449,044.99

10.589.70
13,326.17

31, 1000

569,891.56

Total

$1,018,936.55

DISBURSEMENTS.
Gross amount paid for claims
Deduct salvages and reinsurances

1214,052.39
16,172.99

Gross amount paid policy-holders
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling- expenses of agents
Salaries of ofiBcers and office employees
Taxes and fees
Rent
Legal expenses, $409.68; real estate expenses, $5,218.86...
Furniture and fixtures, $102.15; advertising and printing, $4,515.90

$197,879.40
25,000.00

135,276.25
2,252.19
50,381.59
16,402.59
2,302.96
5,628.54

4,618.05

Losses on securities actiially sold under cost
All other expenses
(Total miscellaneous expenses, $267,446.39.)

16,108.25

9,475.97

Total disbursements during the year

$465,325.79

Balance Dec.

$553,610.76

31,

1901
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^Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER
Book Talne
Book value

LEDGEE ACCOUNTS.

unincumbered
and bonds

$245,763.18

of real estate
of stocks

289,295.94

company's office
Casli deposited in banks

5,306.88

Casli in

13,244.76

Total net ledger assets, as per balance.

$553,610.76

OTHER ASSETS.

Market value of real estate over book value
Market value of stocks and bonds over book
Net amount of outstanding premiums

$19,236.82

value.

46,068.46
45,745.02

Total assets as per books of the company.

$664,661.06

LIABILITIES.

amount

of unpaid claims
unearned premiums
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses

232,454.39

except capital

$248,400.70

l^et

'Total

Gross

liabilities,

Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond

166,260.36

all liabilities

liabilities,

416,260.36

including capital and surplus.

EISKS

$664,661.06

AND PREMIUMS.
$18,327,590.00

Premiums.
$463,049.42

16,177,614.00

448,519.53

$34,505,204.00

$911,568.95

17,442,180.00

446,321.25

$17,063,024.00

$465,247.70

Plate Glass Risks.

Tn

force Dec. 31, 1900
"Written or renewed during the year

Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
Net amoimt

12,732.29

$250,000.00

Surplus as regards policj^-holders

Total

$3,214.02

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Xiosses incurred during the j'ear

Company's stock owned by the

$182,140.88

directors, at par value..

102,700.00
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Amounts deposited

for the exclusive protection of jDolicyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Talue
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Canada

$264,939.40

Liabilities.

$53,448.38

NEW HAMPSHIKE,

BUSINESS IX

1901.

Risks written

$99,399.15

Premiums received

1,900.98

Losses paid
Lossed incurred

470.23
491.29

LONDON GUARANTEE AND ACCIDENT COMPANY.
(LIMITED.)

maTED

STATES BEANCH.

LOXTDOX, Engla^'d.

Commenced business
Resident Manager, A.

in the

United States,

1892.

W. ^Mastebs, Chicago,

Deposit Capital,

El.

$200,000.00.

rXCOME.
Premiums

collected during year:

Accident
Employers'

$186,661.35

liability

901,982.54

Total

$1,088,643.89

Deduct reinsurance,
premiums:

abatement,

rebate,

Accident
Employers' liability
Total

and

return

$24,085.37
84,809.19

deductions

108,894.56

Net cash actually received for premiums
Cash received for interest on stocks and bonds
Other debts due the company
Total income

Net or

ledg-er assets Dec. 31,

Total

$979,749.33
35,910.33

567.59
$1,016,227.25

1900

1.022,477.72

$2,038,704.97
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DISBURSEMENTS.
Gross amount paid policy-holders

$502,762.85

Commissions to ag'ents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents

269,571.18
9,976.30

Inspections

7,390.62

Salaries of oiRcers

Taxes and fees
Eent
Legal expenses
Furniture and
ing,

and

office

employees

46,880.11

23,636.12
5,158.36

2,700.80
fixtures,

$403.70;

advertising and x^rint10,096.00

$9,692.24

Remitted to home office
All other expenses

46,866.95
19,185.08

(Total miscellaneous expenses, $394,594.57.)

Total disbursements during the j-ear

Balance Dec.

31,

$944,224.37

1901

$1,094,480.60

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Book value

of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

$997,953.63
1,226.97

95,300.00

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$1,094,480.60

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on stocks and bonds
Market value of stocks and bonds over book value

$10,147.55

Net amount of outstanding premiums

104,851.01

Total assets as per books of the company

22,339.05

$1,231,818.21

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums
Contingent reserves
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses

Due

for reinsurance

70,000.00
3,934.80

$786,829.45
$200,000.00
244,988.76

Surplus as regards policy-holders
liabilities,

410,728.36

666.29

Gross liabilities, except capital
Deposit capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities

Total

$301,500.00

including capital and surplus

444,988.76
$1,231,818.21
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risks

and premiums.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Accident Risks.

Premiums.

$14,069,300.00

$127,911.74

21,527,500.00

183,143.60

$35,596,800.00

$311,055.34

21,739,900.00

204,122.63

$13,856,900.00

$106,932.71

Deduct expirations and cancellations

Net amount in force Dec.

31,

1901

Employers'

LiaWity

In force Dec.
"Written or

31, 1900

89,477,500.00

900,867.93

$166,605,000.00

$1,536,471.66

86,662,500.00

824,549.44

$79,942,500.00

$711,922.22^

Deduct expirations and cancellations
Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Premiums.
$635,603.73

renewed during the year

Total

Risks.

$77,127,500.00

MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

$502,762.83
1901.
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MARYLAND CASUALTY COMPANY.
Bai-timore, 'Md.
Incorporated February

John

4,

Commenced

1S98.

business March

1898.

1,

William Edwakd Thomsen',

T. Sto>'e, President.

Cash Capital,

Secretary.

$750,000.00.

INCOME.
Premiums

collected during year:

Accident

?254,032.17
123,697.13

Plate glass

Steam

66,999.80

boiler

Employers' liability
Health
Automatic sprinkler

1,507,893.61

17,057.87
43,029.29

Total

Deduct reinsurance,
premiums:

$2,012,709.87

abatement,

rebate,

Accident
Plate glass

Steam

and

return

165,767.58
20,993.92

boiler

13,198.10

Employers' liability
Health
Automatic sprinkler

268,712.67
2,870.95

3,210.89

Total deductions

374,754.11

Net cash actually received for premiums
Cash received for interest on:

$1,637,955.76

Collateral loans

13,542.92

Bonds owned and dividends on stock
Other debts due the company

62,609.08
1,265.01

Profits on securities actuallj' sold

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

41,081.26
$1,756,454.03

31, 1900

2,023,964.53

Total

$3,780,418.56

DISBUKSEMENTS.
Gross amount paid for claims:
Accident
Plate glass

Steam

boiler

Employers' liability
Health
Automatic sprinkler
Total

?89,967.21
59,787.52
4,978.07

385,256.91
3,300.15

20,860.71

$564,150.57

Insurance Companies.
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of investigating

285

and adjusting claims:

Accident

$5,425.69

Plate glass

82.61

Steam boiler

356.15

Employers' liability
Health
Automatic sprinkler

200,266.51

102.00
•

615.21

Total deductions

$206,848.17

Paid policy-holders
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents

$770,998.74
75,029.75

450,922.18
108,951.98

Inspections

47,540.35

Salaries of officers and office employees

46,607.56

Taxes and fees
Rent
Furniture and fixtures,

57,913.63
4,582.83
$2,061.61;

advertising and print-

ing, $18,216.19

20,277.80

Losses on securities actually sold under cost
All other expenses
(Total miscellaneous expenses, $819,795.87.)

26.40
7,943.39

Total disbursements during the j-ear

$1,590,794.61

Balance Dec.

$2,189,623.95

31,

1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.
Loans on

collateral securities

Book value

of stocks

and bonds

Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

9,148.43

67,181.94

Bills receivable

3,147.04

Agents' debit balances
All other items

13,835.79

100,100.00

Total

Deduct ledger

$99,730.00
1,899,078.38

$2,192,221.58
liabilities

2,597.63

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$2,189,623.95

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Stocks and bonds
Collateral loans

$7,745.76

720.00
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Market value of stocks and bonds over book value
Net amount of outstanding iDremiums
Total assets as per books of the

$36,637.86
258,724.12

company

$2,493,451.69

ITEMS WOT ADMITTED.
Agents' debit balances, unsecured
Bills receivable, unsecured

$13,835.79
3,147.04

Furniture and fixtures

100.00

Total items not admitted

$17,082.83

Total admitted assets

$2,476,368.86

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums
Contingent reserve

$250,749.28
739,160.66
50,000.00

Gross liabilities, except capital
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities

$1,039,909.94

$750,000.00
686,458.92

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

$1,436,458.92

including capital and surplus

EISKS

AND PEEMIUMS.
$29,902,300.00

Premiums.
$144,113.36

101,868,800.00

249,902.49

$131,771,100.00

$394,015.85

93,260,300.00

235,310.86

$38,510,800.00

$158,704.99

1,197,250.00

4,366.97

$37,313,550.00

$154,338.02

Accident Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year

Deduct reinsured

Net amount

$2,476,368.86

policies

in force Dec. 31, 1901

TSmploycrs'

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year

,

LiaTiiliiy Risks.

Premiums.

$60,792,666.00

$974,255.66

71,301,332.00

1,511,664.27

$132,093,998.00

$2,485,919.93

69,757,832.00

1,420,485.35

$62,336,166.00

$1,065,434.58

IxsuEAXCE Companies.
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Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901
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$147,500.00

$10,508.40

$62,188,666.00

$1,054,926.18

Health Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

'.

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year

Deduct reinsured
Net amount

$2,363.50

6,189,625.00

21,341.74

$6,912,975.00

$23,705.24

2,260,225.00

6,179.49

$4,652,750.00

rL7,525.75
10.00

policies

in force Dec. 31, 1901

$4,652,750.00

Plate Glass Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year

Deduct reinsured

Net amount

policies

in force Dec. 31, 1901

In force Dec. 31, 1900
^Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year
Deduct reinsured policies

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901....

j-ear

Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

$17,515.75

Premiums.

$1,498,995.36

$84,412.59

1,954,777.97

126,890.51

$3,453,773.33

$211,303.10

1,786,489.46

103,168.36

$1,667,283.87

$108,134.74

1,250.00

81.40

$1,666,033.87

$108,053.34

Steam Boiler Risks,

Premiutns.

$30,330,300.00

$91,883.89

23,518,483.00

70,208.24

$53,848,783.00

$162,092.13

20,532,100.00

50.582.12

$33,316,683.00

$111,510.01

50,000.00

76.73

$33,266,683.00

$111,433.28

Sprinkler Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
W^ritten or renewed during the

Premiums.

$723,350.00

Premiums.

$2,731,250.00

$29,593.26

4,103,350.00

45,071.87

$6,834,600.00

$74,665.13

2,987,700.00

32,231.01

$3,846,900.00

$42,434.12
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value..
Amount loaned to officers and directors
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Yalue
State or Country.

Ohio
Virginia

BUSINESS IN

of Deposits.

LiaHlities.

$54,000.00

$39,892.87

36,937.50

4,613.58

NEW HAMPSHIEE,

1901.

$770,998.74
234,425.00
59,500.00
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Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans

$461.35

Collateral loans

73.6S

Bonds owned and dividends on stock
Other debts due the company

From

all

40,231.65
1,585.62

other sources

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

205.02
.$692,385.85

'.

31,

1900

1.463,969.13

Total

$2,156,354.98

DISBURSEMENTS.
Gross amount paid for claims
Deduct salvages and reinsurances

$232,844.07

57,083.56

Net paid policy-holders
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Salaries of officers and office emploj'ees
Taxes and fees
Rent
Legal expenses, $13,677.58; real estate expenses, $1,513.68
Advertising, printing, and stationery
Losses on securities actually sold under cost
All other expenses

$175,760.51
50,000.00

67.897.31

56,827.27

134,118.55
18,723.17
12,391.63

20,191.26

21,818.32

421.35
82,192.7S

(Total miscellaneous expenses. $464,581.59.)

Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

31, 1901

$640,342.10
$1,516,012.88;

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.
Book value of real estate unincumbered
Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks
Furniture and fixtures

$91,775.00
1,213,965.75

3,659.96

166,720.25
27,005.83

All other items

12,886.09

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$1,516,012.88

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on stocks and bonds

$7,554.16

Net amount of outstanding premiums

44,098.30

Total assets as per books of the company
19

$1,567,665.34
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ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Furniture and fixtures
Depreciation from cost of above ledger assets to bring
same to market value

Tax

bills

?27,005.83

21,476.25

142.07

,

Total items not admitted

$48,624.15

Total admitted assets

$1,519,041.19

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums
Contingent reserve

Due

$60,821.88

308.852.80
21,000.00

for reinsurance

Trust funds,

374.75
85,497.25

etc

Gross liabilities, except capital
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities

$476,546.68
$500,000.00
542,494.51

Surplus as regards policy-holders

Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

RISKS

Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year
Deduct reinsured policies
in force Dec. 31, 1901

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year

Deduct reinsured

Net amount

$1,519,041.19

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Net amount

1,042,494.51

policies

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Fidelity Risks.

Premiums.

$92,510,661.00

$398,943.22

128,261,550.00

456,723.15

$220,772,211.00

.$755,666.37

08,406,484.00

418,365.25

$122,365,727.00

$337,301.12

5,398,198.00

15,113.83

$116,967,529.00

$322,187.29

Surety Risks.

$86,558,776.00

Premiums.
$229,031.74

113,949,411.00

310,122.74

$200,508,187.00

$539,154.48

68,614,879.00

230,245.80

$131,893,308.00

$308,908.68

2,179,399.00

13,390.36

$129,713,^09.00

,$295,518.32

.
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miscellaneous.
Losses incurred during the j'ear
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value.
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
.

$193,040.25
195,200.00

.

Value
State or Country.

_

Alabama

of Deposits.

LiaMlities.

$52,180.00

$1,558.26

34,925.00

570.00

'.

Virginia

BUSINESS IN

NEW

HAMPSHIEE,

1901.

Hisks written

Premiums

$72,450.00

320.40

received

NEW AMSTERDAM CASUALTY COMPANY.
New York
Incorporated December

W.

F.

Moore,

31, 189S.

City.

Commenced

business January

Charles

President.

Cash Capital,

T.

31,

Hopper,

1899.

Secretary,

$314,400.00.

INCOME.
Premiums

collected during year:

Accident
Employers'
Burglary

$90,579.03

378,182.49

liability

72,008.13

Total

$540,769.65

Deduct reinsurance,
premiums:
Accident
Employers'
Burglary

abatement,

rebate,

and

return

$32,463.28

liability

138,287.45
20,879.29

Total deductions

Net cash actually received for premiums
Cash received for interest on:
Bonds owned and dividends on stock
Other debts due the company
Total income

Net or

ledo-er assets Dec. 31, 1900

Total

191,630.02

$349,139.63

8,532.19

6,858.87

$364,530.69
516.152.59

$880,683.28
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DISBURSEMENTS.
Gross amount paid for claims:
Accident
Employers' liability
Burglary

$23,703.37

105,528.96
42,358.71

$171,591.04

Total

Deduct salvages and reinsurances:
$812.77

Accident
Employers' liability
Burglary

2,682.58

3,495.35

Total deductions

Net paid policy-holders
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Inspections
Salaries of officers and office employees

$168,095.69
100,141.55
8,760.10
2,352.38
37,616.11

Taxes and fees
Eent

9,284.53

Legal expenses
Furniture and fixtures, $912.41; advertising and print-

2,263.99'

4,215.72

ing, $8,570.56

9,482.97

Losses on securities actually sold under cost
All other expenses
(Total miscellaneous expenses, $182,302.07.)

187.50
7,997.22

Total disbursements during the year

$350,397.76

Balance Dec.

$530,285.52

31, 1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Book

value of stocks and bonds
Cash in companj's office
Cash deposited in banks

Agents' debit balances
Furniture and fixtures

$433,7§7.50
13,201.61

73,499.86
6,344.28
3,452.27

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$530,285.52'

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Stocks and bonds
Other assets

$1,428.502 999.12
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Net amount of outstanding' premiums....
Commissions paid in advance to agents.

$48,033.96
4,603.45

Total assets as per books of the company.

$587,350.55

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents' debit balances, unsecured
Furniture and fixtures
Depreciation from cost of above ledger assets to bring
same to market value

?1, 967.21

3,452.27

.•

5,752.50

Total items not admitted

$11,171.98

Total admitted assets

$576,178.57

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums
Reserve for commissions paid to agents...
Due for reinsurance

$53,697.53
149,406.68
4,603.45

587.88

All other liabilities

1,850.00

Gross liabilities, except capital
Paid-up capital
Surplus bej'ond all liabilities

$210,145.54
$314,400.00
51,633.03

Surplus as regards policj'-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus.

RISKS

Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year..,
policies

Net amount in force Dec.

$576,178.57

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Deduct reinsured

366,033.03

31, 1901

Accident Risks.

Premiums.

$22,075,950.00

$48,884.03

48,171,350.00

91,580.17

$70,247,300.00

$140,464.20

42,375,250.00

85,411.34

$27,872,050.00

$55,052.86

683,000.00

1,777.07

$27,189,050.00

$53,275.79

Employers'

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

LiaMUty Risks.

Premiums.

$21,655,383.34

$248,728.33

42,229,750.00

357,665.13

$63,885,133.34

$606,393.46

.
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Deduct expirations and cancellations.

$32,940,466.34

$410,585.30

In force at the end of the year

$30,944,667.00

$195,808.16

75,000.00

287.50

$30,869,667.00

$195,520.6&

Burglary Risks.
$7,718,640.66

Premiums.
$69,569.73

8,218,855.66

67,515.6»

Deduct reinsured
Net amount

policies
in force Dec. 31, 1901

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year.
Total

$15,937,496.32

$137,085.41

Deduct expirations and cancellations

9,527,499.99

86,800.55

In force at the end of the year.

$6,409,996.33

$50,284.86

511,307,00

2,950.44

$5,898,689.33

$47,334.42

Losses incurred during the j^ear
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value.
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

$168,095.6^

Deduct reinsured

Net amount

policies

in force Dec. 31, 1901...

MISCELLANEOUS.

Value
State or Country.

BUSINESS IN

of Deposits.

NEW

Liabilities.

108,100.00

295
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PREFERRED ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY.
New Yobk
Incorporated March

PniNEAS

C.

LouNSBrRY,

3,

City.

Commenced

1S93.

business

Kimball

President.

Cash Capital,

C.

May

6,

1893.

Atwood,

Secretary.

$200,000.00.

INCOME.
Premiums

collected during year

Deduct reinsurance,
premiums

abatement,

$1,132,779.18

rebate,

and

return
5,288.76

Net cash actually received for premiums
Cash received for interest on stocks and bonds

$1,127,490.42

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$1,147,878.57
31,

1900

20.388.15

875,422.21

Total

$2,023,300.78

DISBURSEMENTS.
Gross amount paid policy-holders
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Medical examiners' fees and inspections
Salaries of officers and office emplo^-ees
Taxes and fees
Rent
Legal expenses
Furniture and fixtures, $1,922.92; advertising and printing,

$50,390.50

$463,305.87
12,000.00

354,875.62

42,867.25
23,008.25
76,875.50-

20,581.33

20,675.00
5,471.34

52,313.42-

All other expenses

40,864.20

(Total miscellaneous expenses, $649,531.91.)

Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

31,

1901

$1,112,837.78

$910,463.00

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER
Book

value of stocks and bonds

Cash in company's

office

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.
$669,531.24
9,218.71

.
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Cash deposited in banks

$150,345.43

Ag-ents' debit balances

81,367.63

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$910,463.00

OTHER, ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on stocks and bonds
Market value of stocks and bonds over book value
Net amount of outstanding premiums

Total assets as per books of the

$3,790.74
31,206.26

94,902.50

company

$1,040,362.50

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.

unsecured

$81,367.63

Total admitted assets

$958,994.87

Bills receivable,

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums

$86,650.00
481,860.69

Gross liabilities, except capital
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities

$568,510.69

$200,000.00
190,484.18

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

RISKS

$958,994.87

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations

Net amount

390,484.18

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Accident Risks.

Premiums.

$401,449,000.00

$801,049.24

580,750,000.00

1,141,854.18

$982,199,000.00

$1,942,903.42

569,523,000.00

1,117,149.32

$412,676,000.00

$825,754.10

MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value.

BUSINESS IN
Risks written

Premiums

received

Losses paid
Losses incurred

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

$471,955.87
.

.

200,000.00

1901.

$480,000.00
1,580.00

866.94

954.44
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STANDARD LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY.
Detroit, Michigan.
Incorporated

May

1884.

29,

Commenced

©. M. Ferry, President.

business August

Cash Capital,

1,

1884.

E. A. Leo>-ard, Secretary.

.

$250,000.00.

INCOME.
Premiums

collected during

Accident
Employers'
Health

year:
?884,9S2.02
516,821.41

liability

97,349.90

$1,499,153.33

Total

Deduct reinsurance,
premiums:
Accident
Employers'

abatement,

rebate,

and

return

$180,562.85
51,572.24

liability

Health

22,296.26

254,431.35

Total deductions

Net cash actually' received for premiums
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

$1,244,721.98

17,316.54
21,787.08

Other debts due the company'
Rents
Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

1,561.18

593.18
$1,285,979.96

955,571.92

31, 1900

Total

$2,241,551.88

DISBUESEMENTS.
'Gross

amount paid

Accident
Employers'
Health

for claims:
$296,707.93

183,596.72

liability

37,633.04

Total

$517,937.69

Deduct salvages and reinsurances:
Accident
Employers'

$2,254.23

liability

5.50

Health
Total deductions
ISTet

paid policy-holders

2,259.73

$515,677.96
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Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Medical examiners' fees and inspections
Salaries of officers and office employees
Taxes and fees
Kent
Legal expenses, $4,406.54; real estate expenses, $1,158.04
Furniture and fixtures, $759.37; advertising and printing, $13,135.49

$28,750.00
341,773.9&
45,607.60'

14,978.25
53,993.32

35,148.71
8,396.34

5,564.58

13,894.86

All other expenses

31,508.88

(Total miscellaneous expenses, $579,616.53.)

Total disbursements dui'ing the year

$1,095,294.49

Balance Dec.

$1, 146,257. 39>

31,

1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS

PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Book

value of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first
Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

$69,970.88

382,287.00

liens)

593,255.42^

176.00
99,924.22

Bills receivable

115.00

Agents' debit balances
All other items

352.76-

176.11

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$1,146, 257. 39i

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds
Other assets
Market value of stocks and bonds over book value
Net amount of outstanding premiums
Total assets as per books of the

$7,210.3a
6,057.71

252.73
17,049.5&
154,764.71

company

$1,331,592.45.

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents' debit balances, unsecured
Bills receivable, unsecured

Total items not admitted

Total admitted assets

$176.11
115.00

$291.11
$1,331,301.34
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LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Return premiums

Due

for reinsurance

Gross liabilities, exceptj capital
Paid-up capital
Surplus bej'ond all liabilities

$825,648.32
$250,000.00
255,653.02

Surplus as regards policj^-liolders

505,653.02

including capital and surplus

EISKS

$86,141,150.00

Premiums.
$596,000.40

154,488,350.00

848,443.33

$240,629,500.00

$l,444,443.7a

151,751,525.00

852,777.93

$88,877,975.00

$591,665.80

1,894,500.00

8,862.28

.$86,983,475.00

$582,803.52

Accident Risks.

j'ear

Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year

Net amount

$1,331,301.34

AND PEEMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the

Deduct reinsured

3,536.31

7,204.38

20,000.00

,

liabilities,

523,815.39

2,413.25

Contingent fund

Total

$268,678.99-

policies

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Employers'

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year

Deduct reinsured
Net amount

policies

in force Dec. 31, 1901.

Liabiliti/ Ri^ks.

Premiums.

$47,222,000.00

$361,572.31

00,032,500.00

513,425.56

$107,254,500.00

$874,997.87

55,087,000.00

480,946.05

$52,167,500.00

$394,051.82

472,500.00

1,846.9&

$51,695,000.00

$392,204.83

Health Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year.
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations.

Net amount in force Dec.

31, 1901.

Premiums.

$3,059,550.00

$55,396.78

6,081,000.00

101,336.97

$9,140,550.00

$156,733.7S

4,420,150.00

84,111.31

$4,720,400.00

$72,622.44

Fidelity and Casualty
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value..
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

Ohio
Virginia

BUSINESS IN

of Deposits.

LiaWlities.

$53,250.00

$85,253.91

12,700.00

8,463.66

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

$603,831.95
160,850.00

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
Deduct reinsurance,
premiums:
Accident
Employers'
Health

abatement,

rebate,

and

301

return

$41,305.88
90,993.24

liability

1,481.09

Total deductions

$133,780.21

Xet cash actuallj" received for premiums
Cash received for interest on:
Bonds owned and dividends on stock
Other debts due the companj-

From

$3,798,085.33:

236,143.75
35,869.37

794.63

other sources

all

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$4,070,893.08
31,

1900

5,387,888.61

Total

$9,458,781. 6ft

DISBUESEMENTS.
Gross amount paid for claims:
Accident
Employers' liability

$1,034,252.66

472,668.79
51,568.61

Healtli

Total

$1,558,490.06

Deduct salvages and reinsurances:
Accident
Employers' liability
Health

$8,676.34
7,613.18
67.57

Total deductions

16,357.09

Net paid polic\'-holders
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling exj)enses of agents
Medical examiners' fees
Salaries of officers and office employees
Taxes and fees
Rent
Legal expenses
Furniture and fixtures, $2,577.86; advertising and printing, $58,595.51

$1,542,132.97
150.000.00
1,060,273.73

100,882.74
76,195.61

131,155.72
78,820.36
27,080.06

2,690.97

61,173.37

Losses on securities actuallj- sold under cost
All other expenses
(Total miscellaneous expenses, $1,929,760.69.)

28,896.67

212,591.46

Total disbursements during the j-ear

$3,471,893.66

Balance Dec.

$5,986,888.03

31, 1901

Fidelity and Casualty
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Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PEE

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's o£&ce
Cash deposited in banks

$5,535,453.88
1,721.95

447,759.82

Agents' debit balances

1,952.38

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$5,986,888.03

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on stocks and bonds
Market value of stocks and bonds over cost

Total assets as per books of the

$48,355.69
073,565.14

company

$6,708,808.86

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents' debit balances, unsecured

$1,952.38

Total admitted assets

$6,706,850.48

LIABILITIES.

Net amount

of

unpaid claims

$909,292.46

Total unearned premiums
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Special reserve

$3,056,510.36
$1,000,000.00
2,650,346.12

Surplus as regards policy-holders
liabilities,

3,650,346.12

including caj^ital and surplus

EISKS

Accident Risks.

Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year

Net amount

$6,706,856.48

AND PEEMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year

Deduct reinsured

85,000.00

350,000.00

Gross liabilities, except capital
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities

Total

1,712,217.90

policies

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Premiums.

$283,273,854.00

$1,466,503.37

521,992,801.00

2,275,807.32

$805,266,655.00

$3,742,310.69

516,312,615.00

2,239,173.30

$288,954,040.00

$1,503,137.39

1,843,166.00

7,768.99

$287,110,874.00

$1,495,368.40

.

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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Emploi/crs'

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and

LialiUty Risks.

Premiums.

$106,458,833.00

$945,372.27

151,502,333.00

1,551,578.30

P257,961,166.00

$2,496,950.57

131,987,833.00

1,438,700.99

$125,973,333.00

$1,058,249.58

cancellations.

Total

:

Ucalth Risks.

Premiums.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year.

$3,617,380.00

$59,724.74

6,304,350.00

104,479.92

Total
X)educt expirations and cancellations.

$9,921,730.00

$164,204.66

4,794,021.00

80,075.33

$5,127,709.00

$84,129.33

Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Xosses incurred during the

j'ear

Company's stock owned by the
Amount loaned to officers and

$1,761,206.11

directors, at par value.

.

.

directors

94,500.00
7,000.00

Amount loaned to
Amounts deposited

stockholders not officers
for the exclusive protection of policj-holders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:

18,175.00

Yalue
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Ohio

BUSINESS IN

Accident

Employers'

Health

Liabilities.

$51,000.00 $109,661.14

NEW

1901.

Risks

Premiums

Losses

Losses

written.

received.

paid.

incurred.

$10,403.88

$1,210.33

$1,210.32

5,141.91

192.25

192.25

287.25

64.28

64.28

$15,833.04

$1,466.86

$1,466.86

,853,700.00
liability.

HA^fPSHIRE,

785,000.00

,

I

18,135.00
i

$3,656,835.00

'
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UNION CASUALTY AND SURETY COMPANY.
St. Louis,
Incorporated December

Edward

29,

1892.

Mo.

Commenced

business April

Le Grand

Cluff, President.

Cash Capital,

L.

18,

Atwood,

1893.

Secretary^

$250,000.00.

INCOME.
collected during year:

Premiums

$274,430.07

Accident

174,368.61

Plate glass

Employers'
Health

21,610.70

liability

60,112.35

$530,521.73

Total

Deduct reinsurance,
premiums:

abatement,

rebate,

and

Accident

$67,324.43

30,118.58

Plate glass

Employers'
Health

return

14,992.48

liability

15,393.38

Total deductions

127,828.87

Net cash actually received for premiums
Cash received for interest on:

$402,692.86>

Mortgag-e loans

4,878. 9t

Bonds owned and dividends on stock

8,260.85

Profits

on securities actually sold

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

3,500.00'

$419,332.62^
31,

1900

433,360.91

Total

$852,693. 5a

DISBUKSEMENTS.
Net amount paid

for claims:

Accident

$70,058.69

Plate glass

Employers'
Health

56,780.96

liability

Net paid policy-holders
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Salaries of officers and office employees
Taxes and fees
Eent

58,731.39

14,023.74

$199,594.78
106,010.54

19,725.90
33,073.92
13,160.34

4,075.93

Insurance Companies.

1901.]
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Legal expenses
Furniture and fixtures, $1,481.71; advertising and print-

$3,257.58

10,919.48

ing, $9,437.77

All other expenses

16,132.21

(Total miscellaneous expenses, $206,355.90.)

Total disbursements during the

Balance Dec.

$405,950.68

T*-ear

$446,742.85

31, 1901

Invested in the folloAving:

ASSETS, AS

PER LEDGEE ACCOUNTS.

Loans on mortgages of real estate
Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's otfice
Cash deposited in banks

(first liens)

$86,250.00
277,500.00

645.82
9,956.20

780.69

Bills receivable

Agents' debit balances

71.610.14

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$446,742.85

OTHER, ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds
Market value of stocks and bonds over book value
Net amount of outstanding premiums

$2,260.03

91.23
8,750.00

112,930.24

Total assets as per books of the companj'

$570,774.35

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents' debit balances, unsecured
Bills receivable, unsecured

$45,000.00

780.69

Total items not admitted

$45,780.69

Total admitted assets

$524,993.6&

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid- claims
Total unearned premiums
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Gross liabilities, except capital
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities

20

liabilities,

2,605.00

$178,016.44
$250,000.00

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

$32,100.00
143,311.44

including capital and surplus

96,977.22

346,977.22
$524,993.66
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eisks

and pkemiums.
Accident Risks.

Premiums,

$17,078,175.00

$75,423.58

57,033,634.00

310,610.05

$74,111,809.00

$386,033.63

52,881.069.00

283,414.05

$21,230,740.00

$102,619.58

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations....
Net amount in force Dec.

[Dec. 31,

31,

1901

Health Risks.

Premiums.

$2,805,550.00

$13,579.90

14,956,110.00

78,465.17

$17,761,660.00

$92,045.07

5,624,695.00

45,489.75

$12,136,965.00

$46,555.32

Plate Glass Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during

Premiums.

$3,746,856.00

$95,080.28

6,130,677.00

190,302.19

$9,877,533.00

$285,382.47

4,700,127.00

147,934.49

$5,177,406.00

$137,447.98

Losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value..

$199,594.78

tlie .year

Total

Deduct

exj)irations

Net amount

and cancellations....

in force Dec. 31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.

BUSINESS IN

NEW

HAMPSHIEE,

1901.

248,400.00

Instjeakce Companies.

1901.]
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UNITED STATES CASUALTY COMPANY.
jSTew

Incorporated

James W. Hinkley,

May

2,

1S95.

Yokk C^y.
Commenced business May

Edson

President.

Cash Capital,

S.

3,

1895.

Lott, Secretary.

$300,000.00.

EVCOME.
Premiums

collected during year:

Accident

Steam

$535,763.51
55,585.18

boiler

Employers' liability
Automatic sprinkler

492,840.80
25,709.45

Total

Deduct reinsurance,
premiums:

$1,109,898.94

abatement,

rebate,

Accident

Steam

and

return

?133, 046.40

boiler

16,268.99

Employers' liability
Automatic sprinkler

119,428.98
7,032.61

Total deductions

275,776.98

Net cash actually received for premiums
Cash received for interest on stocks and bonds
Profits on securities actualh' sold

$834,121.96
35,733.58
6,212.69

Total income

Net or

$376,068.23

lede-er assets Dec. 31. 1900

1.0S5.296.33

Total

$1,961,364.56

DISBUESEMEXTS.
Gross amount paid for claims:
Accident

Steam

|130,254.S6

boiler

1,375.42

Employers' liability
Automatic sprinkler

182,250.91
9,175.24

Total

$323,056.43

Deduct salvages and reinsurances:
Accident

Steam

$958.30

boiler

Employers' liability
Automatic sprinkler
Total deductions

Net paid policy-holders

681.40
13,939.72

15,579.42

$307,477.01

Fidelity and Casualty
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$232,S47.7(>

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents

Taxes and
Eent

and

15,711.70

employees

79,893.74
14,414.86

fees

9,122.50

Legal expenses
Furniture and fixtures,
ing,

office

28,715.37

•

Inspections
Salaries of officers

[Dec. 31»

3,170.70
$1,690.80;

advertising and print18,855.18

$17,164.38

All other expenses

26,493.50

(Total miscellaneous expenses, $429,225.31.)

Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

31,

$736,702.32

1901

$1,224,662.24

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first
Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

Book value

$5,000.00

liens)

Agents' debit balances

5,000.00

1,129,564.46

19,058.10
65.456.61

583.07

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$1,224,662.24

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on stocks and bonds

$7,941.57

Net amount of outstanding premiums

60,151.35

Total assets as per books of the

company

$1,292,755.16

ITEMS KOT ADMITTED.
Agents' debit balances, unsecured
Total admitted assets

$583.07
$1,292,172.09

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums
Contingent reserve

Due

for reinsurance

liabilities,

383,377.61
41,544.62
2,139.12

All other liabilities

Gross

$97,828.00

2.282.74

except capital

$527,172.09

Insuka>'ce Companies.

1901.]
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond

$300,000.00
465,000.00

all liabilities

Surplus as regards policj'-holders
Total

309

liabilities,

including capital and surplus

EISKS

$1,292,172.09

AND PREMIUMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
Net amount

$705,000.00

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Accident Risks.

Premiums.

$172,599,900.00

$305,432.21

525,663,030.00

539,488.40

$698,262,930.00

$844,920.61

410,943,380.00

527,024.71

$287,319,550.00

$317,895.90

Employers'

In force Dec, 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
In force at the end of the year

Deduct reinsured
Net amount

policies

in force Dec. 31, 1901

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
Net amount in force Dec.

31, 1901

Liability Risks.

Premiums.

$61,050,000.00

$321,457.11

85,201..500.00

492,196.51

$146,251,500.00

$813,653.62

79,285,000.00

456,996.12

$66,966,500.00

$356,657.50

185,000.00

1,819.95

$66,781,500.00

$354,837.55

Steam Boiler Risks.

Premiums.

$11,829,500.00

$53,659.11

13,165,000.00

55,599.89

$24,994,500.00

$109,259.00

11,111,500.00

43,423.79

$13,883,000.00

$65,835.21

Sprinkler Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Premiums.

$1,576,115.00

$18,560.26

2,291,135.00

26,050.66

$3,867,250.00

$44,610.92

2,136,915.00

25,142.01

$1,730,335.00

$19,468.91
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value..
Amounts deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follovi^s, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

Virginia

BUSINESS IN

of Deposits.

Liabilities.

$15,000.00

$2,903.50

NEW HAMPSHIEE,

1901.

$242,657.62
161,500.00

1901.]

Insurance Companies.

»

Deduct reinsurance, abatement,
premiums:
Fidelity and surety
Burglary

rebate,

and

311

return

$195,788.69
22,781.26

$218,569.95

Total deductions

Net cash actually received for premiums
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans

$1,225,383.78

99.88

Collateral loans

26,939.21

Bonds owned and dividends on stock
Other debts due the company

29,022.87

857.75
599.27

Rents

From

17,348.24

other sources

all

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$1,300,251.00
2,041,372.97

31, 1900

$3,341,623.97

Xotal

DISBURSEMENTS.
Gross amount paid for claims:
Fidelity and surety
Burglary
Total
salvages and reinsurances:
Fidelity and surety

$264,676.21
37,181.67

$301,857.88

D^uct

$63,540.56

602.94

Burglary
Total deductions

64,143.50

Net paid policy-holders
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents

$237,714.38
90,000.00

306,015.68
113,499.75

Inspections

12,348.82

Salaries of officers and office employees

94,993.02

Taxes and fees
Rent

43.715.81

Legal expenses
Furniture and fixtures, $4,881.67; advertising and print-

22,854.69

14,718.50

49,923.68

ing, $45,042.01

Losses on securities actually sold under cost
All other expenses
(Total miscellaneous expenses, $813,916.20.)

8,066.10

57,780.15

Total disbursements during the year

$1,051,630.58

Balance Dec.

$2,289,993.39

31,

1901

.
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Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PEE

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first
Loans on collateral securities
Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

Book value

$135,466.47
liens)

6,000.00

655,744.00
1,128,992.85

14,186.31

384,886.56

All other assets

69,158.56

Total

$2,394,434.75

Deduct cash deposited as

collateral for security of risks.

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

104,441.36
$2,289,993.39

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

$4.00

16,067.88

Collateral loans

7,672.85

Market value of stocks and bonds over book value
Net amount of outstanding premiums
Total assets as per books of the

21,743.25

172,208.07

company

$2,507,689.44

LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums

$75,072.43
656,794.60

Gross liabilities, except capital
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities

$731,867.03
$1,500,000.00

275,822.41

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Total

liabilities,

1,775,822.41

including capital and surplus

EISKS

$2,507,689.44

AND PREMIUMS.
Fidelity

and

Surety Risks.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations
Net amount

in force Dec. 31, 1901

Premiums.

$253,959,208.64

$900,852.73

334,365,520.18

1,280,035.60

$588,324,728.82

$2,180,888.33

261,665,557.54

1,010,286.94

$326,659,171.28

$1,170,601.39

.

Insurance Companies.
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Burglary Risks.
$2,388,647.96

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the j-ear
Total

Premiums.
$21,864.45

19,066,068.59

165,958.20

$21,454,716.55

$187,822.65

Deduct expirations and cancellations

4,815,262.61

43,389.65

In force at the end of the year..

$16,639,453.94

$144,433.00

391,750.00

1,445.21

$16,247,703.94

$142,987.79

Deduct reinsured

policies

Net amount in force Dec.

31, 1901

MISCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year

Company's stock owned by the

$282,515.49

directors, at par value.

.

376,800.00

.

Amounts

deposited for the exclusive protection of policyholders in other states or countries, as follows, viz.:
Value
State or Country.

of Deposits.

Virginia

$20,125.00

LiaMlities.

$26,061.83

Ohio

32,455.00

77,893.55

Alabama
Utah

54,200.00

26,977.10

25,000.00

2,309.98

BUSINESS IN

NEW

HAMPSHIRE,

1901.

Fidelity and suretj- risks written

Premiums

$1,122,550.00

received

3,181.65

Losses paid
Losses incurred

192.79
192.79

UNITED STATES HEALTH AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE COMPANY.
SaGZXAW,
Incorporated December

J. B.

27,

1900.

illCH.

Commenced

business January

29,

Vincent D. Cliff,

Pitcher, President.

Cash Capital,

1901.

Secretary.

$200,000.00.

INCOME.
Premiums
Deduct

collected during year

reinsurance,

abatement,

$408,570.15

rebate,

and

return

premiums

Net cash actually received for premiums

121.63

$408,448.52
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Cash received for interest on:
$325.27

Mortgag-e loans

Bonds owned and dividends on stock

4,019.50

Other debts due the company
all other sources

2,036.02

15.90

From

Total income
Net ledger assets Dec.

$414,845.21
31,

1900

200,000.00

Total

$614,845.21

DISBUKSEMENTS.
Gross amount paid for claims
Deduct salvages and reinsurances

$224,326.02
59.34

Net paid policy-holders

$224,266.68

Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Medical examiners' fees
Salaries of officers and office employees
Taxes and fees

Eent

39,678.93
32.75

21,877.36
2,188.71

2,174.93

Legal expenses
Furniture and fixtures, $1,420.32; advertising and printing,

16,000.00

27,510.08

674.51

7,046.62

$5,626.30

All other expenses

9,918.19

(Total miscellaneous expenses, $127,102.08.)

Total disbursements during the year

$351,368.76

Balance Dec.

$263,476.45

31,

1901

Invested in the folloviing:

ASSETS, AS PEE
Loans on mortgages of real estate
Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.
(first liens)

Total net ledger assets, as per balance

$10,270.00

211,492.38
210.27
41,503.80

$263,476.45

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on mortgages

Market value of stocks and bonds over book value
Net amount of outstanding premiums
All other assets

Total assets as per books of the company

$248.00
5,507.62

9,197.27

614.93

$279,044.27

Insurance Companies.
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LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid claims
Total unearned premiums
Dividends to stockholders unpaid
Due and accrued for salaries, rent, and incidental expenses
Commissions and brokerage
:

Due

for reinsurance

8,000.00

500.00
4,000.00

$32,314.18

$200,000.00
46,730.09

Surplus as regards policy-holders
liabilities,

8,538.10

115.91

Gross liabilities, except capital
Paid-up capital
Surplus beyond all liabilities

Total

$11,160.17

246,730.09

including capital and surplus

RISKS

AND

PEEMIIIMS.

In force Dec. 31, 1900
Written or renewed during the year
Total

Deduct expirations and cancellations

Net amount in force Dec.

31,

$279,044.27

Accident RisJiS.

Premiums.

$115,026,150.00

$418,348.37

$115,026,150.00

$418,348.37

113,684,800.00

402,775.02

$1,341,350.00

$15,573.35

1901

I^nSCELLANEOUS.
Losses incurred during the year
Company's stock owned by the directors, at par value

BUSINESS IN
Risks written

Premiums

received

Losses paid
Losses incurred

NEW

HAMPSHIRE,

$225,356.42
151,150.00

1901.

$336,400.00
13,112.10
6,890.34
6,890.34

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES
OF OTHER STATES.
Detailed Statements of Assets and LiABrLiTiEs, with Abstracts
OF

Ajs^^^TTAii

Statements, showing their Stai^ding and

Condition on the 31st

Day

of December,

1901.

Life Insueance Companies
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LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Hartfokd, Conn.
Commenced

Incorporated, 1820.

Morgan

Joel

G. Btjxkeley, President.

Cash Capital,

business, 1850.

L.

English, Secretary.

$1,750,000.00,

INCOME.
Eeceived for premiums on new policies
Received for renewal premiums
Dividends applied to pay running premiums
Dividends applied to j)urcliase paid-up additions and
annuities

5,883,901.58

639,656.29

1,147.51

Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance

and annuities

5,711.74

214,234.93

Total

$7,898,762.50

Deduct amount paid

for reinsurance

8,966.90

Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

Premium

$1,154,110.45

$7,889,795.60

1,369,332.36

801.573.37

notes, loans, or liens

189,106.55

Other debts due the company
Discount on claims paid in advance
Kents for use of companj^'s property
Profits on sales of real estate and securities.
Total income,

Premium income,

life

87,027.89
2,033.93

37,023.46

203,780.78

department

$10,579,673.94

accident department

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

1,329,977.66

$11,909,651.60
31, 1900.

52,862,693.13

Total

$64,772,344.73

DISBUESEMENTS.
Cash paid for losses
Cash paid for matured endowments
Claims on installment policies

Net amount paid for

losses

$2,633,085.10
1,567,002.04
6,959.09

and endowments.

$4,207,046.23

or Other States.

1901.]
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Cash dividends paid policy-holders
Cash dividends applied to paj' running- premiums
Cash dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions
-and annuities

$251,336.74
639,656.29

1,147.51

Surrender values paid in cash
Surrender values applied to pay running- premiums
Sun-ender values aj)plied to purchase* paid-up insurance

and annuities

151,592.31
5,711.74

214.234.93

(Total paid policy-holders, $5,470,725.75.)
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends

175,000.00

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents

959,372.17
35,539.01

Medical examiners' fees
Salaries of

oflEicers

Taxes and
Eent

fees

and

office

84,007.17

employees

195,559.12
221.09S.52
36,039.49

Heal estate expenses
Furniture and fixtures,

31,783.36
$4,471.67;

legal

expenses,
18,234.40

$13,762.73

Advertising, printing, and postage

73,473.15

All other items

77,526.48

Total disbursements, life department
Total disbursements, accident department
Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

31,

1901

$7,378,378.62
1,233,111.89

$8,611,490.51

$56,160,854.22

Invested in the folloxving:

ASSETS, AS PEE

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered

Loans on mortgagees of real estate (first liens)
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on comj^any's policies as collateral
Premium notes, loans, or liens on policies in force
Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited

in

banks

$594,228.55
23,828,752.84

890,442.72
2,103,685.00

417,911.39
20,549,238.42

136,634.18
7,585,657.94

Bills receivable

37,782.81

Agents' ledger balances

39,138.83

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance
agents' credit balances and all other ledger

'$56,183,472.68

Deduct

liabilities

Total net or leds-er assets

22,618.46

$56,160,854.22

Life Insurance Companies
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OTHEE, ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

$347,844.77

142,221.45

Collateral loans

Premium

7,517.94

notes, loans, or liens

189,390.83

Other assets
Rents due and accrued

Market value

of stocks

601.38
2,486.58

and bonds over

cost

2,124,982.72

New
Premiums due and unreported on

Business.

Renewals.

$111,412.59

$352,155.41

43,618.17

305,316.38

$155,030.76

$657,471.79

85,266.92

36,160.95

$69,763.84

$621,310.84

policies

in force

Deferred premiums on policies in force
Total

Deduct cost

of collection

Net amount of uncollected and deferred premiums
Total assets as per books of the

company

691,074.68
$59,666,974.57

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents' balances
Bills receivable

$39,138.83
37,782.81

Total items not admitted

$76,921.64

Total admitted assets

$59,590,052.93

LIABILITIES.
Net present value

of all outstanding policies, computed according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality,
with 4 per cent interest
Deduct net value of reinsured risks

$49,831,284.00
50,655.00

Net reinsurance reserve
Present value of unpaid installments
Premium notes on policies in excess of net value
Commissions due agents on premium notes
Matured endowments due and unpaid
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received

Total policy claims

$49,780,629.00
70,971.00

642.18
1,669.73
$58,112.00
98,320.00

23,679.00
42,569.00

222,680.00

.

OF Other States.
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of surplus due polic^'-holders

$798,610.16

1901.]

Unpaid dividends

Premiums paid in advance
Due and accrued for salaries,

18,023.65

rents, etc

10,000.00

Contingent surrender values

7,767.00

Special reserve

2,016,345.00

Total liabilities, life department^
Total liabilities, accident department

$52,927,337.72
578,234.11

Liabilities as to polic^'-holders

$53,505,571.83

Paid-up capital
Surplus over capital

$1,750,000.00
4,334,481.10

Surplus as regards policj'-holders

Gross

6,084,481.10

$59,590,052.93

liabilities

PEEMIUM NOTE ACCOUNT.
Premium
Premium

notes, loans, or liens on

hand Dec.

31, 1900.

.

$461,213.15

notes, loans, or liens received during year.

31,072.06

Total
Deductions during the year, as follows: Notes, loans, or
liens used in:
Payment of losses and claims
$32,372.77
Purchase of surrendered policies

Payment of dividends
Redeemed by maker

5,653.21

to policy-holders
in

$492,285.21

15,037.26

cash

21,310.58

Total reduction

74,373.82

Balance of note assets Dec.

31, 1901

$417,911.39

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES A3fD ADDITIONS IN FORCE DEC.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

NEW
Whole

31, 1900.

Numler.

Amount.

40,145

$62,721,699.00

62,355

107,463,569.00

9,960

22,407,548.00

POLICIES ISSUED DUEING THE YLAJ?.
life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

3,960

6,609,804.00

8,895

16,423,199.00

756

1,549,270.00

OLD POLICIES REVIVED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies
21

10

53,451.00

27

138,502.00

10

26,800.00

.
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OLD POLICIES INCBEASED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

.

policies

All other policies

.

15

OF

1901.]

Other States.
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CONNECTICUT GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY.
Haktford, Coxn.
Incorporated June,

Commenced

Egbert W. Huntington,

1865.

Jr., President.

Cash Capital,

business October,

1865.

James A. Turnbuix,

Secretary.

$150,000.00.

INCOME.
Received for premiums on new policies
Received for renewal premiums
Dividends aj)plied to pay running premiums
Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions and

and annuities

13,980.72

1,381.58

8,565.44

Total

$628,214.89

Deduct amount paid for reinsurance

11,373.99

Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

Premium

$616,840.90

114,107.09
30,364.10

notes, loans, or liens

13,760.72

Other debts due the company
Discount on claims paid in advance
Rents for use of compan3''s proxDcrty
Profits on sales of real estate and securities

IS'et

498,117.78

895.80

annuities

Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance

Prom

$105,273.57

5,387.14

47.79
7,189.89

13.346.84

other sources

Total income
or ledger assets Dec.

998.68

$803,043.15
31, 1900

Total

3,680,079.14

$4,482,122.29

,

DISBURSEMEXTS.
Cash paid
Casli

paid

for losses
for

$139,455.00

matured endowments

49,499.00

Gross amount paid for losses and endowments.
Received for losses or claims on policies reinsured..
.

Net amount paid for

losses

and endowments

$188,954.00
5,465.00

$183,489.00
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Cash. jDaid to annuitants

[Dec. 31^
$75.12

notes or loans voided by lapse
Cash dividends paid policy-holders
Cash dividends applied to pay running- premiums
Cash dividends applied to iDurchase paid-up additions...

Premium

Surrender values paid in cash
Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance

341.15
13,907.77
13,980.72

895.80
51,542.07

1,381.58
8,565.44

(Total paid policy-holders, $274,178.65.)
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends

12,000.00

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents

26,243.65

Medical examiners' fees

73,032.94

7,661.50

Salaries of officers and office employees

31,020.16

Taxes and fees
Eent

12,374.74

2,624.00

Legal expenses, $583.04;
Furniture and fixtures

real estate expenses, $1,626.56

275.73

Advertising, printing, and postage

7,236.15

Losses on sales of real estate and securities
All other items
Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

2,209.60

31, 1901

11,810.09
5,148.73

$465,815.94
$4,016,306.35

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on company's policies as collateral
Premium notes, loans, or liens on policies in force
Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

$291,418.16
2,311,493.18

243,938.00
44,851.58

929,673.40
511.05

193,777.79

Bills receivable

418.87

Agents' ledger balances

293.12

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

Deduct agents' credit balances
Total net or ledger assets, less depreciation

$4,016,375.15

68.80
$4,016,306.35

OF Other States.
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OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

Premium

$47,209.65
12,262.96

notes, loans, or liens

Market value

of stocks

and bonds over

rrcmiums due and unreported on
in

12,871.63

cost.
Business.

Renewals.

policies

force

$7,863.63

$12,800.53

20,900.75

83,063.92

$28,764.38

$95,864.45

14.382.19

7,189.84

$14,382.19

5,674.61

Deferred premiums on policies in force...
Total

Deduct cost

29,979.10

of collection.

Net amount of uncollected and deferred premiums.
Total assets as per books of the company

103,056.80

$4,221,686.49

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents' balances

$293.12

Bills receivable

418.87

Depreciation from cost of real estate.

103,492.03

Total items not admitted

$104,204.02

Total admitted assets

$4,117,482.47

LIABILITIES.
Net present value

of all outstanding policies,

computed

according to the Actiiaries' Table of Mortality, with
4 per cent interest
Matured endowments due and unpaid
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses reported, no proofs received.

$3,531,174.00

$10,531.00
1,338.00
2,478.00

Total policy claims

14,347.00

Unpaid dividends of surplus due policy-holders.

1,718.55

Premiums paid in advance
Due and accrued for salaries,

5,968.40

rents, etc

1,.500.00

Contingent surrender values

4,300.92

Liabilities as to policy-holders.

Paid-up capital
Surplus over capital
Surplus as regards j)olicy-holders.

Gross

liabilities

$3,559,008.87

$150,000.00
408,473.60

558,473.60
$4,117,482.47

...

,,

.

.

.
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PREMIUM NOTE ACCOUNT.
notes, loans, or liens on

Premium
Premium

hand Dee.

31, 1900..

$47,800.51

notes, loans, or liens received during year.

9,570.94

Total

$57,371.45

Deductions during the year, as follows: Notes, loans, or
liens used in:
Purchase

of surrendered policies

and voided by lapse..

Payment of dividends to policy-holders
Redeemed by maker in cash

$419.88
468.04
11,631.95

Total reduction

12,519.87

Balance of note assets Dec.

31, 1901

$44,851.58

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES

AND ADDITIONS IN FOKCE

DEC.

31, 1900.

Number.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

NEW
Whole

.

.

POLICIES ISSUED DTJKING THE YEAR.
life policies

Endowment

.

policies

All other policies

.

OLD POLICIES KEVIVED.

Whole

life

Endowment

policies

.

policies

All other policies

.

.

OLD POLICIES CHANGED AND INCREASED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

.

policies

All other policies

.

ADDITIONS BY DIVIDENDS.
Eeversionary additions

.

.

OF Othee States.

1901.]

Number.

Whole life policies in force
Endowment policies in force
All other policies in force
Reversionary additions in force

Total

number and amount....

327

Amount.

6,977

$10,627,420.00

5,977

7,214,105.00

245

567,000.00
34.00

13,199

$18,408,559.00

TERMINATED AS FOLLOWS:

By

104

death
maturity
expiry
surrender
lapse

change and decrease.

Not taken
Total

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE
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Surrender values ax^plied to pay running premiums
Surrender values aj^plied to purchase paid-up insurance
and annuities
Eeceived for anniiities
Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage If ans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

Premium

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$13,097.05

68,919.04
15,783.09

$5,109,053.55

1,405,795.80
1,055,523.05

notes, loans, or liens

Other debts due the company
Discount on claims paid in advance
Eents for use of company's property
Profits on sales of real estate

[Dec. 31,

46,558.27
17,409.54

.^

1,908.82

457,621.10
88,603.75

$8,182,473.88
31,

1900

62,340,022.29

Total

$70,522,496.17

DISBUESEMENTS.
Cash paid
Cash paid

for losses

for

$4,213,765.06

matured endowments

424,505.00

Net amount paid for losses and endowments
Cash paid to annuitants
Premium notes or loans voided by lapse
Cash dividends paid policy-holders
Cash dividends applied to pay running premiums
Surrender values paid in cash
Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance
and annuities

$4,638,270.06
4,224.87

426.00
206,685.57
1,078,310.67

471,775.36
13,097.05

68,919.04

(Total paid policy-holders, $6,481,708.62.)

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents

402,703.81
18,500.00

Medical examiners' fees
Salaries of officers

and

office

23,972.84

employees

167,013.34

Taxes and fees
Bent

385,852.62
8.373.68

Ad^^ertising, printing,

and postage

Legal expenses, $18,998.38; real estate expenses,
727.49

$251,-

270,725.87

All other items

38,745.31

Total disbiirsements during the year

Balance Dec.

81,317.16

31,

1901

$7,872,913.25

$62,649,582.92

,

OF Other States.

1901.]
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Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUXTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)

Loans on

collateral securities

Premium

notes, loans, or liens

$11,919,575.31
23,551,115.84
2,300.00

on policies in force.

Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash deposited in banks.

697.032.91
25,360,607.61
1,105,970.23

Bills receivable

3,918.77

Agents' ledger balances

9,062.25

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance.

$62,649,582.92

OTHEK ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

$512,270.56
257,900.85

Collateral loans

Premium

28.75

notes, loans, or liens

130,512.46

Rents due and accrued

10,633.28

,

Market value of stocks and bonds over

cost.

1,374,761.17

.

New
Premiums due and unreported on
in force

Total
of

Rencicals.

?24, 567.61

$57,147.77

39,994.87

321,378.05

164,561.98

1378,525.82

16,527.87

24,604.18

$48,034.11

$353,921.64

policies

Deferred premiums on policies in force

Deduct cost

Business.

collection.

Total uncollected and deferred premiums
Less balance of loading

$401,955.75
47,485.51

Net amount of uncollected and deferred premiums.
Total assets as per books of the

company

354.470.24
55,290,160.23

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents' balances
Bills

receivable

$9,062.25
.

Total items not admitted
Total admitted assets

3,918.77

$12,981.02
$65,277,179.21

.
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LIABILITIES.
Net present vahie of

all

outstanding- policies,

computed

according- to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality, with
4

per cent interest

$54,277,657.00.

Death losses due and unpaid
Matured endowments due and unpaid
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received

$39,195.50
6,000.00

97,115.00
29,500.00
49,665.00

Total policy claims
of surplus due policy-holders
Premiums paid in advance
Contingent surrender values

221,475.50

Unpaid dividends

.

.

1,101,498.21

.

23,988.91

171,085.00

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$55,795,704.62

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Gross

9,481,474.59*

liabilities

$65,277,179.21

PEEMIUM NOTE ACCOUNT.
Premium

notes, loans, or liens on hand Dec. 31, 1900
Deductions during the year, as follows: Notes, loans, or
liens used in:

Payment

of losses

Purchase

of surrendered policies

and claims

$763,861.90

$18,919.73
6,487.34

Payment of dividends to policy-holders
Redeemed by maker in cash

29,070.85
12,351.07

Total reduction

66,828.99

Balance of note assets Dec.

31,

1901

$697,032.91

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES

AND ADDITIONS IN FOKCE

DEC,

31, 1900,

Number.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

60,672

Amount.
$145,180,791.00

6,732

14,632,952.00

667

1,753,060.00

NE,W POLICIES ISSUED DUEING THE YEAE,

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

3,141

7,785,708.00

968

2,276,900.00

237

583,900.00

13

30,438,00

1

1,000,00

OLD POLICIES EEVIVED,

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

OF Other States.

1901.]
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OLD POLICIES INCREASED.

Whole

Total

Deduct

$60,265.00

policies

life

Endowment

3

13,390.00

72,524

$172,318,204.00

3,508

8,638,060.00

69,016

$163,680,144.00

1,736

$4,193,530.00

policies

number and amount

policies ceased to be in force

Total in force Dec.

31,

1901
Ntimler.

Whole life policies in force
Endowment policies in force
All other policies in force

Total

Atnount.

61,058 $145,938,698.00

number and amount...

7,225

15,892,486.00

733

1,848,960.00

69,016 $163,680,144.00

TEBillNATED AS FOLLOWS:

By
*

death
maturity
surrender
lap'se

213

420,564.00

644

1,531,987.00

714

1,421,900.00

3

530,079.00

198

540,000.00

3,508

$8,638,060.00

change and decrease

Not taken
Total

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIEE.

Policies in force Dec. 31, 1900

Policies issued during the year

Total

Deduct

policies ceased to

In force in

be in force

New Hampshire

Dec.

31, 1901

862

$1,873,125.00

44

87,500.00

906

$1,960,625.00

26

39,850.00

880

$1,920,775.00

Losses and claims incurred and paid during 1901

$17,700.00

Premiums

$40,048.91

collected or secured without deductions

Llfe Insurance Companies
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EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
New York
Incorporated July

James W. Alexander,

26,

1S59.

City.

Commenced

President.

Cash Capital,

business July

28,

1859.

William Alexander,

Secretary.

$100,000.00,

INCOME.
Eeeived for premiums on new policies
Eeceived for renewal premiums
Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions and
annuities

$6,786,068.51
37,916,939.92

760,731.36

Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance

and annuities

1,547,633.00

Received for annuities

1,35^,629.00

Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock
Other debts due the company
Eents for use of company's propertj^
Mortuary bond deposits
Eeceived from other companies for assuming their risks
Profit and loss
Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$48,363,002.67

2,275,558.47

6,813,019.91
1,975,440.53
2,030,352.47

349,000.00
1,693,664.20

874,567.69

$64,374,605.94
31, 1900

282,107,601.95

Total

$346,482,207.89

DISBURSEMENTS.
Cash paid for losses and additions
Cash paid for matured endowments and additions
Claims on installment policies

$15,504,036.10
1,947,831.34
60,615.11

Net amount paid for losses and endowments
Cash paid to annuitants
Redemption of installment bonds
Cash dividends paid policy-holders
Cash dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions
and annuities
Surrender values paid in cash

$17,512,482.55
686,250.12
10,260.00
2,981,788.21

760,731.36
4,215,476.18

OF Other States.
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Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance
$1,547,633.00

and annuities
(Total paid policy-holders, $27,714,621.42.)
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends

7,000.00

5,568,712.84

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Medical examiners' fees

308,878.00

476,158.05

,

and office en^ployees
Taxes and fees
Eent
Commuting commissions
Advertising, printing, and postage
Profit and loss account
estate
real
Legal expenses, $153,457.99;

859,111.90

Salaries of officers

770,297.90
448,252.46
833,612.11
613,227.16

318,157.00

expenses,
742,881.13

$589,423.14

530,249.04

All other items

Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

31,

$39,191,159.01

$307,291,048.88

1901...

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on company's policies as collateral
Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

Book value

$38,293,092.11
60,755,929.94
17,735,800.00
10,539,551.83

159,094,955.00
9,164.07

20,296,144.43

Agents' ledger balances

566,411.50

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

$307,291,048.88

OTHEE, ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:
Mortgages
Stocks and bonds
Collateral loans

>

$295,101.85
2,251,715.00

108,516.91

$2,655,333.76

Less interest paid in advance

146,862.89

$2,508,470.87

Rents due and accrued
Market value of stocks and bonds over book value

181,549.59
14,685,879.00
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New
Business.

Premiums due and unreported on
in

Renewals.

policies

force

$1,462,081.00 $3,434,869.00

Deferred premiums on policies in force

328,599.00

Total

2,519,342.00

$1,790,680.00 $5,954,211.00

Deduct cost

of collection

297,711.00

1,074,408.00

$716,272.00 $5,656,500.00

Net amount of uncollected and deferred premiums..
Total assets as per books of the

company

$6,372,772.00

$331,186,583.23

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents' balances

$566,411.50

admitted assets

Total

$330,473,308.84

LIABILITIES.
Net present value

of all outstanding policies, computed
according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortalitj', with
4 per cent interest
$255,409,738.00

Death losses due and unpaid
Matured endowments due and unpaid
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received
Due and unpaid on annuity claims

$242,668.00

263,677.00
14.2.50.00

96,800.00
1,651,831.00
62,272.77

Total policj^ claims
L^npaid dividends of surplus due policy-holders
All other liabilities

2,331.498.77

360,015.51

455,054.00

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$258,556,306.28

Paid-up capital
Surplus over capital

$100,000.00
71.817,002.56

Surplus as regards policj^-holders

Gross

71,917,002.56

liabilities

$330,473,308.84

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES

Whole

AND ADDITIONS IN FORCE

life

Endowment

policies
policies

All other policies

Reversionary additions

DEC. 31. 1900.
Number.
Amount.
288,197 $861,092,912.00
79,799

235,903,738.00

5,681

13,338,946.00
6,539,451.00

..

OF Other States.
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POLICIES ISSrED DURING

Whole life policies
Endowment policies
All other policies
Eeversionary additions

335

THE YEAR.
49.083

$134,801,407.00

32,318

91,237,320.00

3,321

12,504,051.00
1,153,746.00

OLD POLICIES REVIVED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

.

policies

All other policies

.

.

1,224
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Losses incurred during- 1901
Total
Losses and claims paid during 1901

Premiums

4

$1,089.00

6

$6,320.00

6

$6,320.00

collected without deductions

MANHATTAN

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
New York

Organized,

$59,400.92

1S50.

Commenced

City.
business August

Heis'ky B. Stokes, President.

J.

Cash Capital,

1,

1850.

H. Giffik, Secretary,

$100,000.00.

INCOME.
Keceived for premiums on new policies
Eeceived for renewal premiums
Dividends applied to pay running premiums
Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions and
annuities
Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
Surrender values apjjlied to purchase paid-up insurance

and annuities

$329,791.30
1,647,811.12

43,340,97

873.42
15,471.98

43,235.12

Received for annuities

22,583.66

Total

$2,103,107.57

Deduct amount paid for reinsurance
Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:

20,964.20
$2,082,143.37

Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

268,798.01

Premium

102,513.15

notes, loans, or liens

Other debts due the company
Eents for iise of company's property
Profits on securities sold
Surrender values on reinsurances

Premiums restored by

revival of policies

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

Total

174,113.59

6,908.38

238,663.29
68,053.61

1,476.42
1,156.02

$2,943,825.84
31,

1900

15,435,771.82

$18,379,597.66

OF Other States.
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DISBUKSEMENTS.
Cash paid
Cash paid

and additions
matured endowments and additions...,

for losses

for

$1,169,527.33

131,922.33

Net amount paid for losses and endowments
Cash paid to annuitants

Premium

notes or loans voided by lapse
Cash dividends paid policy-holders
Cash dividends applied to pay running premiums
Cash dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions
and annuities
Surrender values j)aid in cash
Surrender values applied to paj- running premiums
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance

and annuities

10,294.37
13,305.10
12,038.10

43,340.97

873.42
189,402.67
15,471.98

43,235.12

(Total paid policy-holders, $1,629,411.45.)
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Medical examiners' fees
Salaries of officers and office employees

Taxes and
Eent

$1,301,449.66

20,000.00

283,731.23
106,884.01
41,886.39
107,064.87
83,480.26

fees

74,519.16

756.00

Furniture and fixtures
Advertising, printing, and postage

36,942.77

Legal expenses, $25,223.92; real estate expenses, $71,817.58
All other items

97,041.50

Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

31,

24,534.01
$2,506,251.65

$ 15,873,346.01

1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PEE

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered

Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on companj^'s policies as collateral
Premium notes, loans, or liens on policies in force
Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

$4,205,674.62
5,715,765.72

967,346.54
790,638.81

384,511.97
3,464,623.92
3,412.36

186,886.84

Agents' ledger balances

29,166.39

Commuted commissions

125,318.84

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance
•22

$15,873,346.01
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OTHEB ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

$105,976.57
1,351.94

Collateral loans

Premium

7,835.51

notes, loans, or liens

17,907.49

Other assets
Hents due and accrued

1,625.92
8,057.31

Market value of real estate over cost
Market value of stocks and bonds over cost

Premiums due and unreported on
in

222,884.83

NeiD
Business.

Renewals.

$103,644.08

$117,006.56

9,413.00

84,858.00

$113,057.08

$201,864.56

62,181.39

11,102.55

$50,875.69

$190,762.01

policies

force

Deferred premiums on policies in force
Total

Deduct cost

465,207.49

of collection

Net amount of uncollected and deferred premiums..
Total assets as per books of the

company

'

241,637.70
$16,945,830.77

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents' balances

.$15,166.39

Commuted commissions

125,318.84

Total items not admitted

$140,485.23

Total admitted assets

$16,805,345.54

LTA.BILITIES.
of all outstanding policies, computed according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality,
with 4 per cent interest
$14,874,266.00
Deduct net value of reinsured risks
26,866.00

Net present value

Net reinsurance reserve

$14,847,400.00

Matured endowments due and unpaid

$7,642.00

Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received

35,000.00

Total policy claims
"Unpaid dividends of surplus due policy-holders
Premiums paid in advance
Commissions due agents on premiums

54,798.00
•

33,578.00

131,018.00
16,681.52

23.662.48
8,886.01

.

.

,,
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Contingent surrender values
Contingent reserve

$9,276.00

100,000.00

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$15,136,924.01

Paid-up capital
Surplus over capital

$100,000.00
1,568,421.53

Surplus as regards policj'-holclers

Gross

1,668,421.53

liabilities

$16,805,345.54

PKEMimr XOTE ACCOUXT.
Premium
Premium

notes, loans, or liens on

hand Dec.

31, 1900.

.

$403,053.02

notes, loans, or liens received during year.

.

191,510.75

Total

$594,563.77

Deductions during the jear, as follows: Notes, loans, or
liens used in:
Payment

of losses

Purchase

of

and claims
surrendered policies and voided by lapse
Payment of dividends to policy-liolders
Redeemed by maker in cash

$25,709.25
20,995.85
1,553.97

161,732.73

Total reduction

210,051.

Balance of note assets Dec.

31, 1901

$384,511.97

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES

AND ADDITIONS IN

FOIICE DEC. 31, 1900.

dumber.

Whole

24,623

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies
Eeversionary additions

NEW
Whole

POLICIES ISSI-ED DUEING THE YEAR.
life policies

Endowment

.

policies

All other policies

.

OLD POLICIES REVIVED.

Whole

life

Endowment

policies

policies

All other policies

.

.

OLD POLICIES INCREASED.

Whole

life policies

.

.

.

Eeversionarj' additions
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ADDITIONS BY DIVIDENDS.
Eeversionarv additions

$1,244.00

Total number and amount
Deduct policies ceased to be in force
Total in force Dec.

31, 1901

Number.

Whole life policies in force
Endowment policies in force
All other policies in force
Reversionary additions in force

Total

number and amount

25,559

31,991

$72,396,131.00

3,232

8,189,172.00

28,759

$64,206,959.00

Amount.
$56,391,365.00

2,818

6,101,427.00

382

1,005,100.00

709,067.00

28,759

$64,206,959.00

TERMINATED AS FOLLOWS:

By death
maturity
expiry
surrender
lapse

change and decrease

Not taken

441

OF Other States.
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MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY.
Spkxngfield,
Incorporated

John

May

1851.

15,

]VLa.ss.

Commenced

business August

Henky M.

A. Hall, President.

1,

1851.

Phillips, Secretary.

INCOME.
Received for premiums on new policies
Received for renewal premiums
Dividends applied to pay running premiums
Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance
Total

578,512.18
71,533.33
3,448.25

$5,253,444.79

Deduct amount paid for reinsurance

116,153.16

premium income

Total

$5,137,291.63

Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

517,666.87
423,545.71

Premium

notes, loans, or liens
Other debts due the company
Discount on claims paid in advance
Rents for use of company's property
Surrender values on reinsurances

Premiums

From

$735,328.07
3,864,622.96

restored

bj' revival

186,292.45
9,403.99
1,260.01

26,623.64
IS. 175.85

of policies

6.031.02

other sources

5,496.5,9

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

.'

31, 1900

$6,331,787.76
24,301,990.90

Total

$30,633,778.66

DISBURSEMENTS.
Cash paid
Cash paid

and additions
matured endowments and additions

for losses
for

Claims on installment

$1,802,279.15

289,932.00

policies

Gross amount paid for losses and endowments.
Received for losses or claims on policies reinsured

18,187.50

.

$2,110,398.65

Xet amount paid for losses and endowments

101,060.00

$2,009,338.65

.
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Dividends used in jjayment of premium notes
notes or loans used in purchase of surrendered
policies and voided by lapse
Cash dividends paid policy-holders
Cash dividends applied to pay running' premiums
Cash dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions..
Surrender values paid in cash
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance.
(Total paid policy-holders, $3,163,697.98.)
Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Medical examiners' fees

[Dec. 31,
$62, 205. 1^

Premium

Salaries of officers

Taxes and
Eent

and

office

employees

44,425.18
27,502.88

580.497.35
71,533.33

363,839.19
4,356.28

626,745.99
75,529.33

48,467.50

139,973.72

fees

93,845.44
30,485.56

Furniture and fixtures

2,811.56

Advertising, printing, and postage

81,066.94

Legal expenses, $2,799.35; real estate expenses, $13,865.09
Profit and loss account
All other items

26,589.87

Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

31,

16,664.44

47,846.18
$4,353,724.51

1901

$26,280,054.15

Invested in the follo\^^ng:

ASSETS, AS

PEK LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate

$388,635.07

Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on company's policies as collateral
Pr,emium notes, loans, or liens on policies in force
Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash in companj^'s office
Cash deposited in banks

12,041,266.28

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

$26,280,054.15

2,497,536.00:

715,163.13
10,323,333.27

2,673.77

311,446.63

OTHEK ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:
$192,469.3&

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

152,013.30

Policy loans

Premium

'

notes, loans, or liens
of stocks

21,454.89

486.00

Eents due and accrued

Market value

39,160.77

and bonds over cost

902,165.73.

OF Other States.

1901.]
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New
Premiums due and unreported on

Business.

Renewals.

$86,455.85

|202,991.41

83,331.21

506,921.83

$169,787.06

$709,913.24

33,957.41

141,982.65

$135,829.65

$567,930.59

policies

in force

Deferred premiums on policies in force...
Total

Deduct cost

of

collection

•

Net amount of uncollected and deferred premiums..
Total assets as per books of the

company

$703,700.24
$28,291,564.38

LIABILITIES.
Net present value of

•

all

outstanding- policies,

computed

according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality, with
4 per cent interest
Present value of unpaid installments
Death losses and matured endowments in process
adjustment
Death losses and other policy claims resisted

$87,712.66
3,000.00

Total policy claims

90,712.66

211,740.42

in advance

16,677.17

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$25,894,655.85

Surplus as regards policy-holders

Gross

186,861.60

of

Unpaid dividends of surplus due policy-holders

Premiums paid

$25,388,664.00

2,396,908.53

$28,291,564.38

liabilities

PEEMIUM NOTE ACCOUNT.
Premium
Premium

notes, loans, or liens

on hand Dec.

31, 1900..

$731,647.55

notes, loans, or liens received during year..

150,910.45

Total
Deductions during the year, as follows: Notes, loans, or
liens used in:
Payment

of losses and claims
Purchase of surrendered policies and voided by lapse

Payment of dividends to policy-holders
Redeemed by maker in cash

Total reduction

Balance of note assets Dec.

$882,558.00

$28,179.36
44,425.18
62,205.12

27,006.55

161,816.21
31, 1901

$720,741.79

.
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EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES

Whole

AND ADDITIONS

life

IN FORCE DEC.

31, 1900.

Number.
49,563

policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

Reversionary additions
NE,W POLICIES ISSUED DURING THE YEAR.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

.

policies

All other policies

.

OLD POLICIES REVIVED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

.

.

All other policiesi

Reversionary additions

[Dec. 31,

OF Other States.

1901.]
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1,952

lapse

change and decrease
Not taken

1,006,769.00

Total

BUSINESS IN
Policies issued during j-ear

Total
policies ceased to be in force

In force in

New Hampshire

Losses and claims unpaid Dec.
Losses incurred during 1901

961

2,341,980.00

4,939

$11,379,231.00

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Policies in force Dec. 31, 1900

Deduct

$3,623,406.00

Dec.
31,

31, 1901

1900

Total

Losses and claims paid during 1901

2,789

$4,599,033.00

133

273,162.00

2,922

$4,872,195.00

151

294,187.00

2,771

$4,578,008.00

3

$3,100.00

63

137,815.00

66

$140,915.00

61

$138,303.00

Premiums

collected or secured without deductions:
Cash, $126,908.57; notes or credits, $1,848.78

$128,757.35

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
New Yokk
Incorporated June,

JoHX

1866.

City.

Commenced

business January,

James

R. Hege-Max, President.

Cash Capital,

S.

1867.

Roberts, Seeretwry,

$2,000,000.00.

INCOAEE.
Received for premiums on new policies
Received for renewal premiums
Single premiums
Received for annuities

29,320,434.27
3,874.45

282,880.13

$34,760,403.32

Total

Deduct amount paid for reinsurance
Total

$5,153,214.47

premium income

55,217.64

$34,705,185.68
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Cash received for interest on:

Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

Premium

$1,001,989.00
1,333, 625. 9&

notes, loans, or liens

42,011.38

Other debts due the companjEents for use of company's property
Profits on real estate and securities sold
Eeceived from other companies for assuming risks
From other sources
Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

22,202.97
611,340.03
243,031.14
54,006.00"

3,571.43

$38,017,163.5^
31,

1900

59,060,777.01

Total

$97,077,940.60

DISBURSEMENTS.
Cash paid for losses and additions
Cash paid for matured endowments and additions
Claims on installment policies

$10,702,856.67
9,637.00
1,890.00

Net amount paid for losses and endowments
Cash paid to annuitants
Cash dividends paid policy-holders
Surrender values paid in cash
(Total paid policy-holders, $11,708,909.09.)
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents

413,506.51

140,000.00
2, 705, 865. 8&

651,154.15

Salaries of ofBcers and office employees

1,449,974.13

fees

516,939.50
381,085.09

Commuting commissions

1,974,849.59

Furniture and fixtures

37,567.69

Advertising, printing, and postage

Legal

23,808.49
557,210.42'

5,449,330.31

Medical examiners' fees

Taxes and
Eent

$10,714,383.67

expenses,

$54,386.05;

real

525,405.95

estate

expenses,

$184,224.02

238,610.07

All other items

596,653.38

Total disbursements during the year

$26,376,344.81

Balance Dec.

$70,701,595.79

31, 1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS

PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered

Loans on mortgages of

real estate (first liens)

$10,175,762.61
22,070,375.01

OF Other States.

1901.]
Loans on company's

$523,926.33

policies as collateral

on policies
Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

Premium

34T

notes, loans, or liens

in force

653,167.67
35,037,531.37

54,366.69

2,172,657.5^

13,808.59

Agents' ledger balances
Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

$70,701,595.79'

OTHKR ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:
$351,822.03

^lortgages
Stocks and bonds

Premium

114,293.79
2,244.33

notes, loans, or liens

1,452.02

Other assets
Eents due and accrued

Market value

of stocks

9,036.81

and bonds over cost
New
Business.

Premiums due and unreported on
in

Renewals.

policies

force

Deferred premiums on policies in force

$343,332.98

$266,539.06

797,778.26

1,082,159.93

$1,141,111.24 $1,348,698.99

Total

Deduct cost

1,275,199.18

of

513,500.06

collection

101,152.42

627,611.18 $1,247,546.57

Premiums due and unpaid,

Net amount

Industrial

of uncollected

$454,765.65

and deferred premiums..

Total assets as per books of the company

2,329,923.4a

$74,785,567.35

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
$13,808.59

Agents' balances
Total admitted assets

$74,771,758.75.

LIABILITIES.
of all outstanding policies, computed according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality,
with 4 per cent interest
Deduct net value of reinsured risks

Net present value

$62,660,650.00
79,829.00

Net reinsurance reserve
Present value of unpaid installments
Death losses and matured endowments not due
Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received
Due and unpaid on annuity claims

Total policy claims

$62,580,821.00-

32,085.00
$113,911.30
33,806.25

>

97,814.73

299.27

245,831.55;

.
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Unpaid dividends

[Dec. 31,

of sur]3lus due policy-holders

Premiums paid in advance
Due and accrued for salaries,

$20,626.66
208,807.47

rents, etc

201,727.40

Agents' cash deposits in lieu of bonds

43,422.95

Special reserve
All other liabilities

1,225,427.00

274,315,30

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$64,833,064.33

Paid-up capital
Surplus over capital

$2,000,000.00
7,938,694.43

Surplus as regards policy-holders

Gross

9,938,694.43

liabilities

$74,771,758.76

PEEMIUM NOTE ACCOUNT.
Premium
Premium

notes, loans, or liens on

hand Dec.

31, 1900.

.

$670,169.75

notes, loans, or liens received during year.

71,498.53

Total
Deductions during the year, as follows: Notes, loans, or
liens used in:

Payment

of

Purchase

of surrendered policies

losses

and claims

$741,668.28

$14,205.44
65,152.46

Payment of dividends to policy-holders
Redeemed by maker in cash

653.53
8,489.18

Total reduction

88,500.61

Balance of note assets Dec.

31, 1901

$653,167.67

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES

AND ADDITIONS IN FORCE

DEC.

31, 1900.

Number.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

NEW
Whole

Amount.

102,531

$98,613,862.00

62,067

50,296,966.00

1,392

5,989,413.00

45,994

40,191,360.00

64,895

38,031,059.00

353

2,700,000.00

2,514

2,188,561.00

1,572

1,030.358.00

103

131,557.00

POLICIES ISSUED DURING THE YEAR.
life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

OLD POLICIES EEVI%T:D.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

OF Other States.

1901.]
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OLD POLICIES INCREASED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

$42,568.00

policies

18,147.00

All other policies

Total

Deduct

1,839.00

number and amount

policies ceased to be in force

Total in force Dec.

31, 1901

yumlcr.

Whole

life policies in

force

Endowment
All

policies in force
other policies in force

Total

number and amount

282,421

$239,235,090.00

56,781

43,749,337.00

225.640

$195,485,753.00

Amount.

121,933 $116,136,002.00

102,203

72,143,715.00

1,504

7,206,036.00

225,640 $195,485,753.00

TEKMIXATED AS FOLLOWS:

By death

1,700

maturity
expiry
surrender
lapse

change and decrease
Not taken

15,723
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[Dec. 31,

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

BUSINESS IN

(INDUSTRIAL.)
Policies in force Dec. 31, 1900
Policies issued during year

Total

Deduct

34,830

$6,540,857.00

10,668

2,186,835.00

45,498

$8,727,692.00

7,638

1,520,042.00

37,860

$7,207,650.00

policies ceased to be in force

In force in

New Hampshire

Losses and claims unpaid Dec.
Losses incurred during 1901

Dec.

31,

31,

1901

1900

Total

Losses and claims paid during 1901

Premiums

6

$452.50

586

69,911.00

592

$70,363.50

585

$69,438.00

collected or secured without deductions

MUTUAL BENEFIT

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Newark, N.

Incorporated January

31,

Frederick FRELr\GHUYSE.?f,

$227,209.19

1845.

J.

Commenced

President.

business April,

Edward

1845.

L. Dobbins, Secretary.

INCOME.
Received for premiums on new policies
Received for renewal premiums
Dividends applied to pay running premiums
Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions and

8,032,147.15
1,103,954.92

350,710.56

annuities

Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
Received for annuities
Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

Premium

$1,335,996.03

notes, loans, or liens

Other debts due the company
Discount on claims paid in advance
Rents for use of company's property

16,686.72

167,489.51

$11,006,984.89

1,817,434.82

715,922.40
900,772.88
2,154.82

953.70
191,386.28

OF Othek States.

1901.]

Premium

notes restored

351

bj- revival of policies

$6,479.06

Profits on sales of real estate

Total income
Ket or ledger assets Dec.

17,614.13

$14,659,702.98
31, 1900

70,956,062.82

Total

$85,615,765.80

DISBURSEMENTS.
Cash
Cash

paid for losses and additions
paid for matured endowments and additions
Claims on installment policies

$4,178,307.65
1,031,282.18

46,396.16

Net amount paid for losses and endowments

Cash paid

to annuitants

81,233.23

Premium

notes or loans voided by lapse
Casli dividends paid policy-holders
Cash dividends applied to pay running premiums

Cash dividends applied
and annuities

14,671.09

287,964.96
1,103,954.92

to purchase paid-up additions
350,710.56

Surrender values paid in cash
Surrender values applied to pay running premiums....
(Total paid policy-holders,

Commissions

$5,255,985.99

1,233,107.93

16,686.72

.$8,344,315.40.)

to agents

1.095,015.22

Salaries and traveling expenses of agents

Medical examiners' fees

34,459.29

122,093.23

Salaries of officers and office employees

275,681.89

Taxes and fees

413,372.40

Legal expenses, $18,596.14; real estate expenses, $61,107.79
Advertising, printing, and postage

and

account
Premiums on bonds purchased
All other items
Profit

79,703:93

60,539.00
17,614.13

loss

275,335.00
108,899.54

Total disbursements during the j'ear

$10,827,629.03

Balance Dec.

$74,7SS.136.77

31,

1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on company's x^olicies as collateral
Premium notes, loans, or liens on policies in force
Par value of stocks and bonds

$2,933,387.01
36,013,326.73
6,769,450.00
6,519,104.37

4,693,063.02

16,891,167.56

Life Insueance Companies
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Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

[Dec. 31»
$2,888.93

942,385.81

Agents' ledger balances

24,734.50

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

$74,789,507.93

Deduct agents' credit balances

1,371.16

Total net or ledger assets, less depreciation

$74,788,136.77

OTHEK ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

$772,593.14
143,865.79

Collateral loans

Premium

212.24

notes, loans, or liens

117,326.57

Other assets

Market value

of stocks

143,939.98

and bonds over par
New

Pivmiums due and unreported on

Btisincss.

Renewals.

$116,430.31

$274,003.03

110,390.99

653,073.63

$226,821.30

$927,076.66

94,529.44

185,415.32

$132,291.86

$741,661.34

policies

in force

Deferred premiums on policies in force
Total

Deduct cost

1,571,521.97

of collection

Net amount of uncollected and deferred premiums
Total assets as per books of the
ITEilS

company

873,953.20
$78,410,549.66

NOT ADMITTED.

Agents' balances

$24,734.50

Total admitted assets

$78,385,815.16

LIABILITIES.
Net present value of

all outstanding policies, computed
according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality, with
4 per cent interest
Present value of unpaid installments

Matured endowments due and unpaid
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received

Total policy claims

$70,589,337.00
128,512.73

$29,441.00
193,549.07

23,000.00

225,000.00

470,990.07

.

OF Other States.

1901.]

Uniaaicl dividends of surplus

353

due policy-holders

Premiums paid in advance
Due and accrued for salaries,

$304,602.59
46,924.67

rent, etc

25,000.00

Deferred death claims
Deferred endowment claims

11,672.50
56,898.49

Special reserve

299,268.00

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$71,933,206.07

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Gross

6,452,609.09

liabilities

$78,385,815.16

PKEMIUM NOTE ACCOUNT.
Premium
Premium

notes, loans, or liens

on hand Dec.

1900.

.

14,642,834.69

notes, loans, or liens received during year..

653,358.62

31,

Total
Deductions during- the year, as follows: Notes, loans, or
liens used in:

Payment

of losses and claims
Purchase of surrendered policies and voided by lapse.

Payment of dividends to policy-holders
Redeemed by maker in cash

$5,296,193.31

$200,439.59
187,244.13
5,552.85

209,893.72

Total reduction

603.130.29

Balance of note assets Dec.

31, 1901

$4,693,063.02

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES A^"D ADDITIONS

Whole

life

rS"

FOECE DEC.

policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

,

31, 1900.

Numier.

Amount.

83,742

$205,616,609.00

24,644

56,915.044.00

4,183

8,286.080.00

Keversionarj' additions

NEW
Whole

4,511,093.00

POLICIES ISSUED DITJEXG THE YEAR
life

Endowment

policies
policies

All other policies

13,615

27.027.284.00

3.724

7,980.085.00

1,050

2,281,110.00

82

188,850.00

26

86.234.00

3

5,032.00

OLD POLICIES EETIVED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

23

.,
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[Dec. 31,

OLD POLICIES INCEJEASED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

19

$57,572.00

70

103,648.00

ADDITIONS BY DIVIDENDS.
667,043.00

Reversionary additions
Total

Deduct

number and amount

policies ceased to be in force

Total in force Dec.

31, 1901

Number.

Whole life policies in force
Endowment policies in force
All other policies in force
Reversionary additions in force

Total

number and amount....

131,158

$313,725,684.00

10,289

22,435,440.00

120,869

$291,290,244.00

Amount.

90,822 $218,781,816.00
26,169

3,878

59,920,674.00

7,602,076.00
4,985,678.00

120,869 $291,290,244.00

TEBSIINATED AS FOLLOWS:

By

death
maturity
expiry ..,
surrender
lapse

Not taken

.

.

.

.

.

1,571

OF Other States.

1901.]

MUTUAL
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LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
New York

Incorporated April,

1842.

City.

Commenced

JRicHARD A. iMcCtT?DT, President.

business February

William

J.

1,

1843.

Eastox, Secretary.

INCOME.
Ixeceived for premiums on new policies
Received for renewal premiums

Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions
Surrender values applied to pay running- premiums
Surrender values applied to purchase jpaid-up insurance
Received for annuities
Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock
Deferred premiums
Collateral loans

36,921,214.43
1.671,836.14

614.502.33

384,912.21
3,250,007.11

$51,446,787.73

3,589,697.30

7,574,668.46

143,998.63
9.34,112.83

Other debts due the comj)anj'
Hents for use of company's property
Profits on sales of securities

Mortuary bond deposits

300,366.55
1,110,638.69

422,560.32
81,475.00

Total income

Net or ledger

$8,604,315.51

$65,624,305.51

assets Dec. 31, 1900

Total

297,820,551.66

$363,444,857.17

DISBURSEMENTS.
Cash paid

for losses and additions
?17,344,023.13
Cashi paid for matured endowments and additions....
4,400,539.76

Net amount paid for losses and endowments
Cash paid to annuitants
Cash dividends paid policy-holders
Cash dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions...
Surrender values paid in cash
Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
Surrender values applied to purchase jDaid-up insurance

$21,744,562.89
1,545,514.51

027,338.68
1,671,836.14
2,091,003.14

014,502.33

384,912.21

(Total paid policy-holders, $28,679,669.90.)

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents

8,196,629.41
1,209,106.00

Life Insurance Companies
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Medical examiners' fees
Salaries of officers

and

$639,997.54
office

emplo3-ees

771,538.71

Taxes and fees
Eent

892,399.4^
175,000.00

Advertising-, printing, postage,

Legal

[Dec. 31^

expenses,

and telegraph
estate

real

$243,516.78;

887,807.64

expenses,
715,626.34

$472,109.56

All other items

284,831.47

Total disbursements during the j^ear

Balance Dec.

$42,452,606.50

31, 1901

$320,992,250.67

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS

Book

value of real estate

PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

unincumbered

$27,542,442.44

Loans on mortgages of real estate (first
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on company's policies as collateral
Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

liens)

81,564,209.88

10,638,000.00

11,319,067.23

172,931,177.25
26, 555. 28.

16,720,339.18

Agents' ledger balances

339,211.73

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

Deduct ledger

$321,081,002.99

liabilities

88,752.32

Total net or ledger assets, less depreciation

$320,992,250.67

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Bonds

$959,845.41
1,578,977.99

Collateral loans

19,825.85

Other assets
Rents due and accrued

26,897.61
132,126.19'

Market value of stocks and bonds over book value
New
Business.

Premiums due and unreported on

Renewals.

policies

in force

$50,852.48 $2,921,146.93

Deferred premiums on policies in force
Total

Deduct cost

25,132,803.99'

203,309.54

2,244,010.68

$254,162.02 $5,165,157.59

of

collection

50,832.40

1,033,031.52

$203,329.62 $4,132,126.07

Net amount of uncollected and deferred premiums..
Total assets as per books of the

company

4,335,455.69
$353,178,183.40'

OF

1901.]

Other
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States.

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.

Agents' balances

$339,211.73

Total admitted assets

$352,838,971.67

LIABILITIES.
of all outstanding policies, computed according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality,
with 4 per cent interest
$286,814,369.00
Deduct net value of reinsured risks
17,609.00

Net present value

Xet reinsurance reserve

$286,796,760.00

Matured endowments due and unpaid
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received
Due and unpaid on annuity claims

$364,906.44
1,099,217.70

52,609.00

261,432.00

137,739.35

Total policy claims

1,915,904.49

Unpaid dividends of surplus due policy-holders
Premiums paid in advance

Due and accrued

109,035.41

249,538.97

for salaries, rents, etc

42,459.91

Mortuary bonds

538,690.06

Contiui^ent guarantee fund

61,245,272.89

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$350,358,971.67

Surplus as regards policy-holders

2,480,000.00

Gross

$352,838,971.67

liabilities

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES

AND ADDITIONS IN FORCE

DEC. 31, 1900.
Number.

Whole life policies
Endowment policies
All other policies

$925,159,407.00

81,052

187,369,634.00

1,859

Heversionarj' additions

NEW
Whole

Amount.

356,529

5,589,947.00

21,821,541.00

POLICIES ISSUED DrRING THE TEAE.
life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies
Keversionary additions

65,509

152,440,418.00

14,545

31,889,814.00

1,159

3,162,361.00

2,435,247.00

358
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OLD POLICIES REVIVED.
1,413

[Dec. 31>

OF Other States.

1901.]
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NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
MONTPELIEK, Vt.
Incorporated

November

13, 1848.

Commenced
'

James

C.

Houghton,

President.

business February

Osmak

1850.

1,

D. Clabk, Secretary.

INCOME.
Received for premiums on new policies
Received for renewal premiums
Dividends applied to pay running premiums
Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions and
annuities

$646,955.68
3, .397, 727.05

82,998.78

6,214.83

Received for annuities

210,066.36

Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:

$4,343,962.70

Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

322,373.35

Premium

170,516.85

302,414.92

notes, loans, or liens

Other debts due the company
Discount on claims paid in advance
Reilts for use of company's propertjProfit on bonds sold and note collected
Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

22,153.22
1,000.31

145,485.24

463.09
$5,308,369.68

31,

1900

18,587,034.89

Total

$23,895,404.57

DISBURSEMENTS.
Cash paid for losses and additions
Cash paid for matured endowments and additions
Claims on installment policies

$895,320.50
108,852.00
8,993.21

Net amount paid for losses and endowments
Cash paid to annuitants
Cash dividends paid policy-holders
Cash dividends applied to pay running premiums
Cash dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions
and annuities
Surrender values paid in cash
(Total paid policy-holders, $1,653,246.70.)
to agents

Commissions

$1,013,165.71

34,749.05
48,782.81

82,998.78

6,214.83

467,335.52

638,688.22
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Salaries and traveling expenses of agents

$76,053.00

Medical examiners' fees

/

Salaries of officers and office emploj'ees

53,799.23

78,913.99

Taxes and fees
Eent
Commuting commissions
Furniture and fixtures
Advertising, printing, and postage
Legal expenses, $5,749.40; real estate expenses,
Profit and loss account
Losses on sales of real estate

106,971.45
16,869.36
12,105.01
15,571.59

45,151.65

$72,115.48

All other items

77,864.88
4,578.45

12,841.30
11,043.92

Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

[Dec. 31,

31,

1901

$2,803,698.75

$21,091,705.82

Invested in the follov^^ing:

ASSETS, AS PEE

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered

$1,998,497.47

Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on company's policies as collateral
Premium notes, loans, or liens on policies in force
Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks
Agents' ledger balances secured

7,591,922.67

26,775.00
2,206,057.97

786,876.42
7,694,963.39
9,195.00

775,390.62
2,027.28

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

$21,091,705.82

OTHEE, ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

$143,900.47
138,007.18

Collateral loans

Premium

1.306.86

notes, loans, or liens

92,912.75

Other assets
Eents due and accrued

Market value

of stocks

900.00
13,756.21

and bonds over

cost

332,775.00

OF Other States.

1901.]
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New
Premiums due and unreported on

Business.

Renewals.

$102,153.14

$175,103.37

5S,2S9.1S

308,120.44

$160,442.32

$483,223.81

91,452.12

33,825.67

3,990.20

$449,398.14

policies

in force

Deferred premiuriDS on policies in force
Total

Deduct cost

of collection

Xet amount of uncollected and deferred premiums..
Annuity consideration in process of collection
Total assets as per books of the

company

$51S,3SS.34
50,610.74

$22,384,263.37

LIABILITIES.
IS'et

present value of

all

outstanding* policies, computed

according- to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality, with
4

per cent interest

$19,584,404.97

Matured endowments due and unpaid
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received

$1,000.00
7,659.60

23,000.00
35,667.59

Due and unpaid on annuity claims

983.23

Total policy claims

68,310.42

Unpaid dividends of surplus due policy-holders

Premiums paid

in

3,440.85

advance

11,436.61

Due and

accrued for salaries, rents, etc
Contingent surrender values
Extra reserve on life rate endowments
Present value of unpaid installments

85,353.78
13,349.76

326.240.54
57.251.90

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$20,149,788.83

Surplus as regards policj'-holders
Gross

2,234,474.54

$22,384,263.37

liabilities

PEEMIUM NOTE ACCOUNT.
Premium
Premium

notes, loans, or liens on

hand Dec.

1900.

.

$685,345.74

notes, loans, or liens received during year.

.

276,418.16

31,

Total

$961,763.90

Deductions during the year, as follows: Notes, loans, or
liens used in:
Payment of losses and claims
$17,502.94
Purchase

of

surrendered policies

49,025.58

,
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Payment of dividends to policy-holders
Redeemed by maker in cash

[Dec. 31,
$8.80

108,350.16

Total reductions

$174,887.48-.

Balance of note assets Dec.

31,

$786,876.42

1901

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES

Whole

AJSTD

life

Endowment

ADDITIONS IN FOECE DEC.

policies

•

31, 1900.

policies

All other policies

Number.

Amount.

31,623

$68,468,761.00

16,769

29,152,161.00

725

1,648,300.00

202,617.00

Eeversionary additions

NEW
Whole

POLICIES ISSUED DURING THE YEAE.
life policies

Endowment

5,119

policies

All other policies

Eeversionary additions

OLD POLICIES REVIVED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

.

policies

All other policies

.

.

OLD POLICIES CHANGED AND INCREASED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

.

policies

3,194

10,679,368.00

OF Other States.

1901.]
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expiry
surrender

82

$151,696.00

1,200

2,327,568.00

lapse

1,995

3,690,759.00

change and decrease

Not taken

18

261,639.00

1,166

2,329,993.00

10

37,000.00

4,956

$9,838, 112.0a

Recalled

Total

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Policies in force Dec. 31, 1900

Policies issued during year

Total

Deduct

policies ceased to be in force

In force in

New Hampshire

Dec.

Losses and claims unpaid Dec.
Losses incurred during 1901

31, 1901

31, 1900

Total
Losses and claims paid during 1901

2,157

$3,023,337.12

411

559,580.31

2,568

$3,582,917.43

240

301,531.00

2,328

$3,281,386.43

1

$500.00

20

31,845.12

21

$32,345.12

IS

$26,217.1^

Premiums

collected or secured without deductions:
Cash, $130,443.30; notes or credits, $7,448.10

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL

$137,891.40

LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY.
Boston, IMass.
Incorporated April

Benjamin

1,

1835.

Commenced business December

F. Stevens, President.

S.

1,

1843.

F. Trtjxl, Secretaru^

INCOME.
Received for premiums on new policies
Received for renewal premiums
Distributions applied to pay running premiums
Distributions applied to purchase paid-up additions and
annuities
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance

Total

premium income

$499,927.1©
3,282,828.96

404,096.77

27,638.85
17,193.34
$4,231, 685.0S
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Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock
Premium notes, loans, or liens and policy loans

[Dec. 31,

$357,597.67
626,709.51
112,436.36
77,041.20

Collateral loans

Discount on claims paid in advance and interest on bank
13,045.27

deposits

Eents for use of company's property

Premium notes restored by
Prom other sources
Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

175,902.47
1,244.05

revival of policies

34,080.27

$5,629,741.88
31,

1900

28,528,424.47

Total

$34,158,166.35

DISBUESEMENTS.
Cash paid
Cash paid

and additions
matured endowments and additions

for losses
for

$1,794,299.23

321,515.00

Net amount paid for losses and endowments
Premium notes or loans voided by lapse
Distributions paid policy-holders
T>istributions applied to

$2,115,814.23
9,669.36

54,160.60

pay running premiums

404,096.77

Distributions applied to purchase paid-up additions and
annuities

Surrender values paid in cash
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance

27,638.85

411,772.38
17,193.34

(Total paid policy-holders, $3,040,345.53.)

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses

437,897.14

of agents

37,727.12

Medical examiners' fees

29,240.16

Salaries of officers and office employees

152,702.44

Taxes and fees
Eent
Commuting commissions
Furniture and fixtures
Advertising, printing, and postage
Legal expenses, $3,329.14; real estate expenses,

113,653.24

All other items

2,995.20
6,319.95

66,069.86

$68,137.27

71,466.41
28,515.86

Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

55,953.12

31,

1901

$4,042,886.03

$30,115,280.32

OF Other States.

1901.]
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Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGEE ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on company's policies as collateral
Premium notes, loans, or liens on policies in force
Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash deposited in banks

$2,374,894.70
8,645,600.00

2,571,840.00
1,455,692.60

240,977.84
14,203,147.24

623,127.94

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

$30,115,280.32:

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and acci'ued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

$85,152.52
43,809.46

Collateral loans

26,218.90

Premium

27,919.06

notes, loans, or liens

Other assets
Rents due and accrued

Market value

of stocks

307.87
15,465.41

and bonds over cost
Xew

Premiums due and unreported on

Business.

Renewals.

$36,126.90

$142,586.45

70,793.70

432,267.89

$106,920.60

$574,854.34

53,460.30

28,742.72

$53,460.30

$546,111.62

policies

in force

Deferred premiums on policies

in

force....

Total

Deduct cost

1,862,059.76

of collection

Xet amount of uncollected and deferred premiums
Total assets as per books of the

company

599,571.92
$32,775,785.22

LIABILITIES.
all outstanding policies, computed
according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality, with
4 per cent interest

Xet present value of

Death losses due and unpaid

Matured endowments due and unpaid
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received

Total policy claims

$28,888,771.00

$79,908.86

17,181.00
4,000.00

13,500.00
44,749.00

159,338.86

.
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Unpaid distributions of surplus due policy-holders
Due and accrued for salaries, rents, etc

$169,919.58
10,000.00

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$29,228,029.44

Surplus as regards policy-holders

3,547,755.78

Gross

$32,775,785.22

liabilities

PEEMIUM NOTE ACCOUNT.
Premium
Premium

notes, loans, or liens on

hand Dec.

31, 1900.

.

$256,377.81

notes, loans, or liens received during year.

25,038.81

Total

$281,416.62

Deductions during the year, as follows: Notes, loans, or
liens iised in:

Payment

of losses

Purchase

of

and claims
surrendered policies and voided by lapse..
Payment of dividends to policy-holders
Redeemed by maker in cash

,$14,551.60

10,877.80
1,505.50

13,503.88

Total reduction

40,438.78

Balance of note assets Dec.

31,

1901

$240,977.84

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
AND ADDITIONS IN FORCE

POLICIES

Whole

DEC.

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

NEW
Whole

31, 1900.

Numher.

Amount.

18,839

$50,286,972.00

25,476

65.885,464.00

1,459

4,338.280.00

4,308

10,162.057.00

1,715

3,249,779.00

275

814,025.00

POLICrES ISSVED DURING THE YEAR.
life

Endowment

policies
policies

All other policies

OLD POLICIES KEVIVED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

i^olicies

.
'

All other policies

SO

170,134.00

33

56,942.00

4

12,000.00

263

293,703.00

291

405,881.00

20

37,580.00

52,763

$135,712,817.00

4,103

9,540,395.00

48,660

$126,172,422.00

OLD POLICIES CHANGED AND INCREASED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

Total

Deduct

number and amount

policies ceased to be in force

Total in force Dec.

31, 1901

OF Other States.

1901.]

Whole life policies in force
Endowment policies in force
All other policies in force
Total

number and amount...

'Numher.

Amount.

21,282

$55,671,672.00

25,841

65,950,831.00

1,537

4,549,919.00

367

48,660 $126,172,422.00

TEE:iIIXATED AS FOLLO^YS:

By

death
maturity
expiry
surrender
lapse

change and decrease

Not taken
Total

611
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Dividends applied to pay running premiums
Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions and
annuities

Total

10,152.69
1,976,805.39

$56,569,550.06

Deduct amount paid for reinsurance

156,930.75

Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

$56,412,619.31

1,409,316.47
7,546,098.52'

notes, loans, or liens

1,010,677.34

Other debts due the company
Rents for use of company's property
Profits on sales of securities

From

$449,114.20
428,485.05

Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
Eeceived for annuities

Premium

[Dec. 31^

625,998.08
1,000,607.70
3,075,371.99

other sources

193,460.9a

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$71,274,150.31
31, 1900

246,910,099.37

Total

$318,184,249.68.

DISBUESEMENTS.
Cash paid for losses and additions
Cash paid for matured endowments and additions

$14,864,367.50

Gross amount paid for losses and endowments..
Received for losses or claims on policies reinsured

$18,827,814.23

3,963,446.73

47,080.86

Net amount paid for losses and endowments
Cash paid to annuitants
Cash dividends paid policy-holders
Cash dividends applied to pay running premiums
Cash dividends applied to jjurchase paid-up additions

and annuities

$18,780,733.37
1,562,920.64

2,565,321.93

449,114.20

428,485.05

Surrender values paid in cash
Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
Reserve values paid on matured deferred dividend
policies

1,407,138.16

10,152.69

2,382,146.70

Installments paid on trust policies and registered bond
policies

23,376.53

(Total paid policy-holders, $27,609,389.27.)

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Medical examiners' fees
Salaries of officers

and

7,344,171.54

1,995,302.69

746,977.1&
office

emploj'ees

787,060.47

OF Other States.

1901.]
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Taxes and fees
Rent

$738,430.96
479,455.99

Advertising, printing, postage, etc
real
Legal expenses, $212,773.55;

415,116.74

estate

expenses,
468,799.91

$256,026.36

All other items

869,778.17

Total disbursements during the jear

Balance Dec.

31,

$41,454,482.92

1901

$276,729,766.76

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered

$15,978,200.00

Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on company's policies as collateral
Premium notes, loans, or liens on policies in force
Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks
Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

29,694,476.77
10,486,000.00

17,771,835.89
2,364,868.41

180,051,906.52
86,220.30

20,382,479.17

$276,729,766.76

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages

$396,485.20

Bonds

1,262,504.64

and bank deposits

Collateral loans

45,179.60

Rents due and accrued

Market value

of stocks

28,334.44

and bonds over cost

7,445,131.22

Xcw
Business.

Premiums due and unreported on
in force

$2,565,143.00

'

Deferred premiums on policies in force
Total

Deduct cost

Renewals.

policies

$612,069.00

2,951,600.00

$612,069.00 $5,516,743.00

of collection

122,413.80

1,103,348.60

$459,655.20 $4,413,394.40

Xet amount of uncollected and deferred premiums..
Total assets as per books of the company

4,903,049.60

$290,810,451.46

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Interest paid in advance on policj' loans

Total admitted assets

$67,065.00

$290,743,386.46
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LIABILITIES.
of all outstanding policies, computed according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality,
$237,951,778.00
with 4 per cent interest
237,874.00
Deduct net value of reinsured risks

Net present value

$237,713,904.00

Net reinsurance reserve
Matured endowments due and unpaid
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received
Due and unpaid on annuity claims

$139,937.26
456,080.38
114,422.00
1,495,570.91

123,014.07

Total policy claims

2,329,024.62

Unpaid dividends of surplus due policy-holders

165,395.92

Premiums paid

554,462.44

in advance

Policy trust funds held by the
Additional reserve on policies

company

718,481.32
5,153,396.00

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$246,634,664.30

Surplus as regards policy-holders

Gross

44,108,722.16

$290,743,386.46

liabilities

PEEMIUM NOTE ACCOUNT.
Premium
Premium

notes, loans, or liens on

hand Dec.

31, 1900.

.

$2,133,364.58

notes, loans, or liens received during year.

.

570,777.17

Total
Deductions during the
liens used in:

$2,704,141.75
j'ear, as

follows: Notes, loans, or

Payment

of losses and claims
Purchase of surrendered policies

$69,992.75
95,806.03

Payment of dividends to policy-holders
Redeemed by maker in cash

3,112.99

170,361.57

Total reduction

339,273.34

Balance of note assets Dec.

31, 1901

$2,364,868.41

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICiES

Whole

AIS'B

ADDITIONS

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

Reversionary additions

IN"

FORCE DEC.

31, 1900.

Numher.
Amount.
359,164 $814,806,730.00
141,611

315,949,765.00

10,825

67,023,960.00
4,376,210.00

.

OF Other States.

1901.]
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POLICIES ISSUED DUEING THE YEAR.

"UTiole life policies

79,991

$156,511,364.00

Endowment

51,285

98,154,145.00

122

7,778,279.00

816

1,704,300.00

494

858,300.00

23

31,100.00

policies

All other policies

*

OLD POLICIES EEVIVED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

ADDITIONS BY Dn'IDENDS.
Eeversionarj^ additions

343,387.00

Total number and amount
policies ceased to be in force

644,331$1,467,537,540.00

Total in force Dec.

599,818$1,365,369,299.00

Deduct

44,513

31, 1901

Number.

Whole

life policies in

force

Endowment policies in force
All other policies in force
Reversionary additions in force
Total

number and amount..

409,449

Amount.
$904,245,405.00

179,543
10,826

102,168,241.00

386,051,780.00
.

70,801,554.00
4,270,560.00

599,818 $1,365,369,299.00

TEEillNATED AS FOLLOWS:

By

death
maturity
expiry
surrender

5,372

lapse

3,887,529.00

27,148

48,972,928.00

5,427

15,210,282.00

5,268

12,026,145.00

change and decrease

6,870,468.00

Total

44,513

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Policies in force Dee. 31, 1900.
Policies issued during- year.

1,703

484

Total

Deduct

policies ceased to be in force.

In force in

New Hampshire

$15,200,889.00

1.298

Dec.

31, 1901.

$102,168,241.00
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Losses and claims unpaid Dec.
Losses incurred during 1901

31,

1900

Total

Losses and claims paid during 1901

Premiums

[Dec. 31,
2
29

$1,240.00

31

$74,645.27

30

$73,645.27

73,405.27

collected or secured without deductions

$118,728.11

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Incorporated March,

1857.

Commenced

H. L. PaivMek, President.

business
J.

November

25,

1858.

W. Skinner,

Secretary.

INCOME.
Keceived for premiums on new policies
Received for renewal premiums
Eeceived for single premiums
Dividends applied to pay running premiums
Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions and

Total .premium income
Cash received for interest on:

r;R-?.si.99

3,370,658,18
2,252,223.77

notes, loans, or liens

Other debts due the company

31,030.80
70,549,56

495,432,54

Collaterals

Discount on claims paid in advance
Eents for use of company's property
Profits on sales of real estate
Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

1,103.81
^

$22,619,068,08

Mortgage loans
Bonds owned

Total

40,276.35
1,667,162.16

580.134.10

annuities

Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
Eeceived for annuities

Premium

$2,814,061.10
17,358,043.57

160,466,71

434,296,92
38,057.46

$29,471,784,02
31,

1900

134,102,380.43

$163,574,164.45

OF Other States.

1901.]
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DISBUESEMENTS.
Cash paid for losses and additions
Cash paid for matured endowments and additions
Claims on installment policies

$5,312,066.74

1,626,722.71
40,862.52

Net amount paid for losses and endowments
Cash paid to annuitants
Premium notes or loans voided by lapse
Cash dividends paid policy-holders
Cash dividends applied to pay running premiums
Cash dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions
and annuities
Surrender values paid in cash
Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
•

$6,979,651.97
18,768.98

272.83
1,330,207.10

1,667,162.16

580,134.10
1,767,171.00
1,108.81

(Total paid policy-holders, $12,344,476.95.)

Commissions

to agents
Medical examiners' fees
Salaries of oificers and office emploj'ees
Taxes and fees

2,688,693.91

158,250.96

445,356.10
605,749.58

Eent

35,800.00

Furniture and fixtures

4,581.02

Advertising, printing, and postage
Legal expenses,
real
$19,399.18;

115,296.51

estate

expenses,

$207,780.61

227,179.79

All other items

217,547.81

Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

31,

1901

$16,842,932.63

$146,731,231.82

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Book value

of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on company's policies as collateral
Premium notes, loans, or liens on policies in force
Book value of bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

Agents' ledger balances

$4,582,855.12
72,608,412.80
8,611,112.00

297,439.87
57,075,554.95

145.517.87
3,484,455.40
2,511.00

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance
credit balances and all other

$146,807,859.01

Total net or ledger assets, less depreciation

$146,731,231.82

Deduct agents'

76,627.19
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OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Bonds

$1,002,733.14

945,153.85

Policy loans

Premium

194,927.14

notes, loans, or liens

9,282.20

Eents due and accrued

35,035.62

Market value of stocks and bonds over book value

Premiums due and unreported on

Renewals.

$164,962.00

1,331,079.00

policies

in force

$625,076.00

Deferred premiums on policies in force
Total

Deduct cost

1,127,223.66

Xcic
Business.

$164,962.00 $1,956,155.00

of collection

70,768.69

148,667.78

$94,193.31 $1,807,487.22

Net amount of uncollected and deferred premiums..
Total assets as per books of the company

1,901,680.53

$151,947,267.96

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents' balances

$2,511.00

Total admitted assets

$151,944,756.96

LIABILITIES.
Net present value

of all outstanding policies, computed according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality,
with 4 per cent interest
$119,060,080.00
Deduct net value of reinsured risks
380,127.00

Net reinsurance reserve
Death losses due and unpaid
Matured endowments due and unpaid
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received
Due and unpaid on annuity claims

Total policy claims
of surplus due policy-holders
Premiums paid in advance
Present value of unpaid installments
Due and accrued for bills, fees, etc
Special reserve for paid-up insurance

Unpaid dividends

$119,440,207.00
$53,548.12
110,070.00

214,341.23
41,009.83

146,970.00
1,018.61

566,957.7&
247,765.18
20,183.45

422,015.00
75,300.69

137,558.00

OF Other States.

1901.]
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Sui'idIus held to meet tontine and semi-tontine contracts
Additional reserve on policies
'.

$24,927,315.00

825,224.00

Liabilities as to policj^-holders

$146,662,526.11

Surplus as regards policy-holders

5,282,230.85

Gross

$151,944,756.96

liabilities

PKEMIUM XOTE ACCOUNT.
Premium
Premium

notes, loans, or liens

on hand Dec.

.

$285,648.93

notes, loans, or liens received during year..

107,188.68

31,

1900.

Total
Deductions during the year, as follows: Notes, loans, or
liens used in:
Payment of losses and claims
$20,726.66
Purchase

of surrendered policies

and voided by lapse

Payment of dividends to policy-holders
Redeemed by maker in cash

$392,837.61

3,413.97

33,791.52
37,465.59

Total reduction

95,397.74

Balance of note assets Dec.

31,

1901

$297,439.87

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES A?«D ADDITIONS IN FORCE DEC.

31, 1900.

Number.

Whole

life

Endowment

policies
policies

All other policies

NEW
Whole

Amount.

157,804

$370,885,554.00

60,246

136,905,920.00

6,697

21,855,816.00

15,034

36,297,335.00

10,095

21,359,914.00

2,931

8,376,273.00

410

921,109.00

POLICrES ISSUED DI^EING THE YEAR.
life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

OLD POLICIES REVIVED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

OLD POLICIES CHANGED

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

AJS'D

237

501,919.00

79

294,455.00

INCREASED.
271
166

*
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ADDITIONS BY DIVIDKNDS.

Whole

life

policies

Endowment

$611,393.00

policies

403,274.00

All other policies

Total

Deduct

1,552,555.00

number and amount

policies ceased to

Total in force Dec.

be in force

31, 1901

Number.

Whole life policies in force
Endowment policies in force
All other policies in force

Total

number and amount

253,970

$599,965,517.00

10,812

25,260,517.00

243,158

$574,705,000.00

Amount.

167,266 $395,046,250.00
67,519

152,875,038.00

8,373

26,783,712.00

243,158 $574,705,000.00

teb:minated as follows:

By

death
maturity
expiry
surrender
lapse

change and decrease

2,076

OF Other States.
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PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Philadexphia, Pa,
Incorporated February

Haruy

24,

1847.

Commenced
'

F.

West,

President.

business

Henet

C.

May

1847.

25,

Bkown,

Secretary.

INCOJklE.

Received for premiiims on new policies
Received for renewal premiums
Received for single premiums
Dividends applied to pay running premiums
Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions and
annuities

Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

Is^et

41,777.47
544,314.54

45,691.08

142,701.00
710,160.96
$9,682,902.33

874,595.66
660,417.32

notes, loans, or liens

452,689.40

Other debts due the company
Rents for use of company's propertj'
Profits on sales of real estate and securities

From

6,501,174.63

80,909.00

Surrender values apf)lied to pay running premiums
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance
and annuities
Received for annuities

Premium

$1,616,173.65

18,558.24

205,524.18
134,858.64

other sources

3.587.65

Total income
or ledger assets Dec.

$12,033,133.42
31,

1900

41,786,151.79

Total

$53,819,285.21

DISBURSEMENTS.
Cash paid

and additions
matured endowments and additions

for losses

Casti paid for

Claims on installment

policies

Premium

756,685.00

259,713.76

Gross amount paid for losses and endowments
Received for losses or claims on policies reinsured...

Net amount paid for
Cash paid to annuitants

$2,502,227.49

losses

$3,518,626.25

and endowments

notes or loans voided by lapse

5,660.00

$3,512,966.25

154,393.75
30,651.31
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Cash dividends aiiplied to pay running premiums
Cash dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions
and annuities
Surrender values paid in cash
Surrender values applied to pay running- premiums
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance
and annuities

[Dec.

31,,

$544,314.54

80,909.00
576,557.78
45,091.08

142,701.00-

(Total paid policy-holders, $5,088,184.71.)

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Medical examiners' fees

90,442.22

108,535.77

Salaries of officers and office employees
Taxes and fees
Rent
Furniture and fixtures
Advertising, printing, and postage

Legal expenses, $7,919.09; real estate expenses,$114,640.22
All other items
Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

1,313,086.11

31, 1901

191,847.52

310,329.17
43,338.65
12,855.77

82,357.71
122,559.31
74,887.53

$7,438,424.47

$46,380,860.74

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS

PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on company's policies as collateral

Premium notes, loans, or liens on
Book value of stocks and bonds

policies in force....

$2,482,936.92
18,383,151.24
4,180,340.12
3,738,327.00
1,100,842.57

15,803,983.16

Cash in companj-'s office
Cash deposited in banks

512,755.76

Bills receivable

163,012.72

Agents' ledger balances
All other items

105,816.33

5,255.58

4,420.57

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

Deduct agents' credit balances
Total net or ledger assets, less depreciation

$46,484,020.75

103,160.01
$46,380,860.74

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

$306,240.58

111,006.00

OF Other States.
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Collateral

379
$10,943.02

loans

Other assets
Rents due and accrued
Market value of stocks and bonds over book value....

Premiums due and unreported on
in

Renewals.

$371,466.93

$486,441.00

149,520.77

592,468.04

591,646.07

policies

force

Deferred premiums on policies in force
Total

Deduct cost

Neto
Business.

6,200.66
8,557.2-1

$520,987.70 $1,078,909.04

of collection

272,997.55

63,331.96

$247,990.15 $1,015,577.08

Net amount of uncollected and deferred premiums
Total assets as per books of the company

1,263,567.25

$48,679,021.54

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents' balances

$1,094.25

Bills receivable

26,454.08

Commuted commissions

16,319.26

Supplies, printed matter, and stationery

3,178.78

Total items not admitted

$47,046.37

Total admitted assets

$48,631,975.17

LIABILITIES.
Net present value

of all outstanding policies,

computed

according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality, with
4 per cent interest
Death losses in process of adjustment
Present value of unpaid installments
Unpaid dividends of surplus due policy-holders
Premiums paid in advance
Trust deposits
Special reserve

Surplus accumulated upon special forms of policies

$40,854,151.00
209,080.54

570,929.00

78,965.02
29,758.08
13,289.00

746,238.00
2,853,653.75

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$45,356,064. 3&

Surplus as regards policy-holders

3,275,910.78

Gross

liabilities

$48,631,975.17
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EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES AA'D ADDITIONS TN FORCE DEC.

Whole

31, 1900.

policies

life

Endowment

policies

All other policies

Number.

Amount.

52,750

$130,554,235.00

23,226

51,911,080.00

8,393

26,892,645.00

Reversionary additions

NEW
Whole

POLICIE.S ISSUED
life

1,042,786.00

DURING THE TEAB.

policies

Endowment

policies

other policies
Reversionary additions

All

13,601

30.352,975.00

6,482

13,858,884.00

4,835

14,897,084.00

134,018.00

OLD POLICIES REVIVED.

Whole

327

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

566,183.00

181

332,953.00

743

1,687,867.00

Reversionary additions

1,682.00

OLD POLTCrDS CHANGED AND INCREASED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

Total

Deduct

number and amount

policies ceased to be in force

Total in force Dee.

31,

1901

Numier.

60,983 1147,732,037.00

26,807

58,169,694.00

All other policies in force
Reversionary additions in force

11.293

35,060,134.00

number and amount

180,560.00
97,449.00

2

45,402.00

110,618

$272,553,803.00

11,535

30,502,141.00

99,083

$242,051,662.00

897

$2,796,157.00

304

759,867.00

Amount.

Whole life policies in force
Endowment policies in force

Total

50

28

1,089,797.00

99,083 $242,051,662.00

TERMINATED AS FOLLOWS:

By

death
maturity
expiry
surrender

347

824,788.00

1,332

3,165,031.00

lapse

4,469

9,980,120.00

88

1,064,894.00

4,098

11,911,284.00

11,535

$30,502,141.00

change and decrease
Not taken
Total

OF Other States.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE.

BUSINESS IN
Policies in force Dec. 31, 1900

250

$578,000.00

7

23,360.00

257

$601,360.00

20

81,232.00

Policies issued during j-ear

Total

Deduct policies ceased to be
In force in

in force

New Hampshire

Dec. 31, 1901

237

Losses incurred during 1901
Losses and claims paid during 1901

.

$520,128.00

2

$15,720.00

1

14,720.00

Premiums

collected or secured without deductions:
Cash, $22,261.94; notes or credits, $152.00

$22,413.94

PHCENIX MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Hartfoed, Conx.
Incorporated May,

1S51.

Commenced

business May,

1851.

Charjles H. Lawrekce, Secretary.

Jox^ATHAN B. BuNCE, President.

INCOME.
Eeceived for premiums on new policies
Keceived for renewal premiums
Dividends applied to pay running premiums
Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions and
annuities

181,519.39

54,529.76

Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance

and annuities
Eeceived for annuities
Total

4,012.06

96,838.00
27,171.70

$2,667,931.90

Deduct amount paid for reinsurance
Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

Premium

$399,100.62
1,904,760.37

noteSj loans, or liens

Other debts due the company

19,943.51

$2,647,988.39

395,827.94
179,209.99
54,813.68

10,015.00
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Discount on claims paid in advance
Rents for use of company's property
Profits on sales of real estate

From

[Dec. 31,
$618.12
48,911.92
31,603.28

other sources

3,328.74

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$3,372,317.06
31, 1900

12,752,819.56

Total

$16,125,136.62

DISBURSEMENTS.
Cash paid for losses and additions
Cash paid for matured endowments and additions
Claims on installment policies
Gross amount paid for losses and endowments...
Received for losses or claims on policies reinsured

Net amount paid for
Cash paid to annuitants

losses

$906,777.95

128,912.00
5,166.67

11,040,856.62
4,633.00

and endowments

$1,036,223.62
9,387.47

Premium

notes or loans voided by lapse
Cash dividends paid policy-holders
Cash dividends applied to pay running premiums
Cash dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions
and annuities
Surrender values paid in cash

Surrender values applied to pay running premiums...,
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance

and annuities

5,939.50

3,937.02

181,519.39

54,529.76

170,814.67
4,012.06

96,838.00

(Total paid policy-holders, $1,563,201.49.)

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses
Medical examiners' fees

308,732.78

of agents
,

52.715.34
33,527.92

Salaries of officers and office employees
Taxes and fees

81,558.81

IJexit

28,160.25

Commuting commissions
Furniture and fixtures

10,025.00

Advertising, printing, and postage
Legal expenses, $2,632.16; real estate expenses, $15,617.16
Profit

and

loss account

All other items

973.63
47^321.79
18,249.32

46,403.42

30,539.82

Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

80,862.31

31,

1901

$2,302,271.88

$13,822,864.74

OF Other States.

1901.]
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Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered

Loans on mortgages
Loans on company's

Premium

$912,412.83

of real estate (first liens)

7,722,586.01

policies as collateral

notes, loans, or liens

on

622,622.00

policies in force

278,002.41

Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

3,875,974.38

512.08

410.755.03

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

$13,822,864.74

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages

Premium

$150,404.19

notes, loans, or liens

3,747.44

Market value of stocks and bonds over cost
Sew
Business.

Premiums due and unreported on
in

Renewals.

policies

force

Deferred premiums on policies in force
Total

Deduct cost

190,269.22

of collection

152,035.35

$86,666.23

26,852.89

146,768.58

$78,888.24

$233,434.81

41,021.89

15,173.25

$37,866.35

$218,261.56

Net amount of uncollected and deferred premiums
Total assets as per books of the company

256,127.91
$14,423,413.50

LIABILITIES.
Net present value

outstanding policies, computed according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality,
with 4 per cent interest
$13,554,577.00
Deduct net value of reinsured risks
50,993.00
of

all

Net reinsurance reserve
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses reported, no proofs received
Total policy claims

Premiums paid

advance
Present value of unpaid installments
in

Special policy reserve
Liabilities as to policy-holders

Surplus as regards polic3--holders
Gross

liabilities

$13,503,584.00
$19,437.00
18,323.00

37,760.00

10,733.00
33,882.00

154,895.00

$13,740,854.00
682,559.50
$14,423,413.50
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PKEMIUM NOTE ACCOUNT.
Premium
Premium

notes, loans, or liens on hand Dec. 31, 1900
notes, loans, or liens received during year..

$303,416.57
6,983.00

$310,399.57

Total

Deductions during the year, as follows: Notes, loans, or
liens used in:
losses and claims
surrendered policies and voided by lapse
Payment of dividends to policy-holders
Redeemed by maker in cash

Payment

of

$18,810.34

Purchase

of

8,223.82

374.44
4,988.56

Total reduction

32,397.16

Balance of note assets Dec.

31,

1901

$278,002.41

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES

Whole

AND ADDITIONS IN FORCE

DEC. 31, 1900.

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

Numhcr.

Amount.

22,525

$38,479,700.00

13,937

20,840,359.00

2,547

3,992.473.00

Reversionary additions

NEW
Whole

489,607.00

POLICIES ISSLED DURING THt YEAR.
life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies
Reversionary additions

409

1,077,182.00

4,803

7,829,070.00

550

1,235,598.00

107,694.00

OLD POLICIES REVIVED.

Whole

life policie.s

Endowment

policies

All other policies

209

332,027.00

148

289.298.00

7

8,000.00

Reversionary additions

1

173.00

OLD POLICIES INCREASED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

5,140.00

policies

18,058.00

All other policies

500.00

OLD POLICIES TRANSFEREED.

Whole

life policies

98

159,860.00

OF Other States.

1901.]

Endowment

policies

All other policies

number and amount..

Total

Deduct

policies ceased to be in force

Total in force Dec.

31, 1901

.

.

.

:

Numier.

Amount.

20,571

$35,193,330.00

Endowment policies in force
All other policies in force
Reversionary additions in force

16,710

25,452,665.00

2,755

4,665,237.00

number and amount

40,036

Whole

policies

life

Total

in

force

385
101

$268,386.00

204

355,925.00

45,538

$75,490,050.00

5,502

9,617,216.00

40,036

$65,872,834.00

561,602.00

$65,872,834.00

TERMINATED AS FOLLOWS:

By

death
maturity
expiry
surrender
lapse

change and decrease

Not taken
Transferred

604
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BROVIDENT LIFE AND TRUST COMPANY.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Incorporated March

22,

1865.

Commenced

SAiiuEL K. Shipley, President.

C.

Cash Capital,

business June,

1865.

Walter Borton,

Secretary.

$1,000,000.00.

INCOME.
Eeceived for premiums on new policies
Received for renewal premiums
Dividends applied to pay running premiums
Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions and

$557,465.16
4,261,399.71

548,763.38

117,439.98

annuities

Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance
103,045.00

and annuities
Eeceived for annuities

82,919.65

Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

Premium

$5,671,032.88

606,642.70
731,342.23

notes, loans, or liens

410,740.01

Discount on claims paid in advance
Rents for use of company's property
Profits

on

sales of real estate

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

55,012.51

89,106.90

and securities

364,918.68
$7,928,795.91

31, 1900

40,593,765.40

Total

$48,522,561.31

DISBURSEMENTS.
Cash paid for losses and additions
Cash paid for matured endowments and additions
Claims on installment policies

$1,137,791.30
1,256,409.00

43,931.90

Net amount paid for losses and endowments
Cash paid to annuitants
Cash dividends paid policy-holders
Cash dividends applied to pay running premiums
Cash dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions
and annuities
Surrender values paid in cash

$2,438,132.20
67,661.08

70,142.77

548,763.38

117,439.98

282,364.48

OF Other States.
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Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance
and annuities

$103,045.00

(Total paid policy-holders, $3,627,548.89.)

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling- expenses of agents

491,520.20
41,894.48

Medical examiners' fees

23,884.45

Salaries of officers and office emploj-ees
Taxes and fees

231,246.65
92,907.91

Rent
Furniture and fixtures

28,768.41

Advertising, printing, and postage

45,599.86

Legal expenses,
All other items

30,300.49

19,706.11

$2,225.00; real estate expenses, $28,075.49

2,716.70

Total disbursements during the j^ear

Balance Dec.

$4,636,094.15

31, 1901

$43,886,467.16

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first

Loans on collateral
Loans on company's

$3,139,642.61
liens)

13,179,007.69

securities

5,718,975.57

policies as collateral

3,653,451.33

Premium notes, loans, or liens on policies in force
Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash

in

company's

office

and

in

banks

10,942.59

18,066,030.38

118,416.99

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

$43,886,467.16

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages

$182,600.82

Collateral loans

39,964.68

Premium

45,668.14

notes, loans, or liens

Rents due and accrued
Market value of stocks and bonds over

21,468.89

cost

1,154,487.62

Xew
Premiums due and unreported on

Renewals.

$66,593.11

$228,039.34

73,784.00

636,695.15

$140,377.11

$864,734.49

56,150.84

64,855.08

$84,226.27

$799,879.41

policies

in force

Deferred premiums on policies in force
Total
Deduct cost of collection

Business.
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of uncollected

and deferred premiums

Deduction to reduce net premiums to

81 per

[Dec. 31,

$884,105.68

cent of

gross

69,965.28

Total

$814,140.40

Total assets as per books of the

company

$46,144,797.71

LIABILITIES.
present value of all outstanding- policies, computed
according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality, with
4 per cent Interest

'Nei

Death losses due and unpaid
Matured endowments due and unpaid
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses reported, no proofs received
Due and unpaid on annuity claims

16,964.00
22,000.00

80,710.00
1,836.23

Total policy claims

146.405.50

Unpaid dividends of surplus due policy-holders

Premiums paid in advance
Due and accrued for salaries,

$38,442,450.00

$24,895.27

64,364.51

359,112.50
fees, etc

593.61

Present value of unpaid installments
Contingent surrender values

161,179.00

143,720.00

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$39,317, 825. la

Paid-up capital
Surplus over capital

$1,000,000.00
5,826,972.59

Surplus as regards policy-holders

Gross

6, 826,972. 5&

liabilities

$46,144,797.71

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES

AND ADDITIONS IN FORCE

DEC. 31, 1900.
Numher.

Whole

life

Endowment

policies

4,431

Amount.
$14,950,664.00

policies

36,830

100,437,390.00

4,579

17,487,643.00

All other policies

Eeversionary additions

NEW
Whole

1,325,627.00

POLICIES ISSUED DUBLNG THE YEAE.
life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

Eeversionary additions

579

1,951,298.00

4,589

10,222,335.00

920

3,059,773.00
182,107.00

,

OF Other States.
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OLD POLICIES KEVI\'XD.

Whole

life

Endowment

policies

25

policies

All other policies
Eeversionarj' additions

OLD POLICIES CHANGED

Whole

life policies

Endowment

.

policies

All other policies

.

.

•

A2s'D

LNXRElASED.
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PROVIDENT SAVINGS LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
New York
Incorporated February

Edward W.

25,

1875.

City.

Commenced

business August

WrLLiAM

Scott, President.

Cash Capital,

10,

1875.

E. Stevens, Secretary.

$100,000.00.

INCOME.
Received for premiums on new policies
Received for renewal premiums
Dividends applied to pay running premiums
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance

and annuities

$553,340.78
2,647,480.33

123,117.54

24,465.16

Received for annuities

131,500.00

Total

$3,479,903.81

Deduct amount paid for reinsurance

9,102.82

Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:

$3,470,800.99

Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

24,420.44

Premium

59,280.95

32,826.57

notes, loans, or liens

Other debts due the company
Rents for use of company's property
Profits on sales of real estate
Reinsurances

Premiums restored by

20,959.05
33,952.20'

145,786.27

55.17

revival of policies

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

4,694.85
$3,792,776.49'

31, 1900

3,305,078.64

Total

$7,097,855.13:

DISBURSEMENTS.
Cash paid for losses
Cash paid for matured endowments
Claims on installment policies

11,165,294.67

Net amount paid for losses and endowments
Cash paid to annuitants
Premium notes or loans voided by lapse
Cash dividends paid policy-holders

1,942.00

1,250.00

$1,168,486.67
1,707.04

21,666.46

34,583.37

OF Other States.

1901.]

Cash dividends applied to pay running premiums
Surrender values paid in cash
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance

and annuities

391
$12.T,117.54

134,598.86

24,465.16

(Total paid policy-holders, $1,508,625.10.)
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Medical examiners' fees

6,977.60

412,642.77
114,717.23
72,633.81

Salaries of officers and office employees

191,109.22

Taxes and fees
Eent
Commuting commissions
Furniture and fixtures
Advertising, printing, and postage

72,957.54

Legal expenses, $36,568.47; real estate expenses, $10,802.51

47,370.98

All other items

88,357.40

63,647.82
48,279.11

4,290.64

60,176.96

Total disbursements during the year

$2,691,786.18

Balance Dec.

$4,406,068.95

31, 1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on company's policies as collateral
Premium notes, loans, or liens on policies in force
Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks
Bills receivable

$922,728.24
536,300.00
5,000.00

1,301,015.83

169,795.11
800,491.04

44,634.44

367,855.44
1,722.27

Agents' ledger balances
Loans to agents secured by bonds

211,526.58
45,000.00

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

OTHER

$4,406,068.95

ASSETS.

Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds
Collateral loans

Premium

notes, loans, or liens

Other assets

$6,373.90
11,638.70
'

47.94
36,079.84
5,583.71
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Eents due and accrued
Market value of real estate over cost
Market value of stocks and bonds over cost

Premiums due and unreported on

$4,348.00
51,471.76
72,990.97

Neio
Business.

Renewals.

$127,960.00

$230,825.00

15,465.00

238,291.00

$143,425.00

$469,116.00

71,713.00

23,456.00

$71,712.00

$445,660.00

policies

in force

Deferred premiums on policies in force
Total

Deduct cost

[Dec. 31,

of collection

Net amount of uncollected and deferred premiums..
Eevenue stamps on hand and in course of redemption..
Total assets as per books of company

517,372.00
4,898.07

$5,116,873.84

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents'

balances

$211,526.58

Bills receivable

1,722.27

Total items not admitted

$213,248.85

Total admitted assets

$4,903,624.99

LIAEILITIES.
of all outstanding policies, computed according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality,
with 4 per cent interest
Deduct net value of reinsured risks

Net present value

$4,165,997.00
5,684.00

Net reinsurance reserve
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received

$4,160,313.00
$42,000.00
52,049.00
70,684.00

Total policy claims

Premiums paid

164,733.00

advance
Present value of unpaid installments
Conting-ent surrender values
Trust funds held by company

3,729.00

in

8,506.00

2,929.25
1,261.00

All other liabilities

10,316.32

Liabilities as to policy-holders

Paid-up capital
Surplus over capital
Surplus as regards policy-holders

Gross

liabilities

$4,351,787.57

$100,000.00
451,837.42
551,837.42
$4,903,624.99

.

OF Other States.

1901.]
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PREMIUM NOTE ACCOUNT.
Premium
Premium

notes, loans, or liens on

hand Dec.

31, 1900..

$213,845.64

notes, loans, or liens received during year.

88,791.53

Total
Deductions during the year, as follows: Xotes, loans, or
liens used in:
Payment

of losses

Purchase

of surrendered policies

and claims

Redeemed by maker

$7,825.37

and voided by lapse

in cash

Total reduction

$302,637.17

61,452.59

63,564.10

132,842.06

."

Balance of note assets Dec.

31, 1901

$169,795.11

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES

AXD ADDITIONS EV FORCE

DEC.

31, 1900.

Num'ber.

WTiole

life policies

Endowment

5,567

policies

All other policies

NEW
Whole

Amount.
$14,527,655.00

1,090

2,256.269.00

26,054

86,102,204.00

4

12,962.00

POLICIES ISSUED DLTITNG THE TEAB.
life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

3

9,000.00

6,958

22,661,789.00

49

143,500.00

OLD POLICIES REVIVED.

Whole

life

Endowment

policies

:

policies

All other policies

OLD POLICIES CHANGED

Whole

AJN'D

policies

All other policies

Total

Deduct

number and amount

policies ceased to be in force

Total in force Dec.

15,000.00

88

283,605.00

1,742

4,600,664.00

305

639.595.00

105

44,062.00

41,971

$131,295,305.00

10,516

37,403,169.00

31,455

$93,832,136.00

INCREASED.

life policies

Endowment

6

31, 1901
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Numier.

Whole life policies
Endowment policies

in force
All other policies in force

Total

number and amount

6,659

[Dec. 31,

Amount.
$17,076,289.00

1,307

2,701,069.00

23,489

74,054,778.00

31,455

$93,832,136.00

TEKaaiNATED AS FOLLOWS:

By

death
maturity
expiry
surrender
lapse

chang-e and decrease

Not taken

346

395

OF Other States.
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Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions and
$14,549.8&

annuities

Surrender values applied to pay running- premiums
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance

456,162.63

and annuities
Received for annuities

49,161.74

$26,946,908.27

Total

63,295.54

Deduct amount paid for reinsurance
Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans
Bonds ovpned and dividends on stock

Premium

$26,883,612.73

552,286.1Q
772,372.01
6,274.40

notes, loans, or liens

Other debts due the company
Rents for use of company's property
Profits on sales of real estate and securities

Premiums restored by

From

2,802.65

97,788.17

414,283.53

105,644.67
9,894.03

revival of policies

949.68

other sources

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$28,843,105.32
31,

38,596,103.75

1900

$67,439,209.07

Total

DISBURSEMENTS.
Cash paid for losses and additions
Cash paid for matured endowments and additions
Claims on installment policies

$7,408,128.12

16,069.00
3,300.00

Net amount paid for losses and endowments
Cash paid to annuitants

Premium notes

or loans voided bj' lapse
Cash dividends paid policy-holders
Cash dividends applied to j)aj running premiums
Cash dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions

and annuities
Surrender values paid in cash
Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance

and annuiiies
(Total paid policj^-holders, $8,553,243.44.)
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Medical examiners' fees

$7,427,497.12
25.564.83

12,923.17

507,962.01
13,179.08

14,549.89
92,602.06
2,802.65

456,162.63

200,000.00
5,857,183.39

2,816,837.69

438,620.2S

.
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Salaries of oflBcers and office employees
Taxes and fees
Eent
Commuting commissions
Turniture and fixtures

Advertising, printing, postage, etc
expenses,
real
$29,308.09;

Legal

[Dec. 31,
$1,048,696.49

543,011.77

366,413.46
518.04
93,260.64
547,625.08

estate

expenses,
243,149.86

$213,841.77

Losses on sales of real estate and securities
All other items

5,257.87

923,821.16

Total disbursements during the year

$21,637,639.17

Balance Dec.

$45,801,569.90

31, 1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PEE

LEDGEE ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on company's policies as collateral
Premium notes, loans, or liens on policies in force
Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks
Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

$10,075,681.22
11,163,737.93

915,000.00
622,648.81

105,540.53
18,633,549.61

222,660.48
4,062,751.32

$45,801,569.90

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

$195,594.50
130,593.46

Collateral loans

Premium

9,758.16

notes, loans, or liens

785.57

Rents due and accrued

25,288.61

Market value of stocks and bonds over cost
'New
Business.

Premiums due and unreported on
in

force

Total

Renewals.

policies

Deferred premiums on policies in force

Deduct cost

808,299.92

$280,760.98

$318,152.48

491,319.20

1,036,237.71

$772,080.18 $1,354,390.19

of collection

463,248.11

101,579.27

$308,832.07 $1,252,810.92

Net amount of uncollected and deferred premiums.

1,561,642.99

OF Other States.

1901.]
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Net amovmt of uncollected x^remiums (industrial)
Consideration for annuities and single premiums due
and unreported

$56,113.27

All other assets

104,234.71

Total assets as per books of the "company

40,924.95

$48,734,806.04

ITEMS NOT ABMITTED.
Furniture and fixtures

Law

$97,819.87

library

6,414.84

Total items not admitted

$104,234.71

Total admitted assets

$48,630,571.33

LIABILITIES.
all outstanding policies, computed
according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality, with
4 per cent interest

Net present value of

Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received
Due and unpaid on annuity claims

$38,005,947.00

$153,721.76
25,360.44

78,096.98

596.88

Total policy claims

257,776.06

Unpaid dividends of surplus due policy-holders

173,331.30

Premiums paid

119,406.79

in advance

Present value of unpaid installments

Due and accrued

64,332.19

for salaries, fees, etc

121,315.33

All other liabilities

17,038.42

Liabilities as to policy-holders

Paid-up capital
Surplus over capital

$38,759,147.09
$2,000,000.00
7,871,424.24

Surplus as regards policj'-holders

Gross

9,871,424.24

liabilities

$48,630,571.33

PEEMIUM NOTE ACCOUNT.
Premium
Premium

hand Dec. 31, 1900.
or liens received during year

notes, loans, or liens on
notes,

loans,

.

$72,436.61
67,978.70

Total

$140,415.31

Deductions during the
liens used in:

3-ear, as

Payment

of losses

Purchase

of surrendered policies

follows: Notes, loans, or

and claims

$1,279.51

and voided by lapse

22,343.62

Life Insurance Companies
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Payment of dividends to policy-holders
Redeemed by maker in cash

[Dec. 31,

$2,121.37
9,130.28

Total reduction

$34,874.78

Balance of note assets Dec.

31, 1901

$105,540.53

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES A^'D ADDITIONS IN FORCE DEC.

31,

1900.

Number.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies
Keversionary additions

NEW
Whole

Amount.

112,356

$127,234,807.00

23,494

24,728,756.00

2,483

3,610,477.00

59,773.00

POLICIES ISSrED DURING THE YEAR.
life

Endowment

policies
policies

All other policies
Reversionary additions

47,677

55,185,020.00

13,145

11,976,404.00

4,758

7,385,528.00

28,760.00

OLD POLICIES REVIVED.

Whole

life

Endowment

policies

policies

All other policies
Eeversionary additions

5,344

5,447,763.00

918

822,877.00

6

9,500.00

713.00

OLD POLICIES CHANGED AND INCREASED.
Wliole

life policies

Endowment

273,710.00

policies

220,151.00

All other policies

Total

Deduct

5.198.00

number and amount

policies ceased to be in force

Total in force Dee.

31, 1901

Number.

Whole life policies in force
Endowment policies in force
All other policies in force
Reversionary additions in force

Total

number and amount

Amount.

139,361 $162,560,234.00
32,732

33,913,113.00

5,519

8,604,318.00

85,885.00

177,612 $205,163,550.00

210,181

$236,989,437.00

32,569

31,825.887.00

177,612

$205,163,550.00

OF Other States.

1901.]
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TEBAIINATED AS FOLLOWS:

By

death
maturity
expiry
surrender

1,109

5,358,675.00

22,787,553.00

441

728,246.00

32,569

$31,825,887.00

4,290,539

$498,127,133.00

Total

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Policies in force Dec. 31, 1900
Policies issued during year

Total

Deduct

policies ceased to be in force

In force in

New Hampshire

1,662,082.00

4,750

change and decrease

BUSINESS IN

16,069.00

1,195

25,056

•.

lapse

Industrial policies in force Dee. 31, 1901

Dec.

31, 1901

319

$417,044.00

377

407,629.00

696

$824,673.00

133

123,676.00

563

$700,997.00

6

$5,585.00

Losses and claims incurred and paid during 1901

Premiums

collected or secured without deductions

BUSINESS IN

$1,273,262.00

IS

NEW

$23,583.16

HA^SIPSHIRE.

(INDUSTEL\L.)
Policies in force Dec. 31, 1900

1,329

$191,294.00

Policies issued during year

3,666

515,635.00

4,995

$706,929.00

2,204

289,573.00

2.791

$417,356.00

43

$2,874.09

42

2,774.09

Total

Deduct

policies ceased to be in force

In force in

New Hampshire

Dec.

31,

1901

Losses incurred during 1901
Losses and claims paid during 1901

Premiums

collected or secured without deductions

$12,160.50
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SECURITY MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
BnSTGHAMTON, N. Y.
Incorporated

W.

November

6,

1886.

Commenced business January

1887.

3,

Charles M. Tukner,

G. Phelps, President.

Secretary.

INCOME.
Received for premiums on new policies
Eeceived for renewal premiums
Dividends applied to pay running premiums

$236,095.72

Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

$886,062.61

Premium

646,261.12
3,705.83

14,742.00
11,645.67

489.04

notes, loans, or liens

Other debts due the company
Discount on claims paid in advance
Eents for use of company's property
Profits on sales of securities

2,627.79

From

4,877.41

577.0S
375.82
659.37

other sources

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$922,056.85
31,

1900

977,558.60

Total

$1,899,615.45.

DISBURSEMENTS.
Cash paid for losses and additions
Claims on installment policies

Net amount paid
Premiums returned

for losses and

$294,946.96
20,515.06

endowments

$315,462.02
1,150.41

Cash dividends applied to pay running premiums

3,705.83

Surrender values paid in cash

1,460.90

(Total paid policy-holders, $321,779.16.)

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents

238,416.70
22,191.93

Medical examiners' fees

30,246.49

Salaries of officers and office employees
Taxes and fees
Rent
Furniture and fixtures
Advertising, printing, and postage

36,200.52
11,516.68
10,842.92
1,938.88

14,736.35

OF Other States.

1901.]
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Legal exiDenses, $1,068.86; real estate expenses, $121.10..
All other items
Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

31,

$1,189.96
45,150.62

$734,210.21

1901

$1,165,405.24

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered

$9,966.45

Loans on mortgages of real estate (first
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on company's policies as collateral
Cost value of bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

liens)

303,400.00
19,758.72

118,305.90

404,881.00
5,447.71

159,283.29

Bills receivable

135.00

Agents' ledger balances

144,227.17

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

$1,165,405.24

OTHEK ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

$5,237.17
3,267. OS

Collateral loans

Premium

218.76

notes, loans, or liens

3,517.72

Market value of stocks and bonds over cost

1,312.5ft

New
Business,

Premiums due and unreported on
In

policies

force

Deferred premiums on policies in force

$11,470.23

Renewals.

Lite Insurance Companies
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LIABILITIES.
of all outstanding policies, computed
according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality, witli
4 per cent interest

Net present value

Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received

$324,195,00

18,000.00
6,000.00

20,017.00

Total policy claims
Present value of unpaid installments

34,017.00

Premiums in excess of net value of
Due and accrued for salaries, fees,

policies

42,276.14

etc

14,473.82

44,048.35

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$459,010.31

Surplus as regards policy-holders

Gross

696,442.92

liabilities

$1,155,453.23

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES

Whole

AND ADDITIONS IN FORCE

DEC.

Number.
180

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

NEW

31, 1900.

Amount.
$367,601.00

213

326,750.00

14,936

29,783,050.00

POLICIES ISSUED DURING THE YEAJl.

Endowment

policies

All other policies

488

522,200.00

4,061

6,010,792.00

145

324,962.00

OLD POLICIES REVIVED,

Whole

policies

life

Endowment

policies

All other policies

14

31,500.00

133

373,679.00

OLD POLICIES INCREASED,

Whole

life

policies

Endowment

61,841.00

policies

3,600.00

All other policies

58,037.00

OLD POLICIES CHANGED,

Whole

policies

1,364

1,410,659.00

All other policies

179

333,500.00

21,713

$39,608,171.00

life

Total

Deduct

number and amount

policies ceased to be in force

Total in force Dec.

31, 1901

4,678

7,241,787.00

17,035

$32,366,384.00

..

OF Other States.

1901.]

Xumber.
"Whole

life

Endowment

policies in force

policies in

force

All other policies in force

Total

number and amount

1,291

403

Amount.
$1,572,613.00

552

672,910.00

15,192

30,120,861.00

17,035

$32,366,384.00

TERMINATED AS FOLLOWS:

By

death
expiry
surrender
.

.

.

.

.

159

lapse

decrease

change

.

.
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Dividends applied to pay running premiums
Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions and

107,518.01

annuities

$3,387,346.69

Total

23,121.16

Deduct amount paid for reinsurance
Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

Premium

$3,364,225.53

131,986.76

454,986.55
63,292.32'

notes, loans, or liens

Other debts due the company
Discount on claims paid in advance
Rents for use of company's property
Profits

$310,934.59

on sales of

37,626.71

943.89
108,471.87
8,918.38

securities

Reinsurances

1,988.60

From

9,525.00

other sources

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$4,181,965.61
31,

1900

16,447,627.67

$20,629,593.28

Total

DISBURSEMENTS.
and additions
Cash
Cash paid for matured endowments and additions
Claims on installment policies
paid for losses

$787,561.27
234,639.33

674.00

Net amount paid for losses and endowments
Premium notes or loans voided by lapse
Cash dividends paid policy-holders
Cash dividends applied to pay running premiums
Cash dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions
and annuities
Surrender values paid in cash

$1,022,874.60
3,151.00

11,520.58
310,934.59

107,518.01

289,839.76

(Total paid policy-holders, $1,745,838.54.)

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Medical examiners' fees
Salaries of othcers

and

office

401,255.99
49,574.86
29,232.50

employees

Taxes and fees
Rent
Commuting commissions
Furniture and fixtures
Advertising, printing, and postage

66,249.96
79,017.70
38,096.70

27,500.00
5,877.00

26,500.85

OF Other States.
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Legal expenses, $3,372.59; real estate expenses, $32,978.94
All other items
Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.
credit

$18,090,622.44
policies in force for

which no

taken

is

33,475.21

$2,538,970.84

31, 1901

Deduct premium notes on

$36,351.53

144,039.00

$17,946,583.44

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.
Cost value of real estate unincumbered

$1,710,000.00

Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on company's policies as collateral
Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's oifice
Cash deposited in banks

3,003,317.00

806,434.00
1,271,627.65

10,785,033.00
2,858.40

367,313.39

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

$17,946,583.44

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

$37,028.91

150,605.84

Collateral loans

Premium

8,019.14

notes, loans, or liens

20,360.24

Rents due and accrued
Market value of stocks and bonds over cost
Xew
Premiums due and unreported on
in

force

Total
of collection

Business.

Renewals.

$43,322.39

$154,589.31

51,986.18

259,129.41

$95,308.57

$413,718.72

47,130.09

27,305.44

$48,178.48

$386,413.28

policies

Deferred premiums on policies in force

Deduct cost

11,593.31
1,002,647.00

Xet amount of uncollected and deferred premiums.,
Total assets as per books of the company

434,591.76

$19,611,429.64

LIABILITIES.
Net present value

of all outstanding policies, computed
according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality, with
4 per cent interest

$17,431,393.00

Llfe Insurance Companies
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Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received

Total

polic3'

Premiums paid

[Dec. 31,

$3,500.00
55,223.21

claims

$58,723.21

in advance

5,405.28

Present value of unpaid installments

10,533.00

Special reserve for deferred dividends

26,000.00

Liabilities

as

to

policy-holders

$17,532,054.49

Surplus as regards policj^-holders

Gross

2,079,375.15

liabilities

$19,611,429.64

PEEMIUM NOTE ACCOUNT.
Premium
Premium

notes, loans, or liens on

hand Dec.

31, 1900.

.

$152,191.37

notes, loans, or liens received during year.

.

236,434.62

Total

$388,625.99'

Deductions during the year, as follows: Notes, loans, or
liens:

Voided by lapse
Redeemed by maker

$3,151.00

in

cash

241,435.99

Total reduction

244,586.99

Balance of note assets Dec.

31, 1901

$144,039.00

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES

Whole

AND ADDITIONS

life

IN FORCE DEC.

31, 1900.

policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

Number.

Amount.

10,085

$27,083,587.00

18,888

49,753,732.00

916

2,831,280.00

Reversionary additions

NEW
Whole

1,220,498.00

POLICIES ISSUED DUBING THE YEAR.
life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

2,730

7,475,373.00

1,575

3,407,400.00

451

1,423,438.00

13

29,500.00

9

21,000.00

2

13,500.00

OLD POLICIES REVIVED.

Whole life policies
Endowment policies
All other policies

OF Other States.

1901.]
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OLD POLICIES INCBEASED.

Whole

$30,300.00

life policies

Endowment

41,358.00

policies

All other policies

1,988.00

OLD POLICIES TBANSFEERED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

3

8,000.00

4

4,000.00

ADDITIONS BY DIVIDENDS.
210,575.00

Eeversionary additions

number and amount

Total

Deduct

policies ceased to be in force

Total in force Dec.

31,

1901

Numier.

Whole life policies in force
Endowment policies in force
All other policies in force
Reversionary additions in force

Total

number and amount....

34,676

$93,561,529.00

2,320

6,137,380.00

32,356

$87,424,149.00

Amount.

11,756

$31,758,127.00

19,399

50,581,199.00

1,201

3,726.890.00
1,357,933.00

32,356

$87,424,149.00

TERMINATED AS FOLLOWS:

By

death
maturity
expiry
surrender

288

lapse

change and decrease
transfer

Not taken
Total

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
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Losses incurred during 1901
Losses and claims paid during 1901

[Dec. 31,
13

$13,497.24

12

12,497.24

Premiums

collected or secured without deductions:
Cash, $25,800.34; not€S or credits, $1,454.00

$27,254.34

TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY.
[Life Department.]

Habtford, Conn.
Incorporated June

Sylvkstek

C.

Dunham,

17,

1863.

Commenced

President.

business July

John

1,

1866.

E. Morris, Secretary.

INCOME.
Eeceived for premiums on new policies
Eeceived for renewal premiums
Received for single premiums
Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
Received for annuities
Total

Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock
Premium notes, loans, or liens, and collaterals
Other debts due the company
Discount on claims paid in advance
Rents for use of company's property
Profits on sales of real estate and securities
other sources

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

Total

21,542.68

457.80
15,145.59

$3,733,646.05

Deduct amount paid for reinsurance

Prom

$602,608.51
3,093,891.47

124,562.08
$3,609,083.97

337,336.33
544,454.69
132,733.69
53,336.14
2,668.25

110,441.02
69,710.58
1,547.76

$4,861,312.43
31, 1900

23,284,681.39

$28,145,993.82

OF Other States.

1901.]
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DISBURSEMENTS.
Cash paid for losses
Cash paid for matured endowments
Claims on installment policies

$1,098,601.14

Gross amount paid for losses and endowments..
Received for losses or claims on policies reinsured

$1,734,697.58

361,192.13
274,904.31

42,500.00

Xst amount paid for losses and endowments
Cash paid to annuitants
Surrender values paid in cash
Surrender values applied to pay running premiums

$1,692,197.58
17,759.57

188,231.01

457.80

(Total paid policy-holders, $1,898,645.96.)

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents

439,739.92
46,328.50
38,704.48

Medical examiners' fees
Salaries of officers

Taxes and
Eent

and

employees

office

79,854.78
82,863.83

fees

18,065.40

Furniture and fixtures

826.13

Advertising, printing, and postage

Legal

expenses,

$4,436.70;

real

66,936.02

expenses,

estate

128,887.96

$124,451.26

All other items

16,407.33

Total disbursements during the year

Balance Dec.

31,

$2,817,260.31

$25,328,733.51

1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS

PEE LEDGEE ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on company's policies as collateral
Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash in companj-'s office
Cash deposited in banks

Agents' ledger balances

"

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

$1,790,575.45
6,532,038.62

457,059.90
1,740,999.10

13,104,120.96
3,398.64

1,393,750.17
6,790.67

$25,328,733.51

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages

$103,617.79

410
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Stocks and bonds
Collateral loans
Market value of stocks and bonds over cost

[Dec. 31,
$122,894,85
12,166.02

878,818.64

New
Premiums due and unreported on

Business.

Renewals.

$50,375.21

$291,433.66

63,514.63

384,835.78

$113,889.84

$676,269.44

51,250.43

40,576.16

$62,639.41

$635,693.28

policies

In force

Deferred premiums on policies in force
Total

Deduct cost

of collection

Net amount of uncollected and deferred premiums..
Total assets as per books of the

company

698,332.69

$27,144,563.50

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents' balances

$6,790.67

Total admitted assets

$27,137,772.83

LIABILITIES.
Net present value

outstanding policies, computed according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality,
with 4 per cent interest
$24,883,698.00
Deduct net value of reinsured risks
562,619.00
of all

Net reinsurance reserve

$24,321,079.00

Matured endowments due and unpaid
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received

$4,267.00

25,136.60
15,000.00

63,754.00

Total policy claims

Premiums paid

108,157.60

in advance

24,248.49

Present value of unpaid installments
Due and accrued for salaries, rents, etc
Reserve to protect security valuations

1,263,514.00

25,000.00

100,000.00

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$25,841,999.09

Surplus as regards policy-holders

Gross

1,295,773.74

liabilities

$27,137,772.83

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES

Whole

AND ADDITIONS IN FORCE

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies

DEC.

31, 1900.

Numl>er.

Amount.

28,318

$73,374,731.00

11,679

26,553,753.00

3,149

9,091,367.00

.,
,

OF Other States.

1901.]

NEW
"Whole

POLICIES ISSUED DURING THE YEAR.
life

Endowment

policies

.

policies

All other policies

.

.

OLD POLICIES REVIVED.
"Whole

411

life policies

Endowment

.

policies

All other policies

.

.

.

3,946
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BUSINESS IN

NEW

[Dec. 31,

HAMPSHIKE.

Policies in force Dec. 31, 1900

397

$688,833.00

Policies issued during year

123

205,100.00

520

$893,933.00

49

82,771.00

471

$811,162.00

13

$14,707.00

Total

Deduct policies ceased
In force in

to be in force

New Hampshire

Dec.

31, 1901

Losses and claims incurred and paid during 1901

Premiums

collected or secured without deductions

$22,979.58

UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Portland, Me.
Incorporated July

Feed

17,

1848.

Commenced

E. Richards, President.

business October
J.

1,

1849.

Frank Lang,

Secretary.

INCOME.
Received for premiums on new^ policies
Received for renewal premiums
Dividends applied to pay running premiums
Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions

$305,288.50
1,361,743.56

20,259.63

and

annuities

25,723.99

Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance
and annuities
Total

17,009.76

$1,735,036.06

Deduct amount paid for reinsurance
Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:

Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock

Premium

5,011.62

notes, loans, or liens

Other debts due the company
Discount on claims paid in advance

1,727.80

$1,733,308.26

63,831.53

184,674.44
39,847.92
6,759.57
1,402.29

OF Other States.
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Eents for use of company's property
Profits on sales of securities
Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

$36,246.52
39,071.41

$2,105,141.94
31,

1900

7,961,972.24

Total

$10,067,114.18

DISBURSEMENTS.
Cash paid for losses and additions
Cash paid for matured endowments and additions
Claims on installment policies

$687,834.59
125,454.09
3,038.97

Gross amount paid for losses and endowments.
Received for losses or claims on policies reinsured

Net amount paid for
Cash paid to annuitants

losses

.

|816, 327.65

10,000.00

and endowments

$806,327.65
1,308.23

Premium

notes or loans voided by lapse
Collateral loans on policies voided by lapse
Cash dividends paid policy-holders

15,786.05

Cash dividends applied to paj' running premiums
Cash dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions
and annuities
Surrender values paid in cash
Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance
and annuities

20,259.63

3,246.14

14,592.29

25,722.99

62,429.25
5,011.62

17,009.76

(Total paid policy-holders, $971,693.61.)

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents

277,316.66

120,027.88

Medical examiners' fees
Salaries of officers

and

36,402.50
office

employees

Taxes and fees
Eent
Commuting commissions
Furniture and fixtures
Advertising, printing, and postage

71,646.95
45,681.97
26,328.48
>

Legal expenses, $6,237.30; real estate expenses, $8,395.02
All other items

2,686.06
1,312.87

29,380.78
14,632.32

43,707.81

Total disbursements during the year

$1,640,817.89

Balance Dec.

$8,426,296.29

31,

1901

.
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[Dec. 31,

Invested in the following:

ASSETS. AS

PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of real estate unincumbered

$1,277,530.76

Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on company's policies as collateral
Premium notes, loans, or liens on policies in force.
Book value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks
.

.

.

1,234,096.65

664,733.03
34,555.17

172,393.59
4,964,533.26
5,777.56

41,950.63

Bills receivable

12,617.38

Agents' ledger balances

18,108.26

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance.

$8,426,296.29

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

^Mortgages

$29,078.06

Stocks and bonds
Collateral loans

Premium

35,233.57
3,241.04

notes, loans, or liens

5,302.64

Other assets
Rents due and accrued

1,304.85

1,363.28

Market value of stocks and bonds over book value.
New
Premiums due and unreported on
in

Renewals.

$50,194.25

?110,095.58

32,196.97

106,470.32

$82,391.22

$216,565.90

16,478.24

43,313.19

$65,912.98

$173,252.71

policies

force

Deferred premiums on policies in force
Total

Deduct cost

Business.

271,463.95

of collection.

Net amount of uncollected and deferred premiums
Forborne premiums to be deducted in settlement of
policy claims, included in liabilities

239,165.69

632.26

Total assets as per books of the companj^

$9,013,082.63

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents' balances
Bills receivable

and interest

Total items not admitted

Total admitted assets

$1,200.00
13,172.23

$14,372.23
$8,998,710.40

OF Other States.

1901.]
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LIABILITIES.
all outstanding policies, computed
according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality-, with
4 per cent interest

Net present value of

Matured endowments due and unpaid....
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses reported, no proofs received

42,931.43

40,405.65

Total policy claims
of surplus due policy-holders

88,090.19

Unpaid dividends

Premiums paid

4,467.53

.'
advance
Present value of unpaid installments

in

.

2,882.91

.

23,275.00

All other liabilities

1,031.00

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$8,378,957.63

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Gross

$8,259,211.00

$4,753.U

619,752.77
$8,998,710.40

liabilities

pre:mium note account.
Premium
Premium

notes, loans, or liens on

hand Dec.

.

$127,551.00

notes, loans, or liens received during year..

4,083.00

31, 1900.

Total

$131,634.00

Deductions during the year, as follows: Notes, loans, or
liens used in:
Payment

of losses

Purchase

and claims

$10,630.00

of surrendered policies

428.00

Payment of dividends to policy-holders
Redeemed by maker in cash

3,520.00
179.00

Total reduction

Balance of note assets Dec.

POLICIES A>'D

Whole

14,757.00
31, 1901

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
ADDmOXS IN FORCE DEC. 31, 1900.

life policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies
Reversionary additions

NEW
Whole

$116,877.00

Number.

Amount.

22,269

$32,557,957.00

7,888

11,920,341.00

2,982

5,070,277.00

643,277.77

POLICIES ISSUED DUEING THE TEAE.
life

Endowment

policies

policies

All other policies

,

3,941

4,975,578.00

1,186

2,030,054.00

1,315

2,803,500.00

.

.
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OLD POLICIES REVIVED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

.

. .

policies

.

68

Keversionary additions

OLD POLICIES CHAJSTGED AND INCEEASED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

policies

.

.

All other policies
Keversionary additions

,

OF Other States.

1901.]

Losses and claims unpaid Dec.
Losses incurred during- 1901

31,

1900

Total

Losses and claims paid during 1901

417
2

$2,136.45

17

16,439.86

19

$18,576.31

15

$14,576.31

Premiums

collected or secured without deductions:
Cash, $48,397.99; notes or credits, $12.00

$48,409.99

UNITED STATES LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
New York
Incorporated February,

Geoege H. Bn?FOKD,

1850.

City.

Commenced

business March, 1850.

A.

President.

Cash Capital,

Wheelright,

Secretary.

$440,000.00.

INCOME.
Eeceived for premiums on new policies
Received for renewal premiums
Dividends applied to pay running premiums
Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions and
annuities

Total premium Income
Cash received for interest on:

Mortgage loans
Bonds owned and dividends on stock
Premium notes, loans, or liens and collateral loans..
Other debts due the company
Discount on claims paid in advance
Eents for use of company's property
Profits on sales of securities
other sources

Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

Total
27

2,539.60

2,848.00

Surrender values, applied to pay running premiums....
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance
and annuities
Eeceived for annuities

From

$219,405.76
1,030,914.36

508.39

26.697.46

37,525.00

$1,320,438.57

248,203.75
76,392.37

35,143.07
2,816.57
2,521.28

43,438.17
1,687.65

120.00
$1,730,761.43
31, 1900

7,827,952.47

$9,558,713.90

—
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DISBUKSEMENTS.
Cash paid for losses and additions
Cash paid for matured endowments and additions
Claims on installment policies

$620,222.92
126,561.91
,

12,926.33

Net amount paid for losses and endowments
Cash paid to annuitants
Premium notes or loans used in purchase of surrendered
policies and voided by lapse
Cash dividends paid policy-holders
Cash dividends applied to pay running premiums
Cash dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions
and annuities
Surrender values paid in cash
Surrender values applied to pay running premiums
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance
and annuities
(Total paid policy-holders, $1,041,368.92.)
Cash paid stockholders for interest

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Medical examiners' fees
Salaries of officers and

$759,711.16
19,960.90

24,698.06
72,036.90
2,539.60

2,848.00

132,368.45

508.39

26,697.46

30,800.00

217,454.79
84,677.86
22,210.99

office

employees

69,335.70

Taxes and fees
Rent
Furniture and fixtures

31,883.00

Advertising, printing, and postage
Legal expenses, $13,731.51; real estate expenses, $16,888.33
All other items

32,208.12

32,604.14
10,934.57

30,619.84
5,883.90

Total disbursements during the year.

$1,609,423.83

Balance Dec.

$7,949,290.07

31,

1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

Book value

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on company's policies as collateral
Premium notes, loans, or liens on policies in force.
Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

$642,652.18
4,944,130.00
8,345.58

415,831.38
148,347.34
1,666,504.82
1,257.02

110,364.66

.

OF Other States.

1.901.]
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Bills receivable

$3,530.00

Agents' ledger balances secured

8,327.09

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

$7,949,290.07

OTHER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

$49,634.49
20,702.55

Collateral loans

Premium

335.74

notes, loans, or liens

21,200.84

Other assets

291.68

Market value of real estate over book value
Market value of stocks and bonds over book value

Premiums due and unreported on

216,959.33

Netc
Business.

Renewals.

$61,926.85

$124,130.95

policies

in force

Deferred premiums on policies in force
Total

Deduct cost

22,747.82

of collection

52,524.02

$61,926.85

$176,654.97

30,963.42

10,221.44

$30,963.43

$166,433.53

Net amount of uncollected and deferred premiums.
Total assets as per books of the company

197,396.96
$8,478,559.48

LIABILITIES.
outstanding policies, computed according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality,
with 4 per cent interest
Deduct net value of reinsured risks

Net present value

of

all

$7,777,470.00

45,858.00

Net reinsurance reserve
Matured endowments due and unpaid
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses and other policy claims resisted
Death losses reported, no proofs received

Total policy claims
of surplus due policj'-holders
Premiums paid in advance
Present value of unpaid installments
Due and accrued for salaries, fees, etc
Contingent surrender values
All other liabilities

Unpaid dividends

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$7,731,612.00
$1,427.00
12,953.33
3,500.00

65,845.00

83,725.33
5,313.00
3,546.26

29,195.00
2,198.66
2,144.00

10.919.00

$7,868,653.25

. ..

.
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$440,000.00

Paid-up capital
Surplus over capital

169,906.23

$609,906.23

Surplus as regards policy-holders
Gross

[Dec. 31,

$8,478,559.48

liabilities

PEEMIUM NOTE ACCOUNT.
Premium
Premium

notes, loans, or liens on hand Dec. 31, 1900..
notes, loans, or liens received during year..

$557,762.53

267,901.42

$825,663.95

Total

Deductions during the year, as follows: Notes, loans, or
liens used in:
Payment

of losses and claims
Purchase of surrendered policies and voided by lapse.

Payment of dividends to policy-holders
Redeemed by maker in cash

$24,263.63
62,473.25

1,400.40

173,347.95

Total reduction

261,485.23

Balance of note assets Dec.

$564,178.72'

31, 1901

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POUCIES AND ADDITIONS IN FORCE DEC.

31, 1900.

Numier.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

12,713

policies

All other policies

Reversionary additions

NEW
Whole

POLTCIEiS ISSUED
life policies

Endowment

DURING THE YEAE.

.

policies

All other policies

.

OLD POLICIES REVIVED.

Whole

life

policies

Endowment

.

policies

All other policies

.

.

OLD POLICIES CHANGED AND INCREASED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

.

policies

All other policies

.

.

OF Other States.

1901.]

Numter.

Whole life policies in
Endowment policies

force

13,305

in force

All other policies in force
Reversionary additions in force

Total

•

421

Amount.
$26,443,583.00

2,571

4,587,475.00

3,930

10,526,534.00

152,484.00

number and amount

19,806

$41,710,076.00

TERMINATED AS FOLLOWS:

By
,

,

.

death
maturity
expiry
surrender

310

'

63

335

232

lapse

1,516

change and decrease
Not taken

42

504

Total

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Policies in force Dec. 31, 1900.
Policies issued during' year.

.

Total

Deduct

policies ceased to be in force.

In force in

New Hampshire

Dec.

31,

1901

Losses and claims incurred and paid during 1901

Premiums

collected or secured without deductions

Life Insurance Companies

422

Dividends applied to pay rnnning- premiums
Dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions and

$68,861.38

114,867.00

annuities

Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance
and annuities
Received for annuities,
Total premium income
Cash received for interest on:
Mortgage loans

Premium

[Dec. 31,

$2,529,448.80

387,707.7»

notes, loans, or liens

13,361.18

Other debts due the company
Discount on claims paid in advance
Eents for use of company's property
Profits on sales of real estate and securities
Total income
Net or ledger assets Dec.

82,655.70
25,094.13

84,350.38
5,645.21
315,590.32^

4,771.02

$3,340,874.70
31, 1900

15,512,101.41

Total

$18,852,976.11

DISBURSEMENTS.
Cash paid for losses and additions
Cash paid for matured endowments and additions

$1,075,202.07

694,305.08

Net amount paid for losses and endowments
Cash paid to annuitants
Return premiums
Cash dividends applied to pay running premiums
Cash dividends applied to purchase paid-up additions
and annuities
Surrender values paid in cash
Surrender values applied to purchase paid-up insurance
and annuities
(Total paid policy-holders, $2,189,603.96.)
Cash paid stockholders for interest or dividends

Commissions to agents
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents
Medical examiners' fees
Salaries of officers

Taxes and
Bent

and

$1,769,507.15
32,506.03
2,618.01

68,861.38

114,867.00
118,588.69

82,655.70

8,750.00
357,239. 5S

135,056.11
58,964.54

office

employees

fees

Commuting commissions
Advertising, printing, and postage
Legal expenses, $2,104; real estate expenses, $116,428.98..

117,323.34
105,212.06

73,676.20
26,897.84

30,423.47

118,532.98

OF Other States.

1901.]

423

Losses on sales of real estate
All other items

$24,245.51
21,913.49

Total disbursements during- the year

Balance Dec.

31,

1901

$3,267,839.05

$15,585,137.00

•

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.
Cost value of real estate unincumbered
Loans on mortgages of real estate (first liens)
Loans on collateral securities
Loans on company's policies as collateral
Cost value of stocks and bonds
Cash in company's office
Cash deposited in banks

Agents' ledger balances

$5,885,270.46
7,404,400.00

250,000.00
1,176,477.08

543,139.33

42,048.65
256,992.21
.^

Office furniture

17,923.31
8,886.02

Total net or ledger assets, as per balance

$15,585,137.06

OTHEK. ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued on:

Mortgages
Stocks and bonds

$76,499.73
2,395.84

Collateral loans

25,531.18

Rents due and accrued

Market value

11,852.84

of real estate over cost

272,388.47

New
Business.

Premiums due and unreported on
in force

Deferred premiums on policies in force..,.
Total

Deduct cost of collection

Net amount

Renewals.

policies

of uncollected

$71,555.40

$41,709.11

42,622.31

181,887.61

$114,177.71

$223,596.72

64,852.94

13,863.00

$49,324.77

$209,733.72

and deferred premiums

Total assets as per books of the company

259,058.49
$16,232,863.61

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents' balances
Furniture and fixtures
Depreciation in value of assets

Total items not admitted
Total admitted assets

$17,923.31
8,886.02

5,621.25

$32,430.58
$16,200,433.03

;

.

.

Life Insurance Companies

424

[Dec. 31,

LIABILITIES.
all outstanding policies, computed
according to the Actuaries' Table of Mortality, with
4 per cent interest

Net present value of

Matured endowments due and unpaid
Death losses in process of adjustment
Death losses reported, no proofs received

31,037.00
69,444.60

Total policy claims
in advance

105,386.54

Iremiums paid

8,550.21

Liabilities as to policy-holders

$15,617,026.75

Paid-up capital
Surplus over capital

$125,000.00
458,406.28

Surplus as regards policy-holders

Gross

$15,503,090.00

|4,904.94

583,406.28

liabilities

$16,200,433.03

EXHIBIT OF POLICIES.
POLICIES

Whole

AND ADDITIONS IN FORCE

life

DEC.

policies

Endowment

policies

All other policies"

.;:; 1 ;;;;..;;;

..

.

.....:...:......%

Reversionary additions

NEW
Whole

POLICIES ISSUED DLTJING THE YEAR.
life

Endowment

policies

,

policies

All other policies

.

OLD POLICIES REVIVED.

Whole

life policies

Endowment

31, 1900.

policies

.

Eeversionarv additions

Number.

Amount.

20,679

$42,584,701.00

9,430

.

.

Numier.

Amount.

21,684

$42,775,970.00

9,584

17,545,731.00

Whole life policies in force
Endowment policies in force
All other policies in force
Reversionary additions in force
Total

425

OF Other States.

1901.]

number and amount....

76
739,903.00

31,344

$61,061,604.00

TERMINATED AS FOLLOWS:

By

death
maturity
discount
surrender

471
283

.

53

.

545
3,813

lapse

Not taken

.

1,151

.

Total

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Policies in force Dec. 31, 1901.
Policies issued during year.

Total

Deduct policies ceased to be in force.
In force in

New Hampshire

Dec.

31,

1901

Losses and claims incurred and paid during 1901

Premiums

colected or secured without deductions

ASSESSMENT CASUALTY

COMPANIES.

ABSTRACTS OF STATEMENTS DECEMBER

31, 1901.

Assessment Casualty Companies.
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[Dec. 31,

EQUITABLE ACCIDENT COMPANY.
Boston, Mass.
Organized December

Albekt

C.

1891.

11,

Commenced business January

David

Smith, President.

INCOME DUEING
Membership

T.

1,

Montague,

1892.

Secretary.

1901.

$6,525.00

fees

Assessments, expense, $22,418.06; death and disability,
72,840.31

$50,422.25

Interest from

961.66

sources
All other sources
all

Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

160.64
$80,487.61
33,062.06

31, 1900

$113,549.67

Total

DISBURSEMENTS DUEING
Losses and claims

,.,..._.,

Advanced payments returned
Membership fees retained by agents.;......
Salaries and commissions to agents
Commissions for collecting assessments
Salaries and other compensation of of&cers
Salaries and other compensation of office
employees

1901.

$42,402.10
245.34
6,525.00
1,497.42

3,878.52
4,550.00

4,266.19

Medical examiners' fees

500.00

Taxes and fees

848.36

Rent, $811.83; legal expenses, $1,575.38
Advertising, printing, and postage

2,387.21

All other items
(Total expense of management, $32,720.89.)

4,614.78

3,653.41

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$75,368.33
31,

1901

$38,181.34

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER
Cost value of bonds and stocks

Cash in office
Cash in banks
Total

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

owned

$13,109.11
2,174.71

22,897.52

$38,181.34

Assessment Casualty Companies.

1901.]

429'

non-ledgek assets.
Interest accrued
Market value of bonds and stocks over value

$148.90
375.89

Total non-ledger assets

$524.79

Gross assets

$38,706.13

liaeelities.
Salaries, rents, expenses, etc.,

due or accrued

$230.00

Advance assessments

1,311.25

Total

$1,541.25

Balance

$37,164.88

UNitATUHED MORTX'AEY AXD DISABrLITY LIABILITIES.
Claims resisted

$10,575.00

reported, not in process

1,204.01

Total

$11,779.01

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
yumter.

Amount.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

6,139

$21,613,200.00

Certificates or policies written during year

2,055

1,592,700.00

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force....
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year
Total
Losses and claims

jjaid

during year

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31
Certificates or policies terminated
Certificates or policies terminated

by death
by lapse....

8,194

$23,205,900.00

2,280

5,011,625.00

5,914

$18,194,275.00

30

$23,387.00

635

38,694.10

665

$62,081.10

633

42,402.10

32

$19,679.00

3

$10,200.00

2,277

5,001,425.00

Assessment Casualty Companies.
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BusrNT:ss in

new hampshtre.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written

during year

,

,

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31..,.,

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during year

,

Total
Losses and claims paid during j^ear

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31
Certificates or policies terminated
Certificates or policies terminated

by death....
by lapse

179

110

[Dec. 31,

Assessment Casualty Companies.

1901.]

Commissions for collecting- assessments
Salaries and other compensation of oflBcers
Salaries and other compensation of office
employees
Taxes and fees
Kent, $1,124.34; legal expenses, $1,511.91
Advertising and printingAU other items
."

431

$4,046.63
10,843.42

4,317.15

862.69
2,636.25

3,229.59
3,822.01

(Total expense of management, $49,351.22.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$105,922.06
$28,628.74

31, 1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.
Cost value of bonds and stocks owned

$105.75

Cash in office
Cash in banks

842.18
27,680.81

$28,628.74

Total

NOX-LEDGEK ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued

$153.00

Market value of bonds and stocks over cost
2.75

value

$155.75

Total non-ledger assets

$28,784.49

Gross assets

LIABILITIES.
Salaries, rents, expenses, etc.,

due or accrued

Advance assessments

$2,137.60

81.00
$2,218.60

Total

Balance

$26,565.89

UXilATUKED MORTUAKY AXD DISABILITY LIABILITIES.
Claims in process of adjustment
resisted

reported, not in process

Total

$912.50
250.00
9,795.32

$10,957.82

Assessment Casualty CoMPANtES.
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BUSINESS OF

[Dec. 31,

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OB POLICIES.
Numier.

Amount.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

7,671

$1',993,800.00

Certificates or policies written during year

3,699

1,324,250.00

Total

11,370

$3,318,050.00

be in force....

2,254

829,500.00

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31....

9,116

$2,488,550.00

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year....

155

$9,868.26

1,410

47,855.58

Total
Losses and claims paid during year

1,565

$57,723.84

1,292

56,466.34

273

$1,257.50

Certificates or policies ceased to

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

by death

Certificates or policies terminated

Certificates or policies terminated bj- lapse

BUSINESS IN

$9,450.00
820.050.00

1,399

$370,700.00

225

84,600.00

1,624

$455,300.00

234

103,950.00

1,390

$351,350.00

NEW HAMPSHTRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written

43
2,211

during

j-ear

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force....

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during year

36

$2,555.00

249

9,946.75

Total
Losses and claims paid during year

285

$12,501.75

246

12,376.75

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

39

$125.00

by death
by lapse

Certificates or policies terminated
Certificates or policies terminated

S

$1,750.00

226

102,200.00

.

Assessme^:t Casualty Companies.

1901.]
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MASONIC PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION.
Worcester, Mass.
Incorporated June

10,

Francis A. Harrington,

1895.

Commenced business June

Albert

President.

INCOME DURING

L.

29,

1895.

Pratt, Secretary.

1901.

Membership fees
Annual dues

$4,169.00

Assessments, death, $5,118.50; disability, $29,666.50
Interest from bonds and stocks

34,785.00

30,711.00

Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

544.61
$70,209.61

1900

31,

33,666.76

Total

$103,876.37

DISBURSEMENTS DURING
Losses and claims

1901.

$30,149.13

Membership fees retained bj^ agents
Commissions for collecting' assessments

4,169.00
.

.

Salaries and other compensation of officers

Salaries and

other compensation of
employees
Medical examiners' fees
Taxes and fees

3,441.30

12,600.00

office

Rent, $480.00; legal expenses, $2,409.54
Advertising and printing
All other items
(Total expense of management, $35,786.11.)

8,856.00
3.00

252.19
2,889.54
2,122.61

1,452.47

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$65,935.24
31,

1901

$37,941.13

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of bonds and stocks owned

Cash in banks
Total
28

$675.00
37,266.13

$37,941.13

Assessment Casijalty Companies.
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[Dec. 31,

LIABILITIES.
(None.)

UNMATURED IIORTUABY AND DISABILITY LIABILITIES.
Claims resisted

$335.00

reported, not in process.

4,340.00

Total

$4,675.00

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTiriCATES OR POLICIES.
Number.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written

during year.

Total

7,758

be in force.

1,297

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31.

6,461

Certificates or policies ceased to

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year.
Total
Losses and claims paid during year.

Losses and claims unpaid Dec.

7

650
657

654

31,

Certificates or policies terminated

by death

33

Certificates or policies terminated

bj-^

lapse

1,264

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during year.

Total

667
12

679

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force.

224

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31.

455

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred and paid during year

84

by death....
by lapse

218

Certificates or policies terminated
Certificates or policies terminated

6

Assessment Casualty Companies.

1901.]
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MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL ACCIDENT
ASSOCIATION.
Boston, Mass.
Incorporated December

George

L.

8,

1883.

Commenced

Stevens, President.

G.

INCOME DUEING
Membership

1884.

Secretary.

1901.

$10,288.50

coupon contract,

death and disability,
90,949.64

$1,559.86

Interest from bonds and stocks
All other sources

Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

790.00
196.42

$102,224.56

1900

31,

31,107.86

Total

$133,332.42

DISBUESEMENTS DURING
Losses and claims
Coupon contract extensions

1901.

$29,603.10
990.75

and commissions to agents
Commissions for collecting assessments....
Salaries

Salaries of officers

13,096.34

15,047.65
8,549.01

Salaries and other compensation

of

office

emploj-ees

8,026.50

Medical examiners' fees

Taxes and

1,

Leonaed McNeill,

fees

Assessments, expense, $43,757.14;
$45,632.64;

business January

1,298.40

fees

857.38

Rent, $1,475.00; legal expenses, $667.86
Advertising and printing
All other items
(Total expense of management, $66,370.08.)

2,142.86
6,574.90

10,821.04

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$96,963.93
31, 1901

$36,368.49

Invested in the follovring:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cost value of bonds and stocks owned

Cash in office
Cash in bank

$21,038.08

468.49
7,263.77

Assessment Casualty Companies.
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[Dec. 31^
$2,906.13

Balances due from agents
Bills receivable

4,342.2*

All other items

600.49

$36,619.2S

Total
Less balances due to agents

250.76
$36,368.49

Ledger assets as per balance

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Interest accrued
Market value of bonds and stocks over cost
Furniture, fixtures, and supplies

$180.67
344.05
4,351.81

Total non-ledger assets

$4,876.53

Gross assets

$41,245.02;

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Furniture, fixtures, safes, supplies, etc
Balances due from agents not secured by bonds
Bills receivable, not secured

$4,351.81
1,951.65
2,842.29

Total

$9,145.75

Total admitted assets

$32,099.27

LIABILITIES.
Salaries, rents, expenses, etc.,

due or accrued.

Advance assessments
All other (not including

$756.37
1,654.96

unmatured claims)

3,000.00

Total

$5,411.3?

Balance

$26,687.94

UNMATURED MORTUARY AND DISABILITY

LIABILITIES.

Claims resisted

$2,500.00

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CEBTIEICATES OB POLICIES.
Numier.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during j-ear

Total

Amount.

6,504

$18,360,325.00

4,167

4,587,250.00

10,671

$22,947,575.00

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

3,780

5,930,475.00

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

6,891

$17,017,100.00

1901.]

Assessment Casualty Companies.

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year

Certificates or policies terminated

BUSINESS IN

by death....
by lapse....

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan.

1

Certificates or policies written during year...

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force...

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31....

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during year
Total
Losses and claims paid during year

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31
Certificates or policies terminated

$6,746.96
25,356.14

893

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31
Certificates or policies terminated

78

902
980

Total
Losses and claims paid during year

by death

Certificates or policies terminated bj' lapse...

437

Assessment Casualty Companies.
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DISBURSEMENTS DURING
Losses and claims

[Dec. 31,

1901.

$10,213.87

and commissions to agents
Commissions for collecting assessments
Salaries and other compensation of of&ce
Salaries

emploj'ees

4,850.00

10,703.53

9,860.92

Taxes and fees

504.99

Rent, $1,789.20; legal expenses, $420.08
Advertising and printing
All other items

2,209.28
3,315.81

4,145.18

(Total expense of management, $35,589.71.)

Total disbursements

$45,803.58

Balance on hand Dec.

31,

1901

$29,563.14

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

Book

Taliie of

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

bonds and stocks owned

$21,323.75

Cash in office
Cash in banks

637.61
•

Total

7,152.38

$29,563.14

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Interest due, $144.68; accrued, $136.67
Furniture, fixtures, and supplies

Market value of bonds and stocks over book
Assessments due and unpaid

$281.35
5,450.00

265.00
11,055.78

Total non-ledger assets

$17,052.13

Gross assets

$46,615.27

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Furniture, fixtures, safes, supplies, etc
Unpaid assessments in excess of claims

$5,450.00
8,263.86

Total

$13,713.86

Total admitted assets

$32,901.41

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid
Disability claims due and unpaid
Advance assessments
Total

Balance

$800.00
1,991.92
5,405.00

$8,196.92

$24,704,49

Assessment Casualty Companies.

1901.]

business of
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1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTiriCATES OR POLICIES.
Numb(r,

Amount.

4,147

$22,555,500.00

4,346

8,854,000.00

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written

during year

Total

".

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

8,493

$31,409,500.00

3,377

11,189,000.00

5,116

$20,220,500.00

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year....

48

$2,554.00

397

10,451.79

Total
Losses and claims paid during year

445

$13,005.79

393

10,213.87

52

$2,791.92

28

$42,000.00

28

$42,000.00

3

2,000.00

25

$40,000.00

4

$31.72

3

26.72

1

$5.00

Losses and claims unpaid Dec, 31
BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during year....

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force....
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims incurred during year
Losses and claims paid during year
Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

RIDGELY PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATiOJ^.
Worcester,
Incorporated

Francis A. Harrington,

May

10,

1894.

[Mass.

Commenced

Albert

President.

INCOME DURING
Membership

L.

May

$54,597.25

4,

1894.

Pratt, Secretary.

1901.

fees

Assessments, expense, $63,595.50;
disability,

business

$10,616.00

mortuary, $10,863.25;
129,056,00

Assessment Casualty Companies.

440

All other sources

[Dec. 31,
$1,383.49

Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

$141,055.49
31,

1900

54,236.64

Total

$195,292.13

DISBUKSEMENTS DURING
Losses and claims

1901.

$64,302.34

and commissions to agents
Commissions for collecting assessments....
Rilaries and other compensation of officers
Salaries and other compensation of office
employees
Salaries

Medical examiners' fees

10,616.00
5,911.78

19,150.00

"^

16,319.17
4,426.00

Taxes and fees

389.52

Eent, $686.00; legal expenses, $7,038.56
Advertising, printing, postage, and express
All other items
(Total expense of management, $74,253.23.)

7,724.56
4,359.90
5,356.30

Total disbursements

$138,555.57

Balance on hand Dec.

31,

1901

$56,736.56

Invested in the followdng:

ASSETS, AS

PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cash in banks

$56,736.56

LIABILITIES.
(None.)

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CEBTTFICATES OR POLICIES.
Number.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Amount.

14,519

$1,497,800.00

3,593

359,300.00

18,112

$1,857,100.00

3,891

390,700.00

14,221

$1,466,400.00

1901.]

Assessment Casualty Companies.

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year.,
Total
Losses and claims paid during- year

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31:
Certificates or policies terminated
Certificates or policies terminated

BUSrXESS

IN-

by death.
by lapse..,

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written during j^ear....

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during year
Total
Losses and claims paid during year
Certificates or policies terminated

Certificates or policies terminated

by death....
by lapse

6

1,798

441

Assessment Casualty Companies.

442

DISBURSEMENTS DURING
Losses and claims

[Dec. 31>

1901.

$131,019.20

Advanced payments returned
Salaries and commissions to agents
Commissions for collecting assessments
Salaries and other compensation of officers
Salaries and other compensation of office

66.02

121,093.79

employees
Taxes and fees

13,002.54
14,700.00

11,164.14

496.77

Rent, $1,760.00; legal expenses, $7,031.98
Advertising and printing
All other items
(Total expense of management, $178,668.75.)

8,791.98
3,855.33

5,564.20

Total disbursements

$309,753.97

Balance on hand Dec.

31,

1901

$168,804.2»

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

Book value

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.
$7,937.19

of real estate

Loans on mortgages
Cash in office
Cash in bank

56,968.26
2,203.19>

101,695.64

Total

$168,804.28.

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Interest accrued

$5,832.94

Rents due
Market value of real estate over book value
Assessments due and unpaid
Furniture, fixtures, and supplies

78.00
5,162.81

16,408.00
2,100.00

Total non-ledger assets

$29,581.75

Gross assets

$198,386.03

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Furniture, fixtures, safes, supplies, etc

$2,100.00

Total admitted assets

$196,286.0a

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid
Disability claims due and unpaid

$2,200.00

227.00

1901.]

Assessment Casualty Companies.

Salaries, rente, expenses, etc.,

due or accrued

4-13

$1,487.58

Advance assessments

16,408.00

$20,322.58

Total

Balance

$175,963.45

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CEKTIFICATES OR POXJCIES.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to

be in force....

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year.

. . .

Total
Losses and claims paid during year
Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

BUSENESB IN

'

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

(None.)

A'wmfter.

Amount.

25,944

$35,233,269.00

149

189,600.00

26,093

$35,422,869.00

14,515

27,823,508.00

11,578

$7,599,361.00

49

$25,444.54

396

108,001.66

445

$133,446.20

439

131,019.20

6

$2,427.00

FEATEENAL BENEFICIAET ASSOCIATIONS.
Abstracts of Statements showevg their
Condition December

31,

1901.

Stajstding

and

.

Feateenal Beneficiary

446

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31,

AMERICAN BENEFIT SOCIETY.
Boston, Mass.
Incorporated January

WnxiAM

9,

1893.

Commenced

H. Cabbekry, President.

business January

Nortvtajt P.

INCOME,

17,

Cokmack,

1893.

Secretary.

1901.

Per capita tax
Assessraents, mortuary

$7,677.60
52,691.45

528.75

All other sources

Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

$60,897.80
31,

1900

9,674.75

Total net resources

$70,572.55

DISBURSEMENTS,

1901.

Death claims

$42,250.00

Salaries of officers

and employees

All other

2,588.00

3,438.91

(Total expense of management, $8,328.91.)

Total disbursements

$50,578.91

Balance on hand Dec.

31, 1901

$19,993.64

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PEE

LEDGEE ACCOUNTS.

Cash in office
Cash in bank

$224.36
19,769.28

Total

$19,993.64

NON-LEDGEE ASSETS.
Assessments held by subordinate bodies

$1,500.00

Gross assets

$21,493.64

rrEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Furniture, fixtures, sales, supplies, etc
Unpaid assessments In excess of claims

Total
Total admitted assets

J40O.0O
3,600.00

:

.

$4,000.00

$17,493.64

1901.]

Fraternal Beneficiary

Ass'ns.

447

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid"
Salaries, rents, expenses, etc.,

$1,500.00

due or accrued

171,88

Advance assessments

107.55
$1,779.43

Total

$15,714.21

Balance

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES

OB,

POLICIES.
Number.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Amount.

4,544

$4,793,750.00

896

761,750.00

5,440

$5,555,500.00

965

1,053,750.00

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

4,475

$4,501,750.00

Losses and claims incurred during the year
Losses and claims paid during year

43

$45,250.00

41

43,750.00

2

$1,500.00

408

$454,000.00

18

15.500.00

426

$469,500.00

105

121,750.00

321

$347,750.00

S

$10,000.00

Certificates or policies written during j-ear

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written during the j-ear.

.

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force....
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims incurred and paid during year

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

New Hampshire members

A\-ith-

$4,682.55

Fkaternal Beneficiaky

448

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31,

AMERICAN ORDER FRATERNAL HELPERS.
Boston, Mass.
Incorporated July

Samuel

P.

Tenney,

1892.

13,

Commenced

Joshua

President.

INCOME,
Membership

business August
C.

1901.

fees

$128.00

capita,

2,094.50
24,956.50
35.50^

495.8^

Total income

$27,710.39

Balance on hand Dec.

31, 1900

3,173.75

Total net resources

$30,884.14

DISBURSEMENTS,
Death claims
Advance payments

1892.

Simmons, Secretary.

tax
Assessments, mortuary
Medical examiners' fees paid by applicant
All other sources

Per

1,

1901.

$24,864.20

returned

to

rejected

applicants

36.50

Commissions paid

176.77

Salaries of officers and employees
Medical examiners' fees
All other
(Total expense of management,

1,040.00

50.00
1,592.61
$2,859.38.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$27,760.08
31, 1901

$3,124.06

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS

PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cash in office
Cash in bank

$15.55
3,108.51

Total

$3,124.06

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Assessments held by subordinate bodies
Gross assets

$2,492.50
$5,616.56

.

1901.]

Feateenal Beneficiary

Ass'xs.

149

liabilities.
Death claims due and unpaid

$9,888.00

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
Number.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written

during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force....

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Amount.

2,071

$2,871,000.00

102

1.32,000.00

2,173

$3,003,000.00

326

431,500.00

1,847

$2,571,500.00

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the j'ear....

4

$4,987.50

28

35,000.00

Total
Losses and claims paid during year

32

$39,987.50

22

29,999.50

10

$0,888.00

206

$259,000.00

12

19,500.00

218

$278,500.00

57

70,500.00

161

$208,000.00

3

$1,699.63

2

1,081.63

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan.

1

Certificates or policies written during the j'ear.

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force....
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims paid during year

Gross amount paid by
out deductions
29

New Hampshire members

with$2,241.00

Fraternal Beneficiary

450

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31,

ASSOCIATION CANADO-AMERICAINE.
I^Ianchester, N. H.
Incorporated

May

14,

1897.

Commenced business May

1897.

M. E. Lussieb, Secretary.

T. G. BiKON, President.

INCOME,
Membership

1,

1901.

$634.00

fees

Per capita tax
Assessments, mortuary,

2,751.32

$10,204.50;

disability, $9,084.30..

All other sources

19,288.80
2,306.75

Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

$24,980.87
31,

1900

3,669.07

Total net resources

$28,649.94

DISBUESEMENTS,

1901.

Death claims

$8,500.00

Disability claims

Advance

9,122.50

jpayments
applicants

Salaries of officers

returned

to

rejected
31.35

and employees

3,264.44

All other

2,043.60

(Total expense of management, $5,308.04.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$22,961.89
31,

1901

$5,688.05

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PEE

LEDGEE ACCOUNTS.

Cash in office
Cash in bank

$69.35
,

Total

5,618.70

$5,688.05

LIABILITIES.
(None.)

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

business of

451

Ass'ns.

1901 *

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIE8.
Number.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

1,623

Certificates or policies written during year....

2,667

Total

Amount.

4,290

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

153

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31....

Losses and claims incurred during the year.
Losses and claims paid during year

4,137

16

...

$15,500.00
17,653.85

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

$7,000.00

New Hampshire members

with$24,980.87

CATHOLIC BENEVOLENT LEGION.
Brookxyk, N. Y.
Incorporated September

John

C.

5,

18S1.

Commenced business October

John D. Carhoix,

IMcGuire, President.

INCOME,
Per capita tax
Assessments, mortuary,

1881.

Secretary.

1901.

$24,622.25
$1,264,196.56;

reserve, $66,517.53

All other sources

1,330,714.09

17,030.79

Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

$1,372,367.13
31, 1900

184,173.85

Total net resources

DISBURSEMENTS,
Death claims

12,

$1,556,540.98
1901.

$1,500,573.49

Disability claims

19,750.00

*No business transacted outside the

state.

Fraternal Beneficiary

452

Salaries of officers

and employees

Ass'ns.

[Dec.

31,.

$15,238.42
15,370.88

All other

(Total expense of

management,

$30,609.30.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$1,550,932.79'

$5,608.19

31, 1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cash in office
Cash in bank

$500.00'

5,608.19

Total

$6,108.19

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Assessments held by subordinate bodies

$146,000.00

Gross assets

$152,108.19

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid
Borrowed money

$145,000.00
5,000.00

Total

$150,000.00

Balance

$2,108.19

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTiriCATES OR POLICIES.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written

during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force....
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year

Total
Losses and claims paid during year
Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

Numier.

Amount.

41,984

$65,608,000.00

2,051

2.179,000.00

44,035

$67,787,000.00

5,749

8,588,500.00

38,286

$59,198,500.00

213

$373,000.00'

705

1,260,500.00

918

$1,633,500.00

854

1,500,573.49

66

$128,000.00

Frateexal Beneficiary

1901.]

453

Ass'xs.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

BUSrXESS IX

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

9

$13,000.00

9

$13,000.00

Certificates or policies written during- the year

Total

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

New Hampshire members

with$396.36

CATHOLIC MUTUAL BENEFIT ASSOCIATION.
HOBXELLSVIJLLE, N. Y.
Incorporated June

JoHX

J.

9,

1S79.

Commenced

INCOME,

Secretary.

1901.

$157.00

fees

Per capita tax

15,503.60

Assessments, mortuarj-, $1,024,173.97: reserve, $113,800.20
All other sources
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

1876.

Joseph CAirERON,

Hynes, President.

Membership

business July,

1,137,974.17

39,849.54
$1,193,484.31

31,

1900

685,964.03

Total net resources

$1,879,448.34

DISBUESEMENTS,

1901.

Death claims

$1,022,999.00

Salaries of officers and employees

6,333.06

All other

25,155.94

(Total expense of management, $27,489.00.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand, Dec.

$1,050,488.00
31,

1901

$828,960.34

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Book value of real estate
Loans on mortgages
Book value of bonds and stocks owned

$5,558.55

414,419.00
164,800.00

Fraternal Beneficiary

454
Cash

in

Ass'ns.

bank

[Dec. 31,
$7,598.45

Eeserve fund, deposited in banks

236,584.34

Total

$828,960.34

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Interest due
Market value of real estate over

$267.50

book value

Assessments held by subordinate bodies
Furniture, fixtures, and supplies

3,841.45

151,343.49
11,182.85

Total non-ledger assets

$166,635.29

Gross assets

$995,595.6S
ITEaiS

NOT ADMITTED.

Furniture, fixtures, sales, supplies, etc

$11,182.85

Total admitted assets

$984,412.78

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid

$191,500.00

Balance

$792,912.78

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CEKTIFICATES OR POLICIES.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year
Total
Losses and claims paid during year

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

Number.

Amonnt.

51,416

$81,942,500.00

7,201

8,537,500.00

58,617

$90,480,000.00

1,933

2,772,000.00

56,684

$87,708,000.00

90

$146,900.00

639

1,069,599.00

729

$1,216,499.00

614

1,024,999.00

115

$191,500.00

.

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

BUSINESS IN

455

Ass'ns.

NEW HAMPSHIBE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written

during the year.

Total

48

$50,000.00

48

$50,000.00

1

1,000.00

47

$49,000.00

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

New Hampshire members

with$130.93

CATHOLIC ORDER OF FORESTERS.
Chicago, III.
Incorporated

May

Thomas H. Camebon,

24,

18S3.

Commenced business May

1901.

Per capita tax
Assessments, mortuarj''
All other sources
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

$45,362.00
822,666.12
35,911.15

$903,939.27
31, 1900

294,151.26

Total net resources

$1,198,090.53

DISBURSEMENTS,

1901.

Death claims
Salaries of officers

1883.

Theo. B. Thiele, Secretary.

President.

INCOME,

24,

$708,650.00

and employees

All other

29,663.72
58,834.49

(Total expense of management, $88,498.21.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$797,148.21
31, 1901

$400,942.32

.

Featernal Beneficiary

456

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31,

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS

PEK LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Book value of bonds and stocks
Cash in bank

ovv^ned

$260,115.00
103,889.37

All other

64,275.47

Total
Less sub-court's credit balances

$428,279.84
27,337.52

Ledger assets

$400,942.32

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Furniture, fixtures, sales, supplies, etc

$3,992.07

Balances due from organizers not secured by bonds.

Due from

failure of bank, etc

4,301.28

17,376.54

Total

$25,669.89

Total admitted assets

$375,272.43

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid

$75,150.00

Balance

$300,122.43

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OK POLICTES.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written

during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year

Total
Losses and claims paid during year
Losses and claims unpaid Dee. 31

Number.

Amount.

87,531

$92,693,900.00

8,551

9,081,000.00

96,082

$101,774,900.00

1,180

1,277,000.00

94,902

$100,497,900.00

79

$85,000.00

646

698,800.00

725

$78.3,800.00

653

708,650.00

72

$75,150.00

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

457

Ass'ns.

BUSrNESS IN IfEW HAMPSHTRE.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during the year.

.

Total

2,395

$3,126,000.00

48

51,000.00

2,443

$3,177,000.00

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

11

11,000.00

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

2,432

$3,166,000.00

1

$1,000.00

5

5,000.00

6

$6,000.00

4

4,000.00

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the

j'ear

Total
Losses and claims paid during year
•Gross

amount paid by Xew Hampshire members with-

out deductions

$19,090.61

CHRISTIAN BURDEN BEARERS' ASSOCIATION.
Manchester, N. H.
Incorporated September,

Frank Burr,

1898.

Commenced

L. N.

President.

INCOME,
Membership

business June,

Olmsted, Secretary.

1901.

fees

$84.00

Assessments, mortuary, $23,477.99;
All other sources
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

.special, $99.20

23,577.19
1,178.39

$24,839.58
31, 1900

30,012.50

Total net resources

$54,852.08

DISBUESEMENTS,
Death claims
Advance payments

1885.

1901.

$25,000.00

returned

to

api^licants

Salaries of officers and employees

rejected
17.95
1,361.16

Fraternal Beneficiary

458

Medical examiners' fees
All other
(Total expense of management,

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31,

$44.00
673.07
$2,078.23.)

Total disbursements

$27,096.18

Balance on hand Dec.

31, 1901

$27,755.90

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Loans secured by pledge of bonds, stocks,
Book value of bonds and stocks owned
Cash in office
Cash in bank

etc

$10,000.00
12,000.00

135,57
5,620.33

Total

$27,755.90

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Interest due

and accrued

$318.89

Gross assets

$28,074.79

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Furniture, fixtures, sales, supplies, etc

$300.00

Total admitted assets

$27,774.79

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid
Advance assessments
Total

$3,000.00

739.45
$3,739.45

,

Balance

$24,035.34

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
Numier.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to

be in force....

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Amount.

1,897

$1,842,000.00

84

78,500.00

1,981

$1,920,500.00

49

48,000.00

1,932

$1,872,500.00

.

Fkateenal Beneficiary

1901.]

159

Ass'ns.

Losses and claims incurred during the year
Losses and claims paid during year

29

$28,000.00

26

25,000.00

3

$3,000.00

323

$313,000.00

8

7,500.00

331

$320,500.00

7

7,000.00

324

$313,500.00

2

$2,000.00

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

BUSINESS IN ^TEW HAMPSHIEE.
Certiiicates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written during the year.

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force....

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims incurred and paid during year

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

New Hampshire members

with$4,163.60

UNITED ORDER OF THE GOLDEN CROSS.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Incorporated July

John

4,

1876.

Commenced

business July

D. Young, President.

W.

INCOME,
Membership
Per capita

fees

4,

R. Cooper, Secretary,

1901.

and annual dues

$57,765.53

tax, etc

1,233.00

Assessments, mortuary, $517,596.61; expense, $48,098.58..
Medical examiners' fees paid by applicant
All other sources
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

1876.

565.695.19
1,539.25

6,431.22

$632,664.19
31,

1900

100,891.93

Total net resources

DISBUESEMENTS,

$733,556.12
1901.

Death claims
Fees and dues retained by sub-commandery
Salaries of officers and employees

$542,417.03
57,765.53
18,937.47

Fraternal Beneficiary

460

Ass'ns.
$2,757.25

Medical examiners' fees
All other
(Total expense of

[Dec. 31,

39,970.02

management,

$51,764.74.)

$661,847.30

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$71,708.82

31, 1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

Book

value of bonds and stocks

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.
owned

$9,900.00
-02

Cash in office
Cash in bank

130,988.73

267.60

All other

$141,156.35

Total
Less drafts not presented for payment

59,279.93

$81,876.42

Total

NOX-LEDGER ASSETS.
Assessments held by subordinate bodies

$48,978.26

$130,854.68

Gross assets

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid

$92,500.00

Salaries, rents, expenses, etc., due or accrued

1,282.42

Total

$93,782.43

Balance

$37,072.26

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CEKTIFICATES OR POLICIES.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written

during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Number,

Amount.

25,538

$33,533,500.00

2,322

1,587,750.00

27,860

$35,121,250.00

2,534

2,799,250.00

25,326

$32,322,000.00

.

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

461

Ass'ns.

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year....

Total
Losses and claims paid during j^ear

49

$82,000.00

382

559,000.00

431

$641,000.00

366

548,000.00

65

$92,500.00

2,574

$3,306,500.00

28

19,000.00

2,602

$3,325,500.00

237

282,000.00

2,365

$3,043,500.00

Losses and claims unpaid December 31

BUSINESS IN ^^:W HAilPSinRE.
Certificates or policies in force Jan.

1

Certificates or policies written during the year.

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force....
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the j'ear....
Total
Losses and claims paid during year

Gross amount paid
out deductions

bj-

Xew Hampshire members

1

$2,000.00

48

71,500.00

49

$73,500.00

42

63,000.00

with$54,738.58

ROYAL SOCIETY OF GOOD FELLOWS.
Boston, Mass.
Incorporated February
J.

23,

1882.

Commenced

H. McGbegor, President.

business March

Akthuk

IXXOME,

J.

1882.

Bates, Secretary.

1901.

Assessments, mortuary. $310,110.36; reserve, $11,432.44;
expense, $23,538.43
All other sources
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

3,

$345,081.23
821.08

$345,902.31
31,

Total net resources

1900

1,974.06

$347,876.36.

Fraternal Beneficiary

462

DISBURSEMENTS,

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31,

1901.

Death claims

$308,375.54

Salaries of officers

and emploj'ees

13,445.70
10,030.13

All other

(Total expense of management, $23,475.83.)

Total disbursements

$331,851.37

Balance on hand Dec.

31.

$16,025.00

1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER
Cash

in

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

bank

$16,025.00

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Assessments held

bj'

subordinate bodies

$29,600.00
$45,625.00

Gross assets

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid

$149,500.00

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
Number.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during year.

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force.
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31...

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year.
Total
Losses and claims paid during year.

Losses and claims unpaid Dec.

BUSINESS IN

31.

KEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written

Total

during the year.

8,342

525

Fraternal Beneficiary

Ass'ns.

463

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

42

$99,500.00

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

99

$177,000.00

1

$3,000.00

1901.]

Losses and claims incurred and paid during year

New Hampshire members

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

with$6,059.61

.'

IMPROVED ORDER HEPTASOPHS.
Baltimoee,
Incorporated August

M.

28,

1878.

Commenced

business August

28,

1878.

Samuel H. Tattersall,

G. CoiiEN, President.

INCOME,
Membership

ilD.

Secretary.

1901.

fees

$5,437.41

Assessments, mortuary, $1,170,379.03; expense, $37,483.71
Medical examiners' fees paid by applicant
All other sources
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

1,213,862.74
6,858.00
2,739.41

$1,228,897.56
31, 1900

51,738.22

Total net resources

$1,280,635.78

DISBUESEMEXTS,
Death claims

1901.

$1,081,847.86

Salaries of officers

and employees

Medical examiners' fees
All other
(Total expense of management,

49,755.07
6,858.00

38,889.62
$95,502.69.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$1,177,350.55
31, 1901

$103,285.23

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER
Gash

in

bank

LEDGEE ACCOUNTS.
$103,285.23

Fraternal Beneficiary

46-1

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31^

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Assessments held by subordinate bodies...
Contingent fund

Due

$106,015.31
2,650.00

for supplies

72.89

Total non-ledger assets

$108,738.2a

Gross assets

$212,023.43

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid

$106,510.75

Balance

$105,512.68

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERXmCATES OR POLICIES.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written

during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force....
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year
Total
Losses and claims paid during year

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

Numier.

Amount.

55,102

$91,694,000.00

4,522

5,693,500.00

59,624

$97,387,500.00

9,320

14,370,000.00

50.304

$83,017,500.00

29

$62,000.00

640

1,145,260.75

669

$1,207,260.75

613

1,100,750.00

56

$106,510.75

43

$55,000.00

1

1,000.00

44

$56,000.00

17

19,000.00

27

$37,000.00

BUSINESS IN T?EW HAMPSHIRE.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written during the year.

.

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

New Hampshire members

with$493.79

Fkateenal Bexeficiaey

1901.]

465

Ass'ns.

INDEPENDENT ORDER OF FORESTERS.
[Insurance Department.]

ToEONTo, Canada.
Incorporated July

Okoxhyatekha,

22,

18S1.

Commenced

President.

J.

INCOME,

business July

1,

1S81.

A. McGilli^'tiay, Secretary.

1901.

Premium income

$2,408,164.17

141,266.14

Interest
All other sources

Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

2,116.67
$2,551 ,546.98
31,

1900

4,312,987.18

Total

$6,864,534.16

disbuese:*ients,
Losses and claims

1901.

$1,540,109.12

Advanced payments returned
Salaries and commissions to agents
Salaries and other compensation of
Medical examiners' fees

5,120.38

47,569.86
officers

Taxes and fees

14,249.96

766.61
3,418.76

15,104.24
Kent, $5,426.04; legal expenses, $9,678.20...
Advertising and printing
14,787.84
24.441.45
All other items
(Total expense of management, $120,338.72.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$1,665,568.22
31,

1901

$5,198,905.94

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS

Book value

PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

of real estate

Loans on mortgages
Book value of bonds and stocks owned
Cash in office and banks
Special deposits
30

$696,713.25
2,762,542.93
1,248.681.47

187,267.13
156,505.55

Fraternal Beneficiary

466

Temporary loan

to Fraternal Society

Ass'ns.

Department.

[Dec. 31,
$141,266.14
5,989.47

All other

$5,198,965.94

Total
Assets of Fraternal Society Department

62,865.58
$5,261,831.52

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued
Eents due and accrued
Due from high and subordinate courts.

$72,911.45
3,311.87

83,720,38

Furniture and fixtures
Total

27,498.13

non-ledger assets.

$187,441.83

Gross assets

$5,449,273.35

ITBilS

NOT ADMITTED.

Furniture, fixtures, safes, supplies, etc

,

Cost of ledger assets above present market value

$107,345.67
797.38

Total

$108,143.05

Total admitted assets

$5,341,130.30

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid
Disability claims due and unpaid
Salaries, expenses, etc.,

-$103,056.66
89,391.95

due or accrued

2,516.98

Advance assessments

4,871.76

All other

Total

75,580.33

$275,417.68

..

Balance

$5,065,712.62

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTTFICATES OR POLICIES.
Numier.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31.

Amount.

177,644

$206,564,500.00

28,826

23,871,000.00

206,470

$230,435,500.00

14,384

13,408,000.00

192,086

$217,027,500.00

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

Ass'xs.

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the j^ear

Total
Losses and claims paid during jeax.

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

BUSINESS IN

467

1,244

$172,823.00

13,607

1,763,470.05

14,851

$1,936,293.05

11,235

1,733,892.10

3,596

$202,400.95

1,662

$1,625,500.00

416

334,000.00

2,078

$1,959,500.00

234

230,000.00

1,844

$1,729,500.00

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan.

1

Certificates or policies written during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during year

1

$1,000.00

325

17,950.91

Total
Losses and claims paid during year

326

$18,950.91

319

17,328.48

7

$1,622.43

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

New Hampshire members

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

with$19,470.11

FRATERNAL SOCIETF DEPARTMENT.
INCOME,

1901.

Annual dues
Per capita tax
Assessments

t

211,039.96

All other sources

54,958.71

Transferred from contingent account. Insurance Dept..
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

$18,961.96

217,142.29

141,266.14

$643,369.06
31, 1900

135,842.30

Total net resources

DISBURSEMENTS,

$779,211.36
1901.

Death claims

$10,770.36

Disability claims

180,041.19

Fraternal Beneficiary

468
Advance

payments

returned

to

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31^

rejected
$3,109.94

applicants
Salaries of officers

and employees

All other
(Total expense of

338,090.66
^-

management,

184,333.63

$522,424.2*9.)

Total disbursements

$716,345.78

Balance on hand Dec.

$62,865.58

31, 1901

Invested in the following:

PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

ASSETS, AS
Cash

in

$62,865.58

bank
LIABILITIES.

Due Insurance Department

$141,266.14

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS.
New Haven,
Incorporated March

Edward

L.

Heabn,

29, 18S2.

Conn.

Commenced

business February

Daniel Colwell,

President.

INCOME,

1882.

Secretary,

1901.

$56,297.90

Per capita tax
Assessments, mortuarj-,

$323,071.93; reserve, $25,104.45..

Medical examiners' fees paid by applicant
All other sources
Total incouje
Balance on hand Dec.

2,

348,176.38
2,090.50

25,232.44

$431,797.22
31,

1900

498,425.26

$930,222.48

Total net resources

DISBURSEMENTS,

1901.

$234,000.00

Death claims
Salaries of officers and employees
Medical examiners' fees

31,558.92

All other
(Total expense of

40,456.29

management,

$74,417.21.)

$308,417.21

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

2,402.00

31, 1901

$621,805.27

.

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

Ass'ns.

469

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Loans on mortgages

Book

$107,000.00

value of bonds and stocks

owned

320,196.68

Cash in bank
Deposited Avith Insurance Department, Canada

189,608.59
5,000.00

Total

$621,805.27

XOX-LEDGER ASSETS.
Assessments held by subordinate bodies....

$38,624.48

Furniture, fixtures, and supplies

11,000.00

Total non-ledger assets

$49,624.48

Gross assets

$671,429.75

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Furniture, fixtures, sales, supplies, etc
Bills

receivable,

$11,000.00

not secured

38,624.48

Total

$49,624.48

Total admitted assets

$621,805.27

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid

$36,333.65

Balance

$585,471.62

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year.
Total

.

.

Number.

Amount.

30,436

$30,729,000.00

3,887

3,887,000.00

34,323

$34,616,000.00

1,533

1,543,000.00

32,790

$33,073,000.00

26

$26,333.65

242

244,000.00

268

$270,333.65

and claims paid during year

232

234,000.00

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

36

$36,333.65

liosses

Fraternal Beneficiary

470

BUSnSTESS IN

Ass'ns.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during the year..

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force....

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

271

$274,000.00

14

14,000.00

285

$288,000.00

24

25,000.00

261

$263,000.00

1

$1,000.00

Losses and claims incurred and paid during year

New Hampshire members

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

[Dec. 31,

with$2,982.T4

KNIGHTS OF HONOR.
St. Louis,
Incorporated June

D.

S.

20,

1884.

Mo.

Commenced

business June

30,

Noah M. Givan,

Biggs, President.

INCOME,

Secretary.

1901.

Per capita tax
Assessments, mortuary
All other sources
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

1873.

$93,378.65
3,216,217.28
8,155.84

$3,317,751.77
31, 1900

90,193.73

Total net resources

$3,407,945.50.

DISBURSEMENTS,

1901.

Death claims

$3,227,088.94

Salaries of officers and employees

Medical examiners' fees

39,542.31
2,500.00

All other

52,158.94

(Total expense of management, $94,201.25.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$3,321,290.19
31,

1901

$86,655.31

Frateenal Beneficiary

1901.]

471

Ass'ns.

Inrested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cash in office
Cash in bank

$1,363.47

136,307.12

Total
Less outstanding warrants

$137,670.59
51,015.28

Total

$86,655.31

XOX-LEDGER ASSETS.
Interest due

$432.92

Due from grand

lodges
Assessments held by subordinate bodies
Furniture, fixtures, and supplies

559.16

259,000.00
10,181.29

R. J. Breckenridge (judgment)

2,691.05

Total non-ledger assets

$272,864.42

Gross assets

$359,519.73

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Furniture, fixtures, safes, supplies, etc
R. J. Breckenridge (judgment)

$10,181.29

2,691.05

Total

$12,872.34

Total admitted assets

$346,647.39

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid
Salaries, rents, expenses, etc.,

$487,400.02

due or accrued

380.50

Total

$487,780.52

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
Numier.
Certificates or policies in force Jan.
Certificates or policies written

1

during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

59,932

Amount.
$105,136,500.00

2,854

2,796,500.00

62,786

$107,933,000.00

7,013

11,080,500.00

55,773

$96,852,500.00

Fraternal Beneficiary

472

Ass'ns.

Losses and claims unj)aid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year
Total

Losses and claims paid during year.
Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31
in

BUsrN:E)S,s

190

$351,166.67

1,706

3,138,322.29

1,896

$3,489,488.96

1,752

3,227,088.94

144

$262,400.02

280

$514,000.00

24

18,500.00

304

$532,500.00

28

43,500.00

276

$489,000.00

new hampshiee.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during year
Total

Losses and claims paid during year

Xew Hampshire members

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

[Dec. 31,

1

$2,000.00

7

14,000.00

8

$16,000.00

8

$16,000.00

with$18,986.20

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF HONOR.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Incorporated April,

L. B.

LocKARD,

1878.

Commenced business September

President.

C.

IXCOME,

1877.

W. Harvey,

Secretary.

1901.

Per capita tax

$2,429.50

Assessments, mortuary, $1,230,401.55; expense, $82,979.32
All other sources
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

1,

1,313,380.87
5,698.08
$1,321 .508.45

31, 1900

Total net resources

17,402.31

$1,338,910.76

1901.]

Feateenal Beneficiaey
disbuesements,

Ass'ns.

473

1901.

Death claims

$1,175,275.00

Salaries of officers

and employees

Medical examiners' fees
All other
(Total expense of management,

05,604.12
2,500.00

22,372.62
$90,476.74.)

Total disbursements

$1,265,751.74

Balance on hand Dec.

31, 1901

$73,159.02

Invested in the following:

PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

ASSETS, AS
Book value of
Cash in bank

$3,834.00

real estate.

64,457.62

All other

4,867.40

Total

$73,159.02

NOX-LEDGER ASSETS.
Interest due

$112.66

Assessments held by subordinate bodies....
Per capita tax due from lodges

109,600.00
1,013.50

Total non-ledger assets

$110,726.16

Gross assets

$183,885.18

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Furniture, fixtures, safes, supplies, etc

$1,930.48

Total admitted assets

$181,954.70

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid
Salaries, rents, expenses, etc.,

$109,576.00

due or accrued

All other

234.06
3,400.00

Total

$113,210.06

Balance

$68,744.64

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during year

Total

Numder.

Amount.

49,785

$57,212,000.00

7,912

7,133,500.00

57,697

$64,345,500.00

Fraternal Beneficiary

474

Ass'ns.

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

$5,889

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

51,808

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year

Total
Losses and claims paid during j^ear
Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

BUSINESS IN

[Dec. 31,
5,762,000.00

$58,583,500.00

88

$110,951.00

973

1,181,000.00

1,061

$1,291,951.00

967

1,182,375.00

94

$109,576.00

159

$162,500.00

159

$162,500.00

8

8,500.00

151

$154,000.00

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during year
Total
Losses and claims paid during year

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

Xew Hampshire members

1

$1,000.00

5

5,000.00

6

$6,000.00

6

6,000.00

with$4,406.99

KNIGHTS OF THE MACCABEES OF THE WORLD.
Port Huron, Mich.
Incorporated September

D. P,

Market,

11, 1885.

Commenced business September

1901.

fees

Per capita tax
Assessments, mortuary,
expense, $339,368.66

1883.

G. J. Siegle, Secretary.

President.

INCOME,
Membership

1,

$30,795.70
4,359.75

$2,559,538.84; reserve, $61,531.12;

2,960,438.62

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

Ass'ns.

475

Medical examiners' fees paid by applicant

$3,443.10

All other sources

41,046.52

Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

$3,040,083.69
31, 1900

1,297,730.19

Total net resources

$4,337,813.8a

DISBURSEMENTS,

1901.

Death claims

$2,042,647.59

Disability claims

132,520.63

Advance payments returned to applicants..
Salaries of officers and employees

137,725.48

2,956.02
^

1,755.46
Medical examiners' fees
233,419.54
All other
(Total expense of management, $372,900.48.)

Total disbursements

$2,551,024.7^

Balance on hand Dec.

31, 1901

$1,786,789.16

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PEE
Book value
Book value

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

of real estate
of bonds

$87,707.72

and stocks owned

1,192,171.89

Cash in office
Cash in bank

1,500.00

450,856.99

Agents' balances

54,552.56

Total

$1,786,789.1&

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Interest due, $8,527.26; accrued, $3,453.00

Rents due
Market value of bonds and stocks over book
value

$11,980.26
170.00

35,463.33

Assessments held by subordinate bodies....
Total non-ledger assets

Gross assets

281,983.00

$329,596.59
$2,116,385.75

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Agents' balances unsecured
Total admitted assets

$54,552.56
$2,061,833.1^

Fraternal Beneficiary

476

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31,

LIABILITIES.
Claims due and unpaid

$402,550.00

Salaries, rents, expenses, etc.,

due or accrued

24,425.59

$426,975.59

Total

$1,634,857.60

Balance

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
'Number.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

$286,860,000.00

56,789

63,108,000.00

260,619

$349,968,000.00

20,320

23,948,000.00

240,299

$326,020,000.00

Certificates or policies written during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the j'ear....
Total
Losses and claims paid during

j-ear

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

BUSINESS IN

205

$308,200.00

1,492

$2,208,510.00

1,697

$2,516,710.00

1,439

2,114,160.00

258

$402,550.00

1,040

$546,000,00

687

309,500.00

1,727

$855,500.00

247

106,500.00

1,480

$749,000.00

2

$1,500.00

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during j^ear

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims incurred and paid during year

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

Amount.

203,832

New Hampshire members

with$4,854.60

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

Ass'ns.

ENDOWMENT RANK KNIGHTS OF

477

PYTHIAS.

Chicago, III.
Incorporated October

Charles

F. S.

Xeal,

15,

1875.

Commenced

President.

November

7,

1877.

SAinjEL M. Smith, Secretary.

I^XOME,
Membership

business

1901.

fees

$10,903.46

Per capita tax
Assessments, mortuary

172.311.56
1,620.025.25

All other sources

32,813.16

Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

$1,836,053.43

1900

31,

512,851.17

Total net resources

$2,348,904.60

DISBURSEMEXTS,
Death claims
Advance payments

1901.

$1,648,047.45

returned

to

rejected

applicants

7,315.61

Salaries of officers

and employees

94,044.53

^ledical examiners' fees

21,458.05

All other

80,898.40

(Total expense of management, $196,400.98.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$1,851,764.04
31, 1901

$497,140.56

Invested in the following-:

ASSETS, AS

Book value

PER LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

of real estate

Loans on mortgages
Book value of bonds and stocks owned
Cash in office
Cash in bank

$31,000.00
33,100.00
2,850.00

300.00
20,008.83

All other

116,595.14

Total

$203,853.97

Fraternal Beneficiary

478

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31,

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Interest due, $2,469.14; accrued, $2,491.68...

$4,960.82

Rents accrued
Market value of bonds and stocks over book

7,855.30

405.00

value

Assessments held by subordinate bodies....
Furnitvire, fixtures, and supplies

6,807.51

All other

8,046.03

5,058.25

Total non-ledger assets

$33,132.91

Gross assets

$236,986.88
ITEitS

NOT ADMITTED.

Furniture, fixtures, safes, supplies, etc
Bills receivable, not secured
Agents' balances unsecured

$5,058.25
569.69
2,030.80

Depreciation in assets

2,200.00

Total

$9,858.74

Total admitted assets

$227,128.14

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid
Salaries, rents, expenses, etc.,

$248,500.00

due or accrued

Advance assessments

34,416.67
2,583.33

All other

330.88

Total

$285,830.88

Balance

$58,702.74

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
Xumber.

Amount.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

66,561

$116,363,500.00

Certificates or policies written during year....

14,825

23,050,500.00

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year

Total

81,386

$138,414,000.00

24.311

37,148,500.00

57,075

$101,265,500.00

259

$549,500.00

721

1,416,500.00

9S0

$1,966,000.00

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

Losses and claims paid during j-ear

862

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

BUSINESS IN

$1,717,500.00

118

$248,500.00

564

$773,000.00

87

131,500.00

651

$904,500.00

259

359,000.00

392

$545,500.00

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during year
Total
Losses and claims paid during j^ear

New Hampshire members

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

479

Ass'ns.

1

$3,000.00

11

22,000.00

12

$25,000.00

11

22.000.00

with$11,715.43

LADIES' CATHOLIC

BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
Erie, Pa.

Incorporated March,

1889.

Commenced

business April

Mks. E. B. McGowan, President.

INCOME,

Mrs.

J.

9,

A. Royer, Seerefary.

1901.

Membershij) fees
Per capita tax
Assessments, mortuarj-, $407,310.16; reserve, $21,006.52...
,

All other sources

$5,732.00
29,168.00

428,316.68
31.065.62

Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

$494,282.30
31,

1900

114.297.37

Total net resources

DISBUESEMEXTS,
Death claims
Salaries of ofiicers

1890.

$608,579.67
1901.

$408,500.00

and employees

8,930.00

Fraternal Beneficiary

480

Ass'ns.

All other

[Dec. 31^

$55,221.80

(Total expense of

management,

$64,151.80.)

Total disbursements

$472,651.80

Balance on hand Dec.

31, 1901

$135,927.87

Invested in the follo\\ing:

ASSETS, AS PER
Cash
Cash

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

in office

$3,388.33

bank

132,539.54

in

Total

$135,927.87

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid

$65,500.00

Balance

$70,427.87

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written

during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

yutnber.

Amount.

57,169

$49,825,000.00

12,405

11,825,000.00

69,574

$61,650,000.00

812

691,000.00

68,762

$60,959,000.00

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year..,.

51

$44,000.00

475

430,000.00

Total
Losses and claims paid during year

526

$474,000.00

456

408,500.00

70

$65,500.00

90

$65,500.00

72

68,000.00

162

$133,500.00

3

3,000.00

159

$130,500.00

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

BUSIKESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates. or policies written

during year....

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

New Hampshire members

with$733.71

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

Ass'ns.

481

LADIES OF THE MACCABEES OF THE WORLD.
Port Hukon, Mich.
Incorporated April

1S97.

6,

Compienced business October

ES'COME,

Secretary.

1901.

fees

$15,577.98

Per capita tax
Assessments, mortuary,

38,115.41

$495,630.84;

reserve,

$81,751.16;

expense, $67,586.02

644,968.02

Medical examiners' fees paid by applicant
All other sources
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

1892.

Bina M. West,

Lillian M. Hollistek, President.

Membership

1,

2,383.25

13,345.37

$714,390.03

1900

31,

293,975.53

Total net resources

$1,008,365.56

DISBURSEMENTS,

1901.

Death claims

$417,486.58

Disability claims

4,850.00

Advance payments returned to applicants..
Salaries of officers and employees

6,960.85

Medical examiners' fees
All other
(Total expense of management, $150,994.52.)

57,685.14
2,333.35

90,976.03

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$580,291.95
31,

1901

$428,073.61

Invested in the follo-ning:

ASSETS, AS PER
Book

value of bonds and stocks

Cash in office
Cash in bank
Total
31

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.
owned

$192,525.90
5,191.89

230,355.82

$428,073.61

Fraternal Beneficiary

482

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31,

NOX-LEDGER ASSETS,
Market value of bonds and stocks over book
value

$750.00

Per capita tax held by subordinate bodies..
Furniture, fixtures, and supplies

5,000.00

15,292.99

Total non-ledger assets

$21,042.99

Gross assets

$449,116.60

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Furniture, fixtures, safes, supplies, etc

$15,292.99

Total admitted assets

$433,823.61

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid
Salaries, rents, expenses, etc.,

$40,550.00

due or accrued

All other

12,182.17
6,030.16

Total

$58,762.33

Balance

$375,061.28

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.

Certificates or policies in force Jan.

1

Certificates or policies written during year

Total

Number.

Amount.

65,336

$62,103,633.00

16,003

12,618,000.00

81,339

$74,721,633.00

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

4,116

3,981,781.00

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

77,223

$70,739,852.00

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the j'ear....

53

$56,000.00

483

425,100.00

Total
Losses and claims paid during year

536

$481,100.00

495

440,550.00

41

$40,550.00

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

BUSINESS IN

Ass'ns.

NEW HAMPSHXRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during j-ear

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims paid during year

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

483

New Hampshire members

158

$144,500.00

25

23,000.00

183

$167,500.00

32

27,000.00

151

$140,500.00

2

$2,000.00

2

2,000.00

with$1,479.98

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS' MUTUAL LIFE AND
ACCIDENT INSURANCE ASSOCIATION.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Incorporated March

William

1,

1S94.

Commenced

E. Futch, President.

1S94.

1901.

fees

$2,739.25

Assessments, mortuary, $939,911.25;
All other sources
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

reserve,

$13,778.80

953,690.05
2,135.02

$958,564.32
31,

1900

91,436.37

Total net resources

$1,050,000.69

DISBUESEMEXTS,

1901.

Death claims
Salaries of officers

1,

William: B. Prenter, Seeretary.

IXCOME,
Membership

business March

$899,250.00

and employees

36,382.47

All other

3,936.49

(Total expense of management, $40,318.96.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

;

31,

1901

$939,568.96
$110,431.73

Fraternal Beneficiary

484

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31,

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cash in bank

$110,431.73

LIABILITIES.
(None.)

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during year

Total

Ntimher.

Amount.

71,619

$53,714,250.00

9,432

7,074,000.00

81,051

$60,788,250.00

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

4,002

3,001,500.00

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

77.049

$57,786,750.00

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year...,

95

$71,250.00

1,240

981,000.00

Total
Losses and claims paid during year

1,335

$1,052,250.00

1,301

975,750.00

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

34

$76,500.00

198

$148,500.00

46

34,500.00

244

$183,000.00

10

7,500.00

234

$175,500.00

6

$4,500.00

BUSIJfESS IN IS-EW HAMPSHIRE.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written during j-ear

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims incurred and paid during year

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

New Hampshire members

with$2,895.50

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

485

Ass'ns.

MERRIMACK COUNTY ODD FELLOWS' MUTUAL
RELIEF ASSOCIATION.
COXCORD, N. H.
Organized March

Lewis B. Hoit,

4,

1871.

Commenced

4,

Secretary.

1901.

$8.00

fees

Assessments, mortuary
All other sources
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

1871.

John W. Boxirlet,

President.

INCOME,
Membership

business March

16,893.57
16.52

$16,918.09

1900

31,

2,796.29

Total net resources

$19,714.38

DISBUESEMENTS,

1901.

Death claims

$10,373.59

Salaries of officers and employees

780.00

All other

529.52

(Total expense of management, $1,309.52.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$11,683.11
31,

$8,031.27

1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PEE
Cash
Cash

LEDGEE ACCOUNTS.

in ofSce
in

$2,391.55

bank

5,639.72

Total

$8,031.27

LIABILITIES.
(None.)

Fraternal Beneficfary

486

BUSINESS OF

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31»

1901 *

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
Number.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Amount,

1,012

Certificates or policies written during year

4

Total

1,016

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

106

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

910

Losses and claims incurred during the year
Losses and claims paid during year

23

26

New Hampshire members

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

$10,373.59

with$16,893,57

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RAILWAY POSTAL
CLERKS.
POBTSMOUTH, N. H.
Incorporated December
C. L.

14,

1898.

Commenced business December

14,

Geokge A. Wood,

Shaffek, President.

INCOME,

1898.

Secretarj/.

1901.

Membership fees
Per capita tax

$4,480.00

Assessments

46,654.00

954.00

All other sources

472.50

Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

$52,560.50
18,203.46

31, 1900

$70,763.96

Total net resources

DISBURSEMENTS,

1901.

Death claims

$9,000.00

Disability claims

23,440.82

Advance payments returned to applicants..
*No business transacted outside the

260.00
state.

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

Salaries of officers and emploj-ees
Medical examiners' fees
All other
(Total expense of management,

487

Ass'ns.
$1,891.98

22.85
2,992.80
$4,907.6.3.)

Total disbursements

$37,608.45

Balance on hand Dec.

31,

1901

$33,155.51

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

Book
Cash
Cash

value of bonds and stocks

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.
owned

$22,735.50

in office

45.48

bank

10,374.53

in

Total

$33,155.51

LIABILITIES.
(None.)

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
Amount.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

3,048

59,144,000.00

Certificates or policies written during year.

2,112

6,336,000.00

5,160

$15,480,000.00

159

477,000.00

5.001

$15,003,000.00

369

.$32,440.82

11

$33,000.00

12

36,000.00

23

$69,000.00

23

$69,000.00

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force....
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims incurred and paid during the
year

BUSINESS rx

XEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan.

1

Certificates or policies written during year.

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force.
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31.

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

New Hampshire members

with$167.14

Featernal Beneficiary

488

NEW ENGLAND ORDER OF

[Dec. 31

Ass'ns.

PROTECTION.

BosTOX, Mass.
Incorporated November

James H. Flint,

1887.

12,

Commenced

Daniel

President.

INCOME,
Membership

business

November
jSI.

1887.

Frye, Secretary.

1901.

fees

$9,998.75

Per capita tax
Assessments, mortuary

90,381.03

539,731.43

Medical examiners' fees paid by applicant
All other sources
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

17,

7,036.00
1,784.42

$648,931.62
31,

1900

21,318.00

Total net resources

$670,249.62

DISBURSEMENTS,

1901.

Death claims
Fees and taxes paid grand and local lodges
Salaries of officers and emploj^ees

$485,000.00

Medical examiners' fees
All other
(Total expense of management, $108,256.54.)

81,405.28
11,873.12
5,912.00

9,066.14

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$593,256.54
31, 1901

$76,993.08

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PEK

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cash in banks

$76,993.08

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Assessments held by subordinate bodies
Gross

assets

$23,000.00
$99,993.08

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid
Balance

$33,000.00
$66,993.08

1901]

Fraternal Beneficiary
business of

Ass'ns.

489

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTrFICATES OR POLICIES.

Certificates or policies in force Jan.

JL

Certificates or policies ^vritten during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year

Total
Losses and claims paid during year

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

BUSINESS IN

during

j^ear

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during year

Total
Losses and claims paid during year

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

Amount.

29,125

$49,881,000.00

3,187

4,075,000.00

32,312

$53,950,000.00

1,695

2,631,000.00

30.617

$51,325,000.00

21

$44,000.00

264

474,000.00

285

$518,000.00

266

485,000.00

19

$33,000.00

1,373

$2,061,000.00

189

227,000.00

1,562

$2,288,000.00

115

160,000.00

1,447

$2,128,000.00

NEW HAMPSHERE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written

Number.

New Hampshire members

1

$2,000.00

13

21.000.00

14

$23,000.00

14

23.000.00

with$21,610.33

Fraternal Beneficiary

490

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31,

ODD FELLOWS' MUTUAL RELIEF ASSOCIATION.
Lakepoet, N. H.
Incorporated September,

E. P.

HoDGDON,

Commenced

1S74.

business September,

President.

Adams,

F. R.

INCOME,

1874.

Secretary.

1901.

Assessments, mortuary
Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1900

$3,186.00

782.47

Total net resources

$3,968.47

DISBURSEMENTS,

1901.

Death claims

$3,306.10

Salaries of officers

80.00

All other

97.59

(Total expense of management, $177.59.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

31,

$3,483.69

1901

$484.78

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER
Cash

in

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

bank

$484.78

LIABILITIES.
(None.)

BUSINESS OF

1901.*

EXHIBIT OF CEETIFICATES OR POLICIES.
Number.
407

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Amount.

Certificates or policies written during year

Total

407

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

143

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

264

New Hampshire members

•No business transacted outside the

with$3,186.00

state.

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

491

Ass'ns.

PATRONS' RELIEF ASSOCIATION.
ALa.i^chestek, X. H.
Incorporated February

N.

J.

Bachelder,

24,

Commenced

1900.

business January

1,

George R. Drake,

President.

INCOME,

1S79.

Secretary.

1901.

$212.00

Membership^ fees
Per capita tax

741.50
10,413.65

Assessments, mortuarj'
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

$11,367.15
3,717.13

31, 1900

$15,084.28

Total net resources

DISBUESEMENTS,

1901.

$13,010.99

Death claims
Salaries of officers and employees

225.00

All other

665.07

(Total expense of

management,

$890.07.)

$13,901.06

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

31,

$1,183.22

1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER
Cash

in

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

bank

$1,183.23

LL\BILITIES.
(None.)

BUSINESS OF

1901.*

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES,

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Number.
796

Certificates or policies written during year

106

Total

902

*No business transacted outside the

state.

Amount.

Featernal Beneficiary

492

Ass'ns.

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

147

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

755

Losses and claims incurred and paid during j^ear

17

New Hampshire members

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

[Dec. 31,

$13,010.99

with$10,413.65

UNITED ORDER OF THE PILGRIM FATHERS.
Lawbence, Mass.
Incorporated March

H.

S.

Treadwell,

Commenced

15, 1879.

business March

INCOME,

Secretary.

1901.

Per capita tax
Assessments, mortuary

$22,488.57
459,330.12

Medical examiners' fees paid by applicant
All other sources

2,512.00
3,288.62

Total income
31,

1879.

Nathan Cbaby,

President.

Balance on hand Dec.

15,

$487,619.31
9,701.42

1900

Total net resources

$497,320.73

DISBURSEMENT'S,

1901.

Death claims

$440,150.00

Salaries of officers

and employees

8,333.82

Medical examiners' fees

2,512.00

All other

11,980.54

(Total expense of management, $28,826.36.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$462,976,36
31,

1901

$34,344.37

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

Book value of bonds and
Cash in bank
Total

stocks

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.
owned

$3,000.00
31,344,37

$34,344,37

1901.]

Featernal Beneficiary

Ass'ns.

493

nox-ledgek assets.
Market value of bonds and stocks over book
value

$1,000.00

Assessments held by subordinate bodies....

24,381.69

Total non-ledger assets

$25,381.69

Gross assets

$59,726.06

'

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid

$48,000.00

Balance

$11,726.06

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
Certificates or policies in force Jan.

1

Certificates or policies -written during year....

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force....

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year....
Total
Losses and claims paid during year

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

BUSINESS IX

Ainount.

22,311

$34,684,500.00

1,183

1,223,500.00

23,494

$35,908,000.00

1,149

1,695,000.00

22.345

$34,213,000.00

25

$43,000.00

275

446,500.00

300

$489,500.00

273

441,500.00

27

$48,000.00

2,915

$4,578,500.00

82

81,500.00

2,997

$4,660,000.00

144

221,500.00

2,853

$4,438,500.00

NEW nAMPSHIEE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force....

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during j-ear
Total
Losses and claims paid during year

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

Num'ber.

Xew Hampshire members

2

$3,000.00

33

53,000.00

35

$56,000.00

32

50,000.00

with$59,629.67

Fraternal Beneficiary

•494

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31

SUPREME COUNCIL OF THE ROYAL ARCANUM.
Boston, Mass.
Incorporated

November

Joseph A. Laugfitt,

5,

Commenced

1877.

business June

W.

President.

INCOME,

1901.

$2,948.00

174,906.00
6,860,988.17

All other sources

102,452.15

Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

$7,141,294.32
31,

1900

1,960.870.43

Total net resources

$9,102,164.75

DISBURSEMENTS,

1901.

$6,595,104.66
certificate fees

and emploj'ees
estate and securities sold

Salaries of oflicers

Loss on real

All other
(Total expense of

1877.

O. Robson, Secretary.

Changes of benefit certificates
Annual dues
Assessments, mortuary

Death claims
Changes of benefit

23,

12.00

143,645.09
9,052.78

48,655.66

management,

$201,353.53.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$6,796,470.19
31,

1901

$2,305,694.56

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Book value of real estate
Book value of bonds and stocks owned
Cash in bank

$51,170.97
1,586,367.62

668,155.97

Total

$2,305,694.56

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued
Assessments held by subordinate bodies
Furniture, fixtures, and supplies
All other

Total non-ledger assets

Gross assets

$21,212,25
582,951.44
16,010.57

26.30

$620,200.56
$2,925,895.12

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

item;s

Ass'ns.

495

not admitted.
$13,244.10

Furniture, fixtures, sales, supplies, etc
Bills receivable, not secured

2,511.27

26.30

Treasurer's fine account
Agents' balances not secured
Depreciation in assets

255.20
7,220.12

'.

Total

$23,256.99

Total admitted assets

$2,902,638.13

LIABILITIES.
Losses

due and unpaid

$746,233.36
1,964.46

All other

$748,197.82

Total

$2,154,440.31

Balance

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
Number.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

$558,825,000.00

31,055

48,646,500.00

241,129

$607,471,500.00

9,997

21,767,500.00

231,132

$585,704,000.00

Certificates or policies written during year....

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Amount.

210,074

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year

269"

$754,923.80

2,375

6,582,025.00

2,644

$7,336,948.80

during year

2,379

6,610,715.44

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

264

$726,233.36

555

$1,422,000.00

67

89,000.00

Total
Losses and claims

i^aid

bi:si^t:ss in

new hampshiee.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during the year..

622

$1,511,000.00

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

31

52,000.00

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

591

$1,459,000.00

Total

Fraternal Beneficiary

196

Ass'ns.

Losses and claims incurred during the year
Losses and claims paid during year

Xew Hampshire members

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

[Dec. 31

6

$16,000.00

5

13,000.00

with$18,624.58

ROYAL TEMPLARS.
Buffalo, N. Y,
Incorporated July

Frank

1,

187S.

Comraenced business February

1877.

Esbon B. Eew,

D. ;Muse, President.

INCOME,

Secretary.

1901.

Membership fees
Per capita tax
Assessments, mortuary

$1,741.50
21,793.93

328,390.24

Medical examiners' fees paid hj applicant
All other sources
Total

3,

609.35
8,173.60

income

$360,708.61

Balance on hand Dec.

31,

1900

41,110.04

Total net resources

$401,818.65

DISBURSEMENTS,

1901.

Death claims

$299,451.22

Disability claims
Salaries of officers

6,300.00

and employees

29,365.85

All other

11,591.11

(Total expense of

management,

$40,956.96.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$346,708.18
31, 1901

$55,110.47

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

Book

value of real estate

Loans on mortgages

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.
$2,552.62
15,800.00

1901.]

Fraternal Bekeficiaey

Cash in bank
Cash in hands of

Ass'ns.

497
$16,057.86

local secretaries.

20,699.99

Total

$55,110.47

•

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Interest due and accrued
Market value of real estate over book value
Furniture, fixtures, and supplies
'

$408.83
1,947.38
3,S00.0C

Total non-ledger assets

3,156.21

Gross assets

$61,266.68

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.
Furniture, fixtures, sales, supplies, etc

$3,800.00

Total admitted assets

$57,466.68

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid

$36,400.00

Balance

$21,066.68

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CEETIFICATES OR POLICIES.
Tfum'ber.

Amount.

12,097

$14,389,150.00

3,055

2,202,750.00

15.152

$16,591,900.00

1,496

986,750.00

13.656

$15,605,150.00

232

322,300.00

Total
Losses and claims paid during year.

304

$420,300.00

228

318,350.00

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

76

.$101,950.00

101

$119,250.00

101

$119,250.0(?

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force....

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31.

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year.

BUSINESS IN

$98,000.00

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan.

1

Certificates or policies written during the year..

Total
32

Fraternal Beneficiary

498

Ass'ns.

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jaii. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year
Total
Losses and claims paid during j'ear

New Hampshire members

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

[Dec. 31,

7

$9,500.00

94

$109,750.00

2

$2,000.00

3

6,000.00

5

$8,000.00

4

6,000.00

with$4,383.12

ORDER OF SCOTTISH CLANS.
Boston, Mass.
Incorporated July

W. H. Steen,

5,

1881.

Commenced

November

1878.

Secretary.

1901.

$1,107.50

certificates

7,603.00

Per capita tax
Assessments, mortuary

69,029.07

Medical examiners' fees paid by applicant

27.00

593.09

All other sources

Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

$78,359.66
31,649.35

31, 1900.

$110,009.01

Total net resources

DISBUESEMENTS,

1901.

Death claims
Salaries of ofiicers

30,

Peteb Kerb,

President.

INCOME,
Bequeathment

business

$61,600.00

and employees

Medical examiners' fees
Lost through ex-treasurer
All other
(Total expense of management,
Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

2,933.00

105.50
14,395.63
8,132.13
$11,170.63.)

$87,166.26
31,

1901

$22,842.75

1901.]

Fraternal Beneficiary

499

Ass'ns.

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PEE

LEDGER

ACCOLTXTS.

Cash in bank

$22,842.75

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Assessments held by subordinate bodies

$5,500.00

Gross assets

$28,342.75

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid

$4,250.00

Balance

$24,092.75

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.

y umber.

Amount.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

6,061

$5,040,000.00

Certificates or policies Avritten during- year

L07.5

525.000.00

7,136

$5,565,000.00

559

215,100.00

6.577

$5,349,900.00

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year....

Total
Losses and claims paid during year
Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31
BTTSrXESS

I>'

1

during year.

...

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force....
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

$8,000.00
57.850.00

67

$65,850.00

64

61,600.00

3

$4,250.00

126

$84,000.00

12

5,000.00

138

$89,000.00

5

1.500.00

133

$87,500.00

>T:W HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan.
Certificates or policies written

4

63

New Hampshire members

with$1,070.55

Fkateenal Beneficiary

500

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31,

SOCIETE DES ARTISANS CANADIENS-FRANCAIS.]
MoNTKEAL, Canada.
Incorporated December

Joseph Thibeault,

28,

1876.

Commenced

business August

14,

Gkrmain Beaulietj,

President.

INCOME,

1877.

Secretary.

1901.

Membership fees
Per capita tax

$7,619.28

20,124.59

Assessments, mortuary, $100,931.10; disability, $59,200.09;
reserve, $34,973.00

195,104.19

Medical examiners' fees paid by applicant
All other sources
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

663. 50>

11,540.96

$235,052.52
31, 1900

257,467.59

Total net resources

$492,520.11

BUSINESS OF

1901.

Death claims

$96,800.00

Disability claims

400.00

Advance payments returned to applicants...
Salaries of officers and employees
Medical examiners' fees
All other
(Total expense of management, $22,235.32.)

48.55
8,761.12

551.00
12,923.20

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$173,852.17
31,

1901

$318,667.94

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PEE

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Loans on mortgages
Loans secured by pledge of bonds, stocks, etc
Cash in office
Cash in bank
Special deposit v^'ith commission at Ottawa
Total

$263,472.21
5,679.86

397.98
44,117.89
5,000.00

$318,667.94

1901.]

Fraternal Beneficiary

Ass'ns.

501

non-ledgee assets.
Interest due, $1,296.03; accrued, $340.33

$1,636.36

Furniture, fixtures, and supplies

5,653.17

Total non-ledger assets

$7,289.53

Gross assets

$325,957.47

ITEMS NOT ADMITTED.

•

Furniture, fixtures, sales, supplies, etc

$5,653.17

Total admitted assets

$320,304.30

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid

$7,000.00

Balance

$313,304.30

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies -written during year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Number.

Amount.

14.846

$14,786,000.00

2,704

2.672.200.00

17,550

.$17,458,200.00

1,266

1.259,800.00

16.284

$16,198,400.00

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year....

6

$5,600.00

103

98,600.00

Total
Losses and claims paid during year

109

$104,200.00

102

97.200.00

7

$7,000.00

291

$291,000.00

77

77.000.00

368

$368,000.00

51

51,000.00

317

$317,000.00

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

BUSINESS ry NE"W HAMPSHIRE.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during the year.

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

.

Fraternal Beneficiary

502

Ass'ns.

Losses and claims incurred and paid during year

$1,000.00

1

New Hampshire members

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

[Dec. 31>

with$2,389.70.

SOCIETE

JEAN BAPTISTE.

ST.

Makchestek, N. H.
Incorporated February,

Commenced

1901.

22,

1871.

Aethub de Montigny,

L. A. Levesque, President.

INCOME,
Membership

business April

Secretary.

1901.

$l,648.0a

fees

Assessments, mortuary
All other sources

294.00
445.33

Total income

$2,387.33

Balance on hand Dec.

31, 1900

2,033.73

Total net resources

$4,421.06

DISBUESEMENTS,
Death claims

1901.

$282.00

Disability claims

2,191.50

Salaries of employees

60.60

All other

904.20

(Total expense of

management,

$964.80.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec,

$3,438.30
31,

$982.76

1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PEK

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

Cash in bank

$982.76

LIABILITIES.
(None.)

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

business of

603

Ass'ns.

1901.*

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
2}uinl)er.

1

282

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

New Hampshire members

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

Amount.

281

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during year

with$1,942.00

ORDER UNITED AMERICAN MECHANICS.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Incorporated September,

George Poulson,

1879.

Commenced business September,

Johx Server,

President.

INCOME,

1879.

Secretary.

1901.

$8.00

Per capita tax
Assessments, mortuary

171.25
78.75

All other sources

$258.00

Total income

Balance on hand Dec.

31,

3,608.09

1900

$3,866.09

Total net resources

DISBURSEMENTS,

1901.

Death claims

$164.00
30.91

All other

(Total expense of management, $30.91.)

Total

$194.91

disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$3,671.18

31, 1901

•No business transacted outside the

state.

Fraternal Beneficiary

504

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31,

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PEE

LEDGEE ACCOUNTS.

Cash in bank

$3,421.18

receivable

250.00

Total assets

$3,671.18

Bills

LIABILITIES.
(None.)

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Numier.
203

Amount,

Certificates or policies written during j^ear

Total

203

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims paid during year

BUSINESS IN

1

$164.00

6

during the year

Total

6

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

158

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written

45

New Hampshire members

1
5

with-

Not given.

Feateknal Beneficiaey

1901.]

505

Ass'ns.

GRAND LODGE ANCIENT ORDER UNITED WORKMEN OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston,
Incorporated February

Orville a. Ward,

18S3.

9,

JSIass.

Commenced

25,

Edward Bubtt,

President.

INCOME,
Membership

business February

1879.

Secretary.

1901.

$2,902.00

fees

53,019.00

Per capita tax
Assessments, mortuary

1,119,656.52

Medical examiners' fees paid by applicant

2,6S4.35

All other sources

5,048.19

Total income

$1,186,810.06

Balance on hand Dec.

31,

162,675.97

1900

$1,349,486.03

Total net resources

DISBUESEMENTS,
Death claims
Eelief and guaranty funds
Advance payments returned to

1901.

$1,014,000.00

126,697.00

rejected

applicants

692.00

Charity fund
Fees and dues
lodges

50.00

retained

by subordinate
4,856.96

Salaries of officers and employees

14,989.32

Medical examiners' fees
All other
(Total expense of management,

45,486.67

2,684.35

$68,067.30.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$1,209,456,30
31, 1901

$140,029.73

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PEE

Book

value of real estate

Cash

in

bank

Total

LEDGEE ACCOUNTS.
$26,000.00
114,029.73

$140,029.73

Fraternal Beneficiary

506

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31,

LL\BILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid

$38,000.00

Balance

$102,029.73

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OB POLICIES.
"Suniber.

Amount.

59,033

$117,325,000.00

j-ear

1,451

2,599.000.00

60,484

$119,924,000.00

Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

26,413

52,426,000.00

34,071

$67,498,000.00

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written

during

Total

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year

42

$84,000.00

485

968,000.00

Total
Losses and claims paid during year

527

$1,052,000.00

508

1,014,000.00

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

19

$38,000.00

2,533

$5,028,000.00

57

97,000.00

2,590

$5,125,000.00

207

408,000.00

*Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

2,383

$4,705,000.00

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year

1

$2,000.00

26

52,000.00

27

$54,000.00

26

$52,000.00

BUSINESS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written during the year..

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

Total

Losses and claims paid during year
Gross amount paid by
out deductions

New Hampshire members

with$51,750.00

•Twelve policies reduced.

Fraternal Beneficiary

1901.]

SOT

Ass'ns.

WOMEN'S CATHOLIC ORDER OF FORESTERS.
Chicago, III.
Incorporated January

Elizabeth Rodgers,

31,

1894.

Commenced

business June

1891.

Catherine: Hughes, Secretary.

President.

INCOME,

1901.

Membership fees
Per capita tax

$1,700.00
17,462.16

Assessments, mortuary, $351,354.41; reserve, $17,462.22..
Medical examiners' fees paid by applicant
All other sources
Total income
Balance on hand Dec.

368,816.63
6,094.00
8,010.31

$402,083.10
91,168.04

31, 1900

$493,251.14

Total net resources

DISBURSEMENTS,
Death claims
Fees returned

23,

1901.

$323,950.00
to subordinate courts

Salaries of officers

and emploj'ees

Medical examiners' fees
All other
(Total expense of

23.51

6,326.00
6,094.00

18,324.39

management,

$30,244.39.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$354,717.90
$138,533.24

31, 1901

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER
Cash

in

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

bank

$138,533.24

NON-LEDGER ASSETS.
Assessments held by subordinate bodies
Gross assets

$35,000.00

$173,533.24

LIABILITIES.
Death claims due and unpaid
Balance

$40,350.00

$133,183.24

.
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BUSINESS OF

Ass'ns.

[Dec. 31,

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

Certificates or policies written during- year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Number.

Amount.

32,120

$35,082,000.00

4,875

4,984,000.00

36,995

$40,066,000.00

1,611

1,611,000.00

35,384

$38,455,000.00

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the year

24

$26,300.00

296

338,000.00

Total
Losses and claims paid during year

320

$364,300.00

283

323,950.00

37

$40,350.00

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1

301

$303,000.00

Certificates or policies written during the year.

174

184,000.00

475

$487,000.00

26

26,000.00

449

$461,000.00

2

$2,000.00

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

BUSINES,S IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims incurred and paid during j^ear

Gross amount paid
out deductions

bj^

New Hampshire members

with$3,867.58

WORKMEN'S BENEFIT ASSOCIATION.
Boston, Mass.
Incorporated June

23,

1893.

Commenced

INCOME,
fees

Per capita tax

1,

1893.

James H. Cutten,

-John Mackrille, President.

Membership

business July

Secretary.

1901.

$1,080.00
19,447.00

1901.]

Fraternal Beneficiary

Ass'ns.
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-Assessments, mortuary, $52,539.00; reserve, $6,492.00
All other sources

$59,031.00

740.36

Total income

$80,298.36

Balance on hand Dec.

31, 1900

13,692.69

Total net resources

$93,991.05

DISBURSEMENTS,

1901.

Death claims

$55,000.00

Salaries of ofBcers

and emploj-ees

Medical examiners' fees
All other
(Total expense of management,

11,317.00

303.50
5,702.99
$17,323.49.)

Total disbursements

Balance on hand Dec.

$72,323.49
31, 1901

$21,667.56

Invested in the following:

ASSETS, AS PER

Book

value of bonds and stocks

LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

owned

$14,389.53

Cash in office
Cash in bank

387.36
6,890.67

Total

$21,667.56

LIABILITIES.
Losses reported, no proofs received

$2,000.00

Balance

$19,667.56

BUSINESS OF

1901.

EXHIBIT OF CERTIFICATES OR POLICIES.
*

Certificates or policies in force Jan. 1
Certificates or policies written during j-ear

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to be in force
Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Losses and claims unpaid Jan. 1
Losses and claims incurred during the ^-ear....
Total

Xumber.

Amount.

6,624

$6,624,000.00

540

540,000.00

7,164

$7,164,000.00

481

481,000.00

6,683

$6,683,000.00

1

$1,000.00

56

56,000.00

57

$57,000.00

Fraternal Beneficiary
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Ass'ns.

Losses and claims paid during year

Losses and claims unpaid Dec. 31

BUSnfESS IN

[Dec. 31, 1901.
55

$55,000.00

2

$2,000.00

213

$213,000.00

213

$213,000.00

17

17,000.00

196

$196,000.00

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Certificates or policies in force Jan.

1

Certificates or policies written during the year

Total
Certificates or policies ceased to

be in force

Certificates or policies in force Dec. 31

Gross amount paid by
out deductions

New Hampshire members

with$1,840.00

GENERAL LAWS
RELATING TO

Insurance
IN

in

the State of

new Hampshire

FORCE JANUARY

1,

1902,

WITH THE

Standard Form of

Policy,

and Rules Accompanying

THE Same.

STATE OF NEW HA^SIPSHIRE.
Insurance Departatejnt.
REQUTREilENTS

Of Insurance Companies of other states and countries, desiring to do
business in New Hampshire:
Stock companies, two hundred thousand dollars paid-up capital.
[Mutual companies, cash assets of two hundred thousand dollars.
A certified copy of charter and by-laws must be filed with the com-

A

A

missioner, also
statement, under oath, of the president and secretarj', showing
the financial condition of the company, and
power of attorney, appointing- the insurance commissioner the
attorney of the company, upon whom legal process may be
served.

FEES AND TAXES

Charged Insurance Companies and Assessment Life Insurance Associations of other states and countries doing business in this state, or
applying for a certificate of authority under the laws as amended at
the June session of the general court, 1S89, and the January session
of 1895.
ScTieduJe.

....

Filing certified copy of charter and by-laws
Filing statement with application and each annual statement
Certificate of authority to

.

companies

Annual renewal of the same April

$2.5.00

15.00
5.0O
5.00

1

License to non-resident agents of steam boiler inspection com10.00
panies
2.00
Agents' license or certificate of authority
2.0O
Annual renewal of the same April 1
Taxes on gross premiums received for insurance by fire, marine, fidelity, and casualty companies, less reinsurance and
2 per cent
return premiums
1 per cent
Tax on gross premium receipts of all other companies
Fees and taxes of other states and coimtries, when in excess of the
above, are reciprocal.

.....
.

513
33

.
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REQTTIBJEMENTS OF

FRATERNAL BENEFICIA»T ASSOCIATIONS.

Filing statement with application and each annual statement
of authority to associations
Annual renewal of the same April 1
Agents' license or certificate of authority

Certificate

Annual renewal

of the

same April

•

$5.00
5.00
5.00

1.00
1.00

1

ANNUAL STATEMENTS
Are to be made on or before the first daj-^
Agents must be residents of the state.

of

JOHN

February in each year.
C.

LINEHAN,

Insurance Covtmissioner.

THE STATUTES OF NEAV HAMPSHIRE KELATING TO INSURANCE IN FORCE JAN. 1, 1902.
Compiled in

1902

by

JOHN

C.

LINEHAN, Insurance Commissioner.

CHAPTER
[From Public

167.

Statutes.]

INSUBAXCE COMMISSIONER.
Section

Section
1.

Insurance commissioner, how appointed and removed tenure of office.
Temporary commissicmer may be appointed, when and how.
Who may not be appointed to the of-

10.

;

2.

3.

11.

same.
12.

fice.
4.

Commissioner

bond

the

13.

Salary; compensation of temporary
commissioner.

14.

to

give

to

commissioner.

6.

Office for

7.

May employ

8.

9.

To obtain and publish fire statistics.
To assess tax against foreign companies.

state.
5.

Commissioner may revoke licenses,
when and how.
To hear complaints about rates and
make recommendations as to the

clerks

;

limitations of ex-

15.

16.

An

blanks

make annual

returns.

To

to

on

collect certain fees for use of the

state.
17.

To pay sums

collected to state treas-

urer.
18.

1.

designed.
furnish companies

To

which

pense.
Seal of the office.
Duty of the commissioner and attorney-general in respect to violations
of law.

Section

To forward papers served upon him
to companies for which they were

To make annual

reports.

insurance commissioner shall be appointed by the

g-overnor, with advice of the council, «'ho shall hold office for three

years and until a successor is appointed and qualified. He may be reat pleasure by the governor and council.
Sect. 2. In case of temporary inability of the incumbent of the
office to perform his duties, the governor, with advice of the council,
may appoint an insurance commissioner for the time being, who shall
have the powers and perform the duties of the office while the inability
of the commissioner continues. The governor and council shall determine w^hen such appointee shall cease to act as commissioner.
Sect. 3. Xo person is eligible to the office of insurance commissioner who is an agent, officer, or stockholder of an insurance company.

moved

515
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Sect. 4. The commissioner shall give a bond to the state in the
penal sum of five thousand dollars, with sufficient sureties, conditioned
for the faithful discharg-e of the duties of the office. The bond shall
be ajiproved by the governor and council and shall be filed in the office
of the secretarj'- of state.
Sect. 5. The annual salary of the commissioner shall be two thousand dollars, payable from the state treasury in equal quarterly pay-

ments, and shall be full compensation, for his services. A temporary
commissioner shall be paid from the state treasury five dollars a. day
for the time actually spent in the discharge of his duties; and the
governor and council shall audit and allow his account therefor.
Sect. 6. The commissioner shall be provided with an office in the
state house, or in some other suitable i^lace in the city of Concord.
Sect. 7. He may employ such clerks and other assistants as the public business in his charge may require, at an expense not exceeding one
thousand dollars each year, to be paid from the state treasury.
Sect. 8. The office shall have a seal which shall be like the seal of
the state, except the words "Insurance Department, IS'ew Hampshire,"
shall be substituted for the words "Sigillum Eeipublicae, Neo Hanton1784." The commissioner shall attach the seal of the office
iensis.
to all certificates and other similar official papers issued by him, and
no further proof shall be required to authenticate the same when they
are offered in evidence.
Sect. 9. The commissioner shall keep informed in relation to the
conduct of insurance companies, their officers and agents. Whenever
he learns of facts tending to show that any of them are violating the
laws, he shall forthwith laj' such facts before the attorney-general;
and the attorney-general shall prosecute all such violations if he thinks
there is sufficient ground and occasion therefor.
The commissioner is authorized to examine into the conSect., 10.
dition and affairs of any domestic or foreign insurance company doing
business, or proposing to do business, in the state, or to cause such
examination to be made bj' some person not interested in the company,
appointed by him, and to examine into the business transacted by any
agent of the company in the state. He may require the company or
agent to produce all books and papers and to answer in writing, under

reasonable questions relating to the company or to the agency.
Whenever a person makes complaint to the commissioner
that an insurance company charges an excessive rate for insurance, he
shall hear the parties, and if it appear to him that the rate is excessive he shall recommend the company to reduce it to a reasonable

oath,

all

Sect.

11.

basis.

Sect.

12.

The commissioner,

and ascertain the causes

so far as practicable, shall inquire into

of fires occurring within the state, the actual

Insurance Commissioner.
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and the amounts of insurance upon the
and tabulate the statistics so obtained and shall publish them in his annual report.
Sect. 13. He shall, on or before the first day of April in each year,
assess a tax against every foreign insurance company doing business
in the state of one per cent* upon the total amount of premiums received by it in monej^ or otherwise during the year ending on the
thirty-first day of the preceding December, for insurance iipon persons
or propert}' in the state. He shall give notice of the assessment and
losses occasioned thereby,

property injured.

He

shall classify

of the amount of the tax to the president, secretary, or treasurer of
the company, by mail or otherwise. He shall file a list of all assess-

made with the state treasurer.
Whenever legal process or notice of a judgment against a
foreign insurance company is served upon the commissioner, he shall
make a memoranda of the fact in a book provided for the purpose and
upon the paper served, and shall forthwith notify the company thereof
by letter addressed to it at its principal ofiice in this countrj'; and on
the following day he shall forward the paper served upon him to the
ments

so

Secjt. 14.

company.
Sect.

15.

He

shall, in

the

month

of

December

of each j'ear, furnish

to every insurance companj' doing business in the state, blanks

which to make

its

upon

annual returns to the commissioner, as required by

law.

Sect.

10.

from them

He

shall collect

to the state.

He

from insurance companies the fees due
shalj also collect, for the use of the state,

the following fees: For copies of records or papers on file in his office,
ten cents a page; for certificates, one dollar each; for other official
acts and services, the fees allowed by law.
Sect. 17. He shall keep an accurate and itemized account of all fees
and charges collected by him; and at the end of each quarter of the
year, beginning with the first day of Januarj', shall pay to the state
treasurer all sums so received during the quarter.
Sect. IS. [The annual report of the insurance commissioner shall be
furnished to the state printer on or before the first daj- of May. (1S93,
Chapter 27, Sect. 1.)] He shall give therein the following statistics
relating to each domestic company: The amount of its capital stock,
premium notes, risks, losses during the preceding jear, indebtedness
for borrow^ed money, indebtedness for losses, expenses in adjusting
losses, assessments, collections upon assessments, expense of making
such collections, pajments to agents for applications for insurance,
payments to each of its ofiicers for services, indebtedness to each officer for services, the sum allowed to officers and agents for travel and
for serAices by the day while adjusting losses, and such other statistics

*Tax

increased. See section

14,

chapter

169.
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as will give full information in regard to the management of the company and its financial standing. He shall give therein an abstract of
the annual reports made to him by foreign insurance companies doing
business in the state. He shall include therein an account of all sums
collected by him for the use of the state during the year, and of the

expenses of his office. He shall also give such further information
and such recommendations in relation to the subject of insurance as
he shall deem to be of use to the legislature and the people of the
state.

CHAPTER
[From Public

168.

Statutes.]

INSXJBAKCE OOMPAinES
Section
1. Members of mutual companies exempt from individual liability.
2.

Policy stipulation Instead of note,

Section
11.

Field! of operation of each agent prescribed, etc.

12.

Agents

when

3.

Officers liable individually

less

13.

4.

than S50,000 insured.
Assessments and expenses limited,
when.

14.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

to give

bonds; remedy there-

on.

effect of.

6.

AND AGKNTS.

Limitation of dividends.
Company organized under general
laws may limit its operations.
Duties of treasurer; penalty.
Company may terminate risks.
Agents, how appointed.
Fees to be fixed and stated in ap-

pointment and policy.

Members

15.
16.

17.
18.

Insurance? against damage;;by lightning authorized.
Charter of domestic corporation liable to forfeiture, when.
Procedure for forfeiture.
Commissioner to make a special examination of a domestic company,
when.
Eeturns by domestic companies ;fees.
Penalty for violations of law when
other penalties are not specifically
prescribed.

mutual insurance companies shall not be
any debts of their respective companies
beyond their liability to assessments for losses occurring therein, nor
to such assessments beyond the amount of their deposit notes.
Sect. 2. An}^ such company organized under the laws of this state
which charges a full cash premium, may limit the liability of policyholders to assessment hx a stipulation in the policy, which shall have
the same effect as a deposit note signed by the insured.
Sect. 3. No person insured in such company, or in any class thereof^
in which the amount insured is less than fifty thousand dollars, shall
be assessed any greater sum than he would be if that amount were
insured; but the officers of the company shall be individually liable for
the indebtedness of the company not provided for by such assessment.
Sect. 4. No more than thirty per cent above its actual indebtedness
Section

I.

of

individually liable to pay

Companies and Agents.
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by any such company to close its affairs; and the
and agents thereof shall not receive more than twenty per cent

shall be assessed
officers

of the money collected for their services in closing its business.
Sect. 5. No such company which charges a full cash premium shall
make a dividend to its policy-holders that will reduce its cash assets

below seventy per cent of the gross premiums received upon all risks
then in force.
Sect. 6. A mutual fire insurance company, organized under the laws
of the state, may limit its operations within certain prescribed boundaries; and in such case it shall be forever barred from insuring property situated outside those boundaries.
Sect. 7. The treasurer of every such company shall enter in books
provided for the purpose a correct account of all the assessments made,
of all the sums by him received and paid out for the company, and of all
evidences of debt and other assets belonging to the company, coming
into his possession. He shall balance his accounts j'early, prior to the
annual meeting, and shall report to the company, at that time, its
financial standing as shown bj' the books. Anj' treasurer who neglects
to comph' ^vith either of the provisions of this section shall forfeit
twenty-five dollars to any one who will sue therefor.

Sect. S. Any such company maj- terminate its policies. by i^ublishing
a notice of the time when they will terminate, and bj' giving or mailing
a like notice to each partj' insured, thirty days at least before the
time fixed for such termination.
Sect. 9. Agents to take applications for insurance maj- be appointed
by the directors of any insurance companj- organized under the laws
of this state; but every such appointment, before it shall take effect,
shall be recorded by the town clerk of the town in which he resides,
and of each town in which he shall act.
Sect. 10. Before an agent is appointed, the fees to be paid bj^ applicants for an application and for a policj', and the cash premium to
be paid for insurance, shall be fixed and limited by the directors; and
the amounts thereof shall be stated in his appointment, and upon each
policy.

Sect.

11.

The town or towns

in

which each agent maj- take applica-

tions shall be prescribed and stated in his appointment. No more
than two agents shall be authorized to take applications in a town.
Sect. 12. Every agent shall, before acting, give to the companj- a

bond, satisfactory to the directors, conditioned for the faithful performance of his duties and the paj-ment and delivery to the company
of all monej' and evidences of debt received by him for it, and for the
repaj'ment to parties insured, on demand, of all fees received by him
of them in excess of those fixed by the directors. Any person from
whom an agent takes unauthorized fees may bring suit upon the bond
in the name of the company for the recovery of the same.

Insurance Laws.
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Sect. 13. An insurance company may insure against damage to
property by lightning, whether caused by burning or otherwise.
Sect. 14. If an insurance company organized under the laws of this
state shall become insolvent, or shall be guilty of gross waste, misconduct, or negligence in the management of its affairs, its charter or
authority to do business shall be liable to forfeiture as provided in the
following section.
Sect. 15. Whenever the commissioner is of the opinion that any such
cause for forfeiture exists, he shall file a petition against the company
in the supreme court of the countj' in which it has its principal place
of business, praying for a decree of forfeiture and for a settlement of
its affairs, which shall be entered and prosecuted according to the
course of equitj- proceedings. It shall be the duty of the attorneygeneral to act for the commissioner in making and prosecuting the
petition; and the incidental expenses of the prosecution shall be paid
from the state treasury. If the court is satisfied that the company is
insolvent, or that there has been gross waste, misconduct, or negligence
in the management of its affairs, it shall decree a forfeiture of the
company's charter or authority to do business and shall make all other
orders and decrees required for closing up and settling its affairs; otherwise the petition shall be dismissed and the defendant's taxable costs
shall be paid

from the «tate treasury.
The commissioner shall make

a personal examination of
the affairs of a domestic insurance companj' whenever thereto requested in writing by five or more policy-holders of the companj^ setting forth probable grounds for a belief that the company is insolvent
or that there is gross waste, misconduct, or negligence in the manage-

Sect.

ment

16.

of its affairs.

Every insurance company organized under the laws of this
month of January, make and transmit to the insurance commissioner, under oath of
its president and secretary, a statement, in accordance with blanks to
be furnished by him, showing the amount of its capital stock, premium
Sect.

17.

state and doing business therein shall annually, in the

notes,

amount at risk, receipts, losses, expenditures, assets, liabilities,
and emoluments, assessments, rate per cent allowed for

salaries,

and anj^ other facts calculated to
and satisfactory information relating to the condition and
management of the company, for and during the j'ear ending the
thirtj'-first daj' of the preceding December, and shall pay the commissioner, upon transmitting the same, the sum of five dollars.
Sect. 18. If any insurance company, domestic or foreign, or any
officer or agent of an insurance companj-, shall violate any law of the
state in relation to insurance for which no other penalty is specifically
prescribed, such company, officer, or agent shall be fined not exceeding
two thousand dollars for each offense.
collecting, procuring applications,

g-ive full
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If any officer of an insurance company
[1895, Chap. 106, Sect. 1.
organized under the laws of this state shall embezzle, abstract, or willfully misapply anj- of the monej's, funds, or other securities of the
company, or shall represent as the property of the company any
monejs, funds, or other securities %A"hich belong to others, or shall
make any false entry in anj- book, report, or statement of the company with intent in either case to injure or defraud it, or to deceive
any of its officers or the insurance commissioner, or any other person
or persons appointed to examine its affairs, he shall be fined not exceeding ten thousand dollars, or imprisonment not exceeding ten

years.]
[1S9J, Chap. lOG, Sect. 2. If anj' officer or emploj-ee of any such insurance company' shall directlj' or indirectly receive anj' fee, present,
or benefit whatsoever from anj' borrower or applicant for a loan from
such company as an inducement to making the loan, or from any one
negotiating securities to the company (except the usual compensation
for draAving mortgages and other papers pertaining to the loan), or
for negotiating loans in their own behalf as officials of the company, he
shall be fined not exceeding one thousand dollars, or be imprisoned not
more than ten jears, or both.]

CHAPTER

169.

[From Public Statutes.]

FOREIGN rXSniAXCE COMPA>-IES AXD THEIR AGE>-TS.
Section
1. Companies
2.

3.
4.

Sectiox
to be licensed before do-

10.

ing business in the state.
Prerequisites of foreign joint-stock

11.

companies for license.
Of mutual companies.
To appoint insurance commissioner
agent to receive service of legal

12.

License to be re voked,for what cause.
Penalty for soliciting insurance without license.
Returns by foreign insurance com-

13.

Fees

14.

Taxes

6.

process.
of charter, etc., to be
License, when granted.

7.

Agents

5.

Copy

to be residents

panies.

filed.

and

agents.
to

have

license.

to be paid

by foreign compa-

nies.

when granted.
may make examination

8.

License to agents,

9.

Commissioner

foreign companies
agencies, etc.
of

to be paid by foreign companies. Commissioner to adopt reciprocal regulations in regard to
foreign insur:ince companies and

and

their

15.

Licensed agents may procure insurance in unlicensed foreign companies, when.

Secttox 1. No insurance company not organized under the laws
of this state shall do insurance business within the state unless it has
obtained a license from the insurance commissioner authorizing it to

do

so.
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No such

joint-stock insurance

company

shall be licensed to
paid-up capital of two
dollars, invested in securities readily convertible into
cash, one half at least of which are not loans secured by real estate;
nor unless it shall possess, in addition to such capital, assets equal in
amount to all its outstanding liabilities, estimating fifty per cent of
premiums received on unexpired fire risks and the whole amount of
premiums on marine risks as a liabilitj'. If it is a life insurance company, the premium reserve on life risks, based on the actuaries' table
of mortality, with interest at four per cent, shall be treated as a lia-

Sect.

2.

do business in the
hundred thousand

state, unless it shall possess a

bility.

Sect. 3. No such mutual insurance companj' shall be licensed to do
business in the state, unless it shall possess two hundred thousand
dollars of cash assets invested as provided in the preceding section, nor
unless its assets equal its outstanding liabilities, including reinsurance,
to be estimated as in the case of joint-stock insurance companies, and
including also the amount of its guarantee capital.
Sect. 4. No such joint-stock or mutual insurance company, nor its
agents, shall do business in this state until it has filed with the insurance commissioner a written stipulation, agreeing that legal process
affecting the company, served on the insurance commissioner for the
time being, shall have the same effect as if served personally on the
company within the state, nor until all laws relating to such companies enacted by this state shall have been complied with.
Sect. 5. Before a license is granted to a company, it shall file with
the insurance commissioner a certified copy of its charter and by-laws,
and a full statement, under oath of its president and secretary, showing
the financial standing and condition of the company, in accordance with
blanks furnished by the commissioner, except in cases where the companj'^ has alreadj'^ filed such papers.
Sect. 6. If the foregoing provisions are complied with and the commissioner is satisfied that the company has the requisite capital and
assets, and that it is a safe, reliable company, entitled to confidence,
he shall grant a license to it to do insurance business by authorized
agents within the state, subject to the laws of the state, until the first
day of April thereafter, and annually thereafter, on the first day of
April, such license may be renewed so long as the company shall comply with the requirements of the law, and the commissioner shall
regard it as safe, reliable, and entitled to confidence. Such license
may be revoked at any time by the commissioner for the causes and in
the manner prescribed by law.
Sect. 7. The agents of such insurance companies, excepting steam
boiler insiirance companies, shall be residents of the state. No officer
or agent thereof shall act or aid in any manner in the negotiation of
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any insurance with such company until he shall have procured from the
insurance commissioner a license so to do. The license shall state in
substance that the company is authorized to transact business in this
state, and that the person named therein is the constituted agent of
the company for that purpose.
Sect. 8. Upon written notice from the company or its general
agent, on blanks furnished for that purpose, of the appointment of a
suitable person to act as its agent in this state, the insurance commissioner shall, if the facts warrant it, grant such license, which shall
continue in force until the first day of Aijril next after its issue, and
by renewal thereof before the first day of April of each year, until
revoked by the commissioner, or until the appointment of the agent
is revoked by written notice from the company or its general agent for
New Hampshire to that effect, tiled in the othce of the insurance commissioner.

Xo fire insurance company or association
[1899, CiLAP. 86, Sect. 1.
not incorporated under the laws of this state, authorized to transact
business herein, shall make, write, place, or cause to be made, written>
or placed, any policy or contract of insurance upon anj' property situated or located in this state except by an agent who is a resident of
this state, regularly commissioned and licensed to transact insurance
business herein, and no such companj- or as.sociation shall by its officers, agents, or managers, not residents of this state, write policies
upon property- within the state upon jjolicy blanks previously countersigned bj' an agent in this state. Mutual companies writing all policies at their

home

office are excepted.]

Xo

insurance companj- or associaor any part of
a risk taken by it on property situated or located in this state in any
other company or association not authorized to transact business in
this state. Xo such fire insurance company or association shall reinsure, or assume as a reinsuring companj", or otherwise, in any manner
or form whatsoever, the whole or any part of any risk or liabilitj-, cov»
ering property- located in this state, of any insurance company or
association not authorized to transact business in this state, and the
policy or reinsurance shall in all cases be written by a duly authorized
[1899,

Chap,

8G,

Sect.

2.

tion shall reinsure, in any

such

fire

manner whatsoever, the whole

agent residing in this state.]
[1899, Chap. 86, Sect. 3. ^Mienever the insurance commissioner shall
have or receive information that any fire insurance company or association, not incorporated under the laws of this state, has violated
any of the provisions of section 1 of this act, he is authorized, at the
expense of such compan3- or association, to examine, by himself or his
accredited representative, at the principal offices of such company or
association located in the United States of America. The refusal of any
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such company or association to submit to such examination, or to exhibit its books and records for inspection, shall be presumptive evidence that it has violated the provisions of tlie first section of this
act, and shall subject it to the penalties prescribed and imposed by this
act.]

The insurance commissioner may annually,
[1899, Chap. 86, Sect. 4.
or at such other times, require of any such company or association
such information as he may deem advisable in reference to the compliance to this act.]
[1899,

Chap.

86,

Sect.

5.

company or

Anj' insurance

association

and comply with any of the prothereto, shall be subject to and liable to

willfully violating or failing to observe

visions of this act, ajiplicable

pay a penalty of two hundred dollars for each violation thereof, or the
insurance commissioner maj- revoke the license of such company
for one year.]
No provision of this act shall apply to
[1899, Chap. 86, Sect. 6.
insurance upon property or liabilities of railroads or transportation
companies.]
Sect.
foreign

9.

If,,

in the opinion

company

of the commissioner, the affairs of a

so licensed are in an

he

shall revoke its license

to

its

and

all

imsound or failing condition,

licenses that

may

have been granted

agents, by giving written notice of the revocation to the com-

pany and by publishing

a like notice in the

Concord having the largest circulation
newspaper published in ^Manchester.
Sect.

10.

newspaper published in
and in the like

in the state,

If a licensed foreign insurance

company

shall enter into

a contract or combination with other insurance companies for the
purpose of controlling the rates to be charged for insurance upon property within the state, or shall make application for the removal of
any action brought against it in the courts of this state to the United
States courts, the commissioner shall forthwith revoke its license and
those of its agents; and no renewal of the licenses shall be granted
until after the expiration of three years from the date of such revocation.

Sect. 11. If a person shall solicit or receive any risk or application
for insurance other than life insurance, or receive money or value
therefor, for any insurance companj^ or agent, without a license from
the commissioner, or after the license granted to him, or the company
for which he acts as agent, has been revoked, he shall be fined not
exceeding one hundred dollars for each offense, one half to the use of

the prosecutor; but anj- policj' issued on an application thus procured
shall bind the company if othei'wise valid.
Sect. 12. Every such insurance company doing business in this
state, shall, on or before the first day of February in each year, trans-
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mit to the insurance commissioner a statement, under oath of its
president and secretary, of the whole amount of premiums received in
monej-- or in the form of notes, credits, loans, or anj' other substitute
for money, by or on account of the company, during' the year endinr>- on
the thirty-first day of the preceding- December, for insurance made

by

it

on property located, or pers'ons resident,

ing" its

assets,

liabilities,

amount of outstandingthe company generally,

amount

of capital

in this state; also g-iv-

stock actually paid

in,

and the business standing- and affairs of
in accordance with blanks to be furnished by
the commissioner, adapted to the business of the company. It shall
also transmit to the commissioner a like statement of its standing- and
affairs at any other time when he shall require it.
Sect. 13. Every such insurance company shall pay to the insurance
commissioner the following- fees: For filing- charter and by-laws,
twenty-five dollars; for filing- statement Avith application for license
and for filing- each annual statement, fifteen dollars; for a license and
each renewal thereof, five dollars; for each license and renewal of a
license to an ag"ent of a steam boiler insurance company, ten dollars;
and to an ag-ent of any other company, two dollars; and for each service of legal process upon him as attorney, two dollars.
[ISOl, Chap. 54, Skct. 1.
If any state shall by its laws deny any
insurance company or citizen of this state any rights or pri\ile"-es
which are granted to insurance companies and citizens of that state,
then this state shall in like manner denj' to insurance companies
and citizens of that state all such rights and privileges, and they shall
be subject to all the restrictions and jjenalties as prescribed by that
state to insurance coinpanies and citizens of this state; and if bv the
laws of any state the insurance commissioner or other official shall
have jjower to revoke the license of anj' company of this state or
foreign state for writing insurance upon any person or property of
that state, other than through or by a citizen of that state, then the
insurance commissioner of this state is empowered to revoke the license of anj^ insurance com^iany of that state or any foreign insurance company licensed to do business in this state, that shall
write for or through any agent of that state, directlj- or indirectly,
ujion any person or property of this state, except the same be written
through a duh- authorized agent, who shall be a citizen of this state.]
Sect. 1.) Sect. 14. Every such fire, marine, fidel[ (1901, Chap. 67,
it}', and casualty insurance company shall pay to the state treasurer
within one month after receiving notice from the insurance commis-

amount
premiums received b}'

risks,

two per cent upon the gross
return premiums and reinsurance, when
effected in aiithorized companies by the company's licensed resident
agents upon business done within the state during the year ending on
sioner of the

thereof, a tax of
it,

less
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the thirty-first day of the preceding- December, as assessed by the
commissioner, and all other such insurance companies shall pay to
the state treasurer within one month after receiving- notice from the
insurance commissioner of the amount thereof a tax of one per cent
upon the premiums received by them iipon business done within the
state during the j'ear ending- on the thirty-first day of the preceding
December, as assessed by the commissioner.]
Two thousand dollars of the amount re[1S99, Chap. 64, Sect. 2.
ceived as such tax shall annually be set apart by the state treasurer,
and kept distinct from all other funds, and shall be known as the firemen's relief fund. Such fund, in the month of May after its receipt,
shall be paid over upon the order of the governor, to the treasurer
of the New Hampshire State Firemen's Association as trustee, and
shall be devoted to and paid out for the relief of any fireman, injured
or disabled in the discharge of his duties as fireman, who is a member
in good standing in any regular organized town or city fire company in
this state, belonging to said association, and for the relief of the dependent parents, widow, or children of any such fireman, whose death
was occasioned by injuries received in the line of his duty as fireman.]
The money due a fireman, or in case of his
[1899, Chap. 64, Sect. 3.
death, his parents, widow, or children, by reason of any rule or bj'-law
of said association, shall be exempt from attachment or trustee
process.]
4.
The New Hampshire State Firemen's Assoobserve just and equitable rules, by-laws, and
regulations for the proper apportionment and disbursements of such
fund, subject to the approval of the governor and council. It shall,
through its president and treasurer, make a full and detailed report
of its disposal of such fund, and file the same with the secretary of
state in the month of May annually.
Sect. 15. Nothing in this chapter contained shall be so construed
as to prevent any duly licensed or commissioned agent from procuring
insurance upon property located in this state in companies not licensed
to transact business in the state, whenever the aggregate amount of
insurance which companies legally doing business in this state vnll
write upon the property' is not suflBcient to protect it.

[1S99,

Chap.

ciation shall

64,

Sect.

make and
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[From Public

627

170.

Statutes.]

THE INSURANCE CONTRACT ANT> SUITS THEREON.
Section
1. Form

Section
of insurance contract estab-

lished
2.

;

10.

Suits and services of writs within six
months or barred.

11.

Not barred unless insured
of law by company.

12.

Insured may bring action
county of his residence.

how changed.
and

statements not
Descriptions
avoided
Tolicy not
warranties.
by mistake or misrepresentation,

when.
3.

Insurer charged with knowledge
facts

known

to

of

agent preparing ap-

plication, etc.
4.

A

breach of terms of policy affects

contract only while breacli contin-

Sum

7.

8.

days after notice.
Kepairs or rebuilding to be begun

9.

If

witliin

twenty days,

company

the

Interest and cost and the issuance
of an execution in an action by the
insured.
U. Action against foreign company may

be brought

in tliis state; service of

process.

stated in policy to be taken to
be value of Insured's interest in
property insured.
Notice of loss to be given company.
Loss to be adjusted witiiln ttfteen

6.

In

13.

ues, etc.
6.

notified

etc.

neglect, insured

pair or rebuild at

its

judgment against company is not
tlie commissioner may suspend autliority of company, etc.

15. If

paid,

IC.

17.

18.

may

expense,

re-

Assignee of policy may sue in his
own name, wlien.
Copies certilled by insurance commissioner comi)etent evidence.
Thischitpter to l)e part of contracts
of insurance, etc.

etc.

SeIction 1. The form of policy and insurance contract now in
force in the state is continued until the insurance commissioner shall
chang'e it. He is authorized to change the form of such contracts from

time to time as he may think the public good requires. Any company
using any other form of policy than the one prescribed shall forfeit its
license.

Sect. 2. Descriptions of property and statements concerning its
value and the title of the insured thereto in an application for insurance or in an insurance policy shall not be treated as warranties. A
policj' shall not be avoided by reason of any mistake or misrei^resentation, unless it appears to have been intentionallj- and fraudulently
made, or unless the diflFerence between the property as it was represented and the property' as it reallj^ existed contributed to the loss;
but the sum insured by the policy shall be taken to be such fractional
part of the sum mentioned therein as the premium paid by the insured

premium which he ought to have paid, not exceeding in any
thQ value of the insured's interest in the propertj".
Sect, 3. If a company shall issue a policy upon an application
prepared by a third person assuming to act as its agent or othermse,
it shall be charged with this knowledge of facts relating to the property insured as if they were stated in the application.
is of

the

evenli
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A chang-e in the property insured or in its use or oocnpabreach of any of the terms of the policy by the insured,
shall not affect the policy except while the change or breach continues.
Sect.

4.

tion, or a

Sect.

If insured buildings are totallj^ destroyed, the

5.

sum insured

shall be taken to be the value of the insured's interest therein, as
such interest is described in the policy, unless over-insurance thereon

was fraudulently obtained; if they are only partially destroyed, the
insured shall be entitled to his actual damages, not exceeding the sum
insured.

Sect. 6. In case of loss or damage of property insured, the party
insured shall give notice thereof, in writing, to the secretary, a director, or an agent of the company, within thirty days.
Sect. 7. The company shall adjust the loss within fifteen daj's after

the receipt of such notice.
Sect. 8. If the company decides to rebuild or repair the property
destroyed or injured, it shall begin to do so within twenty days after
adjusting the loss, and shall prosecute the Avork with reasonable diligence until it is completed.
Sect. 9. If the company neglects to adjust the loss within fifteen
days after receiving notice of it, or to begin to rebuild or repair the
property destroyed or damaged within twenty daj'^s after the adjustment of the loss, the insured may proceed to rebuild or repair at the
expense of the company, who shall be liable for the reasonable expenses
incurred in so doing and for the loss sustained b3' its neglect, not exceeding the amount insured; or the insured may commence an action

upon the

policj'.

If dissatisfied with such adjustment, the party insured
bring his action, by causing his writ to be served on the proper
officer or agent of such company, within six months after the reception of such notice in writing-, and not afterward.
Sect. 11. Unless the companj', in their notice of the amount of loss
or damage determined b,y it, shall notify the insured that his action
will be forever barred by law if his writ is not served on the company
within six months next after the service of such notice upon him, he
may bring his action at any time.
Sect. 12. The insured may bring his action in the county of his
residence, notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the

Sect.

10.

may

policy.

Sect. 13. If upon trial the insured recovers more than the amount
determined by the insurers, he shall have judgment and execution immediately therefor, with interest and costs. If he recovers no more
than such amount, the court may allow interest thereon, and such
costs to either pai'ty as may be just; but execution shall not issue
against the company within three months, unless by special order of

the court.
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Sect. 14. A person having a claim against an insurance company
not organized under the laws of the state, arising from a transaction
with an agent of the company in the state, may sue therefor in the
courts of the state. Service of any process pertaining to such action
upon the insurance commissioner shall have the same effect as if the
company were a domestic corporation and the service were lawfullymade within the state upon its officers.
Sect. 15. If in such action the plaintiff shall recover a judgment,
and the companj' does not pay it within thirty days after notice of
it is given to the insurance commissioner, the commissioner may suspend the authority of the comjiany to do business in the state. If the
company or anj' of its agents shall issue a policy during such suspension, the company and agent shall each forfeit two hundred dollars for
•each policj' so issued, but the policies shall be valid and binding,
nevertheless.

Sect.

16.

If a policy

has been transferred or assigned by the assured

to a person to hold absolutely or as collateral security, with the assent
of the insurer, the assignee maj' bring an action thereon in his own

or in that of the assignor, and may recover the full amount due
policj' for the benefit of whom it may concern.
Sect. 17. Copies of charters, by-laws, certificates, appointments,
and other pajMjrs required by law to be filed in the office of the insurance commissioner, and certified by him, shall be competent evidence
in the courts of this state.
Sect. IS. This chapter shall be a part of everj' contract of insurance to which it is applicable and shall be plainlj' printed in every

name

upon the

such contract. No waiver of any part of >it shall be set up by the
and every stipulation in the contract in conflict with it shall
be void.
insurer,

CHAPTER
[From Public

171.

Statutes.]

life ixsliu:nce.

Sectiox
1.

2.

Life insurance for benefit of married
woman to inure to her sole use.
To inure to benefit of party for

Section
5. To be regarded as agent
6.

of the insurer for receiving premiums.
Penalty for obtaining payment of

7.

Penalty for acting as agent when not

8.

Companies and agents not to make

9.

discriminations.
Penalty.

whom

3.

4.

procured.
If procured with intent and effect of
defrauding creditors, partj- to re-

fund premiums and interest.
Soliciting insurance makes one an
agent.

premiums by

fraud.

licensed, etc.

SECTiori 1. A policy of insurance on the life of a person, expressed
to be for the benefit of a married woman, whether effected by herself^
34
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or, in
or her husband, or any other person, shall inure to her benefit,
the
case of her death, to her children, if any, against the claims of
creditors, or representatives of the person effecting the same.
Sect. 2. "When a policy of insurance is effected by a person on his
own life or the life of another, expressed to be for the benefit of a
third person or his representatives, the party for whose benefit such
policy is so expressed to be made shall be entitled to the sum so in-

sured, against the claims of the creditors or representatives of the
party effecting the same.
Sect. 3. But if it appears that the policy was procured with the
intent and effect of defrauding creditors of the person procuring the
same, the partj' receiving the money secured by the policy shall be
liable to such creditors for the amount of all premiums paid for such

insurance, with interest thereon.
Sect. 4. A person who solicits insurance on behalf of a life insurance company, or transmits for a person other than himself an application for a policy of life insurance to or from such company, or offers or
assumes to act in the negotiation of such insurance, shall be deemed
a life insurance agent, and shall be liable to all the duties, requireliabilities, and penalties to which such agents are subject.
Sect. 5. A life insurance agent who acts for a person other than
himself in negotiating a contract of life insurance shall, for the purpose of receiving the i^remium therefor, be held to be the company's
agent, whatever conditions or stipulations may be contained in the

ments,

policy or contract.

Any

insurance agent who shall, by false and fraudulent
payment or an obligation for the payment of
a premium upon a life insurance contract, shall be fined not more
than five hundred dollars, or be imprisoned not more than one year,
for each offense.
Sect. 7. Any person who shall assume to act as an agent of a life
insurance company, without license therefor as provided by law, or
vvho shall unlawfully act in any manner in the negotiation of insurance with a foreign life insurance company not admitted to do
business in this state, or who as principal or agent shall violate any
provision of the laws of this state in regard to the negotiation or
effecting of contracts of life insurance, shall be fined not more than
five hundred dollars for each offense.
Sect. S. Life insurance companies doing business in this state shall
not make any discrimination in favor of individuals of the same class
and of the same expectation of life, either in the amount of premium
charged or in the return of premium, dividends, or other advantages,
and no agent of any such company shall make any contract for insurance or any agreement as to a contract of insurance other than
Sect.

6.

life

representations, procure
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that which is plainly expressed in the policy issued, nor shall any such
or agent pay or allow, or offer to pay or allow, as inducement
to any person to insure, any rebates or premium, or any special favor
or advantage in the dividends to accrue thereon, or any inducement
whatever not specified in the policy.
Sect. 9. Any company or person who shall violate any of the provisions of the preceding section shall be fined not more than five hundred dollars; and in such case the insurance commissioner shall revoke
the license of the party offending, and shall not renew it for the
term of three years.

company

CHAPTER
[From Public

172.

Statutes.]

FOREIGN SimETY COMPANIES.
Skctiox
4. Expense

Section
1.

Surety companies may be admitted
to do business in this state.

and solvency.
be accepted as sureties.

2.

Liability

3.

May

of

procurmg surety maybe

allowed.
,

5.

Company

shall not

deny

its liability.

I

Section l. Any surety company incorporated and organized under
the laws of any state of the United States other than the state of
New Hampshire, for the purpose of transacting business as surety on
obligations of persons or corporations, may transact business in this
state upon complying with the provisions of all laws relating to
foreign insurance companies and their agents, and not otherwise.
Sect. 2. Fifty per cent of the amount received on all outstanding
contracts shall be treated as a liability by the insurance commissioner
in determining the question of the solvencj^ of the company.
Sect. 3. The judge, head of department, or other officer authorized
to approve the bond of anj- person required bj- law to give a bond, may

accept as a surety upon the bond anj' such companj' which has been
licensed to do business in this state, and, if satisfied with the financial ability of the company, he need not require other sureties.
Sect. 4. A court or officer whose duty it is to pass upon the ac-

count of any person required by law to give a bond, may, whenever the
person has procured any such company as suret3' upon his bond, allow
a reasonable sum for the expense of procuring such surety in the settlement of his account.
Sect. 5. Any company which shall execute a bond as suretj^ under
the provisions of this chapter shall be estopped to deny its corporate
power to execute the instrument or assume the liabilitj-.
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CHAPTER
[From Laws

56.

of 1891.]

ACT PLACING "CERTAIN CORPORATIONS, ASSOCIATIONS, SOCIETIES, AND
ORDERS UNDER THB JURISDICTION' OF THE INSURANCE CCMAnSSIONER.

AT?!

Section

Section
1.

I

Certain corporations shall report to
insurance commissioner; commissioner may license penalty excep;

;

3.
4.

Penalty.

6.

Commissioner to report to attorneygeneral penalty.
;

Fees

tion.
2.

5.

Duties of commissioner.
Fees for license may he revoked.
Qualification of agents.
;

of

commissioner

for

making ex-

aminations.
Laws repealed.

Takes

effect.

Section 1. Every corporation, association, society, or order, organized under the laws of this state, which issues a certificate to or makes
a promise or agreement with its members whereby any sum of money
or other benefit is to become due or payable upon the decease of a
member, or whereby such money or other benefit is to become due or
payable as an endowment or lifetime benefit, or an investment involving- tontine or survivorship principles for the benefit of persisting
members, shall annually, on or before the first day of March in each

make and transmit to the insurance commissioner a statement
under oath of its president and secretary, or officers corresponding
thereto, by whatever name they may be called, showing its financial standing, the amount and sources of its income, and the amount
and manner of its disbursement for the year ending on the preceding
thirty-first day of December, and shall make such further statements
of its membership and financial transactions, plans, and methods of
business done or proposed t-o be done, as said commissioner shall deem
necessary to a proper exhibit of its business and standing, in accordance with blanks to be furnished by the commissioner for this purpose; and every such corporation, association, society, or order heretofore organized in this state, shall file with said commissioner a full
year,

statement as above required within thirty daj^s after the passage of
and anj^ such corporation, association, society, or order hereafter organized in this state, shall, before doing any business, file
with the commissioner a certified copy of its charter and by-laws and
a full statement, under oath of its president and secretarj^ showing
the financial standing of the corporation, association, society, or order,
and explaining fully the plans, contracts, and methods proposed to
be used in the prosecution of its business. Upon receiving such statements, if the commissioner is satisfied that the corporation, association, societj^ or order is reliable and worthy of public patronage, he
shall grant a license authorizing them to do business, subject to law,

this act,

Jurisdiction.
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day of April thereafter; and annually thereafter on the
day of April such license may be renewed, so long as the corporation, association, society, or order complies with the requirements
aforesaid. The acting officers of such corporations, associations, societies, or orders shall be liable to indictment and subject to a fine not
exceeding five hundred dollars and. not less than fifty dollars for violation of the provisions of this act. This act shall not be construed to
apply to any benevolent association which pays funeral and sick beneuntil the first

first

fits

only.

2.
It shall be the duty of the insurance commissioner, whenever he shall have reason to believe that any such corporation, association, society, or order, organized under the laws of this state or
otherwise, is unsound, or conducting its affairs contrary' to public
policj-, or upon the petition of five or more policj', certificate, contract, or bond holders of anj' such corporation, association, society,
or order, setting forth that they believe such corporation, association,
society, or order unsound, or that there is waste or mismanagement
in the affairs of such corporation, association, society, or order, or that
their business is conducted in a manner contrary to public policy, with

Sect.

reason for such belief, to make personal examination of the affairs of
such corporation, association, society, or order, at the expense of the
corporation, association, society, or order, and for such purpose he
shall have access to all the records, books, and papers of that corporation, association, society, or order, and may examine, under oath, any
officer or agent thereof. If upon examination the commissioner shall be
of the opinion that the affairs and business methods of the corporation,
association, society, or order, are in such condition as to render it unsafe
or unworthy of public confidence, he shall consult the attorney-general,
and, with his approval, shall file a petition against such corporation,
association, society", or order, in the office of the supreme court of the
county in which such corporation, association, society, or order has
its principal place of business, for closing the affairs of the corporation, association, society, or order; and any judge of said court may
issue a temporary injunction to restrain such corporation, association,
society, or order from doing business, which shall be dissolved or made
permanent bj' said court upon the hearing and determination of said
petition; and the court may make such further orders and decrees as
the circumstances of the case and the protection of the public may
render proper.
Sect. 3. It shall not be lawful for any such corporation, association, society, or order, organized under the laws of this state or any
other state, to issue such certificates, contracts, bonds, or promises in
this state unless such corporation, association, society, or order shall
first obtain license of the insurance commissioner authorizing them so
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Before receiving such license snch corporation, association, soorder shall file with the insurance commissioner a certified
copy of its charter and by-laws, and a full statement, rmder oath of
its president and secretary, showing- the financial standing of the corporation, association, society, or order, and explaining fully the plans,
contracts, and methods used or proposed to be used in the prosecution
of their business, in accordance with blanks furnished by him. Upon
receiving such copies and statements, if the insurance commissioner
is satisfied viath the same, and that the plans, contracts, and methods
are worthy of public patronage, and that such corporation, association,
society, or order is reliable and entitled to public confidence, and such
corporation, association, society, or order has filed with the insurance
commissioner a written stipulation, duly authenticated by the company, agreeing that any legal process affecting the corporation, association, society, or order served on the insurance commissioner for the
time being shall have the same efPect as if served personally on the
corporation, association, society, or order within the state, he shall
grant such license authorizing such corporation, association, society,
or order to do business under the plans, contracts, and methods by
them prescribed, subject to the laws of this state, until the first day of
April thereafter, and annually thereafter on the first day of April
such license may be renewed so long as the corporation, association,
society, or order shall comply Avith the requirements aforesaid. For
each license as above, the corporation, association, society, or order
shall pay to the insurance commissioner five dollars when applied for,
and if such license be granted, five dollars more, and five dollars for
each annual renewal thereof. Such license may be revoked at any
time by the insurance commissioner for the causes and in the manner
prescribed by law.
Sect. 4. No person shall act as an agent of any such corporation, association, society, or order, until he shall have filed with the insurance

"to

do.

ciety, or

from the corporation, association, society,
authorized general agent, authorizing him to act as
such agent, and obtained license thereon from him so to do for each
corporation, association, society, or order for which he proposes to act.
Upon filing the aforesaid certificate, the commissioner shall issue a
license to such person to act as agent for such corporation, association, society, or order in this state, provided the corporation, association, society, or order for which he proposes to solicit applications for
certificates, contracts, or investments, shall be authorized to do such
business in this state, which license shall continue until the first day
of April thereafter, unless for cause revoked in the meantime; and
upon filing a certificate as aforesaid, such license may be renewed on
said first day of April, and annually thereafter; and for such license

commissioner a
or order, or

its

certificate
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and for each subsequent renewal, the person receiving- the same shall
pay to the commissioner the sum of one dollar. Xo officer or member
of any such corporation, association, society, or order shall be required
to secure license under the provisions of this section unless he is regularly employed and devotes his time to soliciting membership for such
corporation, association, society, or order, receiving compensation
therefor.

Sect.

5.

If anj- person, except as

provided in section four

of.

this

or receive any application for an endowment, investment, bond, lifetime benefit, or death benefit, or receive money or
value therefor, for any such corporation, association, society, or order,
without such license from the commissioner, or after the license
granted to him or the corporation, association, societj', or order for
act, shall solicit

which he acts as agent has been revoked, he shall be punished for
each offense hy fine not exceeding one hundred dollars, one half to the
use of the prosecutor; but any certificate or investment issued on an
application thus procured shall bind the corporation, association, society, or order, if other\\ise valid.
If any agent shall refuse to sho^v
his license Avhen requested so to do by any person, he shall be punished in the manner as provided for persons acting without a license.
Sect. 6. Whenever the insurance commissioner shall have reason to
believe that any such corporation, association, society, or order,
whether organized in this state or otherwise, or any officer or agent of
such corporation, association, society, or order, or any other person,
shall have violated any law of this state relating to such corporations,
associations, societies, or orders, their officers or agents, or the busi-

ness by them conducted, or the laws relating to lotteries, gambling,
or wagers, or failed to comply with any requisition of the laws of this
state relating to such corporations, associations, societies, or orders,
their officers, or agents, or the business by them conducted, or the
laws relating to lotteries, gambling, or wagers, he shall forthwith
report the fact, Avith any information he may have relating thereto,
to the attorney-general of the state, who shall, if in his judgment it
is advisable so to do, prosecute every such corporation, association,
society, or order, their officers or agents, or other person thereof; and
any such corporation, association, society, or order, the4r officer,
agent, or other person, upon conviction, shall be liable for each offense
to a fine not exceeding two thousand dollars and costs of prosecution,
and not less than five hundred dollars.
Sect. 7. The fees of the commissioner, when not otherwise provided
in this act, shall be the same for the examination of such corporations, associations, societies, or orders as provided bj- law for the examination of insurance companies.
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chaptek

38,

laws of

[In amendment of Chapter

81,

1897.

Laws

of 1895.]

IN AMENDMiENT OF CHAPTER 56 OF THEI LAWS OF 1891, ENTITLED
"an act placing CEBiTAIN COKPOBATIONS, ASSOCIATIONS, SOCIETIES,
AND ORDERS ^UNDER THE JLTIISDICTION OF THE INSURANCE COMMIS-

AN ACT

SIONER."

Section

Section
1.

Certain corporations, etc., placed
under jurisdiction of insurance commissioner.

2.

Repealing section.

3.

Takes effect.

Section 1. Any corporation organized under the authority of any
other state or country, and engaged in the business of life or casualty
insurance upon the assessment plan, whether mutual or joint stock
company, which does not contract to pay living policy-holders or

members

anj' fixed benefit save for bodily injury or physical disability

upon filing with the insurance commissioner
and agreements required by chapter 56 of the Laws
of 1891, and upon payment of the same fees and taxes as are required
of foreign insurance companies, be licensed by the insurance commissioner to do business in this state, upon furnishing, in addition to
other requirements, a certificate under oath of its president and secretary^ that it is paying and for the twelve months then next preceding
has paid the maximum amount named in its policies or certificates in
full, and that an assessment upon its policy-holders or members vA'ill
produce a sum at least equal to the maximum policy or certificate
written by the corporation; evidence that it has accumulated and maintains, as a trust for the benefit of policy or certificate holders only, a
fvmd equal at least to the amount which one assessment or mortuary
call upon said certificate or policy holders would produce, and, for
corporations engaged in the business of life insurance, of not less than
one hundred thousand dollars, and of casualty insurance, of not less
than ten thousand dollars, invested as provided in section 2 of chapter
169 of the Public Statutes; and a certificate from the proper authority of its home state or country that corporations of this state, engaged
in the business of life or casualty insurance on the assessment plan,
are legally entitled to do business in such state or country. All companies, after they are licensed under the provisions of this act, shall in

from any

cause, shall,

copies, statements,

all respects

be subject to the provisions of chapter 169 of the Public

Statutes, entitled "Foreign insurance companies and their agents."
Sect. 2. All acts or parts of acts inconsistent herewith are hereby

repealed.
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1895.)

FBATBUXAL BENEFICIARY

SOCIETIES.

ORDERS,

OR

ASSOCIATIONS.

Section

48ECTIOX
1.

2.

"Fraternal benefleiarj- associations"
denned, and their form and work

8.

prescribed.
Associations

9.

now doing business in
this state may continue proviso.
Associations not now doing business
in this state may do so under con-

Soliciting agents

may be employed,

when.
Contracts with other associations

in-

when.

valid,
10.

Money,

11.

ment.
Associations

etc.,

not

liable to

attach-

;

3.

ditions prescribed.
4.

Annual reports must be

filed with
insurance
commissioner;
how
maile powers of commissioner.
Certain associations must appoint
insurance commissioner as their at-

12.

13.

,

6.

torney.
6.

7.

Commissioner may issue permits to
do business within this state; fee.

14.

Re-incorporation of e.xisting associations authorized; conditions.

15.

16.

may hold meetings
outside the state, when.
False statements or representations,
how punished.
Associations enjoined from doing
business in the state, when and
how; penalty for unauthorized continuance.
Person acting as agent for a discredited association, penalty.
Repealing clause; non-application
of provisions of this act.
Takes

effect.

A fraternal beneficiary association is hereby
[1901, Chap. S6, Sect. 1.
declared to be a corporation, society, or voluntary association formed
or organized and carried on for the sole benefit of its members and
beneficiaries, and not for profit. Each association shall have a lodge
system, with ritualistic form of work and a representative form of
government, and may make provisions for the pa\-ment of benefits to

members and

their beneficiaries in case of death, sickness,

temporary

or permanent phj'sical disability, either as the result of disease, accident, or old age. The fund from which the pajment of such benefit
shall be made, and the fund from which the expenses of such association shall be defraj^ed, shall be derived from assessments or dues collected from its members. Payment of death benefits shall be to the
families, heirs, blood relatives, affianced husband, or affianced wife, or
to persons dependent on the member. Such associations shall be
governed by this act, and shall be subject to the provisions of the
insurance laws of this state consistent with the provisions of this act,
and no law hereafter passed shall apply to them unless they be expressly designated therein.]
[1901, Chap. 86, Sect. 2. All such associations coming within the
description as set forth in section 1 of this act, organized under the
laws of this or any other state, province, or territorj', and novr doing
business in this state, may continue such business if the commissioner
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of insurance is satisfied that such associations are reliable

and worthy
comply with the
provisions of this act, regulating annual reports, and the designation
of the commissioner of insurance as the person upon whom process,
of public patronage;

provided, that they hereafter

may

be served, as hereinafter provided.]
Chap. 86, Sect. 3. Any such association coming within the
description as set forth in section 1 of this act, organized under the laws
of any other state, province, or territory, and not now doing business
in this state, shall be admitted to do business within the state, if the
commissioner of insurance is satisfied that such association is reliable
andi worthj^ of public patronage, and when it shall have filed with
the commissioner of insurance a duly certified copy of its charter and
[1901,

and a copy of
secretary or corresponding

articles of association,

by
ment
to

its

its

constitution or laws, certified
together with an appoint-

officer,

of the commissioner of insurance of this state as a person

upon

whom

process may be served as hereinafter provided, and provided that
such association shall be shown by certificate to be authorized to do
business in the state, province, or territory in which it is incorporated
or organized, in case the laws of such state, province, or territory shall

provide for such authorization; and in case the laws of such state,
province, or territory do not provide for any formal authorization
to do business on the part of any such association, then such association shall be shown to be conducting its business in accordance

with the provisions of this act, for which purpose the commissioner
of insurance of this state may personally, or by some person to be
designated by him, examine into the condition, affairs, character, and
business methods, accounts, books, and investments of such association at its home oflRce, which examination shall be at the expense of
such association, and shall be made within thirty days after demand
therefor, and the expense of such examination shall be limited to $5
per diem and expenses.]
Sect. 4. Every such association doing business in this state shall,
on or before the first day of March of each year, make and file with
the commissioner of insurance of this state, a report of its affairs and
operations during the year ending on the thirty-first day of December
immediately preceding, which annual report shall be in lieu of all
other reports required by any other law. Such reports shall be upon
blank forms to be provided by the commissioner of insurance, or may
be printed in pamphlet form, and shall be verified under oath by the
duly authorized officers of such association, and shall be published,
or the substance thereof, in the annual report of the commissioner
of insurance under a separate part entitled "Fraternal beneficiary
associations," and shall contain answers to the following questions:
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1.

Xumber

of

certificates

issued

during-

the

j'ear,

581^
or

members

admitted.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Amount of indemnity affected thereby.
Number of losses or benefit liabilities incurred.
Number of losses or benefit liabilities paid.
The amount received from each assessment for the year.
Total amount paid members, beneficiaries, legal representatives,

or heirs.
7.

Number and kind

of claims for

which assessments have been

made.

Number and kind of claims compromised or resisted, and brief
8.
statement of reasons.
9.
Does association charge annual or other periodical dues or admission fees?
10.
How much on each one thousand dollars annually or per capita,
as the case may be?
11.
Total amount received, from what source, and the disposition
thereof.

Total amount of salaries paid to officers.
Does association guarantee, in its certificates, fixed amounts to
be paid regardless of amount realized from assessments, dues, admission fees, and donations?
14.
If so, state amount guaranteed, and the security of such
12.

13.

guaranty.
15.

Has the

16.

If

thereof
17.
18.
19.

association a reserve fund?

how is it created, and
and how invested?
so,

Has the

association

for

more than one

how many, and the amount
Number of members in each class?
If so,

what purpose, the amount
class?
of indemnity in each?

and give date of organization.
under the laws of this state, under what law and
at what time, giving chapter and year and date of passage of the act?
If organized under the laws of any other state, province, or
22.
territory, state such fact and the date of organization, giving chapter
and year and date of passage of the act.
20.

If voluntary, so state,

21.

If organized

23.

Number

of certificates of beneficiary

membership lapsed dur-

ing the year.
24.

one
25.

Number in force at beginning and end of 'year; if more than
number in each class.
Names and addresses of its president, secretary, and treasurer,

class,

or corresponding

officers.

The commissioner
dress any additional

and empow^ered to adany such association in relation to its

of insurance is authorized

inquiries to
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doings or condition, or any other matter connected with its transactions relative to the business contemplated by this act; and such officers of such association as the commissioner of insurance maj' require
shall promptly reply in writing, under oath, to all such inquiries.
Sect. 5. Each such association now doing or hereafter admitted to
do business within this state, and not having its principal oflfice within
this state, and not being organized under the laws of this state,
shall appoint in writing the commissioner of insurance or his
successor in office to be its true and lawful attorney, upon whom
all lawful process in any action or proceeding against it may be served,
and in such writing shall agree that any lawful process against it
which is served on said attorney shall be of the same legal force and
validity as if served upon the association, and that the authority shall
continue in force so long as any liability remains outstanding in this
state. Copies of such certificate, certified bj' said commissioner of
insurance, shall be deemed sufficient evidence thereof, and shall be
admitted in evidence with the same force and effect as the original
thereof might be admitted. Service upon such attorney shall be
deemed sufficient service upon such association. When legal process
against any such association is served upon said commissioner of insurance, he shall immediately notify the association of such service
by letter, prepaid and directed to its secretary or corresponding
officer, and shall within two daj's after such service forward in the
same manner a copy of the process served on him to such officer. The
plaintiff in such process so served shall pay to the commissioner of
insurance at the time of such service a fee of three dollars, which
shall be recovered by him as part of the taxable costs if he prevails
in the suit. The commissioner of insurance shall keep a record of all
processes served upon him, which record shall show the day and hour
when such service was made.
Sect. 6. The commissioner of insurance of this state shall, upon the
application of anj^ association ha^dng the right to do business within
this state as provided by this act, issue to such association a permit
in writing authorizing such association to do business within this state,
for which certificate and all proceedings in connection therewith such
association shall pay to said commissioner a fee of five dollars.
Sect. 7. Existing associations may re-incoi-porate themselves, at
their option, under this act, and any new association may organize
under its provisions, but no certificate of incoi'poration shall issue
until the association has submitted to the insurance commissioner
their constitution, by-laws, and a statement of their proposed methods,
and they have been by him approved.
Sect. 8. Such associations shall not employ paid agents in soliciting
or procuring members, except in the organizing or building up of

Regulation of Societies.
subordinate bodies or granting members inducements to procure

541
new

members.
Sect. 9. No contract with any other association shall be valid when
there is a contract, agreement, or understanding between the members and the beneficiary that the beneficiarj' or any person for him
shall pay such member's assessments and dues, or either of them.
Sect. 10. The money or other benefit, charity, relief, or aid to be
paid, provided, or rendered by an association authorized to do business under this act shall not be liable to attachment by trustee, garnishee, or other process, and shall not be seized, taken, appropriated,
or applied bj' any legal or equitable process or by operation of law, to
pay any debt or liability of a certificate holder, or of anj' beneficiary
named in a certificate, or of any person who may have any right

thereunder.
Sect. 11. Anj- such association organized under the laws of this
state maj- provide for the meetings of its legislative or governing body
in any other state, province, or territorj' wherein such association
shall have subordinate bodies, and all business transacted at such
meetings shall be valid in all respects as if such meetings were held
within this state; and where the laws of any such association provide
for the election of its officers by votes to be cast in its subordinate
bodies, the votes so cast in its subordinate bodies in any other state,
province, or territory shall be valid, as if cast within this state.
Sect. 12. Any person, oflicer, member, or examining physician, who
shall knowinglj- or willfully make any false or fraudulent statement
or representation in or with reference to any application for membership, or for the purpose of obtaining any money or benefit in any
association transacting business imder this act, shall be guilty of misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of not less
than $100 nor more than $500, or imprisonment in the county jail for
not less than thirty days nor more than one year, or both, in the
discretion of the court; and anj- person who shall willfully make a
false statement of any material fact or thing in a sworn statement as
to the death or disability of a certificate-holder in any such association for the purpose of procuring payment of a benefit named in the
certificate of such holder, and any person who shall willfully make
any false statement in any verified report or declaration under oath
required or authorized by this act. shall be guilty of perjury, and shall
be proceeded against and punished as provided by the statutes of this
state in relation to the crime of perjury.
Sect. 13. Any such association refusing or neglecting to make the
report as provided in this act shall be excluded from doing business
within this state. Said commissioner of insurance must, within sixty
daj-s after failure to make such report, or in case anj* such association
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powers or shall conduct its business fraudulently, or
comply with any of the provisions of this act, give notice
writing to the attorney-general, who shall immediately commence
action against such association to enjoin the same from carrying
any business; and no injunction against any such association shall
granted by any court, except on application by the attorney-general
the request of the commissioner of insurance. IVo association so

shall exceed its

shall fail to

in

an
on
be

at
enjoined shall have authority to continue business until such report
shall be made or overt act or violations complained of shall have been
corrected, nor until the costs of such action be paid by it, provided the
court shall find that such association was in default as charged,
of insurance shall reinstate such associaand not until then shall such association be allowed to again do
business in this state. Any officer, agent, or person acting for any
association or subordinate body thereof within this state while such
association shall be so enjoined or lorohibited from doing business
pursuant to this act, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on
conviction thereof shall be pimished by a fine not less than $25 nor
more than $200, or by imprisonment in the county jail not less than
thirty days nor more than one year or by both, such fine and impris-

whereupon the commissioner
tion;

onment
Sect.

in the discretion of the court.
14.

Any person who

shall act within this state as

an

officer,

agent, or otherwise, for any association which shall have failed, neglected, or refused :to comply with or shall have violated any of the
provisions of this act, or shall have failed or neglected to procure
from the commissioner of insurance proper certificate of authority to

transact business as provided for by this act, shall be subject to the
penalty provided in the last preceding section for the misdemeanor
therein specified.
Sect. 15. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions
of this act are hereby re^Dealed; but nothing herein contained ishall
apply to or in any way interfere with Masonic, Odd Fellow, Knights
of Pythias, Eed Men, or other similar orders, or any association working on the lodge system which limits its certificate holders to a i>articular class, or to the employees of any firm, or municijjal or other
corjDoration, or to corporations or associations insuring only members
of

some particular

order, sect, profession, or trade.
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standaed foem of policy.
[From Laws

of 1885, chapter 93, sections.]

Section

Section
1.

Commissioner

2.

Kegulations for use

to prepare a form.

3.

Form.

of.

The form

and insurance contract no'U' in force
commissioner shall change
it.
He is authorized to chang'e the form of such contracts from time
to time as he may think the public g-ood requires. Any company using
any other form of policy than the one prescribed shall forfeit its
Section

1.

of policy

in the state is continued until the insurance

license.

ELXES ACCOMPANYrXG STANDARD
1.

The name

of the companj^

may

F0R:\I

OF POLICY.

be printed in the heading in

let-

ter according to fancy.
2.

Mutual companies may make such changes in the heading of the
may be necessary to adapt it to their methods of business.

policy as

The following

is suggested: After the cash consideration, insert '"and
a note of hand of even date herewith for the amount of $
signed
by the insured and pajable to the company at such times and in such
portions as the directors may, pursuant to the by-laws of the company,
,

order or assess."
3.
The company'

may

use in

its policies

printed forms of specifica-

tion and description of property, but no type shall be allowable on the

face of the policy smaller than long primer.
4.
All blank spaces in the policy may be
5.

filled in

print or writing.

company may write upon
the policy, or print upon slips or

If necessary in effecting insurance, the

the margin or across the face of
riders, to be attached thereto; but all such slips, writing, or riders
must be separately signed by the company or agent applj-ing the
same.
•
Additional blanks, or the names of the officers and directors of
6.
the company, date of organization, amount of capital stock, assets, and
liabilities may be printed, if desired, on the back of the policy.
The form, shape, or size of the policy is immaterial, pro^-ided that
7.
it shall contain the same language in type as indicated above.
8.
The law under which the policy is made applies to all fire insurance companies doing business in this state, not excepting even
the town mutuals.
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TSEW HA3IPSHIRE STANDARD FOEII OF POLICY.
No.

Made pursuant

The

of

to chapter
,

them paid by the

Premium.

93,

Laws

of 1885.

in consideration of

dollars, to

insured, hereinafter named, the receipt

again.st loss or
hereby acknowledged, do insure
dollars.
damage by fire, to the axnonnt of
describe
property
insured.]
[Here
Property
insured.
This company shall not be liable beyond the actual
value of the insured property at the time any loss or damage happens, except on buildings totally destroyed, in which case the full

whereof

is

Amount.

amount

of the limitation shall be paid.

exchange, notes, accounts, evidences, and securities of propevery kind, books, wearing apparel, plate, money, jewels,
medals, patterns, models, scientific cabinets and colProperty not
...
..
lections, paiutmgs, sculpture, and curiosities are not
covered by
^° "^^'
included in said insured property, unless specially menbeginning on
tioned. Said property is insured for the term of
in the year nineteen hundred and
at
day of
the
Term.
day of
in the
noon, and continuing until the
at noon, against all loss or damage
year nineteen hundred and
by FIRE originating from any cause except invasion, foreign enemies,
civil commotions, riots, or any military or usurped power whatever;
the amount of said loss or damage to be estimated acPerils insured
against.
cording to the actual value of the insured jiroperty at
the time when such loss or damage happens, except on buildings, but
not to include loss or damage caused by explosions of anj' kind unless
fire ensues and then to include that caused by fire only.
This policy shall be void if any material fact or circumstance stated
^^ writing has not been fairly represented by the inMatters avoiding policy.
sured; or if the insured, at the time of any loss, has
any other insurance on the said property, without the assent in writing or in print of the company; or if, without such assent, the said
property shall be removed, except that, if such removal shall be necessary for the preservation of the property from fire, this policy shall
be valid without such assent for five days thereafter; or if the insured
shall make any attempt to defraud the company, either before or after
the loss; and this policy shall be void and inoperative during the
existence or continuance of the acts or condition of things stipulated against, as follows: If, Avithout such assent, the situation or circumstances aft'ecting the risk shall by or with the knowledge, advice,,
agencj', or consent of the insured, be so altered as to cause an increase
of such risk, or if without such assent, the said property shall be sold,.
or this policy assigned, or if the premises hereby insured shall become
Bills of

erty, of

1

T

.

-,..,.

,

,

,

,

,
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vacant by the removal of the owner or occupant, and so remain vacant
for more than thirty daj's without such assent, or if it be a manufacturing establishment in which the works or machinery are operated
more than the customary or legal working hours, or all night, without
the written or printed assent of this company thereto; except that permission is hereby given to operate machinery extra hours, not later
than 10 o'clock p. m., for the purpose of equalizing work, a competent
man, other than the regular watchman, being kept in charge of those
rooms in which shafting and belts are running, but where the machinery is not at work; or if such establishments shall cease operation for
more than thirtj^ days without permission in writing endorsed hereon;
or if gunpowder or other articles subject to legal restriction shall be
kept in quantities or manner different from those allowed or prescribed by law; or if camphene, benzine, naphtha, or other chemical
oils or burning fluids shall be kept or us^d by the insured on the premises insured, except that what is known as refined petroleum, kerosene,
or coal oil may be used for lighting.
If the insured property shall be exposed to loss or
Insured to prodamage by fire, the insured shall make all reasonable
caseofesfposure
^° ^''^exertions to save and protect the same.
In case of any loss or damage under this policy, a STATEirExr in
writing, signed and sworn to by the insured, shall be
statement bv
insured in case
forthwith rendered to the company, setting forth the
value of the property insured in detail, the interest of
the insured therein, all other insurance thereon, the purposes for which
and the persons by whom the building insured, or containing the property insured, was used, and the time at which and the manner in which
the fire originated, so far as known to the insured. The company may
also examine the books of account and vouchers of the insured, and
make extracts from the same, and shall have access to the premises and
property damaged. It is moreover understood that there can be no.
abandonment of the property insured to the company, and that the
company shall not in any case be liable for more than the sum insured,
with interest thereon from the time when the loss shall become payable, as hereafter provided.
In case of any loss or damage, the company, within sixtj- days after
*^^ insured shall have submitted a statement, as proPayment of
loss to be made
vided in the preceding
o clause, shall either pav the
r
within sixty
days after
amount for which it shall be liable, or replace the property with other of the same kind and goodness or it
company elects
"'"
may, within ten daj's after such statement is submitted,
repafr.^^^
j.

..

;

notify the insured of its intention to rebuild or repair
the premises, or any portion thereof separately insured by this policy,
and shall thereupon enter upon said premises and isroceed to rebuild
or repair the same with reasonable expedition.
35
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In case difference of opinion shall arise as to the amonnt of

anj'-

loss

under this policy other than on buildings totally destroyed, unless the
company and the insured shall, within fifteen days after notice of the
loss mutually agree upon referees to adjust the same,
clause,
either party may, upon giving written notice to the
other, apiily to a justice of the supreme court, who shall appoint three
referees, one of whom shall be thoroughly acquainted with the kind
of property to be considered, and their award in writing, after proper
notice and hearing, shall be final and binding on the parties.
The referees' fees shall be equallj' divided between the company and
the insured.
If there shall be any other instjranck on the property insured,
valid or invalid, whether prior or subsequent, the insured
Apportionment
'^^^^
shall recover on this policj^ no greater proportion of the
of other"
insurance.
j^gg sustained than the sum hereby insured bears to
the whole amount insured thereon. And whenever the company shall
Insured to aspay an3' loss, the insured shall assign to it, to the
extent of the amount so paid, all rights to recover satpany claims
"^
isf action for the loss or damage from any person, town,
plrtres!^
or other corporation, excepting other insurers; or the insured, if requested, shall prosecute therefor at the charge and for tlie account
of the

company.

be made j^ayable to a mortgagee of the insured
no act or default of any person other than such mortgagee
or his agents, or those claiming under him, shall affect such mortgagee's right to recover in case of loss on such real estate; provided,
that the mortgagee shall, on demand, pay according to the established
scale of rates for any increase of risks not paid for by the insured; and
whenever this company shall be liable to a mortgagee for anj' sum for
loss under this policy, for which no liability exists as
to the mortgager or owner, and this company shall elect
tie? in case the
^
paya?)ie'to^a
^J itself, or with Others, to paj' the mortgagee the full
mortgagee.
amount secured by such mortgage, then the mortgagee
shall assign and transfer to the companies interested, upon such payment, the said mortgage, together with the note and debt thereby
If this policy shall

real estate,

secured.

This policy may be can'celled at any time at the request of the
insured, v\ho shall thereupon be entitled to a return of the portion
of the above premium remaining after deducting the
Cancellation
o po

icy.

customarj^ monthly short rates for the time this policy
have been in force. The company also reserves the right, after
giving written notice to the insured, and to any mortgagee to whom
this policy is made payable, and tendering to the insured a ratable proportion of the premium, to cancel this policy as to all risks subseqeunt
to the expiration of ten days from such notice; and no mortgagee
shall

.

;
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shall then have the rig-ht. to recover as to such risks. Mutual
panies may vary this clause to suit their methods of business.

com-

In case any special provisions or stipulations not enumerated or inserted above require mention in effecting- insurance,
"'°°^'
such provisions or stipulations shall be legibly written
or printed, and prominently and securely attached to this policy, and
signed separately by the company or agent.
No smt or action against this company for the recovery of any claim
by virtue of this policy shall be sustained in any court of law or
equity in this state, unless commenced within one j'ear from the- time
the loss occurred.
Chapter 170 of the Public Statutes is printed on the back of this
policy contract, and hereby made a part thereof.
Company have caused these
In witness whereof, the said
presents to be signed by their president, aud attested by their secrebut the same shall not be binding unless
tary, in the citj' of
countersigned by the dulj- authorized agent of said compan3' at
Speclai provi-

,

.

,

President.

Countersigned at

Secretary.

,

this

day of

,

19

—
,

CHAPTER
[From Public

Agent.

115.

Statutes.]

FIREWABDS AND FIREMEN.
firew4rds,

etc.,

and duties.

Section
1. To choose a chief and clerk.
2. To control engines and firemen.
3. To appoint firemen.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Organization and duties of firemen.
Chief to keep apparatus in order.
To direct at fires and save property.
Chief to control engines and proceed-

Section
15.

Liability for neglect to repair.

16.

Ladders and buckets, when

17.
18.

Penalty by whom paid.
Compensation of chief fireward, how
paid.

19.

Certificates of service

20.

Chapter,

now

ings.
8.

Penalty for refusing to obey or as-

9.

Power

suming

down buildings

to stop
21.

fires.
10.

11.
12.

13.

14.

when

in force

may

and payment.

force;

in

statutes

continue.

investigation of causes of fires.

office.

to pull

to be

provided.

Damage to be appraised by selectmen and paid, when.
On neglect, court to award damages.
Firew-ards to establish regulations;
penalty.
Fireward to put out fires, when.
Notice to repair hazardous build-

Origin of fires to be investigated;
facts to be recorded
penalty.

22.

23.

24.

and returned

Written statement to be returned to
the town clerk and recorded.
Clerk to make a transcript and send
to insurance commissioner, etc.
Penalty for neglect.

ings.

FIREWAIIDS, ETC.,

AND

DUTIES.

Section 1. The firewards or fire engineers of a town shall constitute
a board. They shall elect a clerk and adopt a badge of office.

Public Statutes.
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They shall have at all times the control of all fire-engines
desigrned or used for the extinguishment of fire
apparatus
and fire
it is to aid in extinguishingin the town, and of all persons whose duty
Sect.

2.

fires.

shall appoint necessary firemen, not exceeding twenty
suction engine,
for each ordinary hand engine, fifty for each larger

Sect.

3.

They

steam engine, and twenty for each hose carriage and
hook-and-ladder carriage, whose warrants shall be signed by the chief
and clerk.
fifteen for each

Seot. 4. The firemen shall be organized in such companies, shall
appoint such officers, and shall be subject to such duties in relation to
the care, preservation, and use of the public property intrusted to them,
and to meeting for drill in the management thereof, as the firewards or
engineers shall direct or approve; and shall, by night or day, under
their direction, use their best endeavors to extinguish any fire that

may happen
Sect.

5.

in their

The

town or the

vicinity thereof.

chief fireward or engineer shall keep, or cause to

be

kept, in order all apparatus provided by the town for the extinguishment of fires, and shall cause all cisterns and sources of water prepared for the fire department to be fully supplied and kept in order.

He shall annually report to the town the condition of all apparatus
Tinder his care belonging to the town, and the amount expended for
repairs thereon.

Sect. 6. The firewards or engineers shall forthwith repair to the
place of any fire, shall wear their badges of ofiice, and shall exert
themselves, and may require assistance from all persons present, to
control and extinguish the fire. They shall direct in the removal of

property endangered, shall appoint guards to take care of it, and shall
suppress all tumults and disorders "v%-ith force if necessary.
Sect. 7. The chief, or in his absence the senior fireward or engineer
present, shall have the general direction of all engines and other apparatus, and the government and direction of all jiersons and proceeding's relating to

any

fire,

and the other firewards or engineers

shall

aid as assistants.

Sect. S. If any person present at a fire shall refuse or neglect to
obey their commands, or shall unlawfully assume the office or bad^-e
of office of a fireward or engineer, he shall be fiLned not exceeding
fifty dollars.

The major part of the firewards or engineers present at a
cause any building or thing whatever to be pulled down,
blown up, or removed, if they judge such action necessary to stop the
progress of the fire; and any fireward or engineer may require assistance from any person present for that purpose.
Sect. 10. The selectmen^ on application, shall appraise the damage
Sect.

fire

9.

may
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done to any building- or thing by order of the firewards or engineers
as aforesaid, shall assess a tax for the payment therefor, and shall
make compensation to the owner, unless it shall appear that the fire
began in such building, or that the same must have been burned if
it had not been destroyed or removed.
Sect. 11. Upon refusal of the selectmen, or upon their neg-lect
for three months after the application to appraise the damage and
assess such tax, the party injured may petition the supreme court for
redress; and the court, after due notice to the town, shall ascertain
the damage and shall render judgment and issue execution therefor,
and for costs against the town.
Sect. 12. The firewards or engineers may establish such regulations
respecting the kindling, guarding, safe-keeping, prevention, and extinguishment of fires, and for the removal of combustibles from any
building or place, as they shall think expedient, w^hich shall be signed
by the major part of them, recorded bj- the town clerk, and posted in
two or more public places in the town thirty days before they shall
take effect. Penalties not exceeding twenty dollars for each offense
may be prescribed for the breach of such regulations.
Sect. 13. Every fireward or engineer shall cause any fire deemed
by him to be dangerous, in any street or elsewhere, to be extinguished
or removed.
Sect. 14. If any building is deemed by the firewards or engineers
to be dangerous to the property of others by reason of decay, want
of repairs, or otherwise, thej^ may give written notice to the owner
to repair or alter the same, which shall contain a particular account
of the repairs or alterations required to be made. If the owner does
not reside in the town, notice may be given to the occupant, and if
there is no occupant, notice may be posted in at least three public
places in the town, or be published.
Sect. 15. If the repairs or alterations are not made within thirty
days after notice, the owner or occupant so notified shall be liable
to a penalty of ten dollars for each month's neglect, and shall be
liable to the owner of any building or property consumed bj' fire communicated from such dangerous building for the damages suft'ered
by him.
Sect. 16. Every town may, by vote or bj^-law, provide that any
buildings or structures in the town, or in a definite part thereof, shall
be provided with such ladders and buckets as may be deemed necessary
for use in case of fire, under a penalty of six dollars for every three
months' neglect.
Sect. 17. Such penalty shall be paid by the owner, if known and
resident in the town, otherwise by the ocqupant; and any tenant who
may be compelled to pay the penalty may deduct and retain the
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Public Statutes.

amount thereof and of the costs from his rent, or may recover the
same of his lessor in an action for money paid to his use.
Sect. 18. The chief fireward shall be paid for his services such compensation as the selectmen shall think reasonable; and the bills for
necessary repairs of the apparatus provided for the extinguishment of
fires made by his direction, being aiDproved by him, shall be paid by

the selectmen.
Sect. 19. The chief officer of each company of firemen shall annually, in February, make and certify, under oath, a list of those
firemen who have faithfully performed all their duties in his com-

pany, and return the same to the selectmen; and each person so
returned shall receive three dollars for his services, and such further
sum as maj'^ be voted by the town.
Sect. 20. The preceding sections of this chapter shall be in force
in any town in which apparatus for the extinguishment of fires
shall be provided at the public expense, and firewards or fire engineers shall be duly elected or appointed. But the by-laws now in
force in any town relating to the extinguishment of fires shall remain in force, subject to be repealed or superseded by vote of the
town,

INVESTIGATION OF THE CAUSES OF FIBES.
Sect. 21. When property is destroj'ed by fire, it shall be the duty
of the board of firewards or engineers of towns having such officers,
and of selectmen in other towns, to make investigation of the cause,

circumstances, and origin thereof, and especiallj^ to examine whether
was the result of carelessness or of design. The investigation
shall be commenced within two days of the occurrence of the fire, not
including the Lord's day. They shall have the powers vested in justices of the peace to compel the attendance of witnesses to testify
before them upon such inquest.
Sect. 22. They shall present to the city or town clerk, for record
by him in a book provided by the insurance commissioner, a written
statement of all the facts relating to the cause of such fire, the kind,
value, and ownership of property destroyed, and of such other particulars as may be called for in the form provided, and of any other
facts which to them seem pertinent; and such record shall be made
within two weeks of the occurrence of the fire.
Sect. 23. The clerk shall make a transcript of such fire record
upon a blank form provided by the insurance commissioner, for each
six months preceding, and forward the same to the insurance commissioner within fifteen days from the first day of July and the first
day of January in each year. He shall also transmit to the insurit
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ance commissioner at any time, upon his request, a copy of the record
as to any particular fire, or any facts concerning- it.
Sect. 24. Any officer neglecting or refusing to perform any duty
required of him by any of the provisions of the three sections next
preceding, shall be fined not exceeding two hundred dollars.

CHAPTER
[Laws
AIN"

40.

of 1893.]

ACT PROVIDIXG FOR THE APPOIXTMEXT OF IXSPECTOES OF BUILDIXGa
BY CITIES AND TCWXS, AXD DEFIXIXG THEIR DUTIES.

Section

Section

Inspector of buildings, by wliom
appointed; duties and compensa-

1.

tion; regulations.
2.

Building

plans must be approved

by inspector; person aggrieved by
non-approval

may

appeal.

3.

Penalty.

4.

Kepealing clause act takes
;

effect.

Sectio:n' 1.
Anj' city or town may appoint an inspector of buildings for such city or town, prescribe his duties, and fix his com-

And any city or town which shall appoint such inspector,
may, by ordinance or by by-law, prescribe regulations for the construction and maintenance of all buildings in such city or town which
shall be used in whole or in part for mercantile, commercial, maniifacturing, or public purposes, or as tenement houses; and all buildings
hereafter erected for such purposes in such city or town shall conform to such regulations.
Sect. 2. Any person who shall hereafter intend to erect any building which is intended to be used in whole or in part for mercantile,
commercial, manufacturing, or public purposes, or as a tenement
house, in any city or town which has appointed a building inspector,
shall, before erecting such building, submit the plans therefor to
such inspector for his examination and approval, under the regulations prescribed by the city or town. And no building intended for such
purposes shall be erected in anj- such citj- or town without the approval
of the plans therefor by such inspector. If any such inspector shall
refuse to approve any plans submitted to him as aforesaid, any person aggrieved thereby may appeal from the decision of such inspector
to the supreme court for the county in which such city or town is
situated; and the said court shall make such orders therein as justice
pensation.

may

require.

Sect.

3.

Any

person violating any of the provisions of this act

shall be fined not exceeding one

thousand

dollars.
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REPORT OF COMMISSIONERS.

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
To His Excellency

The

the

Governor:

Eailroad Commissioners transmit herewith, in accord-

ance with law, their report for the year 1902.
returns

oif

It includes the

the railroad corporations of the state for twelve

months ending June 30, 1902, and the reports, decisions, and
comments of the board for the calendar year.
HENKY M. PUTNEY,

EDWARD

B. S.

FRANCIS

C.

SANBORN,
FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissioners of Neiv Hampshire.

Concord, December

31, 1902.

REPORT.

STEAM KAILROADS.
Since the Boston

& Maine

leased the Fitchburg in June,

1900, there has been no change in the control of the steam

rail-

New

Hampshire, in the grouping of the three systems,
or in the dividends paid to stockhmlders, and very little in

roads of

mileage.

The

total length of line reported

by the corporations mak-

ing returns June 30, 1902, was 1,208.68, but as this included
the Portsmouth Electric, which

is

18.34 miles, the steam roads

on that date had an aggregate length of 1,190.34 and 521.92
of second and third tracks and sidings, making 1,712.26 miles

Of the 1,190.34 miles of line all but the 52.06 miles
& St. Lawrence and the 100.13 miles of the
Maine Central are included in the Boston and Maine system,
and as 52 per cent of the stock of the Maine Central is owned
of track.

of the Atlantic

by the Boston & Maine, that road may
under Boston & Maine control.

The

gross earnings of Boston

also

& Maine

be placed with those
operation during the

year were $31,840,694, of which $11,557,583.46 was from passenger traffic and $18,124,636.31 from freight, and the balance
from miscellaneous sources. The net earnings from operation
were $9,402,710.61. As compared with the next preceding
years there was a gain of $1,039,789.16 in gross earnings

and

$123,983.15 in net earnings.

The Maine Central earned
154.34 was from passenger
freight,

and

its

$6,298,018.75, of which $2,166,traffic

and $3,751,453.20 from

net earnings were $1,725,758.32, a gain of

$381,672.14 in gross earnings and $208,249.39 in net earnings.

The

Atlantic

&

St.

Lawrence earned $1,179,241.84,

of
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which $309,888.60 was from passengers and $866,331.44 from
freight, and its net earnings were $84,624.59, a loss in gross
of $378,391.12 and $53,390.74 in net earnings, due largely to

The

the shortage in the corn crop of the West.

net divisible

income of the Boston & Maine, after paying rentals and other
charges, was $1,786,726.33, from which a 7 per cent dividend
was paid to stockholders. The net divisible income of the

Maine Central was $360,597.05, from which dividends amounting to $298,566 were paid, leaving a surplus of $62,031.05.

The

Atlantic

&

St.

Lawrence

failed, as

it

always does, to earn

and the 6 per cent dividends upon its
and these charges, amounting to $502,452.08 more than

interest charges, taxes,

stock,

the operation earnings, were paid out of the treasury of the

(rrand Trunk, to which the road

No new
?o

is

leased.

was constructed during the year, and
far as we can judge there is no prospect of a^y.
Several old
line mileage

charters are kept alive by their grantees, but there
nite purpose to use

them because

authorize could not be

and those

made

to

it is

pay

as

On

no

defi-

independent enterprises,

in control of existing systems

extensions would be profitable.

is

evident the roads they

all

do not consider that
sides the

conclusion

New Hampshire has all the
steam roads she requires and can support, and that present and

appears to have been reached that

future outlays should be confined to the improvement of those

now

For this purpose, which embraces the reconand repair of roadbeds, tracks, depots, and bridges,
the extension of yards and sidings, and the procurement of new
equipment, and whatever else will reduce to a minimum the
cost of transportation and put the roads in condition where, in
in operation.

struction

the event of business depression, betterments can be suspended
for a time, large outlays are constantly being made, but beyond
this,

interest

and development center in the electric
and hoped for.

street

road?, present and prospective, seen

ELECTRIC EAILROADS.
The

electric

road development has proceeded rapidly since

our report for 1901.

Computed

as single track, the mileage of

RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
the state

is

now

2,26

mWa-

as against 138, July

1,

xi

1901, and the

capitalization exclusive of current liabilities has been increased

from $2/J64,331>

to $5,,6o9,0S3.

During the calendar year the Concord & Manchester, the
Berlin, the Hudson, Pelhani & Salem, the Portsmouth & Exeter, the Haverhill, Plaistow &- Newton, the Haverhill & Plaistow, and the Seabrook & Hampton Beach have been completed
and commenced operation. The Claremont, the Dover &
Eliot, and the extension of the Keene to Swanzey have been
partially built.
The Manchester & Haverhill and the Newport
& Sunapee, for which we have authorized the issue of stock and
bonds, have thus far failed to materialize.

The

following exhibit includes

January

1,

1003, but

it

all

the roads in operation

discloses only the mileage, capital,

and

rentals of roads leased or put into operation since July 1. 1902.

I
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RETURNS.

The returns of several of our street railway corporations,
while they comply with the requirements of the law, fail t.o
show in detail the business of the roads, because some of them
are leased and the lessors return only the rentals as receipts,
and the dividends ns expenses, while others were not operated
until after .Tnly

1.

when the railway year

bejran.

OWSVAIHUW.

The owners

of record of our street railways arc few.

The

stock of the Manchester is owned entirely by the Manchester
Traction, Light & Power C'ompany, which operates in connection with

it

and power plants. The Portsmoutli
Manchester were constructed and are owned

several light

and the Concord

5:

and operated by the Boston & Maine, and most of the stock of
the Concord Street Railway is held by a few parties representThe Nashua street road has
ing Boeton & Maine interests.
lieen leased for a long term of years to the Boston & Xorthern
in

Massachusetts, and virtually belongs to that corporation.

The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury is understood to bo owned
by the New Hamp.-hire Traction Company, a corporation organized

under the general laws, and

Rochester, the Portsmouth

&

as the Dover,

Somersworth &

Exeter, the Seabrook

ton Beach, the Hudson, Polhani

& Salem, and

&:

Hamp-

Haverhill, Plais-

tow & Newton have been leased to the Exeter, Hampton &
Amesbury for ninety-nine years, the Traction Company, which
now controls and operates them, is to all intents and puqDOses
the owner of this entire system.
The Chester & Derry is owned by 134 stockholders who contributed to its construction.
The Keene reports nine owners,
of whom five live in New Hampshire.
The Laconia has thirtysix stockholders, who would own the road if it« debts were paid.
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THE LOYELL SYSTEM.
The New York

syndicate that furnished the capital with

which what has heen known as the Lovell system of railways
and its appurtenant enterprises in siO'utheastern New Hampshire and northeastern Massachusetts was purchased or constructed by Wallace D. Lovell, has taken possession of its
properties and by various leases
tically consolidated

New Hampshire
the purpose.

them

in a

and other transfers has prac-

new

corporation

known

as the

Traction Company, which was organized for

These properties include the Dover, Somers-

& Eochester, the Hudson, Pelham & Salem, the Portsmouth & Exeter, Haverhill, Plaistow & Newton, the Seabrook
& Hampton Beach, and the Exeter, Hampton & Amesburv'
worth

railways, with a total length

lof

track of ninety-three miles in

New

Hampshire, several railways with thirty-nine miles in Massachusetts, the central power plant at Portsmouth from which
the whole system
at

is

operated, the

Hampton

bridge, the parks

Canobie lake and Dover, the hotels and casino at

ton,

Hamp-

and various others designed to create summer business

the railroads.

The

for

capital stock of the railways in this state

The
$1,330,000, and the mortgage bonds are $1,225,000.
power plant and bridge were constructed by subsidiary corporations and are capitalized separately.
All these roads except
the line from Dover to Somersworth were constructed by Mr.
Lovell.
They have all been leased to the Exeter, Hampton &
Amesbury, which is owned by the Traction Company.
is

THE ISSUE OF STOCK AND BONDS.

The law

prohibiting the issue by railroad corporations of

stock and bonds without the approval of the railroad commissioners,

and limiting such

issues to the

amounts reasonably

requisite for the legal purposes of such corporations, has been
rigidly administered

by the board, and the capitalization of the
own,

street railways is the actual cost of the properties they

with

and

fair allowances for incidental expenses.
is

But

it

has been

easy for the owners of a railroad to organize, in this

state or elsewhere,

a corporation over the capitalization ot

XV
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which neither this board nor any other New Hampshire authorany control, to transfer their raih'oad stocks to such
corporation, and then to issne in its name stock and bonds to
any amount, thereby making null and void and of no effect our
ity has

laws which are designed to protect the public against stock
watering.

By such

more than

evasion the securities of

half our street

roads have been transferred to traction and other companies,

and put upon the market under other names, at a price greatly
"When by such process a railroad is
merged in another corporation, which operates in connection
with it electric light and power plants, or other properties, its
returns of expenses and receipts become mere matters of bookkeeping, and the purpose of the law, requiring returns, which is

in excess of their value.

to furnish parties interested with reliable information,

We can see no

feated.

way

the take-over corporation

in
is

is

de-

which this can be prevented when
fonned in another state, for the

sell them where and
and we can have no jurisdiction over corporate bodies created and organized elsewhere.
But when a corporation is authorized and organized in this
state for the purpose of owning and operating railroads,
whether the roads are all or only a part of its assets, it may be
and in our Judgment should be required to make returns simi-

right of the owners of railroad securities to

when they

please cannot be abridged,

lar to those

now made by

railroad corporations, disclosing in

detail its financial condition, character
erties,

and

receipts

the public of what
son

why

it

and expenses.
it

has

a right to

and

cost of its prop-

This would at least advise

know, and there

is

no rea-

should be objected to by any corporation that does

not fear the

light.

During the year the board has authorized the

issue of the

following street railway securities for the legal purposes of the
corporations petitioning for them:

KAILKOAI) COMMISSIONEKS
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EEPOKT.

STOCK AND BONDS AUTHORIZED.

NAMES.

Stock.

Newport & Sunapee
Hudson, Pelham

&

Salcni

Manchester & Haverhill.

Bond.''

.«;go,000.00

$60,000.00

300,000.00

300,000.00

75.000.00

65,000.00

250,000.00

250,000.00

100,000.00

60,000.00

149,2.'')3.00

Claremont Railway

&

Haverhill, Plaistow

& Newton

Seabrook& Hampton
Portsmouth

Dover

&

&

Lighting Co.

100,000.00

25,000.00

10 000.00

Beacli

5,000.00

Exeter

15,000.00

Eliot

25,000.00

Newport & Sunapee
Total.

20,000.00

10,000.00

51,109,253.00

«770,000.00

THE QUESTION OF PUBLIC GOOD.
demands the conis asked, when

In considering whether the public good

struction of a street railwa}' for which a charter

such question

lias

been referred to us by the court the board

has endeavored to carry out the well-established and clearly
defined policy of the state, which gives to a railroad corporation that has occupied certain territory,

and

is

rendering or

is

willing to afford proper transportation facilities at reasonable
rates, control of the business of

such territory by refusing to

Tor

authorize competing roads thereon.

this reason

two roads

designed to parallel others that are furnishing fair accommodations

have been reported against, but

all

that have appeared to

be needed by the public have been approved.

This rule of

action will be followed by the present

of the board

until the state,

by

legislative action,

members

changes

its policy,

which in

our judgment encourages rather than prevents the building of
street roads

where they are needed.
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examination of the returns of street railway corporations

does not disclose any excessive profits to stockholders.

The

owners of the leased roads which were in operation during the
that is, of the Nashua, and Dover,
year ending June 30, 1902,

—
—

Somersworth & Rochester, received the rentals promised by
the lessees and all paid the interest on their bonds and taxes.

But only one, the Manchester, which has a population of 65,000
to support it, showed a divisible income from operation of 6
per cent on the par value of its stock, which was only 3 per cent
on the
but

3 per cent dividend,

Hampton &

Exeter,

amounting

to $8,250,

income was only $6,450. No other paid a
The Chester & Derry returned a surplus of $448.<S8

divisible

its

dividend.

more than one

for the year, or a little

on

The

cost to the present owners.

Amesbury paid a

third of 1 per cent

stock; the Concord, a surplus of $726.28, or less than

its

per cent; the Keene, a surplus of $1,221.66 upon a cap-

]

ital of

$24,256; the Portsmouth, with no debt and no taxes

to pay, a surplus of $4,696.98,
cost,

its

meet

its

or less than 1 per cent on

which was $470,583.11; and the Laconia failed to
operating expenses and fixed charges by $1,904.65.

now

All the populous centers of our state are

and the building

electric roads,
ritory,

the

must be

in the

patronage of

seekers,

parks,

and

is

enough

to

roads

the

The

districts.

we have

supplied with

is

in

if

that

new

ter-

great bulk of
of

pleasure-

secured by large outlays for casinos, theaters,

and other

confined to the

country

of the future,

attractions, the use of

summer

season.

We

which

is

have but one

necessarily
city large

support an electric railway used exclusively for busi-

ness purposes, and the car receipts in that are to a great extent

from pleasure

travel,

without which

it

could not pay a dividend.

and of all those
must be mainly created by the
railway corporations, and unless we offer to capitalists the assurIt follows that the business of existing roads,

that

may come

ance that

in the future,

when they have

created such business others,

have done nothing to produce
break in and divide

it

New

shall

who

not be permitted to

by a cut-throat competition they will go

elsewhere to invest their
construction in

it,

money and

Hampshire.

there will be

little

more

EAILROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
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be asked for and granted, for they impose upon
grantees no oljligation to build, and sometimes they can be sold
for something toi those whose interest they threaten, but expeCharters

may

rience and calculation unite to prevent

new

roads that are not

guaranteed the right to do^ the business of the territory they

occupy while they meet the reasonable demands of the public.
Besides this, a spirit of fair dealing dictates that existing
roads, especially such as earn

ones, shall not be crippled

no dividends or only nominal

by competitors until they refuse or

neglect to furnish their patrons suitable transportation facilities

We

at fair rates.

sound, but

therefore think the state's policy

for the legislature to determine whether

it is

We

it

is

shall

and

consider

it

to be our duty to adhere to

execute the state policy as

it

appears in the action of the law-

be changed.

making bodies upon such

matters.

ACCIDENTS.
This volume contains reports of the board upon thirty-one

which thirty-three persons were killed or
Of these, nine accidents in which ten persons
occurred in 1901.
Of the victims none were pas-

fatal accidents in

fatally injured.

were killed

nine were railroad employees,

sengers,

passers, six

three fell

eighteen were

tres-

were killed on crossings, eight were walking track,

from

trains, three

were trying to board moving

trains,

three were coupling ears, tliree were in collisions, two were
stealing rides, one was struck by overhead

bridge, one was

crossing tracks in yard, one was driving on track, one was killed

and one was killed on a street railway. There are six
more accidents in which as many persons lost their lives to be

at station,

investigated.

The

average

number

during the year 1902 were, therewhich is only a1)out tliree fifths of the

fatalities

fore, only twenty-nine,

in the last

twenty years.

WORK OF THE

BOARD.

During the year the board has heard and rendered

decisions

in fifty-seven cases, investigated thirty-three fatal accidents.

HAILKOAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
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and inspected the railways of the state as required by law. M
has also brought alwut agreements between parties in a number of caseS; in which no formal order or report was necessary.
Fourteen

now

cases,

pending.

some

of

which have been

rhe determination of the Boston

enlarge
all

its

yard at

partially heard, are

growing out of
and
North Walpole, and in doing it to abolish

Included in this

list

are five

& Maine

the grade crossings in that village.

to reconstruct

After several hearings

mutual agreement has been reached by the officials of the railroad and the town authorities which will be incorporated in the
a

orders of the board

when

the engineers have furnished the

specifications necessary to carry out the plans agreed upon.

PART

II.

RAILROAD RETURNS.

REPORT
OF THE

ATLANTIC & ST. LAWRENCE RAILROAD

COMPANY
FOR THE YEAE ENDING JUNE

30, 1902.

GENERAL EXHIBIT FOR THE TEAR.
Gross earnings from operation
Operating expenses

$1,170,241.84
1,094,613.25

.

Net earnings from operation

$84,628.59

Charges upon income accrued during the rear:
Interest on funded debt
$206,280.00
51,760.67
Taxes
.

.

Total charges and deductions from income

.

Deficit

258,040.67

$173,412.08

Dividends declared, 6 per cent on $5,484,000, common stock
Deficit for the year

ending June

30,

1902

329,040.00

$502,452.08

EARNINGS FROM OPERATION.

Net revenue from passengers
Mails

$255 214.24

.

24.054.33
30.620.03

.

Express
Total earnings, passenger service
Net revenue from freight

Total passenger and freight earnings

Other earnings from operation:
Switching charges, balance

.

.

$300,888.60
866,331.44
.

$973.93

$1,176,220.04
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.....

Eentals from tracks, yards, and
terminals
Hire of equipment, balance

$1,503.80
545.07

.

Total other earnings

$3,021.80

.

Gross earnings from operation

$1,179,241.84

.

EXPENSES OF OPEEATION.
General expenses:
Salaries of general officers
Salaries of clerks and attendants
General office expenses and supplies
Insurance
Law expenses
Stationery and printing (general offices)
Other general expenses
.

58,258.27
6,903.82
2,297.75
4,857.24
3,799.96

....

791.42
775.81

......
......

Total

$27,684.27

Maintenance of way and structures:
Repairs of roadway

.......

Renewals of rails
Renewals of ties
Repairs and renewals of bridges and culverts
Repairs and renewals of fences, road crossings,
signs, and cattle guards
Repairs and renewals of buildings and fixtures
Repairs and renewals of docks and wharves
Repairs and renewals of telegraph
Stationery and printing
.

.

Total

6,376.05
97,410.02
9,433.94
432.94
67.45

$280,215.62

.....

Maintenance of equipment:
Superintendence
Repairs and renewals of locomotives
Repairs and renewals of passenger cars
Repairs and renewals of freight cars
Repairs and renewals of work cars
Repairs and renewals of shop machinery and
.

.

.

tools

Stationery and printing
Other expenses of maintaining equipment

Total

$101,887.18
10,460.76
39,888.45
14,252.83

$9,868.96
32,672.29
24,658.90
80,869.31
453.51

11,003.66
338.28
9,580.48

$169,445.39

ATLANTIC &

ST.

LAAVEENCE.

Conducting transportation:
Superintendence
Engine and roundhouse men
Fuel for locomotives

Water

supplj" for locomotives
and waste for loecJmotives

Oil, tallow,

Other supplies for locomotives
Train service
Train siipplies and expenses
Switchmen, flagmen, and watchmen
Telegraph expenses
Station service
Station supplies
Car mileage, balance

Loss and damage
Injuries to persons

Clearing wrecks
Operating marine equipment

Advertising
Outside agencies

...

Commissions
Stock yards and elevators
Stationery and printing
Other expenses of conducting transportation

$3,183.75
101.083.19
220.897.96
9,308.40
0,471.00
1,682.74
57,493.14
11,056.03
31,768.96
27,354.28
93,970.49
6,553.73
12,362.31
164.16
2,400.00
1,557.45
6.00
3,849.07
14,305.25
3,839.23
2,832.80
4,037.25
1,090.78

$617,267.97

Total

Kecapitulation:

....

General expenses
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Conducting transportation
Total operating expenses

.

$27,684.27
280,215.62
169,445.39
617.267.97

.

$1,094,613.25

Percentage of operating expenses to gross earn92.82

GEKERAX. BALANCE SHEET.
Cost of road

Capital stock,
Funded debt

Total

$8,922,000.00

common

$5,484,000.00
3,438,000.00
$8,922,000.00
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CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by law, common
Capital stock authorized by votes of company,
.

.••••••••
........
........

common

Capital stock issued and outstanding, common
Number of shares issued and outstanding, common, sterling
Number of shares issued and outstanding, common, federal
Number of shares issued and outstanding, fractional ($16)
.

Total

Number

number
of

of shares outstanding
stockholders, common

FUNDED DEBT.
Description of Bonds,
ETC.

$5,484,000.00
5,48-1,000.00

5,484,000.00

11,290

190

40
11,520
1,648

ATLANTIC &

LAWRENCE.

ST.

Freight trafBc:

Number

of

tons of freight

hauled

earning

revenue

Number
Number

of tons of freight hauled one mile
of tons of frei<jht hauled one mile per
mile of road operated
Average length of haul per ton, miles
Average amount received for each ton of
.

•

1,501,489
163,620,277

982,232
108.97

.

freight

$0.57698

Average amount received for each ton per mile
hauled
Freight earnings (gross) per mile of road operated
Freight earnings per freight-train mile run

.00532
5,200.69

1.82317

.

Operating expenses:
Operating expenses per mile of road operated
Operating expenses per revenue-train mile run
Train mileage:
Miles run by passenger trains
Miles run by freight trains

.

.

.

6,571.16

1.30021

366,697
475,178

.

....

Total mileage of trains earning revenue
Miles run by switching trains
Miles run by construction and other trains

Total train mileage

841,875
226,831
57,837
1,126,543

Fares and freights:
Average rate of fare per mile on single local
tickets

2.229

Average rate of fare per mile on commutation
tickets

Average
Average
Average
Average

rate
rate
rate
rate

of fare per mile on mileage tickets
of fare per mile on season tickets
of fare per mile on joint tickets
of freight per ton mile on local

waj--bill

Average rate of freight per ton

naile

way-bill

Average number of persons employed

.

on joint

KAILEOAD commissioners' HEPOKT.

EALLKOAD OPERATED.
of main line in New Hampsliire
length, of main line
length of branch line
length of line operated in New Hampshire
length of line operated
Hampshire
Lenglh of side track, etc., in
Total length of side track, etc
Total length of track operated in New Hampshire
Total length of track operated

Length

Total
Total
Total
Total

....
....

New

52.060 miles
165.220
1.360
52.060
166.580
14.800
75.840
66.860
242.420

RAILEOAD CROSSINGS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Crossings with Highways.

Number

.......
........

of crossings of company's railroad with
highways at grade
Number of highway grade crossings protected
by flagmen
Number of highway grade crossings unprotected
Number of highway bridges less than 18 feet

above track
Height of lowest highway bridge above track

.

Crossings with Other Railroads.

Crossings of company's railroad with other railroads at grade
Maine Central Eailroad at Beatties.
Crossing Berlin Street Railway at Berlin, owned
by Berlin Street Eailway.

ACCIDENTS TO PERSONS.

22
1

21

16

ft.

6 in.

ATLANTIC &

ST.

LAWKEXCE.

STATEMENT OF EACH ACCIDENT IN NEW HAilPSHTRE.
Oct. 5. A. Morin, trespasser, struck h\ train and killed.
April 28. W. F. Fineg-an, brakeman, fell from train and car
passed over him.
September 13. Z. Kevault, ashpit man, and James H. Hall,
filler, injured in taking boiler off turntable.
September 18. L. Cole, passenger, attempting to get on train
ran against truck and was injured.
October 22. E. X. Xoble, laborer, injured in moving frame
of engine.
aSTovember 7. A. Stott, brakeman, injured in uncoupling-.
February 3. 0. E. Green, laborer, fell through skylight
window in cleaning- snow off roof and was injured.
February 3. Guy Clough, brakeman, struck knee on switch
target and was injured.
February 9. F. Baker, brakeman, was injured by glass breaking in front of cab in engine caused by snow^.
February 7. J. J. Connor, blacksmith, injured by sledge

hammer

striking-

thumb.

F. L. Bryaijt, brakeman, injured in jumping off car.
27.
J. F. Bendelow, apprentice, caught finger between
tool and driving- brass and was injured.
March 17. E. B. Griffin, brakeman, injured in turning switch.
April 4. H. W. Welsh, yardman, slipped when getting on engine and injured.
April 10. D. Goulette, section foreman, injured in unloading

March
March

3.

ties.

May

5.

he was

May
May
May
June

E. Staples, clerk, in loading baggage, trunk slipped

and

injvired.

Kobitaille, sectionman, injured in loading rails.
A. Manderson, machinist, injured in marking wheels.
21.
J. Crosby, brakeman, injured in jumping from car.
28.
F. Mullen, laborer, foot injured.
8.

J.

11.

PROPER ADDRESS OF THE COMPANY.

ATLANTIC &

ST.

LAWRENCE RAILEOAD COMPANY,
Portland, Me.

nailes

and brsiness address of principax

officers.

Charles M. Hays, president, Montreal, P. Q.; George P. Wescott,
vice-president, Portland, Me.; Walter W. Duffett, treasurer and
clerk, Portland. Me.; Clarence A. Hight, solicitor, Portland, Me.;
Henrjr W. Walker, general auditor, Montreal, P. Q.; F. H. McGuigan, manager, Montreal, P. Q.; John W. Loud, freight traffic
manager, Montreal, P. Q.; William E. Davis, passenger traffic
manager, Montreal, P. Q.; John PuUen, general freight agent,
Montreal, P. Q.; M. S. Blairlock, superintendent, Montreal, P. Q.
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NAMES

AJMD RESIDENCE OF

BOAED OF DIRECTOES.

Charles M. Hays, Montreal, P. Q.; George P. Wescott, Franklin
E. Barrett, Walter W. Duffett, Stephen R. Small, William W.
Brown, Edward A. Noyes, Philip G. Brown, Portland, Me.; John
W. Loud, Montreal, P. Q.

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing return are full, just, and. true.
S. E. SMALL,
W. W. DUFFETT,

Directors.

W. W. DUFFETT,
Treasurer.

State of Maine.
CuMBEELAND,

ss.

Portland, September

12, 1902.

Then person-

ally appeared the above-named S. R. Small and W. W. Duifett
and severally made oath that the foregoing certificate by them
subscribed is, to the best of their knowledge and belief, true.

Before me,

JOHN

H. DAVIS,
Notary Puhlic.

REPORT
OF THE

BOSTON & MAiNE RAILROAD
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1902.

GEKEKAL EXHIBIT FOR THE YEAR.

....

Gross earnings from operation
Operating expenses

Net earnings from operation

$31,840,694.00
22,437,983.39

Dividends received on stocks owned:
Maine Central Railroad, 25,160
shares, 6 per cent
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad,
3,952 4-10 shares, 2 per cent
St. John Bridge & Ry. Extn. Co.,
240 shares, 10 per cent
C. & M. R. R.:
Suncook Valley Railroad, 630

$9,402,710.61

.

$150,960.00
7,904.80
1,200.00

Owned by

3-5

shares, 6 per cent

Pemigewasset

3,783.60

Valley Railroad,
per cent

381 shares, 6
Boston Railroad, 100 shares,

2,286.00

New
4

Mt.

per cent

400.00

Washington Railway,

1,099

shares, 3 per cent

Ovraed by the
Mt.

C.

&

3,297.00

P. R. R.:

Washington Railway,

194

shares, 3 per cent

Owmed by Conn. River

582.00

R. R.:

Vermont Valley Railroad Com-

.....
.....

panj^ (par $50), 9,734 shares, 6

per cent

Owned by

B.

&

29,202.00

L. R. R.:

Peterborough Railroad, 331 shares,
4 per cent

1,324.00

200,939.40

Total

11
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Interest

received on Woodsville
Aqueduct Company bonds owned:
Owned by B. & M. Railroad,

one year at 4 per cent
C.
& M. Railroad,
$10,000, one year at 4 per cent
$5,450,

Owned by

$218.00

.

400.00

Total

$618.00

Miscellaneous income, less expense of collectino"
Rents of tenements, lands, etc.,
$380,239.17; less expense, $48,676.43
Bridg-e tolls, $10,503.50;' less
pense, $1,430
Interest received

....
....

Sundry items

$331,562.74

ex-

9,073.05
32.915.40
14 792.56

Total

388,343.75

Gross income above operating expenses

$0,992,611.76

Charges upon income accrued during the year:
Interest on funded debt
Interest and discount on unfunded debts and
loans, real estate mortgages, etc.
Taxes, $1,580,185.43, plus revenue stamp' tax!
.

.

.

.

.

.

$49,328.53

....
....

Connecticut River
Worcester, Nashua & Rochester
Vermont & Massachusetts
Connecticut & Passumpsic Rivers
.

.

Northern

....
....
....

Nashua & Lowell
Lowell & Andover
Manchester & Lav^rence
Stony Brook
Wilton
Peterborough
Concord & Portsmouth
Pemigewasset Valley
Suncook Valley
Massawippi Valley
.

.

,

.

....

Kennebunk & Kennebunkport
New^ Boston
TroA'^

& Bennington

36,112.14
1,629,513.96

Rentals of leased roads:

Fitchburg
Boston & Lowell
Concord & Montreal

$1,330,884.55

$1,796 ,567.50

767 ,027.00
774 ,886.28
366 ,750.00
250 ,000.00
244, 580.00
213, 000.00

216 104.00
73 ,000.00
52 ,500.00
112 ,960.00
21 ,500.00
20 ,400.00
15 ,700.00
25 ,000.00
32 ,790.00
14 ,700.00
40 ,000.00
2 ,925.00
2 ,800.00
15, ,400.00

$5,058,589.78

—

BOSTON & MAINE.

& Richford, $17,500;
sublet to Canadian Pacific Railway for $18,000; credit

13

Newport

$500.00

Total

$5,058,089.78

Payments

to sinking and other special funds:
Sinking fund. Eastern Railroad
$100,000.00
Sinking fund, Boston & Maine
Railroad
51,285.00
.

Total payments

151,285.00

Total charges and deductions from income

Net

divisible

income

3,205,885.43

$1,786,726.33

Dividends declared during the year payable on
October 1, 1901, 1% per cent on
$22,.505,000,

January

common

$393,837.50

1902, 1% per cent
$22,505,200, common
April 1, 1902, 1% per cent
$22,505,400, common
July 1, 1902, 1% per cent
$22,505,600, common
September 2, 1901, 3 per cent
$3,149,800, preferred
March 1, 1902, 3 per cent
$3,149,800, preferred
1,

Total dividends declared

on
393,841.00

on
393,844.50

on
393,848.00

on
94,494.00

on

....

Surplus for the year ending June

Amount
Amount

of surplus

June

94,494.00

30,

30,

1901

EAENIIS'GS

FROM

$1,587,532.78
22,367.33
$1,565,165.45

OPEBATIOiN".

Gross receipts from passengers
Deductions:
Tickets redeemed
Excess fares refunded

....
.

Total deductions

.

1902

30,

$22,367.33
1,565,165.45

transferred to contingent fund

Total surplus June

1902

1,764.359.00

.

Net revenue from passengers

$11,678,508.53

$21,611.26
99,313.81
120,925.07

$11,557,583.46

RAILROAD commissioners' REPORT.
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From
From
From

mails
express
extra baggage and storage

....

EXPENSES OF OPERATION.
General expenses:
Salaries of general officers
Salaries of clerks and attendants
General office expenses and supplies
Insurance
Law expenses
Stationery and printing (general offices)
Miscellaneous expenses
.

.

.

.

........
.......
.

.

.

.

.

.

Total

Maintenance of %vay and structures:

.......
.......

Eepairs of roadway

Renewals of rails
Renewals of ties
Repairs and renewals of bridges and culverts
Eepairs and renewals of fences, road crossings,
signs, and cattle guards
Eepairs and renewals of buildings and fixtures
Eepairs and renewals of docks and wharves
.

.

BOSTON & MAINE.

Eepairs and renewals of telegraph

15
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BOSTON

\-

East Cambridge, Mass

$44,509.52
5,515.46
1,500.00
4,613.80
150.00
65.00
400.00
1,700.64
2,126.25
2,342.50
2,864.00
334.00

Arlington, Mass.
Chelmsford, Mass.
Lowell, Mass.
Harrisville

Marlborough
Fremont
.

Hillsborough
Peabodv, Mass.
Valley Falls, N. Y
Worcester, Mass.
Land on line of N. A.

&B

IT

MAINE.

Branch

Total

$1,306,776.39

Stock of:
Fitchburg Eailroad, common,

54,-

547 shares

Boston
mon,

$5,454,549.75

& Maine

Railroad,

com-

11,282 shares

Maine

Central

1,293,559.95

Eailroad,

25,160

shares

2,516,000.00

York Harbor

&

Beach Railroad

(par $50), 5,071 shares

Portland

3,952 4-10 shares

250,050.00

....

& Ogdensburg

Railroad,

Portland Union Railway Station
Companj', 250 shares
Portland, Mt. Desert & Machias
.

Steamboat Company (par

25,000.00

$50),

300 shares
St.

146,238.80

15,000.00

Johnsbury

& Lake Champlain

Eailroad (par $50), 809 shares
R. E., 1,370 shares
Danvers Railroad, 471 shares
Portsmouth Bridge, 400 shares
St. John Bridge & Railway Extension Company (par $50), 240
shares
Montreal & Altantic Railway
Company, 373 shares
Concord & Claremont Railroad
32 shares
Proprietors Wells River Bridge,
share

Newburyport

.

....

4,303.56
4,110.00
2,345.00
4,000.00

684.00
3,000.00

640.00

]

90.00

Total

9,719,571.06

Bonds of:
Newburyport Railroad,

$300,000

Danvers''Railroad, $125,000
St.

Johnsbury

Eailroad,

.

.

.

$298,464.95
125,000.00

& Lake Champlain

$432,000

.

.

•

432,000.00

18
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Woodsville

Aqueduct

Company,

BOSTON & MAINE.

Traffic

balaaices

due

to

other

19

20

Central
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Massachusetts

Kailroad

BOSTON & MAINE.
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CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by law, common
Capital stock authorized by law, preferred

Total capital stock authorized by law

.

$23,996,725,30
3,149,800.00

.

$27,146,525.30

,

Capital stock authorized by votes of company,

common

$23,653,125.30

Capital stock authorized by votes of company,
preferred

Total capital stock autliorized by vote

3,149,800.00

$26,802,925.30

Capital stock issued and outstanding, common
Capital stock issued and outstanding, preferred

.

.

Total capital stock outstanding

$23,633,800.00
3,149,800.00

$26,783,600.00

&

32 shares capital stock Portland, Saco
mouth R. R. Co., to be exchanged for

Ports-

Boston

&

Maine common

3,200.00

share capital stock Portsmouth & Dover Railroad Co., to be exchanged for Boston & Maine
common stock
Boston & Maine Railroad common stock scrip
convertible into stock
1

Total capital stock liability

.

.

,

.

Number

of shares issued and outstanding, com-

mon
Number

of shares issued and outstanding, pre-

$26,787,870.70

31,498

Total number of shares outstanding

....

of stockholders, common
of stockholders, preferred

Total

number

Number of
common
Number of

of

stockholders

267,836

6,586

697
7,283

stockholders

in

New

Hampshire,

stockholders

in

New

Hampshire,

1,394

preferred

76

Total stockholders in

Amount

993.81

236,338

ferred

Number
Number

76.89

of stock held in

New Hampshire

New Hampshire, common

1,470

$2,426,200.00

RAILROAD commissioners' REPORT.
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Amount

of stock held in

New

Hampshire, pre-

ferred

$374,800.00

Total stock held in

New Hampshire

BKAT. ESTATE MORTGAGES.

Description of Mortgaged
Property.

$2,801,000.00

BOSTON

MAINE.

^<-
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SINKING FUNDS.

Amount June

30,

demption of B.
Amount June 30,
fund
.

.

of sinking- fund for reR. R. improvement bonds
1901, of Eastern R. R. sinking
1901,

&

$1,045,306.42

^r.

.

.

...

.

Total sinking funds June

87,476.04

1901

30.

Additions during the year to B. &
M. R. R. improvement bonds, sinking fund
Additions during the year to Eastern Railroad sinking fund
.

$1,132,782.46

$94,121.19

100,227.89

.

194,349.08

Total, including additions

$1,327,131.54

Deductions during- the year from Eastern Railroad sinking- fund
Total sinking funds June

12,848.23

30,

1902

$1,314,283.31

30,

1901

$150,000.00
273,073.15

INJURY FUND.

Amount

of injury fund June
Additions during the year
Total,

including

additions

$423,073.15
273,073.15

Deductions during the year
Tol;i1 injury

fund June

30,

1902

$150,000.00

CONTINGENP FUND.

Amount

of contingent fund June
Additions during the year

Total contingent fund June

30,

30,

1901

$150,000.00
22,367.33

1902

$172,367.33

YOLUiCE OF TRAFFIC, ETC.

Passenger

I

traffic:
;

Number
Xumber
Number

of passengers carried paying revenue
of passengers carried one mile
of passengers carried one mile per
mile of road operated
Average length of journey per passenger, miles
Average amount received from each passenger
.

.

i

37,830,047
655,300,386

289,252
17.32

$0.30551

.

:
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........

Average amount received per passenger per
mile carried

$0.01764

Passenger earnings (gross) per mile of road
operated
Passenger earnings (gross) per passenger-train
mile run
Freight

traffic

Number

of

........

tons

revenue

Number
Number

of freight

hauled

5,756.13

1.21144

earning

of tons of freight hauled one mile
of tons of freight hauled one mile per
mile of road operated
Average length of haul per ton, miles
Average amount received for each ton of
freight
Average amount received per ton per mile

.....

18,183,321
1,620,362,196

715,234
89.11

$0.99677

hauled
Freight earnings (gross) per mile of road
operated
Freight earnings (gross) per freight-train mile

.01119
8,211.75

run

2.32601

Operating expenses:
Operating expenses per mile of road operated
Operating expenses per revenue-train mile run

Train mileage:
Miles run by passenger trains
Miles run by freight trains
Miles run by mixed trains*

.

9,904.21
1.19589

10,717,579
7,857,575
187,380

•

.....
....

Total mileage of trains earning revenue
Miles run by switching trains
Miles run by construction and other trains

18,762,534
7,094,172
1,891,709

Total train mileage

27,748,415

Fares and freights:

Average rate of fare per mile on single

local

tickets

1.743 cents

Average rate of fare per mile on commutation
tickets within suburban circuit of Boston
Average rate of fare per mile on commutation
tickets outside suburban circuit of Boston
Average rate of fare per mile on mileage
.

.

tickets, 500 miles

1

to 2

2 to 214
21/4

"

"
«

Average rate

of fare per mile on mileage
tickets. 1,000 miles
Average rate of fare per mile on season tickets
Average rate of fare per mile on joint tickets
Average rate of freight per ton mile on local
Mav-bill
.

........

2
0.672
1.888
2.147

"

"
"
"

* Mileage of revenue mixed trains is estimated one fourth passenger and
tluee fourths freight, on which basis averages are figured.

BOSTON

.V
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Average rate of freight per ton mile on joint
O.TfiS

way-bill

Passengers to and from Boston:
Number of passengers (including season ticket)
to Boston
Number of passengers (including season ticket)
from Boston
Season-ticket passengers to and from Boston
Average number of persons employed

cents

10,091,769
10,387,300
2,020.879
22,886

.

RAILROAD OWNED.

....
New
....

124.28 miles
449.60
"
75.32
169.48
199.60
619.08
"
40.76
167.80

line in Ne'w Hampshire
Total length of main line

Length of main

Hampshire

Length of branch line in
Total length of branch line

.

Total length of line owned in New Hampshire
Total length of line owned
Length of second track in New Hampshire
Total length of second track
Total length of third track
.

.

.

•

.

....

2.26
61.56
333.47
301.92
1,122.61

side track, etc., in New Hampshire
Total length of side track, etc.
Total length of track owned in New Hampshire
•
Total length of track owned

Length of

.

.

.

"
"
"
"
"

BAILEOAD OPERATED.
Length of main

line in

....
....

New Hampshire

.

Total length of main line
Length of branch line in New Hampshire
Total length of branch line
Total length of line operated in New Hampshire
Total length of line operated
Length of second track in New Hampshire
Total length of second track
Length of third track in New Hampshire
Total length of third track
Total length of fourth track
.

....
.

Length of

side track, etc., in

New Hampshire

Total length of side track, etc.
Total length of track operated in
Total length of track operated

.

New Hampshire
.

.

.

.

501.18 miles
1,356.98
"
530.12
"

908.52
1,031.30
2,265.50
81.28
512.96
1.35
8.31
2.02
375.41
1,195.89
1,489.34
3,984.68

•'

"

"
"

"
"

"

"
"

..

"

.

.
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Description of Bailroads and Branches Oioned by

Termini of Main or Branch Line.

Name of Railroad or Branch.

Worcester, Nashua
Boston & Lowell
Mystic

&

Rochester.

Lexington
Midland Central
Bedford & Billerica
Wobiirn

Stoneham
Lawrence
Salem & Lowell
Lowell & Lawrence
Nashua & Lowell
Concord »t Montreal

"

,

,

Hooksett
Mt. Washington

.

Main.

Bow Junction
to Base Mt. Washington.!!!!!!!
North Acton, Mass., to Nashua
Manchester to Henniker
Lakcport to Alton Hay
Belmont .Junelion to Helmont
Whitpficld Junction to Rerlin.

& Jefferson.

(

Jefferson

(

Peterborough

& Hillsborough.

Stan stead
Connecticut River
Cliicopee Falls

East

Hampton

Dan vers
Newburyport
Lowell & Andover
Manchester & Lawrence
Kennebunk & Kennebunkport.
Stony Brook
Wilton
Peterborough W., N. & P. Div.)
Manchester & Keene
Fitehburg
Fitchburg
Fitehburg
Fitchburg
Boston

'

!

I

Main.
Branch.

Main.

Branch
Main.

.

.

to Pittsfleld
!!
Pittsfleld to Center Barnstead.. .!!!!!!!!!!!!
( Plymouth to Lincoln
\
Campton to Campton Village.
Concord to White River Junction. Vt
\

Peterborough to Hillsborough Bridge
Franklin to Bristol
Concord to Claiemont Junction
Contoocook to Hillsborough Bridge. •••'
White River .Junct.. Vt., to Canada Line....
Canada Line to Lenoxville. P. Q

I

)

/

\

Stanstead Junct., P. Q.,to Stanstead, P. Q..
Springfield, Mass., to Keene

Branch. Chicopee June, to Chicopee Falls.Mass
Mt. Tom Junction to East Hampton, Mass..
Wakefield Junction to Danvers, Mass
Bradford to Newburyport.Mass.
Georgetown to Danvers. Mass...(
Lowell Junction to LowMaMass
N. H. State Line to Manchester
(

)

)

Kennebunk, Me.,

Main.

to Kennebunkport, Me...
No. Chelmsford to Ayer Junction, Mass
Nasluia to W^ilton
Wilton to Greenfleid
Greenfield to Keene •• ••
Boston to Fitchburg, Mass
Greenfield, Mass.. to Rotterdam Jet., N. T.
Vermont State Line to Troy, N. Y

AshburnhRm Jct.,Mass.,to Bellows

Branch.

Ice

Track

in Boston, INlass
to Waltham,

Watertown

W. Cambridge

Marlborough

South Acton to
Ayer, Mass., to Greenville

Carried forirard.

(

!!!!.!!!!.

Suncook

(

Greenville

'!!!!!!!
.

to .Jefferson

Franklin to Tilton
Parkers to New Boston
Portsmouth to ISLinchester

Bristol

Concord & Claremont
Connecticut & Passumpsic Rivers.
Massawippi Valley

Meadows

!!.'!!!!!!!
!!!!.!!!.*!!!

Bethlehem Jet. to Bethlehem, Profile House
Grasmore Junction to East Milford

& Franconia Notch
Manchester & Milford
Franklin & Tilton
New Boston
Concord & Portsmouth
Suncook Vallej'
Suncook Valley Extension
Pemigewasset Valley

Profile

NortliPrn

'.

. . .

Low(!ll, Mass., to Nashua.....'*""'".
Nashua to Grovcton
...........'.'

Wing Road

& Belmont

Whitefleld

,

Branch. Hooksett to

Nashua, Acton & Boston
Manchester & North Weare.
Lake Shore
Tillon

Worcester, Mass., to Rochester
Boston to Lowell, Mass
Somerville to Mystic Wharves, Mass...
Somervillc to Lexington, Mass
Lexington to Concord, Mass.. ....'.'
Bedford to Billerica, Mass
Winchester to North Woburn Junction Ms
Montvale Junction to Stoneham Mass'
Wilmington, Mass., to Wilmington -^""ct...
Jnnot"
Peabody to Tewksbury, Mass.
y.
Lowell to Lawrence, Mass.

Main.

Branch.

Mass
Marlborough, Mass

Falls, Vt

BOSTON & MAINE.
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Other Companies but Operated by this Compan>j.

^^^iFmifes!"^

Second track

^5
« 3

s

Tliird track. Fourth track

Side track,

EAILROAD COMUnSSIONERS REPOET.
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Description of Bailroads and Branches

Name of Railkoad ok Branch.

Termini

of

Owned by

Main or Branch Line.

Brought forward

Branch

Mllforrt

Asbbiirnham
Worchester
Peterborough
Saratoga

&

(F. Div.)

Turners Falls
Troy & Bennington
Trackage rights

Total.

Saratoga Junct. to Saratoga, N. Y
\
Schuyler Junct. to Schuylerville, N. Y. J "
Fitchbnrg, Mass., to Greenlield, Mass
Turners talls.lunct. to Turners Falls, Mass.
Hoosick Jet., N. Y., to Vermont State LineNo. Acton, Mass., to Concord Junct., Mass.,
Lennoxville, P. Q., to Sherbrooke, P. Q
In City of Troy, N. Y
Mechanicsville to Crescent, N. T
(

Schuylerville

Vemiont & Massachusetts...,

Squannacook Junct., Mass., to Milf ord
S. Ashburnham to Ashburnham, Mass
Worcester to VVinchendon, Mass
Winchendon, Mass., to Peterbi rough
I

Main.
Branch

BOSTON & MAINE.
Other Companies but Operated by this Company.

''^rmnl""' second track

29

— Continued.

.
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Description of Railroads and Branches

Xame of Railroad

oii

Branch.

Boston «& Maine, Western Division..
Eastern Division
Northern Division
W., N.

&

Termini of Main or Branch Line.

Main.

P. Division

Southern Division

Medf orcl
South Reading
Melhuen
West Amesbury
Orchard Beach
Charlestown
East Boston
Saugus
Chelsea Beach

Swampscott
Marbleliead

Lawrence
Gloucester

Essex
Newburyport City
Salisbury

Portsmouth & Dover
Dover & VVinnipesaukee
Somers worth
Wolf eborough
Union
Lowell & Lawrence and Lowell
& Andover connection
Electric street railway

Total

Branch.

Boston, Mass., to Portland, Me
Boston, Mass., to Portland, Me
Conway June, Me., to Intervale June.
Portland, Me., to Rochester
[Mass.
No. Cambridge June, to Northainpton,
Medford Junction to Medford, Mass
Peabody to \\ akefleld Junction, Mass..
Lawrence, Mass., to N. H. State Line...
Merrirnac, IMass., to

Newton

Old Orchard Beach to Saco River, Me..
Freight Tracks in Charlestown, Mass..
Last Boston to Revere, Mass
Everett to West Lynn, Mass
Revere June, to Saugus Riv. June, Mass.

Swampscott to Marbleliead, Mass
Salem to Marbleliead, Mass
Salem to North Andover, Mass
Beverly to Rockport, Mass
[Mass.
Wenham to Essex, Mass
Ea.stern tracks to Newburyp't wharves,
Salisbury to Ambesbury, Mass
Portsmouth to Dover
Dover to Alton Bay
Rollinsford to Somersworlh
Sanbornville to Wolfeborough
Green Street to M. C. R. R., Portland, Me.
Lowell, Mass
Portsmouth, Rye, and North Hampton.

BOSTON
Owned

by this Company.

\-

MAINE.
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EQUIPPED FOR ELECTRIC POWER,
Total length of main line (Portsmouth Electric
Eailway operating- electric street railway in
Portsmouth, N. H., and towns of Rye and

North Hampton, N. H.)

18.34 miles

Total length of side track, etc

.94

Total length of electric track

RAILl.OAD CROSSINGS IX

"

19.28 miles

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Crossings with Eighicays.

Number

of crossings of company's railroad with

highways at grade

Number

922

of highwaj' grade crossings protected

by

gates

Number

47

highway grade crossings protected by

of

flagmen

73

Number

of highway grade crossings protected by
electric signals only
Number of highway grade crossings unprotected
Number of highway bridges 18 feet (or more)

3

799

above track

Number

of

43

highway bridges

less

than 18 feet

above track
Height of lowest highway bridge above track

14

Crossings tcith Other Railroads.

Crossings of company's railroad with other
roads at grade
Scotts.

rail-

White Mountains division with Maine

Central Railroad.
Coos Junction. White Mountains division with
Maine Central Railroad.

Fabyans.

ilt.

Washington Branch with Maine

Central Railroad.
Whitefiekl. Whitefield & Jefferson Railroad
\vith ]\Iaine Central Railroad.
Jefferson Junction. Whitefield & Jefferson
Railroad with Maine Central Railroad.

66
11 in.

ft.

: :: :

UOSTON
NEW

number of tracks.

bridge.

.

.

.

1

.

.

.

.

.

P.

:

Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood

Wilton
Wilton
Wilton.

Lyndeboi'ough

Lyndeborough
Lyndeborough

Concord Division

Wood stringer
Wood stringer
Wood stringer
Wood stringer
Wood stringer
Wood stringer
Wood stringer

stringer
stringer
stringer
stringer
stringer.
stringer
stringer

.

.

.

.

.

.

20

ft.,

Sin.

,11 ft.,

,

.

16 ft., 6 in.
,14 ft., 6 in.
17 ft., 4 in.,
24 ft., 9 in.

20

ft.,

:

Framed

Northville
Northville
Northville

Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood

Claremont

W. Ilenniker

:

Framed

trestle.

stringer
stringer
stringer
stringer

.

.

I

43

trestle

Wood stringer
Wood stringer
Wood stringer
Wood stringer

.

.

ft., 7 in.
20ft., Sin.,
12 ft.,
12 ft., 6 in.
13 ft.,

.

White ^Mountains Division:
275,
277,
278,
280,

JelTerson
Jefferson
Jefferson...
Jefferson

Pile trestle.
Pile trestle.

'Pile trestle
IPile trestle

11 ft., 6 in.,
11 ft., 6 in.,

Pile trestle.
Pile trestle

iPile trestle.
Pile trestle..

All built

12 ft.,

12 ft..

by Hoston & Maine Railroad.

BRIDGES REPAIRED.

Description of

Number asd Location.

|

Chesham

Western Division
206, Canobie Lake

Concord Division
211,

[New

Ilron stringer

W.,N. & P. Division:
128,

Description of

bridge.

Southern Division
42?, Hooksttt

work done.

ties.

Wood pony

Truss cut down and new floor

Deck-plate girder

New

ties.

New

ties.

beams and

ties.

j

:

1

|

Hill

Pile trestle

White ^Mountains Division
iThrough
46, Bridgewater
:

I

lattice

Total length of pile and trestle bridging,

. .

track,
"
"

!

I

Wood pony truss. Deck-p!ate girder 31 ft.,
Wood stringer
Iron stringer
14 it., 5 in.,
Wood stringer... Wood stx-inger .. 11 ft.. 11 in.,
.

Division
Pine Valley

167,
16S,
171,
181,
187,

.

i

W. Rindge

87, So.
S9, So.
91, So.

new

|

Epsom

Fitchburg Division
378, Xo. Asliburnhara
424, Winchester

79,
S3,
85,
8C,

Length of span and

Description of

Wood pony truss. Iron pony truss. .i61 ft.,
Wood stringer
Wood stringer ... 9 ft., 11 In.,
Wood stringer
Wood stringer Uo ft., 6 in.,

AUenstown

&

BRIDGES.*

'

No. Weare

W.. N.

35

'

Southern Division

447,

.,.

^rAINE.

cS:

Description of
bridge replaced.

Number and Location.

413,
441,
447,

..
.

.

!

In process of construction.

14,529 feet, 4 inches.

"
"

"
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BOSTON
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MAINE.
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December 4. Warren. Frank A. Converse while walking- on
track was struck by snow plow and killed.
December 14. Durham. Charles Hall while intoxicated drove
down track and was struck by train and killed.
December 20. Winnisquam. Fred Stone drove over crossing
in front of train, was struck and killed.
December 27. Tilton. Thomas King- in attempting to board
train while in motion fell and was killed.
December 27. Lakeport. ^lartin Murraj', employee, while
coupling was caught and fatally injured.
December 28. Dover. Hugh Carroll while walking on track
was struck and killed.
December 28. Nashua Junction. In collision, Engineman
Edward Quimby and Fireman .J. E. Marshall were instaoatly
killed. Freight Conductor Frank Crowson and Frank McComack,
newsboy, were injured.
January 2. Bridgewaler.

Engineer E. E. Banno was fatally

injured in collision.
February 213. Franklin.

While driving over crossing Miss
Maria Owens was killed and Misses Annie Saulter and Flora J.
McNab were injured.
March S. Exeter. S. P. Chase, trespasser, in attempting to go
between cars while train was backing was thrown down and

killed.

March 20. Madbury. Thomas Laney, trespasser, walking on
track was struck by train and killed.
April 11. Dover. J. M. Abbott, brakeman, fell from top of
car and was killed.
April 11. Nashua. Charles A. Stevens, employee, was caught
between drawbars and crushed to death.
April 14. Salem. In collision Conductor C. H. Bickford had
his head cut and leg injured.
April 27. Franklin. Bradbury M. Morrill, trespasser, was
struck by train and killed.
April

29.

^Manchester.

were slightly injured:
Eabador, :Mrs. Addie
Goodwin, passengers.

May

In

collision

the

following

persons

W. Dodge, George

F. Jansie, Mrs. F. A.
S. Herrin, Sadie Gillon, Fred Bates, E. V.
C.

John Burke, trespasser, in attempting
was run over and fatally injured.
May 15. West Canaan. While Michael Burns was stealing a
ride cars were derailed and he was killed.
May 22. West Hopkinton. Unknown man was sitting on edge
of station platform when he was struck by engine and killed.
5.

Portsmouth.

to crawl under train

May

Contoocook. Charles T. Chase, employee, stepped ofE
was run over and fatally Injured.
May 28. Goffe's Falls. A man. supposed to be Henry Steams,
walked on to crossing in front of train and was instantly killed.
26.

moving

car,

RAILROAD commissioners' REPORT.
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PROPER ADDRESS OF THE <X>MPANY.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
Boston, :Mass.
naimes

and business address of prfncipal

officers.

Lucius Tuttle, president, Boston, Mass.; Tristram A. Mackinfirst vice-president and general manager, Boston, Mass.;
William F. Berry, second vice-president and general traffic manager, Boston, Mass.; William .1. Hobbs, comptroller and general
auditor, Boston, Mass.; Stuart H. Mcintosh, assistant general
auditor, Boston, Mass.; Herbert E. Fisher, treasurer, Boston,
Mass.; John F. Webster, assistant treasurer. Concord, N. H.;
William B. Lawrence, clerk of corporation, Boston, Mass.; Richard Olney, general counsel, Boston, Mass.; Frank Barr, assistant general manager. Boston, Mass.; Daniel W. Sanborn, general
superintendent, Boston, Mass.; Dana J. Flanders, general passenger and ticket agent, Boston, Mass.; Michael T. Donovan,
freight traffic manager, Boston, Mass.; Amos S. Crane, export
freight traffic manager, Boston, Mass.
non,

NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF

DIREXTTORS.

Lucius Tuttle, Boston, Mass.; Samuel C. Lawrence, Medford,
Mass.; Richard Olney. Boston, Mass.; Alvah W. Sulloway, Franklin, N. H.; Joseph H. White. Brookline. Mass.; W^alter Hunnewell,
Wellesley, Mass.; Henry L. Reed, Boston, Mass.; Lewis Cass Ledyard, New York, N. Y.; Henry M. Whitney, Brookline, Mass.;
Henrj' F. Dimock, New York. N. Y.; William Whiting, Holyoke,
Mass.; Charles M. Pratt, New York, N. Y.; Alexander Cochrane,
Boston, Mass.

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing return are full, just, and true.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,

SAMUEL

HENRY
HENRY
HENRY

C.

M.

LAWRENCE,
WHITNEY,

REED,
DIMOCK,
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
WILLIAM WHITING,
RICHARD OLNEY,
A.

R.
F.

W. SULLOWAY,
Directors.

HERBERT

E.

FISHER,
Treasurer.

T. A. MACKINNON,
Fb'st Vice-President and Qen^ral Manager.

BOSTON \ MAINE.
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Suffolk, ss. Boston, Mass.,) September 11, 1902. Then perappeared the above named Lucius Tuttle, Samuel C.
Lawrence, Henry M. Whitney, Henrj"- R. Reed, Henry F. Dimock,
Joseph H. White, William Whiting, Richard Olney, A. W. Sulloway, directors, and Herbert E. Fisher, treasurer, and T. A.
Mackinnon, first vice-president and general manager, of the Boston & Maine Railroad, and severally' made oath that the foregoing certificate by them subscribed is, to the best of their
knowledge and belief, true.
Before me,
sonally

WILLIAM

B. LAWRENCE,
Justice of the Peace.

REPORT
OF THE

CONCORD & CLAREMONT,

N. H.,

RAILROAD
FOE THE YEAK ENDING JUNE
GENKRAL EXHIBIT FOR THE

30, 1902.

YElAB.

Eental received from lease of road
Interest on funded debt

Net divisible income
Deficit for the year ending-

$22,500.00
22,500.00

nothing

June

1902

30,

$35,439.34

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
Cost of road
Profit and loss balance

— deficit

.

.

.

.

Total

$1,166,645.72

Capital stock,

common

Funded debt
Total current liabilities

Total

$1,131,206.38
35,439.34

.........

$412,400.00
500,000.00
254,245.72
$1,166,645.72

CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock authorized bj' law, common
Capital stock issued and outstanding, common
Number of shares issued and outstanding, com.

mon
Number
Number
mon
Amount

...

of stockholders, common
of stockholders in Nevp Hampshire, com-

.........
of stock held in

New

4.124
7

Hampshire, com^

mon

~~

$412,400.00
412,400.00

$409,200.00

40
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PROPER ADDRESS OF THE COMPANY.

CONCORD & CLAREMONT,

N. H.,

RAILROAD,

Boston, Mass.

[tt

axftcs

and

business' address of prindpai. offickbs.

Alvah W. Sulloway, president, Franklin, N. H.; George U.
Crocker, treasurer, Boston, Mass.; George W. Stone, clerk of
corporation, Andover, N, H.

NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Alvah W. Sulloway, Franklin, N. H.; Warren F. Daniell, FrankN. H.; Charles O. Stearns, Boston, Mass.; Augustus E. Scott,
Boston, Mass.; Frank P. Vogl, Claremont, N. H.; William F.
Richards, Newport, N. H.; Charles H. Fish, Dover, N. H.

lin,

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing return are full, just, and true.

ALVAH

W. SULLOWAY,
President.

GEORGE

U.

CROCKER,
Treasurer.

Commonwealth of

:Ma.ssachusetts.

Suffolk, ss. Boston, November 20, 1902. Then personally appeared the above-named Alvah W. Sulloway and George U.
Crocker, and severally made oath that the foregoing certificate by
them subscribed is, to the best of their knowledge and belief,
true.

Before me,

EDWARD

J.

SULLIVAN,

Justice of the Peace.

REPORT
CONCORD & PORTSMOUTH RAILROAD
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1902.

GENERAIi EXHIBIT FOB THE YEAR.

Rental received from lease of road

$25,000.00

Expenses and charges upon income accrued during-

the year:

Salaries

and maintenance

of or-

ganization
Advertising

$350.00
5.00

Total expenses and charges upon income

Net

divisible

.

355.00

stock

$24,645.00
24,500.00

income

Dividends declared,

7

per cent on

common

Surplus for the year ending June
of surplus June 30, 1901

Amount

Total surplus June

30,

30,

1902

....

1902

$145.00
3,938.41

$4,083.01

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
CJost of

road

$350,000.00
4,083.01

Cash
Total

$354,083.01

Capital stock,
Profit

and

common

loss balance

—surplus

Total

.

$350,000.00
4,083.01
$354,083.01

42

CONCORD & PORTSMOUTH.
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CAPITAL, STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by law, common
Capital stock authorized by votes of company,

$500,000.00

.........
..........
....

common

350,000.00
350,000.00

Capital stock issued and outstanding, common
Number of shares issued and outstanding, com.

mon
Number
Number
mon
Amount
mon

3,500

of stockholders, common
of stockholders in New Hampshire, com-

206
177

of stock held in

New

Hampshire, com$318,000.00

RAILROAD OWNED.
40.50 miles
7.00

Length of main line
Length of branch line

47.50 miles

Total length of line owned

PROPER ADDRESS OF THE COMPANY.

CONCORD & PORTSMOUTH RAILROAD,
;Manchester, N. H.

NAMES AND BUSINESS ADDRESS OF PRINCIPAI, OFFICERS.
John J. Pickering, president, Portsmouth, N. H.; William A.
Peirce, vice-president, Portsmouth, N. H.; W. Byron Stearns,
treasurer, Manchester, X. H.; Wallace Hackett, clerk of corporation, Portsmouth, N. H.

NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
John

Pickering, William A. Peirce, Wallace Hackett, Portsmouth, N. H.; Walter M. Parker, Manchester, N. H.; Joseph B.
Walker, Samuel C. Eastman, Concord, N. H. Charles C. Kenrick,
J.

;

Franklin, N. H.
I hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing
return are full, just, and true.

W.

BYRON STEARNS,
Treasurer.

State of

New

Hampshire.

Hillsborough, ss. October 24, 1902. Then personally appeared the above-named W. BjTon Stearns and made oath that the
foregoing certificate

knowledge and
Before me,

bj'

him subscribed

is,

to the best of his

belief, true.
i

HENRY

M.

PUTNEY,

Justice of the Peace.

REPORT
OF THE

CONNECTICUT RIVER RAILROAD
FOE THE YEAE, ENDING JUNE

GENEEAI. EXHIBIT FOR THE

30, 1902.

YELAJl.

Rental received from lease of road

$366,750.00

Expenses and charges upon income accrued during the year:
Salaries

and maintenance

ganization
Interest on funded debt

of or.

$2,000.00
101,750.00

.

Total expenses and charges upon income

Net

divisible

income

Dividends declared, 10 per cent on

common

....
....

Surplus for the year ending June

Amount

of deficit

June

Total deficit June

30,
30,

stock

1901
1902

30,

1901

103,750.00

$263,000.00
263,000.00

nothing
$194,274.87
$194,274.87

GENERAL BAXANCE SHEET.

....

Cost of road
Cost of equipment
Lands in Chicopee and Brightwood

Stock

$3,525,803.06
455,977,66
39,175.00

of:

Vermont Valley Eailroad Company of 1871
Hampden Park

....

$579,220.00
23,987:50
603,207.50

Total permanent investments

44

$4,624,163.22

CONNECTICUT RIVER.

Cash

Due from

solvent
individuals

companies and

45
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EAILROAD OWNED.

CONNECTICUT RIVER.
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OF ilASSACHUSETTS.

Hampden, ss. September 17, 1902, Then personally appeared
the above-named William Whiting, Edmund P. Kendrick, William
W. McClench, George H. Ball, James H. Williams, Oscar Edwards, Joseph W. Stevens, John H. Albin, William G. Mclntrye,
and severally made oath that the foregoing certificate by them
subscribed is, to the best of their knowledge and belief, true.
Before me,

STUART

M. EOBSON,

Justice of the Peace.

REPORT
OF THK

CONCORD

&

MONTREAL RAILROAD

FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

GEKERAi EXHIBIT FOR THE YEAB.

30,

1902.

CO^X'OKD & MONTREAL.
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Expenses and charges upon income accrued duryear:
Salaries and maintenance of organization paid
by Boston & Maine Railroad.

ing-

Interest on funded debt

Net

divisible

....

!71,417.o0

income

$503,734.00

.......

Dividends declared,
as per lease

7

per cent on

common

Surplus for the \'ear ending June
Amount of surplus June 30, 1901
Total surplus June

30,

1902

30,

stock
503,734.00

1902

nothing
$44,703.93
$44,703.93

.

GENERAX BALANCE SHEET.
Cost of road
Cost of Concord & ifanchester Electric Branch
Stocks of sundry corporations
Other permanent property
Total permanent investments

....
....

Cash
Boston & Maine Railroad, Concord
& Montreal Railroad improvement

$1,618.50

account
Boston & Maine Railroad, Manchester & Milford Branch
Boston & Maine Railroad, lease account
Due from solvent companies and

130,274.06

.

.

$11,363,166.30
250,879.33
1,345.894.99
922,493.94

.

.

individuals

$13,882,434.56

1,432.63

17,715.20
23,802.26

Total cash and current assets

174,842.65

Total
;

Capital stock,
Cla.ss

common:

1

$800,000.00
540,400.00
459,600.00
5,397,600.00

Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

Total capital stock

$7,197,600.00

.

Funded debt:
B., C.
B., C.

&
&

$14,057,277.21

M. R. R., 6 per cent, old
M. R. R., 6 per cent, 1911

$500.00
500,000.00

RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
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&

C.

R., 4

per cent mort-

R., 4

per cent deben-

R., 31/2

per cent deben-

M. R.

gage, 1920

&

C.

M. R.

&

650,000.00

1920

ture,
C.

$5,000,000.00

M. R.

ture, 1920
C.

&

400,000,00

R., 31/2 per cent debenture, 1920 (electric branch)

M. E.

.

81,000.00

$6,631,500.00

Current

liabilities:

& Maine Railroad advances
Dividends not called for, B., C. &

$11,785.40

M. R. R., old
Matured interest coupons unpaid

857.00

& M. R. R.)
M. R. R. organization expense account
Boston & Maine Railroad, account
Concord & Manchester Electric

428.00

Boston

(old B., C.

B., C.

.

.

.....

&

Branch

523.55

169,879.33

Total current liabilities
and loss balance surplus

—

Profit

....

Total

183,473.28
44,703.93

$14,057,277.21

PBOPEKTY ACCJOUNTS: ADDITIONS AND DEDUCTIONS
DUEING THE YEAR.

....
....
....

at Merrimack
at Lakeport and Weirs
at Plj^mouth
at Ashland
at Cherry Mountain, $1,200,
less land sold at Gorham, $400
Cattle Pass, 'Bow
Recording deed, Mt. Pleasant Hotel
Co., to Mt. Washington Turnpike
Co., exchange of land at Carroll
Recording deeds, land at Merrimack, and Cattle Pass, Riverdale,
charged in last year's account
Improvements at Plymouth, $44,-

Land
Land
Land
Land
Land

869.86,

less

&

2.15

1.96

to
M., $13,-

200.74

track
Hotel

800.00
225.00

amount charged

operating expenses, B.

Spur

$700.00
5,601.50
500.00
155.00

31,669.12

to

Mt.

Washington
7,428.25

Total expenditures for the year from capital
stock

$47,082.98

CONCORD & MONTREAL.

Less amount charged to Whitefield
Railroad

&

51

Jefferson
$800.00
$46,282.98

expenditures made on account of Manchester & Milford Branch

Add

.

.

Total addition to general

count
Construction of Concord

Branch

to

June

"

.

construction

11,170.57

ac$57,453.55

&

Manchester Electric
250,879.33

30, 1902

CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by law, common
Capital stock authorized by votes of company,
.

common
Capital stock issued and outstanding, common .
Number of shares issued and outstanding, com-

....

mon
Number
Number

of stockholders, common
of stockholders in New Hampshire,

mon
Amount

of stock held

in

New Hampshire

FUITOKD DEBT.

Description of Bonds, Etc.

$7,800,000.00
7,200,000.00
7,197,600.00

71,976
2,234

com1,434
$5,589,400.00
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EAILKOAD OWNED.

CONCOKD & MONTREAL.
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We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing return are full, just, and true.
BENJAMIN

A.

KIMBALL,
President.

'

JOHN

F.

WEBSTEE,
Treasurer.

State of

New

Hampshtbe.

Mehrimack, ss. November 15, 1902. Then personally appeared
the above-named Benjamin A. Kimball, president, and JoLn F.
Webster, treasurer of said Concord & Montreal Railroad, and
severally made oath that the foregoing certificate by them subscribed is, to the best of their knowledge and belief, true.
Before me,
JOHN H. BROWN,
Justice of the Peace.

REPORT
OF THK

FITCHBURG RAILROAD COMPANY
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1902.

GENERAIi EXHIBIT FOB THE TEAB.

Rental received from lease of road
Interest on bank deposit

$1,796,567.50
511.05

Gross income

$1,797,078.5.5

Expenses and charges upon income accrued during the year:
Salaries

and maintenance

ganization
...
Interest on funded debt
.

of or$7,511.05
924,155.00

.

.

.

Total expenses and charges upon income

Net

divisible

income

Dividends declared,

5

per cent on preferred stock

Surplus for the year ending June
of surplus June 30, 1901

30, 1902

Amount

931,666.05

$865,412.50
865,412.50

nothing
$786,271.35

Credits to profit and loss account during the year:
$7,028.93
Profit from sale stock
827.32
Interest
.

Total credits

.

.

....

$7,856.25

Debits to profit and loss account
during the year:
Loss on claim settlement, $93.54;
T. & B. R. R. stock purchased,
$12.17; disbursement on account
business prior to July 1, 1900,
37,822.58

$37,716.87

Net amount charged
Total surplus June

to profit

30,

and

loss

.

....

1902

54

29,966.33

$756,305.02

FITCH BURG.

GENKRAT, BAT-ANCE SHEET
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.

KAILROAD
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COMlVnSSIONEltS' REPORT.

FUNDED DEBT.
Interest

Description of Bonus, Etc.

Kate of
Hate of
Amount paid
interest.' maturity, [outstanding
'

during

|

tlie

Flicliburg Railroad

Oct.

6H

1.

Apr.],

1901

81,000.00

year.

§12,850.00
25,000.00

1902I

Apr.

1,11903

500,000.00

Mar.

1,

19041

500,000.00

19,920.00

June

1,

600,000.00

19,720.00

Feb.

1,

1937

5,000,000.00

200,000.00

Apr.

1, 1907'

1,500,000.00

58,860.00

May

1,

2,000,000.00

99,200.00

500,000.00

19,560.00

1905J

25.000.00

!

1908

Jnnel,1920!
i

Mar.

1, 1903!

54,000.00

2,040.00

Sept.l, 19031

378,000 00

18,900.00

Nov.

1,1903'

1,000,000.00

50,450.00

600,000.00

22,500.00
22,r,12.50

I

Dec.
1,1903J

Troy & Boston
Brookliae

R.

May 1,

1914J

500,000.00

Mar.

1,

1915

1,359,000.00

54,280.00

4*

July

1, 1916

500,000.00

20,300.00

Mar.], 1927

2,750,000.00

109,240.00

4*

Jan.

1998

1,450,000.00

57,900.00

Oct. 1,1920

500,000.00

17,290.00

1921

1,500,000.00

17,395.00

3J*

Oct.

July

1,

1924

573,000.00

40,110.00

6<(

Dec.

],

191l!

100,000.00

5,125.00

521,664,000.00

8908,262.60

R mtge
,

& Peppei-ell

R.

R

.

.

1,

Total

1,

I

CATITAI. STOCK.

Capital stock authorized by law, common
Capital stock authorized by law, preferred

Total capital stock authorized by law

.

.

$7,000,000.00
17,360,000.00

$24,360,000.00

FlTCHBUR(i.

.........

Capital stock

common

57

Capital stock
preferred

authorized

by votes

of

company,

authorized

by votes

of

company,
17,360,000.00

Total capital stock authorized by vote

$24,360,000.00

.

Capital stock issued and outstanding, common
Capital stock issued and outstanding, preferred
.

Total capital stock outstanding

Number
mon
Number

.

.

..........
of shares issued

and outstanding, com-

of shares issued

and outstanding, pre-

ferred

number

of shares outstanding

[

$7,000,000.00
17,360,000.00

$24,360,000.00

70,000

243,600

of stockholders, common
of stockholders, preferred

2

.

Total

Number

I

173,600

Total

Number
Number

$7,000,000,00

number

of stockholders

of stockholders in

New

5,967
5,969

.

Hampshire, pre-

ferred

643

Amount

of stock held in Nevr Hampshire, pre-

ferred
Total stock held in

New Hampshire

$804,000.00
804,000.00

.

RArLROAD OWNED.

.....

line in New
line
Length of branch line in New
Total length of branch line
Total length of line owned in
Total length of line owned
Total length of second track
Total length of third track

Length of main
Total length of

main

Hampshire

.

....
New
....
....
....
Hampshire

.

Hampshire

Total length of fourth track

Length

of side track, etc

,

in

New Hampshire

Total length of side track, etc.
Total length of track owned in
Total length of track owned

New Hampshire

43.09 miles
249.05
35.43
145.09
78.52
394.14
127.22
3.90
2.02
28.45
251.87
106.97
779.15

RAILROAD commissioners' REPORT.
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PEOPEB, ADBKEaS OF THE COMPAJSY.

FITCHBUEG KAILROAD COMPANY,
Boston, Mass.

names and business address of principal officers.
Moses Williams, president, Boston, Mass.; Daniel A. Gleason,
treasurer, Boston, Mass.; Paul Crocker, clerk of corporation, Boston, Mass.

NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Gordon Abbott, Boston, Mass.; Brigham N. Bullock, Fitchburg,
Mass.; Charles T. Crocker, Fitchburg, Mass.; William H. Hollister, New York, N. Y.; Charles Lowell, Boston, Mass.; William E.
Rice, Worcester, Mass.; Joseph B. Eussell, Belmont, Mass.; Francis Smith, Rockland, Me.; Frederic J. Stimson, Boston, Mass.;
Rodney Wallace, Fitchburg, Mass.; Charles E. Ware, Fitchburg,
Mass.; William S. Webb, New York, N. Y.; Moses Williams, Boston, Mass.; Robert Winsor, Boston, Mass.

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing return are full, just, and true.
MOSES WILLIAMS,
CHARLES T. CROCKER,
JOSEPH B. RUSSELL,
FREDERIC J. STIMSON,
ROBERT WINSOR,
B. N.

BULLOCK,

RODNEY WALLACE,
CHARLES

E.

WARE,
Directors.

DAN

A.

GLEASON,
Treasurer.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
SuFioi-K, ss. September 11, 1902. Then personally appeared
the above-named Moses Williams, Charles T. Crocker, Joseph B.
Russell, Frederic J. Stinson, and Robert Winsor, and on September 12, 1902, Worcester, ss., Brigham W. Bullock, Rodney Wallace, and Charles E. Ware, and severally made oath that the foregoing certificate by them subscribed is, to the best of their

knowledge and

belief, true.

Before me,

PINCKNEY HOLBROOK,
Justice of the Peace.

REPORT
OF THE

FRANKLIN & TILTON RAILROAD
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

1902.

30,

GENERAL EXHIBIT FOB THE YEAB.

Amount
Amount

....
....
......

June 30, 1901
credited construction account

of surplus

Total surplus June 30, 1902
Capital stock, common
Due B. & M. R. R. on account of expenditures on
account new side track and freiffht terminals
.

Total

$4,598.00
4,598.00

nothing
$250,000.00
13,904.94

$263,904.94

PEOPERTY ACCOUNTS: ADDITIONS AND DEDUCTIONS
DURING THE YEAR.
Additions to construction account:
Grading and masonrj'
Superstructure, including rails
Passenger and freight stations,
woodsheds, and water stations
Engineering and other expenses
incident to construction
.

.

.

.

.

.

$8,635.73
5,949.72
3,494.96

422.53

Total additions to construction account
Construction account has been
balance of P. & L. account:

Engineering
Grading

credited with
$105.63
2,131,20
391.94
1,095.49
873.74

Ties
Rails
Stations
.

Total deductions from property accounts

Net addition

$18,502.94

to property

4,598.00

accounts for the

year

$13,904.94
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CAriTAI, STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by law, common
Capital stock authorized by votes of company,
.

common

.........

$300,000.00
275,000.00
250,000.00

Capital stock issued and outstanding, common
Number of shares issued and outstanding, com.

mon
Number
Number
mon
Amount
mon

....

2,500
2

of stockholders, common
of stockholders in New Hampshire, comof stock held in

New

Hampshire, com$250,000.00

BAILROAD OWNED.
Total length of main line

5

miles

GENERAL REirAEKS AND EXPLANATIONS.

The Franklin & Tilton Railroad was leased to the Concord &
Montreal Railroad October 8, 1895, for the term of 1)1 j'ears from
April 1, 1895, at the nominal sum of one dollar annually, with
such additional sums as may be necessary to keep up the organization of the lessor. On the same date this lease was assigned
to the Boston & Maine Railroad, which corporation now operates
the Franklin & Tilton Railroad under said lease, and all statistical information concerning the operation of the said lessor railroad will be found embodied in the report of the Boston &
Maine Railroad.
PROPER ADDRESS OF THE COMPANY.

FRANKLIN

«&;

TILTON RAILROAD,

Franelin Falls, N. H.
names and business address of principal officers.
Benjamin A. Kimball,

president. Concord, N. H.; Frank ProcFranklin Falls, N. H.; Edward G. Leach, clerk of
corporation, Franklin Falls, N. H.

tor, treasurer,

NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF BOAKD OF DIRECTORS.
Benjamin A. Kimball, Concord, N. H.; Samuel S. Kimball,*
Concord. N. H.: A. W. Sulloway, Franklin Falls, N. H.; Frank
Jones, Portsmouth, N. H.; Horace E. Chamberlin, Concord,
N. H.; Alfred E. Tilton, Tilton, N. H.
*

Deceased.

FRANKLIN & TLLTON.
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We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing return are full, just, and true.
BENJAMIN A. KIMBALL,
HORACE E. CHAMBERLIX,
Directors.

FRANK PROCTOR,
Treasurer.

State of

New

Hampshire.

Merrimack, ss. October 21, 1902. Then personally appeared
the above-named Benjamin A. Kimball and Frank Proctor, president and treasurer, and Benjamin A. Kimball, A. W. Sulloway,
and Horace E. Chamberlin, and severally made oath that the
foregoing certificate by them subscribed is, to the best of their
knowledge and belief, true.
Before me,

EDWARD

G. LEACH,
Justice of the Peace.

REPORT
OF THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY
FOE THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1902.

GENERAL EXHIBIT FOB THE TEAS,
Gross earnings from operation
Operating expenses

Net earnings from operation

....
....

$6,278,018.75
4,552,260.43
$1,725,758.32

Dividends received on stoclcs owned:
Boston & Maine Railroad, 7 per
$329.00

cent

Portland

&

Ogdensburg Railway,

2 per cent

3,963.60

Bridgton & Saco River Railroad, 4
per cent
St. John Bridge and Railway Extension Companj', 10 per cent

200.00
2,000.00

Interest received on bonds owned:
Maine Central consolidation, 7
35.00

per cent
Miscellaneous income, less expense:

Rents and wharfage
Interest and discount

.

.

.

.

.

.

Miscellaneous

42,354.67
20,804.37
456.03

Total income from sources other than operation

70,142.67

Gross income above operating expenses

.

Charges upon income accrued during the year:
$643,110.00
Interest on funded debt
216,878.18
Taxes
.

.

Rentals of leased roads:

European

&

North American Ry.
(32

165,500.00

$1,795,900.99

MAINE CENTRAL.

Belfast

&

Moosehead Lake Rail
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From
From
From

mails
express
extra baggage

.

$187,645.45
100,346.10
37,813.04

.

.

Other earnings, passenger .service:
privilege
on passenger
NeAvs
trains

Paper-train privileges
Sundry other trains and items
.

.

3,200.00
8,372.00
1,531,36

.

.

$338,907.95

Total earnings, passenger service

$2,505,062.29

.

Freight service:
Gross receipts from freight
Overcharge to shippers

$3,751,453.20
73,094.18

Net revenue from freight
Freight switching

$3,678,359.02
10,882.77

Total earnings, freight service

$3,689,241.79

Total passenger and freight earnings

$6,194,304.08

Other earnings from operation:
Rentals from tracks, yards, and
terminals
Baggage storage
Freight storage
Steamboat earnings

....
....

Total other earnings

$27,800.00
3,068.70
8,770.62
44,075.35
83,714.67

.

Gross earnings from operation

$6,278,018.75

EXPENSES OF OPEEATIOX.
General expenses:
Salaries of general

officers

.

.

.

.

and attendants
expenses and supplies

Salaries of clerks

General office
Insurance
Law expenses

.......
.......

Stationery and printing
Miscellaneous expenses

Total

(general oifices)

$34,066.68
23,433.95
31,432.40
49,047.27
17,337.30
3,550.50
5,836.69

$164,704.79

MAINE CENTRAL.
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Maintenance of way and structures:

.......
.......

Repairs of roadway
Renewals of rails
Renewals of ties
Repairs and renewals of bridges and culverts
Repairs and renewals of fencefe, road crossings,
signs, and cattle guards
Repairs and renewals of buildings and fixtures
Repairs and renewals of docks and wharves
Repairs and renewals of telegraph
Stationery and printing
Superintendence and general expenses
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Total

$553,303.92
123.890.98
92,994.44
187,066.15
21,817.06
81,308.68
2,420.68
19.77
871.72
17,498.29
$1,081,191.69

.....

Maintenance of equipment:

Superintendence
Repairs and renewals of loconaotives
Repairs and renewals of passenger cars
Repairs and renewals of freight cars
Repairs and renewals of work cars
Repairs and renewals of marine equipment
Repairs and renewals of shop machinery and
.

tools
Stationerj^

.......
....

and printing

Miscellaneous expenses
Total

$21,663.85
254,928.51
128,104.00
593,311.99
16,850.36
83,856.87
23,142.01
1,903.97
1,091.94

$1,124,913.50

Conducting transportation:
Superintendence
Engine and roundhouse men
Fuel for locomotives

Water supply for locomotives
Oil, tallow, and waste for locomotives

....

Other supplies for locomotives
Train service
Train supplies and expenses
Switchmen, flagmen, and watchmen
Telegraph expenses
Station service
Station supplies
Car mileage balance

—

.

Loss and damage
Injuries to persons
Clearing wrecks
Operating marine equipment
Advertising
Outside agencies
.

Commissions

.

Rentals for tracks, yards, and terminals

$62,570.38
335,300.95
615,770.64
22,977.21
7,930.67
4,410.55
240,395.19
57,049.89
163.887.07
63,724.40
256,471.32
48,019.35
121,618.30
26,046.92
31,156.94
5.6S7.40
44,833.72
20.088.31
2,340.97
7,819.98
7,500.00

EALLROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
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Bentals of buildings and other property
Stationery and printing
Miscellaneous expenses

$8,971.04
24,919.27
1,899.98

Total

$2,181,450.45

Recapitulation
General expenses
:

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
.

.

$164,704.79
1,081,191.69
.

.

.

Ck)nducting transportation

l,124,9i;i.50

2,181,450.45

Total operating expenses

$4,552,260.43

Percentage of operating expenses to gross earnings

72.511

GENTRAX BALANCE

STtEET.

MAINE CENTRAL.

Capital stock,

common

67
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KAILEOAD COMMISSIONEKS REPORT.
FUNDED DEBT.

Dbscbiption of Bonds, Etc.

MAINE CENTRAL.
a ^
c2SJ
» " i:

<§•

69
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KAILROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
a

^

MAINE CENTRAL.

EQUIPMENT

KUA'D.

Additions during the year
Total equipment fund June

IMPROVEMENT

$382,527.72
382.527.72

30, 1902

FXTND.

Additions during the year
Total improvement fund June

30,

VOLUME OF TRAFFIC,
Passenger

71

$202,481.28
202,481.28

1902

ETC.

traflfic:

Number
Number
Number

of passengers carried paj-ing revenue
of passengers carried one mile
of passengers carried one mile per
mile of road operated
Average length of journej- per passenger, miles
Average amount received from each passenger
Average amount received per passenger per
mile carried
Passenger earnings (gross) per mile of road
.

2,883,678
104,882,565

.

128,559
36.37
$0.75118
.02065

operated

3,070.56898

Passenger earnings (gross) per passenger-train
mile run
Freight

1.26239

traffic:

Number

of tons of freight hauled earning rev-

enue

Number
Number

4,049,412
330,460,107

of tons of freight hauled one mile
of tons of freight hauled one mile per
.

mile of road operated

405,060

Average length of haul per ton, miles
Average amount received for each ton of freight
Average amount received per ton per mile
.

81.61

.

$0.90S37

haufed
Freight earnings (gross) per mile of road operated
Freight earnings (gross) per freight-train mile
run

.01113

4,522.07174
2.52512

Operating expenses:
Operating expenses per mile of road operated
Operating expenses per revenue-train mile run

$5,579.91301
1.37681

....
....
....

1,845,378
1,322,013
139,003

Train mileage:
Miles run bv passenger trains
Miles run by freight trains
Miles run bv mixed trains

Total mileage of trains earning revenue

3,306,394

.
j

RAILEOAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
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1

H

a

MAINE CENTRAL.
s
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Miles run by locomotives helping- trains
Miles run by construction and other trains
(non-revenue)

90,553

.

183,303

Total train mileage

3,580,250

Fares and freights:

Average rate of fare per mile, all tickets
Average number of persons employed

$0.02065
3,928

RAILROAD OWNED.
Length of main
Length of branch

line
line

393.62 miles
"
1.15

Total length of line owned
Length of second track
Length of side track, etc.

394.77 miles
"
32.80
"
149.11

.

Total length of track ovpned

576.68 miles

RAILROAD OPERATED.
Length of main

line in

New Hampshire

length of main line
length of branch line
length of line operated in
length of line operated
Length of second ^track
Total
Total
Total
Total

100.13 miles
"
808.64

New Hampshire

in New Hampshire
Total length of side track, etc
Total length of track operated in New Hampshire
Total length of track operated

Length of side track,

etc.,

.

....

7.19
100.13
815.83
40.80
24.94
262.97
125.07
1,119.60

"
"
"
"
"

RAILROAD CSROSSENGS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Crossings with Highways.

Number

.......

of crossings of company's railroad with
highvrays at grade
Number of highway grade crossings protected by
flagmen: in winter, 2; in summer
Number of highway grade crossings unprotected
Number of highway bridges 18 feet (or more)
above track
Height of lowest highway bridge above track

63
5

58

20

ft.

8 in.

MAINE CENTRAL.

Crossings tvith Other Railroads.

Crossings of company's railroad with other railroads at grade
The Boston & Maine Eailroad at Fabyans,
Whitefield, Scotts, Jefferson Junction, and
Coos Junction.

The Grand Trunk Railway

at

North Stratford.

ACCIDENTS TO PERSONS.
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RAILROAD COMAnSSIONERS' REPORT.

NAMES AND

BUSLNESSi

ADDKESS OF PRINCIPAL OFFICERS.

Lucius Tuttle, president, Portland, Me.; George F. Evans, vicepresident, Portland, Me.; Georg-e W. York, treasurer, Portland,
Me.; Josiah H. Drummond, clerk of corporation, Portland, Me.;
George S. Hobbs, general auditor, Portland, Me.; George P.
Evans, general manager, Portland, Me.; Frederic E. Boothby, general passenger and ticket agent, Portland, Me.; William K. Sanderson, general freight agent, Portland, Me.; Morris McDonald,
general superintendent, Portland, Me.; George F. Black, superintendent Mountain division, Portland, Me.

NAMES ANB RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF DIREOTORS.
William G. Davis, George F. Evans, Portland, Me.; William P.
Lewiston, Me.; Samuel C. Lawrence, iledford, Mass.; Lewis
Cass Ledjard, New York, N. Y.; Joseph H. Manley, Augusta, Me.;
Henry R. Eeed, Boston, Mass.; Joseph W. Symonds, Portland,
Me.; Lucius Tuttle, Boston, Mass.; John Ware, Waterville, Me.;
George P. Wescott, Portland, Me.; Henry M. Whitney, Boston,
Mass.; Franklin A. Wilson, Bangor, Me.
Frj^e,

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing return are full, just, and true.
lucius tuttle,

george f. evans,
franklin a. wilson,

henry

reed,

r.

william g. davis,
george p. wescott,
joseph w. symonds,
j. h. manley,
willia:m

p.

frye,

john ware,
Directors.

GEORGE

HOBBS,

S.

General Auditor.

GEORGE
Vice-President

F.

EVANS,

and General Manager.

State of Maine,

Cumberland ss. September 12, 1902. Then personally appeared the above-named Lucius Tuttle, George F. Evans, Franklin
A. Wilson, Henry R. Reed, William G. Davis, George P. Wescott,
Joseph W. Symonds, J. H. Manley, William P. Frye, John Ware,
and George S. Hobbs. and severally made oath that the foregoing certificate by them subscribed is, to the best of their
knowledge and
Before me,

belief, true.

JOSIAH

H.

DEUjMMOXD.
Justice of the Peace.

REPORT
MANCHESTER & LAWRENCE
ROAD
FOR THE YEAE ENDING JUNE

30,

RAIL-

1902.

GENERAL EXHIBIT FOR THE YEAR.
Rental received from lease of road
Dividends received on stocks owned:
Mt. Washington R. R., 53 shares
Suncook Valley R. E., 170% shares

$112,960.00

$159.00
1,022.40
1,181.40
29.11

Interest on deposits

Gross income

$114,170.51

.

Expenses and charges upon income accrued during the year:
Salaries

....
....

and maintenance of

ganization
Interest on funded debt
Legal expenses
.

or-

.

.

$1,663.07
10,960.00
17,820.80

Total expenses and charges upon income

Net

divisible

income

30,443.87

$33,726.64

Dividends declared, 10 per cent on

common

stock

100,000.00

....

$16,273.36
150,448.27

Deficit for the year ending June 30, 1902
of surplus June 30, 1901

Amount

$134,174.91

Premium

received on account of sale of 170%
shares of Suncook Valley Railroad stock

Total surplus June

30,

1902

1,775.88

$135,950.79

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
Cost of road
Cost of telegraph

$1,000,000.00
4,770.35

RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
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in Manchester, N. H. (terminals)
Stock of Mt. Washington Eailroad

Lands

Total permanent Investments

$274,298.53
5,300.00

....

Cash

$1,284,368.88

$8,941.41

Due from solvent companies and
individuals

123,454.00

Total cash and current assets

132,395.41

Total

$1,416,764.29

Capital stock

$1,000,000.00
274,000.00
6,813.50
135,950.79

Funded debt
Dividends not called for
Profit and loss balance

—surplus

....

Total

$1,416,764.29

CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by law, common
Capital stock authorized by votes of company,
.

common

.........

$1,000,000.00

Capital stock issued and outstanding, common
Number of shares issued and outstanding, com.

....

mon
Number
Number

of stockholders, common
of stockholders in New Hampshire,

10,000
561

com-

mon
Amount

1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

272
of stock held in

New

Hampshire, com-

mon

$563,900.00

RAILROAD OWNED.
Leng-th of

main

line

.......

22.39 miles

fujSDEd debt.

DHSCRIPTIOK O. BOKBS, ETC.

Series "A"*.-

* Issued for the

cured by mortgage.

Maine Railroad.

l^^J

rS^^S.LutsS^^g
Jan.

1,

1922

^274,000.00

P^^^^
the year.
810,960.00

purchase of real estate in Manchester, X. H., but not seThe interest is guaranteed and paid by the Boston &

MANCHESTER & LAWRENCE.
PROPER ADDRESS OF THE
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OOMPATST^.

MANCHESTER & LAWRENCE RAILROAD,
867 Ex,M Street,

Manchester, N. H.

NAMES AND BUSINESS ADDRESS OF PRINCIPAL OFFICERS.
John W. Sanborn, president, Sanbornville, N. H.; George Henry
Cliandler, treasurer, Manchester, N. H.; George Henry Chandler,
clerk of corporation, Manchester, N. H.

NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
H.; George Byron Chandler,
Manchester, N. H.; William P. Fowler, Boston, Mass.; Sumner
Wallace, Rochester, X. H.; Calvin Page, Portsmouth, N. H.;
Eugene P. Carver, Brookline, Mass.; Frank E. Greene, Moultonborough, N. H.

John W. Sanborn, Sanbornville, N.

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing return are full, just, and true.
JOHN W. SANBORN,
Presidtent.

GEORGE HENRY CHANDLER,
Treasurer.

State op

New

Hampshire.

Hillsborough, ss. September 12, 1902. Then personally appeared the above named John W. Sanborn, president, and George
Henry Chandler, treasurer, and severally made oath that the
foregoing certificate by them subscribed is, to the best of their

knowledge and

belief,

true.

Before me,
A. M.

HEARD,

Justice of the Peace.

REPORT
OF THE

RAILWAY COMPANY

MT. WASHINGTON

FOE THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1902.

GENEKAi EXHIBIT TOK THE YEAR.
Gross earnings from operation
Less operating expenses
.

.

.

.

$17,519.00
12,025.76

Income from operation

$5,493.24

Miscellaneous income:
Eent of Summit House, Mt. Washington
Total expense of repairs, etc.,
appropriation 1901,
$3,735.14;
$2,500; balance

$7,010.00

....
....

1,235.14

Income from other sources
Total income

5,774.86

$11,268.10

Deductions from income:
Interest and discount on interestbearing current liabilities
.

Taxes

$285.28
2,556.58

Total deductions from income

....

Net income
Dividends declared,

3

per cent on

common

stock

Surplus for the year ending June 30, 1902
Surplus for year ending June 30, 1901
Total profit and loss account, surplus

E.ARNINGS

.

.

2,841.86
B8,426.24
6,345.00
B2,081.24

396.81
$2,478.05

FROM OPERATION.

Passenger revenue
Mail
Total passenger earnings

$17,369.00
150.00

$17,519.00

.
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MOUNT WASHINGTON.
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EXPENSES OF OPERATION.

Maintenance of way and structures:
Eepairs of roadway, rails, and ties
Kepairs of buildings
.

.

'

$3,245.97'
192.17'

.

Total

$3,438.14

Maintenance of equipment:
Repairs and renewals of locomotives
Eepairs and renewals of passenger cars
Shop, machinery, tools, etc.
Total

$867.27
109.78
127.56
$1,104.61

Conducting transportation:
Wages of enginemen, firemen, roundhouse men,
and conductors
Fuel for locomotives

.......
....

Water supplies for locomotives
All other supplies for locomotives
All other train supplies
Wages of switchmen, flagmen, and
Expenses of telegraph
Station supplies

.

watchmen

Total

$2,358,93
2,245.81
25.21
34.09
3.54
430.49
9.50
37.14
$5,144.71

General expenses:
$991.00
83.00

Salaries of oJflcers

Advertising
Insurance
Stationery and printing

1,230.87
33.43

$2,338.30

Total

Recapitulation of expenses:

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Conducting transportation
.

.

General expenses

Grand

total

Percentage of operating expenses to earnings

$3,438.14
1,104.61
5,144.71
2,338.30

$12,025.76
68.43

EAILROAD commissioners' REPORT.
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GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
Cost

road and

of

equipment

$130,000.00
26,000.00
56,000.00

Summit House
Lands

summit and base

at

of Mt.

Total permanent investments

Washington

$217,000.00
978.05

.

Cash
Total

$217,978.05

Capital stock

Loans and
Profit and
Total

$211,500.00
4,000.00

payable
loss balance

bills

2,478.05

$217,978.05

.

CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by charter
Capital stock authorized by vote of company
Total amount paid in as per books of the com-

pany
Total

•

number

Number
Amount

of stockholders
of stockholders in Nevp Hampshire
of stock held in New Hampshire

Passenger

Number
Number

211,500.00
52

34
$152,000.00

.

VOLUME OF TRAFFIC,

$211,500.00
211,500.00

ETC.

traffic:

of passengers carried earning revenue
of passengers carried one mile
distance carried, miles

....
.

Average
Total passenger revenue
Average amount received from each passenger
Average receipts per passenger per mile
Passenger earnings per mile of road
Average number of persons employed
Average rate of fare per mile received for local
.

.

tickets

,

5,673
37,779
6.66
$17,369.00
3.06
.46

5,211.25

30
$0.46

RAILROAD OWIOa).
line of road from Base station to summit of
Mt. Washington
Total road belonging" to this companj-

Main

3.333 miles
3.333

MOUNT WASHINGTON.
EQUIPMENT.
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NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF BOABD OF DIREOTOES.
Tristram A. Mackinnon, Boston, Mass.; Benjamin A. Kimball,
Concord, N. H.; John W. Sanborn, Sanbornville, N. H.; John M.
Mitchell, Concord, N. H.; George A. Fernald, Boston, Mass.;
Nathaniel White, Jr., Frank E. Brown, Concord, N. H.

BENJAMIN

A.

KIMBALL,
Vice-President.

JOHN

F.

WEBSTEE,
Treasurer.

State of

New

Hampshire.

Merrimack, ss. November, 1902. Then personally appeared
Benjamin A. Kimball, vice-president, and John F. Webster, treasurer of said railway company, and severally made oath to the
truth of the foregoing statement by them subscribed, according
to their best knowledge and belief.

GEORGE

E.

SHEPAED,
Notary Public.

REPORT
NASHUA & LOWELL RAILROAD
CORPORATION
FOE THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30,

1902.

GENERAX, EXHIBIT FOB THE YEAR.

Eental received from lease of road
Dividends received on stocks OTvned (Boston
Maine Railroad)

$73,000.00

&

....

OJBBce rent, $60; interest, $220.37

Gross income
Salaries

Net

and maintenance of org-anization
divisible

.

income

Dividends declared, 9 per cent on

common

....
....

Surplus for the year ending June
of surplus June 30, 1901

Amount

Total surplus June

30,

stock

1902

30,

1902

1,572.00
280.37

$74,852.37
1,895.78
$72,956.59
72,000.00

$956.59
159,397.57
$160,354.16

6ENEKAE BAEAXCE SHEET.
Cost of road
Cost of equipment

$684,242.07
218,242.95

....

Total permanent investments

Cash
Bills receivable

and stock

.

.

Total cash and current assets
Total
Capital stock,

$902,485.02

$7,081.39
55,706.25

....

62,787.64

$965,272.66

common

$800,000.00
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Current liabilities:
Dividends not called for
Matured interest coupons unpaid
.

$4,906,50
12.00

.

$4,918.50

Total current liabilities
surplus

Profit ajid loss balance

—

....

Total

$804,918.50
160,354.16
$965,272.66

CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by law, common
Capital stock authorized by votes of company,

$800,000.00

common
Number of shares issued and outstanding, common
Number of stockholders, common
Number of stockholders in New Hampshire, common
Amount of stock held in New Hampshire, common

800,000.00

.

.........
..........
.

.

.

.

8,000

403
159
$2,160.00

NASHUA

.^-

LO\YELL.
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We

hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing- return are full, just, and true.

DAVID

P. KIIkEBALL,

EDWAED

A. NEWELL,
JOHN BKOOKS,
Directors.

JOHN BROOKS,
Treasurer.

State of Massachusetts.
Suffolk, ss. Boston, Mass., October 11, 1902. Then personally
appeared the above-named David P. Kimball, Edward A. Newell,
and John Brooks and severally made oath that the foregoing
certificate by them subscribed is, to the best of their knowledge
and belief, true.
Before me,

ARTHUR
'

H. BROOKS,
Notary Public.

REPORT
NORTHERN RAILROAD COMPANY
FOli

THE YEAK ENDING JUNE

30, 1902.

GENERAL EXHIBIT FOR THE YEAR.
Rental received from lease of road
Dividends received on .stocks owned: Northern
Pacific, preferred
Interest allowed on deposits

105.00
472.34

Gross income
Salaries and maintenance of organization

......

Net divisible income
Dividends declared, 6 per cent on

common

stock

....
....

Surplu.s for the year ending June 30, 1902
of surplus June 30, 1901
Cain on sale of Northern Pacific Railroad, pre-

Amount
ferred

Total surplus June

30,

$189,104.00

1902

$189,681.34
3,833.06
$185,848.28
184,104.00
$1,744.28
16,644.73
2,432.50

$20,821.51

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
Cost of road

$3,068,400.00
23,364.27

Cash
Total

$3,091,764.27

Capital stock, common
Dividends not called for
Profit and loss balance surplus

—

Total

....

$3,068,400.00
2,542.70
20,821.51
$3,091,764.27
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CAPITAX. STOCK.

by law, common
votes of company,

Capital stock authorized
Capital stock authorized

common

.

.

.

$.1,068,400.00

.

bj'
"

3,008,400.00
3,068,400.00

.

Capital stock issued and outstanding, common
Number of stockholders in New Hampshire, com-

mon
Amount

1,193

of .cfnck hold in

New Hampshire, com-

mon

$14,037.00

PROPER ADDRE.SS OK THE COMPANY.

NORTHERN
19

R.VTLROAD.

Milk Street, Boston, Mass.

AND BUSrmESS ADDRESS OF PRINCIPAL

NAirES

OFFICEES.

A. W. Sullowaj', president, Franklin, N. H.; G. U. Crocker,
treasurer, 19 Milk street, Boston, Mass.; Henry W. Stevens, clerk
of corporation, Concord, N. H.

NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF

DIREtnOIUi.

W. Sullowav,

Franklin, N. H.; Josiah H. Benton, Jr., Boston,
William *F. Thayer. Concord. N. H.; Seth M. Richards,
Newport, N. H.; Silas Pierce, Boston, Mass.; Edgar Crocker,
Boston, Mass.; Charles P. Chase, Hanover, N. H.
A.

Mass.;

We hereby certify that the statements contained
going return are full, just, and true.
A.

in the fore-

W. SULLOWAY,
President.

GEORGE

U.

CROCKER,
Treasurer.

Commonwealth of ^Lassachusetts.
Suffolk,
peared the

ss.

Boston, November

Then personally apSuUoway and George U.

20, 1902.

above-named Alvah W.

Crocker, and severally made oath that the foregoing certificate
them subscribed is, to the best of their knowledge and belief,

bj-

true.

Before me,

EDWARD

J.

SULLIVAN,

Justice of the Peace.

REPORT
OF THE

PEMIGEWASSET VALLEY RAILROAD
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUXE

GEiraaiAI-

30, 1902.

EXHIBIT FOB THE YEAR.

Rental received from lease of road
Organization expense

$32,490.00
300.00

Gross income
Salaries and maintenance of organization

Taxes and operating expenses paid
Maine Railroad.

Net divisible income
Dividends declared, 6 per cent on

bj'

Total surplus June

1902

30,

Boston

common

Surplus for the year ending June
of surplus June 30, 1901

Amount

$32,790.00
272.15

.

&

stock

$32,517.85
32,490.00

30,

1902

.

.

.

.

$27.85
386.52

.

.

.

.

$414.37

GEXERAX BAI^AXCE SHEET.
Cost of road

$541,262.12
652.25

Cash
Total

$541,914.37

Capital stock, common
Profit and loss balance

$541,500.00
414.37

.

—surplus

Total

$541,914.37

CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by law, common
Capital stock authorized by votes of company,
.

common

$2,000,000.00

541,500.00

90

.

PEMIGEWASSET VALLEY.

Number
mon
Number
Number
mon
Amount
mon

91

of shares issued and outstanding, com-

....

of stockholders, common
of stockholders in New Hampshire,

5,415

193

..........
of stock held in

New

com144

"Hampshire, com$390,300.00

EAILUOAI) OW>'ED.

Length of main line
Length of side track,

22.93 miles
"
6.35

etc.

Total length of track owned

29.28 miles

PROPER ADDRESS OF THE COMPANY.

PEMIGEWASSET VALLEY RAILEOAD,
Concord, N. H.
Najues

and business address of principal

officers.

Benjamin A. Kimball, president. Concord, N. H.; John F. AVebConcord. X. H.; George H. Adams, clerk of corporation, Plymouth, N. H.
ster, treasurer.

NAMES AXD RESIDENCE OF BOAKD OF DIRECTORS.
Benjamin A. Kimball, Concord, N. H.; Joseph W. Campbell,
Woodstock, N. H.; John J. Cilley, Deerfield, N. H.; George W.
Lawrence, Mass.; Charles H. Bowles, Plj'mouth, N. H.;
P. Hunt, Manchester, N. H.; Harry E. Parker, Manchester, N. H.; John F. Webster, Concord, N.*^ H.; George E. Cumtoiings, Haverhill, N. H. (Wood.sville)
Hills,

Nathan

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing return are full, just, and true.
BENJAMIN

A.

KIMBALL,
President.

JOHN

F.

AAT^BSTEE.
Treasurer.

State of New Hampshire.
Mekrimack, ss. November, 1902. Then personally appeared
the above-named Benjamin A. Kimball, president, and John F.
Webster, treasurer of said railroad, and severally made oath that
the foregoing certificate by them subscribed is, to the best of
their knowledge and belief, true.
Before me,

GEORGE

E.

SHEPARD,
Notary Public.

REPORT
PETERBOROUGH RAILROAD
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE
GENERAL EXHIBIT FOR THE
Rental received from lease of road
Interest on deposit

YEu\R.

30, 1902.

PETERBOROUGH.

Capital stock issued and outstanding-, common
Number of shares issued and outstanding-, com-

$385,000.00

.

mon
Number
Num.ber

mon
Amount
mon

..........
....

3,850

of stockholders, common
of stockholders in New Hampshire, com-

332
289

of stock held in Ne-w Hampshire, com$278,500.00

EAIUSOAD
Length of main

OWI^rED.
10.50 miles
"
10.50

line

Total lene-th of line

owned

PROPER ADDRESS OF THE COMPANY.

PETERBOROUGH RAILROAD,
Nashua, N. H.

NAMES AND BUSINESS ADDRESS OF PEINCIPAX OFFICERS.
Oilman, president, Nashua, N. H.; Oilman C. Shattuck,
treasurer, Nashua, N. H.; Harry W. Ramsdell, clerk of corporation, Nashua.
N. H.; William E. Spalding, general auditor,
Yirg-il C.

Nashua, N. H.
NAilES

AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Henry A. Cutter, Ben Emery Burns, George

Virgil C. Oilman,
F.

Andrews, Nashua. N. H.; Charles H. Burns, Wilton, N. H.;
B. Eaton, Worcester, Mass.; George H. Ball, Boston,

Thomas
Mass.

We

hereby certify that the statements contained in the forefull, just, and true.

going return are

VIRGIL

C.

OILMAN,

BEN EMERY BURNS,

HENRY A. CUTTER,

Directors.

OILMAN

C.

SHATTUCK,
Treasure):

State of

New

Hampshire.

Hillsborough, ss. September 5, 1902. Then personally appeared the above-named Virgil C. Oilman, Ben Emery Burns,
Henry A. Cutter, and Oilman C. Shattuck, and severally made
oath "that the foregoing- certificate by them subscribed is, to the
best of their knowledge and belief, true.
Before me,
JAINIES F.

WHITMARSH,
JustKe of

th^e

Peace.

REPORT
OF THE

PETERBOROUGH & HILLSBOROUGH
RAILROAD
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1902.

GENEIUNX BALANCE SHEET.
Cost of road
Sinking and other special funds
Profit and loss balance deficit

$209,298.44

ICWOO

.

—

120,583.83

Total

$330,807.27

common

Capital stock,

$-t5, 000.00

Funded debt
Matured interest coupons unpaid (including coupons due Julj'

'

1)

'

Gratuity-

165,000.00
I

.

Total

112,181.25
8,626.02
.$330,807.27

CAPITAL STOCK,
Capital stock authorized by law, common
Capital stock issued and outstanding, common
Number of shares issued and outstanding, com.

.

mon
Number
Amount

$45,000.00
45,000.00

450
of stockholders, common
of stock held in New Hampshire,
.

.

.

1

.

com-

mon

$45,000.00

PROPER ADDRESS OF THE

COMPAJ«fY.

PETERBOROUGH & HILLSBOROUGH RAILROAD,
19

Milk Street, Bostox, Mass.

94

PETEUBOnOUGH
TfAMES

AND

BUSFN-EfiS

cV

illLLSBOROCGM.
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ADDRESS OF PRINCIPAL OFFICERS.

Alvah W. Sulloway, president, Franklin, N. H.; George U.
Crocker, treasurer. 19 Milk street, Boston, Mass.; Barron Shirley,
clerk of corporation. Franklin, N. H.; Horace E. Chamberlin,
assistant tifiiMirer, Concord, M. U.
.NA.Mhs

AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF DmEOrORS.

Alvah W. Sulloway, Frederick H. Daniel, Franklin, N. H.; Jacob
B. Whittemore, Hillsborough Bridge, N, H.; Enoch Gerrish,
Horace E. Chamberlin, Concord, X. H.; William Power Wilson,
Boston, Mass.; George E. Whitney, Enfield, N. H.

We hereby certify th:it the statements contained
going return are full, just, and true.

in

the fore-

AI.VAU W. SULLOWAY,
President.

GEORGE

U.

CROCKER,
Treasurer.

CONfMONWl-IALTH

OI"

iL\SSACHUSETTS.

Suffolk, ss. Boston, November 20, 1902. Then personally appeared the above-named Alvah W. Sulloway and George U.
Crocker, and severally made oath that the foregoing certificate
by them subscribed is, to the best of their knowledge and belief,
true.

Before me.

EDWARD

J.

SULLIVAN,

Justice of the Peace.

—

REPORT
OF THE

SULLIVAN COUNTY RAILROAD
FOK THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1902.

GENERAL EXHIBIT FOR THE YEAR.
Gross earnings from operation
Operating expenses

$305,198.13
238,177.29

Net earnings from operation
Miscellaneous income:
Rent of tenements, lands,
Less expense

$67,020.84

....

$776.80
149.88

etc.

626.92

Gross income above operating expenses

$67,647.76

Charges upon income accrued during the year:
$14,280.00
Interest on funded debt
13,172.00
Taxes
140.96
Revenue stamps
.

.

.

.

.

.

Total charges and deductions from income

Net

divisible

.

income

27,592.96

$40,054.80

Dividends declared during the year payable on
October 1, 1901, 4 per cent on
$500,000,

April

1,

$500,000,

common
1902,

4

common

....
....
....

$20,000.00

per

cent

on

20,000.00

Total dividends declared

Surplus for the year ending June
of surplus June 30, 1901

Amount

Total surplus June

30, 1902

.

30,

1902

.

96

.

,

,

40,000.00

$54.80
131,268.02
$131,322.82

SULLIVAN COUNTY.

9T

EABNTNGS FROM OPERATION.
Gross receipts from passengers
Deductions:
Tickets redeemed
Excess fares refunded

$97,645.56

....

$10.02
246.82

.

Total deductions

256.84

.

Net revenue from passengers

From
From
From

17,388.72

....
....

mails
express
extra baggage and storage

$7,453.93
3,640.00
1,780.81

12,874.74

Total earnings, passenger service

.

$110,263.46

Total passenger and freight earnings
Overcharge to shippers

....

.$302,524.80
1,235.21

Net revenue from freight
Storage and miscellaneous

$191,624.78
636.56

.

Total earnings, freight service

$192,261.34

Total passenger and freight earnings
Switching charges balance

—

$302,524.80
2,673.33

Gross earnings from operation

$305,198.13

EXPENSES OF OPERATION.
General expenses:
Salaries of general officers
Salaries of clerks and attendants
General office expenses and suppl:
Insurance
Law expenses
Stationery and printing (general
Miscellaneous expense

$900.00

.

....

offices)

.

Total

$7,682.75

.....
......
......

Maintenance of way and

striictures:

Repairs of roadway

Renewals of rails
Renewals of tie.s
Repairs and renewals of bridges and culverts
Repairs and renewals of fences, road crossings
signs,

1,560.00
44.55
994.19
4,087.71
72.26
24.04

and cattle guards

....

$31,477.80
1,033.30
8,000.99
4,876.76
250.23
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Repairs and renewals of buildings and fixtures

SULLIVAN COUNTY.
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GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
Cost of road
Cost of equipment

$888,755.37
98,175.10

i

....

Total permanent investments
solvent companies and individuals

Due from

$986,930.47
47,888.70

.

Total

$1,034,819.17

....

Capital stock, comm^on

Funded debt

$500,000.00
357.000.00
42.926.35
3,570.00
131,322.82

Audited vouchers and accounts
Interest accrued and not yet due
Profit and loss balance surplus

—

Total

$1,034,819.17

FUNDED DEBT.
Interest
Amount
Rate of
Date of
Description of Bonds, Etc. interest.
maturity, outstanding paid during
the j'ear.

First mortgage.

4r<

Api-.

1, 19-24

§357,000.00

814,280.00

CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by lavr, common
Capital stock authorized by votes of company,
.

common

"
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

I

.

....

mon
Tsumber

mon
Amount
mon

I

.

Capital stock issued and outstanding-, common
Number of shares issued and outstanding, com-

Kumber

$500,000.00

.

of stockholders, common
of stockholders in New Hampshire,

..........
New

of stock held in

'

500,000.00
500,000.00
5,000

com6

Hampshire, com-

.

$600.00

A^OLUME OF TRAFFIC, ETC.

Passenger

Number
Number
Number

traffic:

of passengers carried paying revenue
of passengers carried one mile
of passengers carried one mile per mile

of road operated

.

.

219,279
4,376,501

.

.

168,327

.

.

.

.

.

.

EAILROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
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Average length of journey per passenger, miles
Average amount received from each passenger
Average amount received per passenger per

........
........
........
.........

19.96

$0.4441S
.020;22

mile carried

Passenger earnings (gross) per mile of road
operated
Passenger earnings (gross) per passenger-train
mile run
Freight

4,240.90

1.39580

traffic:

Number

of tons of freight hauled earning rev-

enue

Number
Number

880,290-

of tons of freight hauled one mile
of tons of freight hauled one mile per
mile of road operated
Average length of haul per ton, miles
Average amount received for each ton of freight
Average amount received per ton per mile

20,425,142

hauled
Freight earnings (gross) per mile of road
operated
Freight earnings (gross) per freight-train mile

.00938

.........

785,582
2.3.20

$0.21768

7,-394.67

.lalia

run
Operating expenses:
Operating- expenses per mile of road operated
Operating expenses per revenue-train mile run
Train mileage:
Miles run by passenger trains
Miles run by freight trains
Miles run by mixed trains*

....
....
....

Total mileage of trains earning revenue
Miles run by switching trains
Miles run by construction and other trains

9,160.67
1.15490-

76,022
118,324
11,889
206,235
74,277
15,888-

296.400

Total train mileage

Fares and freights:

........

Average rate of fare per mile on single
tickets

local

rate of fare per mile on mileage tickets
rate of fare per mile on season tickets
rate of fare per mile on joint tickets
rate of freight per ton mile on local
way-bill
Average rate of freight per ton mile on joint

Average
Average
Average
Average

w^ay-bill

........
........

Average number of persons employed
*

.

2.022 cents.
2.000
.703
2.425

4.634
.924

130

Mileage of mixed trains estimated one fourth passenger and three fomths
on which basis averages are figured.

freight,

V

SLLLIVAN COUNT
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KAILHOAl) OWNED.

Length of main

line in

....
....
....

New Hampshire

25.19 miles
26.00
25.19
"
26.00
"
17.40
"
17.40
"
7.68

Total length of main line
Total length of line owned in New Hampshire
Total length of line owned
Length of second track in New Hajnpshire
Total length of second track

Length

of side track, etc., in

New Hampshire

Total length of side track, etc.
Total length of track owned in
Total length of track owned

7.6S

New Hampshire

.50.27

.

51.0S

.

.

.

"

K.\lLKOAl) OPtliATLi).

Length of main

line in

.....
.....

New Hampshire

Total length of main line
Total length of line oiJcrated in New Hampshire
Total length of line operated
Length of second track in New Hampshire
Total length of second track

....
....

Length of side

track, etc.. in New
Total length of side track, etc

Hampshire

Total length of track operated in
Total length of track operated

New Hampshire

Uvil ll'ilL.M.

CO

10 miles
26.00
25.19
26.00
17.40

2."..

17.^1)

50.27

RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
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RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Crossings with Highicays.

Number

of crossings of company's railroad with
higliways at grade
Number of highway grade crossings protected by

26

flagmen

Number
Number

........
........

above track

Number

2
24

highway grade crossings unprotected
of highway bridges 18 feet (or more)

of

highway bridges

less than 18 feet
above track
Height of lowest highway bridge above track

of

17

ft.

3 in-

PKOPER ADDRESS OF THE COMPAJMY.

SULLIVAN COUNTY RAILROAD,
Boston, Mass.
Corporate

office,

NAMES AND

Concord, N. H.

BUSINESS) ADDRESS OF PRINCIPAL OFFICERS.

John H. Albin, president, Concord, N.

H.; Henry A. Albin,.
treasurer. Concord, N. H.; Herbert E. Fisher, assistant treasurer, Boston, Mass.; Henry A. Albin, clerk of corporation, Concord, N. H.; William J. Hobbs, general auditor, Boston, Mass.;
William F. Berry, general traffic manager, Boston, Mass.; Dana J.
Flanders, general passenger and ticket agent, Boston, Mass.;
Michael T. Donovan, general freight agent, Boston, Mass.; Harley
E. Folsom, superintendent, Lyndonville, Vt.

NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF DIREOTORS.
John H. Albin, Concord, N. H.; James H. Williams, Bellows^
Falls, Vt.; George H. Stowell, Claremont, N. H.; George W„
Abbott, Penacook, N. H.; Alfred T. Batchelder, Keene, N. H.;
George E. Anderson, Nashua, N. H.; Henry A. Albin, Concord!,
N. H.

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing return are full, just, and true.
JOHN

H.

ALBIN,
Presidient.

HERBERT

E. FISHER,
Assistant Treasurer^

WILLL4M

J.

HOBBS,
G-eiwi-ul

Auditor.

SULLIVAN COUNTY.

Commonwealth of

103

JSL^ssachxtsetts.

Suffolk, ss. Boston, Mass., September 16, 1902. Then personally appeared the above-named Herbert E. Fisher and William. J.
Hobbs, and severally made oath that the foreg-oing certificate
bt7 them subscribed is, to the best of their knowledge and belief,

true.

Before me,

FEEDERICK

A.

CARR,

Justice of the Peace.

State of
Merrimack,

jS'ew

Hampshire.

Concord, N. H.. September 19, 1902. Then personally appeared the above-named John H. Albin and made oath
that the foregoing certificate by him subscribed is, to the best
of his

ss.

knowledge and

belief, true.

Before me,

HARRY

J.

BRO\\^\

Justice of the Femv.

REPORT
OF THE

SUNCOOK VALLEY RAILROAD
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

1902.

30,

GENERAL EXHIBIT FOB THE TEAB.
Rental received from lease of road
Salaries and maintenance of organization

Net

divisible

income

Dividends declared,

6

per cent on

common

Surplus for the year ending June

Amount

$14,700.00
289.00

.

of surplus

June

Total surplus June

30,

30,

1901

1902

.

30,

stock

1902

.

.

.

.

....

$14,411.00
14,400.00

$11.00
353.97

$364.97

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
Cost of road

$348,199.19

Cash

2.561.78

Total

$350,760.97

.

Capital stock,

common

Contributions
Profit

and

loss balance

—surplus

$341,700.00
8,696.00
364.97

.

Total

$350,760.97

CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by law, common
Capital stock authorized by votes of company
.

common

.........

Capital stock issued and outstanding,

Non-dividend paying stock
Total capital stock outstanding

104

common

$500,000.00
341,700.00
240.000.00
101.700.00

$341,700.00

SLNCOi'K VALLKV

Number

and

of shares issued

105

f<iin-

oiitstaiidiiii.'-.

|

mon
Number
Number
mon
Amount
mon

of stockliolders. common
of stockholders in New Hampshire, com.

3,417
181

.

.

"....'
New

of stock licid in

!

164

com-

llampsliire.

$322,500.00

RAILROAD OWJTED.
Length

of

main

line

Total length of line

Length of

....
....

from Suncook

owned

track, etc

side

17.37 miles
"
17.37
"
3.56

to Piltstield

Total length of track owned

20.93 miles

PROPER ADDRESS OF THE COifPANT.

SUNCOOK VALLEY RAILROAD,
Walter

^f.

Pakkei;. Trrasurcr.

^fANCHESTER. N. H.

NAMES AND

Hiram

BUSITTESS ADDIRESS OF PRINCIPAL OFFICERS.

A. Tuttle, president, Pittsfield. N. H.; Walter M. Parker,
Nathan P. Hunt, clerk of corpora-

treasTirer, iLinchester. N. IT.;
tion, Manchester, N. H.

NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF HOARD OF

DIRECTOR.S.

James B. Tennant, Epsom, N. H.; Charles H. Carpenter. Chichester, N. H.; Euffene S. Head, Ilooksett, N. H.; Hiram A. Tuttle, Pittsfield, N. H.;
Uberto C. Crosby. Manchester, N. H.;
George E. Kent, Exeter, N. H.; Josiah Carpenter. Manchester,
N. H^

We hereby certify that the statements contained
going return are full, just, and true.

WALTER

^[.

in the fore-

PARKER.
Treasurer.

HIRAM

A.

TUTTLE.
President.
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RAILROAD commissioners' REPORT.

State of Neav Hampshire.
Hillsborough, ss. July 17, 1002. Then personally appeared
the above-named Walter M. Parker and Hiram A. Tuttle and
severally made oath that the foregoing- certifieate by them
subscribed is. to the best of their knowledge and belief, true.
Before me,
B. STEARNS,
Justice of the Peace.

W.

REPORT
OF THK

UPPER COOS RAILROAD COMPANY
FOR THE YEAR ENDlNLi JUNE

30, 190:i.

GENEUIAL EXHIBIT FOR THE YEAR.

Rental received from lease of road

$6t),685.00

Expenses and charges upon income accrued during the year:
Salaries and maintenance of or-

.....

ganization
Interest on funded debt

$300.00
45,185.00

.

Total expenses and charges upon income

Xet

divisible

income

Dividends declared,

G

45,685.00

......

per cent on

common

$21,000.00
21,000.00

stock

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.

........

Cost of road
Cost of equipment

I

Total permanent investments

Capital stock,

common

Funded debt

.

.

.

.

......

Total

.

.

$1,161,478.12
231,521.88

$1,393,000.00

$350,000.00
1,043,000.00
$1,393,000.00

CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by law, common
Capital stock authorized by votes of company,
.

common

.........

Capital stock issued

and outstanding, common

107

.

$350,000.00
350,000.00
350,000.00

RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
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Number

of shares issued

and outstanding-, com-

mon
of stockliolders, common
of stockholders in New Hampshire,

Number
Number

.

.

3,500
50

.

.

com-

mon
Amount
mnn

11

of ptoolc lield in Xov,.

.

.

ccv^-

TT-nnp?:''-''-".

.

.

.

.

$95,100.00

.

BKAT. ESTATE MORTGAGES.

Interest
Description of Mortgaged Rate of Date of
Amount paid
during
Property.
interest. maturity. outstanding
the year.
First

mortgage.

4

5f

m

May
iMay

1930

J350,000.00

514,000.00

1,1930

693,000.00

31,185.00

81.043,000.00

f45, 185.00

1,

Total.

PROPER ADDRESS OF THE COMPANY.

UPPER COOS RAILROAD COMPANY,
28

names

ajrt)

State Street, Boston,

^La.ss.

business address of principal officers.

George Van Dyke, president, Lancaster, N. H.;

Thomas

S.

McGowen,

treasurer, Boston, Mass.; Chester B. Jordan, clerk of
corporation, Lancaster, N. H.; Irving W. Drew, general counsel.
Lancaster. N. H.; George F. Blake, superintendent, Lancaster,
N. H.

NAMES AND RESIDENCEl OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
George Van Dyke, Lancaster, N. H.; Frank Jones, Portsmouth,
N. H.; Irving W. Drew, Lancaster, N. H. Henry O. Kent, Lancaster, N. H.; Parker W. Whittemore, Newton, Mass.; Sherburne M.
Merrill, Newton, Mass.
;

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the
going return are full, just, and true.

for-

W. WHITTEMORE,
GEORGE VAN DYKE,
P.

Directo7-s.

T. S.

McGOWEN,
Treasurer.

UPPER COOS.
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Co iOTOX WEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
September 12, 1902. men personally appeared
1'. W. Whittemore, George Van Dyke, and T. S.
McGowen, treasurer, and severallj^ made oath that the foregoing
certificate by them subscribed ih, to the best of their knowledge
and belief, true.
Suffolk,

ss.

the above-named

Before me,

DONALD

.M. liILL,
Justice of the Peace.

REPORT
WILTON RAILROAD COMPANY
FOR THE YEAR EXDING JUNE
GENERAX EXHIBIT FOK THE

1902.

30,

YEA.K.

Rental received from lease of road, 99 years from
October, 1883
Dividends declared, 8V2 per cent on common stock

Surplus for the year ending June
Ck)ntingent fund

30,

1902

.

$20,400.00
20,400.0U

nothing
$1,000.00

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
Cost of road

.$242,600.00

Cash

3,148.00

Total

$245,748.00

......
....

Capital stock, common
Capital stock, never capitalized

Total capital stock

Current liabilities:
Dividends not called for
Conting-ent fund

$240,000.00
2.600.00
$242,600.00

....
.

.

$2,148.00
1.000.00

Total current liabilities

3,148.00

Total

$245,748.00

CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by la'w, common
Capital stock authorized by votes of companj',

common

.........
110

.$250,000.00

240,000.00

WILTON.

Ill

Capital stock issued and outstanding, common
\umber of shares Issued and outstanding, com-

$240,000.00

.

....

tnon

of stockholders, common
of stockholders in New* Hampshire,

Number
Number

mon

2,400
22!>

com204

.

Amount

Nrw

of stock held in

Hampshire, com-

mon

$208,200.00

UAII.KOAI)

Length of main
Total

length

line in

of

main

OWNED.

New Hampshire
line

L">..")()

miles

l.-,..-.0

"

.

rnopER AK1.KK--

(»i

I

UK

rosrpA>~\'.

WILTON RAILRO.VD COMPANY,
Nashua, N. H.
XAME.S

Harvey

ANn

BUSFN'E.SS ADDlUv'vS

OF PRrfCIPAI. OFFICERS.

Wiiitiug. president. Wilton,
Spalding, treasurer. Nashua. N. II.: Isaac
A.

N.
S.

II.:
William E.
Whiting, clerk of

corporation. Wilton, N. H.

NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Harvey A. Whiting, Wilton, N. H.; John A. Spalding. Nashua,
N. H.; George O. Whiting, Lexington, Mass.; Charles A. Ramsdell.

Winchester. Mass.; Charles A.

Bums,

Somerville,

^ra.ss.

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing return are full. just, and triie.

HARVEY

A.

WHITING.

WILLIAM

E.

SPALDING,

President.

Treasiirer.

State of

New

Hasipshxre.

Nashua, N. H.. November, 1002. Then personally appeared the above-named Harvey A. Whiting, president,
and William E. Spalding, treasurer, Wilton Railroad Company,
and severally made oath that the foregoing certificate by them
subscribed is, to the best of their knowledge and belief, true.
.
Before me.
HiLL.sBOUouc;ii.

S.S.

FREDERICK W. HATCH,
Xotarij Public.

REPORT
WORCESTER, NASHUA & ROCHESTER
RAILROAD COMPANY
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1902.

GENEEAL EXUIBIT FOR THE TEAK.
Rental received from lease of road
Interest on bank account

$250,000.00
63.39

Gross income

$250,063.39

Expenses and charges upon income accrued during the year:
Salaries and maintenance of or-

.....

ganization
Interest on funded debt
Interest and discount on
funded debts and Inans

.

$2,252.34
71,040.00

.

iin.

2.456.56

.

Total expenses and charges upon income

.....

income
Net
Dividends declared, 21/2 and 2^4 per cent on com
mon stock (5 per cent on 30,644 shares)
divisible

.

Surplus for the year ending June

Amount

of deficit

June

Total deficit June

30,
30,

1901

1902

30,

1902

(5,748.90

$174,314.49
153,220.00
$21,094.49
346,796.02
$325,701.5:;

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.

....

Cost of road
Cost of equipment

.

Total permanent investments

112

$4,138,584.99
415,336.03

$4,553,921.02

WORCESTER, NASMTA & ROCHESTER.

113

$37,617.45

Cash
Worcester, Nashua
Railroad stock

&
.

Rochester
.

35,400.00

.

.

Total cash and current assets
Profit and loss balance

$7:;.oi7.45

—deficit

325,701.53
$4,952,640.00

Total

Capital stock,

common

$3,099,800.00
1,776,000.00

Funded debt
Current

liabilities:

Loans and notes payable
Matured interest coupons unpaid
(including coup>ons due July 1)
Total current liabilities
Interest accrued and not 5'et due

$45,000.00
28,040.00

73,040.00
3,800.00

.

.

$4,952,640.00

Total

PROPERTY account: ADDITION.^ AND DEDUCTIONS
DURING TIIE YEAR.
All additions to property account.s are
the Boston «S: Maine Railroad.

made by

CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by law. common
Capital stock authorized bv votes of company,

$3,600,000.00

.

common

3,099,800.00
3,099,800.00

'
.

.

.

.

Capital stock issued and outstanding, common
Number of shares issued and outstanding, com.

mon
Number
Number
mon
Amount
mon

....

30,998

of stockholders, common
of stockholders in New Hampshire, com-

806
195

of stock held in

New

Hampshire, comI

$214,700.00

,
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EAILKOAD COMMISSIONERS REPOET.
FUNDED DEBT.

Description of Bonds, Etc.

First

mortgage bonds

j^t'erest.

Date of
maturity

Amount

Interest

WORCESTER, NASH A \ ROCHESTER.

115

I'

We hereby certify that the statements contained
going return are full, just, and true.
G.

in

the fore-

HAVKN.

(;.

AlHilAN

ISi:rJ.\. JR.,

STODDAIJI).

K. B.

ALBERT WALLACE,
JAMES X. JAUVIE.
C.

n.

ROW EX,

C.

11.

]u>\vi:x.

Diirifors.

Tnyisitrcr.

State op

New

York.

Xew Yokk, ss. New York, August
1902.
Tlien per.sonally
appeared the above-named G. G. Haven, Adrian I.selin, Jr., and
Janu's .\. Jarvie and .severally made oath that the foregoing certificate by them subscribed is, to the best of their knowledge iind
."»,

belief, true.

Before me,

M.VRTIN

EIClli:.

Notarn

COStMOXWEALni OK M ASSAl

HI

.>^l:l

Piihlic.

li.

lOLK. ss. Boston, July 30, 1902. Then personally appeared
above-named E. B. Stoddard, Albert \Vallace. and C. H.
Bowen and severally made oath that the foregoing certificate by
them .subscribed is, to the best of their knowledge and belief,
Si

1

the

true.

Before me,

EUGENE

W. LEIGHTOX.
Xiititrii

Public.

PART

III.

STREET RAILA\AV

RETl'llXS.

REPORT
OF THE

CHESTER & DERRY RAILROAD
ASSOCIATION
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE
GENERAL EXHIBIT FOR THE YEAR.
Gross income from operation
Operating expenses

30, 1902.

:

REPORT.

31A1LR0AI) COMMISSIONERS
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Maintenance of roadway and buildings:
Repairs of roadbed and track
Eemoval of snow and ice
Eepairs of buildings

....

Maintenance of equipment:
Repairs of cars and other vehicles
Repairs of electric equipment of cars

$1,105.40
19.45
26.77

143.54
83.57

Transportation expenses:
Cost of electic motive power
Wages and compen.sation of persons employed
in conducting transportation
Damages for injuries to persons and property
Rentals of buildings and other property
.

.

Heating
Sundry

3,000.00

2,963.60
550.00
37.00

108.00
310.06

Total operating expenses

....

$8,680.29

PROPERTY ACOOTINTS: ADDITIONS AND DEDUCfTIONS
DURING THE YEAR.
Additional -cars
Pavilion

$260.63
782.64

Total additions to property accounts

$1,043.27

6ENERAT. BALANCE SHEET.
Assets.

Railway
Roadbed and tracks

$63,869.00

Electric line construction, including poles, wiring, feeder lines,
etc.

17,709.34

.

Total cost of railway owned

$81,578.34

.

Equipment:
Cars and other rolling stock and

.....

vehicles
Electric equipment of same
Other items of equipment
.

Total

cost

of

equipment owned

025.23
001.59
700.00
14,726.82

CHKSTEi; \ KKUHV

Land and buildin<rs:
Land ne<'t*ssiirv for upfration
power
equipment

Eleftrif

Other

of

*

railway

121

$3,500.00

....".

stations. iiK-liidin*r

l)uildinf,'-s

operation of railway

2,500.00

for

neoe.ssary

.

.

...

Total cost of lands ami hiiilding's
Pavilion

3,106.00

owned

$'.»,106.00

2,780.13

$108,191.29

Total

/.iiihilitir!

lapital

stoek,

....

$.50,000.00

i-oniinon

Funded debt
Loans and bills payable
Interest accrued and not yet due
Profit

and

loss

balance

50,000.00
7,906.09
208.33
76.87

— surplus

$108,191.29

Total

C.'VPIT.^VL .STOCK.

Capital sU)fU authorized by law. common
Capital stock issued and outstanding-, common
Number of shares issued and outstanding, com-

$50,000.00
50,000.00

.

mon
Number
Number
mon
Amount
mon

of stockholders,
of stockholders in

500
134

common
New Hampshire, com-

131

..........
of stock held in

New

Hampshire, com$49,600.00

FUITDED DEBT.
First mortnrasre. 5 per cent. 5-o0 a"old bonds:
Rate of interest

Amount

.....
....

outstandingr
Interest paid during year

VOLUME OF TRAFFIC.

Number
Number

>

per cent
$50,000.00
2,500.00

F.TC.

....

of passengers carried during the year
of car miles run
Average number of persons employed

23.3,218

57,100
6

RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
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EQUIPMENT OWNED.

Box passeng'er cars equipped
Open passenger cars eqiiipiied

Freight cars
Generator

power
power

........
.........

Total passeng-er cars of

Snow plows

for electric
for electric

all

kinds

.

DESCRIPTION OF RAILWAY.

7%

Total length of railway line owned and operated

Motive power, horse and electric.
This railway is located in Chester and

Dei'ry, N.

miles

H.

PROPBXB ADDRESS OF THE COMPANY.

CHESTER & DERRY RAILROAD ASSOCIATION,
West Derby,
names and

N. H.

business' address of principal officers.

C. S. Campbell, president. Derry, N. H.; Charles Bartlett, vicepresident, Deny, N. H.; F. J. Shepard, treasurer, West Derry,
N. H.; A. H. Wilcomb, anditor and clei'k of corporation, Chester,
N. H.; A. K. Bartlett, general counsel. West Derry, X. H.; F. J.
Shepard, general manager. West Derry, N. H.; Charles Bartlett,
superintendent, Derry. N. H.

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing report are fnll, jnst. and true.
c. s.

ca;mpbell,

F. J.

SHEPARD.

President.

Treasurer and Creneral Manager.

CHARLES BARTLETT.
Superintendent.

State of
Rockingham,

ss.

August

New

Hampshire.

1902.
Shepard, C.
?>0,

Then personally appeared

Campbell, and Charles
and severally made oath that the foregoing certificate
by them subscribed is, to the best of their knowledge and belief,
the above-named, F.

J.

S.

Bartlett,
true.

Before me,

JOSEPH

B. BARTLETT.
Justice of the Peace.

REPORT
OF THE

CONCORD STREET RAILWAY
FOK THE YEAK ENDING JUNE

GENERAL EXHIBIT FOR THE YE

....

Gross income from operation
Operating expenses

.

30, 1902.

RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
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EXPENSES OF OPEEATION.
General expenses:
Salaries of general officers and clerks
General office expenses and supplies
Insurance
Maintenance of park and entertainments
Miscellaneous

Maintenance of roadway and buildings:
Eepairs of roadbed and track
.

.

$4,172.54
616.80
595.00
6,996.07
898.23

.

.

.

.

Repairs of electric line construction

Removal

of

snow and

ice

.

.

.

Repairs of buildings

Maintenance of equipment:
Repairs of cars and other vehicles
Repairs of electric equipment of cars
Renewal of horses
Harnesses, horseshoeing, and veterinary care
.

.

Transportation expenses:
Cost of electric motive power (fuel, water,
power plant, wages, and repairs)
Wages and compensation of persons employed
in conducting transportation
Damages for injuries to persons and property
Rentals of buildings and other property
Oil and waste
Miscellaneous ear expenses
.

....

Total operating expenses

PROPEiRTY ACCOTINTS:

.

.

.

.

5,961.74
1,962.34
385.64
266.23

7,527.48
5,482.01
190,00
826.75

11,409.75

18,628.26
3,071.12
127.73
442.92
274.11

$69,834.72

ADDITIONS AND DEDUCTIONS

DURING THE YEAR,
Extension of railway and

ti-acks,

Clinton street

(length 3,850 feet)

GE.VERAI, E^VLANCE SHEET.

$7,214.41
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CONCORD.

Cash and current assets:
Cash
Bills and accounts receivable
Bonds in treasury

$38.25
428.38
2,500.00

....
.

Total cash and current assets

$3,966.63

Miscellaneous assets:
Rails

$2,135.00
284.08

•

Fuel
Total miscellaneous assets

.

.

.

.

2.419.08

$246,458.08

Total
Liabilities.

Capital stock:

Common

$50,000.00
50,000.00

Preferred
Total capital stock

$100,000.00

Funded debt
Loans and
Profit and

118..500.00

payable
loss balance surplus
bills

—

....

Total

14,628.84
13,329.24

$246,458.08

CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by law, common
Capital stock authorized bj- law, preferred

$100,000.00
50,000.00

.

Total

amount authorized by law

.$150,000.00

.

.........
.........

Capital stock authorized by votes of company,

common

Capital stock authorized
preferred

Total

b}'

amount authorized

$50,000.00

votes of company,

bj'

vote

$100,000.00

.

Capital stock issued and outstanding-, common
Capital .stock issued and outstanding-, preferred
.

Total capital stock outstanding-

50.000.00

$50,000.00
50.000.00

$100,000.00

RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
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Number
mon
Number

and outstanding, com-

of sliares issued

500

.

.

of shares issued and outstanding, pre-

ferred

500

Total

Total

iQon

Number
ferred

of shares

number

of

mon
Amount

1,000

.

46
24

stockholders

New

of stockholders in

70

Hampshire, com26

.........

of stockholders in

Total stockholders in

Amount

outstanding

of stockholders, common
of stockholders, preferred

Number
Number

Number

number

New

Hampshire, pre10

New Hampshire

36

..........
New

of stock held in

of stock held in

New

Hampshire, com$24,100.00

Hainpshire, pre-

ferred

20.800.00

Total stock held in

New Hampshire

$44,900.00

.

FT'NDED DEBT.

mortgage bonds:
Rate of interest
Date of maturity
Amount outstanding
Interest paid during year

First

5

.

MISCEI-LANEOrS.

Gkadk Crossings with Kailroads.

per cent

1913
$116,000.00
5,800.00

CONCOKD.

VOLUME OF TKAFFIC,

Number
Number

ETC.

of passengers carried during- the year
of passeng-ers carried per mile of railway

....

track operated
of car miles run
Average niimber of persons employed
.

Number

12T

.

.

,

EQUIPMEXT OWXEI).

.

.

1,510,856

130,134
451,372
75
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RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS IlErOUT.
ACCIDENTS TO PERSONS.

CONCORD.
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State of Xe,w Ha.mpshike.

Merrimack, ss. November 11, 1902. Then personally appeared
the above-named John F. Webster, treasurer, and Henry A.
Albin, superintendent, and severally made oath that the foregoing certificate by them subscribed is, to the best of their
knowledge and

belief,

true.

Before me,

JOHN

H.

BROWN,

Justice of the Peace.

COMirONWEALTH OF JVIaSSACHUSETTS.
Suffolk, ss. Then personally appeared the above-named
Lucius Tuttle, president, and made oath that the foregoing certificate by him subscribed is, to the best of his knowledge and
belief, true.

Before me,
A.

WETHERELL DRAPER,
Justice of the Peace.

:

REPORT
OF

TJf

!•;

DOVER. SOMERSWORTH & ROCHESTER
STREET RAILWAY COMPANY
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE
[Leased to and operated by Exeter, Hampton
Railway Companj'.]

30,

1902

& Amesbury

Street

GENERAL EXHIBIT FOR THE YEAR.

....

Total income from lease of railway
Interest on funded debt
Surplus for year ending June

Amount

of

suri^Ius

June

Total surplus June

30,

$33,000.00
15,000.00

.

1902

$18,000.00
9,242.51

1901

30,

1902

30.

$27,242.51

GEXEIRAL BAT.AKCF SHEET.
Assets.

Railway:

Roadbed and tracks

.

.

.

$231,070.12

Electric line construction, includ-

ing poles. W'iring, feeder lines,
etc.

".

.

.

.

eng'ineering,
expenses incident to
tion

Salaries,

Total

cost

of

.

.

84,451.04

and other
construc-

railway

8,000.00

owned

$323,527.76

Equipment
Cars and other rolling stock and vehicles

Land and buildings:
Land necessary for operation
buildings

85.776.75

........
of railway

Total permanent investments
and accounts receivable

Bills

and

....
....

199,938.00

$609,242.51
18,000.00
$627,242.51

Total
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DOVER, SOMEESWOETH

ROCHESTER.

&'
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LiabUities.

Capital stock,

Funded debt

....
—

common

Profit and loss balance

$300,000.00
300,000.00
27,242.51

surplus

Total

$627,242.51

CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock issued and outstanding-, common
of shares issued and outstandings, com-

$300,000.00

..........
..........
.

Number
mon
Number
Number

mon
Amount

mon

of stockholders,
of stockholders in
of stock held in

3.000

common

New

New

6

Hampshire, com-

Hampshire, com-

$299.600.0a

FUNDED DEBT.

.......
.......
......

First mortg'age. 5 per cent, gold bonds:
Eate of interest
Date of maturity
Amount outstandingInterest paid during year
.

.

.

5 per cent
July 1. 1921

$300,000.00
15.000.00

.

.

DESCKIPTIOX OF RAILWAY.

Length
Length

of railway line owned
of sidings, switches,

and operated
etc.,

owned

17.97 miles

.

and

operated

I

Total length, computed as single track

.

.23

18.20 miles

Motive power, all electric.
This railway is located in Doyer. Somersworth. and Rochester.

PEOPEK ADDiRESS OF THE COMPANY.

DOVER, SOMERSWORTH & ROCHESTER STREET RAIL\YAY
COMPANY.
60

State Street. Boston. Mass.

KAILROAD COMJSnSSIONERS' REPORT,
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MISCEIaLANEOUS.

NUMBER OF TRACKS
AT CROSSING.

Grade Crossings with Railkoads.

Railroad.

Railway

& Maine Railroad, Worcester, Nashua
& Portland Div., at Main street, Rochester, N. H
With Boston & Maine Railroad, Northern Div., at

With Boston

H

Railroad ave., Rochester, N.

& Maine Railroad, Eastern Div., at CenDover, N. H
With Boston & Maine Railroad, Eastern Div., at
Washington street, Dover, N. H
With Boston & Maine Railroad, Western Div., at
Central ave., Dover, N. H
With Boston
tral ave.,

Total

NAiMES

AND BUSINESS

ADDCRESS OF PRINCIPAL OFFICERS.

Howard

Abel, president, 60 State street, Boston, Mass.; Henry
A. Tenney, vice-president and treasurer, 60 State street, Boston,
Mass.; Harry S. Stone, assistant treasurer, auditor, and clerk of
corporation, Exeter, N. H. Franklin Woodman, general manager,
Haverhill, Mass.; Albert B. Leighton, superintendent, Dover,
;

K

H.
NAilES

AND

BESIDEasrCE OF

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

Abel, Newton Center, Mass.; Henry A. Tenney. EverMass.; Frederick P. Eoyce, Medford, Mass.; Fi-ank N.
ett,
Stearns, Newton, Mass.; Harry S. Stone, Exeter, N. H.

Howard

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing report are full, just, and true.

HOWARD

ABEL,
President.

HENEY

A.

TENNEY,
Treasurer.

FEANKLIN WOODIMAN.
General Manager.

COMMONWEAX.TH OF MASSACHUSETTiS.
Suffolk, ss. Boston, November 13, 1902. Then personally appeared the above-named Howard Abel, president, and on the 14th
day of November, 1902, Henry A. Tenney, treasurer, and Frankgeneral manager of the Hudson, Pelham &
lin Woodman,
Salem Electric Railway Company, and severally made oath that
the foregoing certificate by them subscribed is, to the best of
their

knowledge and

belief, true.

Before me,

REGINALD

H.

JOHNSON,
Notary Public.

REPORT
HAMPTON & AMESBURY

EXETER,

STREET RAILWAY
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE
GENEKAL

ESXHIBIT FOR

THE

30. 1902.

YEiAR.

Gross income from operation
Operating expenses

$227,495.77
179,227.35

.

....

Net income from operation

$48,268.42

Charges upon income accrued during the year:
Interest 'on funded debt
$11,250.00
1,056.47
Taxes
.

.

Rentals of leased railways:
Dover, Somersworth & Rochester,

Beach,

Amesburj-

&:

165.33;

$2,106.25:

Hampton,

$7.-

Haverhill, Plaistow

Newton,

&

&

Seabrook

$16,500.00;

Hampton

$2,402.73:

Plaistow, $399.84

Coupon

interest
June, 1901

.

month

for

&

Haverhill
.

28.574.15

of
937.50

Total charges and deductions from incomie

Net

divisible

income

Dividends declared,

3

41,818.12

stock

$6,450.30
8,250.00

......

per cent on

common

....
....

Deficit for year ending June 30, 1902
of surplus June 30, 1901

Amount

Total surplus June

.

30, 1902

.

$1,799.70
18,744.28

$16,944.58

EARNINGS FROM OPERATION.
Receipts from passengers carried
Receipts from carriage of mails and parcels
.

~
133

$161,508.94
2.800.99
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Receipts

RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.

from rentals of buildings and other

EXETER, HAMPTON & AMESBURY,

.........
.......

other new buildings necessary for operation of
railway
Park and casino
Total additions to property accounts

....

Rebate Electric Storage Battery Co.
Rebate construction

.

to

property accounts for j^ear

GEXERAI. BALANCE SHEET.

$207.85
2,796.81
$26,266.26

$900.00
5,448.61

Total deductions from property accounts

Net addition

135

6,348.61

$19,917.65

RAILROAD commissioners' REPORT.
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Cash and current assets:
Cash
Bills and accounts receivable

.

$24,336.06
8,708.2^

Total cash and current assets

$33,044.28

Miscellaneous assets:

Bond

and issue
furniture, and

sale

Tools,

.

.

.

fixtures

.

$16,875.00
1,292.00

....

Total miscellaneous assets

18,167.00

$576,023.31

Total
LiaMlities.

Capital stock,

common

$275,000.00
225,000.00

Funded debt
Current

liabilities:

Loans and bills payable
Matured interest coupons unpaid
(including coupons due July 1)
.

.

$25,555.04

937.50

Total current liabilities

26,492.54

Accrued liabilities:
Taxes accrued and not yet due
Eentals acei-ued and not yet due
.

....
.....
....
—

N. H. Traction Co.

and

Profit

loss

$211.66
23,199.99
9,125.00
49.54

.

.

.

Total accrued liabilities
and loss balance surplus

Profit

Total

.

.

32,586.19
16,944.58

$576,023.31

.

CAPITAX STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by law, common
Capital stock authorized bj^ votes of company,
.

common
Capital stock i.ssued and outstanding-, common
Number of shares issued and outstanding-, com.

mon
Number
Number
mon
Amount
mon

....

of stockholders, common
of stockholders in New Hampshire,

275,000.00
275,000.00
2,750
10

com-

..........
of stock held in Ncav

275,000.00

Hampshire, com$274,300.00

EXETER, HAMPTON & AMESBUEY,
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mSTDED DEBT.

....
....

First mortgage 20-year g-old bonds:

Rate of interest
Date of maturity

Amount

outstandingInterest paid during- year

$225,000.00
11,250.00

.

VOLUME OF TBAFFIC,

Number

per cent
June, 1910

5

ETC.

of passengers carried during- the year

.

.......
.....

3,227,220

Niimber of passengers carried per mile of railway
track of)erated
of car miles run
Average number of persons employed

Number

42,812
953,1523x^

122

.

This com]3any commenced operation on the
Plaistow & Newton railway May 8.

Haverhill,

EQUIPMENT OWXED.

Box

passeug-er cars equipped for electric

Duplex
Open passenger cars equipped for

power
1

electric

power

......

Total passenger cars of all kinds
Mail car, electric
Number of all above cars with 4 wheels
Number of all above cars with 8 Avheels
Number of electric cars equipped with fenders
Construction, repair, and other work cars
.

.

.

.

Snow plows
Box

freight car
Electric motors

.......

21
29
1

22
8

30
8

4
1

50

DESCRIPTIOX OF EATLWAY.

Length of railway
Length of railway

....

line owned
line held under lease or con-

tract

20,721 miles
54.662

........
........

Total length of railwaj' line owned and
operated
Length of sidings, switches, etc., owned
Length of sidings, switches, etc.. held under lease
or contract
.

Total length of sidings, switches,
and operated

etc.,

75.383 miles
"
.885
1.561

"

owned
2.446 miles

RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT,
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Total length, compnted as single track, owned
Total length, computed as single track, held
under lease or contract

21.606 miles

.

Total

length,

computed

owned and operated
Motive power,

System

.....
.....
as

single

56.223

track,
77.829 miles

all electric.

of electric motive

power used by the company, General

Electric.

This railway is located in Exeter, Hampton, Smithtown, Seabrook, Hampton Beach, Salisbury, Amesbury, Dover, Somersworth, Rochester, Haverhill, Plaistow, Newton, Portsmouth,
Greenland, and Stratham.
iiisceij:.aneous.

NUMBER of tracks
AT crossing.

Grade Crossings with Railroads.
Railroad.

With Boston & Maine Railroad, W., ^. &
at Main street, Rochester, X. H
With Boston & Maine Railroad, Northern

P. Div.,
1

Div., at

Railroad ave., Rochester, N. H
With Boston & Maine Railroad, Eastern Div., at Central ave., Dover, N. H
With Boston & Maine Railroad, Eastern Div., at

Washington street, Dover, N. H
With Boston & Maine Railroad, Western
tral ave.,

Dover, N.

H

With Boston & Maine
Main street, Newton
Total

Div., at Cen-

Hailroad, Western Div., at

Railwav.

EXETEE, HAMPTON

^K:

AMESBURY.
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STATEMENT OF RA.CH ACCIDEXT.

man fell from car. Slight injuries.
women and one man shaken up by rear-

1901.
Drunken
Tvno
21, 1901.
end collision.
July 31, 1901.

July
Juh-

4,

Woman

struck

by cash

Shoulder

register.

bruised.

September

1901.

Wonaan stepped from moving

1901.
1901.

Man had

4,

car.

Slight-

ly bruised.

September
September

5,

10,

hip bruised in rear-end collision.

Woman

stej)ped

from moving

ear.

Back

injured; not serious.

September 17, 1901. Man fell from moving car in changing
Foot crushed by wheel.
September 23, 1901. Woman bruised and shaken up in headon collision of two cars.
September 30, 1901. Man had shoulder bruised. Drove in
front of moving car.
October 2S. 1901. Man shaken up. Drove in front of car and
was struck by same.
October 11, 1901. T^Vo women bruised and shaken up; rearend collision of car.
October 25, 1901. ^lau had face cut, shoulder bruised. Horse
his seat.

frightened at car.

November 6, 1901. Man sprained wrist and leg. Was drunk
standing on track at night.
November 28, 1901. Woman had back injured. Thrown from
moving car while alighting.
Februarj- 10, 1902. Man slightly injured. Horse frightened at
car.

February 12, 1902. Drunken woman sitting beside track at
night struck and badly bruised.
April 11, 1902. Man drove in front of car. Leg bruised.
April 17, 1902. Man standing on running- board leaned over
and struck by pole.
June 9, 1902. Woman stepped from moving car. Slight
bruises.

June

23,

car.

Two

lying alongside the track

dark

Horse frightened and backed into

1902.

men slig'htly hurt. Bruises.
May 25, 1902. Drunken man

foggy night was struck by car and

killed.

PROPER ADDRESS OF THE COMPANY.

EXETER, HA:MPT0N

& AMESBUEY

STREET RAILWAY

COMPANY',
60

State Street. Boston, Mass.

names and business address of principal officers.
Abel, president, 60 State street, Boston, Mass.; Henry

Howard

A. Tenney^ vice-president and treasui'er, 60 State street, Boston, Mass.; Harry S. Stone, assistant treasurer and clerk of
corporation, Exeter, N. H.; Franklin Woodman, general manaHaverhill, Mass.;
Clarence P. Hayden. superintendent,
ger,
Hampton, N. H.

RAILROAD commissioners" REPORT.
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NAMES AND KESIDENCE OF BOARD

Howard

O'FI

DIRECTORS.

Newton

Center, Mass.; Henry A. Tenney, EverFrederick P. Royce, Medford, Mass.; Frank W.
ett, Mass.;
Stearns, Newton, Mass.; Warren Brown, Hampton Falls, N. H.

Abel,

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing report are full, just, and true.

HOWARD

ABEL,
President.

HENEY

A.

TENNEY,
Treasurer.

FEANKLIN WOODMAN.
Qeiwrol Mnnager.

COMMONWEAI/TH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Suffolk, ss. Boston, November 13, 1902. Then personally
appeared the above-named Howard Abel, president, and on the
14th of November, 1902, Henry A. Tenney, treasurer, and Franklin Woodman, general manager of the Hudson, Pelham & Salem
Electric Eailwaj^ Company, and severally made oath that the
foregoing certificate by them subscribed is, to the best of their
knowledge and belief, true.
Before me,
EEGINALD H. JOHNSON,
Notary Public.

:

REPORT
OF THK

HAVERHILL. PLAISTOW & NEWTON
STREET RAILWAY COMPANY
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30,

1902 *

Hampton & Amesbury

[Leased to aud operated by Exeter,

Street

Raihvay Company.]

GENEEAL EXHIBIT FOB THE YEAR.

....

Total income from lease of railway
Interest on funded debt

Surplus for the year ending- June
Total surplus, June 30, 1902

$16,250.00
7,250.00

.

30,

1902

.

GEiTfEBAL

$9,000.00
9,000.00

BALANCE SHEET.
Assets.

Railway

Roadbed and tracks
Electric line construction, includ.

ing- poles, wiring-,

etc
Salaries,

.

.

$103,095.09

feeder lines,
33,642.25

engineering-,

and other

expenses incident to construction

7,806.75

....

Total cost of railwaj' owned

Equipment:
Cars and other rolling stock and vehicles

Land and buildings:
Land necessary for

opei*ation

railway and 'building-s

power
equipment

Electric

of

.

.

$19,500.00

stations, including'

* Began operation

75,600.00

May 8,

1902.

141

$144,544.09

63,625.00

RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
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necessary
building's
operation of railway

Other

for
$2,950.00

.

owned

Total cost of lands and buildings

....

Total permanent investments
and acconnts receivable

Bills

.

Total

$98,050.00

$306,219.09
9,000.00
$315,219.09

Liahiliticf!.

Capital stoclc,

.....

common

Funded debt
Loans and
Profit and

bills

....

payable

loss balance

— svirplus

Total

$159,000.00
145,000.00
11,219.09
9,000.00
$315,219.09

CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock issued and outstanding, common
of shares issued and outstanding', com-

Number
mon
Number
Number
mon
Amount
mon

..........
....
..........
..........
of stockholders, common
of stockholders in New Hampshire,

New

of stock held in

Ham])shii'e,

$150,000.00
1,500
(J

comcom$149,600.00

FUKDED DEBT.
First mortgage. 5 per cent, gold bonds:
Rate of interest
.

.

.

.

.

.

....

Date of maturity
Amount outstanding
Interest paid during year
.

.

.

.

MISCEIXANEOUS.

Grade Crossings with Railroahs.

5

per cent

1, 1921
$145,000.00
7.250.00

.July

HAVERHILL, PLAISTOW & NEWTON.
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DESCRIPTION OF RAILWAY.

Length of railway line owned and operated
Length of sidings, switches, etc., owned and

8.155

.

operated

...

miles

.319

Total length, computed as single track

8.474 miles

Motive power, all electric.
This railway is located in Plaistow and Newton.

PROPEE ADDRESS OF THE

COSXPAJNY.

HAVEEHILL, PLAISTOW & NEWTON STREET RAILWAY
COMPANT.^
GO

NAilES

State Street. Boston, Mass.

AND BUSINESS ADDRESS OF PRINCIPAL

OFFICERS.

Howard Abel, president, 60 State street, Boston, Mass.; Henry
A. Tenney,, vice-president and treasurer, 60 State street, Boston, Mass.; Harry S. Stone, assistant treasurer and clerk of
corporation, Exeter, N. H.; Franklin Woodman, general manaClarence P. Hayden, superintendent,
ger, Haverhill, Mass.;
Hampton, N. H.
NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

Howard

Abel, Newton Center, Mass.; Henry A. Tenney, EverFrederick P. Ilojce, Medford, Mass.; Frank W.
Mass.;
Stearns. Newton, Mass.: Harry S. Stone, Exeter, N. H.

ett,

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the
going report are full, just, and true.

HOWARD

fore-

ABEL,
President.

HENRY

A.

TENNEY,
Treasurer.

FRANKLIN WOODMAN,
General Manager.
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RAILROAD commissioners' REPORT.

Commonwealth of

IVIassachusetts.

Suffolk, ss. Boston, November 13, 1902. Then personally
appeared the above-named Howard Abel, president, and on the
14th of November, 1902. Henry A. Tenney, treasurer, and Franklin Woodman, general manager, of the Hudson, Pelham & Salem
Electric Railway Company, and severally made oath that the
foreg'oing certificate

knowledge and

by them subscribed

is,

to the best of their

belief, true.

Before me,

REGINALD

H.

JOHNSON,
Notary tuhlic.

REPORT
OF THE

HUDSON, PELHAM & SALEM ELECTRIC

RAILWAY COMPANY*
FOE THE YEAE ENDING JUNE

GE!VERAL BALANCE SHEET.

30, 1902.
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RAILROAD commissioners' REPORT,

Other ijermanent property:
Office furniture and fixtures
Canobie Lake Pai-k

....
.

HUDSON, PELHAM & SALEM.

14

1

Motive power, all electric.
This railway is located in Hudson, relham. and Salem.

PROPER ADDRESS OF THE COMPANY.

HUDSON, PELHAM & SALEM ELECTRIC RAILWAY
COMPANY,
60

State Street, Boston, Mass.

NAMES AND BUSINESS ADDEESS OF PRINCIPAL OFFICERS.

Howard

Abel, president, CO State street. Boston, Mass.; Henry
A. Tenney., vice-president and treasurer, 60 State street, Boston, Mass.;
Hariy S. Stone, assistant treasurer and clerk of
corporation. Exeter, N. H.; Franklin Woodman, g-eneral manager, Haverhill, Mass.

NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

Howard

Abel, Newton Center, ^lass. Henry A. Tenney, EverMass.; Frederick P. Royce, Medford. Mass.;
Frank W.
Stearns, Newton, Mass.; Harry S. Stone, Exeter, N. H.
;

ett,

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing report are full, just, and true.

HOWARD

ABEL,
Prcsidtiit.

HENRY

A.

TENNEY.
Treasiinr.

FRANKLIN WOODMAN.
General

M'aiHif/er.

COMJIONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Suffolk, ss. Boston, November 14, 1902. Then personally
appeared the above-named Henry A. Tenney, treasurer, and
Franklin Woodman, general manager, and on the loith of November, 1902, Howard Abel, president of the Hudson. Pelham &
Salem Electric Railway Company, and severally made oath that
the foregoing certificate by them subscribed is, to the best of
their knowledge and belief, true.
Before me,

REGINALD

H.

JOHNSON.
Xotanj Public.

REPORT
OF THE

KEENE ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1902.

GENEEAL EXHIBIT FOE THE YEAR.
Gross income from operation
Operating expenses

$24,256.13
18,470.43

.

Net income from operation

.

.

.

.

$5,785.70

Charges upon income accrued during the year:
$3,000.00
Interest on funded debt
Interest and discount on un1,564.04
funded debts and loans
.

.

.

.

Total charges and deductions from income

Net

Amount

divisible income
of surplus June 30, 1901

$1,221.66
1,627.85

.

Total surplus June

30,

4,564.04

1902

$2,849.51

EARNINGS FROM OPERATION.
Receipts from passengers carried
Receipts from carriage of mails and parcels
Receipts from advertising in cars
.

Gross income from operation

$23,925.55
263.87
66.71
$24,256.13

.

EXPENSES OF OPERATION.
General expenses:
Salaries of general officers and clerks
General office expenses and supplies
Insurance

......

.

Amusements

148

$1,900.00
457.37
458.76
460.25

149

KEENE.

Maintenance of roadway and buildings
Eepairs of roadbed and track

$1

.

Repairs of electric line construction

Removal

of

snow and

Repairs of building's

ice
.

.

...

^Maintenance of equipment:
Repairs of cars and other vehicles
Repairs of electric equipment of cars
.

Transportation expenses:
Cost of electric motive power
Wag-es and compensation of persons em])loyed
.

in

.

.

.

conducting- transportation
for injuries to persons and property
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Damages

Total operating expenses

.

RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
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Cash

$1,033.64

Materials

and

supplies

VOLUME OF TRAFFIC,

Number
Number
Number

ETC.

....
....

of passengers carried during- the year
of round trips run

of car miles run
Average number of persons

employed

.

KEENE.

NiTiaber of

151

above cars with 4 wheels
cars equipped with fenders

all

.

.......
.......

Number of electric
Snow plows
Electric motors

20

DESCRIPTION OF RAILWAY.
Leug-th of railway line owned and operated
Leng-th of sidings, switches, etc.. owned and

operated

(i."2S

.........

mile&
"

.24

Total length, computed as sing'le track

6.52 mile.«

MISCEJjLANEOXS.

number of tkacks
at crossings.

Grade Cuossings with Railroads.

^^___
i

Railway.

Railroad.

I
I

With Boston & Maine Railroad

at

Keene

"

South Keene

4

1

13

j

"

"

"

"

Total

1

'

2

7
I

Motive power,

all electric.

System of electric motive power used by the company. General
Electric Company.
This railwaj' is located in the city of Keene and the town of
Marlborough, N. H.
STATEiiEjsrr

or each accident.

August 3, 1901. Man jumped from moving car and was
cut and shaken up.

slightly

PROPER ADDRESS OF THE COMPANY.

THE KEENE ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
Keeke, N. H.

names and business addlress of pkincipal officers.
Uaniel E. Cole, president, Keene, N. H.; George E. Whiting,
treasurer, 178 Devonshire street, Boston, Mass.; George A. Litchfield, auditor, Keene, N. H.; Frank H. Whitcomb, clerk of corporation, Keene, N. H.; Charles H. Hersey, general counsel.
Keene, N. H.; Thomas T. Robinson, general manager, 178 Devonshire street, Boston, Mass.; Jolin H. Jennings, superintendent,
Keene, N. H.

RAILROAD commissionp:rs' report.
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NAMES AND KESIDENCE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Daniel R. Cole, Keene, N. H.; George A. Litchfield, Keene,
N. H. John H. Jennings, Keene, N. H. Charles 0. ^Vhitney,
Marlborough, N. H.; Frederick N. Tirrell. Hyde Park, Mass.;
George E. Whiting, Hyde Park, Mass.; Thomas T. Tfobinson,
Dedham, Mass.
;

;

We hereby certify that the statements contained
going report are full, just, and true.
DANIEL

in the tore-

COLE.

R.

Presldeiif.

GEORGE

E.

JOHN

JENNINGS,

WHITING,
Treasxrer.

H.

Superin ten den t.

State of

New

Hampshire.

Chbshiee, ss. September 15, 1902. Then personally appeared
the above-named John H. Jennings and made oath that the foregoing certificate by him subscribed is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, true.
Before me,

CHARLES

H.

HERSEY,

Justice of the Peace.

Commonwealth of MASSACHrsETTS.
Suffolk, ss. Boston, September 2, 1902. Then personally appeared the above-named George E. Whiting and made oath that
the foregoing certificate by

knowledge and

belief,

him subscribed

to the best of his

is,

true.

Before me,

CHARLES

E.

STANWOOD.

Justice of the Peace.

State of

New

Hampshire.

Cheshire, ss. Se]3tember 19, 1902. Then personally appeared
the above-named Daniel R. Cole and made oath that the foregoing certificate by him subscribed is. to the best of liis knowl-

edge and belief,
Before me,

true.

CHARLES

H.

HEKSKY.

Justice of the Peace.

REPORT
<>E

THK

LACONIA STREET RAILWAY
FOE THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

190'J.

30,

GENEEAL EXHIBIT FOR THE YEAR.
Gross income from operation
Operating expenses

Net income

.....

from operation

....

$22,365.74
19,084.62
$3,281.12

Chai'ges upon income accrued during" the year:
$2,67.5.00
Interest on funded debt
unInterest and discount on
1.777.02
funded debts and loans
.

.

.

.

Taxe.'^

7:53.7.5

Total charges and deductions from income
Deficit for 3-ear

Amount

of deficit

5,185.77

ending June 30, 1902
June 30. 1901

Total deficit June

EARXIXG.S

$1,904.65
3,149.61

.

30.

$5,054.26

1902

FROM OPERATION.

Receipts from passengers carried
Receipts from rentals of buildings
property
Receipts from advertising in cars

.........
.

.

Gross income from operation

.

.

.

and other
.

.

.

$21,492
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RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS RErOKT

Maintenance of roadway and building.s:
Repairs of roadbed and track
.

Repairs of electric line construction

Removal of snow and
Repairs of building's

ice

.

loo

LACONIA.

.....

Electric poAver stations, including

equipment

Other buildings necessai'v
operation of raihva}'

.

10,643.54

.

.........

Total cost of lands and buildings

Tenements

$55,287.72

for

Total permanent investments

Cash and current assets:
Cash
Bills and accounts receivable

—

....

....
.

$66,981.26
10,600.00

$219,759.44

$220.40
2,575.20

.

Total cash and current assets
furniture
Profit and loss balance deficit

Office

owned

.

.

.

Total

2,795.60
488.29
5,054.26
.$228,097.59

TJdbHitics.

Capital stock,

common

Funded debt
Loans and bills payable

......
......

Total

$100,000.00
90.000.00
38,097.59
.$228,097.59

CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by law, common
Caj)ital stock authorized by votes of company,
.

.........
..........
..........

common

Capital stock issued and outstanding", common
Xumber of shares issued and outstanding, com.

mon
Number
Xumber
mon
Amount
mon

common
Xew Hampshire, com-

of stockholders,
of stockholders in
of stock held in

Xew

$100,000.00
100,000.00
100,000.00
2,000
36

Hampshire, com$65,500.00

FrNDED DEBT.
mortgage bonds:
Rate of interest
Date of maturity
Amount outstanding
Interest paid during year

First

5 per cent
^[av 1, 1919

$90,000.00
2.675.00
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VOLUME OF TRAFFIC,

ETC.

LACONIA.
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PROPKR ADDKESS OF THE COMPANY.

LACONIA STREET RAILWAY,
Laconia, X. H.

NAMES AND BUSINESS ADDKESS OF PRINCIPAL OFFICERS.
Harry L. Pierce, president, Leominster, Mass.; Edmund Little,
treasurer, Laconia, N. H.; Edwin C. Lewis, auditor, Laconia,
N. H. George P. Munsey, clerk of corporation, Laconia, N. H.;
Harry L. Pierce, general manager, Leominster, Mass.; Lewis S.
Pierce, superintendent, Laconia, N. H.
;

NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Albert G. Folsom, Samuel B. Smith, Charles F. Stone, Edmund
Laconia, X. H.; Harry L. Pierce, Leominster, Mass.

Little,

We hereby certify that the statements contained
going report are full, just, and true.

HARRY

L.

in the fore-

PIERCE,
President.

EDMUND

LITTLE,
Treasurer.

L.

S.

PIERCE,
Superintendent.

State of

New

Hajjpshire.

Belknap, ss. August 12, 1902. Then personally appeared the
above-named Edmund Little and L. S. Pierce, aud sevei'ally made
oath that the foregoing certificate by them subscribed is, to the
best of their knowledge and belief, true.
Before me,

GEORGE

P. MUNSEY,
Justice of the Peace.

Common^vealth of ^Massachusetts.
Worcester, ss. August 2:^, 1902. Then personally appeared
the above-named Harry L. Pierce and made oath that the foregoing certificate by him subscribed is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, true.
Before me,

EDMUND

P. HADLEY,
Justice of the Peace.

REPORT
OF THK.

MANCHESTER STREET RAILWAY
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

1902.

30,

GENERAL EXHIBIT FOR THE YEAR.
Gross income from operation
Operatino- expenses

$235,171.76
183,333.80

.

Net income from operation

....

$51,837.96

Charges npon income accrued during" the year:
$12,500.00
Interest on funded debt
on unInterest and discount
2,557.12
funded debts and loans
5.100.00
Taxes
.

.

.

.

Total charges and deductions from income

Net

divisible

.....

income

Dividends declared,

6

per cent on

Surplus for year ending June
of surplus June 30, 1901

Amount

Total surplus June

.

30,

1902

common

stock

....
....

30,

1902

.

20,157.12

$31,680.84
31,230.00

$450.84
5,280.36

$5,731.20

EARNINGS FROM OPERATION.
Receipts from passengers carried
Receipts from advertising in ears

.

.

Park receipts
Gross income from operation

158

.

$228,586.75
999.96
5,585.05
$235,171.76
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MANCHESTER.

EXPENSES OF OPEEATIOK.
General expenses:
Salaries of general officers and clerks
General office expenses and supplies
Legal expenses
Insurance
Fuel and water
Printing and advertising
Park expense

$6,808.37
8,960.89
1,710.22
11,163.19
507.64
2,548.64
8,172.57

....
.

Maintenance of roadway and buildings
Repairs of roadbed and track
Repairs of

Removal

of

line
and ice

electric

snow

4,538.90
2,823.82
2,584.87
663.68

construction

Repairs of buildings

Maintenance of equipment:
Repairs of cars and other vehicles
Repairs of electric equipment of cars

8,503.66
0,919.24

.

Transportation expenses:
Stable expense
Cost of electric motive power
Wages and compensation of persons employed
in conducting transportation
Damages for injuries to persons and property
Oil and grease
Rentals of buildings and other property
Other employees
.

......

.

Total operating expenses

....

2,620.44
50,394.60

52,297.15
794.60
668.21
7,572.50
4,080.61

$183,333.80

PROPERTY accounts: ADDITIONS AND DEDUCTIONS
DURING THE YEAR.
Extension of railwaj' and tracks

New

electric line construction

$52,162.45
12,081.54

Total additions to railway
Additional cars
Electrical

....

equipment of same

.

Total additions to equipment
Additional land necessary for
railway
Massabesic park

$64,243.99
$41,528.02
28,403.93

....

.........
.......
operation

Total additions to property accounts

.

69,931.95

of
890.82
314.75

$135,381.51

:

KAILROAD commissioners' REPORT.
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GEIfEjBAL

BALANCE SHEET.
Assets.

Railway

Roadbed and tracks
Electric line construction, including poles, wiring, feeder lines,
etc.

......

MANCHESTER.
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EQUIPMENT OWNED.

Box passenger
Open pasenger

cars equipped, for electric
cars equipped for electric

Total passenger cars of

Number
Number
Number

all

kinds

power
power

.

of all above cars with. 4 wheels
of all above cars with 8 wheels
of electric cars equipped with fenders
Construction, repair, and other work cars
.

.

.

........
.......
.

Snow plows

31
57

48
40
87
2

Electric sweepers

6
3

Horse plows
Horses

3

2

Harnesses, double,

single, 3;

total

6

emergency wagon,

150
4

3;

Electric motors
2

tower wagons,

1

1 sleigh

.

DESCRIPTION OF KAIL WAY.

Length of railway line owned and operated
Length of second track owned and operated
Length of sidings, switches, etc., owned and
.

.

operated

27.315 miles
"
5.286
1.993

Total length, computed as single track

MIgCEI.T.ANEOTTS.

GRADE Crossings with Railroads.

'•

34.594 miles

RAILROAD commissioners' REPORT.
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Motive power,

System of
head trolley.
Miles of

all electric.

electric

new

motive power used by the company, over-

electric railway in i)rocess of construction,

30, 1902, 1.3.

ACCIDENTS TO PEBSONS.

June

MANCHESTEK.

XAiTES
S.

a:s^d

163

business addeess of principal officers.

Eeed Anthony, president, Boston, Mass.; P. L. Saltonstall,

treasurer, Boston. ;Mass.; A. Xickerson, auditor, Boston, Mass.;
D. A. Taggart, clerk of corporation and general counsel, Manchester, X. H.; J. Brodie Smith, general manager, Manchester,
X. H.; William E. Maloney, superintendent, Manchester, N. H.
.

We hereby certifj- that the statements contained in the foregoing report are full, just, and true.
PHILIP

L.

SALTONSTALL,
Treasurer.

J.

BEODIE SMITH.
General Manager.

State of

Xew

Hampshire.

Hillsborough, ss. September 12, 1902. Then personally appeared the above-named J. Brodie Smith and made oath that the
foregoing certificate by him subscribed

knowledge and

is,

to the best of his

belief, true.

Before me,

HENRY

M.

PUTNEY,

Justice of the Peace.

COMMOXWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Suffolk,
I^eared the

Boston, September 8, 1902. Then personally apss.
above-named Philip L. Saltonstall and made oath that

the foregoing certificate by him subscribed

knowledge and

is,

to the best of his

belief, true.

DANIEL

P. SNOW,
Justice of the Peace.

REPORT
OF THE

NASHUA STREET RAILWAY
FOR THE YEAE ENDING JUNE

30, 1902.

GENKRAL EXHIBIT FOR THE YEAR.
Total income from lease of railway

$500.00

Amount

of dividends paid under lease directly to
stockholders of the Nashua Street Eailway by
Boston & Northern Street Eailway, successor

.........

to lessee

......

Gross income

Salaries and maintenance of organization

Net

divisible

income

Dividends declared,

5

per cent on capital stock

Surplus for the year ending- June

Amount

of surplus

Pi'emium on bonds

30, 1902

......

June

Total surplus June

30,

1901

30,

.

1902

15,000.00

$15,500.00
500.00
$15,000.00
15,000.00

nothing$12,063.36
562.50

$12,625.86

PROPERTY accounts: ADDITIONS AND DEDUCTIONS
DURING THE YEAR.

New
ery,

electric
etc

power

Park equipment

stations,

including- machin-

........

Net addition to property accounts for year

164

$109.41
5.00

$104.41

:

:
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NASHUA.

GEXEP.AT-

BALANCE SHEET.
Assets.

Eaihvay

Koadbed and tracks

'.

.

.

$336,654.45

Electric line construction, includinsT poles, wiring-, feeder lines.
34,979.27

etc.

Total cost of railway owned

....

$371,633.72

Ekjuipment
Cars and other rolling stock and
vehicles
of same

and

electric

equipment

Horses
Other items of equipment
Total cost of equipment

.

.

$60,229.24
100.00
3,113.23

owned

Land and buildings:
Land necessary for operation

63,442.47

of
$24,566.72

railway

power
equipment

Electric

stations, including
20,077.65

Total cost of lands and buildings owned

Other permanent property:
Office furniture and fixtures
Park equipment
Signal system

....

Total

cost

owned

.

$423.62
66.54
1,201.54

........

of

permanent

other

Total permanent investments
and accounts receivable

44,644.37

property

....

Bills

Total

1,691.70

$481,412.26
500.00
$481,912.26

Liaiilities.

Capital stock,
Funded debt

common

......

Current liabilities:
Loans and bills payable
Boston & Northern Street Railway lease account
.

.

.

$500.00

.

.

10.625.26

$300,000.00
150,000.00

.

RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
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&

Boston

Northern Street Rail-

way property account

.

....

Total current liabilities
and loss balance surplus

—

Profit

8,161.14

.

19,286.40
12,625.86

Total

$481,912.26

CAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock authorized by law, common
Capital stock authorized by votes of company,

$32.5,000.00

.

.........
..........
..........

common

300,000.00
300,000.00

Capital stock issued and outstanding, common
Number of shares issued and outstanding-, com.

mon
Number
Number
mon
Amount
mon

of stockholders, common
of stockholders in New Hampshire,
.

.

.

New

of stock held in

.

3,000

130

.

.

com-

.

70

.

Hampshire, com$124,300.00

MISCEIXANEOrS.

NUMBER OF TRACKS
AT CROSSING.

Grade Crossings with Railroads.*
Railroart.

With Boston & Maine

R. R.,

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

Railway

W. N. & R. Div., at Main St.
"
N.

t%

Temple

"

A.

i)iv.,

St.

atMainSt..

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

Keene

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

N.

"

"

"

"

Southern Div., HoUis St

"

"

"

&

Temple

St.

Main

St...

Temple

St...

Div., at

A. Div., at Alden

St.

Total

*

Number of

crossings at which frogs are inserted in the tracks,

S.

of electric motive power used by the company, general
overhead trolley.
This railway is located in Hudson and Nashua.

System
electric,

;

NASHUA.
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FUNDED DEBT.
mortgage bonds:
Rate of interest
Date of maturitj'
Amount outstanding

First

Interest paid

by

4 jDer

Oct.

1,

cent
1931

$1.50,000.00

lessee.

RAILROAD OWNED.

Length of railway line owned
Length of second track owned
Length of sidings, switches, etc.,

14.12 miles
.75

o^^^led

Total length, computed as single track

PROrER ADDRESS OF THE

"

.63

15.50 miles

COSIPAKl'.

NASHUA STEEET RAILWAY,
CuKRiERj Building, Nashua, N. H.

NAMES AND BUSINESS ADDRESS OF PRINCIPAL OFFICERS.
John A. Fisher, president, Nashua, X. H.; Joseph H. Goodspeed.
treasurer, Boston, Mass.; D. Dana Bartlett, auditor, Boston,
Mass.; John P. Goggin, clerk of corporation, Nashua, N. H.;
George B. French, general counsel, Nashua, N. H.; E. C. Foster,
general manager, Boston. Mass.

NA5IES

AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

John A. Fisher, Nashua, N. H. John P. Goggin, Nashua, N, H.
Joseph H. Goodspeed, Boston, Mass.; Patrick F. Sullivan, Lowell,
Mass.; George A. Fernald, Boston, Mass.
;

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing report are full, just, and trvie.
JOHN

A.

FISHER.
President.

J.

H.

GOODSPEED,
Treasurer.

E. C.

FOSTER,
Ge)ieral

Mnnager.
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RAILROAD commissioners' REPORT.

Commonwealth of Massachxtsetts.
Suffolk, se. Boston, September 11, 1902. Then personally
appeared the above-named John A. Fisher, J. H. Goodspeed, and
E. C. Foster, and severally made oath that the foregoing certificate by them subscribed is, to the best of their knowledge and
belief, true.

Before me,
D.

DANA BARTLETT,
Justice of the Peace.

:

REPORT
OF THE

PORTSMOUTH & EXETER STREET
RAILWAY COMPANY*
[Leased to and operated by the Exeter,
Street Eaihvay

Hampton & Amesbury

Company.]

FOE THE YEAK ENDING JUNE

30. 1902.

GENERAX EXHIBIT FOR THE YEAR.
Total income from lease of railway
Interest on funded debt
.

Total surplus June

.

.

$16,250.00
7,250.00

.

1902

30,

$9,000.00

GENERAX, BALANCE SHEET.
Assets.

Railway-

Roadbed and tracks

.

.

.

$119,062.54

Electric line construction, including poles, wiring, feeder lines,
3,686.42

etc.

....

Interest accrued during construction of railway
Salaries, engineering, and other
expenses incident to construction

Total cost of railway owned

8,125.00

6,296.00

....

$137,170.56

Equipment:
Cars and other rolling stock and
vehicles
Electric equipment

of

same

.

Total cost of equipment owned

Rail waj-

under construction.

169

$2,974.41
3,209.34
6,183.75

EAILROAD COMMISSIONERS llEPOET.
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Land and buildings:
Land necessary for operation
railway and rig'hts of way
Other Ijuildings necessary
operation of railway

of
$8,38.89

for
G46.06

.

....

Total cost of lands and buildings owned
Office furniture

and fixtures

Total permanent investments

$1,484.95
21.54

$144,860.80

.

Cash and current assets:
Bills and accounts receivable
Other cash and current assets

$9,000.00
151,053.74

Total cash and current assets

160,053.74

Total

$304,914.54
Liabilifics.

Capital stockj

Funded debt
Loans and
Profit and

....

common

$150,000.00
145.000.00
914.54
9,000.00

bills jjayable
loss balance
surplus

—

.

Total

$304,914.54

OAPITAL STOCK.
Capital stock issued and outstandings, common
Number of shares issued and outstanding-, com-

..........
..........
.

mon
Number
Number

mon
Amount

of stockholders, common
of stockholders in New Hamp.shire,
.

of stock held in

New

mon

.

.

.

$150,000.00
1,500
8

com2

Hampshire, com$149,400.00

FUNDED DEBT.
First mortgage gold bonds:
Rate of interest
Date of maturity

Amount

5 per cent
July 1, 1921

outstanding

Interest paid daring year

$145,000.00
.

7,2.50.00

POm'SMOUTH

.^-

EXETER.
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DESCRIPTION OF RAILWAY.
11.980 miles

of railway line owned and to be operated
Leng-th of sidings, s^^^tches, etc., owned and to
be operated

Length

.

.

.

.25G

.

.

Total length, computed as single track

"

12.236 miles

.

Motive power, to be electric.
This railway is to be located in Portsmouth, Exeter, Greenland,
and Sfratham.

PROPER ADDRESS OF THE

COJIPAIS'Y.

PORTSMOUTH & EXETEE STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,
60

State Street. Boston, Mass.

names and business address of principal officers.
Abel, president, 60 State street, Boston, Mass.; Henry

Howard

A. Tenney^ vice-president and treasurer, 60 State street, Boston, Mass.; Harry S. Stone, assistant treasurer and clerk of
Franklin Woodman, general manacorj)oration, Exeter, N. H.
Haverhill, Mass.;
Clarence P. Hayden, superintendent,
ger,
Hampton, N. H.
;

NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD

OFi

DIRECTORS.

Howard

Abel, Newton Center, Mass.; Henry A. Tenney, EverMass.;
Frederick P. Royce, Medford, Mass.; Frank W.
Stearns, Newton, Mass.; Harry S. Stone, Exeter, N. H.

ett,

We

herebj^ certify that the statements contained in the fore-

going report are

full, just,

and

true.

HOWARD ABEL,
President.
HENRY A. TENNEY,
Treasurer.

FRANKLIN WOOD^IAN,
General Manager.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Suffolk, ss. Boston, November 14, 1902. Then personally
appeared the above-named Henry A. Tenne,y, treasurer, and
Franklin Woodman, general manager, and on the 15th of November, 1902, Howard Abel, president of the Hudson, Pelham &
Salem Electric Railwa.y Company, and severally made oatli that
the foregoing certificate by them subscribed is, to the best of
their knowledge and belief, true.
Before me,

REGINALD

H. .70HNS0N,
Notari/ Piililh:

*

REPORT
OF THK

PORTSMOUTH ELECTRIC RAILWAY=^
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE
[Owned and operated by the Boston

&

30, 1902.

Maine Railroad.]

GENERAL EXHIBIT FOR THE YEAR.
Gross income from operation
Operating expenses

$59,203.90
54,506.92

Total surplus June 30, 1902, included in Boston & Maine Railroad account

EARNIJN^GS

$4,696.98

FROM OPERATION.

Receipts from passengers carried
Receipts from carriage of mails and parcels
Receipts from advertising in cars
.

.

Gross income from operation

$58,429.06
474.84
300.00
$59,203.90

.

EXPENSES OF OPERATION.
General expenses:
General office expenses and supplies
Legal expenses
Insurance

....
.....
....

Maintenance of roadway and buildings:
Repairs of roadbed and track

.....
......

Repairs of electric line construction

Removal

of

snow and

Repairs of buildings

.

ice

Maintenance of equipment:
Repairs of cars and other vehicles, and repairs
of electric equipment of cars
Other expenses

....
.......

$17.13
568.77
635.63

5,071.75
1,422.03
523.94
505.06

5,675.72
808.26

This road was built as a brancL ol the Eastern Division, operating over
the principal streets in the city of Portsmonlh ind Ihrotigh tlio towns of
Rje and North Hnmpton.
•
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PORTSMOUTH,

Transportation expenses:
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VOLUME OF TRAFFIC,

Number
Number

ETC.

of passengers carried during- the year
of ijassengers carried per mile of railway
track oiserated
Number of round trips run
Number of car miles run
Average number of persons employed

851,161

.

.....

46,410
52,822
360,088
40

...

EQUIPMENT OWNED.

Box passenger cars equipped
Open passenger cars equipped
Total passenger cars of

all

for electric
for electric

power
power

kinds

.......

Mail cars, electric
Number of all above cars with 4 wheels
Number of all above cars with 8 wheels
Number of electric cars equipped with fenders
Construction, repair, and other work cars
Snow plows

.

........
.

10
11

21
21
11
10
21
1
1

DESCRIPTION OF RAILWAY.

Length
Length

of railwaj^ line owned
of sidings, switches,

operated

and operated

.........
etc.,

18.34 miles

owned and

Total length, computed as single track

ACCIDENTS TO PERSONS.

.94

19.28 miles

PORTSMOUTH.
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STATEAIEXT OF EACH ACCIDENT.

Oilman ^';^rl•ell. Eye; team struck by ear and Varthrown out; sustained considerable injurj'.
July 24, 1901. G. G. Lougee, Portsmouth, corner Middle and
Coiirt streets r team caught in narrow jjlace and he was thrown
out and injured.
October 30, 1901. Child of W. Shuttlesworth, Portsmouth,
Islington road; picked up by fender. Injui'ies about head.
July 19, 1901. Mrs. Annie Bickford, Portsmouth, corner Dover
and Islington streets; thrown by stepping- off car before it
stopped. Elbow said to have been injured.
August 14, 1901. Conductor G. E. Lydston, Portsmouth, Bartlett street; struck bj- a f)ole while collecting fares and knocked
.liily 2, I'JOl.

rell

insensible.

Henry Lytle, North Hampton, Fogg's Corhave fallen from rear step while trying to board
car and to have received injuries.
February

1,

1902.

ner, claims to

Motive power,

System of

all electric.

electric

motive power used by the company, direct

current, 500 volts.

This railway

located in Portsmouth, Eye, North

is

Hampton,

and Eve Beach station.

PROPER ADDRESS OF THE COMPANY.

BOSTON & MAINE EAILEOAD,
Boston,

NAMES and

BUSINEsSS

JNIass.

ADDRESS OF PRINCIPAI. OFFICERS.

Lucius

Tuttle, president, Boston, Mass.;
T. A. Mackinnon,
first vice-president and general manager, Boston, ^lass.; Herbert
E. Fisher, treasurer, Boston. INfass.; William J. Hobbs, comptroller and general auditor, Boston, Mass.; William B. Lawrence,
clerk of corporation, Boston, Mass.; W. T. Perkins, superintendent, Boston, Mass.; A. F. Howard, assistant superintendent,

Portsmouth, N. H.

NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Lucius Tuttle, Boston, Mass.; Lewis Cass Ledyard, New York,
N. Y. Samuel C. Lawrence. Medford, Mass.; Henry M. Whitney,
Brookline, Mass.; Eichard Olney, Boston, Mass.; Heniy F.
Dimock, New York, N. Y.; A. \Y. Sulloway, Franldin, N. H.;
William Whiting, Holyoke, Mass.; Joseph H. White, Brookline,
Mass.; Charles M. Pratt. New York, N. Y.; Walter Hunnewell.
Wellesley, Mass.; Alexander Cochrane, Boston, ^fass.; Henry E.
Eeed, Boston, Mass.
;
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We hereby certify that the statements contained
going report are full, just, and true.

in the fore-

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
President.

HERBERT

E.

FISHER,
Treasurer.

First

T. A. MACKINNON,
Vice-President cmd General Manager.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Suffolk, ss. Boston, Mass., September 24, 1902. Then personappeared the above-named Lucius Tuttle, Herbert E. Fisher,
and T. A. Mackinnon, and severally made oath that the foregoing
certificate by them subscribed is, to the best of their knowledge
and belief, true.
Before me,
ally

A.

WETHERELL DRAPER,
Justice of the Peace.

:

REPORT
SEABROOK & HAMPTON BEACH
STREET RAILWAY COMPANY
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE
[Leased to and operated by the Exeter,

30, 1902.

Hampton & Amesbury

Street Railway Company.]

GENERAL EXHIBIT

I-

OR THE YEAR.

Total income from, lease of railway
Interest and discount on unfunded debts and
loans
.

Total surplus June

30,

1902

.

.

.

.

$5,250.00
2,250.00

$3,000.00

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
Assets.

Railway
Roadbed and tracks

.

$83,866.66

Electric line construction, including poles, wiring, feeder lines,
etc

22,025.75

engineering, and other
expenses incident to construction

3,900.00

.

.

Salaries,

....
....

Total cost of railway owned
Other buildings necessary for
railway

operation

Total permanent investments
and accounts receivable

Bills

Total

$109,792.41

of
150.00

$109,942.41
3,000.00
$112,942.41

It

I
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Liabilities.

Capital stock,

common

Funded debt
Loans and bills payable
Profit

and

loss balance

— surplus

$50,000.00
45,000.00
14,942.41
3,000.00

....

Total

$112,942.41

CAPITAI, STOCK.
Capital stock issued and outstanding', common
of shares issued and outstanding, com-

$50,000.00

.

Number

....

mon

500

.

Number
Number

of stockholders, common
of stockholders in New Hampshire,

mon
Amount
mon

of stock held in

New

6

com-

Hampshire, com$49,600.00

FUNDED DEBT.
mortgage gold bonds:
Rate of interest
Date of maturity
Amount outstanding
Interest paid during year

First

5 per cent
July 1, 1921

$45,000.00
2,250.00

DESOEIPTION OF EAILWAY.

Length
Length

of railway line owned and operated
of sidings, switches, etc., owned

5.533 miles

and

operated

.271

Total length, computed as single track

This railway
Beach.

is

"

5.804 miles

located in Smithtown, Seabrook, and

Hampton

PROPER ADDRESS OF THE COMPANY.

SEABROOK & HAMPTON BEACH STREET RAILWAY COMPANY.
60

State Street, Boston, Mass.

SEABROOK & HAMPTON BEACH.
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NAMES AND BUSINESS ADDRESS OF PRINCIPAL OFFICERS.

Howard Abel, president, 60 State street, Boston, Mass.; Henry
A. Tenney,, vice-president and treasurer, 60 State street, Boston, Mass.; Harry S. Stone, assistant treasurer and clerk of
corporation, Exeter, N. H.; Franklin Woodman, general manager,
Haverhill, Mass.;
Clarence P. Hayden, superintendent,
Hampton, N. H.
NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

Howard

Abel, Newton Center, Mass.; Henry A. Tenney, EverFrederick P. Eoyce, Medford, Mass.; Frank W.
Mass.;
Stearns, Newton, Mass.; Harry S. Stone, Exeter, N. H.
ett,

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing report are full, just, and true.

HOWAED

ABEL,
President.

HENKY

A.

TENNEY,
Treasurer.

FRANIOilN WOODiMAN,
General Manager.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Suffolk, ss. Boston, November 13, 1902. Then personally
appeared the above-named Howard Abel, president, and on the
14th day of November, 1902, Henry A. Tenney, treasurer, and
Franklin Woodman, general manager of the Hudson, Pelham &
Salem Electric Eailway Company, and severally made oath that
the foregoing certificate

knowledge and
Before me,

their

by them subscribed

is,

to the best of

belief, true.

REGINALD

H.

JOHNSON,
Notary PuUic.

REPORT
SPRINGFIELD ELECTRIC RAILWAY

COMPANY
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1902.

6ENEEAI, BALAJSrCE SHEET.
Assets.

Roadbed and tracks
Received for rental

....
....

$12,000.00
1.00

$12,001.00

Total
Liabilities.

Capital stock,

common

$12,000.00

Paid clerk and treasurer's expenses
Total

1.00

$12,0^1.00

PROPER ADDRESS OF THE COMPANY.

SPRINGFIELD ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
Charxestown, N. H.

names and business address of principal officers.
Nathaniel G. Brooks, president, Charlestown, N. H.; James A.
Hunt, vice-president, Charlestown, N. H.; Frank W. Hamlin,
treasurer, Charlestown, N. 11.; W. R. Sheldon, J. A. Hunt, auditors, Charlestown, N. H.; Frank W. Hamlin, clerk of corporation,
Charlestown, N. H.; Edward C. Crosby, general manager, Springfield,

Vt.

180
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SPRINGFIELD.

NAME

AjSTD

residence OF BOAEB OF DIEECTOES.

Nathaniel G. Brooks, James A. Hunt, Frank W. Hamlin, Williami
K. Sheldon, Charlestown, N. H.; Edward C. Crosbv, Springfield,
Vt.

We hereby certify that the statements contained in the foregoing report are full, just, and true.
N. G.

BEOOKS,
President.

FRANK

W. HAMLIN,
Treasurer.

EDWARD

C.

CROSBY,
General Manager.

State of

New

Hampshire.

Sullivan, ss. July 2J, 1902. Then personally appeared the
above-named Nathaniel G. Brooks, president, Frank W. Hamlin,
treasurer, Edward C. Crosby, general manager, and severally
made oath that the foregoing certificate by them subscribed is,
to the best of their knowledge and belief, true.
Before me,

FRED

H.

PERRY,

Justice of the Peaxx.

PART

IV.

PETITIONS, OKDERS, AND FINDINGS

:

PETITIONS, OEDERS,

AND

FINDINGS.

STKEET EAILWAY CROSSIXGS IX CONCORD, PEMBROKE,
AXD ALLEXSTOWN.
To the Board of Railroad Commissioners
Respectfully represents the Concord & Montreal Railroad, a
corporation duly established according to law, and having its
principal place of business at Concord, Xew Hampshire, that on
March 15, 1901. it was ordered, adjudged, and decreed by the
supreme court for the state of Xew Hampshire, that the public
good requires that said Concord & Montreal Railroad build an
extension and branch oi' branches to its steam railroad, to be
operated by electricity as the motive power, with suitable sidetracks, spurs, and turnouts, the same to be of standard gauge,
to wit, a distance between the rails of four (4) feet and eight
and one-half (81/^) inches; and that the public good requires the
building of said extension and branch or branches over the
routes set forth and recommended in the report of the railroad
commissioners to said supreme court, dated March 13, 1901, from
the intersection of Main and Pleasant streets in Concord, through
said Concord, the towns of Bow, Pembroke, Allenstown, and
Hooksett, and the citj- of Manchester, and the towns of Londonderry, Litchfield, and Hudson, to an intersection with Lowell
street, in said Hudson: and that, in the construction of said
extension and branch or branches upon the routes indicated,
there will be occasion to lay tracks of said extension and branch
or branches across the tracks of the steam railroad of said
Concord & Montreal Railroad at several points or places, which
Mill be hereinafter

more

fully described.

Concord & Montreal Railroad, respectfully requests that your board consent, in writing, to the construction or laying of said tracks across said steam railroad at
the following places and points, viz.: over the main and side
tracks of the main line of the South Division in Water street.
Concord, by a bridge over the steam tracks; over the main track
of the Suneook Branch on and near the bridge over the Merri-

Your

mack

petitioner, the

river at

Bow

Junction, at grade: over the side track lead-
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ing to the Webster Mill in Main street, Pembroke, at grade; over
the main track of the Suncook Valley Branch in Main street,
Allenstown, at grade.

CONCORD & MONTREAL RAILROAD,
By Benjamin

A. Kimball,
President.

June

24, 1901.

State of
In

New Hampshire.

Board of Railroad Commissioners.
Concord, January

17, 1902.

The Concord & Montreal Railroad having petitioned this board
for its consent ini writing to the construction at grade of crossings by its electric street railvs^ay tracks over its steam railway
tracks at the following places and points: over the main and
side tracks of the main line of the South Division in Water
street. Concord, by a bridge over the steam tracks; over the
main track of the Suncook Branch on and near the bridge over

the Merrimack river at Bow Junction, at grade; over the side
track leading to the Webster Mill in Main street, Pembroke, at
grade; over the main track of the Suncook Valley Branch in
Main street, Allenstown, at grade.
And the mayor of Concord and the selectmen of Pembroke and
Allenstown having consented to such crossings the consent
praj'ed for

is

herebj^ granted.

HENRY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissvoners of

New EampsMre.

CROSSING PROTECTION AT EAST KINGSTON.
To

the

Board

of Railroad

Commi^smmers :

The Boston & Maine Railroad respectfully represents that at
the last annual town meeting of the town of East Kingston
it was voted that gates be erected or flagmen be placed at Gray's
Crossing, so called, and at Sanborn's Crossing, so called, in said
town o* East Kingston, said crossings being on the road of your
petitioner. And your petitioner further represents that said

crossings at the present time are and long have been adequately
protected, as it is informed and believes, and require no additional
protection, and it therefore prays your honorable board to make
an examination of said crossings and for a decision of the ques-

AND FINDINGS.
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whether or not the public good requires any

furthei' or

PETITIONS, ORDERS,
tion

additional protection at said crossings or any other change to

be made thereat, and for such other and further
be just.

relief as

may

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD,
By

its

attorney,

Oliver E. Branch.
Dated July

6,

1901.

State of

New

Hampshire.

In Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Concord, December

23, 1901.

In the matter of the appeal of the Boston & Maine Railroad
from the vote of the town of East Kingston requiring gates or
flagmen at Sanborn's and Gray's crossings in that town, a hearing was had at the town house in East Kingston Tuesdaj^ December 17, 1901, when the corporation was represented by its superintendent and attorney, and the selectmen and some citizens were
present. An examination of the crossings and the testimony
given showed that both the crossings are upon cross roads that
are little used; that one of them is seldom broken out in winter
and the other is frequently left blocked with snow for days after
a storm; that no accident or narrow escape from one has occurred at either crossing in forty-four years; that the only
persons who were instrumental in procuring the vote of the town
are not interested enoug-h in it to attend the hearing and that
no one else asks for or desires that gates or iiagmen be stationed
at either place.

There are few crossings in the state so open and safe and

we find that neither the proposed change nor any
manded by the public good.

other

is

de-

HENRY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissioners of

New Hampshire.

CROSSING PROTECTION AT WARREN.
To the Board

The Boston

of

&

Railroad Commissioners :

Maine Railroad,

Concord & Monmeeting of the town

lessee of the

treal Railroad, represents that at a special

of Warren, held on the 24th day of October, 1901, it was voted
that the Concord & Montreal Railroad be required to erect and
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maintain gates at a point where Main street crosses the railroad track at a jjoint a few rods south of the store of G. E. Smith
& Company and opposite the steam sawmill of William R. Park,
Jr. A copy of said vote was received by the Concord & Montreal Railroad on the 30th day of October, 1901.
The Boston .& Maine Railroad, therefore, respectfully petitions
that the board of railroad commissioners make an examination
of said crossing and render a decision of the question whether
the public good requires the chang-e proposed, or anj^ other
change to be made, and respectfully prays the board to make
such an order in relation thereto as in their opinion the public
good requires.
BOSTON & ]yiAINE RAILROAD,

By
FeajSTK

CoNCOBD, N.

H.,

December

4,

State of

New

its
S.

counsel,

Stkeeter.

1901.

Hampshiee.

In Boaed; of Raileoad CoMinssioNEES.

CoNCOED,

The Boston & Maine Railroad having

May

31, 1902.

petitioned the board for

an examination of the grade crossing near Park's Mill on Main
street in the village of Warren, and a decision of the question
whether the public good demands the protection of said crossing by gates as required by a vote of the town of Warren at a
special meeting held October 24, 1901, or any other change, after
due notice a hearing was had at the passenger station in Warren
May 21, 1902, when and where the railroad was represented by
its superintendent and counsel and the town by its selectmen,
and all parties offering- testimony or arguments were heard.
The crossing in question is near the station upon a broad,
level street Avhich to the south runs nearly parallel and near to
the railroad over which it crosses diagonally. The view of the
railroad is unobstructed from the approaches below the crossing.
Above it is interfered with hj buildings in the angle formed
by the track and the street. No injurj^ to persons or property
has ever been caused by an accident on this crossing and the
narrow escapes mentioned at the hearing- were with one exception bj^ teams heavily loaded with lumber which were stuck upon
the bare ground between the rails in winter when there was sledding outside the railroad location. As the drivers of these teams
drove upon the track in time to have passed safely if they had
not been stuck, gates would probably not have kept them off.

PETITIONS, ORDERS,

AND FINDINGS.
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Only four citizens appeared to support the requirement of the
of these had to be sent for. During- the hearing it

town and one

developed that

the

unsatisfactory conditions

at

Warren are

mainly due to an unfortunate controversy between the two villages or two sections of the village which are separated by the
Eecently the corporation rebuilt the station, reconstructed and greatly bettered the yard, and proposed to make
other improvements about the crossing which included the re-

railroad.

of tracks on which wood and timber are piled between
the railroad and the traveled portion of the highway, a change
in the highway so as to make the crossing shorter, and a transfer
of a part of the yard to a location above, which it is admitted
would lessen at least one fourth the heavy travel over the crossing'.
But the co-operation of the town was necessarj^ to do this
and while it is admitted by all that it should be done the above
mentioned division between the villages has thus far prevented
a vote in its favor.

moval

The principal reason given for expecting accidents at this
crossing was that helping engines which have been up the hill
with loads often follow regnilar trains back so closely that people wait for these trains to pass and when they have passed
naturally conclude the track is clear and drive ahead without
looking to see that engines are following. We think there is
reason in this and we recommend that all helping engines in
following trains be kept at least ten minutes behind themi.
Another suggestion is that freights pass the crossing at a much
higher rate of speed than the rules allow or is safe. If this be
so it should at once be corrected. With these changes in the
running of locomotives and the co-operation of the town in carrying- out the railroad plans referred to we think this crossing
will be one of the safest of the one thousand grade crossings in the
state, and that no other change will be necessary for the protection of people exercising ordinary care, which all are boiind to
exercise in the use of highways over which railroads necessarily
and legally pass.

HEXRY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SAXBOEX,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissmiers of

New Hampshire.
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CENTKAL-STEEET CROSSING WHISTLE IN MANCHESTER.
Boston, December

9,

1901.

Honorable Board of Railroad Commissioners of the State of
Netc nampsJiire:

To

flic

—

Gentlemen, The Boston & Maine Railroad respectfully asks
that your honorable board excuse its trains from sounding
crossing whistle for Central-street crossing in Manchester, N. H.
It

has not been the custom to whistle for this crossing, and
a private way.

it

is also

Yours

trulj^

W.

E.

BEAN,

Superintendent.

GRANITE-STREET CROSSING WHISTLE IN MANCHESTER.
Boston, December

9,

1901.

To the Hon arable Board of Railroad Commissioners of the State of
New Hampshire:

—

Gentlemen, The Boston & Maine Railroad respectfully prays
your honorable board to grant permission for the discontinuance of crossing w^histle for Granite-street crossing, Manchester,
N. H., by regular north-bound passenger trains which make a
stop at passenger station, the sounding of whistle by all extra
and freight trains to continue as at present.
Yours truly,

W.

E.

BEAN,

Superintendent.

State of
In

New

Hampshiee.

Board of Railroad Commissioners.
Concord, December

The Boston

&

16, 1901.

Maine Railroad having petitioned the board

for the discontinuance of whistling at certain grade crossings,
and having satisfied us that it is unnecessary at those crossings,
it is voted and ordered that there shall be no whistling for the

by north-bound passenger trains which
stop at the passenger station for the Granite-street crossing in
Manchester; that one whistle only shall be sounded for the two
crossings located about sixty feet apart in Pittsfield and one
only for the two crossings located about forty feet apart in
Central-street crossing, or

:

PETITIONS, ORDERS,

AND

FINDINGS.
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Barnstead, the one whistle for each of these places to be sounded
eighty rods from the crossing- first reached.

HENRY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissioners of Neic Hampshire.

GRADE CROSSING IN BERLIN.
To the Board of Railroad Commissioners

The Berlin

Street Railway

Company,

a corporation authorized

to construct, maintain, and operate a street railway

from a point
near the pumping station of the Berlin Water Company in Berlin Mills Village in Berlin, New Hampshire, to a point near the
public water fountain at the intersecti9n of Main and Exchange
streets in the village of Gorham in the town of Gorham, New
Hampshire, respectfulh^ represents that in constructing, maintaining, and operating said street railway it will be necessary to
cross at grade a branch of the Grand Trunk Railway system

known

as the Berlin Mills branch at a point where the same
crossed by Main street in the city of Berlin.

is

Wherefore the said Berlin Street Railway Companj' prays that
may be granted the consent in writing of the board of railroad commissioners to make the crossings above specified.
it

THE BERLIN STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,
By Daley & Goss,
Its Attorneys.

GRADE CROSSING IN BERLIN.
To the Board of Railroad Commissioners:

The Berlin

Company, a corporation authorized
and operate a street railway from a point
Kear the pumping station of the Berlin Water Company in Berlin Mill? Village in Berlin, New Hampshire, to a point near the
public water fountain at the intersection of Main and Exchange
streets in the village of Gorham in the town of Gorham, New
Hampshire, respectfully represents that in constructing, maintaining, and operating said street railway it vdll be necessary to
cross at grade the railway of the Glen Junction Transfer Company at a point where the same is crossed by Main street in the
Street Railway

to construct, maintain,

cit}-^

of Berlin.

:
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Wherefore the said Berlin Street Railway Company prays that
may be granted the consent in writing" of the board of railroad commissioners to make the crossings above specified.
it

THE BERLIN STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,
By Daiey & Goss,
Its Attorneys.

State of

New

Hampshire.

In Board of Railroad CommissK)NERs.

Concord, December

17, 1901.

In the matter of the petitions of the Berlin Street Railway
Company for the consent of the railroad commissioners in writing to the construction of grade crossings over a branch of the
Grand Trunk Railway, known as the Berlin Branch, at a point
where the same is crossed by Main street, in the city of Berlin,
and over the railway of the Glen Junction Transfer Company
upon Main street in said Berlin, it having been made to appear
that it is impracticable to construct crossings otherwise than at
grade at these places the consent of the commissioners is hereby
granted as prayed for upon the following conditions:
That said crossing over the Grand Trunk Railway shall be constructed by the said Grand Trunk Railway, and said crossing over
the Glen Junction Transfer Company Railway by said Glen Junetion Transfer Company, both at the expense of the Berlin
Street Railway.
That such protection of said crossings as shall be adjudged
necessary shall be provided as ordered by the board, at the joint
expense of the corporations named as it may be apportioned.
HENRY M. PUTNEY,

EDWARD

B.

FRANCIS

C.

S. SANBORN,
FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissho-ners of

New

Hamps-hire.

MANCHESTER STREET RAILWAY STOCK.
To

the

New

Eonorahle Board of Railroad Commissioners of the State of

H amps-hire

Respectfully represents the Manchester Street Railway, a corporation duly established by law and doing business at Manchester, in the county of Hillsborough, by its directors hereto
subscribed, that by the terms of its charter it was authorized to
issue three hundred fifty thousand dollars ($350,000) of stock;

,
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that by a previous order of your board said corporation was
authorized to issue seventy-one thousand dollars ($71,000)
beyond the amount fixed and limited by its said charter; that
at the present time its capital stock is legally established at
four hundred twenty -one thousand dollars ($421,000), the full
amount whereof has been paid into its treasury in cash; that
recently, and since its capital stock was fixed at four hundred
twenty-one thousand dollars ($421,000), it has built extensions
to its lines, erected overhead constructions, added electrical
equipment and rolling stock, and made other permanent improvements on account of which it now has a floating debt of one
hundred twenty-three thousand two hundred twenty-four and
seventy-eight one hundredths dollars ($123,224.78); that for the
purpose of serving the public efficiently it proposes to add other
rolling stock and equip the same at an expense of twenty-six
thousand dollars ($26,000) that at a meeting of the stock;

holders, legally called for that purpose and held at said Manchester on December 30, 1901, it was voted unanimously to increase

stock to the extent of one hundred forty-nine thousand
hundred dollars ($149,300) beyond the amount as now
fixed and established, as aforesaid, and for the purposes aforesaid, subject to the approval of your honorable board.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that after notice and hearing
it may be authorized by an order of your board to increase its
capital stock to the extent of one hundred forty-nine thousand
three hundred dollars ($149,300) beyond the amount as now
fixed and established for the purposes aforesaid.

its capital

three

PHILIP
S.

L.

SALTONSTALL,

KEED ANTHONY,

WALTER

M. PARKER,
BRODIE SMITH,
DAVID A. TAGGART,
J.

Directors.

Dated December

31, 1901.

State of

New

Hampshire.

In Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Concord, February

15, 1902.

In the matter of the petition of the Manchester Street Railway, asking the approval of the board to the issue of one hundred
forty-nine thousand three hundred dollars ($149,300) of the
capital stock of said corporation beyond the amount as now
fixed

and established.
13
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Due and sufficient notice thereof having- been given, a hearing
was had upon said petition at the office of the chairman in
Manchester on the first day of February, 1902, at 11 o'clock in the
forenoon, at which hearing all of the commissioners being present, the petitioner appeared by its counsel, treasurer, general
manager, and other officers, and presented its evidence, statements, and arguments before the board, and no one appeared
prayer of the petition.
appeared to the board, after full investigation and hearing,
that said Manchester Street Railway is authorized by its charter
in opposition to the

It

and amendments thereto to issue capital stock
three hundred fifty thousand dollars ($350,000)

amount of
that bj^ a previ1900, said railway was
to the

;

ous order of this board, dated May 21,
authorized to issue seventy-one thousand dollars ($71,000) of
capital stock

beyond the amount fixed and limited by

its

its

said

charter and amendments thereto; that at the present time its
capital &tock is legally established at four hundred twentj'-one

thousand dollars

($421,000), all of which has been issued; that
the stockholders of said corporation at a meeting legally called
and hold en on December ,^.0, 1901, unanimously voted to increase
its capital stock to the extent of one hundred forty-nine thousand

three hundred dollars (149,300) beyond the amount now fixed and
established, as aforesaid, for the purposes set forth in said
petition.
It further

was

fixed

appeared to the board that since said capital stock

and limited at four hundred twenty-one thousand

dollars ($421,000) as aforesaid, said corporation has built exten-

and added elecequipment and rolling stock, and has made other permanent improvements on account of which it now has a floating
debt of one hundred twenty-three thousand twenty-four and
seventy-eight one hundredths dollars ($123,024.78) that to provide
for the accommodation of the public and to facilitate its business said corporation proposes to add other rolling stock and to
equip the same at an expense of twenty-six thousand dollars
sions to its lines, erected overhead constructions,
trical

;

($26,000).

Now,

therefore,

it

being deemed and voted by the board, after
that the sum of one hundred

uiie consideration of the premises,

forly-nine thousand two hundred fifty dollars ($149,250) in
money, or the issue of so much capital stock as will realize when
issued, as hereinafter provided, the sum of one hundred fortynine thousand two hundred fifty dollars ($149,250), is reasonably
requisite in addition to the stock heretofore authorized to enable
said corporation to carry out the j)urposes set forth in said
petition so far as the same are hereinafter set forth and ap-
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proved, it is ordered that the board approve the issue of nine hundred ninety-five (995) shares of capital stock in addition to the
capital stock heretofore fixed
1.

It is

made

and limited.

from the proceeds
hundred twenty-three

a condition of this order that

of the sale of said stock the

sum

of one

thousand two hundred fifty dollars ($123,250) shall be applied
to the extinguishment of said floating debt created as set forth
in

said petition.

That the balance of said proceeds, viz., twenty-six thousand dollars ($26,000) shall be used for the purchase of new rolling stock and equipping the same.
3.
All of said new shares shall be offered proportionately to
the stockholders of said corporation, giving said stockholders the
right to subscribe and pay in cash for the same at not less than
the market value thereof, which the board herebj' determines to
be one hundred fifty dollars ($150) per share.
4.
All shares of stock not subscribed for by the stockholders
as aforesaid shall be sold at public auction either by the brokers'
board in the city of Boston, Mass., or at the oifice of said corporation in said Manchester, as the directors of said corporation may
direct by proper vote. If sold in said Boston notice of the time
and place of sale shall be published in the "Daily Mirror and xVmerican," a newspaper published in said Manchester, and in the "Boston Daily Advertiser" and the "Boston Morning Journal," newspapers published in said Boston, five times at least during the
ten days immediately preceding the sale. And if sold in said
Manchester, by piiblication of notice in the same manner in the
"Daily Mirror and American" and in the "Manchester Daily
Union," newspapers published in said Manchester, and in the
"Daily Monitor," a newspaper published in said Concord.
5.
No more of the shares of said capital stock hereby authorized shall be issued or sold as aforesaid than will realize the
sum of one hundred forty-nine thousand two hundred fifty
dollars ($149,250) in money, and all of said shares shall be issued
and sold in accordance with the provisions of law imder which
2.

the same are issued.

HENEY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissioners.
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GRADE CROSSING IN MANCHESTER.
To

the

Board

of

Railrmtd Commissiloners:

&

Maine Railroad respectfully represents that it
a side track from its Portsmouth branch in
Manchester, across Valley street, at grade, to and upon the premises of the East Side Company, for the purpose of furnishing
improved facilities to said East Side Company in its business of
manufacturing shoes. Plans of said proposed side track are
hereto attached and made a part hereof.
Wherefore, your petitioner praji-s for the consent of your honorable board to the construction of said track across said Valley

The Boston

desires to build

street,

at grade, as proposed.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD,
By

its

attorney,

Oliver E. Branch.
Dated at Manchester, N.

State of

H., this 6th

New

day of January,

1902.

Hampshire.

In Board of Railroad CoMMiSiSiroNERs.

Concord, January

The Boston

13,

1902.

&

Maine Railroad having petitioned this board for
its consent to the construction of a crossing at grade over
Valley street in Manchester for the purpose of affording side
track facilities to the East Side Company, and the city of Manchester, having by its board of mayor and aldermen, assented
to such crossing the consent prayed for

is

granted.

HENRY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRAinOIS
RaAJ/road

C.

Commissimwrs

FAULKNER,
of Netv

Hampshire.

DISCONTINUANCE DOVER, SOMERSWORTH & ROCHESTER
STREET RAILWAY.
tJie Board of Railroad Commissifmers:
The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company,

To

lessee of the Dover, Somersw^orth

&

Rochester Street Railvs^ay

Company, and the said Dover, Somersworth & Rochester Street
Railwray Company, respectfully represent that a part of the railway line of said Dover, Somersworth & Rochester Street Railway Company now operated by said lessee, comprising a loop

AND
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FINDINGS.

county of Strafford and state
Hampshire, runs and extends through a part of said
Rochester, as follows: Commencing on Main street at the main
line and thence running through Main, Pine, Cleveland, Washington, Union, and Wakefield streets, the distance being about
one and one half miles in all, that said loop cannot be operated
from December 1 to May 1 in each year without loss to the lessee
line in the citj' of Rochester, in the

of

New

operating it.
Wherefore, the petitioners praj' that you authorize them to
discontinue the operation of said loop in Rochester during the
period from your decision on this petition to June 1, 1902, and
that thej- be thereafterw^ards authorized to discontinue the
operation of said loop from October 1 to June 1 in each year,
until further order of your honorable board.

THE EXETER, HAMPTOX & AMESBURY STREET RAILWAY
COMPAXY,
Bj'

SAiTUEL

W^. EilERY,

Its Attorney.

THE DOVER, SO:\IERSWORTH & ROCHESTER STREET

WAY

RAIL-

COINIPANY,

By Samuel W. Emery,
Its Attorney.

State of

Xew

Hampshire.

In Board of Railroad Commissioxers.

CoxcORD, January-

30,

1902.

The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company,
lessee of the Dover, Somersworth & Rochester Street Railway,
having petitioned the board for authority to discontinue the operation of a portion of its road in Rochester during the winter
months, and having satisfied the board that such portion of the
road cannot be operated without heavj' loss in the winter, is
authorized to discontinue the running of its cars from the date
hereof until June 1, 1902, upon that part of the loop so called
beyond Strafford square on Main street.
HEXRY M. PUTXEY.

EDWARD
FRANCIS
Bail/road

SAXBORX,
FAULKXER,

B. S.
C.

Commissmners

of

New Hampshire.
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GKAND TKUNK IMPKOVEMENTS AT BERLIN.
Mt. Forest Street Grade Crossing, Green Street Underpass,

AND Depot

in Beklin.

To the Railroad Commissioners of the

The

city of Berlin in said state,

by

f^tate of

New Hampshire:

duly instructed,
complains against the Grand Trunk Railway, having a railroad in
said city, and says that there is a certain underpass in said city,
known as the Green-street underpass, situated in the compact
part of said city, on Green street, so called; that the same is
situated at an angle so that it is impossible to see through the
its solicitor,

same

to any extent, and that the same is so narrow and so constructed as to be dangerous to the safety of the public using the
same. Wherefore the said city prays that a hearing may be had
and that said railroad may be ordered to change the angle of the

said underpass and widen the same so that the public safety
not be endangered.

may

THE CITY OF BERLIN,
By WrLi^iAM

H. Paine,

City Solicitor.

Dated January

7,

1902.

To the Railroad Commissioners of the State

The

by

of

New

Ea/mpshire:

duly instructed, complains
against the Grand Trunk Railroad, having a depot and railroad in
city of Berlin,

its solicitor,

and says that said depot, situated in said city, is unfit
and inadequate to accommodate the needs of the public and
that the tracks of said railroad are so situated with reference
to the approach to said depot as to render it unsafe and dangerous for the public to reach the same. Also that the trains
and cars of the said railroad are so controlled and managed
about and on a certain crossing south of said depot, known as
the Mt. Forest-street crossing, that the same is dangerous and
said city,

unsafe for the public to use the same.
Wherefore, said city prays that the said commissioners will
order a hearing on the above petition, that said depot may be
removed or changed and the approaches to the same may be
rendered safe, and that the cars and trains of the said railroad
used over and upon said Mt. Forest-street crossing may be so
governed and controlled that the public safety may not be endangered.
William H. Paine,
City Solicitor of the City of Berlin.

Dated January

7,

1902.

PETITIONS, ORDERS,
State of
Ix

Xew
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Hampshire.

Board of Railroad

CoiiiiissioxERS.

Co^-coRD, April 23,

Due notice having been
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190;i.

was had upon both
the foregoing petitions at city hall in Berlin on the 19th day of
March, at which hearing all the commissioners were j^resent,
the city was represented b}^ counsel and several of its officials,
and the Grand Trunk Railway by its counsel and engineer.
After examining the depot, freight yards, and crossings, and
hearing the testimonj'^ of several witnesses, it became evident
given, a hearing

many

engineering probdefinite plans
and propositions on the part of the railroad and have them duly
ccnsidered bj' the citj'. Further hearing on both petitions was,
therefore, adjourned to April 22, at the office of the board in
Concord.
At the last named time and place the railroad appeared by
counsel and the city hj its mayor, solicitor, and a special committee of its city councils. The railroad presented plans and
specifications of changes and improvements which, although
involving a large expense, it was willing to make. These included a ne^v depot, the removal of the freight track on the east
of the depot, the removal of the freight house and freight yards
to a point fuithc-r east, the widening of the Green-street underpass to thirty-five feet, and the construction of a subway which
would take the travel from ilt. Forest street and result in abolishing that grade crossing. These plans had been submitted
to the city councils, but on account of the expense of taking land
and building or rebuilding highways made necessary by the work
proposed by the railroad they had been rejected and the special
committee was appointed and instructed to oppose their recommendation by the board. A compromise plan, which included
the widening of the Green-street underpass, the new depot, the
removal of the freight barn, and the changes in the freight
house and jards as first proposed, but omitted the subway and
retained the Mt. Forest grade crossing, was then proposed by the
city and accepted and agreed to by the railroad.
Ir. the opinion of the board the first proposition would have
secured to the people of Berlin the greater fai'ilities for their
large and increasing business and more permauont relief from
the dangers and inconveniences of which they have for a long
time justly complained. But on account of the limited powers
of the board and the agreement made to the satisfaction of tli'-

that, as the situation involved

lems, further time

was needed

in

difficult

which

to

make
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the- board approves the second plan and recombe carried out.

parties concerned,

mends

thai

it

HENRY :M. putney,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Railroad Commlssimiers of

New Hwmpshire.

PETITION FOR CHARTER FOR DOVER & ELIOT STREET
RAILWAYS
State of
To

tJic

New

Hampshlre.

Bvireme Court:

The Dover & Eliot Street Railway, a provisional corporation,
duly established under the general laws of the state of New
Hanrpshire, and having its principal office at Dover, in the county
of Strafford, in said state, respectfully represents that the public
good requires that it constrvict, maintain, and operate a street
railway in Dcver, in said Strafford county, with convenient single and double tracks, beginning at a point on Franklin Square,
in said Dover, said point being fifty feet westerly from the easterly curbstone in said square, and sixty feet southerly from the
southerly line of Broadwaj', extended westerlj' into said square,
a distance of fifty feet from said curbstone; thence southerly
along Franklin Square and parallel to the above described curbstone to a point opposite the •westerly end of Chajjel street;
thence easterly along said Chapel street to Portland street; thence
northeasterly along said Portland street to Rogers street;
thence southerly along said Rogers street to Cocheco street;
thence easterly along said Cocheco street to the westerly end of
the Dover and Eliot bridge. The angles in the above described
line to be connected by suitable curves. Also to construct and
maintain such side tracks and turnouts as may be necessary, and
to erect and maintain in and upon such streets and highways,
poles, wires, and all other necessary appliances to operate said
railway by electricity supplied by means of a single overhead
line or conductor or any motive power other than steam.
The gauge of said railway shall be of standard width throughout, to wit, of the distance between the rails of four feet eight
and one-half inches.

The said railway, its branches and turnouts, are to be constructed in a first-class manner, and equipped with all the modern
appliances.
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said railway will be about
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two and one half

miles.

The

cost of said railway, branches, and turnouts

is

estimated

to be twenty-five thousand dollars.

Wherefore, said Dover & Eliot Street Railway prays that you
determine the question whether the public good requires the
construction, luaintenance, and operation of said railway and
turnouts, and if it is determined that the public good (does so
require, you will also determine whether the public good requires that they shall be constructed upon the route proposed,
and if not, that you will fix the route upon which they may be
constructed, and for such, further order and relief as may be just.
will

DOVER & ELIOT STREET RAILWAY,
By its attorneys,
John Kivel & George T. Hughes.
John Kivei.,
Georof T. Hughes,
Solicitors for Petitioner.

State of

Supreme Court.

Xew

Hampshire.
Novehuber Session.

1901.

appearing to said court that sufficient notice of the foregoing petition/ has been given, and that all the provisions of section 10, chapter 156 of the Public Statutes have been complied
with, it is ordered that said petition be referred to the railroad
commissioners to report the facts bearing upon the petition as
provided by chajjter 1.56 of the Public Statutes and chapter 27 of
the Pamphlet Laws of 1895, and any other laws of said state
pertaining 1o the subject matter of said petition.
It

Attest:

A.

J.

SHURTLEFF,
Clerk.

February 20, 1902.
To the Board of Railroad Commissioners of New Hampshire:
The I>over, Somersworth & Rochester Street Railway Company
and the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railwaj^ Company,
withdraw all objection to the jietition of the
Dover & Eliot Street Railway- Company now pending before you
and join in asking that the prayer of the petition be granted.
The Dover, Somersworth & Rochester Street Railway does not
nor does its lessee desire to build the street railwa.y asked for
in the petition of the Dover & Eliot Street Railwa.y Company.
Very truly yours,
Samuel W. Emery,
Attorney for Dover, Somersicoi th d- Roclicster Street Railaay and
Exeter, Hampton d Amesbitri/ Street Railway Company.
its lessee, herebj'^
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State of
Tx

New

Hampshire.

Board of Railroad

CommisS'IONEes.

Concord, Februarj^

26, 1902.

To the Supreme Court:

In the matter of the petition of the Dover & Eliot Street Railthat it may be determined whether the public g-ood
requires the construction of a street railway from Franklin
Square in Dover to the boundary line of Maine at the Eliot
bridge, which petition was referred to the railroad commissioners
with an order for a finding' of facts bearing upon the question,
due notice having been given, a hearing was had at the
court house in Dover Thursday, December 12, 1901, at 11 o'clock
in the forenoon, and an adjourned hearing at the office of H. M.

way asking

Putney in Manchester Monday, December 16, 1901, when and
where said petitioning corporation appeared bj' its i^resident
and counsel, and the Dover, Somersworth & Rochester Railway
by its president and counsel, and all competent testimony and
arguments offered were received and considered. The followingfacts were established:
The legislature of 1889 granted a charter to the Union Street
Railroad Company and gave it power to construct, luaintain, and
operate a street railway upon a number of specified streets in
Dover and Somersworth and "also over and upon such other
streets, highways, and bridges in said city of Dover and in said
town of Somersworth as may be necessary for the public accommodation, and to lay branches or side tracks over and upon any
street, highway, or bridge in said city and in said town, and to
erect and maintain in and upon any such street, hig'hway, or
bridge poles and wires and all necessary appliances to operate
said road by electricity supplied by means of a single overhead
line or conductor or any motive power other than steam." This
corporation acquired and for a series of years operated a railroad from Sawjer's Alills in Dover to Somersworth.
In 1901 the legislature chartered the Dover, Somersworth &
Rochester Street Railway Company and authorized it to acquire
by purchase all the properties and rights of the Union Electric
Company and the Rochester Street Railroad Coiupany, which
it immediately did.
Since that time said Dover, Somersworth &
Rochester Street Railway Company has constructed and is now
operating in addition to the Union line an electric railway
through and from the city of Rochester to a junction with its
road from Dover to Somersworth, making a connection between
the three cities and a loop about a mile and a half long in the
city of Dover.
It has now twenty miles of track, which with its
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leased for 99 years

Hampton & Aniesburj' Railway.
summer of 1901, Governor John F. Hill

to the Exeter,

In the

mined

of

Maine

deter-

he could secure the necessary charters to construct an
electric railway from York Harbor through his native town of
Eliot to the New Hampshire line at Eliot bridge across the
Salmon Falls river and thence over that bridge and to Franklin
Square in Dover. In pursuance of this purpose he organized a
provisional corporation in Maine and another called the Dover
& Eliot Street Railway in New Hampshire, also acquired a large
interest in the Portsmouth, Kitterj^ & York Railway and made
a contract with it by the terms of which the cars upon his proposed road could run over the Portsmouth, Kittery & York track
from York Corner to York Beach, and purchased a majority of
the stock and assumed the $1,300 debt of the corporation that
owned the Eliot bridge, which is a toll bridge. But he has not
obtained a charter or any right to construct a road from the
bridge to York Corner,' and he declares emphatically that if he is
not permitted to build in Dover to Franklin Square he will
if

abandon the enterprise.
October 3, 1901, he filed in the name of the Dover & Eliot
Street Railway corporation the petition under consideration,
which is in effect a request for a charter for the Dover section
upon the route described therein, but at the hearing moved
to substitute for this route another which all parties in interest
agree is preferable, as it is about five hundred feet shorter, runs
for nearly half the distance through private land on which a
right of way has been secured, and has in no place a grade of
more than five per cent, w-hile that upon the other is in sections
as

much

as thirteen per cent.

Soon after the Dover, Somersworth & Rochester Railway applied
to the city government of Dover for a location upon the same
route, and a hearing was appointed December 9, 1901, but on
that day was adjourned to December 30, 1901, to await the action
of the commissioners. At the hearing before them on December
12 the Dover, Somersworth & Rochester appeared as a remonstrant, its contention being that under its charter it had the
right to build a road wherever one was needed in Dover; that
it was able, willing, and ready to build to Eliot bridge whenever it would be met hj one from York; that having so built
it would execute a contract to allow the use of its tracks
and overhead construction from the bridge to the central part of
the city by the Dover & Eliot upon the same terms that are
prescribed in the contract between Governor Hill and the Portsmouth, Kittery <S: York from York Corner to York Beach, or upon
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any terms that the railroad commissioners may prescribe, and
that being thus able, •willing, and readj^ to furnish all needed
facilities it is entitled to

be protected in the territory covered

by its charter against an invasion by, outside partes.
The distance from Franklin Square in Dover to the Eliot bridge
is about two and three fourths miles and from the bridge to
York Corner about nine and a half miles, making twelve and one
fourth miles. At present communication by rail between Dover
and York is via Portsmouth, a distance of about eighteen miles.
Dover is a city of fourteen thousand people, is closely connected
vdth Somersworth and Rochester, which have sixteen thousand
more. The York seacoast is a popular summer resort, and the
town of York has a permanent population of about two thousand eight hundred. Between York and Dover on the line of the
proposed road the territory is sparsely settled. Such a road
would undoubtedly have a large through business during the
summer and would accommodate the permanent residents in
York and Eliot the year round. It would be expected to divert
some of the trade which now goes to Portsmouth to Dover.
That it would be folly for any corporation to build either the
section in Maine or the one in New Hampshire unless that in
the other state is to be built to the boundary line is apparent
and is conceded by all.
At the close of the hearing at Manchester, counsel for both
parties requested that the case might be continued, which was
done, and subsequently the Dover, Somersworth & Rochester
and its lessee, the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury, bj^ counsel.
filed with the board a withdrawal of all opposition and joined
the Dover & Eliot in the petition of that corporation.
The Dover, Somersworth & Rochester having thus abandoned
the ground it maintained during the hearing and surrendered
its charter right to build an electric railway in Dover from
Franklin Square to the Eliot bridge, the board, finds that the
public good demands the construction of such railway by the
Dover & Eliot corporation if the proposed road from York Harbor in Maine to Eliot bridge materializes, upon the amended
or substitute route described as follows:
Beginning at a point on Franklin Square in Dover, N. H., 50
feet from the curb line on the east side of the square and 60 feet
southerly from the southerly side line of Broadway extended
westerly and running thence south 22° 23' east 215.5 feet on
Franklin Square; thence on a cvirve to the left, whose radius is
80 feet, lOfj.S feet to a point on Chapel street; thence north 81°
20' east along Chapel street 412 feet; thence north 86° 51' east
along Chapel street 351 feet; thence on a curve to the left, whose
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a jDoint on Portland street; thence
along Portland street 382 feet to a point opposite Essex street; thence north 65° 44' east along Portland street
700 feet; thence north 64° 31' east along Portland street 448.7
feet; thence on a curve to the right, whose radius is 80 feet, 130.5
feet to a point on a proposed street; thence south 22° east
along said proposed street 246.3 feet; thence on a curve to the
left, whose radius is 316.5 feet, 276.2 feet; thence south 72° east
.'479.6 feet; thence on a curve to the right, whose radius is
583.5 feet, 336.1 feet; thence south 39° east 184.4 feet; thence on
a curve to the left, whose radius is 816.5 feet, 378.6 feet; thence
on a curve to the left, whose radius is 1,063.76 feet, 312.2 feet;
thence south 82° 23' east 320.5 feet; thence on a curve to the
right, whose radius is 1,432.69 feet, 401.8 feet; thence south 66°
19' east 297.7 feet; thence on a curve to the right, whose radius
is 5,545 feet, 400 feet; thence south 62° 11' east 461.9 feet; thence
on a curve to the left, whose radius is 2,865 feet, 845 feet; thence
south 79° 05' east 1,466:5 feet; thence on a curve to the right,
whose radius is 1,146.3 feet, 759 feet; thence south 41° 09' east
3,053 feet; thence on a curve to the right, whose radius is 1,146.3
feet, 445.6 feet; thence south 18° 43' east 560.4 feet; thence on a
curve to the left, whose radius is 400 feet, 156.3 feet; thence
south 41° 06' east 255.4 feet to the New Hampshire end of the

radius

is 800 feet, 310 feet to

north 64°

40' east

Eliot bridge.

HENRY At. PUTNEY,
EDWAED B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER.

Ra ilroad Com m issioners.

PETITION FOR CHARTER FOR DOVER & PORTSMOUTH
STREET RAILWAY.
To the Supreme Court:
Respectfully represents the Dover & Portsmouth Street Raila provisional street railroad corporation, duly
established under the laws of the state of New Hampshire, that
twenty-nine persons, twenty-six of whom are residents of said
state, have associated themselves together by written articles
of agreement for the purpose of forming a corporation to construct, maintain, and operate a street railway under the corporate name aforesaid; that the gauge of said proposed street
railway is to be four feet, eight and one half inches, and the
route thereof will be fourteen miles long and is as follows:

way Company,
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Beginning in the city of Dover, in the county of Strafford, in
on Central avenue, at the present terminus on said
avenue of the track of the Dover, Somersworth & Rochester
Street Eailwaj^ and thence running in said Dover through and
along said Central avenue to the Back River road and through
and along the Back River road to the line between Dover and
the tow^n of Madbury; thence through and in said Back River
road in the towrn of Madbury to the line between Madbury and
the town of Durham; thence through and along said Back River
road in the town of Durham to the Durham shore abutment of
the old Piscataqua bridge; thence over and upon said abutment
and across the waters of the Piscataqua river lying between said
abutment and Goat island, to Goat island; thence across Goat
island by the former Piscataqua Bridge road and across the
w^aters of the Piscataqua river lying between Goat island and the
Newington shore of said river to the abutment of said Piscataqua
bridge on the Newington shore; thence along and over said abutment and in the same general course through land of Woodbury
Langdon to the northerly terminus of the highway leading to
Fox Point in said Newington; thence along and in said last
said state,

named highway to the intersection in
highway and of the highway leading

Newington of said
Portsmouth and
Dover railroad bridge; thence in said Newington running in
and along the highway leading to and by the house of J. Hoyt
in said Newington to the line of the town of Greenland, in said
county of Rockingham, and thence continuing in and along the
same highway in said Greenland to a point in the town of Greenland in the main road leading from Exeter to Portsmouth marked
by a hub, which is near the intersection of said road leading from
Newington to Greenland and said main road leading from Exeter
to Portsmouth, and near the house of Manuel Silva in said Greensaid

to the

land; that at said last named terminus connection is to be made
with the track of the Portsmouth & Exeter Street Railway Company; that said route will extend partly through the city of
Dover and through the towns of Madbury and Durham, in the
county of Strafford, and through the towns of Newington and
Greenland, in the countj'' of Rockingham; that the capital stock
of said corporation is fixed in its articles of agreement at one
hundred thousand dollars, divided into one thousand shares of
the par value of one hundred dollars each, the full amount of
which has been subscribed in good faith by responsible parties
with the intention of building said railway; that Wallace D.
Lovell of Newton, Massachusetts, Edwin L. Pride of Somerville,
Massachusetts, Albert E. McReel of Exeter, New Hampshire,
John F. Springfield of Rochester, New Hampshire, Dwight Hall
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Xew Hampshire, Warren Brown of Hampton Falls,
Xevr Hampshire, and Samuel W. Emery of Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, all of whom have subscribed said articles of agreement, are by said articles appointed to act as directors; that said
directors have caused said articles of agreement to be recorded in
the office of the secretary of state of the state of Xew^ Hampshire, and a true copy thereof attested by a majority of the directors to be filed in the office of the clerk of each city and town
through or into which the route of the proposed railway will
extend, to wit. of the city of Dover, and of the towns of Madbury, Durham, Newington, and Greenland; that the public good
requires that said proposed railway be built and that it be built
on the proposed route.
Wherefore, your petitioner praj's that it be decided by said
court whether or not the public good requires the proposed
street railway and that it be built on the proposed route; that
said court cause a record of its decision to be made and that
said court make such other orders and decrees as may be required by law.
of Dover,

THE DOVER & PORTSMOUTH STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,
By DwiGHT Hall,
Samuel W. Emekt,
It'^

Attorneys.

DwiGHT Hall,
Dover, N. H.

Samuel W. Emery,
Portsmouth, N. H.
Petitioner's Solicitors.

State of New Hampshtre.

Supreme

Coli?t.

Ja:\-^uary Session, A. D. 1902.

Upon

consideration of the petition of which the foregoing is
a true copy, it is ordered by the court that the same be referred
to the railroad commissioners to find and report the facts bear-

ing upon said petition.
A. J.

Attest:

SHURTLEFE,
Clerk.

State of
Ix

New

Hampshire.

Board of Railroad Commissioxees.
Concord. March

22,

1902.

To the Supreme Court:
In the matter of the petition of the Dover & Portsmouth Street
Railway asking that it may be determined whether the public
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good requires the construction of a street railway from Sawyer's
Mills in Dover to a point in Greenland, which petition was referred to the railroad commission with an order for a finding of
facts bearing upon the question, due notice having been given,
a hearing was had at the court house in Dover Thursday, February 27, 1902, at 11 o'clock in the forenoon, when and where said
petitioning corporation appeared by its president and counsel,
the Boston & Maine Railroad by one of its superintendents and
counsel, and Woodbury Langdon, Esq., by counsel, and all testimony and arguments offered were heard and considered.
The petitioners are the parties who own and operate the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury, the Dover, Somersworth & Rochester,
and other street railways constituting' what is known as the
Lovell system. The road they seek to have authorized is an extension of the Dover, Somersworth & Rochester from its southern
terminus at Sawyer's Mills in Dover through corners of the towns
of Madbury and Durham, across the Piscataqua river and Goat
island in that river, and then through the town of Xewington to
a junction with their Exeter & Portsmouth, a road which they
propose to build immediately from Exeter to the Plains in Portsmouth. The length of the proposed extension is ten miles on
land and about half a mile across the river. The engineer estimates the cost at $235,000.
The route is very sparsely settled. After leaving Dover, where
the petitioners already have charter rights to build, there are but
six houses within a mile of the line until it reaches the town
of Newington, which has a population of 390, who do all their
business in Portsmouth, which adjoins the town and with which
they have steam railroad connection by the Portsmouth & Dover
branch of the Boston & Maine, now running seven trains each
way daily. Several citizens of Newington and one of Durham
appeared to say they hoped the road would be built by their
residences, but neither gave any assurance that he would patronA Dover merchant gave his opinion that
ize it to any extent.
if the road was built he could get some trade that now goes to
Portsmouth, and a Dover banker, who has a summer residence on
the route, while saying that his family were bitterly opposed to
the road and that it would rob his place of its main attractions,
gave it his support because he thought it would elevate the uncultured working people of Dover by taking them out and showing
them the beauties of nature upon the route. That the local
business warrants the construction of such a road is not claimed.
The avowed purpose of the promoters is to connect their Dover,
Somersworth & Rochester with their Exeter & Portsmouth by
which they can go to the North Hampton line and then secure a
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charter across the town of North Hampton to a junction with
the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury to Hampton Beach, thus making a through line from Dover, Somersworth, and Eochester to

Hampton Beach and
as

is

Exeter. This line would parallel as nearly
practicable the Boston & Maine steam roads from Dover to

Exeter and from Dover to Hampton, via Portsmouth, between
which it would run, and the Boston & Maine electric from Portsmouth to Hampton, all of which it is maintained and not denied
are affording the public reasonable transportation facilities at
A route which deviates somewhat from that described
in the petition is proposed by the petitioners and not objected
fair rates.

by those present

at the hearing, but as it crosses private
which have had no notice, it is suggested
that the court determine whether this may be adopted, in case
the road is built, without further proceedings.
The only individual remonstrant was Mr. Woodbury Langdon,
who owns a costlj- estate at Fox Point, the value of which he
thought would be reduced more than one half by an electric
through or by it. We assume that there is very little opposition
from people on the route. The Boston & Maine road objects
upon the ground that it has invested very large amounts of
to

.

land, the ovsTiers of

.

money in the territory with the understanding' that it shall have
the business so long as it gives the people proper service, which it
is doing at present; that it is willing and ready to aiford any additional facilities that are needed and that it will, whenever the
public demand warrants, equip its Portsmouth & Dover branch
with

electric appliances,

making

a direct electric line

from Hamp-

ton to Dover. The natural and favorite summer resort of the
people of Dover, Rochester, and Somersworth is York Beach,
with which they are to have direct electric railway connection by
a road recentlj- authorized by the authorities of Maine and New^
Hampshire, and that they can be to a great extent diverted to
Hampton by an electric road to that place is very doubtful, and
we think improbable, but it is claimed by the petitioners that

done and that by this and the creation of new business their proposed road can be made profitable without seriously interfering with the traffic of the Boston & Maine. No
other section of New Hampshire is as well supplied with railthis can be

as are Eockingham and Strafford
Lovell and his associates have pi'oduced
the lines they have been authorized to build there will be all
that in our judgment the present population can afford or be

roads,

steam and

counties, and

electrics,

when Mr.

expected to support. It is the well established policy of the state
to protect railway corporations which have been given the right
octo build and operate railroads and have at large expense
14
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'Cupied territorj' in which they are rendering the public good
service at fair rates, from competition which aims only at a
division of the business and must result in loss to stockholders
or additional charges upon patrons. If this be sound policy, as

the petitioners have strenuously contended whenever others have
proposed to invade their territory, and as we believe it is, the
Boston & Maine Eailroad, which has built and is operating two
first-class steam roads from the boundary line of Massachusetts
to that of Maine and an electric from Hampton to Portsmouth,
all within twelve miles of the eoast, is entitled to the through
business as against any project which promises to benefit as few
people as does the one set forth in this case. For these reasons
Ave find that the public good does not require the road proposed
by the petitioners, but if the court shall determine otherwise we
find that it should be built upon the amended route provided,
that may be legally substituted for the one described in the
original papers, which amended route is as follows:
Beginning at a spike in the ground in the city of Dover, in

the county of Strafl'ord, in said state of New Hampshire, on
Central avenue, at the present terminus on said avenue of the
track of the Dover, Somersworth & Eochester Street Eailway
and thence running through and along said Central avenue in
said Dover to the Back Eiver road and through and along the
Back Eiver road to a spike near the entrance of the Eabbit road
into the Back Eiver road in said Dover, said spike bears south
66V2 vvest from a guide post at said street corner and is 50 feet
therefrom against land of John Tuttle; thence on a curve to the
right of 425.4 feet radius 200 feet through land of John Tuttle;
thence south 14° 45' west 105 feet through land of said John
Tuttle to land of Arthur Simpson; thence on same course south
14° 45' west 2,137 feet through land of said Arthur Simpson;
thence by a curve of 425.4 feet radius to the left 513 feet through
land of Arthur Simpson; thence south 541/0° east 928 feet
through said Simpson's land; thence by a curve to the right of
425.4 feet radius 275 feet to the Back Eiver road at an elm tree
near the wall (this elm tree is about 420 feet north of a bridge in
the highway); the location beiug 50 feet in width and extending
25 feet on either side of the center line of location above described; thence along the Back River road through the town of
Madbury to the Madbury and Durham line; thence along the
Back Eiver road in the town of Durham to the northerly abutment of the old Piscataqua bridge, which is cm the northerly
side of the Piscataqua river; thence over and along said abutment and across the waters of the Piscataqua river to Goat
island; thence across said Goat island south 1° west 340 feet
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through land of Elias Frink, et ah, to the south side of Goat
island, at the southerlj' abutment on said island taking a width
of 50 feet, 25 feet being on either side of this location; thence
across the waters of the Piscataqua to the abutment at Fox Point
and land of Woodbury Langdon; thence from a stake at the abutment of the above mentioned bridge south 21 west 400 feet
through land of Woodbury Langdon; thence by a curve to the
left of 425.4 feet radius 566.6 feet; thence south 55 east 293 feet;
thence by a curve of 425.4 feet radius to the right 357 feet; thence
south 6 14 east 685 feet, all the previous coiirses being through
land of Woodbury Langdon to a spike opposite land of estate of
Elias Frink, et al., and in the highway- leading from Fox Point to
Portsmouth; the location being 50 feet in width, and 25 feet on
each side of the center location; thence along and in the highway
leading from Fox Point to Portsmouth; in the town of Xewington, county of Rockingham, state of New Hampshire,
to the road leading from F. W. DeRochemont's mill to Newingtou meeting house; thence along and in said above described road to a point opposite house of Mrs. Orr at
a spike against land of M. E. Frink, et al. : thence running- through land of M. E. Frink, et al., by a curve of 995.4
feet radius to the left 341.4 feet; thence south I914 east 368.5
feet through said M. E. Frink's land; thence by a curve of 603.8
feet radius to the left 66 feet to above mentioned highway;
thence across this highway 92.4 feet bj^ the same curve to a point
in the wall by land of Albert Pickering; thence by a curve to the
left of 603.8 feet radius 82 feet throug-h land of Albert Pickering;
thence south 41% east 127 feet to land of Darius Frink, et al.;
thence south 41% east 775 feet through said Darius Frink's land;
thence by a curve to the right of .905.1 feet radius 840 feet to a
stake in the wall near the house of Mrs. Darius Frink on the road
leading from Xewington to Greenland; the location across private land being 50 feet in width and 25 feet on either side of the
center line described; thence along and in the road leading from
Newington to Greenland in Newiugtou to the town line of Newington and Greenland; thence continuing along and in said highway in Greenland to a hub in the main road leading from Portsmouth to Exeter near the house of Manuel Silver, said hub being
situated in the center of the location of the Portsmouth & Exeter Street Railway at the junction of the Newington and Greenland road and the Portsmouth and Exeter road.

HENRY M. PUTNEY.
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER.

Railroad Commissioners.
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PETITION FOE CHARTER FOR EXETER &
STREET RAILWAY.

NEWMARKET

To the Bupremc Court:
Respectfully represents the Exeter & Newmarket Street Raila provisional street railway corporation, duly established under the laws of the state of New Hampshire, that
twenty-six persons, twenty-four of whom are residents of the

way Company,

state of New Hampshire, have associated themselves together by
written articles of agreement for the purpose of forming a corporation to construct,, maintain, and operate a street railway,
under the corporate name aforesaid; that the gauge of said
proposed street railway is to be four feet eight and one half
inches, and the route thereof will be five miles long, and is as
follows: Commencing at an iron pin in the ground at the track
of the Portsmouth & Exeter Street Railway Company, in the
main road leading from Exeter to Portsmouth, at a point in said
main road in the town of Stratham near the sawmill and near
the junction of the inain road leading from Stratham to Newmarket over the Stratham and Newmarket bridge and said main
road leading from Exeter to Portsmouth, and thence extending
from said iron pin in the ground across said main road leading
from Stratham to Newmarket over the Stratham and Newmarket bridge and through the town of Newfields imtil a point in
said main road leading from Stratham to Newmarket is reached
opposite the junction of said main road and the new road leading to Newmarket b}^ Robinson's house; thence across said main
road and through said new road to Newmarket, to said main
road leading from Stratham to Newmarket at a point in said main
road north of the track of the Boston & Maine Railroad in said
Newmarket, which point is at the junction of said new road and
said main road in the town of Newmarket; thence through said
main road to Main street in said town of Newmarket; thence
northerly through Main street to the line between the towns of
.

,

Newmarket and Durham.
Also commencing at an iron pin in the ground opposite the
junction of said main road from Stratham to Newmarket and
said new road, and to connect there with the main line of the
railway herein described, and thence running through said main
road leading from Stratham to Newmarket, to the first track of
the Boston & Maine Railroad at Rockingham Junction, meaning
by such first track, the track first crossed by a traveler in
going from Exeter to Newmarket. The route of said railway as
herein set forth will extend through the towns of Stratham, Newfields, and Newmarket, all in the county of Rockingham, and
state of Now Hampshire.
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That the capital stock of said corporation is fixed in its articles
agreement at seventy-five thousand dollars, divided into seven
lixindred and fifty shares of the par value of one hundred dollars each, the full amount of which has been subscribed in g-ood
faith by responsible parties, with the intention of building- said
raihva.y; that Wallace D. Lovell of Newton, Massachusetts, John
H. Griffin of Xewmarket, New Hampshire, Samuel W. Emery of
Portsmouth. New Hampshire, Warren Brown of Hampton Falls.
New Hampshire. A. E. McReel of Exeter, New Hampshire, Edwin
L. Pride of Somerville. Massachusetts, and Eben Folsom of Exeter, New Hampshire, all of whom have subscribed said articles of
agreement, are by said articles appointed to act as directors of
of

the corporation until others are chosen; that said directors have
caused said articles of agi'eement to be recorded in the office of
the secretary of state of the state of New Hampshire, and a
true copy thereof, attested by a majority of the directors, to be
filed in the office of the clerk of each city or town through or into

which the route of the proposed railway will extend, to wit, of
the town of Stratham. and of the towns of Newfields and Newmarket, in said county of Rockingham; that the public good reit be built on the
proposed route.
Wherefore, your petitioner prays that it be decided by said
court whether or not the public good requires the proposed street
railway and that it be built on the proposed route; that said
court cause a record of its decision to be made, and that said
court make such orders and decrees as maj^ be required by law.

quires that the said railway be built, and that

EXETER & NEW]VrARKET STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,
By Samuel W. Emery,
Its Attorney.

Samuel W. Emery,

Esq.,

Portsmouth, N. H.,
Pefillfyiier's

^nlieltor.

Supreme Court.
Upon consideration

February

Session, 1902.

ordered that
the same be referred to the board of railroad commissioners to
find and report the facts bearing thereon.
Attest:

of the foregoing petition

A. J.

it is

SHURTLEFF,
CUrX\
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State of Neav Hampshire.
In

Board of Railroad Commissioners.
Concord, April

22, 1902.

To the Supreme Court:
In the matter of the petition of the Exeter & Newmarket
Railway Company asking that it may be determined
whether the public good requires the construction of a street
railway from a point on the line between the towns of Durham
and Newmarket to a junction point on the proposed Portsmouth
& Exeter Street Railway in the town of Stratham, which petition
Street

was referred

to the railroad commission with an order for a
finding of facts bearing upon the question, due notice having

been given, a hearing was had at the town hall in Newmarket
on the 28th day of March, 1902, at 10 o'clock, forenoon, when and
where said petitioning corporation appeared by its president and
counsel, and the Boston & Maine Railroad bj' one of its superintendents and counsel, and all testimony and arguments offered
were heard and considered.
The petitioners are the parties who control what is known
as the Lovell system of electric roads in Strafford and Rockingham counties, and is represented by Wallace D. Lovell. They
ask for a franchise for a road from the boundary line between
Durham and Newmarket through Newmarket and parts of the
towns of Newington and Stratham to a junction in Stratham with
the Exeter & Portsmouth road for which they have a charter
and which they propose to build at once. The length of the proposed road is about five miles. Its estimated cost by the petitioners is $75,000. We judge it would be more than $100,000.
After leaving Newmarket' village its route is through a sparsely settled farming district which cannot be expected to furnish
much patronage, but if built in connection with the road from
Exeter to Portsmouth it will connect Newmarket with both those
towns. At the annual town meeting in March Newmarket voted
unanimously in favor of the road and all the testimony of citizens
who appeared at the hearing was to the effect that there is no
opposition to it by jDCople living upon its line. Most of the business of Newmarket which is not done in the village is transacted
in the city of Dover, but the citizens of the town have some occasion to visit Portsmouth and Exeter to attend court, consult
records, and to reach seaside resorts, and commercial travelers
and some others go back and forth between these places. Railroad connection with Exeter and Portsmouth is now had by the
Boston & Maine, via Rockingham Junction. With Exeter it is
direct niul frequent. With Portsmouth it is only by a change

:
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of cars and

is misatisfactory, mainly because it involves waiting
Junction for more than an hour for all trains except one
from Portsmouth in the morning when people of Newmarket
wish to go in the o^Dposite direction. The evidence is that an
average of two people bound for Newmarket are compelled to
thus wait every evening during the year. Newmarket has a population of 2,892 and Exeter of 4,922. The Boston & Maine Railroad appeal's as a remonstrant, contending that as the proposed
electric will pi'actically parallel its road from Newmarket to
Exeter and to Portsmouth it will divert to itself business which
the Boston & ^Maine was bnilt and is operated to do and is entitled
to have in equity and by the well established policy of the state.
The legislature of 1901 determined that the public good demands
a street road from Exeter to Portsmouth and granted a charter
therefor. The road for which the petitioners ask a franchise is
a branch of this one from Exeter to Portsmouth extending to
Newmarket. The reasons for the main line are applicable to the
branch to Newmarket village with the additional one that Exeter
Beis much better served by the steam road than Newmarket.
tween Newmarket village and the Durham line on the route described in the petition there are very few residents and we see
no public necessity for a street road there. We do not think any
corporation will build one there if given authority unless, as is
alleged by the remonsti-ants, the purpose is to inch along towards
Dover and eventually form a comjieting line from that city to
Hampton Beach, which the court has recently decided is not demanded by the public good.
We therefore find that the public good denumds the construction of the Exeter & Newmarket Street Railway from some point
to be selected by the petitioners witliin 500 feet from the town
house in Main street in the village of Newmarket to a junction
with the Exeter & Portsmouth in the town of Stratham upon

at the

the route described in the ])etition.

IIEXBV M.

I'l

EDWARD

B. S.

FRANCIS
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rXEY,

SANBORN.
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DEPOT AT CLARILMOXT.
To the Board of Railroad Coiumissionrr^t of

llir

slate, of

\nr ITamp'

s-Mre

We, the undersigned, citizens of Claremont, county of Sullivan,
and state of New Hampshire, lespectfully represent that for the
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accommodation of the public there is occasion for a new depot on
the Boston & Maine Railroad in the town of Claremont; that the
present depot and its surroundings, together with the approaches
•to the same, the platforms, the lighting, heating, and ventilating
:a-re wholly unsuitable to accommodate the large number of people who daily have occasion to go to and from the same; that
said Boston & Maine Railroad has recently prepared plans and
presented them to the citizens of Claremont wherein it is proposed by said railroad to make certain rej^airs in and about the
present old depot, and although said plans are earnestly and
strenuously opposed by the citizens of said town, said railroad
is about to proceed to make said repairs in acordance with said
plans.

Your petitioners feel aggrieved by this action of said railroad
and respectfully ask that your honorable board will investigate
this matter and make such orders as justice may require.
C. Stone.
Chaki.es a. Fisheu,
WlLI,IS T. FkEEiMAN,
Selectmtn of Clareiiwnt.

S.

E. J.

Tewney,

F.

Maynahd,

I'.

H. W. rAEKEI?.
Ira Colby,
Ira G. Colby.
And 157 Others.

March

25, 1902.

State, of

In

New Hampshire.

Board of Railroad

CommisiSiione:es.

Concord, April

25, 1902.

In the matter of the petition of the selectmen and other citizens of Claremont asking for a new station in that town, a
meeting was held at the town hall and at the old station Friday,
April 18, 1902, when and where the town was represented by its
selectmen and counsel and a number of citizens, and the Boston
& Maine Railroad by its assistant general manager, superintend-

and counsel.
appeared that the railroad had already determined to remodel the station and apjjroaches thereto, had prepared its i;lans,
awarded some contracts and begun the work, and that the differences between the town and the railroad were as to the character of the proposed improvements. The present station is a

ent, engineer,
It

substantial brick building erected in 1872.

The railroad plans
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to provide toilet eonveniesu-es

and

for both

what is now the ladies" waiting- room, leaving- the present gentlemen's room as a general waiting room, witli a convensexes in

ient ticket office where tlie present one is. the introduction of
approved heating and lighting-, fhe extension of the platforms so
as to make them ample, and the substantial betterment of the
approaches from the street. The seating capacity of the new
waiting room by this plan will be about fifty. The objection of
the town is mainly to the small size of the room, which it is
contended will be entirely inadequate to the wants of the patrons
of the road, and to the arrangements for handling baggage.
The powers of the board in such cases as this are very limited.
The law is, "Whene\er the commissioners are of opinion that repairs of a railroad are necessary, or that there should be addi-

new stations should be built or
ones should be changed oi- repaired, or that the rates
for transporting persons or freight should be changed, or that
there should be changes in the mode of operating the railroad
or of conducting its business, they shall so inform the proprietors
of the railroad, in writing, and of the nature and extent of the
improvements, repairs, or changes which they think ought to be
made, and shall insert in their next annual report an account of
their proceedings and recommendations." Under this law^ we can
do little more than express an opinion as to the need of station
changes, which is admitted here, and as to their character and
even in the exercise of this power it is not to be expected that we
should attempt to do the work of engineers, architects, or other
experts to whom the details of construction are properly entrusted. Furthermore, it is to be assumed, unless the contrary is
shown, that the managers of a railroad like the Boston & Maine,
T^hose business it has been for years to studj'^ such problems
and test by actual use station structures, know better than those
who can only theorize what accommodations are necessary at any
point on this line and will when reconstructing them provide
what will prove acceptable to their patrons, for failure to do this
must inevitably cause perpetual discontent and hostility, which
no railroad corporation can afford. Understanding and admitting all this the counsel for the town asks us to express an
opinion and we comply.
We think first that the front platform should be made at least
twelve feet wide and extended aboiit sixty feet to the west in aceordance with the suggestion made at the hearing, and that it
should be covered with a substantial awning which will protect
passengers and their baggage. This done, there will be less need
tions to its rolling stock, or that
existing-
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of a large waiting

room than there

is

JIEPOltT.

now, as the business

is

summer, when many people will prefer to wait upon
the platforms if protected from sun and storm. With this outside improvement the proposed waiting room may prove sufficient,
as the railroad insists it will, but nevertheless it seems to us that
it would be better to extend the station a few feet to the west
and thus secure some additional room, which we are sure can be
largest in

done without great expense.

We

approve the plans for

toilet

rooms and the arrangement which provides one waiting room instead of two. Nothing very definite was shown as to the proposed approaches to the station, which are almost as important
as the building itself. We think the driveway should be widened
and constructed of material that will make a good road in all
weather, and that all changes which will make the handling of
baggage easier should be effected.
HENRY ]S[. I'UTNEY,

EDWAED

E. S.

FRANCIS

C.

SANBORN,
FAULKNER,
Ran mad ('omH((s-.s')o//rr.v.

PETITION FOR A CHARTER FOR THE NORTH HA^NIPrON
BRANCH, BY THE EXETER, HAMPTON & AMESBURY
STREET RAILWAY' COJ^IPANY.
To the Supreme Court:

The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbur\' Street Railway Company,
a street railway company' duly organized under an act of the

New Hampshire, respectfully represents that said corporation has duly voted to build, operate,
and maintain a branch of its street railway through the town
of North Hampton, in the county of Rockingham, and state of
New Hampshire, and extending over the following route: begin-,
legislature of the state of

ning in the Paigetown road at a spike oi^posite the stone bound
between the towais of Hampton and North Hampton, and thence
along said Paigetown road to the road leading to North Hampton Square by the house of Emery Fogg, and thence by said
road to the aforesaid square; tlience along the Greenland road,
by the house of the late John French in North Hampton, to the
North Hampton and Greenland town line; that the length of said
branch will be four miles; that the gauge will be four feet
eight and one half inches; that The probable cost of said branch
wnll be ninety thousand dollars; that it is to be operated by electric power.

PETfTIONS, OEDEKS,
Wherefore,

the

petitioner

AND

prays
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that

the

whether or not the public good requires the

court

determine

building- of the pro-

posed branch.

THE EXETER,

HAMi'TO^' &

AMESBURY STREET RAILWAY

COMPANY,
By Samuel W. Emery,
Its Attorney.

Samuel W. Emeey,
Portsmouth, N.

Esq.,

H.,

Petitioner's Solicitor.

Supreme Court.

February

Upon consideration
the same be referred
find

Session, 1902.

of the foregoing petition it is oi'dered that

to the board of railroad commissioners
and report the facts bearing thereon.

Attest:

A.

J.

to

SHURTLEFF,
Clefk.

State of New Hampshire.
In

Board of Railroad Commissioneus.
Concord, April

22,

1902.

To the Sipnoic Covrt:

In the matter of the petition of the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company, asking that it may be determined whether the public good requires the construction of a
branch of its street railway from a point on the line between
the towns of Hampton and North Hampton to a point on the
line between North Hampton and Greenland, which petition was
referred to the railroad commission with an order for a finding
of facts bearing upon the question, due notice having been given,
a hearing was had at the town hall in North Hampton, on the
28th day of March, 1902, at 3 o'clock, afternoon, when and where
said petitioning corporation ajjpeared by its president and counsel, and the Boston & Maine Railroad by one of its superintendents and counsel, and all testimony and arguments offered were
heard and considered.
The petitioners have a charter for a street railwaj^ from Exeter to Portsmouth through the town of Greenland, which is now
They have built and are operating
in iirocess of construction.
a street road from Exeter to Hampton Beach. Their charter
gives them the right to build a branch from the main line of the
Exeter & Portsmouth in Greenland to the North Hampton line,
and they have already built a branch from the main line of the
Exeter & Hampton to the North Hampton line. The extension
they ask to have authorized would connect these two branches.
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town hall at the hearing were
and the citizens of the town
who testiti-ed were of the opinion that it would be a great benefit provided it passed their premises, and in order that it should
do this some of them asked to have the route changed, to which
the petitioners assented. It appeared, however, that in the minds
of the witnesses the principal reason for favoring- the road was
their dissatisfaction witli the running of the cars upon the branch
of the Boston & Maine electrics to the steam road station, a
grievance which can be easilj'^ removed if it be a just one. The
town of North Hampton is crossed on the east side by an electric railway and near the center by a steam railroad.
A branch
electric connects these running from west to east.
The town has
now electric railway connection with York Beach and Portsmouth, and with Exeter, Hampton, Seabrook, and northeastern
Massachxisetts. The population of the town is 612, and most of
That they would
its people are within easy reach of a railroad.

The people assembled

iu the

noisily in favor of the proposed road,

contribute materially to the support of a new road is very imThat others would patronize the proposed road to
any extent does not appear. In our judgment there is scarcely

probable.

new

a tow'n in the state that needs a

railroad less and

we cannot

believe that the petitioners seriously propose to build the one
described unless it be as a link in a through line designed to parallel and divert business from those already in successful operation,
which the court has determined is not demanded by the public
good. We find that the public good does not require the building of the proposed branch.
HENRY M. PUTNEY,

EDWARD

B. S.

FRANCIS

C.

SANBORN,
FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissioners.

MANCHESTER & HAVERHILL STREET RAILWAY STOCK
AND BONDS.
To the Board of Railroad Commissioiurfi of

the i^tatc of

New Hamp-

shire :

Respectfully represent the directors of the Manchester &
Haverhill Street Railway Company, that said street railway comI>any is authorized by its charter to issue two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars of capital stock and two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars of bonds for the purpose of providing moneys
necessary to be used in the construction and equipment of the
street railwav which it is authorized bv its charter to construct

AND

PETITIONS, ORDERS,
and operate; that

FINDINGS.
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appears by the engineer's estimates, and is
and bonds will not be sufficient for the construction and equipment of said street railway;
that at a meeting of the stockholders of said street railway,
called for that purpose and held at Exeter, New Hampshire, on
February IS, 1902, and at which-meeting the entire capital stock
it

certain, that the proceeds of said stock

of the corj)oration was represented, it was voted, all the stockholders of the corporation voting therefor, that the capital stock
of the corporation be increased, subject to the approval and authorization of the board of railroad commissioners of New Hampshire, by the sum of one hundred thousand dollars, that is to say,
by one thousand shares beyond the amount fixed and limited by
the charter of the corporation; that it is necessary that the
corporation issue said increased stock to said amount, and also
its bonds to the amount of one hundred thousand dollars over
and above the amount fixed and limited by its charter, for the
necessary and lawful purpose of constructing and equipping its
street railway, and that at the meeting" aforesaid, called for the
purpose of voting on the question of increasing the capital stock
and bonds of the corporation, all the stockholders voted that the
corporation issue, subject to the apjiroval and authorization
of the board of railroad commissioners, one hundred thousand
dollars of its bonds over and above the amount of bonds fixed

and limited by

its charter.

Wherefore, j'our petitioners pray that jou approve of and
authorize the increase of capital stock and bonds and the issue
thereof for the necessary and lawful purpose aforesaid.
Waixace D. Lovell,
A. A. Collins,

Walter

.

Directors of

th^e

Manchester

<f

A. Allen,

Euius N. Elwell,
Albekt E. iSIcEeel,
Wakeen Bkown,

HavcrMll Street Baihvay Compaii!/.

By Samuel

W^.

Emery,

Their Attorney.

To

the

Board

of Railroad

Commissioners of

New

Hampi>hire:

Respectfully represent the directors of the Manchester & Haverhill Street Railway Company, a street railway corporation duly
organized under an act of the legislature of New Hampshire, approved March 14, 1901, and entitled "An act to incorporate the
Manchester & Haverhill Street Railway Company," that it is duly

authorized by

its

charter to issue two hundred fifty thousand

dollars of capital stock

and two hundred

fifty

thousand dollars
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of bonds, and that it is about to build and equip said street railway, which will be twenty-two miles long, and that the proceeds
of the entire amount of stock and bonds authorized by the charter will not be sufficient for constructing and equipping said
street railway; that said corporation has duly voted to issue said
stock and bonds, subject to your authorization thereof.
Wherefore, the petitioner prays that it be determined and voted
by you that it is reasonably requisite that said corporation issue
two hundred fifty thousand dollars of cajDital stock and two hundred fifty thousand dollars of bonds for the purposes and i;ses
aforesaid, and that such issue be authorized by you.

DIRECTOES OF THEi MANCHESTER & HAVERHILL STREET
RAILWAY COMPANY,
By Samuel W. Emery,
Their Attorney.

State, of

New

Hampshire.

In Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Concord, April

The

tv.'o

petitions of the directors of the Manchester

28, 1902.

&

Haver-

Company, the one petition asking for the approval of this board to the issue of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars of the capital stock and two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars of the bonds of said railway authorized by its
charter, and the other petition seeking for one hundred thousand
dollars in stock and one hundred thousand dollars in bonds beyond the amount fixed by its charter, were heard together by this
board at the office of Henry M. Putney, in Manchester, N. H., on
the eighth day of April, 1902, at 11 o'clock, forenoon, upon due
notice of said hearing to all persons interested, as appears by
certificate of notice upon said petition. At said hearing the
petitioners appeared by coun.^el, Samuel W. Emery, Esquire, and
by a director, Wallace D. Lovell, and it was in evidence that
said railway company was a duly existing corporation authorized
to issue stock and bonds to the amount of two hundred and ^tij
thousand dollars each; and that on the eighth day of February,
1902, at a meeting of the stockholders of said company legally
held at Exeter. N. H., it was voted by a majority vote of its stockholders to authorize its directors to issue said two hundred and
fifty thousand dollars of stock and two hundred and fifty thouhill

Street Railway

sand dollars in bonds; and that at said meeting said stockholders
voted to increase its capital stock to the extent of one hundred
thousand dollars and to issue bonds to the extent of, one hundred
thousand dollars beyond the amount fixed and limited in its said

PETITIONS, ORDERS,

AND

charter, for the purxiose of constructing

way

as set forth in

FINDINGS.
and equipping"
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its rail-

appearing that said
railway company is proceeding to construct and equip the railway authorized by its charter and that the cost thereof will
exceed the sum of six hundred and fifty thousand dollars according to the estimate of Gilbert Hodges, civil engineer, and other
testimony received by the board, it is deemed and voted by this
board that the issue of stock and bonds hereinafter designated
and approved is reasonably requisite to pay for the same. Therefore, this board approves the issue of two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars of stock and two hundred and fifty thousand
its

said petition.

It

,

& Haverhill Street Eailway
the charter of said company, subject to
the iprovisions of law under which the same are issued, and one
hundred thousand dollars of stock and sixty thousand dollars of
dollars in bonds

by the Manchester

Company authorized by

bonds in addition to said amount authorized by its charter, subject to the law applicable to such issue, upon the condition that
the proceeds of all such stock and bonds shall be applied to the
payment of the cost of the construction and equipment of the
electric road of said company, to be apportioned according to the
specified details of such cost contained in the written estimate

which said estimate is made a part of
and order. And it is hereby ordered that said company shall open and keep accounts under headings of each of said
specified details which shall at all times show clearly and exactly what amounts have been expended and for what purpose.
It is further ordered that the one hundred thousand dollars
of said stock which is in excess of the amount authorized by its
charter shall be first oifered iiroportionatelj' to the stockholders
of said corporation, in the manner provided by the act of legislature of 1901, at the market value thereof, which value the board
hereby determines to be one hundred dollars a share. And all
of said Gilbert Hodges,

this finding

shares unsubscribed for at the expiration of the statutory notice
shall be sold at auction for a sum not less than par, either in the
city of Boston or the town of Exeter, as the directors may elect,
notice of such sale by publication as specified in said act having

been given in the following named newspapers: if sold in
made in the "Boston Daily Advertiser," "The Boston Herald," published in Boston, and "The
Daily Mirror and American," published in said Manchester; if in
said Exeter, publication shall be made in the "Exeter News Letter," published in said Exeter, said "Mirror and American." and
first

said Boston, publication shall be

said

"Boston Herald."

HENRY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Ra llnidd Com in issioners.

:
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HUDSON, I'ELHAM & SALEM ELECTRIC RAILWAY STOCK

AND BONDS.
To the Board
sMre

of

Railroad Commissioner.'^ of thr ^tate of

^ew Hnmp-

Respectfully lejii'e.sent the directors of the Hudson, Pelham &
Salem Electric Railway Company, that said street railway company is authorized by its charter to issue three hundred thousand
dollars of capital stock and three hundred thousand dollars of
bonds for the purpose of providing- mone.ys necessary to be used
in the construction and equipment of the street railway, w^hich
it is authorized by its charter to construct and operate; that it
appears by the engineer's estimates, and is certain, that the proceeds of said stock and bonds will not be sufficient for the construction and equipment of said street railway; that at a meet-

ing of the stockholders of said street railway, called for that purpose and held at Exeter, New Hampshire, on February 17, 1902,
and at which meeting the entire capital stock of this corporation
was represented, it was voted, all the stockholders of the corporation voting therefor, that the capital stock of the corporation
be increased, subject to the approval and authorization of the
board of railroad commissioners of New Hampshire, by the sum
of seventy-five thousand dollars, that is to say, seven hundred
fifty shares, beyond the amount fixed and limited by the charter
of the corporation; that it is necessary that the corporation
issue said increased stock to said amount, and also its bonds to
the amount of seventy-five thousand dollars over and above the
amount fixed and limited by its charter, for the necessary and
lawful purpose of constructing and equipping its street railway,
and that at the meeting aforesaid, called for the purpose of voting on the question of increasing- the capital stock and bonds of
the corporation, all the stockholders voted that the corporation
issue, subject to the approval and authorization of the board of
railroad commissioners, seventy-five thousand dollars of its bonds
over and above the amount of bonds fixed and limited by its
charter.

Wherefore, your petitioners pray that you approve of and
authorize said increase of capital stock and bonds and the issue
thereof for the necessary and lawful purpose aforesaid.
H. A. Noyce,

HowAED

Abej.,

Frank M. Woodbuby,

Dinciors of the Hudxon, Pelham

d-

(lEORGE C. JACKMAN,
H. A. Tenney,
Chabj^es H. Tenney,
Samtei- W. ]']meby,
Salem Electric Railway Compant/.
J?y

Samxel W. Emery,
Their Attorney.

PETITIONS, OKDEES,

AND
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To the Board of Railroad Commissioners of Neic Hampshire:
Respectfully represent the directors of the Hudson, Pelham Sc
Salem Electric Railway Company, a street railway corporation
duly organized under an act of the legislature of New Hampshire, approved March 7, 1899, and entitled "An act to incorporate the Hudson, Pelham & Saleto Electric Railway Company,"^
which said act was re-enacted and extended by an act of the legislature of New Hampshire, approved February 5, 1901, that it
is duly authorized by its charter to issue three hundred thousand
dollars of capital stock, and three hundred thousand dollars of
bonds, and that it is about to build and equip a street railway
neai'ly twenty-two miles long, and that the proceeds of the entire amount of stock and bonds authorized hy the charter will
not be more than sufficient to supply the funds needed for constructing and equipping' said street railway.
\Mierefore, the petitioner prays that it be determined and voted
by you, that it is reasonably requisite that said corporation issue
three hundred thousand dollars of capital stock and three hundred thousand dollars of bonds for the purposes and uses aforesaid, and that such issue be authorized by you as herein prayed
for.

DIRECTORS OF THE HUDSON, PELHLV^I & SALEM ELECTRIC
RAILWAY COMPANY,
By SA5IUEL W. Emery,
Their Attorney.

State of
Ix

New

HAiiPSHiKE.

Board of Railroad Commissioxers.
Concord, April

The two

petitions of the directors of the Hudson,

28, 1902.

Pelham

&:

Salem Electric Railway Company', the one petition asking for the
approval of this board to the issue of three hundred thousand
dollars of the capital stock and three hundred thousand dollars
of the bonds of said railway authorized by its charter, and the
other petition seeking for seventy-five thousand dollars in stock
and seventy-five thousand dollars iii bonds bej^ond the amount
fixed by its charter, were heard together by this board at the
office of Henry M. Putney, in Manchester, N. H., on the eighth
day of x^pril, 1902, at eleven o'clock, forenoon, upon due notice
of said hearing to all persons interested as appears by certificate
of notice upon said petition. At said hearing the jjetitioners appeared by their counsel and one of said directors, Samuel W.
Emery, Esq., and by their president, Wallace D. Lovell. and it
15
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was in evidence that said railway company was a duly existing
corporation authorized to issue stock and bonds to the amount
of three hundred thousand dollars each, and that on the seventeenth day of February, 1902, at a meeting of the stockholders
of said companjr legally held at Exeter, N. H., it was voted by a
majority vote of its stockholders to authorize its directors to
issue said three hundred thousand dollars of stock and three hundred thousand dollars in bonds; and that at said meeting said
stockholders voted to increase its capital stock tO' the extent of

limited in

thousand dollars and to issue bonds to the extent
beyond the amount fixed and
its said charter, for the purpose of constructing and

equipping

its

seventy-five

of seventy-five thousand dollars

railway as set forth in

its

said petition.

It

ap-

company is proceeding to construct
railway authorized by its charter and that the cost

jjearing that said railway

and equip the

sum of seven hundred thousand dollars
according to the estimates of Gilbert Hodges, civil engineer, and
other testimonj' received by the board, it is therefore deemed
and voted bj' this board that the issue of stock and bonds hereinafter designated and approved is reasonably requisite to pay
for the same. Therefore, this board approves the issvie of three
thereof will exceed the

hundred thousand dollars of stock and three hiindred thousanii
dollars in bonds by the Hudson, Pelham & Salem Electric Railway Companj^ authorized by the charter and amendments thereto
of said company, subject to the provisions of law under which
the same are issued, and seventy-five thousand dollars of stock
and sixtj-five thousand dollars of bonds in addition to said
amount authorized by its charter, subject to the law applicable
to such issue, upon the condition that the proceeds of all such
stock and bonds shall be applied to the payment of the cost of
the construction and equipment of the electric road of said company, to be apportioned according to the specified details of such
cost contained in the written estimate of said Gilbert Hodges,
which said estimate is made a part of this finding and order.
And it is hereby ordered that said comj)anj' shall open and keep
accounts under headings of each of said specified details which
shall at all times show clearly and exactly what amounts have

been expended and for what purpose.
It is further ordered that the seventy-five thousand dollars of
said stock which is in excess of the amount authorized by its
charter shall be first offered proportionately to the stockholders

manner provided by the act of legislamarket value thereof, which value the board
determines to be one hundred dollars a share. And all

of said corporation, in the

ture of 1901, at the
herebj^
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shares unsubscribed for at the expiration of the statutory notice
shall be sold at auction for a sum not less than par, either in the
city of Boston or the town of Exeter, as the directors may elect,
notice of such sale by publication, as specified in said act, having
first been given in the following named newspapers: if sold in
said Boston, publication shall b.e made in the "Boston Daily Advertiser," "The Boston Herald," published in Boston, and "The
Daily ilirror and American," published in said Manchester; if
in said Exeter, publication shall be made in the "Exeter News
Letter," published in said Exeter, said "Mirror and American,"
and said "Boston Herald."

HEXRY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissioners.

HAVERHILL, PLAISTOW,& NEWTON STOCK.
To

the

Board

of

Railroad Commissioners of the State of

New Ewmp-

6-hire:

& Newton Street Railrespectfully represent that said corporation has
been organized under an act of the legislature of this state, apThe

directors of the Haverhill, Plaistow

way Company

and entitled "An act to incorporate the
Street Railway Company"; that
by said act the capital stock of said corporation is fixed and
limited at one hundred thousand dollars, and it is thereby provided that its bonded and other indebtedness shall not exceed
the capital stock paid in; that you have already authorized and
have approved of an issue of the original capital stock authorized
by its charter amounting to one hundred thousand dollars, and
have also approved of an increase of fifty thousand dollars of its
capital stock above the amount fixed and limited bj^ its chartei',
for the jiurpose of constructing- and equipping the railroad
authorized by its charter, and have authorized the issue of said
increase, and that you have already authorized and approved the
issue of one hundred thousand dollars of its bonds, such being
the amount authorized by its charter, and that you have approved of an increase of its bonded debt by approving the issue
of fortj'-five thousand dollars of its bonds in excess of the amount
authorized by its charter; that the amounts of stock and bonds
already authorized Avill not be sufficient by the amount of ten
thousand dollars for the constructing and equipping of the railroad of the petitioner; that at a meeting of the stockholders of
proved March

7,

1901,

Haverhill, Plaistow

& Newton
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said corporation duly called to consider the question of increasing the issue of stock of said corporation bej'ond the amount
authorized and limited and fixed by the charter of said corporation, and beyond the amount already authorized by you to be
issued, which meeting was held at Exeter, New Hampshire, on
August 12, A. D. 1901, it was duly voted that, subject to the approval upon petition of the board of railroad commissioners of
such increase, the capital stock of the corporation be increased
beyond the amount authorized by the charter and already authorized by them bj^ the further sum of ten thousand dollars.
Wherefore the loetitioncrs pray, agreeably to the provisions of
chapter 19, Laws of 1897, that for the purposes of constructing
and equipping said street railway, you approve of the increase
by said corporation of its capital stock to the extent of ten
thousand dollars beyond the amount already authorized to be
issued, and that you authorize the issue of such ten thousand dollars capital stock, the proceeds to be used for the purposes
aforesaid.

^VALLACE

D.

LOVELL,

WAREEN BEOWN,
ALBEET

E.

^IcREEL,

IRVING M. HEATH,
Directors of Haverhill, Plaistow

Samuel W. Emery,

d-

Newton Street Railway Company.

Esq.,

Attorney for Petitioners.

State of

New

Hampshire.

In Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Concord, April

The

petition of the directors of the Haverhill, Plaistow

Street Eailway

Company praying

28, 1902.

& Newton

for an increase of capital stock

in the amount of ten thousand dollars was heard at the office of
Henry M. Putney in Manchester, N. H., on the eighth day of
April, 1902, at 11 o'clock, forenoon, after

due notice to

all

per-

sons interested as appears by the return of service upon said
petition. At said hearing the petitioners were present by their
counsel, Samuel W. Emery, Esquire, and by Wallace D. Lovell,
one of said petitioners, and it was in evidence that said Haverhill, Plaistow & Newton Street Eailway Company was legally
organized under a charter from the legislature of this state appi'oved March 7, 1901, and had duly issued one hundred thousand
dollars of stock and one hundred thousand dollars in bonds as
provided in said charter and had also legally issued an increase
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of capital stock to the amount of fifty thousand dollars over and
beyond the amount provided in said charter and had also legally
issued forty-five thousand dollars in bonds beyond the amount

allowed by said charter, and that

all of said amounts were inand equipment of the railway of
said companj', and therefore said companj- asks for the right to
issue ten thousand dollars in stock in addition to all the amounts
previously issued, to be used in completing the construction and
equipment of its railway described in said charter; and that at a
legal meeting of the stockholders of said company holden at
Exeter August 12, 1901, said increase of ten thousand dollars of
stock was voted by them. It appearing that in constructing- and
equipping said railwaj^ more than three hundred thousand dollars will be required according to the estimate of Gilbert Hodges,
civil engineer, it is deemed and voted by this board that the ten
thousand dollars increase of capital stock asked for in said petition is reasonably requisite to pay for the same; and this
board, therefore, apjjroves of the issue of said ten thousand dollars of capital stock, subject to the provisions of law pertaining
thereto, in addition to the amounts heretofore issued by said
Haverhill, Plaistow & Newton Street Eailway Company, upon

sufficient for the construction

condition that the proceeds of the sale of said stock shall be applied to the payment of the cost of the construction and equipment of the railroad of said company according to the estimate
of said Gilbert Hodges which is made a part of this approval and
finding. And it is ordered that said company shall open and keep
accounts under appropriate headings which shall at all times
show clearly and exactly what amounts have been expended and
for

what purpose.

And

it is further ordered that the ten thousand dollars of said
stock which is in excess of the amount authorized by its charter
and by said former increase, shall be first offered proportionately
to the stockholders of said corporation in the manner provided
by the act of legislature of 1901, at the market value thereof,
which value the board hereby determines to be one hundred dollars a share. And all shares unsubscribed for at the exj)iration
of the statutory notice shall be sold at auction for a sum not
less than par, either in the city of Boston or the town of Exeter,
as the directors may elect, notice of such sale by publication, as
specified in said act, having first been given in the following
named newspapers: if sold in said Boston, publication shall be
made in the "Boston Daily Advertiser," "The Boston Herald,"
published in Boston, and "The Daily Mirror and American," published in said Manchester; if in said Exeter, publication shall be
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made

in the "Exeter

said "Mirror

News

Letter," published in said Exeter,.

and American," and said "Boston Herald."
HENRY M. PUTNEY,

EDWARD

B. S.

FRANCIS

C.

SANBORN,
FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissioners.

SEABROOK & HAMPTON BEACH STREET RAILWAY STOCK.
To the Board of Railroad Commissioners of

the State of Nciv

Eamip-

s'hire:

The

& Hampton Beach Street Railrespectfully represent that said corporation has

directors of the Seabrook

way Company

been organized under an act of the legislature of this state, approved March 20, 1901, and entitled "An act to incorporate the
Seabrook & Hampton Beach Street Railway Company"; that by
said act the capital stock of said corporation is fixed and limited
at fifty thousand dollars, and it is thereby provided that it&
bonded and other indebtedness shall not exceed the capital stock
paid in; that you have already authorized and have approved of
an issue of the original capital stock authorized by its charter
amounting to fifty thousand dollars for the purpose of constructing and equipping the railroad authorized by its charter, and
that you have already authorized and approved the issue of fortyfive thousand dollars of its bonds, such being part of the amount
authorized by its charter; that the amounts of stock and bonds
already authorized will not be sufficient by the amount of five
thousand dollars for the constructing and equipping of the railroad of the petitioner; that at a meeting of the stockholders of
said corporation, duly called to consider the question of increasing the issue of stock of said corporation beyond the amount
authorized and limited and fixed by the charter of said corporation, which meeting was held at Exeter, New Hampshire, on
August 12, A. D. 1901, it was duly voted that, subject to the approval upon petition of the board of railroad commissioners of
such increase, the capital stock of the corporation be increased
beyond the amount authorized by the charter by the further sum
of five thousand dollars.
Wherefore, the petitioners pray, agreeably to the provisions
of chapter 19, Laws of 1897, that for the purposes of constructing
and equipping said street railway, you approve of the increase
by said corporation of its capital stock to the extent of five
thousand dollars beyond the amount already authorized to be
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issued and limited and fixed

bj- its charter, and that j-ou authorthe issue of such five thousand dollars capital stock, the
proceeds to be used for the purposes aforesaid.

ize

.

WALLACE D. LOVELL,
ALBERT E. McREEL,

WAREEN BROWN,
Directors of the SeahrooTi

Samuel W. Emery,

d Eampton Beach

Street Raihraij

Company.

Esq.,

Attorney for Petitioners.

State of Xeav Haaipshlre.
In

Board of Railroad

CoMiii.ssiONERs.

CoxcORD, April

The

petition of the directors of the Seabrook

Street Railway

Company praying

1902.

28,

& Hampton

Beach

for an increase of capital stock

amount of five thousand dollars was heard at the office
Henry M. Putney in Manchester, N. H.. April S, 1902, at 11
o'clock, forenoon, upon notice to all per.sons interested as appears
by the certificates of notice upon said petition. The petitioner.s
appeared by counsel, Samuel W. Emery, Esquire, and by director.
Wallace D. Lovell, and it was in evidence that said Seabrook &
Hampton Beach Street Railway' Company was duly organized
under a charter from the legislature of this state, approved March
20, 1901, and, as permitted by said charter, had issued fifty
to the

of

thousand dollars in stock and forty-five thousand dollars in bonds
for constructing and equipping the railroad named in said charter, and that because said amounts were found insutficient for
completing the building and equipping of said railroad the stockholders of said company had at a legal meeting holden at Exeter.
N. H., August 12, 1901, voted that the capital stock of said com-

pany be increased beyond the amount authorized by

its

charter

of five thousand dollars. It appearing that
in constructing and equipping said railroad according to the estimate of Gilbert Hodges, civil engineer, the total expense thereof
in the further

sum

not be less than one hundred thousand dollars, it is deemed
and voted by this board that the issue of said five thousand dollars of increase of capital stock is reasonably requisite to pay
for the same, and therefore, subject to the provisions of law in
such case, this board approves of the issue of said five thousand
will

dollars of capital stock in excess of the amount provided in the
charter by said Seabrook & Hampton Beach Street Railway Company upon condition that the proceeds of the sale of said stock
shall be applied to the payment of the cost of the construction
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and equipment of the railroad of said company according to the
estimate of said Gilbert Hodges, which is made part of this finding. And it is ordered that said company shall open and keep
accounts under appropriate headings which shall at all times
clearly and exactly show what amounts have been expended and
for

what

And

f)urpose.

it is

further ordered that said five thousand dollars in-

crease of capital stock shall be first offered proportionatel3' to the

stockholders of said corporation in the manner provided by the
act of legislature of 1901, at the market value thereof, which
value the; board herebj^ determines to be one hundred dollars a
share.

And

all

shares unsubscribed for at the expiration of the

.statutory notice shall be sold at auction for a

par, either in the city of Boston or the

directors

may

such sale
been given

elect, notice of

fied in said act,

having

first

sum

not less than

town of Exeter, as the
by publication, as speciin the following

named

newspapers: if sold in said Boston, publication shall be made in
the "Boston Daily Advertiser," "The Boston Herald," published
in Boston, and "The Daily Mirror and American," published in
said Manchester; if in said Exeter, publication shall be made in
the "Exeter News Letter," published in said Exeter, said "Mirror
and American," and said "Boston Herald."
HENRY M. PUTNEY,

EDWARD

B. S.

FRANCIS

C.

SANBORN,
FAULKNER,

Ra ilroad Commissioners.

PORTSMOUTH & EXETER STREET RAILWAY COMPANY
STOCK.
To the Board of Railrodd CoDimissioiivrs of

flic

State of Xcn' Honii)-

ffhire :

The

directors

Company

of the

Portsmouth

&

Exeter Street Railway

respectfully represent that said corporation has been

organized uuder an act of the legislature of this state, approved
March 7, 1901, and entitled "An act to incorporate the Portsmouth & Exeter Street Railwaj" Company"; that by said act the
capital stock of said corporation is fixed and limited at one hundred thousand dollars, and it is therebj^ provided that its bonded
and other indebtedness shall not exceed the capital stock paid in;
that you have already authorized and have approved of an issue of
the original capital stock authorized by its charter amounting to
one hundred thousand dollars, and have also approved of an increase of fifty thousand dollars of its capital stock above the
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amount

fixed and limited by its cliarter, for the purpose of constructing and equipping the railroad authorized by its charter,
and have authorized the issue of said increase, and that you have
already authorized and approved of the issue of one hundred

thousand dollars of its bonds, such being the amount authorized
by its charter, and that you have approved of an increase of its
bonded debt by approving the issue of forty-five thousand dollars of its bonds in excess of the amount authorized bj- its charter; that the amounts of stock and bonds already' authorized will
not be sufficient by the sum of fifteen thousand dollars for the
constructing and equipping of the railroad of the petitioners;
that at a meeting of the stockholders of said corporation, duly
called to consider the question of increasing the issue of stock

amount authorized and limited
and fixed by the charter of said corporation, and beyond the
amoxmt already authorized by you to be issued, which meeting
was held at Exeter, Ncav Hampshire, on August 12, A. D. 1901,
it was duly voted that, subject to the approval upon petition
by the board of railroad commissioners of such an increase, the
capital stock of the corporation be increased beyond the amount
authorized by the charter and already authorized by them, by
the further sum of fifteen thousand dollars.
of said corporation beyond the

Wherefore, the petitioners pray, agreebly to the provisions of
chapter 19, Laws of 1897, that for the purpose of constructing and
equipping said street railway, jou ajiprove of the increase by
said corporation of its capital stock to the extent of fifteen
thousand dollars bej'ond the amount already authorized to be
issued, and that you authorize the issue of such fifteen thousand
dollars capital stock, the proceeds to be used for the purposes
aforesaid.

Wallace D. Lovell,
Bben Folsom,
WlLLIAir BURLIXGAME,

Wakren Brown,
John Templeton.
Herbert B. Dow,
Directors of the Portsmouth

Samuel W. Emery,

Esq.,

Attoriici/ for Petitioners.

d Exeter

Street

Railway Compo-inj.
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State of

Xew

JIA^u^SIIIEE.

IX JJOAKD OF RAILKOAD CoMJII&SIOXEES.

The

petition

of

the

directors

of

Concord, April

2S,

the Portsmouth

&

1902.

Exeter

Company praying for an increase of capital stock
amount of fifteen thousand dollars was heard at the office
Henry M. Putney in Manchester, N. H., on the eighth day of

Street Railway
to the

of

April, 1902, at 11 o'clock, forenoon, after

due notice to

all

persons

by the return of service upon said petition.
At said hearing the petitioners were pi'esent by their counsel,
Samuel W. Emery, Esquire, and by Wallace D. Lovell, one of said
petitioners, and it was in evidence that said Portsmouth & Exeter
Street Railway Company was legally organized under a charter
from the legislature of this state, approved March 7, 1901, and
had duly issued one hundred thousand dollars of stock and one
hundred thousand dollars in bonds as provided in said charter,
and had also legally issued an increase of capital stock to the
amount of fifty thousand dollars over and beyond the amount
provided in said charter, and had also legally issued fortyallowed
five thousand dollars in bonds beyond the amount
by said charter, and that all of said amounts being insuffiinterested as apiiears

cient for

the purpose,

said

company asks

for

the

right

to

thousand dollars in stock in addition to all the
amounts previously issued to be used in constructing and equipping its railway described in said charter, and that at a legal
meeting of the stockholders of said company holden at Exeter
August 12, 1901, said increase of fifteen thousand dollars of stock
was voted by them. It appearing that in constrncTing and equipping said railway more than three hundred thousand dollars Avill
be required according to the estimate of Gilbert Hodges, civil
engineer, it is deemed and voted by this board that the fifteen
thousand dollars increase of capital stock asked for in said petition is reasonably requisite to pay for the same, and this board,
therefore, approves of the issue of said fifteen thousand dollars
of capital stock, subject to the law apiilicable thereto, in addition to the amounts heretofore issued by said Portsmouth &
Exeter Street Railway Company, upon condition that the proissue

fifteen

ceeds of the sale of said stock shall be applied to the payment
of the cost of the construction and equipment of the railroad of
said company according to the estimate of said Gilbert Hodges,
which is made a part of this approval and finding. And it is

ordered that said company shall open and keep accounts under
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times show clearly and
for what purpose.

what amounts have been expended and

exactly

And

all

FINDINGS.

further ordered that the fifteen thousand dollars of
which is in excess of the amount authorized bj- its
charter and by said former increase, shall be first offered proportionately to the stockholders of said corporation in the manner provided by the act of legislature of 1901 at the market
value thereof, which value the board hereby determines to be
one hundred dollars a share. And all shares unsubscribed for at
it is

said stock,

the expiration of the statutory notice shall be sold at auction
for a sum not less than par, either in the city of Boston or the
town of Exeter, as the directors maj' elect, notice of such sale
by publication, as specified in said act, having first been given
in the following named newspapers: if sold in said Boston, publication shall be made in the "Boston Daily Advertiser," ''The
Boston Herald," published in Boston, and "The Daily Mirror and
American," j)ublished in said Manchester; if in said Exeter, publication shall be made in the "Exeter News Letter," jiublished in
said Exeter, said "Mirror and American," and said "Boston
Herald."

HENRY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissioners.

OVERHEAD BRIDGE AT LEBANON.
To

the

Board

of Railroad

Commissioners of the State of

New Hamp-

shire :

For the information of the board, it is hereby suggested that
overhead bridge No. 107, in the town of Lebanon, on the line of
the Concord Division of the Boston & Maine Railroad, is of insufficient height from top to rail to warrant safe passage of certain passenger equipment, and the Boston & Maine Railroad will
not object to an order, under section 1 of chapter 39 of the Laws
of 1893, requiring the proprietors to raise said overhead bridge, in
accordance with the provisions of said statute.
A notice of any hearing appointed at the convenience of the
commissioners for the inspection of said bridge will be accepted

by

this corporation.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD,
By

its

attorney,

John M. Mitchell.
Concord, N.

H., April 23, 1902.

:
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State of
In

New

Hampshire.

Board of Railroad

Comjiissioxees.

CoxcORD, X. H., September,

1903.

The board having- had information that overhead bridge Xo.
107, in the town of Lebanon, on the line of the Concord Division of
the Boston & Maine Railroad, is of insufficient height from top
warrant reasonably safe passage of certain j)assenger
on June 19, 190:2,
notifying said Boston & Maine Railroad and the selectmen of the
town of Lebanon of the time and place of such hearing, and having- made an examination of said bridge and having heard all
parties desiring- to be heard with reference to the necessity of
raising said bridge sufficiently to warrant reasonably safe passage of passenger equipment used upon said railroad at that
point, and having considered all evidence submitted and suggesto rail to

eqiiii^ment, ajipointed a hearing- at said bridge

tions

made

as to the best waj' to secure the result desired,

it is

hereby ordered and the Boston & Maine Railroad is required to
raise said bridge not less than three inches nor more than six
inches above its present level, and make such changes in the
grade of the highway, or the approaches leading to and across
said bridge, as

may

be necessaiy to suitably accommodate the

public travel thereon.

HENRY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Railroad Com in i>isi oners.

CONCORD STREET RAILWAY PARK RULES.
To

tlie

Board

of Railroad

Commissioners of the State of Netc Hanii)-

fiMre

The Concord Street Railwaj', a. corporation duly existing by
law and ojDerating a railroad within the city of Concord, and
maintaining as part of its system a park, known as the Contoocook River Park, located upon the Contooeook river, in said
city, and that for the conduct and government of said park suitable rules and regulations are essential.
Wherefore, your petitioner respectfully requests your approval,

such rules and regulations for the conduct and
form and substance as follows and
in accordance with chapter 51 of the Laws of 1897, entitled, "An
act regulating the maintenance of parks or pleasure grounds
by railroads and street railways":

in writing, of

management

of said park, in
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CONCOKD STEEET EAILWAY.
ANB Regulations to Be Observed by All Visitors at

EiiLES

CONTOOCOOK River Park.
1.

The building

of fires within the grounds, cutting, jjluck-

ing, or destroying of trees, plants, or shrubs, injury to buildings,

or defacing trees, fences, posts, or seats, throwing mis-

marking

or squirrels, discharging firearms, or unnecessarily
carrying them about in the park are forbidden.
2.
No disorderly or intoxicated person will be allowed on the
grounds. Drinking, selling, or having in possession intoxicating
liquors on the premises is forbidden.
Indulging in indecent, profane, or insulting language or
3.
siles at birds

conduct
4.

forbidden,
carriages (except baby carriages) will be allowed in the

is

No

Persons entering the park on bicj^cles must have them
checked at the bicycle shed. Riding about the grounds on bicy-

park.

cles is forbidden.
5.

Picnic parties to

whom

is

assigned a jiortion of the grounds

must not be annoyed by other visitors.
No peddling, games of chance, or begging
6.

will be allowed.
person violating any of the foregoing rules will be prosecuted in accordance with the provisions of an act passed at the

Any

January session,

1897,

New Hampshire

legislature, entitled

"An

act regulating the maintenance of parks or pleasure grounds
railroads and street railways."

by

CONCORD STREET RAILWAY,
By its attorney,
John M. Mitchell.
June

2,

1902.

CONCORD STREET RAILWAY.
Rl-les

and Regulations to Be Observed by All Visitors at
CoNTOOcooK River Park.

1.

The building

of fires within the grounds, cutting, pluck-

to buildings,
ing, or destroying of trees, plants, or shrubs, injury
misthrowing
seats,
or
posts,
fences,
marking or defacing trees,

discharging firearms, or unnecessarily
park are forbidden.
carrying them
No disorderly or intoxicated person will be allowed on the
2.
grounds. Drinking, selling, or having in possession intoxicating
liquors on the premises is forbidden.
siles at birds or squirrels,

about in the
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Indulging in indecent, profane, or insulting language or
3.
conduct is forbidden.
No carriages (except baby carriages) will be allowed in the
4.
park. Persons entering the park on bicycles must have them
checked at the bicycle shed. Riding about the grounds on bic^^cles is forbidden.

Picnic parties to

5.

whom

is

assigned a portion of the grounds

must not be annoyed by other visitors.
6.
No peddling, games of chance, or begging will be allowed.
Any person violating any of the foregoing rules will be prosecuted in accordance with the provisions of an act passed at the

January session,

1897,

New Hampshire

legislature, entitled

"An

act regulating the maintenance of parks or pleasure grounds

railroads

and

by

street railway's."

H. A. ALBIX,
Superintendent Concord Street Railway.

The foregoing

rules and regulations are hereby approved.

HENRY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS
Rwilroad Commissioners for

June

4,

the

C.

FAULKNER,

State of

New Hampshire.

1902.

OVERHEAD CROSSING
To

tlie

Board

of Railroad

IN PORTSMOUTH.

Commissioners of the State of

Xew Hamp-

shire :

The Portsmouth & Exeter Street Railway Company respectfully
represent that it is a street railway company organized under an
act of the legislature of New Hampshire, approved March 7, 1901,
and entitled "An act to incorporate the Portsmouth & Exeter
Street Railway Company"; that by said act it is duly authorized
to construct, maintain, and operate a line of street railroad in
the towns of Exeter, Stratham, Greenland, and Portsmouth, in
the county of Rockingham in said state; that its tracks have been
duly located in and will be laid in the main road leading from
Exeter to Portsmouth, through the city of Portsmouth aforesaid,
and must, therefore, be laid near the residence of Charles Wiggiii
in said Portsmouth across the track of the Concord & Portsmouth
Railroad, a steam railroad operated by and leased to a steam railroad called the Boston & Maine Railroad, and that said crossing
is proposed to be made by an overhead public highway bridge,
and that your petitioner desires to lay its track across the said
steam railroad track at said place and said overhead public high-

way

bridge.
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"Wherefore, your petitioner prays that you consent, in writing,
that the petitioner lay its track across the track of said steam
railroad in said Portsmouth on said overhead bridge, and that

you make

all

such orders in the premises as are authorized by

law.

PORTSMOUTH & EXETER STJIEET RAILWAY COMPANY,
By SAiruEL W. Emery,
Its Attorneij.

OVERHEAD CROSSING
To

the

Board

IN PORTSMOUTH.

of Railroad Commissioners of the State of

New Eamii-

shire:

The Portsmouth & Exeter Street Railway Company- respectfully
represent that it is a street railway company organized under an
act of the legislature of New Hampshire, approved March 7, 1901.
and entitled "An act to incorporate the Portsmouth & Exeter
Street Railway Company"; that by said act it is duly authorized
to construct, maintain, and operate a line of street railroad in
the towns of Exeter, Stratham, Greenland, and Portsmouth, in
the county of Rockingham, in said state: that its tracks have been
duly located and will be laid in the main road leading from Exeter to Portsmouth thi'ough the city of Portsmouth aforesaid,
and must, therefore, be laid near the Hayes farm in said Portsmouth, across the track of the Eastern Division of the Boston &
Maine Railroad, which railroad is a steam railroad, and that said
crossing is proposed to be made by an overhead bridge ^vithin the
highway's width and connected to the public highway bridge
now there, and that jour petitioner desires to lay its tracks
across the said steam railroad track in said highway at said place
on a bridge to be attached within the highway's breadth to said
overhead public highway bridge.
Wherefore, the petitioner prays that jo\x consent, in writing,
that the petitioner lay its track across the track of said steam
railroad in said highway in said Portsmouth on said overhead
bridge, and that you make all such orders in the premises as are
authorized hy law.
J

HE PORTSMOUTH & EXETER STREET RAILWAY CO-MFAN Y,
By Samuel W. Emery,
Its Attorney.
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New

Hampshire.

Is BoARDi OF Railroad Cosimissioners.

CONCOED, June

The Portsmouth

14, 1902.

&

Exeter Street Railwajl Company havingpetitioned the board of railroad commissioners to authorize it to
laj- its tracks over the Concord & Portsmoutli Railroad upon the
overhead bridge on which the main highway to Exeter crosses
said tracks near the residence of Charles Wiggin in Portsmouth;
and having also petitioned said board to authorize it to lay its
tracks over the Eastern Division of the Boston & Maine Railroad
on a bridge to be attached within the limits of said highway to the
abutments of the overhead highway bridge near the Hayes farm
in said Portsmouth, due notice of both petitions having been
given, a hearing was had at Portsmouth June 2, 1902, at which
hearing both of said railroads were represented by counsel, and
the city of Portsmouth by its mayor, all of whom assented to
said proposed crossings, provided the bridges be made safe.
It is therefore voted and ordered that said Portsmouth & Exeter
Street Railway Company be authorized:
1.
To lay its tracks over the Concord & Portsmouth Railroad
upon the said overhead highway bridge near tne residence of
Charles Wigg'in in Portsmoiith.
2.
To lay its track over the Eastern Division of the Boston &
Maine Railroad on a bridge attached to the abutments of the
said overhead highway bridge near the Hayes farm in said Portsmouth, both upon the following conditions:
That said bridge over the Concord & Portsmouth Railroad be
strengthened by said Portsmouth & Exeter Street Railway Company in a manner satisfactorj' to the mayor and aldermen of the
city of Portsmouth and the superintendent of the Southern DiA'ision of the Boston & Maine Railroad, and kept in proper condition to carry the street railway traffic. And that said bridge
over the Eastern Division of the Boston (S: Maine Railroad be
constructed by said Portsmouth & Exeter Street Railway Company according to the specifications agreed uj)on by the engineers
of both said railroads and filed with this board, and kept in
Ijroper condition to carrj^ the street railway traffic.
HENRA' M. PUTNEY,

Railroad

EDWARD

B. S.

FRANCIS

C.

SANBORN,
FAULKNER,

Co)iimissioii>rrs of

Xciv HaDipf^Inrc.
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CHANGE OF LOCATIOX IX PORTSMOUTH & EXETER
STREET RAILWAY.
To the Honorable Board of Railroad Commissioners of
KetD

the State of

EampsMre:

The undersigned, being abutters in the town of Stratham upon
the main road leading from Exeter to Portsmouth, and being
parties interested in the location of the tracks of the Portsmouth
& Exeter Street Railway- Company in said town of Stratham^
respectfullj' represent that they are aggrieved by the order of the
board of selectmen of said town made Maj' 27, 1902, changing the
location of said tracks from the east to the west side of said
highwaj^ in said town between the points following, viz., from a
stake set in the ground near the house of J. C. A. Wingate, at
the foot of Meeting House hill in said Stratham, to a stake set
in the ground at a point near Ayer's brook in said town of Stratham, for the following reasons:
1.

That

it

closes

up the public watering place known

as Lane's

watering- trough.
2.

That

it

causes the tracks to cross the road four times at the

foot of steep hills, to the great danger of public travel.
3.
That said tracks cross said main highway an unnecessary

number

of times.

That said tracks run close to the entrance to the town hall
in said town and the approach to said hall from the Portsmouth
end is obscured hj trees and buildings, rendering it dangerous ta
4.

the public in leaving said public place.
5.
That said tracks should be on the east side because the
accumulation of snow on the west side is much greater than on
the east side.

That said change of location was not for the public good^
That said order was made upon insufficient evidence and no
reason exists whj^ such change should have been made.
Wherefore, your petitioners appeal to your honorable board and
pray that they may be entitled to a speedy hearing upon said
appeal, that due notice may be given the selectmen of said towri
and other parties interested, and that said change of location;
6.

7.

may

be set aside.

HARRY

V.

SMITH, and

thirteen others.
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State of

Xew

Hampshire.

In Board* of Railroad Commissioners.

Concord, June

Due

notice having been given, a hearing

was

20, 1902.

liad at the

town

Stratham Tuesday, June 17, 1902, in the matter of the
iipi^eal of Harry V. Smith and tliirteen others from the location
by the selectmen of said town of the Portsmoutli & Exeter
Street Railway, at which hearing the appellants appeared in person, the railway was represented by its attorney, the selectmen
and some abutters by counsel, and a large number of citizens
not parties of record were present, and all testimony and arguments offered were heard and considered.
In 1901 the selectmen of Stratham, upon the petition of the
Portsmouth & Exeter Street Railway Companj', located the road
of the comj^any upon the east side of the street in Stratham \i\lage. May 27, 1902, another board of selectmen chosen at the annual meeting in iMarch, 1902, after a public hearing voted to
change the location to the west side of the street for about three
quarters of a mile, and June 2 this vote was recorded in the town
the appellants tiled tlieir appeal asking that the
records. June
location be changed to that originally fixed on the east side of
the street, and an order of notice of a hearing was issued by this
board June 6, and duly served upon the selectmen and officers of
the railway corporation. The railway corporation paid no attention to this notice unless by hastening its construction upon
the second or west side location, so that at the time of the hearing the road had been nearly completed there. The excuse
pleaded for this assumption that the appeal would be of no effect
is that the corporation had its men and material ready to proceed
with the work of construction and could not afford to wait for
a decision by the board as to the location, which fails entirely to
justify the course taken, and the fact that a finding that the
proper location was on the east side of the street would cause
the railroad company great expense in changing its tracks, has
not been and is not to be considered, although it is difficult to
house

in

.5

avoid prejudice against the corporation because of Its procedure.
In cases like this the burden of proof is upon the appellants.
Tresumably the action of the selectmen represents the wishes of
the town, is right, and is to stand unless there be substantial evi<lence that it is

wrong.

The evidence produced at the hearing discloses the fact that the
citizens of the town are nearly equally divided and that there is
not any material difference between the east and west side
locations so far as the cost or operation of

the

road or incon-
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venience of abutters or the accommodation of the traveling- pubThe important question is as to the crossings of
lic is involved.
the highways. If the original location fixed by the selectmen of
1901 had been built iipon the road continuing- on the east side
^f the street would have crossed another highway at a junction
W'ith the main street, and its tracks to its car bam. which is lo-cated on the west side, woidd have crossed ilie main highway.
As it has been built upon the location of 1902 it crosses at one
end of the territory in controversy from the east to the west side
of the main street and back again at the other end and between
these two jjoints an intersecting- highway' from Newmarket upon
which another street road is proposed. The ])rinci])al objection
to the crossing upon the new and present location is that as laid
out two of them are diagonals and at the foot of hills upoii which

motormen

are liable to lose control of their cars.

Our opinion,

based upon extensive observation and investigation, is that when
the road is in operation upon either location the danger from
crossings in the highwra\' will be found to be much less than is
aiow apprehended b\' the citizens of Stratham. provided the crossings are pro])erly constructed and the cars are handled with due
care, which miist be insisted u])on. Ibit one jiersou has to our
kno\\]edge ever been seriously injured on such a crossing- in this
.state and the damage resulting to people using tliei highways is
almost invariably to vehicles the wheels and runners of which
iire caught in the tracks, and such damage is generally at the
expense of the railroad. \Ye believe further that the objection to
the west side crossings can be largely obviated by making them
as nearly rectangidar as is practicable by ])aving' them and by
constructing suitable approaches to them, ^vhich it is entirely
within the power of the selectmen to com})el the railroad com-

pany

A

to do.

is much used is separated by
the tracks that have been laid from the traveled part of the highway. This can be moved at small expense to the opi^osite side.
With these facts in view this case appears to be so evenly balanced that we do not fell warranted in vacating the order of the
selectmen and relocating the road on the east side of the street,
and the appeal is dismissed upon condition that the railway cor-

public watering trough which

jjoration construct the crossings to the satisfaction and a])proval
of the selectmen and move the A\atering- trough neai- the house
of Mrs. Lane to the opposite side of the highway.
HENRY M. PUTNKV,

EDWAliD

B. S. SA.NBOlt.X.

FliANCTS

C.

FAULKNER.

lioilroad Commii^iSioiicrs.
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GEADE CROSSING IN GREENLAND.
To

tJie

Board

of Railroad Commissioners of the State of

New Hamp-

shire:

The Portsmouth & Exeter Street Railway Company respectfull^y
represents that it is a street railway company organized under an
act of the legislature of New Hampshire, approved March 7, 1901,
and entitled "An act to incorporate the Portsmouth & Exetei*
Street Railway Company"; that by said act it is duly authorized to construct, maintain, and operate a line of street railroad
in the town of Exeter, Stratham, Greenland, and Portsmouth, in
the county of Rockingham in said state; that its tracks have
been duly located in, and will be laid in the main road leading
from Exeter to Portsmouth, through the town of Greenland
aforesaid, and must, therefore, be laid by Greenland Village depot
in said Greenland across the track of the Concord & Portsmouth
Railroad, a steam railroad leased and operated by a steam railroad called the Boston & Maine Railroad, and that said crossingcannot be made practically, otherwise than at grade, and that
3'our petitioner desires to lay its track across the said steam railroad track in said highway by Greenland Village depot, at grade.
Wherefore, the petitioner prays that you consent, in writing,
that the petitioner lay its track across the track of said steam
railroad in said highwaj^ in said Greenland, at grade, and that

you make such orders, rules, and regialations for the protection
of all persons from injury at said crossing as you maj^ deem to
be sufficient and necessary, and that you make all such other orders in the premises as are authorized by law.

PORTSMOUTH & EXETER STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,
By Samuei. W. Emery,
Its Attorney.

State of
In

New

Hampshiee.

BoABd OF Railroad

Commissiokebs.

Concord, June

21, 1902.

&

Exeter Street Railway Company havingpetitioned for the consent of the railroad commissioners, in writing, to the construction of a street railway crossing at grade
over the tracks of the Boston & Maine Railroad on the highway
at Greenland Village depot, after due notice a hearing was had

The Portsmouth

Samuel W. Emery at Portsmouth June 3, 1902, at
which hearing both of said railroads were
represented by their attornej's, and the town of Greenland by its

at the office of

10.30 o'clock a. m., at

selectmen

filed

a written consent to the crossing.

After hearing
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the parties and inspecting- the location the hearing was adjourned
to the office of the chairman in Mancliester on the 14th of June,
at 11 o'clock A. M. From the evidence submitted and the examination of the location of the proposed crossing it appeared that
it is impracticable to construct any but a grade crossing at that

The consent
lowing conditions:

point.

x^raj-ed for' is

therefore granted upon the fol-

Said crossing shall be constructed and kept in repair by
& Maine Railroad, in a manner satisfactory to the
commissioners, at the expense of said Portsmouth & Exeter
1.

said Boston

•Street

Railway Company.

Said Boston & Maine Railroad shall continue to protect said
-crossing bj' a flagman, one half of the expense of such protection
being paid by said Portsmouth & Exeter Street Railway Company
oipon the pi-esentation of proper quai'terly bills for the same.
2.

HENRY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissioners of

New Hampshire.

CLARE^rONT RAILWAY & LIGHTING COMPANY STOCKS AND
BONDS.
To

the

New

Honorable Board of Railroad Commissi'Oiiers of the State of
Hamps'Jiire:

Respectfully represents the Claremont Railway & Lighting
'Company, a corporation duly incorporated by act of the New
Hampshire legislature, entitled "An act to unite the Claremont
-Street Railway Company and the Claremont Electric Light Company into one corporation, to be known as the Claremont Railway & Lighting Company":
That the said corporation has been duly organized at a meeting
of its charter members regularly called for that purpose, by the
choice of officers and adoption of by-laws as its charter and the
:statutes provide.

That at said meeting the directors of said corporation were
authorized and empowered to acquire by contract all the prop<erty, assets, and franchises of the Claremont Street Railway Company, a corporation duly incorporated by act of the legislature
aforesaid, approved February 14, 1899, and the Claremont Electric
Light Company, a corporation duly incorporated by act of said
legislature, approved August 17, 1887, and all in conformity Avith
the provisions of the charter of said Claremont Railway & Lighting Company.
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That said Claremont Street Railway Companj', at a meeting
and empowered its
directors to sell and convey to said Claremont Railway & Lighting Company all its property, assets, and franchises, subject toits liabilities, under the power and authority granted by the
charter of said Claremont Railway & Lighting Company.
That the capital stock of said Claremont Electric Light Comjjany is divided into four hundred shares of a par value of fiftj'
dollars each, and that said Claremont Raihvay & Lighting
Company has an option for the purchase of three hundred and
ninety of said shares at fiftj-two and one half dollars per share.
That said Claremont Railway & Lighting Company has contracted with the Standard Construction Company of Boston to
build its road; has a contract with A. T. Bachelder of Keene for
the purchase of a certain water power in said Claremont foi"
three thousand dollars, and a contract with Montgomery llollins
& Comi^anj' of Boston aforesaid to take the entire bond issue of
said comj)any, as the same may be from time to time authorized.
That the location of all i)arts of the railway granted by it&
charter to the Claremont Street Railwaj' Company has been
granted bj' the selectmen of said Cla.remont after notice and pubregularlj' called for that purpose, authorized

hearing so far as the same occuiiy anj' portion of a publicstreet, and that twenty thousand dollars of the capital stock of said companj' has been stibscribed.
That the charter of said Claremont Railway & Lighting Company provides for the issuing of its cax:)ital stock not to exceed
one hundred thousand dollars, to be divided into shares of one

lic

highway or

hundred dollars each, and for the issuing of its registered coupon
bonds for the purjjose, among other things, to provide means
for construction, equipment, and for the purchase of real and per-

may

be necessary for the convenient operation
as may be approved by the board of railroad commissioners, subject to and
in accordance with the provisions of section 17, chapter 27, Laws
1895, and to secure the payment of svich bonds with interest
sonal estate, as

of its road, to such

amount and upon such terms

thereon, said charter provides said corporation may mortgage
its road and franchises and other property to include propety to

be hereafter acquired.
That it is necessary for the construction of said road under
its charter and for the payment of large quantities of material
already purchased by said construction company and for the
property, assets, and franchises of said Claremont Street Railway

& Lighting Company
be authorized to issue capital stock of said company to the

Company, that said Claremont Raihvay
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of one hundred tho^l;^and dollars, or such part thereof

as uiaj- appear to be reasonable and just.

That for the purchase of the stock of said Claremout Electric
Light Company and for the propertj', assets, and franchises of
said Claremont Street Raihvay Company-, and the water power
aforesaid, the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars is required,
and for this purpose it is desirable and necessary that the said
Claremont Railway & Lighting Comi^any be authorized to issue
its bonds for that sum.
Wherefore, j^our petitioner, the Claremont Ilailway A: Lighting
Company, prays for au order authorizing said company to issue
its capital stock, not exceeding in amount the sum of one hundred thousand dollars, in shares of one hviudred dollars each, or
such part thereof as upon investigation may appear reasonable,
and for a further order authorizing said company to issue its
bonds to the amount of twenty-five thottsand dollars for the ]}uvchase of the stock of said Claremont Electric Light Company,
the property, assets, and franchises of said Claremont Street
Railway Company as aforesaid, and the water power as aforesaid, with authority to mortgage its road and franchises to
secure the payment of its bonds as its charter provides, and for
such decrees and orders in the premises as may be just.

CLAEE^klOXT

RAILWAY & LIGHTING COMPANY,
B\' attorney,

F. K.

Browx.

State of Xeav Hampshire.
In;

Board of Railroad

CoiiiiissiOEEs.

CoxcoRD, June

23,

1902.

In the matter of the petition of the Claremont Railway &
Lighting Company, asking the approval of the board to an issue

amount of one hundred thousand dollars
mortgage bonds to the amount of twenty-live
thousand dollars ($25,000), for the construction and equipment of
the street railway described in the charter of said company, due
and sufBcient notice having been given, a hearing was had upon
the petition at the office of H. ^I. Putney, in Manchester, on June
21, 1902, at 11 o'clock A. .M., and such testimony, estimates, and
arguments as were presented were heard and considered. It appeared that said Claremont Railway ct Lighting Company was
formed agreeably to an act of the legislature of New Hampshire
bj' a union of the Claremont Street Railway Company and the
Claremont Electric Light Comi>any, whose properties, franchises,
and other rights it acquired by such union; that said Claremont
of capital stock to the
($100,000),

and

of
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Company has been duly

organized; that
charter to issue stock to the amount of
one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) in shares of one hundred
dollars ($i00) each, and to incur mortgage indebtedness subject

Eaihvay
it is

Lig-liting-

authorized by

its

to the laws of the state and the approval of the railroad commissioners for the purpose of constructing and equipping a railway and for the purchase of the properties of the two companies
of which it was formed and needed water power and the pay]nent of other necessary and proper expenses; that it has secured
the location of a railway in Claremont and has made plans, contracts, and agreements for the construction of said railway at a
cost of more than one hundred thousand dollars; that it is to pay
for the property of the Claremont Electric Light Company and
for a. water power to be used in connection with its business
about twenty-five thousand dollars; that it has voted to issue for
these purposes in accordance with law stock to the amount of

one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000), and coupon mortgage
bonds to the amount of $25,000, and that $20,000 of the stock has
been subscribed for.
It is. therefore, deemed and voted that the sum of one hundred
and twenty-five thousand dollars ($125,000) is reasonably requipurposes of the corporation, and that the
board approve the issue by said Claremont Railway & Lighting
Campanj^ of stock to the amount of one hundred thousand dollars
(J^$100,000), and coupon mortgage bonds to the amount of twentyfive thousand dollars ($25,000), subject to the provisions of law
and upon conditions following: that no more shall be issued
than is necessary at par value to pay the actual expense incurred
lor the purposes for which the issue is authorized, and that said
I'ailwaj' shall open and keep books of account which will at all
times exactly and clearly show what amounts have been exl^ended for the purposes specified.
HENEY M. PUTNEY,
site for the jiroper

EDWARD B.
FRANCIS

C.

S.

SANBORX,

FALTLKNER,

BaiJroad Commissioners of Xetv Hampskire.

STREET RAILWAY LOCATION IX r^lANCHESTER.
'Jo the Hoiiorahle

Board

of Ix'ailroad Comiiiissioiicrs for the State of

Kew Hampshire:
The undersigned, being residents of tlu^ c'ity of Manchester
and abutters along the line of the location granted on the sec-
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of June, 1902, by the board of mayor and aldermen on
Central, Pine, Spruce, and Cypress streets, in said Manchester,
to the Manchester Street Eailway, respectfullj- represent that

ond day

the}' are aggrieved by the said location which was granted by
said board of mayor and aldermen, as follows:
Voted; That the i)rayer of the Manchester Street Railway, asking- for a location of tracks on Central, Pine, Spruce, and Cypress
streets, be granted and that said tracks be located as follows:

Beginning at a j^oint in the center line of the northerly track
and at a point in the center line of the southerly track of the
said street railway, as now constructed on Lake avenue, 15 feet
easterly of The east line of Cypress street produced; thence

curves to the

left of

-10

feet radius

from

bj'

said jioints converging

to points in the center line of Cypress street, distant respectively
10 44-100 feet and 19 50-100 feet southerly from the south line of

Lake avenue produced; thence by the center

line of said Cypress
street to a point 13 feet northerly of the north line of East Sjiruce

street produced; thence

by

a

curve to the right of 38 feet radius

to a point in the center line of East Spruce street distant 13 feet
Avesterly of the west line of Cypress street produced; thence bj'

the center

East Spruce street to a point distant 13 feet
Pine street produced; thence b^' a
•curve to the right of 3S feet radius to a point in the center line
-of Pine street distant 13 feet northerly of the north line of East
Spruce street ijroduced; thence by the center line of Pine street
to a point 13 feet southerh' of the south line of Central street
produced; thence by a curve to the left of 38 feet radius to a
point in the center line of Central street distant 13 feet westerly
of the west line of Pine street produced; thence bj' the center
line of Central street to a point distant about 15 feet easterly of
the east line of Elm street produced; thence by double curves to
the right and left to points in the center line of the east and west
tracks on Elm street, together with the following additional
•curves, connecting the existing- trades of said street railway with
the proposed new tracks:
A curve of 110 feet radius from said proposed line on Spruce
street at a point abont 7 feet westerl}^ from the west line of
iMassabesic street to the right and southerly to a point in the
center line of the present track of said street railway in Massabesic street
a curve of 38 feet radius from the proposed line at
i{ point in the center line of Pine street L3 feet southerly- of the
south line of Lake avenue ^^esterl_y to a point in the center line
of the track on said Lake avenue distant 13 feex westerly of the
west line of Pine sireet: a curve of :;s feet radius leading from
line of

•easterly of the east line of

;
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a point in said proposed line in T'ine street distant 13 feet
northerly of the north line of Lake avenue easterly to a point ia
the center of the present track in Lake avenue 13 feet east of
the easterly line of Pine street; the above described lines to be
the center lines of said tracks and the <>'aug'e to be 4 feet 81/3.

inches.

The abo\e location is granted njjon the follo^^ing• condition:
Said railway shall construct said road with girder rails and block
pave between the rails and IS inches on the outside of each rail
throughout the entire length of said location: all to be done
to the satisfaction of the mayor and aldermen and of the board
of street and parl<; commission; abutting landowners are each
awarded one cent damages.
And the nndersigned set out the following reasons why said
location should not have been allowed:
Because said location was made upon insuHicient evidence
1.
and no reason exists why said location should be made.
That said location was not for the public good, but on the
2.
detrimental to the interests of the traveling- publie
and unnecessary injuir}-, inconvenience, and damage to your petitioners
and to their property on said streets.
3.
That for the convenient transaction of the business of said
Manchester Street Eailway and the operation of its railroad, said
location is not necessary, but said corporation can be better
accommodated in various other ways than bj- said location.
Wherefore your petitioners appeal to your honorable board
and pray that the}' may be entitled to a hearing upon said appeal;
that due notice may be given to all parties interested and that
said location mav be set aside.
contrary'

is

of the city of ^Fanchester, and especiallj' causes great

PATRICK

A. DEVINE.
PHILIP RILEY.

FRED
C. L.

P.

DAXFORTH.

FULLER.

P. H. vSui.LIVA>-,
CoiiiiSfl for Apixlhiiits.

Dated

at :S[ANCiiESTEii, N. H.,

June

V2,

11)0:2.

State of Xew HampshiiU':.
IX

HoAUD of UAILKOAD COMiHSSrONERS.
Coxc'ORi),

June

2S.

1902.

In the juatter of the a))peal of Patrick A. Devine, Philip Eiley^
Fred P. Danforth, and C. L. Fuller, abutters upon the location
granted by the mayor and aldermen of ^Lanchester upon CentraU
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and Cypress streets, to the Manchester Street Rail^
way, asking- that said location be set aside for the following"
Pine, Spruce,

reasons:

"Because said location was made upon insufficient evidence
and no reason exists why said location should be made. That
said location was not for the puWic g'ood. but, on the contrarj-,
is

detrimental to the interests of the traveling public of the city

and unnecessary in;
and damage to j'our petitioners and to their
property on said streets. That for the convenient transaction of
the business of said Manchester Street Eailway and the operation
of its railroad said location is not necessary, but said corporation
can be better accommodated in various other ways than by said
of Manchester, and especially causes great
jury, inconvenience,

location."
of
2o

Due notice having been given, a hearing was had at the
Henry yi. Putney in ^Manchester, Monday and Tuesday,
and

24,

1902, at

which hearing- the

ijetitioners

office

June-

were present,

with their counsel, P. H. Sullivan, Esq. The street railway was.
represented by its manager, J. Brodie Smith; its siiperintendent,
W. E. [Maloney: and its counsel, D. A. Taggart and D. W. Perkins, Esquires, and a large number of citizens appeared in person^
and all evidence and arguments offered -were heard and considered. The water supply and principal summer resort of the
people of ^lanchester is about four miles from the city hall, in
the town of Auburn, at Massabesic lake. The Manchester Street
Railwaj' has a so-called lake line, consisting- of a doiible track
road from the lake pavilion over the Hanover street road highAvay and Lake avenue to Cypress street, about three miles, and a
single track upon a steep hill down the avenue to Massabesic
street, a third of a mile, where it connects with a single track
that runs fi'om Hallsville down the avenue and another from
Hallsville up Hall street and down Manchester street to Elm.
The outgoing- cars on this line are run over Lake avenue and the
incoming- around by Hall and Manchester streets, making a loop

from the Massabesic-street junction. In going- out these cars
meet and cross tlie cars from Hallsville to Beech street, on the
avenue, and incoming in those from Elm street to Hallsville upon
Manchester street, and as the tracks on these streets are single

made u])on sidings where, when
heavy and schedule time cannot be made exactly', there
are imavoidable delays and much stalling- of cars. The lake
shores are frequented by all classes of people. Some of their
artificial attractions have most unsavory reputations, but the
extent and diversity of tlie shore line afford room for every
varietv of outdoor rest and recreation, for a great number of
the crossings are necessarily
traffic is
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summer homes,

for celebrations, picnics,

and other

•and the lake itself olTers opportunity for boating
-and the entertainments provided in its casino

make amnsement cheap and

by the

g-atherings,

and

fishing,

street road

harmless, so that it has come to be
the confirmed habit of a very large share of the 60,000 population
of Manchester to "go to the lake" for outings long or short.
That it would be better if most of them went somewhere else,
where they would not pollute the water sujiply of the city, and
where objectionable features are less tolerated, may be successfully argued, but the local authorities, in response to a popular
demand, have established the street road to the lake and the tide
of local summer travel flows irresistibly over it in steadily increasing volume. To provide for this travel is the duty and the
profitable right of the corporation. The proportions of the business on some days in the past appear in the following figures:
On the Fourth of July, 1901, the street road collected 20,94:!
fares on the lake line, or 10,472 each way. On Labor Day of that
year it collected 15,983 fares; on Sunday. June ?>Q, 16,930 fares;
on Sunday, Aiigust 11, 14,843 fares; on Sunday, August 18, 13,219
fares; and on Sunday, August 25, 12,495 fares. The great bulk
of this business is done between 1 o'clock and 10 o'clock p. m.
Nearly all go to the lake between 1 o'clock and 5 o'clock p. Ji.
•and return between 5 o'clock and 9 o'clock, so that the road must,
on fair Sundays and holidays in summer, carry out from 6,000 to
10,000 people in four or five hours, and return them in the same
length of time. That this can be done safely and with diie
regard to the comfort of passengers upon a single track road,
•down a hill like the one between Cypress and Massabesic streets,
•or upon a single track loop on which cars are constantly being
met and delayed on sidings, like the one formed by the Manchester street and lower Lake avenue lines, is apparent and is constantly demonstrated. It follows that the congestion must be
relieved in some way. The question is, how?
The street railway, after the requisite preliminaries and a
long hearing, obtained, on June 2, from the city government
of Manchester a location for a new single track from a point
on Elm street, between jNLanchester street and Lake avenue,
u}) Central street to Pine, down Pine to Spruce,
up Spruce
to Cypress, and up Cyju-ess to the point where its double
track iion Lake avenue ends, the purpose being- to run all its
lake cars and Beech-street cars out on the new line and take
them all over the avenue, thus avoiding the sidings on Manchester street and getting rid of those on Lake avenue. It
lis
this location that the appellants, who are abutters upon it,
ask us to set aside. Tlieir contentions are in brief that if
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the congestion exists and ninst be relieved, which they do not
seriously question, it should be by doubletracking Lake avenue
from Cj'press street to Elm, by extending- the Vallej^-street line
at the south part of the city, or the Bridge-street line at the north
with Lake avenue at the top of the hill,

part, so as to connect

thus forming- a loop for lake traVel, or by making a loop up
They also suggest that by
street, around the car barns.
the use of trailers and chaser cars and the extension, and multiplication of sidings or by reducing the five minutes' time to three
or two minxites the present lake line may be made to carry more
business. Their objection to the jiroposed Spruce-street road
is that it will damage their property along its line; that it will
obstruct, make dangerous, and divert travel from Spruce and
Central streets, over which a large part of the j)leasure carriages and heavy teams go between the southeast part of the
citj'^ and Elm street, and for which no other streets can be satisfactorily substituted by the public; that while street railways
are desirable and necessary and of great advantage to them as
well as others, they wish the cars to run by the houses of their
neig'hbors instead of their own, so as to have their streets unencumbered and save them from annoyance and danger.
There is Avide difference of opinion among the abutters uj3on
the new or Sijruce-street location as to the effect the road, if
built, will have upon their property.
Originally a large majority
of them signed a petition asking the citj' government to locate
the road as it did. Subsequentlj^ a number of these changed
their minds and united with the appellants in a remonstrance,
so that at the time of our hearing about one third in number
and one half in ownership of the frontage were on record as
opponents. Of two joint and equal owners of one of the largest
blocks one earnestly opposed and the other as earnestlj^ supported the layout; so, too, those who use the strfeecs for driving
and teaming from East Manchester are divided and the testimony of citizens from the standpoint of self-interest may fairly
be said to be nearly equally balanced, leaving the question, as
it should be left, "What does the public good demand?"
If
abutters are specially damaged pecuniarily by a railroad they
have their remedy against the corporation. If the opinion that
one track half spoils a narrow street and two tracks completely
spoil it be correct, it seems to us just that when two tracks must
be had they should be put in two streets, for if railways are a
burden upon the streets they occupy such burden should be distributed as far as practicable through the different streets of
the city in which such roads are a public necessity. Street railroads are not to be had in cities without injurj- to the streets,

Depot
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community tliat demands and gets them must take them
whatever inconvenience they necessarily inflict upon owners
of teams and pedestrians.
Of the substitutes projiosed hx the appellants the Dejjot-street
loop, by the ear barn at the foot of Lake avenue, would afford
no relief and we regard it as entirely impracticable. At best
Jt v.'ould only lie another knot at the end of a line already knotted
too much. A loop which included Valley street would take
people by a circuitous i-outc through the extreme south part of
the city, over three steam railroad crossing's, and cannot be
favorably considered. A Bridge-street loop is more feasible but
it Avould make the road from the lake much longer than it is
now and necessitate more transfers of people on return trips.
To run the lake cars upon either Valley or Bridge street would
_greatly -lisarrange and impede the local business on these sti'eets,
particularly on Bridg'e street, where there are already' two lines
on a single track. 1'he road on both these streets was built
largely by money contributions from citizens living upon them,
who have in equity if not in law a special right to maintain that
they shall not be discommoded for no othei' pni-pose than to
save other streets from invasion. But the fatal objection to
•and a
Avith

using' eitlier ^'a]ley or J'ridge street for a lake line loop is that
it Avould necessitate moi'e sidings on which cars would be stalled
than there are upon Manchester street, and thus increase rather
than diminish the most serious ditticiilty that has to be contended
"with now. Lake avenue is a fifly-foot street A\ith a thirty-fourfoot I'oadway between tlie sidewalks. With one track it is as
passable as most streets containing street cars. With two its
use as a thoroughfare would be practically destroyed, particnlarl}' upon the hill between Cj^press and JNIassabesic streets.
Instead of extending the second track from Cypress street to Elm
^\ e think a section of that alre;uly laid beyond Cy])ress toward
the lake should be removed. 'J'he use of trailers and chasers
has been abandoned on lu^arly all I'oads because of the dangers
attending their use and we regard it as unsafe to run ears more
freqiiently than upon five-minute time each way, which requires
a car every two and a half minutes on such a single-tracked hill
as the one below Cypress street. Further, it is the undisputed
testimony of the railroad employees that it is impos.sible to run
the cars oftener than once in five minutes when they must cross

those fi'om other directions upon sidings.
^luch consideration is to be given to the contention that Spruce

and Central

from East Manbut it does not appear to \is that this
•should outweigh the opposing facts. There are those who even
<'hester to

streets are needed as thoroughfares

Elm

street,
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iiow prefer to come from East ^Manchester to Elm street by
With the tracks laid upon the location, Central
street, which is one of the best in the citj-, Avill be open to Pine,
iiud a single track upon it from Pine and upon Spruce street
need not turn from them any but skittish horses. If drivers
think otherwise thej' can easily find other avenues to Elm street.
A section of Spruce street is set apart each winter for a speedAvay for horses and coasting- by children. At siieh times it is
impassable, and teamsters from the east g-ood-naturedl_y find
another route to allow their fellow citizens to enjoy themselves.
What they do for sportsmen and children in winter we believe
they could do for others without serious inconvenience if necessarj, Avhicli will not be the case if the track is properly con-

other routes.

sti'ucted.
It is to be

remembered that the

city

government,

acting- pre-

sumably

for the iieople of ^lanchesler. has after long- deliberation

selected

the

Spruce-street loop as the one best calculated to

serve the peox^le and inflict the least injury upon them, and
judg-ment is to stand unless clearly shown to be wrong-, which

its

we

do not think has been done.

It is further to be considered that
the Spruce-street location is set aside the city government
may refuse to grant another and the roadway be left powerless to handle its Ivaflic as it should. For tliese reasons the
if

petition

is

dismissed.

HEXIJY M. I'UTXEY,

EDWAKU

B. S.

FRANCIS

C.

SAXBORX,
FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissioners of ycic Hampshire.

A

Attest:

true coi)v.

HENRY

M.

PUTNEY,
Chairman.

CLARE JklONT RAIL^^AY PARK.
To

the Honorahle

Board

of h'aiJroad

CommissiDncrs for

the ^iatc of

Xetv Hampshire:

The Claremont

Railway

t*c

Lighting-

Company

respectfully

represent that by act of the legislature of said state, approved
March 22, 1901. entitled "An act to unite the Claremont Street
Railway Company and the Claremont Electric Light Company
into one corporation 1o be known as the Claremont Railwaj' &
Lighting Company," it is authoi'ized and empowered to construct,
maintain, and operate a railroad for the transportation of passengers, freight, express, and mail, with convenient side tracks,
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over any point witliin the limits of said town of Claremont, over
and upon such, highways and lands as may be necessary for the
public accommodation in said town; that as a part of its lay-out
it has been granted a location by the selectmen of said Clarein, over, and along a certain highway in said Claremont
leading by the station of the Boston & Maine Railroad at Claremont Junction to Claremont Tillage; and that said Claremont
Railway & Lighting Company desires to lease a certain tract
of land, sitiiate in said Claremont, on the northerly side of said

mont

highway, near to and easterly from saidi station of said Boston
& Maine Railroad at said Claremont Junction, being land of
Ellen L. Jones, containing aboiit thirty acres, and bounded
westerly and northerly by said Boston, & Maine [Railroad,,
easterly by land of one Moody, and southerly by said highway.
for the term of ten years, with privilege of renewing same, and
convert and maintain said tract of land into a park or pleasure
ground as a part of its system; and to properly inclose the
same, and build and maintain suitable buildings and structures
thereon for the convenience, entertainment, and comfort of the
public.

Wherefore the petitioner jarajs that you consent to the lease
and pleasure ground purposes, according
to the tenor of its petition, and for such orders thei'eon as your
honorable board may deem necessary.
of said land for park

THE CLARE:\I0XT railway & LIGHTING COMPANY,
By

attorney,
F. H. Beowk^.

State of
1:^1

New

Hampshire.

Board of RAitROADi Commissioners.
Concord, July

The Claremont Railway & Lighting Company

10,

1902.

having-

peti-

tioned the railroad commissioners for their consent to a lease
by it of a certain tract of land, described in the petition, for a
park and pleasure ground upon the line of its electric railway
in West Claremont, such consent is hereby given.

HENRY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissioners.
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NEWPORT & SUNAPEE STREET RAILWAY STOCK AND
BONDS.
To

Board

the

of

Railroad Commissioners for the State of

New Hamp-

sMre:
Respectfully represent the Newport & Sunapee Street Raila street railway corporation duly organized under
the general laws of New Hampshire, that it is duly authorized
by its articles of agi-eement and the general laws to issue sixty
thousand dollars of capital stock and sixty thousand dollars of
bonds, when the issue of said stock and bonds is deemed and
voted by jou to be reasonably' requisite for the purposes for which
such issue of stock and bonds has been authorized; that said
corporation is about to build and equip a street railway about
seven miles long over the route described in its articles of agreement; that the proceeds of the entire amount of stock and bonds
"which said corporation is authorized to issue by its articles of
agreement and the general laws "will be less than the amount
needed for constructing and equipping said street railway.
Wherefore the petitioner prays that it be determined and voted
by you that it is reasonably requisite that said corporation issue

way Company,

said sixty thousand dollars of capital stock and sixty thousand

bonds or such other amount of bonds as to you seems
reasonable for the purposes aforesaid, and that such issue of
stock and bonds be authorized by you.
dollars of

NEWPORT & SUNAPEE STREET RAILWAY COMPANY.
By George

A. Fairbanks,
Presid^ut.

State of
Ik;

New

HAiipsHiRE.

Board of Railroad!

CoMiiissioNEBS.

Concord, July

21, 1902.

In the matter of the petition of the Newport & Sunapee Street
Railway Company, asking the approval of the board to an issue
of capital stock to the amount of sixty thousand dollars ($60,000)
and of mortgage bonds to the amount of sixty thousand dollars
($60,000) for the construction and equipment of the street railway described in the petition of the company, due and sufficient
notice having been given, a hearing was had upon the petition
at the office of the board in Concord, on July 18, 1902, at 11
o'clock A. ii., and such testimony, estimates, and arguments
as were presented were heard and considered. It appeared that
said

Newport

&

Sunapee Street Railway Company has been
and equip a railway, which it has

legally authorized to construct
17
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already survej^ed and located, and to issue for that purpose stock
to the amount of sixty thousand dollars and to incur bonded
indebtedness not exceeding that amount, and that the cost of
the road as proposed will be, according to the estimates and
contracts, and the other evidence offered, more than one hundred and twenty thousand dollars, making necessary the issue
of stock and bonds to the amounts specified in said charter.
It is deemed and voted that the sum of one hundred and
twenty thousand dollars is reasonably requisite for the proper
purposes of the corporation, and that the board approve the
issue

by said Newport

&

Sunapee Street Railway Company of

stock to the amount of sixty thousand dollars ($60,000) and of
bonds to the amount of sixty thousand dollars ($60,000) as authorized, subject to the provisions of law under which the same
are issued and in the manner and upon the conditions following:
That no more shall be issued than is necessary at par value
to pay the actual expense incurred for the purposes for which
the issue is authorized, and that said railway shall open and

keep books of account which will at all times exactly and clearly
show what amounts have been exjaended for the purposes specified.

HENEY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissioners of Neic Hampshire.

GRADE CROSSING IN CLAREMONT.
To

the

Honorable Board of Railroad Commissioners for the State of

New Hampshire:
The Claremont Railway & Lighting Company respectfully represent that by act of the legislature of said state, approved
March 2, 1901, entitled "An act to unite the Claremont Street Railway Company and the Claremont Electric Light Company into
one corporation, to be known as the Claremont Railway &
Lighting Company," it is authorized and empowered to construct,
maintain, and operate a railroad for the transportation of passengers, freight, express, and mail, with convenient side tracks,
over any point within the limits of said town of Claremont, over
and upon such highways and lands as may be necessary- for the
public accommodation in said town; that it has been granted a
location by the selectmen of said Claremont in, over, and along
a certain highway in said Claremont leading by the station of
the Boston & Maine Railroad at Claremont Junction to Claremont
Village, and in, over, and along the highway known as Pleasant
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street in the village of said Claremont; that it is necessary that
the track of said Claremont Railway & Lighting Company cross
the track of said Boston & Maine Railroad, known as the Y, recently constructed by said Boston & Maine Railroad at said Claremont Junction to connect the tracks of the Sullivan County road,
so called, with the Concord & Claremont Division of said road, at
grade, and on the northerly side of said highway, and it is also
necessary that the track of said Claremont Railway & Lighting
Company cross the tracks of said Boston & Maine Railroad on
said Pleasant street at grade, a few rods easterly of the passenger
station of said Boston & Maine Railroad in the village of said
Claremont, and that it is impracticable to make the crossings
aforesaid otherwise than at grade.
Wherefore the petitioner prays that you consent in writing
that the petitioner lay its track according to the tenor of its
petition, and for such orders, rules, and regulations as jovl may
deem necessary and proper for the protection of all persons and

property at said crossings.

THE CLAREMONT RAILWAY & LIGHTING COMPANY,
By

attorney,

Brown.

F. H.

State of
liSf

New

Hampshire.

BOABD of RAItROAD'

COM]VI!ISSIONEES.

Concord, July

28, 1902.

the petition of the Claremont Railway & Lighting Company, approved by the selectmen of Claremont, the consent of the
railroad commissioners is hereby given to the construction at
grade by said company of crossings over the tracks of the Boston & Maine Railroad upon the Y at Claremont Junction and
upon Pleasant street in the village of Claremont iipon the following conditions:
1.
Said crossings shall be constructed and kept in repair
by said Boston & Maine Railroad, in a manner satisfactory to
the commissioners, at the expense of said Claremont Railway &
Lighting Company.

Upon

2.
Said Boston & Maine Railroad shall continue to protect said
Pleasant-street crossing by a flagman, one half of the expense
of such protection being paid by said Claremont Railway & Light-

ing Company upon the i^resentation of jiroper quarterly
the same.

bills for

HENRY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissioners of

New Hampshire.
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STATION AND CROSSING IMPROVEMENTS AT BERLIN.
Grand Trunk Railway System, Office of

Solicitor,

PORTDLAND, Aug.
C. A.

13, 1902.

HiGHT,

SOLICI'TOR.

Honorable H. M. Putney, Cliaimian, Board of Railroad Commissioners, Ma/ncJwster, N. H.:
Dtcar, Sir,

—The

Grand Trunk

officials tell

me

that they are

about ready to start in with the changes at the Berlin station,
and of course they desire to comply Mvith the suggestions and
recommendations of the railroad commissioners. The recommendation of the board in regard to this matter is expressed in
rather general language and I have been a little afraid that if
the Grand Trunk people should go ahead with the plans they
have in mind that there might be) some attempt on the part of
the citizens to construe the decree differently from what the
Grand Trunk people understand it. I understand from reading
the decree that while you approve of the widening of the Greenstreet underpass, you do not in this decree fix upon any particular width. As was stated at the hearing, it is not practicable
in the minds of the engineers to give a greater width to the
Green-street underpass than thirty feet; even this width would
require center supports, and a greater width would probably
require the lowering of the highway, making the grade of the

and interfering with existing water pipes, sewer
understand that at the hearing some years ago
the railroad commissioners stated that they thought thirty feet
would be a reasonable width for the underpass. At this last
hearing before the railroad commissioners, while we stated that
we did not believe in making this change and did not want to
do it, we further stated that if the commissioners should order a
change of the Green-street underpass, we hoped they would not
order it widened to more than thirty feet.
I am very sure that the plans on file show the remodeled
Green-street underpass only thirty feet in width. I know that
the railroad eompany find it impracticable to make an underpass any wider than thirty feet, but I would be glad to hear from
you that the underpass constructed on these lines would not
be inconsistent with your recommendations.
In regard to the depot buildings, Mr. McGuigan, the manager
of the company, in his letter to the city, agreed in case the
Grand Trunk's plan of a new subway, etc., was adopted, to build
a modern brick depot. He distinctly said that he would not
street improper

pipes,

etc.

I
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I
to build such a depot if this plan was not accepted.
understand that the compa.nj- proposes now, in obedience to your
recommendation, to remove the freight house and the freight
tracks, and remodel the j)resent station building. I have no
doubt that thej' will make a satisfactory and convenient depot

want

building.
I regret to trouble you again with this matter, but as I have
already stated, I am anxious to advise the company's officials so
that they will comply with your recommendations, and so that
there may be no idea on the part of the town that we have
acted In any other way than in the utmost good faith.

Yours
C.

truly,

A.

^Ianchester, N. H., Aug.
C. A. Eight, Counsel

HIGHT.
15,

1902.

Grand Trunk Railroad, Portland, Me.:

—

Dear Sir, In reply to, yours of the 13th instant,, in regard to
the report of this board upon the petition of the city of Berlin
for improvements in the Grand Trunk stations, yards, and crossings, in that city, I have to say: That report was purposely made
general in its terms. The powers of the board in such cases as
The law is "Whenever the commissioners
opinion that repairs of a railroad are necessary, or
that there should be additions to its rolling stock, or that new
stations should be built or existing ones should be changed or
repaired, or that the rates for transporting persons or freight
should be changed, or that there should be changes in the mode
this are very limited.

are

of

or of conducting its business, they
inform the proprietors of the railroad, in writing, and
of the nature and extent of the improvements, repairs, or changes
which they think ought to be made, and shall insert in their
next annual report an account of their proceedings and recommendations." Under this law we can do little more than express
an opinion as to the need of station changes, which is admitted
here, and as to their character and even in the exercise of this
power it is not to be expected that we should attempt to do the
of operating the railroad
shall so

whom the deconstruction are properly entrusted. Furthermore, it is
to be assumed, unless the contrary is shown, that the managers
of a railroad like the Grand Trunk, whose business it has been
for years to study such problems and test by actual use stations

work

of engineers, architects, or other experts to

tails of

and crossings, know better than those who can only theorize
line and

what accommodations are necessary at any point on its
will, when reconstructing them, provide what will prove

accepta-
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ble to their patrons, for failure to do this must inevitably cause
perpetual discontent and hostility, which no railroad corporation
can afford. The details of the improvements at Berlin which it
is agreed are needed and must be had are therefore left to the
judgment of the officials of the road, who are or should be qualified to determine what is practicable and will satisfy the reason-

demands of the public.
In stating what we understood to be the original plan of the
corporation mention was made of a 35-foot underpass at Green
street, but as this plan was objected to by the city and discarded
it is now of consequence only so far as it was included in the
compromise which was agreed to by both parties and which we
approved as a whole because when agreed to it was presumably
able

the best obtainable.
In 1894 this board, after an examination and a hearing, expressed the opinion, based somewhat upon the testimony of engineers, that the underpass at Green street could be widened so as
to be thirty feet without unreasonable expense, that such a change
was necessary and that it should be made. We see no reason to
modify this opinion to which the road has heretofore paid no
attention. Improvements about the stations have been under
consideration a long time. They are urgently needed. Just what

they should be and can be in detail we do not undertake to say,
but w© do say that while we appreciate the difficulties growing
out of the lack of room and the peculiar character of the country
in that vicinity, and while we think the city should have accepted the first plans, the Grand Trunk road should proceed at
once to do something and all it can to better the situation. If a
30-foot underpass at Green street is all that is practicable, build
that. If it is judged better to rebuild the passenger station
than to move it and use it for freight, do that. If, as is admitted,
the freight track east of the depot can be got rid of and the
freight houses and yards can be moved so as to relieve Mt. Forest
street, make these changes.
Begin them at once and push them
to completion as soon as possible.
Yours truly,
H. M. PUTNEY,
Chairmmi.

DISCONTINUANCE OF LACONIA STREET RAILWAY.
To Henry M. Putney, Frwncis

C. Faulkner,

Railroad Commissioners of

State of

tJie

and E. B.

S.

Sanborn^

New Hampshire:

We, the undersigned, directors in the Laconia Street Railway,,
respectfully represent that said street railway from a point on
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Union avenue near the residence

of the late Samuel C. Clark, in
said Laconia, thence northerly to the terminus of said railway at
Weirs, so called, in said Laconia, cannot be operated without^

great loss to the

May

company

after October 1 to the first of the

following-.

Wherefore said directors apply to and petition said board of
commissioners to authorize them to discontinue the
operation of that part of said street railwaj^ beginning at a point
opposite the dwelling of the late Samuel C. Clark, in Laconia,
thence extending northerly to its terminiis at Weirs, from and
after October 1, 1902, until the first day of May, 1903.
Dated at Laconia, N. H., this 9th day of September, 1902.
railroad

A. G.

FOLSOM,

SMITH,
C. P. STONE,
EDMUND LITTLE,
S. B.

Directors.

New

State of
In!

Hampshike.

Board of Eaileoad

Commiissionees.

Concord, Sept.

The Laconia

Kailway

15, 1902.

hereby authorized to discontinue the operation of its railway between a point on Union
avenue, near the residence of the late Samuel C. Clark in Laconia,
and the northern terminus at Weirs, from the first day of October, 1902, to the first day of May, 1903.
By order of the board,
HENEY M. PUTNEY,
Chairman.
Street

is

NEWPOET & SUNAPEE STEEET EAILWAY STOCK AND
BONDS.
To

the

Board

of Bailroad Commissioners for the State of

New Hamp-

shire:

The undersigned, the directors of the Newport & Sunapee
Street Eailway Company, respectfully represent that said corporation is a street railway corporation organized under the
general laws of this state, viz., P. S. c. 156, and Laws of 1895, c.
27,

for the purpose of constructing, maintaining-, and operating a

street railway in the

towns

of

Newport and Sunapee

in

said

has been decided bj' the supreme court that the
public good requires that the proposed railway be built over
the route described in the articles of agreement; that the certificate reqiiired by law in such case has been duly issued to said
state;

that

it
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corporation and recorded; that by the articles of agreement the
capital stock of said corporation is fixed and limited at sixty
thousand dollars, the issue of which has been authorized by said

commissioners and which has been fully paid in; that by law
the corporation is prohibited to contract debts exceeding its capital stock paid in; that the necessary expense of properly constructing and equipping the street railway which said corpora^
tion is authorized to build and operate will be thirty thousand

and limited by the
agreement, and the bonded and other indebtedness
which said corporation is authorized by law to incur; that said
corporation desires to immediately begin the construction of its
railway and prosecute said work to completion; that at a meeting of the corporation duly called for the purpose of increasing
the capital stock and bonds of said corporation beyond the
ajnounts authorized and limited by the articles of agreement
and the general laws, it was duly voted by a majority of the
dollars in excess of the capital stock fixed

articles of

stockholders present, that, subject to the approval, upon j)etition of the directors, by the board of railroad commissioners
of such increase, the capital stock of the corporation be increased beyond the amount authorized bj' the articles of agreement by the sum of twenty thousand dollars, and that bonds to
the amount of ten thousand dollars beyond the amovuit authorized by the articles of agreement and general laws, secured with
the bonds alreadj^ authorized, by first mortgage of the franchise
and property of the corporation, be issued for lawful purposes,
and that the increase of stock and bonds approved by the board
of railroad commissioners be issued according to the order and
direction of said board of railroad commissioners by said directors.

WhereforCi the petitioners pray that for the purpose of constructing and equipping said street railway, you approve the
increase of the capital stock and bonds voted as aforesaid, and
authorize said corporation to make an increase of the capital
stock and bonds authorized by the articles of agreement and
general laws to the extent of twenty thoiisand dollars of stock
and ten thousand dollars of bonds be3^ond the amount fixed and
limited in each case by the articles of agreement and general
laws and to issue the said increase of its stock and bonds.
LOKEW D. TOWLE.,
WiLLiAJW F. Baldwin,

Joseph H. Soliday,

David Betjshiuiol,
George A. Falrbaxks,

Feank
Frank
Dinctoi.s

(if

the Nciciwrt

tt

>!iunii)(c :^treet

a.

Eawson,

O. Chellis,

liaihray Comimuy.
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Hampshike.

Board of Railroad

CommSissioners.

CoxcORD. September

27.

1902.

hearing completed this day of the petition Of the directors of the Xewj)ort
<fe Sunapee Street Railway- Company, praying- for the approval of
this board to the issue by said company of twenty thousand
dollars increase of capital stock and ten thousand dollars additional bonds, as authorized by the legal votes of the stockholders
of said company, at which it appeared that said amounts were
required by said company; and therefore it is deemed and voted
by this board that said sums are reasonablj' requisite for the
construction of the railroad of said company. It is therefore
ordered that the board of railroad commissioners approves the
issue of twenty thousand dollars in capital stock by the Newport

Upon

legal notice, hearings

were had and

final

&

Sunapee Street Railway Company as an increase of its capital
stock allowed in the articles of association of said company, and
also said board approves the issue by said railway company of
ten thousand dollars in the bonds of said company in addition
to the amount now permitted by law to be issued by said company, said issues of stock and bonds to be subject to the provisions of law under which the same are issued, upon condition
that the proceeds of the sale of said stock and bonds shall be
applied to the payment of the cost of the construction and
equipment of the electric road of said company according to the
plans, descriptions, and estimates filed by the petitioners with
this board, and that said company open and keep account-s under
appropriate headings which will, at all times, show clearly and
exactly what amounts have been expended and for Avhat i^urpose.
It is further ordered that the twenty thousand dollars increase
of stock herein approved shall be first offered proportionately
to the stockholders of said corporation in the manner provided
bj' the act of legislature of 1901 at the market ^alue thereof,
which value this board hereby determines to be one hundred
dollars a share. And all shares unsubscribed for at the expiration of the statutory notice shall be sold at auction for a sum
not less than par, in the city of Boston, notice of such sale by
publication, as specified in said act, having first been given in
the following newspapers, viz., "Boston Daily Advertiser" and
'•The Boston Herald," published in Boston, and the "Daily Mirror
and American" published in Manchester, New Hampshire.
HENRY M. PUTNEY,

EDWARD

B. S.

FRANCIS

C.

Board

of

SANBORN,
FAULKNER,

Rmlroad

Commissioners'.
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DOVER & ELIOT STEEET KAILWAY STOCK.
To

the

Board

of BaUrocul

Commissioners for the State of

New Hamp-

shire:

The Dover &

Eliot Street Eailway, a coriDoration duly estab-

lished under the general laws of said state of New Hampshire
and having its iDrincipal place of business at Dover, in said state,

respectfully represents that

by the consideration of the supreme

has been empowered to locate and construct, maintain and operatei a railroad from a ]point on Franklin Square, in said Dover, over certain public highways and over
certain private lands to the westerly end of the Dover & Eliot
court of said state,

it

amount of capital stock of said coriaoration is
twenty-five thousand (25,000) dollars, as stated in the original
articles of agreement for the formation of said railway corpora-

bridge; that the

and turnouts was
estimated to be twenty-five thousand (25,000) dollars, as stated
in the original petition to the supreme court, and that the whole
of said sum will be necessarily exiDcuded in building and equipping its road and rendering it ready for operation.
Wherefore it prays that it may be authorized by your board to
issue the said capital stock to the full amount of twenty-five
thousand (25,000) dollars.
tion; that the cost of said railway, branches,

DOYEE & ELIOT STEEET EAILWAY,
By

its

attorneys,

John Kivel,
Geoege H. Hughes.
State of

New

Hampshire.

In Board of Eailroad CoiaiissiONERS.

Concord, October

21, 1902.

In the matter of the petition of the Dover & Eliot Street Eailway asking the approval of the board to an issue of its capital
stock to the amount of twenty-five thousand (25,000) dollars for
the construction of the sti'eet railway described in its articles
of agreement, due and sufficient notice having been given, a
hearing was had upon the same at the office of H. M. Putney,
in Manchester, on October 20, 1902, at 11 o'clock A. ii., at which
hearing all the commissioners were present.
It appeared that said Dover & Eliot Street Eailway has been
duly established under the laws of this state and empowered to
construct, equip, and maintain a railroad, which it has already

—
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surveyed and located, and to issue for that purpose stock to the
amount of twenty-five thousand (25,000) dollars, and that the
cost of said road as proposed will exceed that amount.
It is therefore deemed and voted that the sum of twentj'-five
thousand (25,000) dollars is reasonably requisite for the proper
purposes of said corporation, and that the board approves the
issue by said Eliot & Dover Street Railway of its stock to the
amount of twenty-five thousand (25,000) dollars, subject to the
provisions of law under which the same is issued, and in the
manner and upon the conditions following, viz.:
That no more of said stock shall be issued than is necessary
at par value to pay the actual expenses incurred for the purposes
for which the issue

is authorized, and that said railroad shall
open and keep books of account which shall at all times exactly
and clearly show what amounts have been expended for each of

said purposes.

HENRY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissioners.

BRIDGE ON MANCHESTER & LAWRENCE BRANCH.
Boston, Mass., October

To

the

27,

1902.

Honorable Board of Railroad Commissioneri>, Concord, N. H.:

—

Gentlemen, We find it necessary to rebuild overhead (highway) bridge 221, on the Manchester & Lawrence Branch, and
respectfully ask your consent to rebuild it in the same position
providing 16 feet, 5^4 inches head room, as now.

Yours

truly,

FRANK BARR,
Assistant General Manager.

State of

New

Hampshire.

In Board of Railroad Commissioners.
Concord, November 5, 1902.
The consent of this board is hereby given to the reconstruction
of ovei'head highway bridge No. 221 on the Manchester & Lawrence Branch of the Boston & Maine Railroad in the same position as now, i. e., with 16 feet and 51/0 inches of head room.

HENRY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissioners.
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BOSTON & MAINE STOCK.
To

the

Honorahle Board of Railroad Commissioners of the State of

New Hampshire:
Eespectfully represents your petitioner, Boston & Maine Eailit is a corporation under the laws of said state and
has a franchise to operate a railroad therein, and in the states
of Maine and of Massachvisetts; that at a meeting of the stockholders of said corporation, duly called and held for the purpose,
in the: city hall at LaA\ rence, Mass., at 10.30 o'clock A. m., October 8, 1902, upon lawful notice pursuant to the call of the dithe holders
rectors, a copy whereof is herewith submitted,
of a majority of the capital stock of said corporation, acting
under Article III of said call, relative to the proposed increase
of capital stock, voted, by a vote of 156,754 in favor and none
opposed, to increase the capital stock of said corporation by the
issue of ten thousand new shares of its common stock, in addition to its: present authorized capital stock, "for the purpose of
funding indebtedness of the company, and for the paj'^ment of
money borrowed for any lawful purpose, and for abolishing
grade crossings, and for making additions to the equipment of
the company, and for making permanent improvements to the
road, and for other necessary and lawful purposes," a copj' of
which vote is hereto appended.
And your petitioner further represents that the board of
directors of said corporation, at their meeting of October S, 1902,
duly notified and held in Boston, Mass., by a vote passed in pursuance of said vote of the stockholders, a copy of which is
hereto appended, autliorized the president, in the name and behalf of said corporation, under and bj^ virtue of the authority of
said vote of its stockholders, and of said vote of its directors,
to petition your honorable board foi* its approval and authorization, conformably to law, of said issue of ten thousand new
shares of the common capital stock of this company in addition
to its present authorized capital stock, under and by virtue of the
authority of said votes, and for the purposes set forth in said
vote of the stockholders, and in said vote of the directors, the
proceeds of said issue of said stock to be applied for said purroad, that

—

—

—

.

—

—

poses, conformably to law.

And your

further represents that the respective
it desires to apply to each of the said
respective purposes is specified respectivel}^ in the schedule hereinafter referred to, and is substantially the amount, as near as
may be, which the said corporation desires shall be approved,
authorized, and determined upon bj^ your honorable board as
__

amount

petitioner

of stock

which
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being reasonably requisite and necessary for said respective purposes.

And your
for which

petitioner further represents that the said purposes
proposed to make said issue of stock are lawful

it is

and consistent with the public interest; that said issue of ten
thousand shares of new conmion stock, in addition to the present
authorized capital stock, is reasonably requisite for the said purposes for which said issue of stock is authorized to enable your
petitioner to carry out said purposes in good faith, and that the
amount of stock which the corporation desires to applj' to each
of the said purposes respectively is separately siJecified and set
forth in the schedule thereof hereto appended, being a copy of
the schedule on file in the office of the comptroller and general
auditor of this company.
And your petitioner further represents that this proposed increase of capital stock does not exceed four per cent of the existing capital stock of said corporation, and that the directors desire
to dispose of said new shares at public auction to the highest
bidder in the city of Boston, in the manner provided bj' law, and
as set forth in their said vote.

Wherefore, your petitioner, Boston & Maine Railroad, respectpetitions j'our honorable board that it will approve and
authorize for the said purposes said issue of ten thousand new
shares of the common capital stock of this comj)any in addition
to the amount of its present capital stock now authorized or
outstanding as being an issue to an amount reasonably requisite
and necessarj^ for said purposes for which the same is authorized,
and that your honorable board will prescribe the city of Boston
as the city in which, in the manner provided hy law, said new
shares shall be offered for sale by public auction to the highest
bidder; and that the board will also prescribe the dailj- newspapers, not less than three in number, in which notice shall be
published of the time or times and the place of such sale, at
least five times during the ten days immediately preceding the
sale, in the manner provided by law; and that your honorable
board will also approve and authorize and determine that the
amount of said cajiital stock reasonably necessary' and requisite
for each of said respective purposes shall be substantially the
amount as specified and set forth therefor in said schedule, the
proceeds of said issue of stock to be applied for the said purposes
and no other, conformably to law, to the respective amounts,
and in the respective proportions, as approved, authorized, determined upon, and specified by jour honorable board for each of
said purposes respectively.
fullj'

BOSTON & MAINE EAILROAD,
By

LUCIXTS TUTTLE,
President.
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State of
iNi

New

Hampshire.

BoAKD OF Railroad;

CkjMMrssiONEKS.

December
Petition of the Boston

&

Maine Railroad

15,

1902.

for approval of an

issue of stock.
It appearing, after

due notice and hearing and such further

requisite, that the issue by the
Maine Railroad of capital stock to an amount not
exceeding at par value one million dollars ($1,000,000) has been
duly authorized to provide means for paying the expense of
abolishing certain grade crossings, and of making certain permanent improvements in its railroad property, and certain perma-

investigation as

Bostonj

was deemed

&

nent investments in connection therewith:
It is ordered that the approval of the board be hereby given to
the issue by the Boston & Maine Railroad of additional shares of
capital stock not exceeding ten thousand (10,000) in number,
amounting at par value to one million dollars ($1,000,000), as an
issue of stock reasonably necessary and of the amount required
for the purposes for which it has been authorized.
The proceeds of such stock shall be applied only as follows:
The proceeds of shares not exceeding five thousand six
1.
hundred and sixty-eight (5,668) in number, amounting at par
value to five hundred and sixty-six thousand eight hundred dollars ($566,800), are to be applied to the

payment

of the necessary

cost of abolishing certain grade crossings, as described in the
schedule on file with the petition.

The proceeds of shares not exceeding one thousand five
2.
hundred and sixteen* (1,516) in number, amounting at par value
to one hundred fifty-one thousand six hundred dollars ($151,600),
are to be applied to the payment of the necessary cost of certain
permanent improvements upon the Worcester, Nashua & Portland Division of said railroad as described in the above-named
schedule.
3.
The proceeds of shares of stock not exceeding two thousand
eight hundred and sixteen (2,816) in number, amounting at par

value to two hundred eight-one thousand six hundred dollars
($281,600), are to be applied to the payment of the necessary cost
of additional rolling stock equipment, as described in the above-

named

schedule, the

same being

for necessary

and lawful pur-

poses.
It further appearing that the proposed increase of capital stock
does not exceed four per cent of the existing capital stock of the
company and that the directors desire to dispose of the same by
public auction in manner provided by law, the "Boston Advertiser," the "Boston Transcript," and the "Boston Herald" are pre-
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scribed as the daily newspapers in which the notice of such sale
shall be published

by the

petitioner.

HEXKY M. PUTNEY,
EDWAKD B. S. SAXBOEX,
FEAXCIS

C.

FAULKNEE,

Railroad Commissioners of

Xew Hampshire.

DISCONTINUANCE OF BEANCH OF EXETEE, HAMPTON &
AMESBUEY STEEET EAILWAY.
Board

Railroad Commissioners:
Street Eailway Company,
a street railway corporation organized and existing under the
laws of New Hampshire, respectfully represents that it is now
operating- as i^art of its line of street railway a section of street

To

the

of

The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury

and turnouts, extending from the square
Smithtown (a part of Seabrook), in the state of New Hampshire, through South Seabrook (so called), in said Seabrook, and
over Seabrook Beach (so called), and over Hampton Eiver bridge

railway' with side tracks

at

to the northerly end of said bridge; that the section aforesaid
cannot be operated from December 1, 1902, to April 1, 190:], with-

out loss to the company. Wherefore, it prays that it be authorized to discontinue the operation of the section or part of its
railway, as abovesaid, from December 1, 1902, to April 1, 1903.

THE EXETEE, HAMPTON & AMESBUEY STEEET EAILWAY
COMPANY,
By Samuex, W. Emeey,
Its Attorney.

State of
Is*

New

Hampshire.

Board of Eailroad

CosniissioKEES.

Concord, December

22, 1902.

In the matter of the petition of the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Eailway Company asking authority to suspend the
operation of its Seabrook & Hampton Beach loop from December
1, 1902, to April 1, 1903, hearings Avere had at Whittier's Hotel in
Hampton on Monday, December 8, 1902, and at the office of the
board in Concord on Mondaj^ December 15, at which hearing
the corporation was represented by its counsel, Hon. Samuel W.
Emery, Franklin Woodman, its general manager, and Clarence P.
Hayden, its superintendent, and the citizens of Seabrook by the
selectmen of the town and in person.
Th petition is brought under chapter 95 of the Laws of 1895,
which reads "the raih-oad commissioners, upon application, shall
have the power to authorize any street railway company to dis-
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continue the operation of any part of its road during such portion of the year as they may deem expedient, whenever it shall
appear the same cannot be operated without loss to the company." This law was passed to encourage the construction of
street railwaj's for summer use in locations where they cannot
be made to pay in winter.
The Seabrook & Hampton Beach branch, which extends from
Smithtown Junction on the main line of the Exeter, Hampton
& Amesbury road to South Seabrook and thence along the coast
to the terminus of the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury, was built
to form a cut-ofE and save about four miles between Smithtown
and Hampton Beach, and to open up the Seabrook beaches, which
were then inaccessible. It was the original purpose to build it
nearly all the way upon private land, bvit at the urgent request
of citizens of the town it was located between Smithtown and
South Seabrook in the highway. There is little if any permanent
population upon it above South Seabrook, and there is no oj)position to its being closed from there to Hampton. The controversy
is as to a winter service between the Smithtown Junction and
South Seabrook, a distance of two miles, where there are about
600 people. Many of these people work in the shoe factories in
Newbui-yport, going each morning and returning in the evening,
and it is mainly for their accommodation that this service is
demanded. If the Seabrook branch is closed they have steam
car service to Newburyport, which costs ten cents per trip, and.
by going across to the state line to the Citizens' street road
have street car service to Newburyport at a cost of five cents
per trip. If the Seabrook road is operated and they use it, they

must pajr five cents to Smithtown and five more to Newburyport,
making ten cents per trip, or the same as the steam car route
and double that by the Citizens' street car route. For this reason mainly the travel between South Seabrook and Smithtown is
not heavy. At the suggestion of the commission an experimental
car was run between these points from December 10 to December
15, inclusive, making in the five days 51 round trips of four miles
each, and the entire receipts were $8.30, or $1.70 per day.
It is claimed that Avith a regular and well advertised sei'vice the
collections Avoiild be larger, which is undoubtedly true, but there
is no contention that the road can be made to pay through the winter, and while the loss might not be very serious under favorable
weather conditions the exiiense of keeping the track open during
heavy storms must greatly increase it. That the road can only
be operated by running the cars on the Exeter, Hampton &
Amesbury from Smithtown to South Seabrook and back, which
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unloading their through passengers at Smithtowii
and leaving them there a quarter of an hour while the trij) to
South Seabrook is made, is admitted.

ruicessitates

It

is

suggested

bj'

some

of the citizens that while the opera-

tion of the road in Avinter involves a loss to the

company the

town's patronage in summer is so iDrofitable that the cars should
be run the year round. Seabrook is a town of 1,500 people and
has two lines of electric road about eight miles in length. Its
contributions to the roads cannot be over $5,000 a J'ear, which
does not equal the rental of the branch, saying nothing of interest on the cost of the main line or the expense of operation.
The road in question was built under the law which provides
for closing it when it cannot be made to pay operating expenses.
When the town located it in the highway between Smithtown
and South Seabrook there was no suggestion that it should be
operated the year round and there is no claim that the proprietors waived any of the legal privileges as to closing it in winter.
If it is closed the people of the town will still have regular
street car service by the corporation that owns it to Hampton
Falls, Hampton, Exeter, and Portsmouth on the north, and to
Newburyport, Amesbury, and the other neighboring Massachusetts cities on the south. Taking cognizance of the law and the
facts we are brought to the conclusion that the prayer of the
petitioners

is

reasonable.

and ordered that the Exeter, Hampton &
Amesbury Street Railroad be authorized to discontinue the car
service upon its Seabrook & Hampton Beach line until April 1,
It

is,

therefore, voted

1903.

HENRY M. PUTNEY,
EDWARD B. S. SANBORN,
FRANCIS

C.

FAULKNER,

Railroad Commissioners of Nero Hampshire.

To the Board
a

of

Railroad Commissimiers:

The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company,
street railway company organized and existing under the laws

of New Hampshire, respectfullj' represents that it is now operating as part of its line of street railway a section of street railway
with side tracks and turnouts extending from Whittier's Hotel
in Hampton, New Hampshire, easterly to the northerly end of

Hampton

River bridge in said Hampton; also a section of its
railway extending from the North Hampton line, in said Hampton, to the section first above described at Hampton Beach; that
the sections aforesaid cannot be operated from December 1, 1902,
to April 1. ]90.'!, without loss to^ the company. Wherefore, it
18
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prays that

it

be authorized to discontinue the operation of the
from December 1, 1902, to April 1,

sections of railway abovesaid

THE EXETER, HAMPTON & AMESBURY STREET RAILWAY
COMPANY.
By Samuel W. Emery,
Its Attorney.

A

hearing upon the above petition was had at Whittier's Hotel

8, 1902, when an agreement between the petitioners and the selectmen of the town as to the
operation of the road during the winter was reached and the
petirion was withdrawn.

in

Hampton Monday, December

LAND DAMAGES.
Upon the

petition of railway corporations that have taken land

for their lawful purposes the commissioners and the selectmen of

the towns in which the land is situated, acting as joint boards,
have awarded damages to the land owners as follows:
In Dover:

To

C.

Etta Colbath and Lurinza

.J.

Philbrook

Mary F. Davis
To Howard B. Willey

$452.00
450.00
613.00

In Hooksett:

To John

Fitz

In Laconia:
To Patrick Sullivan
Belknap Savings
Daniel Finn
Pitman Mfg. Co
In Pelham:
To James Carr

50.00

225.00

Bank

•

200.00
200.00

900.00

,30.00

John W. Carr, Sarah Cowen, Ada Hutch, and a
minor child of Lizzie Burrill
George C. Jackman
Henry S. Russ
heirs of Edward M. Titcomb
Laura A. Titcomb
Henry K. Webster

150.00

Thomas Harrison
Milton E. Titcomb

275.00

60.00

260.00
150.00
430.00
50.00

400.00

AND
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In Salem:

To Methuen Company

$700.00

Lucretia E. Hall
Alberton W. Clark
Ezra Baxter Hall

600.00

Nancy

F.

Noyes

500.00

600.00

William Stanton, Lucy M.
Martha J. Stanton
Lucina F. Hall
Charles Morley
Mrs.

500.00

•

Stanton,

and
300.00
150.00
100.00

The petitions in these cases are on file in the office of the
board and the awards in the office of the secretary of state and
the offices of the clerks of the towns in which the land is situated.

PART

V.

ACCIDENTS.

ACCIDENTS.
DEATH OF DAVID
State of
In

New

S.

CAENEY.

Hampshire.

Board of Railroad Commissioners.
CoxcOED, February

20, 1902.

Investigation at Concord, February 17, 1902.
Hon John M. Mitchell apjjeared for the railroad and Martin &
Howe appeared for the administrator of the estate of the

deceased.
Witnesses:

Ellery Hunkins, condiietor, David Carney, Laura
Carney, Allen Smith, Flora Smith, David Donahue, Margaret
Donahue, Lewis Haynes. Walter Collier. Alonzo W. Elliott, all
of Concord.
David S. Carney, a child 22 months old, who lived with his
parents in a house between Penaccok and Contoocook Park
within twenty or twenty-five feet of the tracks of the Concord
Street Eailway, was killed by car No. 2, which was going to the
park from Concord August 11, 1901. The family had moved into
the house only the day before, and Mr. and Mrs. Carney were
engaged in adjusting the screens and otherwise arranging for
their comfort, while her father, who lived near by, had called to
assist them. The child was playing inside the screen door and
it appears that its mother thought its grandfather would see
that it did not stray awaj, and that it did not occur to him that
if it went out it would get into danger.
He testifies that he saw
it about the door but did not give it a thought.
The car was not
running more than five miles an hour; it had stopped a short
distance away to let oft" a passenger and had ample time in which
to reach the park without hiirr^ing. It was a small car with a
fifteen horse-power motor that seldom ran more than five miles
per hour. Reaching back beside the track from the plank crossing to the house occupied by the Carneys there is a line of low
bushes, higher than the child's head, Asi the motorman approached this crossing he rang the gong as usual, and while he
was doing this saw the child toddling over the rail in front of
him. He at once reversed and brought the car to a stop before
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it had passed the planking, but not until the boy had been run
over by the forward trucks and was held down by the rear trucks.
The shouts of the car men at once brought the parents and some
neighbors to the scene and the question arose whether the car
should be backed or run forward in order to liberate the victim.
The father advised backing the car, but the conductor said that

would draw the body under the wheels
motorman to go ahead, which he
did eight or ten inches, when the child was taken up and carried
into the house, where it died soon after the arrival of some physicians who had been summoned from Penacook. There were
three passengers in the car at the time of the accident, two of
whom appeared before the board and corroborated the testimony
of the conductor as to the speed of the car and the warning
given by the motorman, who has since died.
The only controversy in the case appears to be as to whether
the car should have been backed or run forward in order to free
the child from the rear trucks. This is a question of judgment
which we cannot decide and we do not think it is material, for
the boy was probably fatally injured when the car stopped. The
crossing is upon a i^rivate way constructed for the use of the
occupants of the Carney and another house. No carelessness
on the part of the motorman or conductor before the accident

must not be done
still

is

as

it

further, and he advised the

shown.
H. M.

PUTNEY,
For

DEATH OF THOMAS
State of

New

the Board.

KING.

Hampshire.

Ix Board of RArLEOAD Commissiojn^ep.s.

Concord, February
Investigation at Concord, February

17,

20, 1902.

1903.

Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.
Witnesses: Seldon J. Davis, James Devanoy, Tilton; G. D. Gil-

Newport, Vt.
During the forenoon of December 27, 1901, Thomas King, a
weaver in a Tilton factory, went to the livery stable of Seldon J.
Davis in that village to hire a team to go to Franklin, which Mr.
Davis refused to let him have because he was intoxicated. At
12.48 o'clock on the same day Mr. Davis, who is the mail carrier, was at the railroad station to meet the passenger train due
from Boston about that time. After the train had made its
usual stop it started and he walked up towards the express office
christ,
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street, fall in the mud near the exrecover himself, rush across the platform and try to
jump upon the front end of the rear car of the moving train.
Davis shouted to him as he ran, "You can't get on the train," but
he paid no attention and clutched at the railing of the car platform, was thrown under it, and run over and instantly killed.
None of the trainmen saw him or had any reason to think he

and saw King run down the

press

office,

Avas in the vicinitj",

fault for his death,

and no railroad employee was in any way at
which was due to his recklessness caused by

his intoxication.

H. M.

PUTNEY,
For

DEATH OF

J.

State of

the Board.

FRANK TARDELL.
New

Hajipshike.

In Board of I^ailroad Commissioners.

Concord,
Investigation at Berlin,

March

INIarch 24. 1902.

19, 1902.

Witness: Louis Gogaun, engineer.

Frank Tardell, an employee of the International Paper Company at Berlin, was killed March 11, 1902, by a car which was
being backed upon the tracks of the Glen Junction Transfer
Company, a railroad owned bj' the Paper Company and used exclusively for taking freight to and from the Grand Trunk and
Boston & Maine Railroads.
Mr. Tardell, who was a bright, faithful, and somewhat experienced young man, stepped in behind a car which with two
others was being backed on the track by an engine, in order to
pull the pin and be ready to couple to another car. In doing this
his foot probably caught in the frog at that point and he was
thrown forward, run over, and so badly crushed that he died
J.

immediatel3%
From the somewhat imperfect testimony before us, we judge
that if this frog had been blocked, as it should have been and as
it has since been, the accident would not have occurred.
He was in the discharge of his duties and it does not appear
that either he or any of his associates in the crew was careless
or in any

way

at fault.

H. M.

PUTNEY,
For

the Board.
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DEATH OF ANNIE MORIX.
State of
In

New

Hampshire.

Board of Railroad Commissioners.
Concord, March

Investigation at Berlin,

March

24, 1902.

19, 1902.

D. J. Daley appeared for the estate of the deceased, Annie
Morin, and C. A. Hight and R. N. Chamberlin appeared for the
railway company.
Witnesses: Martin Lee, flagman. David Hazard, switchman,
L. D. Brown, driver express company, all of Berlin.
Annie Morin, a young girl who lived with her parents in that
section of Berlin opposite the station of the Grand Trunk Railroad, v\^as sent by her mother across the track on the morning
of October 5, 1901, to purchase a yeast cake. On her return she
attempted to jjass between twol sections of a freight train that
had been cut in two, so as to clear the crossing, just as the forward section was set back to couple to the other, and she was
thrown to the giound, run over by the wheels, and killed. In
going towards her home she went down the station platform
which extends nearly to the street and at the end of it came to
Martin Lee, the flagman, who was there to protect the crossing.
As he says, he saw that the cars were about to move and cautioned her not to go over the tracks until they had passed. He
then moved down to see that no others got into danger, his back
being- towards her, and she passed by him and over the rail
before he knew she was not heeding his warning. He attempted
to grasp and save her but failed to do so and she was killed as
stated.
The train was a way freight. It had been separated in
order to do the necessary work at the station, and having finished
that the conductor motioned the engineer to set it together again
so that it could proceed. The conductor and a switchman saw
the child as she dodged upon the track just as the cars began to
move but they were too far away to save her and it does not
appear that any of the trainmen could have done anything which
would have prevented the accident. The flagman is an old man,
and it is a question whether one younger and more active would
not have been more efficient, but that is a matter of conjecture.
That he gave her what he supposed was ample warning and did
all he could to rescue her after he saw she was in peril is beyond
question. The accident must be attributed to the dangerous location and arragement of the Grand Trunk station and yard at
Berlin, which it is hoped will soon be corrected.

H. M. PLTTNKY.
For tJie Board.
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DEATH OF
State of

E. E.

New

RANNO.

Hampshire.

Iw Board of Katlkoad Commissionej?s.

Concord, Maj^
Investig-ation at Concord,

Gen. John H.

May

26, 1902.

22, 1902.

Brown appeared for the railroad;
widow of Mr. Ranno.

E. H. Shannon,

Esq., appeared for the

Witnesses: A. T. Young, engineer, Concord; J. N. Callahan, enW. Perkins, fireman, Lakeport; F. B. Gale,
conductor, Woodsville; W. K. Cole, telegraph operator, Lincoln;
F, A. Strobridge, conductor, Woodsville; C. O. Langley, fireman,
Woodsville; Edward Champou, brakeman, Plymouth.
A collision in the Bridg-ewater bridge of the White Mountain
Division on the morning of Januarj' 2, 1902, resulted in the death
of E. E. Ranno and the destruction of the bridge, together with
three engines and nineteen freight cars.
gineer, Lakeport; C.

The railroad company was engaged in filling- its yard at Plymouth, getting the gravel for that purpose from a bank or pit
a short distance north of the bridge. Mr. Ranno was engineer
of what is known as "spotting" engine No. 745, the engine which
moved the cars as they were successively filled by the steam
shovel, drew them out of the bank or pit when all were filled,
and backed in the empty cars when they were delivered by the
gravel train. A switch track ran north into the pit from a point
on the main line quite near the bridge. The naethod of operation
that morning was substantially as follows: The gravel train,
"work extra No. 395," backed its train of empty cars from Plymouth to a point on the main line opposite the bank; engine
No. 745 then came out on to the main line and took the caboose
car off the train, backed it down into the pit and attached it
to the loaded cars standing there, then drew the loaded cars and
caboose out on to the main line and attached them to the gravel
train, then drew the combined train of empties and loads down
past the switch, backed it up, cut the empties off and allowed
them to run down into the pit, then drew the loaded train down
on to the main line past the switch, and backed it up on to Its
engine. This made up the gravel train, with engfine in front,
headed north, its caboose behind, and all ready to go to Plymouth. To complete the last two operations the length of the
train obliged Ranno to go into the bridge with his engine and
part of the cars. While the gravel train was gone to Plymouth
with its load he had no occasion to go on to the main line.
While the gravel train was at the pit, he was under the orders of
its conductor, Mr. Strobridge.
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Freight train No. 273, Concord to Woodsville, after it left
Lakeport, consisted of thirty-four cars, /thirteen of which were
equipped with air brakes, and was drawn by two engines, the
brakes being controlled by the forward eng-ine. At Meredith it
received an order ,to "wait at Bridgewater gravel pit until 11.05
for 'work extra No. 395.' " This order was completed at 10.41
and the train left Meredith immediately after. It slowed down
it passed Ashland station, then increased its speed,
approached Bridgewater, was running at the rate of at
least twenty-five miles an hour. The morning was cold and
frosty, (with a light snow flying about the wheels of the train,
and, as the grade there descends sharplj^, the train was running
without the use of steam. A curve and a cut prevent a longdistance view of the bridge, and as the train came round the
curve out of the cut and on to the straight track which leads to
the bridge, the engineer of the forward engine for the first time
S3iw a man standing about seven telegraph poles distant from
the south end of the bridge and making, with his hands, the
signal to stop. The engine was then four telegraph poles distant from the man, consequently eleven poles distant from the
bridge. The emergency brake was instantlj^ applied, the speed
was materially checked, but the train did not stop until both
engines had entered the bridge and there collided with Engine
No. 745 and its train. Seeing an engine, in the bridge ahead of
them and that a collision was inevitable, the engineer and fireman of both engines on No. 273 jumped just! before they reached
the bridge, and were uninjured. The fireman of No. 745, in the
bridge, also jumped, and escaped without injurj^; but Eanno either
jumped or was thrown from his seat and went through the bridge
into the ice-covered river thirty feet below, and sustained injuries from which he died about four hours later. The bridge
immediately took fire, and was totally destroyed, and the three
engines and the cars in it were precipitated into the river.
The engineer of the forward engine on No. 273 testified that he
looked at his watch immeiately after he left Ashland station and
the time was then 11.11 o'clock. Five minutes being allowed for
differences in watches the time which his train was to wait for
No. 395 had then expired, if he is correct in his testimony, and
under his orders his train had the right of way, and was not

a

little

and as

as

it

obliged to stop at the bridge or give further attention to the poTestimony, which is not contradicted, fixes
the time of the collision at 11.15, thus corroborating the engisition of No. 395.

making it immaterial whether No. 273 was
coming down the grade faster than twenty-five jniles an hour
or not. The board finds that the responsibility for the accident
neer's testimony and
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cannot be fixed upon any of the employees connected with the
freight train.

At Plymouth ISfr. Strobridge, the conductor of No. 395, had
same order, viz., that No. 273 would wait at the

received the

gravel pit until 11.05.
10.45

and

His train arrived at the upper switch at
back up, but

at 10.50 he gave his engineer the signal to

as the engineer

wished

to first fix his lubricator, Strobridge

to the gravel pit to ascertain the situation there.

went

He was

in-

formed by the telegraph operator stationed there that he had no
orders for him but the operator volunteered the information that
No. 273 had left Meredith at 10.50. Before Strobridge reached
the telegraph ofSce Eanno had naoved his train, and his engine
was standing on the main line, a very littlei way over the switch.
A brakeman, Edward Champou, was standing near the switch.
At 10.56 as Strobridge testifies, he told Champou that No. 273 had
an order to wait until 11.05, and directed him to take his flag and
go back to hold them, while he and his crew did the shifting.
This was not said within Eanno's hearing, and he had received
no order that day, except to go from Plymouth to the gravel pit
in the morning and return at night, nor had the substance of the
orders received iby others then been communicated to him.
Champou started back and as his flag was in the engine and he
understood he was to hurry he did not take the time to get it,
and went down the track without one. It was he who gave the
signal to No. 273 to stop.
In the mean time Eanno had taken the caboose from No. 395
and attached it to the loaded cars in the pit and was then ready
to pull them out on to the main line. At this point of time,
which Strobridge can only fix by saying "it must have been after
eleven," Eanno, who was looking out of his cab window, pointed
over his shoulders with a gesture which Strobridge understood to
be an inquiry as to where No. 273 then was. Strobridge answered him that he had orders over No. 273 until eleven, and that
the brakeman had gone back to hold it. Eanno bowed his head as
if he understood, and then proceeded to draw the loaded cars out,
his engine entering the bridge.
Strobridge rode out on the rear
car until it passed the switch, and then got off, and was setting
the switch for the empty cars to come down, when the collision
occurred.
It is certain that the right of the gravel train to be

on the
and that the collision was not after
11.15.
This short space of time between safety and danger for
the gravel train, and the important dift'erence made by any in-

main

line expired at 11.10,

accuracy in the testimony as to the time anj^ certain thing was
done, renders it impossible for the board to fix the blame for the
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accident with certainty upon any one person. It is clear, howover, that Eanno was under the orders of Strobridge, and if not
ordered, was permitted by him to go on to the main line, either
after the time limit had expired or so near to its expiration that
he could not complete the work there and get back before it
expired, and the board, therefore, finds that Eanno was not re,

sponsible for the accident.
If Strobridge is correct as to the time

when Champou

started

from the pit to go to signal the freight train, it is difficult to
understand how he could have proceeded with the speed his important duty demanded and not have gone further than the distance of seven telegraph poles south of the bridge when he was
first seen by the engineer of No. 273.
It is possible that Strobridge is mistaken as to the time, and, on the other hand, it is
possible that

Champou

negligently loitered.

The board cannot

from the testimony determine which is the fact.
Conductor Strobridge justifies his actions by saying that he
sent Champou to hold the train while he was occupying the main
track in shifting, and that therefore it makes no diiference
whether the time limit had expired or not. But he knew what
time No. 273 left Meredith and what time, barring accidents, it
would reach the bridge. He also knew that his right to be on the
main line had exijired, or was just expiring, and no reason is
shown why the work could not as well be done ten or fifteen
minutes later. The board, therefore, finds that ordinary prudence and care in the discharge of his duty required him, under
these circnmstances, to keep the track clear until No. 273 had
passed, and mot trust to the protection of a brakeman, so hurriedly sent back.
F. C.

FAULKNER,
For

the Board.

DEATH OF THOMAS LANEY.
State of
Iqst

New

Hampshire.

Board of RArLBOAD Commissioners.
Concord,

May

29. 1902.

Investigation at Manchester, May 27, 1902.
Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.

Witnesses: Clarence Dodge, engineer, South Portland, Maine;
Fred Drew, fireman, Portland, Maine; Edward T. Miller, Boston,

Mass,

Thomas Laney, a tramp, who, with a companion, was walking
on the track of the Boston & Maine Railroad near Madbury,
was struck and instantly killed by the locomotive of passenger
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to Boston, at 10.34 a. m., March 20,
seen Avhen he was four or five hundred feet away
by the engineer, who at once blew the danger whistle and applied the brakes, but could not stop until he had been killed.
From Avhat his companion said to the trainmen, who returned
to the body, it appears that they were walking on a side track
and Avhen thej' heard the train, Laney, thinking it was coming
on that, stepped across upon the main track, where he was struck.
The train was running at the usual rate and was carefully
handled.
The accident could not have been preventecjbj' any one except
the victim.
H. M. PUTNEY,
tJt^ Board.

from Portland

train No. 70,

1902.

He was

Fw

DEATH OF FEANK
State OF

New

A.

CONVEESE.

Hampshire.

In Boakd of Kailroad Commissioners.

Concord,
Investigation at Concord

May

May

30, 1902.

22, 1902.

Mr. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.
Witnesses: C. J. Mason, track foreman, W. O. Page, engineer,
Woodsville; Luke H. Cross, Warren.
Mr. Converse was employed in the sawmill which stands north
of the depots at Warren, and boarded in a house situated south
of the depots. A highway runs by this house to the mill nearlj^

and was usually traveled by him
On the morning of Decepiber
4 there was a high northeast wind and driving snow, which
filled the highway with drifts, and when he started to go to his
work at about 6 A. M., he came on to the railroad track south
of the depot, because it was a little nearer and the walking better there than on the highway, and was walking, lantern in
hand, on the main track toward the mill when he was struck and
instantly killed by a snow plow running from Woodsville to
Plymouth. Mr. Cross, who was employed at the sawmill, was,
parallel to the railroad tracks,

in going to

and from

his work.

at the time of the accident, about six or eight rods north of the
place M'here Converse was struck. He saw the headlight of the
approaching- train and saw the light of Converse's lantern, but

on account of the driving snowfand the darkness did not witness
the accident. The train consisted of a snow plow, an engine behind it, and a caboose car behind the engine. It left Woodsville
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at about 4 A. sr., and as it approached Warren the steam was
shut off, and it was "drifting" at a speed of eighteen to twenty
miles an houi*. The whistle was sounded for the crossings, and
the bell on the plow was ring'ing as it passed the crossings and
went through Warren yard. Mr. Mason, track foreman, who had
charge of the plow, was inside the plow at the time of the accident, and was looking ahead throug'h the window. He saw a man
and his lantern on or near the track, but did not know that the
train struck him, nor did anybody on the train know that a man
had been struck until after they had arrived at Plymouth. These
are all the facts which the investigation disclosed and are probably all which exist.
All the regulations of the road appear to have been observed,
and all in charge of the train seem to have been alert and attentive to their respective duties. The darkness and the blinding
snowstorm were the direct causes of the accident, and Mr. Converse by venturing upon the' track under the conditions of time

and weather assumed the risks incident to his
F. C.

act.

FAULKNER.
For

the Board.

DEATH OF MARTIN MURRAY.
State of

New

Hampshike.

In Boaed of Railroad Commissionees.

Concord,
Investigation at Concord

May

May

30, 1902.

22, 1902.

Mr. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.
Witnesses: Jeremiah M. Callahan, engineer, Charles
kins, fireman, L. E.

Hayward,

W. Per-

station agent, all of Lakeport.

Martin Murray, about fifty years of age, was section foreman
on the Lakeport section of the White Mountain Division of the
Boston & Maine Railroad. On the afternoon of December 27,
1901, the yard at Lakeport required the work of a flanger, a car
with wings or scrapers underneath, used to remove the snow
from near the rails, and Mr. Murray requested the use of an
engine to move the flanger. ISIr. Callahan, engineer, and Mr.
Perkins, fireman, of engine No. 702, were sent to him. The flanger stood near the round house on one of the side tracks at
Lakeport, but there was a coal car and a flat car in front of it.
Mr. Murray set the switch leading to this side track and gave
the signal to back the engine up, and when the connection was
made coupled the engine on to the coal car. He then stepped
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in between the flanger and the flat car and gave the signal to
again back np. The engineer started to back but the snow
clogged the wheels under the cars, rendering it impossible to do
so.
He then started ahead sufficiently to take up the slack, and
then shoved the cars back so that they struck the flanger. Mr.
Murray was then seen by the fireman (who w^as on the short side
of the curve of the side track) to jump back, go down ion to
his knees, and motion for help. The engineer and fireman went
to his assistance and took him at once to the office of Dr. Saltmarsh, where he died in about an hour. He gave no explanation
of the manner in which the accident occurred or its cause, and no
witness saw what occurred after he stepped in between the car
and the flanger. But it is evident from his injuries, which were
about his chest and shoulders, that as the car=> came together,
the couplings slipped by each other, the cars struck, and Mr.

Murray was caught between them.
There was no evidence that the engine was backed up with
undue or unusual violence, and, as Mr. Murray had charge of the
movements of the train and himself directed them, no blame
for the accident can be attributed to any of the employees of
the railroad. It was evidently attributable to his want of care
in venturing too far between the cars as they were coming
together.
F. C.

FAULKNEK,
For

DEATH OF JOHN
State of

New

tJie

Board.

M. ABBOTT.

Hampshire.

Ln Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Concord,

May

31,

1902.

Investigation at Manchester, May 27, 1902.
Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.
Witnesses: J. E. Brackett, engineer, F. A. Tuttle, fireman,
Frank M. Warren, yard conductor, Frank M. Cole, yard brakeman, all of Dover.

John M. Abbott, an experienced brakeman, who was at work
with a shifting crew in the Boston & Maine Railroad yard at
Dover, fell from a car, was run over and killed about 8 o'clock in
the evening of April 11, 1902. The crew had backed two cars over
the Washington-street crossing and left them there to do other
shifting. It then nosed on to four other cars and, backing
up to
19
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the two that had been left, coupled them to the tank of the enMr. Abbott made the hitch standing beside one car on the
ground. He then went around behind the cars, took up a lantern
that had been left there, set it upon the engine, went up on one
of the cars, and g-ave the engineer the back-up motiou. This was

gine.

the last seen of him alive. The engineer proceeded with his
work, ran the train down between Washington and Folsom
streets, setting off one car, and then went to Sawyer's Mills about
a mile away. It was then discovered that Abbott, who had had
no duties to attend to after he was seen upon the car, was missing, and going back the crew found his dead and mangled body
on the east end of the Folsom-street crossing. This is all ithat
can be ascertained. There does not appear to have been any
unusual movement of the cars, but in some way Mr. Abbott was
doubtless thrown from the place where he was riding and fell
across the rails. His reputation warrants the belief that he was ill
no way at fault and there is no reason to suppose that any of his
associates were.

H. M.

PUTNEY,
For

the Board.

DEATH OF CHAELES HALL.
State of

New

Hampshire.

In Board of RaiI/Road Commissioneks.

Concord, June

5,

1902.

Investigation at Manchester, May 27, 1902.
Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.
Witnesses: S. W. Twombley, engineer, James A. Norwell, fireman, J. B. Morrill, brakeman, all of North Berwick, Maine.
Instead of keeping to the highway across the railroad track
three fourths of a mile westerly of Durham station, Charles Hall

drove his team along the track westerly three hundred feet,
where he met a passenger train and was instantly killed. It
was in the evening of December 14, 1901. The train was No.
51, running from Boston to North Berwick at about twenty to
twenty-five miles an hour. The crossing whistles were properly
given and the engine bell was ringing when the engineer and
fireman became conscious that the locomotive had struck some
obstacle although the extreme darkness prevented their seeing
it.
The train was stopped and a brakeman sent back to investigate while the train proceeded to Durham station in order to
clear an approaching express passenger train. The brakeman
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found Mr. Hall dead, lying in a gutter or drain near the track,
the horse apparently having been frightened from the middle of
the track to the fence, where it was standing, and the wagon
completely demolished. The body of the dead man was duly
cared for with assistance from the station.
A close examination discovered the wheel tracks of Mr. Hall's
wagon beginning at the highway crossing and wandering away
from it along the railroad track westerly three hundred feet,
where the train struck it. Mr. Hall was probably on his way to
his house, which was a short distance bej'ond the crossing, but
the night being exceedingly dark, and Mr. Hall very much intoxicated, he drove his horse down the railroad track instead of
along the highway. The train was running upon its usual time
and no one in charge of it is in any way at fault for the accident.
E. B. S.

SANBORN,
For

the Board.

DEATH OF HUGH CAEEOLL.
State of

New

Hampshire.

In Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Concord, June
Investigation at Manchester,

May

5,

1902.

27, 1902.

Superintendent William Sanborn appeared for the railroad.
Witnesses: Fred Tibbetts, engineer, Wakefield, Mass.; H. H.
Pease, fireman, Wakefield, Mass.; M. W. Morrill, conductor, Alton
Bay; R. L. Sterling, brakeman, Dover.

Hugh

was

by the locomotive of extra freight
from Rochester to Dover December 28, 1901.
While I'ounding the curve into Dover the engineer discovered
Carroll walking upon the track towards Dover about five hundred feet ahead of the locomotive and immediately sounded
warning whistles. Instead of leaving the track Carroll staggered
along upon it. He was very drunk. The train, consisting of
twelve cars and the saloon car, was moving about twelve miles
an hour, and although brought to a stop as soon as possible yet
it was not soon enough to avoid striking Carroll and instantly
killing him. His body was taken to the station and properly
cared for. Carroll was thirty-four years old. The train crew
was without fault for the accident.
Carroll

killed

train No. 127 running

E. B.

S.

SANBORN,
For

the Board.
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DEATH OF MICHAEL BURNS.
State of

New

Hampshibb.

Ik Board of Railroad Commissioners.
Concord, June

9,

1902.

Investigation at Concord, June 5, 1902.
Mr. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.
Witnesses: E. B. Huse, Enfield; E. L. Talbot, freight conductor.
West Lebanon; W. E. Small, freight conductor, Concord.

Freight train No. 213 from Concord to White River Junction
broke apart and nine of the forty cars of which it was composed
were wrecked between W^est Canaan and Enfield a little after
midnight, May 15, 1902. As the running work of one of the
wrecked cars was in condition to be moved the crew took the car
to the siding near the Baltic Mills near West Canaan and left it
there. The next morning Charles Skinner, while on his way to
his work in the mills, went over to examine the car, and as they
passed along saw in it a man's head. He notified the station
agent, who, with the section men, went to the siding and found in
the wreck the body of a man who had evidently been crushed and
instantly killed when the cars went together. From a paper
found upon the body it was learned that it was that of Michael
Burns, who had been about Enfield the day before peddling
court plaster, and who undoubtedly was stealing a ride in the

Much

was made

to ascertain his residence and
he had any, but nothing could be learned
concerning them and he was buried in Enfield. None of the
trainmen had ever seen him or were aware that there was any
one except their crew upon the cars, and so far as can be ascertained no person saw him about the railroad.
From the position in which his body was found it is judged
that he was lying across the end of the twenty-third car from
the engine and when the end of that was crushed in by the one
behind it he was caught under it.
H. M. PUTNEY,
For the Board.
car.

inquiry

discover his friends,

if

:
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DEATH OF FEED STONE.
State of

New

Hampshire.

In Board of Eailroad Commissioners.

Concord, June

14, 1902.

Investigation at Concord, ^Maj^ 22, 1902.
Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad company and
E. H. Shannon, Esq., for the heirs of Mr. Stone.
Witnesses: William C. Batchelder, traveling engineer. Concord;
Laurence K. Ford, conductor, Jeptha K. Corliss, engineer, and
Elbert E. Holbrook, fireman, all of Woodsville.
The testimony at the investigation established the following
facts

When passenger train No. 184, Woodsville to Concord, left
Laconia at 5.15 on the evening of December 20, 1901, it was but
three minutes late. The train consisted of seven ears and in the
cab of the engine with the engineer and fireman was Mr. Batchelder, whose duty as traveling engineer was to look after the different engineers and firemen on that division; see that they performed their duties properly, and that their engines were kept
in proper condition. He sat in the fireman's place and performed
all the fireman's duties except tending the fire.
The night was
clear, and a slight flurry of snow had made the ground white.
As they approached Winnisquam crossing the train was running
at its usual speed of forty miles an hour, and both the engineer
and Mr. Batchelder had their heads out of the windows, carefully
looking ahead. The whistle was sounded for the crossing, and
the bell was ringing. Suddenly Mr. Batchelder saw on his side
of the track a man and his team on the highway, less than two
rods from the crossing. The man was sitting erect and looking
straight ahead, and the horse was approaching the crossing at a
moderate gait, evidently not frightened or even being hurried
by its driver. When first seen there was time enough to have
stopped the horse had the driver gfiven heed to the signals and
noise of the approaching train. Seeing that the team was coming on to the crossing, Mr. Batchelder shouted to the engineer,
w^ho instantly closed the throttle and put on the emergency
brake. The train stopped within seven or eight car lengths; the
engineer testified, "If I was doing it for my life, I could not
liave done it quicker." The engineer whistled for a brakeman to
go back to protect the rear of the train, and he and Mr. Batchelder then got down to ascertain the result of the collision. It was
then twenty-one minutes past five o'clock. They found the horse
on the right-hand side of the track and the driver on the left.
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He had been

instantly killed.

The body was taken to Tilton and
was soon identified as Mr. Fred
worked at Sanbornton. At the
he was evidently' returning from his work

delivered to an undertaker, and
Stone, who lived at Laconia and

time of the accident,
to his home.

No defect of sight or hearing or other cause for Mr. Stone's
disregard of the warning whistle and bell was suggested by the
testimony. But he must have been acquainted with the crossing from his frequent passing over it, and it is difficult to
imagine anything more which those in charge of the train could
have done to prevent the accident.
The board finds that the brakes were in perfect working order,
the crossing signals properly given, the employees of the railroad
alert and attentive to their duty, and that the accident was not
due to their fault.
F. C.

FAULKNER,
For

DEATH OF MOSES
State of

New

B.

the Board.

SHEPARD.

Hampshire.

In Boabd of Railroad Commissioners.
Concord, June
Investigation at Concord, June

5,

19, 1902.

1902.

Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.
Witnesses: William T. Whittle, conductor, Hillsborough; M. W.
Favor, engineer. Concord; D. H. Goodhue, fireman. Concord;
Alfred E. Thompson, Hopkinton; Harry G. Chandler, Hopkinton;
Mr. Call, Contoocook.
The evidence at the hearing established the following facts:
Conductor Whittle's train. No. 35, Concord to Peterborough,
leaves Concord at 3.15 p. m., and runs with the Claremont train
as far as Contoocook, where the two sections separate. A few
minutes before the leaving time on May 22, Shepard was discovered in the rear passenger car evidently making his preparations
to smoke. The conductor asked him where he was going and
receiving the information that it was Claremont told him he
must go into the forward, or Claremont smoking car. When the
train had started and the conductor came through to collect
fares he found Shepard in the rear smoking- car and having a
mileage book containing only fifteen miles. He was informed
that this was insufficient to take him to Claremont, and he then
said he would go to Hillsborough. He was informed that the
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mileage would not take liim to Hillsborough, aud that he had
better pay forty-five cents, the cash fare to Contoocook, and
then his mileage would take him there. He replied that he had
no money, and the conductor took the mileage to Contoocook.
When the train left Contoocook the conductor found him still
in the car. He again said he had no money, and the conductor
took his mileag-e to the next Station, West Hopkinton, and told
him he must g-et off there. West Hopkinton is a flag station.
There were two other passengers to get off, one of whom remained at the station, while the other went to get a team. Shepard got off Avithout any resistance or even objection, and his
small box of carpenter's tools and small satchel were handed out
and left on the station platform, or close beside it. He w-as soon
after seen bj- the passenger who remained sitting in the station
door, drinking from a bottle, and later sitting on the edge of the
low platform, his feet on the ground next the track, and his
head buried in his hands. Nothing in his speech, walk, or other
actions had indicated to the conductor or the two passengers
that he was under the influence of liquor, at least to the extent
that he was not entirely capable of taking care of himself. Both
the passengers had left the station to attend to their business
before the accident happened.
Train Xo. 40, Peterborough to Concord, meets train No. 35 at
West Henniker, and as both trains were on time this afternoon
there were 31 minutes between the time No. 35 left West Hopkinton and No. 40 arrived there. There is a highway crossing just
west of this station, and another 30 or 40 rods east of it, and
as the track approaches the station from the west there is a
sharp curve, but before the whistling post is reached, there is
a place from which the engineer can see the station signal and
persons who may be standing on the platform. As No. 40 approached the station steam was shut off, the w^histle sounded
for both crossings, the bell was ringing, and the train running
at about twenty-five miles an hour. On account of this curve
and his sitting position, Shepard could not be seen by the engineer or fireman until they were quite near him. Then the brakes
were instanth^ applied and the train stopped as soon as possible.
His body was found between the cars and the platform; one leg
was cut off and it was evident that his head had been struck and
crushed by the iron step of the tender. Further examination
disclosed on his person one full bottle of liquor and another bottle from which he had been drinking.
The body was properly
taken care of and taken to Franklin, where Shepard lived.
Stupefaction produced by the liquor he drank at West Hopkinton, and perhaps before he took the train at Concord, is the
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evident cause of his sitting in that dang-erous position and his
disregard of the signals of the approaching train. The board
finds that the train and all its appliances were in perfect working order, the train was being properly run, and that every possible precaution was taken on the part of the employees of the
railroad to prevent this accident.

F. C.

FAULKNER,
For

DEATH OF CHARLES
State of

New

T.

tlw

Board.

CHASE.

Hampshire.

In Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Concord, June

25, 1902.

Investigation at Concord, June 5, 1902.
Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.
Witnesses: B. R. Jewell, conductor, J. J. Kelley, brakeman,
and Walter Corliss, all of Concord.
The testimony at the investigation established the following
facts:

The deceased and Mr. Corliss were railroad bridge builders,
and on the morning of May 26, 1902, were to go to Henniker
to do some work in repairing the pile-bridge there. A portion
of their material was loaded at Concord on to a car in train No.
221, known as the Peterborough way freight, and at Contoocook
ladders, poles, and lumber for their work were put into the car,
and Chase and Corliss got on the train. The train consisted of
five flat cars, seven box cars, and a saloon car, the fiat cars being
next to the saloon car. The bridge over Contoocook river is
just beyond Contoocook station, and just beyond the bridge is a
siding leading to a gristmill. It was necessary that morning to
set off one or more cars on to this siding, and to do this work
the ordinary and proper method is to first detach the saloon car
and leave it on the main line while the train is drawn up and
by the switch, and then backed or allowed to run down on to
the siding. The train had drawn through the bridg-e and was
running very slowly. The conductor directed the rear brake-

man

to pull the pin in the coupling of the saloon car in order
He stooped down from the platit from the train.

to separate

form of the saloon

when

car, pulled the pin

with his

left

hand and

was detached he gave the motion to go ahead
before he arose. The train went on, and the saloon car had not
lost its forward motion when the brakeman arose and looking
the car
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down saw

Chase's body in front of the wheels.

The car was

almost immediately stopped, and the unfortunate man was taken
out from under the rear truck-frame. The distance and time for
action had been too short, and it was found that the forward
wheels had passed over his legs. He was then conscious, and
while arrangements to take him to Dr. Blaisdell's office for surgical tretment were being made h'e declared to several witnesses
that he considered himself alone to blame for the accident. He
died about two o'clock that afternoon.
The brakeman had seen Corliss standing on the first, and
Chase standing on the last of the flat cars when the train came
through the bridge, but did not notice Chase when he went to
pull the pin.

Mr. Corliss, who had nothing to do with the management of the
and is, therefore, a disinterested witness, was the only one

train,

who saw

the accident. From his position on the front flat car
he could see Chase standing a few feet from the rear end of the
last car, and, consequently, only a few feet from the saloon car
when it was detached. He was then standing with hands in
pockets and his face turned tow^ard the gristmill. As the train
started forward, after the saloon car w^as cut off, he saw Chase
disappear over the end of the flat car. The engine had been
stopped, or nearly

brakeman

so, to

give the slack necessary to enable the

and it started forward with "a yank,''
as the trainmen express it. But Mr. Corliss corroborates all
the trainmen in sajdng that the movement was not unusually
or unnecessarily violent or sudden, and says that he was not
thrown down or disturbed by it.
The saloon car was the proper place for both men to ride and
had Mr. Chase been riding there, or even had he exercised the
care proper for the place in which and the conditions under
which he chose to ride, the accident would not have happened.
The board finds that the train was being properly and carefully managed, and that no blame for this accident can be
charged to the railroad or any of its employees.
to pull the pin,

F. C.

FAULKNER,
For

the Board.
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DEATH OF HENEY STEARNS.
State of
In

New

Hampshire.

Boaed of Eailroad Commissionees.
Concord, October

20, 1902.

Investigation at Concord, October 15, 1902.
Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.

Witnesses: Edward G. Park, engineer, Beachmont, Mass., and
William E. Shepard, fireman, Somerville, Mass.

Henry Stearns, a citizen of Florida, who had come to New
Hampshire to visit a sister, who' resides near Mitchell's crossing
between Manchester and Goffe's Falls, \ipon the southern division of the Boston & Maine Railroad, on the 2Sth of May, 1902,
took the electric cars at Manchester, rode down by the Pine
Grove cemetery and then walked along the highway to that
crossing, intending to pass over it to his sister's house on the
other side. As he neared the crossing express train No. 102 from
Concord approached running very fast, probably forty miles an
hour. It met near the whistling post eighty rods above the crossing another express train. No. 41, going north on the inward
track. At this point the engineer of No. 102 blew the crossing
whistle and the fireman commenced ringing the bell. When No.
41 had passed the fireman saw a man going upon the outward
track on the crossing, and rang the bell as vigorously as he could
and shouted to the engineer, who was leaning out of his window
and looking ahead, so he could not see what was on the other
The man, who was Mr. Stearns, paid no attention to the
side.
bell but kept straight on, passed the outward track and stepped
over the rail of the inward in front of the locomotive. The engineer, who had already shut off the steam and applied the brakes,
brought the train to a stop as soon as possible and found the
dead body of Stearns with the skull crushed upon the foi-ward
end of his engine.
Mr. Stearns was a man 78 years of age, quite deaf and somewhat blind. He had with him in his right hand a large extension
grip and in his left a heavy cane and umbrella. The probability
is that he had seen the up train pass the crossing and thought
he could safely proceed, his infirmities preventing him from noticing the down train or hearing the warnings given by its engineer and fireman.
The down express was twenty minutes late at Manchester,
but was making little more than schedule time. It was impossible for its engine men to see the victim sooner than the fireman
did or to( stop after he was seen in season to save him.
H. M. PUTNEY,
For the Board.
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DEATH OF WILIJAM
State of

New

il.

IL\RVEY.

Hampshtbb.

In Board of Eailroad CoiimissioivEes.

Concord, October

18, 1902.

Investigatiou at Concord, October 15, 1902.
Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.
Witnesses: William F. Sexton, conductor, Somerville, Mass.;

Fred A. Gowen, engineer, Waverly, Mass.
Mr. Harvey was head brakeman on train Xo. 503, a fast freight
running from Boston to Bellows Falls, and as such, it was his
duty to ride on the outside of the train on all grades, and take
charge of the retainers connected with the air brakes. He was
about thirty-two years old and familiar with his duties.
On September 2, 1902, this train left Boston at 8.45 p. M.,
and was due in Keene at 2.20 the next morning. There is an
almost continuous grade from Troy to Keene, and Harvey was
last seen alive in his proper place, on the top of the cars, just
after the train began to descend this grade. The evidence tended
to show that the engine and all the appliances for holding the
train on a grade were in good order; that the train was under
control and running at a proper speed. But at a point a little
south of South Keene, the train suddenly broke apart, probably
from the breaking of a wheel under one of the cars, four or five
oars were thrown down the bank on one side, three or four on
the other side, and all were badly wrecked. Harvey's body was
found on the north side of the track, lying among some large
rocks, and under a portion of the wreckage. From its position
and a wound upon the forehead, it was evident that he had
been thrown from the top of a ear, headlong upon the rocks,
and that his death was instantaneous. No other person was
injured.

The exact cause

of this serious accident cannot be deternained,
the evidence it appears, and the board so finds, that
it was from a cause or causes which due care on the part of those
in charge of the train could, not have seasonably discovered or
prevented.

but upon

all

F. C.

FAULKNER,
For

tJie

Board.
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DEATH OF MARIA OWENS AND ANNIE
State of

New

L.

SALTER.

Hampshire.

In Board of Rahjroad Commissionees.

Concord, October

20, 1902.

Investig-ation at Concord, October 15, 1902.

Hon. Thomas F. Clifford appeared for the railroad, and Mr.
& Morrill appeared for Franklin R. Salter,
administrator of the estate of Annie L. Salter.
Witnesses: John P. Callahan, engineer, John F. Sullivan, conductor, A. W. Corser, fireman, Charles Palmer, brakeman, Concord; Mrs. Horace W. Locke, Franklin; Elmer E. Kempton, Tilton; Horace Wells, Franklin.
On Sunday, February 23, 1902, Maria Owens and Annie L. Salter were fatally injured by a freight train on the Webster
Place highway-crossing in Franklin. The place of the accident
is where the main highway from Concord to Franklin crosses, at
grade, the Northern Railroad track, a few feet westerly of the
Daniel Webster homestead, now the New Hampshire Orphans'
Home, and about two miles southerly of the Franklin station.
The crossing has existed at this point since the Northern Railroad opened to Franklin in December, 1846. Looking from the
highway on the crossing and from any point on the highway
Niles of Sargent, Niles

thi-ee or

four rods easterly of the crossing the track

is in

plain

view for one hundred rods to the north, and for three quarters
of a mile southerly, and the smoke of locomotives at Franklin
Junction station a mile away to the north is often visible. The
same view of the track can be had half a mile away coming
from the east. The highway is a broad one and touches the
track at a right angle about midway of a straight, line of track
measuring one mile and a quarter or more. A small railroad
flag-station stands a few feet southerly of the highway.
Miss Owens, Miss Salter, and Mrs. McNabb, teachers or assistants at the Orphans' Home, started out from the easterly driveway of the home on to the highway and towards the crossing,
seated in a single sleigh, Miss Salter sitting between the other
two and driving the steady family horse she was accustomed to
use on their way to church, following not far behind the barge
load of children and teachers going upon the same route for the
same purpose. When the barge load of children and teachers
was upon the crossing, the train was seen approaching from the
north beyond the whistling post about one hundred rods away,
and the crossing whistle was heard by the driver and others in
the barge before the barge cleared the crossing. Thereupon the
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driver of the barge horses and several of the persons in the barge
turned around and shouted to the three ladies in the sleigh, who
were then driving towards the crossing and were five rods easterly of it, and kept up the shouting and waved their hands to
them to call their attention to the neai'by train. But they failed
to attract the attention of the 'three ladies, who looked neither
to the right nor left while the horse trotted slowly on to the

track and the sleigh was struck by the locomotive.
The train, a regular through freight of seventeen cars, known
as the milk train, was brought to a stop with the rear car just
clear of the crossing and two of the ladies were found beside the
track a little south of the station and the other one farther
along to the south. Miss Owens was killed outright, Miss Salter
died on Tuesday following the accident, and Mrs. McNabb was

not fatally injured.
The train is scheduled to run from West Lebanon to Concord
and is due to leave Franklin Junction at 9.40 o'clock A. M., and
was a trifle behind time, ten minutes or so, on the day of the
accident. It has been run on the same time substantially for
many years and crossed this highway every Sunday regularly,
which latter fact was probably known to Miss Salter, who was
driving, who had been at the home for several months and doubtless had seen the train while riding to church on previous Sundays. But the one mystery of the accident, why neither of the
three ladies heard, saw, or thought of the train, or why all the
efforts of the people in the barge failed to arouse any of the
three, remains, and yet the evidence is overwhelming that such
was the fact, as well as that the whistle was sounded and that
the bell was ringing even to the moment of striking the sleigh.
Head Brakeman Palmer, who sat on the fireman's seat and was
ringing the bell, discovered the approaching team when it was
within two rods of the crossing and the train but seven or eight
rods away and shouted to the engineer, who applied the emergency brake. Even then the horse could have been held up or
turned aside had the smallest attention been bestowed upon their
surroundings by the unfortunate ladies. It adds to the sadness
of this fatality to

The

train

know how

little

was required

to avoid

it.

crew was without any fault which contributed to

the accident.
E. B.

S.

SANBORN,
For

the Board.
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DEATH OF DANIEL KELLIHER.
State of

New

Hampshibe.

In Boaki> of Eailiioad Commissiokeks.

Concord, November
Investigation at Manchester,

November

7,

10,

1902.

1902.

Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.
Witnesses: Peter Mooney and Charles W. Goodrich, engineer,
Portsmouth.
The Boston & Maine Eailroad passes over Bartlett street in
Portsmouth upon an overhead bridge. About eleven o'clock on the
evening of July 25, 1902, Peter Mooney, who was going along the
street under this bridge, heard a cry for help from above and
upon investigation he found Daniel Kelliher, a man whose home
was in the vicinity, lying beside the bridge supports so badly
injured that he died the next morning at five o'clock. Mr. Kelliher had evidently been struck by shifting engine No. 437, which
had been at work there a short time before, and thrown through
the bridge to the street, where he was found. Neither the engineer nor any one else had seen him upon the bridge. There is
no known reason why he was there instead of in the safe street
below, for he could not save any distance in going to his home
by walking there. The engineer, who vras looking out of his
window, did not see the man or know of the accident until informed of it about fifteen minutes after it occurred, and then
could find no blood or other marks showing that his engine had
caused it. But the nature of the man's injuries and the position
in which he was found indicate that he was standing or lying
beside the track and was hit by the engine as it passed. That
he was between the rails is improbable because if he had been
he would have been ground to pieces. The headlight was burning
but the bell was not ringing because the crossing is an overhead
one upon which foot travelers have no right or occasion to go.
H. M. PUTNEY,
For the Board.
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DEATH OF CHARLES
State of

New

H.

STEVENS.

Hampshire.

In Board of Eaiujoad CojiMissioifEKS.
•

Concord, November

18, 1902.

Investigation at Manchester, November 17, 1902.
Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.
Witnesses: F. M. Chapman, engineer, L. L. Record, conductor,
Hudson; A. Langlais, brakeman, Nashua.

A

crew made up of F. M. Chapman, engineer,
Record, conductor, A. Langlais and Charles H. Stevens,
brakemen, were at work in Nashua west yard at S.20 o'clock
p. M., April 11, 1902.
The engine pushed a string of five cars on
to two cars standing on the track in order to hitch to them.
But the couplers did not happen to hitch. Mr. Stevens, Mr.
Record, and Mr. Langlais were standing at the place where the
coupling was to be made with their lanterns and Mr. Stevens
stepped between the cars to open the knuckle of the coupler
of the standing car to aid the hitch. Finding that knuckle opening hard, he stepped across to the car opposite, which was to be
hitched to, attached it to the engine, and gave the motion to
the engineer to back up. He failed to step out clear from the
cars before they came together, was caught between the dead
woods and instantly killed. The couplers were among those
approved by the Master Car Builders' Association and lawfully in
use and were in good condition. Mr. Stevens was about twentyfive years old, in vigorous health, of long experience in this and
other kinds of train service, and was alert and skillful in doing
shifter with a

L,

L.

his

work.

The

was handled in the usual way and no comwhich takes this case from the class that are

train

plication existed

purely accidental.
E. B. S.

SANBORN,
For

the

Board.

DEATH OF JOHN BURKE.
State of

New

Hampshire.

In Boaei> of Railroad Commissioners.

Concord, November
Investigation at Manchester,

November

7,

21, 1902.

1902.

Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.
Witnesses: O. H. Ham, engineer, Fred Thomas, car inspector,
and C. E. Hodgdon, yard conductor, all of Portsmouth.
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o'clock on the night of May 5,
Fred Thomas, a car inspector, who had just inspected a
train that was being made up in the Portsmouth yard of the
Boston & Maine Railroad and stepped into the depot, heard a
groan and on going to investigate found John Burke, a marine,
under the wheels of an empty coal car in the train which was
then at a standstill. He immediately informed the engineer, who
moved the car about six inches and the injured man was taken
out and cared for, but died soon after. There was no crossing
within five hundred feet of the place where the man was found
and there is no apparent reason why he was in the yard at the
time. He must have been trying to crawl under the car, but
whence he came or where he was going is not known.
H. M. PUTNEY,
For tlie Board.

Twenty minutes before twelve

1902,

DEATH OF
State of

EAKIi DUPLISSIE.

New

Hampshere.

In Boaedi of Eaileoad Cojimissiowers.

CoNCOKD, November
Investigation at Manchester,

November

21, 1902.

17, 1902.

Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad and Doyle &
Lucier and Wason & Moran for the father of the boy.
Witnesses: F. J. Home, conductor, and J. L. Carter, brakeman,

Nashua.
Earl Duplissie, a lad 14 years of age, was fatally injured while
trying to jump upon a freight car in train No. 314, in the Nashua
yard at 6 o'clock p. M., August 6, 1902. He had been playing
most of the afternoon with two other boys younger than he, and
about 4 o'clock the three went together out by the track near
Harvey's shanty, where they remained until half past five, when
they agreed to climb upon the first freight train that went along
and steal rides down to the neighborhood of their homes. Train
No. 314 had just arrived from Portland and while it was waiting
for signals J. L. Carter, one of its brakemen, saw the boys sittingupon the track. He shouted to them to go away, which they did.
Soon after the train started and he saw them on some horizontal
bars near by, and a little later noticed them make a rush for
one of the passing cars. As he was in his position as head brakeman upon the first car, he could not see what happened to them,
but it appears from the story of the others that Duplissie jumped
for a Maine Central car loaded with stone and fell under the
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A switchman, who stood near by, saw there was trouble
and motioned for a stop, which was made almost immediately,
as the train was moving very slowly. The two younger boys
had already pulled their companion from the track and he was
taken to his father's house and tenderly cared for but his injuries were of such a character that he could not be saved.
H. M. PUTNEY,
For the Board.

wheels.

DEATH OP BRADBURY
State of

New

M. MORRILL.

Hampshire.

In Boakd of Railroad Commissioners.
Concord, November
Investigation at Concord, June

5,

22,

1902.

1902.

Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.
Witnesses: N. H. Emerson, fireman, Concord; G. A. Corran,
freight conductor. West Lebanon.
Bradbury M. Morrill, a demented man, 74 years old, who lived
with his sister opposite Hill Village in the town of Sanbornton,
wandered away from his home about noon April 26, 1902. When he
was missed his relatives instituted a search for him to Franklin
Lower Village, where he was seen and supposed to be a pauper
from the Boscawen county farm in Boscawen, about 5 o'clock in
the afternoon. The next morning the engineer and fireman of
train No. 220 saw his dead body near the track not far from Bur-

where it had evidently lain several hours. Sevhad passed each way during the night, and while none
of their crews saw him and there is no evidence as to which of
them struck him, he was doubtless hit by one of them and in-

leigh's crossing,

eral trains

stantly killed.

H. M.

PUTNEY,
For

the Board.

DEATH OF JOHN SULLIVAN.
State of

New

Hampshire.

In Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Concord, November
Investigation at Concord,

November

22, 1902.

18, 1902.

Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.
Witness: Charles R. Lamphere, conductor, Windsor, Vt.
20
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Mr. Sullivan, a quarrynian, out of work and out of money, had
been staying- at Westminster, Vt., for several days prior to June
That night, partially intoxicated, he boarded the train
19, 1902.
at Bellows Falls at 11.10 o'clock to go to Windsor, expecting to
get work on a quarry there. According to his own account,
to escape paying fare, he got on to the foinvard platform of the
mail car and rode to Charlestown. As the train was stopping at
that station, he attempted to get off in the darkness on the west
side of the train, away from the station lights, and in some way
fell imder the wheels of the mail car, receiving injuries from
which he died the next morning. He had concealed himself so
well that he was not seen by the conductor or any of the men in
charge of the train until they heard his cries and went to his
assistance.

was the result of his own want
and that the railroad and its servants were in no way

It is clear that Sullivan's death

of care,

to blame.
F. C.

FAULKNEE,
For

the Board.

DEATH OF CATHERINE FITZGERALD.
State of

New

Hampshire.

In Boakdi of Railroad CoMinssioiraiES.
CoNCOBD, November
Investigation at Concord,

November

18,

22, 1902.

1902.

Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.
Witnesses: A. E. Mclntire, conductor, Whitefield; Irving' Willoughby, engineer, W. H. Aiken, fireman, Woodsville; John Moran,
station agent, and George Hood, Cherry Mountain.
August 7, 1902, Catherine Fitzgerald, a lady about 70 years of
age, who lived a short distance from the Cherry Mountain station
upon the White Mountain Division of the Boston & Maine Railroad, while attempting to cross the tracks in the yard at that
place, was run over by an engine and car that were doing some
shifting there, and so injured that she died in a few minutes.
The testimony is that she was going to her home and in order
to save a short distance left the highway, went down upon the
station platform, which extends thirty feet in that direction, and
then stepped out upon the track in front of the car and engine,
which were moving five or six miles an hour. She was seen by
the station agent, conductor, and fireman, and several others
upon the platform, but as there was no reason for supposing that
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she would leave it or that she was in any danger, little attenwas paid to her and no effort was made to stop her. It was
at one o'clock p. m., on a clear day, the bell was ringing. She
was an old resident in the vicinity, familiar with the movement
of trains, and there is no apparent reason why she should have
sacrificed her life as she did.
tion

H. M.

PUTNEY,
For

DEATH OP OLIN
State of

New

T.

tlie

Board.

SAEGENT.

Hampshike.

In Board of Eailjioad CoMMissio>rERS.
Concord, November
Investigation at Concord,

Gen. John H.

November

Brown appeared

18,

22, 1902.

1902.

for the railroad and N. J.

Dyer

for the father of Mr. Sargent.

Witnesses: T. J. Tebo, conductor, W. C. Bean, brakeman, J. H.
Smart, engineer, J. W. Young, fireman, all of Concord.
Olin T. Sargent, head brakeman of a way freight train of sixteen cars running from Concord to West Lebanon, was struck
by the railroad bridge one fourth of a mile before reaching Andover station and instantly killed, on the thirteenth da^' of
October, 1902, at 11.13 o'clock, forenoon.
Mr. Sargent began work for the railroad company as a spare
brakeman August 21, 1902, and was assigned to duty as his services were needed, upon the Northern Railroad, the Concord &
Peterborough, and the Concord & Claremont routes, not being
attached permanently to anj^ one run or to any one train crew.
On the day before the accident he was detailed to go with this
way freight crew on the following morning and notice thereof
given to Mr. Tebo, conductor, and the rest of the crew by the
usual notice posted on the bulletin board in the railroad yard
office.
Mr. Sargent failed to report to his train before it left
Concord, but overtook it at East Andover, reaching there by the
passenger train, his absence having been reported by telegraph
from Penacook station by Mr. Tebo. Mr. Sargent perfoi'med
his share of the shifting at East Andover and when the train
started on its journey took his place on the engine as the head
brakeman is required to do. The other persons of the train
crew were Cutting and Bean, brakemen, J. H. Smart, engineer,
J. W. Young, fireman, and the conductor, T. J. Tebo, no one of
whom had a personal acquaintance with Mr. Sargent, but some
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whom
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had seen him at work

in the

Concord yard and upon a
by sight and by name

train on the road, and others knew him
and knew his occupation on the railroad.

The next stop for this train being Andover station, where
was to be left, Mr. Sargent went on top of the train
a short time before the bridge was reached, as Avas his duty, to
watch and care for his share of the cars upon entering the Andover yard. Engineer Smart had gi'eeted Mr. Sargent when he
joined him on the engine with the inquiry if he was a new man,
and Mr. Sargent had replied that he had been braking about two
months, and Mr. Smart had rejoined that Sargent needed "to
look out for these bridges. Fireman Young, who had observed
the talk, looked out of the cab to where Mr. Sargent was standing on top of the second car from the engine just in season to
see the bridge-guard, which was more than one hundred and
fifty feet from the bridge, strike Mr. Sargent and knock off his
hat, whereupon Mi-. Sargent stooped over, bending his body downward, as one naturally would do to escape striking the bridge.
He failed to clear it and Mr. Young saw his body stretched upon
the car he was riding after the car had passed under the bridge.
The accident was due, doubtless, to Mr. Sargent's miscalculating
the distance between the car and the bridge. The car upon
which he rode was twelve feet and two inches high, and the
freight

bridge about sixteen and one third feet in the clear and is rated
as one of the low bridges upon the Northern Kailvoad system,
built many years ago. Mr. Sargent was a young man and appeared to be alert and in good health. The bridge-guards were
in correct position and hung a trifle lower than the top of
the
bridge, and answered the requirements of the law. Mr. Smart,
the engineer, who has known the bridge for thirty-one or thirtytwo years, had never known or heard of any accident to

brake-

men
is

caused by the bridge until the death of Mr. Sargent.
nothing in the evidence tending to show fault on the

any of the train crew.
E. B.

S.

There
part of

SANBORN,
For

the Board.
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DEATH OF SAMUEL
State of

New

P.

CHASE.

Hampshxre.

In Boaed of Railroad Commission:ers.

Concord, November
Investigation at Manchester,
"Gen.

John H.

November

24,

1902.

17, 1902.

Brovs-n appeared for the railroad.

Witnesses: H. D. Rowe, conductor, Melrose, Mass.; William M.
Healy, brakeman. Maiden, Mass.; and David Glover, Exeter.
Samuel P. Chase, who lived upon Grove street near Pine in
Exeter, and was employed in the Exeter Machine Works, left
his home on the morning of March 8, 1902, to go to his work,
which was a considerable distance away and on the opposite side

&

Maine Railroad from his home. As he walked
with David Glover, a fellow workman, and they
went on together. Instead of passing up the street and going
over the railroad crossing" to their destination, when they reached
a point about four hundred feet below the crossing thej^ took a
short cut through the railroad j^ard as they were accustomed to
do in order to shorten their walk about 100 yards. A short
time before freight train No. 608 from North Berwick to Boston
had reached the Exeter yard and its crew were at work shifting
some cars into and out of the freight house in order to make
np their train and proceed with it to Boston. During this operation some detached cars were necessarily left standing upon the
track in the freight house and others outside. Between two of
them there was a small space through which Mr. Glover passed
safely. Mr. Chase attempted to follo'w but at that moment the
cars were slowly jDushed together by the engine in order to make
the necessary hitch and he was caught between the hunters and
crushed to death. None of the crew knev? he was in that vicinity
until he was caught and screamed. The cars were moved very
slowly in the usual and proper manner and all the crew were at
their posts performing their dutj^ according to custom and the
rules. As the engine was at one end of the freight house and
the cars between which Mr. Chase tried to go were at the other
it is quite probable that he did not see the engine and did not
know any of the cars were being- moved, but whether this be so
or not we cannot see that any one else was at fault. That he
was a trespasser is certain. That if he had gone to his work by
the public highway where he had a right to go he would not
have been injured is equally certain. That any one employed in
making up the train was in any way negligent or could have
saved him by the exercise of reasonable care does not appear.
of the Boston

along he

fell in
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and while he was only doing- what he and many others were constantly doing and probably without a thought that it was wrong,
the responsibility was his and his only.
H. M. PUTNEY,
For the Board.

DEATH OF FEED
State of

New

COBB.

Hampshire.

In BOABD of RArLHOAD C0MMISSIO>nEBS.
Concord, November

26, 1902.

Investigation at Keene, November 25, 1902.
Witnesses: Henry E. Brown, John H. Bigelow, station agent,
both of Troy.
As Mr. Brown was going to his work at the Troy Blanket Mills,
about six o'clock on the morning of October 7, 1902, he discovered

lying between the rails of the main track of the Cheshire Branch,
at a point about three quarters of a mile north of Troy station,
the body of a man, badly mangled. Upon g'oing to it he recognized it to be Fred Cobb, a man between forty and fifty years
of age, who lived alone in a small shanty three quarters of a
mile further north. Marks on the ground indicated that he had
been sitting on the west rail with his feet between the rails, and
had been dragged along the track some fifteen feet to the north.
A bag of crackers stood just outside the rail, and in one pocket
of the man's coat was found a new cap, and in the other the
fragments of a bottle, more or less crushed into the body. Another bottle which had contained liquor was found on the track
near the body. Mr. Brown immediately notified the town authorities and the remains were taken care of.
Further investigation made by himself and Mr. Bigelow disclosed that Cobb was last seen between nine and ten o'clock the
evening before in an intoxicated condition in Kimball's store in
Troy Village, and that he there bought the cap and the bag of
crackers found with him. He was in the habit of walking from
the village along the railroad track to his shantj^ which stood
five rods from the track.
He had frequently been warned by
railroad men and on one occasion driven off the track. No one
could be found who saw him after he left Kimball's store, but all
the indications j)oint to the fact that on his way home that night,
probably overcome by liquor, he sat down upon the rail at the
place shown by the marks on the ground, went to sleep, and was
instantly killed by the night express north, which leaves Troy
at 10.05 p. ir.
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It is clear that he was a trespasser, and that his death was
caused by no fault of any one but himself.

F. C.

FAULKNER,
Fo7- the

DEATH OF MRS.
State of
Ix

New

H.

J.

Board.

BOWLES.

Hampshire.

Board of Railroad Commissioners.
Concord, November

Investigation at Concord,

November

28, 1902.

26, 1902.

Gen. John H. Brown aijjjeared for the railroad and ^Ir. Henry
Mulligan for the estate of the deceased.
Witnesses: C. A. Carpenter, engineer, A. J. Perkins, fireman,
Scott Wells, conductor. Fabyans; and Fred Stevens, Whitefield,
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Bowles, who lived in Whitefield near the
Overlook House, started on the morning- of September 12, 1902,
to drive to W^hitefield Village with their team, which consisted of
a horse and an express wagon in which they carried a number
of milk cans. "When they reached the railroad crossing about
two hundred feet from the Whitefield station, their team was
struck by the locomotive of the accommodation train from
C.

Fabyans to Berlin, and ;Mrs. Bowles was thrown from the wagon
and killed. Mr. Bowles, who was also thrown out, escaped with
some injuries from which he has since recovered. The wagon,
one wheel of which was caught by the pilot, was not overturned
but wrenched from the horse and carried along about one hundred feet, where it was left standing upright. Neither of the
occupants was struck by the train, the death of Mrs. Bowles
being due to the breaking of her neck as she fell to the ground.
The train had just left W^hitefield Junction and the testimony
of the members of its crew, which is undisputed, is that the engineer had shut off the steam and was running about ten miles
an hour, that he had blown the Avhistle four times for each of
two crossings which are within fifteen rods of each other, making
an almost continuous warning, and that the bell was being rung.
About one hundred feet from the crossing where the accident
occurred there is a barn beside the track which obstructs the
view of the highway from the train but not of the crossing.
^Vhen the engineer had passed this barn he saw the Bowles
team about fifteen feet from the crossing and slowly approaching it. It seemed to him that Mr. Bowles, who was driving,
was at that instant checking the horse as if to stop, but imme-
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diately after he appeared to loosen the reins and urge the horse
ahead as if to pass in front of the engine, which he almost succeeded in doing. It appears that the team could not have been
seen by the engineer until after the barn was passed but whether
the accident would have been prevented if it had been seen
farther away is conjectural. If it be assumed that it would have
been then the barn is a factor in the case, but we find no reason
to believe that any of the train crew failed to do anything that
could reasonably have been expected of them under the circumstances. All the evidence points to the conclusion that Mr.
Bowles was aware of the approach of the train and either mis-

calculated

its

distance

from the crossing,

its

time it would take him to cross in front of
dent was due to his mistake.

rate of speed, or the
it,

and that the

H. M.

acci-

PUTNEY,

For

the Board.

DEATH OF BEKNARD BEENNAN.
State; of

New

Hampshibe.

In Boajrd of Rallboad Commission^eks.

CoNCOED, November
Investigation at Concord,

November

26,

29,

1902.

1902.

Gen. John H. Brown appeared for the railroad.
Witnesses: F. L. Dunbar, conductor, Somerville, Mass.; Everett
Fellows, switchman, and H. E. Bombard, A^ard brakeman, Manchester.

About one o'clock August 27, 1902, F. L. Dunbar, conductor of
from Boston to Concord, and H. E. Bom-

freight train No. 55S

bard, a yard brakeman, while looking over that train as
in the lower part of the Manchester yard, found

it

stood

between two cars
a man who had evidently stationed himself there for the purpose
of stealing a ride and who told them he wanted to get to Concord. They drove him away and Mr. Bombard followed him
towards the engine to see that he did not get on again as he
tried to do several times. Meanwhile the train had started and
the man caught hold of one of the cars and ran along beside it
as if he intended to get to the forward end and climb upon it.
While doing this he tripped and fell under the wheels, which ran
over and crushed his right arm and leg and injured him internally. He died the next day at four o'clock A. M. After the
accident he told those who attended him that he was a tramp and
was trying to steal a ride when he was hurt. He also said his
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name was Bernard Brennan and that he had a brother in Worwho upon being notified appeared and took charge

cester, Mass.,

of the body.

H.

^l.

PUTNEY,

For

DEATH OF EDWARD

QUi:\IBY

State of

New

AND

the Board.

MARSHALL.

J. E.

Hampshire.

In Board of Raileoad

Coi[MissiOjS":ERS.

Concord, December
Investigation at Manchester,

November

7,

and

at

15, 1902.

Concord,

November 26, 1902.
Gen. John H. Brown and Hon.

Oliver E. Branch appeared for
the railroad, Mr. Niles, of Sargent, Niles & Morrill, for the heirs
of Mr. Quimby, and Mr. Brown, of Brown, Jones & Warren, for
the heirs of Mr. Marshall.
Witnesses: Fred C. Jones, conductor (train No, 68), Concord;
George A. Chase, brakeman (train No. 68), Concord; Frank H.
Crowson, conductor (train No. 345), Charlestown, Mass; John G.
Wheeler, brakeman (train No. 345), Charlestown, Mass.; Albert
E. Williamson, engineer (train No. 345), Northampton, Mass.;
Horace George, conductor (train No. 769), Somerville, Mass.;
Michael Farrey, brakeman (train No. 769), Nashua; Ernest L.
Flanders, switchman, Nashua.
On the morning of December 28, 1901, at practicallj' S.30 o'clock,
passenger train No, 68, Concord to Boston, known as the "Cannon Ball," collided with the rear end of extra freight No. 345 at
the north end of the north yard at Nashua, about a mile from the
station. The engineer of No. 68, Edward Quimby, and his fireman, J, E, Marshall, were instantlj^ killed. Mr. Crowson, conductor of No. 345, was badly hurt, but all the passengers of the
w^ell-filled train escaped without injuries.
The investigation was
delayed until after Mr. Crowson had recovered, and when begun,
was once continued in order that the crews of all trains involved in the accident might be summoned and the investigation
be made as thorough as possible.

The morning was frosty and foggy, rendering it impossible at
the accident to see beyond the length of two cars.
was due at Nashua station at 8.28 but had left Manminutes late, and from there to the place of the
only made its running time. Another extra freight,

the place of
Train No. 68
chester four
accident had
No. 769, had

jiassed into the

yard just before the collision and,
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contributed to the accident, the facts
will perhaps be better understood hy
stating- them in the order of the arrival of these three south-

as

its xjresence iiidireetlj^

establislied

by the evidence

bound trains.
As No. 769 aj)proached the north yard, the rear brakeman,
Farrej^ threw off a lighted fusee as a warning- to any train which
might be following and, at a point eight or ten telegraph poles
south of the north switchman's shantj^ got off, with his flag,
and torpedoes, to further protect the rear of his train. He
put down one torpedo north of the shanty and came back the
distance of four or five telegraph poles south of the shant3% where
he lighted his fusee and waited. His train proceeded slowly
down the yard to the cross-over, where it was stopped by a
switchman and held there to allow a north-bound passenger
fusee,

by on the outward track. When this train had
passed, No, 769 crossed over and went down to the south yard.
It cleared the main line at 8.22 by the conductor's watch, and
so was out of the way when the collision occurred.
Train No. 345, according to the testimony of the engineer,
passed Thornton's at 8.08, and thus had fourteen minutes in
train to go

run the remaining- five miles to the north yard and
As it drew into the yard the engineer heard the
torpedo, saw Farrey swinging his fusee, stopped the train as
quickly as he could, and at once whistled for a brakeman to go

which

to

clear No. 68.

back. He testifies that he gave this signal at 8.21. He then proceeded to start his train but it consisted of forty-three cars, and
in stopping, he had applied the air brakes with such force that
he was obliged to make three attempts, taking from seven to
ten minutes time, before he was able to get the train in motion.
It had moved but thirty-five rods when he felt the shock of the
collision.
In the mean time the brakeman of No. 345, Mr.
Wheeler, who was riding in the monitor of the caboose, had seen
ahead the light of the fusee thrown off hy No. 769, and had got
down and thrown off one from his car. At about the same time,
the conductor, Mr. Crowson, who was riding with him, felt the
train slacken its speed, and, knowing that delay might bring his
train on to the time of No. 68, ordered Wheeler to go back and look
out for that train. Crowson testifies that he looked at his watch
and Wheeler started back at 8.19 and that the train was then
moving slowly. Wheeler went back fourteen telegraph poles,
and put a torpedo upon the rail; he had not time to go further
or do more for he heard No. 68 fast approaching. He lighted his
fusee, displayed his flag and stood beside the rail, on the engineer's side, as the train came upon him. The torpedo did not
explode and was found afterwards twelve or fifteen feet from the
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place it was put witli one of its lead straps gone. His signal
vras not answered and the train went on at a speed of thirtyfive or forty miles an hoiir.
He thinks he saw the engineer of

No.

68,

as he passed, wiping the frost

It is evident, however,

from the

from the cab window.

fact that no application of the

brakes was made, that the engineer, from some cause, did not
see

him

or his signal.

It is very doubtful if

the time

when Wheeler

Crowson is correct in his statement of
started to go back, but, even if the state-

ments of the time that Xo. 345 passed Thornton's and the time it
came to a stop in the yard can be implicitly relied upon, it is evident that the train was so nearly upon the time of No. 68 that
in clear weather and under the most favorable circumstances the
means taken for protection would have been barely sufficient.
The conditions demanded extraordinary care and this the board
finds was not exercised by those in charge of No. 345. Those in
charge of both trains were experienced railroad employees. They
wer0 running in a dense fog and approaching a busy yard,
where, in svich weather, they must have known delays were more
apt to occur. The brakeman should have been ordered back
early enough to enable him not only to properly place the single
torpedo but also the two torpedoes required by the rules. Nor
can the board find, upon the evidence, that the engineer of No.
68 was not more at fault. It is true that under the rules he had
the right of way, and the right to rely upon the track being clear
for him to Nashua Junction. But he was running under the same
conditions and the same considerations demanded extraordinary
care on his part. Aside from the question whether he was not
approaching the yard at too great speed, it seems impossible
that, had he been keeping the careful watch which more favorable conditions demanded, he would not have seen the light of the
fusee which "V^Tieeler was holding on his side of the engine, or its
reflection upon the dense fog which surrounded everything.
The board finds no want of care on the part of the crew of No.
769 or those in charge of the Nashua yard.
F. C.

FAULKNEE,
For

the Board.

APPENDIX.
OPINION OF THE COURT.
STREET RAILWAY LEASES.

APPENDIX.
OPINION OF SUPREME COURT ON PETITION OF
LACONIA STREET RAILWAY.
FINANCIAL EESOUECES AND INTENTIONS OF PETITIONERS
FOR RAILWAY CHARTERS MAY BE INQUIRED INTO.
Chase,

J.

The petitioner (formerly the Laconia

&

Lake

Vil-

lage Horse Railroad, Lav/s 1893, c. 284, s. 1, Laws 1895, c. 225, s. 1)
was incorporated July 27, 1881, and empowered "to construct,
maintain, and use a railroad .... from any point on Main
street or Court street in Laconia, over, along, and upon such of

the streets in said Laconia and in Gilford as may be necessary
for the public accommodation, to Lake Village in said Gilford,
with branches and side tracks to other j)arts of said towns."
Manuscript Laws, vol. 72, page 665. Its authorized capital is
$100,000. Laws 1893, c. 284, s. 3. It is said that the corporation
owns 8.87 miles of railway, all within the limits of Laconia, and
that the cost thereof was $108,098.59. It desires to build an extension of thq railroad through the towns of Belmont, Sanbornton, Tilton, and Franklin to the boundary line between
Franklin and Boscawen, and a branch from Main street in
Franklin to Webster Lake, all of which it is estimated will cost
$280,000; and the petition is for a determination of the question
whether the public good requires the building of the same. The
proposed extension is much longer than the corporation's present railroad. The Boston & Maine Railroad appear by leave of
the court and object to the petition on the ground that the proposed extension and branch are not such within the meaning of
section 18, chapter 156, Public Statutes, which provides that '"if
a railroad corporation desires to build an extension of its railroad, or a branch railroad, it may file in the office of the clerk
of the supreme court of the county in which its principal office
is located, a petition to the court for a determination of the
question whether the public good requires the building of such
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extension or branch," and that the corporation may build the
if, in the course of the proceedings prescribed for the purpose, this question is decided in its favor. The Boston & Maine
Eailroad say that the words "extension" and "branch" were used
in these provisions to describe additions to the original railroad
which are needed for a better fulfillment of the general objects

same

of the corporation, and not additions which create a new system
of railroads and work a complete revolution in the corporate
purposes.

In support of the position, they say that chapter 156 makes no
provision for amending the articles of association of corporations organized under it. The chapter makes no distinction in
this respect between corporations created by special charters

and corporations organized under the general law.

Its

language

a railroad corporation desires to build an extension," etc.,
that is, any railroad corporation, however created. It applies
to corporations organized under it, as well as to those created
by special acts. The chapter originally applied to steam railroad
corporations only, but by section 3, chapter 27, Laws 1895, the
provisions of sections 1 to 20 are made applicable to corporations
created for constructing, maintaining, and operating street railways, except as modified by the later act. This includes "all
railway corporations authorized to lay and use any part of their
railway tracks in public highways otherwise than for crossing
purposes"; and consequently it includes the petitioner. Laws
is,

"if

1895,

c.

27, ss. 1, 2.

were no provision in the chapter by which the stock
of dissenting stockholders could be taken in case of an amendment of the charter against their objection, changing the business of the corporation, its absence would be weighty if not
If there

conclusive evidence that amendments of that kind were not
within the purview of the statute; for, in that case, they could
not be made without the unanimous consent of the stockholders.

The

act of 1883

(Laws

contained no provision of this
its authority by
one railroad corporation to another of the former's property and
franchises for a term of 99 years was a fundamental change of
the business of the corporation, and, being made without the
unanimous consent of the stockholders, was invalid. Dow v.
Railroad, 67 N. H. 1. See, also, Jones v. Railroad, 67 N. H. 119,
146.
The act was amended in this particular so far as the power
to lease and form unions is concerned by the act of 1889 (Laws
1889, c. 5, s. 1) and so far as the power to build extensions and
branches is concerned by provisions of the Public Statutes. Now,
kind, and

it

1883,

c.

100),

was held that a lease made under
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any stockholder in a railroad corporation which has voted to
build an extension or branch, or which has become a party to a
lease or to a contract of union under the provisions of this
chaj)ter, shall dissent from the building of such extension or

"if

branch or from such lease or union, the corporation in which
he is a stockholder in the case of building an extension or branch
.... may apply by petition {o any justice of the supreme
court," and have the value of the stock, interest, or property right
of dissenting stockholders determined, and upon the payment
or tender of the amount determined the stock becomes the propP. S., c. 156, ss. 28-37. These provisions
ertj^ of the petitioner.
show that amendments of charters making fundamental changes
in the business of corporations by providing for the building of
extensions and branches were within the contemplation and
intent of the legislature, the same as amendments providing for
the making of leases or contracts of union. There is no difference in the provisions applying to these objects.
Another reason offered for the construction of the statute
alleged by the Boston & Maine Railroad is the supposed absence
of a requirement that the necessary capital stock shall be subscribed in the first instance. It is said that this shows that the
extensions or branches intended are only such as can' be made
without changing the fundamental puipose of the corporation
as originally chartered. It therefore becomes necessary to inquire whether there is an absence of such requirement. If there
is not, the reason above suggested has no force.
As previously
stated, all the provisions of sections 1 to 20 of chapter 156 of the
Public Statutes are made applicable to street railway corporations. Section 18 provides as follows: "The petition (for an extension or branch) shall set forth the termini, gauge, general
description, and probable cost of such extension or branch. The
court at a regular adjourned law term, after notice and finding of the facts, and a hearing of the parties, as provided in
sections nine, ten, eleven, twelve,

and thirteen of

determine the question so presented."

shall

this chapter,

be observed
that the facts to be set forth in the petition relating to the proposed extension or branch are substantially the same as those
that are required to be set forth in the articles of association of
a new corporation (P. S., c. 156, 6-. 2); and that the procedure
upon the petition is that prescribed for the petition of a provisional

corporation.

lb.,

s.

8.

It will

The ultimate question

in

both

whether a corporation shall be authorized to build a
new railroad; and the incidental questions must necessarily be
similar. These facts account for the adoption of the same
cases

21

is,
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course of procedure in both cases, and will be of service in
determining what the legislative intent was in respect to the immediate matter under consideration. Section 10 is as follows:
"At the term to which the order of notice is made returnable,
if it appears to the court that sufficient notice of the petition has
been given, and that all preliminary steps have been taken, and
the capital stock has been subscribed by responsible parties,
in good faith, with the intention of building the road, and if
no sufficient objection is made, the court shall refer the petition
to the board of railroad commissioners or to a board of three
referees appointed by the court, as they shall deem best, to
find and report the facts bearing upon the petition."
This section requires the decision of four questions before
the petition is referred, namely: 1, whether sufficient notice
has been given; 2, whether all preliminary steps have been taken;
3, whether the capital stock has been subscribed by responsible
parties in good faith with the intention of building the road;

whether any objection made to the petition is sufficient.
no inconsistency between the nature of questions 1, 2,
and 4 and the nature of a petition for the right to build an extension or branch that renders them inapplicable in such a proceeding. If the portion of the section represented by question
3 must be understood in a strict literal sense, it undoubtedly
w^ould not apply in all cases of petition for extensions and

and

4,

There

is

•

branches. It is supposable that a corporation may have a sufficient surplus of capital to build the proj)osed extension or
branch, or that it may have authority under the general laws
and sufficient credit to raise the needed funds by a loan. It is
also supposable that a corporation may be obliged to issue new
stock to obtain the funds. The provision interpreted literal Ij'^
would be applicable in the latter case, but not in the two former
cases. In interpreting the language the object in view must be
taken into consideration. However great the public demand for
the road may be, it cannot be satisfied unless there is a hoiiafide intention to build it and sufficient financial resources to
carry the intention into effect. The granting of authority to
build to a corporation which has no intention of building or insufficient financial resources or credit would be worse than useless; it would defer the satisfaction of the public demand for
two years (76., ss. 7, 20), if it did not prevent it altogether. To
avoid this contingency, the corporation is required to prove to
the satisfaction of the court that it intends in good faith to build
the proposed road and has sufficient financial ability or credit for
the purpose before it can have the question of public good con-
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There is the same necessity for the determination of
these questions in the first instance in the case of petitions by
existing corporations for authority to build extensions and
branches that there is in the case of petitions by new corporations.
sidered.

Manifestly, the language of the section was intended to cover the
necessity in both classes of cases. By adopting it for the extension class, the legislature intended that it should apply to the
varying conditions of such cases although in some cases it would
have a figurative rather than a literal sense. If the description
"capital stock .... subscribed by responsible parties in good
faith" is not broad enough to cover the conditions in all
extension cases, it is reinforced by the "sufficient objection"
clause, and when taken together they are applicable to all conditions that can arise in such cases.
Section 19 provides that, "if the court determine that the
public good requires the building of the extension or branch, the
corporation shall file a copy of the petition and of the decision
of the court thereon in the office of the secretary of state, and
shall thereupon have authority .... to raise the money for
the construction and equipment of such branch or extension by
increasing its capital stock, or by issuing its bonds or notes,
within the limits prescribed by law." Here is express authority
for increasing the capital stock of the corporation. It is unreasonable to suppose that the increase intended is limited to
the amount which may be issued without increasing the total
amount of capital stock authorized by the original charter. A
limitation of this kind would frequently prevent corporations
from building extensions or branches and defeat the public exigencies. "The limits prescribed by law," so far as the phrase
is applicable to the increase of capital stock, are those fixed by
section 4 of the chapter and by the reasonable necessity occasioned by the new construction and equipment. Its force is
similar to that of the same phrase in section 6, chapter 149,
Public Statutes. By section 10 of the chapter the corporation
must take provisional action for providing the money required
for the purpose in view, either by voting to increase its capital
stock and securing actual, responsible subscribers therefor, or by
voting to raise the money upon a loan, or by some other means
authorized by law, and must satisfy the court of its ability to
raise the money before it is entitled to have its petition referred; and by section 19, the corporation is authorized to raise
the money by the issue of stock, notes, or bonds after authority
to build the extension or branch has been secured. While the
proceeding is pending, the entire action of the corporation is
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necessarily subject to the condition that it procure a favorable
decision from the court. This condition attaches to votes relating to the financing of the enterprise, the same as to votes relat-

ing to its inauguration and prosecution. When the decision is
reached and a record thereof is made in the office of the secretary of state the corporation "shall thereupon have authority"
to raise the money necessary for the purpose in the ways prescribed by section 19, that is, shall have authority to carry into
the condition having been
effect its prior conditional action,

—

—

satisfied.

It has been suggested that the question as to the corporation's
intention and financial ability to build the road will arise also
before the board of railroad commissioners or referees if the
question of public good is sent to them for determination. It is
not perceived how this can be so; but if it is so, the commissioners or referees must assume that it has already been made
to appear to the court that the petitioner has the intention and
ability to build the road.
There will be no occasion for a further
investigation of these matters. The question before them will

"whether the public good requires the proposed railroad"
whether it will probably be built. The objection of the
Boston & Maine Eailroad to the maintenance of the petition
cannot be sustained. The question remains, as to the course
that shall be pursued to determine the preliminary questions
mentioned in section 10. An attested copy of the record of all
be,

—not

the proceedings of the corporation relating to the subject of the
petition should be filed at the session of court to which the
order of notice is returnable; also affidavits relating to facts not
matters of record relevant to the preliminary questions. When

no issue

is raised upon these questions by an objecting party in
the proceeding, there seems to be no reason why the questions
may not be decided upon such testimony the same as similar
questions in other proceedings are determined under like circumstances. The affidavits should be full and explicit and by
persons having knowledge of the facts. As has been seen, the
matters are not merely formal. The proceeding must be dismissed unless it appears to the court that there are financial
ability and bona-fide intention on the part of the petitioner to
serve the public as proposed, should it be subsequently decided
that the public good requires such service. If an issue is made
upon any of these questions, an opportunity should be afforded
to the objecting party to cross-examine the petitioner's witnesses and to introduce testimony. This will ordinarily be done
by sending the question to a master or referee to hear the
testimony and make a finding upon the issue.
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No copy of the record of the petitioning corporation's proceedings relating to the building of the proposed extension and
branch and no aifidavits as to the other facts have been submitted to the court. When this is done, if it appears therefrom
that the petitioner has a prima facie case, so far as the preliminary questions are concerned, a master or referee will be appointed to make a finding upon the issue raised upon any of such
questions by the objecting party.
Shannon & Young for the petitioners.
Frank S. Streeter, b3' leave of the court, for the Boston &
Maine Railroad.
All concurred.

LEASES.

SEABEOOK & HAMPTON BEACH STEEET EAILWAY COMPANY TO EXETEE, HAMPTON & AMESBUEY STEEET
EAILWAY COMPANY.
This indenture, made this first day of July, in the year 1901,
by and between the Seabrook & Hampton Beach Street Eailway
Company, incorporated by and under the laws of the state of
New Hampshire (hereinafter called the lessor), of the one part,
and the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Eailway Company, incorporated by and under the laws of the state of New
Hampshire (hereinafter called the lessee), of the other part,
witnesseth, that the lessor doth hereby lease unto the lessee

and singular

its

all

railways, lands, franchises, and other property

now owned, or hereafter to be acquired,
together with all the rights, privileges, easements, and appurtenances thereunto belonging, including the right to demand
and receive to the lessee's own use all tolls, rents, revenues, income, and profits of the demised premises, excepting from the
said premises all caih, cheques, bills, notes, and moneys due to
the lessor, and its common seal and books of record and account,
to have and to hold the same unto the lessee, its successors and
assigns, for the term of ninety-nine years from the day of the
date hereof.
1.
The lessor covenants that during the continuance of this
lease it will maintain its corporate organization in due form of
law, and for that purpose will hold all necessary meetings, elect
all necessary officers, and make and keep all necessary records,
reports, and returns required by law at an expense not to exceed
$100 per annum, which the lessee covenants to pay to it on or
before the date of the annual meeting of the stockholders of the
lessor in each year.
2.
The lessee may use the name of the lessor in bringing or
defending any suits or proceedings in law or equity which may
be necessary for the due protection, preservation, and full enjoyment by the lessee of all the property, rights, and privileges
of every description
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hereby leased, but the lessee shall save and hold the lessor harmless and indemnified from and against all loss, cost, damage, and
expense arising thereform.
The lessor covenants that in any case the lessee deems any
3.
part of the real estate or personal propertj^ hereby demised
unnecessarj'^ for the purposes of the said railway and desires to
sell the same, and the directors of the lessor approve such sale,
the lessor will concur with the lessee in such sale and in executing and delivering such instruments as may be necessary to transfer its title therein to the vendee, and will cause such votes to
be passed b.y its shareholders and directors as may be necessary;
provided that the proceeds of any such sale, subject to the
provisions of the mortgage hereinafter mentioned, shall be applied to the substitution of property of equal value to that sold,
or shall be expended to increase the value of other property
hereby demised, as the directors of the lessor shall approve, and
the lessee agrees so to apply or expend the proceeds. And the
lessee may, with the approval of the directors of the lessor, subject to the said mortgage, pull down, alter, and repair buildings
and structures, and change the location or position of the lines
of rails, but shall replace anj^ buildings or structures pulled
down in vs'hole or
j)art with permanent improvements of as
great value. And the lessee shall be at liberty, without any such
approval or concurrence as aforesaid, subject to the mortgage, to
use and consume fuel and supplies, and to replace any of the
rails, rolling stock, equipment, machinery, and tools comprised
in this lease with others, and to sell such of them as shall have
been replaced or worn out as it may think fit, and without any
obligation on the part of any purchaser to ascertain the occurrence of the CA'ent in which any such last-mentioned sale is

m

authorized.
4.
In consideration of the premises the lessee covenants with
the lessor, for the benefit of the shareholders for the time being
of the lessor, to pay to the said shareholders respectively, as and
for rent hereunder, a semi-annual dividend of three per cent on
the shares of the capital stock of the lessor lawfully issued and
from time to time outstanding to the aggregate principal amount
of $55,000, and a like dividend upon any shares of the capital
stock of the lessor lawfully issued in excess of the said j)rincipal
amount of $55,000, for the purposes and in the manner hereinafter provided, the said dividends to be paid on the first daj^s of
January and July in each year during the term of this lease
to the persons registered as holders of the said shares on the
tenth day next preceding each day for the payment of such
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dividend, the first payment to be made on the first day of January, 1902; and in case this lease is terminated at any time prior
to the first day of July in the year 2000 a proportionate part of
such semi-annual dividend to be paid for the portion unelapsed
of the half year to the then registered holders of the said shares.

And such payments

of dividends shall be free and clear of all
other charges, expenses, and payments to be made or incurred
under the provisions hereof. And an agreement for the payment of the said dividends by the lessee shall be endorsed upon
the certificates of the capital stock of the lessor under the common seal of the lessee signed by its dulj'^ authorized officer and
shall be substantially in the following form:

"The Exeter, Hampton

& Amesbury

Street Railway'

Company

having taken a lease of the railways, properties, and franchises
of the Seabrook & Hampton Beach Street Railway Company for
ninety-nine years from the 1st of Julj^ 1901, upon the terms
(among others) of paying a semi-annual dividend of three per
cent on the shares of the last-mentioned company on the 1st of
January and July in every year during the continuance of the
said lease to the persons registered as holders of the said shares
on the tenth day preceding each such dividend day, and of entering into this agreement in consideration thereof agrees with the
said registered holder of the within-mentioned shares to pay
the said dividends accordingly and to enter into a like agreement with everj' holder of the said shares to whom a new certificate shall be issued, and to indorse such agreement upon every
such certificate. Witness the common seal of the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company and the signature of
its duly authorized officer the
1901."
day of
The lessee covenants to perform and observe all the cove5.
nants and agreements of the lessor contained in its mortgage to
the American Loan and Trust Company, dated the first day of
July, 1901, and also as and for further rent hereunder the lessee
agrees to assume and pay the princiisal and interest of the bonds
to the aggregate principal amount of $50,000 secured bj^ the said
mortgage, and also to assume and agree to paj- the interest
payable during the said term of all bonds issued or to be issued
in pursuance hereof and the principal of all such bonds payable
during the said term. And an agi-eement by the lessee for such
payment shall be endorsed upon the said bonds under the common seal of the lessee, signed by its dvily authorized officer. And
in case the said agreement relates to the payment of both principal and interest of the said bonds it shall be substantially in
the following form:
,
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"The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Kailway Company
having taken a lease of the railways, properties, and franchises
of the maker of this bond upon the terms (among others) of
paying the principal and interest thereof, and of entering into
this agreement in consideration thereof, agrees with the bearer,
or, if registered, with the registered owner for the time being
of this bond (such holder waiving none of the obligations of the
maker), to pay the principal and interest thei'eof as the same
become payable respectively. Witness the common seal of the
said Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company
and the signature of its duly authorized officer the 1st of July,
1901."

But in case the said agreement relates merely to the payment
up to the end of the term of this lease it shall be in

of interest

the following form:
"The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company
having taken a lease dated the first day of July, 1901, of the
railwaj's, projjerties, and franchises of the maker of this bond
upon the terms (among others) of paying the interest thereof
payable during the term of the said lease and of entering into
this agreement in consideration thereof, agrees with the bearer,
or, if registered, with the registered owner for the time being of
this bond (such holder waiving none of the obligations of the
maker), to pay the interest thereof accruing during the term
of the said lease as the same becomes paj'able respectively.
Witness the common seal of the said Exeter, Hamj)ton & Amesbury Street Railway Company and the signature of its duly
."
authorized officer the
of
19
And the lessee covenants to cancel and destroy all coupons
,

upon any of the said bonds as and when the
paid by the lessee.
6.
The lessee covenants to pay all taxes, charges, and assessments whatsoever lawfullj' assessed \ipon or in respect of the
leased premises or any part thereof during the term of this
lease, including those assessed during- the year 1901.
7.
The lessee covenants to insure and keep insured such parts
of the premises as are of an insurable nature for such sums
and in such manner as shall reasonablj'^ protect the same against
loss or damage by fire and to exhibit to the lessor or its agents
the policies whenever reasonably requested, and all sums received by virtue of anj' such insurance shall be applied to making
good the loss and damage, and so that all such insurance shall
be in accordance with such or the iTke provisions as are contained in the said mortgage during the continuance of such
for the said interest
said coupons

ai^e
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mortgage or of any such future mortgage of the premises

as is

hereinafter mentioned.

The lessee covenants to keep the said railway and other
8.
leased property in as good repair, order, and condition as at the
inception of this lease, and to replace all such rails, rolling stock,
equipment, machinery, and tools as

mark with

name

the

may

be worn out, and to

of the lessor in the

manner hereinafter

stock used to replace any comprised in this
lease. And at the termination of the lease to surrender the
leased premises and all property added thereto or substituted
therefor in like good repair, order, and condition.

provided

9.

all rolling

The

lessee covenants to save the lessor harmless

from

all

damages, and expense on
account of anything that has already happened, or by reason of
actions,

suits,

proceedings,

claims,

acts or omissions of the lessee in the management or use
of the leased premises during the continuance of this lease, and
at its own expense to defend all actions, suits, and proceedings

any

already or to be hereafter brought against the lessor or the leased
property on account of any such matter, and to pay all sums
recovered as damages or costs in any such action, suit, or proceeding.
10.
The lessee covenants at its own cost and expense to work
and use the leased railway and property in compliance with the
laws of the state of New Hampshire, and to do all things that
may by law be required in respect of the whole or any part of the

And the lessee further covenants to furnish
equipment, and apparatus of every description required
for the due use and working of the said railway in addition to
the property hereby demised.
11.
The lessor covenants that it will issue, subject to the
provisions of law for the time being and at the expense of the
lessee, additional shares or bonds, or both, for the purpose of
leased premises.

all cars,

money

to pay for permanent improvements and perto the leased premises, and to an amount sufficient for this purpose, whenever requested by vote of the board

raising

manent additions

of directors of the lessee, provided that such improvements

and

additions shall be approved by the directors of the lessor, and
Avill deliver such shares and bonds to the lessee to be used for
the said purposes, and will also issue bonds whenever so requested for the purpose of renewing or refunding its existing
bonds, or any bonds hereafter issued under these presents. And
none of the said shares or bonds shall be sold for less than par.
All such bonds shall be secured by mortgage of all the property
of the railway

company on terms

similar to those contained in
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the mortgage hereinbefore mentioned, except so far as they may
be varied with the approval of the directors of both of the said
companies, and the lessee shall concur in any such mortgage to
the extent of its estate hereby acquired. And any benefits from
reduced rates of interest during the continuance of this lease,
consequent upon such renewal or refunding, shall enure to the
benefit of the lessee, and any premium obtained from the sale
of bonds of the lessor so issued to renew or refund its bonds
shall be used to provide permanent improvements and permanent
additions to the leased premises, except such as are herein required to be provided by the lessee. And the lessor agrees that
its directors and stockholders shall pass all votes and make all
aj)plications to the board of railroad commissioners or other
authority, and take any other steps that may be necessary in
order to issue stock or bonds as herein provided. And the lessor
covenants that it will not issue any stock or bonds without the
express request of the board of directors of the lessee.
The lessor and lessee mutually covenant that there shall
12.
forthwith be made a full and complete inventory and appraisal
of the land, buildings, tracks, overhead construction, rolling
stock, equipment, and all other property of every nature and
description demised by this lease, a copy of which inventory
shall be furnished to the lessor and also to the lessee, and the
same shall be conclusive evidence in any and all cases in which
the question of the condition and value of the said property at
the time of making this lease shall arise between them. The
said inventory and appraisal shall be. made at the expense of the
lessee by two disinterested persons, one selected by the lessor
and one by the lessee, who in case of any disagi-eement may
choose a third, and the decision of a majority shall be final. And
all the rolling stock of the lessor shall at the like expense be
marked with its name, so that the same can be identified, but
this provision shall not prevent the lessee from marking the
same with its own name. On the termination of this lease,
whether by lapse of time or otherwise," a like inventory and
appraisal shall be made of all the property then surrendered by
the lessee to the lessor, and if the property surrendered is thus
found to be of greater value than the appraised value at the commencement of the lease, with the addition of a sum equal to all
amounts of monej^ received by the lessee from the issue of shares
of stock and bonds of the lessor (excepting the principal of renewal and refunding bonds and excepting the principal of any
bonds of the lessor that shall be paid ofl: by the lessee), the difference shall be paid by the lessor to the lessee in money within one
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"

year from the termination of this lease with interest at the rate of
five per cent per annum from such termination until the time
of payment. And if the property surrendered is of less value
than the appraised value at the commencement of this lease and
the said sum received from stock and bonds as aforesaid, the
difference shall be paid by the lessee to the lessor in money
within the same time and with the like interest. And the lessor
and its agents shall be at liberty at reasonable times to enter
upon the leased premises and inspect the same, and the lessee
shall afford all proper facilities therefor.
13.
This lease is upon condition that if the lessee, its successors or assigns, shall fail to make any semi-annual payment of
rent as hereinbefore stipulated, or any part thereof, or to pay
the principal and interest of the said bonds in accordance with
its agreement, or to perform and observe any of its other covenants or agreements herein contained, and such default continues
for one month after written notice thereof from the lessor to
the lessee, or if the estate hereby granted or possession of the
premises or any part thereof shall be taken from the lessee by
legal proceedings or the appointment of a receiver, or if the
lessee or its successors or assigns shall assign or underlet the
said premises or anj^ part thereof without the assent of the lessor
on each occasion in writing, and notwithstanding any assent or
waiver on any prior occasion, then and in any of the said cases
and without any other notice or demand the lessor may thereupon re-enter upon the demised premises or any part thereof
in the name of the whole, and the same have and possess as of
its former estate without prejudice to its right of action for
arrears of rent or breach of covenant, and upon such entry the
said

term

shall end.

In witness whereof, the said parties have caused these presents
to be executed in duplicate by their respective presidents or
vice-presidents and treasurers thereunto duly authorized and
their respective corporate seals to be hereto affixed the day and
year first above written.

SEABKOOK & HAMPTON BEACH STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,

Lessor,

By

RuFtrs N. Elwell,
Vice-President.

EDWI^- L. Peide,
Treasurer.

[Seal.]

m. a. jxjnkins,
A. B. Peekins,
Witnesses to

all.
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EXETEE, HAMPTON & AMESBURY STREET RAILWAY COMPANY, Lessee,
By Waee£N Beown,
President.

Edwin

L. Pride,

Treasurer.

[Seal.]

commoxwealth of

]\lvssachuse,tts.

SurFOLK, ss. On the 6th day of September, 1901, personally
appeared R. N. Elwell, vice-president, and Edwin L. Pride, treasurer of the Seabrook & Hampton Beach Street Railway Company,
the corporation named in the foregoing- instrument, who were
duly appointed by vote of the said corporation its agents for the
purpose of executing the foregoing instrument, and who executed the same for and on behalf of the said corporation, and
severally acknowledged the said foregoing instrument to be the
free act and deed of the said Seabrook & Hampton Beach Street
Railway Companj-, and to be their free act and deed as vicepresident, treasurer, and agents of the corporation.
Before me,
Charles E. Obee,
Notary Public.
[Seax.]

commoxweaeth of ^massachusetts.
Suffolk, ss. On the 6th day of September, 1901, personally
appeared Warren Brown, president, and Edwin L. Pride, treasurer of the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company, the corporation named in the foregoing instrument, who
were dul^- appointed by vote of the said corporation its agents
for the purpose of executing the foregoing instrument, and who
executed the same for and on behalf of the said corporation,
and severally acknowledged the said foregoing instrument to
be the free act and deed of the said Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company, and to be their free act and deed
as president, treasurer, and agents of the said corporation.
Before me,
Charles E. Ober,
Notary Public.
[Seal.]
I,

the undersigned, register of deeds for the county of Rock-

ingham, N.

H.,

hereby

certif.y that

on the 18th day of September,
and entered for record with

1901, at 9.20 o'clock A. M., I received
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the Rockingham county deeds a lease from the Seabrook

&

Hampton Beach Street Railway Company to the Exeter, Hampton
Amesbury Street Railway Company, dated 1st July, 1901.
«fe

EXETEB, N.

H.,

September

18,

1901.

William Markill.
Register of Deeds.

LEASE OF THE AMESBURY & HAMPTON STREET RAILWAY
TO THE EXETER, HAMPTON & AMESBURY STREET RAIL-

WAY COMPANY

(OF

NEW

HAMPSHIRE).

This indenture, made this first day of July, in the year 1900,
by and between the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company, incorporated by the laws of the state of New
Hampshire (hereinafter called the lessee), of the one part, and
the Amesbury & Hampton Street Railway Company, incorporated under the laws of the commonwealth of Massachusetts
(hereinafter called the lessor), of the other part, witnesseth,
that under and in pursuance of the provisions of chapter 182 of
the Acts of 1900 of the commonwealth aforesaid, the lessor
hereby leases, demises, and lets unto the lessee all and singular
its franchises, railway', land, and other property of every description, with all the rights, privileges, easements, and appur-

tenances thereunto belonging, including the right to demand and
receive to the lessee's own use all tolls, rents, revenues, income,
and profits of the demised premises, to have and to hold the
same unto the lessee, its successors and assigns, for the term of
twenty-five years, beginning with the day of the date hereof.
1.
The lessor covenants that during the continuance of this
lease it will maintain its corporate organization in due form of
law, and for that purpose will hold all necessarj'' meetings, elect
all necessary officers, and make and keep all necessary records,
reports, and returns required by law at an expense not to exceed
$100 per annum to be paid by the lessee.
2.
The lessor covenants to do and perform, upon the reasonable request of the lessee, all such further acts, and to execute
any and all such instruments as are necessary or proper for the

due protection, preservation, and full enjoyment by the lessee
all the property, rights, and privileges hereby demised, and
for confirming, establishing, and carrying into full effect the
terms and provisions of this indenture according to its true intent, and that in default thereof the same may be done by the
of

lessee, its successors or assigns,

or

its

or their lawful agents,
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name and as the act of the lessor; and that the lessee
use the name of the lessor in bringing or defending any
suits or proceedings in law or equity which may be necessary
for the purposes aforesaid, but the lessee shall save and hold the
lessor harmless and indtmnified from and against all loss, cost,
damage, and expense arising therefrom.
The lessor covenants, in case the lessee deems It advisable,
3.
to sell any part of the real estate or personal property hereby
demised (any such proposed sale of real estate having been first
approved by the stockholders of the lessor and by the directors
of both the lessor and lessee), to execute and deliver such instruments as may be necessary to transfer its title therein to the
vendee, provided that the proceeds of any such sale shall be
applied to the substitution of property of equal value to that
sold or expended to increase the value of other property hereby
demised, and the lessee agrees so to apply or expend the proceeds.
4.
In consideration of the premises the lessee covenants to
pay as rent hereunder a semi-annual dividend of two per cent
of the shares of the capital stock of the lessor lawfully issued
and from time to time outstanding, such capital stock not to
exceed the aggregate principal amount of $50,000, and covenants
to pay a like dividend upon any shares of the capital stock of
the lessor lawfully issued in excess of the said principal amount
of $50,000, provided that the said increase and issue of capital
stock shall have been approved by a vote of a majority of the
stockholders of the lessee, the said dividends to be paid to the
recorded stockholders of the lessor on the first days of January
and July in each year during the term of this lease, the first
payment to be made on the first day of January, 1901; and in
case this lease is terminated at any time prior to the first day
of July, 1925, a proportionate part of such semi-annual dividend
to be paid for any expired portion of the half year then current;
provided, however, that the lessee shall pay the notes payable
of the lessor amounting to $4,797 and shall deduct the said sum
from the dividends agreed to be paid hereby, and the lessee may
pay any other chiims, debts, or liabilities of the lessor now existing or hereafter accruing from or on account of any past acts,
deeds, or transactions, and deduct the amount of all such payments from the said dividends.
5.
The lessee covenants to fulfill all the covenants and agreements of the lessor contained in its mortgage to the Beacon
Trust Company, dated November 4, 1899, and its supplemental
mortgage to the said Trust Company, dated April 13, 1900; and
hereby assumes and agrees to pay the principal and interest of
in the

may
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the bonds to the aggreg-ate principal amount of $50,000 issued
under the said mortg-ages, and also shall assume and agree to
pay the principal and interest of bonds issued and to be issued
under the said mortgages in excess of the said aggregate principal amount of $50,000; provided that such increase and issue
of bonds shall have been apisroved by vote of a majority of the
stockholders of the lessee. The guaranty of the lessee shall be
endorsed upon the said bonds and signed by the treasurer of
the lessee, and sealed with the corporate seal of the lessee in
the folloM^ing form, namely:
"For value received, the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street
Eailway Company hereby guarantees to the bearer of the within
bond or to the registered holder in case of registration, the
prompt payment of the principal and interest of the within bond
according to its terms.
"In witness whereof, the said Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury
Street Railway Company has caused its common seal to be hereto
aflixed and these presents to be signed in its behalf by its
day of
treasiirer duly authorized thereto this
,

1900."

The lessee also covenants to pay all taxes and assessments
6.
w^hatsoever which are lawfully assessed to the lessor or upon
the demised property during the term of this lease, including the
taxes of the year 1900.
The lessee covenants to keep the demised property and all
7.
improvements and additions thereto insured for a reasonable
amount, payable in case of loss to itself; and the lessee may
receive from the insurer any payments mad© in ease of loss,

and shall apply the same to restore or replace the property
injured or destroyed or to make permanent improvements or
additions to the property demised.
8.
The lessee covenants to keep said railway and other demised property in as good condition as at the inception of this
lease, and at the termination of the lease to surrender the same
and all property substituted therefor in like good order and
condition,
9.

suits,

The

lessee covenants to save the lessor harmless from all
damages, and expense by reason of any acts or omissions

of the lessee in the operation,

management, or use

of the de-

mised premises during the continuance of this lease, and at its
own expense to defend all suits that may be brought against
the lessor or the leased property by reason of any such act or
omission, and to pay all sums recovered as damages or costs
in any such suit.
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The lessee covenants at its own expense and cost to opeand use the demised railway and property in compliance
with and subject to all general laws of said commonwealth of
Massachusetts, which now are or hereafter may be in force
in relation to street railways and street railway companies, and
10.

rate

in such manner as not to diminish the facilities for travel or
increase the rates of fare on the demised railway. And the
lessee further covenants to furnish all cars, equipment, structures, and apparatus of every description required for the due

operation/ of said

railway in addition to the property hereby

demised.
11.

The

lessor covenants that

it

will issue additional shares

and to an amount
permanent improvements and permanent
additions to the demised premises, whenever requested by the
board of directors of the lessee; and will deliver such shares and
bonds to the lessee to be used for the said purposes; and will
issue bonds whenever so requested for the purpose of renewing
or refunding its existing bonds or any bonds hereafter issued
under these presents; and any benefits from reduced rates of
interest during the continuance of this lease consequent upon
such renewal or refunding shall enure to the lessee; and any
premiums obtained from the sale of bonds of the lessor issued
to renew or refund its bonds shall be used to provide permanent
improvements and permanent additions to the demised premises.
in its capital stock or bonds, or both, in order
sufficient

And
take

make

to pay for

the lessor agrees that its directors and stockholders will
all necessary steps and pass all necessary votes and will

all necessary applications to the board of railroad commissioners in order to issue stock or bonds upon the request
of the lessee as herein provided; and, in the event of failure to
make any such issue, it agrees to allow and pay to the lessee
such sums as may have been paid by it for the permanent
additions and permanent improvements and such other sums as
shall be required to reimburse the lessee for expenses on account
of such failure to issue additional stock or bonds. The lessor
covenants that it will not issue any stocks or bonds without the
express request of the board of directors of the lessee.
12.
The lessor further covenants that it will execute, acknowledge, and deliver all necessary deeds, mortgages, and conveyances in order to secure its bonds by mortgage in such manner
in accordance with the laws of Massachusetts as the lessee shall
in writing require; and also that it will make all such applications to boards of aldermen, selectmen, the board of railroad
commissioners, and other public bodies or private individuals or
22
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corporations in order to obtain extensions, renewals, modificachanges in the location, or new locations, or rights,
privileges, or franchises, as the lessee shall in writing require.
tions, or

.

The

lessor and lessee mutually covenant that there shall
forthwith be made a full and complete inventory and appraisal
of the land, buildings, tracks, overhead construction, equipments,
and all other property of every nature and description demised
by this lease, a copy of which shall be furnished to the lessor
and. the lessee, and the same shall be conclusive evidence in
any and all cases in which the question of the condition and
value of said property at the time of making this lease shall
arise between them. The said inventory and appraisal shall be
made by two disinterested persons, one selected by the lessor
and one by the lessee, who in case of any disagreement may
choose a third, and the decision of a majority shall be final. On
the termination of this lease, whether before or at the end of
the term, a like inventory and appraisal shall be made of all
the property then surrendered by the lessee to the lessor; and if
the property surrendered is thus found to be of greater value
than the appraised value at the commencement of the lease, plus
a sum equal to all amounts of money received by the lessee
from the issue of shares of stock and bonds of the lessor (excepting renewal and refunding bonds), the difference shall be
paid by the lessor to the lessee in monej'; and if the property
surrendered is of less value than the appraisedl value at the
13.

commencement

of this lease, plus the said sum received from
stock and bonds as aforesaid, the difference shall be paid b3r the
lessee to the lessor in money.
14.
This lease is upon the express condition that if the lessee,
its

successors or assigns, shall fail to

payment of rent
pal and interest

make any

semi-annual

pay the princiaccordance with its agree-

as hereinbefore stipulated, or to

of the said bonds in
ment, or to keep or perform any of its other covenants or agreements herein contained, and such default continues for one
month after written notice thereof from the lessor to the lessee,
then and in either case this lease maj^ be terminated at the
option of the lessor, and the lessor may thereupon re-enter upon
the demised premises, and the same have and possess as of its
former estate, without prejudice to its right of action for arrears of rent or breach of covenant, and upon such entry the

term

shall end.

In witness whereof, the said parties have caused these presents to be executed in duplicate by their respective presidents
and treasurer thereunto duly authorized, and their respective
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corporate seals to be hereto af&xed the day and year

first

above

written.

& HAMPTON STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,

AJVIESBURY

By Wallace

D. Lovell,
President.

Edwin

L. Pride,

Treasurer.

[Seal.]

EXETER, HAMPTON & AMESBURY STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,
By Wakken Brown,
President.

Edwin

L. Pride,

Treasurer.

[Seal.]

[Stamp.]

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
On this nineteenth day of July, in the year 1900,
personally appeared the above-named Wallace D. Lovell and
Edwin L. Pride, respectively president and treasurer of the
Suffolk,

ss.

Amesbury & Hampton

Street Railway Company above mentioned,
and acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be the free act
and deed of the said corporation.
Before me,
Charles E. Ober,

Notary PuMic.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Suffolk, ss. On this nineteenth day of July, in the year 1900,
personally appeared the above-named Edwin L. Pride, treasurer
of the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company
above mentioned, and acknowledged the foregoing instrument
to be the free act and deed of the said corporation.
Before me,
Charles E. Ober,
Notary Puhlic.

State of

New

Hampshire.

On this twenty-first day of July, in the year
appeared the above-named Warren Brown, president of the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company above mentioned, and acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be the free act and deed of the said corporation.
Before me,
Chart ks M. Lamprey,
Notary Public.
Rockingham,

ss.

1900, personally

.
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Salem, July 26, 1900. At 9 o'clock and 45 minutes A. M., received and entered with Essex deeds, South District, Libro 1613,

page

455.

Wjxlaed

Attest:

J.

Haix,
Register.

DOVER, SOMERSWORTH & ROCHESTER STREET RAILWAY
COMPANY TO EXETER, HAMPTON & AMESBURY STREET
RAILWAY COMPANY.
This indenture, made this

first

day of July,

in the year 1901,

by and between the Dover, Somersworth & Rochester Street
Railway Company, incorporated by and under the laws of the
state of New Hampshire (hereinafter called the lessor), of the
one part, and the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway
Company, incorporated by and under the laws of the state of
New Hampshire (hereinafter called the lessee), of the other part,
witnesseth, that the lessor doth hereby lease unto the lessee all
and singular its railways, lands, franchises, and other property
of every description now owned, or hereafter to be acquired,

together with all the rights, privileges, easements, and appurtenances thereunto belonging, including the right to demand and
receive to the lessee's own use all tolls, rents, revenues, income,
and profits of the demised premises, excepting from the said
premises all cash, cheques, bills, notes, and moneys due to the
lessor, and its common seal and books of record and account,
to have and to hold the same unto the lessee, its successors and
assigns, for the term of ninety-nine years from the day of the
date hereof.
1.

lease

The
it

lessor covenants that during the continuance of this

will maintain its corporate organization in

due form of

necessary meetings, elect
all necessary officers, and make and keep all necessary records,
reports, and returns required by law at an expense not to exceed
$100 per annum, which the lessee covenants to pay to it on or
law, and for that purpose will hold

all

before the date of the annual meeting of the stockholders of the
lessor in each year.
2.
The lessee may use the name of the lessor in bringing or
defending any suits or proceedings in law or equity which may
be necessary for the due protection, preservation, and full enjoy-

ment by the lessee of all the property, rights, and privileges
hereby leased, but the lessee shall save and hold the lessor harmless and indemnified from and against all loss, cost, damage, and
expense arising therefrom.
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3.
The lessor covenants that in any case the lessee deems any
part of the real estate or personal property hereby demised unnecessary for the purposes of the said railway and desires to
sell the same, and the directors of the lessor approve such sale,
the lessor will concur with the lessee in such sale and in executing and delivering- such instruments as may be necessary to
transfer its title therein to the vendee, and will cause such votes
to be passed by its shareholders and directors as may be necessary, provided that the proceeds of anj'^ such sale, subject to the
provisions of the mortgage hereinafter mentioned, shall be applied to the substitution of property of equal value to that sold,
or shall be expended to increase the value of other property
hereby demised, as the directors of the lessor shall approve, and
the lessee agrees so to apply or expend the proceeds. And the
lessee may, with the approval of the directors of the lessor, subject to the said mortgage, pull down, alter, and repair buildings
and structures, and change the location or position of the lines
of rails, but shall replace any buildings or structures pulled down
in whole or in part with permanent improvements of as great
value. And the lessee shall be at liberty, without any such approval or concurrence as aforesaid, subject to the mortgage, to
use and consume fuel and supplies, and to replace any of the
rails, rolling stock, equipment, machinery, and tools comprised
in this lease with others, and to sell such of them as shall have
been replaced or worn out as it may think fit, and without any
obligation on the part of any purchaser to ascertain the occurrence of the event in which any such last-mentioned sale is

authorized.
4.
In consideration of the premises the lessee covenants with
the lessor, for the benefit of the shareholders for the time being
of the lessor, to pay to the said shareholders respectively, as and
for rent hereurder, a semi-annual dividend of three per cent on
the shares of the capital stock of the lessor lawfully issued and

from time to time outstanding to the aggregate principal amount
of $300,000, and a like dividend upon any shares of the capital
stock of the lessor lawfully issued in excess of the said principal
amount of $300,000, for the purposes and in the manner hereinafter provided, the said dividends to be paid on the first days of
January and July in each year during the term of this lease to
the persons registered as holders of the said shares on the tenth
day next preceding each day for the payment of such dividend,
the first payment to be made on the first day of January, 1902;
and in case this lease is terminated at any time prior to the first
day of July in the year 2000 a proportionate part of such semi-
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annual dividend to be paid for the portion unelapsed of the half
year to the then registered holders of the said shares. And such
payments of dividends shall be free and clear of all other charges,
expenses, and payments to be made or incurred under the provisions hereof. And an agreement for the payment of the said
dividends by the lessee shall be endorsed upon the certificates of
the capital stock of the lessor under the common seal of the
lessee signed by its duly authorized officer and shall be substantially in the folloveing form:

"The Exeter, Hampton

& Amesbury

Street Railvs^ay

Company

having taken a lease of the railways, properties, and franchises
of the Dover, Somersvporth & Rochester Street Railway Company
for ninety-nine years from the 1st of July, 1901, upon the terms
(among others) of paying a semi-annual dividend of three per
cent on the shares of the last-mentioned company on the 1st
of January and July in every year during the continuance of
the said lease to the persons registered as holders of the said
shares on the tenth day preceding each such dividend day, and
of entering into this agreement in consideration thereof agrees
with the said registered holder of the within-mentioned shares
to pay the said dividends accordingly and to enter into a like
agreement with every holder of the said shares to whom a new
certificate shall be issued, and to indorse such agreement upon
every such certificate. Witness the common seal of the Exeter,
Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company and the signature of its duly authorized officer the
day of
,

1901."
5.
The lessee covenants to perform and observe all the covenants and agreements of the lessor contained in its mortgage to
the American Loan and Trust Company, dated the first day of
July, 1901, and also as and for further rent hereunder the lessee
agrees to assume and pay the principal and interest of the bonds
to the aggregate principal amount of $300,000 secured by the said
mortgage, and also to assume and agree to pay the interest payable during the said term of all bonds issued or to be issued in
pursuance hereof and the principal of all such bonds payable
during the said term. And an agreement by the lessee for such
payment shall be endorsed upon the said bonds under the common seal of the lessee, signed by its duly authorized officer. And
in case the said agreement relates to the payment of both principal and interest of the said bonds it shall be substantially in
the following form:

"The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company
having taken a lease of the railways, properties, and franchises
of the maker of this bond upon the terms (among others) of
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agreement

and interest thereof, and of entering into

with the bearer,
with the registered owner for the time being
of this bond (such liolder waiving none of the obligations of the
maker), to pay the principal and interest thereof as the same become payable respectively. Wi^^^^s the common seal of the
said Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company and
the signature of its duly authorized officer the 1st of July, 1901."
But in case the said agreement relates merely to the ipayment
of interest up to the end of the term of this lease it shall be in
the following form:
'The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company
having taken a lease dated the first day of July, 1901, of the
this

in consideration thereof, agrees

or, if registered,

maker of this bond
upon the terms (among others) of paying the interest thereof
payable during the term of the said lease and of entering into
this agreement in consideration thereof, agrees with the bearer,
or, if registered, with the registered owner for the time being
of this bond (such holder waiving none of the obligations of the
maker), to pay the interest thereof accruing during the term
of the said lease as the same becomes payable respectively. Witness the common seal of the said Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury
Street Railway Company and the signature of its duly authorized
railways, properties, and franchises of the

officer the

of

,

19

."

And

the lessee covenants to cancel and destroy all coupons for
the said interest upon any of the said bonds as and when the
said coupons are paid by the lessee.
6.
The lessee covenants to pay all taxes, charges, and assessments whatsoever lawfully assessed upon or in respect of the
leased premises or &ny part thereof during the term of this lease,

including those assessed during the 3-ear 1901.
The lessee covenants to insure and keep insured such parts
7.
of the premises as are of an insurable nature for such sums and
in such manner as shall reasonably protect the same against
loss or damage by fire and to exhibit to the lessor or its agents
the policies whenever reasonably requested, and all sums received
by virtue of any such insurance shall be applied to making good
the loss and damage, and so that all such insurance shall be in
accordance with such or the like provisions as are contained in
the said mortgage during the continuance of such mortgage or
of any such future mortgage of the premises as is hereinafter
mentioned.
8.
The lessee covenants to keep the said railway and other
leased property' in as good repair, order, and condition, as at the
inception of this lease, and to replace all such rails, rolling stock.
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equipment, machinery, and tools as may be worn out, and to
marlt witli tlie name of the lessor in the manner hereinafter provided all rolling stock used to replace any comprised in this
lease. And at the termination of the lease to surrender the leased
premises and all property added thereto^ or substituted therefor
in like
9.

good

The

repair, order,

and condition.

lessee covenants to save the lessor harmless

from

all

proceedings, claims, damages, and expense on
account of anything that has already happened, or by reason of
any acts or omissions of the lessee in the management or use
of the leased premises during the continuance of this lease, and
actions,

suits,

own expense to defend all actions, suits, and proceedings
already or to be hereafter brought against the lessor or the
leased property on account of any such matter, and to pay all
sums recovered as damages or costs in any such action, suit, or
proceeding.
10.
The lessee covenants at its own cost and expense to work
and use the leased railway and property in compliance with the
laws of the state of New Hampshire, and to do all things that
may by law be required in respect of the whole or any part of
the leased premises. And the lessee further covenants to furnish all cars, equipment, -and apparatus of every description
required for the due use and working of the said railway in addition to the property hereby demised.
11.
The lessor covenants that it will issue, subject to the provisions of law for the time being and at the expense of the lessee,
additional shares or bonds, or both, for the purpose of raising
at its

money

pay for permanent improvements and permanent adand to an amount sufficient for
this purpose, whenever requested by vote of the board of directors of the lessee, provided that such improvements and additions shall be approved by the directors of the lessor, and will
deliver such shares and bonds to the lessee to be used for the
said purposes, and will also issue bonds whenever so requested
for the purpose of renewing or refunding its existing bonds, or
any bonds hereafter issued under these presents. And none of
the said shares or bonds shall be sold for less than par. All
such bonds shall be secured by mortgage of all the property of
the railway company on terms similar to those contained in the
mortgage hereinbefore mentioned, except so far as they may be
to

ditions to the leased premises,

varied with the approval of the directors of both of the said
companies, and the lessee shall concur in any such mortgage to

the extent of its estate hereby acquired. And any benefits from
reduced rates of interest during the continuance of this lease,
consequent upon such renewal or refunding, shall enure to the
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and any premium obtained from the
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of bonds of the lessor so issued to renew or refund its bonds
shall be used to provide permanent improvements and permanent

additions to the leased premises, except such as are herein required to be provided by the lessee. And the lessor agrees that
its directors and stockholders shall pass all votes and make all
applications

to

the board of railroad; commissioners or other

may be necessary in
order to issue stock or bonds as herein provided. And the lessor
covenants that it will not issue any stock or bonds without the
express request of the board of directors of. the lessee.
12.
The lessor and lessee mutually covenant that there shall
forthwith be made a full and complete inventory and appraisal
of the land, buildings, tracks, overhead construction, rolling
stock, equipment, and all other property of every nature and description demised by this lease, a copy of which inventory shall
be furnished to the lessor and also to the lessee, and the same
shall be conclusive evidence in any and all cases in which the
question of the condition and value of the said property at the
time of making this lease shall arise between them. The said
inventory and appraisal shall be made at the expense of the lessee
by two disinterested persons, one selected by the lessor and one
by the lessee, who in case of any disagreement may choose a
third, and the decision of a majoiity shall be final. And all the
rolling stock of the lessor shall at the like expense be marked
with its name, so that the same can be identified, but this provision shall not prevent the lessee from marking the same with
On the termination of this lease, whether by
its own name.
lapse of time or otherwise, a like inventory and appraisal shall
be made of all the property then surrendered by the lessee to the
lessor, and if the property surrendered is thus found to be of
greater value than the appraised value at the commencement of
the lease, with the addition of a sum equal to all amounts of
money received by the lessee from the issue of shares of stock
and bonds of the lessor (excepting the principal of renewal
and refunding bonds and excepting the principal of any bonds of
the lessor that shall be paid ofl: by the lessee), the difference
shall be paid by the lessor to the lessee in money within one
year from the termination of this lease with interest at the rate
of five per cent per annum from such termination until the time
of payment. And if the property surrendered is of less value
than the appraised value at the commencement of this lease
and the said sum received from stock and bonds as aforesaid,
the difference shall be paid by the lessee to the lessor in money
within the same time and with the like interest. And the lessor
authority, and take any other steps that
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and

agents shall be at liberty at reasonable times to enter
leased premises and inspect the same, and the lessee
shall afford all proper facilities therefor.
This lease is upon condition that if the lessee, its suc13.
its

upon the

cessors or assigns, shall fail to

make any semi-annual payment

any part thereof, or to pay
the principal and interest of the said bonds in accordance with
its agreement, or to perform and observe any of its other covenants or agreements herein contained, and such default continues for one month after written notice thereof from the lessor
to the lessee, or if the estate hereby granted or possession of the
premises or any part thereof shall be taken from the lessee by
legal proceedings or the appointment of a receiver, or if the
lessee or its successors or assigns shall assign or underlet the
said premises or any part thereof without the assent of the lessor on each occasion in writing, and notwithstanding any assent
or waiver on any prior occasion, then and in any of the said
cases and without any other notice or demand the lessor may
thereupon re-enter upon the demised premises or any part thereof
in the name of the whole, and the same have and possess as
of its former estate without prejudice to its right of action for
arrears of rent or breach of covenant, and upon such entry the
of rent as hereinbefore stipulated, or

term shall end.
In witness whereof, the said parties have caused these presents
to be executed in duplicate by their respective presidents and
treasurers thereunto dulj' authorized, and their respective corporate seals to be hereto affixed the day and year first above
written.

said

DOVER, SOMEESWOETH & EOCHESTEE STEEET EAILWAY

COMPANY,

Lessor,

By Wallace

D. Loyell,
President.

Edwln

L. Pkide,

Treasurer.

[Seal.]

Timothy J. Barter,
Reginald H. Johnson,
Witnesses to

all.

EXETEE, HAMPTON & AMESBUEY STEEET EAILWAY COMPANY, Lessee,
By Wakrein Brown,
President.

Edwin

L. Pride,

Treasurer.

[Seal.]
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Suffolk, ss. On the lOth day of July, 1901, personally appeared Wallace D. LotcII, president, and Edwin L. Pride, treasurer of the Dover, Somersworth & Rochester Street Eailway

Company, the corporation named in the foregoing instrument,
M'ho were duly appointed by vgte of the said corporation its
agents for the purpose of executing the foregoing- instrument,
and who executed the same for and on behalf of the said corpoand severally acknowledged the said foregoing instruand deed of the said Dover, Somersworth
& Rochester Street Railway Company, and to be their free act
and deed as president, treasurer, and agents of the said corpora-

ration,

ment

to be the free act

tion.

Before me,

Reginald H. Johnson,
'Notary Public.

[Seal.]

COMMOtXWElALTH OF

]\f

ASSACHTJSETTS.

Suffolk, ss. On the 30th day of July, 1901, personally appeared Warren Brown, president, and Edwin L. Pride, treasurer
of the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company,
tie corporation named in the foregoing instrument, who were
duly appointed by vote of the said corporation its agents for the
purpose of executing the foregoing instrument, and who execntev^ the same for and on behalf of the said corporation, and
severally acknowledged the said foregoing instrument to be the
free act and deed of the said Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury
Street Railway Company, and to be their free act and deed as
president, treasurer, and agents of the said corporation.
Before me,
Reginald H. Johnson,
Notary Public.
[Seal.]
T, the undersigned, register of deeds for Strafford county, N. H.,
hereby certify that on the 11th day of Jul3% 1901, at 2 o'clock
p. M., I received and entered for record with Strafford county
deeds a lease from the Dover, Somersworth & Rochester Street
Railway Company to the Exeter, Hampton & x\mesbury Street
Railway Company, dated the first day of July, 1901.
Dovek, N. H., nth day of July. 1901.
Frank S. Tompkins,

Register of Deeds.
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HAVERHILL, PLAISTOW & NEWTON STREET RAILWAY
COMPANY TO EXETER, HAMPTON & AMESBURY STREET
RAILWAY COMPANY.
This indenture, made this tirst day of July, in the year 1901,
by and between the Haverhill, Plaistow & Newton Street Railway Company, incorporated by and under the laws of the state
of New Hampshire (hereinafter called the lessor), of the one part,
and the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company,
incorporated by and under the laws of the state of New Hampshire (hereinafter called the lessee), of the other part, witnesseth, that the lessor doth hereby lease unto the lessee all and
singular its railways, lands, franchises, and other property of

every desciiption now owned, or hereafter to be acquired, together with all the rights, privileges, easements, and appurtenances thereunto belonging, including the right to demand and
receive to the lessee's own use all tolls, rents, revenues, income,

demised premises, excepting- from the said
and moneys due to the
lessor, and its common seal and books of record and account, to
have and to hold the same unto the lessee, its successors and
assigns, for the term of ninety-nine years from the day of the

and

profits of the

premises

all

cash, cheques, bills, notes,

date hereof.
1.

lease

The

lessor covenants that during the continuance of this

it will

maintain

its

corporate organization in due form of

law, and for that purpose will hold all necessary meetings, elect
all necessary officers and make and keep all necessary records,
reports, and returns required by law at an expense not to ex-

ceed $100 per annum, which the lessee covenants to pay to it on or
before the date of the annual meeting of the stockholders of the
lessor in each year.
The lessee may use the name of the lessor in bringing or
2.
defending any suits or proceedings in law or equity which may
be necessary for the due protection, preservation, and full enjoyment by the lessee of all the property, rights, and privileges
hereby leased, but the lessee shall save and hold the lessor harmless and indemnified from and against all loss, cost, damage, and
expense arising therefrom.
3.
The lessor covenants that in any case the lessee deems any
part of the real estate or personal property hereby demised unnecessary for the purposes of the said railway and desires to sell
the same, and the directors of the lessor approve such sale, the
lessor will concur with the lessee in such sale and in executing
and delivering such instruments as may be necessary to transfer
its title therein to the vendee, and will cause such votes to be
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passed by its shareholders and directors as may be necessary;
provided that the proceeds of any such sale, subject to the provisions of the mortgage hereinafter mentioned, shall be applied to
the substitution of property of equal value to that sold, or shall
be expended to increase the value of other property hereby demised, as the directors of the lessor shall approve, and the lessee
agrees so to apply or expend the proceeds. And the lessee may,
vpith the approval of the directors of the lessor, subject to the
said mortgage, pull down, alter, and repair buildings and structures, and change the location or position of the lines of rails,
but shall replace any buildings or structures pulled down in
whole or in part with permanent improvements of as great value.
And the lessee shall be at liberty, without any such approval or
concurrence as aforesaid, subject to the mortgage, to use and

consume

fuel

and

supplies,

and to replace any of the

rails, roll-

ing stock, equipment, machinery, and tools comprised in this
lease with others, and to sell such of them as shall have been
replaced or worn out as it may think fit, and without any obligation on the part of any purchaser to ascertain the occurrence of
the event in which any such last-mentioned sale is authorized.
4.
In consideration of the prem ses the lessee covenants with
the lessor, for the benefit of the shareholders for the time being
of the lessor, to pay to the said shareholders respectively, as and
for rent hereunder, a semi-annual dividend of three per cent on
the shares of the capital stock of the lessor lawfully issued and
from time to time outstanding to the aggregate principal amount
of $165,000, and a like dividend upon any shares of the capital
stock of the lessor lawfully issued in excess of. the said princiamount of $165,000, for the purposes and in the manner hereinafter provided, the said dividends to be paid on the first days
of January and July in each year during the term of this lease

pal

to the persons registered as holders of the said shares on the

tenth day next preceding each day for the payment of such dividend, the first payment to be made on the first day of January,
1902; and in "case this lease is terminated at any time prior to the
first day of July in the year 2CC0 a proportionate part of such
semi-annual dividend to be paid for the portion unelapsed of the
half year to the then registered holders of the said shares. And
such payments of dividends shall be free and clear of all other
charges, expenses, and payments to be made or incurred under
the provi^^ions hereof. Ar.d an agreement for the payment of the
said dividends by the lessee shall be endorsed upon the certificates of the capital stock of the lessor under the common seal
of the lessee signed bj' its duly authorized officer and shall be
substantially in the following form:
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"The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company
having taken a lease of the railways, properties, and franchises
of the Haverhill, Plaistow & Newton Street Railway Company for
ninety-nine years from the 1st of July, 1901, upon the terms
(among others) of paying a semi-annual dividend of three per
cent on the shares of the last-mentioned company on the 1st of
January and July in every year during the continuance of the
said lease to the persons registered as holders of the said shares
on the tenth day preceding each such dividend day, and of entering into this agreement in consideration thereof agrees with the
said registered holder of the within-mentioned shares to pay the
said dividends accordingly and to enter into a like agreement
with every holder of the said shares to whom a new certificate
shall be issued, and to indorse such agreement upon every such
Witness the common seal of the Exeter, Hampton
certificate.
& Amesbury Street Railway Company and the signature of its
1901."
day of
duly authorized offieer the
The lessee covenants to perform and observe all the cove5.
nants and agreements of the lessor contained in its mortgage to
the American Loan and Trust Company, dated the first day of
July, 1901, and also as and for further rent hereunder the lessee
agrees to assume and pay the principal and interest of the bonds
to the aggregate principal amount of not to exceed $150,000 sesured by the said mortgage, and also to assume and agree to pay
the interest payable during the said term of all bonds issued or
to be issued in pursuance hereof and the principal of all such
bonds i^ayable during the said term. And an agreement by the
lessee for such payment shall be endorsed upon the said bonds
under the common seal of the lessee, signed by its duly authorized officer. And in case the said agreement relates to the payment of both principal and interest of the said bonds it shall
be substantially in the following form:
"The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company
having taken a lease of the railways, properties, and franchises
of the maker of this bond upon the terms (among' others) of
paying the principal and interest thereof, and of entering into
this agreement in consideration thereof, agrees with the bearer,
or, if registered, with the registered owner for the time being of
this bond (such holder waiving none of the obligations of the
maker), to pay the principal and interest thereof as the same
become payable respectively. Witness the common seal of the
said Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company and
the signature of its duly authorized officer the 1st of July, 1901."
But in case the said agreement relates merely to the payment
,
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of interest up to the end of the term of this lease it shall be in
the following form:
"The Exeter, Hampton & Amesburj- Street Eailway Company
having taken a lease dated the first day of July, 1901, of the
railways, properties, and franchises of the maker of this bond
upon the terms (among others) of paying the interest thereof
payable during the term of the said lease and of entering into
this agreement in consideration thereof, agrees Avith the bearer,
or, if registered, with the registered owner for the time being of
this bond (such holder waiving none of the obligations of the
maker), to pay the interest thereof accruing during the term of
the said lease as the same becomes payable respectively. Witness the common seal of the said Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury
Street Kailwaj' Conapany and the signature of its duly author."
of
19
ized officer the
And the lessee covenants to cancel and destroy all coupons for
the said interest upon any of the said bonds as and when the
said coupons are paid by the lessee.
The lessee covenants to pay all taxes, charges, and assess6.
ments whatsoever lawfully assessed upon or in respect of the
leased premises or any part thereof during the term of this
lease, including those assessed during the jear 1901.
The lessee covenants to insure and keep insured such parts
7.
of the premises as are of an insurable nature for such sums and
in such manner as shall reasonably protect the same against
loss or damage by fire and to exhibit to the lessor or its agents
the policies whenever reasonably requested, and all sums received by virtue of any such insurance shall be applied to making
good the loss and damage, and so that all such insurance shall
be in accordance with such or the like provisions as are contained
in the said mortgage during the continuance of such mortgage
or of any such future mortgage of the premises as is hereinafter
,

mentioned.

The lessee covenants to keep the said railway and other
8.
leased property in as good repair, order, and condition as at the
inception of this lease, and to replace all such rails, rolling' stock,
equipment, machinerj', and tools as may be worn out, and to
the name of the lessor in the manner hereinafter
provided all rolling stock used to replace any comprised in this
lease. And at the termination of the lease to surrender the leased
premises and all property added thereto or substituted therefor

mark with

good repair, order, and condition.
The lessee covenants to save the lessor harmless from
actions, suits, pi'oceedings, claims, damages, and expense on
in like
9.

count of anything that has already happened, or

bj'

all

ac-

reason of
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any

acts or omissions of the lessee in the

management

or use

and
and proceedings

of the leased premises during the continuance of this lease,
at its

own expense

to defend all actions, suits,

already or to be hereafter brought against the lessor or the leased
property on account of any such matter, and to pay all sums recovered as damages or costs in any such action, suit, or proceeding.
10.
The lessee covenants at its own cost and expense to work
and use the leased railway and property in compliance with the
laws of the state of New Hampshire, and to do all things that
may by law be required in respect of the whole or any part of

And the lessee further covenants to furnish
equipment, and apparatus of every description required
for the due use and working of the said railway in addition to
the property hereby demised.
11.
The lessor covenants that it will issue, subject to the
provisions of law for the time being and at the expense of the
lessee, additional shares or bonds, or both, for the purpose of
raising money to pay for permanent impi'ovements and permanent additions to the leased premises, and to an amount sufficient for this purpose, whenever requested by vote of the board
of directors of the lessee, provided that such improvements and
additions shall be approved by the directors of the lessor, and
will deliver such shares and bonds to the lessee to be used for
the said purposes, and will also issue bonds whenever so requested
for the purpose of renewing or refunding its existing bonds, or
any bonds hereafter issued under these pi'esents. And none of
the said shares or bonds^ shall be sold for less than par. All
such bonds shall be secured by mortgage of all the property of
the railway company on terms similar to those contained in the
mortgage hereinbefore mentioned, except so far as they may be
varied with the approval of the directors of both of the said companies, and the lessee shall concur in any such mortgage to the
extent of its estate hereby acquired. And any benefits from reduced rates of interest during the continuance of this lease, consequent upon such renewal or refunding, shall enure to the benefit of the lessee, and any premium obtained from the sale of
bonds of the lessor so issued to renew or refund its bonds shall
be used to provide permanent improvements and permanent additions to the leased premises, except such as are herein required
to be provided by the lessee. And the lessor agrees that its directors and stockholders shall pass all votes and make all applications to the board of railroad commissioners or other authority, and take any other steps that may be necessary in order to
the leased premises.
all cars,
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And the lessor covenants
that it will not issue any stock or bonds without the express
request of the board of directors of the lessee.
The lessor and lessee mutuallj^ covenant that there shall
12.
forthwith be made a full and complete inventory and appraisal
of the land, buildings, tracks,' overhead construction, rolling'
stock, equipment, and all other property of every nature and
description demised by this lease, a copy of which inventory
shall be furnished to the lessor and also to the lessee, and the
same shall be conclusive evidence in any and all cases in which
the question of the condition and value of the said property at
issue stock or bonds as herein provided.

the time of making this lease shall arise between them. The
said inventory and aj)praisal shall be made at the expense of the
lessee by two disinterested persons, one selected by the lessor
and one by the lessee, who in case of any disagreement may
choose a third, and the decision of a majority shall be final. And
all the rolling stock of the lessor shall at the like expense be
marked with its name, so that the same can be identified, but this
provision shall not prevent the lessee from marking the same
with its own name. On the termination of this lease, whether by
lapse of time or otherwise, a like inventory and appraisal shall
be made of all the property then surrendered by the lessee to the
lessor, and if the property surrendered is thus found to be of
greater value than the appraised value at the commeucement of
the lease, with the addition of a sum equal to all amounts of
money received by the lessee from the issue of shares of stock
and bonds of the lessor (excepting the principal of renewal and
refunding bonds and excepting the principal of any bonds of
the lessor that shall be paid off by the lessee), the difllerence
shall be paid by the lessor to the lessee in money within one
year from the termination of this lease with interest at the rate
of five per cent per annum from such termination until the time
of payment. And if the property surrendered is of less value
than the appraised value at the commencement of this lease and
the said sum received from stock and bonds as aforesaid, the
difference shall be paid by the lessee to the lessor in money
within the same time and with the like interest. And the lessor
and its agents shall be at liberty at reasonable times to enter
upon the leased premises and inspect the same, and the lessee
.

shall afford all proper facilities therefor,

This lease is upon condition that if the lessee, its succes13.
sors or assigns, shall fail to make any semi-annual payment of
rent as hereinbefore stipulated, or any part thereof, or to pay the
principal and interest of the said bonds in accordance with its

agreement, or to perform and observe any of
23

its

other covenants
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or ao-i'eements herein contained, and such default continues for
one month after written notice thereof from the lessor to the
lessee, orJf the estate hereby granted or possession of the premises or any part thereof shall be taken from the lessee by leg^l
proceeding-s or the appointment of a receiver, or if the lessee
or its successors or assigns shall assign or underlet the said
premises or any part thereof without the assent of the lessor on
each occasion in writing, and notwithstanding any assent or
waiver on any prior occasion, then and in any of the said cases
and without any other notice or demand the lessor may thereupon re-enter upon the demised premises or any part thereof in
the name of the whole, and the same have and possess as of its
former estate without prejudice to its right of action for arrears
of rent or breach of covenant, and upon such entry the said term
shall end.

In witness whereof, the said parties have caused these presents
be executed in duplicate by their respective presidents or
vice-jDresidents and treasurers thereunto duly authorized and
their respective corjiorate seals to be hereto affixed the day and
year first above Avritten.
.to

HAVERHILL, TLAISTOW & NEWTON STEEET RAILWAY
COMPANY, Lessor,
By Wallace

D. Lovell,
President.

F. P. EOYCE,

Treasurer.

{Seal

of

Haverhill,

Plaistow

&

Newton Street Railway
Company.]
Reginald H. Johnson,
ClTAELES H. TUTTLE,
Witnesses.

3EXETER,

HAMPTON & AMESBURY STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,

Lessee,

By WaebE'N Brown,
President.

F. P. ROYCE,
Treasure)'.

[Seal of Exeter,

Hampton &

Amesbury Street Railway
Company.]
Reginald H. Johnson,
CffARLES H. TUTTLE,
Witnesses.
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COMMOXAVEAXTH OF ^MASSACHUSETTS.
Suffolk, ss. On the 14t]i day of Xovember, 1901, personally
appeared Wallace D. Lovell, president, and F. P. Royce, treasurer of the Haverhill. Pailstow & Newton Street Eailwaj^ Company, the corporation named in the foregoing^ instrnment, Tvho
were duly appointed by vote, of the said corporation its agents
for the purpose of executing- the foreg'oing instrument, and who
executed the same for and on behalf of the said corporation, and
severally acknowledged the said foregoing- instrnment to be the
free act and deed of the said Haverhill, Plaistow <t Newton
Street Kaihvay Company, and to be their free act and deed as
vice-president, treasurer, and agents of the said corporation.
Before me,
Regustaud H. Johnson,
Notary Public.
[Notarial seal.]

COMJIOXWEALTH OF ^IASSACHITSETTS.
Suffolk, ss. On the 14th day of November, 1901, personally
appeared WaiTen Brown, president, and F. P. Royce, treasurer of
the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company, the
corporation named in the foregoing' instriiment, who were duly
appointed hy vote of the said corporation its agents for the purpose of executing the foregoing instrument, and who executed
the same for and on behalf of the said corporation, and severally acknowledged the said foregoing instrument to be the free
act and deed of the said Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street
Railway Company, and to be their free act and deed as president,
treasurer, and agents of the said corporation.
Before me,
Reginald H. Johnson,

y of fir

II

Public.

[Notarial seal.]

PORTSMOUTH & EXETER STREET RAILWAY CO.MPANY TO
EXETER. HAMPTON & AMESBURY STREET RAILWAY
COMPANY.
This indenture, made this hrst day of July, in the year

1901,

by and between the Portsmouth & Exeter Street Railway Company, incorporated by and under the laws of the state of New
Hampshire (hereinafter called the lessor), of the one part, and
the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company,
incorporated bj' and under the hiAvs of the state of New Hampshire (hereinafter called the lessee), of the other part, witness-
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doth hereby lease unto the lessee all and sing-ular its railways, lands, franchises, and other property of every
description now owned, or hereafter to be acquired, together
with all the rights, privileges, easements, and appurtenances
thereunto belonging, including the right to demand and receive
to the lessee's own use all tolls, rents, revenues, income, and
eth, that the lessor

demised premises, excepting from the said premand moneys due to the lessor,
and its common seal and books of record and account, to have
and to hold the same unto the lessee, its successors and assigns,
for the term of ninety-nine years from the day of the date

profits of the

ises all cash, cheques, bills, notes,

hereof.
1.

The

lessor covenants that during the continuance of this

form of
law, and for that purpose will hold all necessary meetings, elect
all necessary officers, and make and keep all necessary, records,
reports, and returns required hy law at an expense not to exlease it will maintain its corporate organization in due

ceed $100 per annum, which the lessee covenants to ]iay to it
on or before the date of the annual meeting of the stockholders
of the lessor in each 3^ear.
2.
The lessee may use the name of the lessor in bringing or
defending any suits or proceedings in law or equity which may
be necessary for the due protection, preservation, and full enjoyment by the lessee of all the property, rights, and privileges
hereby leased, but the lessee shall save and hold the lessor harmless and indemnified from and against all loss, cost, damage, and
expense arising therefrom.
3.
The lessor covenants that in any case the lessee deems any
part of the real estate or personal property hereby demised unnecessary for the purposes of the said railway and desires to sell
the same, and the directors of the lessor approve such sale, the
lessor will concur with the lessee in such sale and in executing
and delivering such instruments as may be necessary to transfer
its title therein to the vendee, and will cause such votes to be
passed by its shareholders and directors as may be necessary;
provided that the proceeds of any such sale, subject to the provisions of the mortgage hereinafter mentioned, shall be applied to
the substitution of property of equal value to that sold, or shall
be expended to increase the value of other property hereby demised, as the directors of the lessor shall approve, and the lessee
agrees so to apply or expend the proceeds. And the lessee may,
with the approval of the directors of the lessor, subject to the
said mortgage, pull down, alter, and repair buildings and structures, and change the location or position of the lines of rails,
but shall replace any buildings or structures pulled down in
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\\'ith permanent improvements of as great value.
the lessee shall be at liberty, without any such approval or
concurrence as aforesaid, subject to the mortgage, to use and
consume fuel and supplies, and to replace any of the rails, rolling

whole or in part

And

stock, equipment, machinery, and tools comprised in this lease
with others, and to sell such of them as shall have been replaced
or worn out as it may think fit, and without any obligation on
the part of any purchaser to ascertain the occurrence of the
event in which any such last-mentioned sale is authorized.
4.
In consideration of the premises the lessee covenants with
the lessor, for the benefit of the shareholders for the time being
of the lessor, to pay to the said shareholders respectively, as and
for rent hereunder, a semi-annual dividend of three per cent on
the shares of the capital stock of the lessor lawfully issued and
from time to time outstanding to the aggregate principal amount

of $165,000, and a like dividend upon any shares of the capital
stock of the lessor lawfully issued in excess of the said principal
amount of $165,000, for the purposes and in the manner hereinafter provided, the said dividends to be paid on the first days of
January and July in each year during the term of this lease to
the persons registered as holders of the said shares on the tenth
day next preceding each day for the payment of such dividend,
the first payment to be made on the first day of January, 1902;
and in case this lease is terminated at any time prior to the first
day of July in the year 2000 a proportionate part of such semiannual dividend to be paid for the portion unelapsed of the half
year to the then registered holders of the said shares. And such
payments of dividends shall be free and clear of all other charges,
expenses, and payments to be made or incurred under the provisions hereof. And an agreement for the payment of the said
dividends bj' the lessee shall be endorsed upon the certificates
of the capital stock of the lessor under the common seal of the
lessee signed by its duly authorized officer and shall be substantially in the following form:
"The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company
having taken a lease of the railways, properties, and franchises
of the Portsmouth & Exeter Street Railway Company for ninetynine years from the 1st of July, 1901, upon the terms (among
others) of paying a semi-annual dividend of three per cent on the
shares of the last-mentioned company on the 1st of January and
July in every year during the continuance of the said lease to
the persons registered as holders of the said shares on the tenth
day preceding each such dividend day, and of entering into this

agreement

in consideration thereof agrees

with the said regis-
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tered holder of the withiu-mentioned shares to pay the said dividends accordingly and to enter into a like agreement with every

holder of the said shares to whom a new certificate shall be
issued, and to indorse such agreement upon every such certiWitness the common seal of the Exeter, Hampton &
ficate.
Amesbury Street Eailway Comj)any and the signature of its duly
1901."
daj^ of
authorized officer the
5.
The lessee covenants to perform and observe all the covenants and agreements of the lessor contained in its mortg-age to
the American Loan and Trust Company, dated the first day of
July, 1901, and also as and for further rent hereunder the lessee
agrees to assume and pay the principal and interest of the bonds
to the aggregate principal amount of not to exceed $150,000
secured by the said mortgage, and also to assume and agree to
pay the interest jDayable during the said term of all bonds
issued or to be issued in pursuance hei'eof and the principal of
And an ag-reement
all such bonds i^ayable during the said term.
by the lessee for such payment shall be endorsed upon the said
bonds under the common seal of the lessee, signed by its duly
authorized officer. And in case the said agreement relates to the
payment of both principal and interest of the said bonds it shall
be substantially in the following form:
"The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company
having taken a lease of the railwaj^s, properties, and franchises
of the maker of this bond upon the terms (among others) of
paying the principal and interest thereof, and of entering into
this agreement in consideration thereof, agrees with the bearer,'
or, if registered, with the registered owner for the time being
of this bond (such holder ^vaiving none of the obligations of the
maker), to pay the jjrincipal and interest thereof as the same
become payable respectively. Witness the common seal of the
said Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Eailway Company and
the signature of its duly authorized officer the 1st of July, 1901."
But in case the said agreement relates merelj'^ to the payment
of interest up to the end of the term of this lease it shall be iu
the following form:
"The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Eailway Company
having taken a lease dated the first day of July, 1901, of the railways, properties, and franchises of the maker of this bond upon
the terms (among- others) of paj'ing the interest thereof payable
during the term of the said lease and of entering into this agreement in consideration thereof, agrees with the bearer, or, if
registered, with the registered owner for the time being of this
bond (such holder waiving none of the obligations of the maker),
to pay the interest thereof accruing during the term of the said
,
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lease

common

same becomes payable

seal of the said Exeter,
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Railway Company and the signature of
the

of

,

Witness the

Hampton & Amesbury
its dulj-

Street
authorized officer

19

And

the lessee covenants to cancel and destroy all coupons for
the said interest upon any of' the said bonds as and when the
said coupons are paid by the lessee.
The lessee covenants to pay all taxes, charges, and assessG.

ments whatsoever lawfully assessed upon or

in respect of the

leased premises or any jjart thereof during the term of this
lease, including those assessed during the j'ear 1901.

The

and keep insured such parts
sums and
in such manner as shall reasonably jirotect the same against loss
or damage hy fire and to exhibit to the lessor or its agents the
policies whenever reasonably requested, and all sums received by
virtue of any such insurance shall be applied to miaking good the
loss and damage, and so that all such insurance shall be in accordance with such or the like provisions as are contained in the
said mortgage during the continuance of such mortgage or of
any such future mortgage of the premises as is hereinafter men7.

lessee covenants to insure

of the premises as are of an insurable nature for such

tioned.
S.
The lessee covenants to keep the said railway and other
leased property in as good repair, order, and condition as at the
inception of this lease, and to replace all such rails, rolling stock,

equipment, machinery, and tools as

mark with the nameprovided

all

may

be worn out, and to

of the lessor in the

rolling stock used to replace

manner hereinafter

any comprised

in this

And

at the termination of the lease to surrender the
leased premises and all property added thereto or substitiited
therefor in like good repair, order, and condition.
lease.

The

from all
and expense on account of anything that has ah-eady happened, or by reason of
any acts or omissions of the lessee in the manag-ement or use
of the leased jiremises during the continuance of this lease, and
at its own expense to defend all actions, suits, and proceedings
already or to be hereafter brought against the lessor or the
leased property on account of any such matter, and to pay all
sums recovered as damages or costs in any such action, suit, or
9.

lessee covenants to save the lessor harmless

actions, suits, proceedings, claims, damages,

proceeding.
10.
The lessee covenants at its own cost and expense to work
and use the leased railway and property in compliance with the
laws of the state of New Hampshire, and to do all things that
may by law be required in respect of the whole or any part of
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the leased premises. And the lessee further covenants to furnish
equipment, and apparatus of every description required
for the due use and working of the said railway in addition to
the property hereby demised.
The lessor covenants that it will issue, subject to the provi11.
sions of law for the time being and at the expense of the lessee,
additional shares or bonds, or both, for the purpose of raising
all cars,

money

to

pay for permanent improvements and permanent addi-

tions to the leased premises, and to an

amount

sufficient for

whenever requested by vote of the board of directors of the lessee, provided that such improvements and additions
shall be approved by the directors of the lessor, and will deliver
such shares and bonds to the lessee to be used for the said purposes, and will also issue bonds whenever so requested for the
purpose of renewing or refunding its existing bonds, or any
bonds hereafter issued imder these presents. And none of the
said shares or bonds shall be sold for less than par. All such
bonds shall be secured by mortgage of all the property of the
railway company on terms similar to those contained in the
mortgage hereinbefore mentioned, except so far as they may be
varied with the approval of the directors of both of the said
companies, and the lessee shall concur in any such mortgage to
the extent of its estate hereby acquired. And any benefits from
reduced rates of interest during the continuance of this lease,
consequent upon such renewal or refunding, shall enure to the
benefit of the lessee, and any premium obtained from the sale of
bonds of the lessor so issued to renew or refund its bonds shall
be used to provide permanent improvements and permanent addithis purpose,

tions to the leased premises, except such as are herein required
to be provided by the lessee. And the lessor agrees that its directors and stockholders shall pass all votes and make all appli-

cations to the board of railroad commissioners or other authority, and take any other steps that may be necessary in order to
issue stock or bonds as herein provided. And the lessor coveaiants that it will not issue any stock or bonds without the
express request of the board of direotors of the lessee.
12.
The lessor and lessee mutually covenant that there shall
forthwith be made a full and comijlete inventory and appraisal of
the land, buildings, tracks, overhead construction, rolling stock,
equipment, and all other property of every nature and description demised by this lease, a copy of which inventory shall be
"furnished to the lessor and also to the lessee, and the same shall
be etonclusive evidence in any and all cases in which the question
<of llie condition and value of the said proj)erty at the time of
mnijiking this lease shall arise between them.
The said inventory

861
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and appraisal

made

by two
and one by the
case of any disagreement may choose a third, and

shall be

at the expense of the lessee

disinterested persons, one selected
lessee,

who

in

by the

lessor

the decision of a majority' shall be final. And all the rolling stock
of the lessor shall at the like expense be marked with its name,
so that the same can be identified, bvit this provision shall not
prevent the lessee frora marking the same with its own name.
On the tei'mination of this lease, whether bj' lapse of time or
otherwise, a like inventory and appraisal shall be made of all
the property then surrendered by the lessee to the lessor, and if
the property surrendered is thus foimd to be of greater value
than the appraised value at the commencement of the lease, wdth
the addition of a sum equal to all amounts of money received
by the lessee from the issue of shares of stock and bonds of the
lessor (excepting the principal of renewal and refunding bonds
and excepting the principal of any bonds of the lessor that shall
be paid off by the lessee), the difference shall be paid by the
lessor to the lessee in money within one year from the termination of this lease with interest at the rate of five per cent per
annum from such termination until the time of payment. And
if the property surrendered is of less value than the appraised
value at the commencenaent of this lease and the said sum received from stock and bonds as aforesaid, the dift'erence shall be
paid by the lessee to the lessor in money within the same time
and with the like interest. And the lessor and its agents shall
be at liberty at reasonable times to enter upon the leased premises and inspect the same, and the lessee shall afford all proper
facilities

therefor.

This lease is upon condition that if the lessee, its successors or assigns, shall fail to make any semi-annual payment
of rent as hereinbefore stipulated, or any part thereof, or to pay
13.

and interest of the said bonds in accordance with
agreement, or to perform and observe any of its other covenants or agreements herein contained, and such default continues for one month after written notice thereof from the
lessor to the lessee, or if the estate hereby granted or possession of the premises or any part thereof shall be taken from the
lessee by legal proceedings or the appointment of a i-eceiver, or
if the lessee or its successors or assigns shall assign or underlet
the said premises or any part thereof without the assent of the
lessor on each occasion in writing, and notwithstanding any assent
or waiver on any prior occasion, then and in any of the said cases
and without any other notice or demand the lessor may thereupon re-enter upon the demised premises or any part thereof
in the name of the whole, and the same have and possess as of
the, principal

its

,
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former estate without prejudice to its right of action for
arrears of rent or breach of covenant, and upon such entr\'- the
said term- shall end.
In witness whereof, the said parties have caused tliese presents
to be executed in duplicate by their respective i>residents or
vice-presidents and treasurers thereunto duly authorized and
its

their respective corporate seals to be hereto affixed the day
year first above written.

and

PORTSMOUTH & EXETER STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,
Lessor,

By Wallace

D. Lovell,
President.

F. P. ROYCE,

Treasurer.

[Seal

of

Portsmouth

& Exeter Street
Railway Company.]
Reginald H. Johnson,
Samuel W.

Emeory,
Wit7iesses.

EXETER, HAMPTON & AMESHURY STREET RAILWAY COMPANY, Lessee,
By Charles

H.

Tennet

Vice-President.

F. P. ROYCE,

Treasurer.

[Seal of Exeter,

Hampton &

Amesbury

Street Railway
Company.]
Reginald H. Johnson,
Samuel W. Emery,
Witnesses.

Commonwealth

oi'"

Massachusetts.

Suffolk, ss. On the ."^d daj^ of December, 1901, personally appeared Wallace D. Lovell, president, and F. P. Royce, treasurer
of the Portsmouth & Exeter Street Railway Company, the corporation named in the foregoing- instrument, who were duly appointed by vote of the said corporation its agents for the purpose of executing the foregoing instrument, and who executed
the same for and on behalf of the said corporation, and severally
acknowledged the said foregoing* instrument to be the free act
and deed of the said Portsmouth & Exeter Street Railway Com-
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pauy, and to be their free act and deed as president, treasurer,
and agents of the said corporation.
Before me,
Reginald H. Johnsox,
Notary Public.
[Notarial seal.]

COMMO'A'WEALTH OF ]MaSSACIIUSETTS.
Suffolk, ss. On the 3d day of December, 1901, personallj' appeared Charles H. Tenney, vice-president, and F. P. Eoyce, treasurer of the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company, the corporation named in the foregoing instrument, who
were duly appointed by vote of the said corpoi'ation its agents
for the purpose of executing the foreg'oing instrument, and who
executed the same for and on behalf of the said corporation, and
severally acknowledged the said foregoing instrument to be the
free act and deed of the said Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury
Street Railway Company, and to be their free act and deed as
president, treasurer, and ag-ents of the said corporation.
Before me,
Reginald H. Johnsox,
Notary Puhlic.
[Notai'ial seal.]

HAVERHILL & PLAISTOW STREET IL^ILWAY COMPANY TO
EXETER, HAMPTON & AMESBURY STREET RAILWAY
COMPANY.
This indenture,

made

this first

day of Julj^ in the year

1902,

by and between the Haverhill & Plaistow Street Railway Company, incorporated bj'^ and under the laws of the state of Massachusetts (hereinafter called the lessor), of the one part, and the
Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company, incorporated by and under the laws of the state of New Hamj^shire
(hereinafter called the lessee), of the other part, witnesseth,
that the lessor doth hereby lease unto the lessee all and singular
its railways, lands, franchises, and other property of every description now owned, or hereafter to be acquired, together with
all the rights, privileges, easements, and appurtenances thereunto
belonging, including the right to demand and receive to the
lessee's own use all tolls, rents, revenues, income, and profits
of the demised premises, excepting from the said premises all
cash, cheques, bills, notes, and monejs, due to the lessor, and its
common seal and books of record and account, to have and to
hold the same unto the lessee, its successors and assigns, for the
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of twenty-five years from the day of the date hereof. Subhowever, to the mortgage hereinafter described.
The lessor covenants that during the continuance of this
1.
lease it will maintain its corporate organization in due form of
law, and for that purpose will hold all necessary meetings, elect
all necessary officers, and make and keep all necessary records,
reports, and returns required by law at an expense not to exceed
$100 per annum, which the lessee covenants to pay to it on or
before the date of the annual meeting of the stockholders of the
lessor in each year.
2.
The lessee may use the name of the lessor in bringing or
defending any suits or proceedings in law or equity which may
be necessary for the due protection, preservation, and full enjoyment by the lessee of all the property, rights, and privileges
hereby leased, but the lessee shall save and hold the lessor harmless and indemnified from and against all loss, cost, damage, and
expense arising therefrom.
3.
The lessor covenants that in case the lessee deems any part
of the real estate or personal property hereby demised unnecessary for the purposes of the said railway and desires to sell
the same, and the directors of the lessor approve such sale,
the lessor will concur with the lessee in such sale and in
executing and delivering such instruments as may be necessary
to transfer its titles therein to the vendee, and will cause such
votes to be passed by its shareholders and directors as may be
necessary; provided that the proceeds of any such sale, subject
to the provisions of the mortgage hereinafter mentioned, shall
be applied to the substitution of property of equal value to that
sold, or shall be expended to increase the value of other property
hereby demised, as the directors of the lessor shall approve, and
the lessee agrees so to apply or expend the proceeds. And the
lessee may with the approval of the directors of the lessor, subject to the said mortgage, pull down, alter, and repair buildings
and structures, and change the location or position of the lines
of rails, but shall replace any buildings or structures pulled
down in whole or in part with permanent improvements of as
great value. And the lessee shall be at liberty, without any such
approval or concurrence as aforesaid, subject to the mortgage,
to use and consume fuel and supplies, and to replace any of the
rails, rolling stock, equipment, machinery, and tools comprised
in this lease with others, and to sell such of them as shall have
been replaced or worn out as it may think fit, and without any
obligation on the part of any purchaser to ascertain the occurrence of the event in which any such last-mentioned sale is

term
ject,

authorized.
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4.
In consideration of the premises the lessee covenants vsith
the lessor, for the benefit of the shareholders for the time being
of the lessor, to pay to the said shareholders respectively, as and
for rent hereunder, a semi-annual dividend of two per cent on
the shares of the capital stock of the lessor lawfully issued and

from time to time outstanding to the aggregate principal amount
of $30,000, and a like dividend upon any shares of the capital
stock of the lessor lawfully issued in excess of the said principal
amount of $30,000, for the purposes and in the manner hereinafter
provided, the said dividends to be paid on the first days of January and July in each year duiing the term of this lease to the
persons registered as holders of the said shares on the tenth day
next preceding each day for the payment of such dividend, the
first payment to be made on the first day of January, 1903; and

terminated at any time prior to the first day
of July in the year 1927 a proportionate part of such semi-annual
dividend to be paid for the portion unelapsed of the half year to

in case this lease is

the then registered holders of the said shares. And such payments of dividends shall be free and clear of all other charges,
expenses, and payments to be made or incurred under the provisions hereof. And an agreem.ent for the payment of the said
dividends by the lessee shall be endorsed upon the certificates
of the capital stock of the lessor under the common seal of the
lessee, signed by its duly authorized ofiicer, and shall be substantially in the following form:
"The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Eailway Company
having' taken a lease of the railways, properties, and franchises
of the Haverhill & Plaistow Street Railway Company for twentyfive years from the 1st of July, 1902, upon the terms (among
others) of paying a semi-annual dividend of two per cent on the
shares of the last-mentioned company on the 1st of January and
July in every year during the continuance of the said lease to the
persons registered as holders of the said shares on the tenth day
preceding each such dividend day, and of entering into this agreement in consideration thereof agrees with the said registered
holder of the within-mentioned shares to pay the said dividends
accordingly and to enter into a like agreement with every holder
of the said shares to whom a new certificate shall be issued,
and to indorse such agreement upon every such certificate.
Witness the common seal of the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury
Street Eailwaj^ Company and the signature of its duly authorized officer the
5.

The

day of

lessee covenants to

,

1902."

perform and observe

all

the cove-

nants and agreements of the lessor contained in its mortgage to
the New York Security and Trust Company, dated the first day
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of July, 1901, for purpose of reference in the bonds thereby secured but executed on the seventeenth day of March, 1902, and
also as and for further rent hereunder the lessee agrees to assume
and pay the interest and to guarantee the payment of the principal of the bonds to the aggregate principal amount of $30,000
secured by the said mortgage, and also to assume and agree to
pay the interest payable during the said term of all bonds issued
or to be issued in pursuance hereof and to gttarantee the payment of the principal of all such bonds payable during the said
terna. And an agreement by the lessee for such payment shall
be endorsed upon the said bonds under the common seal of the
lessee, signed by its duly authorized officer. And in case the
said agreement relates to the payment of interest and the guaranty of the principal of the said bonds it shall be substantially
in the following* form:
"The Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company
having taken a lease of the railways, properties, and franchises
of the maker of this bond upon the terms (among others) of
paying the interest and of guaranteeing the payment of the principal thereof, and of entering into this agreement in consideration thereof, agrees with the bearer, or, if registered, with the
registered owner for the time being of this bond (such holder
waiving none of the obligations of the maker), to pay the interest
and to guarantee the payment of the principal thereof as the
same become payable respectively. Witness the common seal of
the said Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Eailway Company
and the signature of its duly authorized officer the 1st of July,
1902."

Bvit in case the said

of interest

up

to the

agreement relates merelj' to the payment
end of the term of this lease it shall be

in the follovidng form:

"The Exeter, Hampton & Aniesburj- Street Railway Company
having taken a lease dated the first day of July, 1902, of the railways, properties, and franchises of the maker of this bond upon
the terms (among others) of paying the interest thereof payable
during the term of the said lease and of entering- into this agreement in consideration thereof, agrees with the bearer, or, if registered, with the registered owner for the time being of this bond
(such holder waiving none of the obligations of the maker), to
pay the interest thereof accruing during the term of the said
lease as the same becomes payable respectively. Witness; the
common seal of the said Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street
Railway Company and the signature of its duly authorized oiJicer
the

of

,

19

."
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Aud the lessee covenants to cancel and destroy all coupons for
the said interest npon anj' of the said bonds as and Avhen the
said coupons are paid by the lessee.
The lessee covenants to pay all franchise or other taxes,
6.
charges, and assessments whatsoever lawfully assessed upon or in
respect of the leased premises or any part thereof during the
term of this lease, including- those assessed during the year 1902.
The lessee covenants to insure and kee]D insured such parts
7.
of the premises as are of an insurable nature for such sums and
in such manner as shall reasonably protect the same against loss
or damage by fire and to exhibit to the lessor or its agents the
policies whenever reasonably requested, and all sums received by
virtue of any siich insurance shall be applied to making good the
loss and damage, and so that all such insurance shall be in accordance with such or the like provisions as are contained in the
said mortgage during the continuance of such mortgage or of
any s\ich future mortgage of the premises as is hereinafter mentioned.
S.

The

lessee covenants to keep the said railway

and other

leased property in as good repair, order, and condition as at the
inception of this lease, and to rephice all such rails, rolling stock,

equipment, machinery, aud tools as

mark with the name

may

be worn out, and to

manner hereinafter
stock used to replace any comprised in this
lease. And at the termination of the lease to surrender the leased
premises and all property added thereto or substituted therefor
in like good repair, order, and condition.
9.
The lessee covenants to save the lessor harmless from all
actions, suits, proceedings, claims, damages, and expense on account of anything that has already happened, or by reason of anj'
acts or omissions of the lessee in the management or use of the
leased premises during the continviance of this lease, and at its
own expense to defend all actions, suits, and proceedings already
or to be hereafter brought against the lessor or the leased property on account of any such matter, and to pay all sums recovered as damages or costs in any such action, suit, or proceeding.
10.
The lessee covenants at its own cost and expense to work
and use the leased railway and property in compliance with the
laws of the state of Massachusetts, and to make all returns and
do all things that maj- by law be required in respect of the whole
or any part of the leased premises. And the lessee further covenants to furnish all cars, equipment, and apparatus of every description required for the due use aud working of the said railway in addition to the property herebj' demised.
provided

all rolling

of the lessor in the
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The lessor covenants that it will issue, subject to the pro11.
visions of law for the time being and at the expense of the lessee,
additional shares or bonds, or both, for the purpose of raising
to pay for permanent improvements and permanent additions to the leased premises, and to an amount sufficient for
this purpose, whenever requested by vote of the board of direc-

money

tors of the lessee, provided that such improvements and additions shall be apisroved by the directors of the lessor, and will
deliver such shares aud bonds to the lessee to be used for the said

purposes, and will also issue bonds whenever so requested for
the purpose of renewing or refunding its existing bonds, or any
bonds hereafter issued under these presents. And none of the said
shares or bonds shall be sold for less than par. All such bonds
shall be secured by mortgage of all the property of the railway
company on terms similar to those contained in the mortgage
hereinbefore mentioned, except so far as they may be varied with

the approval of the directors of both of the said comiianies, and
the lessee shall concur in any such mortgage to the extent of its
estate hereby acquired. And any benefits from reduced rates of
interest during the continuance of this lease, consequent upon
such renewal or refunding, shall enure to the benefit of the lessee,
and any premium obtained from the sale of bonds of the lessor
so issued to renew or refund its bonds shall be used to provide
permanent improvements and permanent additions to the leased
premises, except such as are herein required to be provided by
the lessee. And the lessor agrees that its directors and stockholders shall pass all votes and make all aj)plications to the board
of railroad commissioners or other authority, and take any other
steps that may be necessary in order to issue stock or bonds as
herein provided. And the lessor covenants that it will not issue
any stock or bonds without the express request of the board of
directors of the lessee.
12.
The lessor and lessee mutually covenant that there shall
forthwith be made a full and complete inventory and appraisal
of the land, buildings, tracks, overhead construction, rolling
stock, equipment, and all other property of every nature and description demised by this lease, a copj'^ of M'hich inventory shall
be furnished to the lessor and also to the lessee, and the same
shall be conclusive evidence in any and all cases in w-hieh the
question of the condition and value of the said property at the
time of making this lease shall arise between them. The said inventory and appraisal shall be made at the expense of the lessee
by two disinterested persons, one selected by the lessor and one
by the lessee, who in case of any disagreement may choose a
third, and the decision of a majority shall be final. And all the
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name, so that the same can be identified, but this provision shall not prevent the lessee from marking the same with its
own name. On the termination of this lease, whether by lapse of
time or otherwise, a like inventory and appraisal shall be made
of all the property then surrendered by the lessee to the lessor,
and if the property surrendered is thus found to be of greater
value than the appraised value at the commencement of the lease,
with the addition of a sum equal to all amounts of money received by the lessee from the issue of shares of stock and bonds
of the lessor (excepting the principal of renewal and refunding
bonds and excepting the principal of any bonds of the lessor that
shall be paid off by the lessee), the difference shall be paid by
the lessor to the lessee in money within one year from the termination of this lease with interest at the rate of five per cent per
annum from such termination until the time of payment. And,
if the property surrendered is of less value than the appraised
value at the commencement of this lease and the said sum received from stock and bonds as aforesaid, the difference shall be
paid by the lessee to the lessor in money within the same time
and with the like interest. And the lessor and its agents shall
be at liberty at reasonable times to enter upon the leased premises and inspect the same, and the lessee shall afford all proper
with

its

facilities therefor.
13.

This lease

is

upon condition that if the lessee, its succesmake any semi-annual payment of

sors or assigns, shall fail to

rent as hereinbefore stipulated or any part thereof or shall fail
to pay the interest of the said bonds in accordance with its
agreement, or to perform and observe any of its other covenants
or agreements herein contained, and such default continues for
one month after written notice thereof from the lessor to the
lessee, or if the estate hereby granted or possession of the premises or any part thereof shall be taken from the lessee by legal
proceedings or the appointment of a receiver, or if the lessee or
its successors or assigns shall assign or underlet the said premises or any part thereof without the assent of the lessor on each
occasion in writing, and notwithstanding any assent or waiver
on any prior occasion, then and in any of the said cases, and
without anj^ other notice or demand, the lessor may thereupon
re-enter upon the demised pi'emises or any part thereof in the
name of the whole, and the same have and possess as of its former
estate without prejudice to its right of action for arrears of rent
or breach of covenant, and upon such entry the said term shall
end.
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In witness whereof, the said parties have caused these presents
to be executed in duplicate by their respective oificers, thereunto duly authorized, and their respective corporate seals to be

hereto affixed the day and year

iirst

above written!

HAVEEHILL & PLAISTOW STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,
Lessor,

By HowABD Abel,
President.

Bjenuy a. Tenney,
Treasurer.

[Seal of Haverhill

&

Plaistow

Street Railway Company.]

EXETER, HAMPTON & AMESBURY STREET RAILWAY COMPANY, Lessee,
By HowAKD Abel,
President.

F. P.

ROYCE,
Secretary.

[Seal of Exeter, Hamijton

Amesbury

&

Railway

Street

Company.]
S. R. Wkightingtok,
Witness for

all.

COMMOONrWEiALTH OF MASSACHUSErTS.

Suffolk, ss. On the 18th day of August, 1902, personally appeared Howard Abel, president, and Henry A. Tenney, treasurer
of the Haverhill & Plaistow Street Railway Companj', the corporation named in the foregoing instrument, who were duly appointed by vote of the said corporation its agents for the purpose of executing the foregoing instrument, and who executed
the same for and on behalf of the said corporation, and severally
acknowledged the said foregoing instrument to be the free act
and deed of the said Haverhill & Plaistow Street Railwaj^ Company, and to be their free act and deed as president, treasurer,
and agents of the said corporation.
Before me,

Sydney

R.

Wkightington,
Notary Public.

[Notarial seal.]

COMMCmVELAXTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Suffolk, ss. On the 18th day of August, 1902, personally appeared Howard Abel, president, and P. P. Royce, secretary of the
Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company, the corporation named in the foregoing instrument, who were duly ap-
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pointed by vote of the said corporation its agents for the purpose of executing the foregoing instrument, and who executed
the same for and on behalf of the said corporation, and severalljacknowledged the said foregoing instrument to be the free act
and deed of the said Exeter. Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway Company, and to be. their free act and deed as president,
secretary, and agents of the said corporation.
Before me,
SyDISTEY R. WRIGHTlNGTOTir,

Notary Public.
[Notarial seal.]

Salem, August

22, 1902,

at 8 o'clock and 40 minutes A. m.

Re-

ceived and entered with Essex deeds. So. Dist., Libro 1680, page
192.

Attest:

WiLLARD

J.

Hale,
Register.
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INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

The public

statutes place at the disposal of the board for ser-

vices of stenographers

and experts and the cost of stationery,
sum of $1,000 annually. Of this amount
the year ending June 30, 1902, the follow-

express, and postage the

there were expended in
ing-

sums:

Stenographers and typewriters
Postage
Express
Office expenses

..........

$441.65
44.00
40.52
15.94

$542.11

»A

